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The Garden-I Q_
IDecember 25, 191 =;.

THIS VOLUME OF "THE GARDEN"

is dedicated by pepmission to

FIELD-MARSHAL LORD GRENFELL,
G.C.B., G.G.M.G., LL.D.

{President of the Royal Horticultural Society.)

WHEN Field-Marshal Lord Grenfell accepted the Presidency of the Roj^al Horticultural

Society in the spring of 1913, the cloud of the great European war was not apparent.

It therefore appears the more fortunate that he should have consented to

preside over this great National Society- at a time when his knowledge,

experience and connections are in\-aluable to the Societ}- over which he exercises a wise and

guiding hand. Ever since the revival of the Society in the eighties, there almost seems to have

been some higher care watching over it. When difficulties have threatened, they have been

removed in remarkable ways, lea\'ing the Society stronger than ever and in a better position to

pursue the good work it is doing in increasing beauty, happiness and health throughout this

fair land.

Lord Grenfell has been devoted to the art of gardening for the greater portion of his life.

In the many parts of the globe where he has been stationed, he has succeeded in creating a garden

for himself. He was probably the first to grow English Roses in Malta. He imported a large

number there aiid grew them successfully. When in Egypt he founded a horticultiural society,

which became influential in improving the cultivation of flowers, despite the difficulties involved

by the annual rise of the Nile. In late years Lord Grenfell has taken the keenest interest in his

beautiful garden at Overstone, near Northampton.

Lord Grenfell entered the Army in 1859 and served in the Kaffir and Zulu Wars of 1878-79.

He was Quartermaster-General in the Transvaal in 1881-82. Between 1882 and 1892 he was occupied

in the Egyptian and Nile Expeditions, and was Sirdar of the Egyptian Army from 1885 to 1892. Subse-

quently, Lord Grenfell was Inspector-General of the Auxiliary Forces, Governor and Commander-

in-Chief of Malta, for some time Commander of the 4th Army Corps and for five years Commander-

in-Chief in Ireland. In recognition of his great services, Lord Grenfell was raised to the peerage

in 1902.

It falls to the lot of very, few men to gain such distinguished honours, but one tribute very

dear to him is that of his late and gallant nephew. Captain Francis O. Grenfell, who was the first

officer to win the Victoria Cross in the present war. Referring to his imcle, Captain Francis Grenfell in

his will, which has been recently proved, says :
" I should like to express my deep gratitude for his

kindness to me during my lifetime, ever since the day when he decided I should go into the Army
at his expense. I have endeavoured to base my career on his example. He has, since the death

of my father, done everj^hing that a father could do for me."
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INDEX.
AbutQon Triumph, 496
Acacia, False, as a hedge plant, 133

;

platyptera, 25, 551
Achillea Obristii, 315
Aconites, Winter, and Snowdrops, 97
Actinidia chinensis, 589, 610
Actinidias, two climbing, 565
iEsculus parvifiora, 436 ;

plantidrensis,

311
Agave americana, 554
AgTostis nebulosa, 95
Ailantus glandulosa, a noble group of,

242
Akebia quinata, 529
Allium kansuensp, 543
Alpines as . border plants in Scotland,

337 ; increasing, 340 ; in Yunnan, Mr.
George Forrest on, 347 ; late-flowering,

506, 541, 573 ; under glass, 121
Alyssum spinosum, 302
Amaryllis, the, after flowering, 263
Anemone blanda, 217 ; fulgens, how to

grow, 207 ;
japonica Kentish White,

431 ; nemorosa bosniaca, 211 ; Pulsa-

tilla, 181 ; rupicola, 273 ; sylvestris

277
Annual, a good hardy, for edgings, 140

;

flowers suitable for cutting, 103
Annuals at Reading and Slough, 131

;

between shrubs, 372 ; for beds, 23 ;

hardy, among shrubs, 127 ; in border,

179; sowing late, 265; the best

climbing, 201
Antirrhinum Asarina, 372
Antirrhinums and disease, 171 ; and Mr.

Cuthbertson, 135 ; as bedding plants,

480, 505, 541; cultivation of , 31; eaten
by animals, 539, 553, 588 ; in the
Bournemouth Public Gardens, 457

Apple, a good culinary, 549; Blenheim
Orange, 492 ; blossom, about, 313

;

blossoms, about, and other things,

278 ; Ck)x's Orange Pippin grafted on
Irish Peach, 243, 312, 336 ; crop,

prospect of the, 182 ; crop, storing

the, 458 ; double flowers, 323 ; Edwin
Beckett, 496 ; frost damage to, 1 ;

Gascoyne's Scarlet, 578 ; growing in

Nova Scotia, 368 ; Lane's Prince
Albert, 566, 589 ; Langley Pippin,
419 ; Madresfleld Court, 566 ; Miller's

Seedling, 529 ; Wellington, 503
Apples and Pears for Midland Counties,

19 ; at Swanmore Park, Hants, 261 ;

flavour and pedigree of, 29, 70 ; fruit-

ing on young trees, 458 ; storing
late, 467, 493 ; the four best dessert,

560 ; two fine, 629
Aquilegia, the Long-spurred, in Scotland,

350
Aquilegias in pots, 467
Arbutus XJnedo, 564
Armeria csespitosa, 157 ; fasciculata, 479
Artichokes, wintering Globe, 597
Arum Lily, a hardy, 614
Asclepias fruticosus, 629
Ash, the Eowan or Mountain, 197
Asparagus, hints on growing, 140

;
giant,

604
Aster alpinus Nancy Perry, 306 ; Amcllus
King George, 541 ; Amellus Mrs.
Perry, 518

Aubrietias, the value of, 217
Auricula Edenside, 201
Auriculas for the outdoor garden, 221 ;

notes on, 93, 141, 173, 207, 281, 410,
498, 591

Australian Bluebell Creeper, the, 438
Azaleas, propagating, 191 ; from cuttings,

266

Balsams, hardy, notes on, 471
Bamboos, hardy, and their cultivation,

222
Banksias, 611
Barbadoes Pride and its Latin name, 601
Barberries, two showy new, 206
Bartsia Odontites, 468
Bartsias, little-known British, 504
Beans, Haricot and Butter, cultivation of,

192
Bed, a charming autumn, 126
Begonia Fireflame, 566; Lord Methuen,

354 ; Mrs. Cuthbertson, 354 ; President
Carnot, 433

Begonias, trial of winter-flowering, 277 ;

tuberous, from seed, 37
-* Benthamia fragifera fruiting in Surrey,

:: 50 ; fruits of, 23
fc Berberis. acuminata, 575 ; Aquifohum, a

^ tall specimen of, 218 ; candidula, 109 ;""
hybrids, some beautiful, 142 ;

pinnata,

^ 206 ; pinnata in Hertfordshire, 324

;

'^
SargentisD, 447 ; sargentiana, 592

Birds and ripe fruits, 433, 457, 480
Blackberry, the cultivation of, 499

I Black or Berry-Bearing Alder for gun-
^T powder, 465

BOOKS

—

" Adventures among Wild Flowers," 35
" Fungoid Diseases of Field and Garden

Crops," 453
" Gardeners' and Florists' Annual for

1915," 107
" Gardening for Beginners," 132
" My Shrubs," 240
" My Villa Garden," 356
" Plant Life," 368
" Popular Hardy Perennials," 356
" School Gardening," 416
" Sweet Peas and Antirrhinums," 96

;

" The Book of Hardy Flowers," 393
" The Door in the Wall," 595
" The Garden Under Glass," 35

i

" The Hobby Gardener," 393 I

"The Mutation Factor in Evolution,'
with Particular Reference to CEno-
thera," 416 !

" The Principles of Agriculture through
;

the School and Home Garden," 441 I

" The Spirit of the Soil," 607 i

'

' Transpiration and the Ascent of Sap
in Plants," 36

"Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the
British Isles," 95

Border, a bright summer, 528 ; scarlet

and white in the, 347
Borders, flower, at a cripples' home, 360 ;

at Goodnestone Park, Canterbury, 494
Botany, railway, 361
Bouvardias, treatment of, 205, 218
Bracken roots, 565 ; use of, as litter, 467,

513
Brambles and their peculiarities, 215
Brasso-Cattleya Admiral Jellicoe Broad-

lands Variety, 566 ; Cliftonia albens,

56 ; Chftonii Fowler*s variety, 225 ;

Cliftonii Sir John French, 152 ; Schro-
derse Shrubbery variety, 129 ; ^i^
moriniana Shrubbery variety, 225

Briar wood for pipes, 217
Brunsfelsias, the, 112
Buddleia Colvillei, 457, 493 ; from Middle-

sex, 416 ; madagascariensis, 599

;

ofBcinalis as a pot plant, 13
Buddleias, late-flowering, 470
Bulb notes, 408 ; order in 1915, 451 ;

planting and trial gardens, 474
Bulbs, blue-flowered, for autumn planting,

484 ; British ver&us Dutch, 408

;

early planting of, 441 ; for convalescent
camps, 575 ; for grass and woodland,
473 ; for spring planting 195 ; forced,

the colouring in, 159 ; in grass, 503 ;

some, for spring planting, 165 ; that
ought to be potted in August, 385

Business, starting a, 333
Butcher's Broom and other plants, 27

Cabbage, a hint on cooking, 122 ; a
remedy for club in, 529, 576 ; club in,

516 ; Little Gem, 50 ; Sutton's Har-
binger, 218

Cabbages and perennial Poppies, trials

of, at Wisley, 359
CsBsalpinia japonica and C. pulcherrima,

577, 601
Cffisalpinias, two hardy, 546
Calceolaria cuttings, 457
Calceolarias, herbaceous, 305 ; three

S>od shrubby, 245
una vulgaris cuprea, 73

Camellia reticulata, 73
Campanula Abundance, 402 ; arvatica

(acutangula), 378 ; garganica hirsuta,

603 ; Meteor, 378 ;
portenschlagiana,

90 ; portenschlagiana and Pinks, 223 ;

Profusion, 592 ; pusilla Miss Willmott,
188, 330

Candytuft, Ibeiis gibraltarica, 61
Cannas and Dahlias, storing, 498
Canterbury Bells and Alkanet, 352
Carduncellus pinnatus, 195
Carnation Alice, 518 ; Aviator, 543

;

Bishton Wonder, 47 ; Bookham Clove,
273 ; Caprice, 47 ; Colleen, 47 ; Daisy
Walker, 196, 273 ; Delice, 47 ; General
Joffre, 47 ; Good Cheer, 152 ; Grena-
dier, 47 ; Malcolm, 617 ; Mme. Charles
Page, 47 ; Mrs. G. Lloyd Wigg, 176

;

Nora West, 47, 192; notes, 631;
Wivelsfleld White, 47

Carnations, border, 542, 579, 611 ; autumn
planting versus spring planting, 421

;

new Perpetual - flowering, 404 ; notes
on, 101, 135, 177, 234, 314, 362, 375,
472 ; Perpetual-flowering, 266 ; Tree,
sporting, 528

Carpenteria californica, when to prune,
24

Cassia corymbosa at Eastbourne, 372;
flowering outdoors, 564

Cassinia fulvida, 145
Catalogue, the ideal, 22; Daffodil,

99
Catasetum Bungerothii, 447

Catkins, notes on, 151
Cattleya Ajax Primrose Dame, 518

;

amabihs Fowler's variety, 477 ; drap-
siana vinosa, 426 ; hardyana alba, 447 ;

hardyana variety His Majesty, 426

;

Harold Fowler's variety, 402 ; Luegese
Fowler's variety, 543 ; Mendelii Mrs.
Smee, 354 ; Moira rubra, 543 ; Olympus,
129; Paula, 354; Sybil Scintillant,

402 ; Sybil variety rotundobeUum,
426 ; Sybil variety W. R. Lee, 447 ;

Tityus Rex, 273 ; Trianse Queen
Elizabeth, 80 ; Venus Princess Mary,
477 ; Warscewiczii Mrs. E. Ashworth,
354

Ceanothus Fantaisie, 477 ; George Simon,
496 ; rigidus (vera), 260 ; vais. 609

Celeriac and its cultivation, 227
Celery, crisp, how to grow small, 48
Centaurea ^theopappus pulcherrima, 111
Ceratostigma plumbaginoides, 400 ; will-

mottianum, 491
Cercis Sihquastrum, 287
Chamomile, the double, 63, 110
Charity begins at home, 534
Cherry, the Bird, 312 ; Waterloo, 378
Cherries, Morello, for north walls, 29

;

the flowering, 229
Chicory or Witloof, the cultivation of,

225
Chionanthus \irginica, 100
Chionodoxa Lucilise, 73 ; sardensis, 157
Chorizema ilicifoUum, 251
Christmas Roses, 613 ; transplanting, 15, 38
Chrysanthemum Aphrodite, 578, arcti-

cum, 545, 576 ; Aristocrat, 590

;

Bertha Fairs, 543 ; Charlotte E.
Soyer, 543 ; Edith Cavell, 666 ; General
Smith-Dorrien, 543 ; Golden Cham-
pion, 566 ; Louisa Pockctt, 590

;

Market Bronze, 543 ; maximum Cale-
donia, 420 ; Merstham Beauty, 551

;

Monica Mitchen, 690 ; Phyllis Cooper,
566 ; the, and its associations, 537

Chrysanthemums at Finsbury Park,
563 ; border, notes on, 544 ; border,
winter treatment of, 20 ; early flowering
or border, 224; notes on, 17, 32, 70,
140, 177, 259, 283, 332, 392, 618 ; out-
door or border, 566 ; propagation of,

12 ;
protecting early flowering, 575

;

that last well in Scotland, 41 ; to
bloom at Christmas, 47 ; work among
the, 411, 486, 578

Chrysogonum virginianum, 14
Cistus cyprius, 347 ;

purpureus, 99
Citrus trifoliata, fruits of, 597
Clarkias for the conservatory, 363
Clematis aphylla, 260 ; Flammula in the

flower border, 498 ; Hendersonii, 371

;

montana, 43, 63
Clematises and their cultivation, 448

;

where to grow, 316
Clerodendrons, hardy, 578
Clethra ahiifolia, 431
Climbers, late-flowering, 576 ; some good

greenhouse, 223
Clivia, the, as a window plant, 206
Cobs, not Filberts, 528
Ccelogyne cristata, treatment of, 36
Colchicum speciosum, 472
Colchicums and autumn-flowering Cro-

cuses in grass, 447
Collomia coccinea, 384
Colour charts, 116, 147, 159, 183, 429,

501
Combination, a pink and blue, 205
Copper preserving pans, 157
Coreopsis grandiflora and Madonna Lilies,

371
Cornflowers, about, 335
Com, Sweet, cultivation of, in England, 34
Cornus Nuttailii, 374
Coronilla glauca, 539 ; as a hardy plant,

300
Corylopsis spicata, 169
Corylus Colurna, 97
Cosmos, early flowering, 80 ; naturalised

in Rhodesia, 235
Cotoneaster frigida, 575 ; Simonsii, 480

;

as a wall plant, 456, 492
Cotyledon simpUcifoha, 306
Cowley, H., appointment of, 479
Crab Apple, I^rus niedzwetzkyana, 229
Crat£egus cordata, 347
Crinum PoweUii, 50 ; how to plant, 2

;

in a reader's garden, 528 ;
planting, 38

Crinums at Michaelmas, 19 ; the, 432,
481, 455

Crocus biflorus Alexander!, 104; Lemon
Queen, 104 ; byzantinus, 554 ; Imperati
albiflos, 104 ;

pulchellus albus, 518,
527, 529 ; species, 481, 552 ; speciosus
Bowles' White, 529 ; in the grass, 467 ;

susianus, 109 ; tommasinianus, 85
Crocuses at Kew, 158 ; of autumn, 387 ;

outdoor, for bowls, 97 ; the Autumn,
566

Crops, produce of, 1915, 587
Crown Imperials, 205
Cupressus, gaU on root of, 527
Cuttings with heeh, 2, 27, 50, 75
Cyclamen Coum, 101 ; Persian, how to

succeed with, 404 ; persicum, hardiness
of, 3 ;

pseud-ibericum, 133 ; sowing,
443

Cydonia Mallardi, 447
Cymbidium coningsbyanum Brockhurst

variety, 32 ; Schlegelii Fowler's variety,
104

Cypress, the Deciduous, 342, 360
Cypripedium arthurianum Langley

variety, 32; Calceolus, 399, 420, 429;
in Switzerland, 361 ; Curtisii Sanderw,
306 ; Grand Duke Nicholas, 32 ; lona
Priory variety, 590 ; Priory Beauty,
590 ; Pyranus Chardwar Ideal, 32

;

spectabile, 299
Csrtisus DaUimorei, seedling forms of,

299 ; fragrans, 109, 218 ; praecox, 229 ;

purpureus, 265 ; scoparius sulphureus,
67

Daffodil, a word to, seedling raisers, 170
;

bulbs, living pests in, 4 ; bulbs, soaking,
in water, 39 ; Leedsii, new division of

the classes and a suggestion, 300 ; names,
a classified list of, 551 ; notes, 53, 64,

88, 113, 125, 138, 148, 164, 174, 187,

199, 209, 220, 233, 243 ; notes from
New Zealand. 22, 352; Olympia, 443,
469 ; or Narcissus, 147 ; what is a ?

147; "Year Book, 1915," 531, 565,
613

Daffodils, a new cup for, 165 ; and Tulips,

lifting and storing, 301 ; classes for

miniature, 242 ; division of Leedsii,

class of, 110 ; for the garden, 39, 58,

75, 87 ;
garden, 242 ; Leedsii, the new-

division of, 324 ; technical terms used
in describing, 158 ; what is wanted in,

183
Dahlia Aggie Hutt, 431 ; Anna Louise,

518 ; A. R. Perry, 477 ; Bacchante,
496 ; Blaze, 477 ; Caprice, 447 ;

Carron, 496 ; Constance, 477 ; Coyness,
477 ; Cresset, 477 ; Curlew, 477 ;

Diamond, 496 ; Don Juan, 477 ; Erin,
496 ; Esm6e, 477 ; Garland, 496 ;

Greraldine Edwards, 426 ; Gossamer,
477 ; Herald, 447 ; Landmark, 496 ;

Leviathan, 518 ; Madonna, 496 ; Bliss

Judd, 447 ; Patrol, 426 ; Printfose

Queen, 447 ; Rainbow, 518 ; Sappho,
477 ; Saucy, 496 ; Scarlet Queen,
447 ; Sceptre, 496 ; Searchlight, 496 ;

Sharman Crescent, 477 ; The Boy,
496 ; The Girl, 496 ;

' Tipperary, 477 ;

trial at Duffryn, 22 ; Ursa Major, 496 ;

Vanesse, 477 ; Warneford, 447 ; Wash-
ington, 447 ; William Pound, 477 ;

Yellow Star, 447
Dahlias, 547 ; on a trellis, 242 the

Collarette, 200, 407 ; the Mignon, 396
Damson, the Merryweather, 583
Daphne Arbuscula, 260 ; Mezereum, 145
Davidia involucrata Vilinorinii, 145
Decoration, table, hints on, 453
Delphinium Queen of the Belgians, 330 ;

venustum, 306
Delphiniums, 102 ; the, or perennial

Larkspurs, 610
Dendrobium hookerianum Fowler's variety,

477 ; Triumph, 56
Deutzia Vilmorince in Ireland, 564
Dianthus gracilis, 597 ; neglectus Aurora,

306 ; Spencer H. Bickham, 324, 373 ;

woodfordiensis, 306
Dianthuses or Pinks, the, 184
Dictamnus albus, 507
Dimorphanthus mandschuricus variegatus,

598
Dimorphotheca pluvialis, 553
Disa Blackii, 272
Dombeya Mastersii, 601

Earthworms, useful and injurious, 61
Elderflower wine or Frontignac, 349
Elders, some scarlet-fruited, 342
Elm trees, the danger of, 455
Endive, some notes on, 432
Epitaph on a garden friend, 552
Erica arborea, 288 ; australis, 26 ; cinerea

atrorubens, 354 ; cinerea atrosan-
guinea, 323 ; cinerea coccinea, 420 ;

mediterranea hybrida, 109
Erigeron Asa Gray, 335 ; hybridus
Ma. Gray, 330 ;

philadelphicus, 564

;

Quakeress, 575 ; speciosum superbum,
455

Eryngium giganteum, 395
Escallonia langleyensis, 315, 336

;

macrantha, 551 ; montevidense", 496
Eschscholtzia The Geisha, 447
Eucalypts for EngUsh gardens, 496.

540, 552, 588
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Eucalyptus globulus and E. Gunnii,

493 ; in flower in Norfolk, 421, 468
Eucryphia pinnatifolia, 363
Euonymus latifolius, 527
Euphorbia Sibthorpii, 408
Evelyn, John, some historical notes, 105
Evergreens on walls in winter, 114 ;

transplanting, 169
Evesbam Valley, the, in early spring,

156

Farmers' Red Cross Sale, 597
Fern, Maidenhair, fronds from Queens-

land, 121
Ferns, desirable greenhouse, 356 ; hardy,

for shady greenhouses, 267 ; hardy, for

shady places, 120 ; in air-tight bottles,

145 ; treatment of, in pots, 73
Fertilisation, physiology of, 85
FertiUsers, our supplies of, 586
Ferula communis, 420
Flax, New Zealand, at home, 50, 110,

135
Florence Fennel, 595
Floriculture in America, 227
Flower-bed, a pleasing spring, 205 ; an

effective, 299
Flower-beds, some beautiful, 408
Flower fragrance, some sources of, 624
Flowers, annual, for autumn sowing,

423, 457 ; for the greenhouse, 424

;

in mixed borders, 163 ; manure for,

122 ; autumn, 546 ; deep blue and
yellow, 217 ; for hot, sandy soil, 231 ;

greenhouse, colour arrangement of,

97 ; sweet-scented, 80 ; hardy, in

early autumn, 495 ; limelight, 288 ;

long-stemmed, 38; magenta, 577.

603; outdoor, in midwinter, 37, 62,

75 ;
preserving cut, 97 ; some annual,

for spring sowing, 124 ; spring, at

Stratton Park, 270 ; in association,

336; tender, at Hampton Court, 455;

the charm of common, 156 ; the

cutting of, 301, 360, 397
Fly, the Celery, 183
Figs, green, preserving, 433 ; recipe for

bottling, 452
Filbert Nuts, 499
Forget-me-not, the Chatham Island, in

Scotland, 171
Forsythia intermedia spcctabilis, 176, 182

;

suspensa, 157
Fothergilla major, 77, 277
Foxgloves and other flowers in the wild

garden, 603 ; and their cultivation, 304,

324
Fraxious Ornus, 362
Freesias, a magnificent group of, 139

;

coloured, 151 ; cultivation of, 459
;

cultural hints on, 89 ; for Christmas.

282; from Guernsey, 135 ; hybrid. 110

Friar Park revisited, 304
Fritillaries, wild. 230
Fritillary. the, as a wild plant, 219
Fruit blossom, protecting, 130 ; crops

in Calvados, Normandy, 322 ; hardy,

summer pruning of, 392 ; prospects

at St. Malo, 323 ; rooms, 475 ; trees,

hardy, winter spraying of, 81 ;
planting,

537, 631 ; summer spraying of, 317

;

thick verms thin training of, 605

:

ventures in fruit walls, 628
Fruits and vegetables, bottling, 374
Fuchsias, raising from seeds, 350 ; the

cultivation of, 409
Fungus, a large. 408
Funkia subcordata alba odorata, 2, 75 ;

subcordata grandiflora, 27

Galan^hus nivalis Scharlokii, 455
Garden, a beautiful, in Scotland, 230 ;

a, in the war desert, 313 ; a little,

at Kensington, 571 ; a newly made at

Sandboume, Worcestershire, 244 ; a
snaall, turned to good account, 553

;

an artistic httle, 398: an Ayrshire.

457 ; an East Coast, 338 ; an inter-

esting Cornish, 163 : an interesting

Surrey, 411, 432; Heath, at W'isley,

462 ; literature, 504 ; my cottage, in

Hampshire, 534 ; some " W. G.'s " of

the, 584; sparrows in the, 288: Thf
Garden in the fighting line, 419

;

the Heath, in autumn, 581 : the Heath,
in late summer. 365 ; the sunk, at

Regal Lodge, 559; wild, an effective

combination for the, 241

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

the. 322
Gardening, informal and wild, 291, 303,

313, 326 ; in South Australia, 372 ;

racecourse, in New Zealand, 414 ; of the
week, 618, 630

Gardens, cats in, 432; dry wall, 590;
for little Londoners, 597

Gardens op To-pay—
Bodnant Halt, Denbighshire, 583
Markyate Cell. Herts. 568
Woodsidf, Chinirs. Burkj^. 281

Gaultheria tricophylla in a Welsh garden,

237
Genista cetnensis. 359 ; etnerea. 326
Oentiana acaulis, 336, 373. 420 ; how to

grow, 397 ; treatment of, 281 : ascle-

piadea. 492 ; omata, 518 ; treatment
for, 457

Gerberas, cultivation of, 144
Geum Mrs. Bradshaw, 503
Ginkgo biloba or Maidenhair Tree, 2,

27, 50
Gladioli for spring planting, 184
Gladiolus brenchleyensis and East Lothian

Stocks, 157 : masonionim, 551
Glasnevin, notes from, 232
Globularia incanescens, 423
Gloxinias from seed, 37
Godetia Double Rose, 37 ; Lavender, 330
Goldfish changing colour, 409 ; in cement

tank, 216 ; information about, 385
Gooseberry caterpillars, 342, 361 ; flowers
and sparrows, 193, 219, 243 ; mildew in
Cambridgeshire, 193 ; Roseberry, 378 ;

Whinham*s Industry, 378
Grammanthes gentianoides, 395
Grape Vines in early autumn, 470
G apes, an audit of, at the fruit show, 526
Grevillea juniperina sulphurea. 311 ; the

genus, 182
GrevUleas in Australia, 170
Ground, newly broken, 128
Gypsophila repens as a wall plant. 49

Habranthus pratensis, 277
Hake^ pinifolia, 599
Hamamelis japonica zuceariniana, 97

;

mollis, 25
Hardenbergia comptouiana. 242
Harvey, F. W.. a few appreciations, 444

;

death of. 431
Heath garden, the. in spring. 197 ; St.

Dabeoc's, 56
Heather, the double-flowered, 438
Heaths, some winter-flowering. 40. 63 ;

the Tree, 284
Hedge of sorts, a, 14, 38, 50. 75 ; plants

for, 24 ; upkeep of garden, :i5

Hedychium gardnerianum, 216. 610
Helenium puiailum magnificum, 38:i

Helianthus Nattallu, 419
Helleborus niger altifolius, 1^ 38
Helxine SoUerolU as a carpeting plant, 99
Hemerocallis as pot plants, 49 ; Golden

Bell, 354
Herbs, drying, 360
Heucheras, dividing, 265
Hibiscus, the SjTian, 412
Himalayan Blackberry, 447
Hollies, grafting, 216
Holly, the, 239
Homes, good, wanted, 464
Honeysuckle, a Chinese, 563
Honeysuckles, winter-flowering. 61
Horse Chestnuts, collecting, 575
Horticultural relief for Serbia, 404
Horticulture examinations, National Di-
ploma of, 380 ; in Belgium^ France,
Russia and Serbia, 229 ; in the good
old days, 309

Horticulturist, a Wigtownshire amateur, 32
Houseleek, a Cobweb, 348
Humea elegans and skin irritation, 12
Hunnemannia fumariffifolia, 432
Hyacinth Lady Derby, 144
Hyacinths, about, 194
Eyacinthus azureus, 169
Hydrangea Radiant, 225
Hypericum Ascyron, 538; patuliim Henvri.

371

Iris fliifolia, 330. 390 ; Lohengrin. 306 ;

Lord of June, 306 ; Maori King, 299
;

pallida dalmatica. 287 ; Rotherside
Masterpiece, 306 ; sibirica, 533 ; sind-
pers, 133 ; stylosa, 75 ; Tauri, 87 ;

The Tiger, 458 ; tingitana. 14 ; walk,
an, of Eastern splendour, 588

Irises, Japanese, some attractive little,

241 ; trial of Bearded, at Wisley, 311
\\y for covering damp walls, 07. 135
Ixias and Sparaxis, 486
Ixoras, 504

Jasmine, the hardy yellow,' 597

Kale. Russian, 121
Kew Gardens, an entrance fee to, 587,
609 ; springtime at. 193

Kitchen garden crops, notes on, 513;
flowers in, 6

Kniphoflas or Torch Lilies, 451
Kcelrcuteria paniculata. 494

Labels in flower borders, 433
Laboratory, the new, at Wish-y, 491
Laburnums, the, 245
Lachenalias, 433 ; notes on, 185
Lteho-Cattleya Alex, 590; Anaconda,
260; canhamiana Fowler's variety.
330 ; eximea delicatissima, 447 ; Fasci-
nator Mossioe var. Imogene, 260 ;

Fascinator Mossia- var. Moonlight

,

354; Gold Star, 273; Golden Queen,
426 ; Hehus, 273 ; Isabel Sander,
225 ; J. F. Birkbeck. 176 ; King
Manoel, 590 ; Nana, 201 ; Sybil
Ix)w's Variety, 272 ; Thyone Fowler's
variety, 402; Transylvania Leonora
Enid, 272

La Mortola, the fardens of, 616
I<apagcria rosea, 567; alba, 588 610
Lapagerias flowering outside on noith

walls, 576
Lardi2abala biternata, 432
l^tham, W. B., an appreciation, 26

Lathra?a clandestina, 278
Latin names and good re^^olutions. 7
Laurelia aromatica. 218
Laurentia tenella, 575
Lavender harvest, a, 420 ; Lavandula

Spica alba, 196 ; Sweet, 5, 371, 449, 609
Leaves, burning, 481
Leptosiphon densiflorus hybridus, 25
Leucojum vernum, 169
Lewisia columbiana, 273 ; Howellii, a
good plant of, 217 ; in Scotland, 267

Ligustrum lucidum, 13
Lilac Souvenir de Louis Spath, 265, 288
Lilacs, cultivation of, ^% ; from cuttings,

144
Lihum Amos Perry, 354 ; auratum, 38,
492 ; in Scotland and Japan, 91 ;

candidum, 385 ; a note from the
fighting line, 348

;
giganteum, early

flowering of, 288 ; in Gloucestershire,
396; regale, 354, 605; testaceum,
early history of, 100 ; tigrinum splen-
dens, 527

Lilies, 489 ; hybrid, 399 ; late-flowered,

549 : Oriental, in Scotland, 448
;

some hardy, 3, 15, 27, 39, 51, 63,
76 : the Plantain, 407 ; two charming,
498

Lihums and Gladiolus tristis, 541
Lily, a beautiful Guernsey, 539 ; disease,

the, and how to combat it, 325 ; Hum-
boldt's, 443 ; of the Valley, how to
force, 44 ; the Herb, 395 ; the Nankeen,
554, 598

Lime wood attacked by fungus, 407
Linaria alpina, 443, 468 ; aparinoides
splendens and flowers in general,
420 ; macedonica, 330

Lisianthus russeUianus, 515
Lithospermum prostratum, 539
Lobelia ramosa, 407
Loganberries, 527 ; and Raspberries,
autumn treatment of, 402, 421

Loganberry, the, 487 ; the origin of the,
552, 589, 610

London squares, winter grime in, 90
Lonicera grata, 371; hispida, 287;

Maackii, 306 ; trichosantha, 563
Lowther Castle, the gardens of, 626
Lupinus polyphyllus, 312 ; the cultivation

of, 206, 243, 278
Lycaste Janet Ross, 152
Lyciura pallidum, 299
Lysimachia Numraularia, 1

Lythrum virgatum, 396

Magnolia Delavayi. 599 ; stcllata. 150,
183, 206

Magnolias, notable, in Westmorland, 300
Mahonia Aquifolium, 194
Mallows for summer and autumn, pink,

2 ;
pink and white, 407

Malopes, the, 23
Manure, vegetable, 153, 171, 194
Marmalade, Orange, a good recipe, 110,

134, 158
Marrows, Vegetable, 492 ; how to store,

469
Jfeconopsis heterophylla, 480 ; infor-

mation about, 335 ; Wallichii, 175
Melons, how to grow, in frame, 240 ;

watering, 396
Mesembryanthemum crassulinum, 422
Metrosideros (Callistemon speciosus)

flowering in Surrey. 372
Michaelmas Daisies, 460, 483
Microraeles Folqueri, 306
Mignonette, fragrance in, 443
Miltonia hyeana F. M. Ogilvie. 273
Mimosas, AustraUan, 78
Mint within three weeks, 597
Montbretia Queen Elizabeth, 447
Moraine, a miniature, 349 : the, as a

feature of the small rock garden, 210
Morris, Sir Daniel, 241
Mouse-trap, a simple, for use in the

garden, 577
Myosotidium nobile, 396 ; in Somerset,

348
Myosotis or Forget-me-not, 235

Narcissus Alice Knights, 152 ; Caedmon,
225 ; Chrysee, 201 ; Distich. 225

;

Marseillaise, 225 ; Mary Copeland,
225 ; minimus, 419 ; nomenclature,
186 ; pallidus praecox. 121, 147

;

Poeticus Double White, 452 ; Santa
Maria in New Zealand, 361 ; Treasure
Trove, 63 ; triandrus, 205 ; \iridi-

florus, 600 ; \X\dXc King. 241. 225
Nemesias, 419
Nepeta Mussinii, 456 ; as a pathway

edging, 424
Nerine Rosebud, 496 ; Vivid. 496
Nerines, 553, 577 ; or Guernsey Lilies,

545
Nitrogen, potash and phosi)horus, their

effect on plants. 172
Notospartium CarmichaeHa', 371
Nursery notes; Messrs. J. Cheal and

Sons, 532 ; Mr. G. Prince, Longworth,
585

Nynipha?a ^igantea a trap for bees, 168
Nvmphasas flowering outsiiU- in Novem-

ber, 563

Oak, the, some historical notes, 289

;

trees, the. of the world, 351

Obituary : Ball, C. F., 514 ; Bide, S.,

608 ; Burpee, W. Atlee, 608 ; Chap-
man, James, 72 ; Forder, James,
310 ; Hughes, Thomas, 188 ; Matthew
Campbell, BlantjTe. 430 ; Moncur,
George Greig, 192 ; Nettieslup, Geor c,

192 ; Powlev, Joseph. 454 ; Stevenson,
Mrs., 24 ; Taylor. William, 72

Odontioda Colmanife, 272 ; lambeauiana
Nellie, 273 ; Patricia. 104 : Red
Cross, 330 ; Zenobia leeana. 201

Odontoglossum Aglaon Orchidhurst
variety. 272 ; crispum Perfect Gem,
306 ; crispum Queen of the Belgians,
273 ; crispum \^ginianum var. Ma-
donna, 354 ; eximeum Xanthotes
Gatton Park variety, 32 ; Georgius
Rex, 354 ; Leviathan, 201 ; Mars.
176 ; Pemburyi, 566 ; President Poin-
care. 426 ; Princess Mary, 272. 306

;

sandhurstiana, 104; St. Vincent, 306;
Victory, 518

Odontoglossums, the Colombian, 413
Odontoma Charlesworthii Fowler's variety,

426
a^^nothera fruticosa Youngii, 323
Ointment-s, perfumes and cordials, ancient
home-made, 325 ; soap and perfume,
home-made, 343

Olearia Haastii, 420 ; insignis. .306

;

stellulata, 1

Onions in Scotland, 62
Ononis cenisia, 553
Onosma taurica. propagating. 264
Oranges, some good Mock, 139
OrLhid notes, 461
Orchids, advice on, 71 : for a cool house,
602 : some interesting, at Kew, 364

Orchis, a beautiful native, 438 ; the
Kilmarnock, 385

Ourisia coccinoa, some problems of
cultivation, 340

Oxiip, the Bardfield, 182
Oxytropis hybrida grandiflora alba. 306

Paeonia officinaUs lobata, 351, 373, 396
Pieonies, Tree, 291
Palms, the most useful decorative, 175
Pampas Grass, the silvery, 493
Papaver fommutatum, 287; nuiicau'e,

42 ; Perry's Pigmy, 306
Passiflora, 611 ; eduUs, 576 ; fruits of, 551
Pathological laboratory at Kew, 383
Pathway, stone edgings to, 312, 348
Pea Defiance Marrowfat, 9
Peach " dug-out," a, 318 ; Peregrine,

551 ; trees and Vines, 594
Peaches and Nectarines, cordon, 619;
stones splitting in, 428

Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey, 515
Pears, hardy Prickly, 103 ; some reliable,

594
Peas, a recipe for botthnp, 348 ; and

Phloxes, trials of, at Wisley, 440

;

cultivation of, 8 ; protecting from
mice, 83 ; sowing, 10

Pelargonium Kathleen Bunyard, 378
Pelargoniums, show and fancy, 320

;

treatment of, 96
Pentstemons, some hints on, 426
Perennials, effects on, late transplanting,

390
Perfumes, how to make, 337, 360, 384;
and soaps, recipes for home-made, 373

Pericome caudata, the golden-flowered, 563
Pests, some insect tree, 212
Phaceha campanularia, 383
Philadelplius cahfornicus, 371 ; corona-

rius Virginal, 383
Phlomis fruticosa, 43
Phloxes for spring planting, 134 ; herba-

ceous, for spring planting, 115 ; twelve
good, 531

Phyllocacti, the cultivation of, 215
Pieris japonica, 157
Pink King, 335 ; the Sea, or Thrift, 210
Pinus Armandii, 470 ; Ayacahuite, 587 ;

with juvenile and mature foliage, 539
Pit-props, suppUes of wood for, 133
Plagianthus Lyallii, 4S6 ; flowering at
Kew, 372

Plans, two cottage garden, 136
Planting a carriage drive, 508
Plants, a rest cure for, 552 ; bedding, the

pictorial use of, 422 ; changing botanical
names of, 412, 480, 516, 540, 564 ; dry-
wall, four good, 37 ; dwarf, for flower-
beds, 191 ; English and Latin names of,

585, 598 ; foliage, some good light-
coloured, 119; for mixed border, 107;
for old masonry ^valls, 100 ; for the
water edge, 614 ; herbaceous, thin-
ning, 205 ; insectivorous, some curious,
269 ; insects on roots, 61 ; moraine,
at Floraire, Geneva, 338 ; new and
rare, 617; -at Vincent Square, 323;
pot-bound, danger of planting, 87;
propagating, by cuttings, 116 ; pro-
pagation of, 42 ; rare native, the exter-
mination of, 884 ; rock, October-
flowering, 540 : some simple, for
edgings, 376 ; the best hard-wooded,
195 ; undesirable, for rock garden, 77

Plum Allgrove's Superb, 454 ; Coc's
Golden Drop, 527, 598 ; Coe's Golden
Drop and Pear Pit maston Duchess,
552, 576 ; Coe's Violet White Gage, 539

Plumbago rosea, treatment of, 47
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"August, 9 p.m ," 420
" Autumn," 492
" Nature-Lore," 505

Poinsettia pulcherrima plenissima, 14

;

treatment of, 47
Pollination of hotliouse plants by bees, 231
Polyanthuses and Primroses, 365
Polygala Chamsebuxus, 56
Polygonum baldschuanicum, 41
Polypodium Dryopteris plumosum, 477
Pomegranate, the, 462, 468 ; the dwarf,

480
Pond weeds and copper sulphate, 237
Poplar trees as a commercial asset, 14
Poplars for avenue, 47
Poppies, Oriental, 264 ; Shirley, 139, 452 ;

as cut flowers, 395, 421 ; with blue
" floweis, 85 ; the Plume, 351
Poppy, Oriental, Lady Frederick Moore, 91
Potato, a good close-eating, 584 ; disease',

467, 550 ;
good new maincrop, a, 128

tubers, growing, from seed, 153
Warwick Castle, 195

Potatoes, new, 360 ; in winter, a letter

from the Front, 421 ; new ticrsas old, 347;
planting, during July, 335 ;

preparing
for planting, 44 ; some hints on, 128 ;

two good new, 183 ; wart disease of, 93
Poterium obtusatum, 426
Pot-pourri, an old-time recipe, 349
Pratia repens angulata, 697
Primrose and Polyanthus, some practical

hints on cultivation, 308
Primroses, Evening, 395 ; the growth of,

230
Primula Adonis, 225 ; brevifolia, 260

;

capitata, 124, 491 ; dell at Clandon,
395 ; denticulata cashmeriana, 97

;

florida, 260 ; gracilenta, 260 ; hardy, new
and old species, 161 ; Involucrata, 197 ;

Lady Bird, 306 ; malacoides Rose
Queen, 104 ; Eeinii, 201 ; sinensis, 25 ;

tosaensis, 266 ; vincseflora, 241
Primulas for the woodland, 212 ; some

beautiful hardy, 195 ; top-dressing, 71
Prunus Cerasus, 236 ; Chealii pendula,

201 : davidiana, 43 ; Padus, 241 ;

persica magniflca, 109 : spinosa flore

pleno, 181 ; triloba flore pleno, 17
Pycnostachys Dawei, 61
Pyiacantha creuulata, 32
Pyracanthas, the, 570
Pyrethrums and Delphiniums, 263 ; tlie

second flowering of, 348
Pyrns crataegifolia, 311 ; Malu'^ Sargentii,

273

Quarry, the old, at Springbum Park,
Glasgow, 467

Quercus Ilex, 242 ; Mirbeckii, 73

;

pontica, 515
Quince crop, the, 503 ; the .Japanese,

utilising uiilts of, 493

liadium, effect of, on plant lite, 109
Bald, a culinary, 687
Ramondia pyrenaica, 357
Ranimculus cortussefolius, 169; Ficaria, 181
Raspberry-Blackberry hybrids, 532
Reader, Frank, a presentation to, 169

;

and the horticultural Press, 287
Recipes, three useful, 373
Renanthera Storiei, 445
Reseda alba, self-sown, 336
Rhododendron intrlcatum, 205 ; maxi-
mum, 530 ; nobleanum flowering well,

73 ; olicifolium, 217 ; Vaseyi, 302
Rhododendrons, planting hardy, 557

;

propagating, 228 ; some good garden,
172 ; yellow-flowered evergreen, 290

Rhubarb, how to force, 20 ; and Rasp-
berry cup, a refreshing drink for hot
summer days, 324

Ribes laurifolium, 171
Richardias, golden-flowered, 278
Rivers, Mr. T. A. H., death of, 395
Riviera Not«s, 612
Robinia Pseudacacia, 133
Hock garden, a Narcissus for the, 482

;

annuals for the, 155 ; autumn-flower-
ing bull2S for the, 609 ; flower, a beauti-
ful, 65 ; Ixias for the, 505 ; undesirable
plants in the. 111, 122, 134, 146, 167,
170, 209, 219, 230, 300

Rock gardening, 243 ; as represented by
its votaries, 182, 207

Rock Roses for sandy soil, 299
Rockery, an autumn, 396
Rockets, the single Sweet, 433
Rockwork, economy of, and garden

literature, 480 ; the economy of, 386,
409, 421

Rome Convention and the horticultural
Industry, 440

Romneya Coulteri, 37
Romulea rosea, 232
Root-pruning, 33
Rosa laevigata, 182 ; moschata, 113

;

rugosa, 507 ; sertata, 109, 193, 503

;

soulieana, 359 ; Vorbegii, 323
Rose, a fragrant white, 149 ; a good
combination, 311 ; a great show,
323 ; Albcric Barbier, 426, 457

Rose American Pillar, 525 ; American Pillar

in wet weather, 335 ; Arthur R. Good-
win, 347 ; A. R. Goodwin as a standard,
323 ; Betty, 407 ; Blush Rambler
and Carpenteria, 432 ; Cherry Page,
338 ; Cissie Easlea, 627 ; Climbing
White Pet in a cottage garden, 359

;

Colcestria, 354 ; Corallina, 529 ; Cupid,
330, 338 ; Dewdrop, 273 ; diseases,

492; Earl of Warwick, 564; Electra,
92 ; Ethel, 520 ; Excelsa, 383 ; Flame
of Fire, 338 ; Florence Spaul, 338 ;

Fortune's Yellow, 543 ; Gloire des
Rosomanes, 432 ; Golden Emblem,
477 ; good yellow-tinted, 398 ; Hadley,
421, 496, 515 ; hedges, 523 ; hips,

wild and cultivated, 517 ; hips, wild,
recipe for cooking, 456 ; lona Herd-
man, 539 ; Johanna Bridge, 338

;

Lady Bowater, 338 ; Lemon Pillar,

338 ; maggot, the, 229 ; mildew, a
few hints about, 445 ; mildew in New
Zealand, 159 ; Minnehaha, 396 ; Miss
Rosahe Wrinch, 373 ; Mme. Alfred
CarriSre, 617 ; Mme. E. Herriot, 455 ;

Modesty, 477 ; Mrs. F. Dennison,
601 ; Mrs. John Foster, 518 ; Neige
d'Avril, 361 ; Paul's Scarlet CUmber,
273, 338 ; pillars in flower garden, 208 ;

Prince Charming, 338 ; Princess Mary,
520 ;

prospects of the season, 280

;

Queen, 383 ;
Queen Alexandra, 338,

354 ; Queen of Fragrance, 338, 354

;

Rambler, Debutante, 452 ; Rambling
Rector, 408 ; RambUng Sander's
White, 420 ; RSve d'Or on a stable
wall, 383 ; Sallie, 338 ; Sander's
White, 431 ; season in Scotland,
378 ; some hints for exhibitors, 315 ;

Souvenir d'EUse Vardon, 320 ; The
Annual, 201 ; the, garden of Europe,
522,644; the, prospects of autumn, 484;
Tipperary, 477 ; Titania, 338 ; trees,

a handsome gift of, 587 ; Ulster
Volunteer, 477 ; Wichuxaiana Debutante
for arches, 433 ; Wichuraiana The
Farquhar, 467 ; Yellow Bird, 306

Rosemary, little-known forms of, 56
Roses, a garden of, 150 ; a garden of
ever-blooming, 55 ; a new classifica-

tion of, 465 ; and Pinks, 277 ; autumn,
in Southern Scotland, 494 ; Banksian,
14 ; how to flower, 38 ; black spot on,
535, 661, 576 ; British, of recent
introduction, 149 ; China, 196 ; covered
chains for, 480, 504, 516, 528 ; early,

300 ; Enghsh and Irish in Southern
Scotland, 51 ; for pillars, 580 ; fragrant,
523, 540, 565 ; green fly and mildew on,
62 ; hints on pruning, 107, 141 ; in
a West Lothian garden, 219 ; in town
gardens, 41, 112, 131, 177, 237, 284,
329; in Yorkshire, 459, 475, 520 ; large-

flowered and Rambler, 328 ; large-
flowered for arches and pillars, 269

;

mildew and green fly on, 169 ; mildew-
proof, 2, 27, 51, 108 ; Minnehaha and
Hiawatha, 371 ; mistakes to avoid
when planting, 67 ; Mme. Alfred
CarriSre and Carmine Pillar, 336

;

Multiflora and Wichuraiana, 393

;

newer garden, of uncommon type,
95 ; notes on, from New Zealand,
168 ; October, at Kew, 515 ; on
walls, 521 ; pergolas of, and other
climbers, 435 ; Pernetiana, 97 ; Per-
netiana, during 1915, 519 ; pink, and
Nepeta Mussinii, 335 ; planting in
early spring, 61 ; Polyantha, Dwarf,
19 ;

preparation of beds for, 518

;

pruning the Japanese, 366; Rambler,
by waterside, 316 ; rust on, 535

;

some early, 291 ; some good new,
525 ; the best in Australia, 311

;

the earliest to flower, 316 ; the, of
autumn, 506 ; the Scotch in beds,
208 ; under glass, 134

Royal Horticultural Society, a letter
from, 441 ; Society's War Relief Fund,
347

Rubus arcticus, 242 ; ulmifoUus, 491

;

Veitchii, 518
Rudbeckias Newmani, 624
Rust, the Plum and Anemone, 300
Rustic support, an easUy made, 121

Sage, a beautiful greenhouse, 613
Saintpauha ionantha, 13
Salad, a useful winter, 597
Salvia rutilans, the hardiness of, 452
Sandwiches, some green, 135
Sarcococca humilis and S. ruscifoba, 110
Saxifraga Irvingii, 152 ; lantoscaua
superba, 400 ; lilacina, 146 ; lingulata,

188 ; marginata, 294 ; oppositifolia
R. W. Prichard, 152 ; paradoxa,
452 ; VandeUii, 201

Saxifragas, early flowering, 30 ; Mossy,
turning brown, 36, 62

Scabiosa caucasica, 656, 588 ; cretica, 597
Schedules, two 1916 Daffodil, 547
Schizanthus retusus, 419
Scolopendrium vulgare crispum specio-
sum, 543 ; vulgare plumosum, 518

Scolopendriums, 570
Screens, trees for, 146
Sea Buckthorn, birds eating fruits of

287 ; Pinks as edging to Rose-bedsl
676

Seats, concerning garden, 212
Seaweed as manure, 599
Sedum spectabUe, 491, 516 ; as a bee

flower, 551
Sedums, nomenclature of, 13
Seed sowing under glass, 66
Seeds, flower, for the Front, 431 ; for

soldiers, 322 ; supply of, 11 ; sowing,
33

Senecio Clivorum, 515 ; multibracteatus
Clare Lodge variety, 273

Shortia uniflora grandiflora rosea, 129
Show, an American flower, 192 ; Holland

House, thoughts after, 361 ; spring, at
Chelsea, 247 ; the Midland DaffodU,
216

Shows, schedules and judges, 26, 50, 62,
87, 99, 110, 123

Shrub, the Golden Bell, 157
Shrubbery, replanting a, 394
Shrubs, choice fruiting, 503 ; for stony

soil, 179 ; hardy, for roof, 357 ; hints
on pruning, 108 ; propagating, 491,
516 ; some beautiful winter-flowering,
79 ; some flowering, of Australia,
263 ; some good hardy, 428 ; the
fruiting of choice, 565 ; treatment of,

after forcing, 284 ; treatment of
newly planted, 241 ; two dwarf un-
common, 85 ; two good yellow-flowered,
428 ; with fragrant leaves, 68

Sidalcea Candida, 506
Silene Hookeri, 389
Skimmias in perfection, 112
Snapdragon, the modern, 236

I Snapdragons, cultivation of, 31 ; for

[

present sowing, 374, 396
Snowball Tree, the Japanese, 612
Snowdrop, Galanthus nivaUs, in grass,

1 121
Snowdrops and Winter Aconites, 97

;

fungoid disease of, 92
I Societies, Cottage Garden and Vegetable,

I

Shows, 541
Solanum cilJatum, 56, 75, 493, 566

;

I

crispum, 54, 468 ; jasminoides, 455, 480
Soldanella alpina in London, 2
Solidago Golden Wings, 527
Solomon's Seal, how to force, 44
Sophora japonica, 416 ; viciifolia, 508
Sophro-Cattlcya Pearl, 566; Syhia,

447
Spinach, a hint on cooking, 122 ; New

Zealand, 181, 265, 278
Spiraea Aitchisonii, 433
Spray nozzles, trial of, at Wisley, 121

I

Spring effect, a charming, 205 ; the
{

fragrance of, 296
Spruce, the Norway, as a hedge plant,

I
384

Squill, the Spanish, 265
Stachys Corsica and Asperula subcrosa,

467
Stachyurus chinensis, 182
Starworta, the Italian, 558
Statice latifolia, propagating, by root

I cuttings, 61
Stephanotis floribunda, culture of, 394
Sternbergia lutea, 481, 517; in Scotland,

I

504
Stock, Virginian, for the autumn, 335
Stocks, annual, cultivation of, 126
Strawberries, planting, 395 ; seasonable

I

work among, 169 ; the cultivation of,

I 353
Strawberry season, how to prolong the,

1
430 ; St. Fiacre, 477 ; Tree, fruits

I

of, 564
Streptocarpi and their cultivation, 363

;

I

culture of, 297
Streptocarpus cyaneus, 193 ; hybrid,

I

46
Styrax hemsleyana, 205
Sun Roses, the, 231, 288 ; white, growing

I

wild, 348
Sunflowers, the perennial, 416
Sweet Pea Jean Ireland, 354 ; National,

Society's outing, 359
Sweet Peas at Castlemilk, 360 ; best

white, 92 : cream pink, 167 ; for
garden decoration, 77 ; from cuttings,
170 ; from cuttings and as standards,
127 ; new, 366 ; notes on some of the
newer, 397

Syringa Juliana, 194 ; Sweginzow, 306

Tamarix anglica, 342
Taxus baccata fructu-luteo, 575
Tbalictrum dipterocarpum, 493
Thrift, a charming dwarf, 157
Toad, the, in the garden, 372, 397, 408,

420
Tomato plants diseased, 432
Totley Hall, Derbyshire, 364
Traveller's Joy, the, as a wayside plant,

592
Tree leaves, 445
Trees and shrubs as screens, 119 ; beau-

tiful spring-flowering, 160 ; berried, 530

Trees and shrubs, deciduous, 380; ever-
green, 380 ; snow on, 49 ; the best
berried, 482 ; the use of variegated, 380

Trees, early flowering, two beautiful,
145 ; our native, and their congeners,
593, 600, 615, 626 ; Japanese at
Coombe Wood, 386 ; seedling, 575

Trollius chinensis, 37
Tropaeolum speciosum, cultivation of, 68,

87, 111, 134; tuberosum, 610
TuUp Bloodstone, 273 ; Bouton d'Or,
277,312; Bread, 587 ; Comedy, 273 ;

Empire, 260 ; exhibition and con-
ference, 267 ; Inglescombe White,
273 ; Raufmanniana, 157 ; Marconi
260 ; Mirvana, 260 ; notes, 164,
279, 289, 468, 485; Satin Gown,
273 ; show and conference, 215,
the, in bygone days, 288; Winner,
260

Tulipa montana, 176
Tulips, Darwin and Cottage, in the flower

garden, 189 ; Darwin, the breaking
of, 528 ; for forcing, 85 ; late-flowering,
555 ; May-flowering and Wallflowers,
327 ; species, in pots, 227 ; that
flower in May, 508 ; trials of, at Wisley,
181

'
Tweedia cserulea, 567

Valerian, the Red, 54
Valeriana Phu aurea, 193
Vanda luzonica, 566
Vegetable and fruit crops in Holland,

416 ; crops, spring manuring for, 117
;

crops, the desirability of late, 308

;

cultivating for present necessity, 155 ;

cultivation, a pamphlet on, 193

;

Vegetabes exhibiting, 446, 468, 598;
for sowing during August, 389;
home grown, and our food supply, 63,
74, 86, 98, 110, 122, 133, 134, 146,
159 ; • how to increase supplies, 81

;

insect enemies of, 239 ; large, 120,
266, 312, 337 ; large versus small, 288 ;

notes on, 11, 46, 104, 165, 213, 261,
294, 332, 377, 384, 414, 446, 487, 535,
584; notes on, from seed, 128 ; quality
in, 183 ; quality in, rersus size, 206

;

storing for winter use, 469 ; the DaUy
Mail Show of, 480, 505; wanted, more
exhibitors of, 443

Verbena chamaedrifolia, 510, 628 ; chamse-
dryoides, 354

Veronica Traversii, 383
Veronicas, the, or Speedwells, 434
Viburnum plicatum in Hampshire, 384
Viburnums, the, or Guelder Roses, 336
Vinca difformis, 515
Vine, a neglected, 511
Vines, how to prune, 29 ; treatment

of, in winter, 23 ; ornamental-leaved

,

66
Viola, a pleasing combination of, 287

;

bosniaca, 419 ; bosniaca, the hardiness
of, 456 ; Papilio, 265 ; septentrioimlis,
273 ; Rydbergii, 455

Violas, cultural notes on, 438 ; from
layers and cuttings, 456 ; the yellow
rock garden, 273

Violets, Sweet, 569
Virginian Speedwell, the giant, 259
Vitex Agnus-castus, 479

Wahlenbergia vincaeflora, 340
Wall Bellflower, the, and Pinks, 223
Wallflower and Tulip, a beautiful com-

bination, 241 ; sowing seed, 189
Wallflowers and their cultivation, 6 ;

improved, 336 ; in pots, 135
Wall garden, an inexpensive, 218
Wall gardens, dry, 602
Wall gardening, 17
Walls, rock plants on, 349
Wasps and fruit, 230, 266 ; destruction

of, 456 ; war on, 206
Water Elder, the, 469

; gardening,
436 ; Lilies, planting the hardy, 198

Watering, some hints on, 339
Waterside, native plants for the, 401
Wattle hurdles for shelter, 146, 170, 195
Windflowers, Japanese, 471, 497, 516,

540
Wistarias, the, and their cultivation,

293
Wood, self-sown, 34
Wulfenia corintbiaca, how to flower, 266 ;

the flowering of, 468

Yucca gloriosa, replanting, 12

COLOURBD PLATES.

Rose Princess Mary, 520
Wallflowers, four good, 5
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Acacia dcalbata, 78
Acer palmatum at Coombe Wood, 387
AchiUea KeUercri, 540 ; Obristii, 314
.^sculus parviflora, 436
Agave americana at Torquay, 555
Alyssmu spinosum, 303
Androface sarmentosa, 65
Anemone blanda at Wisley, 217 ; Japanese,
Queen Charlotte, 471 ; japonica cristata,

516 ; nemorosa bosniaca, 211 ; Pul-
satJUa, a colony of, 181 ; rupicola, 270

Annuals shown by Messrs. Carter at
Chelsea, 255

Antirrhinums at Aldenham, 505
Apple Alhngton Pippin, 560 ; Bismarck,

458 ; Bramley's Seedling, 549, 589

;

Charles Ross, 459 ; Cox's Orange
Pippin, 661 ; Crawley Beauty, 532 ;

Edwin Beckett, 496 ; Gascoyne's Scarlet
at Aldenham House^ 578 : King cf the
Pippins, 560 ; Lane's Prince Albert,
565 ; Newton Wonder, 629 ; E«v.
W. Wilks, 532; St. Edmund's Pippin,
561 ; Wellington, 503

Arbutus Menziesii, 623 ; Unedo, 564
Arenaria peploides, 365
Armeria cEespitosa, 167 ; fasciculata, 479
Asparagus, home-grown, bundle of, 604

;

how to plant, 141
Aster Robert Parker natnraUsed, 483
Asters, Victoria, a bed of, 103
Auricula Golden Queen and Myosotis

Royal Blue at Woodside, Cbenies, 281
Auriculas and border Carnations shown
by Mr. James Douglas at Chelsea, 256

Ball, C. F., portrait of, 514
BankBia coUina, 611 ; integrifolia, 611
Bed, a beautiful autumn, 125
Beeches, an avenue of, 626
Berberis brevipaniculata, 482
Birches, Silver, on the outskirts of a formal

garden, 615
Bodnant Hall, 583
Border, an Iris, in a reader's garden,

588 ; mixed, 140 ; of mixed flowers,
208 ; of Phloxes and Watsonias,
115 ; of Phloxes and Pinks, 116

Borders, flower, 388 ; flower, at St.
Vincent's Cripples' Home, 360 ; her-
baceous, at Goodnestone Park, 494

;

mixed, 353 ; of mixed flowers, 163
Boscawen, Hon. John, 632
Brasso-Cattleya Schroderae Shrubbery

variety, 129
Bnmsfelsia undulata, 112
Bulb farm, a view in Messrs. Bath's, 451

Csesalpinia Gilliesii, 646 ; japonica, 647 ;

piUoberrima, 577
Calceolarias and ScUzauthus, 255
Camellia reticulata, 73
Campanula Abundance, 402 ; arvatica

(acutangula), 378 ; portcnschlagiana,
90, 223

; portcnschlagiana and other
plants at Stratton Park, 271 ; pusilla
Miss WiUmott, 187

Candytuft, Gibraltar, a colony of the, 61
Carnation Daisy Walker, 196, 579
Carpenteria californica, 432
Catkins of Aspen, 151
Cattleya Trianaj Queen Elizabeth, 80
Centaurea pulcherrima. 111
Cherry, Morello, a flowering tree of,
on wall, 28 ; tree, ornamental, 230

:

wild, 236
Chicory, plan of forcing bed, 225
Chionanthus yirginica as a pot plant, 100
Chionodoxa Luciliae sardensis, 484
Chrj'santhemum arcticum, 545 ; Aphro-

dite, 579 ; Phyllis Cooper, 566
Chrysanthemums, border, 544
Cistus crispus, 299 ; purpureus, 99
Clematis montana rubens, 43 ; over

garden arch, 448
Clematises at Shiplake Court, 316
Colchicum speciosum, 472 ; naturalised

in grass, 447
Cornus macrophylla at Coombe Wood,
386 ; Nuttallii, flowers of, 374 ; Nut-
tallii, tree of, 376

Coronilla glauca, 300
Corylus Colurna, shoot of, 151
Cosmos naturalised bv roadside, 235
Crinum Powellii in a Wiltshire garden,

528
Crinums at Munstead Wood, 19

Deutzia Vilmorinse, 564
Dianthus plumarius, 184 ; Spencer H.

Bickham, 324
Dictamnus albus naturaUsed in the wild

garden, 507
Dimorphanthus mandschuricus variegatus

in a reader's garden at Claygate, 598
Dimorphotheca in the grass, 553 I

Erica australis, flowering spray of, 26

;

carnea, 40 ; mediterranea, a colony of,
I

109
Erigeron glabellus, 335 : mucronatus
541 ; Quakeress, 575

Erynginm giganteum, 395
Escallonia langleyensis, a spray of, 315
Eucalyptus globulus at La Mortola, 616

;

in Kew Zealand, 552 ; Gunnii, a flower-
ing spray of, 468

Eucryphia pinnatifoUa, 363
Euphorbia Sibthorpii at Glasncwn, 408

Flower garden, lowther Castle from
the, 627

Flowers, autumn, at Goodnestone Park,
495

Forsythia intermedia spectabilis, 176
Fotbergilla major, 77
Foxgloves in the woodland, 603 ; Irises
and hardy Ferns by a woodland path-
side, 603 ; white, a colony of, 305

Fraxinus Ornus, 362
Freesias, a beautiful group of, 138
Fruit house at Langley Nursery, 475

;

room, interior of Messrs. Bunyard's
474 ; walls, semi-circular, 628

Galanthus nivalis, 122 ; Scharlokii, 456
Garden and cottage, a transformed,

534 ; Heath, at Wisley, 462 ; spring,
at Totley Hall, 364; sunk, at Regal
Lodge, 659 ; the little kitchen, 411

;

view in, at Dairy, 457 ; view in small,
in Berkshire, 399

Gardens, view of racecourse, in New
Zealand, 414

Gentiana ornata, 518
Globularia incanescens, 423
Godetia Lavender, 325
Godetias, Double Rose, 127
Grevillea juniperina sidphurea, 311
Gypsophila repens, 49

Hakea pinifolia, 599
Hamamelis mollis, 79
Harriss, E., portrait of, 10
Harvey, F. W., portrait of, 431
Heath, the Cornish, at Kew, 581
Hedychium gardnerianum, 610
Helleborus niger altifolius, 1
HemerocalUs Golden Bell, 350
Horticultural HaU, New Zealand, 23
Houseleek, Cobweb, in a reader's garden,

348
Humogen and Coleus, 607
Hurdle, a home-made, 146
Hyacinthus azureus, a colony of, 169

Iris fllifoUa, 390 ; pallida dalmatica, a
colony of. 287 ; Siberian, by the lake-
side at Kew, 533 ; stylosa, 75

Irises, Japanese, and Gunneras, 341

;

Japanese, at Mountains, Witham,
Essex, 362

Japanese Windflowers by the lakeside,
497

Jasmine, yellow, growing over a cottage
doorway, 597

Jeffrey, J., portrait of, 10

Loganberry, the, 487
London Pride as edging, 377
Loosestrife, the Purple, 401
Lupines and Irises, 246

MagnoUa stellata, 150
Mallow, Pink, 2
Malopes, a border of, 123
Mawley, Mr. and Mrs. E., portrait of, 521
Meconopsis Wallichii. 175
Mesembryanthemum crassulinum, 422
Michaelmas Daisies, a border of, 461
Morris, Sir Daniel, portrait of, 241
Myosotidium nobile in Somerset, 348

Narcissus Alchemist, 200 ; Bonamy,
209 ; Caedmon, 234 ; Centaur, 221 ;

cyclamineus hybrid, 148 ; minimus,
colony of, 420 ; Mozart, 220 ; Sundew,
221 ; Whelp, 199 ; White King, 233

Nepeta Mussinii as an edging. 424
Nerine Rotherside, 539
Nymphsea Marhacea rosea, 198

Odontoglossum Georgius Rex, 354
Olearia insignis, 301
Onions, a good bed of, 62
Orchids shown by Messrs. J. Cs'pher and
Sons at Chelsea, 253

Orchis latifoha, 438
Ornithogalum arabicum, 464
Osmanthus Delavayii, 232

growing,

Kew, a spring scene at, 194 ; a view in
the hardy Bamboo garden, 222

Kitchen garden, a pathway in, 7

Laburnum, common, 246
Lachenalias, a vase of, 186
Lapageria rosea, 667
Lastrca dilatata in the Rev. W. Wilks'
woodland garden, 327

Lathrsea clandcstina, 278
Laurelia aromatica, flowering shoot of.

218
Lavender as an edging, 6 ; bushes, 372

;

harvest in a reader's garden, 420

;

hedge in a Surrey garden, 449
Leptosiphon densiflorus hybridus, 25

Crocus in grass at Kew, 158; pulchellus Lilacs and hardy shrubs, eltcctivc'grouD-
albus, 527

Cup, Barr, new silver, for Dattodils, 164
Cyclamen Coum, a beautiful colony of,

101 ; pseud-ibericum, 133
Cytisus ncoparius sulphureus, 67

Daffodil Olympia, 443
Dalfodils naturalised under trees, 473
Dahlia Sappho, 477
Daphne Arbuscula, 260
Davidia involucrata, flowering shoot of,
145

Delphiniums and Foxgloves,
Pinks, 398 ; in a border
plants, 102 ; in pots, 275

511 : and
of mixed

ing of, 88 ; at Bletchley Park, Bucks,
89

Lilies, Arum, flowering by the waterside,
614; Plantain, 407

Lihum auratum, 4 ; in a reader's garden,
492; Brownii, 15; candidum, 16;
colchicum, 51 ; dav\iricum luteum, 39

;

giganteum, 76; at Castleford, Cliep-
stow, 396 ; Henryi, 498 ; Martagon
album, 52 ; Parryi, 499 ; regale, 27,
606 ; sulphureum grown by a reader in
British Columbia, 541 ; testaceum,
64, 654, 595

Lily, Bdadonna, in a border of fragrance.
625

Pteonia officinalis lobata, 351
Pampas Grass \vith Cedar of

in background, 493
Passiflora edulis, 551
Pathway, stone edgings to, 312
Pea Defiance Marrowfat, 9
Peaches, interesting method of

at Glynde, Sussex, 318
Pear Marguerite MariUat as a cordon, 594
Penjerrick, a -s-iew in the gardens at, 162
Pergola, Italian, at Stratton Park, 272
Pernettya mucronata, 609
Phlomis fruticosa, 114
Phlox, a well-flowered, 134
Phloxes, a border of, 531
Pink, a seedling, with fringed petals,

185 ; with plain edges, 185
Pinks as an edging, 277 ; as edging to
pathway, 376

Pinus Armandii, 470 ; Ayacahuite, 587
Pittosporum Colensoi pot-bound, 87
Plagianthus Lyallii, a spray of, 486
Plan showing planting of "carriage drive

borders, 608
Plans, two cottage garden, 136
Plant, a winter-flowering, for the green-

house, 599
Plants, foliage, in an AustraUan garden,

372 ; raised from seed, shown bv Messrs.
Sutton at Chelsea, 254

Polyanthuses at Woodside, Cbenies, 280
Polygonum baldschuanicum, 41
Poppies and summer-house at West-

brook, 413 ; Iceland, a colony of,
42 ; Shirley, 85 ; white, as cut flowers,
139

Poppy, Oriental, Lady Frederick Moore,
91 ; Perry's Pigmy, 306

Potato Prosperity, a good crop of, 128 ;

sets ready for planting, 44
Potatoes attacked by wart disease. 93;
scedUng, a pan of, 153

Primrose plant, stages of dewlopmcnt,
230

Primula Adonis, 224 ; capitata, a colony
of, 124 ; denticulata, 161 ; d. cashmeri-
ana, 97 ; involucrata, 197 ; mala-
coides Rose Queen, 104 ; rosea, 161

;

sikkimensis, 181 ; Sino-Listeri, 613

;

tosaensis, 266 ; vincjeflora, 242
Prunus Amygdalus, a young tree of,

160 ; triloba flore pleno, 17
Puff-balls, giant, 452
Pyracanthas, three, 570

Quercus acuta, 386

Rose Alberic Barbier on posts and chains,

I

425
; American Pillar as a standard,

I
525 ; Arthur R. Goodwin as a weeping
standard, 347; Blush Rambler cloth-

,

ing a wall, 432 ; and Lavender at
Warley Place, 580 ; Caroline Testout,
a rambling form of, 329; CUmbing
White Pet in a Berkshire tillage
359 ; Colcestria, 352 ; Conrad F.
Meyer, 328; Cupid, 330; Blectra,
92 ; Ethel, 520 ; Flame of Fire, 523 ;

garden at Markyate Cell, 568, 569

;

Hartley, 516 ; Hoosier Beauty, 204 •

Lady Bowater, 342; leaf and leaflet
attacked by rust disease, 535; leaf
attacked by black spot, 535; Lemon
Pillar, 339; Mme. Alfred CarriSre,
149 ; m a Surrey garden, 617 ; Mme.
Ravary, 55; Mrs. Franklin Dennison,
601 ; Modesty, 467 ; Pharisaer, a bed of,
517 ; Queen of Fragrance, 340 ; Queen of
the Belgians, 207 ; RSve d'Or, 383

;

Scarlet Climber, 338; Tea Rambler
growing over iron chains, 504

Roses, Bulgarian girls gathering, near
Shipka, 542 ; gathering, near Kazanlik,
Bulgaria, 522; shown by Messrs.
William Paul at Chelsea, 253 ; wichurai-
ana, by the waterside, 317 ; cUmbing,

Rudbeckia Newmani in late summer, 624
Russian monastery at Shipka, 543

Saintpaulia ionantha, 13

Lebanon §*''•"' babylonica by the waterside, 600
Saxifraga Grisebachii, 31 ; Irvingii, the
new hybrid, 152 ; lantoscana superba,
400 ; lingulata, 188 ; longifolia mag-
niflca, 30 ; marginata, 295 ; pede-

' montana cervicornis, 29
Saxifrages and other rock garden plants
shown by Sir Everard Hambro at

i
Chelsea, 251

1
Scabiosa caucasica, 556

,
Scilla hispanica, 266
Scolopendrium vulgare crispum speciosum,

671
Sea Pinks, a border of, 676

I
Seats, garden, 212, 213
Sedum anglicum, 366 ; spectabile, 491
Shrubs, informal groups of, at Shirley,

Sidalcea Candida Rosy Gem, 606
Silene Hooked, 389
Solanum cihatum. fruiting shoots of,

56 ; crispum, 53
Solomon's Seal and Lily of the Vallev
how to force, 44

Sophora viciifolia, 508
Stachyurus chinensis, flowering shoots

of, 182

I

Sternbergia lutea, 481
Stocks, Admiration, 126

I Strawberries shown by Messrs. Laxton at

I

Chelsea, 258
Styrax hemsleyana, a flowering spray of,

205

j

Sweet Peas arranged for effect, 38

;

shown by Messrs. Dobbie at Chelsea,
I 252
" Sylva," title page of first edition. 105
Syringa Juliana, 194

Renanthera Storiei, 445
Rhododendron compactum niultifiorum,

172 ; Fortunei, hybrid of, 173 ; maxi-
mum, 530 ; Nuttallii, 290 ; ochro-
Icucum, 291 ; Vaseyi, 303

Rhododendrons at Bignor Park. 557

;

hardy, grouped for effect, 174
Rhubarb, forcing, 20
Ribes laurifohum, female flowers, 171

;

flowering spray of male plant, 170
Rock and water garden at Woodside,

ClH-nies. 282 ; garden at Friar Park,
210 ; bank at Woodside, Chenies,
283 ; hybrid Pinks in the, at Friar
Park, 304 ; Messrs. Kent and Brydon's,
at Chelsea, 248 ; Messrs. Pulham's, at
Chelsea, 248 ; Messrs. Wallace's, at
Chelsea, 247 ; Messrs. Waterer, Sons
and Crisp's, at Clielsea, 250 ; Messrs
Wllitelegg and Page's, at Chelsea, 249

Romulea ro.sea, 232
Rosa moschata, 113, 519 ; Moyesii,

fruiting spray of, 517 ; Vorbcgii, 323

Terrace, step and brick, in a Surrey
garden, 410

Traps for mice, 577
Traveller's Joy on the Pilgrim's Way,

Surrey, 592
Tree Heath at Wayford Manor, 288
Tropseolum speciosum, 68
Tulip Bowment, 268 ; Lena Light and
Burgundy, 269

Tulips, border of, in a reader's garden,
609 ; Cottage, in an Old EngUsh garden,
485 ; Darwin, borders of, 529 ; shown
by Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons at
Chelsea, 256; shown by Messrs.
Dobbie, exhibition, 267

Valerian, the Red, 54
Vanda luzonica, 563
Vegetables, collection of, 426 ; shown by

the Hon. Vicary Gibbs at Chelsea, 257
Verbena chamiedrifolia, 510
Veronica spicata, 434 ; s. alba, 436 ; vir-

ginica, 269
Viburnum macrocephaluni at Aldenham

House, 336 ; pUcatum, 384, 612
Vines, ornamental-leaved, at Aldenham

House, 66

Wall, a retaining, 18 ; a rough stone,
planted with Rock Roses, 591 ; dry,
portion of, 38; dry, and border,
244 ; garden, a, in the making,
690 ; low, a, 602 ; opening through,
412

Wallflowers in border at Lockinge, 5
Water Elder, 469
Water Lilies in a streamside garden, 437
Wistaria multijuga, 293

Yew hedges and herbaceous borders, 593
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
To Our Readers.—-With this, the first issue

of 1915, a new volume commences, and we take

the opportunity of thanking our readers for their

valuable co-operation and assistance so freely

given in the year that has just closed. Interesting

notes and photographs that have reached us week

by week, often accompanied by letters of thanks

and encouragement, especially since the outbreak

of war, have been very highly appreciated, and

those published have, we know,

proved interesting and useful to an

ever-increasing number of readers. A
great many readers have also written

for advice when confronted with garden

difficulties, and it has been a pleasure

to assist them in every possible way.

Our thanks are also due to those who
have supported our advertisers during

the war. Nurserymen and seedsmen at

all times have enough to do to make
ends meet, and there is no doubt that

they have suffered severely during the

crisis.

A Beautiful Christmas Rose.—The
flowers illustrated on this page are

those of Helleborus niger altifolius,

sometimes erroneousl ynamed H. n. maxi-

mus. It is, we think, the most beautiful

of all the Christmas Roses, the large

flowers being produced on stems a foot

or sometimes more in height, and usually

from two to six flowers on a stem.

These are large, glistening white, with

a beautiful rose pink blush on the more
exposed parts, and often open during

November and continue until well into

January. The green flower and leaf

stems are beautifully mottled dull crim-

son, and altogether it is as handsome
and useful a hardy plant as one could

wish for. Its value for cutting diuring

the winter months is great, as the

flowers last in good condition for quite

three weeks when placed in water. We
are indebted to Messrs. Barr and Sons
of King Street, Covent Garden, for the

flowers from which the illustration was
prepared.

Olearia stellulata.—Some exceptionally large,

well-flowered bushes of this fine shrub—the

whole constituting one great colony—were noticed
in flower last autumn in the gardens of the Horti-

cultural College, Swanley, where in the loamy
soil over chalk it appears to be perfectly happy.
The plants were 5 feet or so high, the white,
starry flower-heads arranged in terminal racemes
so abundantly as to almost cover from view

the elegant habit of the subject. Occasionally 1 cultural Society, Mr. Chittenden showed an Apple
we read of its tenderness, though in the gardens

j
with ten longitudinal grooves of about a quarter

mentioned it has stood for years without a stain i of an inch deep on the outside, the grooves being

upon its character.
\

lined with russet. He called attention to the

Dates of Horticultural Shows.—Owing to
\

small fruits damaged internally by frost, which
the war, so many committees of horticultural

societies have not found it possible to fix the

dates of their shows for igrs.- Under these

circumstances we do not consider it advisable

HELLEBORUS NIGER ALTIFOLIUS, ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTI
FUL OF ALL THE CHRISTMAS ROSES.

to publish our usual almanac in which we have
hitherto given the dates of the principal exhi-

bitions. These will, however, as far as possible

be published each week under the heading of

" Forthcoming Events." We shall be glad if

secretaries will kindly send us dates, when decided

upon, for that purpose.

Frost Damage to Apple.—At the last meeting

of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

he exhibited earlier in the year, and pointed out

that the grooves corresponded with the position

of the primary vascular bundles which had been

injured by frost. These bundles in the specimen

exhibited still showed signs of the

damage, and the failure to grow normally

was no doubt due to the interference in

the sap flow brought about by this injury.

An Attractive Plant for the Bog
Garden.—The majority of people are

familiar with the well-known Creeping

Jenny (Lysimachia Nummularia) and its

decorative value for many situations,

but few know Henry's Loosestrife (Lysi-

machia Henryi), a charming evergreen

species from North-West China and of

recent introduction. During the summer
it is one of the most beautiful plants in

the bog garden, where it delights to

ramble about over the damp, cool soil in

full sun, branching as it grows, bearing

its golden yellow, cup-shaped flowers in

large clusters almost hiding the plant, and

remaining in bloom for a long time. As
a carpet to Lobelia fulgens it is very

effective. It appears to be perfectly

hardy, and is very easily increased by cut-

tings put in now, by seed, or by divisions.

Fraudulent Booksellers. — The
British Gardeners' Association is bestir-

ring itself over the fraudulent book-

sellers who seem to have been particularly

active of late. The usual procediure is

for a traveller to call on young gardeners

and induce them to pay a sum ranging

from 5s. to a guinea as a first instalment

for some important gardening work ; or

else, on the understanding that the

vendor will send the whole work, which

he has been able to obtain cheaply, for

about a quarter of its value. Needless

to say, the books never reach the young

gardener, nor does he see the plausible

traveller again. A variation of the procedure is an

offer to purchase such works as Nicholson's " Dic-

tionary of Gardening," which are taken away under

the promise to remit the amount by return of post.

The secretary of the British Gardeners' Association,

with a view to putting a stop to the practice, will

be glad to hear from anyone who has been

victimised in this way. His address is Ulysses,

Fortune Green, London, N.W.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Banksian Roses.—If in what I wTote you
about Banksian Roses, page 604, issue December 19,

1 said Fortune's Yellow, it was a slip, I meant
Fortune's Banksian.—F. G. Duttcv.

Soldanella in Bloom in London Metropolitan

Area.—You may be interested to know that a plant

grow in almost any good garden soil, and the

position, so long as it is open, does not matter

much. They must, however, have ample space

in which to develop. The plant illustrated was
nearly two feet in diameter. One of the most
charming garden pictures I have ever seen was
composed of these pink Mallows growing between

white Japanese Anemones, and I pass on the hint

for others.—A. B. Essex.

Cuttings with Heels.—This is a very interesting

subject. I fully agree with your correspondent
" H. P.," page 594, issue December 12, in hisof Soldanella alpina, which I collected in the Alp

when on a holiday In June, 1913, is now proudly
j

remarks resp;cting cuttings severed just below a

showing two nodding mauve bells in my garden joint in the case of soft-wooded plants. Such
cuttings root freely, and make rapid growth

afterwards. Few cuttings of this kind inserted

in August and Septemb^r in cool soils, and in

here. You will note that the vagaries of

our climate have been too much for the

Soldanella clock, for it evidently has mistaken the

dry autumn for an alpine winter, and the present
j

spring or even late in the winter in a gentle bottom-
torrential showers for February " fill dykes." I

|
heat, fail ; but I prefer in the autumn to put in

A SINGLE PLANT OF PINK MALLOW. A VERY BEAUTIFUL HARDY ANNUAL.

am endeavouring to keep up the illusion as long as

possible by protecting the treasure by means of a
"Sunbeam" Trap.

—

James Latham, Hurslwood,
Woodford Green.

Pinli Mallows for Summer and Autumn
Effect.—Although the pink Mallows are among
the most useful and beautiful of all hardy
annuals, one does not find them in many
gardens. Why this should be so I have never
been able to understand ; and now that seeds will

soon be ordered, the accompanying illustration

will, I hope, induce many other readers to include

in their list an order for a packet of seed. The
plant illustrated was one of a himdred or so that

were raised from seeds sown in the open the first

week in April last year, and from the middle of

June until well into September they gave us a
wonderful display of their pink or rose coloured
blossoms. For cutting we found these ideal.

So far as my experience goes, these Mallows will

cuttings of Roses and many kinds of evergreen
and deciduous shrubs which possess a slight heel.

If properly inserted and attended to, they result

in very fine, sturdy specimens.

—

Shamrock.
Mildew-Proof Roses.—Having found that

certain Roses are attacked by mildew in one
locality and immune in another, that in some
soils the pest is more prevalent than in others,

and that newly planted Roses are less liable to an
attack than established plants, there is nothing
more to say except that the grower whose
enthusiasm does not carry him sufficiently far

to spray once a week with Abol or some other
preventive—if there is one—had better leave
the ranks of the faithful and take to Chrysanthe-
mums or Carnations, or might I suggest Sweet
Peas. Spraying once a week is one of the pleasures

of Rose culture. What credit is due to a rosarian
who has no pests to overcome, no difficulties to

of the cult. If you require a mildew-proof Rose,
plant Gloire de Dijon. Perhaps someone has
seen this old friend badly mildewed ; if so, let

us have particulars.

—

John W. Hicks, 4, Wellington
Terrace, Sutton Coldfield.

Funkia subcordata alba odorata.—Some three
years ago, in September, a London firm exhibited
in Edinburgh a plant of this Funkia in flower.

The plant attracted me, being the only pure
white Fimkia I had seen. Its fragrance and
its late flowering also weighed with me, so I

piu-chased a plant. Judge of my disappointment,
however, when I say that, though I planted it

under conditions where Fimkias and hardy plants
generally thrive well, it has not yet produced a
single bloom, and, instead of developing, the plant
has hardly held its own. I should be glad to know
if any other readers of The Garden have
tried this Plantain Lily, and, if so, with what
result.

—

Charles Comfort, Midlothian.

Ginkgo biloba or Maidenhair Tree.—It was
good to see an illustration of this unique tree in

the pages of The Garden, in which you did well

to call attention to its ornamental qualities and
its distinct nature. With regard to this latter

feature it stands out quite alone, for there is not

a single tree in cultivation that can for one moment
be compared with it. The popular name of the

Maidenhair Tree is a very appropriate one, as the

leaves greatly resemble in shape the pinnules of

that popular Fern. The scientific name of Ginkgo
cannot, however, be viewed in the same light,

for it is at best such an awkward soimding word
as to lead one to think that Salisburia adiantifolia

would have been much the better. Great interest

is attached to this Ginkgo, from the fact that

though it now stands quite alone, yet fossil remains

have been discovered in systems that were in

process of formation at a remote epoch of the

earth's history, and which serves to prove that

the genus is of astonishing antiquity and that the

first appearance of its ancestral form antedates

that of any other existing tree by coimtless ages.

It has long been ciiltivated by the Chinese and the

Japanese in the neighbourhood of their temples,

but it does not appear to have been discovered

anywhere in a wild state. A notable autiuun

feature in this country is the clear yellow tint

assumed by the decaying leaves.—H. P.

The illustration of this tree in The
Garden for December 19, page 607, does not

present the characteristic form and is taken from

a small inferior specimen. There are, at Cobham
Hall, Gravesend, two specimens, either of which

is nearly three times the size of the Kew example

illustrated. The branches are semi-drooping

through their whole length ; many lie on the groimd

and turn up at the points. The trees are about a

century old. They are in a private part of the

plcasiu-e grounds, and could only be seen by
permission. It would be interesting to see an

illustration of them. The Ginkgo has never been

foimd wUd. It is a survival, and almost a sole

survival, from early carboniferous ages ; but its

distribution is a geological question of much diffi-

culty. There is no doubt it owes its curious

leaf to existence in an age when evolution had

not attained to the roimded or curved leaf. The
specimens at Cobham are believed to be sur-

passed by very few in the world.

—

Kursteot.

How to Plant Crinum Powellii.—In answer

to " Enquirer," the above plant grows vigorously

and flowers every year with us ; wliile last summer

an old bulb eclipsed all previous efforts by yield-

surmoimt ? These very difficulties are the zest ing three consecutive large spikes. We grow this
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Crinum on a west border, and the planting was from

4 inches to 6 inches deep. The first three or four

years after planting, a small mound of ashes was

placed around the dying neck of the plant when

a frosty spell seemed upon us ; but during the

last two very moderate winters no protection

has been given. Of course, we should not take

needless risks if severe weather threatened, though

it is my opinion that this plant is hardier than

has been supposed, and I would venture to assert

it would come safely through any winter uncovered,

with shallow planting, if the situation is warm,

non-clayey and well drained. Ours is a made-up

border, and cannot boast of more than r8 inches

to 20 inches of good soil ; below that depth it is

clay, and no doubt our plants have reached it.

The very deep planting advised by some authori-

ties may be due to the fact that there has been

some doubt about the hardihood of this Crinum, and

assuredly deep planting would minimise winter

risks. Mr. Van Tubergen's directions, though

seemingly at variance with others, may probably

be followed with equal success, for they are at one

with the advice that used to be given by an

acquaintance of mine in the catalogues of a firm

now no more. His directions were : Plant in a

hot place, leaving one-third of their length out of

the ground, but give plenty of water in summer
and protection with Bracken, &c., in winter. To sum
up, it is plain that shallow planting means more

water in summer, more covering in winter ; deep

planting, less water and less or no covering.

—

C. T., Ken View Garden, Highgate.

From experience I can assure " Enquirer "

he need have no misgivings if he has followed the

directions of that gardeners' vade mecum, Robin-

son's " English Flower Garden." For the last

twenty-five years I have seen Crinum Puwellii grown

to perfection deeply planted in the garden of a

relative, and even in my own wretched Surrey

sand I have grown plants thus with some success.

It is important to remember when planting deeply

to give a good depth of rich soil under the bulbs.

In winter I cover the clumps with a foot of ashes
;

this is removed in the spring and the plants mulched.

They have withstood 30° of frost. They should

be well watered continually in the summer and

occasionally given liquid manure. If " Enquirer "

would obtain the results he has seen at Burford,

I would advise him to have patience and wait,

and if he has planted his bulbs properly, on no

account to interfere with them, but leave them
to establish themselves, which may take a few

years.—C. B.

Hardiness of Cyclamen persicum.—I think

it is usually considered that the Persian Cyclamen

is a tender subject, and certainly I have hitherto

had that impression. Now I am not quite so

confident. Having between two and three dozen

surplus plants this autumn, I placed them in a

small cold frame and thought no more about them
until December 7, when I wished to have the

pots emptied and housed. On looking into the

frame, every plant was perfectly fresh and healthy,

although on several occasions we registered to" of

frost, and no protection other than the sash was
afforded. I have retained three of the plants

to note how they wUl now thrive in a greenhouse.

—

C. Blair, Preston House Gardens. Linlithgow.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
January 5. —. Royal Horticultural Society's

fortnightly Meeting and Exhibition, Vincent

Square, Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m.

SOME HARDY LILIES.— I.

OF
all the plants cultivated in British

k gardens, there is no genus in which

I so much disappointment is in-

' curred—none upon which so much
money is wasted—as the Lilies.

If there were no remedy for this^
if these plants were really intractable—then

the only sound advice to be oflered to the amateur

would be to leave them alone. But whereas the

nature of the mischief which wrecks so many hopes

requires only to be understood in order to overcome
it, the following notes are offered by one who,

having undergone repeated failures during long

years of endeavour, has been led by the counsel

of an experienced friend into the path of success

with some species.

The difficulties in cultivating Lilies arise mainly

from two sources. First, although the genus is

a smaU one compared with many others, contain-

ing, so far as is laiown at present, only between

seventy and eighty true species, these species

exist in a natural state under widely differing

conditions of soil, temperature, moisture, exposure,

&c. ; wherefore any attempt to cultivate them
must end in disappointment, imless provision be

made to meet their requirements in those respects.

Secondly, with the exception of a few species

long established in this country, such as the

Madonna, the Orange, the Tiger and the common
Martagon Lilies, the vast majority of bulbs offered

for sale have been imported from distant lands,

and arrive in such a condition of impaired vitality

as renders them most vulnerable by disease or

decay. The rootlets, delicate in some species,

fleshy in others, either have been deliberately

shorn off by the packers (as is usually done to

bulbs exported from Japan), or have dried up
and become functionless dtu'ing transit. Each
year tens of thousands of Lily bulbs, purchased

in this enfeebled state, either are planted in the

autumn in the open border, where they are expected

to survive the drenching of a British winter, or

are bought at the spring sales and set out at once

to provide a summer display. Such treatment

of dormant bulbs ensures disaster. Of those

planted out in the autumn, many are never seen

again ; they simply rot in the ground. Those

that survive may tlirow up flowering stems from

material garnered under a foreign sun ; but in

nearly every instance it is a swan song. In the

second season their place will know them no more.

The only chance of prolonging the lives of

imported bulbs is to treat them as invahds, keeping

them in hospital during six months or a year

after their arrival. On no accoimt should they

be planted out in the open at once. Each bulb

should be placed in a 6-inch or 8-inch pot and
kept in a cold frame till the pot is full of new roots.

Imported bulbs, especially those from Japan,

are too often infested with mites, or with the

deadly fungus Rhizopus necans, to destroy which

they should be dipped in a i per cent, solution of

salicylic acid and dusted with sulphur before

potting. Some charcoal or wood-ashes should

be laid over the drainage before filling the pot

three-quarters of its depth with soil suitable to the

species, mixing in ground lime for those that

like it, and scrupulously withholding it from those

that dislike it.

Bulbs treated in this manner after arriving in

the autumn will probably be found in the following

May to have sent up more or less vigorous

shoots. This behaviour on the part of base-

rooting Lilies—that is. Lilies which send out root;

only from the base of the bulb, like the common
Orange Lily, L. croceum—is a sign that they have

benefited by the rest. If, therefore, the pots are

found to contain fresh, healthy roots, the bulbs

may be planted out carefully in the place where

they are intended for permanence ; and, be it

remembered, permanence is of cardinal import-

ance in Lily culture, all species more or less resenting

disturbance, some of them intensely. Do not

be disappointed if the display in the first season

of flowering comes far short of expectation. The
bulbs have passed through the crisis of removal,

which imposes a severe strain on their vitality
;

indeed, prudent gardeners will not allow the

more sensitive species to flower in their iirst season,

but will remove the buds so that the whole stream

of nutriment shall be diverted to the bulb. This

sacrifice of a year's blossom will ensure' ample

compensation in following seasons.

Stem-rooting Lilies—that is. Lilies which, like

L. auratum, send out roots around the base of

the stem as well as from the base of the bulb

—

require more cautious treatment. The appear-

ance in spring of a strong shoot sent up from a

bulb potted in the previous autumn must not

be interpreted as proof that the Lily is ready to

take its place permanently in the open. If the

contents of the pot be carefully turned out, it will

probably be found that such roots' as it contains

are those sent out from the base of the new stem

only, and that there are no basal roots whatever,

showing that the bulb is expending the material

gathered in the previous summer, without replacing

it with fresh nourishment. The stem will grow,

fed primarily from the bulb, and secondarily b\'

the roots it has itself sent out. There will be a

fair, perhaps a fine, display of blossom ; but when
that is over and the stem dies, the bulb will have

disappeared. The only safe treatment, therefore,

of stem-rooting Lilies in their first season is to

fill up the pots with soil, plunge them in the

open air in a place where the bulbs will be pro-

tected from scorching sun, and remove the flower-

buds so soon as they become visible. Drastic

discipline this, and to the amateur accustomed

to deal with such facile subjects as Narcissus.

Crocus and the like, all these preliminaries may
seem fussy and superfluous ; but in the treatment

of Lilies success with this matchless genus brings

a reward rich enough to indemnify one for extra-

ordinary trouble.

Having experienced the usual result of

unintelligent attempts to coax certain Lihes

into permanent vigour, having met with mucli

discouragement and failure, and, after many
seasons, been led to see the error, or some of

the error of my ways, I can perhaps help other

amateurs by explaining what are the chief faults

to avoid in managing those species with which

I have succeeded. I shaU only presume to write

about those Lilies of whose behaviour I have had

personal experience, either in my own garden

or the gardens of my friends. There are many
species which I have not yet ventured to handle.

About these I must keep silence, referring readers

to the invaluable cultural treatise on the genus by

Mr. A. Grove—" Lilies," by A. Grove (Present-

day Gardening, London : T. C. and E. C. Jack,

price IS. 6d.)—who, had his lot been cast among
an Oriental people, would assuredly have been

known to them as the Father of Lilies. In his

garden near Henley I have seen the delicate novelty

L. Kelloggii and polyphyllum growing with the

grace and flowering with the freedom of a common
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Martagon, the stalely L. Parryi swinging its golden

bells on wands 5 feet and 6 feet high, besides other

fastidious foreigners which are doomed to perish

inevitably under less sympathetic and experienced

hands. What follows, then, is far from being a com-

prehensive review of the genus ; only a notice of

some of the more desirable species, with suggestions

as to their management. Herbert Maxwell.

{To be continued.)

LIVING PESTS IN DAFFODIL
BULBS.

1WAS very glad to see last autumn, in one of

the ordinary Daffodil lists, a few words of

warning from the pen of Mr. Charles E. Shea,

who, although best known to our readers

as a great rosarian, is, nevertheless, a grower

of Daffodils of no mean order. His scientific

leanings have led him to watch the varied pests to

I refer to Humerus lunulatus, which at present

not only troubles the stomachs of the plants, but,

according to some vigorous letters which appeared

not a hundred years ago in the pages of a famous

and learned gardening paper, the heads of the

unfortunate growers as well. Then there is the

caterpillar of the swift moth (Hepialus lupulinus),

which seems to have a partiality for the young

roots, which it devours, at the same time often

taking a bit out of the bulb as well. This beast,

although it is the largest enemy, is the one that

gives us the least concern, for it is not a very

widely spread or frequent visitor. I am rather

disposed to say that the living pests are to be

feared in the inverse ratio of their size. Thus, first,

the aforesaid caterpillar. Secondly, the merodon,

which is not very dissimilar on the wing to a drone

fly or a honey bee, did not the curious whistling

noise and the lightning dashes of its flight unmis-

takably mark it—rather should I have said the

merodon grub, for it is this dirty white, fat, black-

LILIUM AURATUM IN A BED OF LOW-GROWING EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

which, alas ! this flower is now, as it were, the

heir with a thoroughness and interest which are

not given to everyone. Hence his cry of " Wolf !

"

is one to which I respectfully urge my fellow-

growers to pay the greatest attention. As he

reminds us, it was once upon a time perfectly true

to say that the Narcissus had but " one insect and

one disease " to contend with. To-day, however,

it would only be a " Turkish wireless " that could

make such a statement. It is, I very much regret

to say, quite as bad as that ; for there are five

living beasts who have found the Daffodil bulb

in one state or another a toothsome morsel, and

who seem to be able to impart to succeeding

generations of their families their acquired taste.

These are Merodon equestris, as I suppose we
must begin to call the large Daffodil fly, since

within the last few years another winged beast

of lesser proportions and of quite different ways
has begun to make serious attacks upon our bulbs.

ended beast that does all the damage, because he

will at the same time make a house and a meal

of any Daffodil bulb that he comes across, and his

mother takes care that there is always one at

hand when he is bom. Thirdly, there is the small

Narcissus fly, or, as it is generally spoken of,

the Humerus. This is like a small, square-headed

and square-tailed—if I may use such an expres-

sion—house-fly, almost black in colour, a low-flyer

and fond of taking fairly long rests on the leaves or

the ground hard by, when, I presume, the eggs

are laid, which in time become small-looking

merodon grubs, only known to us, I fear, when

they (for there are a good many as a rule) have

taken possession of a bulb. Fourthly, there is

the mite—a small, almost transparent, white

animal, built up of circles like the man in the

advertisement of Durdop tyres—ivory white in

colour, with two black spots on the back. I am
afraid this beast is becoming increasingly aggres-

sive, and Mr. Shea is a lucky man if his beds are

immune. Possibly he did not mention it because

he considered it to be a scavenger that only appears

when something else has done all the damage

—

when, it may be said, its presence is rather a
blessing than a curse ; but about this I have my
doubts. Fifthly, and lastly (as I am not going to

talk about an animal that worried Mr. Selkirk's

bulbs at Sydney last year ; for enough is as good

as a feast, and without bringing this into my
pot-pourri of living pests I will have enough to

say), there is Tylenchus devastatrix, which,

notwithstanding this mouthful of a name, is a
diminutive eelworm only a twenty-fifth of an

inch long, and of slender proportions and build,

but which, I am disposed to think, is the most to

be feared of all the living crew that I have enume-

rated. Although it is said by some observers to

be only a scavenger, I am almost certain that

this is not so, for the tiny worm seems to attack firm,

healthy bulbs, entering, as a rule, from the top and

working its way down the leaf

courses until it eventually gets to

the basal plate, which is, to the

family's taste, the tit-bit of the

bulb. I have submitted samples

more than once to two independent

experts, thinking that their report

would be " Fusarium bulbigenum."

But no ; every time, " No trace of

Fusarium, but plenty of eelworms."

Both the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries and the Department

of Agriculture and Technical Instruc-

tion for Ireland have issued leaflets

on this eelworm ; but whereas the

former only incidentally refers to its

presence in " Hyacinths and other

flower bulbs " as well as in Onions,

the latter is headed " Eelworms

in Narcissus Bulbs." It contains

the result of elaborate trials be-

tween October, 1912, and November,

1913, the objects of which were to

(i) determine whether infection takes

place in the soil or when the bulbs

are stored
; (2) its method or

means of entrance ; (3) how they

may be killed without injuring

the bulbs ; and (4) how attacks

may be prevented. The pamphlet

is a long one ; but without tra-

versing all the ground which it

covers, the results may be summed

up as follow : By treating lifted

bulbs with solutions of formalin, copper

sulphate, cresyUc acid and parafSn it has been

found that it is possible to kill the worms if

one of sufficient strength is applied, but that, if it

is too strong, the cure is as bad as, or worse than,

the disease, for both worms and bulbs perish.

Perhaps the best solution would be a 5 per cent,

one of copper sulphate, in which the bulbs should

be immersed for from twenty to twenty-four

hours. This would act as a preventive, and

possibly as a cure. Migration and infection can

take place in the soil, but only in the summer and

warm spring months. When the soil is cold and

wet, numbers perish and no wandering move-

ments take place. Treated bulbs are more immune

from attack than non-treated ones. Formalin is

of no value as a preventive
;

paraffin kills the

bulbs ; cresylic acid does not penetrate, and in

consequence is useless. Eelworms, as a rule, enter

the tissues from the top.
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FOUR GOOD WALLFLOWERS:
Yellow: Yellow Phoenix.

Purple: Ellen Willmott.

Red ; Fire King.

Crimson : Blood Red.

Hudson ^ Kearns, Ltd., PHniers, Londott, S.B.
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It only remains now for me to suggest means of been able to gather quite good blooms on Christmas

how best to combat the other four pests. The Day. Although the flower-spikes are rather small,

mite may be dealt with in the same way as the the blossoms possess the true Wallflower fragrance

eelworm. The caterpillar must be searched for by ' and they are obtainable in yellow and warm brown

digging up bulbs which have failed to appear colours. Midway between these and the ordinary

above ground or where the foliage remains stunted Wallflowers comes Yellow Phoenix, so well por-

and unhealthy-looking. Both the flies may be trayed in the coloured plate presented with this

trapped by nets during periods of sunshine in the
i
issue. It does not commence to flower so early

warm days of May, June and July. (A sharp lad I as the Paris types, but in a mild winter can be had

soon learns to detect and catch them ; but the
i m bloom at Christmas if the seeds are sown in

work must be done' daily.) As a further means i April. It is a great improvement on the Paris

of catching them, every bulb before planting
: varieties, inasmuch as the flowers and spikes

should be carefully felt all over, and if any part are much larger and the plants bloom freely in

seems suspiciously soft, that bulb should be cut spring, long after the others have finished,

open and examined. In expensive varieties this When we come to the ordinary May-flowering

must be done very cautiously, as it is often possible varieties, such as Blood Red, we find some diversity

to save a bulb, or, at leasf, part of it. I am
|
of opinion as to the best time to sow the seed.

doubtful if immersion in water before planting
, Some good gardeners favour April, and others,

does any good. I have never tried it myself, for, equally as good, the second week in June. If the

I am thankful to say, we have but very few, and happy medium between these two is selected and

the net and examination by feeling the bulbs
; the seeds are so^\-n about the second week in May,

have always proved efficacious. There is a good good results may be anticipated in nearly all

accoimt of Merodon equestris in the Royal Hor- i districts. Outdoor sowing, in drills i foot apart,

ticultural Society's " Daffodil Year Book " for
|
is best ; and as soon as the yotmg plants are

1915, which everyone interested in the subject
|
about two inches high they ought to be trans-

should read. Joseph Jacob. i planted, i foot apart each way, in soil that is

__^___^^^_^.^_^.^_^^^^ moderately good but not over-rich and which has

been trodden fairly firm. With the advent of early

October, whenspring bedding has to be arranged, the

plants can be lifted with good balls of soil and roots

j

and planted wherever they are required to flower.

1 There are now a good many varieties to select

from. In brown shades Harbinger and Vulcan

Blood Red for crimson ; Ellen Willmott,

Yellow Phoenix and Belvoir Castle,

COLOURED PLATE.
PI.ATB 1903.

SWEET LAVENDER IN THE
GARDEN.

1

T is impossible to conceive an English garden

without Lavender. One never makes a
new garden without using it in some position,

and the situations in which it can be grown
with advantage are ntunerous. An old

garden without it would lack an essential

charm. It is one of the few plants that can

survive the ignominy of being common in these

daj'S of perpetual craving for novelty ; indeed,

it is among the few that are sought after because

they are common. In its way it is as essential

as grass and paths, and to every garden-lover

it conjures up a pictmre, perhaps of an old-world

garden we used to know with its Pinks, Sweet

Williams, Madonna Lilies, Cloves and Moss Roses

;

or of some delightful old thatched cottage where

Jasmine, Honeysuckle and Eglantine entwined

over the doorway ; or, indeed, of quiet hours in

cotmtry houses where from January to December
its fragrance permeated the snowy whiteness of

household linen. Its popularity is not to be

wondered at when one considers its many
attractions — delicious fragrance, easy culture,

hardy enough to withstand the severest winter,

a colour that attracts most people and repels

none, and cool, grey foliage that can be used

indiscriminately everywhere and in association

with anything, and at no time of the year

ugly.

Quite apart from its value for perfumery, its

garden uses are numerous. No plant is more

WALLFLOWERS AND THEIR
CULTIVATION.

DURING the next week or two gar- are good

deners will be busy compiling the purple
;

I list of seeds to be
' sown during the com-

ing spring and sum-

mer, and it is to be

hoped that none will be minus a few

packets of Wallflower. It has been

a favoiu-ite in our gardens for many
years, the fragrant blossoms appeal-

ing to us more strong'.y than many
of more garish colours that do not

emit fragrance worthy of the name.

Fortunately, the Wallflower is easily

cultivated, and a packet of seed will,

if properly treated, provide several

hundreds of sturdy plants. Although

strictly a perennial, the Wallflower is

usually treated as a biennial, i.e., the

seeds are sown one year to provide

flowering plants for the next, and

after the blossoming has ceased these

are discarded. Where, however, they

are more or less naturalised on rock-

work or old walls, the plants are

allowed to remain for many years,and

treated in this way they are quite in

keeping with their surroimdings.

It does not seem to be generally

kno%vn that there are two distinct

sections of the Wallflower, one

characterised by the Early Paris tj'pe,

and the other by the ordinary Blood

Red, such as may be found in many
cottage gardens throughout the

cotmtry. The Early Paris Wallflowers

should be sown outdoors early in April, and the yellow ; and Fire King, red. The last named is valuable in the herbaceous border, where it can

seedlings pricked off lo inches or rather more apart comparatively new, and is one of the most beautiful
j
be made the grotmdwork of many delightful

as soon as large enough. These are subsequently Wallflowers that we know. All the flowers from colour schemes. A group of LUium candidum,

best left alone, and if the fates are kind they will which our coloured plate was prepared were kindly Lavender and pink Antirrhinirais is particularly

commence to flower in August and continue all supplied by Messrs. Sutton and Sons from their effective ; or Erigeron Quakeress, Pentstemon

through the winter. For several years we have trial gromids at Reading, Myddelton Gem and a dwarf Lavender, with

A BORDER FILLED WITH WALLFLOWERS IN THE GARDENS AT LOCKIXGE, BERKS.
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Campanula carpatica Riverslea and C. persici-

folia alba, forms another pretty combination.

For clothing banks that are on the dry side it

is equally useful, and can, if desired, be kept

trimmed down to a smooth, even surface, provid-

ing it is cut at the right time ; early September is

the best, as it gives it time to make sufficient

growth to look neat all the winter, and with most

varieties the flowering period is nearly over by

that time. For low hedges it is also useful, particu-

larly where a sense of division rather than seclusion

is necessary. Used as an edging to long, broad

borders it makes an excellent foil for taller subjects

behind, and, trimmed once a year, remains quite neat

without getting too rigid in appearance, the dwarf

forms being best for this purpose.

The Best Kinds.—The nomen-

clature of the varieties at present

in cultivation appears to be a

little imdecidcd and to lack autho-

rity ; indeed, we find the same

thing cropping up under half a

dozen different local names and,

worse still, several distinct forms

bearing the same name. They
have all probably originated as

seedlings from the two species

described in an old gardening

dictionary published in 1736, as

follows : " Lavandula Spica, the

common lavender, closely branch-

ing from bottom 2 or 3 feet high,

small spear shaped entire leaves.

and from the ends of the branches

nimierous long erect naked spikes

of flowers, various shades of colour

white to blue." The broad-leaved

form is described as the species.

There are two varieties given as

with narrow leaves, blue and

white, the narrow-leaved varieties

being described as " in greate

esteem for putting among cloaths,

and distilling and other oecono-

mical uses." There is also a

dwarf form of the broad-leaved

species described, which is prob

ably that shown in the accom-

panying illustration, and now
known as Lavandula Spica nana
compacta. The only other species

described in the old book as for

out of doors is the French Lavender

(Lavandula Stcechas), very branch-

ing, 2 feet or 3 feet high, very

narrow, spear - shaped leaves,

pointed and hoary, opposite, and all

the branches terminating in short,

bushy spikes of purple flowers.

There is also a white variety.

With reference to those now in cultivation, there

appear to be three species—Spica and Stcechas,

originating in the Mediterranean regions ; and vera,

common to Southern Etu'ope, vera and Spica resem-

bling each other except in the breadth of the foliage,

that of the latter being broadest. For some
reason the broad-leaved is usually offered as

English, the narrower-leaved as Dutch, the dwarf
form of Spica as nana compacta ; while a low-

growing, compact, narrow-leaved variety is com-
monly called dwarf blue.

The broad-leaved is much the best for

hedges or permanent edgings, as it retains its

foliage well throughout the winter. The narrow-
leaved form is inclined to get shabby and

thin through the winter, but recovers well

with the growing season and flowers longer. The

foliage is very grey. '

Two recipfs for Lavender water are : One pint

of rectified spirit, 40Z. of distilled water, 3 drachms

of oil of lavender, 3 drachms of orange-flower

water, 5 minims of oil of cloves, the same quantity

of oil of cinnamon, and 4 minims of otto of roses

mixed and allowed to stand for twenty days ;

then filtered through magnesium carbonate and

kept two or three months in bottle before using.

The other is : Essence of musk, 4 drachms

;

essence of ambergris, 4 drachms ; English lavender,

6 drachms ; oil of geranium, 2 drachms ; oil of

cinnamon, 10 drops ; and spirits of wine, 20 oz.

FLOWERS IN THE KITCHEN
GARDEN.

LAVENDER AS AN EDGING TO A PATHWAY IN MESSRS. R. WALLACE
AND CO.'S NURSERY.

An old recipe for Lavender bags is :
" Take of

ye lavender flowers a full half a pound, but no

stalks therewith. Of dried thyme and minte a

half an ounce of each, and of common salt one

ounce, together with one ounce each of ground

cloves and carraway seeds. Mix quite dry and

put in silk bags, and it will perfume the drawers

and linen very nicely." Doubtless there are

a number of other old recipes in existence,

and it would be interesting if those readers

who have them would send them to the Editor

for publication. We cannot have too much
information about this fragrant shrub,

which, I think I may safely say, is a universal

favourite. G. D.

THE practice of growing hardy flowers

in the kitchen garden has been very

largely extended diuring recent years,

and in most good establishments we
now find the main pathways of the

vegetable quarters bordered on either

side with bold masses of herbaceous and other

hardy plants. Indeed, in some kitchen gardens

that I have seen during the last year or two,

the flower borders were scarcely inferior to the

herbaceous borders proper, and lent an air of

calmness, beauty and interest

to a portion of the grounds

that was wont to be con-

sidered dull and not worthy of

visitors' attention. Undoubtedly

the primary reason for culti-

vating flowers in the kitchen

garden was to provide plenty

of material for cutting, so that

the dwelUng-house might be well

and freely decorated ; • but by
devoting the borders alongside

the pathways to the plants, a

twofold object is achieved.

Flowers in abvmdance are always

available for cutting, and, as

already stated, the kitchen gar-

den is rendered beautiful and
more interesting than it would

otherwise be.

Frequently these flower bor-

ders are arranged in front of

espalier fruit trees that enclose

the vegetable plots, and where

this is so, some care needs to

be exercised in planting the

flowers, otherwise the fruit trees

will suffer. Thus, very tall and

coarse-growing plants would not

be permissible, nor would it

be advisable to plant within

18 inches or 2 feet of the

fruit trees, unless no value is

placed upon the fruit. In some
few gardens the trees are old

and are retained solely as a

screen, their flowers in spring

adding a touch of colour to the

borders. In such instances they

need not be taken seriously into

account when planting the her-

baceous flowers, though it must

even then be remembered that

the roots of plants and trees

wiU contest strongly for the

that the soil contains. The

most important point to bear in mind when

forming flower borders in the kitchen garden is

their width. This will, of course, vary consider-

ably with the length of the path; but, even

with the shortest pathway, a border less than

5 feet wide will not be of much service. When
it must be of less width it resolves itself into an

edging, and should be treated as such, a broad

belt of some hardy annual or low-growing perennial

being all that is permissible. Generally, however,

a border 8 feet wide is a useful size, though where

the pathway is a very long one, and the ground

can be spared, it may extend another 2 feet. In

borders of these widths nearly all kinds of

nourishment
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herbaceous, bulbous and annual flowers may
be successfully grown, the actual kinds being

usually determined by the material available.

The good gardener will see to it that those

most usefid for cutting will predominate, any

that are- not suitable for this purpose being

merely used for fUling temporary gaps or as

low-growing vegetation for the edges of the

borders.

At Aldenham House, where grass verges used

to edge the flower borders in the kitchen garden,

they have been replaced by a rough stonework

edging, medium-sized pieces of sandstone being

sunk into the ground so as to form excellent

a good deal of heavy work has to be undertaken

in the kitchen garden. For this reason, ex-

cept in gardens of large size, such arches are

best kept to the pleasure grounds. Rose pillars

are, however, suitable for the kitchen garden

flower borders, though even these must not be

overdone.

In a few gardens annual flowers only are used,

so that the borders are practically free of vegeta-

tion during the winter mouths when heavy work,

such as the wheeling in of manure or new soil,

is in progress. There are now so many good annuals

available that it is not difficult to create a pleasing

effect with them alone, though where preference

LATIN NAMES AND GOOD
RESOLUTIONS.

As
another Xew Year has just dawned, the

time arrives for making new resolu-

tions. To the gardener the period

i of short daylight hours and sodden
^ or frozen flower-beds is peculiarly

well adapted for thinking over past

—

well, we will not say failures, but—performances

that have not come up to our expectations, and for

thinking out new and fascinating schemes. This

year it is an occupation full of novel—let us hope

FLOWERS BORDERING A PATHWAY IN A KITCHEN GARDEN.

little pockets for many kinds of alpines. Not only

is the effect pleasing, but the pathways are rendered

exceedingly interesting over many months of the

year. The stone is almost hidden by the vegeta-

tion, which is allowed to scramble over on to the

pathway and so avoid any impression of formality.

This informality of edges is well shown in the

accompanying illustration, though in this instance

stonework is not used.

In many gardens rustic arches, clothed with

Rambler Roses or Clematis, are placed over the

pathway, and, if properly situated, add considerably

to the beauty of the garden as a whole. But

such arches must be of a lofty and broad character,

ever bearing in mind tliat during the winter months

is given to the old-fashioned kinds, such as Mig-

nonette, Honesty, Larkspurs, Stocks, Marigolds,

Sweet .Alyssums and Clarkias, the borders are

endowed with greater interest, the fragrance of

many of the flowers being not the least item in

their favour.

The extent to which these flower borders may
be varied will rest more or less with the taste of

the owner, always bearing in mind that they are

an adjunct to, rather than a part of, the kitchen

garden itself. If this is fully remembered, there

is no reason why the kitchen garden should not

be made far more interesting and beautiful than

is usually the case. This is especially so where

there is ample space available. H.

we may say unique—difficulties. Those who cannot

leave gardens and homes for active service must

feel it is their duty to keep business running as

usual during alterations to the map of Europe, in

horticultiural as well as other affairs.

Even though dividends dwindle or remove

themselves to still distant years, as though looked

at through the wrong end of the telescope, one of

the best resolutions is to guard against making

the struggle harder for others. We may do this

by trying to prevent both the cancelling of orders

to nurserymen and the discharging of gardeners

in our employ. We can make a virtue of necessity,

and take some credit for foregoing our usual spring

order for rare rock plants from Bavaria or new
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seeds from Erfurt. Perhaps we feel we must

give up our plans of a summer collecting trip

in Tyrol or elsewhere, and thereby be able

to reckon that the amounts thus saved can be

expended for the benefit .of the nurserymen and

gardeners of our own country. But even if we
cannot lay out a penny on plants this year, we can

still find scope for a good resolution or two in

work among the plants we have. Do not let us

be put off by the cynics who tell us hell is paved

with good intentions ; rather let us reason that

it could only be broken ones that would be suit-

able for the purpose, and rely on other authorities

on the nature of that place who assure us it is a

bottomless pit, and therefore cannot require

much pavement ; and, better still, feel assured

that no good gardener will ever find himself there.

Therefore I suggest that we should all employ

our gardening wits and time this year in

learning more about the names of plants, and
trying to have all those in our gardens as correctly

named as possible. The result of this should be

twofold, a twin fruit like that of an Asclepiad

—

first, on the labels in the borders, and, secondly,

in our garden catalogues. It is not an easy task

to carry through, but a wonderfully interesting

and improving one. Not only is there no royal

road to the desirable goal at the end of it, but

I know of no concise, popular book devoted to

the subject of the nomenclature of plants.* This

is a pity, as so many people who are fond of flowers

and gardens find great difficulty in learning and
remembering the right names of their favourites.

{

" Latin names are so difficult, so ugly or so meaning-
'

less," they say. " Can't you give it an English
j

name ? " A good friend of mine had a delightfully

simple plan for curing such a desire in friends to

whom he was showing his plants. When they

objected to his naming them in Latin, he wotild I

give them a nice simple name for each according
|

to its colour. " That is the blue flower," he would
say, and his visitor would beam, and answer,
" Now, I call that a sensible name." But when !

she (it was most frequently one of the fairer sex)

had beamed and purred contentedly over a pink
and a white flower, a second blue flower of quite a

different family might appear and be objected to, i

and provide a text for a tiny lesson on the need for i

Latin scientific names, as the simple English ones

would not go round even in one well-stocked garden.

Some English names are charming, and should

never be dropped when they are reserved for one
well-known plant, such as Old Man, Pasque-
flower, Rosemary, Honesty, Marigold and
Christmas Rose. But others, such as Jacob's
Ladder and Bachelor's Button, may be applied

to quite different plants in neighbouring counties
;

and when one gets beyond the old familiar garden
favourites of our forefathers and begins to make
English names for later introductions, and we find :

ourselves speaking of the variegated-leaved
|

Fortune's Plantain Lily, or Howell's Brodie's
{

Lily, it seems better to become sufficiently familiar

with the scientific names and call them Funkia 1

Fortunei and Brodia-a Howellii, and so be intel-
I

ligible to equally well-educated gardeners of all

other nations. We may decide that it must be
left as a matter of taste whether or no Latin
names are uglier than English ones, for it is

true that

" Different people have different opinions.

Some like tpplcs and some like inions."

* Alcock'e " Botanical Names for Englifb Readers "is
excellent as far as it Roes, but only deals with Brilifh
plants.

That they are meaningless is true in very few cases

to those who will spend a little brain and time in

learning to appreciate the knowledge and history

stored up in their syllables. The study of words

is such a fascinating occupation that, once begun

for the purpose of a better understanding of our

plants, it will almost certainly add an interest to

our lives.

There are few more interesting books to one

who likes to know something of the words he uses

I

than a good etymological dictionary, and I find

the looking out of one word generally leads one on

1
to scanning a page or two for others. In fact, I

agree with a certain old lady who was such a

J

persistent borrower of books that one friend hoped

to check her zeal by lending her the first volume
of the Oxford New English Dictionary. However,
she came back after a week, asking for the next

volume, and declaring it was a delightful book,

although it changed the subject so often. I feel

sure an etymological dictionary of plant names,

if fairly complete, would also be a delightful book.

At present we have to hunt about a good deal, and
the most complete I know of is Nicholson's
" Dictionary of Gardening." Unfortunately, the

best edition, with the tw-o supplements, is out of

print, and becoming scarce. Those fortunate

enough to possess a complete copy will find their

New Year resolutions easy and delightful to carry

out, especially if they study well the list of Greek
words used as roots in the composition of plant

names, which forms the latter portion of the

Pronouncing Dictionary in the first supplement.

But the less studious may look up their plants in

the main body of the work only. For instance,

there is the so-called " Stone-plant." Most of us

have had its leaves given us by friends returning

from travels in warm climates. They bid us place a

stone on the leaf and watch the development of

young plants from its notched edges. It must
surely add to our interest in it to know that this

habit has provided its name of Bryophyllum, from
bryo (to shoot) and phyllon (a leaf). Or who would
have guessed, imaided by Nicholson, that the Musk
Orchis got its name of Herminium from hertmii, the

foot of a bed in Greek, on account of the knob-like

shape of the root ?

But even this delightful authority is sometimes
less informative than could be wished ; for though
he tells us Bauhinia is named in honour of the two
brothers, John and Caspar Bauhin, he omits the

reason given by Linnaeus, that the twolobed
leaves of this genus suggested the propriety of its

bea-ing their name ; or, again, that the name
Dorstenia for a genus with inconspicuous flowers,

devoid of all beauty, seemed to the great Swede a

suitable allusion to the uncouth and antiquated

book of Theodore Dorstenius, a sixteenth century
botanist. For such interesting information we
must go to the " Critica Botanica," a Latin work
by Linnaeus, little studied nowadays, but well

worth reading to find such a gem as this

:

" Hernandia, an American plant, the most
beautiful of all trees in foliage, but furnished with
trifling blossoms, bears the name of a botanist

highly favoured by fortune, and allowed an ample
salary for the purpose of investigating the natural

history of the Western World, but whose labours

have not answered the expense." Diascia is

another disappointment in Nicholson, for it is so

dull to believe his statement that it is derived

from " diaskeo. to adorn, on account of its pretty

flowers," when I know I have read somewhere it

is from di (two) and askos (a wine skin), a far more
exciting and illuminating idea, for it is one of the

very few plants (Sat\Tium, a genus of Orchids

from the Cape being another) whose flowers have
two spurs or honey sacs. Still, as I cannot give

you the reference to this more picturesque deriva-

tion, you must not regard it as " official."

Nicholson also gives a translation of even the most
obvious specific names, such as fragrans, fragrant

;

grandiflora, large-flowered ; and Greigii, Greig's ;

as well as more difficult ones like b;ccifera, berry-

bearing ; linoides. Flax-like ; rhombeum, diamond-
leaved

; rhodopterygium, rose-winged ; and senile,

white-haired. So that a careful study of his

pages would go far to make Latin names familiar

and interesting to us. The new American
" Cyclopedia of Gardening," of which two volumes
are now ready, also makes a special point of

giving the derivation of generic names, and
there is a useful list in the first volume of the

specific names most in use and their English

equivalents. E. A. Bowles.

THE CULTIVATION OF
EDIBLE PEAS.

THERE is little doubt that Peas pre-

sented at their best form one of the •

most popular vegetables cultivated in.
.

this countr}', and, except for those

who are strictly forbidden by doctor's-

orders, it is rare indeed to come across

anyone who has a real dislike (as is too often the case

with other vegetables) to well-grown, well-cooked
'

Peas of the best varieties. There are few vege-

tables which have been improved during the last

half century as this, so much so that it is n.3 ;

uncommon thing to hear of Peas being produced-
in the jopeu in many parts of the country during

"

six months out of the twelve. Where it is

possible to accommodate the earliest sowings

under glass, this may easily be prolonged, and at
'

whatever time fresh green Peas are sent to the

table, they are boimd to be appreciated. This

is one of the few vegetables that does not answer ,

readily to the bottling process, and personally

I always draw a line at these if I know they have ,

been preserved. -

Not from one point of view only, but in every

detail- has improvement been carefully studied

by the raisers of new varieties. Early, midscason

and late varieties, dwarf, medium and tall, with

constitution, flavour and appearance, have all

been carefully brought out, and in every case

improved upon. If I were asked from which

point of view I considered the least improvement
had taken place, I should not hesitate to say

in relation to the quality of late varieties. I

have always regarded Ne Plus Ultra, which I

can remember from my youth, as the best flavoured

late Pea, but it is in every other way superseded.

I made a fairly large sowing of it during the

past year side by side with other well-known

varieties; but, except feir its one good point of

flavour, it was easily beaten in every other

respect.

Preparation of the Ground.—It is all-important,

to obtain the best results, that the ground in which
it is intended to grow the crops dicing the coming

season be thoroughly and well prepared during

the winter months, and as far as practicable choose

a site which has not been occupied by Peas of

any kind during the previous year. The ground

should be deeply trenched and well enriched

with good half-decayed farmyard manure, and
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at the same time add, if possible, a good dressing

of wood-ashes or burnt garden refuse. For the

earliest supplies a sheltered sunny position should

be selected, but for midseason and late varieties

the more open the position and free from trees the

better.

For late sowings an old practice, and a capital

one, too, is to prepare trenches much in the same

way as one does for Celery ; and should the soil

be of an unkindly nature for the growth of Peas,

it will amply repay to add a quantity of

fresh compost consisting of charred loam, leaf-

soil, and a moderate amount of bone-meal, the

latter being the finest stimulant

I am acquainted with for the

growth of this crop. At all

times allow ample room between

the rows, as, the more isolated

these are, the better will be the

returns ; indeed, I favour and

practise, as far as possible,

allowing sufficient distance so

that other crops may be culti-

vated between them, which is

often a distinct advantage to

both.

Raising the Seedlings.—During

the whole of my career as a

cultivator I have made it a prac-

tice to raise the earliest and at

least two successional sowings in

boxes under glass, planting them

out in their permanent posi-

tions immediately the young plants

are ready. For many reasons

this plan has a distinct advan-

tage over that of sowing them in

the open in the cold, uncongenial

soil, which it is bound to be at

that season. The germination is

much quicker and one has them

much better under control as-

regards the seeds and young

growth being infested with the

many enemies from which the

Pea is likely to be attacked,

such as birds, rats, mice and slugs,

as well as the outside climatic

conditions. If carefully planted,

the plants will not suffer in conse-

quence ; but, on the other hand,

will generally do much better and

crop earlier than if sown in the

open. One of the commonest

mistakes made is that of sowing

and planting too thickly. It is

imreasonable and against com-

mon sense to expect the best

returns when such is the case,

addition to being a sheer

black thread shotild

rows 3 inches from

be stretched along the

the surface to ward

off attacks of birds, which have a particular

liking for the young succulent growths of the

p'ants. This will be found to be a most effectual

method.

Staking.—Though many inventions have been

made for supporting the growths, there is

nothing which has come under my notice to

equal the old-fashioned plan of using brushy

Hazel stakes for the purpose, and, when this

is properly performed, certainly nothing is more

pleasing in appearance.

practice, and it is astonishing the difierence it

will make. All side growths should be removed,

the points of the leading growths pinched out

after a reasonable number of pods have formed,

and all small and deformed pods should be removed.

In the case of the earliest sowings, it will make
many days' difference to the first picking if the

points of the growths are stopped when a fair

crop is assiured.

Varieties.—The greatest care should be exer-

cised in making a selection, and in my opinion

far too many varieties are grown by most of us.

Endeavour to make sure of those which do best

in the locality, and from four

to six varieties should be ample

for anyone. Personally, I con-

sider there is no room for the

old, round-seeded varieties, and

I do not attempt to grow them

now, as these are infinitely

inferior to the wrinkled Marrow-

fat varieties, many of which

are now practically as early.

Gradus or an improved strain

of this, such as Early Morn,

Early Giant and Edwin Beckett,

can hardly be beaten. The

latter, as well as being very

prolific, producing pods of rare

quality, is also the hardiest in'

this locality. Duke of Albany

and Defiance are both especially

good varieties for succession;

Following these. Quite Content 16

the largest-podded variety grown,

and continues in bearing longer

than most sorts. It requires

liberal culture, and must be

allowed ample room to be a

success.- As regards the iintst

exhibition Pea, for late sowings

I know of none to surpass or

even equal that fine old variety

.\utocrat, or Masterpiece, which

is no doubt a selection from it.

It seldom fails in any locality,

and it possesses a most robust

constitution.

Elslree. Edwin Beckett.

A GOOD NEW SECOND-
EARLY PEA.

m
waste of seed. When sowing in

the open, the seed should be

placed at regular intervals in a double line

just as thick again as it is intended for

the plants to mature, to allow for mishaps

and failures, and thin out to the desired

distance when the plants are about three

inches in height. . Naturally, the taller and
stronger growing varieties will require more room
than the shorter ones, and it is pr actically useless

to attempt to grow the very large-podded varieties

anything like to perfection when overcrowding

is indulged in. At the time of sowing, traps

should always be set and examined every

morning for the destruction of mice, and

PEA DEFIANCE MARROWFAT, A NEW SECOND-EARLY VARIETY
GREAT PROMISE. (Much reduced.)

Mulching.—This will be found most beneficial

for early, midseason and Itte varieties alike,

and I prefer long stable litter to anything else.

This should be applied just before the plants

commence to flower.

Watering.—During spells of drought copious

supplies of water should be given at the roots,

both clear and liquid manure, properly diluted,

and during wet weather occasional applications

of some approved vegetable manure will have

very beneficial results.

Stopping and Thinning.—When extra large

pods are required, it is essential to put this into

The accompanying illustration re-

presents a spray of a new second-

early Pea that I grew last year

for the first time, and with con-

siderable success. This is named

Defiance Marrowfat, and was

sent out by Messrs. E. Webb and

Sons. It attains a height of about

four feet and is very robust,

the large, dark green pods being produced mostly

in pairs. The pods are well filled and the Peas

when cooked are of a rich, deep green colour,

while the flavour leaves nothing to be desired.

The row from which the shoot illustrated was

taken was sown on April 13, and the pods

were ready for gathering on July 3. Owing to

its comparative dwarfness, I consider this an

ideal Pea for small gardens, and have no doubt

that it would prove a valuable asset on the

exhibition table, its large, beautifully shaped

and well-filled pods presenting a very attractive

appearance. .

"
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.^If ripe fruits are required early in

May, no time must be lost in sowing the seed.

Sow singly in small pots, and plunge the pots in

a hot-bed in a warm, moist house. When
germinated, keep the young plants quite close to

the roof-glass to encourage sturdy growth.

Late Vines.—-There is no advantage in keeping

late Grapes hanging on the Vines after this date.

The Vines must now be pruned and given a period

of rest. If the crops have been unsatisfactory,

MR. E. H.-\KK1SS.

it is a sure sign that something is wrong with the

roots. The present is the most suitable time to

renovate the borders if they are in need of it.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—Plenty of stimulants must be
given to plants in flower. Clay's Fertilizer, or

some approved Carnation manure, may be given
at every alternate watering. Cuttings inserted

last month should now be ready for potting into

2j-inch pots. When potted, place them on a

shelf near the glass, and keep them rather

close for a few days, after which they must be
gradually inured to cooler conditions by the
judicious use of the ventilators.

Winter - Flowering Pelargoniums.—The cut-

tings of these may now be inserted. Choose those

shoots which have been exposed to the light, as

being most suitable to make strong, healthy plants.

Fill a number of 3-inch pots with a light, sandy
compost, and insert three or four cuttings round
the side of each pot. Water them in and place

the pots on a shelf in a greenhouse.

The Flower Garden.

Calceolaria amplexieaulis.—Tuis makes a very
effective plant when grown as a standard. For
this purpose the plants should now be potted into

3-inch pots, and placed in a moderately warm
house. Keep the side growths removed till the

plants have reached the desired height. Later
on they will require a shift into 6-inch pots.

The Rock Garden.—During mild spells much
attention must be devoted to the choicest plants,

as slugs are capable of doing much damage even
during the dead of winter. Plants which have
been protec ed from severe frost must also be
examined. In some cases it may be desirable to

partially remove the protecting material during

a long spell of mild weather. Mice, too, must be

watched for, as these are known to cause great

disappointment among lovers of rock plants by
their destructive habits. After a spell of hard

frost it may be necessary to press the soil about

the roots of small, choice plants.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting.—On heavy, retentive ground the

work of planting may have been considerably

delayed through the continued wet weather

during November and December. Lose no time

in pushing on with this important work whenever
the soil is in suitable condition. To facilitate this

work it is a good plan to have a quantity of dry

soil ready to hand, as this is more readily worked
among the roots than soil which is wet. Standard
trees must be securely staked when planted,

and the rooting area of all newly planted trees

should be covered with short litter. When the

gromid is frozen hard, the opportunity should be

taken to wheel manure to the various places

where this will be required for the purpose of

mulching.
The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Peas.—The first sowing of Peas may
be made as early in the year as possible. The
ground should have been prepared for this purpose

in the autumn. It is now generally known that

Peas require a deeply cultivated soil and plenty

of rich, well-rotted nianure to have them in the

best possible condition. The early sowing should

be made on a warm, sheltered border. Here we
sow our earliest batch of Peas in boxes, planting

them out at the foot of a wall facing south. Pilot

is one of the best early kinds.

Broad Beans.—Make a sowing of an early

Longpod kind as soon as the ground is in suitable

condition.

Tomatoes.—^If not already done, a sowing ought

to be made at once. A small, free-setting kind

should be chosen for early work. Sow thinly in

pans, and keep the resultant seedlings growing
quite near to the glass in a minimum temperature
of 60°. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lochinge Gardens , Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines in the earliest house will now be swell-

ing their buds, and may have a slight increase

of temperature ; but 58° to 60° at night will be
ample. Evaporating pans must be kept con-

stantly filled with water, and a fairly humid atmo-
sphere maintained by giving the vinery a slight

spraying when the weather is fine. About n a.m.

is a good time for this to be done, but on dull days
a damping of the border and pathway will be

sufficient.

Peach Tress in the early Peach-house will be on
the point of flowering, and, before the blossoms
e.xpand, should be fumigated. This will keep fly

in check tmtil the fruit is set. Do not try to hurry
progress with this fruit by the use of too much
fire-heat at this stage.

The Kitchen Garden.

The Seed Order.—This should soon be put in

the hands of the seedsman, so that the various

items required this month will be to hand. Delay
in sowing may cause disappointment later on.

Rhubarb.—The warm end of a Mushroom-
house is an ideal place for forcing this, and
it will be found to grow much more freely from
now onwards than was the case during December.
The roots benefit by being lifted and exposed to

the frost before being brought indoors.

Onions.—A sowing of this wholesome vegetable

should be made without delay if large specimens

are required, .\ilsa Craig is one of the best varie-

ties for this sowing. The seed must be sown in

boxes filled with a compost chiefly consisting of

good strong loam, to which should be added some
wood-ashes, leaf-mould and sand. Place glass

over the boxes and put in a house with a tempera-

ture of 55° to 60°. The ground where these are

to be eventually planted should be trenched

deeply, mixing in a liberal dressing of farmyard

maniure as the work proceeds. If maggot is

troublesome, a sprinkling of some soil fumigant

must be applied during the preparation of the

ground.
The Flower Garden.

Antirrhinums.—If these are to form part of

the bedding scheme, the seed may now be sown m
boxes and placed in a warm greenhouse. Antir-

rhinums are divided ,into three groups—tall,

intermediate, and dwarf. The intermediate section

is the most serviceable for bedding purposes, but

both the tall and the dwarf are useful, and should

be included.

MR. J. JEFFREY.

The Rock Garden.^Several early flowering

plants, including bulbs, will be showing signs of

growth, and care must be taken against leaves

collecting and so encom-aging premature growth.

Protect with glass those subjects which it has

been found succumb to our winter rains, uncover-

ing when the weather is fine so as not to excite

growth.
Plants Under Glass.

House Palms.—Palms that are used for house

decoration must be changed periodically. A long

spell in the dry atmosphere of a dwellmg-house is

injurious to them. Where changing is impossible,

sponge regularly to keep them healthy and clean.

Schizanthuses .^Plants sown in August and
September will now be ready for moving into

their final pots. Green fly must be kept in check by
occasional fumigation.

Cyclamens.—These will now be at their best,

and their flowering may be prolonged for some time

to come if helped with some weak liquid manure
or clear soot-water.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning and Tying.—.Advantage must be taken

during fine weather to get the work well forward m
this department. The wall trees, especially

Plums, Cherries and Pears, shoidd be pruned and
trained first, so that they may have their winter

dressing applied before the buds commence
to swell.

Planting.—Where fruit trees are to be planted,

the ground should receive a good trenching in

advance, digging in a large quantity of manure of

a lasting natiure. John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Caslle Milk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE SUPPLY
DURING

OF SEEDS
1915.

OWING to the war there has been

k some considerable apprehension as

I to supplies of seeds during 1915, a

f good many gardeners anticipating a

decided shortage. We have there-

fore been to some trouble to

ascertain whether there is any ground for such

fears, and herewith we give the commimications

received from the leading seed firms in various

parts of the country. It will be seen that, although

a few kinds may be rather scarce, anything like a

general shortage is not anticipated. One effect

of the war will, we colifidently hope, be to induce

seedsmen to grow more seeds in this country than in

the past, and so render themselves independent of

German and Austrian supplies. The firms* letters

that follow are arranged in alphabetical order :

This year wc are well supplied with all kinds of seeds, but
probably the position in the trade generally will be that

there will be a sufficient supply of nearly all kinds of

vegetable seeds, but a considerable shortage of many kinds

of flower seeds which arc grown on the Continent. This

will apply especially to Stocks and Asters and similar seeds,

which cannot well be grown in Great Britain.

—

Agri-
cultural AND Horticultural Association, Limited,
Long Acre, London, W.C.

So far as we can tell, the war is going to make very little

difference, if any, to the supply of seeds in the spring.

Fortunately, the' season in England was exceedingly good
for seed-saving, the weather remaining fine well into the

autumn. We, like several other people, fearing a scarcity

of many things hitherto drawn from Germany, took the

precaution to save seeds from our own annuals and
perennials wherever we could, and the result has been that

we had exceedingly good crops of Asters and many other

annuals. In fact, the crop considerably exceeded our
anticipations, and the seed has proved to be of very fine

germinating power. With the exception of one or two
minor varieties, there will be ample supplies of seed to

carry us through the season.—R. H. BATn, Limited,

As far as we are personally concerned, we have ample
supplies of Broad Beans, most varieties of Dwarf French
Beans and Runner Beans, although Runners are scarce,

and, indeed, some of the varieties of Dwarf French too.

Other varieties of garden seeds we are well off for, excepting

one or two varieties of the late maincrop Peas. In flower

seeds we were extremely fortunate, in that we had planted
considerable breadths of Asters, on which we have been
working and selecting for some years, and have sufficient

Englisli-grown seed of the varieties we offer to fill all

deraands. We also had, and fortunately so, large breadths
of Antirrhinum nanum varieties, which, by careful single-

plant selection, we have managed to get now to breed true

to colour and type, and have no doubt these will take the

places largely in many gardens of Asters and Stocks, in

that they do not suffer from any disease and a; c so free

flowering that quantities of bloom may be cut from them
without defacing the bed. A few varieties of Sweet Peas
are scarce, especially scarlets and salmon orange varieties

such as Barbara and Inspector.

—

Alex. Dickson and
Sons, Listited, " Haidmnrl" Leljast.

XT is difficult to ?ay definitely at the present time what
seeds will be available for spring, but with regard to

vegetable seeds, supplies are now coming to hand from
growers, and are of a satisfactory character. We think
the stocks available will be quite sufficient to meet all

requirements so far as we are at present able to say.

With regard to flower seeds, some of the choice varieties

of Asters, Stocks, Balsams, Petunias, Ac, for the supply
of which we have hitherto been largely dependent upon
Germany, must this year show a considerable shortage,

but the harvest of most of the hardy and half-hardy
annuals has been abundant, and will be quite equal to

meet the demand.

—

Dickson«, Chester.

a fail' average, and we have in several instances been able

to reduce prices.

—

Henry Eckford, Wem.

Natives of these islands need have no fear of any
shortage of garden seeds in the spring, that is, any
general difficulty in obtaining supplies. No doubt some
sorts will be scarce from ordinary natural causes

unconnected with the war. Kor instance, Onion and
Carrot seeds were known to be a very poor crop
before war was declared. One or two kinds of Peas,

such as Pilot, failed nearly everywhere. The com-
moner kinds of Runner Beans, which come from
Austria, will not be available unless unpatriotic people
import them indirectly ; but, excepting such wholesale
houses as usually depend largely upon Germany, the
trade mil get their supplies. B'oreign deliveries from
other parts of the Continent will be late, and prices will

necessarily be somewhat advanced because of extra
expenses in overcoming difficulties of transport, and also

on account of the fl.naneial situation. But England is

not, as so many imagine, dependent on Germany for

seeds. The Germans have cleverly put this view forward
for acceptance, but as a matter of fact British wholesale
houses sell large quantities of seeds to Germany and
Austria. As wholesale seed-growers my firm would not
worry if Germany ceased supplying seeds to-morrow.
As seed merchants we should, of course, be extremely
pleased. Before closing this note, may I express the

hope that your readers will sow even more seeds than
U5ual. It will in these times, when people are practising

all kinds of strange so-called " economies," be a boon to

hundreds of seedsmen scattered throughout the Idngdom
who have only the profits of the spring season to look to

for their means of livelihood.

—

James Kei.way, Lanyport.

So far as wo are concerned, we hope to be able to offer

our customers vegetable and flower seeds much as usual.

We have made a point of buying home-grown seeds

wherever possible, and have almost 61led up oiu: reqiure-

ments.

—

Dickson, Brown and Tait, Manchester.

We are having no trouble whatever in getting our supplies

of flower and vegetable seeds. Of course, it must be kept
in mind that we grow a great many things at our seed

farm at Mark's Tey, Essex, with the result that we do not
require to buy largely. Furthermore, our supplies are

coming to hand in good time, and we hope by the time
this appears to be in a position to fill all orders.

—

DOBBIE and Co., EHn'iurgh.

On the outbreak of the war no doubt many seedsmen
were wondering how it would affect the seed supply,

and much anxiety was felt as to whethpr many of the
so-called German flower seeds would be obtainable at all.

I am glad to say that the seed trade has not suffered

nearly so much as might have been expected. In the
case of vegetable seeds there seems no great shortage,

with a few oxceptiom^, such a? Runner Beans and Carrot,

which are both very scarce and dear. Both of these

seeds are very largely grown in Germany. I remember,
when going round Messrs, Dippe Brothers' place in Qued-
linburg many years ago, seeing a huge field of Carrot seed

and remarking, " Where on "eartli does it all go to ?
"

' Well," said my guide, " we send some seven to ten tons

every year to one wholesale firm in London." When
parcel? of that size are not coming into the country,

it must make some difference. In the case of flower

seeds, the home growers have been able to supply
nearly everything usually looked upon as German
produce. My own firm catalogues some 400 varieties

of flower seeds, and out of this long list I do not
think there were six which could not be obtained
from home growers. This is very satisfactory, both
for the retail seedsman and the consumer. It is also

satisfactory from a national point of view, for if our
English growers can supply seeds equal to those imported,

a great many thousands of pounds may be kept in the
country which lias in the past gone abroad. There is

generally some good comes out of evil, and good will

certainly come to the seed-growers of this country if

they will make the necessary effort to meet the extra

demand for seeds, orders for which have in the past gone
abroad. I think seedsmen may look forward to the
coming season hopefully, for seeds, especially vegetable
seeds, are a necessity, not a luxury ; and in the present

time of stress it behoves every garden-holder to cultivate

his plot to the utmost, so as to increase the food supply
of the uation. Even in the case of flower seeds, they are

so very cheap that no doubt many will be sown to take
the place of the more expensive bedding plants,—J.

Duncan Pearson, Lowdham, Notts.

We liave not the slightest difficulty in procuring supplies

of all we require, and we have already made arrange-

ments for everything. Our seed catalogue is now in the

printer's hands, and contains everj'thing that we have
hith3rto offered, together with some additional novelties.

Except in one or two trifling instances, our prices have
not been raised in any degree, and the general range
will be found to be extremely reasonable. We have not
been dependent upon Germany for several years, and many
more seeds are now being produced at home than was
the case a few years ago. The beautiful summer and
perfect harvest weather of the past year have ripened

English seeds in such a manner that they can compare
favourably with any Continental productions.

—

Pennell
AND Sons, Lincoln.

means of replacing them. There seems to be no scarcity
of Broad Beans, but Kidney Beans, particularly the dwarf
varieties, seem to be rather short, and prices are consider-
ably higher than they were last year. Of culinary Peas
there seems to be a fairly good supply of most varieties,
although here and there prices are rather higher than
last year

;
yet, on the other hand, a few varieties are

a little less in price, but take them all round there will
be plenty of Peas for the coming season. There is plenty
of such things as Beet and most varieties of Brassicas ;

but Carrots are very scarce, and consequently prices
have had to be a little advanced. Onions are also scarce,
and prices much higher than last yea,r ; but such things
as Lettuce, Radish, Spinach, Turnips, &c., are much
about the same as last year. There seem to have been
fairly good crops of Potatoes, and these prices will be
about the same as last year. Of course, there is not
much difference in the supply of flower seeds, apart from
Asters and Stocks, many of which are usually imported
from Germany ; but we believe there are strains grown
in th^ country equally as good, so that we shall get on
very well without the supply from Germanv.

—

Robert
Sydenham, Ldiited, Birmin<jham.

I do not think the general public need fear a shortage

of seed for 1915, at least. Crops generally here proved

It is quite possible that the total amount of seed in this

country at the present time is below the average, partly

due to the short yield of many English-grown crops,

which were affected by the drought, and partly due to

the fact that many Continental supplies are cut off. We
are very pleased, however, to say that owing to our system

of seed production in various parts of the world and oiu:

methods of calculating and providing for our require-

ments, we hold abundance of seed of almost everything

for the coming season, and we have every reason to

believe that we can meet the ever-increasing demands
made upon us.

—

Sutton and Sons, Ueading.

Although there is a shortage in many crops, we have
been able to secure what we think will be sufficient for

our seed trade during the coming season ; but, never-

theless, there are many varieties that will be short, and
we fear when the original stock is sold there will be no

There need be but little doubt that we shall have enough
of practically every kind of flower and vegetable seed
that is required. Sweet Pea seed is fairly plentiful,
and rhere will be over and above what is required. Of
vegetable seeds we shall have plenty, with the exception
of one or two lines. Of culinary Peas there is an abundant
crop in England, and of most other vegetable seeds
we shall have sufficient. No doubt there will be a shortage
of some flowers ; but, ou the other hand, of all the leading
sorts we shall have enough, as there has been an unusually
heavy crop of flower seeds throughout the country, and
DO doubt, owing to the war, most growers harvested as
much as possible. I think I am right in saying English
growers have placed too much reliance on some seeds
grown by foreigners, and there is no doubt that we can
grow a quantity of seed in this country quite equal to the
Germans, As far as the English grower is concerned,
in a good many items I believe this war will be a blessing
in disguise, as our growers will now put their shoiflder
to the wheel and grow as much as possible at home, which
must be better for our country, and certainly no worse
for the English amateur. No" doubt there are several
flower seeds that cannot be grown successfully in the
British Isles, but these our Colonies can supply. Colonists
are taking advantage of this war, and are catering very
strongly for our trade, which is desirable.—-W. J. XJnwin,
Histon, Cambs.

Owing to our unique facilities we do not anticipate
any difficulty in being able to supply customers with
their usual requirements of vegetable and flower seeds.
Potatoes, (fee, during the coming season, with the
exception of French and Runner Beans, which have
proved a light crop owing to frost and unsuitable weather
for harvesting and a shortage of Continental supplies,
thereby causing a slight advance in the prices of" these
articles. There are good general supplies of home-gro^m
seeds of first-rate quality available at about normal
prices, and our stocks are sufficient to meet the usual
demands.—E. Webb and Sons, Limited, Wordsley,
Stourbridge.

We do not anticipate any serious shortage of seeds owing
to the war. With the exception of one variety of Bean,
we have so far met with no inconvenience with any of

our contracts. Some flower seeds will possibly be scarce ;

but, generally speaking, horticulturists can rely ujton

receiving seeds of equal quality to those of an average
year. The war will, no doubt, foster the business of seed
cultivation in this country, some of which has hitherto
been done in Germany and Austria, and in this respect
we venture to say an improvement in the strains may
be confidently looked for.—J. C. Wheeler and Son,
Qloitcester.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

1FIND from conversations with readers that

there is a desire for information for a selec-

tion of varieties. With so many excellent

sorts noted in catalogues, it is difficult for the

inexperienced to pick out }he most deserv-

ing, and, what is important to such culti-

vators, they need some data when to sow or plant,

the distance apart, position in the garden, and when

such crops may reasonably be expected to be

ready for use. My first notes in The Garden
for 1 915 shall be devoted to this subject, com-

mencing with Potatoes, which are the leading

vegetable for all types of cultivators.

Potatoes.—First early : May Queen, sprout

in boxes, plant on a warm south border in rows

2 feet wide, tubers 15 inches apart, the middle

of March. If protected from frost, should be

ready to dig the first week in June. Second

early : Carisbrooke Castle is a most desirable
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Potato. Its cooking qualities are of the highest

standard of merit, which not only prevail at

digging-time, but are equally so throughout

the winter following. As an exhibition variety

this Potato should have a bright future. Planted

in the open in rows a yard apart early in April,

the tubers should be ready at the end of July. Up-

to-Date is still the best maincrop Potato, succeeding

in any class of soil.

Peas.—The Pilot is an excellent early cropping

variety. Sown early in March on a warm, shel-

tered border, pods should be ready to gather

early in June. Duke of Albany is still the best

maincrop variety. Sown thinly in rows in an open

site early in April, the Peas should be ready for use

at the end of July. Quite Content is also desirable.

Sowti about the middle of April, they w-ill be ready

for use the first week in August. As a late Pea

The Gladstone is an excellent variety. Sown the

end of May or early in June, good pods should

be gathered in September. Later sowings will

give desirable crops in October.

Broad Beans.—Still the best early sort is

Broad Windsor. Sown in February on a warm
border, they should be ready for use in June.

Leviathan, as its name implies, grows larger in

the pod than the former ; will be available in

July-

Runner Beans are best represented by Prize-

winner or Ai. Sow in pots or boxes early in

May. Plant out when 6 inches high in single

rows. They should be ready for use the second

week in .August.

French Beans are still best represented by

Canadian Wonder. Sow on a warm border the

middle of May. Gather in July.

Onions in variety are numerous. Globe Tripoli

sown early in August gives useful bulbs in June

and July. James' Long Keeping, if sown in

the open in drills r4 inches apart, will provide a

good winter supply of serviceable bulbs. Foi

exhibition, Ailsa Craig is the best Onion in com-

merce. Seed sown in boxes under glass in

January, carefully grown on and planted in well-

prepared soil, will produce handsome bulbs in

-August.

Parsnips.—One variety only is required. Tender

and True is perhaps the most useful, growing easily

into roots of good shape and quality. Seed sown

in the open in February will give handsome roots

in September.

Beet is a useful and easily grown vegetable

or salad. For an early supply Globe is good.

Sow in April on a warm border ; ready end of July.

Blood Red as a maincrop variety, sown the first

week in May, will produce desirable roots in

August.

Celery is an important vegetable, having a

long season ; in use from .August until ."Vpril. Sow
the first pinch of seed under glass in gentle heat in

February, and successionally to the end of March.

Solid White and Aldenham Pink are desirable

varieties.

Carrots are in use practically all the year round.

Sow Early Forcing and Early Gem in frames in

January. For an outside crop sow Early Nantes

on a warm border in March, New Intermediate

for the main crop in the open early in April, in

drills 15 inches apart in deeply dug soil.

Broccoli is an important crop, as so much de-

pends upon the manner in which the plants survive

a hard winter. For a supply of heads during

November and the following six months commence

with Michaelmas White, following with Autumn
Protecting, Christmas White, Leamington and
Model for a late supply. From the first week
to the middle of April is a good time to sow the

seed, at first in a cold frame, afterwards in the

open. Any open site with plenty of space between

the plants will grow good Broccoli.

Brussels Sprouts are one of the most useful

vegetables in the garden. Coming into use in October

and lasting imtil April, it is surprismg what a

quantity one well-grown plant will produce. Too
often the plants are not given time to grow and

develop. The first pinch of seed should be sown
in the middle of March in a cold frame, the second

batch in the open in the first week in April.

Exhibition and Dwarf Gem are the two best

varieties.

Cabbage.—EUam's Early is still one of the best

early varieties, followed by April, Favourite and

Imperial. Sow seed at the end of July and
in the middle of August

;
plant out in batches

in rows 2 feet apart, plants i foot, with a view

to cutting out alternate plants, thus economising

space.

Savoys are useful in the autumn, giving a huge
crop from a small space. Perfection and Early

Ulm are good sorts. Sow in the open in April

and treat as Cabbages.

Leeks are now much more in demand than

formerly. Prizetaker will supply all that is neces-

sary. Sow seed in January in gentle heat, and pot

on as required. Gradually harden off and plant

out the same as Celery in trenches in single rows

;

plants 15 inches apart. In use from September

onwards. Sow seed in the open in March
;

plant in rows 2 feet apart, making hoJes rj inches

deep.

Turnips are an indispensable crop. Early

White and Red Milan are the earliest. Sow seed

in a slight hotbed in February, to be followed

in the open in March. Snowball succeeds by
sowing repeatedly in small patches from April

onwards to the end of August. Prizetaker and

Orange Jelly are desirable for a winter supply,

sowing the seed in August.

Vegetable Marrows bear abundantly with a

minimum of trouble. Moore's Cream so-\vn under

glass in March will give an early crop if carefully

protected when put out, to be followed by Long
White and Long Green, Sown in the open, or,

better still, in a cold frame in April, these will

give a supply until frost.

Cauliflowers are in use from May until succeeded

by the Broccoli in October. First Crop sown in

January and February in gentle heat, grown on

in pots, will give early heads ; followed by Magnum
Bonum sown in March in a cold frame and again

in the open in April ; then by Autumn Giant

sown in September, kept in pots and put

out early, again sowing in the open in March

for a late supply. Abundant space should be

given to Cauliflowers to admit of the leaves

having free and full development. Varieties like

Autumn Giant should have the rows at least a

yard apart.

In the case of Peas and Runner Beans, the rows

should rim, if possible, from north to south. In

this position the plants obtain a more equal share

of sun than if the rows run from east to west. It is

a mistake to overcrowd the rows or the plants in

the rows. It is far better to arrange the rows 8 feet

or 10 feet apart and grow other crops, as Potatoes,

in between.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every depaitment of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in q^uestions
relating to matters upan ivhich they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,
but he icill not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, hoivr.ver, ivill be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return nmi-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

a.<iks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.
It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or oivner of the copyright ivill be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic
or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden ivill iUone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND AfiSV/ERS,—The Editor endeavours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
ivith that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not co'.ton-icool, and ftowering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the PruiJSHER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
REPLANTING YUCCA GLORIOSA (!'«««).—The best

time for replanting would be either September-October
or March-April, and as the former is past, you had better
now wait till March, choosing a moist or damp time. Yon
might well risk the planting of a 3-feet-high specimen,
the measurement being taken from the ground-level to the
tips of the heart leaves. Examples of that size usually
transplant quite well. Points of cultural importance
include a deeply dug soil, the addition of a little thoroughly
decomposed manure, and good drainage. WTiere thr
staple soil is heavy, it should be lightened, warmed and
drained by adding grit, old celling plaster or finely broken
sandstone liberally, and with these firm planting should
be indulged in. We sympathise with you in the loss of
the old plant, though, if only " blown down " and not
decayed, it should be possible to raipe it again, fixing it

in position for the time being by means of cro^^s-stakes

fasteni^d to the trunk. Even if decayed, the branches
torn otf from the main stem, with a " hcci " attached,
and planted against a wall in sandy soil would in course
of time form roots afresh and afford a link with a time-
honoured specimen.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PROPAGATION OF NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS

(M. E. Q.).—The old plants of varieties that art- shy in
the production of cuttings should be top-dressed with
a thin layer of loam, sand and leaf-soil in equal propor-
tions. The plants must be placed in a temperature of about
60° and the surface soil kept in a moist state, but not
saturated. If stem cuttings are required, as in the case

of the fixing of sports, the stems to their whole h',ngth

should be laid in a sandy compost on a,stage, and, to enable
this to be done, the pot must be placed firmly and in a
slanting position. Lightly cover the Joints with the
soil and lay pieces of brick or stone on the stems between
them. Keep the compost moist.

HUMEA ELEGANS AND SKIN IRRITATION (a. /.).—
It is now a well-recognited fact that Humea elegans

is dangerous to some people, as, if handled, it causes a
form of skin irritation which takes some time to allay.

In our own case we several timcssutfcred from inflammation
of the eyes, which used to take several days of medical
treatment to cure. After various suggestions as to the
cause, the fact was at last noticed that it always came
on after handling the Humea. This ^vas taken as a
warning, and never since then have we been troubled.
Two years ago, however, when in the gardens at Hampton
Court, wc stopped to admire a fine bed of this Humea,
standing on the leeward side while a brisk wind was
blowing. In a few moments the one-time familiar smart-
ing of the eyes set in, so that we at once moved and the
worry passed off. It is therefore endent that this Humea
is, like Primula obconica, a plant which can be dangerous
to some people. Personally, we have not suffered in

the hands or arms from touching either of them, but
the eyes were a ditTerent matter.
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Telegrams :
" Frank Cant, Colchester."

Telephone No. 182.

CANT'S
CHAMPION

ROSES
The Finest Stock
in the Kingdom.

CLIMBING ROSES. ROSES FOR
HEDGES. ROSES FOR ALL
SOILS & SITUATIONS. ROSES
FOR ARCHES. ROSES IN POTS.
TALL WEEPING STANDARDS.

ROSES FOR BEDDING.

FRANK CANT « Co

.

Braiswick Rose Gardens ("a"' )

COLCHESTER.
OVR ILLUSTRATED CATALOOOE
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

NEW YEAR GIFTS
A most desirable and useful Present,

one your friends will appreciate,

especially this year.

A BOX OF

WEBBS'SEEDS

FOR THE GARDEN.
Exceptional Value. Finest Quality.

Webbs' Boxes of Vegetable Seeds
at 2/6, 5/-, 7/6, 10/., 12/6, 15/-, 21/-. 42/- to 105/- tach.

Contents on application.

Webbs' Boxes of Flower Seeds
at 2/6, 5/-, 7/6. 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 21/- to 63/- each.

Contents on application.

Webbs' Boxes of Vegetable and
Flower Seeds,

at 10/6 and 21 '- each. Contents on applicaiion.

WEBB'S GARDEN CATALOGUE for 1915
Beautifully illustrated. Post free.

EDWARD WEBB &SONS(Stourbridge)
The King's Seedsmen, STOURBRIDGE. -''''

J^ERRYWEAmRINJU/JB
v^ ^ IS THE TIME FOR ROSES

i*lERiRYWEATHEtfS
of SOUTHWElL. NOTTS.

IS TfiE PLACE TO GET T/IEM .

Allstronj^home jrown plants

COLLECTION '< G " OF NEW ROSES.
WONDERFUL VALUE.

EVERY ONE A GENUINE NOVELTY.
This superb collection of 18 of the best NEW ROSES in dwarf
plants. The price of this wonderful collection is 27/6, carriage
and packing Iree for cash with order (with Acme Labels, 29/6).

THE VARIETIES ARE :—
British Queen. H.T. " Madame C. Lutand, H.T.
Countess of Shaftesbury, H.T. Madame T. Delacourt, H.T.
Duchess of Sutherland, H.T.
Earl of Gosford, H.T.
Edward Mawley, H.T.
George Dickson, H.T.
Herzogin M. Antoinette, H.T.
King George V., H.T.
Louise C. Bres'au, P.

Madame Herriot, P.

Mrs. Sam Ross, H.T-
Mrs. W. H. Rowe. H.T.
Old Gold, H.T.
Rayon d'Or, P.
Sunburst, H.T.
Willowmeie, H.T.

Send for Catalogue No. 12, full of iaie esting information and cheap
prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.,
Qarden Soecialists (Dept. 2), SOUTHWELL, NOTTS.

" Everybody said
"

when the war commenced,
" Seeds will be dear."

Now
Bees Ltd. say

"Seeds are Cheaper,"

and in evidence offer you, gratis and
post free, one of the most interesting

Catalogues they have ever produced,

and many folk will agree that that is

saymg a good deal.

Touching the matter of price, we may
usefully quote here an extract from the
" Manager Bees' " Message, which

occupies page I in Bees 1915 Seed
List :

—

" Just a word about the Seed offered in

this Catalogue. It has been procured

entirely from British, Colonial, French,

and American growers and merchants.

Thanks partly to contracts placed

long before the war broke out, we
have been able not only to avoid an

increase in price, but in some instances

it is possible actually to offer Seeds
at Reduced Prices. (Garden Peas

in particular have been greatly reduced )

" So far from desiring to secure a

higher price under the existing conditions,

we have considered it our duty, as well

as our pleasure, to give our customers

every advantage in price which

the circumstances permit. And while

we take no credit to ourselves for this

course of action, we think it only right

to mention the fact, especially as there

is evidence, in many quarters, of a regret-

table tendency in the opposite direction."

Now we venture to say that you will

appreciate such a spirit, especially

when combined with actual economy

of a sound practical nature.

Bees' Guaremtested Seeds are

unique in that they provide you with

Highest Grade Quality,

really equal to anything offered in the

land, and

Convenient Quantity.

In Bees' 1 d.euid 3d.packets of Flower

and Vegetable Seeds, Sweet Peas, &c.

you get such seeds as the rich man s

gardener buys in shilling and half-

crown packets.

Write to-day—NOW—for your copy of

Bees' New Seed List. There are about 2

dozen colour photos reproduced and hundreds

of black and white illustrations.

Send a post-card NOW.
" Lest you Forget."

175c, Mill Street,

LIVERPOOL
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MISCELLANEOUS.
RAISING SEEDLINGS IN COLD FRAME (Moms).—

It would be quite impossiliK- to raise Eeedlincs of the

plants mentioned without a hotbed or flrc-heat in the

month of February. We do not know of any inexpensive

book on the subject mentioned by you.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—S. J. If.—1, Ilambour Franc ;

2, Egreraont Eusset ; 3, Lcathercoat Russet ; 4, King

of the Pippins : 5, Co.v's Orange Pippin.

SOCIETIES.
READING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

The final meeting of the session took place on the 14th uU.

at University College, by kind permission of the authorities.

Owing to the inclement weather the attendance was

somewhat smaller than usual. Mr. A. E. Barnes, vice-

chairman, presided. " Impressions of the Summer
Excursions " was the theme for discussion, ten minutes

b.-in" allowed each speaker. Jlessrs. D. Dore, F. Townsend,

Loader Blackwcll, Castle and several others gave

their impressions of Nimeham and Whiteknights, which

in turn provoked much useful discussion. The nominations

of officers for 1915, to bo elected at the annual meeting,

held in January, werc^ taken on this occasion. In the

Points Competition the following awards were made :

Class 1.—Mr. F. Townsend, 10! for vegetables ; Mr. E.

Blackwell, 10 for Primula obcbnica ; Mr. H. Goodger,

8 for Chrysanthemums. Class 2.—Mr. F. Haines, 8* for

Apples.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES
GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

The meeting at the .\tliletic Institute on .Monday e\ening,

llecemter 14. marked the conclusion of t|ie autumn session.

.Mr C H Herbert presided over a well-attended audience.

The first item of importance on the agenda was the nomi-

nation of members to stand for election for the executive

committee for 1915. This being done, two auditors were

then appointed for the purpose of auditing the 1914

accounts. In view of the excellence of their past services

in this capacity and as a further instance of the society's

esteem of the splendid manner in which their previous

audits had been carried out, Messrs. Christie and Palmer

were a"ain invited to this office. Next {as has been

the rule of this society for many years past) this flnal

assembly before the close of the year was designated

Question Night," and accordingly set apart for

conversing and deliberating upon questions con-

cerning horticulture which the members themselves

mi"ht 'raise. A good number were therefore forthcoming,

the" principal of" which were of the following nature :

What is the best date for sowing Mignonette ? Give

the names of the six best single Chrysanthemums ? Can

anyone get a Parsnip a yard long and perfect in shape

from a stitf, clayey soil ? In what temperature are Sweet

Peas, now 3 inches high, best grown ? Which is the

correct way to grow Streptocarpus V All queries were

fully dealt with, the controversial points cleared up,

and satisfactory answers duly given to the various ques-

tions. .Afterwards, in moving the closure of the meeting,

Mr beedman (secretary) announced that the date for

the annual meeting, presentation of the annual report and

Iialance-sheet was fixed for January 11, 1915. The

current amount now in hand for the Prince of Wales

land is £3 14s. 7d.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY GARDENERS-
ASSOCIATION.

Mr S Arnott, president, occupied the chair at a meeting

of the Dumfries and Galloway Gardeners' Association,

which was held in the Wesley Hall, Dumfries, on Decem-

Ix-r 19. There was a satisfactory attendance. The

paper for the evening was contributed by Mr. John

Jeffrey gardener to .Sir llobert W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart
' Castlcmilk, Lockerbie. The subject was the

important one of "The Cultivation of the Vine," 4s

becomes the snbiect . Mr. Jeffrev discussed it in n tbon

practical manner, giving full details of the attention

required, the processes to be followed in the treatment

of the Vine from its propagation onwards until the ripening

of the fruit, -and the after-treatment of the Vine during

its resting season. Jlr. Jeffrey explained the methods
he had found most satisfactory, and his views appeared

generallv to meet with approval in the spirited discussion

and questioning which followed. He gave an able and
appreciated reply to the points raised in these, and was
accorded a hearty vote of thanks. Among those who
participated in the discussion were Messrs. Esson, Drum-
lanrig; Sturrack. Larchfleld Nurseries ; Hunter, of Messrs.

Barr and Hunter ; Hutchinson, Terrcglcs Gardens

;

Cameron, Balgrav Gardens ; Frame, Springkell Gardens ;

Hender-ion, Elmbank Gardens; and Taylor, Brocklehirst

Gardens.
A notable exhibit came from Mr. James Henderson,

Elmbank Gardens, this being several grand specimens

of Chrysanthemum Niveus in various stages of bloom
to show the advantages derived from late pinching back
to induce late bloom. As Mr. Henderson pointed out,

the examples showed that good blooms could be obtained

in February.

OBITUARY.
W. B. LATHAM.

It was with the deepest regret that we learned, just

as our last issue had gone to press, of the death

of Mr. W. B. Latham, late Curator of the Botanic

Gardens, Edgbaston, Birmingham, from which

position he retired in October, 1903. The death

occurred on Thursday, the r7th tilt., at Leighton

Buzzard, after a short illness. Mr. Latham was

bom at Bicknacre in Essex on February 13, 1835.

His gardening career commenced at Wandsworth

when he was thirteen years old, and seven years

later he entered Kew. After a stay of about

two and a-half years he left in May, 1857, to go

to Chatsworth, and his next move was to the

Jardin des Plants, Paris. Returning to England

after about two years' stay, he gamed further

experience in nurseries and private gardens, and

thus became eminently well fitted for the post

at Birmingham, with which his name and work
was so long identified. It was in December,

1867, that Mr. Latham was selected for the position

from about two hundred candidates. During

his Curatorship a large range of glass houses

was built at a cost of £4,000, and the collection

of indoor plants was greatly increased, also a

large rock garden was made. Mr. Latham had

a wide knowledge of plants generally, which he

was always ready to impart to those interested

in horticulture, though he made a speciality

of Orchids and Ferns. In both of these groups

he raised notable hybrids. He interested himself

largely in all local horticultiu'al societies, holdmg

the office of chairman of the Birmingham Chry-

santhemum, Fruit and Floricultural Society for

a great number of years. He was also one of the

pioneers of the Birmingham Gardeners' Mutual

Improvement Association, and a member of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Orchid committee

for some years. He was awarded the Veitch'an

medal.

TRADB NOTl

Bulbs for Late Pl.^ntinp.

.\tTH0UGU in the ordinary way bulbs should have been
planted long ago. a number of people have found it im-
possible to get them in earlier. Providing they have been
kept well, a good many bulbs will, even if planted now.
give quite good results, though naturally the flowers will

be somewhat later and the stems shorter. 3Ir. H. N.
Ellison, 5 and 7, Bull Street, West Bromwich, sends us
his special clearance list, in which he offers good bulbs
at very low prices. All who wish to plant now should
write to him for a copy of this list, which he will be
pleased to send post free.

*#* 7^he Yearly Subscription to Tee Gauties is : Inland,
O5. Hrf. : Ffirfiijn. H.s\ Orf

As
ornuehlv

BEGONIAS
for Exhibition, Greenhouse, Bedding,

Hanging Baskets, etc. Awarded 40

Gold Medals.

DELPHINIUMS
from our unsurpassed Gold Medal Col-

lection, choicest named varieties in

strong ground roots.

OTHER SPECIALITIES:

Carnations, Cyclamen, Polyanthus, Blue

Primrose, Violets, etc.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH

HARRIS'S ROSE TREES.
THOUSANDS OF STRONG HEALTHY
TREES IN STOCK AT 6 - PER DOZ.

or any Tree for 6d.
Lady Pirrie (Coppery Salmon), Lady Hillingdon (Golden
Yellow), Mrs. David McKee (Cream), Lady Battersea
(Cherry Red). Juliet (Rose Pink and Gold), Harry Kirk
(Yellow), Lyon (Shrimp Pink). Liberty (Crimson), Lady
Ashtown (Kose Pink). F. K. Druschki (White). Hugh

Dickson (Scarlet), Geo. C. Waud (Scarlet).

For other popular varieties, New Roses. Standards. Climbers,
or Pot Roses, tenJ for my new iltustrjted and descriptive

Catalogue, post free from

—

E. HARRIS,
Cyprus Road Nursery,LEICESTER

THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.

' - LAWNS. &=

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

the form of a leaf-miu'd. ready for use at any time, in the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further (1 cwt. equalling 15 cwls.). gives

better results, is clean to handle, sweet smellinR. and free from weeds, worms, elc.

I
REPORT OF ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—" Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at W.sley. and I am pleased to

report that it h.is proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under R'ass and out in the ooen air. (blgnedi w. wilks, secreiari^

1 A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full particulars and testimonials, also valuable cultural instructions for Sweet Peas, Roses and Vegetables, sent on receipt

of post card. BV BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. «
I
Sold in Bacs. 28 lbs.. 2/3; 56 lbs.. 3/8; 1 cwt.. 6/- ; 5 cwts.. 28/9 ; 10 cwts.. SS/- ; we payina carriace to any station in Enaland and Wales. i°jl;''''"S Jsle of Wifllit or by carri^^^^^

district (also. In not less than I cwt. lots, by London Boat to Scotland and Ireland). Throuch Nurserj-raen, Seedsmen, and Stores, or direct from the Manufacturers ana rateniees,

Also -VWAKEt-E-V'S OEtOlTNXI OJS.^DEIN' X^XIME:, ai- bushel bag. carriage paid 25 miles. or l/S carriage forward.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Apples Wanted for Wounded Soldiers.

—

The Hon. G. Eden, 6, Cromwell Place, London,

S.W., writes as follows :
" If any of your readers

have got more Apples than they can use, either

•eating or cooking, they would be very much
appreciated by the wounded soldiers in the Victoria

Hospital. Any gifts addressed to the Matron,

Victoria Hospital, Tite Street, Chelsea, or to me
here will be gratefully acknowledged." We hope

those of our readers who can spare fruit will send

it to either of the addresses given ; our soldiers

deserye all the gcod things we can possibly

provide them with.

Votes for the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution.—^We shall be glad if any of our

readers who have votes to spare

for the election of candidates to be

held on Thursday, January 2r, will

kindly send their signed voting

papers to us. We are interested

in a thoroughly deserving case,

and all votes received will be

devoted to the candidate.

"The Sweet Pea Annual
for 1915." — This, the official

organ of the National Sweet Pea

Society, is one of the most in-

teresting numbers ever published

by the society, and should be

read by all who are interested

in Sweet Peas. Among those

who contribute articles are such

well-known experts as the Rev.

J. Jacob, Messrs. Thomas Steven-

son, William Cuthbertson, J. P.,

\'.M.H., W. Lumley Perrier, T.

A. Weston, S. M. Crow, G. F.

Drayson, Frank Cuthbertson, T.

H. Dipnall, E. R. Janes, J.

Harrison Dick, and Hamilton

Charnock Mott of New South

Wales. In addition there is a

full report on the work of the

floral committee, an audit of the London show, list
;

names of cultivated Sedums, one name being

of too-much-alike varieties, an up-to-date selection
I
attached to quite different plants, while identical

These are growing in 5-inch pots, and each is A Beautiful Flowering Privet.—Ligustrum

carrying several racemes of flowers. These are ; lucidum is one of the most valuable species of the

pale lavender in colour, with a conspicuous orange genus. With us it is a large evergreen shrub or small

eye, and emit a strong fragrance simdar to that tree, but Mr. E. H. Wilson, diuring his travels in

of honey-comb. The plants under notice have China, met with it forming fairly large trees as

been grown from cuttings rooted early in the much as 40 feet to 50 feet or even more in height,

spring, each having its point taken out when As a large, shapely, evergreen bush with rich

growth was active, so as to induce a bushy habit, glossy green leaves, it is the most handsome shrub

.Although not particularly sho%vy, they provide of the genus for a lawn specimen. Coupled with

a welcome and interesting change from the Pelar- ' this, during September it flowers freely, most of

goniums. Begonias and Carnations that too often the shoots terminating in erect panicles of white

monopolise conservatories in private gardens at flowers 6 inches or more in length. A good-

this season. natured shrub, thriving in most soils and situations.

The Nomenclature of Sedums.—Considerable it is surprising we do not meet with bushes more

confusion appears to exist in gardens over the frequently in gardens. The year 1794 is given

as the date of its first intro-

duction to British gardens from

China.

SAINTPAULIA lONANTHA,
WITH

A CHARMING DWARF GREENHOUSE PLANT
DEEP VIOLET FLOWERS.

of varieties arranged by the floral committee,

and a report on the so-called "streak" cures

sent in by vendors for the society to test. The
Annual is well bound and illustrated, and should

be on the shelf of every Sweet Pea lover. Copies

have been sent to members of the society, but

non-members can obtain them from the secretary,

Mr. H. D. Tigwell, Greenford, Middlesex, post

free 2s. each.

Buddleia officinalis as a Small Pot Plant.—
In House No. 4 at Kew just now may be seen

some interesting plants of this Chinese shrub.

plants are often grown under different names. In

order to be able, with the help of experts in the

genus, to straighten out this muddle, the Royal

Horticultural Society is endeavouring to get

together at Wisley a complete collection of Sedums,

and will be very grateful for plants or cuttings to

grow on for comparison from as many sources

as possible. Specimens should bear the name
under which they are known, and should be sent

by the end of February addressed to The Director,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley,

Ripley, Surrey.

fA Charming Greenhouse Plant.

Saintpaulia ionantha, illustrated

on this page, is one of the most

useful and easily grown green-

house plants that we know. It

may be readily raised from seed

sown in February or March in

pans of well-drained sandy soil,

the seedlings being subsequently

pricked off and potted up singly

when large enough. Good loam,

\\ath some decayed leaf-soil and

sharp sand, forms a suitable mix-

ture for the plants to grow in.

Seedlings raised in early spring

often commence to flower in

August, and, if given a warm
greenhouse temperature, will

continue well into the winter. The

blossoms are deep violet in coloiu",

though they vary in their intensity

on different plants. There is a

variety withso-called white flowers,

but the deep blue is much the

best. Leaves placed on well-

drained pots 0/ sandy soil and kept in a close,

moist atmospher e will easUy root and produce

an abundance 0* young plants ; hence there

is no difficulty in obtaiumg a good stock

once a single plant is available. It was

first introduced to this country from Eastern

Tropical Africa in 1893, and deserves to be much

more widely kno%vn. As will be seen in the

illustration, its habit is quite dwarf, and for

that reason it makes an excellent subject for

placing as an edging to the front of the stage,

or for a shelf at the bick near the glass, where

its violet flowers are seen to the best

advantage.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Chrysogonum virginianum Flowering on

Christmas Day.—I see I have made a note to

the effect that this plant was carrying several

flowers on December 25. True, they were somewhat

marred by the heavy rains ; but bow brave and

persistent was the plant to keep flowering so late !

Another of its commendable features is its willing-

ness to thrive in shade or sun, the chief difference

between the two places being that in the sun

growth is more restricted and the flowers more

freely produced. We grow it in the rockery,

but it will do very well for front positions in

flower borders.—C. Turner, Highgate.

Poplar Trees as a Commercial Asset.

—

Hitherto probably one of the least valuable of

timbers, there appears to be at present a demand
for Poplar in quantity, this being directly due

to the effect of the war. It is used largely in the

manufacture of matchboxes by a veneering

process, one firm alone in this country using

nearly a million and a quarter cube feet annuallj'.

Practically the whole of this comes from Conti-

nental sources, which are closed at present.

It is used immediately after being cut, so thai

if anyone is contemplating the removal of Poplar

with a view to replanting with better trees, now
is the time, as with the cessation of the war the

Russian and other supphes wiU be coming in again.

The Aspen Poplar is the best for the purpose.—G. D.

Iris tingitana in Flower at Christmas.—Those

who were at one of the Royal Horticultural

Society's meetings at Vincent Square just before

Christmas of 1913 may remember some fine

flowering plants of the above Iris shown by Messrs.

Barr and Sons. I had some bulbs from them in

September last, which were at once potted and

placed in a cold frame till about six weeks ago,

when they were brought inside, into a temperature

of 50°, which was gradually increased to 60°.

They are now (at Christmas) making a brave

show, flowering just at the time they were

required, and I see great possibilities in them as

a winter cut flower, as they have plenty of sub-

stance and are far more lasting than I. stylosa

(unguicularis), now flowering, and, in addition,

they have the fine length of stem required for

cutting and market uses. I understand from

Mr. Rudolph Barr that the bulbs, aftet being

collected, are grown in the South of France, where

they thrive and ripen well, and show no signs of

disease. Given a regular and well-maintained

supply, it is reasonable to prophesy a future for

them.—F. H. C.

A New Poinsettia.—The bestowal of an award

of merit on a new Poinsettia, which was done on

December 15 last, is the first to which that honour

has been given. True, two first-class certificates

have been gained, but that was in the days when

these honours were more freely given than they

are now. The last time was in March, 1877,

when a first-class certificate was bestowed upon

Poinsettia pulcherrima plenissima, a form on which

greet hopes were centred, but were never realised.

In this the flower bracts are far more numerous

than in the ordinary kind. The new-comer

which has just received an award of merit is P.

pulcherrima rosea, the blossoms of which are of

a rose pink colour. As this Poinsettia is

apparently of good habit, while the bracts are of

large size and freely borne, it will, no doubt, soon

become popular.—H. P.

The Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society.^The Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society are proud to know that its reputation

extends beyond the British islands, and are

desirous of both giving and receiving information

on foreign horticulture. No doubt some copies

of the Society's Journal find their way to the

United States, but it would be interesting to

know whether they are sufficient in number to

justify the large amount of purely American

matter which for a long time has been regularly

incorporated in the issue and is quite valueless

to the ordinary home reader. The last half

volimie— of November, r9i4—contains, apart

from the record of the society's proceedings,

163 pages of contributed matter. Sixty of these

are " Notes and Abstracts," comprising 256

paragraphs, no fewer than 151 of which are

absolutely, and for the most part abstrusely,

American. Personally, I am greedy of general

knowledge, but find neither instruction nor amuse-

ment in " The Rough Bark Disease of Yellow

Newtown," "Blueberry Culture," "The Fern

Caterpillar of Florida Greenhouses," " Lady
Beetles of Connecticut," " Manganese on Pine-

apple Plants," or " Red Spider on Hops in the

Sacramento Valley," and I am weary of the

perennial Colorado Potato beetle. If the Journal

circulates largely on the American continent

and such items are eagerly absorbed—though it

wotild seem rather superfluous to reprint and

export what has already been published over

there—-let us not raise any selfish objection.

But if not, is it uncharitable to call this very dull

padding ?—G. H. Engleheart, Dinton, Salisbury.

The Banksian Rose.—Some of your readers

have experienced a difficulty in getting this Rose

to flower. One hopes, however, that their remarks

will not discourage people from growing it, because

it is really a good Rose. It is one of the most

free flowering of all the pillar Roses ; the bunches

and sprays of buff yellow blooms covering the

wall of a house right up to the eaves is a glorious

sight. That it is in itself very free flowering,

everyone will tell you who has seen it in the South

of France. It is also the most rampant of the

summer-flowering Roses, and retains its mildew-

proof foliage right through the winter and until

the new spring growth appears; and for this

reason it is the best of all Roses for coverir.g hare

walls, especially the southern front of a house, no

matter how high. It will run up 12 feet or 15 feet

in one year, and eventually right up to the eaves,

round the windows and even over the roof, The

Virginian Creeper is not in it, compared with the

double yellow Banksia. It never seems to

grow old ; twenty, thirty years hence will find

It as vigorous as when it was first planted. If

some cannot make it flower, the cause will probably

be foimd in climate and treatment. As to climate.

It is quite hardy, and is never injured by winter

frost. But it comes into flower in May, sometimes

in April. One month before it flowers, the clusters

of buds are formed. This is an anxious time for

fruit-growers, and the weather that destroys the

Peach blossom will destroy the swellmg buds of

the Banksia unless they are protected. The

overhanging eaves of the house will generally

afford the buds sufficient protection. With refer-

ence to the next point, treatment. All soils suit

it, but a warm, gravelly soil, no matter how hungry

and. dry, is the best. No ; it is not in the soil

wherein lies the diffieulty, but in the priming.

Unlike the multiflora, the strong rods made the

first year will not bloom from the laterals the

second year. The blooms are borne on the laterals

of the laterals, and in the third year. In other

words, the strong rods take three years before

they bear flowers. Therefore, if we treat the

Banksia as we do Crimson Rambler or Blush

Rambler, for example, we shall be cutting out

all the next year's flowering wood. If you have
space, prime it but seldom, but if it grows beyond
bounds, remove most of the strong, long-jointed

rods (leaving a few for future blooming) and keep
as much of the short twiggy growth as you can,

for that alone the next summer will bear flowers.

The writer has grown all four varieties of the

Banksia, and values them especially because they
flower so early. He has exhibited bunches of

the single yellow at the May show of the Royal
Horticultural Society in the Temple Gardens.

—

Joseph H. Pemberton.

A Hedge of Sorts.—I am planting a hedge.
" Nothing to make a fuss about," you will say.

Ah ! but this is not to be an ordinary Quick-set

hedge, neatly clipped, but a hedge long dreamed
of ; a hedge made (like little girls) of " all that's

nice." I have had gardens and hedges many and
various in my life, but all inherited ones. But
now I am going to make a garden that is " all my
werry own "—three acres (no ! no cow, thank
you ; she has materialised as a goat) taken out of

a meadow on a south-west slope. In the legal

document conveying the same (among many other

liabilities). Anne Amateur, spinster, doth covenant

to " plant a hedge of sorts." Oh ! musty-fusty

Lawyer, I thank thee for that phrase ! Little

did the land-shark who penned it dream what a

vision of delight those last little words conjure up.

My landlord—prosaic mortal !—has put up a line

of Larch posts, and oh ! horror ! barbed wire

to keep his cattle from trespassing on my garden

that is to be. So, by way of a start, as this is in

the county where " Ghostesses sit on postesses,

drinking of toastesses," I have begun by planting

a Penzance Sweet Briar by each post—so that

we may have " roseses to make posieses for our

noseses." Between the Sweet Briars are Japanese

Rose bushes (also "of sorts"). Later on I

thought of adding Sloes and divers Thorns,

Japanese Plums (a very few) and Palm to cheer us

when spring's delights are reviving ; Almond
trees, too, with Bullace and Damsons, followed by
Wild Cherries and Crab Apples. Will someone

who may read this kindly tell me which kind of

Crab has the most beautiful blossom and which

the most brilliant fruit ? By way of autumn
colour I purpose planthig some American Maples,

and should be grateful for information concerning

these also. The first I ever saw were in Ruskin's

garden beside Lake Conistou, many a long year

ago. Then, too, for winter colour there will be

brown Beech leaves and some green and golden

Gorse and " heavy-greens," as one of my maids

was wont to term them ; Holly and Laurel

—

which last, though belittled by Mr. R*b*n*s*n,

was praised by Tennyson, " The twinkling laurel

scattered silver lights." Twining among the

hedge here and there will be Honeysuckle and

Clematis (also " of sorts"), and the wild black and

white Bryonies, with their beautiful foliage and

berries. The wild Wayfaring Tree, with creamy

discs of blossom and ruby clear berries, and

Kentish Cobs and the purple-leaved kuid will

have a place, too. And now, as " in the multitude

of counsellors there is wisdom," will anyone send

me further suggestions for my " hedge of sorts " ?

They will be gratefully received by

—

Anne
Amateur.
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The Daffodil Season.—It seems to me that

we are at last back again to a normal season.

In 1913 I had flower - spathes ready to burst

at Christmas, but last year, although there were a

good number of noses showing, the majority were

well underground.—C. Lemesle Adams.

Transplanting Christmas Roses.—I notice on

page 618, issue December 26, an editorial query

against Mr. Bunyard's advice to plant or trans-

plant these in spring, but I have good reason to

agree with the writer. I never succeeded well

with Christmas Roses until I happened, some

years ago, to see such wealth of them in Sir Ralph

Anstruther's garden at Balcaskie in Fife as I

had never beheld anywhere else. Mr. Maule,

the head-gardener, told me the secret of his success,

which was to trench the ground thoroughly,

laying some well-decayed manure at the bottom

of the trench, cover it with sound loam, and

set the plants out in March. I followed

his instructions, and have never met with

the slightest difficulty or disappointment

since. Sir Ralph was so kind as to give me
a dozen clumps of Helleborus niger maximus

at that time, and these, now in their sixth

year, have been one mass of blossom since

the early days of November.

—

Herbert
Maxwell, Monreilh.

On page 618 the Editor very wisely

and rightly queries a sentence in the note

by Mr. G. N. Bunyard concerning these

plants, which runs :
" When it is necessary

to transplant them, the best time for doing

the work is in spring." In support of

the editorial query, let me say at once

that it would be difficult to select a worse

time than that recommended, and I have

not the least hesitation in saying that

transplanting done at that time has been

among the chief factors in depleting our

gardens of one of the most precious of winter

flowers. In " The Hardy Flower Book,"

page 96, I have distinctly laid it down
that " essential cultural details are deep

sandy loam—3 feet of it where possible

—

perfect drainage, light shade and, greatest

essential of all, September or October trans-

planting." This sentence was %vritten and

italicised advisedly by reason of its im-

portance, in the hope that a life-long study

and experience of hardy plants—during

which Christmas Roses received particular

attention—may have some weight with

gardeners and others interested in plants

which are generally supposed to be im-

patient of disturbance. That those in

question are not so may be gathered from the fact

that one of the best amateur cultivators of the

flower I have known consistently for years divided

and replanted much of his stock biennially, the

handsome flowers—the product of this culti-

vation—-the best answer to those who consider

the Christmas Rose " impatient of disturbance."

They are all this latter, however, and resent it

in proportionate degree if disturbed at a wrong
time, and there are few worse seasons than the

much too elastic one of " spring." For twenty years

or more I have preached the value of early autumn
planting for these things, the need for which was

revealed to me after much observation, from

some pot-grown examples in the main. The

reason is not far to seek. Christmas Roses are

periodical in their rooting, producing their root

fibres in two sets like a Daffodil, the main or

basal set issuing from the rhizome in the early

autumn, the second or lateral set of root fibres

appearing on the first-named set in spring con-

temporaneously with the new leafage. This is

the natural order of things for plants under normal

conditions. By planting in early autumn, the

main set of root fibres issued annually are secured

intact, and all else follows in good order. Dis-

turbed at other seasons, these main roots—virtually

the backbone of the plant—are ruined, since,

once mutilated, they never elongate—-frequently

they perish outright—-with the result that the

plant is thrown upon its own resources for months.

The debilitated condition • which follows is what

the gardener calls " impatient of removal."

A better word would be " resentment." The
truth of the above has been vividly brought home
to me during the past few months. At the end

of March last, owing to a change of address, I

SOME HARDY LILIES—II.

LILIUM BROWNII, ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
ALL HARDY LILIES.

was compelled to lift my plants at a moment I

realised to be highly detrimental to their welfare.

To-day they are flowerless and as miserable-

looking as I am miserable concerning them. More-

over, they will be greatly weakened, because they

were unable to make their proper growth last spring

and summer, and will take time to recover. What
can be done for them will be done till next August

is out, when I hope to be able to give them
" another chance " by dividing and replanting

them at the right moment.—E. H. Jenkins.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS,
January 19.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Fortnightly Exhibition and Meeting, Vincent

Square, Westminster, r p.m. to 4.30 p.m.

January 21st.—Annual Election of Candidates for

the Gardener's Royal Benevolent Institution, Simp-

son's Restaurant, Strand, London, W.C, 2.45 p.m.

(Continued from page 4.)

THE genus LiUum has been classified

in five groups or sub-genera as follows

:

I. Eulirion, with trumpet-shaped

flowers, home horizontally, of which

the Madonna Lily (L. candidum) may
be taken as the type.

2. Archelirion, with flowers set horizontally

and opening widely, as in L, auratum.

3. Isolirion, with upright vase-shaped flowers,

as in the common Orange Lily (L crocemn).

4. Martagon, in which the perianth is recurved,

forming the type of blossom popularly known as

Turk's- cap.

5. Cardiocrinum, a small group consisting of

three species only, distinguished from all other

Lilies by their great stature and broad,

stalked root leaves.

In a sixth group, Notholirion, have been

classed certain Lilyworts intermediate in

character between LiUum and Fritillaria

;

but mth these I do not propose to meddle

at present.

SUB-GENUS EULIRION.

Lilium Brownii.—^There has been much
confusion among the Lilies classed as varie-

ties under this homely title. For more than

a century Brown's Lily has been grown

in Europe ; but you shall look for it in

vain, except as a pot plant, in ninety-nine

gardens out of a hundred. Yet, given con-

siderate treatment, it is one of the crown-

ing glories of the border in July. Plant it

deep in gritty loam, without peat and with

lime and wood-ashes, if possible on a sharp

slope, and it will withstand the worst our

wet winters can do to it, increasing steadily

by bulb offsets and unfolding its great

blossoms with unfailing freedom, borne on

stout stems 3 feet high. The flowers are

funnelled and gracefully reflexed, the outer

segments rich maroon on the outside, the

inner ones with a narrow stripe of the same

colour down the centre, both being purest

ivory white inside, with brown anthers.

Where a situation on a steepish bank can-

not be found for this Lily, the bulbs may
be set on inverted pots to secure rapid

drainage, or, as the late Dr. Wallace recom-

mended, the bulbs may be planted on their

OF sides, as Japanese gardeners do, to prevent

rain-water lodging between the cupped

scales.

L. Brownii odorum (syn. colchesterense).—

It is not easy to understand the system under

which this Lily is classed in the Kew list as a

variety of L. japonicum (Krameri), so different

is it in appearance and constitution from that

elusive species. Dr. Wallace, however, was

strongly of that view, albeit L. Brownii odorum

loves lime and L. japonicum detests it. L.

Brownii odorum is reputed to be of easier culti-

vation than L. Brownii, less susceptible of frost

and more indifferent to winter wet. It is a desir-

able plant, with a general resemblance to L.

Brownii, but not so graceful in growth. The

blooms appear a fortnight or three weeks later

than L. Brownii. The flower tubes are shorter

and less deeply stained with purple outside.

L. candidum, the Madonna Lily, has been

the source of widespread despair among horti-

culturists for more than forty years, owing to the
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ruin wrought upon it by that deadly fungus

Botrytis cinerea. If L. auratum be the most

gorgeous of the genus, the Madonna Lily must

be admitted as the lovehest, and no amount

of pains should be grudged to purge it of the

parasite. In some gardens, often very humble

ones, it fioiurishes and increases as vigorously

as a German Iris ; in others, the most assiduous

treatment has failed, season after season, to

preserve it from the pest. UnUke other Lilies,

it sends up luxuriant verdure in the autumn,

which remains unhurt by frost tiU the spring,

when vigorous flowering stems make their appear-

ance fuU of promise for midsummer ; until suddenly

the enemy makes its presence felt, the stem-

leaves, beginning from the bottom,

wilt and shrivel, growth is arrested

and instead of five or six feet of

sturdy stem, clothed with shining,

light green leaves and carrying

twenty to thirty trumpets o.

fragrant alabaster, nothing is left

but a blighted stalk, disfigured by

shrivelled foliage and bearing three

or four blemished blossoms. Where-

as Botrytis is the most insidious and

inveterate plague with which the

cultivator of Lilies has to contend,

and whereas nearly every species of

Lily is more or less subject to its

attack, this may be a fitting place

to describe the most hopeful precau-

tions to be taken against it. The

fungus first appears on the leaf as

a yellowish brown, oblong blotch, as

if some mordant liquid had been

dropped on it, within which blotch

a lens reveals a number of black

dots of fructification. Mr. Grove

having waged successful war against

the enemy, I may quote his pre-

scription :
" At the first sign of the

malady the plants attacked should

be sprayed with a solution of loz. of

sulphide of potassium to 2j gallons

of water, the dose being repeated

daily, and all uninfected Lilies near

by should be sprayed with Bordeaux

Mixture or Evans' Aseptic Solution.

If the disease gains ground notwith-

standing the spraying, the proper

course to pursue.—if an heroic one

—is to cut down the affected Lihes

and burn every scrap." In short,

" let us spray"—and if that fails," let

us pray "—that in time the Madonna
Lily will recover such strength of

constitution as wiU enable it to resist

Botrytis
;

just as the Hollyhock,

which a few years ago seemed to

be on the verge of extinction imder

the ravages of Puccinia, once more adorns our

borders with its many-coloured spires.

Every living thing, animal or vegetable, is

the host of parasitic organisms. So long as

the host remains in perfect vigour, it can
usually entertain such guests without appre-

ciable injm-y ; but so soon as its vitality

flags under some adverse condition, such as

excessive wet, untimely frost or improper culti-

vation, the parasite gets the upper hand, multiphes
inordinately and vanquishes the host. Therefore,

while resorting to spray and other paUiatives to

keep Botrytis at bay, our chief concern should
be to provide the Lilies with the conditions of

soil and situation most suitable to their wants.

The wants of the Madonna Lily are few and

simple. A native of the Mediterranean region,

growing wild on the rugged tract of limestone

that divides the Adriatic from the jEgean Sea,

it is far more likely to suffer in our gardens from

overfeeding than from famine. In fact, the

finest display is often to be seen in some farm-

house or cottage plot, where the bulbs have grown

crowded and uncared for, it may be for genera-

tions of men, while dismal failure dogs all manner

of coddling and coaxing in a fully manned and

richly manured garden. The best advice that

can be followed is, first, to secure perfect drainage
;

next, to plant the bulbs shallow, not more than

THE MADOiNNA LILY (LILIUM CAXDIDUM), WITH A BACKGROUND
OF DEEP GREEN SHRUBS.

4 inches or 5 inches from the surface, but with

care to break up the soil to a greater depth below

them. The soil should be the reverse of unctuous,

with a liberal admixture of ground limestone,

chalk or old mortar rubbish. Overhead shade

is objectionable, but the proximity of trees is of

advantage, for this Lily thrives well among tree

roots, relishing the dryness which these ensure.

In one respect the Madonna Lily differs from nearly

all other LiUes, in that the bulb never rests, but

starts into fresh growth immediately after flowering.

Perhaps that is the effect of our wet autumns
;

but, anyhow, it imposes on us the necessity to get

all planting or transplanting accomplished early

in September. Lastly, let him who is lucky

enough to have thriving clumps of this peerhss

Lily leave them aloite. There is a variety of the

Madonna Lily called robustum, which, as its name
imphes, is sturdier than the type, and may
prove less liable to disease. I planted fifty bulbs

of this variety in September, 1913, and these

have flowered splendidly, without a trace of

disease. Another variety named speciosum,

mth black stems, is well reported of, but I cannot

speak from experience thereof. A tfiird variety

with narrower sepals than the type is much inferior,

and therefore to be avoided. .As for the double-

flowered Madoima Lily offered in nurser\Tnen's hsts,

it is an ugly abomination.

L. japoniciun.—This is usually

known in gardens as L. Krameri.

It is a lovely thing, but ray own ex-

perience of purchased bulbs is most

discouraging. A few large blossoms

of delicate blush pink have been

produced in the first season, after

which the bulbs have disappeared.

I admit, however, that I gave up

attempting to grow it several years

ago, before I had learnt from experts

the right way of treating imported

bulbs. It is possible that if the bulbs

were placed in large pots on arrival,

deprived of flower-buds in the first

season, and in the second season

planted not less than 8 inches deep

on sandy soil without lime, on a

bank steep enough to ensure rapid

drainage, this Lily might prove

more permanent than it has done

hitherto. The only other chance of

keeping it is to raise it from seed,

which it is said to ripen freely. Bulbs

of this and other species obtained

in this manner are not exposed to

the debilitating effects of rough

handling, packing and other adverse

incidents of the import trade, and

Kramer's Lily is so beautiful as to

be worth waiting for during its

growth from seed.

L. longifloriun.—This is imported

in millions for pot culture, and is

usually sold as the Bermuda Lily.

Every florist's shop teems with this

beautiful flower. It is usually

reckoned not to be hardy in this

coimtry, and that is true enough of

the variety cultivated in Bermuda,

whence British dealers have hither-

to drawn their chief supply. But

the wild type is probably a native

of China, and some of its varieties

have proved patient of the vicissi-

tudes of our insular climate, at

least in the South and West. The more robust of

these varieties comes from the Liu-Khiu Islands, and

is distinguished as L. longiflorum iormosanum.

Planted deep in very gravelly soil, enriched with

leaf-mould, sand and wood-ashes, on a steeply

sloping bank, this LUy comes bravely through

the winter with me, and flowers freely on stems

between 2 feet and 3 feet high. A thick

covering of leaf-mould is advisable to protect

the bulbs from frost, of which they have no

experience in Liu-Khiu. If it grew but a foot or

two higher it would be a formidable rival to the

Madonna Lily. Herbert Maxwell.

{To be coiilintied.)
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

the box and place the glass so that it has an angle

of 45° or sharper still, and loss from internal mois-

ture will be less. Remove the glass every forenoon

for about one hour, and wipe it dry both morning

and evening. Having once watered in the cuttings,

be careful not to keep the soil too moist after-

wards.

In an early issue, with the Editor's permission,

a select list of varieties for various purposes

will appear. The follo%ving are new and very fine

ones that should be obtained at once by cultivators

who wish to score successes during the present

year : Yellow Jlrs. Gilbert Drabble, a grand

variety of fine form, propagate now ;
Queen Mary

(white), Mrs. GUbert Drabble (white)—these are

late flowering and require a long season of growth
;

Lord Kitchener (ruby crimson), General Jofire

(another grand crimson), General French (clear

ON WALL GARDENING.

Propagation.—Early in the New Year, culti-

vators of these plants will be anxious to put in

large batches of cuttings. Neither in greenhouses

nor in frames is there much vacant space during

the winter months, and so it is advisable to

economise in this respect as much as possible,

and only insert the naturally late and November

flowering varieties. Cuttings of the early sorts

should be dealt with immediately the first batches

are rooted sufficiently to take out of the propagat-

ing-frames. The wise cultivator will have procured

and stored in a cool place a nice quantity of cutting

compost, some clean, dry pots and crocks, also

new labels.

The Best Cuttings to Select.—A weakly cutting I terra-cotta), .Master Mortimer (delicate rose),

may be strengthened, but much valuable time is Daily Mail (yellow, narrow florets), William Vert

lost and it requires more at-

tention than a strong one.

Rather than be content with

weakly cuttings, cultivators

should purchase good ones

from firms who advertise

them for sa'e, as they treat

the old roots specially for

the production of sturdy

suckers. Of course, more
cuttings must be inserted

than are actually required to

make up for losses. The
best cutting is one growing

as a sucker through the soil

—one that is 3 inches or a

little more in length when
severed at the soil level ; it

must be of medium thick-

ness, not soft and very sappv.

The sappy-stemmed cuttings

damp off sooner than those

that are firmer and harder.

If cut much below the soil

level, the cutting will not

form roots quickly, and the

resultant grOAvth will not be

free. The best policy in such

cases is to wait until the

suckers have grown long
enough to sever above the

soil, as time will not be lost,

but gained, owing to roots

forming quickly and pro-

gress afterwards being more PRUNUS TRILOBA FLORE PLENO, A BEAUTIFUL HARDY sH
satisfactory.

Making and Inserting Cuttings.—Sever the

stem one-eighth of an inch below a joint and
remove the leaf from that joint. When once

roots are formed, it is very important that they

are not unnecessarily disturbed afterwards,

especially if the plants are to be grown for the pro-

duction of large blooms or as big specimens. With
such work in view, make use of small but deep

pots, and strike one cutting in each. Very fibrous

loam, flaky leaf-soil and coarse sand in about

equal proportions form a nice compost. Place

one crock in each pot, then some leaf-soil on it,

before filling up with the general compost. Let

the latter be of medium moisture when used,

and make the cuttings firm in it. A small frame

placed on a greenhouse stage forms an idea!

propagator ; boxes covered with squares of

glass -will answer the purpose well, but damping
of cuttings is always more general when the glass

is fixed on a flat top. Form a miniature roof to

SO
many conflicting elements of charm

and—let it be admitted—of disillusion-

ment no less are to be fotmd in wall

gardening that it is no great wonder

if a fierce battle of opinion should be

waged with regard to its merits or

demerits. Yet we are fain to believe that it

was a happy inspiration which suggested how some

old walls might be improved by wisely encouraging

vegetation upon them, and how others might

even be built with a view to planting. We pause

in admiration, perhaps, before some dilapidated

wall fringed with the dainty greenery of Maiden-

hair Spleenwort, or catch sight of a stray garden

plant which has foimd a home for itself in a crevice

of mouldering brickwork, whence it looks down,

exultant in its fulness of blossom, upon its kindred

(chestnut crimson), Mrs. James Gibson (mauve

pink), Mrs. C. Farrar (bronzj^ buff) Mme. T. Morel

(apricot), and Maud Lousada (rosy mauve) Avon.

A BEAUTIFUL HARDY FLOWERING
SHRUB.

The accompanying illustration represents a fine

plant of Prunus triloba flore pleno, one of the

most beautiful of all hardy flowering shrubs.

Fortunately, it will thrive in almost' any good

garden soil, and does equally as well grown as a bush

in the open as when i rained to a wall. It maj' be

planted at any time during the winter, and once

it has filled its allotted space, should be pruned hard

each spring immediately the flowers have faded.

These are borne on the young wood, hence by
removing this promptly at the time stated vigorous

new shoots are produced for flowering the following

year. H.

RUB WITH PI.NK AND WHITE FLOWERS.

of the border, whose very luxuries of easy living,

maybe, have made them rank of leaf and sparing

of flower. So it is that we find Natiure herself

pointing the way, and we shall not go very far

wrong if we patiently follow her footsteps. Gene-

rally speaking, the temptation to an enthusiast

is to overdo the planting. A wall, even one that

is prepared, ought not to be regarded as a sort of

perpendicular flower-bed, as some people seem

inclined to think, for it loses much of its character-

istic beauty as soon as it becomes too thickly

overgro^vn. Age-worn and weathered stone and

brickwork have a charm and colouring all their

own which it would be folly to hide, but which,

nevertheless, may be greatly enhanced by the

skilful addition here and there of leafage and

flower. Yet it is not always easy to strike the

happy mean. It fell to my lot once to see a design

prepared in all good faith for the purpose of showing

an easy way out of many difficulties besetting
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wall gardening. The sketch was intended to be

a model pattern for a terrace garden, and repre-

sented a somewhat pretentious erection backed

by a lo-foot wall, pigeon-holed in rows by the

omission of a brick at regular intervals, the pockets

being arranged quincunx fashion. The plan

certainly had the merit of making the most of

the wall surface. But the charm of a planted

wall is not to be wooed or won by any such simple

rule of thimib. The growth upon it must be

spontaneous, or, at any rate, so cunningly regulated

as to appear to be so.

Boimdarj' walls for the most part are less adapt-

able for planting than retaining walls, which

In the same garden a branch of Winter Jasmine
has rooted of its own accord into the coping of

another boundary- wall, where its welcome stars

ser\'e to lighten the dreariness of flo%verless January.

The grey-green of a plant of homely Sage—

a

stray seedling lodged by chance—has been known
to produce a delightful bit of colour contrast

against the mellowed red of an old brick wall.

How shrubs of naturally strong growth find

sufficient nutriment in the seemingly inhospitab'.e

quarters so offered, it is difficult to say, but so it

is ; and not only do they sprout, but grow and
live for years, forming pictures of their own sweet

will which are hard to copy and harder still to beat.

^ «> i.

'/ '.

.,.«*. H V
y^:. ^T-.

^n^

A RETAINING WALL VEILED Willi ILOWERIXG PLANTS.

naturally foster plant growth. One of the prettiest

of small plants for a boundari,- wall is Vittadenia

trilobata, whose cheerful little Daisy flowers,

changing from white to deep pink, smile at us

faithfully from spring to late autumn. It has a

natural affinity even for a mortared wall, where
it will find a foothold somehow, and quickly

makes little colonies of itself without any fuss.

In some gardens Erinus alpinus takes freely

to the upright position and needs scarcely any
rooting space ; but here it shows a decided

preference for flat surfaces, and sows itself delight-

fully into the joints of rough stone steps. It is

never a surprise to see Snapdragon or Wallflower

or Ivy-leaved Toadflax flourishing on a boimdary
wall ; but there are other plants, apparently

quite unsuited by habit for such situations, which
make themselves equally happy there when
accident gives them the chance, and sometimes
we get an unexpectedly good effect. Take shrubs,

for instance. No one would dream of planting

Ribes on the top of a kitchen garden wall ; yet

five minutes' walk would bring me to a spot where
little bushes of the red-flowered Currant—of

low stature indeed, but rosy with flowers every
spring—brighten the summit of such a wall.

Where dry walling holds back a considerable

body of soil the case is different, and shrubs of

a certain type become valuable auxiliaries. Some
of the smaller-growing Cistuses—^notably C.

florentinus and C. lusitanicus, a miniature Gum
Cistus little grown, which has crimson-spotted,

cupped petals—are especially suitable. Rooted

cuttings of these were inserted in the joints at

the top edge of a retaining wall in my own garden,

and have thriven amazingly. Their fault, if

anything, has been a superabundant vigour,

which has made it necessary bodily to cut down
one here and there, both stubs and roots being

too firmly embedded to allow of entire removal.

The stumps, notwithstanding, have broken afresh,

so that these cut-down bushes will eventually

flourish again instead of others which, later on,

must receive the same drastic attention. Some
of the New Zealand Veronicas of naturally dwarf

habit, favoured by our mild Sussex coast climate,

have also done well in a like position. Being

evergreen, both Cistus and Veronica are peculiarly

suitable for wall planting in the Southern Counties.

One other native of South Europe—Coronilla

Emerus, well known to our forefathers as Scorpion

Senna—occurs to me as an ideal wall shrub. In

that capacity it may be seen, in fullest beauty,
clinging to the sim-dyed brick of crumbUng Roman
ruins

; but it is not an uncommon garden shrub
in the West of England. Once estabUshed on a
suimy wall, it will always be treasured, so slender

is it in its growth, so little aggressive, yet so laden
in early summer with clusters of soft yellow Pea
flowers, just touched and pencilled with russet

red. It may be of some practical use, by way of

reminder, to name a few of the plants, other

than shrubs, which have done well in tliis locahty.

A colony of Catmint (Nepeta Mussinii), with
hoary leaves and a wealth of grey-blue flowers in

its season, is rightly placed just leaning over the

comer of a retaining wall, and is-

very charming ; but it quickly dies

out and has to be renewed. Litho-

spermmn prostratum comes earlier

in the year — one of the earliest,

in fact, to start flowering — and is

a veritable gem with its boss of

gentian blue against our grejish

yellow sandstone. The confined

root space keeps it from strag-

gling. A form of Phlox Stellaria

known, I believe, as P. lilacina is

one of the most delightful of otir

spring plants, and is apparently

not very familiar even to good
gardeners, who always notice its

profusion of flower as it hangs its

trailing stems over the stones.

Genista sagittahs, which has curiously

flattened and winged stalks, with

scarcely any leaves, is at all times

distinct, and very decorative about

midsiunmer when full of its golden

tufts of flowers. Some of the

Plumy Saxifrages, again, e.g., Saxi-

fraga p\Tamidalis ' and S. macnabi-

ana, have done well here, while

for less good positions a handsome
hybrid of the London Pride type,

known as S. Colvillei, is invalu-

able, and takes care of itself.

^^-^——.- For rougher positions still—especi-

ally low and damp ha-ha walls

—Ferns of the commoner sorts

are picturesque ; but beware lest

they take possession of any wall where choicer

things are invited to grow. This is not a Fern

locaUty, yet Male Fern, Buckler Fern and even

Brake have bscome a ntiisance, so difficult are

they to remove when they are in the wrong place.

One comes to the conclusion in the long run

that in wall gardening we must be content, in a

measure, to let things have their own way. In

most parts of a garden this is bad practice

—

the haphazard system seldom works out well.

It is always batter, no doubt, to have a scheme

in view even for a wall, and to control the growth

upon it as far as possible ; but it is wise to be

prepared for unruly subjects which wiU not by

any means be governed. We may try again and

again to produce an effect which seems delectable

to our mind's eye, but some accident of aspect

—

of shade or exposure, of dr\-ness or damp—frustrates

the most nicely calculated intention ; while an

alien intruder, a Mullein or wandering Foxglove,

perhaps, finds its way in and ends by conquering

our affections by dint of sheer audacity. It may
even be that it is this very quality of wayward-

ness which adds such intense interest and enjoy-

ment to any attempt that may be made at wall

gardening. K. L. Davidson, in Country Life.
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SOME GOOD
POLYANTH

A

DWARF
ROSES.

compact

evergreen,

DURING the last few years a good deal

i of attention has been given to the

I Dwarf Polyantha Roses, a race
' that is particularly useful for

filling large beds, owing to the fact

that the plants make neat,

bushes, many of which are almost

and their freedom of flowering. Late

in the autumn, when visiting some large Rose

nurseries in the Midlands, I was reminded of the

value of these Roses for autumn effect, row after

row of goodly length being almost hidden with the

large clusters of small, rosette-like flowers. Four

varieties were particularly noticeable, these being

Jessie, Phyllis, Orleans and Katherine Zeimet.

The first named is the most beautiful of all, the

blossoms being deep glowing crimson-scarlet in

colour, yet not sufficiently glaring to be objection-

able. Phyllis has dainty rose pink flowers, a

colour that Orleans also shares, but in the latter

variety the blossoms are rather larger and the

bushes a little taller. Although Orleans is very

beautiful in autumn, the blossoms bleach rather

badly during the hot days of summer ; hence some

care would need to be exercised in

using it in very sunny districts, unless

an autumn display only is required.

Katherine Zeimet has pure white

flowers, which are deliciously sweet-

scented, a character that the others

named unfortunately do not possess

in any great degree. Having once

seen tlie beautiful colour effects that

these little Roses will produce, it is

difficult to understand why they are

not more freely used in large lawn

beds in place of the heterogeneous

mixtures of bedding plants that one

too often finds in many of our large

gardens. A circular bed, some ten

yards or twelve yards in diameter,

might be thickly planted with Jessie,

leaving a yard or so in width at the

edge for Katherine Zeimet. If ordi-

narily weU grown, the bushes would
commence to flower early in July
and continue right through the late

summer and autumn until frosts

put a check on their career. Last

year in an Essex garden I gathered

good sprays from Jessie at the end
of November, long after the ordinary

bedding plants had been destroyed

by frost. Phyllis or Orleans could

be planted in association with

Lavender, either as a margin to

stone pathways, at the top of

retaining walls, or in large beds, in the propor-

tion of two Roses to one of Lavender, the latter

to be the common steel blue flowered variety.

These colours create a delightful harmony, which is

scarcely broken even when the Lavender flowers

are past, the glaucous grey tint of the foliage

having an almost similar effect. Although the

CRINUMS AT MICHAELMAS.
.\s the year approaches its close, the fewer flowering

things that remain, or that may still be looked
for, are all the more precious. It is weU to

remember how late in the year Crinums are in

beauty. The photograph was taken on IVtichaelmas

Day, and the plants had yet another fortnight

of beauty, so carrying on their duration of

bountiful bloom to near the middle of October.

Where there exists, or can easily be made, a sunny
bank of very deep, light soil, these lovely things

may be had in perfection. If there is a wall or

some such protection at the back, it is all the better.

Much the same conditions suit the great Tree
Poppy, Romneya Coulteri, and a good length of

bank with the two kinds of plant intergrouped

would have a fine eilect. G. Jekyll.

THE BEST APPLES AND
PEARS FOR MIDLAND
COUNTIES.

I HAVE read with interest various letters that

have appeared in The Garden relative to the best

kinds of ."Vpples and Pears. Perhaps a few notes as

to one's experience in an East Midland county
i Pear so much that it is now abundantly grown

and Son, and as an October .Apple I know of noth-
ing to touch it. All my friends who have once tasted

this Apple desire to renew their acquaintance
;

but, strangely, I have never seen the tree else-

where than in my own garden. The Apple must
not be confused with the various Golden Pippins,

and if any of your readers wish to plant this

kind they should make sure they get it. The
fruit is best when taken fresh from the tree, and
will keep good a full month or longer.

Another little-known Apple and a new one is

St. Everard. I have had the tree for two or three

years, but it gave me a few Apples last year for

the first time. They were ripe at the end of August,

handsome and excellent.

I have not been fortimate in finding many other

dessert Apples that I care for, but Cox's Orange
Pippin makes one very fastidious. I thought
Allington Pippins were going to be a real find, but

the fruit was cold and sour and not worth growing.

As to Pears, different soils affect trees so much
that many kinds valuable in other districts are

useless here. My selection, after a long experience,

is : Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurr6

Hardy, Emile d'Heyst, Beurre Superfin, Winter
Nelis, Dana's Hovey and, above all. Doyenne
du Comice. I have recommended this latter

CRINUMS FLOWERING ON MICHAELMAS DAY IN MISS JEKYLL' S GARDEN AT MUNSTEAD WOOD.

would be of interest to readers. I have for the last

thirty years tried a great many kinds of Apples and
Pears, and have found, very often to my sorrow,

that many much-vaunted kinds are of no value

in this district. As regards Apples, I have come
across few new varieties that I thinli worth keeping,

and I find myself thro^^'n more and more upon
initial cost of planting beds with these Roses, or

j

the famous Cox's Orange Pippin. To get this

Roses and Lavender, will be rather more than that

of Geraniums and other soft-wooded plants, this

will be more than compensated by the number of

years that the Roses last. Apart from aphides, the

Dwarf Polyantha Rose is not usually seriously

affected by other ills that the Rose is heir to. H.

fruit to perfection, the tree needs growing in the

full eye of the sun and the fruit carefully thinned.

The finest fruits I have gro-ivn have been on

espaliers, and last year two Apples weighed r4jo2.

An Apple that I think one of the very best is

Pine Golden Pippin. This came from Messrs. Rivers

all over the district, and the best quality fruits I

have ever eaten were some given me by a friend,

grown on a wall in stiff clay. Many years ago

I planted a tree of Duchesse d'Angouleme and a

"Williams." The Pears had no flavour at all,

and I was about to cut the trees down when I

read somewhere that the fruit of Pear trees im-

proved as the trees grew older . This I found to

be true. Winter Nelis is a splendid Pear, but

I get a very scanty crop. I have two trees on a

south wall, and an espalier, which produce an

abundance of bloom, but scarcely any sets. I

should be grateful if. anyone can give me a hint

as to the remedy. Hunts.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO FORCE RHUBARB.

FORCED Rhubarb is much appreciated

during the early weeks of the New
Year. At that time the fruit of our

orchards is becoming scarce, and those

who are responsible for maintaining the

supplies of the kitchen naturally look

round to see how the strain upon Apples,

Pears and such-like fruits may be relieved.

Fortunately, the forcing of Rhubarb is not

l)y any means difficult to carry into effect.

Methods of forcing are varied and interesting, and

many different modes are practised with equal

success. Some growers make a point of preparing

a small border in a southern aspect, if possible

under the protection of a wall, hedge or close

fence. More often, however, roots with promising

crowns arc lifted and planted under glass, in

frames, or in a Mushroom-house, where it is an

extremely simple thing to ensure supplies of good

quality.

Begitmers may be in some doubt as to when

the roots should be lifted for forcing purposes.

They may be lifted at any time after the leaves

die away in the autumn. Those who are adept in

raising Rhubarb under cover as we have suggested

prefer to leave the roots exposed in the open

to a slight frost or two before placing them

in their forcing quarters, as they invariably

break into growth better when once they are

placed in heat. Prospects of a satisfactory forcing

of this crop are improved when the lifted roots

are very strong and not more than two or three

years old. That readers may understand what

a vigorous root is, a typical specimen is portrayed

in Fig. I. In ordinary circumstances we should

disturb the soil round about the roots as little

as possible ; but, for the purpose of photo-

graphing, the soil has been removed.

FIG.

FIG. 2. AN OLD APPLE BARREL SUR-
ROUNDED BY LONG M*iNURE IS USEFUL
FOR FORCING RHUBARB OUTDOORS.

I have already said there

are numerous places in which

the roots or crowns can be

planted for forcing, and there

is no more useful place than

under the stage of a warm
greenhouse where the tem-

perature can be maintained

at from 55° to 60°. It is

almost necessary, however,

that the quarters should be

made dark, as growth is then

more rapid. A warm cellar

can be utilised for the same
purpose with advantage, es-

pecially for supplies that are

wanted in January and later.

Those who possess a Mush-
room-house have an immense
advantage over other growers.

There is no more suitable

place than this. The condi-

tions that usually prevail

there are all that could be

desired, and the crop seldom fails when
properly looked after. The floor of the Mush-
room-house should be covered with about

three inches of good soil, and the roots then

adjusted in position, working some light soil

between and arotmd them to complete the plant-

ing. It is important to remember that when
forcing Rhubarb, the roots must be maintained in a

moistened condition. Especially is this neces-

sary when the conditions are rather warmer
than usual ; frequent sprinklings with tepid

water will assist very materially to promote the

well-being of the crop.

To follow the earliest supplies under glass and

from other quarters, beds outdoors should be

utilised to their fullest extent. Beds and borders

made up under a wall or a close fence facing south,

as already mentioned, are excellent situations for

subsequent supplies, and from such quarters a

second crop should be obtained. This is perhaps

the simplest way of all of forcing Rhubarb, as

splendid crops may be obtained with the minimum
of trouble. When Rhubarb is forced in the open,

the grower may utilise the services of coverings

used for forcing Seakale, such as boxes, barrels

of various descriptions—in fac , anything that

will cover the roots and that has sufficient head

room.

For raising crops of some of the more vigorous

and taller-growing Rhubarbs, such as Hobday's

Giant, I prefer to use empty Apple barrels.

These should have the ends knocked out, and the

better end preserved intact for covering purposes.

In Fig. 2 an Apple barrel, as used for forcing

these taller-growing Rhubarbs outdoors, is shown.

Here it will be observed the barrel is placed in

position over the Rhubarb root, with the lid

slightly tilted to show it is not fixed, and can be

adjusted after inspecting the crop. The barrel

is partially embedded in warm stable litter,

which will encourage the roots to start, and

subsequently, if needs be, the whole barrel can

be covered with the same littery material.

Leaves and stable litter used in conjunction are

better, as the heat does not then get too fierce.

A STRONG RHUBARB ROOT THAT
FORCING.

IS SUITABLE FOR

The coverings should be tested occasionally, so that

the latter condition may be avoided. D. B. C.

THE WINTER TREATMENT OF
BORDER CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Although in most districts these plants are

hardy enough to withstand ordinary winters

without any protection whatever, there is always

a possibility that slugs and we*, wi'h severe

frost, may cause so much damage as to render

the plants practically useless. For tha' reason

I always find it advisable to lift the old stools

and place them in a cold frame, or, failing

that, a warm and dry corner of the garden. If not

already done, no time should be lost in attending to

this work, as already the sucker-like growths are

pushing above the soil. To prevent ihe depredations

o ' slugs, and at the same time ensure perfect elraiiiage,

I make up a bed, 3 inches thick, of stale coal ashes

and on these place the lifted stools closely

together. Then a mixture of ashes, soot and fine

sandy soil is shaken between them so as to make
the whole modera ely firm. If in a cold frame it

is neither necessary nor desirable to have the light

on, except in ext^a severe or wet weather, and even

then ample ventilation must be afforded, as it is

essential that the new growths be as sturdy as

possible.

Old stools treated in this way will give a bountiful

supply of cuttings for rooting in pots or boxes

during February where that method is favoured.

A system that I have adopted with border

Chrysanthemums for some years, and one that

answers as well as it is simple, is to lift the old

stools from their winter quarters about the second

or third week in March, and pull off the young

growths with a sharp downward jerk. Nearly

every one will come away with several young roots

attached, and each is planted where the subse-

quent plant is intended to flower. In a few days

they recover from the check, make new roots and

quickly establish themselves. Then, about the

end of .'\pril, when growth is fully active, the top

is pinched out of each, the result being a nice bushy

plant by the autumn. A. B. Essex.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—A batch of plants may now be

placed indoors. Choose those with large single

crowns, carefully remove a little of the surface

soil with a pointed stick, and top-dress with a

mixture of loam, manure from an old Mushroom-
bed and wood-ashes. See that the drainage

is clear before bringing them indoors. A shelf

in a vinery or Peach-house which has just been

closed will suit the plants for the first few weeks.

Keep the foliage clean by vigorous syringing

whenever the weather is fine, and never allow the

plants to become dry at the roots.

Young Vines.—If these are to be planted

and are to be procured from the nurseryman,
no time must be lost in doing so, as the rods will

require to be cut back to five or six buds. This

should be done before the end of the present month,
or the Vines are likely to bleed badly. Young
Vines may be propagated now from eyes inserted

in small pots or turves. Place them on a hot-

bed in a warm, moist house and water carefully

till growth is active.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—As the plants

pass out of flower reduce them to about half, place

them in a moderately warm house for two or

three weeks, and give water sparingly to induce

the plants to rest. They may then be cut right

down and placed in a warmer house and fre-

quently syringed, where they will quickly throw
up strong cuttings for propagating.

Roses in Pots.—To keep up a good supply of

blooms, a batch of plants should be placed near
to the glass in a light structure at fortnightly

intervals. A temperature of 50° will be quite

high enough till the buds begin to show. Even
then too much artificial heat must not be given.

Lily of the Valley.—To keep up a supply of

these flowers, retarded crowns must be used till

the end of the present month. A batch must
be placed into heat every fortnight or three weeks,
according to the demand. Ordinary crowns may
be used after this month, but these are much more
difficult to manage, and the least cultural error

may cause disappointment. Clumps dug up
from the garden are easily forced on a hot-bed
in a heated frame. Keep the glass well covered
till the flower-spikes are well above the groimd.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas.—No time must now be lost in

sowing a batch of seeds if not already done. Sow
two or three seeds in small pots and place them in

a cool pit. When the plants are through the soil,

remove them to a cold frame and encourage
sturdy growth by giving plenty of air whenever
outside conditions will permit.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.—There is

now a wide range of beautiful varieties suitable

for growing in the flower garden. The best means
of propagation is by cuttings, which may be
inserted now if they are available. Insert them
in a sandy compost in boxes and place them in

a heated pit tUl they have rooted. They may
then be placed in a cold frame.

The Rock Garden. — Any alterations or
additions to this part of the garden should be
accomplished as soon as possible, so that the
planting of dwarf shrubs or other hardy subjects
may be done. The making of a rock garden is

a very fascinating phase of flower gardening,
and to my mind the point which needs most
consideration is the choosing of the site.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Orchard Trees.—These must have their annual

pruning or thinning. When trees have assumed
very large proportions, all that can be done is

to thin out the branches where they have become
too dense, especially those which are crossing
each other. This annual thinning of large orchard
trees is just as necessary as the pruning of trained
trees in other parts of the garden. Liquid manure
from the farmyard, which is usually very plentiful
at this time of the year, should be throvm over
the rooting area of old-established trees.

Pruning.—The pruning of all fruit trees which
are near the vegetable quarters must be done as

soon as possible, so that diggmg operations may
be carried out without delay. Gooseberries need
thinning severely, cutting out an old branch here
and there to make room for young growth. Black
Currants may have all the old fruiting wood
removed if there are sufficient young growths to
furnish the bushes. The side shoots on Red and
White Currants must be cut well back, the leading
growths being left a few inches for extension.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—Many growers now cultivate a portion
of this valuable crop by sowing seeds in boxes under
glass, planting the seedlings out in the spring.
For this purpose seeds should he sown diuring
the present month. Sow thinly in a fine compost
of loam and leaf-soil, and place the boxes on a
shelf in a vinery or Peach-house which has just
been started.

Cauliflowers.—The autumn-sown plants must
be regularly attended to in the matter of watering,
giving them an occasional application of liquid
manure. Admit plenty of air to the plants during
favourable weather. A sowing of an approved
early variety may be made now in boxes and
placed in a moderately warm house.

Forcing Vegetables.—Place successional batches
of Asparagus, Seakale and Rhubarb into the
forcing quarters at regular intervals.

French Beans.—Where plenty of convenience
is available, batches of these may be potted up
at intervals of ten or twelve days. Plant five or
six seeds in a 7-inch pot in a rich compost. They
require plenty of heat and moisture, and a position

near to the glass. A dwarf variety, such as
Osborne's Forcing, is most suitable for the earliest

crops. The Belfast is also an excellent variety
for forcing. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—-Strong crowns should be lifted

and are easily forced in the Mushroom-house,
or may be planted five in a ro-inch pot and covered
by an inverted pot of the same size and placed in
a warm house, taking care that the top pots
have their holes perfectly closed.

Endive and Chicory make good substitutes
for Lettuces during the winter, and should be
put in to blanch quite a fortnight before the date
they are required. These likewise could be
brought along in the Mushroom-house.

Tomatoes.—A main sowing will be made at
this time of a reliable and proved variety. Sow
thinly and evenly, so that the small plants may
readily be separated when it is time for them to
be potted off singly. A shelf near the glass in a
warm house will suit them imtil they are 6 inches
or so in height. After this stage they will grow more
sturdily if kept in an intermediate temperature.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Autumn-Fruiting Raspberries.—These are a
valuable addition to those who have to maintain
a supply of dessert in great variety over a long
period. Unlike summer-fruiting sorts, they pro-
duce their fruit on the current year's growth.
This makes it necessary for all the canes to be
cut down now. A new plantation of these could
be made at the present time. Choose a sheltered
position and plant in rich soil, if possible
adding new loam with plenty of lime rubble.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—All cuttings of Chrysanthe-
mums that are to be grown in pots should be
put in during this month. Any plants that up
to now have failtd to produce young growths
should be put in a warm house until sufficient

cuttings have been obtained.

Tree Carnations.—Houses devoted to these
plants should be kept a little drier than during
the summer. A night temperature of 48° to 50°

should not be exceeded, or weak stems and split

calyces will result. Opinions differ as to the
best time to propagate. Here we find the best
plants are produced from cuttings inserted in

January. A reliable method is to dibble the

cuttings thickly in 4-inch pots filled with pure
sand in a moist state, and put them in a. case in

some cool house. If bottom-heat is used, it must
be very gentle.

Bulbs.—A niunber of these can be placed in

heat each week to keep up the supply of cut flowers.

Flowering Shrubs.—To keep the flower house
gay. Lilacs, Azaleas, Pyruses, Prunuses and
Wistarias must be brought along in heat. All

the foregoing force very readily.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—If the early
flowered plants were partly cut over during
December and slightly rested, they ought by now
to have produced enough cuttings for the earliest

batch. These should be dibbled in pans of very
light flaky leaf-mould and coarse silver sand,
and plunged in a propagating-case with a brisk
bottom-heat.

Pot Roses.—Slightly prune a batch of these

now and place in a house with a temperature
of 55°. Careful ventilation, avoiding a draught,
will to some extent prevent mildew.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—All Grapes should by this date be cut. If

not required for immediate use, they can be bottled,

which will keep the berries in a plump condition

for some time to come. This operation simply
consists in filling bottles with water, to which add
a few nodules of charcoal. Then place the

bottles in a slanting position on the edge of a

shelf in the fruit-room, so that the bunches may
hang clear when their stalks are put in the water.
Look over the bunches frequently for bad berries

and keep the bottles full of water.

Resting Vines.—If we except the early vinery,

all Vines should be at rest during this month.
Plenty of air must be kept on constantly, only
closing the ventilators during frost. Pruning
should be completed and the vineries given a

thorough scrubbing.

Renovating Vine Borders.—Greatly improved
vigour and finer fruit can be had by renewing
Vine borders when they begin to show signs of

exhaustion. The present is a suitable time for

this operation.

Strawberries.—Another batch of these may
be brought indoors to succeed those started
diu-ing December. They benefit from a rich top-

dressing. If room is not to be had on vinery
or Peach-house shelves, they can he brought
along very nicely if plunged in a mUd hot-bed of

stable litter and leaves.

Pot Figs.—Where very early Figs are required,

trees in pots will be found to matiu'e fruit quicker
than planted-out specimens. A number of these

may now be put in heat, and will be greatly assisted

if plunged in a gentle hot-bed.

The Flower Garden.

Naturalised Bulbs.—If any leaves remain
where these are growing, a final brush up should
be given now, so that there will be no danger
of injuring the young growths once they appear
above the ground.

Stakes and Canes.-—-Fine opportunities for

overhauling these are offered during stormy
weather, which prevents the ordinary outdoor work
being proceeded with.

Pentstemons.—A great variety of colour may
be had during the autumn if seed of a good strain

is sown now. For summer bedding the plants are

generally propagated by cuttings put in cold

frames during the autumn. These must not in

any way be coddled, but should be protected
during frost. George Home is still perhaps the
best all-roimd variety.

Violas.—^These plants which were struck during
the autumn will be found to survive the winter
much better if the lights are removed when there
is no danger of frost or rain. As the Viola is a
perfectly hardy plant, it should not be protected
except during very severe weather.

East Lothian Stocks.—Unlike Ten-week Storks,
these fragrant flowering plants require a long
season of growth, and should be sown now in seed-
boxes. Place them in a warm greenhouse or
vinery just started, and remove to cooler condi-
tions when their seed leaves have developed.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE IDEAL CATALOGUE.
A S the Daffodil is my favourite flower,

/% naturally one of my pleasant antici-

/ % pations every week is opening my
/ % Garden to see if there is any article

•* *• about my beloved flower. Alas

!

of late I have had many disappoint-

ments. Please ask the Rev.
'J. Jacob not to reserve

all his efiorts for the "Daffodil Year Book," but

to write occasionally in The Garden about the

Daffodil. Lately he seems to have confined

himself mainly to Tulips. [See his article last

week.

—

Ed.] In December 19 issue, page 6ir,

however, " Somerset " has contributed an inter-

esting criticism of a Daffodil catalogue.

May I state my little grievance with catalogue

compilers ? Not being overburdened with riches,

I can only afford to grow a few of the better sorts,

and I want only those that are good doers. Of

coiurse, if they are up to exhibition form as well

as possessing good constitutions, so much the better.

My grievance with " X. and Sons' " catalogue,

and most other Daffodil catalogues that I know,

is that they describe and mark the flower almost

entirely from an exhibition point of view. They
do not, I think, cater sufficiently for the nvunerous

Daffodil-lovers who do not exhibit, but who like

to grow n few sorts of rather higher class than

princeps and ornatus.

For example, all catalogues would give more
" stars " to King Alfred, Ariadne or Homespun
than to Victoria, Frank Miles or Torch ; but

I venture to say that the last three would

prove more satisfactory to the ordinary grower

than the former trio. Maybe King Alfred, Ariadne

and Homespun are not so well suited for the

North of England as the South. At any rate,

they are not happy in my exposed garden in

Westmorland. Perhaps, Mr. Editor, you will get

someone to \vrite on Daffodils suitable for the North

as you have done lately with regard to Roses.

[We will prod Mr. Jacob ; he lives in North

Shropshire.

—

Ed.] Exhibitors may not like the

perianths of Frank Miles and Torch, but these

varieties are grand thrivers in the garden, and

are fine as cut flowers. What matter if Victoria

grown in the open is rather short in the stem !

It has few other faults. By the way, are not some
people carrying their love of length of stem and

excessive height in flowers rather to extremes ?

They are apparently not satisfied unless their

Sweet Peas have stems 2 feet long and they

have to wire their Perpetual-flowering Carnations

when cut for vases. The newer Violets have

legs so long that they can hardly now be described

as modest. I think, however, I see signs of a

reaction setting in. Even Lord Kitchener (the

soldier, not the Daffodil) now approves of bantam
battalions !

I am rather rambling, so will return to my love,

the Daffodil. That pretty little Daffodil Water-

witch would, I think, be improved if it had a shorter

and sturdier stem. In my windswept garden

more than half the flowers every year are spoilt

by the stems being bent and twisted by the wind.

When I can attend Daffodil shows, I, of course,

make notes of the various flowers that I would like

to add to my small collection in the distant future

when they reach a price I can afford ; but I have

no means of knowing whether such as Lovelmess,

Mrs. Robert Sydenham, Dosoris or Great Warley

and others that I admire have good constitutions

or not, and I cannot afford to buy a great many
sorts and find out for myself.

An Irish dealer has made a beginning of adding

to the description of some of the Daffodils that

he deals in a note as to their constitution, " good "

or " poor," as the case may be. Will the compilers

of the ideal catalogues kindly do the same ?

We would not expect perfect agreement, as, of

course, soil, climate, &c., will always play their

part ; but it would be a great help to an ignorant

and bewildered Daffodil-lover like myself, and I

fancy I am not " the only pebble on the

beach." J. R.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S DAHLIA TRIAL
AT DUFFRYN, NEAR CAR-
DIFF, 1914.

THE society's trial of Dahlias from a

garden decorative point of view was
again carried out in r9r4, by kind

permission of Reginald Cory, Esq.,

at Duffryn, near Cardiff, and again

proved a great success. As the trial

on this occasion was confined to seedlings not

yet in commerce, and any varieties offered for the

first time in I9r4, the trial was not so extensive

as in 1913, though some two hundred and forty

varieties were sent in, and the number of novelties

was largely increased both from at home and

abroad, showing evidence of a greatly increased

interest in these trials. The Paeony-fiowered

section was the most numerous, no fewer than

no varieties being represented. The Collarette

section totalled forty-four, the Cactus thirty-

three, the singles thirty-two, the decorative

varieties seventeen, the Pompons three, and one

Pompon Cactus. Unfortunately, the first week
in September was very wet, with high winds

prevailing day after day, so that many of the

flowers were damaged and were not seen at their

best. At the time of inspection, however, they

were rapidly recovering.

The Paeony-flowered varieties are advancing,

having much better stems than the older forms
;

but little, if any, improvement was apparent in

the Collarette section. The Cactus varieties sent

in were a decided improvement on those of last

year. Unfortunately, many of them were making

a second growth, thus hiding to a certain extent

the first flowers. The decorative section had

withstood the wind and rain best of all, and a

considerable improvement was noted here in the

colours, stem and freedom of flowering. The other

sections did not contain anything that could be

called better than the varieties already in commerce.

The £5 5s. cup, kindly presented to the society

by Mr. Cory, was recommended to be awarded to

Mrs. J. C. Vaughan, a Pseony-flowered form.

Though its first flowers are all double, later in the

season it develops a distinct eye.

The trial was admirably carried out, and gave

evidence of the great care and attention that had

been bestowed upon the plants by Mr. Cory, to

whom is tendered the grateful thanks of the society

and of all admirers of the Dahlia as a decorative

garden plant. Awards were given to the following :

CACTUS VARIETIES.

Name. gentler. De-fcriptifm.
''pe'et'

,\strcc Cayeux & Rich, deep pink 4
I/!clcrc

Beauty Str^dwick Pink, florets slightly 5
twisted

Honesty West.... \Vhite,shadingtopink 4
Louvaiii I>ick.son & Pale yellow, centre 4i

Robinson shading to pink
Sophocles Cayeux & Deep terra-cotta ... 3

Lecleic

COLLARETTE
Name. Sender.

.\von Dobbie .

.

Doon Dobbie .

.

El Kantara Cory

Louie Blackman

.

Stredwick

Ruby Stredwick

Warspite Stredwick

VARIETIES.

Description.
Sdj7«.

Vermilion scarlet self, 3i
collar shaded lemon
Bright scarlet self,

lemon collar
Clierry red, collar

white
Buff, suffused ver-

milion
Vermilion scarlet and
yellow, lemon collar
Crimson scarlet . collar

shaded wliite

24

H

SINGLE VARIETIES.

Crawley Star . . . Cheal
Oran CorV .

Stora Cory .

Rosy pink 4
Crimson scarlet 3J
Rosy crimson, yellow 3J

disc, lat'ze

PiGONY-FLOWERED VARIETIES.

Amhor Queen ,

An. Schieber .

,

Beacon
Bcrhoz

Beethoven
Dinant . . .

.

Great Britain
Hort. Fiet . .

.

Juliet
-Melilla

AtaUnes

ilozart
-Mrs.J, C.Vaughan

Tcrmonde

Weber
White Seedling
White Lady. . .

West
Pfitzer . .

West
Riding .

.

Riding .

.

Dickson &
Robinson
Waruaar .

Warnaar .

Burrell .

.

Cory
Dickson A,

Robinson
Riding . .

Warnaar

Dickaon &
Robinson
Riding . .

Pfitzer . .

Krelage

Amber, shaded orange 5
Rich yellow 5
Intense scarlet SJ
Old gold, su [fused 5

1

salmon
Amber 3 J
Lemon yellow 3A

Mauve 3
Salmon buff 3
Baff, suffused salmon 6
Clear yellow 3
Yellow, suffused ver- 4i

milion
Bright, deep crimson 4
Lemon yellow (cup 4J

variety)
Mauve pink 4

Rose pink 34
\^'bite 5
^^^lito, narrow petals 5

DECORATIVE VARIETIES.

Futurity
Godfrey's Crimson
Mabel
Mrs. Lang
Minnie BuTirle .

.

MireUc

Maid of all Work

Offenbach . .

.

Reginald Cory.
Sulphurea . .

.

West .... Salmon 4
Godfrey.. Bright crimson 5
West Light mauve 4
West .... Bright crimson 4
Dobbie . Scarlet 4
Cayeux <t Pale lemou 5
Leclerc

Keynes, Pure white, medium 4
WiUiams )iloom

Riding . . Pure yellow 5
Cheal ... Crimson,tipped white ijj

West .... Sulphur yellow 4

DAFFODIL NOTES FROM
NEW ZEALAND.

Judging at the Midland Daffodil Society's

Show.—-The sixteenth annual report of the

Midland Daffodil Society has recently come to

hand, and though the usual dinner and discussion

on Daffodil matters did not take place in 1914,

it provides interesting reading. The lists of

the varieties shown in the various winning

stands are always well conned, and enable us

to make some comparison with our shows and

form an idea as to how up to date we are out here.

The Midland Daffodil Society's exhibition

deservedly occupies a leading position among
spring shows, and its lead is largely followed

by kindred societies in New Zealand and

elsewhere. On this ground I feel constrained

to refer to one matter disclosed by the

report, which has caused me some surprise,

and that is the number of stands which secure

awards though not complying with the schedule.

This feature first caught my attention when,

in perusing the 1913 report, I noticed that Mme.

de Graaff was shown in the first and second prize

stands in Class 4 as a white trumpet (Division I.b),

and also in the second and fourth prize stands

in Class 5 as a bicolor trumpet (Division I.c).

In going through the 1914 report I note that

S.T.H.W. (a new seedling, presumably) is shown

in Class 22 as a triandrus hybrid (Division V.),

and also in Class 25 as a Tazetta hybrid

(Division VIII.), while in at least nine other
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stands appear one or two varieties belonging to

divisions other than those prescribed (as per list

enclosed). These irregularities seem to occur

more often in the open than in the amateur classes,

and are apparently not dealt with by the judges,

who I assume merely adjudicate on the comparative

merits of the blooms as staged, and are tacitly

acquiesced in by the exhibitors, as no protests

are mentioned.

My object in writing is to enquire and ascertain

for the benefit of Colonial shows whether the

matter has been brought up and considered,

and what, if any, remedies are suggested. I

know from experience some of the difficulties the

judges mret, also the disinclination of exhibitors

(especially in a small community like ours, where

they are all more or less acquainted) to win on a

protest ; but it seems hardly fair that exhibitors

who are careful to comply strictly with the schedule

should be prejudiced in this way.

It seems to me that the personal

element will usually deter exhibi-

tors from bringing forward these

i' regularities by way of protest, and

that therefore it should be the duty

of some oflicial to have them dealt

with.

Horticultural Hall, Auckland,

New Zealand.—The accompanying

view is of the new Horticultural

Hall belonging to the Aucldand

Horticultural Society, and used for

the first time on the occasion of

tlie Society's spring show on

September 4 and 5 last. The
building was erected and occupied

as the Art Gallery in connection

with the recent Auckland Exhi-

bition, at the conclusion of which

the Auckland Horticultural Society

took advantage of the opportunity

offered and purchased the hall,

after having arranged with the City

Council as to the ground rent. The
situation in the Domain Reserve

is one of the most beautiful round

Auckland, commanding fine views

of the harbour and north shore, and
as the Council is maintaining and
adding to the lawns, flower-beds,

&c., which were laid out for the

exhibition, the surroundings of the

hall will be a great help to our

shows. The building is roomy,
convenient, and well lighted by day
and night. Exhibitors at the spring show were well

pleased with it, and as a great saving in rent,

labour and other expenses is effected, as compared
with the Town Hall, where the horticultural

shows were previously held, the society is to be

congratulated on its enterprise, being, as I

believe, the first in the colony to acquire show
premises of its own.

Auckland, New Zealand. A. E. Grindrod.

send you some fruit of Benthamia fragifera grown
here in a garden facing Dartmoor at a height of

900 feet above the sea. There has been much
correspondence about the hardiness of Choisya

ternata which makes me smile. There are large

bushes here 7 feet or 8 feet high that get no pro-

tection beyond that afforded by surrounding

shrubs, and I have not known them cut in the

severest frosts."

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
INFORMATION ABOUT LILY POOL (5.).—Unless

the plants can be accommodated in the pool itself, the
true Water Lilies (Nymphseas) would be quite useless to
you. For these an assured depth and supply of water
is essential. By arranging mounds of soil at inten-als

elegant habit and very free. Either of these would be
equally as good as that first named. An alternative plan
would bo to have a Godetia garden, arranging each bed
with a different colour, using the double pink-flowered
Schaminii for the star-shaped bed. In the event of your
doing this, we would suggest that the four crescent-shaped
beds be all edged with white Alyssum.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CYCLAMENS UNSATISFACTORY (J. If.).—Judging

by the appearance of the specimen sent, your plants of
Cyclamen have been kept in a too close and moisture-
laden atmosphere. These plants need a free circulation
of air around the corms, for which reason they are often
stood on inverted pots in order to keep them clear of
stagnant moisture. The watering, too, needs to be care-
fully done, especially when the flower-buds form. So
if the crown is wetted, decay is very likely to set iu. An
excess of stimulants, too, may have the same effect,

[f the corm were very wet, it is quite possible that the
sudden drop in the temperature would help towards the
mischief.

FRtJlT GARDEN.
TREATMENT OF VINES !N WINTER (Garden Lover).—

No time should be lost in pruning the Vines. Delay
may cause the wounds to bleed. Ciit all the side shoots

THE NEW HORTICULTURAL HALL, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.
Fruits of Benthamia fragifera.—Mr. T. H. O.

Pease, Skaigh, Okehampton, Devon, sends slioots

of this beautiful shrub, which are bearing ripe

fruits. These are about three-quarters of an
inch in diameter, dull purplish red in colour,

with a rough, wart-like exterior. It would be

interesting to learn if this shrub fruits in other

parts of the country. Mr. Pease writes : " I

in the bottom of the pool this would be simple enough. The
soil should be strong loam with manure, and each mound
should contain about six bushels. On to these the plants
should be sunk. In no other way will you get the water
surface covered with leaves and flowers so well. For
the side cavity many things could be named, Gunnera,
Swamp Lily, JFerns, hardy Orchids, Eceds, Grasses and
the like, though not all of these would spread to the water,
and some would be too large for the width of the pool
described. Assuming that the outer wall of the pool is

quite water-tight, the mound planting suggested might
be displaced by hrealcing into the inner wall of the pool
low down to permit of inserting the rhizomes of the Lilies

therein, so that they will be beneath the water and in touch
with the soil provision at the sides at one and the same
time. If this is possible, please ^vrite us again, mth fuller

particulars, to enable us to reply in detail.

ANNUALS FOR BEDS {We.^l Lynnp).~FQT the eight-
pointed star bed employ a single plant of the Summer
Cypress (Kochia tricliophylla) in the centre, with either
Godetia Crimson Xing or Tagetes Legion of Honour
around—tlie last named has golden yellow flowers witl)

a velvety maroon blotch on each petal—using the white
Alyssum maritimum for the points of the star. For the
foxu" crescent-shaped beds we think you cannot do better
than employ the large-flowered Nemesias in pink, yellow,
orange, and scarlet, one colour to each bed. There arc
other varieties of Godetia, as Lady Satin Hose (rose pink),
Scarlet Queen, Ladybird (white, crimson spotted) and
the double pink-flowered Schaminii, the last named of

of this year's gro%vth to within one bud of their base
(leaving a few leaves on the shoots docs not matter).
Take off the loose bark from the surface of the Vines
by rubbing witli the hand. Some people scrape with
a knife (do not do this), the object being to expose any
embryo insects there may bi' hiding under the bark.
Afterwards wash the Vines with an emulsion of soft soap
and warm water, a quarter of a pound of soft soap to a
gallon of water. An old carriage brush or one of a similar

description is useful for the "purpose. Be careful not
to brush the buds at the base of the cut shoots. It is these
buds which will produce the Grapes. After this is done,
sling the Vines loosely to the trellis. Have the glass

and woodwork of the vinery washed inside and out.
Keep the vinery cool by admitting plenty of air day
and night ; 8° or 10" of frost will not hurt the Vines.

If the border is inside and, as you say, cracking, give

it a good soaking of manure-water from the co%v or
stable yard two or three times. If the border is outside,
it will be wet enough, and you had better cover it with
fresh leaves to the depth of 7 inches and cover the leaves
with a thin layer of straw, cording it do^Ti to keep the
leaves from blowing about. If the bases of the Vines
are exposed where they enter through the wall, protect
from frost with haybands or straw. Write us later ; we
shall be pleased to help you further.

HOW TO PRUNE A NEWLY PLANTED YOUNG
PEACH TREE {R. J. F.).—The answer is, prune back
to within a foot of the base of new shoots. By
doing this you will find in the spring that buds will
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form shoots from base to summit of what there

i-; left of these shoots, whereas, it these shoots were not

thii* severely pruned, new shoots next year would only

l>e formed at the apices of the shoots, leartng their base

bare of shoots and fruit for all time aftervvards.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
WHEN TO PRUNE CARPENTEHIA CALIFORNICA

<PCTirariie).—You cannot do 1> tter than prune your

Carnenteria about the firft wick in March. Prune just

sufficienllv to shape the bush, but do not cut it back unduly

hard Your plant of Clematis can be pruned any

time' after the end of January and before the new

shoots appear. It can be pruned back to wnthln two or

three buds of the base of last season's wood, and some

branches can be removed outriuht if you wish.

NAME OF PLANT. — M. A. C—White Beam Tree

(Pyrus Aria), Ix'st propagated by means of seeds.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—£. L. B.—\. Bcurrg d'Anjou ; 2.

Josephine de Malines.

OBITUARY.

PLANTS FOR HEDGE (Enjuiw).—A oood Thorn

hcdae will answer your purpose in the described position on Christmas Day-

better than the j'lyrobalan or Cherry Plum To give

entirely satisfactory results the Cherry Plum should have

a fairly open position, and even then it scarcely forms

.such a stron<,' hedee as the Hawthorn. It, however,

-rows more rapidly 'in the early stages, as t^he Chorn is

rather slow-erowing fur a few years, lie careful to work the

ground well b-fore planting. We do not know where a

"ood Mvrobalan hedge is tn Ije seen. •

"
FIR WITH SILVERY FOLIAGE {Mrs. J. S. T.).—

There are several Firs which bear glaucous or silvery

foliage. Perhaps the best is Abies nobilis glauca

;

then there are .\. concolor var. argentea Wallczii. A lasio-

caroa cajrulescens and A. niagniflca, all of which bear

-ilverv leaves. Apart from the true Firs, perhaps the

best bf all conifers as regards silvery leaves arc Picea

punoens glauca and Cedrus atlantica glauca. These

two arc even better than Abies nobilis glauca Ihe

\bies mav be obtained up to 4 feet or S feet m height

the Picea up to H feet or 4 feet and the Cedrus up to 8 feet

.

but as a rule smaU plants become established more (|iiickly

than large ones.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
INSECTS ON BRUSSELS SPROUTS ROOTS U- H.).—

The club root disease of Turnips and Cabbages is not

caused by the small white insects to which you refer, but

by a minute and altogether microscopic fungus which is

called Plasmodiophora brassica;. The presence of the

smaU white insects, however, suggests that you have not

limed vour soil lately, and nothing but a dressing of

quicklime applied in autumn, will be likely to cure the

trouble from which your plants are suffering.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS A FAILURE (.ReMiffe).—It is

seldom one hears of a failure in the growth of this valuable

vegetable, and the failure in this instance, we think is

dne to an attack of what is termed ' clubbing at^the

roots This disease is caused by a minute fungus (Plas-

modiiphora brassicse), which confines its attack to plants

of Brassica and other cruciferous plants, such as Turnips,

Swedes and Radishes. The fungus may lemam dormant

in the ground for years, and only become active when

plants of the Cabbage tribe ar? planted. This fungus

causes a swelling or deformity at the base o! the stem,

which cripples the root power of the plants and causes

failure The best remedy for the destruction of the fungus

has been found to be quickUme, applied at the rate of

MRS. THOMAS STEVENSON.
The many friends of Mr. Thomas Stevenson,

the well-known Sweet Pea enthusiast of Wobum
Place Gardens, Addlestone, Surrey, will learn

with the deepest sorrow of the death of Mrs.

Stevenson, which occurred, after a short illness,

The deceased was a quiet,

unassuming woman, and took the keenest interest

in her husband's work, mors especially that section

of it devoted to Sweet Peas and Chrysanthemums.

All who know Mr. Stevenson will, we are sure, join

us in tendering to him our deepest sympathy

in the sad and irreparable loss that he has sustained.

TRADB NOXBS.

as manure. The land affected should be deeply trenched

and liberally manured in winter, applying the lime as

above in spring, and crop with Potatoes. The precaution

must also be taken of not planting any plants of the

Cabbage tribe in the affected soil for at least two years.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MANURE FOR SOIL (A Beginner).—Vi\\ think ten loads

of manure would not be too much for a first treatment ol

vour land, and that it would be well to give .a dressing of

i)Owdered chalk, to bo dusted on while digging as well,

otherwise your treatment should give good results.

OPENING FOR YOUNG GARDENER (£. M.).—Believ-

iu" that there ate as good fish in the sra as have ever

been cau-ht wc also believe that the chances for a young
•ardencr'are as good as ever they were, while the oppor-

tunities for acquiring knowledge are to-day a huntlrcd-

f.dd greater than forty years ago. Before we can advise

vou however, it would be necessary to know what experi-

I'uce you have had, and particularly what your inclinations

are Gardening in its broadest seme is made up of many
branches, the Jeed and bulb trade, bulb farmmg, land-

scape gardening, fruit cultur-. alpine and hardy plant

gardening, market gardening, vegetable and flower and
*•

. ..--""--j^-:..- >;»: nf «>,..m Then, of course.
."cientiflc gardening being some of them

,

I private gardener requires a totally different training

to the commercial gardener, though the principles of

gardening should be well grounded in each. Let us hear

from you again and tell us your tent, when we will advise

vou to the best of our ability.
, . , ,

PLANT FOR SCREEN (R. /!.).—The simpler wa> to

hide the pump, if by reason of environment it is also

practicable, would be to plant an enclosing fence of an

erect-growing conifer, e.g., Cuprcssus lawsoniana erecta

viridis, or even Oval-leaved Privet, outside of which Apples

or Plums could be arranged at will. None of the fruit

trees or climbers named in your letter would obscure the

pump very much from view in winter-time, though the

arrangcmint suggested would do it elfectually. and provide

fruit of a useful kind in addition. An alternative to the first

would be to embower the pump with an iron arch and plant

the most evergreen Roses—%vichuraianas—thereon,with tm
fruit trees around. This would take up the least room,

with "honours easy" in respect to the useful and the

beautiful. Wc are afraid we cannot recommend a fruit

immune from the "attacks of birds," as these vary con-

siderably with localities. The contents of the tank should

bo of much value in the vegetable garden.

Boots for Country Weak.

Those who live in the country know how essential it is

to secure and wear good boots, especially during wet and
cold weather, and they also know how difficult it is to

procure locally just thequality and style that are required.

We are reminded of this bv the receipt of a splendidly

illustrated catalogue of " Fife " footwear from Mr. A. T.

Hogg, Strathmiglo, Fife, N.B. Mr. Hogg has for many
yeaTs made a speciality of boots for coimtry wear, both

for ladies and gentlemen, and we strongly advise our

readers to write to him for a free copy of this catalogue.

.\ll the boots and shoes mentioned and illustrated in its

pages are thoroughly reliable, and made in sizes and styles

to "fit every foot^ w'hile the prices are as low as possible

considering the quality.

A BEACTiFtrx Seed Catalogue.

The superb catalogue of vegetable and (lower seeds for

1915 that we have just received from Messrs. E. Webb
and Sons of VVordsh-y, Stourbridge, is of a particularly

interesting character. As usual, it is thoroughly well

illustrated, and the particulars of the many kinds of

seeds the firm offers are set forth in an instructive and
interesting manner. Messrs. Webb have for many years

been in the front rank of seedsmen who make a speciality

of high-class vegetables ; and as there is likely to be a larger

demand than usual for vegetables this year, wc advise

all our readers to write to them for a copy of this cata-

logue, which will be sent gratis and post free if THE
(3ARDES is mentioned. Several fine novelties of vege-

tables and flowers are oHered in its pages, and it is a book
well worth keeping for future reference.

" BEES' GTTARANTESTED SEEDS."

This is the title of the neat and well-compiled seed cata-

logue for 1915 just published by Jlessrs. Bees, Limited,

Mill Street, Liverpool. Within its pages wlU be found

particulars of all good vegetables and flowers, many of

which are well illustrated in colours. In addition there

are many half-tone illustrations, which convey to the

reader a" good idea of results that have been obtained

from the firm's seeds. Messrs. Bees state that the whole

of the seeds offered in this catalogue have been obtained

from British, Colonial, French and American growers

and merchants. They will be pleased to send a copy

post free to any reader who cares to write for it.

Catalogues Received.

Messrs. Thompson and Morgan, Ipswich; Herbaceous

and Alpine Plants.

Jlessrs. Sutton and Sons. Reading : Seeds.

Messrs. W. Atlee Burpee and Co., Burpee Buildings,

Philadelphia. U.S.A. : Seeds.

.Messrs. Bees, Limited, -Mill Street. Liverpool : Seeds.

.Messrs. E. Webb and Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge :

Seeds.
Messrs. Cooper, Taber and Co., flO and 9-2, Southwark

Street, London, S.E. : Seeds (wholesale only).

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, West Norwood : Seeds.

Messrs. J. Stormonth and Sons, Kirkbride, Carlisle

:

Seeds.
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh : Seeds.

.Messrs. Lcmoinc and Sons, Rue du Montet, Nancy:
Gladioli.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Middlesex :

Carnations.
Sir. W. J. Unwin, Histon, Cambs : Sweet Peas and Other

Flower and Yegctablc Seeds.

•.• Tfif. Yearly Subscription to THE GARDEN is ; Inland,

6s. 6d ; Forei'jn, Ss. 9rf.

To Secretaries, Horticultural Societies.

Schedule covers, printed three colours on thick

art paper, tan be had gratis, with necessary

printing done tree. For particulars apply

I75C, Mill St.,

LIVERPOOL.

Your Seeds
need not cost you more.
If yon are wise and buy

Bees' Guarantested Seeds
they will actually

cost less than in 1914.
Is it passible ?

Yes. It is more tluin possible, it is absolute fact.

The price of Bees seed, especially of garden peas, has
actually been reduced in spite of the war.
And you liave the additional satisfaction, if you

buy from Bees, of knowing that the seed is

Britisb. Colonial,
Frencb or American.

You are given this assurance in a special message
from the " Manager Bee."

As to the quality you simply cannot get better
seed. Bees Ltd. make no claim tluvt their seed is

" the best " in the sense that all other seed is Inferior.

Bat they do affirm that it is equal to the best in the

land, more than tliat no one can hope for. And tliis

assmrance Ls gi»-en under a cash warranty or guarantee.
You are invited to test Bees' Seeds, and if they should
not prove satisfactory Bees Ltd. guarantee to return
your cash in full.

Test one of these Sweet Pea Collections on these
terms.

7214. Bees' ' Mersey ' Collection of

Sweet Pea«, 1/6.

12Up-to-Date Varieties. 10 seeds of each.
Id. 3d.
4
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Kew and the War.—According to the current

issue of tlie Kew BulW.in, tiie numbir of men from

the Royal Botanic Gardens now serving with His

Majrsty's Army is sixty-six.

The Chinese Witch Hazel.—For six weeks

—

from the middle of December to the end of January

—should the weather prove moderately mild, the

bright golden blossoms of the Chinese Witch

Hazel (Hamamelis mollis) make it one of the most

attractive plants ' imaginable, for not

only is every twig laden with showy

flowers, but they arc also fragrant with

a pleasant Primrose-like perfume.

Strange to say, although this shrub was

introduced as long ago as 1879, it is

only during the last fifteen years that

it has come to be known, and even

now, although it is the best of the

Witch Hazels, it is by no means com-

mon. When planted in rather light,

-oamy soil containing a little leaf-

mould or peat, it grows well and soon

forms a shapely bush 3 feet or 4 feet

high ; eventually it will probably grow

three times that height.

A Good Greenhouse Acacia.—Among
the Acacias of dwarf habit suitable for

growing in pots, few can surpass A.

platypttra. This forms a neat, erect

bush from 18 inches to 3 feet in height,

which from November until well into

February produces its golden blossoms

in abundance. These are globular, and

are borne in clusters of usually five to

eight. In mature plants true leaves are

seldom present, their fimctions being

tarried out by the flattened leaf-like

stems. To keep the plants dwarf and

shapely, the growths are cut back fairly

hard after the flowers have faded. In

common with other members of the

family, this Acacia appreciates soil that

contains a quantity of peat and sand,

with good loam forming the bulk.

The True Chinese Primula.—In

House No. 4 at Kew just now there are

some flowering plants of Primula sinensis which

are the direct descendants of plants raised

from seeds collected in China by Mr. E. H. WUson.

These have pale mauve blossoms of stellate shape,

the whorls of flowers being borne in tiers as in

the stellate garden forms of Primula sinensis.

It has been generally assumed that our garden

varieties of this Primula have all originated from

the wild plant, but we believe some authorities are

now disposed to doubt the correctness of this. It

rather seems as though the so-called wild Chinese

Primulas that hcve reached this country previous"}-

have been cultivated varieties in China.

Our Sub-Editor on Active Service.—We
think the following letter from our Sub-Editor,

Mr. H. Cowley, who is now serving with the British

Expeditionary Force in France, will be of interest

to readers :
" Since our arrival in France we have

been camped under canvas in a dreadful quagmire.

LEPTOSIPHON DENSIFLORUS HYBRIDUS, A BEAUTIFUL
DWARF HARDY ANNUAL.

but, despite most depressing surroundings, we
have kept merry and bright. Now we are bill ted

in a small \-illage, very comfortable, well fed and

well worked. There is one side of the life that

most fellows miss, but never escapes my observation

—I mean the trees and other vegetation. The
Venetian Sumach looks fine, and the Norfolk

Island Pine—looked upon as tender at home

—

stands the severe weather here with impunity.

I hr.ve seen Irises growing freely on the roofs of

thatched cottages, but the wilding that has given

me the greatest pleasiure is Traveller's Joy, here,

as in our Surrey lanes, seen rambling over farm
buildings and invariably marking the approach

to a village, often a most welcome sight after a

march over open country."

A Beautiful Hardy Annual.—The illustra-

tion on this page represents one of the most
charming of all hardy annuals, and one that

ought to be found in every garden.

It is usually listed in seed catalogues

as Leptosiphon densiflorus hybridus

or Leptosiphon French hybrids. Seed

sown in the open early in April quickly

germinates, and the seedlings soo-i

make neat tufts of plumose greenery,

whence the dainty little flowers spring

in abundance. These are of various

art shades, and never fail to elicit

praise from all who see them. As its

average height is 4 inches, it is ideal for

carpeting beds of taller plants, for

edgings to pathways, and for nooks in

the rock garden. It will thrive in any
good garden soil, but should be given

a sunny position, as the flowers do no

.

open well in shade. We refer to it

now so that it may be included in the

seed order, as we do not know of any

other dwarf hardy annual capable of

giving so much pleasure as this.

A Useful Old-Fashioned Greenhouse
Plant.—Those who remember the time

when hard-wooded greenhouse plants

were well cultivated and highly appre-

ciated will know how valuable Chorizemo

ilicifolium is for the conservatory during

the early days of the year. It may
still be found in a number of good

gardens, but deserves to be much more

widely known. It makes a neat bush,

and from January onwards until well

into the spring is freely bespangled with

its small, Pea-shaped blossoms, which

have a vivid orange standard and

purple wings. These contrast charm-

ingly with the deep green, Holly-like foliage.

This and other members of the family need good

loam, peat and sharp sand as a rooting medium,

and at repotting, which is best done just as new

growth is being made, this must be rammed
quite firm. To keep the plants bushy they may
be cut hard back after flowering, and at the end

of July the pots should be plunged in ashes

outside, so as to thoroughly ripen the new wood
before the wmter.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

HThe Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society.—Though agreeing in the main with

Mr. Engleheart's criticisms of this publication

in last week's issue, page 14, and sharing in his

objection to the amount of American material

that the Editor has recently seen fit to incorporate

in it, my complaint is more directed against the

amount of purely scientific writing and its dis-

proportionate relation to the treatment of everyday

practical subjects. To one of the savants

who desires to add to his store of knowledge

by acquiring a better acquaintance with

" The Plant in Relation to its Biological

Environment," there must be at least a

hundred Fellows who will eagerly devour,

and gain profitable instruction from,

the most practical and readable little

article by Mr. H. G. Mount on the treat-

ment of early Roses in pots. In my
opinion Mr. Mount's four pages are worth

more to the ordinary Fellow than the

whole of the rest of the contents of

this number of the Journal put together.

The more of this sort of thing that Mr.

Chittenden can give his readers the better,

and the less likely will they be to throw

the Journal aside almost as soon as it is

opened, as is now very frequently the

case.—F. Herbert Chapman.

Shows, Schedules and Judges.—.\fter

each show season one looks back with an

increasing conviction that some reform is

needed in the matter of shows, schedules and

judging. We have a very large number of

shows crowded into two or three months of

the summer, the dates of some of which are

fixed without regard to clashing, which in

many cases might well be avoided. Of

recent years it is becoming very apparent

that show committees look upon trade ex-

hibitors as their legitimate prey, and appear

to have got the idea that the trade cannot

exist without their show. They do not

consider that without the trade their show

would be very tame indeed ; neither is the

amount of stuff, the time, the work and the

expense taken into account. True, there

are a few which offer fair inducements

in the way of prize money ; there are

more which offer a small amoimt for

a big display, which does not even cover

the cost of transit ; while many, again,

offer medals {which sometimes consist

of the cards only). They give litt'.e

unable to interpret them. In Sweet Pea classes

a great laxity as to number is often allowed,

whUe in hardy flowers not one schedule in fifty

stipulates that they shall be outdoor grown, and

frequently an exhibit—poor in other respects

—

with one or two bunches of indoor-grown flowers

(and here Liliums, such as longiflorum, seldom

grown outside, generally play a part), takes the

honours, while an exhibit staged according to

the spirit of the schedule is passed over ; and we

have seen some glaring examples of this. As to

judges, how cften it is apparent that these arc

selected from the position they hold without

regard to their capability to fairly judge the

A FLOWERING SPRAY OF THE SOUTHERN HEATH
(erica AUSTRALIS).

or no assistance to enable the ex-

hibitor from a distance to get " fixed up," classes assigned to them. It does not follow that

give no help in finding suitab'e accommoda-

tion for a stranger, or to get away comfortably

after the close. How often does the trade

exhibitor lose his connection for home by

having to wait for a conveyance ! In fact,

by many societies the trade exhibitor is treated

unfairly and imjustly, and if at some time he

constilts his own pocket and becomes an absentee,

then perhaps a lesson will be taught. It must be

borne in mind that in these days of keen competi-

tion and an increasing number of shows, the show

tent is by no means a happy hunting ground for

orders. As to schedules, these are sometimes so

vague that even committees themselves are

an expert fruit-grower is an expert florist, or

vice versa. Nor does it follow that a man holds

his position always because of his expert know-

ledge and experience of either ; and it is essential,

nay, it is but justice, that a judge should

be selected who knows, and has practical

experience of, the classes he has to judge.

Much dissatisfaction would then be saved.

Schedules are now being prepared for another
" round." Is it too much to ask that

these points may receive consideration ?

—

Exhibitor. [As th s subject is of special interest

just now, we shall be gad to have the opinions

of others.

—

Ed.]

The Southern Heath (Erica australis).

—

The accompanying photograph, which was
taken on April i of last year, depicts a spray

of the beautiful Southern Heath. With us

in a rather sheltered Surrey garden the

plants are in full beauty during April and

early May. I remember e arly last year that

Mr. T. Wilson, writing from Glamis, described

E. australis as " generally in flower in the month
of June." This is probably accounted for by a

cooler soil and late locality. The Southern

Heath has purplish red flowers, richer and rather

brighter in colour than those of the Mediterranean

Heath. From this species the subject of the

illustration is also readily distinguished

by its open, looser habit of growth.

Growing from 3 feet to. 5 feet or more
in height, E. australis is a native of

Portugal. It may be described as

just on the borderand of hareliness,

for while the plants have come through

the last two or three winters mi-

liarmed, we always insert a pot of

cuttings of this species in company with

E. lusitanica (codonodes) and E. Veitchii,

which with us are the tenderest Tree

Heaths. Another species which differs

here from Glamis in. the season of

flowering is the South European E.

multiflora. My notes say August 12 to

October 24 ; at Glamis it flowers in the

New Year.—A Surrey Garden.

The Late W. B. Latham : An Appre-
ciation.—It was with feelings of deep

regret that the writer, reading The Garden
of January 2, became acquainted of the

death of Mr. W. B. Latham. I fee] also

that many gardeners and amateurs,

throughout the Midland Counties espe-

cially, would receive the news with an

equally genuine sorrow. To the many
horticulturists who at one time or another

had the privilege of knowing Mr. Latham
must come the feeling of a real personal

loss. During the period of his curatorship

of Edgbaston Botanic Gardens, hundreds

<if gardeners must have had the benefit

of his wise counsel. He was in his

happiest vein when among his beloved

plants or at any meeting where plant-

life was the premier subject. At such

meetings he was always chairman, and

all present would feel that a master of

craft was taking the lead. His wide

knowledge of plants and their culture

he was ever ready and willing to impart

to anyone. He always appealed to the

young men to seize every opportunity

i>f acquiring knowledge, and several,

mainly through his help, have become
famous. He was indeed a lover of Nature,

of things beautiful, which, I think, played a

prominent part in his successful life, and yet he

was the most simple - hearted ef men. If I

remember rightly, on the occasion of his sixtieth

birthday and as chairman of a gardeners' meeting

he remarked that he had lived for sixty years,

on y to feel how little he knew, for gardening

was never learnt. His passing away leaves one

with the thought that gardening is the poorer

for his loss ; but his charm and geniality of manner,

his kindly advice and greatness of heart, will,

I am sure, be cherished by many of your readers

to the memory of Mr. W. B. Latham.—W. Holtom,
Bearwood, Staffs.
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Funkia subcordata grandiflora.—If Mr. Com-

fort, whose note on this plant appears on page 2,

issue January 2, will grow the above variety,

he will have a pure white Funkia and a fragrant

one too ; in fact, the blossoms of this variety

are almost as good as those of Pancratium fragrans.

With me this Plantain Lily succeeds admirably in

(.'ur stiff soil. Is there such a variety as F. sub-

cordata alba odorata ?—-E. M.

Mildew-Proof Roses.—I have read with much
interest the various notes which have of late

weekly appeared in The Garden regarding mildew-

proof Roses. I quite agree with what Mr. John W.
Hicks says as to certain Roses being attacked

by mildew in certain localities and immune in

others. Last year I had practically no trouble

«-ith either mildew or green fly, and the reason

fcir this is simply that early in the season I

sprayed every plant weekly (though I have not a

large collection, but have over a hundred varieties)

with Calvert's Carbolic Soft Soap. This preven-

tive I can, therefore, highly recommend to all

rosarians who wish to have nice clean plants.

Perhaps it may interest readers to know that

on New Year's Day, when there was r2° of frost

and both curling and skating were indulged in here,

I cut some beautiful blooms, grown

in the open, from the following

dwarfs, viz., Caroline Testout, Earl

of Warwick, Friedrichsruh, Victor

Hugo and Comtesse Icy Hardegg.

—

J. D. Lawrie, Craigielea, Duns, N.B.

Butcher's Broom and Other

Plants.—-You often refer to the

dioecious character of the Butcher's

Broom and the necessity of having

both male and female plants if a

display of berries is desired. Nobody
who has ever seen a good plant in

fruit can forget it, but what is

wanted to be known is where to

get a female plant or berries to raise

plants from. For over twenty years

have I received the invariable reply

from nurserymen who have been

asked for female plants, " None
in stock." I was, fortimately, able

last month to obtain three fruiting

plants, but that apparently ex-

hausted the supply. Then, as regards

the flowering of the Banksian Rose, so frequently

asked about and a blossoming plant of which

cannot be purchased. Why is it not possible

to buy a plant which will flower, when a

piece broken off an old flowering climber, started

before modern nursery grafting came into fashion,

will grow and bloom ? Is it the fault of the

grafting ? One more reference— as to Iris

susiana not flowering. Perhaps if growers never

allowed any side shoots to start and forced the

growth into one centre stem, they might be

successful.—A. L. Ford.

Cuttings with " Heels."—While wishful to im-

part information on matters horticultural to those

with but little experience, would it not be much
more to the point if writers would be a little

more explanatory in a concise manner ? Take, for

example, the two notes on the above subject

on page 594, issue December 12, r9i4, and page 2,

January 2. Practical persons know quite well

that cuttings with heels are in some cases a great

advantage ; in others the reverse. Both writers

are not clear enough to the iminitiated as to what
subjects should be handled on the heel principle

or the reverse. In the case of soft-wooded plants,

cuttings succeed best when cut close below a joint,

not midway. Geraniums will root when cut

midway between two leaves, but generally the

portion has to first decay up to the joint, when
rooting then quickly takes place. In cases like

Altemantheras, the necessity to cut to a joint

is not so great. The propagation of conifers,

Roses under glass, shrubs generally. Lavender,

&c., all succeed better under the heel system
than without, especially with Roses under glass

and in the open. No plant that I know displays

the advantage of adding a heel so much as a

Laurel cuttmg. In a like manner Aucubas
respond quickly under glass to root production

from heels as opposed to midway severance.—-S.

[Mr. Jenkins' will deal fu'ly with this subj?ct in

our next issue.

—

^Ed.]

Ginkgo biloba or Maidenhair Tree.—The
Japanese name of this curious tree is Ginkiyo or

Jeho, and the fruit is called Ginnan. To one

who has known and loved the Ginkgo in many
parts of Japan, it seems far easier and better

to call it by that name than to trot out the whole
twelve syllables of Salisburia adiantifolia, and
I hope your correspondent " H. P.," whose note

appears on page 2, issue January 2, will

SOME HARDY LILIES—III.

LILIUM REGALE, OFTEN KNOWN AS L. MYRIOPHYLLUM. IT IS

A COMPARATIVELY NEW SPECIES TO OUR GARDENS.

allow me to disagree with him when he calls

Ginkgo " an awkward sounding word." The
penultimate "g" should be spoken softly

—

more like " y." The fruit we call Persimmon
comes from Japan, and there is called Kaki.

In France the Persimmon is better known than in

Britain, and I am told the French now call it Kaki.

Why should we be afraid to call the Ginkgo by
its original name ? I would be glad to know
what name the French give to it. The fruits,

or rather cones, of the Ginkgo are more like Olives

than Larch or Fir cones, and the Japanese often

use them in a pickled form, just as we use Olives.

They are, however, very inferior to Olives. The
Ginkgo seems to be quite hardy in Perthshire,

but the comparative severity of the winters

hinders vigorous growth. In Japan, especially

in Kiyushiu, I have often seen Ginkgo trees well

over a hundred feet in height. At a little distance

they rather resemble Poplars.—J. H. D.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
January 19.—^Royal Horticultural Society's

Fortnightly Meeting and Exhibition, Vincent

Square, Westminster, i to 5 p.m.

SUB-GENUS EULIRION.
{Continued from page 16.)

Lilium regale, introduced from Western China
about the end of last century, is the most valuable
addition to the list of cultivated Lilies that has
been made since Messrs. James Veitch and Sons
brought over L. auratum some thirty years earlier.

It was named at first L. myriophyllum, but is

quite distinct from^Franchet's Lily of that name.
It well merits its'^new title—the Royal Lily

—

for it is a truly splendid thing, and possesses,

in addition to singular beauty, a fine constitution,

qualifying it to take rank among the easy Lilies.

It demands much the same treatment as L.

auratum, except that it relishes lime, which the

other detests. Let the bulbs be kept in pots
till they form basal roots freely ; then for per-

manence plant them out deeply in generous,
loamy soil with an admixture of ground lime-

stone. The elrainage must be perfect, although
this species is not nearly so liable to injury from
winter wet as some of its congeners. The Royal
Lily has affinities with the tender L. longiflorum

and the more or less hardy L.

Brownii ; but is easily distinguished

from both when growing by the

densely crowded linear leaves that

clothe its 3-foot stem. The snowy
perianth is more or less splashed

with maroon outside and richly

suffused with gold within the throat.

The flowering season is in July.

L. rubellum is as coy and capri-

cious as L. japonicum (Krameri),

whereof it is a miniatmre in form

and colour of flower. Being quite

frost-hardy, if it could be sent

from Japan by some friendly hand

soon after the flowering season is

over—that is, in early summer—it

might prove a less difficult subject
;

but it has to wait tiU the usual

autumn and winter exports are

despatched, by which time the small

bulbs are in the worst possible con-

dition to encounter the wet and cold

of our climate. The best chance of

success is with bulbs raised from seed, and these

should be treated as miniature L. auratiun, deeply

planted in well-drained loam, and, in the Southern

Counties at least, half screened from scorching

sun. Here it may be noted as applying to all

Lilies, as well as to every other plant cultivated in

gardens, that no uniform prescription can be

offered for the amount of exposure to sunlight,

so greatly is the power of plants to profit by it

or endure it modified by conditions of soil and

atmosphere. On cool loam with a cooler subsoil,

vegetation will revel in an amount of sunshine

that would parch it to tinder on heavy clay or

hot chalk. Latitude and longitude also enter

into consideration. In the humid West the sun-

light is seldom of so searching a character as in

the Midlands or on the Eastern and Southern

Coasts of England ; so that aU general directions

for the cultivation of shrubs, herbs and bulbs

should be read in relation to the meteorology

of the district where they are to be grown. L.

japonicum and L. rubeUum being the only pink

Lilies known, it is hard that we cannot have them

at beck and call. Howbeit, there is no reason

to despair of solving some day the enigma of their
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nature, and it is of hopeful augury that seeds are stem rises, it may meet free air and sunsliine,

so freely produced. while the root is screened from parching by lowly

L. Sargentise.^A noble Chinese Lily, until undergrowth. So treated, this grand Lily comes

lately reputed a variety of L. Brownii under

the epithet leucanthtun, but now admitted to the

dignity of a distinct species. It requires much the

treatment as L. Brownii, and has thriven and

flowered well with me in strong loam with

sand and lime. The shape of the flowers is much
the same as in Brown's Lily ; but they are gilded

outside instead of stained with purple, their

up year after year, and flowers as lavishly as on the

volcanic slopes of its native Fusi-Vama and

rising to a far greater height than it does there.

Some good authorities have expressed distrust

of peat, preferring leaf-mould. Of course, there

is peat and peat, especially in the North, where

it is often indigestible and reeking with htunic

acid ; but in my opinion peat of good quality.

appearance being strongly suggestive of carved finely pulverised and mixed with one-third its

ivory. This Lily seems to have come to stay, bulk of sand (sea-sand answers perfectly in default

and it imites with its other virtues that of produc-
i
of silver sand) cannot be beaten. I have a notion

ing innumerable bulbils in the

leaf-axils, after the manner of the

Tiger Lily. It is, however, some-

what impatient of winter wet,

and should be planted 6 inches

below the surface on inverted pots,

where rapid drainage cannot other-

wise be had. It loves lime, and

flowers ten days or so later than

L. regale.

SUB-GBNUS ARCHE-
LIRION.

L. auratum, the Japanese Hill

Lily, is quite the most gorgeous of

all flowers hardy in the climate of

the British Isles. Among the mani-

fold benefits conferred upon horti-

culturists by the famous firm of

James Veitch and Sons, none

shines more conspicuous than their

introduction of this splendid plant

to our country a little more than

half a century ago. That space of

time has hardly sufficed to make
gardeners in general familiar with

its requirements. Of the millions

of bulbs imported every year, a

very small proportion survive

through a second season, else our

land would be full of them by
this time. Yet the conditions it

demands are simple ; indeed, mv
experience of it in the humid
atmosphere and cool soil of the

West Coast has taught me to re-

gard it as one of the easy Lilies.

These conditions are— careful

scrutiny on arrival for the de-

tection of fungoid or animal para-

sites, washing in a i per cent,

solution of salicylic acid, potting,

and keeping in a cold frame till

growth starts in spring. If by
that time plenty of strong basal

roots have been formed, the bulb

may be planted 8 inches or

9 inches deep in sound loam with a liberal ad-

mixture of sharp sand, pulverised peat or

leaf-mould, wood-ashes and no lime. But if, as

is probable, the pots contain only stem roots,

one must find patience to wait another year

before the plants are allowed to flower. The
pots should be plunged in the open border,

sheltered from scorching sim, and disbudded
so soon as they prepare to flower ; otherivise

flower they will, at the cost of permanent vigour,

and perhaps of their further existence. In the

following season these bulbs will have filled the

pots with basal roots, and should tlien be planted
out in such surrounding that, when the flowering

A FLOWERING TREE OF MORELLO CHERRY TRAINED ON A WALL WITH
A NORTH ASPECT. TREES MAY BE PLANTED NOW. {See page 29.)

that the antiseptic properties of peat are some

safeguard against fungoid misciiief, and I cannot

but suspect leaf-mould as a harbour and vehicle

of that dire bogey of the Lily-grower, Botrytis

cinerea. E^ght or ten years ago I set some L.

auratum bulbs in a Rhododendron border of peat

and sand on a subsoil of boulder clay. They
have never failed to bloom splendidly, rising to

a height of 6 feet, the only attention they have

received being to cut back the Rhododendrons

to give them headroom. They ought, by rights,

to have had an annual mulch of a stimulating

kind, for L. auratum, after it is well: established,

relishes a generous diet ; but these particular

bulbs have never received any nourishment

save what is contributed by the natural leaf-

fall of the Rhododendrons. It is sonutimes

recommended that farmyard manure be laid

below the bulbs when planting them. A risky

proceeding ! Scrupulous care should be taken

not to allow it to be in contact with the bulbs.
.

The safer plan is to withhold all manure, except

wood-ashes, till the second year, after which top-

dressing will stimulate growth and flower produc-

tion, as it does in the case of all stem-rooting

Lilies. There are several varieties of L. auratum,

far the most vigorous and easily grown being

the golden-rayed kind sold as platyphylltmi

(broad-leaved), termed by botanists

macranthum (large-flowered).

Some of the stems in our irrigated

border are now (July, 1914) more
than seven feet high.

In rubro-vittatum (red-banded)

the golden streak down the centre

of each segment of the perianth is

exchanged for glowing crimson.

It is less robust than macranthum,
with smaller bulbs, narrower leaives

and humbler stature. Mr. Grove
inclines to regard it as a hybrid

between L. auratum and L.

speciosum.

In Southern England L. auratum
often ripens seed, but in Northern

districts, where it does not flower

till August and September, I have

never known it to do so. Propa-

gation, however, is easily effected

by breaking up a bulb and plant-

ing the scales in a cold frame,

where each scale will develop into

a perfect bulb. Once the bulbs are

established in the open ground,

they ought to be left tmdisturbed
;

but if it becomes necessary to

move them, they should be care-

fully examined before replanting,

tor it often happens that small

bulbs are formed among the stem
roots. Each of these should be

carefully preserved and nursed to

maturity. Anybody who has had
to remove established clumps of

L. auratum must have been struck

by the great depth to which the

bulbs have retreated. The pre-

sence of tree roots in the s"il is

no detriment to them ; on the

contrary, it affords them friendly

protection. Of course, these roots

impoverish the soil, but that can be

met by top-dressing, for it is

through the stem roots that

nourishment is drawn to the in-

florescence- Gardeners accustomed to grow

this Lily for a single season's display in the open,

or in pots for decoration of the house or conserva-

tory, may consider the process above described

both laborious and superfluous ; but the Hill Lily of

Japan is far too precious to be treated like Hyacinths

and other bedding bulbs—brought into flower once

and then thrown out on the rubbish-heap.

Properly treated, it is one of the most permanent

of perennials, and would soon become as common
in this country as the Orange and Tiger Lilies if

its requirements were more generally understood

and provided for. Herbert Maxwell.
(To be continued.)
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APPLES AND PEARS:
FLAVOUR AND PEDIGREE.

IN
a recent article under this heading—see

page 595, issue Decrrmber 12. 1914

—

Mr. Chapman deplores the lack of more

detailed records in the history of our popular

fruits, and emphasises the fact that

breeders must keep flavour before them as

their most important aim, I find myself quite in

agreement with him, but I think that usually

records such as we generally have put before us

are of little value. The parents are often dis-

covered after the event, and in many cases can

only be termed " putative." Even where there

exists no doubt at all, the value of a single isolated

cross between A and B gives but little guidance

to the serious cross-breeder. For this information

a large number of crosses between two varieties

would be of very great interest. Happily, such a

series docs exist, and to further Mr. Chapman's

aims I venture to give some par-

ticulars of this extremely valuable

experiment.

This work was carried out at the

Geneva Experiment Station, New
York, by Professors Beach and

Hedrick, the crosses having been

started in 1901. The special feature

of these trials, as is indicated above,

was that a considerable number of

crosses were made between two varie-

ties, and as many as twenty-nine trees

were obtained of Esopus x Ben Davis,

and twenty of Ben Davis x Mother.

Contrary to accepted ideas, all these

trees bore fairly good fruits. The
appearance of Crabs, as so often

alleged, in beds of seedling Apples is

exceedingly doubtful, and a demon-

stration of their existence would be

of great interest.

Let us take the Ben Davis x Mother

cross and examine the seedlings. If

these were arranged in a series for

shape and appearance, placing those

resembling either parent at the ex-

tremes of the line, graduated forms

would be found leading from one to

the other. For instance, one Apple re-

sembled Mother almost exactly, while

others were intermediate in shape

but had the fiesh of either one parent or the other.

Thus, a Ben Davis fruit externally would have the

Mother flesh and vice versa. All the fruits could

quite easily be referred to one parent or the other.

No Crabs or unexpected types appeared. The
great importance of this will be at once apparent.

The various qualities were mixed up as two packs

of cards might be mixed, and sometimes the

individual qualities were blended as in one fruit

where the flesh was intermediate. The way
before the Apple-brcedtr is therefore clear. A
large number of one cross must be made, and

there will be a good chance of the desired mixtiu'e

of qualities turning up. There is a large amount

of evidence that many, if not most, of our garden

fruits will breed nearly true where they are self-

fertile, and the results detailed above confirm

this expectation. It will be interesting briefly

to summarise the inheritance of certain characters

as they behaved in these experiments. These

cannot yet be regarded as more than helpful

suggestions ; their elevation to the rank of facts

will require further confirmation.

Vigour.—Nearly all hybrids were more vigorous

than the parents.

Shape.—This is evidently a complex afiair, but

the parental forms appear with many grades between.

Colour of Fruit.—Fruits which are yellow and

red flushed are heterozygous ; fruits where red

predominates may be homozygous or heterozygous.

Yellow is probably always recessive.

Flesh.—This may resemble either parent or

be intermediate.

Acidity.—All the experiments dealt with sub-

acid fruits, but the seedlings were mostly on the

sweet side.

Season.—This is probably inherited. From crosses

of late Apples, only late fruits have been produced.

This character, therefore, is probably recessive.

One more hint may be given, and that is that

breeders should not give up hope because a tree

gives small or indifferent fruit at first Fruit

trees often take some years to attain maturity

and a settled line of conduct. A yotmg tree may

;n a raw state, they are superb when cooked,

either in pies or stewed, and those who have

once tasted them served in t .is way would never

tolerate the insipid and anaemic Sweet Cherries

that are so frequently used in the kitchen. The
Morello or Pie Cherry does not present any serious

cultural d.fficulties. It will thrive in almost

any good garden soil, and for that reason is an

ideal fruit for the amateur to grow. Trees may
be planted at any time from November to March,

the soil having been previously well dug and some

old mortar or other form of lime added. As this

Cherry fruits entirely on the young wood made

the previous year, pruning must consist of cutting

away that which has borne fruit, retaining as many
young shoots as possible. This oLd.wood_»s best

cut away as soon as the fruit has been gathered,

th s giving the young growths a better oppor-

tunity to become well ripened. Grown against

a north wall, th^ fruit will remain good - until

early September, providing it is protected from

ONE OF THE MOSSY SAXIKRAGAS : S. PEDEMONTANA CERVICORNIS. (SfC /)ag.' 31.

)

have very hazy ideas of its correct season of ripen-

ing for a few years, but with adolescence comes

stability. Many must have been the sced'ings

which have been discarded because they did not at

emce fulfil the bright hopes of their raisers. Youi g

swans are not so very unlike young geese, and timf

will allow them to settle the question for us.

The problem of what varieties to breed from

is a hard one which cannot be treated here, but

it would be as well to remind intending breeders

that Cox's Orange is not the only good-flavoured

fruit. Many of the older fruits have a flavour all

their own, and are worth exploiting.

Edw.^rd .\. Buxv.iRD, F.L.S.

birds. Although an ideal fruit for the peisition

named, it may be grown as a bush in the open,

or against walls or fences with east or west aspects.

Its chef enemy is black fly, which often attacks

the young shoots severely, but this can be kept

down by prompt syringing with any approved

insecticide. G. B.

MORELLO CHERRIES FOR NORTH
WALLS.

For planting against a wall or close-boardcd

fence with a north aspect, there are few more useful

subjects than the Morello or Pie Cherry, a fruit

that is not grown nearly so much as it ought to

be. Although the rich red fruits are very acid

HOW TO PRUNE GRAPE
VINES.

A FEW weeks ago an amateur cultivator was in-

specting some yoimg Vines I had planted last

winter. Some of the yoimg rods had grown 20 feet

long dtiring the summer months. These were

leading rods. There were also two or three

side rods, as the intention of the writer is, in

due course, to train up three rods from each

Vine. The amateur referred to possesses a large

vinery, in which, also. Peaches are growni. He

put some questions to me respecting the pruning

of Vines, and was amazed to learn that the Vines

would this winte: be cut back, leaving only about
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eighteen inches or two feet of the current year's

growth. His own Vines had never been hard

pruned, consequently they had become over-

crowded, and each year the crop of fruit was more

and more, but of poor quality. Now, hundreds

of amateur cultivators will be busy cleaning and

pruning their Vines at this, the beginning of the

new year, and there is no time to lose. Very

late pruning is midcsirable, as there is always

a danger of losing much valuable sap when it

rises in spring ; when the pruning is done early

in January, the severed vessels have time to

close before the sap begins to flow. In the case of

young Vines, especially, it is advnsable to paint

EARLY FLOWERING
SAXI FR AG ES.

s
AXIFRAGES or Rockfoils comprise a

wide range of beautiful and interesting

plants, most of which are of the easiest

cultivation. One has only to make a

few comparisons to realise the great

diversity of form that exists among
Saxifrages. For instance, the genus includes dwarf
moimtain species like Saxifraga aizoides, native

of the mountain rills of Scotland, and S. cordifolia,

the Giant Rockfoil of Siberia. Other contrasts

A FINE PI ANT OF THE -PYRENEAN ROCKFOIL (SAXIFRAGA LONGIFOLIA MAGNIFICA)

the cut ends forthwith with painter's knotting
;

this sets hard immediately and closes the pores or

sap channels in the canes. Vines newly planted

should be cut back level with the wall plate—the

point where the glass begins. Vines that have

been planted one year should be cut back to about

twenty inches of the base of the current year's

growth ; the leading rods of all Vines must also

be treated in this way. Laterals growing from

spurs at the sides of the rods are best pruned back

to two buds. When the latter break jn spring,

the cultivator will soon be able to determine which

one wi.l bear the best bunch of Grapes ; then the

other shoot can be rubbed off. Even if there are no
bunches on either shoot, the best can be re-

tained, as the necessary disbudding must be done
before the yoimg shoots are 2 inches long.

Fonning Spurs on Young Vines.—Of course,

the side spurs could be measured out exactly

;

but they can be formed almost as desired. The best

average distance apart is 18 inches. Twenty inches

will do, or even a little more. The spurs should be

formed alternately on both sides of the rod ; then

as the young shoots grow from them they will

dovetail in and so cover the roof space evenly
with good foliage. Use a very sharp knife and do
not cut too close to the bud left. G. G. B.

may readily be found among S. sancta, a dense

tufted species from Mount Athos ; the pyramidal

S. Cotyledon of the Alps ; S. peltata, the Umbrella

Plant of California, one of the largest species of

the genus ; S. sarmentosa, known by a variety of

names, including Mother of Thousands, Aaron's

Beard, Creeping Sailor and Wandering Jew, often

seen in sitting-rooms or as basket plants in cottage

porches ; and last, but not least, the ever-popular

London Pride (S. umbrosa), which in some parts

of the country still retains the name of None So

Pretty. So great is the variety that one might

have a garden of Saxifrages alone, and even then

have flowers for the greater part of the year. The
earliest flowering Saxifrages are for the most part

true alpines, and it is to these that special attention

is now drawn, for they are indispensable to the

rock garden in spring.

Saxifraga apiculata.—This is well known to be

one of the earliest to flower, and even when not

in flower its dense foliage, carpeting bare ground

and clothing rocks and banks in summer and

winter, makes it in every way, a desirable plant

for the rock garden. The flowers are pale 5'ellow

and borne in the greatest profusion from the early

days of March till the end of April. It occurs

wild in the Pi,Tenees, but is thought to be a hybrid

between S. rocheliana and S. sancta. Like the

last named, which is also a desirable early Saxifrage.

it is classed among the Spiny Saxifrages. It is

not likely to become scarce in cultivation, for it

grows with great freedom and appears to be quite

capable of taking care of itself. It shows prefer-

ence for a limestone soil and is well suited for the

sunny side of the rock garden. The white variety,

alba, is worthy of special note.

S. Boydii.—This rather scarce plant is said to

be a hybrid from S. burseriana and S. aretioidcs.

The round yellow flowers rise an inch or so above
the cushion-like gro-n-ths. The variety alba has

pure white flowers and is greatly cherished by all

lovers of alpine plants. Faldonside

is a comparatively new variety,

with clear yellow flowers of good
form. Flowering season, April.

S. burseriana.—No Saxifrage has

created so much interest in recent

years as this. It is one of the

loveliest of the early flowering

alpines, and bears a profusion of

snow white flowers arising from
ver>' spiny tufts. There are many
varieties, of which Gloria is the best.

There is, however, great variation

in the species, some varieties having

much larger and better formed
flowers than others. It must be

given a dry position free from any
trace of stagnant moisture. It may
be grown in full sun or partial shade,

the best position being a much-
discussed point.

S. Grisebachii.—A very distmct

introduction from the Balkans. It

sends up bright crimson flower-spikes

from small rosettes of foliage. So

far it has proved difficult to culti-

vate, at least in many localities.

It must be given a dry position,

and is best when grown upon a

small cone of stones. It is one of

the earliest to flower, and as a

rule commences to push up its

bright flowering growth in February

and lasts until April.

S. Haagei.—A hybrid of garden origin having

deep yellow flowers. It forms a companion plant

to the paler-coloured S. apiculata, both flower-

ing together and requiring similar soil and
position.

S. ligulata (Nepaul Rockfoil).—If this species

were a little hardier it would prove one of the most

valuable of the large Rockfoil or Megasea section.

It produces branching panicles of rosy flowers in

April. In a mild spring it is a plant of rare beauty.

It should be given a sheltered position on a warm
sandy soil facing south.

S. longifolia (Pyrenean Rockfoil).—Rightly

termed the " Queen of the Saxifrages," this species

is one of rare and refined beauty. It should be

grown in crevices between vertical rocks, so that

water cannot collect in the hollow rosettes. When
in bloom it is most attractive, forming a long

pyramidal truss of white flowers usually in June

and sometimes later. Plants collected from the

mountains are often slow to produce their trusses

of bloom, as they frequently remain stationary for

a year or two and then give a moderate account

of themselves. Seeellings, however, vary in their

early growth, some running away to a precocious

flowering, and others flowering after six, seven or

even eight years' growth ; but the stronger the
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rosette of leaves the better will be the inflorescence.

The variety magnifica forms an imposing rosette,

often more than a foot in diameter. The plant

illustrated is believed to be about fifteen years old.

As usual, the plant died after flowering and pro-

ducing seeds.

S. marginata.—A very beautiful Italian species

flowering from March till May. It is a close-

growing, tufted species with pure white flowers.

It is the parent of a number of early flowering

hybrids, all of which, like the species, should be

grown in a gritty soil on a rocky sheltered ledge,

where they receive the full benefit of the morning

sun. Propagation is effected by division in spring

after flowering, or by cuttings taken in the summer.

S. oppositifolia.—A very beautiful and distinct

species, and certainly not difficult to grow. It is

found growing wild on the mountains of North

Wales and in Scotland. It will grow in either

shady or sunny positions, but it flowers far better

when grown in full sun. The flowering season

is March and April. The type has purplish rose

flowers, but the varieties coccinea and splendens

are both richer in colour ; alba is a fine white

variety. The species is of creep--

ing habit and requires a similar

soil to that recommended for S.

apiculata.

S. pedemontana cervicornis.

—

Few of the Mossy Saxifrages are so

compact in growth and none so pretty

when in flower. It is truly alpine, and

is found in the mountains of Sardinia

and Corsica, where it ascends to

elevations ranging from 4,800 feet to

7,500 feet. It is perfectly hardy and

is not affected by cold, but

rather by the mildness of our

winters, which sometimes excites it

into untimely growth. In winter

the leaves of the dense rosettes

overlap one another like the slates

of a roof. The flowers are loosely

arranged and borne in May. In

lowland gardens they rise 4 inches

or 5 inches from the groimd,

and this is about twice the

height attained in their mountain
homes.

S. Wallace!.—One of the most
robust and profusely flowered

species or hybrids of the Mossy
section. It is so easily grown
that it is used extensively as an

edging in the London parks. It

prefers a light soil and fairly

sunny position, and produces masses

of white flowers in April and May.

Although the majority of Rock-
foils bloom in spring, there are

others quite indispensable for later flowering.

The summer-flowering S. Cotyledon, with

robust, erect sprays from r foot to 4 feet

long, is worthy of special mention. Of the

very late flowering species, S. Fortimei and S.

cortusoides will prolong the supply of bloom from
August till October if given partially shaded

positions and a gritty, but at the same time fairly

rich and well-drained soil. The family is rich

in interesling and beautiful species, the cultiva-

tion of most being comparatively easy, though

a few of the rarer kinds present some difficulties.

Just now the vivid green tufts of those

belonging to the Mossy section are very attrac-

tive in the rock garden. C. Q.

THE SNAPDRAGONS AND
THEIR CULTURE.

A LT

A
LTHOUGH the Snapdragons, as we are

pleased to call the flowers that the

botanists class as Antirrhinums, have

been known in our gardens since tha

days when Gerard wrote his famous
herbal, it is only during recent years

that any great improvements in colour, habit and
form have been effected. In the early days
already referred to there were, according to

available data, four varieties, viz., album, pur-

pureum, variegatum and luteum, the colours of

which are well described by their names. These

were undoubtedly the forerunners of the modern
race that is now so highly appreciated in our

gardens, and all of which have descended from
the species Antirrhinum majus.

Fortunately, the cultivation of the ordinary

Snapdragons does not call for any special skill

or treatment on the part of the gardener. I

use the word " fortunately " advisedly, because

plant, and in a wild or semi-wild state is usually

allowed to grow as such, the gardener generally

finds it more convenient to treat it as an annual,

or at the most a biennial, for the purpose of

filling beds or planting in borders. It is such a

good-natured plant that it readily lends itself

to this treatment, and the modern varieties

have been so carefully selected that most of them
can be relied upon to come true from seed.

There are two methods of raising seedlings

;

one is adopted where the plants are to be
treated as annuals, and the other if their existence

is to extend well into the second year, though
either would be applicable were it desired to allow

the plants to remain as perennials. To treat

them as annuals

—

i.e., to raise the plants from

seed, allow them to flower, and discard them all

in one year—it is necessary to sow the seed early

in the year, and the latter part of January or the

early days of February is usually selected as the

most appropriate time. By sowing the seed

so early a long period of growth is secured, a feature

that is necessary with these plants. The actual

sowing of the seed and raising of the seedlings

SAXIFRAGA GRISEBACHII, A RARE ROCKFOIL FROM THE BALKANS.

these flowers are so useful for so many purposes

in our schemes of summer and autumn effects

that they should find a home in every garden,

no matter whether it be the strip of the suburban
viUa or the demesne of the mansion. For filling

beds or borders, for naturalising in the wild garden,

the crevices of dry walls or inaccessible rocks,

the Snapdragons are admirably adapted, and in

the latter positions they will usually sow and
reproduce themselves freely when given a good
start. In the gardens at Hopetoun House,

Linlithgow, whole borders are devoted to these

flowers, large masses of one colour being planted,

and a wonderful coloiur effect thus obtained.

Although the Snapdragon is really a perennial

present no serious difficulty. A quite cool green-

house or frame is essential, and the boxes or pans

in which the seed is to be sown must be well drained,

as Snapdragons are greatly averse to excessive

moisture. The soil for filling the boxes ought

to consist of good loam two parts, coarse grit

one part, with a little leaf-soil and some old morta'"

added. A similar mixture, except that a little

old, well-decayed manure should be substituted

for the leaf-soil, may be utilised in which to trans-

plant the seedlings when they are large enough hi

be conveniently handled. Thin sowing of tb-

seed, early transplantation of the seedlings, and,

above all, cool, airy treatment throughout the

whole of their career, are the passports to success
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in the raising of Snapdragons from seed early

in the year. If kept near the glass and freely

ventilated, as advised, the young plants should

be sturdy and branching by the end of May,

at which time they may be planted in their

flowering quarters.

If we desire to treat Snapdragons as biennials,

!.c., raise them one year to flower the next, tlie

seed may be sown in June in the open garden,

and the seedlings subsequently transplanted to

where they are to flower. Thin sowing and

prompt transplantation are essential. So far as

soil is concerned, these delightful flowers are not

at all fastidious, but it must not be heavy clay

that is water-logged. Thorough drainage, and a

fair depth of loam to whxh has been added a

goodly proportion of well-decayed manure, will

give large spikes of glorious flowers. But, on the

other hand, dry, starved soil will produce bushy
plants that never seem to tire of flowering, and for

this reason the Snapdragon is an excellent plant

for growing in the warm, dry borders that are

usually found surrounding the dwelling-house,

for dry walls, or for rockwork where there is very

little soil. In such situations it is best to sow the

seed in June where the plants are to grow and
flower, and allow them to remain as perennials.

Of modern varieties there are a great many,
and nearly every seedsman has his own speciality.

The beautiful art shades of pink, gold, terra-cotta

and bronze have created a great deal of interest

in recent years, and are all well worth growing in

•masses in beds or Ijorders. W. H.

pink ; Baldock's Crimson ; and David Inga-

mells, yellow. The varieties Mme. R. Ober-

thur. Source d'Or, David Ingamells, Mrs. Roots,

Caprice du Printemps and Mrs. George Rundle

may be planted out in the summer, lifted either

before or after the buds are well set. and repotted.

Twelve Single-Flowered Varieties.—Mensa,

pure white ; Ceddie Mason, chestnut crimson
;

Mary Richardson, reddish salmon ; Altrincham

Yellow ; Mrs. Tresham Gilbey, yellow ; Sylvia

Slade, rosy garnet, broad white ring round the

disc ; Metta, deep magenta ; Kitty Bourne,

deep yellow ; Florrie King, pink ; Roupell Beauty,

dark plum coloiu'
;

Joan Edwards, pink ; and

Charles Kingsley, rich yellow. The varieties

Mary Richardson, Ceddie Mason, Joan Edwards
and Altrincham Yellow are very attractive grown

as sprays, but all may be disbudded. These will

afford a suppiy of blooms from mid-October till

December. I will give a list of varieties for the

garden borders in a later issue. Avon.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

T
1 HE amateur cultivator wishes to grow

varieties that are of high merit,

both as regards quality of flower as

well as form of plant, and fairly easy

to manage in all stages of development
from the cutting to the flowering

stage. The following varieties are sure to give

every satisfaction.

Twenty-Four Japanese for Large Blooms and
Groups.—Miss A. E. Roope, golden yellow

;

Queen Mary, pure white ; Mrs. G. Drabble,

white ; His Majesty, rich velvety crimson
;

Wil iara Turner, white ; H. E. Converse, reddish

bronze, with a gold reverse ; Kara Dow, chestnut

bronze, with, a gold reverse ; Rosamund, primrose,

'shaded old rose; F. S. Va'lis, lemon yellow;
Bob Pulling, rich yellow ; Frances Jolliffe, straw-

colour, streaked rose pink ; Marie Loomes, terra-

cotta red ; Mrs. James Gibson, mauve pink on
white ground ; Mrs. E. A. Tickle, mauve pink

;

Mrs. T. Stevenson, rich yellow, sometimes tinted

buff ; Master James, chestnut
; Mrs. A. T. Miller,

pure white ; Mrs. J. Lloyd Wigg, yellow, shaded
buff ; Maud Lousada, rosy mauve on white ground

;

.Amy Poulton, rich pink ; Miss Elsie Davis, rosy

mauve ; Mrs. K. Luxford, pure white ; Alice

Lemon, mauve pink ; and Fred Green, rich purple.

The height of these varies from 3 feet to 5 feet.

Twelve Varieties for Decoration.—The follow-

ing varieties are sp'endid for decorative purposes
in pots or as cut flowers, and are available from
October to Christmas : Mrs. George Rundle,
white

; Source d'Or, orange and gold ; Crimson
Source d'Or ; Caprice du Printemps, rosy pink

;

Mrs. Roots, pure white ; Embieme Poitevine,

yellow ; Mme. R. Oberthur, white ; Mrs. J.

Thompson, white ; Nagoya, yellow ; Dr. Enguehard

A WIGTOWNSHIRE AMA-
TEUR HORTICULTURIST.

horticulturists as Mrs. McDouall of Logan and
the Earl and Countess of Stair. Among the
Indian, Levantine and Japanese Lilies that hav.'

been successfully cultivated by Mr. Hill are the
Himalayan Lilium giganteum, L. auratura, L.

tigrinum, L. speciosum and L. chalcedonicum.
I have great pleasure in thus testifying in the
columns of The Garden to his unquestionable
merits as a floral cultivator ; for Mr. Hill is one
of those whose hearts and lives seem echoes of

those glorious lines of Wordsworth :

" Thanks to that human heart by which we live.

Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, its fears,

To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears."

David R. W illi.\mson.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

A MONG ardent cultivators of their pictur-

/% esque gardens in South-Western Scot-

/ % land, none is more entirely worthy

/ % of admiration than my nearest neigh-

^ * bour, Mr. John Hill, mechanic,

tender lyrist and earnest horticulturist,

residing within the environment of the Manse

in the parish of Kirlimaiden. During the summer
and autumn months his garden, which, though

not extensive, is intensely attractive by reason

of its prevailing brightness and fragrance, is

greatly admired by all visitors (and they are many)

to this peninsular region. Mr. Hill, who is, as

I have indicated, an assiduous gardener, though

he has not so much leisure as most of us for this

peaceful, eminently healthful and refining occupa-

tion, may be described as a h'ghly successful

cultivator of Irises, Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Hollyhocks, Sweet Peas, Roses and Oriental

Lilies. The soil in which he grows them is a fertih

loam.

In many instances the lierbaceous flowers appear

to succeed in his garden most admirably when
they are left by their proud possessor severely

alone. Such beautiful and accommodating Liliums,

for example, as szovitzianum, candidum and

chalcedonicum (the brilliant Scarlet Martagon)

are not_ seldom most enduring and luxuriant in

their blossoming when they are utterly undis-

tuirbed. They are, in my experience, in many
instances as' sensitive as human beings, possessing

delicate nervous and mental organisations,

especially at the roots, where some of them will

hardly tolerate division at all. Many of the

most precious herbaceous plants in this unique

garden have flowered profusely in the same soil

for the last ten years. This hor icultural Art
" itself is Nature," as Shakespeare sings.

The climbing Roses, especially those of wichurai-

ana origin, are commandingly profuse and prodigal

in their affluence of bloom. Such Hybrid Per-

petuals and Hybrid Teas as Victor Hugo, Duke

of Edinburgh, Frau Karl Druschki, Viscountess

Folkestone, Margaret Dickson and the highly

distinctive Lyon Rose are usually among the

most effective and fascinating varieties of the

Queen of Flowers in Mr. Hill's garden, which

(perhaps the Editor will permit me to add) has

been greatly admired by such enthusiastic amateur

FIRS T-C LASS CERTIFICATE.
Cypripedium Grand Duke Nicholas (C. Acta:us

var. Miss F. H. Camm x C. Iceanum Carona).

—

In the handsome, well-developed dorsal sepa!,

which is broadly margined white, there is a con-

siderable leaning to the best of the leeanum class,

than which few present bolder proportions generally.

The sepals, petals and pouch are of greenish

yellow tone. From G. F. iMoore, Esq., Bourton-

on-the-Water.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Cypripedium Pyramus Cbardwar Ideal

(C. Miss Mostyn x C. Hera Euryades).—In this

the pronounced white dorsal sepal is heavily

blotched chocolate, sepals and petals rich chestnut,

and pouch dark brown. Exhibited by G. F.

Moore, Esq., Chardwar, B';)iirton-on-the-Water.

Cypripedium arthurianum Langley Variety

(C. fairieanum x C. Harefield Hall).—This fine

hybrid embraces some of the characteristics

of both parents, the dorsal sepal partaking of the

last, and the sepals and petals of the first named,

It is a well-marked flower. From Messrs. Flory

and Black. Langley, Slough.

Odontoglossum eximeum Xanthotes Gatton

Park Variety.—.\ splendidly flowered raceme of

this novelty was shown. It is a flower of singular

whiteness and purity, the sepals and petals touched

with a faint yellow shade and with a yellow crest.

From Sir Jeremiah Colman, Reigate.

Cymbidium coningsbyanum Brockhurst

Variety (C grandiflorum x C. insigne superbum).

—A well-developed, freely flowered specimen of

this hybrid was on view. The spike is erect,

arching above, and bearing many handsome
flowers. The latter are of almost shell pink hue,

the,lip copiously spotted crmisMi. Exhibited by
F. J. Hanbury, Esq., Brockhurst, East Grinstead.

Pyracantha crenulata.—The specific name is

not particularly appropriate, some leaves being

devoid of the crenulated margin, while others

are well marked. Of this Veitchian introduction

from Western China, a 12-feet-high, pyramidally

inclined specimen having a basal diameter of

6 feet was shown. Bushy at the base and tapering

upwards, it was abundantly fruited throughout

the somewhat pendent branches of 2 feet or so

in length, loaded with smallish fruits coloured

a reddish scarlet. The 2-inch to 3-inch long

leaves are half an inch broad, linear obtuse, shining

green above and greyish beneath. Shown by the

Hon. Vieary Gibbs, A'denham, Elstree.

The whole of the above were shown before the

Royal Horticultural Society on the 5th inst.,

when the awards were made.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Pot Vines.—The shoots on Vines which
were started early in November should now be
finally thinned. Pinch the laterals at the second
leaf beyond the bunch, and keep them from
touching the glass by tying them carefully to the
trellis. The roots may be given a little stimulant
now in the form of liquid manure and soot-water.

Keep a moist atmosphere by damping down the
walls and paths in the house, more or less if the
weather is dull or fine. A minimum temperature
of 65° will now be suitable. Admit a little air

whenever the weather is fine, but close the

ventilators before 2 p.m.

Early Permanent Vines.—The weather has
been very favourable for forcing, as little fire-

heat has been necessary to keep up the tempera-
tures. Rub off all useless growth, but defer the
final thinning of the shoots till it can be seen
which are the most promising. Before the Vines
come into flower, examine the borders to see if

they require water.

Plants Under Glass.

Schizanthuses.—The plants which were raised
from seed sown in the autumn must be liept

growing in a cool house with plenty of light.

Water carefully, and admit plenty of air to the
plants whenever the weather is suitab'e. Use
fire-heat sparingly at all times.

Mignonette.—Another sowing of this delightful

greenhouse plant may be made now in aj-inch
pots. The autumn-sown plants must be kept
growing on a shelf near to the glass in a cool
house. When the flowers begin to develop,
afford the roots some stimulant in the form of

liquid manure and soot-water.

Cinerarias.—Do not let Cinerarias become too
dry at the roots, and when they have become
well rooted in their final pots give them plenty
of stimulants. An occasional light fumigating
will ward oft attacks of aphis. A house or pit

which is frost-proof will suit this plant well.

Chrysanthemums.—Remove the cuttings to a
shelf in a cool house when rooted, but do not
expose them to cold draughts. Keep old stools
which are required for stock in a light, cool house
to encourage sturdy growth.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Plants.—.attention must now be
given to the various plants which were rooted from
cuttings in the autumn. Those which were
rooted in boxes or pans, such as Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias, Lantanas, Sah'ias, Iresines andAgeratums,
may be potted into 3-inch pots and placed on a
stage in a fruit-house which has just been started.
Cuttings of various bedding plants which are
available will readily strike now if placed on a
hot-bed in the propagating-case. Salvia Glory
of Zurich may be raised from seeds so\vn now,
t find the plants raised in this way are quite equal
to those raised from cuttings in the autumn.
Marguerite Mrs, F. Sander is a most useful bedding
plant, and good plants may be grown from cut-
tings inserted now. They will require to be
stopped two or three times to encourage a dwarf,
bushy habit.

Sowing Seeds.—^Towards the end of the month
seeds may be sown of the following : Wigandia,
Canna, Begonia (both tuberous and fibrous rooted).
Delphinium, Hollyhock, Verbena, Antirrhinum and
Centaurea. Sow the seed in fine sandy soil in
well-drained pans or' boxes, and place them in a
brisk heat till the seedlings are through the soil.

The Rock Garden.—After spells of severe
frost it is necessary to carefully examine the
smaller plants, pressing the soil about the roots
where it has been lifted by the frost. In some
cases it may be necessary to place a little fresh
soil around the plants for protection. A great
many plants will be needed to furnish the rock
garden dmring the coming season, some of which
may be raised from seed sown during the next
few weeks.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Morello Cherries.—The pruning and training
of these must be no longer delayed. The Morello

Cherry lends itself admirably to training, and makes
a very handsome tree when the work is well done.
Remove branches which are becoming bare at the
base, so that the trees may be well furnished with
young fruiting wood, and guard against over-
crowding.

Renovating Old Trees.—Much may be done
to help old trees to retain their vigour during
the winter months. It is not always prudent
to disturb the roots of very old trees to any great
extent, and, when this is so, an effort should be
made to encourage fresh roots on the surface.
A portion of the old surface soil should be removed,
exposing the roots as much as possible, and replace
with fresh loam, old brick rubble and wood-ashes.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—The tubers which are intended for
planting in pits or frames should be placed on
end in boxes to sprout. In the meantime the
pit should be prepared. A hot-bed of leaves
and stable litter must be made on which to place
the soil. This will be all the better if placed in
the pit a week or ten days before planting the
tubers.

Lettuce.—Plants in frames must be given
plenty of air during mild weather, and decayed
leaves must be removed regularly. Make a sowing
of a suitable variety for frame culture in boxes,
and place them in a moderately warm house.

Carrots.—Make a sowing of these on a hot-bed
in a frame. A depth of 6 inches or 7 inches of
rich soil must be placed on the hot-bed and made
fairly firm. Level the surface with a rake,
sow the seed broadcast, and cover with fine soil.

Radishes.—To keep up a regular supply, make
small sowings every week or ten days. Radishes
require a fairly rich soil and plenty of water when
growing. They may also be sown with the
Carrots. F.. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Mignonette.—The plants which were raised from
seed sown during .\ugust or September and which
have been growing in a cool house or pit will be
ready for moving into their flowering pots. For
potting use a rich compost containing a fair
quantity of some reliable fertiliser.

Sweet Peas intended for flowering indoors
during .^pril and May should now be ready to
plant in their floweruig quarters. Plenty of
root-roemi is necessary, but too much artificial

heat must not be used. Flowers of better quality
on long stems result from a judicious disbudding
and regulation of the plants as they grow.

Gloxinias.—.A batch of these may be started
in the stove for early flowering, placing the tubers
in light soil in pans or boxes. When ready for
potting, use the loam in a rather rough state, and
include a large quantity of leaf-mould, peat and
coarse silver sand. Young plants that will flower in

July and August are to he had by sowing seed
this month.

Violets.—It is important that Violets be
ventilated freely during mild weather. Even
during periods of frost the frames should be
opened when the temperature exceeds 32° in the
sun, although this may only be for one or two
hours in the midelle of the day. It will be readily
seen how essential it is for a Violet frame to have
a south aspect, besides having a good pitch.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Red and White Currants.—-As Red and White
Currants produce their fruit on the old wood,
cut back all last year's growths to about three
eyes, leaving young wood only where it is needed
for the formation of the bush.

Black Currants.—^These do not require so
much pruning except the removal of old and
weakened branches. All the young wood possible
should be encouraged. If big-bud is present,
the bushes should be constantly looked over and
all abnormally swollen buds picked off and burnt.

Propagation.—Cuttings of the foregoing are easily
rooted, and may be put in rows in some sheltered
border. The lower buds should be removed to
prevent suckers appearing, except in the case of
Black Currants,

Root-Pruning.—Very marked improvement in

the crops of various fruit trees is brought about
by root-pruning. The trees marked for this
attention should be dealt with before any signs
of growth are evident. Try to encourage surface
roots by adding fresh soil.

The Fruit-Room.—Examine the fruits frequently
and remove any showing signs of decay. If this

is neglected, many sotmd fruits coming in contact
with the decayed ones would quickly become
infected. The fruits must be kept safe from frost

and a little fresh air admitted when the weather
is fine.

The Kitchen Garden.
French Beans.—Make fortnightly sow-ings in

8-inch and 10-inch pots where a supply of this

vegetable has to be kept up. A temperature of
55° to 60° is necessary. Red spider must be
prevented, if possible, from getting a footing by
frequent syringing. Canadian Wonder and
Osborne's Forcing arc both reliable varieties for
indoor use.

Vegetable Marrows.—Seed sown now in heat
will ensure a supply during March and onwards-
if a heated frame or pit is available. Hand
fertilisation of the flowers is necessary if this early
crop is to be a success.

Cauliflower.—To make a succession to the
autumn-sown plants, sow now some early sort, such
as Early Erfurt, The seeeilings are very liable to
damp off, and must be watered with great care.

When large enough to handle, prick out into a
cold frame.

Lettuces.—Both Cos and Cabbage varieties

are welcomed early in spring. The young leaves
are even useful some time before the plants com-
mence to turn in. Make a sowing now in boxes-

and protect from slugs.

Mushrooms.—Beds showing signs of exhaustion,
if not too far gone, may sometimes be revived by
an application of tepid water to -which some salt

has been added. When damping the Mushroom-
house, a spra^'ing of the walls and pathway will

be sufficient. A temperature of 55° to 60° must
not be exceeded.

The Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—^The best results are
imdoubtedlv obtained by wintering these in

frames ; but where plants have been put in their

permanent positions they sometimes get loosened

by frost, and should be replaced firmly when
milder weather returns.

Bedding Geraniums.—As damp is the worst
enemy of these during the winter, they had better
be freed from decayed leaves and freely ventilated
on all favourable occasions.

Standard Roses.—When tied to supports, it

should be seen that all fastenings and stakes
are in order, as gales might otherwise snap the

stems. When fastenings have become tight owing
to expansion of the stock, they should be retied

to avoid strangulation. It is advisable to slightly

shorten any straggling gro-wths ; these would in

any case have to be removed later at pruning-
time. By removing them there is less risk of
breakage!

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Trees.—To obtain well-coloured and ripe

fruit in July and August, a number of trees should
be selected and started gently in some vinery or

Peach-house if an orchard-house is not available.

Apples, Pears and Plums succeed admirably as

pot trees. The trees potted during October and
November have had full exposure outdoors, except

the pots which have been plunged in leaves to

prevent them being cracked by frost. The trees

should be looked over for insect pests, and if any
W00II5' aphis or blight is present, apply methylated
spirit to the affected parts. The ' drainage of

each pot must be examined. The trees may be
syringed occasionally on bright days, and, when
the flowers open, a thinning with scissors should
take place ; this greatly assists the remaining
flowers to set, John Jeffrey.

(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,
Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE CULTIVATION OF
SWEET CORN IN ENGLAND.

IN

the modern demand for a wider range

of vegetables a number that were at one

time practically obsolete have been re-

suscitated, and have had attention from

those whose duty it is to grow vegetables

for home consumption. In addition, a

few new kinds have also been tried, and foremost

among these are the edible forms of the common
Indian Corn or Maize. Unfortunately, these

have not up to the present been very favourably

received in this country, a fact that is perhaps

due to a chain of circumstances such as few vege-

tables have encountered at the outset of their

career.

Growers have, of course, for many years

cultivated the ornamental varieties of Maize for

decorative purposes, and it sufficed if seeds were
sown under glass in March and grown on for plant-

ing out at the end of May or early in June. But
for edible purposes the seeds must be sown earlier

so that strong plants of large size are ready for

planting outdoors at the period named, otherwise

our summers are too short for the plants to produce
a good crop of cobs. This late sowing, together

with gathering the cobs at the wrong stage and
improper cooking, have done much towards dis-

couraging the pioneers in the cultivation of this

vegetable.

It has already been stated that seeds must
be sown early for the purpose of securing large

plants by early June, and the first week in February
is a good time to sow them. A hot-bed frame is

an ideal place, but, failing this, recourse must be
had to the warm greenhouse. A system that I

adopted some years ago, when Sweet Corn was
first grown as a vegetable in this country, was to

fill some 3-inch pots with good rich potting soil

and sow one seed in each pot, these subsequently
being stood either in the hot-bed frame or on a

shelf near the glass in a warm greenhouse. The
young plants were not long in appearing, and
growth was rapid, but care was always taken to

ventilate the frame or house whenever the weather
outside was at all genial ; this, together with
keeping the young plants near the glass, induced
firm, sturdy growth, and so laid the foundation
on which future success was based. In the course

of three or four weeks from the time the seedlings

appeared they had filled the pots with roots,

and were then moved into pots 5 inches or 6 inches
in diameter, the latter for preference. As Maize
plants at all stages of their career are gross feeding,

it is necessary that the soil used at this repotting

be good ; turfy loam three parts and well-decayed
farmyard or stable manure one part I found
answered very well, and this was made moderately
firm.

After this repotting the plants were taken back to

the warm frame or greenhouse, but when they had
established themselves in the new pots ventilation
was given more freely, the more favourable outside
conditions allowing of this being done, until,

by the second week in May, the plants were being
given open-air treatment by day and only slight

protection at night. Tliis early sowing of the
seeds, and the subsequent growing on and proper
liardening of the plants without a check, is the
most important item in the cultivation of Sweet
Corn. Without sturdy plants i foot to 18 inches
high, according to the variety, for planting outdoors

the first week in June, it is useless to attempt

to get cobs of good quality.

During the time the plants are being raised under

glass the bed outdoors must be prepared, and

the earlier this is done the better. Almost any

good garden soil will grow good plants, but it

must be well and deeply dug, and should have

at least a 3-inch-thick dressing of partially decayed

manure mixed with it at the time the digging is

done ; if the soil can be dug from 18 inches to

2 feet deep, so much the better. If this is done

early in the spring it will have become nicely

settled and in good condition for planting by the

time it is required. A position sheltered from

strong winds should be selected if possible. The

plants should be put out in rows 3 feet 6 inches

to 4 feet apart, the former for dwarf-growing

varieties and the latter for those of more majestic

stature, and a distance of 2 feet must be allowed

between the plants in the rows. When planting,

care should be taken to keep the ball of soil and

roots intact, as the one thing to avoid above all

others is a check to the growth of the plants.

If well watered at the time of planting, the plants

will need but little subsequent attention, except

that a mulching of short manure spread over

the roots during the hot days of July and August

will be of considerable benefit. Some of the

leading seedsmen in this country now list several

varieties that are specially suitable for our

climate.

As already stated, the gathering of the cobs

at the wrong time, together with improper cooking,

have done much towards bringing the Sweet

Com into disfavour ; indeed, unless close attention

is given to these apparently trivial items, a whole

season's labour will be lost. The com or seeds

ought not to be allowed to turn mealy inside

before they are gathered ; a good test is to press

one or two with the thumb-nail, and if milky

inside they are in a proper condition for gathering.

Cooking is of equal importance. The cobs should

be boiled in their husks for about twenty minutes

to half an hour ; if boiled longer, the com becomes

hard and unpalatable. H.

A SELF-SOWN WOOD.

IT

is often cited as a matter for wonder, or at

least some degree of surprise, that when a

wood of one kind of tree is cut down, quite

other kinds of trees soon appear as seedlings.

But country folk, who are famihar with

the ways of woodland, know that such

changes are only in the ordinary course of events.

The ground under trees is full of various Nuts and

seeds, brought by birds and squirrels as Well as

wind-blown. While it is covered with woody

growth and there is but little light and sun-warmth

reaching the earth, the state of things is not favour-

able to development, so that the seed, after lying

dormant for some time, either decays or germinates

feebly and throws up a weak, leggy growth that

is of no account. Many seeds, after lying for some

time, perish in this way, but some retain the

possibility of vitality for a number of years, and

meanwhile the supply is continually renewed. As

soon as the wood is cut down, the conditions at

the earth surface are changed. The sun warms

the ground and the combined action of heat, light

and moisture stimulates the seeds. The same

occurs with the lower plants in copses of under-

wood. These copses are usually allowed to grow

for seven years. For the last three years before

cutting, when the leafy branches meet and mingle
overhead, there is hardly any wild growth below.

One pushes through with some difiiculty, finding

only the carpet of dead leaves under foot. But as

soon as the copse is cut, the seed stored in the ground
comes to life. By the second year there are

masses of Primroses and Campions, and, in some
places, a perfect turf of seedling Foxgloves, while

the bulbs of the Bluebells and the creeping roots

of the Wood Anemones take heart again and
flower and flourish.

A small wood of ten acres adjoins my garden.

Formerly it was a wood of Scotch Pine of some
seventy years' growth. Under the close-growing

trees the ground was bare but for a scant sprinkling

of Whortleberry, Heath and Bracken at the lighter

edges. Thirty-five years ago the Pines were cut

and the ground left bare. Soon it became covered

with Heath, Ling and short Bracken, and, on one

side especially, a stronger growth of Whortle-

berry. Then, year by year, tree seedlings of many
kinds came up in considerable quantity, so that

there was not a yard of ground without one or

more. This went on for some nine or ten years

before the land came into my hands, and by then

the seedhngs were, in many places, so thick that

it was impossible to get between them. From that

time onwards the problem was how best to thin

them, also to cut out a few paths on the easiest

lines to serve the future laying out of the ground
where house and garden were to be.

What is most remarkable about these few acres

of seedhng growth is the large number of trees and
shrubs of native species that are present. The
larger trees are represented by Beech, Oak, Ash

,

Spanish Chestnut, Lime, Birch and Scotch Fir.

I believe I may say that every British conifer and
evergreen is among them, except Box ; for, besides

the seedUngs that one would expect from the

original Pines, there is a spontaneous growth of

Spruce, Larch, Yew and Juniper, also Holly in

abundance. Ivy and Honeysuckle, both of

woody growth, though hardly classed as trees,

are in plenty ; the latter in large quantity—in

many places covering the floor of the wood with

a treacherous knee-high tangle that makes walking

difficult. Of the Apple tribe there are no fewer

than six, namely. Mountain Ash, White Beam,
wild Cherry, Crab, Whitethorn and Blackthorn.

There are a few saplings of Ash and Sycamore,

and though it is at the top of a dry hill, several

plants of Willow, evidently from wind-blowing

of the feathered seeds. There are also Hazel and

Elder, Broom and Gorse. Of less common shrubs,

though fairly frequent in the neighbourhood,

there is one example of Alder Buckthorn (Rhamnus
Frangula), a bush that always arrests me with a

sense of interest. I cannot say why, as it is not

conspicuous or specially beautiful
;

perhaps it

is because one only comes upon it now and then,

and because it is one of the woodland things that

no one seems to know the name of. There is one

example in a wood not far off that has assumed the

shape of a tree, vrith a single tall trunk about

five inches thick.

Those mentioned account for twenty-five of our

native trees and hard-wooded shrubs, not counting

Ivy and Honeysuckle. I can only think of fourteen

others that are not represented. These are Elm,

Wych Elm, Poplar, Field Maple, Alder, Horse

Chestnut, Walnut and Hornbeam among trees
;

and of shrubs, Dogwood, Viburnum Opulus and

V. Lantana, common Buckthorn, Spindle-tree

and Privet. Gertrude Jekyll.
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THE UPKEEP OF GARDEN
HEDGES.

To
the owner of an established garden

there is no subject that is more perplex-

ing than the proper upkeep of the

boundary hedges. These hedges are

usually required for protection from

strong, cold winds, and in some
instances from the inroads of cattle, and nothing

adds more to the attractiveness of a garden than

hedges that are properly cared for. Hedges of

this kind naturally fall into two sections, viz.,

those that are newly planted and those which have

been long established.

The question of cutting back young hedges at

planting-time is one that is little understood, and

considerable harm has not infrequently been done

through ignorance. Whitethorn should be cut

back severely, but Holly, Yew, Box, Beech and

Arbor-vitae are best left alone for at least one year,

and, unless- growth is very active, two years may
well elapse before any pruning is done. After

the first year the treatment of a young White-

thorn hedge will depend to some extent on the

height and width that it is desired it should attain.

If a hedge only a few feet high is required, the

young plants may be cut back rather severely

each year, leaving from i foot to i8 inches of

fresh growth, according to the vigour and density

of the plants, until the full height is attained.

Where a higher hedge is desired, from i8 inches

to z feet may be left, always, however, bearing

fully in mind the natural density or thinness of

the Thorn plants. The object is to get a good

base at the outset ; if a hedge is allowed to run up
tro quickly, it is almost certain to become thin at

the bottom, and it will be a difficult matter to

subsequently induce it to thicken. Holly, Yew
and Box, in their initial stages, will not need

the top growths cut, unless, as is very unlikely,

they are growing rapidly. The side shoots must
be shortened ; the general contour of the finished

hedge must be home in mind and worked tor as

far as possible. If any leading or top shoots are

growing away beyond the bulk, they should be

cut back, and after a few years, when the hedge

is nearly high enough, it will be necessary to curtail

the whole. The treatment of the top must, how-
ever, rest mainly with the condition of the hedge

from year to year. If it appears to be growing

too fast and not dense enough, it will be wise to

cut down the top or leading growths. Arbor-

vitse and Beech need both top and sides curtailed

somewhat in the young stages, as they are not

naturally so dense-growing as the Holly, Yew and
Box. This shortening is best done with secateurs,

so that each shoot is taken out separately. Laurel,

which is not a desirable plant for a garden hedge,

but which is sometimes used for the purpose,

particularly where a dense screen is required in a

few years, must have both top and lateral growths

cut back, to the same extent as advised for White-

thorns, but the work must be done with secateurs

or small shears, so that each growth can be cut

out separately without cutting through the leaves.

If all perennial weeds are taken from the soil

before planting, little trouble will be experienced

in keeping down the seedhng weeds, provided they

are at no time neglected. The young hedges

ought to be cleared of weeds at least three times,

during spring, summer and autumn, and should

hot, dry weather be experienced, a 6-inch-thick

mulching of short mantire on either side of the

hedge, and extendiug outwards for at least a foot,

will prove highly beneficial.

The pruning or cUpping of estabUshed hedges
needs some care, and should be done at the proper

season to give the best results. While some kinds,

notably Beech, Whitethorn, Holly, Yew and Box,
wiU stand cutting with shears with impunity,

others, such as Arbor-vit« and Laurel, ought to

be pruned with knife or secateurs. Even HoUy
is best done in this way if time permits, but it

would be a very tedious and expensive task where
large hedges had to be dealt with. Beech hedges
are best trimmed during August or September,

before growth gets very hard. Whitethorn ought

to be cut twice, once about the end of June and
again during October. HoUy and Yew are best

cUpped in April, though they may be successfully

trimmed during Sqptember or October if desired.

If, however, it is necessary to cut them back rather

severely, leave the work imtil April. Box and
Arbor-vitjB are also best cut in April. Laurel

should be dealt with during August, September
or October. The shape of the hedge will naturally

vary with the position it is to fill. As a general

rule, the base should be slightly wider than the top,

and except for high hedges of great density, such
as Yew, Holly and Box, a flat top is preferable,

though this is more or less a matter of taste.

Where the kinds named attain a considerable

height, it is wise to have the top slightly ridge-

shaped, to prevent snow accumulating there in

any harmful quantity. During the autumn dead
'.eaves have a habit of collecting at the bases of

hedges, and if allowed to accumulate there year

after year tend to kill off the basal growths.

Considerable harm is sometimes done to good
hedges by the stopping of thin places with dead
material. This only tends to kill more of the live

growths and so enlarge the gap. Where a thin

place is found, some yoimg shoots should be

stretched across it in an outward direction, so that

light and air can reach them, and unless the hole

is a particularly bad one, the growths will not take

long to fill it. But sometimes, owing to the demise

of a large branch, it is necessary to do something

more, and the wisest cours'e to adopt will be to

dig out a good hole, fill in with some specially

prepared soil, and plant a young bush of the same
kind as the hedge. In a year or two this can be

trained in keeping with the general contour of

the hedge.

Recently several enquiries have been made
about the cutting of Box edgings, a subject that

is akin to the cutting of hedges. Happily there is

no necessity for hard-and-fast rules, and most

gardeners now have the Box edgings clipped with

shears as they require it, the work being generally

done at midsummer and again in autumn. If,

however, the Box has become somewhat over-

grown and it is necessary to cut it back rather

severely, it should be left imtil early in April

;

new growth is quickly made at that season, and

any bareness that may result from the hard cutting

is quickly hidden. T. T. S.

BOOKS.
The Garden Under Glass.*—As set forth in

the introduction, the object of the author is to

provide a work for the amateur, in which is couched

in simple language how work should be done, lists

* '

' The Garden Under Glass," by William F. Rowles.
Published by Grant Richards, Limited, London; price 6s.

net.

of plants suitable for different purposes, and useful

diagrams illustrating the structure of the green-

house and the carrying out of many garden opera-

tions. That it covers all ground likely to be of

service to the amateur is shown by the list of

contents, which are divided into six parts, namely.
" The Construction of Glass-houses and Frames,"
" Popular Greenhouse Plants," " Fruit Under
Glass," Vegetables Under Glass," " Greenhouse
Work " and " Miscellanea." Some thirty pages

are devoted to the building, staging and heating

of the greenhouse, the fruit house, and other more
rough-and-ready means of protection. The list

of flowering plants is a good one, and explicit

directions are given for their culture. At the

same time, it would have been better if a more
prominent feature was made of the fact that two
or three separate houses would be required for

the successful culture of the many plants referred

to. In the case of Amaryllis (Hippeastrum), the

fact gradually gaining ground among gardeners

that the bulbs do not need repotting every year is

dwelt upon. The list of greenhouse flowers in

winter (page 144) is such as could by no means
all be grown in a greenhouse, for it includes Begonia
Gloure de Lorraine, Poinsettia pulcherrimaj

Euphorbia jacquinaeflora, Calanthe Veitchii, Clivia

miniata, with Cyclamens, Cinerarias, Primulas

Zonal Pelargoniums, Stocks, forced Hyacinths and
Tulips. The directions for growing fruit and
vegetables under glass are very explicit, as also

are the many cultural details, which, under the

heading of " Greenhouse Work," occupies a great

deal of the latter part of the book. A weak point

—very evident throughout the entire work—is the

slipshod way in which capital letters are used in

connection with the names of plants. A marked
example of this may be found on page 141, where,

in a list of some twenty-five climbing plants suitable

for growing under glass, the generic names are all

spelt with small letters except Asparagus and
Ficus. Why only these two should be so honoured
cannot be imagined. Much the same may be noted

on page 143, where a list of plants suitable for

hanging baskets is given. Not many cultivators

will be found to agree with the writer that

tuberous Begonias do not relish root disturbance,

and may be left for two or three years without

breaking up, whatever this may mean. Again,

referring to Primula kewensis, the writer says

that the flowers are of a colour hitherto unknown
among indoor Primulas. That such is not the case

is evident from the fact that its parents—Primula

floribunda and P. verticdlata-—are both green-

house kinds and both have yellow flowers. Not-

withstanding these numerous imperfections, most

of which would have been avoided by more careful

reading of the proofs, it is a work of considerable

value to the amateur, as it goes into details so

fully, and is without the fault, common to many
books, of assimiing that the reader knows more

than he really does. One may, however, take

exception to " The Cheerful Greenhouse " depicted

in the coloured frontispiece, and more particu-

larly to the assertion that " Rightly managed
a greenhouse need never be duller than this "

!

For such a display, say, in December, it would be

necessary to draw on several houses with varying

temperatures.

Adventures Among Wild Flowers.*—The
author refers in the first place to an early love of

flowers, stimulated in his boyhood days by earning

a promised three sovereigns for finding sixty

* '* Adventures Among Wild Flowers," by John Trevena.
Published by Edward Arnold, London

;
price 7s. 6d, not.
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blooms of the Pasque-flower (Anemone Pulsatilla)

on a certain spot in the chalky downs of Berkshire.

The main portion of the book is devoted to a

journey to the Swiss and Italian Alps, and to a

description of the many charming plants to be

found there. The conditions under which they

thrive are fully dwelt upon, and the entire work
is interspersed w-ith light anecdotes of the many
adventures which befel the author while travelling

in out-of-the-way places. The misapplied use of
'

' alpine "to many of the dwarf plants suitable for the

rock garden is dwelt upon, for, as pointed out,

they may come from the Himalayas, Rockies,

the Cotswold Hills or Siberia, and, providing they

are of small growth and suitable for growing

among rocks, the term " alpine " is invariably applied

to them. The halo that, in popular opinion,

surromids the Edelweiss forms the subject of a note,

it being pointed out that in ordinary garden soil

it will flourish as readily as a Double Daisy. In

the search for flowers in the elevated regions of

Switzerland and Italy, the reader is carried step

by step through the different districts, and the

ever-varying phases of plantrlife fully explained.

In many cases comparisons are drawn between

the behaviour of the plant in a state of Nature and

in the writer's home in the Dartmoor district.

The black-and-white illustrations taken from

photographs are charming, and, for the most part,

they depict a plant or colony of plants amid

congenial surroundings. One thing that ought

not to occur in such an otherwise carefully written

book is that mistakes in the use of capital letters

continually crop up. Though there are many,

two or three illustrations will suffice. On page 107

Rhododendrons and Primulas are mentioned two

or three times over, each time commencing with a

small 'etter. Then, on page 152, Erigeron auran-

tiacus has the specific name begiiming with a

capital 'etter. On page 258 some of the species of

Sedum are honoured with capitas, while on

page 263 the genus itself is spelt with a small

letter. For all this, it is a book which can be

thoroughly recommended to the plant - lover

who is anxious to leant something of the conditions

under which the occupants of his little rock garden

grow wild. It is very probable that the author

would at the present time be of a different opinion

concerning a part of one paragraph which occurs

in the book, and which we cannot refrain from

quoting :
" The Alps are to Italy what the

Channel is to England, a natural protection against

the army of invasion. Yet Italy has allowed her

line of defence to be pierced in three places, and

despite certain insular croakings she is never

likely to suffer for it ; indeed, if that army did

threaten, we can easily imagine the Italian com-

mander-in-chief exercising all his powers of strategy

to lure the enemy into the St. Gothard or Mont

Cenis, while England, with an example now thirty

years old before her, still declines to complete

the Channel tunnel, which, with her coastline

strongly fortified and the friendship of France

assured, would render her secure against invasion

and diminish by one-half her Naval Estimates.

As a patriot I hope that tunnel will be built in

time."

Transpiration and the Ascent of Sap in

Plants.*—This is a work of a highly scientific

nature, illustrating numerous experiments on

the transpiration and the ascent of sap in plants

carried out by the author and Dr. J. Joly in

* "
'l"rans[)iration ami th"^ .\scoiit of Sap in Plants,"

by Henry H. Dixon, Sc.li., F K.S- Macmillan and I'o.,

Limited, St. Martin Strrrt. London, iirice os. net

collaboration, assisted by others. As to the subject-

matter of the work, we cannot do better than
quote an extract from the author's preface

:

" In the present monograph an account is given

of a physical explanation of the rise of water in

trees. This theory rests on a knowledge of a

property of liquids, which, though discovered

in the middle of the last century, was little recog-

nised and seldom referred to in physical literature.

It now appears that a full appreciation of this

property is essential for the realisation of the

manner in which water is raised in plants, and
of the meaning of the structure of trees as a

mechanism for lifting water." The series of experi-

ments conducted by the author to support his

theory is very exhaustive, and of great interest

to the more advanced plant scientists. It is in every

respect a well-produced work, and should prove

of considerable value to those who have mastered
the more rudimentary portions of the science of

botany.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor inHtes readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor ivelcomes photographs, articles and notes,
but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he iiill endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

a-^k-f that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It mtist be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will he treated tvith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic
or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
tfie receipt of a proof must not be taken as eridence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Gabden uill alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offiref^ : -ZO, Tavistock Stree*. Covent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ASS^NERS.^The Editor endeavours to

make THE Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object makes o» special feature of the ^'Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

\

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sert, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should he clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp gra.is or moss, tiot cotton-ivool , and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
COLOUR ASSOCIATION iIi>tere-<teft).—0\iT curu^pon-

dent enquires, " What colour^ could be used in a lonjr border
of various shades of piukAntirrhiuuins as dot plants?" ;and
the ininiediatc answer is. it is very much a q\iestion

of taste. Candidly, we do not care for ** dot " plantinir.

The ettVct hi a border is usually poor and weak, and
contrast grouping or grouping for harmony is more
pleasing or etfective. With pink of all shades, yellow,
cream, white and rose pink invariably agree : strong
or intense blue, as seen in Salvia patens, usually the
reverse. If blue is used, it should be of the softest shade?,
palest lavender or something akin usually found in Sweet
Peas, which would probably be too tall for your purpose.
For most of the first named you miu'ht encroach even
more deeply upon the Snapdragon family itselt with good
effect, in plants of eVen weight and floriferousness. For
example, supposing you were employing dwarf Antir-
rhinums in the main, a bold outcrop group of yellow or
white formed by one of taller growth. £ay, of the
medium or tall section, would be rather striking. Eftertive

and easily grown plants to remember are Statice Bonducllii
(pale yellow), Hclichrysums Silver Queen. Golden Globe
and pink Beauty, witli perhaps a Fuchsia like Ballet Girl,

whose big white corolla is more conspicuous than the
scarlet sepals. In fohage plauts, white and silvery leaved
ones, as Cineraria maritima and Ccntaurea candidissima

;

in green, Summer Cypress or Kochia ; in variegated,
Dactyhs glomerata elecantissima and Holcus lanatus
variegata shouhl be kept in mind. Tf possible, crescent-

shaped bays, each separated from the other by at U'si^t

4 feet of an intervening mass of the Snapdragon, might
be arranged in front of the border, and planted with white,
cream and pale yellow Tufted Tansies or like shades iii

tiiberou< Begonias would be very effective. If this were
done, we should be inclined to abolish the " dot " groups
entirely, and instead arrange a double row of white or
pale yellow Snapdragon at the back for effect. The^e
are, of course, suggestions, and without knowledge of
the surroundings some may be impracticable. At the
same time they might constitute a sort of finger post.
We do not know of a cheap book likely to be of the least
ser\'ice to you. but " Colour in the Flower Garden,"
by Mi-'is Jekyll. published at this office, post free 12s. lid..
would be very uh-iuI.

THE GREENHOUSE.
TREATMENT OF C(ELOGYNE CRISTATA (Joe).—

This is the name of the Orchid of which you .-^ent a ?peci-
men. It, as a rule, blooms in February and March, and
the spikes of flowers with their conspicuous oranrc lip
are always much admired. The general directions fcr
its succ'ssful culture ar- as follow: In the flrtt place,
it needs the temperature of a warm greenhouse or inter-
mediate house, where, as a rule, it blooms during February
and March. About a month after the flowers arc over
is a good time to repot it if necessary. From what yon
say, it is most probable that yours needs repotting, which
should be carried out at the "time stated alwve. It must
be borne in mind that the Ccelogyne is a shallow-rooting
subject ; hence for its successful culture pans are much
preferable to pots. These pans should be quite clean
and half filled with broken crocks, over which must be
placed a layer of Sphagnum Moss, .\ suitable compost
may be made up of three parts fibrous peat and the
remaining part of Sphagnum Moss cut up into short
lengths, a dash of loam, and some fine broken crocks
withalittli' silviT sand. Such a mixture will keep fresh and
sweet for a long timr, as when in good condition the plants
will not nerd npolting every year. After being potted
they must be shaded from the sun till thoroughly e-i-tab-

lishert, after which the shading may he lessened, and
towards the end of the summer the plants will be benefited
by exposure to full sunshine in order that the bulls are
thoroughly ripened. "N^Tien growing freely they need a
good supply of water at the roots and a daily syringing
overhead. Soon after growth is completed—that is to
say. when summer is well advanced—the flower-spikes
commence to show, but they make slow progress. As
soon as they are seen, the plants must not be syringed
or watered overhead, as if moisture collects around them
they are apt to damp off. At this period the plants
will require less water, but at no tiiu:^ must they be kept
dry enough to cause the pseudo-bulbs to shrivel. As
the flowers develop, more water ^vill, of course, he needed,
but not to the .^ann' I'xtent as when the plants are grow-
ing freely. It is quite possible, when you turn your
plant out of the pan in which it is growing, that it will
naturally divide into several pieces. If such is the ease,

they may be returned to the pan and distributed over
it, not bunched up in the centre. In this way they all

have room to grow. Care must be taken to place th<"

growing shoot pointing towards the centre of the pan,
and thus ensure a shapely specimen. If you desire to
increase your stock, any smaller pieces may be put singly
into small pans, or even pots, and treated as above
recommended.

ROCK GARDEN.
MOSSY SAXIFRAGES BROWN IN CENTRE {Grey

Court).—The only thing to do in the cireumstanees is

to lift and replant the portions of the chimp which remain
green, the " bare portion in the centre '' being doubtless
dead and beyond aid. This dying off in the centre is

not an infrequent result of an early =xcess of growth,
which virtually lifts the central portion of the clump
out of touch with the soil. It is more frequent, too.

in the ease of the stronger-growing sorts than with the
dense earpeters of the race, and in particular where ti.e

plants arc not either well waicn-d in times of drought
or heavily mulched with soil. All these Saxifrages root
afresh, when opportunity is afforded them, from the
immediate base of the rosettes of leaves ; hence either

replanting or hea\y mulching is needed to sustain \igour
in the old plants. In your case replanting the livelier

parts of the plants will be the best, and in so doing arrange
three or four rosettes, i.e., single gro^\i:hs, on a level,

and so insert them that their bases arc firmly set in the
soil. By arranging a dozen or more examples of the
siz3 named over an area of 2 feet, a new clump with all

the vigour and freslmess of youth will presently result.

Endeavour, of course, should be made to get root fibres

to each, the old stems to he well buried in the soil. In
dealing with the smallest kinds, allow double the number
of rof-ettcs to each tuft. The work may be done now
or in February or March next.

ROSE GARDEN.
SWEET BRIARS PLANTED IN NOVEMBER {Rii.^hv).-

Thcrc is uo ni'i'd to prmu' the Swtot Briiirs the first season

after plantinc, e.\ceptiiii_' just to removi'the extreme ends
in March. The seeimd year and subseiiuent years, in order

to l<eep the hedge well furnisl.i d at the base, prnnc hard
back one or two of the oldest (jrow-ths. Whvn the Briars

attain the desired heiRht, they may then be pruned back
as you wish. These remarks apply to the common Sweet
Briar, also the Penzance hybrids.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The City of London Rose Society.—This

society, which is as yet in its youth, continues to

make good headway, and the committee have

decided to hold their summer show on Thursday,

June 24, at Cr-nnon Street Hotel. The Lord

Mayor, the Right Hon. Sir Charles Johnston, lias

kindly consented to act as president for this year,

and has promised to open the show on the date

named. An excellent schedule is being prepared,

and full particulars of membership can be obtained

from the hon. secretary, Mr. A. E.

Protheroe, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Rosemary and Cut Flowers.—Those

who have a good-sized Rosemary-bush in

their gardens have also excellent material

for using with nearly all kinds of cut

flowers that are obtainable just now. A
few long sprays cut and placed carelessly

in a vase with Carnations is as pleasing and
fragrant a combination as one could wish

for. Shoots of Rosemary and Winter

Jasmine are also very effective, both by
day and imder artificial light. . A large

Rosemary bush usually needs a little

cutting back, and it may now be safely

denuded of too venturesome growths for

the purpose named.

Trollius chinensis.—This is one of the

new varieties of Trollius (Globe Flower)

from China, and is distinguished by its

rather tall habit, and more especially by
the length of its petals, or petaloid stamens

as they are frequently called. These

stand up in a circle round the stamens,

are a great deal longer than those of any
other variety, and give the flowers a very

characteristic look. It can be raised from

seed, but a word of warning is necessary

for those who have never sown Trollius

seed. If it is kept for any length of time

after it is gathered, germination will not

take place for a year or even longer.

Romneya Coulteri.—There is a very

fine example of this magnificent perennial

in the gardens of Acton Burnell Hall,

near Shrewsbur)'. No plant could be

more vigorous and healthy. The head-gar-

dener attributes this to his placing large, flat

stones over the roots when it was planted. He
lias advised this course in several cases, and in

each one the report has come back, he said, that

his " tip " had been adopted with the best results.

We have often heard of the value of stones being

placed over or among roots, and now it seems that

R. Coulteri must be added to the list of plants

which benefit by this treatment. The stones at

Acton Burnell are entirely hidden below the soil.

Godetia Double Rose.—Those who appreciate

good annual flowers for cutting should certainly

order seeds of the Godetia named Double Rose.

It is of quite a different type to the older dwarf
varieties, as it makes shoots 2 feet or more in

length, these being studded from near the base

to the'r tips with dainty rose pink flowers that

never fail to elicit praise from visitors. It is a

charming plant in the garden, but is even more
beautiful when sprays are cut and placed in

PORTION OF A DRY WALL WITH
PLANTS IN FLOWER.

FOUR USEFUL

water. We sow it outdoors early in April, and
take care to thin the seedlings when they are

quite small so that they stand a foot apart.

We believe this beautiful annual was first sent

out by Messrs. E. Webb and Sons.

Gloxinias and Tuberous Begonias from Seed.—
We would remind those who are desirous of raising

these plants from seeds that during the next

week or two is the best time of the year for sowing.

As the seeds are very small, the well-drained

pans or boxes must be filled with finely sifted soil,

pieferably composed of good loam two parts,

leaf-soil or peat one part, and silver sand one
part. The surface ought to be made quite level

and the seeds scattered evenly and thinly over

it. A little silver sand is sufficient covering,

but each pan or box ought to be covered with a

piece of glass until germination has taken place.

A temperature of 55° to 60° is desirable to raise

these plants successfully from seeds, though we
have seen good results with 10° less.

Four Good Dry-Wall Plants.—In dry-

wall gardening many delightful surprises

await the enthusiast. This particularly

applies in the way individual plants adapt

themselves to the wall face and the form

they eventually assume. The illustration

affords an instance in showing the way
Arenaria balearica ramifies in all directions,

forming a complete carpet of green stems,

bejewelled with white, starry flowers. The

lavender blue of Aubrietia graeca presses

close up to it from the lower courses, while

higher up it forms a continuous link with

the cobalt blue of Phlox subulata Seraph.

On either side appear small tufts of the

Mossy Saxifraga cjespitosa. All four are

typical, free-growing rock plants that suc-

ceed in any well-drained garden soil and

give generously of their flowers during May.

The Saxifraga forms immense cushions of

the liveliest green, and its winter aspect is

delightful, while in May it becomes a sheet

of creamy white.

Outdoor Flowers in Midwinter.—When
looking round the garden on Sunday last,

the 17th inst., we were reminded that

Nature is already awakening from her

winter slumber. The following list of

plants in bloom, jotted down at random,

may be of interest : Galanthus Elwesii, a

beautiful large Snowdrop ; the Winter

Aconite, with its bright yellow, Buttercup-

like flower studding a ruff of deep green
;

Iris stylosa, as delicately fragrant as its azure

flowers are beautiful ; Winter Jasmine,

with vivid yellow blooms, the wonderful

sheen of which is only revealed when they are

kissed by the winter sun ; Christmas Roses

;

the Japanese Witch Hazel, Hamamelis mollis,

with its long, crinkled yellow petals ; the Winter

Sweet, Chimonanthus fragrans, so delightful for

cutting ; and Wallflower Yellow Ph oenix. It

would add considerably to the interest of gardens

during the winter months were more attention

given to such plants as those n»med. Not one is

really difficult to grow, and most of them provide

charming cut flowers for the house.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not respotisible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Planting Crinum Powellii.^i have found

the best way is to plant very deeply, of course

arranging for plant food to be beneath the bulb
;

but what is also important is to plant the bulb

up to its neck in a concave pit ; then, as the plant

forms a neck above the ground, gradually during

the summer to keep filling the pit until it gets

to the level of the surrounding soil.-

—

\V. D. P.

Soaking DaBodii Buibs in Water.—Mr. Jacob,

1)11 page 4, issue January 2, throws doubt on

the efficacy of immersion in water of bulbs attacked

by merodon grubs. He says he has not tried it.

I have. I cannot too strongly recommend it

being done. Fancy cutting open a bulb that

has cost many sovereigns when immersion will

bring out the " beast " if he is there !—C. Lemesle

Adams.

Helleborus niger^altifolius.—Many times I

have uTJtten in praise of this Christmas Rose,

and am pleased you recommend it so strongly

on page i, issue January 2. The finest-grown

plants of this variety I have seen are in the gardens

at Corhampton House, Bishop's Waltham. Hants,

tl^ residence of W. Campbell Wyndham Long,

Esq. Mr. Cawte, the gardener, manages to have

huge quantities of flower early in December

be best for purposes of judging, but it quickly

becomes tedious and tiresome for table decoration.

In an effort to escape from it, late one autumu,

I decided to do a dish of Sweet Peas for my table,

and it was hailed with delight. My friends

dived their noses into it and exclaimed, " How
delicious!" (Folks do not desire to bury their

faces in a bunch of bristles.) I do not say,

however, that this is a better way to arrange

flowers, but only suggest that " variety is

charming."

—

Anne Am.iteur.

How to Flower Banksian Roses.—.Much that

is good has been written on this subject in The
Garden of late, and there appears to be little

more to say on the subject. I do not remember

one writer who has distinguished between the

two varieties. Whereas the yellow form will

give numerous blooms imder proper condition?, it is

seldom that a plant of the white form is met with

that has more than a sprinkling of blooms, Natu-

rally, it is not so free as the yellow ; indeed, it is

seldom met with at all. Perhaps a southern aspect

is the best for the yellow variety, but on an east

or even a west wail it flourishes when the growth

is not too thick, A wall not less than 20 feet high

suits it admirably, where the growth has plenty

of space to develop and eventually becomes

thoroughly matured. So many persons consider

that when a Rose tree is once planted it requires no

more attention. This is a mistake, as the Banksian

variety revels in being well supported with moisture

A DISH OF SWEET PEAS ARRANGED FOR EFFECT, ,\ND

FROM TALL DESIGNS.
10 PROVIDE A CHANGE

annually by the aid of a cold frame only. In

fact, he grows the roots in the frames all the year

round, encouraging a free growth directly the

blossoms have faded in Februarj'. By this means
he builds up plants with stout crowns thoroughly

matured early in the year, and which never fail

to give the best results,—U. M.

Long-Stemmed Flowers.—I see one of your

correspondents has on page 22, issue January 9,

at last ventured on a gentle protest against the

overlong stems of flowers, which seem to be the

delight of professional florists. The aim of the

average exhibitor appears to be to approach as

closely as he can to the arrangement of bunches

of bristles in a brush. This may (?), perhaps.

at the roots during dry weather, especially if that

be in June or July, after the flowering season is

past. It is at that period when aid in establishing

a satisfactory growth is of value, giving to the

foliage that glossy tinge which denotes perfect

health and a corresponding flower crop later,

—

E. M.

Transplanting Christmas Roses.—There seems

to be considerable divergence of opinion on

this subject isee page 15. issue January 9).

About six years ago I made the following extract

from " Scottish Gardens," by Sir Herbert Maxwell,

whose interesting articles on " Hardy Lilies

"

you are now publishing :
" Helleborus niger

maximus.—Stiff soil very deeply dug, plenty

of leaf-mould, no peat. Take up roots end of

March, cut off all long ends (which if left imtrimmed

cause crowns to rot) : nd dibble the slices in lines."

This is not a verbatim copy from the book (which

I do not possess, to my sorrow), but the note I

made at the time. From Sir Herbert's letter in

January 9 issue it appears that the same
practice is successfully followed by another Scottish

gardener. May it not be that the different results

obtained by such acknowledged experts as Sir

Herbert Maxwell and Mr. Jenkins are due to

differences in soil and climate ? Both agree as

to deep cultivation, but while Sir Herbert says

(in "Scottish Gardens") stiff soil, plenty of

leaf-mould and no peat, Mr. Jenkins advocates

sandy loam with perfect drainage. Here, with a

choice of both soils and a cold, damp climate,

I intend trying both methods, and only wish

some kind friend would supply me with a " dozen

clumps of Helleborus niger maximus " for the

purpose !

—

-Walter de H. Birch, Walion-le-Dale.

Lancashire.

A Hedge of Sorts.—Here is a list for "Anne
.\mateiu-," %vho appeals for suggestions on

page 14, issue January 9. Wiil she listen

to the words of wisdom of one who has gardened

for so many years that she is hardly any longer

an amateur ? If Laiu'el must be used, thief as

it is, robbing the ground for delicate shrubs,

let it be the long-leaved, pointed sort, which is

not tmgraceful if put where it may grow tall

and loose-branched and flowering. One of these

Lau'-els in full flower is a thing of beauty ; but

pruned and kept in bounds—no ! (i) Amelanchier

canadensis, pale pink leaves in spring, flame in

the autumn, and delicate sprays of white flowers

early. (2) Prunus Pissardii, purple-leaved and
sweet white blooms in very early spring, maj be

cut and brought indoors in bud, and the more
you cut, the more flowers next year. (3) Forsythia

suspensa, in February ; also its yellow flowers

will open indoors. Prime after flowering to get

long sprays for next year. (4) Choisya ternata,

quite hardy in Dorset, flowering twice, (5) The
most brilliant-fruited Crab is John Downie, and
you may boil its fruits in sugar for dessert. (6) The
most beautiful-flowered Crab is Pyrus Malus
floribunda (bring in its sprays in bud). (7)

Cotoneaster frigida, and (8) P>tus Aria for brilliant

red fruits in autumn ; these are little light trees.

(9) and (lo) Hamamelis arborea and H, mollis flower

early in February', (11) and (12) Berberis steno-

phylla and B. Drummondii, lovely orange and yellow

flowers. If not tio late, do not put only Hybrid
Sweet Briars on the posts—-they flower, and are

gone. Jersey Beauty flowers later and long

;

sweet, single, ivory. American Pillar is glorious.

Ren^ .\ndre is delicious and flowers twice ; salmon

pink, .\lberic Barbier also flowers twice, and is

lemon white.

—

Ladye of the Flowers.

A Free-Flowering Liliiim auratum.

—

The
enclosed photographs may be of interest to you.

One shows three spikes of bloom from one bulb

of Lilium auratum flowering in my garden here

last September. There were in all forty-one

blooms on the three spikes. It had no special

care, and the bulb was purchased from a local

nurseryman for ninepence. The other photo-

graph shows the result of a bulb planted about

a yard away, which had one spike of bloom only,

but larger individual flowers.

—

Arthur H. Lyne,

Silver Hoor. Cli/tonville. Dorking. [Unfortu-

nately, the photographs sent by our correspondent

were not suitable for reproduction, but one

showed three very fine flower-spikes.

—

Ed.]
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Daffodils for the Garden.—With reference SOME HARDY LILIES^-
to the remarks made by "

J. R." under the heading ' ^_____
" The Ideal Catalogue " in your issue of January 9, i

page 22. I agree with him that there is need for '•

more information from enlightened quarters

as regards varieties of medium price which are

eminently suitable for

IV.

SUB-GENUS ARCHELIRION.
{Continued from page 38.)

Lilium Henryi, introduced from Central China

garden decoration on :
towards the close of last century by the intrepid col-

account of their strong constitution as well as I

lector whose name it bears, Dr. Augustine Henry,

for the e.xhibition table. Several varieties which !

'his fine LUy has already responded to cultivation

are recommended in trade catalogues and are
|

by attaining a stature far exceeding that of the

seen at nearly every show in the British Isles are
:

wild plants and by producing its gay orange

more or less worthless as garden varieties. The '. flowers in greater profusion. The blossoms resemble

first variety which I wish to mention is King ' those of L. speciosum in shape and size, but are

Alfred, this being in the first rank as a show flower, of a rich golden hue, and open in late summer,

but, alas! in most parts of England at least. It is a splendid acquisition, and its requirements are

it is an exceedingly bad doer, and until its price

comes do^vn to 2s. 6d. a dozen or so it is not worth

buying except for those who must have it for the

exhibition table. Where it does well it is practi-

cally the giant of its tribe, but in most localities

it is so badly affected with leaf stripe that it is

a poor weakling. When it has reached a moderately

low price it will be worth buying a dozen bulbs

every year by those who wish to compete, say,

in a mixed class of twelve or twenty-four varieties,

as it is most telling as a big back-row flower.

Another variety mentioned by "
J. R." at the

beginning of his letter, which is equally prominent

on the show board and which in my garden in

Middlesex is also a poor doer, is Homespun, although

I must say it is nothing like so bad as King Alfred,

few and simple. I have seen it growing luxuriantly

in gardens where little intelligence had been applied

to the management of

Lilies in general. Its chief

peculiarity is that the long

stems, sometimes reaching

to 7 feet or 8 feet, Qannot

support themselves, where-

fore the bulbs should be

planted a foot deep among
shrubs whereon the sprawl-

ing stems may recline. It

is a lime-lover, but does not

insist upon that ingredient

if it has' well-drained loam,

a liberal supply of water

in summer and, when

roots will taie as much nourishment from rich

mulching as can be afforded them, with marked
effect upon the quaUty of blossom.

L. tigrinum.—If the Tiger Lily were a rare

species, or if it required elaborate preparation
of soil and other conditions of cultivation, it would
be prized as one of the most dehghtful flowers
in British gardens. Luckily, it is to be reckoned
among the easiest of Lilies to obtain and to grow,
although it does not always receive the attention
it deserves and requires, if it is to be enjoyed
at its best. The type is a fine thing, but the
varieties splendens, with stems of shirung black,

and Fortunei, with lofty wands clad with wool,
are finer still. The bulbs should be planted at

least 6 inches deep (those of Fortunei lo inches
or 12 inches) in good loam with an admixture

and does not suffer from leaf stripe, but.Jt Jg aitrt

sufficiently robust in gro-wth to take jts place I

thoroughly established, a

among the good garden varieties. Its "place on good mulch of well-decayed

the show board is also more easily filled than that

of King Alfred. There are several newer varieties

of yellow incomparabilis which easily eclipse it,

and which, when they become more reasonable

in price, will be in the gardens of most exhibitors.

At the end of my letter I give a short list of varie-

ties which can be bought at present for los. or

less, and which I have tried here for the last two
years at least and found satisfactory for any
purpose. Those mentioned by "

J. R." above

the price stated, which come up to my standard

from all points of view, are Loveliness, Great

"Warley and Lord Kitchener, and I might add
another of my own stock, namely, Lowdham
Beauty. All four are good growers, the three

last mentioned specially so. My list of good
strong growers within the price stated suitable

lor exhibition or the garden is as follows

:

Yellow trumpets—Lord Roberts, Mrs. H. J.

farmyard manure.

L. speciosum, formerly

known as L. lancifolium,

is perhaps better known to

British gardeners as a pot

plant than as a permanent
open-air dweller ; but there

is only one drawback to its

use in the borders, namely,

that, although the earliest

of all hardy Lilies to show
above ground in spring,

LILIUM DAVURICUM LUTEUM, A CLEAR YELLOW VARIETY WITH
PROMINENT DARK SPOTS. {See page 40.)

it is one of the
j

of pulverised peat and sand, without a suspicion
latest to flower. Hence in cold or sunless I

of lime or chalk, and in full sunshine. There is

districts it is apt to be caught by autumn
!
a double form of this Lily, but if I had my heel

frosts. The beauty, however, of the many
;

on the last bulb of it I would crush it (unless I

varieties entitles it to a position where it
|

had it cooked for the table, as the Chinese use it),

may receive all the sunshine that is to be had
I

for in the double flower is destroyed that union
in regions where clouds prevail. There are two

j

of splendid colour and perfect form which dis-

sources of supply for the bulbs of this Lily—its I tinguishes the Lily genus among all herbs of the
Veil CI, Van Waveren's Giant, Monarch and i native Japan and the Dutch nurseries. The field. The propagation of all varieties of the
Glory of Leiden. White trumpets—Mme. de

|

Japanese bulbs produce the finer flowers ; but,
|

Tiger LUy is extremely simple, by means of the
Graaff, Mrs. Robert Sydenham and Mrs. Betteridge. as their roots are trimmed off for export and as ! bulbils which form in the axils of the stem leaves.
Bicolor trumpets—Mme. Plemp, Weardale Perfec-

|

a large proportion of the bulbs are diseased, If these are set out in lines in a nursery bed,

flowering bulbs will be the result in three or four

years. Cultivated in Japan as an article of food,

the bulbs of this Lily (and most other Asiatic

tion. Glory of Noordwijk and Duke of Bedford,
j

special precaution is necessary before they can
Yellow incomparabilises—Noble, Solfatare and be established in the open. " Those," says Mr.
Marigold. Bicolor incomparabilises—Lady Mar-

j

Grove, " who wish to grow the Japanese sorts

garet Boscawen, Whitewell, Lucifer and Orange-
i
should pot the bulbs for the first season, cutting

;
species) have a peculiar attraction for rats and

man. Yellow Barrii—Castile, Coeur de Lion and
|

off all the flower-buds that may form, and planting i mice ; wherefore deep planting is expedient
Glitter. Bicolor Barrii—Royal Star, Sunrise, out any that are in good condition after the first

j

and a stony soil is no slight advantage.
Incognita and Southern Star. Leedsii—White i season's growth. This may be a trial of patience SUB-GENUS ISOLIRION.
Queen, Diana, Evangeline and Maggie May.

j

for some, but it is the best way in the end." 1 Lilium bulbiferum.—One is accustomed to
Poeticus—Horace, Cassandra and Virgil. Double Dutch-grown bulbs of L. speciosum generally hear this Lily slightingly spoken of as a coarse

arrive in this country in pretty good condition ; and uninteresting species. If I cannot share
but it is worth the extra trouble to attain success

j
this view it is because, many years ago, I brought

with the finer Japanese varieties, of which the home a Lily from an altitude of between 6,000
pure white Kraetzeri, the glowing rubrum

j

feet and 7,000 feet in the Valtelline, which bore
magnificum and the rose-coloured Melpomene

,
flowers of a splendid flame colour. I believe this

are the pick. The cultural requirements of
,
to have been a fine variety of this species. It

L. speciosum are the same as those of L. auratum,
! is a plant there is no excuse for losing, seeing

save that, owing to its habit of late flowering, 1 that it bears axillary bulbils as liberally as
it should be given a sunnier position. The stem

!
the Tiger Lily ; but lost it I have, during a

—Inglescombe Phoenix, Primrose Phoenix, Argent,

Plenipo and Dubloon. I have mentioned the

six divisions which I grow, and although there

are five more in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Classification, the above are the ones principally

grown. I do not pretend to be one of the " en-

lightened," and write this letter entirely in the

hope that someone much better able may come
to the rescue and help—A Small Amateur.
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long series of summers squandered in the House
of Commons. There is no mystery in the cultiva-

tion of this species ; what satisfies the Orange

Lily will leave the bulbiferous one nothing to

complain of.

L. concolor, a desirable little Lily of Chinese

origin, bearing, on stems 12 inches to 18 inches

high, three or four crimson flowers. It is said to

be easily grown if planted 5 inches deep in sandy

soil, not allowed to sufier from drought in the

growing season or from want of rapid drainage

when at rest, but I have no experience of it,

save as seen in the borders of a friend.

L. croceum.—The true Orange Lily is not

always to be had when ordered from a nursery-

man, though some very handsome hybrid or

variety may very likely be supplied, with flowers

more or less stained with sanguine hue. The
type, however, brought to this country centuries

ago from the Mediterranean, is commonly to

be found in the garden plots of cottages and farm-

spirally, ending curiously in a flat top, on which the

brown flower-buds appear in May. The fine varie-

ties of L. davuricum require general treatment like

that prescribed for the Orange Lily, but they are

less able to withstand winter wet ; wherefore,

unless a place can be given them where water

runs quickly away, the pits to receive them should

be dug deep enough to admit an inverted flower-

pot being set beneath each bulb, with a covering

of 4 inches or 5 inches of soil over the bulbs. In

June of the present year there was a splendid

display of L. davuricum erectura on a small

island of the river Itchen, on which Mrs. Trimmer
had set about a hundred bulbs. They have
grown strong and multiplied, and the blaze of

colour could be seen half a mile away.

L. elegans (syn. thunbergianum), a dwarf

Lily from Japan, differing from the European
L. bulbiferum and L. davuricum in that it is a

stem-rooting species, whereas the others root

only from the base of the bulb. It is the pro-

colour of the flowers varies in different plants,

but is most commonly bright orange with purple

spots. Each segment of the flower is set on a

narrow stalk, giving the erect blossom a very

delicate grace. It requires to be planted 5 inches

or 6 inches deep in well-drained loam without

lime. Herbert Maxwell.
(To be- conlinued.)

SOME WINTER-FLOWERING
HEATHS.

ERICA CARNEA MASSED ON A ROCKY BANK. THIS IS A CHARMING HEATH IN WINTE
EARLY SPRING.

houses, especially in the North of Ireland, where
its presence indicates the religious and political

faith of the householder. It is a splendid Lily,

though use has blunted our appreciation of the

fine gold which it displays early in July. Plant

the bulbs in a sunny place about four inches

deep in loam inclining to stiffness, and leave them
alone, except for an occasional dressing of well-

rotted manure. It flowers in July.

L. davuricum, a Siberian species, has become
so mixed up with the garden varieties known as

L. umbellatum that the original wild form is

seldom seen. Several of these varieties are well

worth growing, probably none more so than

the kind ticketed " incomparabile," with
flowers of intense blood colour, and the gay L.

davuricum luteum. clear yellow, beautifully

set with dark spots. Nor are the flowers the

only attraction offered by the umbellate Lily.

It makes its early appearance abov? ground in

most delightful fashion, sending up a stout column
densely clothed with bronze-coloured leaves set

genitor of a great number of varieties, much more
attractive than the type. I must confess that,

although I have grown several of these, I have
quite lost count of the nomenclature, and am fain

to resort to Mr. Grove's list of those which he

considers best, namely, Horsmanii, dark crimson
;

Alice Wilson, yellow ; venustum, apricot ; and
Wilsonii, late-flowering. These Lilies require all

the sunshine they can have in this country,

provided their roots are screened by some lowly

growth. The bulbs should be planted 9 inches

deep in very sandy soil. In the Kew List, L.

Batemani and L. Wallacei are described as

varieties of L. elegans ; but Mr. Grove takes

exception to this arrangement, pointing out that

the bulb of each is quite different from that ot

L. elegans. (" Lilies," pages 52 and 53).

L. philadelphicum is a gaily-coloured little

American Lily, not nearly so well known in British

gardens as it deserves to be. It bears umbels
of three or four flowers on stems 18 inches to

2 feet high, and likes a sunny situation. The

k LTHOUGH the Heath garden is mterest-

/% ing at every season of the year, it

/ % is during the dull days of winter

^^"^k that we most appreciate the dainty
* * little flowers of this moorland family.

Of no other race of hardy shrubby
plants can it be said that we have representatives in

flower during every month in the year ; hence it is

not surprisingto find that hardyHeaths
are rapidly gaining in favour. Articles

on their cultivation have appeared in

these columns from time to time, and
it is not necessary now to go into

details of what, after all, is a very
simple gardening operation. Given
thoroughly drained and, therefore,

moderately warm soil that is free from
lime and contains a good proportion

of humus, most of the hardy Heaths
will grow and flower well with very
little attention.

The best of all the Winter Heaths,

or at least the one that is most appre-

ciated, owing to its early flowering, is

Erica mediterranea hybrida. This

rarely exceeds i foot in height, and
often only reaches a modest 6 inches,

making a neat tuft of green branching

stems and fohage that from early

December until well into February
are smothered with bright rose pink
flowers. It is quite hardy and ap-

pears to do well nearly anywhere.

It is really diflicult to understand

why this Heath is not more exten-

sively grown, as for some years past

large beds of it at Kew have provided

valuable object-lessons in winter

R AND colour effects for all who wish to

learn. The next Winter Heath to be

mentioned is E. camea. This does

not usually reach the zenith of its beauty until

February is well advanced, but for some time

previously the plants are full of greenish purple

flower-buds that have apparently been waiting

for the late winter sunshine, with its increasing

power, to develop fully the carmine red colour

of its myriads of flowers. It rarely exceeds 6 inches

in height, and the sight of a large colony clothing

a rugged, sun-kissed bank in February is not

easily obliterated from one's memory. There
is a white-flowered form of it named E. carnea alba,

but the blossoms are only of a dirty white tint,

and it is not a plant to be compared with the type

or the white Heather of autumn.

The other hardy Heath that calls for mention now
is the Portuguese Heath, E. lusitanica or codo-

nodes. This makes a tall, erect bush 3 feet to 4 feel

high, and during the latter part of January and
onwards through February is usually covered with

its whitish, pink-tinged flowers. E. Veitchii, a hybrid

raised by crossing the Portuguese Heath with E
irbirea. flowers in late winter and early spring.
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ROSE-GROWING IN TOWN
GARDENS.

Protection from Frost.—It is now many

years since a severe winter has been experienced

in this country, and consequently those who

have neglected to protect their Roses during the

coldest months have seldom had to pay the full

penalty of their omission. It is quite usual,

however, for a certain propoirtion of the trees to

fail even after a mUd winter, and as the damage

done by frost is often imdetected until the spring

is well advanced, late planting, with risk of another

failure, is the only means of filling the gaps in

one's beds. To avoid this it is certainly worth while

to take a little extra trouble before

severe weather sets in. With bush

Roses the only precaution that need

be taken is to earth them up,

that is, to draw up the surround-

ing soil so as to cover 2 inches

or 3 inches of the basal shoots

of each plant and form a small

mound of earth about the crown.

Even if all growth above ground

is then frosted, there will still

be sufficient of the plant left

alive in the spring to give a

good result. With standard trees

there is more difficulty. The

protection usually recommended

is to place dried Bracken fronds

in the heads of the trees, taking

care to cover the points at

which they were budded. In

towns Bracken is not often ob-

tainable, but straw is quite as

good for the purpose, the covers

used for packing wine bottles

(when unfastened at the top)

being just what is required, and

with a little manipulation one

such cover may easily be made
to protect all the essential parts

of a tree. Brown paper might

answer almost equally as well

in the dry weather, but the

objection to it is that it becomes

sodden, unless first greased, and
one does .not want to keep

renewing the covering when once

it has been placed in position.

Cold winds, and especially draughts

(as may be caused by a hole in a

fence, ftor instance), are much more
likely to damage the plants than are still frosts. The
coldest winds reaching this country are from the

north and east ; consequently it is of great advan-

tage to have the Rose-beds in such a position that

they are sheltered from these quarters. The
labels usually attached to Rose trees soon become
illegible, and no time should be lost in recording

the names in a mere permanent manner. As 1

have suggested in a previous article, this is easily

done by noting in a book the kinds planted in each

bed in their correct order, or by making a rough

plan of the beds showing the Roses in their

positions. During the wet and windy weather

if the last few weeks, those bushes with

lirge heads have been so blown about as

to cause a "collar" round the stem, and

this is frequently filled with water. The

soil must first be loosened and then made firm

again. P. L. Goddard.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS THAT
LAST WELL IN SCOTLAND.

A T this season, when the bulk of Chry-

/\ santhemums are propagated, it may
/ % be of some service to those who grow

/ % the Autumn Queen for conservatory
' * or room adornment and for cut-

flower purposes to have a few hints

as to the varieties that remain in good condition for

a fairly long period. I have kept notes of these

in previous years and very carefully this season.

Big-Bloom Varieties.—^William Turner, purest

white, and when well grown one of the very finest

\'arieties in cultivation. As a rule, second natural

Mrs. W. T. Smith is not unlike Mrs. A. T. Miller,

but stands about double the time and has much
better foliage. A beauty. Good flowers from

either buds. Rose Queen stands well, notwith-

standing its rather flimsy florets. Either first

or second crown buds and good cultivation.

One or two "old stagers" that are still well

worth a place keep fresh for a long time. These

include Mme. G. Henri (white), Lady Esther

Smith (incurved white), Exmouth Rival (brilliant

crimson). Buttercup (incurved), Embleme Poitevine

(incurved yellow) and Edith Jameson (lovely pink).

Decorative Varieties.—Black Prince, David

IngameUs (probably the longest laster of the lot),

Freda Bedford, Market Red, Niveus, W. Duckham
and Mrs. J. Ritson.

A BEAUTIFUL HARDY CLIMBER, POLYGONUM BALDSCHUANICUM.

crowns give the best results. Mary Poulton, a

lovely pale pink of refined form and a fairly easy

variety to manage. Second crown buds are best.

Mrs. L. Thorn is still one of our finest yellow

Chrysanthemums, and a dwarf, healthy grower.

Second crown buds are best. Mrs. R. Luxford,

a bright reddish crimson, but shows the yellow

reverse, especially when first opening. Of excellent

habit. Second cro%vn buds are best. Mrs. E. A.

Tickle, a really good pink, something like the

old Mrs. G. Mileham, but larger. Good on either

bud, but seconds' are more refined and purer in

colour. Fred Green is of a lasting wine red colour

and of beautiful shape. It has fine foliage and

fairly dwarf habit. First crown buds are desirable.

His Majesty is a beautiful deep crimson variety

that has stood well this year, but, as I have never

g^o^vn it before, I am unable to give its behaviour

in different seasons. First crown buds are best.

Single Varieties.—Ceddie Mason, Mensa, Lady-

smith, F. W. Smith, Kitty Bourne, Crimson Queen,

Joan Edwards, Brightness an i Miss Mary Anders, in

.

Preston Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

A BEAUTIFUL FLOWERING CLIMBER.

The plant illustrated on this pcge is an extremely

beautiful climber, having the misfortune to be

named Polygonum baldschuanicum. It makes

many feet of growth annually and bears rosy-

tinted panicles of flowers in great profusion both

in early summer and again in autumn. Although

suitable for clothing pillars, verandahs and build-

ings generally, it is unquestionably seen to the

best advantage when allowed to cover old trees

in the pleasure groimds. It appreciates a sunny

position and fairly good roi'. C. Q.
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THE ICELAND POPPY.

THERE are few more beautiful hardy

flowers than those of the Iceland

Poppy, Papaver nudicaule, and it

would be difficult to find any that

are more highly appreciated for

indoor decorations when cut. Un-
fortunately, they are not grown nearly so ex-

tensively as their charm and usefulness would
justify, a fact that is no doubt due to the trouble-

some habit the plants have of dying off during
the winter. As the plant is a native of the Arctic

Circle, this mortality cannot be due to cold, but

is undoubtedly brought about by
the excessive moisture that charac-

terises oiu- winters.

To get over this difficulty many
gardeners, and especially those

who have wet, poorly drained soil

to deal with, treat these Poppies as

annuals, and for that purpose sow
seed in boxes or pans of sandy
soil in gentle heat early in Feb-

ruary, subsequently pricking out

and hardening off the seedlings so

that they are ready for planting

out early in May. Plants raised

in this way commerce to flower

in July and continue to do so

until well into the autumn.
Another method, and one that

answers well in many gardens, is

to sow the seed outside, where
the plants are to flower, about the

second week in April, taking care

to thin the seedlings early so that

they stand about nine inches

apart each way. Naturally, these

are later coming into flower than

those raised imder glass in Feb-
ruary, but if the follovring winter
is at all favourable they will stand
a much better chance of sur-

viving than the earlier - so%vn

ones.

Where the soil is of a sandy
nature and, consequently, well

•drained, there is no doubt that'^the

'best results are obtained by sow-
ing the seed outside, preferably

where the plants can be allowed to

flower, early in July. The resultant

seedlings will not flower the same
year, but during the May following,

and thence onwards well into the
summer, they will give such a pro-
fusion of blossom as to repay the
cultivator for the trouble entailed.

Even in gardens where the soil is

none too favourable a few should be a COLONY
tried in this way, the making up o(

a bed of sandy soil going far lowards
enabling the p an s to withstand tlie wniter.
Those who have natural rocks abounding in

the garden, or even old retaining walls where a
fair amount of soil is available, can scarcely find
more suitable flowers for growing there than
the Iceland Poppies ; in such positions June
or July sowing is best. If, as will most likely
be the case,. the weather is very dry at the time,
the soil must be watered frequently until the seed-
lings are well up and established. These Poppies
can now be obtaiiud in a number of beautiful
shades, ranging from pure white, through yellow to
deep cinnamon red. Papaver.

THE PROPAGATION OF
PLANTS.

"HEEL" CUTTINGS AND OTHE.KS.

I

LITTLE thought when I penned the words
appearing in The Garden, November 7

last, page 54r, as to the superiority of the

joint-made cutting over that of the " heel,"

that the subject would have aroused so

much interest or received such unqualified

support. The endorsement of " H. P.," one of

the best trained of the older school of London
nursery propagators, is particularly esteemed,

^ ^>%, t

OF ICELAND POPPIES. THESE ARE VERY
HARDY FLOWERS FOR CUTTING.

since so few men have had so wide an experience
as he. Of the value of the node or joint-made
Carnation cutting over that of the " heel," one
has but to compare the two to secure an immediate
demonstration of the increased basal area of the

former to that of the latter, and seeing that root

fibres are presently emitted in proportion to

those areas, there is only one logical conclusion

to be drawn. Moreover, in the Carnation cutting I

of the "heel" pattern, there is ever present a

sliort—or long—somewhat contracting neck, which
may, or may not, prove a source of considerable

danger or impediment to the future progress of

the plant. The danger lies in this contracting

neck becoming hide-bound or even partially so,

and, if this ensues, it plays the part of a throttle-

valve, and no admixture of soils or cultural skill

wil. ever make of such a cutting a really robust,

free, continuously developing plant. In the

joint-made cutting the same danger is non-

existent ; hence in this, of a surety, prevention

is better than cure.

On the other hand, there are instances, notably

among herbaceous pereimials, where the " heel

"

is an essential to successful plant propagation.

It is absolutely so, indeed, in the case of hollow-

stemmed plants, of which the well-known Larkspur

(Delphinium) may be cited as an
example. Minus the "heel" it is

impossible to root a cutting, or,

if one perchance did form root

fibres, equally impossible to make
a plant. The reason is that in

these hollow-stemmed plants the

reproductive bases in the form of

latent, eyes or buds are only foimd

concentrated about that portion

of the stem which, forming a

junction with the main rootstock,

is, when severed, known to

gardeners as the " heel." Such
portions with yovmg shoots

attached root freely enough,

though it is remarkable how large

an interested number quite over-

looked this important fact. In

hollow-stemmed plants these re-

productive eyes or buds do not

appear to exist, though they

certainly do, if in embryo, in the

axils of other plants, e.g., Phloxes

and Pelargoniums.

I suppose it is somewhere
about twenty-five years ago—it

may be more—since the late Rev.
C. Wolley-Dod thanked me,
through the medium of a con-

temporary, on behalf of hardy
plant growers generally for dis-

closing the secret of rooting

Lychnis vespertina flore pleno

from cuttings. Some years prior

—in 1880, to be exact—I had
successfully mastered the pro-

pagation of Onosma taurica from
cuttings, and staggered the late

Mr. T. S. Ware of Tottenham with

a batch of stove po s representing

about 150 plants, in which there

was not a single failure. Both
were exceedingly rare at the

time, regarded impossibles from
cuttings, and the " secret " of

CHARMING both—thougli I made no secret

of it—was the " heel " cutting.

Another plant which answered
to the same method was Omphalodes Lucilise.

This was in the spring of 1875. I had then

a solitary plant, and, curiously enough, the

number of cuttings obtained in ray first attempt

was thirteen, every one of which had rooted within

a month. . Indeed, one of the surprises with the

above was their ready response, though it has

to be admitted that the condition of the cutting

and season of tlie year are important factors in

rapid or successful rooting. In a manure frame

I have rooted young basal cuttings of the white

Everlasting Pea, when a comparative rarity, in

eleven days, and though this popular subject
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THE MOUNTAIN CLEMATIS.

T
climbing plants than the Clematises, or

Virgin's Bower as some delight to

call them. For manj' years they

have rightly claimed an important

position in our gardens, where their

rambling flower-laden shoots, tumbling lazily

about over pergola or tree, or hiding the face of

some more or less ugly buUding, have endeared

is easily increased from seeds, it is well to know

that cuttings of the right sort will root so promptly

in the event of a particularly good form turning up.

An interesting experience in respect to Chry-

santhemums from " heel " cuttings merits record-

ing. Having a small stock of an early flowering

novelty I desired to increase, the stools were kept

in the greenhouse longer than usual. Every inch-

long cutting as it was ready had been secured

and inserted joint-made. Requiring the space and

not wishing to forego the smallest atom of a cut-

ting, I stripped all the remaining shoots off with a

"heel" attached and inserted them without more

ado. Last rooted, they were also last planted,

joining the others in the open quarters. In the

result not one of these " heel " cuttings produced

stem growth ; but instead, first developed a

proud leafy shoot, which at a few inches high

ultimately reached the dimensions of a dinner

plate and became stationary, when, the latent

buds below coming into being, a mat of shoots

a foot or more across was formed

by every plant. There were 150 or

200 of them, not one of which

produced either stem or flower.

Beside them in the same quarter

were between 2,000 and 3,000 others

of the same variety propagated

from nodal or joint-made cuttings,

all of which flowered and gave

every satisfaction. As stock plants

the smaller lot was valuable

enough, though that was no con-

solation to one who was growing

the plants expressly for cut

flowers ; albeit it was an object-

lesson of what not to do in the

future in like case. The remark-

able lateral development referred to

I had seen often enough from stock

increased from the strong, sucker-like

growth of autumn, and when, in

addition to gross growth, the stand-

still during the winter might have

been made responsible for much.

1 had never before, however, seen

this lateral development in the

Chrysanthemum as the outcome of

the freshly made cuttings of early

spring and with a full season's

growth apparently—I say it ad-

visedly—ahead.

Plant propagation has always

had a certain fascination for me,
' and I have been tempted to give these

;

good quantity of lime, so much the better. If

experiences in the hope that the rising genera- the natural soil is stifi clay, some sand, and, if

tion of gardeners, not content with " As it obtainable, a little peat should be added, so as

was in the beginning, is now and ever shall to make the whole more porous and thus assist

be," should cast aside, in parts at least, the the roots in their rambling search for food. Plant-

orthodox yoke, and, believing that there are in ing may be successfully carried out a' the present

the sea as good fish as have ever been caught, time. Although the Mountam Clematis is well

admiration of every passer-by. There must be

hundreds of trees about the country that could

HERE are few more fascinating hardy !

be made beautifiil in this way at a very small

cost, providing those who plant remember to

keep the roots of the Clematis well out from the

trunk of the tree and to place it on the sunny

side. Rustic poles, formed of tree branches

with side shoots left on, if rammed firmly into

the groimd, make ideal supports for this Clematis.

Some ten years ago the introduction of a

rose-coloured variety of C. montana caused a

them to the hearts of all. Popular as the whole great stir in gardening circles. Hailing from

family undoubtedly is, there are a few kinds
,

Northern China, where it was discovered by Mr.

which stand out as universal favourites, and the
,

E. H. Wilson, it has proved perfectly hardy in

doyen among these is undoubtedly* the small, ' this country, and although by some considered

white-flowered Mountain Clematis, C. montana. rather less vigorous than the white species, it is

This should be planted in a sunny position so ' sufficiently strong-growing to quickly clothe a

that its growth can get well ripened in autumn. ' large area. Its botanical name is C. montana

In common with other members of the family, rubens. Owing to the colour of its flowers, it

the Mountain Clematis must be planted in soil ought never to be planted against a red-brick

that is thoroughly drained, and if it contains a wall, but against a pergola, rustic poles or bridge, as

THE ROSE-COLOURED MOUNTAIN CLEMATIS (C. MONTANA RUBENS) OVER A RUSTIC BRIDGE.

shown in the accompanying illus;ration, or, better

still, living trees. A word of warning about

pruning may be necessary. All that is required

is an occasional thinning of the growths immediately

after flowering. H.

e.xperiment in the problems of propagation for

themselves, the whole of which, I feel persuaded,

are as yet unsolved. E. H. Jenkins.

adapted for planting against wal's, and particularly

where its growths can run along and hang sus-

pended from a balcony, I never think it looks

more charming and natural than when flinging

its slender, flower-bedecked shoots over the limbs

DAVID'S PEACH. of some old tree, for preference one with dark

This, Prunus davidiana, is the earliest of the orna- green foliage. Grown thus we get an excellent

mental Peaches to flower, the white blossoms and pleasing contrast, and one that shows off

frequently opening early in February. It makes the pure white blossoms to the best advantage,

a dwarf tree from 15 feet to 20 feet high, and if '
I have vivid recollections of a Mountain Clematis

planted imder the lea of a belt of evergreens
j

scrambling over an upright conifer by the lodge-

receives some protection from cold winds, and shows gates of a gardening friend, where the twain

nft" its wreaths of blossoms to the best advantage, made a pillar of foliage and flower some thirty

It will thrive in almost any reasonably good soil. feet or more in height that must have been the

A GOOD SHRUB FOR WINTER.
.4t the present time, when outdoor flowers are

scarce, we appreciate more fully those plants that

possess either coloured stems, fruits or foliage.

An interesting foliage shrub just now is the

Jerusalem Sage (Phlomis fruticosa). This is of

dwarf character, seldom growing more than 4 feet

high, with wrinkled leaves that are, on the under

side, covered with greyish white tomentum. The

younger branches are also clothed with this woolly

substance. It is a shrub that will thrive in almost

any garden soil where the drainage is perfect, but in

the London district should be given the protection

of a wall with a south or south-west aspect. B. G.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

M
HOW TO FORCE SOLOMON'S SEAL AND LILY OF THE VALLEY.

ANY novices are deterred from taking ,

up the culture of some of the most
|

beautiful and easily cultivated sub-

jects because they underrate their

own ability and also because they

imagine difficulties that seldom or

never arise. In the present instance it is proposed

CROWNS OF SOLOMON S SEAL ON THE LEFT AND LILY OF
THE VALLEY ON THE RIGHT, SHOWING METHOD OF POTTING.

to deal with the following popular plants, viz.,

Solomon's Seal and Lily of the Valley. Each of

these may be grown in pots under glass quite

successfully by any reader who possesses a warm
greenhouse.

The first of these interesting subjects is Solomon's
Seal, known to botanists by the name of Polygo-

natum multiflorum. It is one of the handsomest
of our native plants, and its merits as a pot plant

have long been appreciated. The crowns may be
potted up either in the autumn or early spring.

Early potting ensures early flowering, and that is

the only advantage of autumn potting. The crowns
may be purchased cheaply, but where this subject

is growing in the hardy border they may be dug up
during the winter at the convenience of the grcwer.

Solomon's Seal is an excellent plant for the con-

servatory, but it is well to point out that it does
much better in a low temperature than in a high
one. The Lily of the Valley-like crowns may be

grown in any pots 5 inches or more in diameter.

It is a mistake to crowd the crowns in the pots,

and for this reason I have depicted on the left of

the illustration a few crowns potted up in

a 5-inch pot and an ideal specimen crown
in the front thereof. Any ordinary light soil

will answer the requirements of this subject.

See that the soil is worked well round the

crowns, and subsequently place the pots in

a cold frame or under the bench of a cool

greenhouse. They will begin to grow in a very
short time, after which they will come on rapidly.

Those who have the necessary crowns, and also the

accommodation, should pot up a number of the

strongest in lo-inch pots.

On the right of the illustration there is portrayed
about a dozen crowns of Lily of the Valley potted
up in a 5-inch pot. Crock the pots carefully to

ensure good drainage, and place twelve to fifteen

good plump crowns in a 5-inch pot. The crowns
should be visible above the sm-face soil, as shown
in the illustration. When the crowns have a

somewhat shrivelled appearance, it is a good plan

to soak them for an hour or two in tepid water
before they are potted up ; it is most undesirable

to keep crowns out of the soil for any length

of time. After potting give

a [good watering in, sub-

sequently standing the pots

in a cold frame on a bed of

ashes for a few weeks. Cover

the crowns with a good layer of

moss, after having spread the

latter out on the ground and
thoroughly moistened it with

boiling water to destroy slugs

and insects. Introduce the

plants to a gentle heat in

the first instance, affording a

brisk bottom-heat of about 80°

later on. Bottom-heat is

absolutely necessary to suc-

cess. So soon as the buds
begin to show the white of

t h e blossoms, the pots
should be removed from the

bottom-heat and the plants

gradually inured to a lower tem-
perature. Tepid water should

be used for watering, and on no account must
the soil be allowed to get dry. D. B. Crane.

PREPARING POTATOES FOR
PLANTING.

The importance of having seed tubers well sprouted
at planting-time should not be overlooked by
cultivators. The " sets " must not be so exposed
as to be frozen, else they will be quite spoiled ; but
if kept in a very cool shed and air and light are
freely admitted to them on all favourable occa-
sions, they will be ideal for planting in due course.

From the time when I first

had the pleasure and advantage
of the friendship of the late Mr.

James Clark, the raiser of Mag-
num Bonum, Clark's Maincrop
Kidney and other varieties of

sterling merit, I have taken a

great interest in the cultivation

of Potatoes, and, in a small way,
experimented in their culture,

mainly in regard to size, shape,

the lifting, preparation and
stormg of the seed tubers. I

have foimd the best results from
kidney sets that measured about

two and a-half inches in length,

and round or pebble-shaped sorts

about two inches in diameter,

crosswise. In setting up on end
the seed tubers it was never a

very difficult matter to secure

an even lot. Not more than

two sprouts to a set were
allowed to grow, and if one
good sprout was available it

was retained, and all others

rubbed off quite early. This

sprout attained a length of about an inch in the

case of kidney sorts, and half an inch in the case

of second-early and maincrops, by the end of

February.

Tubers for Warm Borders.—At this season it

is a good plan to make a selection of tubers for

planting on a warm, sheltered border. The best

are chosen, placed 2 inches apart in a shallow box,

and the space between filled with sifted soil and

leaf-soil in equal quantities. This compost should

just cover the crowns of the tubers, leaving the

sprouts bare. The new roots quickly grow from

the base of the sprout and firmly adhere to the

compost, which has received one watering through

a rosed watering-can. If the boxes can be placed

in a house or frame from which frost can be readily

excluded, the mass of compost will be filled with

roots, and the sprouts will have attained a length

of 3 inches in about six weeks' time. Then the

tubers must be carefully lifted and planted.

Early Potatoes in Cold Soils.—I find this plan

a good one also in the case of cold, clayey soil?

where early tubers are required for table. Whereas

it would be unwise to plant the sets in the cold

soil very early, it is an advantage to commence
their sprouting in soil in boxes. The actual border

planting may be put off until the soil has become

warmer. In the meantime the tubers are grow-

ing, and the crop is secured earlier than if the

tubers were planted without this special treatment

direct in the cold, open border. Some temporary

protection, with dry litter or other material, may
be afforded against late frosts. With regard to the

main planting, highly satisfactory results are

forthcoming when the seed tubers are given special

treatment, so as to secure strong sprouts on firm,

green-skinned ones.

I have seen uncared-for sets, after being heaped

throughout the winter and overhauled just prior to

planting, that have yielded bushels of long, thin,

white sprouts which have been thrown away, some of

the sprouts being i foot long. George Garner.

POTATO SETS THAT HAVE BEEN SPROUTED IN LIGHT READY FOR
PLANTING. NOW IS THE TIME TO START EARLY VARIETIES.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peaches.—Continue to disbud the trees

at intervals till all the surplus growth has been
removed. Where the fruits have set thickly,

many of them may be rubbed off at once, leaving

those which are facing the light ; but where
the fruits are sparse, thinning must not be done
hastily. Syringe the trees twice daily in bright

weather, and keep a moist atmosphere by damping
the walls and floors two or three times a day.

See that the trees do not suffer for the want of

water at the roots. Old trees carrying heavy
crops must be given a stimulant.

Fig Trees in Pots.—The trees which were
started in November may now be given a slightly

higher temperature, but do not use artificial heat

to excess. The forcing should be done by
taking full advantage of sunshine A minimum
temperature of 55° will be suitable for another

month.

Permanent Trees.—^Trees in active growth
must be well supplied with water at the roots.

Pinch the shoots at the fourth or fifth leaf and
remove all superfluous growths. Syringe the

foliage vigorously twice daily and keep the atmo-
sphere moist by damping the paths, walls and floor.

Prune late trees and thoroughly cleanse them with
strong soapy water. If trees are too vigorous, they
should be lifted and replanted, giving them plenty

of drainage and a restricted rooting area.

Plants Under Glass.

Freesias.—-These must now be liberally treated

in regard to watering and feeding, or the flowers

will be weak. A batch may now be safely moved
into a warmer house to hasten their flowering.

Lachenalias.—Keep these growing near the

glass in a cool house. When the flower-spikes

appear, the plants may be given a warmer house
should it be necessary to hasten their flowering.

Now that the pots are full of roots, stimulants may
be afforded.

Cyclamen.—^The old plants may be encouraged
to flower for some time yet by careful watering
and feeding. Remove old flowers and decayed
leaves regularly. Admit air to the house accord-

ing as outdoor conditions will allow. The seedlings

raised last autimin will now be ready for a shift

into zj-inch pots. Plunge the pots in fibre quite
close to the glass, or, failing this, stand them on
a moist bottom of sand or fine ashes. Syringe
the plants twice daily and keep the temperature
of the house at 60° or 65°.

Propagation from Cuttings.—The propagation
of various plants, such as Crotons, Dracaenas
and other stove subjects, must now be attended
to. Old plants of Fuchsias and Heliotropes may
be placed in moderate warmth, where they
will make suitable growth for cuttings.

The Flower Garden.

Carnations.—When the ground is dry enough,
gve the surface a light dusting of soot ; then
lightly stir the soil with the hoe. In exposed
situations a few evergreen boughs placed among
the plants will protect them from cold cutting
winds and severe frost. Rabbits and game are
kiown to be very destructive to Carnations,
and means must be taken to protect them.
Keep the lights removed from plants in frames,
except during severe weather. They will need
little water at the roots, but must not be allowed
to become too dry.

Roses.—Some of the more tender varieties,

(specially those which have been recently planted,
will need protection should severe frost set in.

Branches of evergreens placed among plants
form a suitable protection. Standards or climbing
varieties may easily be protected by adjusting
the same materials about them by means of string.

The pruning of climbing Roses must be brought
to a close, or much damage to the young growth
will occur.

Violets in Frames.—Admit plenty of air to

the plants when the weather is suitable, removing
the lights altogether on favourable occasions.

Remove decaying leaves and flowers regularly,
and always keep a look-out for slugs. A surface-
dressing of fresh soil and mantire will be of great
benefit to the plants.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.—The training of Apricots to wires
needs great care, for the least damage to the wood
may be the cause of canker, a disease to which they
are very subject. While spurs must be encour-
aged along the branches, it is also wise to encourage
a young growth here and there, as these may be
useful for filling up gaps caused through branches
succumbing to canker. Trees which are inclined
to be too strong should be root-pruned, and when
adding fresh soil use plenty of broken bricks
and old mortar rubble. Young trees should be
lifted. Manures should not be used in making
borders for the .\pricot.

The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli.—During mild weather the heads
will continue to turn in; therefore the plants
must be frequently gone over, removing those
which are ready to a cool shed.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—These may be taken
up now, so that the ground can be prepared for
their cultivation during the coming season. Pro-
viding the ground is well manured, this crop may
be gro\vn on the same ground year after year.
The small tubers may be selected for seed, using
the larger ones for culinary purposes.

Globe Artichokes.—During mild weather any
protecting material which has been placed over
the plants must be removed. Only in the case
of very severe frost should the plants be covered.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lochinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Tree Carnations.—Cuttings which were inserted
during December will now be sufl5ciently rooted
for potting up. Pot singly in 2-inch pots and
keep in a close frame for about ten days. After
this the ordinary conditions of the Carnation-
house will suit them if placed on a shelf near the
glass.

Caladiums.—An early batch of these may
be started into growth now. Shake out of the
old soil and place several together in 5-inch and
6-inch pots ; then plunge in bottom-heat in the
stove. If large specimens are required, the plants
must be potted on into larger size pots while
the leaves are developing. Let the compost be
rich in peat, leaf-mould and coarse silver sand.

Scbizanthuses.—-Plants raised from a sowing
made now will be useful for furnishing the flower-

house in midsummer. They will not, however,
grow so tall as the autumn-sown plants.

Cypripediums.—These Orchids are of very
simple culture, and are valuable winter-flowering
plants. Their lasting qualities are well known.
The flowering of most varieties will be past, so
now is a good time to pot. The compost should
consist of good fibrous loam, coarse silver sand,
sphagnum moss, and either good peat or Osmunda
fibre. For large specimens the mixture should
be left in a rather rough state.

Potting Materials.—Plenty of turf and leaf-

mould should be got under cover, so that it may
be in good order for the large amount of potting
that will be done during the next few weeks.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberries.—If the bushes have previously
been sprayed with some bud protector, pruning
should now be completed. Where bullfinches

are rife and the bushes improtected, pruning had
better be delayed for quite another month.

Raspberries.—The splendid season of 1914
produced good canes, which give promise of a

heavy crop should the conditions be favourable
at the time of flowering. Being strictly a surface-

rooting plant, it is unwise to disturb the soil

to any extent where they are growing. Never
at any time should forking be done at a greater
depth than 2 inches or 3 inches. Well-decayed
farmyard manure is most suitable for Raspberries.

Planting.—Before making a new plantation of

Raspberries, the grotmd must have a liberal dress-

ing of manure, which is best dug in some weeks
previous to planting. If planted in rows, 3 feet

is a good distance to allow between the plants,

and 6 feet at least must be left between the rows.

The Kitchen Garden.

Early Peas.—The present will be quite early
enough to make a first sowing, which should be
done in pots or boxes. If the seeds are to be raised
in boxes, sow them on long pieces of turf, which
can be readily planted in rows without disturbing
the roots. Guard against rats and mice, which
are very fond of Peas.

Hot-Beds.—Preparations should now be made
for making an early sowing of Carrots, Radishes
and Leeks. A hot-bed should be formed of fresh

stable litter, to which has been added plenty of

clean leaves, turning these over so that they
become well mixed. When the bed has been
firmly trodden and the frame got into position,

some light soil ought to be put in. This should not
be more than 4 inches or 5 inches in depth.
Sow the seed broadcast, and if room is to spare,

a few Lettuces may be pricked out at the same
time.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Trees in the Peach-house which was
St arted during mid-December will nowbe mostly set

and passing out of flower. Disbudding should
be done gradually and with judgment. The
trees should receive a good syringing daily, except
during sunless weather. Ventilate very carefully,

especially while frosty winds are blowing.

Vines.—^The second vinery may now be closed,

but will not require much artificial heat. A night

temperature of 55° to 60° will be ample. Endeavour
to keep a fairly humid atmosphere by regular
syringing of the Vines and keeping the evaporating
pans full of water.

Pot Strawberries are very subject to attacks

from green fly and red spider. The green fly

can be got rid of either by fumigation or the
application of an insecticide, but neither must
be used when the plants are in flower. Red
spider can be largely prevented by keeping the
under sides of the leaves well moistened. If

red spider is already in existence, care should be
taken not to let the plants come in contact with
other plants or fruit trees. As soon as the Straw-
berries are set, the fruit-stalks should have some
support. Thin twigs will be sufiicient to hold

up the fruit, and each plant should be restricted

to five fruits. Frequent applications of liquid

manure must be given when watering.

The Flower Garden.

Standard Heliotropes.—Continue to remove
side shoots until the desired height of the plants

has been reached. As yotmg plants are prefer-

able to old ones, it is a simple matter to

grow them each year. Growth is very rapid if

the plants are kept in a stove temperature, to
which they do not object. Afterwards, when the
heads are being formed, they may be given slightly

cooler conditions before being finally planted
out of doors in June.

The Wall Garden.—When forming a wall

garden, the builder should have an eye for the
artistic. Formality must be absent. Stones that

are porous and of a rustic appearance are

best. Try to make the face appear uneven,
yet for strength a certain amount of regularity

must be observed, leaving occasional stones

protruding and others receding. The stones
must also be placed in such a manner that they
will receive all rains, which will drain in to the
roots of the plants. The larger plants are best

built into the wall as the work proceeds. This
prevents breaking the roots, which would inevit-

ably happen if planted after the building work
has been completed. It must be seen that the
plants do not suffer from want of moistiure until

established. John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Casllemilh Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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HYBRID STREPTOCARPUS.

FOR
the vast improvtramt which hss

taken place during recent years in

this charming flower, we are probably

more indebted to that veteran florist,

Mr. John Heal, V.M.H., to Messrs.

J. Veitch and Sons of Chelsea, and to

Mr. William Watson, Curator of the Royal Gardens,

Kew, than to anyone else, each having done
yeoman service in hybridising and popularising

this now, I might almost say, universal plant.

Not only is there an improvement in the size of

the flowers, but almost everj- shade of coloiu: is

present, except yellow. In addition, the length

of footstalk is much greater, which renders them
suitable for all kinds of floral decorations, and the

flowers, fortunately, last for a considerab'.e time

in a cut state. Suitably arranged with Orchids,

when a proper selection of colours is blended,

they make a charming table decoration. I have,

during the past fifteen years or so, done what I

could to help in the direction of improving what
I bel ieve will be for some years to come one of the

most appreciated flowers, when its cultivation

becomes better knowi than it is at the present

day. One distinct advantage is that with proper
care and attention the same plants may be had
in flower at least from early April until the middle
or end of November. A mistake too often made
is that the Streptocarpus is treated far too much
as a stove plant rather than as a greenhouse subject.

Seed-Sowing.—^The seed should be sown early

in the new year, either in well-drained seed-pans
or pots. The surface on which the seed is to

germinate should be fine and made moderately
j

firm, and the seed (which is very minute) scattered
|

evenly over the surface. Press this well in and
!

do not cover it with soil. The whole should be
thoroughly moistened by standing the pot or pan
in a pail of \^-ater to the rim. A piece of glass

shotild be placed over the top, after which transfer

it to the shady part of a warm house until

germination (which is rather slow) takes place,

and subsequently place it near the glass, but
shade from bright sunshine. Immediately the
seedlings are large enough, prick them into shallow
boxes or pans, and grow on in the same •tempera-
ture, taking care to protect them from bright

sunshine.

Treatment of Seedlings.—Directly the young
plants show signs of making their second leaf,

they should be potted singly in 3-inch pots,

which should be well drained, using a soil

composed of two parts light loam, the same
of well-decayed leaf-soil, and one part of

coarse silver sand. These may be grown on
in an intermediate house until thty become
established, always bearing in mind that the
Streptocarpus is a shade-loving plant, and the
foliage miust never be allowed to become burnt.

They may then be removed to a slightly heated
pit, placing them on a bed of ashes as near the

glrss as possible, shading the latter with white-
wash or some other suitable material. The plants

must never be allowed to suffer for the want of

water. The young plants should begin to flower

about the middle of August, and, if a good strain

has been selected, it will be found extremc'v
interesting to watch their development. Each
one of note should be labelled and these particular

plants p'accd together for growing on the follow-

ing Ser:on.

Treatment of Plants.—.^11 worthless varieties

sh^'iild berejertcd. During November and December

the plants ought to be kept in a greenhouse tem-

perature, allowing them to become moderately dr>'

to give them the needed rest, and during January,

after giving them a thorough soaking of water, pot

on the plants into 5-inch or 6-inch pots. These

must be well drained and a few quarter-inch bones

placed on the top of the drainage, after which

some good fibre, taken from the loam heap,

should be placed thereon to prevent the so 1

clogging the same. The soil for this potting should

consist of good fibrous loam three parts, one of

good leaf-soil or peat, one also of good silver sand,

and a 6-inch potful of finely broken potsherds

may be mixed to every half-bushel of soil. Pot

very firmly, and start the plants into growth in

an intermediate house, but rather err on the side

of giving too little than too much fire-heat. Never

exceed a maximum of 60°. Raise the plants as

near to the glass as possible, be sparing of water

imtil they become well established, and do not

damp the foliage overhead, but give plenty of

moisture by syringing between the pots, the walls

and paths. As soon as the plants have plenty

of roots in the new soil, manure-water of medium
strength should be given every third watering,

and when in full flower this may be increased

to ever\' other time. I have found nothing to

suit them better than that made from horse and

cow manure in equal proportions, to which should

be added a small bag of soot. Clay's Fertilizer,

by way of a change, is a safe and valuable manure
when applied according to directions. To ensure

the plants continuing to flower for a long season,

the old flower-stalk and seed-pods should be

removed, except, of coturse, any which may be

wanted for seed purposes.

Insect Pests.—^The two most troublesome of

these we have to deal with in relation to Strepto-

carpus are green aphis and mealy bug. The
latter should never be allowed to come into contact

with the plants if possible, and green fly may be

kept in check by fumigating the plants about

once in ten days or a fortnight with XL Ml. The
most suitable house for flowering the plants

during the Summer and autumn months is a low

span-roofed one, and during hot weather a

moderate amotmt of air must be given both day
and night. The same plants may be grown on

for several years, but I have found it preferable

to raise young plants annually and throw the old

ones away after the second year's growth.

Propagation by Leaves.^The propagation of

any special variety may be easily done by means
of leaves. This is best performed early in the

spring. The midribs of the leaves should be

placed round the outside of a pot in some place

in a warm house, and these will throw up young

plants from the base. E. B.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

Peas are an important crop. They are more
appreciated than any vegetable, except it be the

Potato, which is such a imiversal requirement

that it will always rank as of the greatest import-

ance. Those who have the convenience—a cool

house—should sow five seeds in 9-inch pots of

such sorts as Edwin Beckett, Duke of Albany
and The Pilot. Fill the pots to within 2 inches

of the top with a rich compost, leaving this space

for future top-dressing. Sow in a temporary pit,

or a heated one if possible, seeds of an early dwarf
variety in rows 15 inches or 18 inches apart,

according to the variety. If a warm border is

available, sow seeds of dwarf early sorts in well-

prepared trenches 6 inches deep, with light compost

in the trench and over the seeds, which will drain

off surplus water from heavy rains if the subsoil

is heavy in character. This compost will enstire

quicker germination of the seeds.

Broad Beans should be sown in drills 3 feet

apart on a warm border. The soil should be

in as dry a state as possible, or add a compost

of lighter material in which to place the seeds,

and thus ensure quicker germination. Early

Windsor and Longpod are still the best varieties

for the first sowings. At the end of this month
make a sowing in boxes in a cold frame of the

same varieties for planting out to ensure a full

crop, as this method sometimes comes in usefui

in the event of seeds sown in the open in the

autumn or in January not coming up successfully.

French Beans.—^Those who require pods in

February or March should sow seeds of any small-

growing variety at once, four seeds in each 3-inch

pot, placing them in a temperatmre of 65°. When
the plants show their first pair of leaves, transfer

them to 6-inch pots in a light compost. Keep the

pots close to the glass in the same temperature

by night, with a rise of 10° by day ; syringe as

the weather permits, and supply the roots liberally

with water to prevent an attack of red spider,

which is not only injurious to the Beans, but is

apt to infest other plants near. Strawberries,

for example.

Onions for Exhibition of the Ailsa Craig type

should now be sown in boxes of sandy soil made
quite firm. Sow the seeds evenly about an inch

or so apart. Overcrowding is a mistake, as the

plants should grow sturdily from the start.

If they once become weakly through being drawn
up for want of space, they never regain that robust

condition so essential to success. Now that

Onions over 31b. each are yearly produced, it

behoves exhibitors to ensure the best results.

If the soil is moist at sowing-time, water will not

be required for a few days ; but on no account

must it become dry, or the germinating powers

of the seed will be impaired. Place the boxes

in a heat of about 60°, such as a newly started

vinery or Peach-house affords-. Directly the

plants show through the soil, stand the boxes on

a shelf close to the glass to ensure sturdy growth,

and keep the roots well supplied with water.

Carrots of the Short Horn type should be at

once sown on a gentle hot-bed in rows g inches

apart, using sandy soil 6 inches in depth on the

leaves or manure employed for the bottom-heat.

Keep the frame close until the plants show through

the soil ; then ventilate carefully to induce stiu^dy

growth. As soon as the plants are large enough

to handle, thin them to 2 inches ap.irt. This

distance will enable an early pulling of quite young

roots, and then leave a full crop to grow to a larger

size.

Potatoes.—For the earliest crops place one

full-sized tuber in a lo-inch pot three parts filled

with light compost in which decayed leaf-mould

plays a prominent part. The space at the top

is reserved for earthing as the plants progress,

and thus keeps the haulm firm and feeds also the

surface roots. Stand the pots in a newly started

vinery or other structure with a similrr

temperature. Ringleader, May Queen or Sharpe's

Express are good sorts for this crop. For planting

in frames later, the tubers should be spread out on

end to sprout, thinning the sprouts to two
on each as they progress. Too many sprouts are
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a hindrance to the best results in all forms of

Potato culture.

Radishes.—Wood's Frame and French Break-

fast types should be sown in the frames containing

the Carrots, Peas and the earliest Potatoes, as

the conditions here are most suitable.

Parsley should now be sown in boxes in a gentle

heat. Should the supply appear to be running

short, prick out the plants in other boxes directly

they are large enough to handle, and from here

really good plants will be available for putting

outside on a warm, sunny border, where a full

crop will quickly be available. One variety is

sufficient. That should be of a close, thickly

curled nature, of which there are abundant types, so

many, indeed, that it seems quite unnecessary to

grow the badly curled, straggling variety too

often grown in gardens.

Leeks.—To have the finest specimens at the

end of August or early in September, the seed

should be sown in January, as a long season of

steady growth is required to obtain the full length

of stem which is so much admired, and which is

one of the chief features in a perfect specimen.

Sow three seeds in a 3-inch pot of light, rich soil,

thinning the plants to one in each pot directly

the best can be discerned. This ensures a thorough

start, the ultimate end being regulated by attention

to all necessary details. Stand the pots in a

moist heat of about 55° or 60°. Directly the

plants show above the soil, the pots should be

stood on a shelf close to the glass in the same
structure. Water carefully, but little is required

for a time beyond occasional syringings overhead

during fine weather. E. Molyneu.x.

Swanmore Park, Bishop'i Waltham, Hants.

NEW PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS.

The following varieties of Carnations have recently

been registered by the Perpetual - Flowering

Carnation Society. The particulars have been sent

to us by Mr. T. A. Weston, St. John's Road,

Orpington, Kent, who is the hon. secretary of the

society. He will be pleased to send full particulars

of membership to anyone interested in Carnations.

Delice.—Clear pink. Enchantress sport. Award
of merit, December 2, 1914. Raiser, Mr. H. J.

Dudney, South Road, Erith.

Caprice.—Pale pink, flaked red, seedling.

Raiser, Mrs. C. H. Seeley, Wingerworth Hall,

Chesterfield.

Grenadier.—Coral red, seedling. Raiser, Mr.

W. J. Reed, gardener to the Countess of Derby,

Coworth Park, Sunningdale.

Bishton Wonder.—Rosy lilac, seedling. Regis-

tered by Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's
Heath.

Wivelsfleld White. — Pure white, seedling.

Raisers, Messrs, Allwood Brothers.

Colleen.—Salmon pink, seedling. Raiser, Mr,

C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden.

Nora West.—Salmon pink, seedling. Award
of merit, December 2, 1914. Raiser, Mr. George

West, Gables Nursery, Datchet.

Mme. Chas. Page.—Apple blossom pink,

seedling ; Perpetual Malmaison type. Raisers,

Messrs. R. Veitch and Son, Exeter.

General Joflre.—Scarlet sport from Lady
Northcliffe. Registered by Mr. George Clarke,

t.eighton Buzzard.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Ever;/ department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.
The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, hoiverer, will be taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

osks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It mast be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyrifjht will be treated with.

The Editor tvill not be resiponsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof 7nust not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE GARDEN tvill alone
hz recognised as acceptance.

Offices: 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—r/ie Editor endeavours to

jnake The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, a}ul

with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Gardes, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered, and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, rwt cotton-wool, and fUnoering

shoots, where possible, sJiould be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on biisiness should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
DOUBLE-FLOWERED CAMOMILE (Grace Gardner).—

\Vc regret we are unable to inform you at present where
you are likely to get the double-flowered Camomile
though doubtless it is still to be found in old-fashioned
gardens in many parts cf the eountry. It is true thai
Belgium has, in the past, been one of the chief sources
of supply of this medicinal herb, though it is also grown
largely in some parts of Surrey. In the latter, however,
if memory serves us rightly, we lielleve the single variety

—

usually considered of the best medicinal quality—is that
most frequently grown, though it is highly probable
that the double-flowered form, owing to a mnch greater
yield of flowers, is that chiefly grown on the Continent.
With so many Belgian refugees now in England, that
point could doubtless be easily cleared up. As to the
plant we have seen in Surrey, we will endeavour to ascer-
tain which it is, and, if successful, will \\Tite you further.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
HOLLY BRANCH FOR INSPECTION (S. M. Uartineau).—The section of Holly branch sent for examination has

been bored out by the larva of a moth. It may have been
done by one of two species, Cossus liguiperda (Goat Moth)
or Zeuzera ccsculi (Wood Leopard iloth)—which, liowever,
it is not possible to say without seeing the caterpillar.

FRENCH LILAC (f . A. /{.).-The name of French Lilac
is applied to the common Lilac (Syriuga vulgaris) and also
to the bulbous plant Muscari comosum var. monstrosum.
It may also be applied to other plants. If you send us
a specimen of the plant in question when it is in good
groivth, wc shall be pleased to determine the botanical
name and advise you as to culture.

MAGNOLIA TO NAME (.Garden Lover).—Your plant
of Magnolia grandiflora may be pruned back fairly hard
in April. By severe piuning you will probably lose most
of the flowers for one year, but the only way to get the
plant back to the wall is to remove the longest branches
and tie the others back. By lightly pruning every year,
plants may be kept fairly close to walls.

AHPELOFSIS ARBOREA (C. fl.).—The plant referred
to as Ampelopsis arborea is also known as Vitis arborea,
and is a native of the Southern United States. It is

usually most satisfactory when grown against a wall
in this country, but it is not easy to obtain. English
nurserymen do not appear to stock the plant, and it is

Ukely that it would be most easily procured direct from
.\merica. Try Messrs. P. J. Berckmans and Co.,
Nurserymen, Angasta, Georgia, U.S.A..

DOUBLE-FLOWERED MOCK ORANGES (G. S.).—
There is now a very wide choice in double-flowered Phila-
delphuses. The most vigorous is P. coronarius flore

pleno. This grows to a height of 6 feet or more, and has
a similar habit to the common Mock Orange. Boule
d'Argent, Manteau d'Hermine and Virginal are dwarfer,
with rather smaller flowers. They grow 4 feet or 5 feet
high eventually, but are rather slow, and give the best

results when pruned each year and kept Iretween 3 feet
and 4 feet high.

POPLARS FOR AVENUE (South Stafford).—Ihi-.
question as to which of the two trees, Populus ni'jia
pyramidalis (Lombardy Poplar) or P. alba boUeanu
(Boll's Poplar), is the better one for an avenue depends
more upon the taste of the planter than upon anything
else. Both are perfectly hardy and thrive under exactly
similar conditions. There is, however, a difference in
habit, for, whereas the Lombardy Poplar is usually of
columnar outUne when mature, BoU's Poplar is, as a rule
pyramidal in habit. The Lombardy Poplar often branches
from near the ground, while the other kind has usually
a section of clear trunk. Of the two the liead of Boll's
Poplar is rather looser than that of the other. Boll's
Poplar has a sUght advantage over the Lombardy variety
in the tact of its ha^^ng greyish bark and greyish leaves,
which give it a lighter appearance. The main differences
are as stated, and there is little to choose between the two.
BoU's kind perhaps has the advantage in the fact that
it is more uncommon than the other kind. Select straight,
sturdy trees with clear and distinct leading shoots, and"
be sure to notice that the roots are well furnished with
fibres, as those trees with plenty of fibrous roots transplant
more satisfactorily than others which may have a few
thick roots only. The cause of Lombardy Poplars becom-
ing bushy and not growing well in height is that the leaders
have not been kept clear of rivals.

THE GREENHOUSiE.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS TO BLOOM AT CHRISTMAS

(Constant Reader).—In addition to the varieties jou name
the following should be grown : Mrs. W. Buckbee, Niveus
and Mrs. David Syme, white; Nagoya and December Gold,
yellow ; A. J. Balfour, pink ; Heston Pink ; and Tuxedo,
bronze and orange. The last-named may be had in bloom
till as late as the middle of January, and also Godfrey's
Perfection, a pure white Anemone-flowered variety that
is very free and fragrant. Of singles, Wellcsbourne
Beauty, yellow, and Mme. Melba, cream, flushed pink,
are good late sorts. Of feathery varieties, Mrs. W. Butters
is the best late white. 'Wliite Mrs. Filkins and Cheveu.x
d'Or, yeUow, are good. Cuttings should be propagated
from early in January to the end of February. The
best results do not accrue from high cultivation in the
case of late varieties. Use good loam, pot firmly and
feed moderately, so as to produce firm wood during the
dull days of autumn.
TREATMENT OF POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA AND '

PLUMBAGO ROSEA (Enquirer).—Vfhan the bracts c £
Poinsettia pulcherrima are faded, they should be cut 1 ff

and the plants placed in a structure where a temperatur.
of 50' to 60° is maintained. They nuist then be kept dry.
but not absolutely parched up, in order to give them a
season of rest. Then during the latter part of April
they should have the soft portions of the shoots cut back,
and the plants placed in a warmer structure, giving them
water at the roots and an occasional syringing. This
will lead to numerous young shoots being pushed forth,
and when these are nearly three inches long they will be
ready to Ix; taken as cuttings. The cutting should be
formed of the entire shoot, with its swollen base just where
it starts from the old wood, as from tjiis spot roots are
freely produced. Each cutting must be inserted in a
small pot, which must be clean and well drained. A
suitable compost for the cuttings may be made of loam,
peat or leaf-mould and sand, the whole being well rubbed
through a sieve with a quarter of an inch mesh. The
cuttings must then be plunged in a gentle bottom-heat
in a propagating-case, where, if care is taken not to over-
water, they will soon root. When rooted they must be
exposed to the ordinary atmosphere of the structure
in which they are to be grown. A minimum temperature
of 60° IS very suitable for them then. Thov will soon be
ready for shifting into pots 5 inches in "diameter. A
suitable soil for Poinsettias is good loam, lightened by
an admixture of leaf-mould, dried cow-manure and sand
When the weather gets warm, the plants may be placed
in a frame and inured to air and light in order to induce
a sturdy gro^vth. By some the plants are again shifted
into 6-inch pots, but, in any case, as the pots get fuU of
roots, weak liquid manure must be occasionally given.
Though Poinsettias may be kept in a frame during the
summer, they must not be left there too late in the season,
otherwise the bottom leaves will turn yeUow and drop.
Early in September they should be placed in a structure
where an average temperature of 60° is maintained.
As soon as the bracts are seen, they will be increased in
size if a little additional heat is given, W^^en developed
they keep better in a cooler and drier atmosphere. Though
Poinsettias are usually grown annually from cutting.-,
the old plants may readily be grown and flowered a second
or third year. Those intended for growing on should be
cut back harder than those needed to supply cuttings,
A good plant will produce several shoots, and, as each
carries a head of bracts, a bold, showy specimen wiU le
the result. These old plants may be grown in pols
6 inches, 7 inches or 8 inches in diameter, according to
their vigour. Specimens such as these are especially
valuable for grouping in the conservatory or for similar
purposes. Plumbago rosea should, after the flowers
are over, be cut back into shape, but not too hard. In
an intermediate temperature young shoots will soon
be pushed forth. When these are about half an inch
long, the plants may be repotted, a clean, well-drained pet
a size larger than before and a mixture of loam, leaf-
mould and sand being very suitable for them. Their
after-treatment may be much the same as that advised
for Poinsettias. Should it be desired to increase the stock
of this Plumbago, cuttings from 2 inches to 3 inches in
length may be put in as soon as they are obtainable
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and, grown on like Poinsettias, they will make neat
flowering plants by the winter.

IVr-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS AND PLUMBAGO
CAPENSIS (H. D. 3f.).—The I\-y-leaved relarqoniums
should ha wintered in a light structure where a mioimum
night t<?mperature of 45° or thereabouts is maintained.
Of course, the thermometer will run up higher durinc the
daytime, but a free circulation of air should be given when-
ever possible. With regard to watering, enough water
should be given to keep the soil sligtitly moist, but an
excess must be strictly guarded against. This does not
mean that you are to give water in little drops, but to
wait till the soil is nearly dry, and then give enough to
moisten the whole of it. In an ordinary greenhouse
about every three weeks would be quite sufficient, but
with regard to time no hard-and-fast rule can be laid down,
as so much depends upon the house itself, the weather
experienced, and other matters. Watering when required
should be carried out in the mornintr, as then there is

sufficient time to dry up any superabundaut moisture.
For this reason a fine day should be chosen on which to
water the plants. By no mean* should the plants be
watered during sharp frosts, as it is much better to leave
them dry when the weather is severe. In this way the
plants wiJl safely pass through the winter in a quiet con-
dition, and will start freely into growth when the spring
comes round. The Plumbago wiU, in a greenhouse, pass
through the winter in a quiet st-ate, and many of the leaves
will frequently die off. You state that your plant was
pruned in the beginning of December, but is not doing
very well. You cannot expect it to start into growth
in the depth of winter; indeed, the quieter it is kept
at that season, the more vigorous will be the growth when
the proper time comes round.

ROSE GARDEN.
SPRAYING ROSES WITH COPPER SULPHATE (Tf . T.).—One spraying should bfj sufficient for Roses against

mildew, using a pound of copper sulphate to twenty-five
gallons of wat«r, and it should be done before the buds
burst, otherwise it is likely to do them harm. Pruning
away the parts affected in previous years should be a
great aid in keeping them clean.

GLOIRE DE DIJON PLANTED IN NOVEMBER, 1913
{Rustic).—It would have been best had you cut back
the plants to about two feet in the spring of 1914, but
as one has good growths inside, it would ha advisable to
liave it alone this season, merely tipping the gro'nths.
The other plant cut back to about six inches in March ; it

should then send out good canes next summer.
STANDARD ROSES FOR NORTH GARDEN {D. C.).—

Your conditions are too exacting, and we fear you will
not obtain all you want. Many Roses that would do
are not fragrant: others that are fragrant have not a long
season of flowering. Then, again, there are few really
orange and copper Roses that are fragrant. We give
the following eood varieties as near your requirements
a? possible : Mme. Abel Chatenay, Conrad F. Meyer,
Laurent Carle, Gloire de Bijon, Bouquet d'Or, Juliet,
Mrs. D. Jardiuc, General Macarthur, Liberty, Mme.
Jean Dupuy, Soleil d'Or and Duchess of Weliinston.
The plant you have as Ifugh Dickson is no doubt wrongly
named.
ROSES FOR FRONT ROW (L.)—We advise you to

plant The Lyon Rose in the front row, and in place
of this variety substitute Cissic Easlea, a good
mildew-proof Rose, admirably adapted to plant in the
position mentioned. Then In the front row, following
The Lyon Rose, we can recommend Mme. Leon Pain,
Lieutenant Cbaure, Souvenir de G. Prat, Countess of
Shaftesbury, Molly Sharman Crawford, Mrs. Edward
Powell and Duchess of Wellington We have avoided the
sorts you say you have already, namely, Mme. Kavary,
Mme. A. Chatenay, Prince de Bulgarie, Caroline Testout,
Fran Karl Druschki and Hugh Dickson. Should you
desire any other varieties, we can strongly recommend
Louise Catherine Breslau, Ophelia, Marquise de Sinety
and Melody.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
TOMATOES IN BOXES [Grace Gardner).~ThG boxes

you refer to would certainly not be too large, probably
the reverse, seeing that the Tomato is a very gross
feeding subject. The size of the receptacle is, however,
but one item of the programme, and a good soil
mixture, with ample top-dressings and artificial manures
when the fruits are set and swelling, are of equal,
if not even greater import. We have never yet
bad any occasion to thin the fruits, the usual experience
being that they do this themselves, the swelling
fruits leaving the others behind. When it is observed
that the fruits are well set and swelling, then you may
bepin feeding and top-dressing, gradually at fir^t
and sul>sequently more liberally. By earthing up above
the box with good turfy loam, the top-dressings will
greatly assist the productiveness of the plant, particularly
if liquid manures are us'id in conjunction therewith.
HOW TO GROW SMALL. CRISP CELERY (Mrs. F. R.

Clarke).—Growers of vegetables generally favour the
growth of large specimens of most kinds, although it is
well known araong most of them that by doing so quality
to a serious extent is sacrificed and much waste in C«!cry,
as in other things, occasioned, as a largo number of
the leaf-st-alks of these huge specimens are thrown away.
In the first place, varieties liave some bearing on this
question. Some are large, and others of medium growth
to small. These latter are the best to grow for home
consumption. The beat among these are Sandringham

White and Major Clarke's. Other causes are applying
too much manure to the soil and plantin*: too far apart.
Too much feeding with highly stimulating liquid manures
will help to produce the results complained of. Caution
has to be exercised in not running to the other extreme
of not applying enough manure to the soil, as a crop of
good quality Celery cannot be grown without a generous
application of manure. The best and most economical
way of growing Celery, especially if moderately small
plants arc the desideratum, is to plant in beds rather
than in single rows. Such beds should be 5 feet wide
and 10 inches deep (the soil taken out of the bed to be
banked by its side to come in for earthing up later).
The rows should be planted across the bed'; and be
15 inches apart, and the plants in the row 6 inches apart.
Celery is a moisture-lovina plant, and during dry weather
nmst be copiously watered.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LAWN THIN IN PLACES (M. M. K. C.).—You cannot

do better than rake as much as possible of the moss out
of your grass at the present time ; then, during the early
part of March, prick over all the bare places with a fork
and sow new seed, afterwards giving the whole lawn a
good dressing of fine rich soil. It is too early to sow
fresh seed now.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (Han(s).—Makers of small
propagators.—W. Pearce and Co., 648, HoUoway Road,
London, N. Spanish Iris.—When the plants are well
up, a dose of weak liquid manure about once a fortnight
will be helpful. Care must, however, be taken not to
give an excess of stimulants. Tuberous Begonias.

—

There is no advantage in st-arting the tubers of Begonias
in Cocoanut refuse ; indeed, it is very much better to
start them in some good soil, such as two parts of loam
to one of leaf-mould and a liberal sprinkling of sand.
The tubers should be potted at the end of February oi
early part of March. Pots 4 inches in diameter are very
suitable for them, and, in potting, the tubers should be
put at such a depth that they are just covered with the
soil. They must not have much water till they start
into growth, and only need the temperature of an ordinary
greenhouse, that is to say, from 45° to 50°, increasing,
of course, as the days lengthen and the weather gets
warmer. It is very essential that the plants are well
hardened off before they are bedded out at the end of
May. After April a cold frame is the best place for them,
just throwing a mat over the light in the event of frosty
nights and giving plenty of air during the day.

NAME OF PLANT.—D TF., Swrrey.—Chimonanthus
fragrans.

SOCIETIES.

SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

ANNUAl Meehno.

The annual meeting of this society was held on Monday,
the 11th inst., in the Council Chamber, the BlayoV.
Alderman W. Bagshaw, presiding over a satisfactory
attendance. The Mayor spoke of the influence of the
war upon the society, compUmenting the members upon
the fact that their operations had not been affected
financially. The annual report stated :

" Owing to
circumstances arising from the war your Council, in common
with many other societies, deemed it prudent to abandon
the autumn show. Had the exhibition been proceeded
with, it would probably have resulted in a considerable
loss. Arrangements have been made to hold three shows
in 1915. The Council will use every effort to carry through
this programme. The Rose show held at South Stoneham
la-st July was again a financial success. The balance
sheet showed a highly satisfactory balance of £50 4s. 3d.,
in addition to which, as the secretary mentioned at a
later stage, a debt of £25 had been liquidated from last
year." The chairman of the Council, Mr. Molyneux,
presented the report, and spoke gratefully of the support
given to the society by Ellen Lady Swaythling in allowing
the Rose show to be held at South Stoneham House,
and by Lord and Lady Swaythling. The society was
also indebt«d to Lord and Lady Northbrook, the latter
of whom opened the summer show, and to the donors
of special prizes. Jlr. A. W Oke seconded, expressing
his gratification at the condition of the society as shown
in the report. The finances were, he noted, in a highly
satisfactory state. The report and accounts were adopted.
It was decided, at the suggestion of Mr. Molyneux, to
give donations of five guineas each to the Royal Gardeners'
Orphan Fund and the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution out of the funds of the society.
The re-election of Lord Swaythling as president was

proposed by the Mayor, Mr. E. Kemp Toogood seconding
and speaking of Lord Swaythling's close personal interest
in the society's affairs. The members agreed. The
vice-presidents, a lengthy list, were re-elected, with the
addition of Sir J. Beethom Whitehead of Elford Park,
Lymington, and Mr. Maldwyn Drummond of Cadlands.
Other elections were as follow : Hon. solicitors, Messrs.
Green, Moberly and Green ; chairman of Council, Mr.
H. E. Molyneux vice-chairman of Council, Mr. N. D.
Desborough ; hon. treasurer, Mr. A. G. Thompson;
secretary, Mr. C. S. Fuidge (who was first appointed to
the postin 1873) ; members' auditor, Mr. A. J. H. Marshall

;

Council (a third of its strength), Messrs. F. Chandler
T. Hall, F. areer.,jV. J. Marsh, A. Toflcid and F. J. Hendy.'

BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT GARDENERS' MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

Anndal Meetinu.
There was a large gathering of members at tl.e
Athletjc Institute on Monday, the 11th inst., it being
the annual meeting. The proceedings opened mth the
readmg of the minutes of the previous meeting, followed
by the secretary's presentation of the 1914 baliance sheet
and report. On examination these disclose the receipts
during the past year to be £34 lis. 3d. (including the
bllance of £4 9s. 4d. brought forward from 1913) and the
expenditure as £3n 6s. 4d., thus leaving at present in hand
a balance of £4 4s. lid. The assets of the society were also
proved at £349 6s. 4d. Afterwards the election of a com-
mittee for the current year took place, ballot papers
being handed to each individual member. Out of the
twenty-two nominations, sixteen were eligible for election,
and the voting resulted in the return of Jlessrs. R Usher
P. Catt, J. Markham, J. Palmer. R. T Parker, A. D.
Christie, J. Higley, T. Humphreys, S. Smith, H. Ford,
C. H. Herbert, A. Cryer, A. R. Brown, J. Webb, W. Spinks
and W. L. Deedman as the executive for 1915. Having
obtained a committee for the year, the appointment
of officers was the next consideration. Eventually, in
spite of the withdrawal in turn of these six who had so
ably served for 1914, Mr. C. H. Herbert was prevailed
upon to again act as chairman, Mr. A. Cryer as vice-
chairman, Mr. A, R. Brown as librarian, Mr. J. Webb as
assistant-librarian, Mr. W. Spinks as treasurer, and Mr.
W. L. Deedman as secretary, so that the society has once
more assured itself of the ^ood services of these gentlemen.
A recent revision of the library had entailed much extra
trouble to the librarian and his assistant, and as a recom-
pense a much deserved vote of thanks was tendered to
them. Also the kindness of the Press was by no means
overlooked, for during the past year it had upon several
occasions rendered valuable assistance, for which the
society is deeply indebted. A formal vote of thanks was
proposed by Mr. Herbert and seconded by Mr. Spinks.
Before the meeting terminated, a sympathetic refer-
ence was made by the chairman touching the death of
Jlr. W. B. Latham. Not only had the deceased been a
trustee of the society, bnt he was also the sQfiety's first

chairman, and it is with deep regret that the intimation of
his death is received.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
With the notice of the annual general meeting of this
association on January 19, the usual abstract of accounts
for the year ending December 31, 1914, has been circulated
among the members. The Chrysanthemum show accounts
exhibit an income of £1,079 5s. 4d., including £360 4s. 3d.,
the net takings from the sale of plants, Ac, at the stalls
arranged for the Red Cross and Belgian Belief Funds.
Donations came to £90 2s. Takings at the gate
and tickets sold amounted to £526 9s. 4d. On the other
side of the account, awards, including medals and engraving
of cups, accounted for £250, and music came to £225.
Other items of expenditure brought the expenses up to
£788 139. 6d., leaving the highly satisfactory balance of
£290 lis. lid., of wnich amount £145 6s. went to the
Red Cross Society and £145 5s. lid. to the Belgian Relief
Fund. The association is to be congratulated on this
most successful result. The ordinary revenue accounts
are le-ss satisfactory, as there was a deficit on the year's
working of £26 2s. Id., but the expenditure included an
item of extraordinary expenditure of £10, this
having been voted to the E.'itension Fund of the Edin-
burgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture, while
the funds suffered from the entire net proceeds of the
Chrysanthemtim show being devoted to the relief funds
above mentioned. The ordinary income, which includes
£160 14s. from members' annual subscriptions, amounted
to £215 19s. 8d. In the capital account depreciation is

allowed on stocks held by the association. The Horti-
cultural Institution Fund account shows that this fund,
after allowing for depreciation of stocks, now stands at
£1,615 3s. 3d. against £1,493 18s. 7d. the previous year.
The Benevolent Fund accounts show a credit balance
of £12 19s. lOd. The whole position reflects great credit
on the management.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual meeting of this association, held in the
Wesley Hall, Dumfries, on January 9, a series of questions
and a discussion thereon occupied the meeting. Mr
S. Arnott occupied the chair. Mr. W. Hutchinson
reported that the amount collected for the Royal Gar-
deners' Orphan Fund had been sent, and produced the
treasurer's receipt for the same. The questions asked
by the members were then drawn by lot and a discussion
took place upon each, practically the whole of the
memb.;rs present taking part, and a most interesting
and useful evening was spent.

GLASGOW FRUIT TRADE BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
The Glasgow Fruit Trade Benevolent Society's annual
meeting was held in Glasgow on January 11. The presi-
dent, Mr. J. H. Thomson, occupied the chair, and
remarked upon the favourable position of the society,
there being an increase in membership and in funds,
while there had been no claims by members during the year.
Equally satisfactory reports were given by Mr. J. Russell,
treasurer, and Mr. H. Stuart Girvan, clerk, that of the
treasurer showing that the funds stood at £1,220 13s. 5d.,
this being a gain of nearly £120 upon the previous year.
Office-bearers were appointed, these including Mr. John H.
Thomson, president, Mr. James Gardiner, vice-president;
Mr. James Russell, treasurer: and Mr. H. Stuart Oirvan,
clerk and collector.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK,
Our Sub-Editor at the Front.—The following

letter, dated January 15, from our Sub-Editor,

Mr. H. Cowley, who is serving with His Majesty's

Army in France, will, we think, be of interest,

especially the reference to the glow-worms and

Violets :
" In spite of the shortage of labour,

the farmers seem to have their land in remarkably

good condition. The soil around here is fertile

and of great depth, although waterlogged in places

owing to the heavy rains. These are points

brought home to us very forcibly in our

trenching operations. By the w-ay, one

point that strikes me as curious when

trenching at night is the number of glow-

worms giving off that vivid phosphores-

cent light which I had always associated

with summer-time in England. There are

signs of an early spring, if one can be

guided by the forward condition of the

buds of certain trees. This morning, while

in a sheltered copse, I came across a party

of French boys with their caps full of

fragrant Violets ! This is a puzzling time

for a naturalist who would fain write of

peace in time of war. Before leaving

England I was much impressed by a

sentence in a book I was then reading ;

' The people who cannot, or will not, be as

men in the duty of battle can hardly be as

men in the security of peace.' Although

our life is a hard one, there is not a man
among us who would return to his occupa-

tion, however delightful that may be,

until his duty at the Front has brought

about peace with honour."

Apples for Wounded Soldiers.—We are

pleased to learn from the Hon, G. Eden,

whose appeal for Apples for wounded

soldiers in the Victoria Hospital we

published in our issue of January 9, that

sufficient for the needs of the soldiers

there have been supplied by our readers.

Snow on Evergreen Trees and Shrubs.

The heavy fall of snow experienced in

many parts of the country on Friday

last calls for a word of advice to those

who have evergreen trees or shrubs in

their gardens. Owing to the density of the

foliage of many of these, the weight of snow that

lodges on the branches is a source of considerable

danger. Some years ago we saw several very

fine oM Cedars with large branches broken off

by the weight of snow. Wherever practicable, steps

should be taken to remove the snow as quickly

as possible. With large trees this is natiu'ally

difficult, but with young ones, and also choice

shrubs, the task is an easy one.

The Day Lilies in Pots.—Although the various

kinds of Hemcrocallis are seldom seen as pot

plants, they are excellent for this purpose, and
will be found very valuable where a large supply

of flowers is required to keep the greenhouse or

conservatory gay at all seasons. They give

little trouble and afford a pleasing variety.

.Although the individual blooms may only last

a day. a succession is kept up for a considerable

period. Where there are clumps established in

GVPSOPHIL.\ REPENS GROWING IN A DRV WALL
HAS WHITE FLOWERS AND GREY FOLIAGE.

the open ground, they should be lifted now. potted

into suitable sized pots, and placed in a cold frame.

.\U that is necessary is to water the plants when
required, and as the roots get active a little liquid

manure will be bencflcia!.

Help for Aged and Infirm Gardeners.—At

a period such as this, when so many calls are being

m^dc upon the purses of the charitable, we hope

th:.t our readers will do their utmost to support

the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

From the report of the annual general meeting,

held on Thursday of last week, which appears on
another page, it will be seen that only fifteen

out of the sixty-two thoroughly deserving candi-

dates could be elected for pensions. This Insti-

tution, which is non-political and non-sectarian,

was founded seventy-five years ago, and since

then has distributed many thousands of pounds
in the form of pensions to aged or infirm gar-

deners, or their widows. We have no
hesitation in saying that the Institution

is run on extremely economical lines,

and anyone who can possibly subscribe

to its funds should do so. We noticeiT

in the report that several owners of

gardens during last summer opened these

to the public, making a small charge

for admission, the money thus obtained

being sent to the secretary, Mr. G. J.

Ingram. His address is 92, Victoria

Street, Westminster, and he will be

pleased to furnish anyone interested with

full particulars of the work of the Institu-

tion.

A Charming Wall Plant.—Gypsophila
repens is an indispensable dwarf subject

of prostrate growth, succeeding on any well-

drained, sunny slope of the rock garden

or showing to singular advantage when
draping the face of some sun-exposed dry

wall. It forms close mats of prostrate

stems, abundantly clothed witli narrow,

sharp - pointed leaves of a grey green

hue. It is also typical of the Gauze
Flowers in the hazy effect produced by the

innumerable small, starry blossoms that

are borne on the terminal shoots and
branch out so as to almost completely

hide the leaves. In the type plant the

flowers are invariably white, but when
raised from seed these show many
small variations in form, which, although

minute in detail, are sufficiently

pronounced to give distinction to the

IT best forms, and is most readily ap-

preciated where they afford ready means
of comparison, as in dry-wall garden-

ing. Gypsophilas are frequently spoken of as

chalk plants, owing to their remarkable vigo t
in soils containing this substance, the spec'es

under notice being no exception. It is readily

propagated by cuttings taken during August

and inserted in sandy soil in an unhealed frame,

or seed sown in the autumn or spring germinates

freely and yields plants that flower the following

vear.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor (s iwt responsible for the opinions

expressed In' correspondents.)

Benthamia fragifera Fruiting in Surrey.—
In reference to your note on this shrub, page 23,

issue January 9, it may interest you to know
that a plant in the garden of the late Miss Ewart,

Coneyhiu^t, Surrey, bore fruit last year. It has

been planted eight years, and did not flower

until 1913. It is quite hardy there, planted on a

lawn sloping to the south-west. There is also a

plant at Viscount Alverstone's place which also

flowers and fruits.—H. S.

Cabbage Little Gem. — I commend this

choice little Cabbage to other amateurs who,

like myself, have small space for vegetables.

I use it as an autumn Cabbage, and have been

cutting it from November till now. It takes

very little room in the garden, having few waste

leaves ; but its great merit is its quality. It is

a Cabbage for the gourmet, not for the gourmand.

It has only one fault—it makes one discontented

with every other Cabbage until the harbingers

of spring appear again upon the table.

—

^Anne

Amateur.
Cuttings with "Heels."—Having seen in

The Garden notes on the subject of taking cut-

tings with "' heels " or without, I wTite to tell

you my experience with wichuraiana and multi-

flora Rose cuttings. I have always been interested

to strike some in old medicine bottles in the house.

I cut them about eight inches or nine inches long

with a heel, and about four inches to five inches

of each cutting is in water. In almost every case

the cutting roots at every bud where I had stripped

off the leaves, and never at the heel. Very often

it does not root within 2 inches of the hetl When
well rooted and potted up in sand and leaf-soil,

the cuttings soon make excellent plants. I cut ofi

the bit of wood below where the first roots start.

I gather from this experience that with Roses

a heel is useless.—G. T. Portman Dalto.n,

FilUngham Casiie. Lincoln.

The New Zealand Flax at Home.—In your

iteue of April 18, 1914, you have a paragraph

from a orrcspondent re New Zealand Flax which

is somewhat miskiding, to the effect that its

natural habitat is on " land subject to winter

inundation, and on sandy and shingly river banks."

I have lived on the south end of New Zealand

for the last fifty-six years, and when I was a boy
many places in Dunedin were covered with Flax,

and from the variety of places it grew I would say it

will grow (here at leas') on almost any land. The
largest and most prolific plans I have seen, how-
ever, grew on stiff clay land above any inundation.

They were so high and thick that chi]dren could get

lost among the plants or bushes. I have grown
it in my garden, where it throve almost too quickly,

as it soon took up too much space. I have in

my present place new. young bushes, plain green,

variegated and brown, on the side of a steep

incline, where it is necessary to use water-hose

for growing vegetables.—J. Beadle, Dunedin,

New Zealand.

Shows, Schedules and Judges.—" Exhibitor's
"

letter, page 36, issue January 16, will do much
good if it is the means of inducing committees

who are engaged in drawing up schedules to be as

explicit as possible in the wording of the various

classes, so as to make the conditions as plain as

possible for the benefit of exhibitors and judges.

Too many words are used in defining some classes.

at the expense of clearness. Judgmg from

considerable experience of the framing of schedules

and shows generally, I find that the members of

committees, who are well versed in. their work,

always try to improve and profit one year from

the previous year's experience, and so on. With

one or two exceptions, committees I have worked

with have alwaj-s tried to obtain the services of

judges who are experts in the work they are called

upon to do. There may be, and undoubtedly are,

exceptions in many other instances, and they

should be reduced to vanishing point. " Exhibi-

tor " seems to be rather hard on committees in

reference to trade exhibitors, but he may have

evidence of importance to bear him out. My
experience is that trade exhibitors have had

full consideration because the value of their

exhibits was realised. More help would be given,

undoubtedly, if it could be afforded. I would

like to add that all concerned should now do

their utmost to work together in the near future

in view of the conditions obtaining through the

Woj, and so keep all matters connected with gardens

and the interest in them more firmly impressed

on the public mind. Well-managed shows have

a great influence for good.

—

George Garner.

MY GARDEN OF HOPE.

l" It is the time of :.eed catalo.a'es. TU-y are heaped
jesirtc my elbow as I write. .\re the !<eed-.;ro\v .-rs a little

* Dr*-vious ' this year, or i.-s it that we, somei.ow. are not
quite ready tor them ': ")

You have brought me a touch of the Spring

When dull hearts for its freshness are aching :

There's a fragrance wrapped up in your leaves

And a sigh from the season that's waking :

In a stamped, sealed and signed envelope.

You have brought me my Garden of Hope.

Here's a border of Pausies and Pinks,

There's a bunch of Sweet Peas for the picking :

A lavish reward for slight cares

Of sowing, transplanting and sticking !

There are Larkspurs and Lupines galore.

And Gilliflowers . . close at my door.

You have brought me a touch of delight.

Just when hearts for its promise are pining

:

With catalogues heaped at my side

Plots, borders and beds I'm designing :

It's fine for the Springtime to wait.

With your hand on the latch of her gate '

Elizabeth Kirk, in Country f.i/e.

Ginkgo blloba.—Your correspondent "J. H. D."
asks in your issue of January 16 what the French
call this tree. According to Loudon it is known
as Arbre aux quaranle ecus, and he states that

the origin of this curious name was that a M.
Petigny in 1780 bought five of these trees from

an English gardener for about forty crowns
{quaran'e ecus) each, and introduced them into

France (see Loudon's " .Arb. and Frut.," IV.,

2096). Carriere also gives the name as a s>Tionym,

but places the introduction earlier. May I add
that there is a very beautiful specimen of the

pendulous form in the Champs Elysees in Paris.

In the early summer, when the leaves are fresh,

the tree presents much more the appearance

of Maidenhair Fern than the rather stiff habit

of the t>-pe. The tree stands in a somewhat
secluded spot behind the Grand Palais. I have
unsuccessfully attempted to photograph it more
than once, but any of your readers who care

to find it out will, I think, admit that it presents

a most graceful appearance.—C. \V. E. L.

A Hedge of Sorts.—In reply to • .Anne

Amateur's " enquiry in The Garde.v of January- 9,

page 14, the following four Crabs are very beauti-

ful : Pyrus coronaria flore pleuo bears the largest

flowers. P. floribunda atrosanguinea bears a

mass of bloom and small fruits. P. Malus neidz-

wetzkyana I think the best ; crimson blossoms

followed by crimson fruits. P. Scheideckeri is

of rather stiff and rigid growth, but bears exquisite

flowers, followed by small fruits. Crab John
Downie is very good, both for its bloom and its

brilliant fruits, which make excellent jelly. May
I suggest for autumn and winter colour Quercus

coccinea (Waterer's variety), the Scarlet Oak,

.\melanchier canadensis (Snowy Mespilus), Japanese

Cherry James H. Veitch (double rose), Cytisus

scoparius praecox (the buff-coloured Broom),

Forsyfhia suspensa (yellow flowers in March),

Halesia tetraptera (Snowdrop Tree) ; varieties

of Philadelphus (Mock Orange) Fantaisie,

purpureo-maculatus, Satsumi and Voie Lactee ;

Rhus Cotinus purpurea for autumn colour, Ribes

atrosanguinea, Rubus deliciosus ; Spiraeas Aitc'.ii-

sonii, arguta and Thunbergii ; Syringa (Lilac)

varieties alba grandiflora. Dr. Lindley, Souvenir

de L. Spath, Mme. Lemoine and President Grevy ;

Viburnum plicatum (Japanese Snowball Tree)

and Weigela Eva Rathke. These are deciduous.

The following are evergreen : Cistus of sorts,

cyprius and ladaniferus (Gum Cistus), Cotoneaster

pannosa, Elaeagnus glabra folio-variegata, Olearia

stellulata, Rosmarinus (the common Rosemary),

Viburnum rhytidophyllum. Bamboos .-^rundinaria

nitida and Phyllostachys aurea, and Buddleia

variabilis magnifica (should be -.ut down ever>-

spring). These are selections from a " hedge of

sorts " now four years old.—C. Echlin Gerahtv.
Crinum Powellii.—It may interest your corre-

spondent, whose notes have appeared recently,

to know how Crinum Powellii may be made
to thrive and flower abundantly in North
Yorkshire on a very cold clay soil. It is

first to be remarked that frost penetrates

the groimd to a much greater depth in light,

sandy soils than in stiff clays, and in the summer
the sandy soil warms up much more readily than

the clayey soil, so that those who live on warm,
sandy soils must plant their Crinums deeply.

I have myself seen newly planted bulbs rot after

severe frost, even when planted more than a foot

below the top of the bulb, in Surrey. On the

contrary, a bulb planted deeply in cold clay soil

may exist, but will start so late that flowering

will come late, and most probably not at all.

With these data in view, I planted a good bulb

of Crinum Powellii seven years ago at the foot

of a south wall absolutely above the ground-

level, merely digging and manuring and sanding

the soil, mounding up the soil roimd the bulb

to a height of 18 inches above the level, and then

putting some stones to keep the fresh soil in place.

With the protection of a little litter and manure
in the winter, no plant could succeed better or

flower more freely than this has done. Another
bulb I planted deeply in a south border. It existed

and. indeed, grew fairly well after the month of

June had warmed the soil, but it only once suc-

ceeded in flowering in September, and I have now
taken it up and potted, it to replant above the

surface in the spring. This will explain why
some may recommend deep planting and others

surface planting. As a matter of fact, the surface-

planted bulbs do, after some years, pull themselves

down by their strong roots deeply into the

ground.

—

Edward H. Woodall.
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English and Irish Roses in Southern Scot-

land.—The Rev. David R. Williamson writes

:

" After the middle of May the garden of Kirk-

m.iiden Manse, with whose cultmre, adequate or

otherwise, I have been so long identified, will

pass into other hands. I will not be far away

from its precincts, however, and will probably

lie able to record from time to time in the columns

of The Garden its floral achievements. I will

also do my utmost to imbue my ecclesiastical

•successor with my own love for horticulture.

For some time past I have been planting many
of the latest Rose introductions in the garden

at Kirk House, Kirkmaiden, where I will be

residing by the beginning of June. Notable

among these are such superbly endowed varieties

as Majestic, from the famous nurseries at Waltham

Cross ; the exquisitely beautiful Lady Clan-

william and its fair companions Brilbant, Mrs.

Archie Gray, William Cooper and Mrs.

James Lynas, raised by Mr. Hugh Dickson

of Belfast ; Mayflower (a greatly improved

Devoniensis) and other precious varieties

from Mr. Prince of Oxford ; Mme. Edouard

Herriot, Irish Fireflame, and those glorious

•creations of Mr. Samuel McGredy of

Portadown in Ireland, «£., Colleen, Edgar

M. Burnett (described as ' the sweetest-

scented Rose in existence ' and a distinct

advance on La France), Florence Forrester,

lona Herdman (a grandly decorative Rose),

and the deep orange yellow Mrs. Ambrose

Ricardo. There also I hope to cultivate

•some of the finest of the wichuraiana

Roses, especially Whitp Dorothy, Hiawatha

and Christian Curie, of very charming

salmon pink complexion, raised and intro-

duced some years ago by Messrs. Cocker

of Aberdeen. At the garden of Kirk House

(which has a sunny aspect and fertile soil)

I have bord;rs already prepared for

^\ntirrhiuums, Sweet Peas, Oriental Lilies

and other flowers, which are sure to luxuriate

there."

Mildew-Proof Roses.—In yourissue of Octo-

ber 31 last there appeared, by your courtesy,

a note of mine on " Mildew-proof Roses,"

asking for a statement from Rose-growers

as to their experience of the relative powers

of resistance in the best Roses. Including

my own note and your appended list, eleven

growers have given their experience with

•one Rose or another, and I desire to thank

you and your various correspondents for a i

series of notes from which I have derived

much pleasure and an amount of valuable

information which will very considerabl5' modify the

Rose orders which I am now making out. .'\t some
future time I may ask you to indulge me with

a little space in which further to discuss this

interesting question in the light of the remarks

made by your correspondents, but in the mean-
time it may interest you and your readers to know
the tabulated results of your little symposium on

mildew in Roses. I do not guarantee its absolute

accuracy, but it may be taken as at least roughly

correct. From first to last 102 Roses have been

mentioned as possessing greater or less resistant

p-jwer. Of these, one has received five votes,

viz., General Macarthur, and one, four. La Tosca.

Eight have received three, viz.. Lady A. Stanley,

Ulrich Brunner, Chateau de Clos Vougeot, Mrs.

D. McKee, Griiss an Teplitz, Mme. Ravary,

A. R. Goodwin and Lieutenant Chaure, Thirteen

have been twice mentioned, viz., F61icite

Perpetue, Jersey Beauty, Jessie, Dorothy Page-

Roberts, Miss Cynthia Forde, M. Paul Lede,

Beaute de Lyon, Gustav Griinerwald, Duchess

of Wellington, Mme. Melanie Soupert, J. F. Barry, '

Boule de Neige and Zeph>-rine Drouhin. This

leaves about eighty Roses which were recommended

by only one writer. You will notice that your ^

own list is well sustained by the plebiscite

SOME HARDY LILIES.-
By Sir Herbert M.'IXWell. Bart.

-V.

(Continued from page 40.)

SUB-GENUS MARTAGON.
Lilium Canadense, a graceful thing bearing in J uly

Those ' <irooping flowers of warm yellow tinted with fawn,

who desire a few Roses fairly immune against :

delicately spotted. The rhizomatous bulbs should be

mildew cannot surely go far wTong in planting ' set 5 inches deep in free soil full of leaf-mould or

the first ten at least. As regards those Roses i

peat, shaded from intense sunlight and kept moist.

twice recommended, there are one or t%vo which

I do not grow, and about which, therefore, I

cannot speak. I can well believe, however, that

the resistant power of this batch is above the

average. At the same time, one or two, for

instance, Mme. Melanie Soupert and Jersey Beauty,

are undoubtedly offenders with me. Let me

It is not a showy Lily, but a very charming one.

L. Chalcedonicum, the Scarlet Turk's-cap.

—

If this LUy is lacking in some of the grace which
is the peculiar attribute of the family, it atones

for it by the dazzling scarlet of its crown of flowers,

which is so well set off by the grey-green leaves

that cluster closely along the sturdy stems. These

further say that among the planting schemes !
stems rise to a height of no more than 2 feet to 3 feet;

the bulbs, therefore, should be planted where

they will not be overshadowed or crowded

by ranker growths. A native of Asia Minor and
the Eastern Mediterranean region, the Scarlet

Turk's-cap is a lover of sunshine, but the best

plants I have are growing among low shrubs.

It is not a stem-rooter, therefore the bulbs may
be planted only 4 inches deep, its requirements

in soil and position being similar to those of

the Madonna Lily, with plenty of lime. It

used to be as easy to manage as the Orange

Lily, but for some years past it has suffered

frightfully from attacks of Botrytis, and
should be regularly sprayed from the beginning

of May. It is a late flowcrer ; in the South

the blossoms open in July, but in Scotland

it is generally August before they appear.

L. colchicum (syn. monadelphum).—If I

were limited to the cultivation of three species

of Lily, the choice would~cause me long and

painful deliberation, so many cherished

favourites would have to be shut out ; but

I cannot doubt that, in the end, this Caucasian

beauty, for which no English name has yet

been devised, would be one of the trio. LUy
experts [may smile superciliously, for it is a

plant of easiest culture ; but I am devoid of

ambition ; loveliness, not the bubble reputa

tion, is what I covet, and this delightful Lily is

la\'ish of her charms. Robust enough to rise

to a height of 5 feet or 6 feet, and to stand

erect without crutches or staking under the

weight of its cluster of lemon-coloured bells

with scarlet anthers, it scents the summer air

with delicious fragrance and exacts homage to

its chaste splendour from every visitor. For

the very life of me I cannot understand why

it is to be seen in so few of the many richly

furnished gardens which abound in the British Isles.

Possibly it is more liable than other Lilies to get

destroyed in spring-cleaning ; for although it is

almost, if not quite, the earliest Lily to flower,

it is among the latest to show above ground.

Equally perverse is the beha-viour of L. auratum

and L. speciosum, which outstrip all others in

early growth, yet postpone flowering till the rest

are done. Another reason for the infrequency of

L. colchicum is that it requires two or three seasons

to get established. Imported bulbs should

always be potted, kept in a cool frame, and not

planted out till they manifest strong growth.

Then let them be set 5 inches deep in strong loan\,

with or without lime, and left alone for years.

Hitherto, this species, with its varieties mona-

delphum and szo-vitzianum, have proved immune

from disease ; at all events, during thirty years

[LIUM COLCHICUM, A ST.\TELY SPECIES WITH
LEMON-COLOURED FRAGR,\NT FLOWERS.

1 have in prospect is a Rose hedge 33 feet long, to

grow to a medium height, say, 3 feet or 4 feet.

Of course, I wish to plant varieties little susceptible

to mildew ; for what could look more forlorn

than a mildewed hedge ? I tliink of planting the

Roses 18 inches apart, and the varieties I have in

view are Boule de Neige, Griiss an Teplitz, General

Macarthur, Florence H. Veitch, Homere, Old

China, Lady Waterlow, Zephyrine Drouhin and
Sarah Bernhardt. These would make a fragrant

hedge I tliink, though I doubt whether General

Macarthur would reach the height. .A yellow

Rose is wanted. Would Duchess of Wellington

be sufficiently robust ? I should like Harry
Kirk, but mildew forbids. Mrs. David McKee is

a prime favourite of mine. It is, however, not

exactly a yellow, and, notwithstanding its three

marks, it mildews with me. But what an exquisite

Rose it is, and such a " laster " !

—

Somerset.
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or so that I have grown it, I have not known it to

suffer from the most malignant of all plagues,

Botrj'tis, although many of its neighbours have

endured that scourge. It may be that the Evil One

is but biding his time ; it will be a sorrowful

hour when the blight first shows upon the shining

foliage of this beauty. Imported bulbs of L.

colchicum should on no account be suffered to

flower in the first year after planting ; indeed,

the plant often refuses to make any appearance

whatever above ground until the second year,

when, if the bulb was clean and sound when
planted, it will grow away and flower as if

nothing had happened. An admixture of

wood-ashes in the soil is a good antiseptic for

bulbs in a dormant state. There are many
varieties of this Lily, the finest being the

golden-flowered kind named szovitzianum.

L. Humboldti.—There are two varieties

of this fine Lily. One, the type, native of the

northern part of the Sierra Nevada, has baffled

all but the most skilful cultivators in attempt-

ing to establish it in European gardens ; the

other, entitled L. Humboldti magnificum,

from the mountains of South California, is

more accommodating, though not to be

reckoned as everybody's plant. The treatment

recommended is to set the bulbs nearly a

foot deep in a sunny place in gritty loam, with

or without lime. I have had it for some
years and it produces its beautiful flowers

twenty to thirty in a raceme, large turn-caps

of ruddy gold, splashed and spotted with

purple ; but only once has it reached the

height of five or six feet which it ought to

attain, and, sad to say, it is more prone to

dwindle than to increase, whether in numbers
or in size. Wherefore it appears that I have
not yet hit upon the right treatment. No
pains are too sedulous to secure success, for

this is a prhice among the turn-cap tribe.

It flowers in July. i^j

L. Kelloggi was discovered not many years

ago in California by Mr. Purdey. It is a ver\'

choice thing, and although I have not tried my
hand with it yet, I have seen it blooming free

and fair in Mr. Grove's garden, so there is no
reason to despair of its future in this country-.

At present it is one of the rarest Lilies in

cultivation. In form and manner of growth
it is a refined model of the common Martagon.

The Turk's-caps open white, then flush into

rose and pass into purple. Deep planting.

9 inches or lo inches, is recommended by those

who have succeeded with this Lily, in alight,

gritty soil with plenty of leaf-mould and
faultless drainage. As it is easily raised from
seed, it is likely soon to come within even,--

body's reach.

L. Marban is one of the few hybrid Lilies

whereof the parentage is known for certain. It

is the offspring of L. Martagon and L. Hansoni,
and it is a pity that the result is not more
pleasing, for it is splendidly vigorous and
healthy, putting forth flowers lavishly at a height of

6 feet. It is most refreshing to see the great blunt

shoots pushing through the ground in early spring,

as bold and massive as those of the Crown Imperial
(Fritillarj') ; but the blooms, though finely shaped
and gallantly borne, are of an unattractive bro\vnish

orange with dark spots. Stiff, sound loam, with
peat or leaf-mould and with or without lime,

satisfies its requirements.

L. Martagon is the only one of the genus which
has become naturalised in Great Britain. It

occurs in some of the Southern Counties in situa-

tions such as have led some botanists to reckon

it indigenous ; but the freedom with which it

scatters its seeds and the ease with which they

germinate are enough to account for its dispersal.

The typical plant, with flowers of a dull pinkish

purple, is a graceful thing, but not worth a second

thought compared with the white variety, which is

one of the loveliest Lilies in existence and as free

as it is fair. The robust variety, L. Martagon

dalmaticum, is considered by Elwes to be a distinct

with great luxuriance in peat and granite sand
at an altitude of 1,200 feet in the west of Inverness-
shire

; although as it is a native of Dalmatia, where
the prevailing rock is limestone and the sun very
powerful, one would have expected a transi-

tion to the sloppy chmate and acid soil of a
Highland hillside would overtax its constitution.

Notwithstanding its easy nature, many persons
after paying a heavy price for the bulbs of Martagon
album and dalmaticum (2s. 6d. and 33. 6d. apiece)

have been disappointed in the result. There is

but one reason for that, namely, that whereas
the Martagon Lily rests for a very short time,

it must be moved early in autumn. To
delay planting tUl it suits the nurserj'man's

convenience to send the bulbs, probably in

November, is to put a strain upon the consti-

tution which it will not bear, and this applies

to many choice bulbs besides the Martagon.
The seed which these Lilies produce so freely is

worth collecting and sowing in the open ; for

although the seedlings do not all come true

to the parental variety, some of them will.

L. pardalinum. the Panther Lily, is a Cali-

fornian species of the highest degree of merit,

and almost, if not quite, as simple in its

requirements as the common Martagon. It

will thrive and make a brave display in

conditions very different from those it seeks

in a wild state ; but to see it at its best,

plant it in moist loam or peaty soil, give it

space for the rhizomatous roots to spread,

and in time it will reward you with a con-

flagration of red and yellow in July and August
such as it is worth a long journey to see. I

have in mind Lady Dartmouth's wild garden

at Patshull, which contains a well-sheltered

boggy hollow whereof the Panther Lily has

taken complete possession, tossing masses of

flaming blossom to a height of 6 feet or 7 feet.

This Lily has wandered into an immense num-
ber of varieties in flower, foliage and stature,

that everyone may indulge his taste for colour

by choosing those in which crimson, orange

or clear yellow predominates. In the variety

Johnsoni the prevailing hue is cherry red. Mr.

Grove has raised a beautiful hybrid between

L. pardalinum and L. Humboldti, clear yellow

sharply spotted with purple. I have seen this

Lily in his garden bearing an immense mass
of flowers on stems 8 feet high.

L. Parryi.—We have got among the difli-

cult Lilies now, that is, those which exact

thoughtful treatment and deft handling. That

it responds generously to these, I have wit-

nessed ample proof in Mr. Grove's border
;

but not having possessed the plant long enough

to emulate his success, I can only advise the

reader to consult pages 98 and 99 of his

' Lihes," whence it may be learnt that

means should be devised to mitigate the

extreme of summer drought by subterranean

irrigation, and of winter wet by a complete

system of drainage. Deep and moist alluvium

species, and not without reason, for it grows without lime is the sod affected by this Lily in its

LILIUM MARTAGON ALBUM, A BEAUTIFUL
VARIETY WITH WHITE FLOWERS.

7 feet or 8 feet high, flowers a fortnight later than

either the common or the white Martagon, and

clothes its buds with a dense white down. Its

perianth is of very dark but shining purple,

nearly as dark, sometimes, as what is called the

Black Tulip. The Martagon Lily, in all its forms,

is as hardy a plant as the gardener has to deal with,

and indifferent as to soil. Mr. Grove mentions a

stiff loam as producing the best results, but I

have seen L. M. dalmaticum 6 feet high flowering

native Southern California, and as no frost to speak

of visits that region, the bulbs must be planted

fully 8 inches deep to stand our winter cold.

Above all, the drainage must be rapid. The

reflexed petals of Parry's Lily are canary yellow,

charmingly in contrast with the deep orange

anthers. I have placed it among the Martagons,

to which it bears a strong resemblance ; but I

am told it should be in the Eulirion group.

{To be continued.)
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DAFFODIL NOTES.
" Somerset 's " Perfect Catalogue . — If

' Somerset " (December i6, 1914) is the

" Somerset " who kindly made himself known to

me at one of the Royal Horticultural Society's

shows in the spring of 1913—I think it was at the

Daffodil Show—he is an old hand at Daffodil-

growing, and, as a perusal of his very interesting

remarks seems to indicate, he at any rate has not

been caught by the snare of the fowler. Still,

he obviously has, if he is serious—which somehow

I doubt—a grudge " of sorts" against the " much-

respected " and " well-known " firm of " X. and

Sons " of Pimlico (or somewhere) because they will

pepper the names of the Daffodils in their list with

small crosses, which, according to himself, have

fallen, or have not fallen, where he would like to

sec them. What a dreadful thing for him to

stand before his Glory of Leidens or his Minnie

Humes next spring with the thought

rankling in his mind that " X. and

Sons " had only given each of them

but two crosses ! I am really sorry

for his having such a thin skin, and I

assure him that, judgingcataloguecom-

pilers by myself, we who have nolens

volens, as it were, to appraise the rela-

tive values of the different varieties

have no wish whatever to appear to

be " gratuitous and a trifle officious,"

The explanation is simple. All

depends upon the point of view

from which the variety is judged.

It is open to " Somerset " or any-

one else to say that a catalogue

drawn up almost wholly from a show

standpoint is all wrong; but I think

he will see that he is going a little too

far when he seems to suggest that the

one or two crossed ones are only

" poor trash after all." I am some-

times told that a variety I am very

fond of is " rotten " and " no good."

I have, got, thank God, a duck's back,

so I listen, civilly I hope, and then

go on my way rejoicing. Let " Somer-

set " or anyone else have the courage

of their opinions and let the catalogue

compilers have theirs ;
this is the only

way to solve the personal difficulty. If

I like a variety and grow it in my
garden, I would not mind in the very

least how many crosses it had—-no,

not even if it appeared among the discarded kinds

of the Royal Horticultural Society's Classified List.

John Bull has not been in a trade catalogue

for twenty years or more, but no Daffodil yet

born is more satisfactory in grass and open wood-

land. It is different altogether when " Somerset "

suggests that the apportionment of crosses and

the basting of the different varieties with alluring

words and phrases may be misleading. It probably

is so sometimes. A purchaser who wants a few
" rather better" varieties for his garden may not

realise that all the marks and adjectival phrases

in the list refer to the judgment of a show judge,

and only in a very minor degree to a plant's garden

value. The only suggestion I can make is that

traders should state this fact very prominently,

or, if it is not so, that they should make a point

of letting all would-be purchasers know what

standard their marks or remarks refer to. I

hope in time that the Royal Horticultural Society's

" Daffodil Year Book," coupled with the introduc-

tion of the new awards, may do much for those

whose only object in buying Daffodils is to decorate

their gardens. We must take a leaf out of

the National Rose Society in the way it issues

lists of the best sorts for various purposes.

Our attempt in 1914 I look upon as a start.

If this can be sufficiently developed, I do not

see why it should not be copied eii bloc into every

trade list. Perchance, however, " Somerset " would

resent even this as an interference with the liberty

of the Daffodiler to think what he likes because

something else besides that long bald inventory of

points (The Garde.v, page 612, Vol. LXXVIII.

colmnn 3) has been included in it. It seems

obvious that " Somerset " would like to see the

elimination of all personal likes or dislikes as far

as possible removed from any description. I see

what he means, I think. He would like a sort of

Botanical Magazine, one in contradistinction to

that of an enthusiastic gardener. " Is it possible ?
"

What, too, of poor "
J. R," who pleaded in

The G.\rden of January 2 for light on what

varieties are calculated to withstand best the

rigours of the cold North ! He would not

get much help. In fact, it occurs to me thai

if all catalogues were on the lines of " Somerset's "

" perfect " one, it would really be grand for writers

for the Press. There would be such a lot of

things everyone would want to know, and "J. R.'s
"

would spring up on all sides. But I must cease

my funning, or else I shall get rapped over the

knuckles. What can I recommend in the way of

Daffodils Suitable for the North? To begin with,

I will not include any one of the three that "
J. R."

mentions—King .Alfred, Ariadne or Homespun.

Not one of these is a good garden plant in the way
that Emperor and Barrji conspicuus are. It

may be that it is not the cold above ground that

they so much resent. Probably it is the dry air

or the cold, damp soil, I know, for example^^

SOLANUM CRISPUM, A BEAUTIFUL CLIMBER WITH PALE BLUE FLOWERS. (See page 54).

I ask. Not yet, for neither classification nor the

names of shapes are finally settled—even colour

designations are very vague, while, as for texture,

nomenclature is still more at sea. When we settle

these (and other points) once and for all, and when
all of us agree to stand by the result, then, if

nothing else but this bare list of facts be put after

a flower, we will have "Somerset's" "perfect

catalogue." Oh, but how cold it will be ! and will

everyone think it perfect even then ? I fear not

What a Herculean task the would-be purchaser

will have if he has to select " all on his very own "

with no hand to help or star to guide ! Imagine

him constructing each one with compass and

pencil and paint-box, or even forming mental

images of their looks. I fancy very soon the

" perfect catalogue " will be on the road to Jericho

and the would-be selector will find himself dis-

consolately humming
" It's a long, long way to Tipperary,

It's a long way to go."

when Mr. E. M. Crosfield utterly failed to grow

King .Alfred at Wrexham, he sent his stock to

the West Coast of Scotland, and there it soon put

on a regular Cornish look. Hence, in making up

this little selection, I aiu guided by the knowledge

of what I think will " do " anywhere and that

can look after themselves, like Emperor. Here

it is, for what it is worth. I do not expect everyone

to agree with it altogether, for Daffodils are such

surprising creatures that one never can be quite

sure what they will do next.

The List.—Bernardino, The Fawn, Great Warley,

Lady Margaret Boscawen, H. C. Bowles, Red

Chief, Occident, Solfatare, Noble, Steadfast,

Pedestal, Blackwell, Coimtess of Southesk, Fairy

Queen, The President (Wheadon), Evangeline,

Argent, Duke of Bedford, VirgU, Whitewell (if

lifted every year). Lord Muncaster, Kingsley,

Acme, Golden King, Orient, Empire, Hon. Mrs.

Francklin and Cygnet. These might be added

to, but the above are a fairly representative lot
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of varieties, likely to do well anywhere. Is this

what "
J. R." wants ?

Showing Leedsiis.—I have had a long and

very interesting letter from Mr. Morton, who
wants to know how judges judge Lcedsii classes

now there are so many types, e.g., the Eoster,

the White Queen, the Duchess of Westminster,

the St, Olaf, &c. He seems to think that the

smaller kinds are often valued too highly when
" ordinary " and " giant " are in competition,

and suggests that an official division should be

made by the Narcissus committee. I am very

told him he must keep it on the wall, that the

growth on the top of the pergola would help to

shelter it, and that this prudent placing would

ensure its precious survival. When I visited him
two years later, at the end of May, I found it had
scorned the wall, had set itself on the top of the

pergola, and there rose as a great dome of lilac-

coloured blooms, braving the east winds that

threw themselves down upon it from the chalk

downs. I have now set it in quantity in the

coldest shrubbery I possess. The example illus-

trated on page 53 is one I originally planted agamst

spikes of blossomJmore or less freely from June
until late September. The Red Valerian is per-

fectly naturalised in the South of England, and

imperfectly so in the Northern Cotmlies and a

few places in Scotland. It is usually associated

with the sunny side of chalk pits, limestone banks

and railway cuttings. It is an admirable subject

for a wall garden, and never looks happier than

when growing on rocky banks or ruined walls.

This plant, botanically known as Centranthus

ruber, is an old inhabitant of. our gardens, and,

apart from its va'ue as a wall plant, looks very

THE RED VALERIAN, CENTRANTHUS RUBER, VEILING AN OLD WALL.

much disposed to agree, but it would be well to

hear other opinions. Readers interested, please

.write. Joseph Jacob.

SOLANUM CRISPUM.
SoLANUM CRISPUM is a plant which loves to peer

over the wall top. I remember some years ago,

when I stiU thought it of a half-hardy nature,

planting it on the south wall of a pergola on high

ground in Wiltshire I recommended it to the

owner of the garden with some misgiving. I

a wall, but, like the Wiltshire plant alluded to, it

rises many feet above the wall and shoots out its

great boughs as freely on the north as on the south

side. It is, indeed, the north side that is here

depicted. H. Avrav Tipping in Country Life.

THE RED VALERIAN.
Every wild flower has its season, and the

Red Valei-ian is at its height of perfection

about midsummer. Not that it is a flower of

fleeting beauty, for it continues to send up its

handsome when grown in a flower border. The

flowers show considerable variation even in the

wild state—white, purple, red and crimson all

being represented. The crimson form is the most

attractive, but it cannot be relied upon to come

true from seed, owing to the ease with which the

flowers cross with one another. In the case o(

rocky banks and o'd walls the seed should be sown

in spring in the places where the plants are

to flower. When once established, self-sown

seedlings are quite certain to appear in each

succeeding year. C. Q.
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A GARDEN OF EVER.
BLOOMING nOSES.

o
UR American friends are very fond

of the term " ever-blooming Roses,"

and if it is not quite correct, it

serves its pm-pose to indicate to tlie

reader what are really perpetual-

flowering varieties. Naturally, if

Papa Goutier, Mrs. Sophia Neate or Little

i
Dorri't.

Bed No. 3.—Monthly or China Roses : Group i

—Common Pink. Group 2—Arraosa, Irene Watts
or Laure de Broglie.

Bed No. 4.—Monthly or China Roses : Group i

—

Laurette Messimy. Group 2—Comtesse du Cayla,

Mme. E. Resal, Arethusa or Queen Mab. Group 3

—Little Pet or White Pet.

Bed No. 5. — Monthly or China Roses :

one possesses but a tiny garden, one desires Group i—Fabvier and Rodhatte. Group 2

—

to obtain as much enjoyment as possible from it ; Crimson China, Cramoisie Superieure and

and I would ask, From what

plant can we obtain so much
delight or such a constant supply

of bloom as from the Rose ? If

we plant Violas, it is true we
obtain their sweet flowers over a

very long period ; but one cannot

gather Violas, and one does Roses.

Again, if we plant Zonal Pelar-

goniums, they not only look

very wretched after a few showers,

but they must of necessity be

renewed every summer. So that

one must come to the Rose if

they would desire the greatest

charm for at least seven months

—from May to November— and

I might even say to Christmas,

for it was my pleasure last

Christmas to gather quite a nice

bouquet of Roses to adorn our

table.

Supposing, then, one is able to

lay one's garden out to contain

a dozen beds for Roses, what

kinds shall we plant ? I would

suggest they should be filled as

follows ; if possible, allot the

largest bed to Hybrid Teas. The

varieties named are all so good

that it is difficult to say which

are the best. Supposing all those

named cannot be planted, X would

suggest taking them in the order

as given. I have calledH'them

Groups I, 2 and 3. Group i

would be planted in the centre

of the bed or at the back of the

border, as they are the strongest

growers ; Group 2 next, and

Group 3 on the outer edge. This

applies to all the lists given.

Bed No. 1.—Group I—Mme.
A. Chatenay, Lady Pirrie,
Pharisaer, La Tosca, Dorothy

Page- Roberts and Mrs. A. E.

Coxhead. Group 2 — Caroline

Testout, General Macarthur,

Gustav Griinerwald, Prince de

Bulgarie, Mme. Ravary, Laurent

Carle, Betty, Lady Ashtown, Mme. Leon Charlotte

A PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF ROSE MME. RAVARY, A VARIETY
THAT FLOWERS OVER A LONG PERIOD.

Group 3—Leuchtfeuer and
Pain, Ecarlate, Ophelia, Theresa, Augustine

Guinoisseau and Countess of Derby. Group 3

—

Mme. Jules Grolez, Richmond, Mrs. A. Tate,

MevTow Dora von Sets, Mrs. E. Powell, Countess

of Shaftesbury and Old Gold.

Bed No. 2.—^Tea Roses : Group r—Corallina,

G. Nabonnand, Peace, Marie van Houtte, Lady
Hillingdon, Betty Berkeley, Rosomane N.

Thomas, General Schablikine and Comtesse

F. Hamilton. Group 2 — Sulphurea, Molly

Sharman Crawford and Mrs. H. Stevens.

Group 3—Mme. Antoine Mari, General Gallieni,

K'.cmm.

Feuerzauber.

Bed No. 6.—-Polyantha or Pet Roses : Group r

—

Kathcrine Zeimet. Group 2—Jessie. Group 3—
Jeanne d'Or. The first and last are white, the

middle one red. If preferred all of one colour,

of course either can be planted alone.

Bed No. 7.—Polyantha or Pet Roses : Group r

—

Orleans Rose. Group 2—Annie Miiller, Mrs.

Cutbush and Ellen Poulsen. Group 3—Maman
Turbat.

Bed No. 8.—Polyantha or Pet Roses : Group i

—

Canarienvogel. Group 2—George Elger, Perle

d'Or and Frau C. Walter. Group 3—Eugenie

Lamesch.

Bed No. 9.—Group i—Griiss an Teplitz, a

strong grower that requires tying over, or to be
transplanted every autumn and pruned to about

r8 inches the following spring. Group 2—Merveille

des Rouges. This is a grand bit of colour and
deserves a bed all to itself.

Bed No. 10.—-Single or semi-double Roses :

Group I—Danae, Adrian Reverchon and Moon-
light. Groupjj—Queen of Musks,

Bed No. 11.—Single Roses: Group i—Irish

Glory. Group 2—Irish Elegance,

Irish Simplicity, Irish Beauty,

Irishl Fireflame and Alexandra

Zarifi. Group 3—Muriel Jamie-

son and Mrs. W. T. Masses.

Bed No. 12.—Pemetiana Roses,

a glorious group with beautiful

leathery foliage : Group r—Cissie

Easlea. Group 2—Mme. Edouard

Herriot and Willowmere. Group 3

—Arthur R. Goodwin, J. F.

Barry and Louise Catherine

Breslau.

If space permits, I would

suggest isolated specimens of

the following, either as

moderate pillars, as a hedge

mingled together, or individually

as big bushes : Sylvia, Alister

Stella Gray, Bardou Job, Climbing

Mrs. Grant, Climbing Lady Ash

town. Climbing Richmond,
Florence H. Veitch, Gloire de

Dijon, Gustave Regis, Papillon.

Fellenberg, Longworth Rambler

(a bad name, for it does not

ramble, but for our purpose is

just the sort), Aimee Vibert ^

fleurs jaunc. Lady Waterlow, Birdie

Blye and Trier. There are

plenty of other sorts, but if all

the foregoing can be planted,

or only part, I can promise my
readers a glorious display, com-

rnencing with the Old Pink Chma
on .May Day in some parts and

closing the year with the same

Rose and even some of the

others. To encomrage a con-

tinuous blooming, the beds
should be dug deeply and the

plants obtained on seedling Briar

or on their own roots, as

Roses on the cutting Bria

are not nearly so perpetual as

those on the seedling Briar. Then,

again, summer pruning should be

resorted to ; that is to say, if the

.

blooms are not cuUed much for

the house, the growths that

bear them should be cut to good sound eyes,

no; too far back. Old blooms when faded should

be removed, also any seed-pods that do fomr

ought to be gathered when quite small, as

thjir development naturally puts a considerable

tax on the vitality of the bushes. The beds

should be mulched in June with very rotten

manure or a little peat moss, and occasionally

forked up prior to this. If the season is dry,

good liberal waterings will be advisable, espe-

cially on a gravelly subsoil. I also advocate

a replanting of all the beds every third or

fourth year. Danecroft.
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ST. DABEOC'S HEATH.
Strictly speaking, this charming little low-

growing evergreen shrub is not a Heath, but

very closely allied to the family, thriving under

similar conditions to the hardy Heaths. It is

wild in Ireland, and is often known as the Irish

Heath, its botanical name being Daboecia polifolia.

It is strange that such a charming little flowering

shrub as this is so seldom met with in gardens,

as it is not difficult to grow, providing the soil is

well drained and a good proportion of coarse

peat is added before planting is done. For the

front part of the shrub border, or even for filling

a lawn bed where a low-growing, permanent
plant is required, the Irish Heath, or one of its

varieties, is excellent. In the case of the shrub

border a good-sized colony should be planted,

as this will prove far more effective than a

solitary specimen. It forms a tuft-like shrub

about a foot high, and its rather small, droop-

there appear to have been few attempts to secure

distinct and new varieties of it. It is possible

that most of those who grow this sweet-scented

evergreen shrub prefer it in its original and simple

form, yet there are several deviations from the

normal that have their own peculiar charm and

usefulness. One of these is the so-called golden-

leaved Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis aurea),

a counterpart of the type, except that the

leaves have a golden tint. The most useful

variety of all is prostrata, a half-creeping plant,

which has rather smaller leaves than the type

and is excellent for the rock garden. Planted

above a large mass of stone, the growths will soon

overhang it and form a fragrant bank of green.

A very erect variety which makes line specimen

bushes for isolated positions is that known as

Miss Jessop's Upright Rosemary. It makes a

much better shaped plant than the original shrub,

and yet has the fragrance and vigour of its parent.

and foliage some 9 inches to 12 inches high, and
during the dull days of November produces its

curious Pea-shaped flowers in abundance. The
wings of these are light purple and the keel greenish,

yellow, a combination that is much more effective

than one would imagine. The leaves are about
two inches long, lance-shaped, and of a rather
leathery te.xture. There is a variety known as

grandiflora, which has rather larger flowers of

creamy white colour. A well-drained position,,

with some protection from biting east and north
winds in spring, are aU that this dainty little shrub
calls for in the way of special treatment. H.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

FRUITING SHOOTS OF SOLANUM CILIATUM, A LITTLE KNOWN PLANT FROM PORTO

mg, globular flowers are usually present for

several months during siunmer. The coloiu:

of these is dull rose or red. Some nursery-

men, however, offer a pure, glistening white-

flowered variety known as D. polifolia alba,

and this is a delightful little shrub. I), p. bicolor

produces both red and white flowers, but the effect

of these is not pleasing. March is a good time for

planting the Irish Heath, and all who appreciate

unusual shrubs should &nd room for a plant or

two in their gardens.

LITTLE-KNOWN FORMS OF THE
ROSEMARY.

Rosemary is one of those plants which were
cultivated in the earliest English gardens, and
when we consider this fact it is surprising that

more varieties of it have not been brought into

existence. It has always been a favourite, yet

The end of February is a good time to plant

these old-fashioned shrubs, but to ensure

success a well-drained site should be chosen,

and the soil, if not already so, must be made of

a sandy character. Given these and a simny

spot, the Rosemary will thrive for many years

without attention.

A USEFUL ROCK GARDEN SHRUB.
During the late autumn months, when most of

the plants in the rock garden are looking their

worst, much interest may be derived from a few

low-growing shrubs, providing these are selected

with proper care and planted judiciously. One
of the best tliat I know of for the purpose, and one

that is not difficult to grow, is Polygala Chama;-

buxus. This is by no means a common shrub,

but were it more widely known I am sure that it

would find a home in every well-appointed rock

garden. It quickly makes a neat tuft of shoots

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.
Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonia albens (Cattleya

Triana; alba x Brasso-Cattleya Queen Alexandra).

— The flower is of exceptional

size and exquisite purity ; an all-

white flower, indeed, save for a

suffusion of pale golden yellow

in the back of the throat. Apart

from purity, the exquisitely

deeply crimped lip appeals, the

side frilling being very beautiful

and pronounced. Wedded to these

is a flower of the largest size. A
novelty of distinction and merit.

Dendrobium Triumph (D.

dalhousieanum x D. thyrsiflorum).

— Without doubt the most re-

markable Orchid novelty for many
a day, and withal one of the

most distinct, as might well be

imagined from the intercrossing

of two such dissimilar species.

The greater leaning, both as

regards the length and form of

the pseudo-bulbs and the manner
of flower production, is towards

the first-named parent. The ex-

hibited plant bore five pseudo-

bulbs, and was probably six years

or so old. The smallest bulb was
of the length of a Cedar-wood

pencil, the flowering one approxi-

mating to
-i-

feet. The widely

spreading flowers are of purest

white, and characterised by a

RICO. huge maroon crimson blotch on

either side of the lip, as in the

first-named parent. These remarkable novelties

were exhibited by J. Gurney Fowler, Esq.

Brackenhurst, Pembury, Kent (gardener, Mr. J.

Davis).

Solanum ciliatum.— Although the fruiting

shoots of this plant did not receive an award

from the floral committee, they are sufficiently

rare in this country to call for special notice.

The accompanying illustration gives a good idea

of the spiny stems and shape of the fruits.

The latter in size and appearance closely resemble

those of small scarlet Tomatoes. The plant is a

native of Porto Rico, and Miss Willmott informs

us that it makes a glorious bush in her Italian

garden. Grown outdoors in her garden at

Warley, however, the fruits have failed to colour.

The fruiting sprays, which created considerable

interest, were imported from Italy and shown

by Messrs. R. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square.

The above were shown on the 19th inst., when

the awards were made to the Orchids.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Late Peaches.—The pruning of these must
not be longer delayed, or there will be danger of

the buds being damaged. To keep old trees

well furnished with fruiting wood, it is sometimes
necessary to remove some of the old branches.

Guard against overcrowding, as there is nothing
gained by leaving too much wood in the trees.

When pruned carefully, wash the whole of the
wood with a mixture of soft soap and sulphur
before tying the trees to the trellis. If scale is

present, a quantity of lime should be added to

the mixture.

Fruit Trees in Pots.—Where a house can be
devoted to the growing of pot fruit trees, it is

[

doubtful if any other method of growing fruits

under glass gives greater satisfaction. For the

pvurpose of supplying fruit for table, the greatest
!

consideration. should be given to Peaches, Necta- !

rines and Plums. These may all be grown success-

fully in the same house, and if the right varieties

are chosen, a supply of high-class fruits may be
had from the same house for at least two months.
The trees which were repotted last autumn should
now be ready to start, but before bringing them
indoors do what little pruning is necessary and
clean them with an insecticide. For the first

week or two fire-heat must not be used.

Plants Under Glass.

Euphorbia pulcherrima.—.As the plants pass out
of flower gradually withhold water, eventually
placing them under a stage in a house having a

temperatiure of about 50° to rest till they are

reqtiired again to make cuttings for another season.

Calanthe Veitchii.—When the flower-spikes

have been cut, the bulbs must be placed closely

together on a shelf near to the glass in a tempera-
ture of 55° or 60°. If space is limited, shake out
the soil from the bulbs and pack them closely

together in boxes, covering the roots with sifted

leaf-soil or fibre.

Hydrangea hortensis.—A batch of plants may
now be introduced into heat. First overhaul
them, cutting away weak, useless wood ; and if

they do not need repotting, give them a surface-
dressing of some rich material. Cuttings rooted
last autumn may be potted into 5-inch pots.

Richardia africana.—Plants must be given
more liberal treatment in regard to watering and
feeding. If necessary, some of the strongest
plants may be hastened into flower by placing
them in a warmer house.

Sweet Peas in Pots.—The plants which were
raised last autumn should now be ready for potting
into their flowering pots. Give them a rich compost
and pot firmly. Keep them .growing quite close

to the glass and give fire-heat sparingly.

The Flower Garden.

Lawns.—The appearance of la\\'ns will be
greatly improved by rolling them, but this must
only be done when they are in a suitable condition.
Where moss is troublesome, an effort should be
made to destroy it. A great deal may be got
rid of by carefully raking the lawn with a small,
sharp-toothed rake, afterwards applying a dressing
of lawn sand. Where the grass is in poor con-
dition, a dressing of some suitable manure should
be applied as soon as it can be seen that growth
is on the move. If new lawns are contemplated,
the ground should be prepared at once, so that
it may thoroughly settle down before sowing the
seed or laying the new turf, .Any alterations,
levelling or draining of lawns must also be finished

as soon as the weather will allow.

The Rock Garden.—Some of the larger-growing
plants need carefully cutting back at intervals,

or they will overgrow smaller subjects. In some
cases it may be better to remove them altogether
and replace them with young plants. Numerous
bulbs may be planted in the rock garden for a
spring display. Anemones, Snowdrops, Narcissi,

Muscari, Chionodoxa, Scillas and some of the
dwarf-growing Irises may all be effectively

employed on the rockery.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Peaches and Nectarines.—The priming and

training of these must be done before there is

danger of damaging the buds. First go over
the trees and cut out any old branches which can
be spared. An old, tmsightly tree may often be
much improved both in appearance and pro-
ductiveness by a careful thinning of the old
branches. Yotmg trees which have made over-
strong growth should be lifted and root-pruned,
and when replanting see that the roots are not
buried too deeply. It is a good plan to have the
rooting medium a little above the natural level.

The Kitchen Garden.

Peas in Pots.—If a cool house, such as a Peach-
case, is available, the first supplies may be obtained
from plants grown in pots. The seeds may be
sown in 6-inch pots aud the seedlings potted on
into lo-inch, or they may be sown in the larger size

now. Give them a good rich compost and pot
firmly. A dwarf variety, such as Little Marvel,
must be used for this purpose.

Potatoes.—If the soil is in suitable condition,

the tubers which have been prepared for growing
in pots may be planted now. Plant them in

drills about two feet apart and 9 inches between
the tubers. No water will be required rnitU the
plants have made 2 inches or 3 inches of growth.
Encourage them to grow sturdily by carefully
admitting air whenever the weather will allow.

Forcing Vegetables. — Place quantities of

Asparagus, Seakale and Rhubarb into the forcing
quarters at regular intervals. Seakale and Rhubarb
may be covered with boxes and litter outdoors
to follow the indoor supplies. A supply of Mustard
and Cress can easily be kept up by sowing in

cutting-boxes every few days.

Horseradish.—.An out-of-the-way comer in

the garden is suitable to grow this useful vegetable,
but the ground must be deeply dug for its reception.

The roots may be lifted now and replanted in rows
a foot apart. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockiiige Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—When young Vines are required, either

for planting or growing in pots, this is a good date
to start propagating by inserting eyes. Each eye
should be inserted in a separate piece of turf

and plunged in a close propagating-case. Well-
ripened wood of medium size is the best from which
to select the eyes.

Planting Young Vines.—The formation of the
borders in which these are to be planted should
be completed. The yoimg Vines, which have
been already cut back to two eyes, will be found
to start much more readily and strongly if the
roots are spread out in shallow boxes of soil and
placed on the hot-water pipes. See that the
Vines do not want for water until they are finally

planted out in April in their permanent quarters.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Examine the borders
occasionally in houses where trees are resting.

Excessively dry borders are very often the cause of

much bud-dropping and uneven setting.

Pot Figs.—The strongest growths must be
pinched when they have made six or seven leaves.

This operation should be extended over several
days, so that the entire plant is not checked at

once. Although Figs succeed best with a restricted

root-run, they must have constant applications of

liquid manure, also occasional top-dressings.

The Kitchen Garden.

Parsley.— If, owing to severe weather, the
supply has become exhausted, some plants had
better be lifted and planted indoors. Very little

heat will be required to make them produce some
fresh young leaves. Make a sowing in boxes to

have plants ready for planting out early in May.

Manuring.—^Take advantage of all opportuni-
ties, such as frosty mornings, to get manure
carted or wheeled on to all vacant plots which
are to be dug.

Pea Stakes.—Attention to these can be given
while the ground is unfit for working on. The

life of Pea stakes is generally short, so that they
need to be replaced, if not amiuallv, every alternate
year. When suitable Pea stakes cannot be obtained^
large-meshed wire-netting, such as is used for sheep,
will be found a good substitute if used double and
supported by stout stakes.

Plants Under Glass.

Amaryllis.—To keep up a succession of flowers^
small batches of plants must be brought into heat.
For the earliest lot. select plants that will not
requure repotting this season. These plants are
ver3' subject to attacks of mealy bug, and must be
looked over carefully before starting. The scales-

of the bulbs offer an excellent hiding-place while
the plants are dormant.

Ferns.—It is not a good practice to repot all

Ferns each year, as most of them produce their best
fronds after they become pot-bound. Still, some-
will need renewal, and should be attended to before
the young fronds commence to unfold.

Clerodendron fallax.—.Although this brilliant

stove-flowering plant may he propagated from
cuttings, it is more simple and better to raise it

from seed. A batch of it so\vn now wUl flower
during July and onwards. Being very subject to

attacks from red spider, the plants throughout
their growth must be constantly syringed as a
prevention. Besides, this plant revels in a humid
atmosphere with plenty of heat.

Streptocarpus.—Cuttings which were inserted
five to seven weeks ago are ready to pot. Three
and a-half inch pots will be large enough, and for

this potting use a fairly light compost. Keep the
cuttings c'ose for a few days, and spray lightly when-
the weather is bright. If green fly is troublesome, a
fumigation should be given when the plants have
recovered from the check of potting.

Cordylines are easily raised from seed, and it is

a good plan to raise a number annually, so as to

have them all sizes for decorative work. Being
less tender than Palms, they are very useful during
the winter season.

Crotons.—Cuttings should now be taken and
plunged in a close propagating-case in the stove.

Well-fumished tops can be "rung" and moss
tied around, into which they quickly root and are
then ready for potting.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Winter Spraying.—The use of alkali must soon
cease for this season, as it is dangerous to swelling
buds. Unless fruit trees are very bad with lichen

and insect pests, it will be found frequent enough
if applied every alternate year. Too free a use of
this wash is apt to injure the bark and buds even
while dormant.

Grafting Preparations.—Scions of Apples
intended to be used for grafting later on should
be carefully labelled and hce'ed in the soil behind
a north wall.

The Flower Garden.

Cosmos.—Unless sown early, this annual does,

not flower freely until far into the autumn ; often

it is cut down by frost when at its best. It should
not be planted in too rich a soil, or an abundance
of gross growth will result, with very few flowers-

The seed germinates rapidly in a warm green-
house, and the young plants should be potted
singly as soon as ready to handle.

Begonias.—Both fibrous and tuberous rooted
Begonias should be soum now in seed-pans. The
seed, being very small, must be carefully sown on
the surface of very fine soil, and ought not to be
covered. Place sheets of glass over the seed-
pans, and put them in a temperatiffe of 60°.

Montbretias.—Frames containing Montbretias
should be ventilated freely to try to retard the

young growths. Protect them only during severe

frost. These plants respond to very liberal treat-

ment, and are well worth any extra time and
trouble bestowed upon them. The beds or borders
they are to occupy should now be prepared by
digging in a good quantity of farmyard manure,
adding a dusting of bone-meal at the same
time. The following varieties are all free flowering

and handsome : George Davison, Star of the East,

Prometheus, Westwick, Messidor, Hereward, Ger-
mania, aurantiaca, carmineus, Ernest Davison^
Oriflamme and Gold Mine.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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FEEL that I must give expression to my
sympathy (vith "

J. R.," who tells us in

the issue of January 9, page 22, how he

opens his Garden every week in the hope
of finding an article on his favourite the

Daffodil, and how often he is disappointed
;

for I scan its pages eagerly each week for some
" Daffodil Notes " myself. I heartily endorse his

appieciation of the Rev. J. Jacob's articles. They
always contain useful information, and are so

charmingly written that reading them is like

enjoying a friendly and intensely interesting

chat.

J. R.'s " further remarks raise one or two
points in my mind which I should like to mention.
If there is a variety for which you have a particular

liking which does not thrive with you for the

first two, three or even four years you have it,

do not give up hope or throw it away, unless it

is known to be a bad doer ever\^^•here. Keep it,

and very likely you will find that it will presently

acclimatise itself and " settle down " to grow quite

well. Ariadne has been with me a striking example
of " settling down." A few rather sickly bulbs
of it were given me, I think, eight years ago.

For three or four years it was a wretched thing,

hardly knowing whether to live or die ; then it

began to improve, and the last two seasons it has
been splendid, growing with much vigour and
rapid increase. When lifted last summer, the

bulbs were full-sized, plump, hard and clean.

Its foliage, however, is naturally, even in perfect

health, of a slightly yellower and washier green

than most.

Homespun is a lovely show flower and a rapid
increaser, but I should say it is not a first-rate

garden plant an>-\vhere. It has never been sickly

with me, but it is not a vigorous grower. I saw
it in a garden close to the sea with a grand climate,

where King Alfred simply romps no better than
I have it myself. Coming to King .Alfred, we have
a peerless flower over which it is well worth taking
a lot of trouble. In my opinion there is no golden
self Ajax within reach of ordinary purses which
can for a moment compare with it, and I scarcely

think I have seen anything among the finest and
newest seedlings which really excels it in actual

beauty. It is a noble plant, while the bloom has
exceptional substance, making it extraordinarily

lasting as a cut flower. Its form is perfectly

graceful, its texture velvety and refined, and its

glorious colour of wonderful purity. If you hold
a bloom up directly facing the sun, you will, if

you look carefully, see a beautiful sort of luminous
halo on the reflexed brim of the trumpet, while

the superbly serrated crown, together with the

colour, gives the flowers when seen in a bunch or

growing in a mass a regal opulence of splendour
that is unrivalled. I was going to add that its

!

stem is the envy of all other Daffodils, but probably
" J. R." will not agree with that ! Doubtless
its great height has disadvantages in wind, but the

distinction it lends to the plant and the advantages
of such a stem for cutting more than outweigh
them, and make it well deserving of special con-

sideration in the way of an extra well-sheltered

position.

Now for my experience with His Majesty.
My first bulb of it was a nice, clean, strong one
from the Riviera-like climate of Cork, in comparison
with which the " Black North " must have felt

very inhospitable. The first two years it did

splendidly, then suddenly it went very sickly, '

though still increasing ; but the bulbs were small

and sickly looking. Some seemed stronger than
others and soon recovered ; but all, or practicallv

all, became quite healthy again, and now increase

rapidly with perfectly healthy foliage and abun-
dance of blooms, seeding very freely. A few

j

are just appearing above the ground as I WTite,

and look stronger and bigger than ever. A few i

tiny and very sickly bulbs—almost dead, in fact

—

of King .-Mfred came to me some years ago. I 1

planted them in a carefully chosen position. I I

fancy the worst did die, but a number came up,

and their growth suggested the very last stages

of sickness. As thej' looked no better at the end
of three years, I made up my mind to throw them
away. When I dug them up, I foimd that although

they had gained scarcely anything in size, they

were distinctly cleaner and more healthy looking.

I then replanted them in a new position, and in

two years several had attained flowering size and
did flower last spring, while all looked strong and
healthy, and will this season, I expect, be quite I

equal to the best of my stock.
|

I believe there are some places where King I

-Alfred will not grow ; still, I should recommend
"

J. R." to give it another trial in as sheltered

and warm a spot as he can afford, planting pretty

deeply in deeply trenched groimd. If the soil

is heavy and cold, no doubt it will help greatly

if a generous quantity of leaf-mould, wood-ashes

and sand be incorporated with it. Personally,

I think King Alfred so beautiful that if I could

not grow it in any other way I should prepare a

bed very carefully and then build a cold frame

over it

!

If "
J. R." wants a stiff-stemmed, small white

Leedsii, and not extra tall, let him trv Fairv Oueen
if he does not already know it. The growth is

vigorous and rapid of increase ; but Waterwitch
would not be Waterwitch without that fishing-rod

stem and lovely drooping grace. I know it looks

untidy in the garden when it is stormy, but cu'

a bunch of flowers and arrange them lightly in a

vase for a high shelf in your room, and you have

nothing like it for graceful effect, which will be

heightened if you put a jarful of Autocrat near by-

way of contrast.

County Ari'rim. G. L. WiLSOx. I

precipitating^ the superfluous water to a lower level, aerate,
warm and drain the soil, which is the chief thing needed.
Freshly burnt Ume, when slaked, at the rate of three
bushels per rod of ground would do much the same thing,
and would al.*o neutralise any soil acidity, should such e.xist

.

The biu-nt clay (balHst). usually so" plentiful in your
district, would, if applied at the same rate, also a-ssist iu
the same way, and leaf-mould, grit or sand would do the
same. Should you have the opportunity, try a small
experimental bed or patch on the above lines, raising it a
foot or more above the ordinary level to faciUtate drainage,
<tc. With increased soil warmth and porosity the plants
will do much better. Mid-.March is a good time' for replant-
ing, and in doing this you only need retain the sectional
portion of the rhizome made last year with its comple-
ment of roots. The older rootless sections are valueless,
and may hi discarded. Keep the rhizomes level with the
surface soil when planting : do not bury them.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CAMELLIA OUTDOORS (.4.1.—You wiU And Camellia

japonica Chandler! elegans a very good pink-flowered
kind to use on your wall out of doors. Drain the border
well if not naturally well drained, and mix a little peat
and leaf-mould with ordinary light loam. Do not overdo
the peat, but a little about the roots will be appreciated.
A plant can be procured from Messrs. Wm. Paul and Sons.
N'urserymen, Waltham Cross, and the best time to plant is

late.\pril. Protect the plant at night fora monthorso.and
for a short time against bright sun at midday. Also be
careful to keep it well watered until the roots are working
well into the new .soil. The most important item is to
prevent the old ball of soil from becoming dry.

STANDABD BROOM (A. B.).—It is usual to graft
certain kinds of Broom upon stocks of common Laburnum,
either quite low down or upon stocks 2 feet to 4 feet high.
In some cases Laburnum roots are used for -stocks. Such
strong-growing Brooms as Cytisus praecox and C. scoparius
andreanus are best grafted quite close to the ground or
worked upon roots, and look out of place as standards.
Such kinds as C. purpureus and 0. leucanthus make fine

heads when grafted on stocks 2 feet or 3 feet high. To
work the stocks in tlys way, the Laburnums should b*-

established in pots and the grafting be done in a warm
greenhouse in late February or March. Use firm shoots
for scions, and use either an ordinary side graft or a wedge
graft. Lay the plants on their sides in a close propagating-
case until the union of stock and scion is complete ; then
gradually inure to the open greenliouse, and eventually
plant out of doors.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS —The Editor endenv^urs io

make The Garden hdpfvl to all readers who desire atsiVf-

ance, no mat'er urhat the branch of gardening maij be. and ',

with that object makes a special feature of the " Ansicers
\

to Corre-^pondents " columns. All communicaiions should be
;

dearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the EDITOR of The Garden, 20. Tavistock :

Street, CoverU Garden. London, W.C The name and addresn

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one
query is !>en*. each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton- uoot. and fioicering

shoots, ichere possible, should be sent. It is useless to s^nd
small scraps that are not characteristic of the ptani. Letters

on business should be sent to the PtJBUSHER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
IRIS FAILING (IT. H. R.).—Though it is the worst

season of tlu' y*'ar fur the.sc plants, the portions submitted
arc not in a very flourishinE; condition. In large dejrrto,

if not absolutely, TiTc should lay the blami- on the hea\'>' clay
soil of your district, a condition matinesium limestone
screenings would not remedy unless incorporated with the
staple at somethinj; like fifty per cent. In this proportion
it would ensure a much more rapid drainage, and by

THE GREENHOUSE.
VARIOUS GREENHOUSE QUESTIONS {G. B. ^.) —

(1) In practice this has not been found satisfactory'.

(2) No. (3) Doubtful if it would. (4) Clematises may
be readily flowered in pots of ditferent sizes. For instance,
at some of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural
Society, well-flowered examples are often shown in 5-inch
pots, while, for larse specimens, pots 1 foot in diameter
may be used. (5) For permanent decoration they would
be better planted in a border than growm in pots. At
the same time, as Clematises do so well out of doors, we
fail to understand why you are building a house for their
reception. (6) They would grow up a trellis on the roof
very well. (7) They are pruned the same under glass
as out of doors. Different sections, however, need
different modes of pruning. (8) VThen Clematises are
conflaed in pots they need good soil, such as three parts
loam to one part leaf-mould, and well-decayed cow-manure
free from insects. As the pots get full of roots, an occa-
sional stimulant will be boneflcial. The border should
be effectually drained and contain a couple of feet of

good soil. Wf do not know of any other book on, the
subject.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (H r.).—Pancratium3.—These
are essentially stove plants, and many successful cultiva-
tors keep them in that temperature all the year round.
On the other hand, they are by some given a slight rest

after flowering. This has one drawback, inasmuch as
if kept somewhat cooler and drier for about a month in

order to rest them, the foliage is apt to acquire a yellowLsh
tinge. The best temperature for Pancratiums is, during
the mnter. a minimum of 60°. rising during the day.
with, of course, an increased temperature as the days
lengthen and the weather gets warmer. They should
flower twice in a year. Where it is intended to rest

them, they should for a month be placed in a temperature
from 5° to 10° cooler, and given rather less water. Begonia
Gloire de Lorraine.—The plants that are going out of
bloom should be partially shortened back and placed
in a temperature of 50° to 60°. Just enough water should
be given to keep the soil slightly moist. In this way the
plants will undergo a pi-riod of partial rest. Then, early
iu March they may Ix- put into a structure 10° warmer
or thereabouts and givrn more water, at the same time
spraying them during bright days This will lead to

young shoots being push''d out, those nearest the base
of the plant bt-ing the best for growing into large specimens
As soon as they are rooted and potted singly, the young
plants should be placed near the glass in order to maintain
a healthy, sturdy growth, and plenty of light, heat and
moisture giv'en, but they must be shaded from hot sun.
Air must Ix- given whenever it is safe to do so. The
temperature may range from 60° at night to 20° or so
higher in the day. A suitable compost may be made
up of equal parts of loam and leaf-mould . with a little sand
and dried cow-manure. Good plants may be g^o^vn in

pots from 5 inches to 7 inches in diameter. During
the growing season the plants may be subjected to a
temperature of 65° to 80°. and as the pots get full of roots
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an orcasionf^ stimulant will be beneficial. With the
approach of autumn and the flowering season the tempera-
ture may be gradually reduced to 55° or 60°. Dendrobium
uobile.—After the flowers are over, say, in the month
of April or May, the plants will then produce new growth?
from the base'of the pseudo-bulbs, and that is the time
to re^ot them if they require it. Fibrous peat and
spha>inum moss form a verj^ suitable compost . After
repotting, water should be sparingly given till the fresh

roots have taken possession of the new material. Maintain
a temperature of 65° to 70^ by night and a reasonable
rise by day. Keep the atmosphere moist, and occasionally

spray' the plants durinu bright weather. They must
also "be kept well watered. When the bulbs are fully

developed, they mu>t, in order to ripen them, be gradually
exposed to more air and sunshine and a cooler and drier

atmosphere. This must not be done all of a hurry, but
first allow them to become moderately dry at the root,

then remove them to a minimum temperature of 60°,

with a little more air. This and gradual exposure to

full sunhght will lead to well-ripened pseudo-bulbs.
During the late autumn and winter a temperature of
55° to 60° by ni^ht, and a little warmer during the day,
will suffice. At that time they must be given just enough
wat«r to keep tbe bulbs plump. Then, as soon as the

flower-buds are visible, tjie plants must be removed
into a warmer structure to expand their blossoms.
Poinsettia pulcherrima.—As soon as these have done

j

flowering, the old heads of bract-s should be cut off and
the plants placed in a structure of 50° to 60°. They should

j

then be kept dry, in order to give them a period of

absolute rest. If the plants appear to suffer, a little

water may be given them. Then, in April the soft tops
^

may be cut oif and the plants taken into a warmer structure,
;

given some water, and be occasionally syringed. This
j

will leac&to a great number of new shoots being pushed
forth, ana when these are about three inches long they
make suitable cuttings. If put into small pots of sandy I

soil and placed in a propagating-ca^^e of about 75° they
j

will soon root. As soon as this happens, they must be
;

inured to the ordinary atmosphere of a structure kept '

at 65° to 70" and shifted into larger pots when necessary.
!

During the summer they may be grown in a cold frame,
j

giving them plenty of air in order to encouraee a sturdy
iirowth. With the return of autumn they must be placed

;

in a warmer structure in order that the bracts may be
developed without a check. When the plants are growing

,

they should occasionally be given liquid manure
!

Euphorbia jacquinaeflora.—As soon as they have done
flowering, the long, arching shoots may be shortened
back, arid the plants given a good light position in the
stove, taking care to guard against an excess of moisture.

As soon as the shoots are about three inches long, they
may bs taken as cuttings and inserted into well-drained

pots of sandy soil. In a propagating-case, in a tempera-
ture of 65^ to 75*, they will soon root. Care, however,
must be taken that they do not damp off, which, owing
to their succulent nature, they are liable to do if kept
too close. As this Euphorbia is of spare habit, in order
to obtain bushy specimens three plants are often put
into the flowering pots. They must, during the summer,
have plenty of light and air and a temperature of 65° to 80°.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF PLANT.— J. Ballaniyne, Melrose — The

specimen of Butener's Broom (Ruscus acuteatus) sent for

examination appears to have been taken from a female
plant. It is necessary to have plants of both sexes in

order to obtain fruit.'

NAMES OF FRUIT.—i^or(^.—Apple, Bess Pool: Pear,
Bergamotte Bsperen. F. W. Ashdoivn.—1. Walthara
Abbey Seedling; 2, liamb Abbey Pearmain ; 3, Haw-
thornden ; 4, New Bess Pool; 5, King of the Pippins;
6, Scarlet Pearmain; 7, Wyken Pippin.

SOCI ETI ES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The second fortnightly meeting of the year was held on
January 19. and was the occasion for an exhibition which,
if lacking great extent, certainly was not lacking variety
or interest. Much of the latter was due to the hardy
plant specialists bringing in their earliest productions

;

but, even so, there Ls room for a still greater number of
these and other exhibitors to rally to the society's aid
and make these gatherings more normal in these abnormal
times. Apart from the aipincs, which attracted large
numbers, retarded Lilies and other plants, epiphytal
and hardy Ferns, Carnation? in plenty and of high quality,
and a brilliant lot of winter-flowering Zonal Pelar-
goniums were among the features of the meeting A
few nice Orchid groups were staged, and two remarkable
novelties—the only on?s at the meeting—rec-eived first-

class certificat<;s. For a description of these see " New
and Rare Plants," see page 56.

Fruit and VEGET.iBLE Commtttee.
Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chau-mao), and Messrs, G

Woodward, J. Willard, E. Beckett, E. A. Bunyard, H. J.
Wright, G. Reynolds, J. Jaques, G, Wythes, Owen Thomas,
P. Veitch. W. Poupart, J. Davis, W. Bates and A. R.
Allan.

There were no groups of fruit staged, and only one or
two small collections of Apples, chiefly of dessert kinds,
shown to test keeping and flavour qualities. For this
purpose Mr. E. Beckett, gardener to the Hon. Vicary
Gibb5, Elstree, staged about a score of sorts, chiefly of well-
known and popular varieties.

Messrs. J, Cheal and Sons, Crawley, had a smaller lot
of dessert Apples, among which we noted .Allen's Ever-
lastiug, a rough-looking though fine-flavoured late sort.
Brownlee*s Russet was also noted. This firm also shov.rd
in excellent form their two new culinary Apples Crawley
Beauty and Encore, both of which have gained high
encomiums in their own particular sphere.

Mj. James, Manor House Garden£, Ditton Hill, showed
fruits raised from a pip of Apple Cox's Orange Pippin,
quite unlike that variety in general appearance.

>'one of tbe varieties gained an award, though, judged
by the entire absence of fruits later, the "testing" plus
appreciation would appear to have been universally severe
and complete.

OnCHlD COilMITTEE.
Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq, (cliairman), Sir

Jeremiah Colman, Sir Harry J. Veitch, and Messrs. J.
O'Brien, Gurney Wilson, W. H. White, T. Armbtrong,
A. Dye, J. Charle^wo^th, S. T. Florv, F. Sander, ll.

Thwaites, J. E. ShiU, C. H. Curtis, W. Cobb, F. 31. Odivi*-,
R. A. Rolfe, F. J. Hanbury, W. Bolton and C. J. Luva^,

Orchid groups were not numerous, though some choice
specimens were shown. The most extensive group was
that of Cattleya Triana; alba Maggie Raphael, from Messrs.
Armsiirong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, and of this
alone some three dozen well-flowered examples were
staged. Others of merit in the group were Miltonia
bleuana, Lycaste Bella, C>-pripcdium lathamianum Rex.
Brasso-Cattleya Veitchii and Masdevallia triang:ularis.
Silver Flora medal.

iltrssrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, had a charmingly
flowered example of ililtonia Pbal£enop=is, which is rarely
set-n in s\ich profusion or beauty ; the lovely orange-
blotched Dendrobium wardianum, Laelia anceps roeblingi-
ana, in company with Cypripediums in variety and a
batch of Odontoglossums, among which 0. Artemis was
very attractive. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, had quite a
series of Cymbidiums, whose tall, arching racemes of
quaintly formed flowers are very striking at this time.
C- gottianum, C. Alexander and C. SchlegclU, the latter
of pinky hue, were the be^t of those staged. All are '

beautiful, ornamental, and of considerable utility in winter-
time. Cattleya alba Maggie Raphael, the dark Odonto-

|

glossum keighleyense, Lselia anceps alba, L. a. SchroJcri,
|

and Sophro-Cattleya November, rich dark varieties, were,
I

wi^h Cypripediums, others in tlie same croup. Silver I

Bank-^ian medal.
"

j

.Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. .\ibaus, also received a
;

silver Banksian medal for a choice collection, including Den-
drobium aureum, Laelio-Cattleya Trimyra (of yellowish
orange tone), Lycast* macrophylla (red sepals and petals),
Cymbidium Holfordi, the white, yellow-crested Coelogyne
mooreaua, Cypripedium nitens Sander's variety, C.
callosuni toanderffl, and Odontioda devossiana (whose
abundantly flowered racemes were very telling). Odonto-
glossum crispum harryanum was also very fine.

Floral Commttee.
Present : fl. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

C. T. Druery, E. A. Bowles. W. J. Bean. B. Crisp, G. Reuthe
,

C. E. Pearson, A. Turner, C. Di.xon, J. Dickson, W. P.
Thomson. Charles E, Shea, W. .A,. Biluey, J. W. Barr.
F. W. Harvey, J. F. McLeod, J. Hudson, R. C. Reginald
Neville, C. Blick, W. Howe, J. Jennings, T. Stevenson,
H. J. Jones, E. H. Jenkins and G. Paul.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent (Jarden, W.C., showed
boxes of alpines and early bulbous flowering subjects,
among wliich were noted a delightful lot of Narcissus
Bulbocodium monophyllus, Sternbcrgia flscherjana, Galan-
thus Elwesii (more beautiful and robust than usual),
Anemone blanda taurica, Adorns am'jrensis, early flowering
Cyclamens, together with Christmas and Lenten Roses in
plenty and rather nicely flowered.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, had quite a
sumptuous lot of Carnations of good quality, imposingly
arranged. A central stand of Gorgeous, i>erhaps the finest
cerise of to-day, cjntained some ten dozen weU-developed
flowers, quite a feature in itself. Others of note in the
group were Mrs. Mackay Edgar (pink), Satin Robe,
Enchantress Supreme, Princess Dagmar (crimson), Mrs.
C. F. Raphael, Siiowstorm, together with vases of seedling
Perpetual Malm.aisons and ot hers in mixt ure . Orna-
mented by sprays of Asparagus Sprengeri and Ferns, the
group was a highly attractive one. Acacia platyptera,
together with a variety of Cyclamen in pot5, were also on
view. Silver Banksian medal.
The Misses Hopkins, Sbepperton-on-Thames, showed

alpines in boxes, with coloured Primrosis and other
plants. Tu«;silago fragrans was aL^o on \iew.

Messrs. R. F. Felton and Son, Hanover Square, had a
remarkable exhibit of fruiting branches of Solanum
ciliatum, a shrubby species as shown, whose reddish
scarlet fruits are highly ornamental, the largest after the
form of a small Tangerine Orange. To the accompani-
ment of Ruscus racemosus, Pittosporum Colensoi and
P. undulatum the group was a great attraction. Solantmi
ciliatum is a native of Porto Rico. It should be noted,
however, that Nicholson describes it as a '* greenhouse
annual," which the above hardly appeared to be.

ilr. James Bos, Hayward's Heath, showed boxes of
alpines, containing such as the early Cyclamen, Shorlia
galacifolia, Saxifraga burseriana, a very charming lot
in good flower and the first display of the year. Sferru-
bium sericeum. Erica mediterranea hybrida, the new
Prim\Ua malacoides robusta. Erica codonodes. Primula
/ulise and Hamamelis arborea were others oftheearUest
flowers of the year.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, displayed a
table of epiphytal Ferns, a large number being of the
highest interest. These included such as Polypodium
piloselloides, P. vaccinifolium album, of glaucous tone
with broivnish rhizomes; P. lycopodioides, P. percussum.

P. salicifoUum, P. repens, Davallia pycnocarpia, Drymo-
glossum piloselloides, Asplenium obtusalobum and Davallia
rufa, of which a 3-feet-bigh specimen was shown. These
were interspersed by other Ferns in variety^ Nephrolcpises
and Gymnogrammas, all being of equal interest. Silver-
gUt Banksian medal.

Messrs. W. WelLs, Limited, Merstham, showed a stand
of Carnation Pink Seasation and the winter-flowering
-Ajitirrhinum Nelrose, which is verv beautiful

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham. displayed a
collection of alpines in pans, not a few alreadv giving
indications of flowering. Of these, Sasifraga Frederica-
Augusta, S. Grisebachii, S. burseriana Gloria, S. b. triden-
tina longifolia, S. Faldonside, S apiculata alba, together
with Lenten Roses, Irit alata, Lithospermum rosmarini-
folium and Iris stylosa, were verv beautiful. Bronze
Flora medal.

3Ir. L. R. Russell, Richmond, exhibited a table of pot
shrubs and decorative subjects generally, such things
as Pyracantha (Cotoneaster) angustifoUa, Grarrva elliptica;
Pernettyas, Prunus triloba, Skimmias. HamameUs arboi«a

,

Rubus leucodermis and Eurj-a latifoha variegata being
noted. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.,
'

db^played "many fine vases of Carnations, of which the new
pink Lady Ingestre was in strong force. It is of a most
t)eautiful shade. Carola, crimson ; White Swan, Mrs.
L. D. Fullerton, fancy ; and Marmion were other sood
sorts. In a hardy plant exhibit adjoining. Iris Histrio,
Hepaticas in variety, Saxifraga burseriana, Galax aphvUa
and Daphne Dauphinii were noted. Sprays of Zonal
Pelargoniums were also staged. Silver Banksian medal.

.Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, showed, as usual, an
interesting lot of things, both alpines and shrubs. Of the
former, the Saxifrages were the chief, and of these there
.vere many choice kinds, of which S. Grisebacliii and S,
btirseriana were already prominent in flower. Hepaticas,
Cyclamen .\tkinsii purpureum (a richly coloured sort).
Iris Histno, hardy Heaths and Snowdrops were also good.
Tne yellow-flowered Berlx-ris Beahi and Garrya elliptica
were excellent. Bronze Bauksian medal.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, had a table of hardy Ferns,
''hiefiy Polystichums and the finer Crested Hart's-tongues.
The former included the handsome P. ansulare divisiloburo
productum (\vith dense, flattish fronds and finely cut
pinus), P. a. multilobum densum, P. a. percristatum and
P. a. divisilobnm capitatum. The best Scolopendrinms
were the ramo-cristatum forms, thoutii all are good now
by reason of their dark green, shining fronds. Silver Flora
medal.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, had a neat rockery
exhibit as-sociating colonies of choice alpines with miniature
rock shrubs. Burser's Saxifrage in one or more forms
was in great force, the compact tufts bristling with buds
and expanding flowers. Snowdrops, early (>,-clamen,
Iris alata, I. stylosa (unguicularis), very beautiful, and
Thymus carnnsus were also noted. One of the most
distinct of the rock shrubs was Juniperinus tanacetifolius,
whose long, attenuated, horizontally inclined, plume-like
growths command attention at once.

Messrs. J. Cl^eal and Sons, Crawley, arranged an exhibit
of rockwork in conjunction with alpines, conifcrae and
berry-bearing shrubs, the work neatly and artistically
done. Of the alpines, Saxifraga Boydii alba. Anemone
blanda, A. b. alba, and some fine Iris histrioides major
were noted; while Hamamelis, hardy Heaths, Pernet-
tyas, and the distinct and beautiful Pyracantha (CTratsegus)
angustifoha, full of orange-coloured fruits, were also seen.
The latter was a feature in itself. It was very charming.

Messrs. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford. Kent, again showed
a remarkable collection of winter-fiowering Zonal Pelar-
goniums, some three dozen vases of brilliant trusse* being
staged. This and a collection of equal size and merit
staged by this firm on the oth inst. constitute, we believej
a record for quaUty and quantity in January, and we speak
from the experience of a quarter of a century of these
fortnightly gatherings. The arrangement was the same
as before, the trusses graced by light Palms and inter-
spersed by Primula malacoides. The most brilliant were
Scarlet King, Maxime Kovalevsky, Prince of Orange^
Helen Countess of Radnor (rosy cerise), iLirs (crimson)
and the fine salmon pink Barbara Hope.

Messrs. Waterer, Son and Crisp, Bagshot and Twjford^
arranged a nice rockwork exliibit. in which Snowdrops^
early Crocuses, Winter Heaths, Iris Hi^trio, Cjclamen
ibericum. Primula megaseefolia, Hamamelis and Pyra^
cantba (Crataegus) angustifoha combined with sood effect.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, South Kensington, S.W.»
filled a long table with well-flowered groups of retarded
LUies, chiefly Liliums speciosum andlongiflorum in variety*
Spiraeas, also from retarded examples, were very good.
In addition, the giant white and salmon coloured varieties
of Cyclamen latifohum, which were exceedingly well
flowered, call for special remark. Ferns and Pafins were-
associated with the above. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. AUwood Brothers, Ha>-ward's Heath, displayed
a charming lot of Carnations, the fresh flowers of particu-
larly high quality for January. Mary AJlwood, as usual,
was very fine, though we were more than struck by the
pronounced Clove fiagrance of Bishton Wonder, a sort
of nondescript fancy variety—we say it in no derogatory
sense—that for this attribute alone should find favour
with all. Champion (scarlet). Queen Alexandra (pink),
Fairmount (heliotrope), Wivelsfield White and Salmon
Enchantress were others of special merit Bronze Flora
medal.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
Election of Annuitants.

Tke seventy-fifth annual general meeting of the above
Institution was held at Simpson's Restaurant, Strand ^

London, W.C.. on Thursday of last week, Sir Harrv J,
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Voitch, F.L.S., presiding, supported by Jlcssrs. Artliur
Sutton, George Monro, P. C. M. Veitch. J. Hudson. Owen
Thomas, W. Iccton, H. F. Barnes, D. MacDonald, D.
Inuamclls, F. Dimmock, F. G. Frogbrook. R. J. Ciithbert,

and others. After the notice convening the meeting had
bc-fu read, the minutes of the last annual general meeting
were read, approved and signed. The seventy-fifth report
and balance-sheet were next read.

The following are the most important point;; from the
committee's report :

•'Tbe charity was founded in 1838, and has. during its

fxistcnce, distributed in permanent and temporary a'^sii^t-

ancc upwards of £.160,000 ; and at no other period of its

history has it done so Inuch to assist the necessitous

and suffering among unfortunate members of the horli-

(ultural community—gardeners, market gardeners, and
nurserymen and their widows—as in the year under review.

At the beginning of 1914 there were no fewt-r than
265 persons on the funds—150 men and 115 widows,
«'lcctcd to annuities of £20 and £16 respectively for life.

Jiuring the year twenty-three of that number died, eleven

men and twelve widows. Of the former, seven left widows,
who, being eligible and deserving, were placed on the

funds without election to receive the widow's allowance

of £16 a year, in accordance with Rule VTI., D., and the

committee now recommends an election this day of fifteen

persons from an approved list of sixty-two candidates.

Sensible as the committee is of the urgent needs of the

many who are appealing for aid, it feels that it cannot,

in view of the financial uncertainties in the immediate
future, with prudence incur further liability by electing

a larger number of the deserving applicants, much as it

would like to do so.

The Victoria Era Fund and the Good Samaritan
Fund have continued to be the means of much benefit

and comfort in the past year, a sum of £260 15s. being

given from the first-named fund to thirty-seven of the
unsuccessful applicants awaiting permanent aid, and
who had formerly been subscribers, in amounts pro rata

to the length of time they had subscribed : and from the
Good Samaritan Fund £216 was granted in various sums
as temporary relief to forty-one applicants—subscribers

and non-subscribers—whose cases were of a particularly

(listressing and pathetic character. It would be difficult

to over-estimate the benefit conferred by these two funds,

more particularly, perhaps, the latter, which enables

the committee to give immediate assistance in cases of

ur;,nney and need. Unfortunately, while the amounts
dtrived from the incomes of both these funds are limited,

the applications for help are ever increasing. Any special

contributions, there^fore, for either will be most gratefully

welcomed.
The committee has again to acknowli'dge the kindness

of the following noblemen, ladies and gentlemen in opening
their gardens to the public for the benefit of the charity :

The Right Hon. Earl Beauehamp. the Riaht Hon. Lord
Xorthbourne, Mary Countess of Ilchester, the Lady Wan-
tage, the Lady Battersea, Sir Frank Crisp, Bart., LL.B.,
J.P., C. W. Dyson Perrins, Esq., Roger J. Corbet, Esq.,

and Ernest J. "W'ythes, Esq.
To the organisers of successful concerts at Liverpool,

Altrincham, Leyton and other places, as well as to the

George Monro, Limited, Concert Committee, cordial

thanks are tendered.
The committee refers with gratitude to the generosity

of Mr. James Sweet, V.M.H., a warm supporter of the
charity for many years, who, in addition to his usual
liberal yearly gifts, gave a special donation of £500, and
to his iiittuence and interest the committee is also indebted
for a legacy of £500.
The committee would also mention the kindness of

Messrs. Arthur W. Sutton, V.M.H., and George Monro,
V.M.H., for again providing a year's allowance to two
unsuccessful candidates, who, it need scarcely be said,

are deeply grateful.

The several auxiliaries (Bristol and Bath, Worcester.
Devon and Exeter, Wolverhampton, Berkshire, Reading
and District, and Liverpool) continue to be a source

of much support to the Institution, and the committee
again offers its sincere thanks to the honorary officers

for their greatly valued services and interest."

The financial statement shows that the Institution

is in a thoroughly sound condition, but, naturally, much
more money is needed to assist all deserving candidates.

In moving the adoptionof the report. Sir Harry J. Veitch
said the committee were very grateful for the help they
had received from subscribers during the year, but were
very sorry that they could not ask subscribeis to elect

more than fifteen candidates. It was, however, at a
time such as this, necessary to look to the future. The
committee must keep faith with those annuitants already
on the funds. They were expending the full amount
yearly available from the Good Samaritan and Victoria

Era Funds, which enabled them to give temporary assis-

tance to deserving cases. The death-roll among sub-
scribers had been heavy during the year, but he hoped
othc^rs would come forward to fill their places. The
auxiliaries had done good work, for which the committee
were very grateful. The proposal was seconded by Mr,
W. Iceton, and carried unanimously.

Mr. Arthur W. Sutton, in proposing the re-election

of Sir Harry J. Veitch as hon treasurer of the Institution,

paid a fine tribute to his work in the past. He had been
privileged to propose this resolution for many years past

and he hoped to be able to do so for many years to come.
No one had served the Institution better than Sir Harry,
and he had said " No " to a great many other calls for

service so that he might devote his energy to the work
they were all interested in, filr, George Monro, in second-
ng, endorsed all that Mr. Sutton had said.

Mr. Monro next proposed the re-election of Mr. G. J.

Ingram as secretary. It needed but few words from

him to do this, as they all knew that they had an excellent

and hard-working secretary, who handled the work of

the Institution in a wonderfully economical manner.
Mr. W. Iceton seconded, and the motion was carried

unanimously.
After those of the committee who retired by rotation

had been re-elected, with Mr. Bernard Crisp and Mr.
A. J. Woods added to fill vacancies, and the auditors
and arbitrators had been appointed, Mr. McKerchar
and Mr. Harry J. ^Miite, the latter representing the
Worcester Auxiliary, were elected scrutineers of the

ballot.

Candidates Elected.—The meeting then adjourned
until later, when the result of the poll was declared. The
folhnving candidates were elected in the order named :

Walter Crossman, John Smith, Emile Fornachon. James
Hussey, John H. Witty, John E. Ellis. Mary Lockyer,
Frank Reed, William Farr. Mary A, Stirling, George
Murray, Catherine Spiney. Annie Howard, James Lee and
John Jollitfe,

The chairman announced that Mr. Artliur W. Sutton
had very kindly offered to provide £20 as a year's pension
for one of the unsuccessful candidates, and this was granted

to James Churchyard. Sir. George Monro also offered

£10 for a year, this being allotted to Jane Langdon by
request. As one annuitant had died since the voting
papers were sent out, the committee, acting upon the

power accorded them in the rules, elected Mary Ann
Hopwood, who had been a candidate for seven years,

to fill the place.

HOME-GROWN PRODUCE.
Chester Paxton society's Appeal.

Under the chairmanship of Mr. A, W. Armstrong, the
twenty-.s.eventh annual nueting of the Chester Paxton
Society was held on Saturday at the Grosvenor Museum.
In submitting the annual report and statement of accounts
Mr. G. P. Miln. the hon. secretary, said: "It is now
twenly-seven years since this society was established,

and this is the first year in its history in which an exhibi-

tion of fruits and Chrysanthemums has not been held.

This, as you all know, is due to the present unfortunate
war, and in the interests of the society the committee
thought, and rightly so. I think, that it would he unwise
in the present circumstances to have held the annual
exhibition last autumn. In common with many other
societi(\s and public bodies, this society is doing its full

share in providing recruits for the new Armies, the sons
of many of its members and also of its officials having
resjionded generou.'^ly to the appeals for young men to
serve their King and country during this present national
crisis. In the many object-lessons which this present

war has pro\ided us with, not ti.e least important is ll.e

necessity for cultivating on a larger scale than hitherto

products of the soil to ensure adequate food supplies

for the inhabitants of the United Kinjrdom. Although
it may not be jiossibh- to produce the whole of these in

this cx)\intry, it is our bounden duty to endeavour to
increase these supplies beyond what has been done in

j

the past. Towards this there are already indications

I
that lands which have for some years been down in per-

I
manent pasture are now being broken up for the cultiva-

^ lion of cereals, which is certainly a step in the right
direction. All movements of this kind go a Ions: way
to justify the existence of societies such as this, who have
in the past done so much to encourage the extended cultiva-
tion of horticultural produce, particularly hardy fruit.=,

in this district. Further, I believe I am right in saying
that all members of this society will le prepared to do
their utmost to encourage still further all movements

I
of this kind in the future. It is yet too early to say

I

definitely whether we will be in a position to hold the

I

annual exhibition of fruits. Chrysanthemums. Ac, next
autumn, but I am sure I am voicing the feelings of every

i

member of this society when I say that we hope that
i the present hostilities will have ceased long before then,
! and that our social and commercial life will by that time

]

be on a fair way to resume their respective normal con-
' ditions,"

Hearty vote? of thanks were accorded to the officers

and conimittec for their ser\ices during the past year,
and officers and committees were elected for the present
year. It was resolved that the question of holding an
exhibition this year be deferred for three months.

VALE OF LEVEN AND DUMBARTON HORTICUL-
TURAL ASSOCIATION.

The Souuces of Plant Food.
On Wednesday evening, January 13, the usual monthly
meeting of the above society took place in the side room
of the Public Hall, Alexandria. On this occasion Mr. R.
Dickson, of Messrs. Austin and MeAsian, Glasgow, delivered
a most interesting paperon " Some Sources of Nature's Plant
Food." Councillor James Parlane presided over a good
attendance. In dealing with his subject, Mr, Dickson
alluded to the fact that plants obtained their chitf food
from the air in the form of carbonic acid. There are,
however, many other substances the presence of which
is necessary for the plants' growth. Ordinary soils

contain them in sufficient quantities, hut exhaustion takes
place through time, and replacement is necessary. These
chemical substances are known as manures, nitrogenous,
potassium and phosphatic. These usually occur in the
soil as cplcium phosphates, and to dissolve them one must
see that an acid is present. Nature has in a way provided
the root tips to supply the necessary acid to render the
phosphate suitable as a food. The nitrates occur in soils

when there is decay of organic matter ; they dissolve
when formed. The application of nitrate must be care-
fully undercaken, as over-application may result in harm

to the crop. Potash is very often present in insoluble
form, but to obtain it in a soluble form, rock weathering,
combined with the action of carbonic acid, must be
resorted to. Potash is most useful for supplyin-; a
necessary ingredient of the i^oil fertility, and the phosphate
assists in the production of flowers and fruit. Otter
ingredients, such as lime, iron and probably a few more
elements, f,ll combine in keeping the soil fit and healtl.y
for the bacteria in it. Lime, for instance, as a manure
is also nece-^sary in soil. The action of decayed organic
matt<?r sets up gases which are detrimental to plant-lif<'.

These are neutralised by the lime, which, combining with
the gases, makes them harmless. Lime acts also as a
destroying agent where plant-eating bacteria are jvresent.

The value of soot, leaf-mould, water, wood-ashes, farm-
yard manure and other manures easily obtainable was
also stated, and a great amount of information was gained
in the course of what was a remarkably long and intere-^ting

paper. The chairman paid a high tribute to Mr.
Dickson for l:is paper, and a vcte^ of thnnks to tl-.e

essayist closed tie meeting.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The annual general meeiing nf the Scottish Horticultural
Association was held in the Hall. 5. St. Andrew Square,
Ivlinburgh. on the evening of January 19. Mr. David
Kini'. the rearing president, occupied the chair, and there
was a good attendance of members. The annual report,
which was approved, was of a satisfactory nature.
The financial statement has already appeared in our
columns. The report of the membership was of a satis-

factory character also, the membership standing at 1,124,
composed of 927 ordinary, 188 life, and nine honorary
life members. Thi; other items of the report wen' also
of a gratifying nature. Office-bearers for the year were
appointed as follow: Hon. president, the Marquis of
Linlithirow : president, Mr. W. G. Pirie. gardener tf

C. W. Cowan. Esq., Dalhonsie Castle : vice-presidents,
Mr. D. Kidd-, Carbery Tower Gardens, and Mr. J. Highgate,
Hopetoun Gardens; members of Council in lieu of those
retiring. Mr. J. S. Chisholm. Mr. J. L. Forbes, Mr. J.
Fraser, Mr. J. C. Grieve, .Air. D. T. Johnston, Mr. J.
Phillips and ^Mr. G. Stuart. Mr, A. D. Richardson was
reappointed secretary and treasurer. Captain Stirling
of Keir and Mr, D. King were elected honorary life mem-
b?rs in recognition of their past services in office. It

WIS ajzrecd to take steps to form a roll of honour of the
!. "'iiibers who had joined His Majesty's Army. Several
yther items of business were also disposed of.

Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Society.—

At the annual meeting of this society, held at

Norwich, the hon. secretary, Mr. B, Knvvet V\ ilson,

in h's report was able to announce that the balance

in hand stood at £79 5s, 5d. The membership

was 510, an increase in both cases on those of the

previous year. After careful deliberation by the

committee it has been decided—unless anything

unforeseen happens—to hold the three shows

of the society as usual during 1915. The spring

show will be held at Norwich on April 22, the

Rose and summer show at Earlham Park, Norwich,

on July 1, and the Chrysanthemum and autumn
show at Norwich on November 18, 19 and 20.

J. A. Christie, Esq., Framingham, near Norwich,

was elected president for the year. Mr. John
Clayton announced that one consignment of

vegetables and fruit had been despatched tc the

Navy.

Dunfermline Horticultural Society and the

War.—This society having promised a weekly

supply of fruit and vegetables for three months

to the men serving in the British Fieet, the third

consignment was sent dn January 20. This

included Artichokes, Brussels Sprouts, Cabbages,

Carrots, Greens, Leeks, Onions, Parsnips, Potatoes,

Savoys, Turnips and a case of Oranges. Acknowledg-

ing former consignments, Mr. E. Jerome Dyer,

London, hon. secretary of the Vegetable Products

Committee, says :
" I am very much obliged for

your letter supplying me with particulars of your

consignments. I think your supplies are extra-

ordinarily good, and far more than we expected

when you started. If I may be permitted to say

so, it is an evidence of an excellent spirit on the

part of the people of Dunfermline, and proves

that they are prepared even to deny themselves

for the^ood health and welfare of the men to whom
we look for so much."
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Chelsea and Holland House Shows.—The

Royal Horticultural Society's Chelsea Show will be

held in the Royal Hospital Gardens, Chekea Em-
bankment, on May i8, 19 and 20 ; and the Holland

House Show, Kensington, on July 6, 7 and 8. Plans,

schedules and entry forms can be had on

application to the Secretary, Royal Horticultural

Society, Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.

Planting Roses in Early Spring.—On page 67

will be fotmd an article dealing with some mistakes

that amateurs often make when planting Roses.

We think it desirable to point out that, although

November and the early part of December is

undoubtedly the best time of the year for planting

Roses and herbaceous plants, they

can also be quite successfully

planted during February and

March, providing always that the

weather is open and the soil in

fit condition for the work. Nursery-

men still have plenty of good

bushes and plants to dispose of,

and we trust our readers will do

all they can to purchase these

before the planting season is over.

The Gibraltar Candytuft.—
Iberis gibraltarica is a handsome
member of the perennial Candytuft

family. Evergreen in character,

it flourishes in the milder parts

of the country, where it may
generally be employed in level

planting. In colder, bleaker

districts or in soils that are rich

and retentive of moistinre it is

more satisfactory to give it a

special position where soil and

drainage are both under control.

It shows to best advantage and
proves thoroughly reliable as a

perennial when planted in a dry

wall fully exposed to sun. Failing

such a position, then any sharp bank will meet
its requirements. The soil should be liberally

mixed with old mortar rubble or crushed chalk.

To the latter it shows striking partiality. It

flowers in the open towards the end of .\pril and
during May. The blossoms are a delicate shade

of rose lilac, and are carried in large, rounded

heads in such profusion as makes the leaves

scarcely discernible. A native of Gibraltar, it has

been grown in gardens since 1732.

Propagating Statice latifolia by Root Cut-

tings.—This is without doubt the most attractive

and vigorous of the Sea Lavenders, either for the

borders or the wild garden, particularly when
seen in bold groups. Plants may be raised from

seed, although this method is not always to be
|

as it is not desirable to risk infecting

depended upon. A better way of raising a stock
I
with these insects.

Wislev

of good plants is by cuttings of the roots. An
old plant should be lifted now. some of the roots

cut into lengths of from 2 inches to 3 inches, and
put in pots of sandy soil with the apex just

protruding. If possible, they should be placed

in a little warmth. Small shoots will soon appear,

and, as they progress, gradually harden them off.

By June, with careful treatment, the plants will

be ready for planting out in their permanent

positions.

Winter-Flowering Honeysuckles.^For the

sake of its deliciously fragrant white flowers

at this season of the year Louicera Standishii,

a Chinese Honeysuckle, is well worth a place on

a wall, particularly near the window. It is quite

hardy and will succeed in the shrubbery, but

the flowers with their unmistakable odour of

Orange blossoms are not produced so freely or

developed at so early a season as when against

a wall. Lonicera fragrantissima, another Chinese

Insects on the Roots of Plants.—An investi- Honeysuckle similar to the subject of this note,

gation has been cnnimcnccd at Wisley into the I is also well worth attention. We recently saw
some good plants growing in pots

and doing exceptionally well, and
although the creamy white flowers

were not particularly showy, the}-

filled the atmosphere of the con-

servatory with their fragrance.

A Blue Flower for the Green-

house.—One of the most attrac-

tive plants of recent introduction

for the %varm greenhouse is

Pycnostachys Dawei, a member
of the Labiateae family, with dense,

terminal spikes of deep blue

flowers about five inches long, the

plants themselves usually attaining

the height of from 4 feet to 6 feet.

.A native of Uganda, it was first

discovered by Mr. Whyte in 1898,

but it was not until rgoj that

seeds were sent to Kew by Mr.

M. T. Dawe. It is closely allied

to the Coleuses, but the genus

Pycnostachys can be distinguished

by its needle-like calyx teeth and

denser spikes. It is now flower-

ing in the Cambridge Botanic

Garden, and makes a pleasing

contrast with the yellow flowers

of the beautiful but seldom-grown Lindenbergia

grandiflora.

Useful and Injurious Earthworms. — On
another page, under the heading of " Societies,"

we publish a report of a lecture on earthworms

given by the Rev. Hilderic Friend to the members

of the Birmingham Gardeners' Association. This

gentleman has already discovered that, while

some kinds are .beneficial in the garden, others

are of an injurious character. We miderstand

that he is still investigating the matter, and would

be glad to receive samples of worms from anyone

who would be good enough to send them. His

address is The University, Edmund Street,

Birmingham.

A COLONY OF THE GIBRALTAR CANDYTUFT, IBERIS GIBRALTARICA,
IN THE ROCK GARDEN.

mealy bug and woolly aphis, which infest the

roots of. so many plants in greenhouses and
rockeries. There are several insects concerned,

and the first thing to determine is how far each

of these pests attacks plants in general or to what
extent each is limited in its food plants. The
ultimate outcome hoped for is a simple, practical

remedy. The investigator would be very grateful

for infected plants or for specimens or infected

roots of plants, with the names attached.

The enquiry would be still more assisted if

those having infected plants would permit the

investigator to inspect them. Specimens and
enquiries may be sent to Professor Lefroy,

Imperial College of Science, South Kensington,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Mossy Saxifrages Turning Brown.—It may
interest " Grey Court," who you replied to on

page 36, issue January i6, to know that this may
be caused by damage during frost. I have a

broad border of Mossy Saxifrages, and last year,

when they were frozen white, some small person,

po doubt fascinated by the crunching noise,

walked down the middle of the border. The result

was a row of small brown footmarks, which lasted

all the summer, but filled up in the autumn.

—

Walter de H. B:rch, Walton-le-Dale, Lancashire.

Outdoor Flowers in Midwinter.—With refer-

ence to the note «n the above subject in your

issue'of January 23. I should be glad if you would

mentioned in your note are Cyclamen Coum and

Lonicera fragrantissima. There is really no need

for a greenhouse in order to obtain winter flowers.

After all, the Christmas Rose is more beautiful

than anything you will find in the average con-

servatory at the same season.

—

Ernest Bryson,

Gloucestershire.

Onions in the West of Scotland.—The accom-

panying, illustration of a bed of Onions in a West

Scotland garden may be of interest now that the

time for sowing seeds for exhibition bulbs is here.

The varieties are Cranston's Excelsior and Ailsa

Craig, and the average weight of the Onions is

three-quarters of a pound. The size of the bed is

15 yards by 10 yards, and 2,000 Onions were taken

from it. The soil is good loam, treated with cow-

manure and Thompson's Vine Manure.—D. M. G.

Green Fly and Mildew on Roses.—I have

noticed in The Garden that so many Rose-

A GOOD BED OF ONIONS IN A SCOTCH GARDEN. THE VARIETIES ARE CRANSTON S

EXCELSIOR AND AILSA CRAIG.

call attention to one of the most valuable winter-

flowering shrubs ever introduced ; I mean Prunus

miqueliana. I bought a small plant some years

ago, and it is now a bush of considerable size,

every shoot, from before Christmas onwards,

being covered with its beautiful white flowers,

which adorn the garden and, if cut, last a long

time in water, forming the most charming and
distinctive house decoration imaginable. This

plant is an old introduction, but when shown at a

Royal Horticultural Society's exhibition two
years ago was given an award of merit. It ought

to have had a dozen, but since getting its diploma

my specimen has shown distinctly increased vigour,

and is plainly trying to live up to its position
;

and its price has jumped to 7s. 6d. in the only

catalogue in which I see it listed. I paid 4d.

Why docs not somebody undertake its propagation

and get it widely known ? It requires no growing
;

it grows. Two other gems of the winter not

growers seem to suffer from green fly and mildew.

I used to suffer, but do not now. I think

I ought to give your readers the reasons why 1

now escape these plagues. I will not take up

your space by telling how I came to find the

cures, but just stale them. It ought, perhaps,

first to be sard that our soil here is sandy,

with very little lime in it. As soon" as green

fly begins, I have all the Roses well hoed roimd,

and then a garden water-barrow is filled with

water ; about half a gallon of guano is put in

and well mixed, and the Rose roots watered with

it. I have never known more than three waterings

needed, and often one is enough to clear the bushes.

For mildew, just before the Roses show signs of

coming into leaf I have good Dorking lump lime

slaked, and when it is in tlie form of flour

it is thrown from a shovel thickly over the

ground below the bushes until the ground looks

as if there had been a fall of snow. Wheit the

Roses are all fully in leaf, the top of the ground
is turned over so as to cover the lime. Before
we treated the Roses in this way they used to be
white with mildew, and some Roses, which grow
where we cannot treat them in this way, still

suffer from it.

—

^Thackeray TuR^:ER.

Shows, Schedules, and Judges.—it was
with considerable interest that I read in
your issue of January 16 the letter from
"Exhibitor" re flower shows, schedules, judges,
and considerations shown to exhibitors by the
various flower show committees, and I quite
agree with him and believe it possible to effect
an improvement all round. In makmg up a
schedule, a committee could not do better than
follow the suggestions given in the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's " Code of Rules for Judging,
Schedule-makers, Judges and Exhibitors." and
if all societies informed their members and judges
that these rules would be strictly enforced, many
crooked paths would be smoothed over and un-
necessary worry and ill-feeling avoided. As to
what are hardy flowers and what are not, it depends
more on the district than on anything else, as
what will do well in Wigtownshire would be useless
in Invemess-shire. If it was the rule that all

collections of flowers were to be judged by points,
it would do away with (to a certain extent) one
or two probably greenhouse-grown bunches
carrying the premier honours where the other
lots were better all over. By point judging
in flowers, allow a maximum of ro points to each
bunch, divided thus : For quality, 3 ; freshness,

2 ;
rarity or difficvUty of cultivation, 3 ; elegance

of arrangement, 2 ; total possible, 10. Then over
the whole stand allow a maximum of 5 points for

general arrangement, blending of colours, naming,
&c. The size of bunch in all cases to be stipu-

lated or table space allowed. The staging in all

cases to be erected by the committee. A points
card to be given to each judge, who would be
responsible for the number of points against
each bunch. The cards to be put in a con-
spicuous place for the benefit of competitors and
the public alike. This would to a great extent
do away with the inefficient judge, as no one would
have the audacity to come forward to act as such
who had not a good knowledge of what he bad
undertaken. Committees generally are to blame
for inefficient judges by appointing men who
hold high positions in the horticultural world
but who have really done nothing as exhibitors,

and I maintain that unless a man has been, and
is, a competitor he is not qualified to judge.

In regard to assistance lent to exhibitors by the

committees, I recommend the principal flower show
committees to take a copy from the Carnegie Dun-
fermline Trust. What exhibitor who has once been
to that society's Rose show but who brims over

at the good treatment he received at the hands
of the officials. By a note to the secretary a

conveyance meets your train. On arrival at the

park willing hands find you water, vases, watering
pans, &c. The secretary will find you comfort-

able hotel accommodation at very reasonable

terms. The prize money is paid over practically

as soon as the judging is finished, while at the

close of the show all boxes, stands, &c., are carefully

packed up and put on rail without any trouble to

the competitor. Possibly this could not be done
at large gatherings where the trade firms put up
large exhibits ; but were the directors in charge

as anxious to assist as those in the town of Carnegie,

no doubt things could be made much more con-

venient.

—

Scot E.xhibitor.
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The Double-Flowered Camomile.—1 shall be

very pleased to send your correspondent, to whom
you replied on page 47, issue January 23,

seedlings of the double-flowered Camomile in the

spring if she will only remind me, as it is quite a

weed here.—T. L. Harrison, Baas Hill, Brox-
bourne. Hcrls.

The Mountain Clematis.—All that " H."
says regarding Clematis montana, page 43, issue

January 23, is thoroughly deserved by -this

most beautiful climber. There are, however,

two points which might be usefully mentioned.

One of these is the great superiority of C. montana
graudiflora ; the other is the desirability of securing

these plants on their own roots. C. m. graudiflora

was first brought under my notice by the late

Mr. F. W. Burbidge, who had a simple pergola

clad with it in the Trinity College Gardens, Dublin.

It is greatly superior to the typical C. montana,
and is easily struck by cuttings or layers. This

brings me to the other point—-that of having the

plants on their own roots. This warning has been

specially necessary with the red variety, C. m.
rubens, which has apparently been grafted on
other Clematises, and has, in consequence, died off

in a number of gardens. This is a great disappoint-

ment, as it is a charming variety of a plant of the

highest beauty.—S. A.

Narcissus Treasure Trove.^The unearthing of

some pots of the above from a bed of fibre recently,

where they had been plunged, brought back to

memory the beautiful form in which this little

white trumpet Daffodil was shown by my friend

Mr. Christopher Bourne at the Birmingham Show
last April. Among all the good things in his

fifty it was, perhaps, nearly the best. Some years

ago the late Rev. G. P. Haydon brought a

bunch of flowers for my inspection at the Tun-
bridge Wells Daffodil Show ; for some reason,

peculiar to his eccentric method of naming his

flowers, he had christened it Castaway. I

promptly did a deal with him for the stock, potted

a few of the bulbs and planted the rest outside.

When it began to flower the following spring I

was so charmed with it that I thought it worthy
of a better name, and Treasure Trove, the sugges-

tion of my wife, was one that seemed to fit it

exactly. A little smaller than Mme. de Graaff

and flowering a good deal earlier, it is of far more
perfect form than that variety when well grown.

—

F. Herbert Chapman.

Winter - Flowering Heaths. — The excellent

article on these valuable plants on page 40 of

The Garden prompts me to ask the general

experience with regard to the flowering of Erica

mediterranea hybrida or E. hybrida. With me
it is exceedingly irregular in its dates of coming

properly into flower. I have flowered it here

for nine winters, and for several years previously

in my former garden, which was quite near the

sea. In both gardens it proved very uncertain

in its coming fully into flower. I have often had
it as early as November, but sometimes it could

not be said to be fully in flower until well-nigh

the end of January, although a few sprays might

be in perfect bloom. E. camea is more regular

with me, and among that charming set of varieties

sent out by Messrs. James Backhouse and Son

one called E. camea prsecox rubra has been the

first of the camea varieties to flower ever since

I obtained it in the autumn of I9r3. These

winter-flowering Heaths are of extreme, though

quiet, beauty, and with the earliest bulbs give a

charm to the garden in their time.—S. Arnott,

Sunnymead, Dumfries.

HOME GROWN VEGETABLES
AND OUR FOOD SUPPLY.

CO-OPERATION NEEDED.

WITH the price of all kinds of

foodstuffs creeping up, the

present seems an opportune

time to draw the attention of

our readers to the desirability

of cultivating as many vege-

tables as possible during the coming spring,

summer and autumn. We do this in no sense of

alarm, but purely as a common-sense precaution,

so that, should the necessity arise, ample supplies

to meet all demands will be available. It is

quite certain that the next few months will bring

to our hospitals and Red Cross establishments

large numbers of wounded and sick soldiers, and

supplies of fresh, wholesome vegetables will

undoubtedly be very welcome to those who have

undertaken the kindly duties of caring for the

men who have been broken in war.

Horticultural Societies Should Help.—In our

last issue we published particulars of what is already

being done by the Dunfermline and the Chester

Paxton Horticultural Societies respectively. The

first named has already undertaken to supply the

British Fleet with consignments of fresh vege-

tables and fruit for three months, and the latter

has wisely advised its members to grow as many
as may be reasonably possible. Nearly every

day we receive notices that local horticultural

societies are abandoning their shows this year

;

but the committees, usually composed of pro-

fessional gardeners and keen amateurs, have not

been dissolved, and the societies are still in

existence. We therefore suggest that, as an

outlet for their natural energies, these societies

should seriously take the question of vegetable

supplies in hand so long as the war lasts.

How Assistance Can be Rendered.—A local

committee might, first of all, point out to the

inhabitants of their district the desirability of

growing good vegetables, and state plainly that

capable members would be willing to give practical

advice to all who needed it. In many gardens

there are plenty of spaces now occupied by

dilapidated sheds, or lumber of various kinds,

that could be cleared, dug and manured, and soon

brought into suitable condition for at least Potatoes.

This, willing members of the committee could

point out. Also, to bring an element of contest into

the efforts of the townsfolk, it might be possible

to grant certificates, the cost of which would be

very trifling, to the garden or plot that showed

the greatest productiveness of the most useful

vegetables. Hints on sowing and planting, with the

best varieties to choose for the district, could be

circulated, or, if time permitted, given personally.

The Supply of Seeds.—Even better than givmg

such hints on varieties would be the supplying

of seeds of suitable sorts by the committee. The
position of the average small grower in obtaining

good seeds of really first-class vegetables is

often a difficult one. He, naturally, hesitates

to purchase expensive packets which contain

far more than he requires. But a local committee

could easily arrange with a seed firm of repute

for a supply of suitable kinds in bulk, and these

could be sold to inhabitants in small quantities as

required. We know perfectly well that any 'good

seed firm would much rather execute a substantial

order of this kind than a multitude of small ones,

and the trade generally, as well as amateurs.

would be benefited by some action of this kind.

Take the case of Potatoes, the most important of

all our vegetables. It is now well known that an
annual change of sets, and preferably those from
a considerable distance, is far better than planting

those that have been grown locally year after

5'ear
;
yet the cottager or small amateur, who only

requires his modest peck or two, does not care to

go to the trouble entailed in securing this change.

The Collection of Surplus Vegetables.—It is,

however, in the collecting and despatching of

surplus vegetables to hospitals and other establish-

ments that local horticultural committees could

probably do the most useful work of all. In most
gardens, at one time or another, there are whole-

some vegetables to spare ; but the owner who has,

say, half a dozen Cabbages, a bimch or two. of

Onions or a peck of Potatoes over and above his

immediate requirements would scarcely think it

worth whUe to pack and send them to where they

are most required. But let the local committees

inform the inhabitants of their districts that vege-

tables of this kind would be received once a week
at some depot, and be suitably packed and
despatched to some establishment where they are

needed, and we feel sure that there would be plenty

received to meet demands.

The foregoing are points that seem to us worthy

of consideration in every district where a local

horticultural society is in existence. Probably all

would not be practicable everywhere, but the ideas

could, we feel siure, be moderated or revised to

suit local conditions. The question of our food

supply is a national one, and it is the duty of every

able-bodied person to do all that is possible to

render the soil fertile and productive at a time like

the present. Next week we hope to publish an

article giving some simple hints on how to make
the most of vegetable plots. By a preconceived

plan of intercropping we know that far more

might be obtained from a given area than is usually

the case. In the meantime we invite the opinions

of our readers on the subject, but we hope letters

will be as concise as possible.

SOME HARDY LILIES.— VI.

By Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.

SUB-GENUS MARTAGON.
(Continued from page 52.)

Lilium pyrenaicum, the Yellow Turk's-cap,

is a generous plant, patient of neglect and, in

my opinion, worthy of more esteem than it is

the fashion to bestow upon it. People take offence

at the odour of its blossoms ; but as the plant

does not diffuse it to any distance, they need not

put their noses to it. If they do, they will receive

a dab of brilliant orange scarlet pollen from the

anthers that hang so prettily out of the bright

yellow Turk's-caps. Some friendly hand planted

a quantity of the great bulbs of this species nearly

one hundred years ago in the grass at Monreith ;

and there they remain, rising year after year to

their modest splendour in June, a sure sign that

summer is nearing its height. This is perhaps

the best way to employ it, for I do not see any

difference between those that are thus grown

in the wild and some upon which, for auld lang

syne, I have bestowed a choice place in a border

of rather heavy loam. The scarlet-flowered

variety of this Lily is a very gay affair, equally

good-natured as the type. A group of the two

colours mixed is very pleasing.
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L. testaceum (SJ^1. isabelliuum, excelsum),

the Nankin Lily, is one of the loveliest of the race,

carrying in July a coronet of large fiowers to a

height of 5 feet or so on a slender but steadfast

stem closely set with narrow leaves, each of which is

spirally twisted, suggestive of a delicate design

in metal-work. The corolla is of a delightful

shade of apricot, slightly tinged with flesh colour,

and the orange anthers within the bell give the

whole inflorescence a very rich character. The
origin of this Lily is not known ; as it has never

been found in a wild state, it is believed to be a

hybrid, probably between the Madonna Lily

and L. chalcedonicum. The late Dr. Wallace

reported that it was first noticed among some

seedlings raised at Erfurt in 1846. If its parentage

has been correctly divined, the Madonna strain

L. pomponium is a scarlet Turk's-cap, with

flowers like scarlet seahng-wax, as bright as those

of L. chalcedonicum ; but it is a much more grace-

ful plant. The stem is clothed with crowded

linear leaves with white edges, each with a spiral

twist following, says Dr. Wallace, the course

of the sun. It grows, or ought to grow, 3 feet

high ; but it does not always receive the right

treatment in our gardens, for it dislikes an open

peaty soil, and only comes to its best and

proves permanent when planted 4 inches or

5 inches deep in rather strong loam impregnated

with lime. It flowers in June, fully a month

earlier than L. chalcedonicum, and the most

modest collection of LiUes ought to include this

brilliant species.

L. superbum, the Swamp Lily.—^The specific

titles prescribed by botanists do

not always|T^predicate a sense

of humour in those who devise

them. For instance, it strikes

one as incongruous to apply

the epithet " gigantea " to a

SquiU (Chionodoxa) 6 inches

high, to indicate its superiority

in size to others of the same

genus. But he who christened

the Swamp LUy " superbum

"

perpetrated no exaggeration, for

it is a truly superb creature,

rising erect to a height some-

times of 8 feet or 9 feet,

with from twenty to thirty

blossoms on long arching pedicels,

the recurved divisions of the

perianth being"^- bright orange

spotted with claret. The Swamp
Lily is the representative in the

North American Eastern States

of the Panther Lily in the

Western States, and only asks

for similar treatment in cultiva-

tion .— that is, to have its

rhizomatous roots laid 5 inches

deep in moist^peaty loam with

a sprinkling of sand round the

bulbs to encourage rootlets.

Its flowering season is from the

end of July through August.

L. tenuifolium is a dwarf
Turk's - cap hailing from far

Siberia, with brUliant red flowers

opening in June and carried

on slender stems little more than
15 inches high. It is a plant,

therefore, and a choice one,

for the front of the border,

where the bulbs should be

planted 4 inches or 5 inches deep
in very sandy soil enriched with
well-rotted farmyard manure
and not suffered to lack water when growing, has proved dominant, for in stature and carriage

Thorough drainage is essential to their persistence ' it resembles that species, and the vivid vermilion
through the winter ; even so, they are short- of the Turk's-cap has been softened into the
lived, for their diminutive size does not enable delicate tint shown in the flowers of the offspring,

ihe plant to store up enough vitality to sur\ave In cultivation the Nankin Lily requires similar

the effort of flowering more than twice or thrice, conditions to the Madonna, save that it is less

It ripens seed, however, whence a fresh stock patient of drought. Unfortunately, of late years
nay be raised. This Lily has begotten upon it has fallen in many gardens under the scourge
the white Martagon a hybrid of charming quality of the fell fungus Botrytis ; wherefore spray should
aid satisfactory constitution. It is dwarf, but more be applied dihgently on the first symptom of

vigorous than L. tenuifolium, and bears a profusion the mischief, for it is worth any amount
iif little Turk's-cap flowers of a rich apricot hue. of pains to preserve this beautiful flower from
It takes rank among the choicest of small Lilies, 1 disfigurement,
and is known as Martagon Golden Gleam. I (To be conliiiucd.) I

DAFFODIL NOTES.

A BE.\UTIFUL GROUPING OF LILIUM TESTACEUM IN

GARDEN, OXFORD.

Leedsii Classes.—As I mentioned in ray last

notes, Mr. Morton has raised a most interesting

point about the grouping of Leedsii varieties

for show purposes. He suggests that when large-

cupped and small-cupped blooms are exhibited

together, judges are inclined to favour the

latter, all else being equal. In his letter to me
he quotes as definite instances to prove his con-

tention : First, the names of the three winning

collections in Section III. (London), where the

first prize went to Katherine Spurrell, White

Slave and Evangeline ; the second to White

Queen, Potent and Lord Kitchener ; and the

third to White Queen, Lowdham Beauty and

Lord Kitchener. Secondly, the

prize-winners in Section II. (Lon-

don), where Evangeline, Diana,

Lowdham Beauty, Waterwitch,

White Lady and Marguerite

Durand were placed first ; Phyllis,

Eoster, White Lady, Diana, Mrs.

Langtry and Candidata second

;

and much the same class of

flower third. Thirdly, he instances

Group B at Birmingham, where

the winning lot was composed

of White Slave, Duchess of West-

minster, Katherine Spurrell, Evan-

geline, Bianca and White Lady;

and the second, third and fourth

of precisely similar varieties. The

obvious comment on Mr. Morton's

examples is that he has ignored

what happened in the open Leedsii

classes at the above exhibitions ;

that he may not be aware that in

Group B at Birmingham the price

of bulbs is limited ; and that

Giant Leedsiis are rather expensive.

If we take these facts into con-

sideration along with those put

forward by Mr. Morton, I do not

think it can be said that small cups

are generally favoiured more than

the " giants." I well remember

the long discussion that went on in

sub-conuuittee before it was finally

decided to suggest to the Royal

Horticultural Society's Narcissus

committee the present wording

for Class IV. It was thought that

it was not worth while dividing up

the Leedsiis, as in a year or two

the smaller type would auto-

aiatically disappear. The unex-

pected seems to have happened.

The "bantams" have taken

an unexpected lease of lite,

and lovely flowers like Eoster and Wendy are the

potential equals of Lowdham Beauty and Lord

Kitchener. What is to be done ?

Before I make my suggestion I would like to

call my readers' attention to the advent of the

exceedingly beautiful new type of bloom which

ha^ made its appearance within the last two years,

and of which Crystalline and Mogador are exquisite

examples (see illustration and note in the Royal

Horticultural Society's 1914 "Daffodil Year Book.")

These pointed perianths have come to stay, I think.

They are, too, charming, especially when they

surround a " duck " of a little trumpet or trumpet-

shaped cup. I 'venture, then, on this proposal

:

THE BOTANIC
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That in future all schedules should distinctly state

that (whether the number of blooms required be

three, six, nine or twelve), diversity of type is

absolutely essential, and that the judges will be

instructed to be very particular about this stipu-

lation in awarding of the prizes. This could

very easily be done in all schedules for 1916 if

it finds general favour. Perhaps those interested

wUI communicate with me, so that I can allude

to it again in future notes.

Judging at Birmingham.—I rather rubbed my
eyes when I read in The Garden for January 9

Mr. Grindrod's suggestion that we allow prizes to

be awarded to collections which do not comply with

the schedule. Now, if there is one thing that I am
always do^vn on, it is this. As the Chairman

of Committee, I have a good deal to say in all

that goes on ; so let me assure Mr. Grindrod that

we are not slackers, but that those in authority

try to see that all is done according to Cocker. As
far as we are able, we see that there are no slips

;

but so great is the usual competition

that it is impossible to go round all the

classes and microscopically inspect

each individual exhibit on the first

day of the show. The onus of finding

any wrong is, according to our

Regulation 12, thrown on the com-
petitors themselves, and if none of

them complains, it is taken for

granted that all is in order. Perhaps

we should appoint an official inspector

to go round and see that each flowir

is in its right place, and not leave it

to competitors to complain. Anyhow,
I will see what can be done. Let

me assure Mr. Grindrod that the

" S. T. H. W." in Class 22 was not the

"S.T. H.W." in Class 25. The
letters are the private mark of the

exhibitor, who might mark every

seedling he has got " A. B. C." or
' S. T. H. W." and exhibit them as

such ; but this does not make a

triandrus hybrid into a Tazetta

hybrid.

I have not had much difficulty in

finding the other seven or eight

instances alluded to, and I^ see I

am one of those in fault, as I

exhibited a Lady Jellicoe as a 2B,

when it is listed as 3E. It is possible

there are two Lady Jellicoes, as andrO'
mine is very like Lena Parker, which
is down as a 2b. The President that

I staged is one of Wheadon's introductions,

and quite different from The President of

Haydon. In the case of Sophy Primrose, I

must have omitted to look up my classified

list. It is one of the rather doubtful ones,

but that is all the more reason why I should

have done so. As no protest was made, I was not

aware of my slip imtU I looked matters up for

these notes. " Hurry and bustle I hate," says

a comic song. So do I on a show morning, but

they are inevitable in my case, as they doubtless

are in my friend Mr. Bonnie's, who was an even

greater offender than myself at last year's show.

Both Mr. Watts and Mr. Chapman also staged

flowers in wrong classes. I had no idea of these slips

until I read Mr. Grindrod's note and began to go

over the lists in the report, and I cordially thank
him for calling attention to the matter. These

things should jjoi happen at the leading Daffodil

show, and I will see that they are carefully

considered at our next committee meeting. No one

is keener than I am for rigid adherence to schedule

regulations, and now that our delinquencies have

been pointed out, some method must be devised

to reduce the possibility of their recurrence to a

minimum. As Colonial eyes scrutinise our pro-

ceedings very carefully, it would be a thousand pities

were an impression to gain ground in New Zealand

and elsewhere that the Midland Daffodil Society

allows great latitude in its members' interpretation

of its schedule. It is clear that our trusting to

the protests of exhibitors has been tried and found

wanting. It seems to point to the institution

of a show inspector.

The War and Shows.—I am busy getting

together a list of the Daffodil shows and their

dates for 1915. Some are already abandoned,

but the majority of societies at the present time

propose to hold theirs as usual. As soon as I can

issue a complete statement I will do so. I would

be very much ob'.iged, if these words meet the eye

full-grown larvae. The problem is a twofold one.

How long must a merodon (inside a bulb) be

immersed to make sure of killing it ? And how

long will a bulb stand immersion without detri-

ment ? Will Mr. Adams kindly relate his

experience ? Joseph Jacob.

A BEAUTIFUL ROCK
GARDEN FLOW E R.

WHEN covered with iiowers, the

Androsaces are among the

choicest of plants for the rock

garden. Some of the more

spreading kinds form broad

tufts of foliage, some deep

green in colour, like A. Laggeri, while others have

silvery foliage,, like the subject of this note.

Androsace sarmentosa is a native of the

ACE SARMENTOSA, A BEAUTIFUL ROCK GARDEN PLANT WITH ROSETTES OF SILK-LIKE

FOLIAGE.

of the secretary or any other member of a Daffodil

society which was not included in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's 1914 "Daffodil Year Book," if

he would communicate with me. I want that book

to be as complete as possible.

Drowning Out the Merodon.—Mr, C. L. Adams,

whose note appears on page 38, January 23 issue,

apparently knows the trick of how to drown out

the merodon. I wish he would tell us how it is

done. Mr. George Stocks (" Daffodil Year Book,"

1914, pages 56-57) put five bulbs suspected of con-

taining merodons in water for forty-eight hours.

Two were not infested with the grub—a grub came

out of one of the other three and was found alive

at the bottom of the water. It died in two days.

From the other two the grubs were extracted and

were soon able to eat their way into fresh bulbs.

Again, Mr. Charles E. Shea (article in Cartwright

and Goodwin's 1914 L'st) states that total immersion

for three days is not sufficient t" destroy

Himalayas, from Sikkim to Kashmir, at

elevations of 11,000 feet to 12,000 feet. It

is a somewhat variable plant, a few of the forms

approaching A. lanuginosa in character, but it

is rather less silky. The leaves are also broader

and borne in larger rosettes, which send out stolons

that root as they spread, soon forming broad

carpets studded with umbels of rose-coloured

flowers in May. The flowers are deeper in colour

towards the centre, which is pale yellow. Even

when not in flower the silky rosettes are very

attractive. Given a rocky ledge in full sunshine,

planted in light sandy loam and peat, it soon

makes itself at home. As these woolly-leaved

plants from the higher elevations suffer a good

deal from damp in winter, it is advisable to cover

the whole plant with a piece of glass raised a few-

inches above it and in a slanting direction to throw

off the rain. According to the " Flora of British

India," four varieties are found in the Himalayas,
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of which the largest form, A. foliosa, is now

recognised as a distinct species. The last

mentioned is a taller plant with larger, less si ky

leaves, and umbels of pink flowers borne on stems

about nine inches high. A. sarmentosa and its

varieties are easily increased by seeds, and

tlie numerous offsets. W. I.

SEED-SOWING UNDER
GLASS.

w ITH the advent ol the mouth of

February, seeds of many sub-

jects intended to

flower in the

greenhouse later

on are sown.

Prominent among them are

Begonias, Gloxinias, Strepto-

carpuses and Gesneras, all of

which require much the same

treatment. As the seeds are very

small, and in many instances

fairly expensive, a considerable

amount of care should be taken in

sowing them and in bringing the

tiny plantlets through their earlier

and more critical stages.

Too much care cannot be

taken with the preparation of

the compost on which the seeds

are to be sown. A very suitable

mixture may be made of two
parts loam to three of leaf-mould

or peat and a liberal sprinkling

of silver sand. Leaf-mould, if

good, is preferable to peat, but it

must be of first-rate quality and

prepared from Oak and Beech

leaves. All the ingredients should

be thoroughly sterilised in order

to destroy any insects or vegetable

matter. Unless this is done, a

tiny moss is apt to crop up and
choke many of the seedlings. This

compost should be rubbed througli

a sieve with a quarter -inch mesh.

laying the rougher portions on om
side. Whether pots or pans are

used in which to sow the seed, the\

must be quite clean and effectually

drained by means of broken crocks

in the bottom. Then over these

may be placed a layer of the

rough portion of the compost, and
the pot or pan then filled to within

half an inch of the rim with that which has passed be potted singly, and shifted into larger pots

through the quarter-inch mesh. A finishing layer, ' when they require more room,
on which the seeds are to be sown, should con- Other subjects that may be growii in the same
sist of the same compost sifted through a sieve temperature as the preceding, but whose seeds,

with an eighth of an inch mesh. The whole must being larger, do not require such careful manipu-
be pressed down moderately firm and made quite lation, are : .\cacia lophantha, a subtropical

level. The soil should be thoroughly watered plant remarkable for its much-divided leaves

—

before the seedl are sown, a better plan than seeds should be soaked in warm water for twenty-
using a fine rose being to stand the pot or pan four hours before sowing ; Artemisia judaica,

nearly up to the rim in a vessel of tepid water. 1 with gracefully cut silvery foliage,' valuable for

In this way the liquid will enter by the hole in summer bedding ; Cannas, well-known foliage

the bottom, and gradually soak the soil without and flowering plants, whose seeds, like those of

disturbing the surface. the Acacia, should be soaked in warm water for

While the soil is still wet the seeds should be ' twenty-four hours prior to sowing ; Eucalyptus

with a minimum temperature of 65°, rising during
j

foliage ; Impatiens Holstii, one of the best of the
the day, the seeds will soon germinate. Directly Balsams for the embellishment of the outdoor
this takes place the glass or paper should be flower garden, with bright vermilion-coloured
removed, but especial care must be taken to shade blossoms ; Lantanas, pretty, free-floweruig plants,

from the sun's rays, as while so delicate a few which can be readUy raised from seeds ; and Ricinus
minutes' exposure to bright sunshine will per- 1 (Castor Oil Plant), which presents such a bold
manently injure the yoimg plants. Whenever the feature in the flower garden during the simimer.
seed pots want water, it should be given ?s

1 A somewhat lower temperature, say, that of

before directed. an ordinar>' greenhouse, is during February and
When the young plants are large enough

1 March available for the raising of a vast number
they must be pricked off. This is an operation

[

of seeds, including such well-known subjects

that requires considerable care. The pots should as Antirrhinums, now so much used ; Asters of

be prepared the same as detailed for the sowing ' different sorts ; Brachycome iberidifalia (Swan
of the seeds, and a fine-pointed stick used as a River Daisy) ; Campanula pyramidalis, a well-

dibbler. As the young plants develop they may ' known and popular biennial
; Giant Hemp, a

grand plant for the subtropical

garden
; Clarkias, to form a suc-

cession to the autumn-sown
plants ; Dahlias, if it is desired to

raise these from seeds
; Helichr>'-

sums, a very pretty race of

Everlasting Flowers ; Lobelia
speciosa, whose blue flowers are

always much appreciated ; African

and French Marigolds, showy and
easily grown flowers

; Mignonette,

whose flowers are much appreciated

in the greenhouse before they ex-

pand out of doors ; Nemesias,

charming annuals for pot culture

and also for flowering out of

doors ; Petvmias, well-known and
showy flowers ; Phlox Drum-
mondi), which as pot plants in the

greenhouse are very showy

;

Rhodanthe Manglesii, a pretty

Everlasting Flower ; Schizan-

thuses, to succeed those sown in

the autunm ; Stocks, whose
delicious fragrance is admired by
all; Zea Mays variegata (variegated

Indian Com), very showy in the

summer ; and Zinnias, a free-

growing race of plants whose
bright-coloured blossoms are
remarkably showy. H. P.

ORNAMENTAL-
LEAVED VINES.

1
ORN.\MENTAL-LEAVED VINES GROWING ON

THE GARDENS AT ALDENHAM HOUSE,
POLES AND CHAINS
ELSTREE, HERTS.

sprinkled thinly thereon. Minute seeds will require

no covering, except it be a pane of glass or a sheet

globulus, the well-known Blue Giuu, so much used

in the flower garden in the summer
; Grevillea

of paper laid over the pot or pan. In a structure robusta. remarkable tnr its fiiielv rut Feni-lik

N my opinion the value of

these for effective purposes

in our pleasure grounds is

1^- much underestimated, and when
their true value is better under-

stood I predict for them a great

future. Smce the introduction from China of so

many beautiful and distinct varieties, these creaje

a wealth of lovely tropical foliage absolutely

different from anything else, and during the

autumn the majority present such a beautiful

effect that their beauty must be seen to enable

one to fully realise their worth.

There are many ways in which these can be

used, either for clothing pergolas, walls or build-

ings, trained up on tripods, or used as shown

in the accompanying illustration. From my
point of view they are never seen to better advan-

tage than when grown in this way, and being

such rapid growers, it takes but a short time

to furnish the polfs and chains. Large poles are

probably the best, as when these are charred and

have received a good coat of tar they will b.st in
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^ood condition for many years. Either two or

three lines of stout chain should be used, with

holes bored through the uprights, through which

the chain should be threaded and looped in a

graceful manner. The posts must be placed at

regular intervals to suit one's taste, but not too

closely together, or the effect will be marred.

The ground should be drained and made fairly

rich, as the stronger and better the growth the

finer will be the foliage, naturally. This beinp

•once accomplished, the labour incurred will be very

trifling. Beyond training and tying the growths,

during spells of dry weather copious supplies

of liquid manure should be given, and the surface

dressed with a good coating of half-rotted cow-

manure. Thoroughly syringe the foliage in the

late afternoon after a hot day. A reasonable

amount of priming should be carried out during

the winter and the growths made
thoroughly secure.

Large, stout Larch poles should

be used for tripods, preparing them

in the same way as previously

advised, the three being securely

fastened together at the . top with

stout wire. One plant should be

placed to each pole, and when it

becomes thoroughly established it

will be very conspicuous standing

out in the shrubberies.

For pergolas there is nothing

more valuable than these Vines for

quickly clothing them and for

effect, whether viewed from a

distance or when walking beneath

them. For clothing spaces on large

walls or buildings these are also m-
valuable, notwithstanding that more
labour is necessary in relation to

training them than in the other

ways mentioned.

Varieties.—Here we cultivate

a large number which probably

include the best of them, but I

will mention only those which I

consider to be among the most
worthy and distinct : Vitis

Coignetise, V. megalophylla, V.

Thunbergii, V. vinifera purpurea

and V. Brandt, all large-leaved

varieties ; V. heterophylla dela-

vayana, V. armata and V. Prasezkii,

medium size ; the smaller-leaved

V. flexuosa Wilsonii, V. Thompsonii
and V. himalayana rubrifolia (the latter a very

striking new variety).

Elstree. E. Beckett.

attention prior to planting. Long roots should

be shortened, and all bruised and broken parts

entirely removed. If allowed to remain, the

damaged portions will decay and the rot will

spread to the hitherto healthy roots. It is neces-

sary to use a sharp knife when pruning the roots,

so that a clean end may be left.

It is also a mistake to allow the roots to come

into contact with any crude manure, If manure
is used at all, it should be well rotted and thoroughly

mixed with the soil. Many novices, hearing on

all sides that Roses are gross feeders, imagine that

the new bushes will do all the better if a nice little

dose of manure is placed about the roots. In

truth, quite the reverse is generally the case, the

strong manure causing the dormant roots to rot

rather than encouraging the formation of new
ones. The better practice is to use a small

surprised to find how loose the soil has become
round the plants in such a short space of time.

Large plants that offer resistance to the wind will

soon become loose again, however firmly they are

planted, unless they are secured to a stake. The
alternative is to shorten the longer growths con-

siderably, which practice will not in the least

diminish the chances of future success.

Finally, the use of a mulch of long manure is

often advised ; but, personally, I think this

practice is a mistake. In my experience, the only

effect of such a mulch applied during the winter

is to keep the surface of the soil cold and damp, in

many cases making it positively sour. Such

conditions caim.ot possibly improve the health of

the Rose trees. It is far better to keep a good

loose surface, through which the life-giving proper-

ties of sun and air may penetrate to the newly

AN EFFECTIVE GROUPING OF THE MOONLIGHT BROOM, CYTISUS SCOPARIUS SULPHUREUS.

MISTAKES TO AVOID WHEN
PLANTING ROSES.

IN
the planting of Rose trees, as in most other

things, there is a right and a wrong way,

and although the operation is apparently

simple, it is quite possible for the novice to

make many mistakes. It is important that

this work should be carefully done, for much
of the future success or failure of the plants depends

upon it. I have therefore endeavoured to describe

some of the mistakes most frequently made, in

order that readers may avoid repeating them.

Many failures are accounted for by the fact that

the roots of the bushes do not receive sufficient

quantity of soft fibrous loam, which should be

shaken well in among the roots. This will do

much to encourage speedy root action. Artificial

manures should also be avoided when dealing with

new bushes. Bone-flour may be used with safety,

a handful being sprinkled around each plant just

beneath the surface.

Another very frequent mistake committed is

planting too deeply. I have often seen fine plants

utterly ruined by being placed several inches too

deeply in the soil. The bush should be so placed

that the point of union between the stock and the

scion comes as near the ground-level as possible.

Then, again, the bushes are often planted much
too loosely. Roses require to be planted firmly

—

the firmer the better, excepting when the soil is

wet and sticky. In that case it is better to allow

the soil to become more friable before finally

treading up. In all cases it is advisable to go over

all newly planted Roses a week or two after plant-

ing, and tread them up again. Growers will be

forming roots. Should a spell of very severe

weather set in, protection may be provided for

the more tender varieties by drawing the surround-

ing soil up to their bases. Some advise using

ashes for this purpose, but only ashes that have

been exposed to the air for some considerable

time should be used. W. A. E.

THE MOONLIGHT BROOM.
Among the hardy Brooms, as the Cytisuses are

generally called, few are more beautiful than

the variety of the common kind named Cytisus

scoparius sulphureus. Except that it is dwarfer

and rather more prostrate, in general appearance

and habit this resembles the type, which may

so often be seen clothing the sandy banks of railway

cuttings, or forming hummocks of green and gold

on the waste spots of commons or even the coimtrv

roadsides. The colour of the flowers is, however,

different, being, as its varietal name implies,
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of pale sulphur yellow. It is an excllcnt hard/

shrub for poor sandy soil, and is seen to the best

advantage when planted in good-sized colonies,

as seen in the illustration on page 67. It

flowers about the end of May or early in June,

but even at other seasons its slender green stems

are attractive. In common with other Brooms it

should be planted when quite small, as old plants

resent disturbance. G. B. D.

SHRUBS WITH FRAGRANT
LEAVES.

SHRUBS that have fragrant leaves and

are hardy in most parts of the country

are comparatively rare ;

but if those kinds are

included which are hardy

in Cornwall and other

places with a similar climate, a

fair number may be enumerated.

Fragrance is the only attribute

of some of these shrubs, for the

leaves possess little beauty and
the flowers are not showy. In a

few instances, however, the com-

bination of fragrant and ever-

green foliage exists, while in others

the flowers are worth taking into

consideration. Some of the more
ornamental shrubs may be grown
by themselves, others are better

represented by groups, while some
are seen at their best when
planted as informal hedges. One
of the first families to attract

attention is Artemisia. Most of the

shrubby kinds have fragrant leaves.

and some, however, are weedy.
Two of the best are A. tridentata,

a native of the Western United

States, which has silvery foliage,

and A. Abrotantmi, the common
Old Man or Lads Love. Both
are shrubs to grow in our gardens,

and the last mentioned is, of

course, well known everywhere,

but the former is rarely seen.

They are useful for groups or

informal hedges. The Cotton

Lavender, Santolina Chamsecy-
parissus, is a yellow-flowered,

silver-leaved, dwarf-growing plant

• if value for its coloured foliage,

which is strongly scented when
rubbed. A green-leaved Santolina

may be had in S. rosmarinifolia.

Both are natives of Southern
Europe, and are excellent for

massing in poor ground. Laurus
nobilis (the common Bay) is

an evergreen shrub which may
be grown in all except the

coldest parts of the country. Though in

many places it is met with in the form of a
good-sized bush, it attains much larger propor-
tions in the mild jlimate of the South-West
Counties

; and in the vicinity of Port Talbot
in South Wales specimens upwards of 40 feet

high are to be found. Its fragrant leaves are
often used for flavouring. The Lavender makes
an excellent low hedge bordering a path. Its

silvery leaves are less fragrant than its flowers,

but they are sufficiently charged with oil to give

off a decided scent. The Rosemary must not be

forgotten ; it ought to be in every garden. Lippia

citriodora, popularly called the Scented Verbena, is

only suitable for the wanner parts of the country.

In the island of Rothesay, however, it develops into

a large bush in the open groimd. Its leaves are very

fragrant, the scent reminding one of lemon. D.

THE CULTIVATION OF
TROPiEOLUM SPECIOSUM.

A LITTLE more than three years ago I was informed

by a Cornish lady visiting me of the great

beauty of the Tropaeolimi creeper, and I was

desirous of seeing it rstahlished in my own |-first

THE FLAMK I'LOWKR (TROP.-EOLUM SPECIOSUM) SCRAMBLING OVER
A ROUGH SUPPORT.

garden. On makmg my wish known to my
friend I received very little encouragement,

for she maintained that it would only

grow in Cornwall and in the Highlands.

But I determined to try to grow it. I did not know
which TropEcohim my friend referred to, nor did

she know the name ; but I guessed it would be

either T. speciosum or T. tuberostmi.

I bought a root of each—about March was

the time, I think-—and awaited developments.

T. tuberosum rame up and made great growth,

but never flowered, nor has it since flowered with
me, though I have carefully wintered the tubers
each year. T. speciosum never came up,

and some months after planting I unearthed!

it, and found it quite dead and almost rotted away.
It was a strong root, and I attribute my failure

to planting it in a vertical position instead of

horizontally, and also not deep enough. The
same year I bought another plant, well established

in a pot, with a growth several feet long.

This, notwithstanding great care, languished
and died.

My confidence in being able to grow the creeper

was naturally shaken ; but the following

winter I bought a dozen small roots (like the

advertised in your excellent paper).

Vou can imagine their size, for

they were wrapped in moss and
carried in an ordinary business

envelope. With tliem were in-

structions for planting, which
were to plant them horizontally

and 9 inches below the surface.

These instructions, vital as they

are, are not sufficient. My
idea was to plant each one

in a different part of the

garden. I had, thus, twelve

different sites, and I hoped that

one at least of the twelve

would be a success. Six of

the plants came up, and two
<ii three made good growth,

but none flowered. This was
not to be expected, for they

were very small roots. This

was in 1913.

In 1914 two of the plants

made very conspicuous growth,

and one was a mass of

bloom and quite the most

striking feature in the garden.

Now I come to the point of

this letter. The roots of both

of these plants are covered.

One is in the backyard and
planted against the wall under-

neath cobble stones, which were

replaced. The other one was
planted in a shrubbery near

a root of common London
Pride. The former did the

best last year, but the latter

has sent a side root under-

neath the Saxifrage, and
whereas the original root was
very feeble, there were some

very vigorous shoots coming

out through the Saxifrage, which

makes me think that this plant

will do well this year. I am
even hoping that the creeper will

get hold of the Rhododendrons, &e.

in the shrubbery. It is most

evident to me that this creeper requires protection

for its roots, and if I planted any more they

would be placed 12 inches deep underneath a big

clump of Prince's Feather, or under the tiles of

the backyard, in a sunny part. Both of my
plants arc in sunny places. [The best plants of

TropiEolum speciosum that we have seen were at

Westwick, Norwich, where they have a north

or north-west position.

—

Ed.]

Rowland .A. Harp, B.Sc.

Norton Collage, Halton, Cheshire
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Muscat Grapes.—^To force Muscat
Grapes successfully, the roots ought to be con-
fined to the inside of the house. The Vines which
were started in November will now be in active

growth, and if the border is well drained and not
too deep, the roots will be in need of regular supplies

of water. Liquid manure and some approved
fertiliser must also be given at intervals. A night
temperature of 65° must now be maintained,
and stm-heat husbanded as much as possible by
closing the house early in the afternoon. When
in flower, much care is needed in keeping the

temperatures equable. The bunches must be
pollinated with a camel-hair brush, and if there
are Hamburgh Vines flowering in another house,
the pollen will be of great help in setting the
Muscats.

Late Muscat Grapes.—The Vines must be got
ready to start by the end of the month or the
beginning of March. Both house and Vines
must be thoroughly cleansed, and-the border top-

dressed with fresh materials before starting the

Vines into growth.

Melons.—Lose no time in putting out the young
plants on the hot-bed as soon as they are ready.
Plant them on small mounds of soil, leaving
room for top-dressings of loam as the roots develop.
Sow more seeds for a successional crop.

Plants Under Glass.

Amaryllis.—A. batch of bulbs may be got

ready for flowering in April. After thoroughly
soaking the soil, a portion of it may be removed
to make room for a top-dressing of fresh'materials.

In some cases the bulbs will need "repotting.

Water must be carefully afforded till growth is

active. ^
Gloxinias.—Batches of these may, be started

into growth as required. Place the tubers in

shallow boxes filled with leaf-soil, and put them
in a warm, moist house for a week or two prior

to potting them into their flowering pots.

Salvia azurea grandiflora.—Cuttings of this

beautiful Salvia will root readily in cold frames.

Insert five or six cuttings in a 5-inch pot in a light,

sandy compost. Keep the frame close and shade
the cuttings from bright sun till they have rooted.

Some of the most promising of the old plants

may be shaken out and repotted.

Salvia splendens.—If cuttings are available,

a batch may now be inserted in 4-inch pots and
placed in the propagating-case. When rooted,

pot them singly into 3-inch pots and keep them
growing in a moderately warm house. They must
be well syringed, or red spider will attack the foliage

.

Humea elegans.—The plants which were
raised from seed last year should now be ready
for moving into their flowering pots. Pot
firmly in a compost of fibrous loam, leaf-soil,

lime rubble and coarse sand. Do not attempt
to hasten growth by forcing, or failure will result.

The Flower Garden.

Montbretias.—The corms which were dug
up in the autumn must now be planted in their

flowering quarters, as growth is on the move.
If the ground is too wet, a little dry soil from the
potting-shed will facilitate the work. Plant only
the best bulbs in the flower borders ; the smaller
ones may be put out in the reserve garden.

Cannas.—The plants which have been wintering
in a frost-proof shed may now be brought out
and potted. The stools must be shaken out
and divided, potting only the most promising
portions.

Dahlias.—If propagation by cuttings is desired,
the roots must be placed in boxes and covered
with soil. Stand the boxes in a warm, moist
house to induce the plants to grow. Insert the
cuttings singly in small pots filled with a light,

sandy compost, .\fter w'atering them in, plunge
the pots in a hot-bed in the propagating-case,
keeping the cuttings shaded from bright sun. The
single varieties may be increased by seed, which
may be sown now.

Climbers on Walls and Pergolas.—Growth on
many climbing plants is now on the move, and

any pruning and training not yet done must be
no longer delayed. The young' growths of some
of the Clematises must be kept tied, or they will
be damaged by rough wind.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—Old plantations may now have
their final thinning of the canes. ' Where the
canes are secured to wires, they may be thinned
to about six inches apart. Lightly fork the ground
between the plants and apply a good dressing
of well-rotted farmyard manure. .Autiunn-fruiting
Raspberries must be cut down to the ground-
level. If it is intended to make new plantations,
the ground must be thoroughly prepared by
trenching and manuring. Plant in rows 5 feet
apart and 4 feet between the plants. Cover the
rooting area with short litter. Before growth com-
mences cut down the canes to within 8 inches
of the ground.

The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—Where this vegetable is in great
demand, small sowings may be made in cold
frames. A mild hot-bed will considerably enhance
the progress of the plants. Towards the end of
the month a sowing may be made on a sheltered
border outdoors.

Turnips.—A sowing of an early kind must be
made as soon as the ground is in suitable condition,
and further sowings may be made at intervals.

Brussels Sprouts.—A small sowing of this
vegetable may now be made for early supplies.
Sow in boxes and place them in moderate warmth
till the seedlings are through the soU. When large
enough, prick out the young plants on a bed in a
cold frame.

Autumn-Sown Onions.—The mild winter has
been favourable to the growth of these. Have a
piece of groimd ready on which to transplant them
as soon as the weather will allow.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockiitge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Melons.—The earliest batch should now be
ready for planting in their fruiting quarters. Do
not be in a hurry to plant until the soil has become
thoroughly warmed. It is the usual custom to
grow Melons on small motmds or hillocks, hut
excellent results are to be obtained if, when shifting
them from the 4-inch p^ts, they are moved into
6-inch pots which have had the bottoms knocked
out and replaced by large pieces of turf. Then, when
planting, simply plunge the pots to the rims in
the bed as they are. This prevents the plants
receiving any check in removal to their permanent
quarters.

Early Vines. — Disbudding should receive
attention. In houses where the Vines have
been bent over and tied down to regulate the flow
of sap, let the canes be secured to the wires,
exercising caution that the young shoots are not
broken, as they are very brittle at this stage.
Do not hurry to tie down the yoimg growths
tmless they are actually touching the glass, as the
growths withstand handling much better when
they commence showing their bunches. Continue
to maintain a fairly humid atmosphere until
the flowering starts. Drier conditions should
prevail when this stage is reached ; a slight damping
of the pathways and border, how'ever, will do no
harm if the weather is verv bright.

The Kitchen Garden.
Capsicums.—Where required, seed may be

sovm in heat. The plants are easily grown, if

kept free from insect pests. Grow in a meist
atmosphere, and, after the pods have formed,
drier and cooler conditions will suit them.

Brussels Sprouts.—The earliest lot should
now be so^vn thinly in boxes in a temperate house.
As soon as the seed leaves have developed, give
cooler conditions, so as to induce a sturdy growth.
Later they may be pricked out into frames, and
gradually hardened off ready for planting out
by the last week of April.

Peas.—The first opportimity should now be
taken to make an early sowing. If the ground
remains cold and wet, take out a small trench
to a depth of 6 inches and fill in with some dr\-
soil

;
potting-shed refuse will generally do for

this. As a prevention against the ravages of
rats and mice, treat the seeds with a dressing of
red lead or paraffin before sowing.

Plants Under Glass.

Dracaenas.—Plants which have become at all

leggy should now be topped, before they start
into active growth. A few notches shotdd be
made on the part of the stem immediately below
the leaves, and moss tied round. The remainder
of the stems, after the tops have rooted and been
potted, may be cut into a number of eyes, if

the increase of any variety is desired.

Tuberoses.—Place a batch of bulbs in heat
where there is plenty of moisture in the atmosphere.
Watering is not necessary until signs of growth
are evident. The sjTinge, however, should be
used freely, and as the plants are so subject to
green fly, the occasional use of an insecticide will be
necessary.

Hydrangea hortensis.—Plants may be had in
flower by the middle of May if started into growth-
new. Ajiy in need of potting should be attended
to, using some artificial manure in the compost.
The colour of the flowers generally desired is

blue, and in some localities they are blue naturally.
There are preparations on the market for turning
the flowers of Hydrangeas blue, but as they contain
a large proportion of iron, it is wise to use them
with extreme caution.

Saintpaulia ionantha.—This bright little plant
is a most useful subject for keeping the edges of
plant stoves gay, as it is almost perpetually in

flower. A packet of seed usually produces a
variety of hues. The best of these may be pro-
pagated from lea^'es, which soon take root and
form plants.

The Flower Garden.

Lawns.—Take the opportunity during a dry
spell to deal with Daisies. The largest patches
should be removed carefully with the aid of a
fork, and the remaining small ones have an applica-
tion of Daisy-killer, which should not be used any
more sparingly than directed by the makers, or
the results will not be satisfactory. The lawn,
after being treated, w-ill assume a rather brown
and burnt appearance ; this will gradually dis-

appear as the coming warmer weather encourages
the thick growth of young grass resulting from the
use of the lawn sand.

Climbing Roses.—Any plants not yet tied up
should be dealt with, before the budS; become too
prominent. A judicious thinning of the growths
not only results in finer flowers, but there is less

danger of well-thinned growths producing pre-
mature buds, which are liable to be injured by
late spring frosts.

Pansies.—When required for general summer
bedding, Pansies are sown during Augusti-a'nd
September, It is possible, however, to have a

good display during autumn if seed is sown now
in boxes indoors. .After germination has taken
place, harden off the seedlings before pricking
them out in a cold frame.

The Rock Garden.—This most interesting

branch of gardening has become very^j popular
during recent years. Most gardens nowadays
include a rock garden ; indeed, in some establish-

ments it has become the main feature. Where a
rockery is to be formed, the situation will have
much to do in deciding the form it is to take.

Sometimes a rock garden can be made more
attractive by the inclusion of water gardening
in the scheme, keeping in view that it must have
full exposure to the sun. A charming effect is

obtained by the reflection of flowering plants in the
water. Then, too. Water Lilies will flower long

after the bulk of the alpines have passed out of

bloom, and so retain interest in thisygarden.
Where the site of a rock garden is level, the

addition of a few large subjects, such as Bamboos,.
Japanese Maples, Pyrus and Broom, will do
much to relieve the . monotony ; they should,
however, be planted with discretion.

John Jeffery.
(Head-gardener -to Sir R. \V. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.) ••
Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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APPLES AND PEARS:
THEIR FLAVOUR AND
PEDIGREE.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.

THE pertinent ideas of Mr. Chapman on

the flavour and pedigree of Apples,

as set forth in his comprehensive

article on page 595 of The Garden
for December 12, 1914, are of

peculiar interest to growers of the

present day, when so much is sacrificed to appear-

ance and producti%'eness. Verily it is an age of

commercialism in which we live, in the garden
and orchard as well as in most other branches of

industrial life. But I see no reason for losing

our senses in this absurd chase for pecuniary
gain. If certain Apples are not worth growing
because of their inferior flavour or lack of flavour,

let us drop them and substitute better ones. If

these are less productive, as some of them often

are under ordinarj' treatment, then let us give

them e.\traordmary treatment and care, as, I am
happy to say, is now being done in many parts of

this country to-day, with ver^' excellent results.

We cannot produce a superior article of any
kind anywhere without some extra care and in-

telligent labour. Why should we expect to subvert
or avoid natural laws in the orchard any more
successfully than we can in the shop or factory ?

Does it cost more to raise good fruit ? Yes.

And do the people want only cheap Apples, and
are they content with anything that looks large,

red and handsome ? Perhaps so, if they do not
know any better. The masses are largely un-
taught as to the quality of an Apple, and they buy
on sight, or they order " some Apples " to be sent
home. The dealer dumps them out of a barrel
or basket, and ofif they go, tough, woody and
insipid they often are, though large, smooth and
red, perhaps like the Ben Davis, Baldwin and other
marketable sorts of that ilk that grow easUy in

abundance with scant care and culture.

Are Growers to Blame ?—But are the growers
free from blame for this condition of affairs ?

If more fruit of the better quality were found in
the general market, even at a slight increase in
price, the people would enjoy it more, be led to
enquire as to the variety, and return for a new
and greater supply. These are facts which must
be conceded by all intelligent growers, dealers and
consumers. Hence it is that Mr. Chapman insists

upon flavour as the motive to work for in the
•orchard. He pleads for the brain and palate.
And so have I for many years. And the Editor
of The Garden seems to think our point is well
taken. Mr. Chapman speaks of our American
Mother Apple, which has long been regarded with
much favour for its fine quality everywhere. And
yet we do not find it in the market. He says
its origin is uncertain, but Thomas described it

sixty-seven years ago as originating in Bolton,
Worcester County, Mass. Just how it was pro-
duced or why so named is, however, unknown.
It is a beautiful red Apple of medium size, with
tender, rich, aromatic flesh that pleases the most
discriminating palate. It is therefore attractive
as well as excellent. But growers find the tree
a slow grower and not very productive, and they
advise top-working upon more vigorous stock.
Hence it is listed as desirable for the home orchard,
but not recommended for general " commercial
planting." Afraid to risk it, you see.

" Chance Seedlings."—That many of our best
fruits come to us haphazard, no one knows how,
is perhaps true, though I would not embrace all

in that assertion, as there are some with distinct

pedigrees, scientifically produced. And yet Nature
has often beaten our most skilful hybridisers.

We call them " chance seedlings," but Nature
takes no chances ; she works with a definite

purpose and design, whether we understand it

or not. For years I have been trying very hard
to trace the precise origin and pedigree of our
famous Esopus Spitzenburgh Apple, that sine qua
non of Apple flavour, that pnnce of the realm,
which is only rivalled by our Newtown Pippin
that captured the palates of English Royalty long
years ago. Our Government Pomologist begged
me to clear up this pedigree if possible. That it

first appeared here in this Esopus region, where
I live, some two hundred years ago is now conceded.
But just how it came into existence, and at what
particular point, will never be known. That it

was the product of Nature, miaided by man,
seems very clear. Fruit culture at that period
was wholly unknown here, and it is not strange,

therefore, that no record of this important advent
in the realm of Pomona is found.

The Origin of Jonathan Apple.—Then, too,

look at the history of the Jonathan Apple—another
charming red package of princely flavour, often
regarded as a " seedling " of the Spitzenburgh,
though erroneously, as I believe, in spite of its

similar characteristics. Of this Apple we have
very definite and authentic record as to the place
of its origin, but nothing of the method of its

production. The original tree stood upon a farm
in Ulster County, New York, among the foot-

hills of the Catskill Mountains, some ten miles
from my home. And this tree was still living in

1845. having been in bearing some twenty-five
or thirty years. But nobody ever knew how it

came to produce such a superior Apple. It grew
among some low shrubberj' along the fence on this

farm of Philip Rick, and therefore must have been
a" product of Nature in some mysterious way.
The beautiful dark red colour of the fruit drew
attention to it, of course, and saved the tree from
destruction with the wild brush around it. This,

together with its rich flavour, soon won a place for

it in the nursery where it was afterwards pro-

pagated extensively, for a time. It bore different

names at first, including that of Philip Rick,

who, it would seem, was entitled to the honour
perpetually. But it was finally named Jonathan,
after a prominent gentleman of local celebrity

who is credited with bringing the variety into

public notice. It has been known as an Esopus
seedling, but I have been unable to find any
evidence of this aside from some similarity in

type, nor is there any record of that Apple growing
in the vicinity at that time. Thus we are left in

a sea of conjecture and speculation concerning
this most valuable " foundling."

The Seckle Pear is another product of unknown
ancestry with no apparent father or mother, as

Mr. Chapman aptly suggests. Must we then
ascribe to Nature and natural processes, unaided
by man, the credit of producing oiu: choicest

fruits ? Our famous hybridising wizard of Cali-

fornia would answer " No," most emphatically,

pointing to his many wonderful creations in the

garden and field, of which much might be said.

And yet all he has ever done, or expects to do, is

to assist Nature, which he frankly admits. In
these times, when we work more intelligently

upon definite lines, our records of methods will.

of course, be more complete and satisfactory.

And yet this whole matter of improved varieties,

from the pollen and seed, through all the various

stages of elimination and selection, is a very slow

and precarious process, requiring great care and

I

patience. And the reward is often very disappoint-

!
ing. In addition to the necessary botanical skill,

1 there must be a true love for the work.

It is a well-known fact that Nature never creates

any duplicates, and for this reason alone the

plant breeder finds his opportunity. He has

therefore the widest possible range of variation,

j

depending solely upon his skill and knowledge.

In the regime of Nature the changes and variation

of plant-life are very slow, though continuous

and certain. Here it is that man may step in,

hasten matters and get quicker results. He can

also open up a great vista of change and variation

by crossing the sexual elements of the blossoms,

and thus prevent inbreeding. Nature does this

by the help of insects, but this, of course, is

apparently indiscriminate, and without special

design or purpose. But the intelligent plant

breeder seeks to combine certain qualities of ex-

cellence and value. To this Nature assents,

and says, " Go ahead ; I'll help you," and she

does, as long as her laws are not transgressed. It

has been said that fruits automatically adapt

themselves to the tastes and desires of the people

for whom they grow, and there is some evidence

to prove this. The universal adaptations of

j

Nature to existing conditions are indisputable.

j

But while there are certain fixed principles in

plant breeding, there is no such thing as an exact

science, any more than there is in the reproduction

of the human sj^cies. We can blend certain

characteristics by crossing, but certain others may
slip in during the process that we never dreamed
of or did not want. So we can never rely upon

any precise result. We can coa.x Dame Nature,

but she will not be driven.

Kingston, New York. H. Hendricks.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Varieties for the Outdoor Border.—The
Chrysanthemum survives if left out during the

whole year. The old stems die, certainly, but

suckers grow from the roots every winter. Some-

times severe frosts injure the young suckers,

and in clayey soils in low-lying districts a few

may be killed, but usually in such cases late

suckers appear in the spring. Although bordei

varieties may be grown without the aid of glass,

it is an advantage to propagate cuttings in a frame

during February and March. Old roots will do

good service if left in the border year after year,

but it is not the best way to grow Chrysanthemums,

even for the furnishing of open borders. The
roots should be lifted, divided and replanted,

or cuttings propagated from them annually ;

then the best results follow. In these days only

a few of the old varieties should be retained,

as those of recent introduction are so much finer.

They are better in habit of growth, in the quality

of the blooms and in colours. The majority of the

plants are dwarf, and so we are able to have a

fine display of blossom on plants that do not

require much staking. Furthermore, the display

may be had from .\ugust to November. The
following varieties will afford satisfaction to every

amateur cultivator.
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Varieties Flowering in August.—Lena, terra-

cotta, 2 feet high ; Fee Parisienne, deep mauve,

long flower petals, 2 J feet ; Caledonia, prure white,

2 feet ; Mme. C. Perrier, creamy white, suiiused

pink, 2i feet ; Tapis de Neige, pure white, very

free, leave undisbudded, 2 feet ; Normandie,

delicate pink, 2t feet ; and Mrs. A. Willis, yellow,

shaded red.

September-Flowering Varieties. — Touraine,

porcelain, very beautiful, with incurving petals,

2 feet ; Whitepoint, reddish lilac, points of petals

tipped with white, 2! feet ; Vesuve, chestnut

crimson, 2 feet ; Tonkin, reddish orange, 2 feet

;

Tapis d'Or, golden yellow, fine for narrow borders,

only I J feet ; Savoie, pure white, 2 J feet ; Rosie,

terra-cotta, 2 feet
;
Queen of the Earlies, a very

large white, 3J feet, suitable for masses at the

back of a broad border ; Pont de Jour, rosy white,

large blooms on dwarf plants, li feet ; Polly,

deep orange, 2 feet ; Patricia, mauve pink, a

lovely variety, 2 feet ; Orange, orange and terra-

cotta, 2 J feet ; Norbert Purvis, golden salmon,

I J feet ; Nellie Hemsley, a good pink, 2 feet
;

Mrs. A. Thomson, a rich golden yellow, 2 J feet
;

Miss Birchfell, blush pink, gold centre, 2i feet
;

Minnie Carpenter, terra-cotta, 2 J feet ; Mme.
A. Nonin, a very iine pink, 3 feet ; Mabel Roberts,

a deep pink, flowers freely on long, stiff stems

forming beautiful sprays ; Le Pactole, bronzy

yellow, 3 feet ; La Somme, deep mauve pink

;

La Rhin, reddish terra-cotta, very effective and

good for cutting, 2§ feet
; Jimmie, crimson purple,

2 feet
; James Bateman, pure pink, large, 2 feet

;

Hermine, pure white, 2i feet ; Goacher's Crimson,

rich crimson, 2 J feet ; Gertie, salmon pink, shaded

gold, flowers freely over many weeks, dwarf,

li feet ; Eden, bright rose, a good variety for

disbudding, 2 J feet ; Cactus, rich terra-cotta,

2 1 feet ; and Champ d'Or, canary yellow, 2 feet.

October-Flowering Varieties. — Champagne,

ruby red, 2i feet ; CrSpuscule, purple red, 3i feet

;

Diane, pure white, 3 feet ; Gustav Griinerwald,

light pink, li feet ; Etoile d'Or, yellow, 2 feet

;

Primevere, primrose, bushy habit, 2 feet ; Pride of

Keston, reddish rose, 2} feet ; Mrs. E. V. Freeman,

deep crimson, 2 feet ; Mme. Marie Masse, lilac

mauve, 2 feet ; Lorraine, crimson and purple,

3 feet ; Lentz, deep pink, 2 feet ; and White

Quintus, 3 feet.

The cuttings may be propagated in small pots

or dibbled in in a sandy compost in boxes. At
this season, if they are kept in a frame rather

close and very lightly syringed, also lightly shaded

from bright sunshine, roots will soon form

without placing squares of glass on the cuttings

themselves. When rooted, the yoimg plants

must be transplanted once further apart into other

boxes ; then they will be ready for planting in the

borders early in May. Avon.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horlicuUnre is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

TAe Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonc^le care, however, vnll be taken, arid where stamps
are enclosed, he mil endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood thai only the actual photo-

grapher or oumer of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor mil not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary conlribiitions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Gardek zcill aXore
be recognised as acceptance-

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T^e Editor endeavou? . to

make The Gauden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter wJiat the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to CorresponderUs " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely tvritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each shoidd be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher

FLOWER GARDEN.
GERANIUM LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (E. R.).—

The Gfiranium leaves have been attacked by some biting
insect, probably a caterpillar of the surface grub typr,
which hides in the soil (and is much the same colour as
the soil) during the day, coming out at night to feed.

Search would doubtless reveal the pest, though as its

colour is so similar to its surroundings, it is by no means
easy to see. Spraying with some poisonous spray, such
as lead arsenate, will also check the pest, and probably
spraying once in six or eight weeks would be sufficient.

HERBACEOUS BORDER (IF. a.).—We should like

to know a great deal more about the border. Obviously,
you have one in mind ; hence we cannot generalise to
your satisfaction. What we would like particularly
to know is the time the border has been planted, the
nature or character of the soil, and how the work was
done. If you give us these particulars, we can promise
you a helpful answer. We are compelled to put it in this

way, because the differences of soil—light and heavj'

—

are so great that no rule of thumb principle could be laid

down. The border may even want replanting, and as
we know nothing of its age or subsequent treatment,
any reply could only be in the nature of guesswork. As
the " Answers to Correspondents " columns are intended
to be of service to our readers, all we ask of the latter

is to give us a clear statement of affairs in the briefest

possible way, when no pains on our part vnll be spared
to give a helpful reply.

TOP-DRESSING PRIMULAS (IF. 4.).—None of the
Primulas named in your letter requires mulching with
stone chips through the winter. Two of them, P. rosea
and P. japonica, are moisture -loving, semi-bog-loving
species, and given this condition in leaf-soil and loam
fairly rich in humus, they reach their highest development.
It is not always necessary or even desirable that the plants

be submerged, or even partially so, though it is essential

that moisture be within reach. With this p^o^^ded, the

root-fibres will do the rest. P. farinosa is a pasture
plant, and is often found in Nature minghng with the
dwarfest herbage, where cool conditions and often moisture
are found. We give you these details to prevent your
treating every rock garden plant alike, and a detail which
is alien to the plant in Nature is not requisite in the garden.

Nowadays because a plant happens to be of the alpiuc

class it is surrounded by granite or other chips, and while

such things may stay evaporation in the summer-time,
in certain Instances they are not in the least desirable

plus not ornamental or even natural to a plant like P.

rosea, which in Nature inhabits semi-boggy ground at

an altitude of 10,000 feet or even more.

LILY POND AND BORDER (B. A.).—Unless you have
definite experience as to the water-holding capabilities

of the soil intended for the pond's area, you will be well

advised to take greater precautions than you propose.

With moisture and a fair amount of tampering, a 3-inch-

thick layer at the bottom might be made secure enough,
but the sides would require similar treatment and on
systematic lines. We advise you to make sure of this

at the start, as an aquatic pond that is not water-holding

Is a continual nuisance subsequently. As to the border,

your plan does not show any, and your letter gives

no idea of size, and without some knowledge of this and
the environment of the pond any list of plants we may
give you might be wholly unsuitable. Please, therefore,

say whether plants suited to a water-side border are

required, or whether the border is removed some
distance from the pond. Please ako say if the border

is exposed or in a shaded position. The Water Lilies

need not he planted before the middle of March, and for

each plant a mound of earth, loam incorporated with
manure and leaf-soil, should be prepared.

THE GREENHOUSE.
ADVICE ON ORCHIDS (E. A.).—As the whole of the

members of the several genera named by you do not

need the same treatment, our ad\'icc ca.n only be taken

in a general rather than an individual sense. Cattleyas,

as a rule, require a ^\^nter temperature of 55" to 60',

while, as spring advances, the house will, of course, be

kept warmer. In very hot weather in the summer the

temperature during the daytime may rise to 90* without
any harm, providing there is a liberal amount of atmo-
spheric moisture. Potting should be done when the
new roots are about half an inch long. This is mostly
in the spring, but varies according to the species. A
suitable compost for Cattleyas consists of two-thirds
Osmunda fibre or good fibrous peat, the remaining third
being made up of chopped sphagnum moss, small nodules
of charcoal and silver sand. The pots must be thoroughly-
well drained. When growing freely, Cattleyas need to
be shaded from the sun, but when growth is completed
they may only be shaded during the very hottest part
of the day. When fairly ripened, less water will be
needed, but at no time must they be parched up. LseUas
require much tlie same treatment as the Cattleyas.
Dendrobiums as a class need different treatment, but
such as D. nobile, D. thyrsiflorum, D. wardianum and
several others bloom in the spring. After fiowcring,.
they will need about the same temperature as the Cattleyas,
and as soon as the young shoots spring from the base
they may be repotted. Directly the roots take possession
of the new soil the plants ^\i]l delight in a warm and moist
structure. AMien growth is completed, tlie plants must
be inured to a cooler and drier atmosphere in order to
ripen them, while they may be gradually exposed to fuU
sunshine. In the winter a temperature of 55° to 60°
by night, rising during the day, will be suitable. At
that time they do not need much moisture at the roots,
only enough, in fact, to keep them from shrivelling.
Directly the flower-buds make their appearance, more
water and heat should be given them. Much the satoe
compost as recommended for Cattleyas and Lselias will
suit the Dendrobiums. Odontoglossums belong to what
are usually termed cool-house Orchids. During the
winter a temperature of 45° to 60° will suit them, and
in the height of the summer the difficulty is to keep them
cool enough. They should at that time be well shaded,
freely watered and plenty of atmospheric moisture main-
tained. This is kept up by lightly spraying the plants
overhead, and by damping the stages, walls, Ac. A
suitable soil for Odontoglossums may be formed of two-
thirds Osmunda fibre or fibrous peat and one-third of
sphagnum moss (chopped), with a sprinkling of clean
silver sand. Odontoglossums resent being disturbed at
the roots in the summer, hence repotting should be done
in the spring or early autumn They must be kept
watered at all seasons, but, of course, less will be required
in the winter than in the summer. Oncidiums need
much the same compost, with the addition of a httle fine
charcoal. Repotting should, as a rule, be done soon
after the flowers are over. Many of them will tlirive

under much the same conditions as the Odontoglossums,
while some need more heat.

MISCELLANEOUS.
STERILISING SOIL (F. P.).—Any method by which

you can raise the temperature of the soil to about 180*
or over will serve to sterilise it so far as to kill eelworms
and most of the other pests of greenhouse plants. It
may be baked in an oven or heated by placing red-hot
iron platen or bricks on the soil heap, but the best means
of doing it is to drive steam into it. An apparatus
fashioned like a fish-kettle, with a perforated false bottom
on which the soil to be treated rests over water that can
be heated to boihng point, the steam being retained
by a cover fitting close, would probably serve your purpose
as well as anything if only a small quantity of soil is to
be dealt with.

SOCIETIES.
BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT GARDENERS*

ASSOCIATION.
The scriptural reference to "the highest and loTvest

seats in the room " was the Rev. Hilderic Friend's jocular

opening remark at Birmingham on January 25, for,

curiously enough, so close to him were the only two vacant
seats that the comparison was most appropriate. " Garden
Worms : Are They Friends or Foes ? " constituted this

first paper to the association, and, apart from its excellent

scientific treatment, it practically covered a hitherto

unexpioited subject with many who were present. Until

within quite recent years people, whenever they discovered,

picked up or examined earthworms, invariably spoke of

them all as Lumbricus terrestris, it being only of late

that the discovery of the variation in species has been
made. Darwin, perhaps one of the first to interest himself

in worms, had assumed eight to ten kinds to be existing ;

but the matter only stood at that when the speaker himself

commenced his own investigations, and his addition

to the fornier hst so far made the recognised species

now to be forty-two in all. It is, however, certain that

at least five times this number actually exist. The purple

blue coloured worm in some gardens, the ruddy bright;

and, say, steel blue in another, all denote variety of species.

By inspection of the gurdle, an interesting part of the

worm's egg case—not, as is fallaciously supposed, the part

where it has at some time or other been cut—the pores

on the segments will disclose, as in the case of Lumbricus
rubellus, the genus to which it belongs. Generally

speaking, worms may be defined in the three groups
Lumbricidse, Enchytraidse and Tubificidee, and no fewer
than forty varieties are included in the Lumbricidse,

those which without exception are in truth useful in

the garden in breaking down decadent vegetation, sweeten-

ing the soil or attacking fermented manure. The Enchy-
traidse, or smaller white worm, is guilty of ravages to
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which grave charges may be made Durinji the past
few years many new name?, have been added to them,
and one instance of dire havoc being wrought on an
Aster-bed was mentioned. In fact, all in this class are
very dangerous unless their depredations are effectuallv
checked. The Tubificidae are inhabitants of the water.
They possess a tube and arc bright red in colour. Although
our acquaintance with worms is only yet in its infancy,
science has already pronounced them as possessing a

brain, an elaborate, highly sensitive and complex organic
structiure, and hermaplirodite in nature. Hearty applause
was accorded for tlie lecture at the conclusion, and a vote
of thanks also was proposed by Mr. W. Jones and seconded
by Mr. A. I{. Brown.

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

THE annual meeting of the above association was held
in the Parish Room. Wargrave, on Wednesday evening.
January 13, under the chairmanship of the president,
n. i'\ Nicholl, Esq., J.I». The Kev. S. M. Winter (Vicar of
Wargrave). a vice-president, was also present, in addition
to a good number of members. The election of officers

ior the ensuing twelve months resulted in Mr. 11 Doe,
:gardener to Sir Charles Henry, Bart,, M. P., being chosen as
chairman; Mr. P, Wiseman, of Messrs. Waterer, Sons
-and Crisp, as vice-chairman; and the following as com-
mittee: Messrs. Batehelor, Gray, Haskett, Irvin,
Richardson, Seott and Stephens. Mr. H. Coleby
was re-elected hon. secretary and treasurer. The annual
report and balance-sheet were considered extremely
satisfactory, notwithstanding the critical period through
which the country has bei^n passing. Twenty-one of
the younger members have joined His Majesty's Forces,
but others have taken their places in the ranks of the
society, so that there has been only a net decrease of
two during the year. Several other matters of interest
were dealt with before the meeting closed with votes of
thanks.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.
At the annual meeting of tlie members of this society,
uU the officers were re-elected for the year 1915. Cordial
votes of thanks were passed to the president, E. Huntly
Hooper. Esq., J.P. ; the hon. secretary, Mr. A. Stephens

;

the assistant-secretary, Mr. W. Weaver ; and the librarian,
Mr. F. Cook, for the good work done by them during the
past year. The soci-^.ty intends to hold two exhibitions
this year, one at midsummer and one in the autumn.
A substantial sum wus raised, through the holding of the
autumn show, for the benefit of the Prince of Wales'
National Relief Fund, and now the members propose to in-
olude classes for cottagers in their 1915 prize schedules, so as

to encourage a wider interest in gardening in the district.

The programme for the half-year ending June G is a
very interesting one, and deals ^vith important subjects
The staff teacher, Air. Clecd of the Hampshire County
Counci],is to give two lectures, and Mr Montagu C. Allwood,
Wivelsfield Nurseries, Hayward's Heath, a lantern
lecture on " The Culture of Carnations (Indoors and Out)."
Mr. W. Weaver was the winner of the President's silver
medal in the Points Class during the year 1914.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This association held its ordinary meeting in the Wesley
Hall, BuccJeuch Street, Dumfries, on January 23. There
was a good attendance, with Mr. S. Arnott "in the chair.
After the usual formal business the chairman introduced
the lecturer for the evening, Mr. John B. Crietiton, The
Gardens, Kinmount, Annan, who gave a capital paper on
" Gardeners' Peculiarities." The scope of the paper
included many comments on different classes of horti-
culturists, such as apprentices, journeymen, foremen,
head-gardeners, nurserymen and nurserymen's travellers.

It was written in a delightfully humorous vein and full

of quipsand anecdotes, with the "result that it held the close
attention of the audience during its duration, and was
followed by hearty applause. It was not devoid of sound
advice, and much of this, conveyed in a witty way, was
well worthy of reflection from those present. A* short
but appreciative discussion, taken part in by several
members, followed, and Mr, Crichtou received a hearty
vote of thanks.

CHELMSFORD AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The seventh meeting of the association was held in the
East AngUan Institute of Agriculture on Friday, the
22nd nit. Mr. R. H. Currie presided over about thirty
members. Mr. R. M. Wilson, Principal of the institute,
gave a most interesting and instructive lecture on "Soil
Moisture." The lecturer dealt with his subject in a scientific

manner, and showed how the soil was made up of numbers
of minute grains, and how, under ordinary conditions,
these grains were surrounded by a film of water. It was
pointed out that the greater proportion of the rainfall fell

during the winter months, and therefore crops, as a
rule, never obtained the maximum amount of water that
they required during the growing period. Cultural
operations, such as ploughing, rolling, mulching and
surface cultivating, were fully explained, and it was shown
how these various operations tended to the conservation
of soil moisture. Mr. Wilson illustrated his remarks by
various experiments. At the conclusion of the discussion

a hearty vote of thanks was acconied .Mr. Wilson for his
most interesting lecture. Mr. Currie was al?o accorded a
vote of thanks for kindly taking the chair.

OBITUARY.

WILLIAM TAYLOR.
We I*arii with regret of the death of Mr. William

Taylor, stationniaster at Dalmellington, and an
ardent amateur horticulturist, which took place

on January 26. Mr. Taylor, who was sixty years

of age, was for twenty-live years in the service

of the Glasgow and South Western Railway

Company, and went from Ayr to Dalmellington

about nine years ago. His love of horticulture

soon found scope at that place, and he transformed

the grouiids into a beautiful garden, which received

the highest awards at the annual competition.

Mr. Taylor was much esteemed in private life

as well as in his official work. He is survived by
Mrs. Taylor and a young family.

JAMES CHAPMAN.
Stirlingshire has lost one of its oldest and most

resptctcd market gardeners by the recent death

of Mr. James Chapman, Candie, near Grange-

mouth. Mr. Chapman was in his ninety-fourth

year, and had carried on business as a market

gardener for the lengthened period of sixty-six

years. He was a skilled horticulturist, and his

produce was of the highest quality. Mr. Chapman
was much esteemed in his private and public

capacities, and his knowledge of his calling and

the integrity of his character frequently led to

his appointment as a judge at flower shows over

a wide area.

<^0»m0*0^0aiti0tm^ ^0»0m M«l«^«M*0»0I

ECONOMY IN THE GARDEN
"^^E offer all the choicest stocks of Vegetable and Flower Seeds at the Lowest Profitable Prices.

We feel confident that many amateurs now paying from 25 to 50 per cent, more than we charge would, if they gave us a
trial, find the results equally good, and they would have the surplus to spend in other directions. We quote below a few specialities.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue Free on application.

Gradus 8d., Thos. Laxton 9d., Reading Wonder 1 -, Triumph
6d., Prince of Wales 6d., Autocrat 8d., Prizewinner 1/-,

Capt. Cuttle 9d., Little Marvel 8d., The Gladstone 8d.

ALL PER PINT.

All the best BEETS from 6d. to 1/- per oz.

CABBAGES 6d. to Bd. per oz., 2d. per pkt.

LETTUCES from 6d. to 1/- per oz., 2d.
and 3d. per pkt.

Nearly all the best ONIONS 6d. to 2/- per oz.

RADISHES 2d. to 3d. per oz.

i-ariety, 6d. and 1/-

Tlxe
Best of All (Sutton), the best exhibition

per packet.

Sunrise (Carter's), the heaviest cropper in cultivation ; fruit

perfect in shape and excellent in flavour, 3d. and 6d. per

packet.

Buck's TreSOO (New), saved from selected fruits, 6d. and 1/-

per packet.

Up-tO-Date, very short jointed in habit and extremely
prolific. Fruit smooth, medium size, excellent quality,

3d. and 6d. per packet.

Kondine Red (Holmes), a wonderful cropper, 6d. and 1/-

per packet.

ALL THE ABOVE ARE SAVED FROM SELECTED FRUITS.

We have a magnificent strain of these. The seed is saved in our own houses, with the utmost care. All seed is 1914 crop, and certaift to grow if it

has a fair chance. Large flowered varieties—Brilliant King, 1/- per pkt.; Cannell's Pink, 1/- per pkt.; iVirs. Robt. Cannell,
1/- per pkt.; Pink Perfection, 1/- per pkt. ; The Duchess, 1/- per pkt. ;

White Perfection, 1/- per pkt. ; Also mixed from
above varieties, 1/- per pkt. Steliata Mont Blanc, and finest mixed, 1/- per pkt. The packets contain about 120 seeds.

A Fine Selection of Seed Potatoes—Scotch Grown.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS, The Nurseries, »

I^OIVIDHEAIVI, NOTTS. Established 1782.

i
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Treatment of Ferns in Pots.—The usual

condition of some species of Ferns in pots at this

season of the year, owing to the removal of fronds,

is not very fjourishiug, therefore water should

be applied with judgment for a few weeks, only

giving them sufficient to prevent the drooping

of the existing fronds. Ferns rested in this way
throw up more young fronds and grow with greater

vigour than when the opposite course is adopted.

As soon as plants of Adiantum cuneatum are cut

whence it was introduced to this country nearly

a century ago. If planted out in a border, it

will make a large bush 8 feet or more in height,

but it is also suitable for growing as a smaller

plant in pots.

Presentation to Ittr. George Bunyard.

—

Owing to failing health, Mr. George Bunyard,

V.M.H., felt it necessary a few weeks ago to resign

the chairmanship ' of the Royal Horticultural

Society's fruit and vegetable committee, of which

over, place them in a temperature of 50°, and 1 he has been a member for thirty-four years and
keep them there till new growth commences ; chairman for fourteen years. His fellow-members

they should then be potted on, or divided if they
j

of that committee have presented him with an
are getting larger than is required. ' illuminated address, together with a diamond
A Noble Oak.—

Quercus Mirbeckii is

one of the most dis-

tinct and ornamental

of the many kinds of

Oak, and it is a

species to remember
when a choice is being

made of large-growing

trees for park or gar-

den decoration. A
native of North Africa

and certain parts of

South - West Europe,

particularly Portugal,

it sometimes exceeds

100 feet in height,

with a large trunk,

and is conspicuous by
reason of its large

leaves, which are in

some seasons almost

evergreen and rarely

fall before January.

The leaves are often

5 inches to 7 inches

long and 2 inches to

3i inches wide, with

regular and rather

deeply lobed margins. It gives good results when
planted under the same conditions as the common
Oak, requiring deep and really good soil to ensure

the best development.

A Beautiful Camellia.—The illustration on

this page represents flowers of Camellia reticulata,

one of the most beautiful members of the family,

and one that deserves to be better known. As
will be seen, the flowers are not of that stiff, formal

outline that is usually associated with Camellias,

and therein lies their principal charm. The blossoms

are a pleasing shade of bright soft rose, and open
in a cool greenhouse during the early months of

the year. This species is a native of China,

A FLOWERING SPRAY OF CAMELLIA RETICULATA, A NATIVE OF CHINA WITH ROSE
COLOURED BLOSSOMS.

and sapphire gold pin, as a token of the high esteem
in which he was held by them all. The address

and pin were displayed at the meeting of the

committee held on Tuesday of last week, and were
presented to Mr. Bimyard by a deputation on
the following Thm-sday. Mr. C. G. A. Nix has

been appointed the new chairman of the fruit

and vegetable committee.

Tlie Copper-leaved Ling or Heatlier.—In the

Heath garden just now the Copper-leaved Ling
is an attractive and interesting plant, by reason

of its rich red-bronze foliage and tips of the shoots.

It is a medium tall variety, though on poor soil it

remains dwarf for years. Its full botanical name

is Calluna vulgaris cuprea, though one usually finds

it labelled in gardens as Erica vulgaris cuprea.

.A good breadth of it planted on a gently sloping

bank would create quite a bright, warm effect

during the winter months, and it is also beautiful

in late summer when its purple flowers open.
Like other varieties of Ling, it appreciates well-

drained and rather sandy soil that contains a good
amount o* humus.

Tlie Glory of the Snow.—This is the popular
name given to a beautiful little blue flower that

opens during the early days of spring, when
vegetation generally is awakening from its winter

slumber. Botanically the plant is known as

Chionodoxa Luciliae.

There is an even

more pleasing
variety known as

sardensis. This is deep

blue in coloiu-, with

cinnamon red flower-

stems. The blossoms

open just a little later

than those of Luciliae.

It is a very charming
flower for planting in

small colonies in the

rock garden or for the

more prominent places

among shrubs. Seeds

are produced in abun-

dance.and if allowed to

ripen and fall, germi-

nate very freely.

Rhododendron
nobleanum Flower-
ing Well.—The mUd
weather of the present

winter hasbeenfavour-

able to the develop-

ment of the flowers of

this bright - coloured

Rhododendron, and
several bushes have been noted in good condition

between Christmas and the present date at Kew
and in other gardens. It is a very old garden

plant, for it is said to have been raised as long ago

as 1832 in the Knap Hill Ntnsery by crossing

R. arboreum and R. caucasicum, and it has held

its own among other kinds throughout the time,

being still popular in many places. In Cornish

gardens it makes a distinct winter feature, while

it is also grown extensively in some parts of the

North of England, its rosy red flowers expanding

any time between November and March. It is,

without exception, the most valuable hybrid

Rhododendron for early forcing.
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HOME-GROWN VEGETABLES AND OUR FOOD SUPPLY.

The article that appeared under this heading in our last issue has created a considerable amount of interest, and we publish below a

selection of letters thai we have received on the subject. In addition to the letters that have been sent for publication, we have received a

number from some of the highest Government officials, Members of Parliament, and other public men. Invariably the writers of

these letters cordially endorse our remarks,but, holding the position they do, they not unnaturally mark their communications " private."

I

AM much pleased to see your excellent

and timely article in The Gardes- for

February 6, pointing out the national

importance of everyone doing their

utmost to increase our supplies of home-

grown vegetables. At this juncture to do

so is not only a patriotic action, but one which,

ha\'ing regard to the inevitable tendency of all

foodstuffs to rise in price, should be pecuniarily

profitable. I sincerely trust that the various

horticultural societies will aid your propaganda
;

they certainly should. Without waiting for your

adN-ice, I have already arranged to utilise all avail-

able land possible at Aldenham for this purpose.

Aldeiiham House. Elslree. Vicary Gibes

In reference to the editorial article which appeared

on page 63 of last week's issue, everyone doubtless

will agree that we cannot very well have too

many Potatoes and other vegetables at the present

time. I would strongly advise all cottagers to

grow all they can of lands that are likely to be

most useful for food, since bacon, cheese, bread,

butter and Potatoes, which together may be

taken to be their main food in normal times,

will be dearer. The question of growing more

for hospital consumption or for sending to the

Fleet or for kindred purposes is different, and it

seems to me that if local societies are to take up

this work, co-ordination and co-operation are very

necessary in order that the distribution may be ar-

ranged to the best advantage. Joseph Jacob.

1 WAS delighted to read the article on " Home-
grown Vegetables and Our Food Supply " in your

issue of last week, and very much hope that you

will enlist wide and prominent support for your

excellent suggestions. With regard to the good

work which could be done by the various horti-

cultural societies throughout/ the country, I am
entirely with you, and I have already approached

the secretary of our local horticultural society.

asking him to place the article before his com-

mittee. I feel that it is impossible to treat the

question of our vegetable supply for the coming

year too seriously. Surely there can be no doubt

that, owing to the constantly increasing prices

of meat and bread, the demand for vegetables

will be an ever-increasing one, and I unhesitatingly

state that it is both patriotic and business-like

for every one of us to do all we can to increase

the growth of vegetables in every possible way.

May I make what I hope you will think is a

practical suggestion ? Could you not send out

to the secretary of every horticultural society in

the country a copy of your article and ask him
to place this matter on the agenda paper for his

next meeting ? [This, as far as possible, shall

be done.

—

Ed.] J. .\llan Ramsay.

The appeal you have made for co-operation

among horticulturists to grow vegetables for the

hospitals is a most timely one. We have,

unfortunately, before us a great and pressing need.

We cannot hide from ourselves that in such a

gigantic struggle the number of wounded will

be very great. An ample supply of vegetables fresh

from the ground of English gardens may prove

the saving of many li%'es and the alleviation of

much suffering. Although each garden may only

be able to contribute a little, many of these littles

will mean much when all is told. Your idea of

combination by local societies to collect and send

in the produce as it is ready will certainly make
the work easier and less costly all round.

If local societies would accept your sugges-

tion and collect orders from their members for

the produce to be gro\vn upon your plan, I am
sure that not only our own association, but all

seedsmen of standing would gladly co-operate in

quoting wholesale prices. The difference between

wholesale prices and the much higher figures re-

quired for small lots does not represent, as is some-

times supposed, an increased profit to the supplier.

The difference is lost in expenses of labour,

packages and railway carriage. You suggest that

technical hints might be distributed among the

members of the horticultural societies, who would

undertake to grow surplus vegetables. We have,

as you are well aware, published many penny

garden books containing information for the use

of small holders, allotment holders and owners

of small gardens. One of these by the veteran

horticulturist, Mr. John Wright, V.M.H., on
" Cropping Allotments," would, I think, be very

useful to the growers, and we should be happy to

make grants, through yourself, of copies to be

distributed, to a reasonable amoimt.

Edward Owen Greening.

92, Long Acre, London, W.C.

I AM quite in accord with the very practical

article in The Garden of February 5. I

reply to it, strongly supporting the same, and

will use similar headings in doing so, as in the

article in question.

Co-operation Needed.—We had during the past

autumn some practical experience of the beneficent

effects of the use of surplus vegetables. For

several weeks we sent such from these gardens

to the London hospitals and homes of refuge.

I can testify to the appreciation of the recipients

of these. It is not so much a question of those

in large establishments. These can, and will,

help, I have no doubt, and to the best of their

ability^ but those with smaller gardens can help

too. It is in this that co-operation will be found

to work well. With this I cordially agree in the

suggestions made.

HorticuUural Societies Should Help.—,\t such a

time as the present all horticultural societies

should rise to the occasion and do all that lies

in their power to assist in their immediate locality

by inducing a spirit of emulation among its own

members and others within their reach. True,

the prize schedule in many societies is this year

being abandoned. I do not think petsonally

that this should arise. It shows a tone of

despondency. Why not rise to the occasion

and endeavour to encourage the extended culture

of such vegetables (and flowers too) as will prove

to be of use in the way indicated ? In the case

of such societies as make a point of good vegetable

exhibits, prizes might be offered for the best

crops on the ground that are suitable for the calls

of the moment. Others that make a feature

of flowers can also help by sending them to the

hospitals, care being taken to avod overlapping.

How Assistance Can be Rendered.—Local com-

mittees might do a great deal towards encouraging

this new departure in cultivation. The advice

of experts should be sought as to the best methods

of procedure. What strikes me is this : A point

should be made of getting the utmost off the

ground at such a time. By this I mean make
a feature of first-early vegetables to a great extent,

e.g., early Peas, early Carrots, early Turnips and

the like ; early Lettuce also, brought on under

cloches if needs be ; early Mar^o^vs by the same

means. By adopting these methods much of the

ground can be double cropped. Do not adhere

too much to the rule of thumb practice, but rather

try to make every available yard of ground yield

something that will in due course prove to be

useful. Parsley is ever welcome ; so are such

herbs as Thyme, Mint, Marjoram, Savory, &c.

I Ivnow that salads are welcomed ; hence, in

addition to the Lettuce I have named, there are

Radishes, Cress of various kinds, and later on

Tomatoes from early raised plants. The Turnip-

rooted Beet is very useful indeed for early use for

salads. I found Cucumb?rs, too, were most

acceptable last autumn.

The Supply of Seeds.—Tliis would apply more

particularly to societies which ordered seeds and

then distributed them among their members.

The hint I have given as to early varieties could

be taken into consideration in giving these orders.

It is not in any sense essential to launch out in the

purchase of expensive varieties, while new varieties

should be given the go-by at such times. The

seedsmen of repute—and their name is legion

—

would, I feel, be only too glad to give advice as

to the best varieties to purchase, while I have

no doubt a liberal discount might be anticipated

on payment of the account being made.

The Collection of Surplus Vegetables.—This is

a matter where horticultural societies should

help. By having a small committee, it is quite

possible to do a deal in this way. Small quanti-

ties could be collected and then packed in one

hamper. (In doing this enclose a " returned

empty " label. I find this pa)-s in all cases.)

Surplus Plants for Cropping.—I know that

numbers were distributed last autumn by the

Royal Horticultural Society's influence. This can

be done again this season by societies all over

the country if taken up in time. There will be

many surplus plants available during the season.

Rather than let these spoil, by all means use

them. James Hudson, V.M.H.

Gunitersburv House Gardens.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is iwt responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Outdoor Flowers in Midwinter.—Regarding

your note on outdoor flowers in midwiater,

page 37, issue January 23, you might have

added the Winter Heliotrope (Petasites fragrans). It

has been flowering freely this winter.—W. Lillico.

Cuttings with " Heels."—Is it not the case

that the reason for taking cuttings with " heels
"

is that it prevents bleeding ? My father, who

was a successful Geranium-grower, always laid

his cuttings out in the sun until the cut ends had

dried, and he showed me that cuttings put in the

ground with a bleeding end were very apt to

rot off. My experience is that it is generally

best with all plants which are juicy and soft to

let the cuttings mther a little before placing them

in the ground. I wonder if Mr. Portman Dalton,

who writes under this heading in your issue of

January 30, has tried this.

—

^Thackeray Turner.

Solanum ciliatum.—-I was interested in seeing

your illustration of Solanum ciliatum on page 56,

issue January 30, having often wondered why I

had never met the plant in England. Twenty-

five years ago I saw bushes of it in Mr. Hanbury's

beautiful gardens at La Mortola, beyond Mentone,

and brought back one of the fruits, from which

I raised a number of seedlings. We moved

house, however, or something, and they never

arrived at more than the seedling stage, and I

laimot remember their ultimate fate. They are

so easily started, however, that they would

probably do well planted out against a south

wall, like Tomatoes, especially in a summer like

that of last year.—A. la T.

Funkia subcordata alba odorata.—I am much

obliged to " E. M." for his note on page 27, in

the issue of January 16, in response to my enquiry

under the above heading. I am also much obliged

to Mr. James Adison, The Gardens, Castle Marj',

Cloyne, County Cork, who \vrote me, giving the

result of his experience with the white Fimkia,

which experience goes to show that while it usually

flowers well when grown in a deep, moist soil, it is

not quite satisfactory in some seasons. Although

1 obtained the plant, named as above, from a

leading London firm, I am now convinced that it

has been a misnomer, and that our plant is really

Fimkia subcordata grandiflora, as suggested by
" E. M." In Nicholson's " Dictionary of Garden-

ing" it is given as a distinct species mider the

name of F. grandiflora, but when referred to in

the Supplement it is said to be " a form of sub-

cordata." Other Funkias succeed well in our

moist soil, so I must try my hitherto disappointing

plant in a new environment, and may some day

record the result in these pages.

—

Charles Comfort.

A Hedge of Sorts.—I see in yoiu: issue of

January 9 an enquiry in your " Correspondence "

by " Anne Amateur " re " A Hedge of Sorts." I

suggest here a few " sorts " which I should be

pleased if you would publish or convey for " Anne
Amateur's" perusal. A good Crab is Pyrus

Maulei, dwarf, and allied to P. japouica ; flowers

brick red, fruit used for preserving. Others

really better in flowers but not so in fruit are P.

thianschanica, P. baccata and P. cerasifera (Cherry

Crab). A good Maple is Acer rubrum, scarlet or

crimson flowers and red keys, the extremities

of the branches deeply tinged with red in early

spring; very ornamental. Other sorts are A.

campestre, A. palmatum (A. polymorphum),

A. pinnatifidum, A. crispum, A. roseo-marginatum

and A. purpureum. I also think Berberis ought

not to be left out. Two good ones are B. Darwinii,

yellow flowers in early spring and again in the

autumn, and B. empetrifolia, yellow flowers,

December to March.—H. S. P., Wroxham.-

Daffodils for the Garden.—Mr. G. L. Wilson's

letter under this heading in your issue of January 30

tempts me to offer a few more remarks on the

variety King Alfred, which he recommends every-

body to try very hard to grow. I meant to have

added a sentence in my former letter when speaking

of this variety, advising those who must ha\'e it

for exhibition purposes to make sure that they

get their stock from those who had grown it

in the South-Westem Counties of England, the

Welsh seacoast, or from the bulb-growing districts

in Ireland, which are practically the only places

in the British Isles where it will thrive and bloom
well year after year. Mr. Wilson I see lives in

County Antrim, and even he has had some poor

experience of it, and in a sense his cotmty address

goes to prove my point. I must repeat, however,

properties of the variety, but, until it can be

bought at a price very much imder 21s. a dozen, I

advise all those who are outside the sphere of its

particular favours to confine themselves to well-

known good doers.—A Small Amateur.
Iris stylosa.—I have been waiting each week

to see if any of your correspondents would ^vrite

to you remarking on the phenomenal blooming

of Iris stjdosa this winter, but, as none has done

so, I think perhaps it may be of interest to give

you the results of my experience. Since before

Christmas I have been picking an average of

forty to fifty blooms every two days off about a

dozen plants. Some days I have gathered as many
as a himdred blossoms. The clumps are scattered

about in every variety of aspect and soil, and all

have done equally well, including the beautiful

white variety of the type. Some are planted in

wet, sour gromid facing south (these were given

mortar rubble when planted some years ago), one

clump is in a shady but dry corner facing east,

some are on the poor soil at the base of a rocky

FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE OF IRIS STYLOSA, A CHARMING WINTER-FLOWERING SPECIES.

that King Alfred has been tried both in Middlesex

and Surrey for the last ten years and more, and

has been foimd almost impossible to keep in good

condition. When I first got a bulb of it from an

old florist friend of mine who lived in Surrey,

he informed me that it had done very badly

with him. With me the precious bulb was, of

course, a poor thing in growth the first year,

and as it was at that time listed at £4 4s. or £5 5s.,

I must have been struggling to get it to do better

for seven or eight years at least. I have tried

to grow it in a considerable depth of maiden

loam, and in such even imder Standard fruit trees,

but all to no pnrpoee. During recent years I

got twelve bulbs from Cornwall, and these did

fairly well the first year of blooming, but the

disease had got them by the second year. I have

come to the conclusion, therefore, that the trouble

is more a matter of climate than of soil ; hence

I adhere to the remarks I made about it in my
former letter in your issue of January 23. I

agree with Mr. Wilson as to the fine exhibition

cliff, where they are growing practically in powdered

freestone, some are in garden beds. Those in the

latter rmi more to leaf, though the flowers are also

abundant. Those on poor soil have poor foliage,

but masses of flowers. Mr. Rickatson Dykes,

in his excellent little book on Irises, classes I.

stylosa among those difficult to flower, and no

doubt this is the case in some soils. My experience

is that after a hot summer like the last the flowers

are abtmdant, whatever the weather may prove

during the blossoming period. I had much the

same results after the hot summer of igir, when

I also sent you a few notes on the subject. Diu'ing

these cold, wet weeks the exquisite blooms of this

lovely Iris have helped much to cheer one in the

otherwise depressing state of the garden, and I

feel sure many more people would grow I. stylosa

if they realised its unique beauty as a hardy winter-

flowering plant. I may also mention that I have

already had a few blooms from the usually much

i

later-flowering variety speciosa.—S. Prendergast,
i Windcliffe, Niton-Undercliff. Isle of Wight.
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SOME HARDY LILIES—VII.
R Hkreert Maxwell. Bari.

SUB-GENUS CARDIOCRINUM.
Lilium giganteum, the Giant Lily, is well

named, for it is the noblest in stature and amplest

in foliage of all the genus, besides producing

flowers of great beauty and fragrance. It is

perfectly hardy in all parts of the British Isles ;

I have known it come unharmed through a

temperature below zero Fahrenheit without the

slightest protection, which is the more remarkable

because it grows with the apex of

its huge bulb flush with the soil-

level. Of the many hundreds I have

raised from seed, I have never known
one to sufier injirrj' from disease or

parasite ; even rabbits avoid the

glistening foliage. WTiy, then, have
so many amateurs met with dis-

appointment in trying to establish it ?

The reason is not far to seek ; it is

found in the deplorable condition in

which the bulbs are offered for sale,

with the long, fleshy roots withered

'•r rubbed off. When they arrive in

that state, the large flowering bulbs

.T.c scarcely likely to recover, though
the smaller ones may be nursed back
into \-igour in a cnid frame. Once
a bulb has produced its ample foliage,

there is no difficulty about propa-

gating it to any extent for in time it

will send up its huge flowering shaft,

to be followed by a profusion ot

seeds, whence an ample stock mav
be raised. I speak, however, only from
experience of the seed of Himala>'an
plants ; the Giant lily is also a

native of China, and I am informed
that the seed of plants from that

country is not fertile. The seeds

should be sown in boxes with loam,
sand and leaf-mould or peat ; most of

them will lie till the second season
before germinating, when a dense
crop will spring up. The seedlings

should be pricked out as soon as they
ran be handled, preferably in a cold

frame, lest frost forces them out of

the groimd ; but after a season under
glass they may be set in the open,
rare being taken all along not to let

them suffer from excessive sunshine.

Mr. Weatherby, in his excellent
" Practical Guide," states that the

bulbs win flower in from four to six

years from seed. That is a sanguine
estimate ; I have foimd that it takes
seven or eight j'ears from sowing to

produce a flowering bulb. Luckily,
there is a far more speedy method oi propagation.
After flowering, the huge bulb, sometimes weighing
more than two pounds, dies, but not before throw-
ing out a numerous progeny of smaller bulbs.
Some of these will be found large enough to produce
flowering stems in two years, which they will do if

left beside their dead parent, the smaller ones
waiting to start till their elder brothers have
flowered and died in their turn. To increase the
stock, it is only necessary to raise the clump in
October, and to plant out the young bulbs separately.
A plant of such robust habit as the Giant

lily exacts, and deserves, generous treatment.

Before planting the bulb, a hole at least i foot

deep should be dug in loamy soil, in a position

well drained, but the reverse of dry. Into the

hole enough loam, mixed with peat or leaf-mould,

should be put as will aJlow the bulb to rest with

its pointed top just under the surface when the

hole is filled in ; for it is a peculiarity of this Lily

that, although it sends out strong roots around the

base of the flowering stem, as well as those from

the base of the bulb, it does not agree with deep

planting, such as ordinary' stem-rooting species

require. After growth begins and the plant is

well established, one can hardly treat it too

A BEAUTIFUL GROUPING OF LILIUM GIGANTEUM
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS AT
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generously. A heavy mulch of cow-manure is not

a pretty object during the winter months, but it

is soon screened out of sight when the splendid,

cordate, radical leaves, of a glistening grass green,

develop in spring. These are very ornamental

in themselves. They are proof against all but

extraordinary frost in spring, and I have never

known rabbits, slugs or any other imhallowed

creature to molest them.

Next follows the excitement of detecting

which of these royal masses of foliage is

to send up a flowering stem. The centre

of a clump thickens, rises and develops into

a green column, which, as it lengthens through-

out May and June, throws out fresh leaves in a
regular spiral, lessening in size towards the top.

Finally, ha\-ing attained a height of 8 feet to to feet

the long green flower-buds appear, erect at first •

then slanting to the horizontal, whitening, and
at last opening one by one to any number between
a dozen and a score on a single stem. The flowers

are creamy white, broadly streaked with purplish

maroon within, and diffuse a delicious fragrance.

It is essential for the production of such a noble
structure that it be sheltered from strong winds.

The stem, often 9 inches in circumference at the

base, is stalwart enough to disdain

staking ; but the flowers, though of

great substance, may be shattered in

a summer storm. Moreover, wind
exposure prevents the stems from'
rising to their full height, and stature

is the crowning glory of the Giant
LUy. When the flowers fall, the seed-

vessels begin to swell, and continue
to do so till each reaches the dimen-
sions of a hen's egg. Standing like

green candelabra, the stems remain
very decorative till the end of
November. Then comes the propa-
gator's opportunity. He may not
only save a bountiful harvest of seed,

but secure a great number of young
bulbs. The old flowering bulb will

have disappeared by this time, its

substance having been expended in

throwing up the flowering stem.
Seize that stem and pull it up ; it

will yield readily, and bring away
among its roots half-a-dozen or so

of small bulbs, lea\'ing in the soil a
number of others, which should be

allowed to remain there, after receiv-

ing a liberal mulch, to flower in their

turn in the following or some sub-
sequent summer. Let the bulbs once
be established in rich, deep soil, and
the Giant Lily will prove as easy to

manage as any Larkspur or Rud-
beckia ; but if it is desired to have
it at its best, it must be generously

treated. There is little danger of

gi\'ing it too much nourishment. My
own garden is situated near a large

lake which swarms with pike, upon
which we make occasional raids with

a net in the interest of wild ducklings

—favourite tit-bits in pike circles.

Fish manure is very stimulating.

There is nolliing the Giant Lily appre-

ciates more keenly than an eight or

ten povmd jack laid tn rot under its

big radical leaves.

Three or four years ago I oftercd to

supply (gratuitously, of course) a

well-known firm in the North with a quantity of

seed of the Giant Lily (L. giganteum), gathered from
plants which I had myself raised from seed. The
offer was declined ; albeit in a catalogue for rgrs

now before me, bulbs of this Lily are priced from

2S. 6d. to 15s. each, and generally arrive from

abroad in a hopeless condition, owing to the long,

fleshy roots having withered. Had my offer been

accepted by this firm, they might by this time have

had a valuable stock of himdreds of healthy bulbs

to put on the market, instead of the debilitated

imported stuff which is the cause of so much
disappointment.
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UNDESIRABLE PLANTS
FOR THE ROCK GARDEN.

T

right in the rock garden at all, get there in some SVI^EET PEAS FOR GARDEN
inexplicable way, to the worry and discomfiture of

the gardener : Achillea Millefolium, in any form ;

Asperula odorata ; Calystegias, aU, particularly in

chalk soils ; Campanula Rapunculus ; Cerastiuin

tomeutosum and C. Biebersteinii, the last the

worst of the two ; Convolvulus althaeoides.

an article on plants which gardeners especially on chalk soils ; ConvaUaria %-aria

;

should avoid ? " and the obvious CmcianeUa stylosa, occasionally, though easily

affirmative reply is contained in the kept within bounds ; Euphorbia Cyparissias

HIS text has been suggested by a corre-

spondent, who writes :
" Would it

not be worth while for vou to write F
DECORATION.

OR its fragrance, its free - flow^ering

nature, and Tiardy constitution that

enables it to grow in the town garden

almost as well as in that situated in

the country, the Sweet Pea is without

exception the most popular as well as

accompanying remarks. Doubtless there are garden Galiums, all; Hieracimn aurantiacum ; Muscaris, the most useful annual of to-day. For garden

" undesirables " as there are also those of the other often because of the numerous bulb progeny ;
decoration it is quite indispensable, as, no matter

class, and. the twain being of a parasitic nature, Osalis comiculata and perhaps other species ;
where it may be planted, it can never be unsightly,

merit drastic measures if they are to be driven from Sedum spurium, the most aggressive, perhaps, of while for cutting it is seldom that one has too many,

our midst. Doubtless, too, with a desire from time the whole race, rooting into every crevice and, as the demand is unceasing for this glorious flower,

to time to give readers the best a garden may particularly m cool places, overwhehning all : and the longer the season is prolonged, the more

contain-—one eminent writer declared years ago
|

with Vancouveria hexandra and Vincas generally, are the flowers appreciated. In order, as far as

that the " best of everything was quite good These are among the worst known to me. Doubt- possible, to obtain a long season of flowering, it is

enough for him "—the " undesirables " have been less there are others. If so, those readers of usual to make three sowings— the first towards

too long overlooked or ignored, notwithstanding The Garden who know of " the enemy in our the end of September, the second early in

that their pest - like character or

weediness should long ago have

entitled them to a place in a never-

to-be-completed index expurgaiorius.

I say " never to be completed

"

advisedly, inasmuch as one's ex-

perience in such matters continues

to grow, quite independently of

the way in which certain plants

are influenced by local conditions.

Bearing this latter in mind, actual

experience will always be the best

guide, and must ever take pre-

cedence of orthodox. Testimony

to this end may be found in the

way certain garden weeds infest

one locality while entirely absent

in another, the same principle hav-

ing its parallel among cultivated

plants. Hence, as I have written

elsewhere, " the weed of one soil

is not necessarily so of all," though

such things as Calystegia and

Convolvulus althaeoides are usually

particularly troublesome on all chalk

soils, and should be guarded against

accordingly.

In the rock garden an " undesir-

able " becomes all the more so by
reason of the shelter the rocks

afiord, and roots or stems pene-

trating everj' crack or cranny, are

in an impregnable fortress of their

own, from which it is almost

impossible to drive them or even

starve them out. Against all such, of course,

the gardener should be warned. The more
pernicious weed pests of the garden. Coltsfoot

(Tussilago), Couch Grass, Bindweed and the

terrible Goutweed (jEgopodium), everj- gar-

dener will guard against, though there is danger

at times, consequent upon the use of roadside

sweepings—though less frequently employed to-day

than formerly—of some of them getting into the

garden through the medium of seeds or roots.

Should such ensue, drastic measiures must be

resorted to at once, since the first loss will

undoubtedly be the least. Delay in such a case

is dangerous. It is vexatious, too, whUe feeble

efforts to oust the pest are continuous and, in the

end, costly ; hence none should hesitate about

moving rock or plant, or both, in order to beard

the lion in its den. It is in these circumstances,

therefore, that 1 warn readers against the

fullo^ving plants, some of which, while having no

FOTHERGILLA MAJOR, A BEAUTIFUL AND INTERESTING HARDY SPRING-FLOWERING SHRUB.

midst " should not fail to communicate with the

Editor without delay. E. H J.

LITTLE - KNOWN HARDY SHRUB
(FOTHERGILLA MAJOR).

February, and the last about the middle of

.March.

Spring Sowing.—.A.s the former is now out of

the question, the beginner must contrive to get

the best results from the last two dates. The

earliest sowing is made in pots, the question of

size being an open one. For the purpose in hand

a convenient size is 5 inches. The pots should be

A suitable

When" better known, this free-flowering shrub

is destined to hold a prominent place in the perfectly clean and well drained,

gardens of this countrj-. Singularly enough, it
|

compost consists of four parts good loam to one

was known in this country over a centurj- ago,
|

part each of leaf-movdd and dried stable manin-e.

and wasfigtured, iniSti,in theBo/aiiic<ji.Vagas«M«.
j

The ingredients should be passed through a fine

At that time, however, comparatively little interest
|

sieve, and a dash of sharp sand or old lime

was displayed in rare shrubs, and FothergiUa : rubble added to keep the whole porous. Avoid

major was soon lost to cultivation. For its sowing too thickly : seven seeds in each pot

reintroduction we are indebted to Professor are ample.

Sargeant, who sent it to Kew about twelve years Treatment of Seedlings.—If a warm green-

ago. So far as soil is concerned, this plant does house is available, germination wUl take place

well in a sandy loam to which peat and leaf-mould

have been freely added. C. Q.

rapidly ; but as soon as the seedlings are notice-

able, remove to a cold frame and endeavour to
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prumote a healthy growth by keeping them as cool
j

Varieties.—For the beginner anxious to grow

as possible, so that they will experience no check ' the latest and best varieties, the following are

when planted out in April. This method should
j

worthy of note. .-Unong them will be noted many

give flowers early in June. Plants from the ; exhibitors' favourites ; but seeing there is no proof

sowing made in the open in March will commence that such are imsuitable for garden pmrposes,

to flower about a month later and continue to do
|
there is no reason why one should not avail himself

so as long as the weather remains open. of the newer varieties and be up to date : Hercules,

Soil Preparation.—\\Tierever the Sweet Peas are Thomas Stevenson. King White, Robert Sydenham,

intended to flower, the soil should be thoroughly .\gricnla. King Manoel, Barbara, Melba. Mrs.

prepared for them in advance.'^ In the

majority of cases this, no doubt, has

already been done ; but where so far

this has not been possible, it is essential

to the welfare of the plants that it be

no longer delayed. To get the best

return from a row it is necessary to

trench the whole length of it for a width

of not less than two yards, and during

the process work in a liberal quantity

of well-rotted manure, leaf-mould, wood-

ashes and bone-meal. Should there be

any turf available, the best place for it.

along with the manure, is at the

bottom of the trench, the other ingre-

dients being put among the top soil.

Excellent results may also be obtained

by digging out a good wide trench the

length of the row and filling it with

rich soil ; but it will be understood

that unless it be made wide, the roots

cannot experience the same freedom as

in the above method. This applies with

no less force to clumps that are to be

planted in the shrubberies and borders,

as everything depends on giving the roots

a wide area to run in. If this is taking

place
~ throughout the season, there is

never a shortage of superior flowers.

For the Outdoor Sowing it is perhaps

advisable to choose the first opportunity

when the soil is workable after March

is in. The surface should be lightly

forked up and left for a couple of hovirs

to dr>-. Raking and drawing out a

drill some two inches deep is then

much easier. Avoid sowring too thickly,

and choose the finest of the soil to cover

the seeds.

Planting Out.— Early in April in

average seasons is a suitable time to

plant out those growing in pots. In this

case, during the forking up of the soil,

the opportunity should be taken to

work in a sprinkling of superphosphate.

In planting, avoid injtuy to the roots

as much as possible, and if the soil is

very dry, give a good watering with

dear water. If the weather is at all

genial, the plants will soon begin to

make headway, and no time shoiild

be lost in giving them the necessary

support.

Supports.—Where the time-honoured

Pea-sticks are not to be had, the problem

of what is best to use is no light one, as

for garden decoration the exhibitor's

method is no way out of the difiiculty.

Wire-netting of large mesh is used by many, with Cuthbcrtson, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore and May
the desired results, for both rows and clumps. Campbell are all leading sorts ; and Maud Holmes,

For the latter it is arranged in a rough circle by Nubian. R. F. Felton, Elsie Herbert, Rosabello,

fastening it to five stout stakes. When it is used Etta Dyke, Clara Curtis, Nettie Jenkins, Countess

for rows, it is secured to tall stakes fixed some Spencer and Edrom Beauty are all recognised as

twelve feet apart. Among the advertised supports, being among the best all-round varieties,

the Simplicitas Netting is good, being easily fixed F. J. Towsend.
and yer>- durable. The G.irdens, Bretitwood. Moorgate, Rotherham.

FLOWERING SHOOTS OF ACACIA DE.^LBATA.

BEING SOLD IN THE MARKET .\S MIMOS.\.

AUSTRALIAN MIMOSAS
(ACACIAS).

THE various Australian species of Acacia

constitute an important group of

greenhouse plants in most parts of the
country-, while in a few favoured counties they
are hardy. In Devonshire, Cornwall and other

places with similar climatic conditions they

develop to a great height, trees 40 feet

high with trunks a foot in diameter being

found in many gardens. Australia is

particularly rich in species, and upwards
of one hundred have been introduced at

one period or another. Some of these

possess little beauty imtil they have

assumed the proportions of trees, while

others are charming in a small state and
bloom profusely when only a few inches

high. They were possibly more popular

as greenhouse plants a qucirter of a

century ago than they are to-day ; but

a considerable quantity are still cultivated,

while in France one or two species Jire

grown largely for cutting, branches being

cut and forced into flower for the Paris

and London markets, where they are sold

imder the name of Mimosa. The common
name of Wattle is also applied to the

.\ustraliau Acacias, the different species

lieing distinguished by one or another

prefix.

Where they will thrive out of doors

they may be planted in groves or as

isi)lated specimens. The taller-growing

kinds, such as K. dealbata and -A., decus-

sata, quickly assume tree-like proportions,

and are very beautiful in early spring

when covered with their fluffy, yellow

flowers. Several flowers compose a small

round head, and a large number of these

go to make up a good-sized panicle. Some
of the smaller kinds grow into large bushes

and are effective as evergreens in addition

to their beauty as flowering shrubs.

No more delightful sight can be wished

for than a large tree of A. armata covered

with dark green foliage and balls of golden

blooms, while little difliculty is experienced

in their cultivation once a plant becomes

established. Ip these warmer counties it

is possible to grow the majority of the

introduced kinds outdoors, and in some

gardens there are good collections.

Although it is the general practice to

cultivate Acacias indoors as small pot

plants, it is not in this way that the

most satisfactory results are obtained.

.\nyone who possesses a large, cool

conser\ator\-, corridor or cold greenhouse

may, bv planting Acacias in open borders

or in large tubs, attain a degree of success

that can never be hoped for imder more

restricted cultural conditions. A high

temperature is not essential to success ;

in fact, more satisfactory results are

achieved by growing the plants quite cool ; ajid

in frosty weather, except during the flowering

season, the temperature in the structure where

they are housed may well be allowed to drop to

freezing point before fire-heat is applied. When

in a cool house with a good circulation of air,

the plants are vigorous and the foliage is rich in

colour, while there is less chance of thrips and

NOW
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mealy bug attacking them. When growu in heat,

these two pests are sometimes frequent, and

seriously affect the health of the plants, for cleanli-

ness is an essential. Specimens that are planted

in large tubs or open borders should be placed in

moderately sandy soil which is thoroughly well

drained, for, though Acacias like a fair quantity

of water during the growing season, they are

impatient of stagnant moisture, and anything

approaching sour soil is often fatal. With plenty

of root room and a cool temperature, water is onlj-

occasionally required during the winter months, and

the man entrusted with their cvilture should be care-

ful to give water only when the soil is becoming dry.

The culture of large specimens, once the potting,

watering and ventilation are mastered, gives little

embarrassment, for pruning consists of a good

cutting back as soon as the flowers are over,

and cultivation for the next few

weeks means keeping the structure

rather closer than usual and the

plants frequently syringed until new
growths are formed. About mid-

simimer those in pots and tubs may
be placed out of doors and left there

until the end of September.

Rehousing demands a little atten-

tion, for, if abundant ventilation is

not given night and day for a while

and a light syringing over morning

and evening for a few weeks, the

plants are likely to suffer. The most

satisfactory compost for these plants

consists of two parts of good fibrous

peat, broken up rough, one part of

pood fibrous loam and about half a

part of coarse sand, while potting

should be firm. Cuttings of many of

the kinds may be rooted dining spring

and summer. The young plants for

the first year may with advantage be

grown in a moist intermediate tem-

perature. They should be kept well

stopped, to ensure a bushy habit, by

laying a good foundation. Flowering

must not be encouraged the first year,

the great object being to obtain strong

examples for succeeding years. Of

some sorts very good plants with five

or six strong shoots 12 inches to

iS inches long, covered with flowers

throughout the greater part of their

length, may be obtained in two years

from cuttings, the plants being in pots

from 5 inches to 6 inches in diameter.

A similar soil to that recommended
for large plants is desirable, but it

must be broken up somewhat finer.

Over-potting is a great mistake in

growing the Acacias, and it is far

better to feed the plants than to use large pots.

Weak liquid manure may be given with advantage
from the middle of summer imtil the end of the

growing season, after which time an occasional

application only is required through the winter.

Good Kinds for Pot Culture are A. acinacea, a

species with small leaves and fine wiry shoots
;

A. armata and its variety angustifolia ; A. cultri-

formis, conspicuous by reason of its rich glaucous

phyllodes and deep yellow flowers ; A. Drum-
mondii, with its flowers in short spikes ; A. hastu-

lata, A. juniperina, A. linifolia, A. longifolia var.

floribunda, A. mjTtifolia, A. obliqua, A. platyptera

and A. vemiciflua. If pillars have to be covered,

no better kinds can be found "than A. leprosa

and A. riceana. The main branches should bo

supported and the remainder allowed to hang

loose. If a large structure is available, stronger-

growing sorts, such as A. dealbata, A. baileyana

and A. verticiUata, may be tried with success,

but they can only be grown with advantage

where abimdance of room can be given. The

flowering period is spring, but %vith a little manage-

ment a succession of bloom may be had from

Christmas until the end of Mav. W. D.

SOME BEAUTIFUL WINTER-
FLOWERING SHRUBS.

THE WYCH HAZELS.
Although there are a nimiber of plants which

flower natinally in the outdoor garden at mid-

This is known as H. mollis, and the accompanying

illustration indicates its bushy, spreading habit,

and at the same time shows the wealth of brilliant

golden-hued blossoms with which the shoots are

wreathed. These flowers are composed of long,

narrow and very curiously crimped and twisted

petals. WTien first grown it was considered

necessary to pro\-ide this beautiful shrub with a

mixture of light loam and peat, but I believe

that the Hon. Vicaiy- Gibbs has cultivated it with

considerable success in the stifi clay soil that

naturally prevails at Aldenham House, where,

several years ago, there was a fine bush some

live feet high. So far as our necessarily limited

experience goes, it does not seem to matter much
what aspect is chosen, but alwaj-s in planting

one should select, if possible, a background of

dark-leaved evergreens, such as Hollies or ^ws.

A L.\RGE BUSH OF THE CHINESE WYCH HAZEL. HAM.\MELIS MOLLIS.
JANUARY .\XD FEBRU.\RY.

THIS FLOWERS DURING

winter, it is. e.xceptional to find them in any
but the most extensive private collections. It

is true that if these plants were to blossom

in the siunmer, their flowers would scarcely

be noticed among the wealth of blossoms that

siuToimd us at that time ; but coming as they do

at this season, when even greenhouse flowers

are scarce, it is difficult to imderstand why they

are not more widely known and cultivated. In

the Wych Hazel or Hamamelis family we have

several hardy shrubs of rare winter beauty, the

older members of which have been known in a

few gardens for quite a long time, but these have

been almost eclipsed by the introduction, some

twelve years ago, of a new species from China.

and a position that the rays of the sun can reach

nearly all day long. This is not advised on account

of shelter or warmth, which do not seem necessarj',

but merely to get the best effect when the shrubs

are in flower. To see bushes such as that illus-

trated kissed by the winter sun and mirrored,

as it were, in a sombre background of evergreens

I

is a sight worth going far to see, and one that wd!

not be readily effaced from memor>'.

!
Superior as this comparatively new species

[ is to the older ones, the latter are well worth

cultivating, as they flower at different periods of

the whiter. The best known is probably the

' North American Wych Hazel (Hamamelis vir-

ginica), which produces its yellow flowers in
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autumn, usually about October. .\s, however,

it is in leaf at that time, the blossoms often pass

almost unnoticed. The Mansak of Japan (H.

arborea) is a much more valuable shrub, or small

tree, flowering as it does in Januan,', immediately

after, and occasionally at the same time, as H.

mollis. It has deep yellow flowers, which are

generally so freely borne as to create quite a

shimmering cloud of gold in the winter landscape.

Closely following H. arborea comes H. japonica,

which has rather paler-coloured flowers and is

of a more lowly stature, while its variety zuccarini-

ana has pale lemon-coloured flowers that appeal

more to some tastes than those of deeper hue.

Although all the Wych Hazels are rather slow-

growing, it cannot be said that

they are difficult to cultivate,

ordinary well-drained garden soil

apparently suiting them to per-

fection. Once established, they

look well after themselves, and

need little attention beyond a

slight thimiing of the branches at

rare intervals. H.

GREENHOUSE SWEET-
SCENTED FLOWERS.

IT
is at least questionable if fragrance in

flowers is regarded as of so great an import-

ance as it used to be. This is home out

by the fact that among the newer Car-

nations and Roses, provided they are of

large size and good shape, their scent is

in many cases looked upon as of minor considera-

tion, though the old-fashioned varieties of both

these genera were remarkable for their delicious

perfiraie. Even in the case of the Heliotrope, or

Cherrj- Pie, some of the varieties with verj- large

NEW PLANT.
Cattleya Trianae Queen Eliza-

beth.—.\ ver>- beautiful all-white

flower, save for the slight shading

of canary yellow in the throat.

.\n exceedingly chaste variety, of

handsome proportions. Exhibited

by J. Gumey Fowler, Esq.,

Brackenhurst, Pembur\% Kent.

Award of merit.

This was the only new plant to

receive an award from the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 2nd

inst.

THE EARLY FLOWERING
COSMOS.

Those who have only grown

the old Cosmos bipinnatus know
to their cost that, although it

will make a noble foliage plant, it

seldom produces flowers until

quite late in the autumn, when
they are quickly ruined by frost.

Thanks to the efforts of our

leading seedsmen, we now have

an early flowering race, listed

in most catalogues as early

flowering hybrids. These are par- c,\TTLEY.\

ticularly valuable aimuals for cut-

ting, commencing to flower as they

do early in July, and continuing until well into

October. Their flowers resemble in appearance

those of ver}' graceful single Dahlias, and each

has a long, graceful, but win,- stem. Each plant

makes a graceful bush about thrte feet high, and
the colours embrace rose, crimson and white.

Seeds ought to be sown during February, pre-

ferably one or two in a 3-inch pot, and the seedlings

raised on a gentle hot-bed or in a slightly heated
greenhouse. If these are subsequently potted

into 5-inch pots, and hardened off In the usual

way, they will make excellent plants for putting

outdoors the first or second week in June. Sc
far as our experience goes, this early flowering

race of Cosmos will do well in any reasonably

good soil.

brown outside and yellowish within. The per-

fume of the flowers of this Boronia is very

suggestive of Violets, and a few blooms will

make their presence manifest in a good-sized

structure.

Luculia gratissima, which was so finely shown

at a December meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society and illustrated on page 623, issue Decem-

ber z6, 1914, has large Hydrangea-like heads of

blossoms, verv' sweetly scented, .\part from bulbous

plants (to be referred to presently) which bloom

in a greenhouse during the winter are Carnations,

some sorts at least, and Cheiranthus kewensis,

rather a dull purplish-flowered member of the

Wallflower family, but most deliciously scented.

It will flower throughout the

winter. The large double Wall-

flowers will, if sown in June or

July, flower quite early in the

spring. They are very sweetly

scented. Stocks, too, are very

useful for greenhouse decoration

nearly all the year rotmd. The
tall-growing Beauty- of Nice is

excellent for flowering in the

winter, while, by varying the

time of sowing, members of the

different sections may be had in

bloom at various times.

Bulbous plants are in many
cases sweetly scented, the fra-

grance of the Roman Hyacinth

being far more agreeable than

that of the larger-flowered forms.

The Freesias and some of the

Narcissi are also remarkable for

their scent. Of Lilies the
sweetest is Liliiuu longiflorum,

whose long, silverj- trumpets may
be had practically all the year

round. L. auratum is almost

loo overpowering where at all

confined, as in a greenhouse.

Tuberoses must, of course, be

included in any selection of

bulbous plants with sweet-scented

flowers. Good dormant bulbs

may be obtained now, and should

be potted with little delay.

Many other greenhouse plants

with sweet-scented blossoms are

at their best at different periods

of the year. Among them are some
of the Primulas, the Arum Lily,

Rhododendrons such as R. Edge-

worthii and R. fragrantissimum,

Cytisus racemosus, Datiuras or

Brugmansias, with long, white

trumpet-like flowers ; the simimer-

heads of blossoms are less fragrant than those I blooming Bouvardia Humboldtii corj-mbiflora,

TRI.\N.-E yUEEN ELIZABETH. A NEW VARIETY WITH
WHITE FLOWERS.

which are more nearly related to the old Helio-

tropium peruvianimi itself. This last is much
less used for clothing the walls or pillars of a green-

house than it used to be, though under such con-

ditions, given a temperatm-e of 50° to 60°, it will

bloom throughout the w-inter.

It is at this season that some of the most fragrant

flowers are at their best, notably Daphne indica,

or odora as it is sometimes called, and its white

variety alba. For general purposes the typical

purple-flowered form is preferable, as it grows

more freely than the white kind. Another green-

house shrub remarkable for its delicious fragrance

is Boronia megastigma, of slender. Heath-like

growth, with small, drooping, bell-shaped flowers,.

the fragrance of whose flowers is suggestive of

the Jasmine ; Gardenias, at one time very popular

as button-hole flowers, but now not much grown ;

the tawny-coloured Magnolia fuscata, the fragrance

of w-hose blossoms suggests Pineapple drops ; and

others.

Of climbing plants, among the most remarkable

for their scent are Jasminum grandiflorura and

Rhynchospermum jasminoides, both with white

blossoms.

That well-known annual the Mignonette is

such a universal favoiu-ite that its fragrant blossoms

are much appreciated in the greenhouse, especially

when they are not obtainable out of doors. Seed

sow-n from midsummer onwards will give flowers
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throughout the dull period of the year, provided

the plants are given as much air as possible.

Nicotiana affinis and some of its hybrid forms

remarkable for their fragrance are also valuable

for greenhouse decoration. An old-fashioned

stove plant that I have not met with for a long

time used to be grown for the fragrance of its

dark maroon pvffple blossoms. This is Tiimea

^thiopica, a member of the Labiate family.

It is of a half-shrubby character, and is easily grown

in a warm structure.

As companions to the many greenhouse plants

with sweet-scented flowers, a few of those i\-ith

fragrant leaves claim recognition. Chief among

them are the Pelargoniums, with their widely

dissimilar scents ; the Lemon-scented Verbena,

which is hardy in some parts of the country
;

Humea elegans, that also possesses the merit of

ornamental flowers ; the Pineapple Sage (Salvia

rutilans), Boronias, and different kinds of Eucalyp-

tus, of which the Citron-scented E. citriodora is

one of the most pleasing. H. P.

HOW TO INCREASE
SUPPLIES OF VEGETABLES.

BY
a carefully planned system of inter-

cropping it is possible to grow more

crops than usual, and the following

I
notes are intended to assist readers

;

in this direction. The principal crop

is the Potato, as this supplies food

all the year round, and an area of 6 rods to lo rods

will be required for this crop by an average family.

About three-fourths of this area should be devoted

to midseason and late crops, and the remainder '

to early kinds. Most early Potatoes are short-

1

stemmed, and if given a space of at least 2 feet

between the rows, green crops, such as Savoy

Cabbages and Kale, could be planted between

them after the final earthing. If, when the

early Potatoes are planted, the rows are marked,

a row of quick - growing Radishes, such as

French Breakfast, could be sown between the

Potatoes. They would be ready for use by the

time the Potatoes were showing through the

soil. This plan, however, is not recommended

for the stronger-growing late kinds, as it leads to

overcrowding.

A succession of Peas can be obtained by sowing

early, second early, midseason and late varieties.

The distance between the rows of Peas should

be determined by the height to which each variety

is expected to grow. Thus, a 4-foot Pea should

be given a distance of 5 feet between the drills.

Now the space between the rows can be made
use of by first sowing some quick-growing crops,

such as Lettuce, Spinach or Radishes. These

crops, if sown or planted when the Peas are appear-

ing above the ground, would be ready for use

before the Peas are high enough to provide dense

shade. Fiurthermore, this space can be used

for planting out other crops that will continue

to grow after the Peas are removed in July.

Marrows raised under glass could be planted out

between the Peas, say, after Spinach, and when
the Peas are gathered they would quickly cover

the whole of the space. Celery and Leeks, too,

can be planted out in trenches either immediately

the Peas are removed or even before, provided

plenty of space is allowed between the rows of

Peas.

Autumn-sown Onions can be foUowed by green

crops for winter use. Spring Cabbage can be

followed by Turnips, Lettuce and Spinach.

Coleworts are very useful vegetables to grow,

and if these are sown in May they can be trans-

planted in any plot that becomes vacant by the

removal of earlier crops. They often prove

useful for succeeding the midseason varieties of >

Potatoes.

Cauliflowers such as Early London or Early

Forcing will pro'vide a supply of nice heads in
1

July and August if raised under glass in February '

and planted out in April on a warm, rich piece of

ground.

The root crops, such as Beet and Parsnip,

require the space allotted to them practically

the whole season and do not allow for inter-

cropping ; but the round Beet, if sown on a

warm border in March, will be ready for use

in August or possibly earlier. Carrots, however,

differ from the other root crop, inasmuch

as it is possible to make a succession of

sowings from March to September, and so

maintain a long supply of roots. The Early

Horn type of Carrot is the best for the first

sowing in early spring and for sowing from July

onwards. The same kinds are useful for sowing

in frames in February or March to provide a

supply of tender young roots when vegetables

are scarce.

These notes are intended merely as a guide to

those who are planning their gardens, and no

pretence is made of showing a complete scheme

of intercropping. Other methods in addition to

the above may suggest themselves to readers,

but my object will be accomplished if I have

persuaded some cultivators to give more attention

than usual to the careful planning of their

gardens. -^ E. B.

WINTER SPRAYING OF
HARDY FRUIT TREES.

THIS operation might bo more suitably

termed '" February spraying of hardy

fruit trees," since it is during that

month that the bulk of the work is

carried out. The initial stages in

the unfolding of the buds coincide

with the earlier hatchings of the eggs of such

general insect pests as Apple sucker, aphides

and red spider, and since this pre-incubatorj'

phase is the most vulnerable period of the egg.

there is good reason for deferring winter spraying

to as near the eve of bud imfoldment as is con-

sistent with safety. Frequently at this period,

moreover, settled fair weather prevails—a most

important factor in achieving results of economic

worth.

Winter spraying is accepted as a prime essential

in successful fruit culture. It is not practised

so generally as it should be, amateur growers

being particularly lax in this matter. Though in

no way a specific for all the ills fruit trees are

heir to, it contributes greatly to success in fruit-

growing.

Equipment.—A syringe and a bucket or two

are all that is needed where a few trees or bushes

only are to be done. Where, however, there are

tall trees or a plantation of a rood to an acre in

extent, a knapsack spraying machine is indis-

pensable. Where this area is exceeded, a wheel

spray pump will be an economic necessity. The

preparation of large quantities of the spraying

liquid will also necessitate the use of a barrel

of 20 gallons to 40 gallons capacity.

Spraying Solutions.—^The use of limewash

for destroying algae, moss, lichen and perchance

to some extent hibernating insect pests has long

been known. Even now many small fruit-growers

rely upon it, though improving on their grand-

fathers' system of washing the tree trunks, in that

the}' now spray the whole tree. The proportions

used are r gallon of lime to ro gallons of water.

Careful slaking and subsequent rendering into a

rmlk-like solution are necessary'. A pound of soft

soap or size is sometimes added to give the wash

tenacity.

Lime Sulphur.^In the combination of these

two substances we have one of the most effecti\'e

sprays extant. The general formula is : Quicklime,

lolb. ; flowers of sulphur, 2olb. ; water, 10 gallons.

Prepare by carefully slaking the lime, and

while in the dust-like condition intermix with

the sulphur. The mixture is then rendered

j

into a paste by a steady addition of water.

When the full quantity of water has been added,

the solution is boiled for an hoiur. After settling

and straining, an orange red coloured solution

;
should result. This will need testing with a

I hj'drometer to ascertain whether its strength

I
approximates to that suitable for winter spraying,

viz., roT. Excepting large fruit-growing estab-

lishments, it will be most advisable to purchase

this .wash ready made and placed on the market

at standardised strength.

Caustic Soda Washes.—These share with lime

sulphur the reputation of being the most efficient

of winter washes. Their merit is further enhanced

in that they are clean, easy to prepare, and impart

no objectionable appearances to the trees treated.

The simplest formula is : Caustic soda (98 per

cent.), 2lb. ; carbonate of potash, lib. ; and

water, 10 gallons. Prepare by dissolving the

salts separately and stirring aftenvards into the

bulk of the water. The Wobum formula is

:

Iron sulphate, Jib. ;
quicklime. Jib. ; caustic

soda, 2lb. ; paraffin (best), 5 pints ; and water,

10 gallons. Prepare by dissohing the iron sulphate

in 9 gallons of water. Render the lime into a

milk and strain into the iron sulphate solution.

Add paraffin, stirring \-igorously, finally adding

the caustic soda in powder form. The wTiter has

found this wash very effective against Apple

scab and woolly aphis.

Hints on Application.—.A. pressure of 8olb.

to the square inch is most desirable. Wet the

whole of the tree, but avoid wasting. In using

lime sulphur or other lime washes, it is imperative

that all fittings and machine be thoroughly rinsed

inmiediately after the cessation of work. The face

and hands must be protected when applying these

washes, particularly when using the caustic soda

washes.

Cost of Spraying.—This is largely governed

by the apparatus used, local rate of wages, and the

character of the fruit trees or plantation. Using a

knapsack sprayer and paying the operator 6d. an

hour, a bush Apple tree 9 feet to 10 feet high

and 8 feet to 9 feet in expanse will cost about i Jd.,

this sum including cost of wash (half a gallon on

an average) and labour. An acre of this type

of tree planted t2 feet apart each way would

require about 150 gallons of wash at a cost of

about ros. 6d., the cost of application also averaging

los. 6d.

Morpeth. C. W. iUviiEW.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—When the flower-spikes are

developing, the plants will need a warmer tempera-

ttire. Give them plenty of stimtilants till the

flowers begin to open.' During the flowering

stage keep the atmosphere on the dn,- side and

encourage a free c.irculaiion of air during fine,

congenial weather, but avoid cold draughts.

When the fruits have set, reduce them to five or

six of the most promising, and secure the trusses

to stakes. The temperature of the house may
now be raised to 60" or 65°, springing the plants

two or three times a day with lukewarm rain-

water. Introduce fresh batches of plants into

heat as required.

Cherries in Pots.—Much care is needed in

the management of these till the fruits have set.

At no time must they be unduly hastened by the

use of artificial heat. Water sparingly till the

fruits have set, using water which is of about

the same temperature as the house. If the trees

were repotted in the autumn, no stimulants

will be needed till the fruits are swelling. Fumigate
the house with a nicotine compound just before

the trees commence to flower.

Early Pot Vines.—.\s soon as the berries are

large enough, the bunches must be thinned. Black
Hamburgh must not be thinned too much, or

the bunches will be loose. Foster's Seedling

may be more severely dealt with. The Vines

will now require very liberal treatment in regard

to watering and feeding. It is a wise plan to

fill the pots twice when water is needed. The
temperature of the house may now be raised to

70° at night, and full advantage must be taken

of sun-heat by closing the house early in the

afternoon. Encourage a moist atmosphere at all

times.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—The young plants which were

potted up last month may now be stopped.

Continue to pot up cuttings which are sufficiently

rooted, and keep them close for a few days till

the roots are again active. Malmaisons may now
be more liberally treated in regard to watering.

Keep the growths secured to neat stakes. If

the roof glass needs washing, this must be done,

as the plants need all the light possible. Fumigate
occasionally to destroy aphis.

Pot Roses.—As the plants approach the flower-

ing stage they will require more water. Stimulants

may also be given more liberally. The Rose
maggot must be watched for, or it will spoil

a great many of the flower-buds as well as dis-

figure the foliage. The house must be ventilated

with due consideration to the outside conditions,

or mildew will spread rapidly. This pest should

be anticipated by the discrimiiiate use of flowers

of sulphur. Roses planted out may be given

copious supplies of liquid manure when in active

growth. A top-dressing of rich farmyard manure
will also be of benefit.

Climbing Plants.—Plants growing over the

roof in the conservatory may now have their

annual pruning or thinning. Now is the time to

give them a thorough cleaning if they are infested

with mealy bug. Well wash the glass and wood-
work, and remove an inch or 2 inches of the

surface soil from the border and replace with fresh

materia'.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—The work of making
new borders or replanting old ones must be

persevered in whenever the ground is in suitable

condition. Most perennial subjects require a
deeply ctiltivated, well-maniu'ed soil in which
to thrive. Well-seasoned farmyard manure is

perhaps the best for this purpose, but, failing

this, well-rotted leaves will do. Soot, too, may
be used with good effect.

Michaelmas Daisies .—There are now some very
beautiful varieties of these late autumn-flowering
subjects, and few plants stand the strain of our
typical autumn weather better than these.

IJnforttmately, their real characteristics are often

spoilt by growing the clumps too large. They
need reducing every year, leaving no more than
six or eight shoots on each plant.

The Rock Garden.—Now that growth is

becoming active, a constant watch must be kept
for slugs, as there is nothing more disappointing
than to have one's choice plants destroyed by
these marauders. Vegetables which they are

known to eat should be laid about as traps. A
ring of fine coal-ashes placed around some of

the choicer plants will keep them at bay. The
planting of many subjects may be proceeded
with now.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Preparations lor Grafting.—Any varieties which
are considered useless may be replaced by grafting,

providing the trees are in good health. They
may be headed back now in readiness for the
operation when the sap is rising in the spring.

In the meantime, collect suitable shoots of the

varieties required, tie them in bundles with a
label attached, and heel them in at the foot of a
north wall.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—A sowing may be made now for the
earliest supplies. Sow the seeds thinly in shallow
boxes, and place them in a house with moderate
warmth.

Leeks.—A small sowing of Leeks for early-

use should he made now. They may be treated
as advised for Onions in a previous calendar.

Parsnips.—No time must be lost in sowing
this important vegetable as soon as the ground
is in suitable condition. Any roots still in the

ground may now be dug up and stored in a cool

place.

Shallots and Garlic.—These may be planted
as soon as the ground is in workable order. Plant
them in rows t foot apart. The ground should
be richly manured and deeply dug.

Seakale.—The whole of the crowns may now
be lifted and placed closely together under a
north wall. The best roots may now be prepared
{pi planting as soon as the ground is ready. In
the meantime, tie up the thongs in bundles of

fifty, and cover them with soil to the depth of

4 iiiches or 5 inches. E. Hakriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockiiige Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The early house
will benefit from a fumigation, as fly is always
troublesome in the early stages of growth. If

there is only a slight attack in one or two places,

the use of an insecticide will be sufficient, applied

to the parts affected. The syringe must be used
freely on bright days, both morning and afternoon,

closing the house early to retain as much sun-

heat as possible.

Second-Early House.—Trees in this will already

be swelling their fiower-buds, and should receive a

fumigation, which will keep the house fiee from
insect pests until flowering is over. Not much
artificial heat will be required during the daytime,
unless the weather is very cold. Aslight circiilation

of heat in the pipes at night will he necessary.

Plants Under Glass.

House Scrubbing.—The cleaning of any plant-

houses that is not already done should now receive

attention. When possible, the interior of glass-

houses should be painted about every third year
;

this not only greatly improves the appearance
generally, but is a splendid help in keeping insect

life in check. The plants, having been removed
during the house scrubbing, should be well sponged
to get rid of any filth before returning them to

their newly cleaned quarters. Such plants as

Panicum, Episcia fulgida, Ruellias and Selaginellas

should be propagated, to furnish nice young clean

plants to replace the exhausted ones which were
used to furnish the edges of the plant-house stages.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees.—Anj* Plums, .\pricots. Cherries and
Pears not yet tied or nailed should be dealt with
before the buds get too far advanced. Peaches and
Nectarines are better left loose for a whUe longer,

as this helps to retard the flowers, which are so

often injured by late spring frosts. When the train-

ing of the trees has been completed, the borders in

which they are growing should receive attention.

Too often the majority of the roots exist imder
some hard, trodden alley, which rarely, if ever,
gets any manure or attention. If possible, top-

I dress with good fresh loam and well-decayed fann-
yard manure ; then point over lightly with a fork.

Loganberries.—These and the many other
hybrid fruits of this type are well worth inclusion
in the fruit garden. They add variety to the
dessert fruits and make a welcome change among
fruits used for preserving. They are all of free

growth and easy culture, not being at all particular
as to soil. The same treatment as given to Rasp-
berries wL'l suit them, provided they are allowed
plenty of room rtn which to traui their long growths.

The Kitchen Garden.
Broad Beans.—Where required early, a sowing

may be made in some warm, sheltered border.
If the weather and condition of the soil do not
permit of this, sow thinly in boxes indoors, this

vegetable transplanting quite readUy.

Spinach.—As soon as the condition of the ground
will allow, make a sowing of this vegetable. If a

very early supply is needed, make a sowing indoors.

With a temperature of 53° to bo" Spuiach should
be ready to pick in a month to five weeks* time,

and the quality is very superior to Spinach grown
outdoors.

Cucumbers.—Seed for the chief summer crop
may be sown in a stove or warm pit. Except
that the flowers do not require fertUismg, the

culture is much the same as that of Melons. Being
very subject to attacks of red spider, the syringe

must be used very freely, especially on the imder
sides of the foliage. Cucumber plants are of

\igorous and rapid growth ; therefore it should

be seen that they do not starve or waste more
time than is necessary in the small seed pots.

Shallots may now be planted when a piece of

ground has been prepared for them. Do not

plant deeply, and make the lines 15 inches apart.

This crop will thrive on much poorer land than
is generally prepared for Onions.

Rhubarb.—In many gardens this subject is

much neglected, sometimes receiving no atten-

tion for several years together. New plantations

ought to be made occasionally, and the present

is a suitable time to do this. Before planting,

trench the ground and treat it with a very liberal

dressing of cow-maniu-e. It is not advisable to

pull Rhubarb from new plantations during the

first season.

The Flower Garden.

Clematises.—Plants of the Jackmannii type ought
now to receive attention in the matter of pruning.

Having prominent buds, the li\-ing growths will

now be easy to distinguish. After all dead wood
has been removed, the previous year's growths
should be reduced to about half their length,

pruning some hard back so as to encourage yotmg
growths, which will keep the lower part of the

plants furnished.

Sweet Peas.—it is now generally acknowledged
that to get the best results Sweet Peas ought to

be sown in pots during October or early in Novem-
: ber. Any seeds which were not sown at that time
' should be got in at once if the plants are to be in

flower by the end of June. Where time and room will

allow, sow only one seed in a 3j-inch pot. Instead

of the usual potsherds, place either large pieces

of turf or fairly new leaf-mould in the bottoms
of the pots ; this will prevent the plants from
starving when planting-out time draws near.

Lobelia cardinalis and its varieties should now
be divided into moderate-sized pieces and either be
potted or bo.xed up. They should not be subjected

to a strong heat. A newly started vinery or Peach-
house will suit them until they are fairly started

into growth, when they may be removed to cold

frames.

Salvia patens.—If it is desired to increase the

stock of this very fine blue flower, let the plants

be placed in heat so as to produce young growths
suitable for making cuttings. When large enough
for taking, dibble them into sandy soil in either pots

I or boxes and plunge in a case with bottom-heat.

I
This Salvia is also easy to raise from seed, which

' should be sown now in heat.

John Jeffkev.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchauau Jardinc,

Bart.)

Casllemitk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Enni department of horticulture is represeiUed in THE

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to setid in questions

rdatinij to matters upon tohich they wish expert adeice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed; he ivill endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Jiditor

asks that the prUe required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated tvith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

orliterarij contributions lohich lie may not be able to use, and

the receipt of a proof must not be taken as emdence thai an

article is accepted.. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance,

Ofices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND AUSVIERS.—The Editor endeavours to

make THE GARDEN helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening mat/ be, and
with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

(0 Correspondences " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of tfie sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

sfioots, wfiere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FRUIT GARDEN.
VINE STEMS SPLITTING (A. K. M.)—It is rarely one

comes across a case of Vine stems splitting. We have
never known this to be caused by hard forcing as suggested.

The invariable cause, in our experience, has been the

subjecting of the Vines to too much frost in winter, and to

too sudden a thaw afterwards. (The splitting may not

be evident at the time ; not till growth begins.) Such
injury must undoubtedly weaken the Vine for the first

season, and so affect its power to swell and ripen so good
a crop as usual. But afterwards, when the wounds have
healed, the Vine need not be permanently injured. The
best black late Grape to go with Gros Colman and White
Muscat will be Appley Towers or Black Alicante. The
former is the better flavourod.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
NAME OF CYPRESS (l>zy Tree).—The Cypress described

in your letter is doubtless Cupressus sempervirens var.

fastigiata. Wc do not think that it can be procured in this

country, but it is possible that Messrs. Rovelli and Fratelli,

nurserymen, Pallanza, Lago Maggioie, Italy, could supply
l)lants. They should be procured in pots, as they are
diflQcult to transplant successfully from the open ground.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PROTECTING PEAS FROM MICE {A. T. 5.).—If

bulbs and Peas are sprinkled with paraffin before planting
or sowing, as the case may bo, they are often safe from
attacks by mice, although it does not always prevent
the mice from sampling them. Some people find that
sprinkling a little paraffin over the ground acts as a
deterrent. Care must be taken, however, that the
paraffin is applied with care. The best way to hollow
out a solid log is to bore a number of holes into it with
an auger having a 1-inch to lA-inch bore ; then with a
mallet and chisel chip away the remaining wood. As it

is a rather arduous task, it would be advisable to get
an experienced wood worker to do the work. The best
preparation to make the bark of Apple trees, etc., dis-

tasteful to rabbits or hares is Renardine, manufactured
by Messrs. Gilbertson and Page, Hertford.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS iE. P.).—!. Neither the Thuja
nor Cypress would look like Yew. The first does not
transplant well unless in small examples, and both to
some extent resent the continuous shearing essential to
keep them within limited bounds of a small hedge. We
should prefer Yew, the golden one if the green is objected
to. Both endure pruning well. If a plant of quicker
growth than this is required, try Chinese Juniper. 2.

We do not see the need of planting anything to shut
out the Apple trees, and for a few years at least they
would be in sight above the hedge referred to in No. 1.

If the Apple trees are not an ornament where they stand,
they might, if not too large, change places with the Nuts.
The Apple trees opposite the Barberry appear out of place,
and both, we think, would be better away. 3. If you
put a hedge here, how do you propose entering the rock
garden ? The latter already appears to us in a wrong
position at the kitchen garden end of the ground, and

if you arrange a hedge in front of it, the rock garden will

fall between this and the brick wall. If the above plants
were removed, a raised shrub border might be formed
for screening purposes, planting it with Berbers Danvinii,
Spireeas and Wsigelas. 4. We cannot answer this satis-

factorily. Few shrubs do well under trees, and success

would depend much on their nature and the amount of
shade they cast. 5. We think the Ivy the better orna-
ment in the circumstances. If shrubs are employed at
either end, they should be of Winter and Portuguese
Heaths, Skimmias, and Berberis Wilsonse (in full sun),

with Forsythias at the back. 6. The rough grass might
be trenched in and the place planted with hardy Heaths.
With these could be associated a few Japanese Lilies

of the speciosum class. 7. For destroying ordinary earth-
worms in pot plants, mix a strong dose of mustard and water
in a pail and stand the plants in it for a few seconds.
This or lime-water is usually effectual for the others
named. The keeping of Nuts in the way you describe

is well known to, and frequently adopted by, country
folk, whose primitive methods often surpass those of

the modern type. Green fly frequently infests bulbs
long kept in cellar or warehouse quite away from other
forms of vegetable life, and if only a solitary female insect

existed on a bulb in August, it might easily account
for the conditions you describe. The best advice we can
give you in respect to the rock garden and its surround-
ings is that you confer with an expert on the spot. It

is not possible accurately to advise from the sketch
submitted, and the arrangement appears at present

somewhat complicated.

NAME OF FRUIT.—TF F. M. C—The variety is

Fearn's Pippin, rather out of character. This may be
caused by the situation or position of the tree, or by the

stock on which it is worked.

SOCI ETI ES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
We are pleased to be able to record an appreciable increase

both in vohime and variety at the meeting held on the 2nd
inst. as compared with that of the last meeting. Several
exhibitors put in an appearance for the fh-st time this

year, while fruit and flowers were thoroughly representa-
tive in all departments. To demonstrate late-keeping
varieties of fruit, Messrs. Cannell staged some seventy
dishes of dessert and cuhnary Apples of superb quality,

Mrs. Denison sent about half that number of Potatoes,

also a^very good sample. The flne bank of forced shrubs
from Southgate, opposite the entrance, attracted every-
one, while Messrs. Sutton's Primulas and Cyclamen
were one of the features of a good meeting. Carnations,
alpines and Orchids were freely shown, and contributed
much to an interesting display. The show was visited

by a goodly throng during the afternoon. Only one
novelty received recognition.

FRFIT and VEOETABLH COMSaTTEE.

Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. W.
Bates, E. Beckett, A. Grubb, A. R. Allan, G. Keif, Horace J.

Wright, J. Da\as, J. E. Weston, A. Bullock, G. Reynolds,
P D. Tuckett, E. A. Bunyard, W. H. Rivers, Owen Thomas
and W. Poupart.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford, Kent, staged
a magniflcent collection of some seventy dishes of Apples
and Pears, the former in both dessert and culinary
sorts, with the express object of demonstrating their
late-keeping qualities. Not only was the object attained;
the whole of the varieties were in as high excellence as
might liavo been expected in October, and as an exhibit
of high-class fruits it would be difficult to equal, much
less excel. Wedded to excellent quality was the educa-
tional value of the display. Of dessert sorts we noted
Edward VII., Belle de Boskoop, Belle de Pontoise,
Baumann's lied Reinctte, Barnack Beauty, AUington
Pippin, Winter Peach, Calville Malingre and Newtown
Pippin. Of cuhnary kinds we considered Annie Elizabeth,
Smart's Prince Arthur (a splendid sample, and not a
bad eating sort), Wellington, Lane's Prince Albert,
Bramley's Seedhng, Newton Wonder, Reinctte du Canada,
Norfolk and Striped Beaufln to be among the finer dishes,
though all were of admirable quality and finish. Sonu'
good dishes of Pears were on view, that of Uvedale's St.

Germain of exceptional colour also. A silver-gilt

Knightian medal was deservedly awarded.
Grape Fruits were shown by Sir Albert RoUit, St.

Anne's HiU, Chertsey, a growing plant nearly eight feet

high bearing several handsome fruits.

Mr. Will Tayler, Hampton, Middlesex, displayed an
excellent collection of well-kept Apples and Pears, some
forty dishes, chiefiy of Apples, being staged. Quite a
large number of varieties exhibited high coloration,

a not infrequent occurrence with varieties gro^^m upon
the light, well-drained loam of the district named. Some
of the more prominent dishes were Annie Elizabeth,
Newton Wonder, Gascoigne's Scarlet, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Blenheim Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin,
Bismarck (particularly good and well coloured), Beauty
of Kent (of quite remarkable colour), Norfolk Beaufln,
Claygate Pearmain, Wellington and Pince's Golden
Pippin, the latter an ideal dish. Pear Bergamotte
Esperen was also very fine. Silver Knightian medal.

Mrs. E. H. Denison, Little Gaddesden, Herts (gardener,
Mr. A. G. Gentle), exhibited some three dozen dishes of

Potatoes, for which a silver Knightian medal was awarded.
The whole of them were in excellent condition, though we
considered that Great Scot, Abundance, Epicure, School-
master, Mr. Brcsse, Carter's Emperor, The Factor, King

Edward (a very flne sample) and Ringleader were of out-
standing merit. The exhibit attracted considerable
attention.

Orchid GoMraTTEE.
Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (chairman), Sir Harry

J. Veitch, and Messrs. J. O'Brien, de B. Crawshay, W.
Bolton, S. W. Flory, W. H. White, A. Dye, W. P. Bound,
J. E. Shill, W. H. Hatcher, J. Cypher, W. Cobb, T.
Armstrong, F. J. Hanbury, Pantia RaUi, Stuart H. Low,
Gurney Wilson, J. Charlesworth, C. H. Curtis and R. A.
Rolfe.

Orchid groups were displayed on a more extensive
scale, and many beautiful kinds were on ^^ew. In Odonto-
glossum amandens variety Queen of Spain (0. wilckeanum
X O. Rolfeae), Pantia Ralh. Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey,
had a very handsome novelty, the greater leaning perhaps
being to the first-named parent. The ground colour of
the sepals and petals is soft yellow, so heavily barred and
blotched with chocolate and crimson as to be in the nature
of veins. A very striking flower.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, received a
silver Banfcsian medal for a choice lot, which included the
blood-crimson Odontiodas Doris and Cooksonice, L^Iia
anceps schrOderiana. L. a. Sanderi (both white-flowered),
an interesting variety of Cypripediums, together with
Cymbidium Alexander! (rosy coloured) and C. Schlegelii
(whose lilac-coloured sepals and petals are freckled and
spotted with crimson).

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook, Crowborough,
had the rich orange-coloured Laelio-Cattleya Doris, Lfelia

anceps Bull's White (very pure and good). Odontoglossum
Vuyl^tekeffi ^^vicans (a strange commingling of bronze and
yellow), O. Harryo-crispum (very dark form), with Brasso-
Cattleyas and others. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, staged a hand-
some lot of Cypripediums, of which C. Euryades splendens,
C. Helena Westonbirt variety and C. aureum virginale

(the latter with a magnificent white dorsal petal) were
the chief. Lpelia anceps Hillii (very fine white), Cym-
bidiums in variety and the curious and rare Masdevallia
schroderiana were also noted in a group characterised by
much freshness. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, were
the recipients of a silver Flora medal for a handsome group,
in which the outstanding feature was some fifty well-

flowered plants of Cattleya alba Maggie Raphael, the
white-petalled, crimson-lipped flowers very handsome.
Miitonia St. Andrfl (white, with crimson base), Cypri-
pedium Helen II. variety Fascinator (rosy colour), C. Venus
Orchidhurst variety, Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonii albens
variety, Masdevallia courtauldiana (a rather rare species

with rosy-coloured fiowers), M. schiSderiana, a variety
of Odontoglossum crispum illustrissimum crosses, and tha
violet and crimson coloured O. thomsonianum (whose
forked, extended racemes promise a considerable profusion

of fiowers) were others shown.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, also

displayed a most interesting group—Brasso-Cattlcya Joan
(of rosy pink hue), Odontioda Wilsonii (rosy purple, flecked

with white), a magnificent raceme of the white-flowered

Odontoglossum armain\'ilherensis, O. Doris (dark choco-
late), a specimen of Cymbidium insigne bearing eight

racemes of flowers, the very striking Sophro-Catlleya Saxa
(of camellia red shade), with Laelia anceps Stella and Laelio-

Cattleya Felicia. Silver Flora medal.
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, also had an interest-

ing variety, among which we noted the beautiful Cattleya
Empress of India, Brasso-Cattleya sulphurea amabilis,

Odontoglossum amandum variety Grandesse (creamy
yellow with crimson bars), Cymbidium gottianum and the

quaint Epidendrum polybulbon alba (of which one or two
pans were shown). The whole plant is not more than two
inches high, the narrow sepals and petals coloured yellow,

and pure white lip. A very handsome Cypripedium was
labelled " Moonbeam x villosum aureum." Silver

Banksian medal.

Floral Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

W. A. Bilney, F. W. Harvey, B. Crisp, R. Hooper Pearson,

E. A. Bowles, W. J. Bean, J. Green, G. R^uthe, G. Harrow,
J. F. McLeod, J. W. Moorman, C. R. Fielder, W. Howe,
T. Stevenson, J. Hudson, J. Jennings, W. Bain, C. Dixon,
J. Dickson, A. Turner, C. E. Shea, C. E. Pearson, W. P.

Thomson, E. H Jenkins and G. Paul.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C, arranged

a very beautiful lot of early flowering plants, of which
Snowdrops, Gaultheria procumbens. the early hardy
Cyclamen, hardy Heaths, Eranthis cihcicus, Narcissus

minimus. N. Bulbocodium monophyllus (very chaste and
beautiful), Crocuses in many kinds, Lenten Roses, Adonis
amurensis and Iris stylosa were among the more
choice. Freesias, in pots, were also charmingly displayed,

and fragrant withal. Bronze Flora medal.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, Jliddlesex, dis-

played Cyclamen, Carnations, Camellias, Acacias and
other greenhouse flowers. The Cyclamen were very

beautiful and in great variety. Of the Carnations, of

which a large group was shown, Champion (scarlet),

Princess Dagmar (crimson). Lady Fuller (salmon), Mrs.

C. F. Raphael (rose scarlet) and Gorgeous (cerise) were

among the more important. Bronze Flora medal.

Messrs. R. F. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square, again

showed the red-fruited Solanum cihatum, a plant of great

beauty and ornament, to which we have previously referred

.

Lilacs, Guelder Rose and Eucalyptus globulus were also

well displayed, with Ruseus raccmosus, Pittosporums of

sorts and Oiearia Forsteri as garniture.

Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Merstham, showed Carnations

Pink Sensation, Aviator (scarlet), Red Benora, Mrs. G.

Lloyd Wigg (white), Laura Webber (pink) and Good
Cheer (pink), a set of novelties for distribution this year.
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Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, displayed an exhibit

of alpincs, in which an extensive colony of Saxifiaga

bursoriana was a chief feature. Crocus species. Gentiana
acaulis and the early Cyclamen were shown with rock
shrubs.

Messrs. H. B. Slay and Sons, Edmonton, displayed

groups of Cyclamen latifolium, Primula ohconica, Calla

Mr. L. K. Russell. Richmond, was awarded a silver

Banksian medal for ,a collection of fruitinp and other

shrubs, such as Skimmia. Aucuba, Garrja, Hamamelis,
forced Wistaria and Prunus triloba.

Messes. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, again

showed Carnations finely, including Salmon Enchantress,

Rosette (cerise), T;rrific (pink, of the Malmaison class).

alocasiafoUa; an evergreen species of"dwarf habit', with Gorgeous" (ccrisV) and Philadelphia (a pleasing cerise pink
T\"^.,*^.^i,., i3.„.i<, n^A ^thar »,ioti*c tpith (i^nH litrhtintT-iiTi niiaiitiesV Mary Allwood was very

Cinerarias, .\zalea Deutsche Perle and other plants

The Cyclamen, in salmon, white and crimson, were very

good. " Silver Flora medal.
Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Limited, Eye, had well-

flowered pans of Cyclamen ibericum, together with vases

of hybrid Frcesias and hybrid Narcissi in variety. The
rather conspicuous red-cupped fungus, Peziza coccinca,

was also shown in capital form.
>Ir. James Box, Haj'ivard's Heath, had a deUghtful

lot of Saxifraga bursoriana. Cyclamen Coum, Erica mcdi-
terranea hybrida, Hopaticas in variety, Parochetus
communis, early Irises in variety and Primula malacoides.

Marrubium sericeum and well-flowered examples of

Hamamelis were a'so on view. Bronze Banksian medal.

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bayswater and Barnes,

showed atpines and shrubs. Cj'claraen were very charm-
ing, also the white-flowered Saxifraga burseriana. The
variety of Saxifrages was very charming ; the shrubs

were most interesting. But wher-; -n-as the need for the

discordant purple background ? Bronze Banksian medal.
Miss C. M. Dixon, Elmcroft Nurseries, Edenbridge,

Kent, displayed Primula malacoides, Hyacinth Lord
Balfour (red mauve). Tulips and Primula obconica in

distinct forms, the colour shades blending in a very
charming manner ; an object-lesson in tasteful arrange-

ment.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton, showed single and

with good lighting-up qualities),

good. Bronze Flora medal.
The Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery sent a variety

of alpines and shrubs, the groups of Saxifraga burseriana

major. Veronica pim?loid;s, Muscari azureum, Seuecio

Grayii and Daphne fioniana being among the more pleasing

items.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of this society was held on the 1st

inst. at Carr's Restaurant, Strand. In the absence of

Sir Albert Rollit, who was prevented from presiding by
indisposition, Mr. Thomas Bevan took the chair. The
adoption of the report and accounts for the past year was
formallv moved bv the chahman. and supported by

Mr. E.'F. Hawes. who specially alluded to the arrange-

ments made by the National Chrvsanthemum Society to

hold its 1915 show at the Koyal Horticultural Hall. West-

minster. He hoped every member would do his utmost

to make the show in a new place a success. The election

of officers then took place, with the following results :

Sh Albert Rollit, president ; Mr. John Green, treasurer ;

Mr. Thomas Bevan, chairman of committee ; Mr. E. F.

Hawes, vice-chairman ; Mr. Harman PajTie, foreign
and

sisting of Sir Harry J. Veitch, the Rev. W. Wilks and Mr.
S. T. Wright, from the Royal Horticultural Society.

The following awards were made, namely ; Three silver

cups, three silver-gilt Banksian medals, three silver-gilt

Flora medals, two silver Knightian medals and three

silver Banksian medals. All the officers were re-elected,

and will make every effort to carry on the good work
of the society successfully as in the past.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
Mr. C. J. Gleed, staff teacher, Hampshire County Council,

gave a very instructive lecture on "Fungoid Pests" on
Monday, February 1. Mr. Murray. Sopley Park Gardens,
occupied the chair, and there was a good attendance of

members. The lecturer drew attention to the harm
resulting from overfeeding crops with nitrogenous manures,
which caused a too sappy growth and a predisposition of

such to attack by fungoid pests. He referred to silver-

leaf in Peaches, Nectarines, Plums and other kinds of

plants, and said the disease coidd be spread from tree to

tree by various means, pruning, Ac. ; also, that where
the wood was dead the fruit spores developed. Canker,
said the lecturer, was caused by a wound parasite.

Varieties with thin rinds were the most subject to canker,

but even these were not so liable when grown on a strong

Paradise stock. He described American mildew, how
it could be detected at the base of the spines near the ends

of the shoots on Gooseberry bushes, and strongly recom-
mended cultivators who found it on their plants to care-

fully cut otf such shoots, put them in a box, and forthwith

burn both box and affected shoots. In regard to the use
of sulphur, Rlr. Gleed said the ordinary flowers of sulphur,

I

owing to the smoothness of the particles, was not as

I efficacious as the black, coarser-grained sulphur. Potatoes

should be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture at least

i

twice—first at the end of June if close, moist weather
came, then again three weeks after—and, if necessary, the

1 third time about the middle of August. Much more
valuable information was given, and both the lecturer and
chairman received cordial votr-s of thanks.

CHELMSFORD GARDENERS'

„,^ ^^__ _ _ secretary; Mr. R. A. Witty, general secretary

double Primroses.' Hepaticas"early 'cyclamen and other i Messrs. Stevens and W. Walker as auditors. As one-

hardy flowers. . third of the executive committee rethe annually, the
J

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbcrt, Southgate, had a lovely vacant places have to be filled. The follonnng gentlemen
^

group of forced shrubs springing from' a groundwork of were therefore elected : Messrs. Caselton, Emberson.

Ferns. MagnoUas, Lilacs, Prunus, Pyrus atrosanguinea,
,
Ingamells, McKerchar, Noyce, Riding. Runciman. Searle

Azalea mollis in variety, Forsythia and other plants i Springthorpe, Toms, W. Wells, Horace Wright and
were delightfuUv arranged. We b'ilieve this to be one

|

Faulkber.
.

j

of the finest trroups ever staged at this early season.
(

A letter was read from Mr. J. W. Moorman resignmg his

Silver-gilt Flora medal. i place on the various committees. The resignation was ac-

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and Twyford, ! cepted with regret, and many members spoke of the excel- xhe eighth meeting of the winter session was held in the

displaved Iris alata, hardy Heaths, early Cyclamen, lent work done by Mr. Moorman during his connection with
|

jast Anglian Institute of .Agriculture on Friday, the

Snowdrops, Crocuses and a 'considerable variety of Saxi-
; the society and of his personal merit. Advancing years 29th ult. The president, Mr. E. H. Christy, occupied (he

frages on rockH'ork. The dainty Sisyrinchium grandi- are the only reason for this gentleman's rethement. chair, and a good number of members were present,

florum was also on \iew. Silver Banksian medal. 1 An expression of sympathy was directed to be forwarded . jir, j*. a. Waumsley gave a most interesting Jecture on
.Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, had a good to those French Chrysanthemum societies whose members •• School Gardening." The lecturer, in the course of his

strain of Polyanthuses with flowers of large size. Many had fallen in the war. been wounded or taken prisoners, remarks, pointed out the following details : Gardening

well-flowered "examples of Daphne Mezereum alba were some of whom were personally known to the members had been taken up by a number of schools, where practical

AND DISTRICT
ASSOCIATION.

also shown
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, had very fine basket

,

groups of Cyclamen and Primulas, a considerable table

space being occupied. Of Primulas, Reading Blue, Double
,

White and Prince of Wales (red) were the chief. The
Cyqlamen, represented by increased numbers, also afforded

the greater display by reason of the mass of flowers

8 inches or so above the handsome leaws. In this way
we saw Giant Crimson, Superb Fringed, Rose Pink.
Salmon Scarlet, Giant White, Salmon Pink and Sutton's

Fringed Pink Pearl, the last of the " Butterfly " class,

of handsome proportions, also of delightful colour. A
capital exhibit in every wav. Silver Flora medal.

.Messrs. Wills and Segar,' South Kensington, arranged
a table of Orange trees in fruit, together with Azaleas,

Cinerarias and "Cyclamen in fine flower. The plants

were in ample groups, one of Giant White Cyclamen
being particularly pure and well grown. Silver Flora
medal.

.Mr. G. Reuthe, Kcston, Kent, had delightful pots of

Snowdrops, such lo\Tly winter Crocuses as Imperati

of the National Chrvsanthemum Society. instruction was given. It was not a compulsory subject

Mr. Witty referred to the proposal to extend the educa- and the number of children who had taken it up was con-

tional work of the societv, and said that in addition to sidered satisfactory. The subject had been taken up by
conferences it was intended to inaugurate a series of lectures 2,984 schools, by 51,724 boys and 2,877 girls. Stafford-

dealing with various aspects of the Chrysanthemum, shire stood flrst among the EngUsh counties, Essex taking

cultural and otherwise. It was announced that Mr. the fourth place. The effect of such instruction was that

Harman Pavnc would be one of the first to give a paper, it gave the boys a liking for manual work ;
they took a

the subject "being "The Chrvsanthemum from a Poetic, pride in their own plot, it brought out latent qualities,

Ms-thical and Romantic Point of View." The series will forethought, taught them to persevere through failure, and

be"gin in the spring, and members are cordially invited. , was a true education The school garden contained a
The election of new members brought the meeting to demonstration plot, fruit plot and flower plot. In one

close, and after a vote of thanks to the chairman the school the lecturer had seen a weed plot ; this was a good

members dispersed after a pleasant evening's work.

WARGBAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS' [

ASSOCIATION.
The first meeting of the present session took place on

January 27, and a good number of members were present

to hear a lecture on " Some Recent Researches on Plant

Nutrition," by Mr. .\lfred Maehen. The lecturer.

idea, as it was as well to know your enemy by sight.

Several other points were touched on by the lecturer, all

of which opened the field for a good discussion which

followed the lecture. At the conclusion of the meeting a
hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Waumsley for his

lecture.

Sieberi (mauve) and the golden yellow flowered Korol-
, a colleague of Professor Eottomley of Kings College

kowii ; double blue Hepatica. Cyclamen Atkinsii pur- London, was hstened to with rapt attention while he

pureum (a very charming plant). Erica codonodes, Eranthis 1 detailed the experiments made on the action of bacteria

cilicicus, and a great variety of Saxifrages in an exhibit
: on peat, and how it can be converted into most valuable

of alpines and shrubs. Among the latter, Berberis Bealii, • nitrogenous and phosphatic manure. The result of this

vellow flowered and charmingly fragrant, was noted.
, action gives a black powder, which will shortly be intro-

Bronze Flora medal.
I

dueed to the horticultural and agricultural world under
Messrs. J. Cheal and Son, Crawley, displayed alpines the name of " Heemogen." A large number of lantern

and shrubs in conjunction with rockwork, employing
]

slides (shown by Mr. Coleby) were exhibited illustrating

groups of Iris reticulata. Primula denticulata, .\nchusa
;
the lecturer's remarks and pro\ing most conclusively

myosotidiflora. Saxifrages, Veronica Bidwellii and other
|

that the manure is a real plant food, for the plants to which

plants. Rhododendron Jacksonii (rosV pink) was in full ! it had been applied in very small doses were models of

bloom, the unforced plants having been lifted from the
j
what they should be. The Curalor of Kew Gardens

open in the developing bud stage a week earlier. Pyra
cantha angustifolia, a well-armed species, was full of its

orange-coloured fruits. It is highly ornamental.
Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N., displayed

many interesting and Ix-autiful things, particularly Car-
nations and alpines. Of the former, Mrs. L. D. Fullerton
(fancy). Lady Ingcstre (pink). Lady Coveniry (a scarlet

of Malmaisoii proportions), Carola, Sunstar (yellow) and
White Swan were the best. A nicely flowered plant of

C>amellia reticulata was on view. In the alpine section a
group of two or three dozen Iris sind-pers was in the
nature of an "eve-opener," and was greatly admired.
I. reticulata Krelagei, Hepaticas, Daphne Dauphinii,
Christmas Roses and Saxifraga burseriana major were
also finely represented. Silver Banksian medal.

The St. George's Nursery, Harlington, showed three fine

haskit groups of Cyclamen Mrs. L. M. Graves (scarht).

Queen Mary (pink) and St. George (salmon, with hand-
some marbicd foliage, which alone was a great feature.

It is a most striking variety).

Jlr. Amos Perry, Enfield, again showed a table of

hanly evergreen Ferns, comprising leading varieties of

the tasscUed Hart's-tongue (Scolopindrium), Polypodium
cambricum and the more densely plumose forms of

Polyslichum. Each was well represented
medal.

and manv head-gardeners had made extensive trials of

the material during the past twelve months, and were con-

vinced of its great utility. A good discussion followed

and many questions were asked, which the lecturer

answered. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Jlr.

JIaehcn, and he briefly replied. Mr. B. Doe, head-

gardener to Sir Charles Henry, Bart. M.P., at Parkwood,
exhibited a splendid collection of Apples and Pears,

with plants of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine. Primula
malacoides and Cj-clamen interspersed between the dishes ;

and Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Limited, staged an

interesting group of hardy plants suitable for rockeries.

Both exhibitors were thanked for their displays.

BOURNEMOUTH HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

.\SNr.lI. MEETISii.

There was a good attendance of subscribers at the annua'

meeting held on January 29. The annual report showed

a nice balance in hand after a substantial sum had been

given as a donation to the Mayor's War Fund. jUI the

three shows—spring, summer and autumn—proved a

success from every point of Vtc-w. Especially fine were

.. .u.iii, ... the Oirvsanthemums and fruit at the autumn show.

Silver Flora I The members of this society and the tomispeople generally

very much appreciated the visit of the deputation, con-

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE monthly meeting of the Scottish Horticultural

Association was held in their hall, 5, St. Andrew Square.

Edinburgh, on the evening of February 2. There was

an excellent attendance to hear the inaugural address

of the new president, Mr. William G. Pirie, gardener to

C. W. Cowan, Esq., Dalhousie Ca.stle. Mr. David King.

Osborne Nurseries, the retiring president, who-..- term of

office has been a most successful one, presided, and intro-

duced JMr. Pirie. who was received with hearty applause.

The subject of his address was " Present-day Problems."

Mr. Pirie took a wider field than ordinary horticulture,

although the subjects dealt with were cognateto gardening.

The address was marked by practical knowledge and

keen observation, and was heartily received, .\mong the

questions referred to in detail was that of the cultivation

of Sugar Beet, which Mr. Pirie considered could be as

successfullv cultivated in many parts of England and

Ireland as" on the Continent. The lecturer advocated

active assistance on the part of the railway companies,

and expressed the opinion that if Beet cultivation were

fostered by the railways by their gi\ing special facilities,

the industry would become established in this country.

Another question of importance at the present time

—

that of small holdings—also received due considi-ratioD

in its effect on market gardening. A pertinent point

was made of the attitude of the Scottish Board ot Agri-

culturc in apparentlv proposing to parcel out land for

the cultivation of vegetables at rents approaching those

fixed for agricultural purposes. This, as Mr, Pine showed,

would be unfair to those holding market gardens at high

rents unless these could lie made subject to a Land Court.

\nother " present -dav problem " ably dealt with by the

lecturer was that of afforestation, especially as it affected

the supply of pit props, which had been largely checked

by the war. Other items in keeping with the title of the

paper were ably discussed, and Mr. Pirie was warmly

thanked for an exceUent lecture, which augurs well for

his success in the chair during the session.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Cornwall Da&odil Show.—After the Rev. , A Beautiful Early Spring Crocus.—In Crocus

. Jacob's "Daffodil Notes" (page 88) liad been tommasinianus we have one of the best of the

sent to press he informed us that the Cornwall

Daffodil Show has been abandoned for this year.

Captain Louis de Vilmorin in the Fighting

Line.—^The following extract from the French

Official Journal of the ist inst. will, we think,

be of interest to horticulturists in this country :

" The 8th Section of machine gun cars

under command of reserve Captain

Louis de Vilmorin volimtecred to operate

on the first fighting line a battery of

8omm. moimtain guns, and contributed

very effectively to check the defence of

a village by the Germans in supporting

by night and day the forward movement
of the infantry."

Tulips for Forcing. — Mr. R. P.

Brotherston, the well-known Scottish

gardener, sends us the following note :

" The best forcing Tulip I have ever grown

is Proserpine, which with no trouble com-

mences to flower in the middle of

December, and at Christmas there is

always a good supply of plants and bloom.

This year Fred Moore has been very satis-

factory as an extra early variety. It is in

the way of Prince of Austria and Thomas
Moore, and a lovely flower. Of DaffodUs

I have had a large quantity of Seagull of

my own growing, yielding lots of flower.

The Flowering White Currant, cut and
brought out in a stove, has been in use for

decorating since early in the year. It is

well worth growing for this purpose alone.

The other forms do not force so readUy."

Shirley Poppies with Blue Flowers.

—

Last spring we were rather startled to

receive from Messrs. J. Carter and Co. a

packet of seeds labelled " Blue Shades of

Shirley Poppy." These, the firm were care-

ful to explain, had been raised by Mr.

Luther Burbank, and were in sealed

packets sent direct from the United States

of America, so that Messrs. Carter could

accept no responsibility for the colour de-

scription. When the plants that were raised

commenced to flower, we were not greatly

impressed with the colour of the blossoms ; but later,

some gave very charming flowers, varying from
smoke grey to slaty blue. These were exceedingly

pretty for house decoration during daylight, but
were not seen to advantage when artificial illumina-

tion was resorted to. As will be seen by the accem-
panying illustration, the flowers are the same in

form and poise as those of ordinary colours.

early spring Crocuses. The outer petals are of

a silvery dove tone, while the inner segments

are of a delicate mauve b!ue, making it very

attractive. It is, although small, stout in its

habit, and stands the weather of an early period

of the year with little distress. Even when not

by Mr. F. C. Miles on albinism in Maize being of

special interest to horticulturists. The journal

is edited by Professor W. Bateson, M.A., Director

of the John Innes Horticultural Institution, and

published by the Cambridge University Press,

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.

Two Dwarf Uncommon Shrubs.—The genus

Sarcococca is not very well known and seldom seen

in gardens, yet it contains several interest-

ing little shrubs that are suitable for the

rock garden. The two we have in mind are

of recent introduction from China, and

although in neither case are the flowers

very conspicuous, they are interesting and
very fragrant. As they open at this time

of the year, they are worthy of a place.

O.ae is Sarcococca humilis, a neat little

shrub from i foot to ij feet high, with

rich green, glossy leaves, bearing racemes

of whitish flowers, with clusters of con-

spicuous red stamens. The other is S.

niscifolia, a stronger grower, but very

pleasing with its neat habit and dark

polished leaves and clusters of white

flowers. The flowers of Sarcococca are

unisexual, but the two sexes are produced

on the same axillarj- raceme, the females

being at the base. The Sarcococcas

belong to the Spurge family and are

closely allied to the Box.

Journal of the Kew Guild.—This journal

lor 1915 is a particularly interesting one,

containing as it does several articles and
notes bearing directly upon the war.

Thus the frontispiece is a portrait of M.
Louis Gentil, an Old Kewite who is Curator

of the Brussels Botanic Gardens and editor

of the Tribune Horticole. The article by
M. Vil Bouckenooghe, entitled " The Bom-
bardment of Ypres," places vividly before

us the awful trials that horticulturists and
other civilians have been subjected to in

the bombardment of thit and other Belgian

towns. M. Bouckenooghe, who is also an
Old Kewite, has been in business as a nur-

seryman at Ypres for some years, and is

now a guest of friends in this country.

Other articles deal with the %vork of Kew
open to the sun it is pretty with its peculiar, attrac- men in all parts of the world, and form a striking
five feathering showing on the flower.

|
testimony to the activity of horticulture in remote

Physiology of Fertilisation.—^Those who are
;
comers of the globe that ewes its success to Kew.

interested in the physiology of fertilisation in The editor of the journal and secretary of the Guild
plants and animals will find the current issue of ' is oxu- sub-editor, Mr. H. Cowley, who, as our readers
the Journal of Genetics particularly useful. The

,

are probably aware, is serving with the British
whole of the number is devoted to numerous

|

Army in France. The Avork of echting the present
experiments that have been conducted, those ' issue has been undertaken by Mr. A. Osbom.

SOME OF THE BLUE-FLOWERED SHIRLEY POPPIES
THESE ARE VERY USEFUL FOR CUTTING
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HOME-GROWN VEGETABLES AND OUR FOOD SUPPLY.

We continue to receive a number of letters on this important subject. Dr. Lillias Hamilton very properly indicates the necessity of growini;
those kinds of vegetables that are the most valuable from a food standpoint, and her suggestion of co-operative piggeries in connection with
allotments deserves earnest consideration from local horticultural societies. The letter signed " F.R.H.S." is from one of the best-known

men in the horticultural world, and we commend his suggestion regarding Wisley to the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society.

I
THINK the advice given in your article

of February 6 is excellent, being both

timely and useful. The Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Ireland have appointed a com-

mittee to form an Irish branch of the Vegetable

Products Committee, established to supply garden

produce to the North Sea Fleet. Bessborough.

I THINK I have as much sympathy for the

wounded and suffering as any of your readers,

but I do not see my way to throw up my
hat in approval of the scheme you advocate

for the supply of vegetables to our hospitals

and Fleet. You must never forget that market

gardening is a great industry, and if supplies

of vegetables are required for our Fleet, let

them be ordered through the proper channels,

just as bread or beef or cheese is ordered. Why
is it always the horticultiu-ist who is expected to

give things free ? Why do we never see proposals

for grocers to set aside six cheeses every week,

or for farmers to give a sheep every week, or

for bakers to give a batch of loaves every week,

free, to feed our sailors ? When we come to the

hospitals it is rather different ; but why free

vegetables any more than free drugs or free milk

and eggs ? Again, I say the interests of the market

gardeners are to be considered. By far the best

thing to do is to encourage the increased growth of

Potatoes and vegetables among the people them-

selves for their own and their children's food, and

if there are surpluses, let them by all means be

given away. Let all big people with large gardens

and vineries run them as usual and give their

produce to the hospitals, as is being done at present

by some. W. Cuthbertson.

[We think Mr. Cuthbertson has rather mis-

imderstood the purport of our article. The
idea is not so much the supplying of vegetables

to our Navy or Army as to induce amateurs and
cottagers to grow all the food they can during the

coming season. Any surplus could be put to

go'.d use by a local society undertaking to collect

and despatch it to hospitals, nursing homes or other

institutions where wounded soldiers or sailors are

being cared for. Mr. Cuthbertson must surely

have heard of " pound days " at hospitals, where

a pound of some kind of grocery is given for the

inmates.

—

Ed.]

The article on " Home-grown Vegetables and

Our Food Supply," in your issue of February 6,

raises an important question, and suggests, I

think, a valuable policy. One or two special

considerations occur to me.

In the first place, as regards the choice of vege-

tables to be put in the ground, it is to be hoped

that the responsible committees will select, accord-

ing to locality, such as are most nourishing and

such as are easily stored. Both these considera-

tions point to root crops, especially Potatoes,

which are imported in such enormous quantities

from Germany every year. There does not

appear to l>e any shortage of green vegetables

at present, and the pressure on our supplies is

likely to increase towards the autumn and during

the winter months. If every garden holder in

the kingdom put down even the smallest quantity

of Potatoes, Carrots, Beets and other root crops,

and also Onions, the result in six or eight months'

time should be a considerable and valuable increase

of foodstuffs for the nation.

Secondly, it seems to me that not only can

the horticultural societies be utilised, as you

suggest, as local advisory bodies and distributing

agents—as local co-operative centres, in fact

—

but that these societies already form the nucleus

of a national system of co-operation. Instead

of each locality acting independently, the system

of intercommunication among the different districts

should tend to the regulation of supply and demand
over the whole country, and ensure growing on

the most useful lines and distribution to the best

advantage.

Thirdly, you suggest the possibility of 'personal

instruction. I feel this to be essential. Now,
if ever, is the opportunity to increase the fertility

and productiveness of the land. The weight of

a crop varies so enormously according to the

method of cultivation ; hence the great import-

ance of teaching the allotment holder the principles

of intensive culture. We are all familiar with

the sight of a small boy sweeping up road scrapings

for the small garden ; these and any leaf-mould

that can be collected and dug into the soil

at a considerable depth in the winter would produce

very different crops from those we are accustomed

to see. Another thing we have to learn is that

large vegetables are not necessarily coarse. One
has only to compare the mere look of a field crop

of Parsnips or Carrots with those exhibited at

the London and provincial shows. In the one

case the root from crown to point is only 8 inches

to lo inches long ; in the other, it may come to

nearly 3 feet in length. A form of cultivation

between these two extremes would not be im-

possible, and instruction as to how to achieve

this result is a very great desideratum.

Finally, I should like to make a suggestion

that has long been in my mind, and that is the

possibility of starting co-operative piggeries.

There seems no reason against, and every reason

in favour of, having co-operative piggeries in

connection with allotment gardens, as has been

the custom in Belgium. Considering the enormous
amount of green stiiff—Cabbage stalks and the

like, which are the inevitable refuse of allotments,

combined with the remnants from the cottages

of the holders, I think we should make a very

real effort to produce the home-grown article,

in view of the niillions of pounds' (sterling) worth
of bacon annually imported.

In these, as in other directions, the present

anxious time, while it emphasises the need, would
seem also to suggest the opportunity of meeting
that need. Lillias Hamilton (Warden).

Studley Horticullural and Agricultural College for

Women.

Y'ou are rendering yeoman service to the nation

by your article in your issue of the 6th inst. There
is not much danger of there being a serious shortage

of food in this country, but in view of the great

armies at home and abroad, as well as the Navy
(not to mention our wounded), huge demands for

food must necessarily be made on us. The threat

by the Germans to blockade our ports will cause

us no alarm, but at the same time our food suppiy
will not be increased as a result of submarine
operations. It therefore behoves all not only
to economise, but to see to it that every inch

of land shall be made as fully producti^e as possible

during the coming summer and autumn. Unfortu-
nately, everybody does not read The Garden,
and the problem is how to get at those who fail

to see your article. I suggest, therefore, that a

copy of your article should be sent to all the leading
London and provincial daily newspapers, and
also to local papers, with a request for insertion.

The expense of this would be lessened if one or
other of the great news distributing agencies
could be prevailed upon to render assistance in

this direction, as I have no doubt it will do if a

representation is made to it on patriotic grounds.
Copies of the article might also with advantage
be sent to local governing bodies which have (••

grow large crops for the inmates of workhouses,
&c. In fact, every effort must be made to bruig

home to our people the necessity of growing all

possible crops. The magnificent example set by
the Dunfermline Horticultural Society is one
which might well be followed by other societies.

The Royal Horticultural Society is first and fore-

most in everything connected with the horticul-

tural world. Could not the Council be induced
to have all land available at Wisley planted with
vegetables, and to have the same distributed to

places where they are wanted ? Large numbers
of wounded soldiers are expected before long.

These are to be centralised. I would therefore
suggest that the Royal Hort'cultural Society
should undertake to supply at least one hospital
of wounded soldiers with vegetables. F.R.H.S.

I have just seen the article in your admirable
paper suggesting that local societies should take
up the question of increasing our vegetable supplies.

I may add that the Hayward's Heath and District

Gardeners' Mutual Improvement .Association is

now trying to arrange for a lecture or debate
on this subject at its meeting on March 3. I am
wondering if any reiider could assist me in obtain-
ing a lecturer on this important work. I may
point out that the Hayward's Heath Horticultural
Society has resolved itself into a local branch for

the purpose of collecting and packing fruit and
vegetablesjor the Fleet, and sending to the head
committee—the Vegetable Products Committee.
I am sure that if something could be done so that
the matter you are taking up could be forcibly
put before the many head and single-handed
gardeners, also cottagers, it would be successful.

G. Prevett (Hon. S?cretary).
The Rosery, HaywnrcTs Hea'h.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Edilor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Danger of Planting Pot-Bound Plants.—

I enclose two photographs portraying in a somewhat

strikijig manner an instance of a disastrous rcsnlt

of planting a pot-bomid plant. Photograph No. i

1,—ROOTS OF A POT-BOUND PITTOSPORUM
COLENSOI FIVE YEARS AFTER PLANTING.

shows how the roots have followed the concen-

tricity given to them by the shape of the pot,

until by persistent constriction they have so

strangulated the main stem (as shown in No. 2)

that it has only required an extra puff of wind

lo cause complete severance. The plant is Pitto-

sporum Cf-)lensoi, and was planted five years ago.

It was a fine specimen for its age, having attained

tlie height of 12 feet.

—

Alex. M. Wilson.

Iris Tauri.—This handsome Juno Iris is well

know'u to most hardy plantsmen, and is now in

abundant flower here. Although it increases

fairly well from offsets if given good treatment,

scedlhigs raised in this country seem to make
the strongest bulbs. ~It is, however, only once

in a while that I. Tauri will seed in our climate,

as its period of flowering is so early that there are

few insects then about. A springtime characterised

by a warm and sunny February will, as a rule,

prove the forerminer of a plentiful quantity of

seed on this and other allied varieties of the Iris

group, and it is well worth while to take the pains

lo watch, gather and sow it, even though one

must not expect flowers from the seedlings for at

least four years. Such, at any rate, is my
experience.—F. H. Chapman, Rye.

Cultivation of Tropseolum speciosum.— I was
interested in Mr. R. A. Earp's article on Tropaiolum

speciosum which appeared in the issue of The
Garden dated February 6, page 68, in which

he says his friend informed him that it would
only grow in Cornwall and the Highlands. Well,

I think she was a great way out in so sweeping a

statement, for I have seen it grown, perhaps not

to perfection, but as near that condition as to

matter but little. This was in Wigtownshire,

Scotland, and but a few feet above sea-level.

There it covered not only the railings which were

intended for its support, but also Rhododendrons

and various other evergreens, some of which were

quite a distance from where I should imagine

it had originally been planted. I do not know

whether Mr. Day, when he was a contributor to

your columns, mentioned it or not, but I can
assure you the masses of flame colour during the

summer were quite a feature of the place. This
was at Galloway House, Garlieston, Wigtownshire.—Charles Trott.

Tropseolum speciosum, known here as

Flame Flower or Scottish Creeper, is very largely

grown in the Lake District, where we consider

that it requires the kind of deep, rich soil which
grows good Pansies. It likes a north or north-

west position, as a rule, and prefers a living support
to wire or string, though well-established plants

will cling to anything provided. A more beautiful

picture cannot be imagined than a sheet of the

vivid scarlet flowers and light green leaves growing
over an old Yew hedge. Flame Flower is rather

capricious, and sometimes takes several seasons

to become established. It has a curious habit,

if its tastes are not provided for, of growing hori-

zontally undergroimd until a more congenial

home is found. I have known plants which were
set at one side of a hut to grow underneath the

hut and appear above the ground at the opposite

side, where they flourished exceedingly. When
once settled, it will sometimes spread almost as

rapidly as Convolvulus, and I have even heard it

described as a weed.

—

Sfink, Cartmel, North Lanes.

Daffodils for the Garden.—I must thank
" A Small Amateur," the Rev. J. Jacob and Mr.
G. L. Wilson for their kind replies to my letter.

I am specially grateful for the lists of Daffodils

recommended by the first two as suitable for

the ordinary garden, because, as I said in my
first letter, catalogues are not much help to a

novice searching for sorts likely to thri^'e in the

garden. Even " X. and Sous' " famous catalogue,

which has different marks for those sorts recom-
mended for exhibition and those for the border,

goes on to say about those marked as suitable for

exhibition, " they are, however, in most cases also

splendid border varieties," so that one does not gel

much " forarder." I see from the '• Daffodil Year
Book" of I9r4 that the Narcissus committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society recommend
the following for the garden : Mme. de Graaff,

Barrii conspicuus. Emperor, Sir Watkin, Empress,

Lady Margaret Boscawen, Lucifer, White Lady,
Weardale Perfection, Horace, Argent, Cassandra,

Blackwell, Duke of Bedford, Seagull, Gloria

Mundi, Golden .Spur, Homespmi, Kmg Alfred

and Poeticus recurvus. A novice looking at

such a list would, I think, be justified in con-

sidering that as regards vigour of constitution

and suitability for the garden all these twenty

were much of a muchness. I am afraid, however,

his faith in the judgment of those who sit in the

seats of the mighty in the Daffodil world would
be rather shaken when he sees in The Garden
of January 30 tlie superdaffodilist, the Rev. J.

Jacob, state in reply to " poor '

J. R.' from the

cold North " that Homespun and King Alfred are

not " good garden plants in the way that Emperor
and Barrii conspicuus are." Of course, this list

is a first attempt. No doubt, as years roll on, it

will be revised and expanded, and should prove

of the utmost value.—J. R.

Shows, Schedules and Judges.—Mr. George

Garner, in your issue of January 30, bears me out

that the wording of schedules is too often am-
biguous, and also admits that judges are not always

what an exhibitor has a right to expect—competent.

He thinks I am " rather hard on committees

in reference to trade exhibitors." but that I " may
have evidence of importance " to bear me out.

Yes, Sir, heaps of it. I am glad that Mr. Gamer
realises the value of trade exhibits, for undoubtedly
in very many instances they form by far the
biggest attraction in the tents at practically

very little cost to the committee ; but how often
do we find that, instead of assisting the trade
exhibitor, he is left till last, because " We must get
Lord So-and-so's gardener to the station." That
may be good policy ; but it frequently happens
that the trade exhibitor is due at another show-

next day, and a lengthy delay may upset his ar-

rangements and not only prove a loss to him, but
also to the committee who are expecting him to fill

the space allotted. With regard to evidence
to bear out my strictures, I will mention one or

two instances out of many. For one show definite

arrangements had been made as to time of arrival,

Sic. After a wait of two hours a conveyance
arrived, and on reaching the show ground all the

officials had left, the tents were in complete dark-
ness, and the man in charge had no instructions

and did not know which tent. In another case,

after a wait of an hour and a half at the station,

a small conveyance arrived (the only one employed)
which could only take a portion of the exliibit,

thus necessitating a second journey of nearly

five miles. In many cases the trader—from
necessity—arrives late in the evening. No infor-

mation can be given him by the show officials

as to lodgings, and frequently he—or they

—

have to spend the night in the tents. Another
item prejudicial to trade exhibitors is that while

they go, naturally, for " trade " at many shows,

patrons and subscribers get a private view and
are gone before the exhibitor is admitted. These
are the people who would be most likely to do
business ; but the trader is precluded from getting

it because he has not been admitted, and his

cards carmot be exhibited until judging is com-
pleted and he is admitted. Where the exhibit

is not in competition for money prizes, the exhibitor

should be allowed to be at his post. I, with others,

have frequentl}' had to stay in a town an extra

night because of delay in getting conveyances

to reach the station in time, the private exhibitor

being the first to get attention. Again, it is often

fomid that on arrival at a show, the staguig is not

fi.xed. and much valuable time is lost. I do not

2. SHOWING HOW THE MAIN STEM WAS
STRANGLED.

plead for extra special consideration for the trade

e.xhibitor, but many things might be improved

to the comfort of the exhibitor and the advantage

of the show. I would also commend " Scot

Exhibitor's " remarks to show committees. It

would be quite easy for a list of suitable lodgings

to be kept by the secretary, and it would be much
appreciated by exhibitors.

—

E.xhibitor.
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LILACS AND THEIR
CULTIVATION.

THERE are few flowering shrubs that

appeal more strongly to those who
appreciate fragrant blossoms and grace-

ful contour than the Lilacs, yet it

is safe to assert that in the majority

of gardens they are the most neglected

shrubs that one finds. Too often they are wedged
between more or less solid blocks of coarse-growing

is essential, and if the soil is naturally wet

this must be provided.

Lilacs on Their Own Roots.—Unfortunately,

a great many of the best garden varieties are

grafted or budded on the common Lilac, which

always has a tendency to throw up suckers.

Often these pass unnoticed until they have attained

large dimensions and have ruined the choice

variety that they s ould in the ordinary way
have fostered. Some nurserymen supply these

good varieties on their own roots, and it is well

to secure these wherever possible ; then the
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AN EFl-HCTIVE GROUPING OF LILACS AND OTHER HARDV SHRUBS.

evergreens, where it is inipussible for them to

properly ripen their wood each autumn and so

ensure a bomitiful display of blossom the following

May. A valuable object-lesson in the proper

planting of Lilacs may be seen any day of the

year at Kew. In one instance a very large bed

near the main gate is devoted to these charming

shrubs, the varieties being so grouped as to give

an excellent harmony of colours. Under the

Lilacs, Winter Aconites and other very early

flowering bulbs are planted, to provide a carpet

of green and gold at a time when the Lilac bushes are

devoid of foliage. At B!etchley Park, Bucks, Lilacs

are freely dispersed among other shrubs by the

side of the walks and carriage drives. The effect

in May is most pleasing, especially where

ihe Persian Lilac and Golden Chain or Laburnum
are flowering togethtr. There is surely no justifica-

tion for the half-starved and o\ercrowded bushes

that do duty in many gardens.

After all. Lilacs do not call for a great deal

of special attention. True, they need deeply

cultivated soil and a fairly liberal diet, and for

this reason the ground should be well trenched

and manured thoroughly with decayed manure
before planting is done. The plantmg season

extends from Uetohrj- till March. Good dr.iinage

suckers, or a proportion of them, may be desirable

rather than otherwise. But even here there is

some danger, especially as the bushes attain a

fairly large size. If too many of the suckers or

basal shoots are allowed to remain, the plants arc

likely to get overcrowded, a state of aft'airs that

must be strictly guarded against. lu growing

Lilacs we must fully bear iu mind the fact that

if we desire good flowers, the wood must be well

ripened by exposure to light and air the previous

autumn. Apart, howe\er, from a thinning out

of weak, useless shoots, and the' removal of the

flower-heads when the blossoms have faded,

Lilacs do not need much pruning.

Their Value for Forcing.—During recent years

quite a big industry has been brought into being,

ill l'"rance as well as at home, in forciug Lilacs

into bloom from January until April. The plants

used for this purpose arc generally gaunt-looking

speeimeus with a few very strong shoots, this

condition having been brought about by severe

disbudding for two or three years previously.

As the plants are in pots they are easily managed,

and are by no means difficult to force into bloom.

They are gradually inured to a temperature of

65° I'ahr,, and lightly syringed overhead daily

to assist the buds to burst. When in flower tliev

are usually taken to the conservatory, where the
atmospheric conditions are drier and tlie tempera-
ture lower ; here they will remain iu good con-
dition for several weeks.

The Best Varieties.—There are a good nrany
excellent garden varieties to select from, a number
of them differing very slightly. The following
are good aud reliable for ordinary purposes

:

Single, white flowered—alba grandiflora, Marie
Legraye, Mile. Femande Viger and Frau Bertha
Dammanu. Single-flowered coloured varieties

—

Negro, deep purple ; Othello, deep claret red ; Dr.
Mirabel, very erect panicles, deep
f.laret red in bud, opening to rich

purple
; Gloire de la Rochelle, deep

lilac blue ; Pasteur, wine red

;

Philemon, dark red ; Mmc. V. Morel,

large panicles of deep purple colour
;

Souvenir de Louis Spath and Charles

X., deep red. Double flowers —
Marie Lemoine, Miss Ellen Williuolt

and Mme. Abel Chatenay, white ;

Condercet, large panicles of lilac

blue shade ; President Grevy, blue

flowers, edged rose ; Maurice de

Vilmorin, deep claret red ; Dr. Troya-

nosky, veiy large panicles of azure

blue flowers, which are rosy pink in

the bud stage ; Comte de Kerchove,

rich rosy red, very free flowering ;

and La Tour d'Aiivergiie, violet

purple. H.

DAFFODIL NOTES.

Shows and Their Dates. —
The florist division e>f the Daffodil

world is, naturally, thinking
about the coming shows and

wondering if they will all take place

as usual. Through the courtesy

and kind help of the several

secretaries I am enabled to make
a statement. The following
exhibitions are definitely aban-

doned : Devon, Glamorganshire,

Brecon, Hmitingdonshire, Ipswich

and East of England, and Kingsbridge. At the

time of writing (early February), the following

is a list of the dates, names and venues of those

that it is proposed to hold : April 13 and 14,

Royal Horticultural Society, at Vincent Square
;

April n, Herefordshire, at Hereford ; April i.j

and 15, Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland,

at Balls Bridge, Dublin ; April 15, County Clare,

at Ennis ; April 15, Tewkesbury, at Tewkesbury
;

April 20, Lincolnshire, at Spilsby ; April 21 and 22,

Midland, at Birmingham ; and .\pril 24, Presteign,

at Presteign. I have no news about the Kent,

Surrey and Sussex show, and it is not settled yet

about Cornwall. These gaps are unavoidable.

Our country comes before our Daffodils. While it

is a sign of patriotism to do all we can to carry

on as usual, it is not always possible, and changes

have to be made. I sincerely hope no untoward

event will necessitate an abandoninenl of any of

the above fixtures.

Fanny Currey.—Miss Currey was for so long

a popular figure at London and Birmingham

that I am sure some news of her in her enforced

retirement will be welcome to many. The Warren

Gardens at Lismore ai-e entirely given up, and

Miss O'Hara, her friend and companion,

writes : " I am sorry not to be able to report
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luucli impnivciucnt in ln'r, lliniifili liir licalth

ciiiitiiuies fairly guud."

Honour for the Daffodil.—A Welsh Chancellur

iif the Exchequer has evidently solved to his own
satisfaction the knotty problem of what is the

national floral emblem of Wales. It used to be

taken for granted that it was the Leek, but latterly

that seemingly obvious fact has been challenged

and a claim set up for the yellow Daffodil. The

Chancellor seems to have decided the question,

and who knows but that his decision will be,

as it were, the making of the flower, so that in

future we will have to say the Rose for England,

the Thistle for Scotland, the Shamrock for Ireland,

and the Daffodil for Wales. Readers may be

asking themselves, " How do I know ? " and

"Why do I write of the Chancellor's decision?"

A little episode tliat happened this week will

make ray meaning plain. My gardener having

to go into Whitchurch on business, I asked him to

call at the bank and get one of the new one pound

notes with a Daffodil on. In due course he went

to the bank, presented my cheque and asked for

one of the new notes with a Daffodil on it. " Very

sorry," said the cashier, " we have none. We'll

have to get some made ! " and forthwith, with

profuse apologies, he gave him one of the

new issue. The note was brought

home, and I was told that it

was the only kind they had at'

the bauk, l)ut that there was

no Daffodil upon it ! Visions of

the bank innocents having been

taken in by a wholesale forgery

instantly rose up in my mind, but

when I looked at the note the

Daffodil was there all right. Pro-

blem : Find the Daffodil on a

new one pound note. You, good

reader, may not know it is there, and

that our pet flower figures proudly

on the official currency of Great

Rritain. It is the first time that

Wales has been represented on it.

The Royal Horticultural
Society's Classified List of Daffodil

Names, 1914.—I have before me
the first list that was issued by

the Royal Horticultural Society in

1907. In round figures it con-

tained 1,500 names. I have counted

the number in that of 1914. Roughly

speaking, there are 3,000, to which

must be added the additions which

the secretary of the- Narcissus com-

mittee must have in his desk. But

over and above ail these there are

all the Australian and New Zealand

varieties, few of which seem to be

registered, and then there is that vast

multitude which " no man can number," all poten-

tially crying out (to alter one word in a gre:il song) :

" We are coming, we are coming,

As our Fathers did of yore !

We are coming. Father Curtis,

Six hundred thousand more !
"*

Yes ; this is poetic licence, but the idea is all

right. There are on their way to fame or the

other thing far more new and unnamed varieties

than anyone realises. I have an enormous number
myself ; Dr. Lower is only just starting ; Mr.

G. L. Wilson (Ireland) is in much the same position
;

Mr. James Coey, I presume, is not letting the

grass grow under his feet ; Mr. England of E.xeter

must have something " good " in the making

;

Mr. Mallender and his co-worker, Mr. G. Stocks,

are also on the warpath ; Mr. Came Ross and
Captain Kitchen are probably not idle.

This is bewildering enough, but what of

those " coming on " in the great dominions

of New Zealand and Australia ! Not the

children of Lowe, Rhodes, Bradley, West,

Selkirk, Buckland, Thomas and other well-

known raisers, but those of the, compara-
tively speaking, unknown— of, let us say,

Mr. H. E. Sharp of Gratia, New Zealand who
grows 1,125 named varieties and who has been

SOME CULTURAL HINTS
ON FREESIAS.

A S

A
one whose business it is to handle a

considerable number of bulbs, I have

often been surprised at the com-
paratively small number of Freesias

sold during the season. Why is

this ? The flowers open without

much trouble, and no great heat is required

;

they come at a time when flowers are very scarce

and much appreciated ; no flower is more suitable

for cutting ; while the scent is most delightful,

and remains fresh until the flower is almost dead.

busy hybridising since 1906, yearly importing Having asked a question, I will endeavour to

some of the best blood from the Old Country and answer it. My belief is that the greater number
Holland to keep himself up to date. By the way, of people who try to grow this beautiful flower

he writes of Manger's I'Avenir (ic) as one of the grow it so badly that they give up in disgust,

very best of market flowers, and that Victoria There seems to be no other logical reason why
has stems 18 inches long ! He did well last

j

it is not more extensively grown.

September at the Auckland Show. Then, to go j
The Reasons for Failure.—Let us now look

to Australia, there is Mr. C. W. Higgins, a nephew for the probable cause of failure. First and fore-

of the great Higgins whose list for 1913-14. fairly
|

most, I would say that late potting is more to

staggered me by its expensive inclusiveness.

He and his father and brother are enthusiasts,

and busy as bees at the game of seedling raising,

blame for failures than anything else. The bulbs

of this plant ripen very early, and if kept out of

the soil long they lose much of their vitality.
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Hyacinths, Daffodils. Sec, the bloom is not pro-

diucd Mil the bulb yon buy, but on a new bulb

which is produced from the old one. It will

be seen, then, that this flower requires more real

griju'ing than does a Daffodil b!oom, which is

already fonned within the bulb and only needs

enticing out. Our Freesias are always potted

in Kettering loam, to which is added a little

Cocoanut fibre and sand to keep it open. After

potting—about twelve bulbs are put in a 6-inch pot

—they receive a gentle watering and are plimged

in a cold frame and covered with about half an

inch of fibre. Many growers are against any

covering, but I have foimd that a light one keeps

the soil moist and does no harm. A deep covering

is harmful, as it draws up the young leaves and

makes them weak.

Unless hea\y rain occurs, the lights are left

off the frame until cold nights come on, when a

covering is necessary, but air must be given freely

whenever the weather is fit.

The Growing Plants.—-As soon as all the

bulbs have made a start, it is well to remove the

been made, very little water should be given, but

when in full growth they require a fair quantity.

Treated on these lines our Freesias are always

a success, though the ripening seasons of the

bulbs will give better results in one year

than another. Last year must have been very

favourable for them, for we are now enjoying a

record crop of bloom. Hardly a bulb has failed,

and the pots have been full of strong, stirrdy

growths bearing double and even treble trusses of

full-sized blooms. Before any were cut the plants

were bristling with buds, and I said to our grower,
" Xow if amateiurs once had a crop of Freesias like

that, they would never be mthout them again."

Freesias are really verv' cheap to buy if—and it is

a large " if "—they are grown as they should be
;

but if potted late and badly grown they are not

worth pot or greenhouse room. To my mind
the Freesia is far and away cheaper in proportion

to the bloom it produces than the Roman
Hyacinth, which, by the way, has of late steadily

increased in price and decreased in quality, partly

owing to the huge demand for the bulbs, which

stems or leaves, siu-mounted in the summer by
myriads of blue flf>wers. These often open in Jlay,

and the display is continued sometimes imtil well

into August. As its old specific name implies, it

is a useful plant for old walls, but i! is also excel-
lent for planting in the interstices of stone path-
ways, whUe it is equally at home in a sunny spot
in the rock garden or as a pot plant ji the con-
servatory. Good loam that is fairly retentive of

moisture suits this charming little plant. T. G.

WINTER GRIME IN LONDON
SQUARES.

THF WALL BELLFLOWIZK, CAMPANULA PORIENSCHLAGIA.XA, GROWING BETWEEN FLAG-STONES.

fibre from the surface of the put, and sticks must
be put to the plants in good time to prevent

them from tumbling about. Three or four very

thin sticks—Banilino tips are the best—should be

put roinid the edgs of each pot, and some very fine

raffia laced round from one to another to form a

kind of enclosure for the plants. Thick sticks and
thick tying material look clumsy and unsightly.

As soon as the nights get really cold and the plants

slop growing, they should at once be removed
into a cool greenhouse. (Ours are taken inside

about November r.) Otherwise the tips of the

leaves will go brown and the general results will

not be the best.

In the Greenhouse they should have a position

as close to the glass as possible. The temperature

should be only just enough to keep them going,

say, a maximimi of 55° by day and a minimum
of 45° at night. As much air should be given

as is possible without causing a chilly draught.

I had forgotten to say that until some growth has

puts too great a drain upon the stocks griiwn, and

partly owing to a number of verj' inclement seasons

in the South of France, where they are grown.

I trust that my remarks may induce some
amateurs, who have tried and failed, to give the

Freesia another chance, and if the results are

as good as I have enjoyed this year, I feel sure

they will have a word of thanks, even if not verbally

expressed. J. Duncan Pearson.

The \urseries, LowdHam, \olls.

THE WALL BELLFLOWER.
The Campanula or Bellflower in the accompanying

illustration is one of the hardiest and most easily

grown of all the dwarf section, yet it is at the

same time a very charming and useful plant.

Its modern name is C. portenschlagiana, though

it is probably better, known in gardens under

its old cognomen of C. muralis. As will be seen,

the plant makes a l.trge, spreading tuft of green

TO
eyes imaccustomed to London grime
and smoke, the blackness of the

square gardens and also of the parks
is ver\- surprising, and when one
hears of the wonderful gardening and
the sums of money said to be lavished

on them, I really think somebody must be rather

to blame. Surely there are other good green

shrubs for winter besides the ubiqui-

tous Aucuba and Euonymus ! Privet

decidedly declines to come under the

category of anything that is green in

the winter. Hollies may be meri-

torious, but they are positively black

at this season, so the aspect of both

squares and parks is dismal and
depressing to a degree. All who are

unaccustomed to such siu-roundings

feel that some effort should be made to

combat this unsightly squalor, and I

sincerely hope the London gardening

axliles will give some little attention

to the cheering and brightening up of

the winter parks and squares.

There is no need to go very far afield

for wondrous novelties which might or

might not answer in such dismal elays

as those endured last Januarj-, \Vc

have such cheerful and hardy things

as the bright green Griselinia lit-

toralis, so useful and hardy in smoky
places in Yorkshire, where frost is

not as severe as in the coimtrj'.

Olearia Traversii grows, perhaps,

rather tall and tree-like, but O.

Fosteri, bright green, would surely

surprise the eye of the passer-

by. The well-known O. Haastii

seems all but unknown here,

though it is of unimpeachable hardiness and

\igOtu' under smoky conditions. No doubt it

flowers too late for the London seasoners, and

its faded brown flower-heads are rather imsightly

in the autumn ; but even this is far superior to the

average " square " shrub, and stands both pruning,

drought and digging with sturdy cheerfulness.

But for winter massing there is one old plant

of surpassing beauty which may be seen at the

foot of the Serpentine, towards the top of the

Dell, that surely should give a hint of what might

be done. Acanthus mollis is the plant I mean,

whose splendid foliage and rich green tone redeems

that comer from the dreary uniform of blacks

and dark, sooty tones that reign generally. No
doubt the plant dies dowii in August and is then

imsightly (it must not be confused with the

smaller and more prickly Acanthus, which is then

in beauty, but dies dowii in the winter), but with

the first autumn rains it pushes up strong and

green, rich and beautiftd, as if it were spring
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and ill Lmidon at least is a plant iif the greatest

viihii'. Having spent many hours in vainly trying

to eradicate this lovely but too overpowering plant

in Southern gardens, I am all the more anxious

to atone for my persecution by praising it in

Northern counties, where its seedlings do not come

up ubiquitously and where its beauty of form

and colouring is so precious in the winter. Just

fancy the efject if Portman Square or St. James'

Square had bold clumps of this foliage near the

railings in place of a Lilac or Privet bush, and

how greatly the dreary, stiff beds of bulbs in the

Park would be improved if they had a few

bold groups of such foliage on the grass,

A few plants of the good old

Siberian Saxifrages (Megaseas)

would always be green and effec-

tive
;

yet where do you see

them J All the money seems

spent on things that need replac-

ing, rather than on making green

settings for a few cheerful spring

flowers when spring does venture

to come North, and it is high time

a protest should be made.

Edward H. Woodali

the house, a level strip of peaty land some 50 yards

or 60 yards long by, perhaps, 15 yards or 20 yards

wide, was surrounded by a deer and rabbit proof

fence, was trenched, and was planted with a few

Rhododendrons.

In all parts of this peaty plot, sometimes

in rows, sometimes in clumps, the bulbs of

L. auratum found a congenial home. They
flourished exceedingly. Every year there was

a profusion of magnificent flowers. I have

seen many tall flowering stalks ranging up to

10 feet in height. The taller ones were always

carefully measured and the measurements recorded.

They were covered with the splendid gold-striped

LILIUM AURATUM
IN SCOTLAND
AND JAPAN.

A M O N G the uniformly

/\ charming and illumi-

/ % nating articles in your

/ % columns on " Some
* » Hardy Lilies," by Sir

Herbert Maxwell, the

account of L. auratum stands

out with peculiar fascination for

myself, because it recalls some

cherished memories of what he

justly terms " the most gorgeous

of all flowers hardy in the climate

of the British Isles." To begin

with, let me say that what I have

seen entirely confirms Sir Herbert's

views on such points as the

suitability of peat and of the

humid atmosphere and cool soil

of the West Coast, and that the

presence of tree roots in the soil

is no detriment.

The grandest display of L.

auratum I ever saw in this country

—and it continued for a number
ni years—was at Torridon House,

on the Inner Loch Torridon on the

West Coast of Ross-shire. My
friend the late Mr. Duncan

Darroch of Torridon and Gourock,

though by no means posing as a horticulturist,

made L. auratum a hobby. When in London

in the winter, he woiUd personally attend

the early morning sales of newly arrived bulbs

and secure the largest of them at compara-

tively small prices. I think it was in the

early eighties that he commenced a long series

of annual purchases of these bulbs. Torridon

House stands at the top of a plateau sloping gently

to the seashore, and bounded on the west by a

rushing, rocky stream spanned by a footbridge

that leads to the enclosed gardens. Above the

footbridge, at the top of the river bank opposite

early flowering strain of auratum would make
a handsome fortune. The last time I saw llie

Torridon Lily garden was in 1897. Some years

later Mr. Darroch told me that his auratums
had ceased to flourish ; he knew not why. Doubt-
less he might have said, " An enemy hath done
this !

" That enemy Sir Herbert Maxwell would
have boldly tackled and expelled.

It was in July, 1899, that I first saw L. auratum
at home. I was staying at Gochi, a seaside resort

near the Treaty Port of Naoetsu, on the north side

of the main island of Japan, facing the Sea of Japan,

and with a view of the Island of Sado, where there

is gold. Dri-i-en hurriedly home from a ramble
on the shore by a thunderstorm

with tropical rain, I was passing

along a new military road when
I saw at the top of the bank
of a cutting what looked like a

draggled flower-stalk of auratum.

A spur of the central range of vol-

canic mountains here runs out

towards the sea, the lower shoulders

.and slopes clothed with forest,

where charcoal-burning is e.xten-

sively pursued. Next day I wended
my way to the beginning of that

cutting. The cottage of a charcoal-

burner by the roadside had, I re-

member, a row of fine Balsams in

its little garden. Close by, apatli

entered the forest. I followed it a

few yards, and lo ! there was L.

auratum in all its glory. Ever)'-

where, amid the thickest trees and

densest undergrowth, as well as in

places where lovely glades opened

out in the forest, even among rocks

and by the sides of rivulets, our

golden Lily in countless multitude

reared its gorgeous flowers.

There were other flowers in that

beautiful forest, such as brilliant

Tiger Lilies and tall blue Cam-
panulas, but they seemed of small

account. In subsequent years 1

have often seen L. auratum

growing even more luxuriantly

md abundantly in other parts of

Japan, mostly on hillsides ; but

I never again enjoyed it quite so

much as on that first introduction.

The individual blooms were of

large size, but there were few on

a stalk. J. H. D.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE LADY FREDERICK MOORE, A CHARMING NEW
ORIENTAL POPPY OF SALMON-PINK COLOUR.

flowers. I have counted 200 flowers on a single

stalk. Mr. Darroch told me that he had no special

system of cultivation, but I believe the Lilies got

a top-dressing in the winter. He said the bulbs

always did best in the third year, and after that

went back. The Rhododendrons seemed to have

no bad effect. Early frosts are not usual on the

West Coast, but many of the auratums never

opened their flowers unless they were cut and

taken indoors.

Another Ross-shire Lily-lover, the late Sir

Kenneth Mackenzie of Gairloch, used to say

that any gardener who could produce an

A NEW ORIENTAL POPPY.
The flowers illustrated on this page

represent a beautiful new variety

of Papaver orientale named Lady

Frederick Moore. When shown

before the floral committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society in June last year, this charming

hardy flower received an award of merit. The

blossoms are very large, measurmg as much as

seven inches in diameter, and the colour is a

delightful soft shade of clear salmon pink. As

will be seen in the illustration, each petal has

at its base a large conspicuous blotch of maroon.

The stems are erect and stiff, hence it should prove

an excellent variety for cutting. It was raised by

Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield, lo

whom we are indebted for the introduction of

many good new hardy plants.
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THE BEST WHITE
P EAS.

SWEET

THERE is no section of Sweet Peas

causing so much discussion as

those with white flowers. The trade

growers, as well as amateurs, are

iindecided as to the variety that

is to lead this year. From a garden

point of view and for the cut-flower trade Nora

Unwin (Special Stock) stands first. This selection

is distinct from the original stock, both in wings

and keel ; the standard is perfect. The flowers

of this variety make a first-rate market hunch,

and travel and stand well.

Slime of the leading amateur growers in the

North are growing King White and Edna May
;

the champions of the South are strong on Constance

Hinton and King White. In my notes made last

year at several trade trials that I had the pleasure

Florence Wright, Moneymaker, Norvic aud Stanley

Crisp, all with white seeds ; aud Constance Hintnn,

iMrs. Saukey Spencer and Havant White, with

black seeds. These are all to be planted out in

April for comparison. I hope to have the pleasure

of inspecting them when in bloom. Here is

what we want in an ideal white : Substance of

Dorothy Eckford, form and size of King White,

on Monevraaker stems. T. B. L.

THE FUNGOID DISEASE
OF SNOWDROPS.

R
E.\DERS who are fond of the Snowdrop

will do well to look through their plants

of this exquisite flower to observe if any

of them are affected by the -fungoid

disease peculiar to the Fair Maids of

February, viz., Botrytis galanthina. It

is speciallv objectionable in collections comprising

Unaft'ected bulbs, whicli may even hav<^ b(?en

quite close to those attacked and are lifted at tlu^

same time, may be dipped iji a weak solution of

Condy's Fluid and replanted. I have also dusted

them with flowers of sulphur before replanting,

but the fluid is probably the safer, as more likely

to prevent the disease from acquiring a foothold.

I also dust the soil about the plants with sulphur.

The origin of this disease in gardens is obscure,

but I have observed that it is more likely to appear
in changeable weather than in that which is dry
and settled. Frequent alternations of frost, snow,

sleet and rain, with mild, simny intervals, appear
to be specially dangerous. It appears to make
no difference whether the Snowdrops are on bare

ground or in grass, and I can recollect finding this

Botrytis very prevalent among plants which were
in thousands in grass under trees, and which had
been established and natiu"alised for many years.

These were common single Snowdrops. The
disease must he sporadic or of modern date,

otherwise the Snowdrops would have

been much fewer than they were there.

Dr. M. C. Cooke stated that this

disease was first observed in 1S73, and

that it " threatened to be very de-

structive in the North," but " has

never given much trouble in the

South." The late Mr. James Allen

of Shepton Mallet, who raised so

many choice Snowdrops, informed me,

however, from time tt) time that he

had lost many Snowdrops from this

pest.

In my former garden in tliis county

(Kirkcudbright) Botrytis galanthina

appeared at intervals, and gave me a

good deal of trouble, seeming to

be specially virulent with such

Snowdrops a.5 Galanthus Ikaria) and

G. byzantinus. In my present garden,

which is more exposed, I ha\'e never

seen it during the ten years or so I

have had this house, although I re-

moved as many of my Snowdrops as

I could, and would have expected

that the Botrytis might have been

transferred with the bulbs. I ant

always living in fear of its appear-

ance. S. Arxott.

MaxwcUlowii, Dumfries.

ROSE ELECTRA PLANTED IN A LARGE BED AND RAMBLING OVER ROUGH SUPPORTS,

of inspecting, I have Nora Unwin as the best

garden variety and King White for exliibition. The

latter has quite a distinct form of standard, broad

and erect, pure white, and produces nearly all fours

on a stem. Between Florence Wright and Edna
May there was little difference. They are certainly

better than most stocks of Etta Dyke, which has

had a good run, yet there are some stocks that

have been carefully grown aud handled which are

almost, if not quite, as good as the newer sorts.

Moneymaker is without a doubt the longest-

stemmed variety we have; it comes mixed in

type only. Constance Hinton is a black-seeded

variety. There is little, if any, difference between

this and Mrs. Sankey Spencer, introduced in

1909. I have no hope of a black-seeded white

topping the list as a pure white.

The other day I had the pleasure of inspecting

an interesting set of trials. The whites included

Etta Dyke, Nora Unwin, King White, Edna May,

rare species or varieties, seeing that they are

usually in small numbers and can least be spared.

Tlie presence of the disease is noticeable from the

time the plants appear above ground, when the

development of the leaves and flowers is checked

and the whole appearance disfigured. A white

or greyish mould begins to appear about the neck

of the plant, and, if left alone, spreads over the

leaves and flowers. If the plants are lifted about

this latter stage, the bulbs will be seen to be marked
with black marks, or sclerotia, and they will be

quite soft when pressed. Even when the presence

of the disease is found at an early stage, the bulbs

are soft and in a decaying state. The trouble

should be attacked as soon as it is detected, and
there is no really satisfactory treatment of the

affected bulbs except the drastic one of burning

them to prevent the spread of the disease. If

the bulbs are removed as soon as the Botrytis

appears, there is little danger of its spreading.

RAMBLER ROSE ELECTRA.
Where large, informal beds are to

be filled with flowering shrubs, it

would be difficult to conceive anything more

beautiful than the Rambler Rose Electra, grown

in the wav shown in the accompanying

illustration. It is of a vigorous character, and

if given a few rough supports, such as forked

trunks of small trees or branches of larger ones,

will quickly fling its luxuriant growths over them,

and in the summer create a picture of rare beauty.

It is classed by the National Rose Society as a

multiflora-scandens Rose, and was first put into

commerce in 1900. The flowers are pale yellow

in colour, and the plant does well on its ovn\ roots,

being easily rooted from cuttings, preferably made

of half-ripened wood, at the end of July or early

in August, and rooted in pots of sandy soil phmged

in Cocoanut fibre in a greenhouse or frame.

Cuttings, a foot or rather more in length, can

also be made in October or November from wood

that has been produced the same year, and

planted in sandy soil outdoors. F. H. H.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
AURICULAS.

THE WART DISEASE OF
POTATOES.

THERE are three classes or groups of

Auricula— the show, which embraces
j

green-edged, grey-edged, white-edged I

and selfs ; alpines, which are devoid
1

of all meal or farina, either on the
j

foliage or flowers ; and the border
|

varieties. The latter are well adapted for

the rock garden and flower border, where small

groups of one kind are often planted with splendid

results. The show and alpines are usually grown

in pots and given the shelter of a cold frame, but

it must be distinctly understood that only hardy

treatment should be meted out to the Auricula.

Seasonable Hints.—Fanciers term February an

active month, and this is certainly true if the

weather is open and mild. More water may be

given, and we should now aim at keeping each

plant just moist. Light at this season is a most

important factor in promoting sturdy growth, and

if the glass is at all dirty, it ought to be washed
inrmediately. Plenty of ventilation is essential,

but cold, cutting, frosty winds must be avoided.

Although the Auricula is hardy, it is advisable

to protect the plants from sharp frosts from

now until the flowers are removed, or the spike

may be injured just as it begins to push up.

onsets.—Some time in this month I always

examine the collection, and all offsets large enough

for removal are taken off. Many of them will

possess roots, but others will not, and may in

consequence be treated as ordinary cuttings.

Several are placed around the side of a small put

which has been filled with sandy soil, and, if kept

close for a few weeks in a hand-light or frame,

roots will soon appear, when a separate pot can

be given each rooted cutting. The larger offsets

with a fair quantity of roots attached should be

potted in 3-inch pots, the rooting medium con-

sisting of the best fibrous loam three parts, leaf-

mould one part, and a sprinkling of sharp sand

to render the whole porous. The receptacles

usually chosen for Auriculas are known as " long

thunilis," and they are one-third filled with

eithi r crushed potsherds or broken brick rubble.

Repotting Offsets.—Those taken at the present

time will rce|uire a larger pot in a few months,

and if given proper attention, especially in regard

to watering, they will be nice, healthy plants next

season, when some stout spikes of bloom may
reasonably be expected. A few offsets are taken

in August, and where such work was carried out

last year a larger receptacle will now be needed

by all those that have filled their pots with roots.

Employ the same kind of compost as mentioned
above, and make it fairly firm. If woolly aphis is

present, sprinkle the plants over with tobacco

powder or apply a little methylated spirit with a

camel-hair brush.

Seedlings.—In some collections seedlings are

raised, and they may also now receive attention.

Tiny plants with two or three small leaves may be

pricked off into boxes of rather fine soil, about an

inch apart. When sufficient progress has been made
so that the leaves cover the surface, the seedlings

ought to be given a separate existence. The seed-

pans must not be discarded, as germination is

often a slow and irregular process, the seeds some-

times remaining for twelve months in the soil

before germinating. These laggards often prove

to be the finest of all, and are then well worth wait-

ing for. Seedlings must not be kept quite so dry at

the base as flowering plants. T. W. B.

THE Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

desire to remind all occupiers of

premises declared infected for the

purpose of the Wart Disease of

Potatoes Order, or of premises situated

within an infected area, that it is

illegal to plant any Potatoes -on such premises

unless a licence has previously been obtained from

an inspector of the Board or of the local authority.

The penalty for any contravention of the Order

is a fine not exceeding £io. Such licences can,

however as a rule be obtained, on application to

the Board, by any occupier who undertakes to

obtain from a dealer approved by the Board one

or more of the varieties of Potato here referred

to, all of which have been tested, some of them

for several years, and have been foimd to resist

wart disease under ordinary circumstances. Seed

Potatoes of resistant types saved from the grower's
j

own crop will

be permitted. The

Board will, on appli-

cation, send a list of

dealers w h o have

undertaken to stock

these Potatoes.

Milecross Early
(Dxkson).—White,
round, not liable to

ordinary Potato dis-

ease (Phytophthora)
;

matures rapidly,
hauhn strong and

quality good ; a first

early.

Conquest(Findlay).

— White, round,

heavy cropping,
second-early Potato of

good quality ; must

be earthed up high, as

tubers are produced

near surface.

King George V.

(Butler).—S e c u n d -

early. An elongated,

oval tuber, skin

netted, eyes shallow,

haulm strong. An
excellent cropper,

white.

Favourite (Dobbie).—A second-early,

shape, white flower ; an excellent Potato.

Supreme (Sutton).—A second-early of pebble

shape, white flower, suited to garden cultivation.

Great Scot (McAlister).—A very good second-

early ; white and round ; eyes rather deep
;

haulm robust ; a very heavy cropper under good

cultivation. Quality excellent ; flower white.

Schoolmaster.—A second-early, white-skinned

and round ;
crops well, but is liable to ordinary

disease. Not a good keeper.

Jeanie Deans (Findlay).—A fine oval Potato

with strong haulm and white flower. Crops

heavily on light, rich soils.

Abundance (Sutton).—A well-known heavy-

cropping, late variety, oval in shape, of good

quality, rather liable to ordinary disease.

Crofter (Dobbie).—A late oval Potato of good

quality; liable to ordinary disease. Flower white.

Culdees Castle.—A pebble-shaped variety, not

quite so strong in the haulm as Crofter, and liable

to produce more seed size tubers on light soil.

Does well under garden cultivation. Flower white.

Burnhouse Beauty (Dobbie).—A new early

maincrop, bearing a large crop of flatfish, rounel,

white Potatoes. Flower lavender and white.

Provost (Dobbie).—A late, white, round Potato

possessing,, strong haulm and white flowers

;

well suited to garden cultivation.

The Admiral (Dobbie).—A late variety, white-

skinned and round. Haulm medium, a heavy

cropper and good disease resister. Quality ex-

cellent ; flower white.

Irish Queen.—Tubers round, eyes rather deep,

haulm strong. Excellent cropper. Keeps late

intp season. Flower purple.

St. Malo Kidney.—Tubers coarse, kidney-

shaped. Haulm robust. Not a good keeper.

Laird (Davie).—Roundish tuber, flesh white.

A robust variety that crops heavily on well-

prepared medium loams. Quality excellent.

Flourball (Sutton).—Well-known late variety,

round and pink-skinned. Eyes rather deep.

POTATOES ATTACKED BY THE WART DISEASE.

Quality moderate ;
flower

.lund in

haulm straggUng, with bronzing on stems wlien

exposed. Quality very good ; flower white.

The Lochar (Farish).—A new maincrop variety

of a sturdy growth. Crops heavily on some soils.

Golden Wonder (Brov\'n).—A late white-fleshed

kidney with yellowish bromi tinge on skin. The
" seed " should be a good size, and if unsprouted

should be planted before the end of March, as the

variety requires a long growing season. Liberal

manuring is essential, and in gardens bastard

trenching is recommended. It is possessed of

excellent quality, and is one of the best late-

keeping Potatoes. Flower mauve-tipped white.

Peacemaker (Scarlett).—Is similar to Golden

Wonder.

Langworthy (Nivcn).—A late kidney-shaped

Potato possessing white slcin and flesh. Tubers

may be recognised by the characteristic tapering

"heel." Quality excellent. 5ame treatment as for

Golden Wonder. Flower mauve-tipped white.

What's Wanted (Niven).—Shape not so constant

as in Langworthy. It bears more tubers, but of

a smaller size. In other respects very similar.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Permanent Vines.—When the bimches
liave set, lose no time in removing the surplus

bunches. At the same time cut out all growth
which is not required to furnish the trellis. Laterals

must be stopped regularly, and the shoots

may now be carefully secured t" their permanent
place on the trellis. The roots will be in

need of a good watering. If so. diluted farmyard
drainings should be afforded. A night temperature
of 65° or 70° will not be too much at this stage.

Cucumbers.—Pay timely attention to the

slopping and regulating of lateral growths, and
when the leading growth has covered about three

parts of the trellis, this also should be stopped.

Add small quantities of fibrous loam and flaky

leaf-mou'.d to the roots as they appear, and
occasionally sprinkle a little artificial manure
over the rooting area. Swinge the foliage regularly

and keep a moist atmosphere at all times. Make
further sowings as the supply demands.

Tomatoes.—Plants raised in the autumn should
now be setting their fruits. A minimum tempera-
ture of 60° must be maiutained. The atmo-
sphere must be kept buoyant by the careful use

of the ventilators and a brisk heat in the hot-

water pipes. The flowers must be carefully

fertilised at midday. Keep later plants growing
near to the glass, and see that the glass is quite

clean.

Plants Under Glass.

Cannas.—The whole of these plants may now
be shaken out and repotted. It is easy to increase

good varieties by carefully dividing the roots.

All the roots must be more or less divided, retaining
only the most promishig portions, unless it is

desired to increase the stock. The Canna is a

ijross-fetdiug plant and needs a rich compost
111 which to thrive.

Begonias.—The tubers which have been resting

may now be started into growth. Place them
in clean, sifted leaf-mould in shallow boxes till

growth commences, when they may be potted
into their flowering pots and kept growing in a

warm, moist house. Extra large tubers may
be divided if increase of stock is desired. Seeds
may now be sown in pots or pans. The utmost
care will be needed in handling the seeds, which
are very minute. Sprinkle a small quantity of

sand o\er them. When sown, cover the pan with
a piece of glass and place in a brisk heat.

Coleus thyrsoideus.—These may now be cut

back with a view to making cuttings for propa-
gation. Some of the most promising of last

year's struck plants may be selected for potting
on. These will make fine specimens for another
season. This plant may also be propagated
from seeds.

The Flower Garden.

Seed-Sowing.—Seeds of various plants such as

Lobelia, Nicotiana sylvestris, N. affinis, Ricinus.

r.revilleas, .Artemisia, Arctotis, Dimorphotheca,
Carnation, Petunias and Golden Leather, may be
sown now. Prick out seedlings which were sown
at the end of last month before they become too

crowded in the seed-pans.

Calceolarias.—if extra large plants are re-

quired, some that were rooted in frames in

the autumn may be potted into 3-inch pots.

C. amplexicaulis 'makes a fine individual subject
by placing three or four plants in a 6-inch pot,

keeping the plants neatly secured to stakes.

These will be found useful for massing in the
mixed border or for dot plants with other suitable

s>d)jects.

Salvia patens.—This delightful plant may be
increased by cuttings. The tubers which were
stored in the autunm may now be potted up
and placed in a warm, moist house, where they
will soon make growths suitable fijr cuttings.

Salvia Blue Beard.—I find this lovely purple

Sage flowers more profusely by sowing early and
allowing the plants to become somewhat starved
ill their pots or boxes before planting out.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—.\s soon as tlie ground is in

suitable condition, give the beds a good dusting

with well-seasoned soot ; then run the hoe between
the plants and clear away weeds and dead foliage.

It is possible that some of the plants put out in

the auttunn may have become loose in the ground
through frost. These must be carefully made
firm by treadmg. Old plantations should" receive

a good mulching with manure.

Protecting Materials.—When the weather is

unfit for outdoor work, the opportimity should

be taken to overhaul nets and other coverings

which are used for protection against late frosts.

Some of the nets which are not torn too badly
niay be mended with tarred twine.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbage.—The mild winter has caused the

first batch of Cabbage to turn in prematurely,
and to prevent a break in the supply any plants

still remaining in the seed-bed should be put out,

also fiU up any gaps in the latest batch. When
the ground is dry enough, the hoe must be used
between the plants and soot liberally used. A
sowing of an appnved early variety may be

made now in boxes and placed in a house of

moderate warmth.

Onions.—Take the first opportiutity when
the ground is in suitable condition to sow the

main crop of Onions. Make the ground firm by
treading ; then rake the siurface fine, after which
the seecls may be sown in drills 16 inches apart
and about an inch deep.

Carrots in Frames.—As soon as the plants are

well above the ground, thin them to about three

inches apart. Afterwards water with a fine-

rosed can to settle the soil about the roots. Admit
air to the frames whenever the weather will allow.

Make another sowing in a cold frame.

Frisnch Beans.—To keep up a good supply,
sowings must be made every ten days. Sow about
six seeds in an 8-inch pot and use a rich compost.
When the plants are fruiting, plenty of stimu'ants
must be given. The foliage must also be well

syringed two or three times a day, or red spider

will put in an appearance.
E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockingf Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

The Herb Border.—No kitchen garden is

complete without its herb border. This requires

renewing from time to time, as some of its occupants
become overgrown and others exhausted. Most
herbs are easily raised from seed, and when making
a new herb border room should be left for sowing
later on such annual varieties as Chervil or Borage.
Mint, Thyme, Tarragon and Sage are perhaps the

ones most frequently demanded in the kitchen.

Plants of Mint and Tarragon force in heat very
readily, so that it is a simple matter to keep up
the supply of these during the winter and early

spring.

Horseradish.—This is a plant that can hardly
be gro«ai too large for kitchen use. The small
pieces of roots or crowns should be preserved
for makhig a new plantation. Being a very deep-
rooting plant, care should be taken when digging
up the roots that all of them are removed, other-

wise any pieces left in the gromid may give futvu'e

trouble when they commence to grow, perhaps
in the midst of a bed of small seedlings.

Seakale.—Small pieces of roots cut off from the
crowns which were lifted for forcing should be
cut into pieces about four inches or five inches
in length and laid closely together in boxes of

saudy soil. A cold frame will be all that is needed
to start the root cuttings into growth. These
will all form crowns ready for planting out later

on. The piece of ground which is to become the
new Seakale plot should be dug and manured
well in advance.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—^Thc temperature of this house
should be advanced a little now that growth
is making quick progress. .\s the bunches appear.

and when it is possible to distinguish between
well-shaped bunches and the imshapely and
small ones, the midesirable ones should be removed,
so as to lessen the tax upon the Vines. With
shy-setting varieties, such as Muscat of Alexanelria,
it is best to leave a surplus number of bunches
in the event of any not setting evenly. A drier
atmosphere should prevail during the time the
Vines are in flower.

Strawberries.—More of these should be brought
indoors from time to time, keeping in view that
the later hatches do not require so much time
to reach the ripening stage. Plants placed in
heat now will, under good conelitions, produce
ripe fruit diuing early May.

The Flower Garden.

The Rock Garden.—Any alterations or aelditioiis

to this garden shoulel be made bi'lore the season
is any fiuther advanced, so that the stones and
soil may get firmly settled in time to allow the
planting of the various subjects. After this date
snails will become more numerous and active,
therefore a sharp look-out should be kept. The
yomig growths of Gypsophilas seem to have an
especial attraction for snails. .A good preventive
is to spread fine ashes or gritty sand around the
plants likely to be attacked.

Lobelias.—Seed of dwarf bedding Lobelias should
be sown now in heat, so that nice plants may
develop by bedding-out-time. Good varieties
may be propagated from cuttings, which root very
readily in the stove. These, in turn, can be topped
again, making it possible to raise-a large quantity
in a very short time.

Ageratums, like Lobelias, are very easily rooted
in heat, and a start should be made to propagate
them now. After the first batch of cuttings
has been rooted, the old stock plants can be
dispensed with, as yomig plants are much more
free. Ageratums can also be raised from seed,
which is best sown this month.

Box Edging.—Whenever the weather is favour-
able, commence relaying any portions of this

edging plant -which require repairing or renewal.
The ordinary dwarf Boxwood does not require
rclayhig frequently, but the tree variety, to be
kept in a smart, trim condition, requires relaying
every third or fourth year, as it is a very vigorous
grower.

Shrub Planting.—.\ll arrears of this work
must now be hurried on, as many deciduous
subjects are showing signs of growth. The planting
of evergreens is better done after this date, but
should not be deferred too long.

The Wild Garden.—Many plants in this garden
need periodical replanting to keep them ui good
condition. Particularly is this so when the garden
itself is of very poor soil. Manure and humus
or spent potting soil should be workeel in before
the plants are retiumed to their various quarters.
Several shrubs will need attention in the matter
of pruning before growth commences.

Plants Under Glass.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora.—This subjcit will

now be passing 'Uit of flower, and should be resteel

for two months. It shoidd, however, receive an
occasional watering, just sufhcient to keep the

plants alive. While at rest the plants may be

removed to a cooler house, but should not be
subjected to a lower temperature than 50°.

Poinsettia pulcherrima may be given the same
treatment as the above.

Gardenias.—To keep up a constant supply of

these fragrant flowers, it is necessary to preipagate

yomig plants from cuttings at different seasons
of the year. Cuttings root freely in a close propa-
gating-frame where there is plenty of bottom-heat
at command. Gardenias being so subject to

attacks from mealy bug and other insects, sponging
and sprayuig with insecticides must be done almost
miceasuigly.

Violets.—Young runners in frames which were
propagated in August and September should be
looked over occasionally, and all side growths
and suckers removed. The lights on these frames
can now be dispensed with altogether, as the

plants must be hardened off ready for planting
out next month. John Jeffrey.

(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardinc
Bart.)

Caslhmilk Gtirdciis, Lockerbie, N.B,
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SOME NEWER GARDEN
ROSES OF UNCOMMON
TYPE.

THERE are always plenty of novelties

annually announced in the Hybrid Tea

class—far too many, I think ; but

among other classes of the wonderful

Rose family there seems to be a com-

paratively slow advance. Perhaps I

might make exception to this statement as

regards the Polyantha Roses, for they are

multiplying very rapidly. In this group we have

one or two that seem quite departures from the

usual type, one especially,

Rodhatte (Red Riding Hood) being extremely

decorative, and doubtless very closely related to

the Hybrid Teas or Monthlies. The flowers are

semi-double, of vivid red colour, and they are of

quite large size for the class. For massing, it will

be most useful and a worthy companion to Fabvier.

Then there is

Tip Top, a delightful Rose with coppery orange

flowers heavily shaded with purple. The buds are

of exquisite shape, each one a perfect show Rose in

miniature,

GruSS an Aachen is quite large, almost large

enough for a front-row flower of an exhibition box.

The blooms are produced in clusters, and are of a

lovely creamy pink shade, with buds of orange red

and yellow. It is a delightful Rose and should be

in every garden.

Yvonne Rabier appears to be a hybrid of Rosa

wichuraiana with dwarf spreading growth, ever-

blooming habit, and clusters of snow white blossoms

as large as, and not unlike, the old Rose Mme.
Plantier, wh'ch was once such a favourite of Sir

Joseph Paxton. For massing, or any place where

a white flower is needed, this Rose will be valu-

able. In violent contrast to it is

Merveille des Rouges, one of the most brilliant

of the Polyanthas, and probably a cross between

Fabvier and a Polyantha. I saw it in May at the

raiser's nurseries in Lyons, and it was a wonderful

sight and well named. I believe it will be more

useful than Ema Teschendorff, for this grand-

coloured Polyantha WcS terribly spoilt by mildew

nearly the whole of last simimer, the mildew

affecting even the flowers. Among Rugosa or

Japanese Roses we have two grand singles in

Carmen and Georges Cain, both of brilliant colour-

ing, far superior to the type. In the wonderful new
group, the Pemetianas, there is a great acquisi-

tion in

liouise Catherine Breslau, a Rose that only

needs to be known to be wanted by everyone, its

colour, a coppery orange, shaded chrome yellow,

with coral red buds, being most distinct and novel.

Mme. Ruan and Willowmere are also both

charming in colour and resemble largely the Lyons

Rose.

Louis Barbier is another variety that has not yet

received the attention it deserves. Its semi-double

flowers are of a most exquisite mixture of coppery

red and yellow, %vith tints of purple and orange. As

a pillar or free bush it will be delightful, and its

mahogany-coloured wood is also attractive.

Two lovely singles are Alexandra Zarifi and Mrs.

A. Kingsmill, both excellent additions, the former a

fine erect grower with charming long buds, and the

latter like a dwarf-growing Rosa sinica Anemone,

-with the colours reversed.

Rosa Moyesi is a most uncommon single Rose

.of great beauty. Its colour is a sort of brown

crimson, quite imique among Roses, and it may be

the forerunner of some good things. I have

successfully used it as the pollen parent upon the

Hybrid Teas, and look forward to some interesting

breaks.

Among Monthly Roses, in Mrs. Edward Clayton,

Laiure de Broglie and Mile, de la Vallette we have

a trio of good things, distinct and beautiful, and

GruSS an Dresden is even more brilliant than

the very brilliant Leuchtfeuer, from which great

things, as a decorative Rose, are expected. The

Hybrid Multifloras, that apparently spring from

Trier, directly or indirectly, will fill a gap in

perpetual-flowering Roses of a free, shrub-like

habit. Of these, Danae, Moonlight, Daphne, Adrian

R^verchon and Schiller are most worthy of

cultivation, and should be in every collection

where these imcommon Roses are valued.

Queen of the Musks is very pretty, and perhaps

should be grouped with the last named. It is

practically always in bloom.

Miss Flora Mitten is one of the most charming

single Roses we have received for some time, at

least among the climbing section. It is a seedling

of Rosa brunoniana, and makes shoots 12 feet

to 15 feet in length in a season. The flowers are

very large, some 4 inches to 5 inches across, and are

produced in immense trusses of twenty to thirty

blooms. They are of a rich, clear pink colour, with

lighter centre, and set off by a fine mass of golden

stamens. This fine novelty is almost perpetual,

and will undoubtedly be one of our best climbing

Roses. Another beautiful single rambler is

Silver Moon. Its flowers have a resemblance to

what one might imagine a single Frau Karl

Druschki would be like ; they are produced in nice

clusters, and the plant has a wealth of beautiful

glistening foliage. Danecroft.

BOOKS.

THE CLOUD GRASS.
In those gardens where Sweet Peas are grown

largely for house decoration, when cut there is

usually a difficulty in securing enough foliage to

arrange with the blossoms, as the removal of their

own leaves and tendrils on a large scale means the

ciurtailment of the floral display. One of the most

suitable and beautiful plants for use in conjunction

with Sweet Peas when cut is the dainty little

Grass known as Agrostis nebulosa, the Cloud

Grass, a name that is most suitable on account

of the gauze-like appearance of the plant when in

flower, the tiny, bro\vnish red blossoms on the very-

thin and much-branched stems creating a picture

that for gracefulness and quiet beauty can hardly

be surpassed in the plant world. This Grass

possesses the merit of being easy to grow ; hence

its inclusion in any garden ought not to be attended

with difiiculty. Most seedsmen supply seeds,

and from a packet of these a large number of plants

can quickly be raised. Like the Sweet Pea, this

Grass is a true annual ; hence seeds must be sown

every spring, the end of March or early in April

being a good time. It will thrive in any soil that

has been thoroughly dug and well drained, and the

seeds should be sown where the plants are intended

to grow. As soon as the seedlings are an inch or so

high it will be necessary to thin them so that they

stand at least six inches apart, as the flower-stems,

which usually grow about eighteen inches high,

branch very freely and need considerable room for

their proper development. In addition to its

usefulness in conjunction with Sweet Peas, this

Grass may be utilised for other flowers which are

of a graceful character. H.

Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the British Isles.*

This work makes a very important addition to

horticultural literature, for it presents in easily

understood language excellent descriptions of

3,000 or more hardy trees and shrubs, including

many of the new Chinese introductions, together

with general instructions on cultivation and hints

on the treatment of those plants which require

special care. The need for such a work has long

been felt ; for although several books on trees and
shrubs have appeared within the last twenty years,

there has been no really standard work to compare
with Loudon's " Encyclopaedia of Trees and
Shrubs," which was published between seventy

and eighty years ago. The book under notice,

however, fills that want, and it will doubtless have

as long a reign as Loudon's work. No comparison

can be made between the two works, for they are

treated in an entirely different manner, the only

point of resemblance being the thoroughness with

which each author conducted his work.

The new book is the work of Mr. W. J. Bean, the

Assistant-Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens.

Kew, who for many years has had personal charge of

the fine tree and shrub collections in that establish-

ment, and whose critical knowledge of everything

connected with trees and shrubs is well known
throughout the country. There are two volumes,

the first containing 688 pages and the second

736 pages, and the book is divided into two parts.

Part I. ends at page no of the first volume, and
consists of short chapters on culture, trees and

shrubs for various special objects, such as autumn
colour, street planting, fine foliage, coloiured bark,

seaside planting, &c., and concludes with a glossary

of botanical terms, which will be found useful to

those who find a difficulty with such technicalities.

The practical man will be pleased to find chapters

upon such pertinent subjects as propagation,

hybridising and selection, transplanting, soils,

pruning, care of old trees, &c., while the first

chapter, entitled " Historical Notes," is particu-

larly interesting.

The second part of the book, however,

which begins on page rir and is continued

to the end of the second volume, is the most
important, and the more one reads of this

part, the more one is impressed by the

critical knowledge of the author and the care he

has bestowed upon his work. The genera are

arranged alphabetically, and in each case a general

description of the genus is given ; then the

principal species are described separately, with

any important varieties. The same plan pertains

throughout the work, and, in the descriptions of

the species, the scientific name with the authority

for the name, followed by the common name, when
there is one, heads the descriptive matter. Then

come well-known sj-nonyms, particularly where

confusion is known to exist, and, when possible, a

reference to a picture of the plant. The descrip-

tive matter is then divided into two paragraphs,

the first giving a botanical description of the species

in simple and easily understood terms, and the

latter giving its native country, date of introduc-

tion, beha^'iom: under cultivation, special require-

ments and other interesting items.

The following description from Vol. I.,

page 499, gives a good idea of the working

• • Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the British Isles," by
W. J. Beau, Assistant-Curator, Boval Botanic Gardens,
Kew. Two vols.—Vol. I., pp. 1—683 ; Vol. II., pp. 1—
736, including index, with numerous full-page and text

illustrations. London; John Murray: price42s.net.
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plan : " Disanthus cercidifolia, Maxinwwicz.

Hamamelidaces. (Sargent's Forest Flora of Japan,

t. 15.) A deciduous shrub up to 8 or loft. high,

with slender, spreading branches
;
young shoots

perfectly smooth and round, and marked
with small whitish lenticels. Leaves alternate,

firm, very broadly ovate to roundish, heart-shaped

or trimcate at the base, b'.unt and rounded
at the apex ; 2 to 4iins. long, and almost or quite

as broad ;
perfectly smooth, glaucous green and

entire ; stalk i to 2ins. long. Flowers dark

purple, two of them set back to back at the end
of a stalk Jin. long, produced from the leaf axili.

Each flower is Jin. across, with five narrow tapering

petals, arranged starwise ; calyx with five short

recurved lobis ; stamens five. Seed-vessel a

woody, nut-like capsule. Native of Japan
;

introduced about 1893, not yet well known in

gardens. It has not yet flow red in Britain to

my knowledge, and the appearance of the blooms

is chiefly known from Sargent's figure above

cited. We know it, however, to possess one
excellent quality : its foliage, handsome and
Judas-tree like in form, turns in autmun to one
of the loveliest of claret-reds suffused with orange.

No new shrub, indeed, is more leautiful in this

respect. It is rather tender when young, but

appears quite hardy after a few years. A plant

at Kew, 3ft. high, growing in peaty soil in a bed
of heaths, is in excellent condition, and was not

injured in the least in the winter of 1908-9.

Disanthus (the name refers to the paired flowers)

is only known by this species. It belongs to that

group of the witch-hazel family with many seeds

in each fruit. In Japan it flowers in October

when the previous year's seeds are ripening,

resembling in this respect its ally the Virginian

witch-hazel."

From this description it will be seen that

a person knowing nothing about the shrub

is able to form a pretty accurate idea of its

general character and peculiarities, and through-

out the book the descriptions are given in the same
lucid manner. The book throughout appears

to be wonderfully free from errors, the one or two
we have noted being of a trifling character and
due evidently to the vagaries of the printer rather

than to the author, such as the transposing of

two letters in the word Zanthoxylum which heads
page 690 in Vol. II. A considerable number of

well-executed full-page photographs of specimen
plants by Mr. E. J. Wallis are dispersed through
the book, while upwards of 200 line drawings
by Miss E. Goldring occur in the text, adding to

the interest -and value of the work. The book
has been published by Mr. J. Murray, and the

mechanical part, both as regards printing and
finish, is good. We congratulate the author
heartily upon the production of such a valuable

work, which will be of the greatest use to all who
have to do with trees and shrubs. The difficulties

which have existed for so long regarding the

correct names of certain trees and shrubs ought
now to be set at rest, and we should like to see

nurserymen and others accept Mr. Bean's dec sions

in the preparation of their catalogues and the

naming of their collections. It is a book which
should not alone find a place upon the shelves

of every library of horticultural, sylvicultural

and botanical works, but should be in constant use.

Sweet Peas and Antirrhinums.*—The author
of this little book is undoubtedly one of the best

known men in the Sweet Pea world, and we have
often thought that if he could be induced to write

on the subject, something of more than usual

interest would result. We are glad to find that

our anticipations have been realised. Judging
by the preface, Mr. Cuthbertson had some doubt
as to there being room for another book on Sweet
Peas ; but this doubt having been appeased,

he set to work in right good style. As anyone
who knows him would expect, the book is, before

all else, practical, and in this direction affords

a welcome change from the twaddle that

journalists inexperienced in matters pertaining to

gardening have seen fit to put into print during
recent years. Knowing the wonderful store of

historical knowledge that Mr. Cuthbertson possesses,

we would have liked to have seen a little more of

this, especially in relation to the Antirrhinum.

We congratulate him on placing the chapter on
Sweet Pea culture for the average man before

that dealing with the exhibitor. In these days
of craze for size, too many authors and, we fear,

floral enthusiasts almost overlook the man or

woman who grows flowers for the love of them
and who- cares little or nothing for exhibition

blooms. Doubtless his lists of the best varieties

for different purposes will cause some heart-

burning, but on the whole we consider them good
and fairly compiled. The chapters on seed-

growing and raising new varieties are, we think,

the best in the book ; but here again, like Oliver

Twist, we would have preferred more, as few
persons have given these subjects more attention

than the author. Mr. Cuthbertson's faith in the

is that we should fcrtainly ad^^se you to give less liquid
manure during the growing season, say, once every fourth
watering. By attending to these two points you may
reasonably anticipate a good display of flowers next
autumn.

CLEMATISES IN GREENHOUSE (O. B. Sykee).—It is
quite possible to produce fertile seeds of Clematis in an
unheated greenhouse, and no beneficial results would
follow artificial heating with an oil stove. Keep the
house well ventilated, but do not expose the plants to
cold draught.?, especially while the groirth is very tender.
To cross-fertilise the flowers, remove the stamens from
cert.ain flowers before the pollen is ripe, and enclose each
emasculated flower in a light canvas bag. When the
.stigmataare ripe, transfer pollento them, fromthe variety
you wish to use for the male parent, by means of a small
camel-hair brush. A sunny morning is the best time
for the work. ^Ve do not know of any book upon the
cross-fertilisation of the Clematis, but the work is quite
easy.

TREATMENT OF PELARGONIUMS {Pelargomum}.—
Your suggestions for the treatment of your Zonal Pelar-
goniums arc in the main correct, though exception may
be taken to one or two items therein. In the first place,
we think that cutting your old plants back to 2 inches
or 3 inches is rather too drastic a measure, and would
prefer to leave them from 3 inches to 4 inches in height.
Wlien cut back and placed in a rather warmer structure,
the soil must be kept fairly dry till the young shoots'
make their appearance, as, if too moist, the plants will
break out in an irregular manner. When the young
shoots are about half an inch long is a good time to repot
the plants. .\s much of the old soil should be taken away
as can be done without unduly distressing the plants.
The most suit.ablc compost consists mainly of good loam,
lightened by a little thoroughly decayed "leaf-mould and
sand. It is not to the advantage of these Pelargoniums
to put them into pots too large ; therefore we advise you
that those you speak of as being in 48's would be better
put into 32's than in 24's. Some varieties grow more
vigorously than others, and it is quite possible that by,
say, the end of April you would feel justified in shifting
some of the largest into 24-sizfd pots. The plants must,
of course, be kept in a good light position, and any shoots
that show a tendency to run away should be stopped.
This ought not to be done for a couple of months before
the plants are reqviired to be in flower. You will be
quite right in removing the flower-buds up to six weeks
before the plants are required to be at their best. In
the case of the cut-down plants, it is' quite probable that

that have been made, especially in the coloiu's

of the flowers, during recent years cannot help

thinking that this useful plant deserves far more
attention from the gardening public than it at

present receives. The plants are easily raised

from seeds, and a good strain now will give seed-

lings practically true to colour. Another point

in favour of the Antirrhinum is that up to the

present it has not been subject to any serious

disease, though in America we believe a species

of rust fungus causes considerable trouble. The
book is well printed and the illustrations are. on

the whole, excellent.

• " Sweet Peas and Antirrhinums," by William Cuth-
bertson ; price Is. net. London : Messrs. James Clarke
and Co., 13 and 14, Fleet Street, B.C.

future of the Antirrhinum is not misplaced. Anyone ' 1°" ^'" ^"i P°t' "'J^"
^'^^

\'l!'^ "",1°?^ \? ""P.^ T^*"^ ^ large enough. In this case they will be benefited by a
who has observed the wonderful improvements shift into larger ones, say, atxiut the end of April. In

potting, the soil should l>e pressed down firmly, as loose
soil leads to rank growth and, consequently, more irregular-
shaped plants with fewer flowers. Stimulants should
not be given tiU the pots are well furnished with roots,
and even then an excess must be avoided. A couple of
months before the plants are required to be at their best
is a very suitable time to feed them. This may be given
in the shape of liquid manure and soot-water combined,
or one of the many plant foods now obtainable. Some
of these last being very powerful, they must not be given
stronger than the furnished instructions. In any case,
once a week is a very suitable time to give these stimulant£.
Plenty of hght and air is very necessary for the successful
culture of the different forms of Pelargonium. Regal
Pelargoniums.—The end of July is certainly rather lat/*

to have Regal Pelargoniums at their best. A good deal
may, however, be done by following a systematic course
of treatment, though even then you can scarcely expect
them to be as good as they would be. say, six weeks earlier.
It will be a good plan to put the plants that need a shift
into larger pots. The growing points, too, may be
pinched out in order to induce the formation of secondary
shoots, but this should not be done later than two months
before they are required to flower. The buds may be
picked off up to six weeks beforehand, but on this point
a little discrimination must be used, as a spell of dull,
cold weather may cause the blossoms to stand still, or
nearly so. In that case it is better to have the flowers
in bloom a little too early than too late. Your appli-
cation for the rust may have been a little too strong.
The same instructions as to potting, compost, air, &c.,

will apply as those directed for the Zonal Pelargoniums.
If your plants are intended for a show, you will flnd it

a great advantage to gum the flowers before moving
them about, as the petals so readily drop. Florists'

gum can be readily obtained from the horticultural
sundriesmen, and a tiny drop in the centre of the flower
will go far to prevent the premature dropping of the.

petals.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPON DENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire asRist-

ance, no matter what the branch of garden irnj may be, and
ivith that object make^ a special feature of the "'Ansivers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely loritten on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the EDITOR of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, TT.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

THE GREENHOUSE.
NERINE FOTHERGILLII NOT FLOWERING (3Irs.

E. A. F).—Thf cultural directions followi.-d by you have
bcPD in the main correct. This is, indeed, shown by the
large size and flourishing condition of the bulbs. The
one point in which you have erred is in gi\"in2 the bulbs
water before the tips of the flower-spikes showed themselves
As soon as they can be pcen, then water may be safely
civen.but if the plants are watered too soon, teaves. not
flower-spikes, arc the principal result. One other matter

ROSE GARDEN.
TONK'S ROSE MANURE {E. S. Af.).—This compound

is not offered for sale, so far as we know, but any good
firm, such as Messrs. V. Voss and Co., Carlton Works,
Millwall, would make it u.p for you. The recipe is as

follows: Superphosphate of lime, twelve parts; nitrate

of potash, ten parts : sulphate of magnesia, two parts ;

sulphate of iron, one part ; and sulphate of lime, eight

parts. Apply it this month, a quarter of a pound to the
square yard of surface. The climbing lto?cs in the green-

house should be pruned after flowering, say, about May.
They would then have the summer to make new growths,
which are retained almost full length to flower the follow-

ing spring. If the long growths have side shoots or
laterals, you can prune these now to about three eyes
from their base, but retain the long rods made last ye-ar

nf-arly their full length.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
A Handsome Hazel.—Few' prettier sights are

to be seen in early spring than good specimens

of the Hazel when well laden with male catkins.

This year in many places they are making a fine

display. A shrub worthy of more attention for

iis ornamental qualities is the Constantinople

Hazel (Corylus Columa), which forms a tree and

bears longer catkins than the common kind.

When in fruit the peculiarly cut calyx, which

almost covers the nut, is also very hiteresting.

Ivy for CoveringTDamp Walls.—There are

many uses to which the Ivy may be put, and in

a number of cases it has no equal, one of these

being for covering a damp wall. An instance

we have in mind is a wall of a dwelling-house

which at one time suffered very much
from damp. On our advice Ivies

were planted to grow up the wall,

and we understand now that it is

well covered and that very little

evidence of damp is seen. This is

undoubtedly known to many, but it

may be a useful hint to some of our

readers, as Ivy can be successfully

planted at this season.

Winter Aconites and Snow-
drops.—^These are very pretty at

Kew at the present time, in some

places grown separately and in others

as a mixture. They are used in some

instances to carpet ground beneath

shrubs, and are particularly attrac-

tive when planted in broad masses.

In some places they are used

b?neath beds of red-barked shrubs,

such as Comus alba, and the

contrast is very effective. Both

Winter Aconites and Snowdrops may
be expected to give better results

when planted in cultivated or

semi-cultivated land than when
planted in close grass, for they

cannot adapt themselves to close turf with

the same facility as the Crocus ; therefore, when
a groundwork is wanted for beds or borders of

deciduous shrubs, they should be remembered.

late January and early February. It cannot be

depended upon to come true from seeds, and is

usually grafted upon stocks of H. virginiana.

When planted in light, loamy soil containing a

little peat, it grows rapidly and forms a shapely

bush with little or no pruning.

Pernetiana Roses.—At a Comicii meeting of the

National Rose Society, held last week, it was
definitely decided to adapt the prefix " Pernetiana "

to the group of Roses characterised by Rayon d'Or
and Arthur R. Goodwin. Although this name is

not botanically correct, it has been so imiversally

adopted that it was considered by the majority

of the members of the Council inadvisable to alter

it. We suggest that the botanical difficultv could

A WELL-FLOWERED PLANT OF THE KASHMIR PI

(p. DENTICULATA CASHMERIANA).

have been eliminated by calling this class Pemet
Roses, in the same way as we refer to the

Noisette group.

A Charming Colour Arrangement of Green-
The Japanese Witch Hazel.—The difference

j

house Flowers.—When inspecting the private
between Hamamelis japonica zuccariniana and ' conservatory of a partner of one of our leading
other Witch Hazels is most apparent in the colour

^

seed firms last week, we were particularly pleased
of the flowers, for instead of the familiar golden with a simple grouping of flowers. At the far

hue, the blossoms are in this case a clear pale ' end of the conservatory Maidenhair and other
lemon. A native of Japan, it forms a large bush Ferns had been arranged to form a steep bank,
iir small tree in its native country. Here we are

familiar with it as a wide-spreading bush, at least

six feet or eight feet high, with rather slender

branches, from which a profusion of flowers with

two fairly large spaces towards the centre being
left for flowering plants. These were filled

with blue Primula obconica and the yellow P.

kewensis, the twain being lightly intermingled.
narrow, curiously twisted petals appear during The effect was so quiet and good that we

pass on the hint for the benefit of any readers
who may have these plants at their disposal.

Even without the Ferns the two colours would
be charming.

The Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Society.
—We understand that the above Society his
just completed arrangements with the North
of England Horticultural Society for holding
an exhibition at the Corn Exchange, Leeds,
on April 29 and 30. The schedule will be
publ shed shortly.

Preserving Cut Flowers.—The results of

numerous experiments conducted at the Cornell
University, U.S.A., show that there is no better

method of preserving cut flowers yet kno\vn than
cutting a short piece off the stem
each day. A number of chemicals,

dissolved in the water, were
tested, but the results were not

such as to justify their recom-
mendation.

The Kashmir Primula.— Before
many weeks are over, the beautiful

Primula illustrated on this page will

be opening its globe-like heads of

violet flowers. Although classed by the

Kew authorities as a variety of

Primula denticulata, it is regarded
by many as a distinct species. It

is a charming plant for a moist spot

in the rock garden, but shade is not a

necessity. The under surface of the

foliage is coated with farina. Soil

that consists of good loam and a

liUIe rough peat seems to suit this

Primula, which certainly deserves

to be better known than it is at

present.

Outdoor Crocuses for Bowls.—
IMULA Owing to the wet, cold and windv

weather, the early Crocuses, such as

Sieberi and biflorus, have presented

a very dejected appearance outdoors this year.

To enjoy their full beauty we have lifted some good
clusters, put them into glazed bowls filled with

sand, and taken them indoors. There the flowers

quickly expand, and reveal the beautiful orange
stigmata and internal colours of the perianth seg-

ments. The plants should be lifted with roots

and soil intact, placed in the bowls, and the spaces

between filled with dry sand, ordinary builder's

sand or silver sand answering equally well. This

is then thoroughly soaked with water and the surface

covered with a little green moss to give the whole
a neat appearance. Treated in this way Crocuses

will last in good condition for nearly, or quite,

a fortnight.
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HOME-GROWN VEGETABLES AND OUR FOOD SUPPLY.

Our article and the subsequent letters on the above subject have created considerable interest among horticultural societies, and we
give a selection of letters from those luho have already adopted our suggestion, or intend to do so. We take this opportunity of once
more pointing out that the object of our article was mainly to increase our home supplies of food, the disposal of any surplus
produce being a secondary matter. We shall be pleased to send reprints of the article to any secretary of a horticultural society for

distribution among his members.

I

MYSELF am fully in sympathy with the

work, and you can take it my society will

be. Last August I wrote, through the

medium of the local Press, urging the culti-

vation of every available plot of land,

large and small. In November we also

held a special patriotic show, and raised a clear

profit of £142 for the National Relief Fund. We
have already decided to go forward with our

exhibition as usual, on July i6 and 17 ; in fact,

our schedule of sixty-eight pages will be out next

week. I wish the movement every success, and

assure you of my whole-hearted interest and
co-operation. William G. Carradine.

Birmingham Horticultural Society.

The doings of our horticultural society have
perforce to be indefinitely postponed during the

war ; but I for one—and others on the committee

—

have strong ideas of the desirability of wakening

everybody to the desirability of increasing our

\egetable supplies. By precept and example I

hope to continue the crusade, trusting that others

may also rise to the importance of the same. I

hope your article may increase enthusiasm on

the subject.

Lilian Jones Bateman, Hoi. Secretary.

Abergele Horticultural Society.

1 SHALL be pleased to place the article on
vegetables before my committee. They are think-

ing of withholding all prize money in gardeners'

classes, and, after deducting bare working expenses,

to present all surplus money to the Belgium
Restoration I'"und. I will certainly do all in my
power to get members to send any vegetables

they may have to spare to some institution.

C. E. Brooker, Secretary.

Highgale Horticultural Society.

In reference to the important question of our

national food supply, I may say we have had this

question under consideration, and have already

adopted a system for sending a monthly supply of

fruit and vegetables to the Fleet at some naval

base. Our president and myself have been appointed

as a local committee (Norwich branch), and we
have appealed to all our members, as well as to

those of the affiliated Norfolk and Norwich Horti-

cultural Society, and also to the Norfolk public,

through the Press for their co-operation and support.

AU contributions are received at my office address

monthly, whence I have already sent away two
good representative consignments, which have
been gratefully acknowledged. It is our inten-

tion to maintain a monthly supply throughout

the summer if possible, and trust that our efforts

will nifct with success.

W. L. Wallis, Secretary.

hasi .liigtian Horticultural Club.

I read your article re increasing our vegetable

supplies before the members at our last meeting.

Time would not allow a good discussion upon the

subject, but as it was sent to the committee for them
to consider it, we shall have a special meeting
next week for this purpose. If in the meantime
any further suggestions are offered by your readers,

will you let me know, and I will forward to you
any information I can gather upon the matter.
The enclosed circular re Croydon Vacant Lands
Cultivation Society may interest you. This is

a separate body to our society, but part of the
committee is composed of members from our
society. A considerable amount of vacant land
is now under cultivation.

Harry Boshier, Hon. Secretary.

Croydon and District Horticultural Mutual
Improvement Society.

[Judging by the circular sent by Mr. Boshier,

the Croydon Vacant Lands Cultivation Society is

doing good work in securing vacant plots and getting

them under cultivation by working men.

—

Ed.]

Our society is in sympathy with your good move,
and we wish you success in your work for a good
cause. Our committee do not see their way clear

to offer any products just now, but if any be needed
during the summer months, perhaps we shall l)e

better able to do it then. I may state that we
are situated in a colliery district, and it is hard
work here to cultivate our own produce. Re
growing and assisting others to cultivate their
gardens, we have already done good work in this

way, and are still doing good work in encouraging
cottagers to cultivate their plots of ground. We
intend to hold a show on August 19, and all the
proceeds will be devoted to the proposed new
cottage hospital in this locality. We are affiliated

to tiie Royal Horticultural Society and hold
weekly lectures on horticulture free of charge,
when there is a very good attendance. Our last

lecture was on the Brassica family, the lecturer
being iVIr. W. Payne. He urged us to grow
Cabbage, Cauliflower, Brussels Sprouts, &c.,
because one or the other is available all the year
round. T. M. Lloyd, Secretary.

.iberaman Horlicullural Society.

In reference to growing more vegetables, I would
tell you some of our work as a horticultural
society in this district. After many years of

struggle, we have secured nearly thirteen acres
of land, which we let to our members as allotments,
ranging from five to twenty rods of ground each,
so as to spread it among as many as possible. We
have 177 working these plots. All are keen, and
every plot is let. We discourage the growing of
flowers on these by refusing to allow flowers grown
on allotments to be exhibited at our shows. I may
say we have a full programme, as usual, this year,
our motto being " Carry On." Regarding your
note on the supply of seeds, one of our committee
drafted a collection suitable to our members' needs
and submitted this to a reputable firm of seedsmen,
and asked them to supply these collections at a
fair and low price. The firm did so, and our mem-
bers have the seeds. We have lectures and

discussions at the beginning and waning of the

seasons, so that our members may gain knowledge

and also begin necessary operations at the right

time. We try to embrace every branch of

horticulture in our schedule. In the economic

section we have o\:er forty classes this year at

our summer and autumn shows, also classes for

home preserves. The matter of surplus vegetables

we have fully discussed, and you will readily

understand that, with the small plots our members
have, there will not be much left after their own
family needs are catered for ; if there are any, we
shall, no doubt, find some way of collecting

them and sending what we can where they are

needed. But you will, no doubt, agree with us

when I say we consider we are doing good work
by encouraging our members to keep their own
families supplied first. Of course, we feel things

tight this year, but I have had so much encourage-

ment already that I face the work very hopefully

now. I trust you will excuse my lengthy epistle,

but I wished to show you we are alive and have

anticipated the ideas expressed in your article, and

have dealt with every phase of it to the best of our

ability. When I tell you our work is all done in

the evenings, you will realise the result is not

unsatisfactory.

H. A. BEECROFr, Hon. Secretary.

Seven Kings and Goodmayes Horticultural Society.

In reference to your article on " Hume-grown
Vegetables and Our Food Supply," I think the

ideas advanced are excellent, and I will endeavour

to get the societies connected with our association

to do what they can in regard to the matter.

We hope to hold our show on August 25 and 26.

H. DUNKIN.

Wartfickshire Horticultural Association.

You may bj interested to hear that the Birming-

ham Horticultural Society have applied, through

Mr. William G. Carradine, their secretary, for a

grant of our small booklets on " Cropping Allot-

ments " for the use of their members. I have

sent them five dozen. You will be interested

to know that your article on " Home-grown

Vegetables and Our Food Supply " has evidently

attracted attention in quarters where you wouhl

desire it. Edward Owen Greening.

The .4grictiltural and Horticultural .Association,

Limited.

I WAS very pleased indeed tn see the excelleiil

letter from Dr. Lillias Hamilton in your last issue.

The most important point raised by her is, I think,

that more root crops should be grown this year

than usual. Undoubtedly Potatoes, Onions or

Carrots will produce more valuable food from a

given area than Cabbages or Cauliflowers, whole-

some and useful though these are. Co-operative

piggeries for allotments ought certainly to be widely

adopted. Apart from eating up refuse, pigs

provide a particularly valuable garden manure.

Another F.R.H.S.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Helxine Solierolii as a Carpeting Plant.—

I do not think this very useful carpeter is as well

known as it should be. It grows, to quote Mr,

Farrer, " as quick as a dream or a fungus." It

has the reputation of being not quite hardy

;

but here in Birmingham, where the climate is

anything but genial, I find it will stand any amount

of frost, provided it is kept dry from November

to March with a pane of glass placed an inch or

so above it. It is in the moraine and is also

spreading itself all over the path, and is a beautiful

bright green all the year romid. I find it more

satisfactory than Arenaria balearica, which here

is apt to die off. Another advantage is that every

scrap broken off will grow.—H. E. I.

Shows, Schedules and Judges.—Having had

a rather lengthy experience both in the framing

of prize schedules and in judging, I feel interested

in the discussion in The Garden on the above

subjects, and would like to draw attention to a

common mistake made by judges, either through

lack of thought or through lack of moral courage.

I refer to the failure to withhold a prize or to

make a modified award in the case of an inferior

exhibit, when only one exhibit, and that of inferior

quality, is staged in a given class. A first prize

is often awarded as a matter of course, thus giving

the public an erroneous impression as to what is

the ideal standard of excellence with regard to

the subject for which prizes are offered. On the

same principle, two exhibits are staged in a class,

the one of great merit, the other greatly inferior
;

but they are awarded first and second prize rf-

spectively. In my opinion, " these things ought

not so to be."

—

Caledonia.

The Purple-Flowered Cistus.—There is no

doubt that Cistus purpureus is the finest of its

colour, although one often meets with many
inferior plants under that . name. By some il

is regarded as a native of the Levant, while other

authorities recognise it as a hybrid between

Cistus ladaniferus x C. villosus, and there seems

reason to believe that the latter is undoubtedly

its true origin, for no specimen has ever beer

known to be collected wild, while it gets its colour

from C. villosus and its size and spots from C.

ladaniferus. It is of a spreadmg habit, about

four feet high, and often more through, with dark

green, oblong, slightly rugose foliage. The flowers,

which are quite 3 inches broad, are terminal,

generally in threes, and are lilac purple in colour,

while near the base of the petals the beauty of

the flower is enhanced by a large ruby red spot,

which makes it so distinct and ornamental, and

in striking contrast to the bright yellow stamens.

The Cistuses are among the showiest of ornamental

flowering shrubs, blooming for a considerable

part of the summer, and should be included

among any that are being planted. They are

excellent for sunny positions in light soil, often

thriving in poor ground where many other

shrubs would fail.—F. G. Preston.

The Ideal Daffodil Catalogue.—Jlay I crave a

little of your space for comment on the Rev. J.

Jacob's " Daffodil Notes " in yoiu: issue of

January 30, as far as they deal with my previous

remarks on Daffodil catalogues ? Mr. Jacob's notes

are always interesting, but he must pardon me if 1

confess to fijiding them in this instance less

relevant than usual. The point of my remarks

lay in the contention that in the best Daffodil

catalogue known to me, certain marks of excellence

have been awarded to the several varieties (four

crosses to the best quality, three to the second-

rate, and so on), and that the excellence thus indi-

cated is, roughly speaking, in proportion to the

price ; in other words, that, when a variety sinks

to a moderate price, it becomes, ipso facto, second-

rate. In support of this contention I gave certain

figures and averages from the Pimlico catalogue.

Mr. Jacob says nothing to controvert this, though

no doubt he can guess shrewdly enough what
catalogue was in my mind. (I might say, how-
ever, that my figures were taken from the 1913

catalogue and not from that for I9r4, which was
not then to hand.) As to high-art adjectives, if

bulb merchants choose to use these to excess,

there is no statute to prevent them, and dictionaries

are cheap. The only fear is that they may exhaust

the language and get gravelled for lack of high-

falutin epithets. By the way. a certahi Irish firm

Good in grass, pots, beds, and vases—2S. per doz.

Mrs. R. Sydenham (Ajax).—^This is one of the best

recently introduced white self-coloured Daffodils,

of perfect fqrm and great substance
;

perianth

broad, firm, and pure white
;

pure white narrow
trimipet beautifully recurved at mouth ; still,

in our opinion, unsurpassed as a white trumpet.

A.M., R.H.S. Good in beds, pots and vases

—

I2S. 6d. per bulb. Alannah (Triandrus Hybrid).

—

A lovely self lemon colour, short trumpet, beauti-

fully crested at mouth, with very level perianth
;

a very beautiful flower—£30 per bulb." The
trail of the serpent is perhaps traceable even in

Doe and Roe, but, at any rate, their catalogue

does not pay to mere costliness the homage paid

by some firms. If I might make a suggestion

(which I do with diffidence), it is that a certain

economy should be practised in the expenditure

of epithets, in respect at least of a flower which
" needs no bush." That comprehensive word
' precious," which conveys all that there is of

THE PURPLE-FI.OWERED ROCK ROSE (ciSTUS PURPUREUS)

(the well-known Messrs. Doe, Roe and Co. of

Dublin) distributes a Daffodil catalogue which bids

fair presently to come withm measurable distance

of the ideal catalogue. In point of scientific

arrangement and " get-up " it is not equal to that

of the Pimlico firm ; but its intention is excellent,

and the infonnation it gives, if less ecstatic, is

fuller and more serviceable, though, so far, not so

full and serviceable as it might be. I extract from
this Dublin catalogue two or three paragraphs,

in the ambitious hope of convincing Mr. Jacob
that the perfect catalogue, when it arrives, need
not be cold, and, what is perhaps equally desirable,

that it may achieve its purpose without bringing

the English language to bankruptcy. It must
not be forgotten that in listing Daffodils a correct

classification is in itself descriptive—half the

battle, indeed. This is how Doe and Roe pro-

ceed : "Albatross (Burbidgei). — A beautiful

flower, with large spreading white perianth, and
pale citron-yellow cup, edged bright orange scarlet

;

very floriferous ; one of the best. F.C.C., R.H.S.

" too-tooishness," might be reserved for flowers

costing, say, from £5 to £50 per bulb ; so that, if

a variety were described as " precious," we should

know that it was a flower of surpassing loveliness

and cost a minimum of £5. The baldest and most

pedestrian prose available would be used for such

flowers as cost a beggarly 30s. or less. The middle

zone (between 30s. and £5) might be reserved as

a Daffodil limbo or purgatory, where flowers on

the down-grade might linger till such time as they

became cheap enough to be finally d—mn—d.

—

Somerset.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
March 2.—Royal Horticultmral Society's Exhibi-

tion of Flowers, Plants, &c., i p.m. to 5 p.m.

Lecture at 3 p.m. by Dr. Claud F. Fothergill on
" Pressing Flowers to Retain Their Colomrs" ; and

by Colonel Rawson, C.B., on " Colour Changes in

Flowers by the Removal of Sunlight." Royal

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF
LILIUM TESTACEUM.

T
kHIS beautiful and distinct Lily, which is

referred to by Sir Herbert Maxwell.Bart.,

on page 64, as one of tlie loveliest of the

race, is, as stated by the writer, of

unknown origin. Concerning its early

history, the most complete account

that has come under my notice occurs in a book
of 122 pages, entitled " Monographic, Historique

ft Litteraire des Lis, par Fr. de Cannart
d'Hamale, President de la federation des Societes

d' Horticulture de Belgique, &c.," printed at

Malines, 1870. Somewhat curtailed and rather

freely translated, it reads as follows :

" There is also another Lily, with

recurved petals, concerning tlie origin

of which we have but a vague idea,

but whicli, nevertheless, appears to be

Japanese, viz., Lilium testaceum of

Lindley (the Nankeen Lily). It was
first discovered by M. Fr. ,-\d. Haage,
jun., of Erfurt, accidentally, in a large

consignment of Martagons which he

had received from Holland in 1836,

and with which it had been mixed.

The plant was introduced into Belgium
by L. van Houtte of Ghent, who had
received a case full of it from M. von
Weissenborn of Erfurt in exchange
for some Fuchsias. This exchange
was made in 1840 or 1841, at which
time there is no question that of this

unknown Lily three persons of Lille in

France each possessed an offset. One
only of tliese offsets chanced to

flower, at Esquermes-lez-Lille, and
showed an umbel of pendant blossoms.

with petals reflexed like the Marta-

gons, but larger and of a beautiful

nankeen colour, slightly tinged witli

rose, and dotted with a deeper tint at

the base. The bright orange-coloured

stamens served to add to the beauty
of tile flower.

" M. van Houtte, who happened to

be at Lille, was fortunate enough to

see tills splendid novelty. He eventu-

ally received from M. von Weissenborn

an order for Fuchsias, with a post-

script in the following terms : ' If by
any chance you want the nankeen-

coloured Lily, I have a quantity at

your service.' M. van Houtte did not

think twice about it, and seized with

avidity the good fortune offered to

him. He accepted the exchange, and
soon became the possessor of a case more than a

yard square full of Nankeen Lilies of all sizes,

the largest bulbs measuring more than a foot in

circumference.

"This news soon spread to Lille, and there caused

much talk and great disappointment when the

possessors of the three offsets were convinced

that the I.ily of which M. van Houtte liad become
the owner was the same as those whicli they guarded

so jealously. The Nankeen Lily passed from
Belgium to England, where it flowered for the

first time with Messrs. Rollisson. It was figured

and described in the Botanical Register by Dr.

Lindley in 1843, under the name of Lilium
testaceum. Dr. Kimtze of Halle had described

it as L. isabellinura. and it also bore the name

of L. excelsum among gardeners. M. Rinz, sen.,

a nurseryman at Frankfort, and another gardener

at Leipzig claimed to recognise in it an old friend

which they Iiad cultivated in their younger days.

This was evidently a mistake, for no mention of

this Lily has been made in any work on botany

or horticulture. We are more inclined to believe

that it is of recent introduction, and that the

Dutch received it from Japan, with which country

they were in constant communication. But is it

really a true species ? Or is it not rather the

product of the white Lily fertilised by one of the

Pomponium section ? The general appearance

of the plant would lead one to suppose so."

As the foregoing was written within a reasonable

distance of the time that L. testaceum made its

first appearance, information on many points

PLANTS FOR OLD MASONRY
WALLS.

T

THE AMERICAN FRINGE TREE (CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICA) AS
A POT PLANT.

would be more readily obtained than at the present

day—forty-five years later. H. P.

THE FRINGE TREE AS A POT
PLANT.

The illustration on this page suggests what a

charming subject for ornamental pots we have
in the little-known Fringe Tree (Chionanthus

virginica). This shrub or small tree is a native

of the Eastern United States, and in the open
forms a bush up to 10 feet in height, its flowers

being produced at the end of May or early in

June. The blossoms are white, feathery, and very

fragrant. It will grow well in good loamy
soil, and deserves to he much more widely known.

HE clothing of old walls with vegeta-

tion of a varied and more or less

pleasing character is a phase of garden-

ing which is being more widely adopted
each year. When successful, a wall

thus treated should prove a source

of great enjoyment to its owner and possess the

additional merit of costing very little to maintain.

Where dry walls have been specially built with a

view to providing a congenial home for plants

that naturally appreciate a more or less dry
and elevated position, the process of evolving

a pleasing array of flowers and foliage is much
simplified, and as such walls have
previously been dealt with, it is not

proposed to give more than a passing

word to them now.

It is in relation to the clothing of

those old masonry walls which exist

in so many gardens that information

is often sought after, and it is here

that the ingenuity of the gardener

)ieeds to be exercised to the utmost
limit. Such old walls may be roughly

divided into two sections, i.e., retain-

ing walls and those which have both

sides more or less fully exposed to the

elements. It is in the first-named set

that we find the best home for our

flowers ; but those of the latter sec-

tion, particularly on the sunny side,

may be made attractive by the appli-

cation of a reasonable amount of

intelligent and tmremitting care.

As in most other phases of garden-

ing, the success or otherwise of our

efforts to establish plants on walls of

this description depends not a little

on what may be termed the spade-

work, consisting actually of the free

use of a cold chisel and a hammer 01

substantial proportions. There is no
doubt that the best way to establish

plants in a masonry wall is to follow

the dictates of Nature, and instead of

attempting to introduce large plants

of flabby character, to rely on verj'

small seedlings, or, better stm, the

seeds themselves. While some suc-

cessful wall gardeners declare the

autumn to be the best season for

sowing seeds or introducing seedlings,

others are equally emphatic in advo-

cating March or April as the best

time in which to do the work ; and, all

things considered, there is rather more to be said

in favour of the latter period than the former.

To retirni to the preparation of the wall. This
must be seen to without delay if seeds are to be

sown this spring, as the earlier they are in now,
the better. In the case of a retaming wall, the

top usually forms a suitable ledge for several

inches of soil, in which a number of plants may
be grown that would scarcely thrive in the crevices

between the bricks or stones. It is in the making
and filling of these crevices that some care needs

to be exercised. A long cold chisel, driven home
with a heavy hammer, will, in most instances,

quickly clear out sufficient of the mortar to allow

a moderate packing with soil, and in some cases

it may be possible to dislodge a small portion of
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brick or stone without endangering the safety

of the wall. All the crevices should slope down-

wards to some extent, so that any moisture which

collects on the side of the wall may have an oppor-

tunity of reaching the roots of the plants. The
best soil for filling such crevices is good turfy

loam and chopped sphagnimi moss, the latter

being added for the sake of its moisture-retaining

properties. This mixture must be rammed well

into the crevices, a few small pieces of brick and

stone being wedged in afterwards to prevent it

being washed out. If these can be allowed to

project slightly, and made to slope inwards and

do\\'Uwards, they will assist considerably in collect-

ing moisture for the seedlings in the earliest and

most critical stages of their career.

The actual sowing of the seeds may be done

in various ways, but the most practical is to roll

a few seeds into a small ball of similar soil to that

used for filling the crevices, and

thrust this well into the packed

chinks. There is little danger of seeds

sown in this way being blown out by

wind. If seedlings are used, they

must be planted in the crevices at a

very early stage of their career. If

possible, a heavy syringing of the wall

late in the afternoons of bright days

will assist the seedlings to become well

established before the autumn. The

clothing of masonry walls with plants

is of necessity a slow procedure, and

one that calls for a certain amount

of patience on the part of the owner.

The following are plants that may
be sown at the present time on walls

of the description mentioned, and

although some failures are almost cer-

tain to occur, sufficient success should

be secured to induce the cultivator

to sow more another year : For tops

of retaining walls— Pentstemons,

Wallflowers, Antirrhinums, Thrift,

such Pinks as Dianthus iirabriatus,

alpiuus, *arenarius, *ca>sius, Caryo-

phyllus, *cruentus, deltoidcs, *suavis

and sylvestris ; Alpine Poppies,

Aubrietias, Arabis alpina, Corydalis

lutea, Alyssum, Lychnis Lagasc;e,

Campanula rotundifolia, Foxgloves,

Honesty, Linaria alpina, *L. Cym-

balaria, Drabas of various kinds,

*Erinus in variety, Saponaria ocy-

moides, Gypsophila cerastioides,

Sedums anglica, acre, dasyphyllum,

rupestris and grandiflora. In addition to tliose

above which are marked with an asterisk, the

following are suitable for the sunny, or partly sunny,

side of a wall : Any of the Encrusted Saxifragas,

of which seed can be obtained ; Campanula muralis,

C. pulla, C. garganica, C. caespitosa, C. pumila

and Arenaria caespitosa. For the shaded, or

partly shaded, side : Linaria Cymbalaria, such

Mossy Saxifragas as sancta, Elizabethae, juniperi-

folia and the Campanulas named above as suit-

able for the sunny side. The Sedimis mentioned

for the top of retaining walls are best installed

by sowing the fleshy leaves. These should be

pulled or shaken ofi the stems, mixed with fine

potting soil and placed in the positions it is intended

the plants should occupy. There are, no doubt,

many other plants that could be induced to thrive

on old masonry walls, and not a little of the interest

and pleasure derived from this form of gardening is

obtained by experimenting with likely subjects.

In the crevices of dry walls practically all the

plants named as suitable for the tops of retaining

masonry walls cotild be gro^vn, as there wouJd,

of course, be sufficient soil and moisture present

to enable them to thrive. As previously stated,

a dry wall possesses far greater possibilities than

a l.-nnded one. H.

A CHARMING WINTER FLOWER.
Cyclamen Coum.

Despite their attractive flowers and the fact

that many of the species bloom at a very welcome

time of the year, the hardy Cyclamen do not

appear to be grown (especially in the small garden)

to nearly the extent that their beauty justifies.

The accompanying illustration of a group of

Cyclamen grown by Messrs. Piper shows how
decorative a colony of C. Coum can be vnth its

SEASONABLE NOTES
CARNATIONS.

ON

Winter Flowers.—^Though there has been

abundance of bloom on Carnations, even in the

depth of winter, the flowers have been smaller

than usual, "not improbably on account of the

almost entire absence of sunshine for weeks on

end ; but there also may be a contributing cause

in the abnormal freedom from frost, permitting

the almost total dispensing with artificial heat

and giving the plants less air. About the middle

of January all the plants were surface-dressed

with artificial manures, and with the lengthening

days there is to be seen a decided improvement

in the flowers.

About Novelties.^For a time I was dubious

whether the much - praised novelties of last

A BEAUTIFUL COLONY OF CYCLAMEN COUM, A CHARMING WINTER AND EARLY SPRING FLOWER.

rich-coloured flouers (and also its white or pale

pink form) when they come to gladden us in

February, rising but 2 inches or 3 inches in height

above the deep bronzy green foliage devoid

of marbling (which characterises many of the other

species). The under sides of the leaves, too, are

of a rich bronzy crimson tone. The best cultural

conditions appear to be half or three-quarter

shade, extremely gritty humus, with copious

drainage, and an absence of disturbance. At

the base of some large tree where the soil is light,

poor and more or less dry, the Cyclamen seem to

thrive amazingly, whUe, if beds are prepared

for them in the rock garden—perhaps at the

base of some large sheltering stone— where

thesoil consists of half stone rubble, with sand,

leaf-mould, fibrous loam and old mortar in

about equal proportions, they will do quite

well, and make a delightful picture in the

early spring. Reginald A. Malby.

spring were likely to be of value Now it is

clear that Champion is a glorious colour, but I

am afraid the plant may prove less healthy than

some of the more vigorous sorts—Triumph, for

instance. I care less for Gorgeous, though this,

too, is a great acquisition, and it would be none

the less so were it less tall in habit. Champion

is likely to run] Mary^ Allwood very close for

supremacy, and it is likely to be a case of the old

song, " Were t'other dear charmer away." A few

plants oif Mary Allwood have produced very
' washy " flowers, so different from the true form

that it is curious how they should be so much unlike.

The imreliability of Carnations is, of course, well

known, but I have never seen any go quite so

far astray as this. Last year we had one or two

plants of Mikado which produced much-improved

flowers, and of Rose Dor^, always good in colour,

there was one plant which gave us blooms of the

most entrancing loveliness. St. Nicholas is
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generally reckoned a little less good than it might

be. At the same time, it has always proved

itself here to be a reliable winter bloomer, and
in the open in summer there is none better. It

has a nasty habit of breaking badly in spring,

and more than once I have found it necessary to

pinch out the one or two breaks in order to force

the back buds to come away.

The Rooting of Cuttings.—Last autumn some
cuttings rooted in a shorter space of time than I

previously had noted. It is usually not difficult

for the experienced eye to distinguish a cutting

which is making roots. Eight days after inserting

a batch I noticed in a few that roots were being

formed, and on raising them fotmd it to be the

case. Frequently I have known
roots to be produced in ten or

eleven days ; but this is the shortest

period in my experience. I wonder
if any of 5'our correspondents have

noticed such rapid production ol

roots.

One Year Old Plants. — The
exigencies of labour arising from

the war have made it impossible to

grow as many plants as usual, and

a portion of one year old plants

will shortly be set aside to supple-

ment those recently propagated. It

is customary to grow on a few thus

every year, especially of the better

novelties, and it is well known that

Carola gives the best results in the

second year ; but these are merely

given a larger-sized pot, to provide

the needed nourishment. Many of

our plants are already in pots large

enough to carry them on through

another year, and it is a moot
point whether it would be better

to give nourishment by periodical

applications of manure or to reduce

the ball and repot in receptacles of

the same dimensions. My own feel-

ing is that w-ith the majority ol

plants the first-mentioned method
is quite equal to the demands of

. the plants, the danger of reducing

the ball being a loss of foliage

owing to drying before new roots

could be formed. In most plants

this would not occur, but with the

Carnation it has to be reckoned

with. Only those plants which can

be reduced considerably in height

are of use for a second year's

production, and with this in view

I have been removing all side

shoots well up the stems as they

appear, and encouraging the lower

ones to strengthen themselves.

There is nothing to be gained in stopping the

last named before they become fairly strong,

even though it seems a waste of time and of

\egetable \'igour. When stopping does take
place, once the stems have become fairly firm

they must be pinched well back, say, to the lower
eight leaves. Stopping of young plants should be
effected on the same principle. If it is essential

that a plant should be allowed to make twenty
leaves before being stopped, not more than six

or eight should be left after stoppuig. The shoots
forced to break will invariably be stronger.

R. P. Brotherston.
Tyninghame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

THE DELPHINIUMS OR
PERENNIAL LARKSPURS.

FOR
creating bold effects ui the outdoor

garden, the stately Delphiniums or

perennial Larkspurs are unsurpassed.

Ranging as they do in height from

3 feet to more than twice that stature,

according to the soil and variety,

they can easily be accommodated in beds or

borders, or any other positions that it may be

necessary to fill. Good blue flowers are not too

common—indeed, one might almost say that

they are rather scarce—hence we should make

A BEAUTIFUL GROUP OF DELPHINILTMS IN A BORDER OF MIXED
PLANTS.

full use of these stately peremiials, which embrace

so many shades of blue. Fortunately, their culti-

vation does not call for any special skill. Good,

generous diet and attention to a few details

that I will mention are all that is necessary.

Like every other plant that we imdertake to grow,

the Delphiniums well repay good cultivation, and
for that reason the soil should be well and deeply

dug, or, better still, trenched to a depth of 2 feet,

anel a liberal quantity of partially decayed manure
thoroughly incorporated with it. Planting is best

done in autumn, i.e., from the third week in

September until the end of November, or during

February and March, or the first week in April.

For preference one would select autumn, as the

plants then have an opportunity of becoming
well established before flowering-time, which i>

usually June and July. As they are plants ol

goodly dimensions, overcrowding must not be

tolerated, and from 2 feet to 3 feet apart is not

too much space to allow.

The greatest enemy to Delphiniums, especially

those that have been recently planted, is the

ubiquitous slug. This insidious pest will, during

the winter, scoop out the dormant shoots, and so

ruin all prospects of flowers the following summer.
It is important to remember this, because to it

more failures can be attributed than to any other

source. The remedy—a very simple one—is to

cover each plant .with a 2-inch

thick layer of coal ashes early in

the autumn, and see that it is well

worked down between the stumps
of the old flower-stems.

Summer treatment consists in

supplying copious quantities of

water during dry weather, supple-

menting it once or twice a week
with weak liquid manure, par-

ticularly a few weeks before the

flowers open. This makes a

wonderful eiifference in the size,

and often the colour, of the blos-

soms. A 2-inch thick mulching ol

short stable or farmyard manure
over the roots of the plants will

also go a long way towards suc-

cess, and is essential where the

soil is at all sandy. It is not
generally known that most Del-

phiniums will give a second display

of flowers if properly treated.

The modus operandi is to cut the

flower-spikes do\vn close to the

r* j;round as soon as the blossom'^

have faded, then thoroughly water
the plants, and as soon as new
jirowth is active, feed well with
weak liquid manure and renew
the mulching. If watering is per-

sisted in during dry weather,
secondary flower-spikes will soon
be formed, and, although not sm

large and stately as those that

opened earlier, will, nevertheless,

be very welcome in the autimin
months.

The simple operation of stak-

ing is, of course, necessary, and
is only referred to here because
it is so often ^badly done,
the flower-stems being trussed

to a stake so that they form
a passable caricature of a

Birch broom. Miss Jekyll has

adopted the most sensible plan that I know,

and one that preserves the natural contour of the

plants. Her method is to use natural sticks,

such as are usually employed for supporting Peas,

three or more of these being thrust into each

plant so that the shoots can push their way up

between the branches. Very little tying is neces-

sarj- and the effect excellent.

Delphiniums from Seeds.—-\ithough there are

a great many named varieties listed in catalogues,

a packet of seed, purchased from a first-class firm,

will give a quantity of plants that are not very in-

ferior, and which, for ordinary purposes, answer

quite well. The seedlings are not difiicult to raise.
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Thi' best plan is to sow the seed in sliallow, well-

drained boxes or pans of sandy soil during April,

May or early Jniie, and place them in a cool green-

house or frame. When I inch or 2 inches high, the

seedlings must be transplanted to a bed of finely

pulverised and well-enriched soil, where, by the

autumn, they vnll have made stmrdy young plants

that will give some good flowers the following May
or June though not so large as may be expected

another year hence.

As Pot Plants.—-At the last Chelsea Show some

excellent Delphiniiuns were shown growing and

floweruig in large pots. For a large and not too

much heated conservatory they would be ideal,

and ought not to be difficult to manage. It

would be necessary to pot up some strong crowns

early in autimin, plunge the pots to their rims in

ashes in the operT or in a cold frame for the winter,

and bring them into very slight artificial heat as

growth commences naturally. Any attempts at

hard forcing would, no doubt, end hi failure.

The following are some good named varieties that

are not too expensive for general plantuig ;

Belladonna.—An old variety with sky blue

flowers, wliich are produced very abimdantly.

Height, 3 feet.

Christine Kelway.—-A tall variety with sky

blue flowers and white eye. Considered by many
to be an improvement on Belladonna.

Langport Blue.—This is a white variety,

5 feet or more in height. Flowers rich bright blue

and spikes bold and large.

Persimmon.—One of the prettiest of all. The

flowers are clear sky blue, and are produced in

abundance. The plant resembles Belladoima, but

has a more robust constitution. Height, 3 feet.

Rev. W. Wilks.—Deep purple, flushed plum

colour, with prominent dark eye to each flower.

A superb variety. Height, 4^ feet.

Sir George Newnes.—A semi-double variety

with beautiful cobalt blue flowers, the inner

petals flushed plum colom-. Very effective when

massed. Height, 4J feet.

Sir Walter Scott.—Deep rich blue, flushed

\iolet, with prominent black eye or centre. Height,

4i feet.

Althos.—-Rich violet, flushed purple, with

white centre. A most charming variety. Height,

5 feet to 6 feet.

King of Delphiniums.—Semi-double flowers

"f rich gentian blue, flushed plum colour. Each

has a white eye that renders the whole very

attractive. A strong-growing variety. Height,

4j feet.

True Blue.—Perhaps the richest coloured of

all the Delphiniums, the flowers being pure intense

blue. It has a good constitution and grows from

5 feet to 6 feet high.

General Baden-Powell.—Soft lavender, tinted

rose, with a brownish black eye. A very restful

colour in the garden. Height, 4J feet.

James Kelway.—Very rich violet blue flowers,

each with a pronounced white centre. Very

effective when massed. Height, 5 feet to 6 feet.

Princess Maud.—Unique in coloiur, which is

sky blue, veined rose pink, each flower having a

white eye. It is semi-double, and of fairly

robust constitution. Height, 5J feet.

Sir Trevor Lawrence.—Sky blue, with the

inner petals flushed rose pink, white eye. Good
constitution. Height, 6 feet.

Two varieties of more recent introduction,

and consequently more expensive, are the

Rev. E. Lascelles and Statuaire Rude. The

first named has ricli violet blue flowers, with

a pronounced white eye. It is tall and very

erect. The second is a very stately plant,

the large spikes standing well above the

foliage. The flowers are a charming shade of

soft lavender blue, with a slight flush of

rose. They are semi-double and very large. H.

ANNUAL FLOWERS SUIT-
ABLE FOR CUTTING.

How to obtain a good supply of flowers

suitable for cutting and at the

same time study economy is a

question of some importance in

many gardens. As far as can

be seen at the present time, there

will be an even greater demand than usual

this season, for added to the general home re-

quirements will be those eagerly - welcomed in

hospitals and similar institutions. By making a

free and judicious use of annuals, the difficulty is

.it once surmounted. The following list furnishes

into 3-inch pots and be planted out in May in

a sunny position. There is hardly a finer decora-

tive plant among annuals. The Eschscholtzia,

too, is splendid, and is, I venture to remark,

one of the coming annuals.

The need for careful preparation of the soil for

such plants has so often been given in The Garden
that it is superfluous to add thereto. Staking of

the annuals should be carried out sufficiently to

prevent damage by wind and rain, but not one

unnecessary band or stick should be used, as it

is most inconvenient to have to wade through a

mass of ties when gathering a supply of flowers.

Serlby Gardens, Baietry. H. Turner.

THE HARDY PRICKLY PEARS.
Those who appreciate unusual features in the

outdoor garden should grow those member.'; of

the Prickly Pear or Indian Fig famUy (Opmi-

tia) which are practically hardy in this coun-

try. Being of a very succulent nature,

they delight in a sunny position, and if a very

hot site, where nothing else ran he induced tn

A B1:D of VICTORIA .\STERS. THESE ARE GOOD ANNUALS FOR CUTTIN'G.

ample material for selection : *Autirrliinuius

(medium and tall ; best grown as annuals),

Asters (annual, of sorts), *annual .Carnations,

Clarkias, Coreopsis,' Cornflowers, *Cosmos, *Esch-

scholtzias, »Gaillardias (annual), Godetias, *Lark-

spiurs, Lavatera, Lupines (annual). Mignonette,

NigeUa, Salpiglossis, Shirley Poppies, *Stocks,

Sunflowers, Sweet Sultan and the indispensable

Sweet Pea. Those marked with an asterisk

should be sown under glass, while the remainder, if

desired, may be sown where they are to grow

and flower, or in a seed-bed in the reserve garden,

to be afterwards pricked out in their permanent

quarters. Exceptions to this mode of treatment

are the Lavatera, Mignonette and Poppies, which

are generally impatient of shifting, so should be

sown in their flowering places. The great useful-

ness of the Autirrhiniuns, Asters, Clarkias, Godetias

and Larkspurs for cutting is fuUy recognised,

but it is doubtful whether Cosmos and the

Eschscholtzia receive the attention they deserve.

An early flowering strain of the former should

be chosen, and the seedlings potted singly

grow, is available, tlic Opuntias will be likely

to do well there. At Kew they are grown in a

recess of the Palm House which faces south, and

is, of course, sheltered from the north and east

winds. In addition to this there is always

a little warmth from the wall of the house, and

imder these conditions the plants seem quite

happy. In all except the warmest localities,

however, it will be advisable to so construct

the bed that a glass light can be placed over it

during the worst weather in winter, a lot of rain,

followed quickly by hard frosts, greatly injuring

the plants. Generally speaking, a low, roughly

constructed rockery is best, as by this means

thorough drainage, which is most essential, is

secured. A suitable soil is composed of good

turfy loam two parts, crushed bricks and id

one part each, the whole to be used in a moderately

rough condition. Planting is best done in spring,

as the plants then have an opportunity of becoming

established by the following winter ; but the

preparation of the bed may be attended to now.

The following are a few that should do well under
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the conditions described : Opuntia camanchica

lUbispina, O. Engelmaiinii, the Indian Fig,

(J. Ficus-indica, O. missouriensis and varieties,

O. Rafinesquii and its variety 0. R. arkansaua,

and O. parhyrlada rf)sra. H.

NEW AND ^ARE PLANTS.
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Crocus biflorus Alexander!.—A rtiarming

variety in which the outer segments of tlie flower

are wholly of a shining chocolate colour, save for

a narrow margin of white. The remaining

segments are bicoloured, the larger upper ha'f

being pure white. Internally

the petals are white. It is very

free and profuse flowering.

Crocus Imperati albinos.—
Next to marathouisius we
consider this the finest white-

flowered variety found among
autunni or winter flowering

•Crocuses. The fully expanded

flower is pure white, with

iirange-coloured stigmata. Ex-
ternally the outer segments are

yellowy buff and faintly lined,

the lines appearing to penetrate

to the inner surface of the

flower. One of the largest, most

exquisite and free flowering cif

its race.

Crocus biflorus Lemon Queen.
The great charm of this variety

lies in the distinctive cream-

yellow of its flowers, a shade

of colour of exceptional rarity,

wedded to roundly obovate
petals. Externally, at the base

the flowers are marked by a

faint suspicion of purple colour.

The whole of these were ex-

hibited by Messrs. Barr and

Sons, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, the well-flowered

examples constituting a great

attraction.

Primula malacoides Rose
Queen.—Quite the most charm-

ing and distinct variation nf

this Chinese species, which has

gained popularity as much by
reason of its simple cultural

requirements as by its freedom

of flowering and elegant habit.

The new-comer is of a rosy

carmine shade, very pronoimced

and beautiful. In the examples

shown, a greater vigour than that

of the type was apparent. From
Mrs. Deuison, Little Gaddesdeu,

Berkhamsted (gardener, Mr. ,\. (;.

Gentle).

Odontioda Patricia (O. Phoebe x O. Charles-
worthii).—The flower is wholly coloured a dark,
glossy maroon, the lip pronouncedly tipped pale
yellow, with yellow feathering at the centre. A
handsome and distinct form. From Messrs.
C. orlesworth and Co,, Hayward's Heath.
Cymbidium Schlegelii Fowler's Variety (C.

wiganianum x C. insigne).—The sepals and petals
are of a pleasing rose pink, lined with white

; lip

white, irregularly and copiously marked with
crimson spots and stripes. From J. Gimiey
Foivler. Ksq., Pembury, Kent (gardener, Mr, J.
Davies).

Odontoglossum sandhurstiana.—Exhibited by

C. J. Phillips, Esq., The Glebe, Sevenoaks, We
were unable to locate this novelty.

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society on Febrnani- 16, when the

awards were made.

SEASONABLE NOTES
VEGETABLES.

ON

Rhubarb should be replanted where the roots

are becoming exhausted, especially where they

have been partly forced by the aid of manure.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES ROSE QUEEN, A BEAUTIFUL NEW VARIETY
WITH RICH ROSY CARMINE FLOWERS.

Where new varieties are to be added, a thorougb
overhauling of the roots should occasionally be

made. The site selected for a new plantation,

or the old if this is to be continued, must be deeply

trenched and heavily manured. For the large-

growing varieties like Victoria the rows should

be 5 feet wide and the plants 4 feet apart. Smaller-

growing varieties like Early Scarlet will succeed

with less space. Divide the old crowns into pieces

about six inches square, selecting the outer parts.

When planting, place about the roots some fine

compost, such as decayed leaves, vegetable refuse,

or old potting soil. Mulch the surface afterwards

around the roots with long strawy manure. The

Sutton is an excellent variety for the main crop,

Dawe's Champion, Champagne and Mitchell's

Royal Albert are good varieties to add.

Spinach should be sown in a cold frame for

an early supply, as it is too early yet for an outdoor

sowing to be made. The cold rains to follow,

combined with frost, are all against the progress

of the tiny seedlings ; but in a cold frame the

plants are immtme from these drawbacks and

grow away freely, giving an early supply of

succulent leaves.

Turnips may be sown in a frame on a

slight hot-bed about the third week in the

mouth. White Milan, Red Milan

and Early Gem are desirable

sorts.

Tomatoes.— Pot on the

autumn-sown plants, giving them
a liberal shift, and keep close

to the glass to induce sturdy

growth. Do not give too much
water; just enough to keep the

roots in a progressive condition.

Make another sowing now of

maincrop varieties for growing

under glass. Princess of Wales,

Satisfaction, Perfection a n d

Sunrise are good in the red-

skinned section. Golden Perfec-

tion and Golden Nugget are

good yellow varieties.

Parsnips must be sow-n
directly the soil is in a fit

condition. Should it remain wet

for some time, for the early

crop and best roots boards

should be used to stand upon,

so that sowing the seed will

not be too long delayed, as

Parsnips require a long season

of growth. Bore holes 3 feet

deep, 15 inches apart in rows
of the same distance, with an

iron bar, tilling the lioles with

fine soil. Nothing is better

than old potting soil, as the

seedlings grow away quickly

from the start, and, being free

from stones or large clods, the

Parsnips grow with one tap root

to the bottom of the hole,

the roots coming out quite clean

and straight. In the ordinary

way, in stony or stifl soil, even

if trenching is done, the roots

all too often grow forked and

short. By the boring method
the roots are certain to be long

and straight, and, even if not

required for show, they are all

the better for home use, as so

much heavier a crop is assured.

Lettuce may be sown in frames over a slightly

heated base to provide plants for putting out early

or for leavmg in the frames to grow quickly, to be

used in a small state for salads. Boxes of sandy

soil in a cool house will provide a batch of later

plants of a sturdy character if, after the seedlings

appear, the plants receive a light position in a cool

temperature. Both Cos and Cabbage varieties

should be sown.

Shallots must now be planted in a sumiy site.

A south border suits them admirably if such can

be spared. They succeed in the open providing

the ground was deeply dug in the autumn and
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now forked over during dry weather, raked down

and made fairly firm. The giant-growing sorts

require a space of a foot between the rows and

10 inches in the rows. Smaller-growing sorts

require a couple of inches less. Press the bulbs

into the soil about two-thirds of their depth.

Sprinkle wood-ashes or burnt earth over the

surfaice afterwards.

Cabbage.—Seed should be sown in cold frames

to provide plants to succeed those put out in the

autumn, selecting varieties like Little Gem and

The Earliest.

Cauliflowers may be treated in the same way

for an early batch of plants. Sturdy growth, by

giving ample space, is the chief aim in this early

batch, as drawn-up, weakly plants have a poor

chance when exposed to cold April and May winds.

Celery for the earliest crop in August should

be sown, just a pinch of seed in a box of sandy

soil in gentle heat, potting on the plants as they

progress.

Vegetable Marrows for an extra early crop, say, in

May, should now be sown in a brisk heat separately

in small pots, transferring the plants to larger

pots as they require more rooting space. Keep

the plants as close to the glass as possible to avoid

the growth being drawn up weakly. Tie the

leader to a stake, allowing it to grow away un-

interruptedly. Pinch out the points of the side

shoots one leaf beyond the blossoms, which

should be fertilised to ensure greater success.

Swaiiimvi:. E. Moi-yneux.

his great work for the British Navy is all but

unknown. Who, then, was this man, and what

did he do, and why should he be remembered ?

Evelyn was a widely travelled, deeply thoughtful,

keenly observant country gentleman who lived

in the times of the Stewart kings and Cromwell,

right through the reign of William and Mary

until the days of Queen Anne, when he passed

away in his eighty-first year.

He had the happy knack of being able to put

two and two together, and the faculty of being

able to impart his knowledge in a pleasing and

readable manner. The long and varied list of his

writings, which may be found in the " Dictionary

of National Biography," is an eloquent testimony

to his versatile intellect and his wide interests.

SYLVA,
4 ., Or A DISCOURSE OlH^

FOREST-TREES,
jjge^oft'r' AND TH E

Propagation of Timber
In Hi. M A I E S T I r S Domii

By 7- £ Efq,

JOHN EVELYN.

SOME HISTORICAL NOTES.

THE author of " Ecclesiasticus " opens

his list of national heroes with these

pregnant words :
" Let us now praise

famous men and our fathers that

begat us. The Lord hath wrought

great glory by them, through His

great power from the beginning. Such as did

bear rule in their kingdoms, men reno\vned for

(heir power, giving counsel by their understanding

and declaring prophecies : Leaders of the people

by their counsels, and by their knowledge of

learning meet for the people ; wise and eloquent

in their instructions." Tried by this test, the name
of John Evelyn deserves to be placed on our roll

of national heroes. And yet possibly few know
more about him than that he was a great gardener

who kept a diary, and whose beautiful home at

Sayes Court, near Deptford, was occupied by the

famous Peter the Great of Russia when he visited

England to learn how to build ships, this last

fact being imprinted on the popular mind by the

tales of how one of his favourite amusements

was to be wheeled in a wheelbarrow about the

garden and through the hedges of which Evelyn

was so proud. How far this is literally true

will never be loiown, but that it was not all smoke
is proved by the amount of damage done to the

garden in his three months' stay, being assessed

at £150. Undignified forms of locomotion seem
to be attractive to rulers ; for I was told when I

was in Morocco City that the then Sultaji took

great pleasure in being driven about his grounds

in a London twopenny 'bus.

As is so frequently the case, the picturesque

tales only are remembered, and the reality or

that which really matters is cast aside and for-

gotten. So it has been with John, Evelyn. The
wheelbarrow episode has become current coin;

A ir wj, Dclivct'J in ilic KOTAL SOCltTT rlic jn,'" 6i
, OOebtr^ClOXOChWl. upon Occafion of cc/rain ^srit,
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the title page of the first edition of
Evelyn's famous work " sylva."

Gardening and forestry were the passions of his

life. Again and again in Iris Diary and other

works he refers to these subjects, and thus inci-

dentally we get not only an index of his own
individual tastes, but also many incidents and

allusions of great historical value, as, for example,

when he describes the Brompton nursery of

London and Wise as " the greatest work of the

kind ever seen, or heard of, either in Books or

Travels "
; or refers to Sir T. Brown's garden at

Norwich as a " paradise of rarities," and to Sir

William Temple's at East Sheen as a model of good

cultivation, or how he fixes the date for the intro-

duction of Pine-apples by his record of his having

tasted the'ffirst, which was presented to King

Charles in 1661.

Switzer, a celebrated gardener and writer of

those days, speaks of Evelyn as being another

Virgil, who " was appointed for the retrieving

tlie spirit of his countrymen for their planting

and sowing of Woods,—to him it is owing that

Gardening can speak proper English." It was
this that has made him so justly celebrated,

and which in our present distressing times give

him an interest which in more peaceful days

we might pass over. No one has ever done more
for the British Navy than this man did by his

giving " counsel with understanding," and by
the " wise and eloquent instructions " which he

gave to the world in his magnum opus, " Sylva.

or a Discourse of Forest Trees, and the Propagation

of Timber in His Majesties Dominions," which

first saw the light of day in 1664. The history

of the book is as follows : Somewhere about the

year r662—soon, that is, after the restoration of

the monarchy—the authorities responsible for the

well-being of the Navy became aware that the

forests and woods had become seriously depleted,

partly owing to the increase of sliipbuilding, and

partly and more especially owing to the spread

of various manufactures. What was to be done ?

In their difficulty the Commissioners of the Navy
applied for advice to the newly formed Royal

Society. They, naturally, turned to Evelyn,

who was well known for his knowledge of all

things pertaining to horticulture and planting.

The result was that he addressed his fellow-members

on October 15, r662, advocating extensive planting

of timber trees throughout the kingdom. This " dis-

course " he expanded and issued in book form in

the early part of 1664, under the title of " S^'lva."

The title-page of the first edition of this famous

work is here reproduced. It will be noticed tliat

bound up with it are " Pomona," or a discourse

about cider, and the " Kalendariimi Hortense,"

or monthly notes on what should be done in

gardens. This last item is memorable as being

of the earliest forerunners of the now never-

omitted " Work for the Week " columns of the

gardening weeklies. The result of the address and

the publication of this was instantaneous. In

the 1678 edition he is able to state in his dedication

to the King that " many millions of timber trees,

beside infinite others, have been propagated and

planted throughout his vast dominions at the

instigation and by the sole direction of this work."

A hundred years later (1776) Hunter, in his

preface to his famous illustrated edition of the

" Sylva," states that " there is reason to believe

that many of oiur ships, which in the last war

gave laws to the whole world, were constructed

from Oaks planted at this time." He adds

:

" the present age must reflect upfjn this witli

gratitude." Needless to say, we do the same

to-day, for if the oaken walls of old England

have passed away and given place lo iron, the

maintenance of our Navy has always been of

paramount importance to the British Empire.

.\ few words in conclusion to enable readers to

form an idea of its contents. Both useful and

ornamental trees are included. Their uses are

defined. Interesting bits of historical information

are recorded. The management of the seminary,

the management of copses, the infirmities of trees,

and the laws and statutes for the preservation in im-

provement of woods are enumerated. Season-

ing of timber, pruning, and many other topics

are dealt with, the whole forming even now

a most interesting and readable volume, and one

which, I venture to think, every'fBritisher should

know about. Joseph Jacob.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Planting One Year Old Vines.—It is too
early yet to plant Vines, but the new border will

be all the better if made several weeks before the
Vines are ready to plant, which is just when they
are breaking naturally into growth. The whole
of the old soil should be removed, and, while the

house is empty, the opportimity should be taken
to paint the woodwork and trellis. In making the

new border, see that ample drainage is provided,
and to ensure the porosity of the soil mix plenty
of broken bricks and charcoal with it. Use
artificial manures with caution. Crushed bones
or a special Vine border compound will provide
ample food for the young Vines if the soil is good.
A border about four feet wide will be sufficient

for the first two years. For early Vines a depth
of 2 feet 6 inches is ample, but late Vines should
be allowed a little more.

Late Vines.—^The starting of late Vines must
be governed more or less by local conditions.

From the beginning to the middle of March will

usually be found late enough for such varieties

as Lady Downe's Seedling, Gros Colmar and
Lady Hutt. Alicante and Appley Towers do not
require quite so long to ripen their fruit, and this

fact should be borne in mind when planting a
house of late Grapes. If mealy bug is present,

both Vines and vinery must be thoroughly
cleansed. The loose bark must be removed from
the rods. Afterwards thoroughly scrub them with
hot soapy water two or three times.

Outside Fruit Borders.—-To encourage roots
near to the surface, outside borders require their

aimual top-dressing just as much as inside ones.

The old soil should be first removed down to the
roots, replacing it with fresh chopped loam, brick
rubble, crushed bones and wood-ashes.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.^Pot on young plants before
they become pot-bound. They like a fairly rich

compost, which may consist chiefly of loam,
leaf-soil, wood-ashes and sand. Pot firmly and
keep them growing near to the glass in a cool
house. Fumigate occasionally to keep them free

from aphis.

Olivias.—^These will now be pushing up their

blossoms, and should they be required to flower
early, they may be placed in a warmer house.
Give them plenty of stimulants now in order
to put colour and strength into the flowers. Any
repotting necessary fnay be done after flowering.

Begonia Gloire de Sceaux.—When well grown,
this makes a handsome specimen. The plants will

be passing out of flower, and attention must now
he directed to the propagation of a new batch of
plants. Slightly cut the old ones back and
place them in a warm house, where they will

make yoimg growths suitable for cuttings.

Coleus Hybrids.—Seeds may be sown now
for raising a batch of plants for a summer and
autumn display. A batch of cuttings may also
be inserted.

Bouvardias.—^These may be propagated by
dividing the roots and laying them in pans or
boxes filled with sand. Pot up the young plants
into 3-inch pots as soon as they are large enough.

Sowing Seeds.—Seeds of Gloxinias, Strepto-
carpus, Celosia, Francoa, Clerodendron fallax,

Primulas for autimm flowering, and various
annuals for flowering in pots may be sown now.

The Flower Garden.
Pentstemons. — Sow seeds of these now in

boxes in a light compost. The resultant plants
will flower in the late summer and autumn. Plants
raised from cuttings last autumn will be the better
for a shift either into pots or to a bed of soil in a
cold frame. Pentstemon barbatus is an excellent
plant for providing flowers for cutting, and a
batch of plants should be gro%vn specially for this

purpose. These may be increased now by division
of the roots.

The Woodland Garden.—Any work requiring
attention in this part of the pleasure grounds
should be attended to at once, so that there will

be nothing to interfere with the early spring
effects. Any surplus herbaceous plants which

are suitable for massing in the wild garden, such
as Senecio Clivorum, Chrysanthemum maximum,
Helianthus, Doronicum, Lythrum, Erigeron,
Epilobium, Pyrethrum, perennial .\sters, and
Solidagos, should be made use of. Foxgloves,
Physalis and Honesty are most suit.able subjects
for naturalising in the woodland garden.

Herbacesus Lobelias.—The plants which have
been wintered in boxes in frames may now be
divided and potted up. Place them in a heated
pit for a few days to encourage root action, after

which they may be returned to a cold frame.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Outdoor Vines.—-If these arc not already
pruned, no time must be lost in doing so. If the
planting of Vines outdoors is contemplated, a
warm, sheltered position must be selected and a
well-drained rooting medium prepared for them.

Spraying Fruit Trees.—The advantages of

spraying fruit trees are now universally recognised.
The work may be done any time now before the
trees burst into gro%vth. Dull, windless weather
with the temperature above freezing point is most
favourable for this operation.

The Kitchen Garden.

Mushrooms.—The manure for making the
beds must be collected in a dry shed. Turn the heap
every two or three days to allow the rank gases to
escape. Mushrooms may be easily grown in a
dark shed after this date, but the bed must be
covered with a good coating of clean straw.

Potatoes.—The tubers which are lying in a
heap in a shed will be better if overhauled. Care-
fully look for those which are tainted. Diu"ing
mild weather admit as much air as possible to

the shed. A small plantation may now be made
on a sheltered border.

Radishes.—Small sowings of these must still

be made in frames to keep up a supply.

Turnips.—To be on the safe side, it is a good
plan to make two or three sowings for an early
supply. As soon as the young plants are through
the soil, lightly dust them with wood-ashes and
soot.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Filling Up Blanks.—Wallflowers and uthe'"
spring bedding plants will now be starting to grow,
and where any deaths have occurred, the blanks
should be filled up with plants from the reserve
garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—Even with manming
and the annual fork over, these borders require
periodical overhauling. It not only gives an
opportunity for trenching and adding a quantity
of good manure, but most of the plants benefit
by being split and replanted ; especially is this
the case with such herbaceous plants as Michaelmas
Daisies. Some plants, however, are more impatient
of disturbance, such as Paeonies, Lupines and
Papavers. These should, if possible, not be
disturbed during the trenching of the border.
Old plants of Phloxes are best discarded and re-
placed with young plants which have been
propagated from cuttings. Notes having been
made of plants which were not quite suitable
for the positions they occupy, substitutes mav
be put in when replanting.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.-j\ start

\

should be made with the propagation of these.
Young stock is always the most satisfactory.

j

Cuttings are very easily rooted, either with
or without bottom-heat. A simple mode is

to dibble the cuttings closely together in boxes of
sandy soil, deep enough to allow the cuttings to
be covered with glass, until they are rooted.

Bedding Geraniums.—Where plants have been
wintered several in a pot, or in boxes, a start should
now be made to pot these up singly. They benefit
from a close, warm house for a time after potting

;

I a Peach-house or vinery suits them well. They
t

should, however, be removed before the foliage

I

of fruit trees becomes dense, or the plants quickly
become weak and drawn.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—The early sown batch of plants are
now ready for potting into 6-inch pots, and it

should be seen that no time is lost in doing this.

A small quantity of fertiliser may be added to the
compost for this potting.

Early Cabbages.—Any blanks should be made
good as soon as the condition of the soil permits.
A small application of nitrate of soda around each
plant will encourage a quick growth. After
removing any large weeds, the ground should be
gone over with the Dutch hoe.

Onions which were sown under glass some time
ago must now be pricked out singly, allowing

3 inches between the plants. Use for the soil good
loam and leaf-soil, with a good sprmkling of wood-
ashes and sand. After pricking out, they may be
kept in a genial growing temperature for some
time until they have got a good start ; afterwards
they should have cooler treatment.

Celery.—A small sowing can be made now
if an early supply is required, taking care to see
that the soil in which the seed is sown is kept moist.
Boxes are most convenient for this sowing, and
should be placed in heat until the seed has
germinated.

Plants Under Glass.

Impatiens.—Seed sown now of this subject
will produce flowering plants for making the
greenhouse gay in July and August. The Holstii

hybrids are of a glowing orange scarlet, while
the variety Sultani is pink. Sow in a fairly

brisk heat, then grow in an intermediate tempera-
ture.

Fuchsias.—Plants that have been resting ought
now to be pruned, and any requiring repotting
should have attention. A warm greenhouse is

best in which to start them, and they must be
regularly syringed during bright weather until

growth is well advanced.

Palms.—To keep them in good condition, all

Palms must be overhauled at this season. Large
specimens do not require a change of pot for
several years, while younger plants need larger

pots as the Palms develop. Any not in need of

repotting may have the spent surface soil removed
and top-dressed with some new compost. In all

cases the drainage of each pot should be examined.
Clear soot-water is perhaps the best fertiliser for

keeping Palms in that healthy dark green colour
so much desired by growers.

Achimenes.—Whether used for baskets or

growing in pots, the bulk of these should now be
started to get a good display in summer. The
corms of some varieties being very small, great

care is needed when picking them out of the old

compost. The soil for growing these plants
should contain a large percentage of peat, leaf-

soil and silver sand.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—-After being cleared of any
weeds which may be growing, the plantations

should be lightly forked over, adding a light

dressing of bone-meal or some fertiliser as the

work proceeds. Any blanks among young plants

should be made good before they commence to

grow.

Orchard Trees.—-All ground in which fruit

trees are growing, if not already done, ought
now to be forked over, after having received some
well-decayed farmyard manure or, failing this,

some artificial fertiliser. The forking of the ground
near the trees should be very light, and the use

of the spade is to be condemned.

Gooseberries.—-The pruning of any bushes
which was purposely delayed, in view of possible

attacks from bullfinches, ought not to be delayed
much longer, now that the buds are showing green.

All branches that are lying low on the ground
should be removed, as any fruits produced on these

are very liable to be splashed with soil during heavy
rains. The rest of the pruning will largely depend
upon how the remaining branches have been
attacked. Those which have few buds remain-
ing are best removed altogether.

John Jeffery.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B,
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HINTS ON PRUNING ROSES.

IT
is, of course, too early to prune the general

collection of Roses, but there are certain

groups which can be pruned now that will

lessen the labour a little later, when so

many calls are made upon one's time.

Take, for instance,

Rose Hedges.—O'd wood may be freely removed,

and if growth has become rather bare at the base,

a shoot or two upon each plant may be cut down

nearly to the ground. The final shortening of

the annual growths should be deferred for another

fortnight. Some good farmyard manure dug in

on both sides of the hedge will be well repaid

during the summer. It is not wise to allow these

Rose hedges to become too dense in the matter

of growth, for then they make a capital lurking

place for many foes, and thus prevent birds from

detecting their presence.

Old-Fashioned Roses.—In many gardens, n(j

doubt, there are still grown the old-fashioned

Gallica, Hybrid Chinese and Moss Roses. Such

may be pruned now. Here, again, old wood

may be cut away freely, but I do not advise

a too severe pruning of the last year's wood if

a quantity of bloom is desired. Indeed, I have

seen this type of Rose left practically unpruned,

and the branches have been smothered with

bloom. Of course, this would not do each year,

otherwise we should have very little new growth

of any strength, and the plants would deteriorate.

It is a good plan to prune some plants severely

and leave some unpruned each year, taking care

that those unpruned one year arc pruned hard

the next.

The Briar Family.—Practically all the Briar

family require very little pruning, except tn

free them of some of their old wood. In these

we can copy the wild Roses of the hedgerows,

which give such a glorious display from their last

summer's growths, whereas the older growths,

all studded with short twigs, are never so beautiful.

Most of the Rose species are best left alone, except

for a slight thinning out of the oldest growths.

All this work may be done now, and the plants

assisted by forking in manure around them.

Rambler Roses, as is generally known, receive

their chief pruning soon after they have bloomed
;

but it may be that from circumstances beyond

our control this work has .been neglected. If

so, cut away at once a good lot of the oldest wood.

This applies more especially to the multiflora

section, as this group certainly flowers best from

the one year old wood. Supposing there is not

a goodly number of one year old growths, then

some of the previous year's shoots may be retained,

and even older growths that sent out good young

shoots last summer may be also retained another

year for the sake of the younger branches, wliich

should be shortened a little about the middle of

March. The old wood of wichuraiana Roses

retains its vigour for several years, and if large

spaces are to be covered, there is no reason to

remove it ; but where these Roses are grown

in restricted places, then it is much better to cut

away old wood freely and tie up the young growths.

Those fine pot-grown specimens seen at the Chelsea

Show have rarely more than three or four one

year old growths, which yield the glorious big

clusters.

Weeping Roses may be thinned now of old

wood, although in their case the work is best

done in August. As I go about I see huge heads

to those weepers, with a dense mass of twiggy

growths. If such had been well thinned and
long, drooping growths encouraged, they would
have been far more effective.

Roses on Walls may be pruned about the

first week in March. The new wood that is well

matured should be laid in wherever possible,

and some old wood cut away. Healthy old wood
bearing soimd laterals may be retained and the

latter shortened, the weakest to two or three

eyes, and those stronger to i foot or 2 feet or more
in length. Where wall Roses have become bare

at the base, this may be remedied by taking down
the plant and, carefully bending it in a zigzag

fashion, fasten it to the wall in this position.

It needs much care to prevent breaking
; but if

the bends are made carefully, in course of time

new shoots will emerge from them. Roses

\
on sunny walls having a glass coping should have

what growth it is necessary to remove cut away
at once, but this ought to be very slight. Roses

of the type of Marie van Houtte yield a glorious

quantity of buds if grown under such conditions,

[

and they require very little pruning.

I Budded Stocks.—Stocks that were budded

I

last summer should be cut back at once. Standard

Briars should have the side growths that contain

the buds cut hack to about three inches from

the bud, and all other side shoots that have no

bud must be cut close to the stem. The top of

the Briar should a,so be cut back close to the

topmost lateral growth. To prevent damage by
ihe sawfly laying its eggs in the pith, it is a good

plan to smear over some painter's knotting or

liquid grafting wax. Dwarf stocks, such as

seedling Briars, Briar cuttings, Manetti, &c.,

should have their tops cut oft now to within

an inch at most of the inserted bud. I prefer

1
to cut as close to the bud as possible. Bamboo

I canes should be placed close to the stocks at once

, to mark their position, as it is advisable to lightly

dig over the surface as soon as the weather permits.

Do not allow the buds to be covered up with soil.

The more they are exposed, the hardier they will

' be. Any buds which shot out during last autumn
should be cut back to their base. Where pot

Roses are grown, there will doubtless be a batch

of plants left for later crops. These should be

pruned now and placed in a pit ready for removal

t
to the forcing-house when desired. Roses potted

up last October may be pruned during the next

;
two weeks, and if pits are available, let the

j

plants be plimged therein. Such plants give

j

blooms fully a month earlier than those outdoors,

and the steady growth made in the unheated

structure just suits them. The plants are plunged

outdoors after flowering, and make splendid

material for earlier forcing another season.

I

Polyantha Roses are now largely employed

for summer beddmg. Many gardeners find it

best to bring on the plants in pots in cold frames,

and either plunge them in the beds to follow the

bulbs or plant them out as permanent bedders.

By having a batch of plants plimgcd in their

pots for the summer, we thus may use the same

plants in the forcing-house the next winter, where

they make most delightful subjects for conservatory

decoration. Danecroft.

that we have seen, and the business section,

devoted to such subjects as banking, insurance,
exporting and importing, is invaluable to com-
mercial men and women. The hints and recipes
are concise and good, and many of them would
be applicable in this cotmtry. For instance,

fumigating with hydrocyanic gas for the purpose
of destroying mealy bug and other insects in

greenhouses is. a subject about which too little

is known among gardeners here, but full particu-

lars for its use are given on page r24 of this book.
The agents for the publication in this country
are Messrs. Pearson, Lowdham, Notts, from whom
copies can be obtained, post free, 2s. each.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Bvery depuitmcnt of horticulture U represented in TUK

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to m^itters upon which they wish expert advice.
The Editor welcomes photographs, a'iicles and nota,

but he ivill not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he ivill endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editot
a^fcs that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.
It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
'jrapher or owner of the copyrigftt will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of atiistir
or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOKS.
Gardener's and Florist's Annual for 1915.^

Although this is an American pubJication, we

think gardeners and nurserymen in this country

will find it a very useful handbook for reference.

It is one of the best compiled books of its kind

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND k^S^iERS.—The Editor endeavours to

make The Garpkn helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the brancii of gardening may be, and
with that object rnakes a special feature of the "Answers
to CorrespondetUs " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the KimoR of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Coveni Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. W/ien more than one

query is sent, each slioidd be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming shoxdd be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or 7noss, not cotton-wool, and fioiverivii

shoots, where possible, sfiould be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not cliarncteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PLANTS FOR MIXED BORDER (neadle<j).—ln view

of the great wealth and choice of liardy plants to-day.

we should eliminate the following numbers from th<-

list ; :\os. 3 and 4, desirable enough, but tender and
rarely a success ; No. 5, quite unsuitable ; No. 7, inferior

species; No. 10, unsuitable; Nos. 12, 13 and 15, of

third-rate merit ; N.j. 16, better in the rock garden ;

Nos. 18, 20 and 21, suitable only for the rock garden ;

No. 22, we do not know. Of the remaining seven kinds
between, Nos. 1, 8 and 15 would require a 6-feet high
stake ; No. 9, a space of 2 feet to develop its ornament.al
leaves; while all would do in the soil you mention.
Nos. 1 and 2 are interesting rather than very showy,
and neither is long-lived. No'. 9 is highly ornamental when
established, aud No. 11 the best flowering plant in like

circumstances. No. 19 should be planted, a dozen or a

score of single pieces, at 1 inch or 2 inches asunder to form a

group. Nos. 18 and 20 are increased by seeds and by the

division of their tiny scaly bulbs when at rest. No. 21

may be propagated by means of " heel " cuttings in

June and by seeds when these are available.

GARDEN BED AND CLIMBERS (H. A. Pcj/er).—A^.

the front garden abuts on the main road and trams anil

'buses are frequent, we think the Cannas would not be

much of a success unless you keep them free from dusi

.

The Stocks might gather more dust than these becausi-

of their woolly leaves, and probably Godetia or Snap
dragon would render equal service if less fragrant. H
you know the colours of the Cannas, you might select

Snapdragons for either harmony or contrast, and the

plants are easily grown and free flowering. A particularly

good plant for such a bed, though it might compete with

tlie Cannas at flowering-time in your ease, is Salvia Glory

of Zurich, vermilion scarlet. Better than all, perhaps,
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. i,o>, tn '• ilot ulauts of Caiinas," would be to

'W and oc" down on Hu surface of th.' bed pink Ivy-
plant and pcaowu

HeUotrope President

"^i^em he' fS rr ve y charminB in colour, the latter

i^Su fra^nt and Imth very profuse flowering, lor

if^iLl Sn ^f the positions near the Poplars were
"'"

*'^„H "»11 the climbed save the Tropseolum would,

rv'^''thfnk sicoeed Much depends upon the le^Rth of

iL he trees have occupied their places For the
time tlie ''"» "^ ,j ^Y^^ tiSiij of soil should be replaced
Tropa»l.i.i about haU^'^^^Pj^'j'^,

,i,e others a considerable

'Lmon'ol'Mma^criri would be a great gain None

o?1h plant uaui" ^^^-^ Wndly to clay at th.' start

PI ANTING FLAG IRISES iNamplu',,rhe).-fhc lies

PLANliKij
,f
7" »,,„^,. is March - April, and you will

'jlftTfafwrongTf yo. foUow the dic?um of to. E, H.
not go far wj^^o"';' "

*j .. xhc Hardv Flower Book," since
Jenkins as lalddmvn in i"

ex'pcrience as he of these

"''!S'"irprt^.,bierts The selection given by you is

and alhed J-u^Jfcts in ^ ^^^^^ complete
very good

"'.'^Jhefles ('vellow and bronze). Dr. Bernicc
,f you a-l'lf'i

J^„','f"criin on\ Victorine (white, purple
(smoke and bronze cnino^^^^

(white, very early).

FietvnU palirda is a so worth adding ; it is so compact
rhe typica'

P?'"J'Jj ^ fjo,n all. The dilference of price
and free, and «l^\'°" ""J" L held though occasionally
is often governed by the socks^mia tno g

^^.^

ff "LT.Tlll °^. do en for Queen '^Df May are
dalmatica a",

the saiiu' time it is b.-st to pay a rcason-

'wfnrTce -^nie firms named would be regarded reliable

S.?ndeed.'ome"f them specialise in this fine race of

plants. _^

TREES AND SHRUBS.
..„ «r TiMRVR lA) —There is no fixed price

•""'h?. Pnotlor Ifi^lisirumbir; the price varies con-

"h ?Hv both from "rme to time and in ditferent places'
-iderably. ""'^ troni i i

j.oun,i,,s a difference of 8d.

.i f«" d.»y-,
";f

'"
''.'J^d 'n the price of Oak timber at

per cubic foot Mc^uma '^
^^j^J' ,h,. quality of

*?"';°V'*''„^^/ntitTo each Wnd conditions of extraction
the timber, quantltj "'

^^''jT.e cVrtainly has shown an
and local demand 1 e

P^^^^^ff^\„^ „,,ked degree.
upward

^'"^X? the following prices per cubic foot may
For good timber the ^^'o^^K

^-od. ; Scots Pine, 6d. to

^ 'Xk is 8d to'is 6d •, Ash, is. 9d to 3s. •, Syca.
8d.

,
oak, IS. ou. vu

«o|.ordine to s ze and freedom from
more, Is-o^s^/'^ji^Jf 2d f Sweet Chestnut, Is. 3d.
knots ; Elm, 9d to i-. -"

.

^^ ,^ . ^,^„

*°i-\V h'^Rd ?o'9d Your best%lan will be to grade
and B f*, 6d. o 9d. lou p.^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
your tmib. r nto ™™bie 'o v^

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ .^^^^.^^

of each I'f";"l^^',,'';Ss °^Tien good and bad timber are
iiuahty 11 <!»"''..

'°\,,. ,,..,,,.idiTd by the poor instead
mixed, the price i> oft. 11 itiaeaoy v

^^^

of the good timber
^V;',^'^,J°n^orinvite tenders from

''"'"^Vdifferi-nt ieople' You must make it quite clear
several ainenmt ptupu. ly

. trres and vou
that your liability '"f^^'-'.^tu!

sate of the tree^, and^y^^

ought t"^'.P»,f;,/Ss gates fene^^ or roads made
and any damage to ftcjdga ^.^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^

rrprips'v"o,rmrb> a.rto dispose of it to a colliery

'mr« oTp;umNG''sHBIlBS (H. Xe/™.).-By the
HINTS

°",f "",",',,")„ we infer that you mean one
purplc-fiowered B"'lji'"*

,7't,i, . That being the case,
of the varieties^of B^ ^arabM, 1

^^^^.^ ^^^ ^^
you

"Sy
,"="«'

'Yh'J^^'f at once The orange-flowered

SleH%glo£Udoefnorrequire regular pruning,

regular pruning. h"» ''',''"";
aw^v as soon as the flowers

mismmm
^w^e? ^S^^Ua neS oH^eontaining { mtle leaf-mould

SL.r The different kinds of Heaths require no other
and peat. 1 h' a nirem k i,

flower-heads as soon

iS?5^'b%he-¥:"S"^^^iSS
occasionally to induce a bushy habit A» «™ ™°

"'^^f

a";:iVh?i^':;7yea-;^Ufd^"t^errb:°pia;;irinT-na=

to handle, are pricked out in boxes and treated eventually

in the same way as rootid cuttings.

ROSE GARDEN.
MILDEW ON ROSES (P. T.).-We think you will find

potassium sulphide (liver of sulphur), dissolved at the rat.

of loz. of the liver of sulphur to three gallons of water

and sprayed on at intervals of about a fortnight in the

evening or early morning, a check to the spread of the

mldewT though nothing will stamp "„<>"*.*'"/ AinVJll
fear Pruning away affected parts in March and April will

be a useful mctliod also to adopt. Take care that tbe liver

of sulphur is fresh and has not been exposed to the air,

Seride is a good proprietary article for destroying

mildew. Sec reply to S. Clemanls.

MILDEW ON POT ROSES (.S. Ctenwnfs).—Undoubtedly

one of the best.reme.lies both for indoor Koses and those

outside is Seride. You can obtain this from Messrs

M. Gleeson and Co.. 41, High Street, Watford. Cue

the Roses a good spraying with this preparation, and

we think you will find i. will destroy the fungus, only of

course, you must continue to spray at intervals, as mi dew

is constantly showing itself upon the youna. tender folioge

of Roses.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CULTIVATION OF VARIOUS PLANTS (F. B. L.).~

Veltheimia viridifolia.—This bulbous plaut should,

after flowering, be watered as before, until the leaves

begin to turn vellow, which is not likely to he for some

time vet for the plant has to make its gro%vth ready for

anoth'er season. Annual repotting is by no means neces-

sarv • hut if in your opinion the plant needs a shift

this should be done directly the flowers are over A

compost made up of two parts of loam to one part of

peat or leaf-mould and a liheral sprinkling of sand will

suit this Veltheimia well. On no account should the plant

be knocked out of the pot to ri]Kn ; in fact, it must br

allowed to ripen off gradually and naturally. Should > on

decide not to repot it, an occasional weak dose of guano

or Clay's Fertilizer will be beneficial. As the plant goes

to rest it should be given just enough water to keep the

soil from becoming parched up until signs of growth

are again manifest. Streptosolen Jamesomi.—Presumably

this is in a pot in the greenhouse. If too straggling,

last year's wood may be cut back sufficient to form a

shapely specimen. This will lead to yoiing sjiools being

pushed olit, and as soon as these are alwut half an mch

in length, the plant should h- repotted. In carrying out

this as much of the old soil as possible should be removed

without unduly distressing the plant. A suitable compost

is three parts of loam to two of peat or leaf-mould and

a little sand, the whole bting thoroughly incorporated

together Th.' fiowcrs are produced on the young shoots

of the present year. ^Vhen the pots are well furnished

with roots, but not liefore, an occasional stimulant will

be helpful. Either guano or Clay's Fertilizer may be

"iven or the two may be used alternately. Ihunbergia

faurifolia —Any old and exhausted wood may be cut out.

but the main shoots should be retained if there is space

enough for them. If not, they may be shortened back

to half their length. It is quite possible that your plant

would te b<;nefited by repotliui

may, if required, bo kept over for another year by short«n-

ing any straggling shoots, and, as soon as new ones are

produced, the plants should be shifted into pots a size

larger than they were in before. The same treatment as

advised for young plants, should be followed.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FUNGUS ON PLUM TREE J(. S.).—The fungus is

certainly Stereum purpureum, the one to which silvcr-Ieaf

in Plums is attributed. It never fruits on li^^ng wood,
but only on parts that have died. If the stump has been

cut for two years, it is quite possible that tha fungus has

invaded it since cutting ; but if it were left in the ground, it

may not have died until the present season. In any case,

its presence is a menace to neighbouring trees.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
MANURING KHCHEN GARDEN U. J. C.).—If yours

i i a clayey soil, you can do without potash salts, as the

lime voii have used will have set free a sufficient quantity

for niost crops. If not. it would be well to add wood-
ashes as well as the superphosphate and sulphate of

ammonia, as these will supply the potash required and
usuallv present in but small quantities in light soils.

Use 2oz. to 4oz. to the square rod. not more, and do not

allow the ingredients to be washed by rain before applying

them to the soil.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GRUB FOR IDENTIFICATION ( J/crcurj/).—Tlic grub is

that of the garden swift moth. Fork in Vapontc or any
other naphthalini- compound about the roots, and in June
see that the moths are captured with a butterfly net;

they may easily be seen at dusk as they flit ghost-like over

the beds. The larvie feed on all sorts of fleshy roots.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—C. Tra(mo« .—The Apple Is

practically identical with Tower of Glamis. J. C. C.—
Bowhill Pippin.

SOCI ETI ES.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

On Monday evening, the 15th iu.st., there was a meeting

of tl-e executive committee of this society, when Mr.

Thomas Bevan presided. In presenting the report of

the finance commiltec, which appeared to give general

satisfaction, the secretary stated that, all circumstances

considered it was recommended that the publication

of the National Chrysanthemum Society's Transactions

should be deferred, and this was agreed to without opposi-

tion It was also stated that for the 1915 show the schedule

of classes will take the form of a supplement to last year's

schedule, certain matter in that being applicable to the

present year, and this was al(o approved of.
, „ ..

The deputation appointed to wait on the Koyal Horti-

cultural Society and to make arrangements for the National

jssible that your plant ! Chrvsanthemum Society's autumn show at the Royal

"l^I^Z" "^S^eC;°^ANTS (.. H.,. The:Su^£and,<.™urse tc^^

name of the varii-ated-leaved shrub is Euonymus radieans ;

Horticultural ooiieiy,
^ _ _,__._,„„ ^^^ „^^i„„ „, ,^^

variegata, and the grass apparently a,^Carex but it is

impossible to say without flowers. The cultural direc-

tions for the two plants concerning which you enquire

are not at all difficult. Coleus thyrsoideus is very readi y

struck from cuttings in the spring wheii the young shoo s

are about three inches in length. The stouter shoo s

make the best cuttings, as they form more shapely plants

than the weak ones. The cuttings should have the bottom

pair of leaves removed, and then be inserted singly into

small pots in a mixture of loam, peat or leaf-mould and

sand the whole being passed through a sieve with a quarter

of aii inch mesh. Then, placed in a close propagating-

ease in a structure wanner than that of an ordinary green-

house they will root very quickly. Directly this happens

the vouii" plants must have more air, and the point of

the "shoot" must be pinched out in order to encourage

a bushy habit of gro^vth. It will also probably he neees-

sarv to repeat this later on. The plants must he shifted

on when necessary, in a mixture of loam leaf-mould

anil sand, about two-thirds of loam to one of leaf-mould

being a very suitable mixture. Good tiowering examples

may be grown in pots 6 inches in diameter. As the pots

net full of roots, an occasional stimulant will be
r" _ . . .-. . . r .. _ _ 1 „ i..^.. ; .. » Krt i.-iiT««iiir and lint Til

will have to pay Is. for admission. The action of the

deputation was confirmed by the committee

The budget for 1915 was then submitted and passed.

The schedule sub-committee were authorised to complete

and issue the supplement referred to above, and then

followed tl'.e election of the various members for the

ditferent committees. As one-third of the floral com-

mittee relires every year, the necessary vacancies wctc

filled by the appointment of Messrs. P. A. Craig, W.
"

e^vtol., .1. R. Riding. W. Wells, R. Leach and Run"man,

who will serve till 1918. With few alterations the follow-

in" wer,- reconstituted as before: the finance, schedule

and publication committees. With regard to the l?]o

Conference it was resolved that all details m connection

with It be' left in the hands of the schedule committee

to complete, and the same course is to be pursued with

regard tn the propos.-d series of eduealional mectinES.

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS-
ASSOCIATION.

THERK was a very good gathering of members on Wednes-

day evening, February 10..to ^hear^a lectnre o^n^^^^Tbe

^'^:;^.. ^^U'^n ™S.^a^tively;small pots. -In tl.
, >j»'^J,;:Siri^a^'"r se^I?'^^°l^sl^^'^

autumn and winter tl e flowers develop best in a tempera- ;h^;"^^hanua^
bad points demonstrated. Temperature.

ture of 5(1° to 65°. I-iuuiu trigynum should, when the 1^"^ ?,°™/,oil were points which required consideration

flowers are over, be placed in a structure warmer than rainfall and sou^^^^^^^^

an ordinary greenhouse, say, where a minimum nigh when Pl*n"nS'ree i^^^^
^^^ fruit-room

temperature of 55° is maintained, 'rl-.ey ''"J^
then soon pan' tree, pru

g^^^^ ^^^^b^^^ ^
start into gro-«th, and the young shoots strike ™ddy

1

d^seas, s aM pesrsan^^

under the same conditions as advised for the Coleus ist of the wstva
^^ ^^^^

The growing point, too, mus be pinched out .''\ ?'"
i '''*"Vous quest ons He also exhibited boxes of Appks.

to induce a bushy habit. During the summer this I,mm
^^oTim his method of packing fruit for market. A hearty

succeeds test in a cold frame, which ,^hould be sh it "P
f^^J^^f ,'^|„''i';'^°a° ac^rded him at the close. Messrs

in time to husband a little sun-heat. Like the Coleus an ^,^tj

°J/ go^f and Crisp. Limited, staged a nice exhibit

^5rZ?J^''l^?h:^d\^"^S\^.leX':iSt';^nir Th^^ Plailts. Three new members w<.re

ture will' suit iH.th via"'"- '""' old |,lants of I.inum elected.

roots, an occasional stimuiam win ue ^ry "•• — j""^-. -
--V'Apple,''

beneficial. Cuttings taken in the summer and not pinched Ci^t^^^V^coHege Read'Sng
will flower well in comparatively small pots. In the universuj toi.it

,
. j;
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
An Interesting Crocus.—Although it is a

great many years ago since Crocus susianus was

first introduced into our gardens, it is still

one of the most charming of the early spring-

flowering set, owing to its curiously reflexed flowers.

It is suitable for almost any position, and we have

seen it used with good effect naturalised in the

grass, although it does not increase so rapidly as

some species. It is one of the few Crocuses, if

not the only one, that reflex in this

peculiar way, antj when the flowers are

half open the brownish purple feather-

ing on the outside harmonises with the

deep orange of the inside of the

segments.

The Double Red Peach.—Among
the numerous hardy trees and shrubs

used for the decoration of the con-

servatory or greenhouse at this season,

the Double Red Peach, Prunus

persica magnifica, is one of the most

effective. Naturally flowering outside

at the end of March and early in April,

the plants do not require a very high

temperature to force them into bloom

diuring February. The flowers are rich

carmine red, a rather lighter shade under

glass than in the open air. These are

borne along practically the whole length

of last season's growths. As many of

the shrubs are semi-pendulous, this

adds considerably to their pleasing

effect.

A Beautiful Winter Heath.—The
Erica illustrated on this page is the

most useful winter-flowering variety of

the whole genus, the plants frequently

commencing to blossom during Novem-
ber and continuing the display imtil

April is well advanced. In the past

it has been named E. mediterranea

hybrida, but Mr. W. J. Bean, in

his new work on trees and shrubs,

adapts the specific name of darley-

ensis. It is, as will be seen in the

illustration, a very free - flowering

plant, the rose pink blossoms defying

the most rigorous weather. It should be
planted in bold masses, in soil that is fairly

light, well drained, and contains plenty of

decayed leaves or some coarse peat. It is a
stronger grower than the better-known E.
camea, the plants quickly attaining a height
of a foot, and subsequently, if left alone, nearly
twice that height. It is usually regarded as a
hybrid between E. mediterranea and E. camea.

Cytisus fragrans.—In most parts of the country

this Canary Island shrub is properly regarded

as a greenhouse plant, but in Devonshire, Cornwall,

South Wales, Ireland and some other places it

is grown out of doors as an ordinary shrub, and
under the more natural conditions it ,develops

amazingly, forming a bush 4 feet to 6 feet high,

with a graceful habit and long branches, which
in early spring are clothed with bright golden.

A COLONY OF THE HARDY HEATH {ERICA MEDITERRANEA
hybrida). the PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN A FORTNIGHT AGO.

fragrant blossoms that almost hide the leaves.

The more vigorous and finer-flowered variety

elegans is grown in the same way, and gives a

much better account of itself than when grown
in pots, although as a pot plant it is one of the

showiest spring-flowering shrubby greenhouse
subjects we possess. It is possible that both of these

plants would succeed against warm walls in many
gardens

; at any rate, they are worth a trial.

An Evergreen Chinese Barberry.—Among a

number of new species of comparatively recent

introduction from China, Berberis candidula is one

of the most distinct. It forms a dwarf, bushy

plant I \ feet to 2 feet high. With age this height

will probably be exceeded, but growth is slow.

In some respects this latter trait is an advantage,

particularly when one is able to plant B. candidula

in the rock garden. Other positions to plant it are

in formal beds in the pleasure grounds

and the front of the shrubbery border,

The leaves are dark shining green above,

contrasting effectively with a silvery

under surface, The flowers are yellow,

followed in the autunui by purplish

black fruits.

Effect of Radium on Plant Life.—
We have just received from Messrs.

Sutton and Sons a bulletin giving details

of experiments conducted in their trial

grounds at Reading with radio-active ores

and residues. Full details of these ex-

periments were published in our issue

for August 15, 1914, page 419. The
bulletin now before us gives the whole

of the results achieved, most of which,

however, were not quite conclusive. We
understand that some, at least, of the

experiments will be continued during the

present year, when it is hoped more

definite resiilts will be obtained. In the

meantime, anyone who is interested in

the subject will be well advised to obtain

the bulletin, which can be had from

Messrs.' Sutton'and' Sons, Reading, price

2s. 6d. net.

A New Rose Species.—Rosa sertata,

a new species, is likely to prove an in-

teresting addition to our shrubberies, as

well as being suitable for Rose gardens

where free-growing and single-flowered

kinds arc encouraged. A native of China,

seeds were sent to Messrs. J. Veitch by
Mr. E. H. Wilson in 1907, and by that

firm plants were distributed a few years

later. Although of weaker growth, it

has much of the general appearance

of the Himalayan R. webbiana. It appears as

if it will grow 4 feet or 5 feet high, with a rather

loose but graceful habit, the branches being clothed

with leaves 3 inches to 4 inches long, made up of

from seven to eleven oblong leaflets. The flowers

are often borne singly, and are rather more than

2 inches across, deep rose in colour, and succeeded

by bright red fruits. Like other Roses, it gives

excellent results when planted in good loamy soil.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Home-grown Vegetables and Our Food Supply.

i have much pleasure in stating that a good many
<if our members have already made arrangements

<or growing extra vegetables in their gardens this

year, and we are placing your article on the

agenda of our next meeting, when suggestions

for a special exhibit of vegetables to be shown at

<iur annual show will be discussed. We have

much pleasure in endorsing your suggestions.

—

John T. Goddard (Hon. Secretary), The Crown-

field Horticultural Society.

The article in your issue of the 6th ult. was

discussed by the council of this society at a meeting

on February 23, and was adjourned for further con-

sideration at a special meeting to be held for that

purpose, I may say, however, that the members
present were in full sympathy with the objects

advocated in your article ; but in this district

we are faced with several difficulties, the most

important being the shortage of labour. This

is being severely felt, both in large and small

gardens, so that the tendency is rather to reduce

the area tmder cultivation instead of increasing

it.—C. S. FuiDGE (Secretary). Southampton Royal

Horticultural Society.

I placed your article before our committee

'>n February 23, and your suggestions received

the approval of the committee. Our society

received, last August or September, leaflets from

the Royal Horticultural Society, advising the

cultivation of more vegetables, also giving a list

of what seeds to sow at once. The leaflets were

distributed in our neighbourhood. On December 6

last we also received a letter from Admiral Lord

Charles Beresford, President of the Vegetable

Products Committee, asking our society to form

a local branch of the above, which we have done.

Since then we have sent packages of fruit and
vegetables every week to the Fleet at sea. At

the annual meeting, held in January last, it

was unanimously decided to hold our show in

July next. I might add that Budleigh Saltcrton

has only a population of z,ooo.—E. J. Vickery
(Hon. Secretary), Budleigh Sallerlon Horticultural

Society.

In case our secretary does not think to

send you another line, you may like to know
that the Mayor of this Borough (Hornsey) is

giving special prizes this year to cottagers and

allotment holders for the best stocked and cropped

garden of vegetables and fruits. This seem= such

an excellent idea that it is worthy of being made
widely known, in the hope that other public officials

might do something similar, thereby inducing

extra attention to be given hi the producing ol

necessary foodstuffs. The Mayor of Hnriiscy

thinks that horticultural shows ought certainly

to be held this year, and that fruits and vegetables

should be the strong features at such shows,

flowers taking a less honoured position for this

year. I write as a member of the committee.

—

C. Turner, Highgalc.

Orange Marmalade : A Good and Economical

Recipe.—ingredients: Twelve to fiflieii Seville

Oranges (fifteen small are better than twelve

large), lolb. of sugar, and 10 pints of water.

Method: First carefully wipe the Oraugis clean

with a soft piece of old linen dipped in tepid water.

(You cannot tell how many hands the Oranges

have passed through between the tree and your

kitchen.) Cut the Oranges very thinly, remove

and crush the pips, put the pips into a cup

with sufficient water to cover them, and leave them

to soak. Put the Oranges into the preserving

pan with the water, leave them twelve hours to

soak. Then boil for an hour and a-half after it

boils up. Now add the sugar and boil for another

hour and a-half (or longer) till it sets, when add

the water strained from the pips. I have taken

this recipe from my manuscript book.

—

Anne
Amateur.

Sarcococca humilis and S. rusclfolla.—The

wTiter of this note on these plants in The Garden
of February 20 pays them no more than their

due, but he omits to mention not the least of

their virtues—^the possession of an abundant

crop of red berries about the size of those on a

Thorn tree. The raceme has usually three male

flowers, and the single female blossom at the base,

close into the axil of the leaf, produces a berry,

and these fringe the whole length of the spray,

making the plant very ornamental till after

Christmas.

—

Archibald Buchan-Hepburn.
Hybrid Freesias.—Now that there are so many

named varieties of Freesias, the cross-breeding

of them is an increasingly delightful pastime.

A careful study of seedlings flowering now, with a

recorded pedigree to refer to, reveals one or two

interesting points, as follows : F. refracta alba

(the pure all-white species), when crossed with

the coloured varieties, gives practically all self-

coloured seedlings in charming delicate shades

of mauve, lavender, heliotrope, salmon and

yellow, according to the variety of pollen parent

used ; while F. refracta in almost all cases passes

its yellow blotch on to its progeny in more or less

accentuated form. One of the surprises is that

in crossing a white and a pale lavender, such as

Amethyst, a purple appears here and there

;

but the explanation is simple, as it is no doubt

the colour of one of Amethyst's parents coming

out in the third generation. — F. Herbert
Chapman.

Division of the Leeds!! Class ot Daffodils.

—

I have for some time thought that some further

division is desirable. I suggest that the solution

of the difficulty as to small and large cupped

Leedsii being shown together and the better

understanding of descriptions could be met on

similar .lines to those adopted in the present

Classification in the case of distinguishing between

an incoraparabilis and a Barrii, viz., the measure-

ment of the cup or eye. Division IV., Leedsii,

would then have two divisions, (a) cup or crown

not less than one-third, but less than equal to the

length of the perianth segments
; (6) cup or crown

less than one-third the length of the perianth

segments. These divisions will, I think, suffice

for the present, but within a few years a further

division may be found desirable in regard to colour,

and possibly still further as to size and shape of

cup or crown ; but " sufficient for the day is the

evil thereof."—C. Lemesle Adams.

Shows, Schedules and Judges.— I think it

would be a great boon to exhibitors from a

distance if the committee would do a little

more in the way of packing and despatching

boxes and stands after the show. In drawing

up the schedule a clear definition of an amateur
should be given. Each district seems to have a

different ruling em this point. In some county agri-

cultural shows I have seen a lot of unpleasantness

through this. If there is one word in horticulture

that wants settling it is " amateur." I think the

fairest way is to put classes in for large and small

growers and strictly adhere to the wording of the

schedule. The man with 200 Roses does not stand

a chance with the amateur with 5,000. Now for

the question of judges. " Exhibitor " is quite

right, in my opinion, that many judges are selected

because they hold a position in some large estab-

lishment, and probably have never exhibited in

their lives. But on principle I would sooner such

a man judge my exhibit—providing he did not

enter the exhibition till all the staging was finished

and the exhibitors cleared out—than the so-called

expert who had, say, been staging in Classes 8,

10 and 12, and then put his coat on to judge

Classes 9, 11 and 13 at a Sweet Pea show. Select-

ing judges from the exhibitors is simply a farce.

Again, take a raiser and distributor of new varieties

of anything, and then ask him to judge six new
varieties sent out in the autumn of 1914 or the

spring of 1915, and if there is keen competition

—

he can be honesty itself—he will lean to his own
varieties.

—

Fairness.

The Double Chamomile.—In a recent number
of The Garden a correspondent enquired about

double Chamomile, and in a later issue another

offered Chamomile which came up freely in her

garden. It may be well to draw attention to the

very common confusion between true or common
Chamomile (Anthemis nobilis), and Feverfew,

which is also called wild Chamomile (Pyrethrum

Parthenium). The medicinal plant is Anthemis

nobilis, both single and double. The single has

the greater medicinal value, though the double

is the more generally grown for sale, probably

because the dried bloom bulks more largely.

Feverfew or wild Chamomile is a frequent garden

weed, though it is good enough to be considered

a garden plant. There are, I believe, some specially

fine named garden forms which I do not possess,

but should be glad to hear about The common
Feverfew grows about two feet high, with spread-

ing heads of white flowers and tufts "f pale green

leaves that are always a welcome sight in the

spring. The whole plant, and the leaves especially,

have a strong, wholesome. Tansy-like smell.

Pyrethrum parthenifolium aureum, the well-

known Golden Feather, except for its dwarf

habit, is so much like the common Feverfew

that one is surprised that botanists distinguish

them as separate species. I offer this note thinking

that if the first correspondent was asking for

true Chamomile and the second was offering

Feverfew, the right plant would not be changing

hands.—G. Jekyll.

The New Zealand Flax.—In the issue of The
Garden for January 30, page 50, Mr. J. Beadle,

Dunedin, New Zealand, discusses the question

of soil suitable for the plant in its native habitat,

and cites cases which have come under his own
observation to prove that this plant will thrive

in soils of widely differing character. This opinion

agrees with what I have myself seen of the plant

in the British Isles. Some ten years ago I visited

the gardens at Kylemore Castle, County Galway,

and there I saw this plant growing to perfection.

In the mixed flower garden it was growing in huge

clumps in light, friable loam, and outside the

grounds there were acres of it growing most

luxuriantly, in rather peaty soil, among rough

grass, with no shelter whatever. In the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, a colony of the New
Zealand Flax grows weU and flowers freely on a

bank in close proximity to the lake ; and here on

the shores of the Forth it does very well in a rather

dry situation, almost close up against a thicket

of tall forest trees.

—

Charles Comfort, Midlothian.
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Centaurea (ffitheopappus) pulcherrima. —
'I'lic Ctntaurea family is a reiy large one, and

for the purpose of classification is split up into

several sections. The plant here illustrated

belongs to the /litheopappus section, and is thus

sometimes known as -ii. pulcherrimus. It is a

very handsome species, of dwarf, bushy habit,

growing about two feet high, with silvery pinnate

foliage and large rosy-coloured flowers of the Sweet

Sultan type. Closely allied to the better-laiown

C. dealbata, but of more rigid habit and with

larger flowers, it is also a native of Asia Jlinor

and the Caucasus. .An excellent border plant,

of free growth and verj- floriferous, C. pulcherrima

is of recent introduction, and a welcome addition

to a family whicli already provides our gardens

with several handsome subjects. It may be

increased by division in the autumn or spring,

or may be raised by means of seeds, which are

produced in fair quantity.—\V. 1.

Cultivation of Tropaeolum speciosum.—That

tills plant will flourish in the soft, humid climates

of Scotlaud, the Lake District and Cornwall n(me

will doubt, but it may surprise many
to kiiow it will also not only grow,

but flourish in the hot, sandy soil of

Surrey if given suitable conditions.

In those parts of my garden where

it is established it is growing as frceh-

as a weed. On one occasion I had

to throw away nearly a barrow-load

of roots. Having grown the plant

with success for ten years under ap-

parently unfavourable conditions, and

having tried to study its require-

ments, I believe your correspondent

Mr. Rowland A. Earp comes very

near the mark when he says he
" would plant it under the tiles of the

backyard in a sunny part." As

regards soil, it should contain a \-ery

large proportion of leaf-soil or peat,

or both, in which the roots can

spread where they please. I believe

the doctors advise us to keep our

feet warm and our heads cool. Well,

Tropjeolum speciosum requires exactly

the opposite to keep it in good

health. It flourishes in full smi,

but the smi must not shine upon
its roots. Plant it among the

roots of Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias,

Hollies, OJearia, Skimmia and such like

shrubs, and it will send its roots right imder

them and wreathe their tops all the summer
with its lovely trails of bloom. Never must spade

or fork, or even hoe, come near its sacred hatmts.

Nothhig but hand-weedhig must be allowed.

If weeds appear and the Tropieolmn rmis up and
o\er them, they must be left or snipped off. Small

twigs should be put to the tender trails when
they appear, so that they do not straggle over

the soil. A thick dressing of leaf-soil should be

given—not, I think, in the summer, as one of your

correspondents advises, but in early spring before

the Sim has any power. Another point is not to

cut the trails off in the autumn, but leave them to

die back naturally. I have kno^vn some trails to

remain green all the winter and start into growth

in the spring, and so flower very early ; but this

is unusual. Of course, plant the roots deeply

—

8 inches to lo inches. Never disturb them

;

they need a year or two to establish them-

selves. Let the situation be such that they

can spread about in the bed among the roots of

other plants which are never dug up. If I

write dogmatically, I hope I shall be pardoned,

being conscious of many humiliating failures

with other plants if successful with this

one.—C. G. B.

In the article on Tropa;oIum speciosum
in your issue of the 6th ult., page 68, your
correspondent omits one important consideration

in planting the soft, long roots ; that is, they

should be laid on some very hard ground so that

the weight of the soil overhead will not bruise

the tender roots and make them decay instead

of grow. That is one secret about establishing

a colony of this most desirable climber, and it

stands to reason it must be severely let alone.

It will come up, perhaps a yard from where the

planting was originally made ; but wherever it

comes it is decidedly welcome. With me it often

lives overground all the winter, the spring

growth commencing 4 feet to 6 feet up the old

growth of the preceding year. One can never
say for certain which aspect suits it best,

but half shade and moisture are its chief

.At last his attention is drawn to the leaves crop-

ping up in all directions ; then he digs up the

long white, thread-like roots. Should he pursue
his investigations, he will find the rocks beneath

the soil literally encased in a coating of white

roots, the most minute particle of which will

grow into a plant. I have taken down a portion

of rockery, removed all stones and earth three

times, and yet the Linaria still survives. L.

pallida is nearly as bad. The genus is saved
by the three varieties of L. alpina, which are

joys for ever. The Vetches and LathyTus are

to be viewed doubtfully. Arenaria balearica can

become very troublesome, but must not be omitted

from the rockery, notwithstanding. Tropa;olum

speciosum, once established, can never be got

rid of, and spreads far and wide. For those

who may desire to grow some of the undesirables

on account of their beauty, either in the rockery

or in the borders, a good plan is to grow them
in short clay or earthenware tubes that are

closed at one end ; these can be obtained

in various sizes. The pot is sunk sufficiently

CENTAUREA PULCHERRIMA, A COMPARATIVELY NEW HARDY PLANT WITH ROSE-COLOURED FLOWERS.

delights.—J. Hill 1'oe, U.L. (Captahi), Rh'erston,

Ncnagh.

Undesirable Plants in the Rock Garden.

—

" E. H. J." in The Garden of February 13,

page 77, initiates a very useful campaign. While
some of the plants he mentions hardly require a

warning, so universally are their evil habits Icnown,

there are others that are easily eliminated or

controlled, such as Cerastiums, Hieraciums and
Muscari. Sedum spurium has never given me
any trouble. Osalis corniculata, once established

in the rockery, cannot be banished, and seedlings

appear among one's most cherished plants. The
following are some of the plants the introduction

of which into the rockery is to be avoided

:

.AH Ac£enas, Cotulas, some Asters, most Vicias,

Centaurea montana, and Linaria hepaticsfolia,

a nice, harmless-looking plant, probably recom-

mended by the nurseryman as most suitable to

a confiding beginner ; but let him beware. For
a year perhaps he delights in a neat little plant

with desirable leaves and flowers ; he little knows
what is going on underground. Suddenly a single

leaf appears unnoticed in a neighbouring plant.

to hide the rim, ana the plant has no opportunity

of spreading except over the rim. A little care

will easily prevent this. I hope others will add
to the list of undesirables.

—

.Archibald Buchan-
Hepburn.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
March 9.—Royal Horticultural Society's Show

of Forced Spring Bulbs, i p.m. to 6 p.m. Lectme
at 3 p.m. by Mr. Leonard G. Sutton on " Flowers

from Seed, in the Greenhouse and in the Open
Border." Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent

Square, Westminster.

March 10.— Royal Horticultural Society's

Show of Forced Spring Bulbs, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster.

March r6.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibi-

tion of Flowers, Plants, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Lecture at 3 p.m. by the Rev. Professor G. Henslow,

M..A., V.M.H., on " The Passing of Darwinism."

Royal Horticultm-al Hall, Vhiceut Square, West-

minster.
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BEAUTIFUL GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.

THE BRUNSFELSIAS.

A
FENERATION aso the Brunsfelsias

were tar more frequently growii in

sardens than they are at the present

1 day. Though the above generic name
^ has been long used by botanists,

the different kinds were almost

invariably Icnown as Franciscias, which is in gar-

dens and nvu^eries still retained. Some of the

species, notably B. calycina,

represented by different forms

to which specific names used

at one time to be applied,

was, and still is, the most

generally grown of t h c ni

all.

In the variety grandifiora the

flowers, which are fully
3 inches across, are, when first

expanded, of an intense purple

colour, but gradually pale till

they become almost white.

This is common to most mem-
bers of the genus and form?

a very notable feature, as, in

the case of a large, well-

flowered specimen, blossoms o£

all shades of colour from

purple to white may be seen

on the same plant. A dwarf,

compact-flowered form of B.

calycina, with the varietal

name of floribunda, has been

brought prominently forward

within the last few years. As
good examples full of bloom
may be had in pots 5 inches

in diameter, it is invaluable

for various decorative purposes

where the larger growers

wotild occupy too much
space.

A good, large-flow.?red variety

of B. calycina known as

confertiflora, and which used

to be assigned specific rank,

is of particularly good habit,

which circumstance stood it

in good stead when specimen

plants were popular. There

are several other species of

which especial mention mav
be made, namely, B. hopeana
or uniflora, a dwarf, com-
pact little bush with small

leaves and solitary violet

purple flowers with a light

centre. The species herewith

illustrated—B. imdulata—has flowers while or

nearly so. It is a native of Jamaici, whence it

was introduced as long ago as 1780. It does
not, however, appear to be in general cultivation

in -this cotmtry, for I cannot find it mentioned
in any catalogue, neither is it in the " Kew Hand
List." .\11 the members of this genus, which belongs
to the Order Solanace.T, are natives of the New-
World, mostly from the West Indian Islands or
South -America.

The different Brunsfelsias require the temperature
of a stove for their successful culture, at all events
during the greater part of the year, for when growth

is completed they are benefited by being removed

to the coolest part of that structure. .\ inixtuie

of loam, peat and sand suits them well. Propaga-

tion is readily effected by cuttings of the yoimg
j

growing shoots taken in spring and put in ' SOME
a close propagating-case with a gentle

bottom-heat. Shade is essential to the well-

doing of the Brunsfelsias, particularly during

the flowering period, as the blossoms last

much longer when protected in this way.

Most of the kinds flower during the latter

part of the spring, and maintain a succession

from then till summer is well advanced. One

ROSE-GROWING IN TOWN
GARDENS.

I

BRUNSFELSIA UXDULAIA. A XATIvr OF JAMAICA, WITH WHITE FLOWERS.
IT NEEDS A VERY WARM GREENHOUSE.

would like to see these plants more widely

cultivated than they are at present. H. P.

SKIMMIAS IN PERFECTION.
In the rcirk garden in the Royal Botanic Garden,

Edinburgh, I recently saw the two finest climips

of Skimmias it has ever been my lot to behold,

so healthy and so completely smothered with

berries of the brightest red. Much confusion

prevails in the nomencKiture of the Skimmias
;

but the two clumps in question were labelled S.

oblata and S. Fortune!. C. C.

NOTES ON MANURES AND
THEIR EFFECTS.

T can hardly be over-emphasised that, in

applying stimulants of any kind to Roses,
the greatest care should bi taken not to
overdose them. Plants can only take up
their food in liquid form as it becomes
available for ilio roots by decomposition or

othv chemical change, and the amount that tluv
are able to assimilate depends
largely upon the health of the
trees and the condition of the
soil. Too strong a stimulant
frequently destroys tlie feeding
roots, and can have nothing
but harmful results, so that

growers should be careful never
to apply any artificial manure
in greater strength than is re-

commended from some rdiahk-
source.

But before attempting to

enrich the soil in this way, the
texture and quality of the beds
should be improved by methods
which have been indicated

;

then, when the grovmd is in
• good heart " and the plants

growing freely, one may have
recourse to the aid of certain

artificial manures, which will

add materially to one's success.

To be of real benefit, a ferti-

liser must contain fair propor-

tions of those elements most
needed in the soil, either because
lliey are more quickly exhausted
by the groM-ing plants or the

sn-ound is naturally deficient in

them. To add these intelligently

and to know exactly what one
is adding is the only method
by which one can make sure

of the effect they will have upon
the plants ; so that a considera-

tion of the manures most
generally in use may be of

advantage to those who are

unfamiliar with their character.

Certain of these are natural,

others contain the elements in

concentrated form ; but for

convenience they are here

classed together.

The principal soil elements
in relation to the Rose are

nitrogen, potjtsh, phosphates,

lime, iron and magnesia.

The first tluree are those most freely taken

up, the others needing to be added only when
there is a deficiency. Obviously one can

do little good by administering lime to chalky

groimd, or iron where there is already an abund-

ance of it, so that a general formula needs to be

modified in accordance with the local conditions,

and this is another reason for learning something

about the manures before applying them.

Nitrogen may be briefly regarded as the princi-

pal element which gives vitality to the plant. Its

addition to the soil promotes quick growth, but

it must not be given unless a sufficiency of
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pliosphates or potash is already present. Sonu-

itiirogenous manures, such as sulphate of ammonia,

are very quick in action, so that the application

of the other elements should take place well in

advance of it. Excess of nitrogen will benefit the

foliage at the expense of the bloom ; the want of it

is usually indicated by pale green foliage, the plants

having a stunted appearance and lacking vigour.

The principal forms used by the Rose-grower are

nitrate of potash, sulphate of ammonia, dried blood

and hoof and horn. The last two are slow in action.

Hom-nieal is useful for adding to Rose beds when

making them up, and is very lasting in its effects.

Dried blood contains potash, phosphates, iron,

magnesia and lime in small quantities in addition to

the nitrogen, so that it makes a valuablr stimulant.

.\pply 20Z. to the square

yard in early spring. Ni-

trate of potash (saltpetre)

contains both the sub-

stances its name implies,

but it is rather expensive

.

and as the proportion of

nitrogen is very high, it is

only safe to give it in a

very diluted form ; a

quarter of an ounce to a

gallon of water is quite

strong enough.

Sulphate of ammonia
is a well known and
\'alued stimulant of great

assistance to exhibitors

when applied carefully.

It dissolves very readily

in water, to which it

should be added in the

proportion of an eggcupful

10 four gallons, giWng each

plant a gallon of the liquid.

This should be applied

only to vigorous trees

when the beds are moist

and after the buds have

f(jrmed. The nitrates of

soda and ammonia are also

concentrated forms, but

the substances prexiously

named are much to be pre-

ferred. P. L. GODD.\RD.

(To be continued.)

DAFFODIL NOTES.
The English Name.—It seems almost incredible,

but I kno\\' a man somewhere about twenty-three

or twenty-four years of age who did not know
his proper Christian name imtil twelve months

ago ! There are many who do not know what

to call the Daffodil family. At one timt it is

Daffodil and at another Narcissus. Suppose for

one moment these plants were human beings

and that they had visiting cards, what would

the different branches print upon theirs ? Would
it be Mr. and Mrs. Narcissus, or Mr. and Mrs.

Poetic Daffodil, if they used an archaic fcrm,

or ilr. and Mrs. Poet Daffodil if they preferred

a more modern one ? I am frequently asked

My thoughts have been directed into this channel

[

by reading an address that old Peter Barr gave

to the Sea Point Horticultural Society at Cape
Town in rgor, in the course of his famous tour

round the world. He Recalled the time of the

first Daffodil Conference in 1884, when he said

" the subject of a popular name was much debated."

He tells us that ultimately it was decided to adopt

Daffodil for all sections of the family. .\nd then

in accordance with this he \\Tites in the concluding

paragraph of the introduction, '" In this paper

the word Daffodil will be used throughout, except

when a quotation is made, and then the words

! of the author will be given."

The family name is still, I fear, in what chemists
' call the unstable equilibrium, and from the loose

THE MUSK ROSE
(ROSA MOSCHATA).
This delightful species

s -ould find a place in

every garden where space

can be allotted for its verj' \'igorous growths.

It is best seen growing as a big free bush, I

well isolated, or rambling over a clump of tree

stumps placed in a conical form in any odd comer.

It is a most profuse blooming Rose when well
I

established, but is liable to suffer in a severe winter
;

hence the need for a rather sheltered spot. The
flowers appear about the first week in July, and
continue in great beauty two or three weeks.

It is really one of the wild Indian Roses, R.

Brunonii, which is sometimes kno«-n as the

Himalayan Briar, being a form of it,. The variety

jjrandiflora is perhaps the most rampant-growing

rambler one can obtain, and it will ascend to the

top of a tree before any other Rose is half-

way up. D-iSECROFT.

A NOBLE BUSH OF THE MUSK ROSE (ROS.\ MOSCHATA).

bv non-Daft"odil people what the difference is

between a Daffodil and a Narcissus. The proper

reply is " None." Daffodil is the English family

name and Narcissus the botanical or Latin one.

Every Daffodil is a Narcissus and every Narcissus

is a Daffodil, and in Parkinson's day (1629)

was called one. In course' of time the names
got jumbled up, and some people used Daffodil

and some Narcissus, or quite likely first one and

then the other. In the sixth edition of " Miller's

Gardeners' Dictionary " (1752) all branches of

the family, with the exception of the Jonquils

and Tazettas. were Daffodils; whereas in 1771

John Dicks, in his " Gardeners' Dictionary,"

called them all Narcissus. So it has continued

up to the present.

way in which we use the words Daffodil and Nar-

cissus it must be difficult for the various branches

to know exactly what to call themselves among

their English friends.

ily purpose in" these remarks is to plead for

the retention and use of the old word Daffodil

when we nrite or speak of the different sections.

This practice would be in strict conformity with

the nomenclature laid down by Parkinson, approved

I by the 1S84 Conference, and recommended by

!
our king (Peter Barr). I may add that in Hill's

j

edition of " Hale's Eden " (i757) «'« find the

I

" Poetic Daffodil " (sic) described and figm-ed. It

is interesting to record the use of the actual desig-

nation for our " Poets." that I would like to see

!
generally adopted. Taking the garden classification
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of the Royal Horticultural Society (igio),

I would venture to suggest the following English

designations for the different classes :

1. Trumpet Daffodils.

2. Incomparabilis ordarge-cupped Daffodils.

3. Barrii or smaU-cupped Daffodils.

4. Leedsii or white-cupped Daffodils.

5. Triandrus or Angels' Tears Daffodils.

6. Cyclamineus or Cyclamen-flowered Daffodils.

7. Jonquilla or Rush-

leaved Daffodils.

8. Tazetta or bunch-

flowered Daffodils.

9. Poeticus or Poet
(Poetic) Daffodils.

10. Double Daffodils.

11. Various Daffodils.

In order to try to arrive

at a general agreement,

it would be of much interest

if those concerned would

state their views ; for ex-

ample, Mr. P. R. Barr.

My friend, I notice, has

lately altered his signature.

It is now Peter R. Barr,

and not the more familiar

P. Rudolph Barr of his

younger days. I am not

surprised at the change. It

is only the Daffodil blood

coming out ! He is a true

" chip of the old block."

Poet Daffodil Classes.

Begin to repair an old

house, and you never know
where you will stop. My
note about the necessity of

show committees seeing

that all blooms were ex-

hibited in their proper

classes has brought me a

plaintive note from one of

my " Poetic " friends. He
sees the Poets so frequently

wrongly named, more par-

ticularly in the amateur

and smaller classes, that he

thinks something ought to

be done. I agree. Will he,

however, suggest the re-

medy ? Not a great while

since I wanted to get an
old variety named. I took

it to Birmingham, but I

could not find anyone who
would stake " his bottom
dollar" upon it. The fact

is that if we exclude a com-

paratively few well-differ-

entiated varieties. Poet

Daffodils are very much
alike indeed, and I

think nine hundred and nineiv nine people out

iif a thousand would soon get out of their depth
if called upon to name by the eye and memory
alone. Much as I value correct naming, I feel

there is a good deal of excuse to be made for those

who err here, and that an unintentional wrong
label is but a venial fault. " My teeth is it that

won't let nie pass, then ? " said the Irishman
to the recruiting doctor. " Faith, sure, my
cousin Mike got through with the same ones
only last week !

" It might so easily be right at

London, wrong at Birmingham.

The Day.—" The Day " for the Dafljdil

enthusiast is the official opening of the season,

which is heralded by the first meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society's Narcissus committee and

the holding of the Forced Bulb Show at Vincent

Square. This year it is March 9. A letter from

Mr. Daffodil Pearson (the three brothers have such

convenient initials) tells me how lie had all his

soil sterilised in the autumn before potting any

Horticultural Sooiety's powers that be combine
a still earlier exhibition with that rather woe-
begone function tlie annual general meeting ?

It seems to want something to make it "go."
Royal Horticultural Society's List of Daffodil

Names.— I have had the first instalment (jf the

"six hundred thousand" from Mr. Curtis since

my last notes appeared. We are getting on

—

between three hundred and four hundred is not a

bad start. J. J.

EVERGREENS
ON WALLS IN
WINTER.

I

THE JERUSALEM SAGE (PHLOMIS FRUIICOSA) IN WINTER.
BEAUTIFUL GREY-LEAVED SHRUB.

bulbs, and that this precaution has had the

happiest results, so I presume he hopes to show
us " what's what " next week. He is, I believe,

" tlie father " of competitive exhibitors, his

first essay at Birmingham going back to almost

prehistoric times. I should very much like to

see him carry off a gold medal on March 9. There

are plenty of good fish in the sea at Lowdham.
I look forward to tliis show with increasing interest

each year. It has already proved the elasticity

of the Daffodil season, but it will bear a little

more stretching. Why should not the Royal

T is only in the depth
of winter that we
fully appreciate the

value of e V e r -

green shrubs and
trees. In woodland,

in the colder months,

there is often nothing

green but Holly and
Ivy. It is then that

we see what precious

things are these two
native evergreens

; not

only beautiful in them-

selves, but giving evidence

of comfortable harbourage

to many forms of wild life.

So also in gardens, the

shrubs with persistent foli-

age, that in summer passed

almost without notice, ac-

ciuire their full value in

winter, and are then in

tlieir richest dress.

In planting garden

spaces against buildings

the mistake is often made
of having borders of

temporary or summer
plants only, especially in

such places as narrow
liorders between house

wall and terrace walk

:

but if these are filled with

(vergr e e n s, such as
Laurustinus, Rosemary,

La%'ender and Berberis,

with, among them, a

few points of interest as

of China Rose and Lilies,

there is a pleasant sense

uf permanence and a

kind of dignity that is in

liarraony with the senti-

ment of a good build-

ing. When a garden is

terraced, and there are retaining walls of solid

masonry at the back of borders, the good use of

evergreen slirubs is important, not only for their

own display, but for winter clothing and as a

background to the flowery masses of summer.
There are many more shrubs suitable for such

places than are generally thought of. Where
walls are fairly high, there are such fine things

as the evergreen Magnolias and Bay (no matter

if they rise above the wall level), MjTtle, .\zara

and white Jasmine, for though Jasmine is not

strictly evergreen, not only does it hold its leaves

THIS IS A
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lill Cliristuias, but the mass of green stem shows

with a general green effect. Some climbing

Roses have the same quality
;

Jersey Beauty is

now (late in January) not only well clothed with

its polished foliage, but is bearing such quantities

of red hips in thickish bunches that its whole

effect is highly ornamental. Reine Olga, that

good red Rose that makes yearly growths 12 feet

to 15 feet long, will be in fine foliage tlirough

February and even later. Garden Ivies are only

too numerous, but the very large-leaved Hedera

dentata and the small marbled Caenwood variety

are so distinct that they should not be forgotten.

Cistus cyprius is a fine thing on a fairly higli

wall, its fragrant foliage turning strangely blue

in winter. Shrubs with variegated leaves should

be used witli caution, to avoid the danger of a

and is mucli benefited by being trained on a wall

with a warni exposure. They are quite vigorous

enough for high walls, but are perhaps better

seen on those of lesser height. Garrya elliptica,

with its pretty tassels of midwinter bloom, is also

suitable for high or lower walls. Myrtles, in

warmest places, should not be forgotten, and

the handsome Box, Buxus balearica. Escallonia

macrantha and E. philippiana are both beautiful

on walls, the latter flowering in late summer
when shrub bloom is rare. Choisya ternata . is

one of the best of wall shrubs, and Rosemary,

often seen on walls in Italy, should be so used at

home. The grey, Sage-like foliage of Phlomis

fruticosa, a shrub commonly grown as a bush in the

open, is capital trained, andstill better is the beauti-

ful grey-leaved shrubby Groundsel, Senecio Grayii.

Its tiny gold-backed leaves, set on long "sprays

that quickly grow, make it one of the prettiest

things to cut and put with winter flowers in the

house. Even Berberis Aquifolium, so useful and
frequent as a bush in every garden, can be trained

on a low wall with singularly good effect.

Gertrude Jekvll, in Country Life.

HERBACEOUS PHLOXES
FOR SPRING PLANTING.

There is such a wonderful wealth of beauty and

variety to be found among the modern herbaceous

Phloxes that it is not surprising their cultiva-

tion is being taken up in many gardens where.

A BORDER OF HERBACEOUS PHLOXES AND WATSONIAS. BOTH M.\Y BE PL.\NTED NOW.

patchy effect ; but where questions of colour

are carefully considered and a harmonious back-

ground for flowers of bright yellow colouring is

desired, it is well to train on the wall both the gold-

splashed El;eagnus and the Golden Privet.

Walls from 5 feet to 7 feet high will take shrubs

of medium height. One of the best is Laurustinus,

excellent for wall training and yet but seldom

used. All the three varieties well known in gardens

are equally suitable, but of special beauty is the

May-blooming Viburnum lucidum. It is tenderer

than the two otlier kinds, V. Tinus and V. hirtura,

For lower walls there is still a good choice of

evergreen covering, such as several of the lesser

New Zealand Veronicas. The taller Veronica

Traversii is of a size for the wall of medium height,

but there is a dwarfer variety of this well suited

for the lower terrace. Other New Zealanders,

Olearia Haastii, O. stellulata and O. macrodonta,

will also be welcome ; several kinds of Cotoneaster,

Euonymus radicans and Daphne pontica, the

last filling the garden with its sweet scent in .April

and May. .Aucubas can be used in shady places,

and Cassinia fulvida must not be overlooked.

a few years ago, they were unknown. Flower-

ing as they do in the autumn, when many
wish gardens to be at their best, these Phloxes

may be looked upon as the most useful of

all herbaceous plants for that season. Their

cultivation, too, is simple, providing a few essential

points in the tilling of the soil and their subse-

quent treatment are not overlooked. Above all,

these Phloxes need a generous diet, with deeply

cultivated soil in which their roots can wander at

will and find that coolness which they so delight

in during the scorching days of summer. But
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coohiess of roots must nnt br taken to inraii (pvfr-

Jioad shade from sun.

The first object, theji, when wc set out to grow

these plants is to select a bed or border that is

open to light, free from roots of trees or shrubs,

and containing Soil that is of good heart, i.e., not

too much sand or gravel. This ought to be dug

two spits deep, and both spits should have

thoroughly mixed with them some partial!)-

decayed manure from either the stables or farm-

yard. After this trenching it ought to be made

moderately firm by treading, unless it can be

allowed two or three weeks in which to settle

before planting is done. Undoubtedly the best

time for planting, except %vhere the soil is of very

close texture, is early autumn, but quite good

results can be obtained from plants that are put

in during March. Yoimg plants raised from

cuttings are supplied by most nurserymen, and

Jenkins, Tapis Blanc and F. G. von Lassburg

(white), Le Mahdi (violet blue). Eugenic Danzan-

viliers (soft lilac blue), Le Siecle (salmon pink),

Ktna (crimson scarlet), Paul Martin (china rose).

Dr. Konigshofer (brilliant orange scarlet, deeper

eye). Baron von Dedem (scarlet and blood red)

and Selma (pink). H.

PROPAGATING PLANTS BY
CUTTINGS.

THE
importance, particularly at this

period of the year, of propagation by

means of cuttings induces me to send

you the following remarks as a further

contribution to the discussion on " Cut-

tings with • Heels.' " The " heel " to

cuttings is in certain instances not without value.

A HORDER OF PHI.O.XES EDGED WITH ORDINARY WHirK PINKS IN A SMALL GARDli

usually give better results than divided portions.

I am a great believer in mulching Phloxes during

the hot days of stimmer, and towards the end of

May always see to it that a layer of short manure,

at least 2 inches thick, is spread between and

aroimd the plants. This not only tends to keep

the soil cool, but provides considerable nourish-

ment for the plants just when they most require

it. Bountiful supplies of water are called for

whenever the weather is at all dry, and it is vital

that the Phloxes are not neglected in this respect.

These, then, are the essential points in the cultiva-

tion of these charming hardy herbaceous plants,

which are suitable either lor large or small gardens,

as the accompanying illustrations show. In the

large border Watsonias are thinly interspersed

among the Phloxes, and the bulbs of these may
lie planted during March or .-^pril.

There are a great many beautiful Phloxes now

obtainable, a few of the best being Mrs. E. H.

Some Koses that will not root when the cutting is

made by severing below a joint do so when formed

with a " heel." But there is a chance of a " heel "

cutting forming merely some knobby calluses, due

not so much to the " heel " as to some condition

of the cutting or the position it occupies.

Far better than using hardened wood for cut-

tings is to employ young shoots that are becoming

firm but not too hard, the proper condition being

only possible to determine by observation and

experience. I have rooted quantities of such

things as Deutzias, Lilacs, Roses, Buddleias,

Philadelphuses and such like in this way in a

heated propagating-case. A single white Banksiau

Rose put into my hands a few years ago to increase

was found to root with the greatest facility from

soft summer side shoots, when ripened wood in

the autumn failed.

Summer Bedding Plants.—At the present

time, when propagating for summer bedding is

taking place, almost the whole of the soft-wooded

material forms roots without even pro\-iding the

cutting with the time-honoured " joint," It is an

asset of value to know, for it takes a longer time

to trim such a cuttingt preparatory to inserting

it in its rooting medium than the time occupied in

cutting the shoot above a joint and inserting it.

But the method has a further value. To
illustrate : Last year I required a very large

quantity of Verbena venosa, and to supplement

old roots some 600 plants were raised from seeds,

which it was seen would be very insufficient.

These were forced on. and when just large enough

were cut off close above the pair of primary leaves.

If the cuttings had been made with a joint, time

would have failed to have got a plant large enough

to allow for it to grow, and to strike and grow on

the rooted cutting.

A cutting to root rapidly and with certainty,

as already hinted, must be in a proper

condition, and also receive the proper

treatment. Heat and moisture are enough

for the majority of bedding plants at this

time of the year, and even Geraniums, if

they receive a Pine stove heat, root readily

with abundance of water, while, given

an intermediate temperature, moisture

may prove fatal to success. Hollyhocks

are difficult to root in the spring, but

when named varieties were in vogue I

have succeeded by placing them under

hand-lights in a cool house, where they

took their own time. The Variegated Ice

Plant will root with the loss of only two

or three per thousand when placed in a

stove temperature and given no water till

roots have been formed. Nor need the

cuttings have joints.

The success of a batch of cuttings may
be destroyed by allowing them to wilt

:

and it is not unusual to see a man make

elaborate preparations from his point of

view to ensure success, and, by allowiu.u

the cuttings to get dry previous to inser-

tion in the rooting medium, to nullify his

labour. Eye cuttings during the summer

months are valuable means of increasing

such things as Hollyhocks, Lychnis

vespertina flore pleno, double Rockets

and other plants of similar herbaceous

habit. Christmas Roses may be in-

creased in the same way, with the

difference that it is the rootstoek that

N. must be cut up, each piece to be

provided with one or more " eyes."

This method has been known in Scotland for very

manv vears. R. P. BRornrRSTON.

COLOUR CHARTS: WHAT
IS WANTED.

There are probably few people who garden

who have not had rude shocks and awaken-

ings when, for the first time, they have

been face to face with stem reality, and the

insinuating catalogue descriptions upon which

plants or seeds were bought, and upon which

visions of loveliness were built, have ben found

to be sadly wrong and misleading. Glowing

adjectives and wonderful colour names, skilfully

chosen, have more than once furbished up some

rather mediocre bloom that it has acquired in

our eves a distinctic.n which its intrinsic merits
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us see witli their eyes, and if we are nut able

to do so it is not wlioUy tlieir fault. It is the

fundamental difficulty of not being in another's

skin that causes so much confusion. Where
would we be without a standard yard or a standard

pound ? I think, where Moses was when the

light went out. Civilly, we would not like it

at all ; horticulturally, we do not seem to mind
very much. Few use what means there are at

hand to remedy this. It may be, of course,

because they are unknown, or it may be because

the remedy appears as bad as the disease. No
colour chart that has yet appeared is quite satis-

factory. Attempts, however, have been made to

meet this need of the gardener—to give him, in

other words, a standard, so that a Kegel in Russia,

a Mrs. Frances King in America and a Miss Jekyll

in England would know exactly the shade of

rose (?) of Krelagc's beautiful new Tulip Siren,

which took us all by storm on its first appearance

last spring.

The bibliography of horticultural colour charts

is a short one. The first attempt seems to have

been made by the editor of the American Florist,

who issued, as a supplement to the issue of that

journal for August 17, 1895, " A Chart of Correct

Colors of Flowers," arranged by F. Schuyler

Mathews for the use of florists. I have it before

rae as I write. It is a single sheet, 12 inches

long by 8J inches wide, and contains thirty-six

distinct shades. Some years later Mr. A. Blanc

of Philadelphia issued a " Colour Guide for

Florists," compiled by one " .A. Kohn." It con-

tains 140 shades, which are printed on two sheets,

eacli, roughly speaking, 12 inches by 8 inches.

Then came the " Repertoire de Couleurs,"

issued in 1905 under the auspices of the French

Chrysanthemum Society. At the present moment
it is the only one that is at all well known in

England. It is undoubtedly a great production,

inasmuch as it contains samples of upwards <jf

one thousand four hundred shades, printed in

blocks of ij inches by ij inches on 365 sheets.

Colour names are given in English, Italian, Spanish,

French and German, and a typical flower of each

is indicated.

Another attempt is the " Code des Couleurs,"

published in Paris in 1908 by Paul Klincksieck

and Th. Valette, " k I'usage des Naturalistes,

-Artistes, Commer^ants et Industriels," Seven

hundred and twenty colours are given, in twelve

groups, each of which is named, while all the

individual shades are simply numbered. The
whole are bound in book form, which is certainly,

in my opinion, far and away the most handy form

in which to have a " chart." The different

colours are cut out of sheets and pasted on the

pages. I have sometimes found it useful for

reference, but I do not use it as a rule. Probably

1 would have done so more frequently had not
" Color Standards and Nomenclature," by
Dr. Ridgway, Curator of the Division of Birds,

United States National Museum, appeared in r9r2,

just when I was beginning to use a colour chart

as an everyday affair. It, too, is in the form of

a book (small 8vo), but instead of 720 it contains

1,115 named colours, gummed on fifty-three pages.

Much labour has been spent on its production,

and if only there were more variations given

of certain tones (I think this is the correct word)

of red, there would be little to be desired. It

is handy, and the dull surface of the colouring

seems more natural than the glazed one of the

did not warrant. I by no means blame catalogue

makers as a class. They do their best to make

" Repertoire." The fly in tlic ointment hire is

the unaccustomed names that Dr. Ridgway has

given to the various hues, tints, tones and shades.

I guess we must be -Americans to understand them.

Who can form straight off a visual image of

Bradley's Blue or Niagara Green ? Were it

possible to simplify these and to add some more

reds, there would be but little fault to find.

Correspondents in the States tell me that the

learned author is about to revise the present work

and to bring out another, but a smaller one, for

garden use, which is to contain thirty-si.x new

colours, and which will exclude certain broken

shades of greens, green-blues and greys, and also

the darkest shade in each series, of which there

are 159. -As I have been asked to send suggestions

to Dr. Ridgway, one feels that an expression of

their views on the part of those interested would

be of much value and use. On the principle of

two heads being better than one, I hope the Editor

will allow me to ask for a few words from such

people. I may add that the colourings of the

Tulips at the trials at Wisley are being determhied

by Ridgway's Chart, and that the opinion of the

user pretty well coincides with my own, viz,,

that it wants more reds, simpler colour names,

rather larger colour slips, and to be sold at a

lower price,

A great deal of interest in this question of colour

charts is being taken in amateur gardening circles

in America, -Among others, Mrs, Frances King

and the Shedowa Garden Club of Ciarden City,

Long Island, are taking up tlie matter with much
zeal, JosEi'ii Jacob,

SPRING MANURING FOR
VEGETABLE CROPS.

A js^i onus lies upon every cultivator of

/% economic crops to leave nothing

/ % undone necessary to a maximum yield

/ % in the growing leason now imminent,
* * In a favourable year the most potent

factor contributive to heavy yields

is manure. While the average farmer or market

grower is alive to this fact, there is yet a goodly

percentage of the occupiers of small areas of land

who do not effect the enrichment of their soil to

the e.xtent desirable. This is attributable to a

variety of causes, in which monetary stringency

and lack of opportunity loom large, A special

endeavour is, however, now needed in the interests

of all.

While it is not prudent to allow work that can

be done in the winter to encroach unduly upon a

very active period in gardening, there are yet

many good reasons for deferring manuring until

now. The avoidance of loss of plant food con-

tingent upon winter manuring is not one of the

least of these. Of the phosphatic manures,

basic slag may still be used at the rate of 20Z. to

40Z. per square yard for such late-maturing

vegetables as Kidney and Runner Beans, late

Peas, Turnips and summer-planted Brassica.

Superphosphate is, however, the best form of

phosphate for present use. It may be sown in

the drills for Potatoes, Peas and Beans, but where

crops needing shallow drills are concerned, the

" super " is better sown broadcast. The quantity

to apply wiU depend upon the percentage of

soluble phosphate the grade contains. If this

ranges from 26 per cent, to 30 per cent,, 20z, to

30Z, per square yard will be sufficient ; costlier

grades containing 35 per cent, to 40 per cent.

will for econonric reasons be used more sparingly,

i.e., ijoz. per square yard. Bone-meal is another

important phosphatic manure, and relatively

expensive for open ground work. Costing more
than double as much as superphosphate, its

application ought not to exceed three-quarters of

an ounce per square yard.

Potash manures will be practically unobtainable

this spring. Where fortunate circumstance finds

a gardener with a reserve of sulphate or muriate

of potash, this should be utilised at the rate of

half an ounce to three-quarters of an ounce

per square yard, on ground destined for such

potash-needing crops as Potatoes, Beet, Parsnips,

Carrots and Turnips, If it is kainit that is

held, tlien apply it immediately to land intended

for the later-growing crops, such as maincrop

Potatoes, at the rate of 2oz. to 2^oz. per square

yard.

The nitrogenous maniures of an inorganic

character are quickly exhausted in the soil, and it

is a happy circumstance that in one form or

another supplies are adequate. The exigencies of

the period have in general raised the prices of

manures. Nitrate of soda is, however, an excep-

tion. This is due to the large supplies that

normally go to Germany being to a certain extent

available for Great Britain, her Allies and neutral

countries. Nitrate is very soluble, hence it is

advisable to spread its application over the grow-

ing season. Three-quarters of an ounce per square

yard can be applied at sowing or pUmting time,

and a slightly reduced amount when the plants

are in active growth. Such leaf and stem vegetables

as Brassica, Leeks, Onions, Celery and Lettuces

are very responsive to this manure. Sulphate of

ammonia offers nitrogen at a less cost per cent,

than that in nitrate of soda. Cmrtailed supplies

and an increasing demand are, however, rapidly

narrowing the difference, -Applied now at the rate

of loz, to ijoz, per square yard, this manure will

benefit all vegetable crops, and is particularly

suitable for soils of a heavy nature and not unduly

charged with lime. On lime-deficient soils nitrate

of lime and calcium cyanamide will be found

suitable—the former for dry and the latter for

wet districts'—used at the rate of roz, in the case

of nitrate of lime and iloz, in the case of calcium

cyanamide per square yard. Both should be

applied at once.

The highest purposes of cultivation are ser\ed

in maintaining the humus content of the soil by

using from time to time such organic manures

as are provided by the stable and farmyard.

Used at the rate of from 2cwt, to 3cwt. per square

pole, there is no need to resort to inorganic manures,

e-xcept as supplements to support continuous

cropping or substitutes when organic material

is scarce. Horticulturists must not forget that

rain-washing vastly depreciates the value of

organic manure.

Other substances, simple and economic, that

contribute to fertility are soot, used at the rate of

one peck per square pole ; wood-ashes, which

when unwashed by rain contain almost as much
potash as kainit ; common salt, which, used during

the growing season at loz, per square yard,

enliances the yield of Brassica, Beet and Celery
;

and finely ground limestone and quicklime, both

of which arc essential to good tilth, neutralising of

sourness and liberation of previously unavailable

plant foods. -Apply ground limestone at the rate

of half a pound, and quicklime at a quarter of a

pound per square yard,

Morpeth. C, W, iMavhew.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—When the leadiiii,' growths h.ivi-

r-ii\(.'ic'd alimit two feet of trellis, they may be
stopped. Those laterals which are showing fruit
should be pinched at the second leaf beyond the fruit
and secured neatly to the trellis. When there are
two or three f]o%vers fully developed on a plant,
they must be fertilised. ' When it can be seen
that sufficient fruits have set, all superfluous
growth must be regularly removed and everythiug
done t" assist the fruits to swell freely. The
plants will recjuire nmre water when the fruits
are swelling, and during the final stages plenty
of stinmlants must be afforded.

Strawberries in Pots.—Plants which are swell-
ing their fruits must be liberally fed with manures.
Liquid manure may be alternated with some
approved fertiliser. Spray them with lukewarm
rain-water two or three times a day till the fruits
I'omuienee to colour. At this stage more air
must be admitted to the house and the atmosphere
kept drier.

Early Pot Vines.—When the berries have Ijeeu
thinned, e\-ery inducement must be given those
left to swell. The roots must be more liberallv fed
and the temperatures well maintained. ' The
aterals must be regularly pinched and all surplus
growth removed. Do ucjt leave more bimchcs
than the Vines can mature perfectly. About
eight bunches to a Vine should form a reasonable
crop.

Plants Under Glass.

Primula obconica.—Plants of this are most
useful tor the greenhouse or conservatory. Seeds
may now be sown for raising plants for autumn
flowering. Sow in pots or shallow pans in a fine, light
compost, and cover the seeds lightly with very fine
soil. Place them in a warm, moist house, cover the
lians with a sheet of glass, and shade them till

the seedlings are through the soil.

Primula malacoides.—This is another \ery
desirable subject for the cool greenhouse, and
may be propagated now by seeds. It is very
easily cultivated, but, when the flower-spikes are
throwing up, water must be applied with care,
as they are very liable to damp off.

Lobelia tenuior.—I'or summer flowermg, plants
may be raised from seed sown now and placed
in gentle warmth. When large enough, pot the
seedlings into 3-inch pots, in which size they will
flower.

Statice Suworowii.—This is a nseftd plant
for the greenhouse. Sow the seeds in shallow-
pans and prick the resultant seedlhigs into small
pots. They will flower in 4j-inch pots, but they
must be treated liberally, or the flowers will be
weak.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.-— if cuttings are
available, a batch may be inserted now. Dibble
them into pans of sandy soil and place them in
the propagating-pit. In the event of cuttings
being scarce, leaves may be successfully employed
for propagation.

The Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—When the ground is in
suitable condition, the plants which have been
wintered in cold frames may be planted out. To
give the plants a good start, it is an excellent plan
to put a little soil from the potting-shed with each
plant. Plants which were put out last autimin
should have the soil stirred about them with the
hoe after dusting them with well-seasoned soot.

Hollyhocks.—Plants in pots which have been
wintered in frames may now be planted out.
In case of severe frost, a handful of coal-ashes
placed round each plant will keep them safe.
The disease which so often attacks the Hollyhock
may be checked by spraying the plants with
Bordeaux mixture during the early stages of growth.

Agapanthus.—Plants which have been wintered
in a frost-proof shed must not be kept too dry
at the roots. They shcnild now be removed to
a (iiol house if one is available.

Sweet-Scented Verbenas which are growing
in tubs oT l.irgr pots must have llicir .mniial

pruning. They may be kept in their winter
quarters till growth is active.

The Rock Garden.—After the heavy rains of
the past winter, the roots of many of the plants
will need a little fresh soil.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Protection of Fruit Blossom.—Some ready
means must be at hand for covering Apricots,
Peaches and Plums when they are in flower.
Here we place two or three thicknesses of fish-

netting o\er the trees, and usually find this answers
well. Spruce boughs carefully placed about the
trees will preser\e many of the flowers, but thev
must be firmly secured, or much damage will
be done during stormy weather.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.—If new plantations are under
consideration, the ground must be prepared at
once if not already done. This crop requires
very liberal treatment, and nothing short of trench-
ing and well manuring the ground should be
attempted. A sheltered situation which is

thoroughly exposed to the sun should be selected.

Peas.—A sowing of Early (liant. Gradus or
some other reliable hardy kind may be made now.
and if lortuightly sowings are made from this
date, a continuous supply of pods should be
assured.

Broad Beans.—Another sowing of these niav
be made now to follow the early sown plants.

Seakale.—The roots or thongs which have
been prepared for planting may be put out any
time now when the ground is in condition.

Celery.—The main crop of Celery may be
sown within the next fortnight. Sow thinly in
a light soil in a cold frame. When the seedlings
are through the soil, give them everv inducement
to make strong, healthy plants.

Tomatoes.—Seeds may now be sown for raising
plants for grooving outdoors. A free-setting
variety of hardy constitution must be selected
for this purpose.

K. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

l,t>ck liigt' Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Violets.—The ground where these are to be
grown ought to receive a good dressing of manure
when being dug. Before planting, a covering of
leaf-mould should be lightly forked in near the
surface, and if the soil is very stiff or heavy, the
addition of some sand is an advantage. If

possible, deal with the planting during the next
few days. For such sorts as Marie Louise,
Neapolitan and Mrs. J. J. Astor allow from 10 inches
to I foot between the plants, while for varieties
like Princess of Wales and La France 15 inches
to 18 inches will be necessary.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—For winter flowering,
plants must be propagated now. Cuttings can
be put four or five in a 4-inch pot and kept close
until r<jotcd.

Anchusa italica.—If young plants which were
raised from seed last sprmg were potted up during
September or early October, they may be brought
indoors and grown on in mild he'at, as they make
a very nice display in the greenhouse during April
and May. The Dropmore variety and Opal are
both \'ery line for this purpose,

Browallia speciosa major.—This is one of the
finest greenhouse flowering plants, and is very easy
to cultivate. Sow the seeds in heat, and when large
enough prick out the seedlings two or three together
in a 3j-inch pot. Later they may be potted into
5-inch and 6-inch pots, in which they will continue
flowering for two or three months. This subject
will also flower freely during the winter if cut back
slightly during the autumn and watered with
care mitil new growths are well advanced.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Seeds should be sown lo produce
plants to succeed the early batch. As mice
quickly discover the ni-wly so'wn seeds, precaution

must be taken against this. Sow singly in
2-meh pots and place in a case with a brisk bottom-
heat. As soon as the plants appear, remove
to a shelf near the glass, so as to encourage a
sturdy growth. Two very reliable free-setting
\-aneties are Hero of Lockinge and Eminence.
Vines.—Such Grapes as Muscat of Alexandria and

Mrs. Piiice, which require a long season of growth
should now be started by closing the houses in'
which they are growing, so that the berries
niay be allcjwed to colour well before the sunshine
of August and September is over. A little fire-
heat at night and during dull days will be suflieient
until growth is visible.

The Kitchen Garden.

Turnips.—A small sowing .jI I'lunips niav be
made in a warm, sheltered border ; but as there
is much risk yet from frost, it shi>uld be followed
by another sowing, as earlv sowings are not to
be relied upon. Both Snowball and Early Milan
are good early varieties.

Onions.—The main crop should be sown as
soon as the ground is in lit condition. The
ground having been dug or trenched some time
ago, it ought now to be raked over roughly first
removing any large stones

; then be made firni
by tramping, and finally raked over with a fine
steel rake. The drills should then be drawn out
I foot to rj inches apart. After the seed is .sown
and covered, the ground may be made e\eii and
level by using the back of a rake.

Parsnips.—To get large roots, special prepara-
tion of the ground is necessarv. The lines should
be iS inches apart, and holes made every 9 inches
vyith a crowbar ; these can be filled with some
light sandy soil, and four or five seeds mav then
be sown on each.

Lettuce.—If seed is sown now in boxes indoors,
plants will be forthcoming readv to plant outdoors
towards the end of this month. The base of a
wall or glass-house with a south aspect should
be reserved for this crop.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Teas and Hybrid Teas which ha\ e
been protected during the winter with Bracken
or straw should now ha.\e the protecting material
removed without further delay. If this is neglected,
some of the lower buds advance prematurely!
and so waste the energy of the Rose bushes.
Any blanks which occur ought to be made good
at once.

Sweet Peas.—Trenches which were thrown open
early in the winter should now be filled in, so that
the soil may be in a firm, settled condition before
planting-time arrives. Too much farmyard manure
ought not to be used, and all that is employed
must be broken up and well mixed with the soil
during the filling in of the trench. Bone-meal, soot,
leaf-mould, lime, chopped turf and some reliable
Sweet Pea manure should be included. See that
all the ingredients are thoroughly incorporated one
with another. This can only be brought about
by repeated turnings of the mixture in the trench.
The young plants at present in pots must be
kept cool and well ventilated, so as to encourage
a firm and sturdy growth.

Ivy Clipping and Laurel Pruning should be
finished during the early part of March, Choose
calm weather if at all possible for this work.
Laurels are best primed Avith a hand-lmife and
not clipped.

Violas.—^The lights having been removed from
the Viola frames for the past fortnight or more,
a start should be made to clear the frames hi
readiness for occupation by other bedding plants.
A border is most convenient for the Violas, which
ought to be planted closely together in lines.
If a quantity of leaf-soil and sand is added, the
plants will root very freely, and so make good
material for bedding out later on.

East Lothian Stocks are now ready for pricking
out into cold frames. Being fairly hardy plants,
they should not be coddled in any way. Stocks
resent a free use of the watering-pot, so when
pricked out an occasional spray with the syringe
will be all tjiat is needed if the frames are kept
shut until the plants have recovered from the cheek.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Biicbaii.ui lanliiie,

Bart.)

C:islU'iiiilk Garihiis, Lockerbie, N.B,
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SOME GOOD LIGHT-
COLOURED FOLIAGE
PLANTS.

LOOKING round the alpine-house on a

cold, damp winter day reminded

one of the usefulness and beauty of

many of the plants with light-coloured

•^ foliage. Enumerated below are a few

of the most striking, beginning first

with Achillea Kellereri, which has long, narrow

serrated leaves. Its beauty of foliage is only

rivalled by the pleasing white flowers borne on

stems a few inches high over the greater part of

the summer months. The MilfoUs include many
varieties indispensable to every rock garden,

not only on account of their pretty foliage, but

also for their profusion of bloom. A few of the

most noteworthy are A. argentea, A. Clavennae,

A. Grisebachii, A. Huteri, A. serbica and A.

Wilzeckii.

Anthemis Aizoon, from Northern Greece, has

lanceolate leaves covered with down, and bears

white Daisy-like flowers in the summer. Anaphallis

iormosa, sometimes called Achillea Aucheri, is

quite distinct from the foregoing, its flat, delicately

formed leaves being of a lavender grey tint and

emitting a very pleasing scent ; it reaches a

height of about nine inches and has snowy white

flowers.

Artemisia argentea.—This species grows to

about eighteen inches high and has very freely

•divided leaves covered closely with minute silvery

hairs, and bears pale yellow flowers in July. A.

pcdemontana has handsome silvery foliage, grows

about six inches high and bears white flowers

from June to August. A. stelleriana is taller and

larger in all its parts than the foregoing. Though

of a somewhat untidy habit, it is, nevertheless,

a useful foliage plant. It has large lobed leaves

of a striking silvery white colour, 2 inches in length,

covered on both sides with down.

CorydaUs Wilsonii is truly a plant that ought

to be in every collection. Of noble and graceful

iabit, it is deserving of wider culture. The leaves

.are Fern-like, smooth and silvery. Towards the

end of the simimer the plant bears a graceful

spike of rich golden yellow flowers. It is beloved

of slugs, and needs protection here in winter from

both slugs and weather.

C. tomentosa is a new and little-known variety,

•with foliage and habit slightly different from the

preceding. The leaves are not quite so erect

as those of C. Wilsonii, also both stem and leaves

are covered with minute hairs. The spikes of

pale yellow flowers are produced freely, and have

set seed in generous fashion here in the early

summer. It is better for protection in winter,

either by placing a piece of glass over the crowns

or by lifting and placing them in the alpine-house.

To further swell the quota we have Helichrysum

lithospermaefolium, a neat, shrubby " everlasting "

with long, narrow, pointed, white leaves. H.

frigidum.—This little native of Corsica is a perfect

gem of not more than an inch high ; its minute,

shining silvery leaves are surmounted in May and

June by dazzling white flowers. This, without

doubt, is one of the choicest of the family.

Origanum Dictamnus {Dittany of Crete) is an

uncommon sub-shrubby species i foot high, its

thick ovate leaves covered on both surfaces

with heavy woolly down. A pleasing contrast

Jo the foliage is the slightly drooping heads of pink

flowers in July and August. Santolina minima

elegans, a little member of the Lavender

Cottons, grows about nine inches high, and is

of compact habit. It has small silvery grey leaves

crowded on upright stems, and is very effective

planted in large masses either in the rock garden or

border. Lastly, Teucrium aureum (syn. Polium),

a very beautiful prostrate grower with small,

pointed, silvery leaves and golden flowers.

In addition to the modest praise given to the fore-

going, one ought to mention an additional charm,

viz., that of scent, which is possessed by most

of those mentioned. For all some slight pro-

tection from the heavy rains in the winter months
is a great benefit ; for some, such as Corydalis

Wilsonii and Helichrysmn frigidum, it is here a

necessity. Pieces of glass suspended by wires

answer the purpose quite well, but the alpine-house

has distinct advantages over this latter course. One
of them is that of being able to admire some of

the choicest of one's treasmes in dry comfort when
lingering in the rock garden is out of the question

owing to the vicissitudes of the weather. To get

the best results from the alpine-house, it is

essential to give ample ventilation when the

weather is at all fine. John G. Broadhead.
Wooldale, Thongsbridge, Huddersfield.

TREES AND SHRUBS AS
SCREENS.

AVERY frequent necessity in these days

is the establishment of a screen of

vegetation between the house and

one or other of the numerous eyesores

with which modern civilisation and

an industrial age deface the earth.

Lucky are those whose lot is cast in the outer

suburbs, for instance, if they have escaped the

doleful experience of waking some morning to find

a row of jerry-built cottages, a factory, or a smoke-
stack showing its unwelcome begiimings, where

previously a pleasant landscape spread before

the eyes. The same problem, however, very

frequently presents itself in quite rural districts
;

there is, perhaps, no subject connected with the

planting of trees and shrubs on which expert advice

is more often sought. The ideal tree for the pur-

pose of blocking out unsightly objects would be

one that is of close habit, evergreen and quick

growing. But although there are plenty of ever-

greens that make perfect screens, such as HoUy^
Holm Oak, Box and Yew, they grow too slowly to

meet the wants of many people. Life is short

and the modern builder is quick, and the middle-

aged man is not content, as a rule, to wait twenty,

it may be thirty, years for such trees to grow high

enough to fulfil their purpose. In such a case, if

an evergreen vegetation be insisted on, reliance

will have to be placed on the conifer family exclu-

sively. So far as I know, there is no evergreen

broad-leaved tree which, in our average climate,

will compete in rate of growth with such things

as Douglas Fir, common Spruce, Corsican Pine

and its varieties, or Picea excelsa. In country

places a plantation of these with Scots Fir added
will make as quick growing and high a screen as

anything. In hot, dry districts, however, neither

Douglas Fir nor common Spruce is reliable

;

and Pinus excelsa, although it grows a yard

a year in suitable places, is not suited everywhere.

On the whole, the Corsican Pine is, perhaps, the

most reliable and unfaiUng of big, quick-growing

evergreens, especially on the outskirts of cities.

Where space is limited, especially as regards
width, nothing, I believe, in the conifer family will

prove better than the Servian Spruce (Picea
Omorica) or Lawson Cypress. The first of these
is proving remarkably well adapted for suburban
cultivation ; it grows quickly, is of dense growth,
and it has a slender pyramidal habit which enables
it to be planted closely, say, three rows deep,
where a single row only of the conifers previously
mentioned would have room to develop. In regard
to close planting, the same may be said of the Lawson
Cypress, although it does not grow quite so quickly.
But when all is said, none of these quite meets the
case near towns, where buildings are apt to spring
up, so to speak, in a night. Unless the planter is

content to wait (and then Hohn Oak and Holly
together, with the two conifers just mentioned,
should be planted), recourse must be had to

deciduous vegetation. And that I consider will

be found nearly always the best, cheapest and
quickest ; for a deciduous belt, if wide enough
and thickly planted enough, makes a very effectual

screen in a few years.

In considering deciduous vegetation, one's
thoughts immediately revert to the Poplars, and
it is on them, indeed, that one must chiefly rely.

The very mention of Poplars, however, will, .no
doubt, cause some interested in this matter to

make a wry face. So I hasten to put myself right

by saying I do not include those hybrid Poplars
which abound to such an extent in the London
district and go by such names as Canadian, Black
Italian or New Canadian Poplars. " Lout " is

perhaps an unseemly word to use in connection
with any tree, but I know none that quite so well

describes these Poplars in the young and half-

grown state—their coarse, ungainly growth, their

grossness of appetite. For the present purpose
their one recommendation is rapidity of growth,
which amoimts to anything up to 6 feet a year.

If a screen must at all costs be obtained in the

least possible time, and the width of space for

planting is not limited, then the Black Italian or

Canadian Poplar (Populus serotina) will fulfil the

purpose as adequately as anything. But there

are other Poplars of better breeding and greater

distinction than this that may well be used.

In selecting deciduous vegetation, regard must
be had to density of branching as well as to quick-

ness of growth. Many trees would serve our

purpose when in leaf or, say, for seven months in

the year, but fail when in the leafless state through

the thinness of their branching. The Black Italian

Poplar is one of them. For a narrow belt there is

nothing that surpasses the ordinary Lombardy
Poplar, either for density of branch in winter or

quickness of growth. The tree itself is cheap and
readily propagated by leafless or winter cuttings,

and it may be planted in double or triple lines as

near as 8 feet apart. In passing, it may be noted

that a double row planted diagonally (or alter-

nately) is always needed for the formation of a

good screen, whatever the species used. BoUe's

Wliite Poplar (P. alba pyramidahs) is also a useful

tree for a narrow belt, scarcely so fast growing as

the Lombardy, but broader in proportion to its

height and more pleasing to the eye in summer
through showing swift flashes of the silvery under

surface of the leaves in a breeze.

The comparatively new Balsam Poplar (Populus

trichocarpa) from Vancouver Island and other

parts of Western North America is likely to prove

of great value in this connection. A very hand-

some tree, with foUage bright green above and

bluish white beneath, diffusing a balsamic odour
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in the spring, it is also of splendid vigour. I kno\jr

a tree that in fifteen years was well over fifty feet

high. Then there is that interesting form of Black
Poplar with downy shoots (Populus nigra var.

betulifolia), much denser as well as neater in habit

than the Black Italian or P. nigra itself. There
may also be mentioned the Berhn Poplar (P. bero-

a plant whose capacity for thriving beneath such appears to me to be something akin to the best

trees as Horse Chestnut and Lime is astonishing.

The common Privet is good, but better is the oval-

leaved one, because it retains its foliage longer.

Of dwarf things the Butcher's Broom is about the

best in very dense shade. When the shade is not so

deep, as, for instance, under trees hke Oak and
linensis or P. certinensis), a tree of slender columnar ! Elm (it may sometimes be advisable to remove
growth, very popular in the outskirts of the Prussian

capital. Although a hybrid, it e.xists in both
sexes, the male being preferable and growing

3 feet to 4 feet yearly. The grey Poplar of the

British Isles, a vigorous and handsome tree, is

worthy of more notice than it gets, and there may
be others, but sufficient has been said to show
that the ousting of every other Poplar by the

Black Itahan is not justified.

From their nature, trees with small leaves make
a better winter screen than do large-leaved trees,

because their branching is closer. A Catalpa, for

instance, or a MagnoUa, a Walnut, Hickory or

Ailantus are of little use for a winter screen,

because their leafy canopy needs proportionately

fewer supports. One of the best small-leaved

trees is the Wheatley or Jersey Elm (Ulmus
samiensis), a tree of pyramidal growth, densely

twiggy, and if not rampant hke the Poplars, still,

a quick grower. Its habit makes it suitable for i

a lower branch or two to let in Ught), a greater

variety may be got to grow, such as Holly, Box,
Pontic Rhododendron and common Mahonia. But
on the whole there is little choice. Such a position

is about as evil a one as a shrub can be doomed to

live under. If a presentable front of greenery on
the garden side can be attained, the planter may
weU be satisfied. W. J, B.

HARDY FERNS FOR SHADY
PLACES.

I

N a great many gardens there are numerous
situations where, owing to the shade of

adjoining buildings, walls, or overhanging
trees, the majority of flowering plants

refuse to thrive, and consequently these
places are, more often than not, far from

close planting. The common Birch again has
,

attractive for the greater part of the year. This
the same merit of density in winter, added to ought not to be. In the many and varied families
which its unsurpassed grace of habit and its silvery , of hardy Ferns we may find beautiful and interest-
trunk should gain it a place in any screening belt

|

ing plants that can, with a comparatively small
of medium height. I amount of trouble, be induced to grow well in such

In the foregoing notes the chief consideration in
!

places and give us their graceful fronds in abund-
view has been to suggest the best trees for a high

;
ance for many months of the year. Apart from

screen of vegetation—anything, say, from 35 feet
j

their usefulness in transforming erstwhile ugly
to 60 feet high. If one of only half that height is ! spots into dales of beauty, these hardy Ferns are 1

'"'^ thrive to perfection

needed, the object can be attained not only more
I
well worth a place in the best gardens, because

i

'''ese is reaUy wonderful, yet I must confess that
quickly, but with much greater choice of material. 1 no other plants will provide us with such an 'e^^ appeal to me more than the plain-fronded
Some of the first-class nurser>Tnen can, as a matter atmosphere of refreshing coolness on a scorching

I

'JTe- In too many the foliage seems distorted
hot day in midsummer. Nor must we forget their I

and far from what Nature intended this beautiful

traits of Nature in this association of winter
flowers and summer Ferns. The one provides
protection for the others at the season when it is

most needed, and both seem to derive some benefit

from the association, though the flowering plants,

I think, score the most points.

However we may decide to group or associate
our hardy Ferns with other plants, a few points
are essential for successful cultivation. It wiU
have been gathered, from what has already been
said, that the majority of hardy Ferns suitable for
growing in our gardens like a cool situation and
soil that is reasonably moist and contains a good
proportion of decaying vegetable matter, generally
in the form of dead leaves. This is not always
easy to arrange, particularly where the plants are
to be gro\vn under the shade of trees ; but even
though the soil there is not so moist as we would
like, many of the Shield Ferns or Polystichums,
the Broad Buckler Fern (Lastrea diiatata) and the
Lady and Male Ferns will thrive. But previous
to planting, the soil should be well and deeply dug—as deeply as the roots of the trees will allow—and
if poor, some good fibrous loam, old decayed leaves
and some short, well-rotted manure thoroughly
mixed with it. Hardy Ferns that are grown
under trees in this way must have generous supplies
of water during hot weather, but this is not, in

most gardens, difficult to arrange, and the results
will certainly more than compensate the owner for
the outlay.

Where the shade is supplied by surrounding,
not overhanging, trees, boulders of rock, buildings
or walls, and where the soil is naturally moist,
the many beautiful forms of the Hart's-tongue Fern

The variation among

of fact, supply deciduous material quite safe to

plant up to 12 feet or 15 feet high. It is only
necessary to mention a few to indicate sufficiently

the class of tree to plant. In the Prunus tribe

winter beauty. If the dead fronds are allowed to,

remain in situ, as they should be, until well into
the spring, they provide quite a study in russets

the fastest growing is P. Mahaleb, but the double- and varying shades of brown during the dull days
' "

"
"" '

" of winter, when interesting features in the outdoor
garden are none too plentiful.

Another feature that ought not to be overlooked

flowered Bird Cherry may also be recommended
Motmtain .\sh is useful, and, as uniting attractive-

ness with quick growth, the following may be
noted : Pyrus baccata and P. pinnatifida, Acer
dasycarpum and A. platanoides, ^sculus camea.
In places with a climate of moderate mildness,

Cupressus macrocarpa and Euca]\-ptus Gunnii are

useful evergreen trees, because of their rapid growth

Fern to be. Witli its roots almost in water, that
most noble of all hardy Ferns, the Royal Fern,
Osmunda regalis. and its dwarfer variety gracilis,

will make a stately feature in the shaded garden.
One of the most pleasing features of a rock garden
in summer is its moist comer bedecked with hardy
Ferns, or the tumbling cascade, the sides of which

when hardy Ferns are imder consideration is their are fringed with swaying, graceful green fronds of

almost unique suitability for association with
flowering plants that either appreciate fairly dense
shade in summer or which flower early in the year,

when the biting blasts of the slowly lengthening
Of a more shrubby tjT)e and adapted for outside or ! days sweep over the land, and when the shelter

perhaps that gem of hardy plants, the Killamey
Fern, the foliage of which must ever be covered
with a film of moisture to preserve it from the least

suspicion of a drying wind. The subject is one
that could be pursued indefinitely, so numerous

front places, the following list is offered :
' of the dead fronds is so welcome to their floral

i

and varied are the Ferns which are hardy with
Deciduous—Cotoneaster frigida and C. baciUaris,

Genista virgata and G. cinerea, Philadelphus

grandiflora and other species (very useful in the

dense interlacing mass of branches up to 12 feet

high), Berberis aristata, Comus alba ; evergreen

—

Cotoneaster buxifolia (a splendid " block " up to

8 feet or 10 feet high), EscaUonia exoniensis,

Ligustnmi lucidum, Rhamnus alatemus, Eteagnus
pungens.

neighbours. One has vivid recollections of the

companionship of a riotous mass of hardy Ferns
and stately Foxgloves in a woodland glade, where

,

shade and moisture, with an abundance of decaying
i

vegetable matter in the soil, were evidently highly 1

appreciated by the twain. But even more vivid
is the recollection of a woodland scene in the cold,

almost cheerless days of January and February,

us ; but enough has been said to draw attention
to their usefulness and attractiveness at all

seasons. w. F.

It sometimes happens that where big trees exist
|

Cyclamen, the dainty little Narcissus minimus and

The Birmingham Flower Show, 1915.—The
committee of the Birmmgham Horticultural

Society are an enterprising body of men who
when Snowdrops, Scillas, Christmas Roses, hardy are not content with their exhibition merely at

on the outskirts of the garden, their lower branches
have disappeared, and thus leave open to the view
beneath them mean bviildings, outhouses, or other

unsightly objects beyond. One of the most
difficult problems in gardens is the fiUing up of

vacant spaces beneath large trees, especially

greedy-rooting ones and those whose canopy is

so close as to make heavy shade during the summer.
Few shrubs can withstand the lack of moisture and
of light. Best of all. undoubtedly, is the .Aucuba,

its larger, though almost equally early, con/rire,

pallidus praecox, were nestling their flowers con-

tentedly in the curled russet fronds of the Ferns.

Such a scene is possible in every garden where tall

trees, excepting Beeches and those of an evergreen
character, are present. A splendid object-lesson

in this style of growing hardy Ferns may be
seen any day at Kew, at the foot of the mound
whereon the storks make their nest and which is

hard by the Cumberland Gate. There alwavs

usual. They are issuing this year the most
attractive schedule of prizes the society has yet

issued, and in it is announced that as an apprecia-

tion of the society's progress the Council of the
Royal Horticultm-al Society are sending a deputa-
tion to the Birmingham Flower Show, which is

to be held on July 16 and 17, when the much-
prized additional Royal Horticultural Society's

awards will be made to meritorious exhibits.

The secretary is Mr. William G. Carradine, 36,
Hamstead Road, Birmingham.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Earliest Large-Flowered Daffodil.—On

Friday of last week we were pleased to find some

open flowers of Narcissus pallidus prajcox, which

is the earliest of all the large-flowered set to

blossom outdoors. Its pale yel.'ow flowers are

very welcome as an earnest of other and bolder

forms, and one can only regret that it does not

increase ' .more rapidly. In many gardens it

actually deteriorates, but, even so, it is worth while

expending something on a few fresh bulbs each

autumn.

Maidenhair Fern Fronds from Queensland.—

A movement is on foot for the importation of

large quantities^^^of dried fronds of Adian-

lum formosum from Queensland.

This plant, we understand, is

found in large quantities in

the scrub of Northern and

Southern Queensland. As

Maidenhair Ferns can be so

easily grown in quantity in

this coimtry, we do not think

there is likely to be any great

demand for dried fronds.

Trial of Spray-Nozzles at

W i S 1 e y.—The attention of

makers of, and dealers in,

spraying machinery is drawn

to the trial of spray-nozrles

to be carried out at Wisley this

year. Nozzles to be tried must

be sent to Wisley by March 31.

Entry forms, one of which

must accompany each nozzle,

may be obtained on application

to the Director. Awards may
l)e granted by the Council to

meritorious nozzles, and a report

of the trial will appear in the

Journal of the society.

Alpines Under Glass.—One
of the most interesting features

at Kew just now is the little

span-roofed house at the north end of the

herbaceous ground. This is devoted to plants of

lowly habit, many of them natives of mountainous
regions, and under the shelter thus provided they

are able to develop to the full the exquisite beauty
of their blossoms. Mr. Irving, who is in charge,

has this year been particularly successful with

many choice plants, notable among them being

the rose-coloured Saxifrage that was shown before

the Royal Horticultural Society last week as

S. burseriana rosea. As it is a hybrid, we believe

that it will in future be named S. Irvingii. Saxi-

fragas Faldonside and Boydii (yellow) and S.

bursiculata (white), with the glorious white

varieties of S. burseriana, are other gems t(3 be

seen in this house just now.

Russian Kale : A Choice Vegetable.—On
more than one occasion we have drawn attention

to the value of Chou de Russie, or Russian Kale,

at this season. Now that everyone is making an

effort to grow more vegetables, we strongly recom-

mend them, when making up the seed order,

to include a packet of seed of this Kale.

This need not be sown until the end of

the month, or at any time during April, the plants

being subsequently set out 18 inches asunder in

rows 2 feet apart. It is a peer among Kales,

and as it comes in for use now, before the

A GROUP OF THE COMMON SNOWDROP (GALANTHUS NIVALIS
IN GRASS, WITH IVY IN THE BACKGROUND.

spring Cabbages, it should find a place in

every garden.

Snowdrops in Grass.—Such flowers of the

early spring are always attractive, whether grown

in the rock garden or border, and especially in

the grass. One of the best kinds for the latter

purpose is our native plant, Galanthus nivalis,

a group of which is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration. Where the grass is too strong,

they will not thrive so well ; but under and in

between trees, where the grass grows thinly,

the bulbs increase rapidly, and soon form large

tufts. When planting, the bulbs should be buried

deeply, 'especially in light soil. The forms of the

common Snowdrop are numerous, some of the

best being flore pleno, the well-known double

kind which grows so freely ; Imperati, a strong-

growing, early flowering form with erect leaves

and larger flowers than the type ; octobrensis,

which only differs in flowering in the late autumn
;

poculiformis, remarkable in having both the outer

and inner segments nearly equal in size ; and
Sharlockii, a ciuious form, the outer segments

of which arc tipped with green, while the spathe

is very long and divided into two parts.

An Easily Made Rustic Support.—A few days

ago, when visiting the garden of a friend, we were

interested in a simple rustic support that he had
erected for Loganberries and

similar fruits. This consisted

of ordinary agricultural wooden

hurdles, such as farmers use

extensively. These are about

five feet high, and to give

them additional height they had

been raised i foot from the

ground and supported by stout

wooden posts. The foot of space

left at the bottom was no de-

triment, as the long rods of the

fruits do not need supports at

that point. A rustic fence or

support such as this is easily

made, and could be utilised for

rambler Roses or any other

strong-growing plants. If treated

with creosote a few weeks before

the canes were fastened to them,

the hiu'dles would last for years,

A Message from French
Horticulturists.—In reply to

the resolution passed at the

annual general meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and

reported
j;
in a recent issue,

the following has been re-

ceived by the Council from the

Soci^te Nationale d'Horticultiure de France :
" Your

kind letter of February 5 has been read at the

meeting of the Conseil d'Administration, and also

at the last general meeting of members of the

society. It was very encouraging to our horti-

culturists to know that our colleagues of Great

Britain took such a keen interest in their mis-

fortimes, and that they even proposed coming to

their assistance when the time arose for re-

establishing destroyed horticulture. Kindly ask

your society to receive our most sincere thanks

and accept same for yourself, for this expression

of brotherhood, with whom we are happy to enjoy

such amicable relationship,"

GROWING
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is iwt responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Home-Grown Vegetables and Our Food
Supply.—I have read with very great interest

the articles on " Home-grown Vegetables and Our
Food Supply " which have appeared in your

recent issues, and should like to take the oppor-

tunity of saying how thoroughly I endorse the

excellent recommendations put forward. Specially

to be commended is your suggestion as to how
local horticultural societies could help. By
members increasing their own vegetable culti-

vation, a good example is set to others who may
have available ground, but who are somewhat
uncertain as to what should be planted.

I have for some time endeavoured to point out

to gardeners and farmers how they may do their

coimtry invaluable ^service, and, incidentally,

earn additional profits for themselves, by sowing

and planting such additional crops as will increase

the country's stock of food during the summer
and autiunn, as well as during the next winter.

Such crops as I aUude to wiU necessitate extra

labour, but the general opinion now prevails that

the economic conditions already existing in Germany
must—apart from naval and military successes

—bring the war to an earlier termination than

was anticipated four or five months ago, and if

that proves to be the case, there wiU be a vast

number of men on the labour market for whom
no regular employment can be procured imme-
diately. I would urge, therefore, that the question

of labour should not itself be considered a sufficient

reason for neglecting to take such steps as are

necessary to secure an ample supply of all such

green crops as may prove invaluable for supple-

menting the food supply of the country. Those
living in towns and the suburbs of great cities

know to their cost that vegetables of all kinds

have greatly risen in price, not perhaps due to

any actual scarcity so much as to the inevitable

rise in value which must follow when the main
articles of food command a greatly higher price,

for when such is the case all articles of food rise

sjonpathetically.

We have, however, to remember that whatever

ground there is for expecting an earlier termi-

nation of the war, there still remains the possibiUty

of unforeseen contingencies leading to a continua-

tion of the war throughout next autumn and
winter, and in that event the price of " green crops

"

must rise far more than has yet been the case.

If prices continue to rise, or if they maintain

their present value, there is still a good margin

wherewith to pay an increased price for labour,

and though labour is scarce, especially in rural

districts, a high wage will command sufficient

labour when that labour is most needed by the

farmer. I consider, therefore, that in laying

themselves out to help their country in her time

of need, gardeners and farmers wiU have every

prospect of very considerably increased profit

accruing to themselves. Many have thought

and hoped that the Goverrmient would offer some
financial encouragement to farmers and market

gardeners to extend their crops of vegetables

suitable for general food, but I think the pros

pects of increased profits are in themselves so

good that it is unnecessary to wait for Government
aid. Such crops as I refer to are the following :

(i) Culinary Peas.—If long-strawed kinds are

sown, little expense need be incurred in weeding

the crops, as the land is soon covered and the

weeds have little chance of making headway.

The picking is laborious, but it is done by piece-

work, chiefly by women and children, and if prices

rule high, as seem inevitable, large returns are

certain. But if the market is low, the crops may
be left to ripen, and then there is the market open

for Peas for boiling, &c.

(2) Dwarf French Beans.-—Many thousands of

acres of these are annually grown in France and

other Continental countries, and large quantities

might well be grown in our Southern Counties.

Here, again, the picking can be done by women
and children.

(3) Runner Beans.—Every allotment holder

knows the value of Runner Beans, and in a year

when food prices are high, a good return to the

farmer or market gardener may be safely reckoned

upon. Here, again, the women and children

can easily do the picking for market.

(4) Broad Beans.—As the seeds of these Beans

are eaten rather than the pods, they provide

an invaluable farinaceous form of diet, and would

be an excellent substitute (in part) for bread.

(5j Turnips, Swedes, Carrots, Onions, Leeks,

Cabbage, Cauliflower, Brussels Sprouts, \'egetable

Marrow and Parsnips have only to be mentioned

to be recognised at once as extremely valuable

substitutes for a portion, at least, of the meat

diet which now forms the staple food of so large

a proportion of our population.

(6) Potatoes.—Although in a normal season

—

"and when meat and bread are not at war prices

—

the usual acreage of Potatoes planted in Great

Britain may be nearly sufficient for our require-

ments, yet when it is possible the prices of meat
and bread may continue to rise, or even to maintain

their present high values, it is obwous that Pota-

j
toes may have to play a far more important pan

,
in the nation's food than is at present the case.

It is, however, necessary to point out that within

recent years Potato-growers have had to fight

not only against the dreaded Potato disease,

Phytophthora iufestans, but the new and still more
destructive wart disease, Synchitrium endobioti-

cum, and the Board of Agriculture has rendered

invaluable service by tabulating and issuing a

list of those Vcirieties which are absolutely immune
to this new enemy of the Potato. [This list was
pubUshed in our issue for Feb. 20, p. 93.^

—

Ed.]

I must apologise for the length of this letter,

but the subject is one that cannot be dealt with

in a few words onlj-, and I have no hesitation in

saying that it is one that demands the immediate

attention of all who have it in their power to aid

their country by taking very simple and easy

steps to increase the nation's food supply.

—

Arthur W. Sutton.
Respecting the qutstion of iiicreasing our

vegetable supply, the Royal Horticultural Society

sent out a circular-letter some months ago advo-

cating the same plan, which, I think, horticulttural

societies acted upon, more or less ; and I might

mention that this society received a letter

some time ago from the Vegetable Products

Committee asking for vegetables and fruit that

could be spared for the use of the Navy. We are

sending packages as often as we can for that

t urpose, but, owmg to the great number of troops

billeted in this neighbourhood, there is a large

call upon our supply. This society is thoroughly

in agreement with your suggestions for increasing

our vegetable supply, which is now so much
needed.

—

Samuel Brocdale (Secretary), Saltwood

Cottage Gardetters' Society, Saltwood, Hythe. Kent.

A Hint on the Cooking of Cabbage and Spinach.
Being no longer young, I have acquired a good
many " wTinkles," and send this little one for cook-

ing Cabbage and Spinach at this time of the year.

Put the leaves of Cabbage, Kale, winter Spinach
or Spinach Beet through the mincing-machine.

It will retain the tough, fibrous midribs and let

all the more tender and edible portion pass

through. This, when cooked, can easily be

rubbed through a sieve, and, with a little butter

added, will make a tender and delicious dish

of green vegetables.

—

Anne Amateur.
Manure for Annual Flowers.—For some

years past I have been convinced that most kinds

of hardy and half-hardy annuals do better when
the soil is not heavily manured. Owing to the

ever-increasing difficulty in obtaining natural

manures, a result of motor vehicles ousting to a

large extent those drawn by horses, I, in common
with many others, had to set about finding as

good a substitute as possible. An enquiry

addressed to the Editor several years ago elicited

the information that Wakeley's Hop Manure
had bette. be tried, as the spent Hops, in the

process of decaying, gave to the soil the humus
that forms such an essential part of natural manures.
This manure I have tried for nearly all kinds ol

crops, and found it to answer admirably ; but

with annual flowers and Roses I have found it to

give the best results. It seems to give just that

amount of nourishment to the soil that annuals

require, producing hard, sturdy stems that flower

much more profusely than the more succulent

ones that result from natural manures. I dig

it into the soil during March, a week or two
previous to sowing the seed, or, in the case of half

hardy annuals, during May, a few days before

planting. For Roses I fork it just under the

surface when pruning is completed, and find that

it imparts a fine colour to the flowers. I have no
financial interest whatever in this manure, and
my only object in writing is to bring it to the

notice of others W'ho, like myself, may be tmable

to obtain natural manures.

—

George Ockenden.
Undesirables for the Rocl( Garden.—The Feb-

ruary 13 issue of The Garden contains an article

by " E. H. J." on undesirable plants for the rock

garden. His list is useful and interesting, but the

inclusion of Cerastium tomentosum as an undesir-

able plant calls, I think, for a little comment.
I have several small bits of rockery here, and,

to my mind, Cerastium tomentosum is not a plant

to be despised in the garden. True, it will grow
anywhere and everywhere—grow strongly, too

—

but I think he makes a mistake in saying it is

undesirable. The way I grow it here is to plant it

where it can have nice room and scramble down
over some of the stones. Of course, it wishes to

cover up a few neighbouring Saxifrages, but I find

it quite easy to deal with. What I do is to cut

it back rather severely twice a year, or perhaps

oftener ; cut it back to a safe distance from my
plants. It looks untidy for a time, but not for very

long. I do not think townsfolk (who often attempt

a bit of rock garden), nor some of the country rock

gardening folk who have no large gardening

pockets, could do without this plant. Its silvery

foliage and white flowers (which are given with such

generosity), to my mind, form a pretty and, if the

patch be large, a striking addition to the rock

garden ; and as I find I can keep my plants fairly

easily within bounds, I should be the last to admit

that C. tomentosum is an undesirable plant for

the rock garden. I hope Mr. Jenkins does not

mind my pointing this out.—E. T. E., Sheffield.
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Under this heading, on page 77,

" E. H. J." seems to have written somewhat
too drastically regarding some things. I quite

agree with him that all those plants with roots

that ramify in all directions beneath the soil

sm'face, and which in small pieces siirvive any
treatment short of burning, producing fresh plants

anywhere if accidentally distributed, are the

veriest nuisances ; but two things he mentions

—

Sedum spurium (I assume he includes all varieties)

and the Vincas—are only abominations if allowed

to become so, that is on account of neglect. They
may be cut back and not allowed to overgrow

other things. There are many rampant-growing

plants that will soon, like them, become weeds

unless kept by regular attention within the limits

assigned to them, such as Acasnas, Tiarella cordi-

folia, many Sedums, Thymes and Veronicas

;

yet in some rock gardens, where there are spaces

beneath trees which have to be covered, some of

these nuisances can be very well employed, though,

of course, debarred from any positions where

choicer plants will flourish. A list of all " root

ramifiers " would be very useful to rock gardeners.

In addition to those " E. H. J." mentions, there

are Achillea Ptarmica and other varieties, Hyperi-

cum calycinum, Linaria repens, L. r. alba, L.

vulgaris and others, and Zauschneria califomica.

These (rightly or wrongly) are commonly found

in rock gardens, while the list might be extended

to cover shrubs and border plants.—G. R. Phipps,

West Sussex.

Beautiful Annual Flowers : The Malopes.

—

The Malope belongs to the bold-growing class

of annuals, and so should be grown in fairly large

beds or borders to get a true idea of its worth.

The i'lustration shown is of a 30 feet by 4 feet

bed, in which the sowing was made in April.

On lighter soils (ours is rather heavy) sowing

might well be done in March. If the soil is given

a good dressing of manure and well dug, little,

if any, after assistance in the way of watering and

feeding will be needed in normal years. Of course,

in seasons like last year and 1911 several heavy

waterings with clear water and manure-water

would have to be given to maintain a good show

of bloom. As the Malope is of a branching

habit, besides being of an average 2 feet high,

the seedling plants must be well thinned out

;

and to save later disappointment through sudden

thunderstorms, place stDut, twiggy sticks here

and there between the plants when they are

about a foot high. I only know of three colours

among the Malopes—alba, blush, and a deep

glossy rose colour. All are good, the latter par-

ticularly so, and perhaps this is the one called

grandiflora by some growers. Some people confuse

the Malope, the Malva and the Lavatera ; but they

are quite distinct as garden plants, though belonging

to the same Natural Order of Malvaceae.—C.

Turner, Ken View Garden, Highgate.

Shows, Schedules and Judging.—" Caledonia "

touches upon an important point on page 99,

issue February 27, when he chides judges

for not withholding first prizes when exhibits are

unworthy of such an award. In this direction,

however, the Perpetual - Flowering Carnation

Society invariably adopts a strong stand, for the

simple reason that the appointed judges are all

men who know the Carnation from A to Z, and

therefore adopt a high standard. For this reason

we invariably find that when competition is slack,

a number of the leading awards are withheld,

even in the special classes where traders actually

offer the prizes. As might be expected, one or

two competitors grumble, but I have never known
the judges to go back on their original decisions.

—

T. A. W.
Thanks are due to you for opening your

columns to this interesting and, I hope, profit-

able discussion. I am in full agreement with
" Exhibitor." I have seen glaring instances of in-

competent judging at shows by men of " position
"

in the gardening world, instances which were a dis-

grace to the show. I also agree with him as to

the lack of attention to trade exhibitors by show
committees, and nothing could be better than

the proposed Trades Show to teach them a lesson
;

for where would any of the " big " shows be without

the trade ? I agree with " Caledonia " to some
extent, though, generally speaking, the prize

money is none too liberal, and the exhibit is mostly

worthy of the amount offered. As to schedules,

these are mostly getting to be budgets of advertise-

ments, which is imfair to both exhibitor and
advertisers. Here, again, committees prey upon

judge." While this would undoubtedly be a

most desirable innovation, the trouble is how to

carry it out. Certainly at some of our large shows
it is possible to have a dozen or so experts, who
between them would be able to adjudicate the

various classes satisfactorily ; but how is this

to be carried out in the case of the small pro-

vincial shows ? During the last twenty years

I have annually attended a ntmiber of local shows

and, speaking generally, the positions I have taken

part in awarding have given satisfaction. The
most difScult people to satisfy are the Pansy
growers. Very few professional gardeners nowa-

days cultivate the show and fancy Pansies, so

that a large number of them know little about

the points of these flowers. At many small

country shows in Scotland the Pansy class is very

strongly contested, and this is where trouble crops

up for the average judge. Personally, I always

endeavour to make a dead set against " overdressed
"

flowers, and then the keen Pansy man gets on the
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SOME ANNUAL FLOWERS
FOR SPRING SOWING.

Fl
ORTUNATELY, the merits of many

of our best annual flowers are now
much more fully recognised than they

were a decade ago. In a number
of the best gardens of to-day, borders

or beds are entirely devoted to these

tiowers, and the charm of the garden as a whole

is considerably enriched thereby. The wide

range of colour and form that we', find in annual

and need fairly dry soil and a suimy position.

Seed of a new race of hybrids of this plant,

embracing a number of beautiful art colour shades,

is also now obtainable

Among annual Asters, a new variety that I

grew last year, and which was generally admired,

was named Sada Yakko. It belongs to the

beautiful Comet section and has large, graceful

flowers of an exceptionally pleasing shade of

delicate pink, Among the annual Japanese
Pinks, flowers that are not known nearly so much
as they deserve to be, Rosalind and Harlequin gave
a good account of themselves during the scorching

A COLONY OF PRIMULA CAPITATA IN THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY S

AT WISLEY.
GARDENS

flowers, together with the usefulness of many
for cutting when well grown, demand that they
shall be given their due, while their cultivation

is so simple, and seeds are so inexpensive, that

there is really no good excuse for omitting them
from even the smallest garden.

Unfortunately, the very simplicity of their

cultivation is a stumbling-block to many. We
have been so accustomed to the voracious

characteristics of our perennial plants that it is

difficult always to remember that annuals do not

need the same amount of stimulating food.

Indeed, to get the best results from most kinds,

soil that errs rather on the poor side is essential.

Undoubtedly the best and most useful of the

new annuals is the Naraaqualand Daisy, Dimor-
photheca aurantiaca. The hot weather of last

year suited this to perfection, and plants that

were raised from seed sown in a cold frame in

March commenced to bloom in May and continued
to do so until the end of September, a feat that

no other annual that came under my immediate
notice accomplished. The flowers are of the best

Marguerite shape, rich orange in colour, with a
shiny black ring round the central disc. The
plants grow about nine inches high, branch reely.

days of last summer. The seeds were sown in

shallow boxes of sandy soil in a cold frame early

in March, the seedlings subsequently pricked off,

and finally planted out in ordinary loamy soil the

second week in May. Both varieties have a good
branching habit and double flowers, those of

Rosalind being soft pink as they open, changing
to a sort of rose colour with age, while Harlequin

has white flowers streaked deep crimson.

Annual Larkspurs of the ordinary blue colour

are favourites with most flower-lovers, but thf

various shades of red are as yet but little grown.
These are listed by different seedsmen undei
diverse names, such as rosy scarlet, superb rose

and carmine rose. All that I have seen are good,
and there is really but little difference in theii

colours. Some strains are, perhaps, a little

better than others. They need precisely the

same treatment as that accorded the old blue

Larkspurs, i.e., sow them early in April where
they are to flower, and thin them freely at an early

stage of their growth.

Snapdragons, or Antirrhinums, although not

strictly annuals, are more often than not treated as

such, the seeds being so%vn during February or early

March in warm frames or greenhouses, and the seed-

lings subsequently pricked out and hardened off for

planting out about the second or third week in

April. Quite a number of beautiful varieties

have been introduced during recent years, a few
of the best being Sunset, a dwarf plant with
orange scarlet flowers ; Crimson King ; Moonlight,

apricot yellow with red flush ; Cottage Maid,

white and pale rose ; Gold Crest, rose pink,

tinged salmon and orange ; and Golden Chamois,
soft pink and gold.

A new Stock that I grew last year in quantity,

and one which gave us hosts of flowers during the

scorching days, was Webb's Crystal White. This

was sown in early March in a cold frame, and the

young plants put out the first week in May. Quite

95 per cent, of the plants gave double flowers.

It is a dwarf-growing variety, specially suitable

for bedding, the plants branching into as many as

ten or twelve compact shoots, each of which is

surmounted by a spike of white flowers which

last well. D. D,

PRIMULA CAPITATA.

WHILE quite one of the most distinct

and desirable of the hardy species

of the genus, this handsome
Himalayan kind s not one of the

most tractable from the garden-

ing point of view. In other words,

it is not reliably perennial or calculated, even if so

inclined, in some instances to do itself a full

measure of justice. Another peculiarity—a draw-
back, too, if it be not rightly appreciated and
catered for accordingly—is in the fact that it is,

unlike the majority of its tribe, an autumn-
flowering species. Hence from two points of

view it requires to be well understood by the

gardener. There are other species of the genus
not reliably perennial, and which acquit them-
selves much better when treated on the biennial

plan ; but these are spring or early summer
flowering, and may all come under the general

recommendation to " raise them periodically

from seeds." The subject of the present note,

in being autumn flowering, differs, and its treat-

ment should be on a more rule-of-thumb method.

It is usually recommended to sow Primula seed

almost as soon as it is ripe, and if this be adhered to

with P. capitata, and the seedlings grown on

quickly, all will be well, and a good late summer
flowering tnsured. To sow in "spring"—an

elastic term, by the way—would be quite wrong in

many instances, inasmuch as the plants would
be endeavouring to flower at the time of the

autumn frosts. Like other Himalayan Prim-

roses, this is of a bog or moisture loving

nature, and only reaches its fullest develop-

ment under such conditions or with those near

equivalents—^rich soils and shade. Like other

vigorous-growing sorts, it is somewhat partial to

cow-manure, and given this, with light loamy soils

and shade, it appears as happy as in moister

ground in fuller sun. The plant attains to

15 inches or so high, the deep Tyrian purple

flowers in roundish heads in marked contrast to

the silvery white meal with which both stems and

calyces are endowed. The species comes freely

and quite true from seeds, and is admirably suited

to grouping, as the accompanying illustration

demonstrates so well. Seed is best sown in early

autumn, say, during August, as by so doing

sturdy young plants are obtained before winter

sets in. E. H. Jenkins.
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DAFFODIL NOTES.

Dimensions of Flowers.—I believe the custom

of measuring flowers originated with the late

Mr. Robert Sydenham and myself. At all events,

once upon a time I never used to see anyone

else at the game. Now it is becoming more

common, as it has been foimd to be a useful addition

to the descriptioii of a flower, and to be much
appreciated by those who are not able to see the

b'.ooms themselves. I am afraid I have not

thought much about how or on what plan these

jneasurements were made until recently, when,

on consulting " All About Daffodils," by Robert

Sydenham, as to the size of certain varieties,

I became aware that the several dimensions are

given in a different order there from what they

are in the " Daffodil Year Book."

Whether every tailor in every shop measures

his customers in the self-same order I know not,

but it is obvious that in the same shop everyone

must do so, or otherwise the cutter-out would

have a very perplexing time. Just so with regard

to Daffodils ; all who measure should do so in the

same order. What that should be is relatively

of Wisbech in one way, by Cartwright and Goodwin
,
round. Examples : Eoster, Empire, Circlet and

in another, and by Bourne in a third.

Of the Flower. — "Drooping." — A drooping

flower is one like William Goldring, where the

face of the bloom points to the ground.

" Hooded."—When the perianth forms a less

angle than a right angle with the corona tube,

a flower may be said to be hooded. Example :

Lucifer.

" Claw-shaped " or " elliptical."—When the

segments curve in a greater or lesser degree towards

the corona and form part of a circle or ellipse.

Ring Dove.
" Rough."—When the _ segments are not all

in the same plane or ellipse, but stand at various

angles, or when the suurfaces are ribbed and uneven,

a flower may be called rough. Examples

:

O'ympia, Torch and Mme. Plemp.
" Smooth."—When the surfaces of the segments

are all smooth and in one plane or ellipse, a flower

may be said to be smooth. Examples : Challenger,

Steadfast and Michael.

" Reflexed."—When the perianth bends back

the flower may be said to be claw-shaped or towards the corona, e.g., cyclamineus, Queen of

elliptical. Examples : Peter Barr, Golden Spur

and Gem.
" Rectangular."—When the segments stand out

at right angles to the corona or tube, a flower

may be said to be rectangular. Examples ; Tenby
Daffodil and Eoster.

Spain, Dawn and Seville (slightly).

" Twisted."—When the segments of the perianth

are curled or twisted between their base and apex,

a flower may be said to be twisted. Examples :

Princeps, maximus and Frank Miles.

Of the Corona.—" Trumpet-shaped."—-When the

" Imbricated."—When the divisions of the
j

corona is longer than, or quite as long as, the

perianth overlap each other, a flower may be said
j

segments, it may be called a trumpet,

to be imbricated. Examples ; Whitewell, Victoria, " Cup-shaped."—When the corona is shorter

Empire and Tenby Daffodil.
;

than the perianth segments, it may be called

" Loose " or " loosely built."—-When the seg- , a cup.

monts of the perianth do not overlap or only a
;

" Eye-shaped."—When the corona is very

of little importance. The essential point is that I
very little at their extreme base, a flower may I much flattened out, or when, as in omatus, it

everyone should adopt the same practice. I am
i
be called loose or loosely built. Examples :

|

hardly stands up at nil. it may be called an eye.

going to ask the Royal Horticultural

Society's Narcissus committee to

adopt an official one, which, if it did,

would, I feel sure, be very generally

followed. I will refer to this again as

soon as I know what has been done.

Technical Terms Used in Descrip-

tions.—As a '; bird of a feather
"

with measurements, the accurate

use of such terms as " hooded,"
" starry," " imbricated," " claw-

shaped," &c., seems an appropriate

subject to introduce here. I am
quite sure all do not mean the same
thing when they use these words.

The fact is that as the Daffodil is a

parvenu as a " show " flower,

sufficient time has not yet elapsed

for a generally recognised vocabulary

to have been evolved, as has been

done in the case of the Tulip and
C-.mation. Time will remedy this,

we may be told, or some might say

that if only we would become botanists

and adopt their universal language,

much of the uncertainty would dis-

appear. But we are not botanists

and time is slow. The " line upon

line " pace needs accelerating, and

as a florist's and a garden flower

the Daffodil seems important enough

to-day to have a language of its

own. A good many years ago I had
some correspondence with the late

Rev. G. P. Haydon on this subject,

in the course of which he referred to the " necessity

of plainer language in the description " of Daffodils.

The following suggestions are partly his and
partly mine. I hope in my notes of this season

to get into the way of using them and any others

that commend themselves, and which I will ex-

plain as they crop up. I have quite an open mind
about most of them, so if readers can suggest better

terms or will point out any impropriety in the usage

of any technical term, I am quite ready to amend
my ways. It would be most helpful to have
standard words for our descriptions, and so avoid

the same variety being described by R. H. Bath

A BEAUTIFUL AUTUMN BED COMPOSED OF PALE BLUE AGERATUM AND PINK SINGLE ASTERS.
(See page 126.)

Frank Miles, Countess of Southesk and Santa " Expanded."—When the top is decidedly

Maria.
" Starry."—When the perianth segments are

pointed and, being free from one another for a

considerable portion of their length, stand out

more or less at right angles to the corona, the

flower may be called starry. Examples : Black-

well and Glory of Leiden.
" Round."—This is the opposite to starry. When

the segments overlap from base almost to apex, so

that their outer extremities or edges practically

form a circle, and when those extremities are

then;selyes rountjed, a flower may be termed

" Expanded. "-

wider than the bottom, e.g., Sir Watkin, Bulbo-

codium, conspicuus and Diana.
" Straight."—When the top of the corona is

practically the same width as the bottom, e.g..

Queen of Spain, Nelsonii major and Mrs. Robert

Sydenham.
" Spreading."—A very pronounced form of

expanded, e.g., Whitewell, St. 0!af and Seville.

" Flanged."—When the top of the trumpet

bends back, it may be said to be flanged, e.g.,

most trumpets. Queen of Spain is flanged
; King

of Spain is not,
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' Fluted."—When the sides of

appear ribbed, it may be called

the corona

fluted, e.g.,

Bernardino and UTiite Lady.

With these and similar vrords of de6nition

may be joined qualifying adjectives, such as

sligitly. broadly, very, much, &c.

Conclasion.—" To everything there is a season,

and a time for e\-ery purpose under the sun."

Hence at the beginning of another season there

seems an appropriateness in introducing the

questions of measurements and technical nomencla-

ture. If only there could be anything like an

agreement come to among those who write of the

Daffodil in papers and books, and those who com-

pile lists from which the public are invited to

buy, it would be a step in the

direction of an ideal which would

draw all of us into its net •

—

perhap seven " Somerset," although

I fancy the smart salesman will

always do what he can to make

the best of what he has to

dispose of. If, on the other

hand, a purchaser will take the

trouble to keep in his noddle

these two little proverbial bits

of advice, " Look before you

leap " and " Once bitten, twice

shy," it will only be himself

that he has to blame if he has

reluctantly to place any of his

purchases in the category which
" Somerset," on page 99, de-

scribed in Hebrew fashion by

consonants only. Joseph Jacob.

P.S. —• My apologies to my
readers who want notes on in-

dividual varieties. These will

begin next week.

THE CULTIVATION OF
ANNUAL STOCKS.

I

A CHARMING AUTUMN
BED.

The illustration on page 125

represents an irregular - shaped

flower-bed in the kitchen garden

at Westwick, near Norwich,

Norfolk, the residence of Colonel

Petre. The photograph was

taken quite late in September,

when the effect was exceedingly

pretty. To the left of the

picture, and at the back of the

b^d. pale blue Ageratum was

massed, so as to form quite

a haze 'of pale lavender blue

;

while in front, near the pathway,

single Asters of soft pink
shades created quite a good

colour picture and, incidentally,

prodded plenty of flowers for

bed on the other side of the pathway, and a portion

of which is seen on the right of the illustration,

was filled with some of the newer pink shades

of Antirrhintmis, and so was perfectly in keeping

with the Asters and Ageratum. As all these plants

can be easily raised from seeds sown at the present

time, this'r.ote and illustration may, perhaps, sug-

gest some? simple colour combinations to other

readers. It would, I think, be interesting if

other readers wou'd send notes and photographs

of good colour effects, as these would prove

a useful guide to amateurs when planning

their gardens, T. S. H.

cutting. The

In more recent years annual Stocks have under-

gone considerable change, and one must admit

that it has been a change for the better. In

place of, or rather in addition to, the stiff, short-

T WMuld be difficult indeed to nnd any annual lived Ten-week \-arieties. we now have the set

flower that is more highly appreciated that seedsmen list as Intermediate, a race of plants

than the sweet-smeUing Stock. Its appear- that, it is true, commence to flower a little later,

ance always brings vividly to mind an but make up for this by continuing the display

old-world garden that existed in one's well into November. And they are much more

childhood days, when spare pennies were graceful than the annual Stock of our childhood,

expended on packets of seed from the local seeds- Bold plants they are, attaining a height of nearly

man, the chief merits of which were the brilliant eighteen inches, and branching so freely that one

coloured illustrations that nearly covered the needs to plant them quite a foot apart,

front of each. Ten-week Stock always had to Those shown in the illustration are a strain

be included, and the instructions on the back of that Messrs. E. Webb and Sons send out as Admira-

tion Stocks, a fitting name for

some very beautiful flowers. In

separate colours, such as almond

blossom, white, rosy lilac, flesh

colour and violet, these Stocks

can be had, but personally

I prefer them all mixed. Shock-

ing bad taste, no doubt ; but,

after all, what is the use of

having a garden of one's own if

one's likes and dislikes cannot

be pandered to ! I think the

craze for separate colours is

being much overdone, and where

the flowers are of quiet hu<s,

such as those enumerated above,

a mixture of them all giv<s

me, and, incidentally, most of

my gardening friends, far more

pleasure than a mass of, say,

white or \'iolet. But everyone

to his own taste.

The plants illustrated were

raised from seed sown in boxes

of sandy soil towards the end

of March last year, and placed

in a cold frame that was well

ventilated on all favourable

occasions as soon as the seed-

lings were above the sf'i'. When
about an inch high,' these were

transplanted 3 inches apart into

other boxes, and planted out

in the border the first week

in June. Quite simple, and a

good use to which to put the

cold frame.

Respecting the soil in which

to grow and flower these

Stocks. I find that they are

not at all particular, so long

as it is well and deeply dug

and contains a fair amount of

well-decayed manure. This lat-

ter is essential, not perhaps so

much for the nourishment it

yields as for the coolness that it imparts to

the soil during very hot weather. As to

situation, anywhere that is open will do,

though I must confess that I like to have them

roimd the dwelling-house, s" that their delicious,

old-world fragrance can be inhaled through open

windows and doors. The little border illustrated

is situated immedia'elv beneath the dining-room

window. If add tional fragrance is needed

around the house, and it is a'most impossible l'>

have too much, sow Mignonette, Night-scented

Th'-

when

ADMIRATION STOCKS GROWING IN A BORDER BENEATH A DINING

ROOM WINDOW. SEED MAY BE SOWN DURING MARCH.

the packet told us that the seed must be sown

thinly in pans or boxes of friable soil, placed in

a warm frame or greenhouse, and the seedlings

subsequently pricked off into other boxes or pans

of light soil.

Alas ! these instructions were seldom followed.

' Friable " was not included in childhood's

vocabulary, and " pans " called up visions of

an irate cook who threatened otir invasion of her

domain with a deftly wielded kitchen utensil

of that name. But still, a few fragrant Stocks,

although mostly singles, were reared, with the aid 1 Stock, and p'ant Sw. et-scented Tobacco,

of a broken pane of glass laid over a fairly deep last twn .ire so go-xi rturini; ih' evening

box.
I

their flowers open. C Q.
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HARDY ANNUALS
SHRUBS.

AMONG

A MONG the varied positions in which haxdy

/% annuals may be effectively planted,

/ \ the accompanying illustration of

/ % Godetias depicts a valuable instance.

* *- When planting a new shrubbery

border, or remodelling an old one,

the operator may choose to do one of two things.

Many cultivators plant the trees and shrubs

fairly close together to secine an immediate effect,

cutting out or transplanting a few from time to

time as they become crowded. To this method

we have the alternative Ulustrated, namely,

planting the shrubs or trees which. are to remain

permanently, and growing hardy annuals for a

few years among them tUl they are large enough

to occupy practicaUy the whole of the groxmd.

It will at once be seen that by this method

the permanent shrubs are able to

grow and develop their full beauty

unhampered by others close by.

Another consideration is that from

July to September, when the

annuals are flowering freely, the

season for blooming of most trees

and shrubs is past. Besides pro-

wding plenty of colour in the

pleasure grounds, most of the

hardy annuals, when used in

quantity, will supply armfuls of

flowers to cut for indoor decoration.

Soil Preparation.— Ha\Tng pre-

pared the ground well for the

shrubs, beyond raking the surface

soil fairly fine and level pre\-ious

to sowing, little or no preparation

will be necessary the first year. In

succeeding years, or in alternate

years, it is worth while digging in

decayed farmyard manure some

time during the winter, or in the

autumn, pr€\*ious to sowing. This

will benefit both the shrubs and

annuals. Whether the seeds of the

annuals are sown in the autimin

or the spring is a matter of con-

venience and opinion. When ample

space permits, both methods may
be practised ; but if only one is

chosen, sow in spring when the

weather is favourable about the end of March or

early in April. Plants from this sowing natm'ally

flower later in the season than those sown in the

autumn, at a time when there are fewer trees and
shrubs in blossom. With this method of growing

annuals it is usual to sow where the plants are to

flower, the work of traiteplanting in such

large quantities being out of the question.

Thinning is verj' necessary, though one need

not be quite so thorough here as in the her-

baceous borders. .Uwa\'s leave ample space

roimd the shrubs to prevent the annuals

interfering with their growth.

Tlie Best Kinds.—-\ selection of the best

hardy annuals to grow in this way should include

Godetia Double Rose (illustrated), producing long

sprays of rose pink flowers on plants 2 feet to 3 feet

high ; Double Crimson, and Lady Albemarle

(white). Clarkia elegans Firefly (rosy crimson),

Double Salmon Scarlet, Snowball (white) and
Double Salmon ; all these sorts grow 2 feet to

30 inches liigh, producing a profusion of double

flowers. Most annual Poppies are suitable for the I do not feel that the trial was satisfactory, and

purpose in view, the best being the Shirley Poppy, ' shall endeavour to give them a fairer trial this

Papaver commutatum (imibrosum), the scarlet 1
year. The pieces taken off were the first or main

and black Poppy and the Double Opium Poppy. I growths, which were removed when the basal

The single Chinese .Aster, CaUistephus sinensis, buds began to develop. A better plan would be

when grown in quantity, is a lovely sight during 1 to take some of the basal growths when sufficiently

September and October. Growing about eighteen ! long, as the older growths do not seem to get

inches high, the plants produce quantities of away well,

flowers in ntmierous shades of mauve, blue and The cuttings

pink, as well as pure white. One of the richest

effects with annuals is produced by an extensive

planting of the double Pot Marigold, Calendula

officinalis Orange King. The plants grow a foot

were rooted in a box of sandy

soil stood on the open staging of a cool greenhouse.

After rooting, the top buds broke out first.

Whether this would be the case if yotmger growths

were selected as cuttings I have yet to learn. I do

high, thrive in comparatively poor or rather dry not feel very confident that plants from cuttings

soil, and 'last in flower for a lengthy period. To would rival, or even equal, those procured from

this Lemon Queen, a lemon yellow variety, pro- seeds, but the subject is one well worthy of trial,

vides a pleasing contrast. In mixture or distinct and if others will grow a few plants from cuttings

—

colours the annual Candytufts deser\-e attention, without, of course, depending on them—we might

Salvia Honninum, the Blue Beard Sal\-ia, is very
j

find out what advantage, if any, there is from this

showy with rich purple bracts, and grows 18 inches i method of propagation,

high. The Sweet Alyssum, Mignonette. Larkspurs, ! .\nother trial which I made last year, but which,

DOUBLE ROSE GODETIAS GROWING BETWEEN YOUNG SHRUBS.

Collinsia bicolor, Eschscholtzias and Cornflowers

are also adapted for the purpose in view.

In the illustration it will be noticed that some

of the plants have single flowers. This is due to

the fact that seeds have been saved for several

years from the plants, no effort having been made

to secure only double flowers. It is worth record-

ing that there are sufficient self-sown seedlings

at the present time in the position illustrated

to provide a display of Godetias this year. A. O.

SWEET PEAS FROM CUTTINGS AND
AS STANDARDS.

HA\asG heard that Sweet Peas may be easily

propagated from cuttings, I made the trial last

year, and although I was successftil in rooting the

pieces put in, they did not become good flowering

plants. As, however. Sweet Peas did not do well

with me last year except with autumn-sown

plants, which flowered well for a brief period.

on account of the bad season, was only partly

successful, was to grow the Sweet Pea as a standard

plant. I see no reason why any plant which is of

a tall-growing habit and makes free growth should

not be capable of being (shall I say ?) standardised.

I have it in my mind in a modest way to emulate

the beauty of a weeping Rose by the use of the

Sweet Pea. I selected some strong-growing

plants of Hercules and forwarded them in 6-inch

pots in the greenhouse, picking out all the side

growths tmtil they were 4 feet high, when they

were planted out. They certainly made a head,

but not sufficiently to train them loosely over a

framework, as I had intended. Here, also, I

shall endeavour to try again, and I invite other

readers to do likewise. But instead of confining

myself to one plant, I shall grow two and train

the growths up together, as I have successfully

done with Heliotropes. A clear stem of 4. feet

to 5 feet will be as high as I shall take the

plants until I am assured of the success of the

venture. Willum F. Rowi.es,
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SOME HINTS ON
POTATOES.

T
I HE Potato crop is one of the most

important, whether grown in garden,

allotment or field. Many cultivators

simply dig up the soil, which has been

left undug all the winter, and then

put in the sets without any manure

or other preparation. Others go to the opposite

extreme, trenching in the autumn, forking up the

soil in the spring or late winter, applying manure

in the autumn and again at planting-time, thus

making the soil too rich. The aim should be to

obtain a strong, healthy haulm, but not too

luxuriant.

The Treatment of the Tubers.—Many culti-

vators select the seed tubers from the

general store, and very often they possess

sprouts 6 inches long. This means a loss

of strength. Tubers so much weakened

cannot produce crops equal to those

boxed early and possessing one or two

short, sturdy sprouts—the first that has

grown from the tuber. Much can be done

to improve the sets during the few weeks

prior to planting. It is not necessary to

box them all if this is inconvenient, but

all the early kidney varieties should be

placed on end in single layers in a cool,

dry, light shed or store. The maincrop

tubers will benefit if spread out thinly

in a similar place ; but if several tubers

in depth, they must be gently turned over

once every week. Many bushels can be

thus dealt with in a short time. I re-

member being shown over the seed

stores of the late Mr. James Clark, the

raiser of the well-knoxvn Magnum Bonum
Potato, and it was an object-lesson of

great value. He gave keen attention

to the smallest details, and cool storage

in thin layers was one
; abundance of

air and light another. He obtained

wonderfully good crops as a result, but

never owing to excessive manuring. While

chatting with him, he remarked that

yellow-fleshed Potatoes were generally the

best flavoured, but owing to their colour

many persons objected to having them on

their tables. If we can get heavy crops

of sound, yellow-fleshed tubers, I think

it would be folly to object to the colour.

Planting and Interplanting.—Many
maincrop varieties rould with advan-

tage be planted earlier than they often

are, and in light soils a little deeper,

too. Cultivators who possess small gardens, and

others who have fairly large ones, make a practice

of planting Cabbages or other plants of the

Brassica family between the rows of Potatoes,

thinking to make use of the gromid to the very

best advantage ; but do they ? I think not.

Judging from experience, I have noticed that

the Potatoes have suffered considerably. Cabbages,

&c., absorb much moisture and nutriment from

the soil in a short time, and the loss in the Potato

crop is not compensated for by those plants.

The wisest course is to allow the Potatoes to have

possession till they are harvested. Following the

early varieties. Cauliflowers, Savoys and winter

greens may be the rule. After late Potatoes a

crop of Turnips may be secured, and the general

result will be more satisfactory.

Newly Broken Ground.—Probably owing to

the lead given by the Editor in his admirable

article, hundreds of cultivators will break up grass

land and land that has been untilled practically

for a number of years. Now, in such cases no

other crop can surpass that of Potatoes as a

first crop. Cabbages, &c., would not make such

progress as Potatoes would. Furthermore, the

cultivator, in paying the necessary attention to

the Potatoes, will be enabled to thoroughly clean,

it may be, much land that is now in a bad state

and infested with weeds. Shamrock.

A GOOD NEW MAINCROP POTATO.
The accompanying illustration represents a crop

of what I consider to be one of the best maincrop

Potatoes of recent introduction. It was sent out

a year or two ago by Messrs. E. Webb and Sons

NOTES ON VEGETABLES
FROM SEED.

T

A GOOD CROP OF POTATO PROSPERITY, A NEW MAIN-
CROP VARIETY OF GREAT PROMISE.

of Wordsley, Stourbridge, and named Prosperity,

tt is a robust variety, and with me very free from

disease, the tubers leaving the soil in a beautiful,

clean condition. These are almost round, with

partly netted skins. The flesh is very solid, and
consequently the tubers weigh well. The crop

illustrated consisted of just over two and a-half

bushels, and was the result of planting 141b. of

seed tubers. No doubt the crop would have been

considerably more, but owing 'to the fact that

I did not know it made such robust haulm, the

sets were planted too closely together. It is

a Potato that ought to have at least 3 feet between

the rows and 18 inches between the plants in the

row. The tubers have kept well, and now, early

in March, cook nice and floury and keep an

excellent colour, H.

HE month of March is probably the

most important of all periods to the

kitchen gardener who relies on the

bulk of his crops from seed. With
the prospect of dear food, it behoves

all to obtain the heaviest crops of

vegetables possible, aiming rather at quantity
than quality. My advice, then, is to generally

arrange the rows closer, but not to sow the seed

thicker in the rows, as nothing but harm results

from the latter practice, which is all too common.
So many persons seem to forget that the haulm
of Peas, the leaves of Turnips and the tops of

Carrots require room for development and
maturity, which, imder certain wrong methods

of culture, they do not obtain, and thus we
see so many moderate restilts.

Onions, usually sown in rows 14 inches

apart, will succeed if sown an inch or two
nearer. It is important that the surface

soil should be fairly dry at sowing-time,

or it is liable to knead and afterwards crack

on the surface. In heavy soil Onions suc-

ceed admirably with a thorough prepara-

tion—deep digging or trenching in the

autumn. Previous to sowing, give the

surface a thick covering of wood-ashes, soot,

old potting soil and roadside refuse. This,

if lightly forked in not more than 6 inches

deep, will form a capital rooting medium
and greatly help to ward off mildew attacks,

which, in a wet season, are occasionally

troublesome. The large-growing types of

Onion, like Ailsa Craig, are not so desirable

for sowing in the open. What is most

required is a variety that will give a

heavy crop without much thinning, the

bulbs of which will keep mitil Onions are

ready the following year—varieties like Ai,

B^o^vn Globe, Bedfordshire Champion,

James' Long Keeping, Southampton
Champion and Nuneham Park. If a pick-

ling variety is required, Small Paris Silver

Skin or Improved Queen should be se'.ected,

sowing the seeds in rows 10 inches apart,

not thinning the plants at all.

Carrots for the main crop should be

sown at the end of March, or even a

week later if the soil is not then in a

suitable condition. Large-growing varie-

ties, like New Red Intermediate or Long

Red Surrey, make more foliage than

some others, and should, therefore, be

sown in drills 14 inches apart ; Favourite,

Scarlet Intermediate and Prizewinner,

in drUls i foot apart. Nantes, Early Gem,
Model, Market Favourite and New Wonderful, all

desirable, short-growing types, will succeed in drills

ro inches apart. Previous to sowing, and also at

the time, a free use of wood-ashes and soot may
prove most beneficial later on in warding off

attacks of grubs, which in some soils play havoc

with the Carrot crop.

Parsnips should be sown without delay in

drills 14 inches apart. Hollow Crown, Student,

Tender and True, and Elcombe's Improved are

all desirable.

Peas may be sown now, choosing principally

second - early and maincrop varieties. Of all

vegetables, none is more hindered in cultivation

by thick sowing of the seed than Peas. Too often

double the quantity is used that is really necessary.
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If the Peas were arranged 3 inches apart in the

rows, instead o£ sowing nine seeds in the same

space, the result would be different. The haulm

would thicken naturally and the leaves would

develop properly, giving longer and better-filled

pods of finer Peas, possessing much more flavour.

Not only do Peas require more space in the rows,

but they need a corresponding amount between

the rows. Instead of sowing the rows within

4 feet of each other, it is much better to allow

double the space and, between, grow Potatoes,

Turnips, Broad Beans, Cauliflowers, Spinach

and other crops ; and always, where possible,

arrange the rows to run north and south, so that

both sides of the row obtain an equal amount

of sunlight. Among some hundreds

of sorts it is difficult to satisfy all

in making a selection. No one can

err in sowing the following : Edwin

Beckett (4 feet), perhaps the finest-

flavoured Pea in cultivation ; Duke

of Albany (5 feet), too well known

to need description—-this Pea has

probably held its high reputation

longer than any other variety ; and

The Pilot (3 feet), quite one of the

best of second earlies. Giant Deli-

catesse (4 feet) is another that

deserves attention, being a heavy

cropper of large Peas ; Harvestman

(5 feet) belongs to the same section.

Maincrop varieties to sow now are

Peerless (3 feet), robust in habit,

heavy cropper of large Peas ; Main-

crop (3 feet), robust haulm, bearing

an abundance of huge pods of large

Peas
;

Quite Content (6 feet) is

perhaps the largest-podded Pea in

cultivation ; Stourbridge Marrow

{5 feet) produces huge pods, well

filled with extra large Peas ; and

Veitch's Perfection (3 feet), which

still ranks high for fine flavour.

Broccoli, Cauliflowers, Savoys,

Kale and Brussels Sprouts should

be sown at the end of the month in

drills an inch or so deep which have

been previously watered should the

weather be dry at the time of sow-

ing, which ensures quick germina-

t ion much better than watering after

sowing. The sowing of such seeds

in drills 1 foot apart is better than

in beds, as the soil between the

drills can be frequently stirred,

which aids growth very much, espe-

cially if fly is troublesome when the

plants appear through the surface.

Among many varieties the follow THE NEW
ing will be suitable for general

use—Broccoli : Michaelmas White,

Walcheren, Winter Mammoth, Christmas White,

Leamington, Knight's Protecting, Late Queen

and Model, with the purple and white sprout-

ing forms which are useful late in spring. Brus-

sels Sprouts : Matchless for the main crop, and

Scrymger's Giant for those who prefer quite small

button-like Sprouts for their high flavoiur. Of

Borecole or Kale, Ai and Favourite with

Cottagers' Kale are reliable sorts. Of Savoys,

Early Ulm and Drumhead are desirable for late

use. Early Savoys m, say, October are really

not much in demand. Cauliflowers Magnum
Bonum, Early Giant and Veitch's Autumn Giant

are sufficient for all ordinary purposes. Early

autumn Cabbages or Coleworts sometimes come in

useful in September. Sow a pinch of seed in gentle

heat about the middle of the month, prick out the

seedlings in boxes, harden off, and plant in rows 15

inches apart. The Rosette Colewort is a useful sort.

Celery.—Aldenham Pink and Solid White

may be sown about the middle of the month in

gentle heat to give early heads in September and

October. Directly the plants appear above the

soil, gradually harden them off, and keep near

the glass to induce a stocky growth.

Conve Xronchuda or Portugal Cabbage is

appreciated by some. Sow a pinch of seed about

the middle of March on a warm border, and put

out the plants later in rows 2 feet apart.

desirable ; while the Cos section is well represented

by Nonsuch, Superb White, and Mammoth White.

Radishes are much appreciated, and it is

surprising what a quantity can be grown in a

small space and without interfering with other

crops, or even occupying separate ground, if,

when sowing seeds of crops like Onions, &c., a

little Radish seed is scattered with these. Sow
little and often. Of all varieties, none is more
popular than French Breakfast.

Spinach.—Long-standing Round and Victoria

should be sown at intervals of three weeks, to

maintain a choice supply of leaves.

Tomatoes for the open walls should be fown
at once, to ensure the plants being strong and

sturdy by the end of May. Too often

the plants are only 3 inches high

when put out. In this case three

parts of the summer is over before

growth is sufiiciently advanced to

ensure a full crop of fruit ; whereas

,

if the plants are at least i foot high

and sturdily grown, they will

quickly lay a foundation for fruit.

Sow in gentle heat, pot off when
large enough to handle, and grow on

in a cool house close to the glass.

Sunrise and Up-to-Date are good

sorts.

Turnips should be sown often and

in small quantities. Early Snow-
ball, White and Red Milan, with AU
the Year Round are sufficient to

provide all that is required in any

garden. E. Molyneux.
Swanmore Park, Bishop's Wallham

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS.

BRASSO-CATTLEYA SHOWN BY MR. F. M.

VINCENT SQUARE LAST WEEK.

Cucumbers for frames should be induced to grow

sturdily by sowing the seeds singly in small pots

in a brisk heat at the end of the month, transferring

the plants to larger pots, so as to have them quite

large, yet vigorous, at pi anting-time. Telegraph
I is still one of the most reliable varieties to grow.

I
Lettuce, both Cos and Cabbage, should be

1 sown at intervals of a fortnight in drills r foot

apart ; then, should the weather be unfavourable

for planting out, the plants can be thinned,

leaving them a few inches apart, when they

will quickly be ready for use. This plan is a

great saving of time. Of Cabbage varieties.

Earliest of All, Golden Ball and Favourite are

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.
Brasso - Cattleya Schrcederae

Shrubbery Variety (Brassavola

digbyana x Cattleya Schrodera;

alba).—^The sepals and petals of this

handsome hybrid novelty are piu"e

white, narrow and of considerable

length. The heavily fringed lip is

suffused with delicate pink, particu-

larly near the sides, the yellow-

stained throat throwing all into good

effect. From F. M. Ogilvie, Esq.,

The Shrubbery, Oxford.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Cattleya Olympus (Cattleya

Octave Doin x C. Warscewiczii).

—

In this the sepals and petals

are of rosy pink hue, the purplish

lip somewhat heavily fringed with

markings of yellow on either

side. From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

Shortia uniflora grandiflora rosea. — The

varietal names are fairly descriptive of what is

undoubtedly the richest-coloured form of this

species we have seen, the warmth of the rose,

as well as its depth, surpassing anything hitherto

seen in this singularly small genus. The new-

comer is at once a beautiful and choice plant,

destined to rank high among first-class alpines.

We hope it will be forthcoming in plenty. From

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield.

The foregoing were shown before the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 2nd inst., when the

awards were made.

OGILVIE, AT
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Watering Fruit Tree Borders.—No hard

and-fast rule need be laid dowii as to watering

fruit borders inside. Indeed, it is very dangerous
to do so, especially when the borders are unusually

deep. First ascertain if they are really in need
of it ; then give them a thorough soaking. Vines

or Peaches which have just been started into

growth should not require any water till growth
]

Is active. At this period lukewarm water must
j

be given.
|

Peaches.—The final thinning of the fruits
i

in the earlv house should not be delayed when
stoning is finished. One fruit to a square foot

of space is generally considered a fair crop to leave

on trees which are in good fruit-bearing condition.

AH stuT)lus gro%vth must be removed so that the

fruits have plenty of light, and also that the remain-

ing growth has ample room to develop. One
shoot at the point and one at the base of the fruit-

ing wood will be found enough to furnish the

trees with young wood. During the final swelling

of the fruits plenty of stimulants must be afforded,

and if not already done, the roots should be mulched
with farmyard manure.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—-The plants which were propa-

gated in December should now be sufficiently

well rooted to be repotted into 4j-inch pots.

Pot fairly firm and use a compost of loam, naturally

decayed leaf-mould and coarse sand. Place them
near to the glass and keep rather close for a few
days, syringing them twice daily with rain-water

during bright weather. Pot on cuttings as soon
as they are rooted, but they must not be exposed
to the sun or cold draughts till they have recovered

from the shift. A few of the most forward of the

Malmaisons may be placed in a warm house
if a few early flowers are desired, but the main
batch must be kept as cool as possible.

Cinerarias.—-These will now have their pots

well filkd with roots, and must be frequently

examined to see if they need water. Stimulants

must be frequently given to assist the flower-buds

which are now expanding. If the leaf maggot is

present on the leaves, they must be picked off, or

they will badly disfigiu-e the plants.

Calanthe Veitchii.—The soil should be pre-

pared for potting these, so that it may be in good
condition when the pseudo-bulbs begin to emit
roots. I find the plants thrive splendidly in a

compost of fibrous loam, naturally decayed leaf-

mould, dried cow-manure and coarse sand.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora.—Plants which have
been resting may now be placed in a warm,
moist house to produce cuttings for propagation.

They will require little water till growth is active,

but they must be syringed frequently.

The Flower Garden.

Lawns.—-The mowing-machines must be got

ready for use, for it will soon be necessary to rim
them over the lawns. The lawns should, however,
be well brushed with a Birch broom and rolled

before using the mowing-machine. When the

grass is poor, an effort must be made to improve
it, either by dressing it with a mixture of fine soil

and manure, or by using a special lawn manure
supplied by the trade. The ground for new lawns
should have its final preparation by making good
any irregularities on the surface. The first favotu'-

able opportunity ought to be taken to sow the

seed. The work of trimming the edges of lawns and
grass verges shotild be brought to a close at once.

Edgings of Box.—Edgings of Box may be made
now, either by cuttings or by young plants from the

nursery. If cuttings are used, care should be
taken to obtain them from trees of good habit

and colour. Gaps in Box edges may be made
good in the same manner.

Shrubberies.—^The priming of trees and shrubs
should be brought to a close as soon as possible,

so that the vacant ground in the shrubberies

may be cleaned and dug. Trees which are

supported with stakes must be examined, and
the ties and stakes made good where necessary.

The Rock Garden.—Interest in this part of

the garden will increase now that the growth of

the plants is developing. Many bulbs and other

subjects are showing their flower-buds, and a

careful watch must be kept for mice and slugs,

or disappointments will be great. Any planting
of hardy subjects not yet done should be no longer
delayed.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Nuts.—^These may now be primed. Little

need be done in the 'case of old established trees

beyond a judicious thinning of the branches
and the removal of suckers from the base. Younger
trees must be carefully pruned, so that shapely.
W3ll-balanced trees may be grown. A point
which needs emphasis is to have the centres of

the trees open.

Figs.—^The present is a suitable time for planting
Fig trees outdoors. A warm, sheltered position

must be chosen, such as a wall facing south or

west, and a restricted rooting area is essential.

In preparing the compost for the border, a good
proportion of old brick rubble is necessary. Make
sure also that the border is efficiently drained
with broken bricks.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—^The plants that were raised in

boxes for planting out will need pricking out
into other boxes, in order to have strong plants
by planting-time. Keep them rather close for

a few days to encourage fresh roots ; then gradually
inure them to cooler conditions.

Leeks.—The earliest-sown plants may be treated
as advised for Onions. A sowing may now be
made outdoors for the main plantation.

Beet.—A small sowing of the Turnip-rooted
kind may be made on a warm, sheltered border
as soon as the soil is in suitable condition.

French Beans.—Make fresh sowings of these
every ten days or a fortnight. Plants coming into
bearing must be liberally fed with manures, and
sprayed two or three times daily to keep them
clean. A sowing may be made now in a cold
frame.

Plants in Frames.

Cauliflowers and other plants which are being
grown in cold frames for putting out in the open
next month must not be coddled. During favour-
able weather the lights should be removed alto-

gether. Pay particular attention to watering.
E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—The later batches of Straw-
berries, after fruiting, should have any runners
removed and be placed in cold frames. If red spider
is at all evident, the syringe must be used freely. As
the pots are likely to be required for other plants,

it is an advantage to plant out as soon as the
plants have become hardened to the cooler condi-
tions. If the season is a good one, a second crop is

very likely to be gathered during September or
October from plants treated in this way.

Ventilation.—Exercise caution in admitting air

to fruit houses at this season, especially if the top
ventilators should be unfortunately facing the
north, as is sometimes the case in the older
structures. Close the ventilators fairly early in

the afternoon, so as to retain as much sun-heat as
possible.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Protecting Fruit Blossom.—Plums and Pears
are very liable to be injured by frost and cold winds.
Any extra work in arranging for their protection
is usually well repaid by a better crop of fruit.

Trees growing on walls are much more easy to
protect than those growing in the open, for
obvious reasons. Branches of evergreens, such as
Yew or Spruce, are splendid for this work, as they
can usually be made to remain on the spurs of the
trees without much tying. Too dense a covering
of any protecting material, however, is not to be
recommended, as the blossom must be left exposed
in such a way that it will receive the full benefit
of the sun. If tiffany or any such covering is

used, it will be necessary to remove it daily, and,
whenever possible, keep it dry, as a dry covering
will keep out much mure frost than a wet one.

Plants Under Glass.

Salvia splendens.—If plants have not already
been propagated, some cuttings should be got in
and rooted in heat. If standards are desired,
plants raised from seed will be found to make
good long stems quicker than those from cuttings.
The leading growth must be supported by a stake
and disbudded until the desireci height has been
reached. Being a vigorous grower. Salvia splendens
benefits from frequent applications of liquid manure.
Deciduous Calanthes.—With the exception of

the very late varieties, such as Regnieri or Sanderi,
al I the Calanthes are sufficiently advanced to repot.
When removing the old bulbs and soil, see that
enough roots are left to secure the bulbs in the
new compost. A good mixture in which to grow
Calanthes consists of new leaf-soil, chopped
Osmunda fibre, dried cow-manure, good fibrous
loam, a little sphagnum moss, and a fair quantity
of coarse silver sand.

Tuberous Begonias.—For a general summer and
autumn display indoors, the tubers should now be
started in gentle heat. Place them among leaf-soil
in shallow boxes, in which they root very freely.
Potting up can be carefully done after they arc
nicely started. Propagation of most varieties may
be done by division of the tubers as soon as the
small growths can be discerned.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—This plant is now
almost indispensable in every garden, being so
useful for general decorative work. To have
plants ill various sizes, the propagation must be
periodical ; for instance, small plants suitable for
table decoration should not be propagated until
the middle of May. As plants become ready for
potting, see that the soil is light, and do not pot
at all firmly. Fumigate frequently to keep in check
the various pests that these plants are subject to.

Campanula pyramidalis.—Both blue and white
forms make handsome flowering plants for a displav
in July and August. Sow seed in heat to produce
plants which will flower in 1916. Established
plants may now receive some help from liquid
manure as they commence to throw up their
flowering stems.

The Kitchen Garden.

Rhubarb.—it is possible to have a good supp'.y
of Rhubarb quite three weeks in advance of the
main crop, even without lifting the roots. To
obtain this, any barrels or large boxes which have
had the bottoms removed may be used. Place
these over the crowns and surround them with
some fresh stable litter mixed with a few leaves.

Peas.—More sowings must be made as the
ground becomes ready. If possible, sow on
ground which has been well manured the previous
year ; that which has been occupied by Celery
will suit them well. Peas also do admirably on
any new land, provided it is first well trenched.

Celery.—The main crop should now be sown in
heat. Sow in boxes, and make certain that the
plants never suffer from want of water, otherwise
they are liable to run to seed later in the season.

The Flower Garden.

Pyrethrum aureum.—The sowing of this plant
for bedding purposes should not be delayed after
this date, as it requires a fairly long time to grow.
Seed should be sown in bo.xes and put in gentle
heat.

Mignonette.—^To have this fragrant flower early,
sow now in boxes, so as to have good-sized plants
ready to put out in May, and which will commence
flowering in June.

Pentstemons in frames, which have not been
potted up, may be lifted carefully and dealt with
in much the same manner as advised for Violas.
Not being quite so hardy as Violas, they need more
protection until they recover from the check
caused by removal.

Calliopsis or Coreopsis.—The annual varieties

are most graceful in whichever way they may be
used for bedding. Sown outdoors, they do not
flower until the season is far advanced ; therefore,

to get early flowers and better plants, seeds should
now be sown indoors in boxes. Apart from being
useful as bedding subjects, the flowers of most of the

Coreopsises are invaluable for cutting purposes.
John Jeffrey.

(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,
Bart.)

Casilemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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ROSE-GROWING IN TOWN
GARDENS.

(Continued from page 113.)

Potash helps considerably in the formation

of al) plants. Its presence in the soil is essential

to growth, for it combines with other elements

in enabling the roots to assimilate food, and,

as it were, promotes digestion. It also plays

a considerable part in ripening the growths.

Sulphate of potash is the most concentrated form

generally used. Kainit is an impure form of the

same salt (about one quarter the strength), and

those who find difficulty in obtaming it should

have recourse to wood-ashes, which form the

best and cheapest substitute ; or they can use

nitrate of potash with caution.

Phosphates are chiefly instrumental in assist-

ing in the production of fruit and flowers, and

also aid in the formation of hard wood. It will

be understood, therefore, that their presence in

some form is indispensable to the Rose-grower.

When forming the beds, bones are applied, and

these form a lasting and slow-acting source of

supply. Subsequent dressings of bone-meal in

the autumn are very beneficial. In chalky soils

dissolved bones should be given, as the presence

of the lime retards decay very considerably.

Guano, if of good quality, is particularly rich in

phosphates, and is in itself a capital all-round

manure, for it contains nitrate and potash in

addition. It should be applied in the spring,

about two ounces being given to the square yard.

Superphosphate of lime contains a high percentage,

and is perhaps the best form of adding phosphate

in combination with other artificial manures.

Basic slag is slow in action, and though sometimes

advocated as an autumn dressing, other forms

are preferable for Roses. It must not be mixed

with sulphate of ammonia.

Lime, as is generally known, sweetens and

improves the soil. It assists chemically in making

other food available for the roots, besides forming

in itself a part of the plants' nourishment. It

helps also to retain nitrogen (ammonia) in the

soil. Slaked lime shotild be added to heavy

soils, ptilverised chalk to lighter ones, when making

up the beds. Sulphate of lime, otherwise gypsum,

or plaster of Paris is the best means of adding

it in conjunction with other fertilisers. Used

with kainit, this has the efiect of releasing the

potash and making it available for the roots

more quickly.

Iron assists in forming chlorophyll, the green

colouring matter in the leaves, and its presence

also intensifies the colom' of the blooms. In many
soils a sufficiency is present, but if it is desired

to add it, sulphate of iron should be given.

Magnesia.—Roses contain a larger proportion

of this than most plants, and its addition in the

form of sulphate of magnesia, or Epsom salts, is

generally advocated. Its main function is to

assist in the formation of the protoplasm (the live

part of the ceUs) and in the creation of fresh growths.

Perhaps the best formula for an all-round

fertiliser for Roses is that known as Tonk's Manure,

which is given below. Apply now at the rate of a

handful to the square yard. X6.

Superphosphate of lime .

.

. . iz

Kainit .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 10

Sulphate of magnesia .

.

.

.

2

,, „ iron .

.

.

.

.

.

I

„ ,, lime 8

33

It will be noticed that no nitrates are included,

but if the foregoing is given now and, say,

sulphate of ammonia is added in May, this will

have the best efiect. P. L. Goddard.

ANNUALS AT READING
AND SLOUGH.

FOR
many years now we have had the

privilege and pleasure during the

summer months of inspecting that

remarkable set of annual flower trials

with which Messrs. Sutton and Sons

make gay some fifty or sixty acres

of their seed trial grounds near Reading, though

never before do we remember wandering amid

such a feast of colour—such flower pageantry,

with all the colours of the rainbow in sumptuous

array—as was witnessed on the occasion of a

visit on July 31 last. And what is it all for ? What
does it all mean ? Naturally, to take the last

first, it means an enormous outlay of time and

money, , represented by the thousands of annuals

that here find place, every one of which is labelled,

booked in duplicate if not beyond, inspected over

and over again during the season by the firm's

own staff ; these are among the items which go

to make so gigantic and complete a trial. A
" trial " as understood by Messrs. Sutton is an

exhaustive as well as comparative test—a somewhat

costly undertaking.

But what is it all for ? Well, if we are to believe

what we hear of the people we meet in the train,

it is intended to be a flower show, though that

is a low estimate indeed of the fact. That there

is a flower show none will deny, but it is here as

a consequence of the trials, and not for purposes

of display alone. The one great object of this

array of flower wealth is, as already hinted, a

comparative test, and from out of it year by year

Messrs. Sutton are enabled not only to select

the most promising strains, but, while adding to

the rich store of knowledge they already possess,

impart this to their patrons and friends through

the valuable medium of high-class seeds. Here,

then, in nutshell form are the primary reasons

for these wondrous displays, and if from the

spectacular standpoint they are in the nature

of a gigantic flower show, demonstrating high

excellence in the flower garden and how it is obtain-

able at comparatively small cost, they are also

intended for a much higher purpose of which the

ordinary observer knows but little.

As to the display itself, or the items which go to

make it, uur remarks must of necessity be brief,

since a volume as sumptuous as the display might

well be written concerning it. To those interested

in extensive ribbon borders of annual flowers

we might at the outset refer to the borders at

either side of the main drive at Reading, alike in

view from the London Road and from the Great

Western Railway. These borders are some two

hundred yards or so in length, and their make up

should interest gardeners, park superintendents

and others who have to undertake such work.

The borders are treated in five lines, and in this

instance probably display was a first consideration.

The first line at the margin was of Alyssum
maritimuih, a very good strain ; the second.

Nasturtium The King, of very intense colour

;

the third, Godetia Dwarf White ; the fourth,

Godetia Scarlet Queen ; and the fifth, Godetia

Marchioness of Salisbury. In this way fine colour

contrast, graduated height from front to back,

and profuse flowering were all assured. In another

direction a remarkable mosaic, created by the plant-

ing of the firm's special mixture of Dwarf Tom
Thumb Nasturtium, attracted notice, so imiformly

blended that almost every plant might have been

put in its allotted place. As it was, the seeds

were sown in the open, a fine tribute to the

infinite care exercised in blending certain mixed
strains of flower seeds. We have more than once

been impressed by the beaut}' and truencss to

colour of the Snapdragons, and we refer again to

them because of their simple cultural require-

ments, their amenability to many classes of soils

and their responsiveness to the gardener's art.

Rich and pale apricot. Fire King, Orange King,

Coral Pink, Rosy Queen, yellow of varying

shades, bright and deep crimson—these are a

few of the many that appear in each of the

three sections—dwarf, medium and tall—of this

unique, free-flowering race of hardy plants. Some
of the more brilliant colour effects were created

by the Malopes and Lavateras, and whether as

hedges, lines or massed battalions, these plants

made themselves conspicuous both by flower

beauty and informality. Lavatera Loveliness,

to name but one, was laden with its rich deep

rose-coloured flowers on stems 3 feet high.

It is a remarkable plant. Calendrinias and
Dimorphothecas, all sun-lovers, were finely repre-

sented, making gay pictures withal, the latter

now seen in a variety of hybrid mixtures as well

as in the handsome orange colour of the best-

known species. A remarkable plant here among
3-feet-high growing subjects is Datura cerato-

caulon, also known as Angels' Trumpet Flower.

It has huge trumpet-shaped, white, shaded pink,

exquisitely fragrant flowers, which are both

picturesque and handsome. These, naturally,

are but a fragment of the acres we saw at Reading.

At the Slough grounds we also found much
to interest and instruct, and much food for thought.

Sweet Pea flowers were in a decline ; a very

satisfactory crop of seeds—a heavy one indeed

—

in the ascendancy. Hollyhocks from February-

sown seed were at the time of our visit (July 31)

just beginning to show flower, a fine lot of plants

that will prove invaluable for late work. We
have rarely seen so healthy a batch, and, remember-
ing the dryness of the early part of the year,

progress had been remarkable. In the Slough

soil, however, there is something for a plant to

revel in, and obviously these Hollyhocks had dis-

covered it. Quite one of the outstanding features

here, however, was an acre or two of the new
developments in annual Simflowers, to which

Messrs. Sutton are giving marked attention.

Collectively they are a surprising lot, full of

promise as a new race of garden plants of high

merit, a veritable surprise packet to all who have
yet to try them. The original cross (Helianthus

lenticulatus var. coronatus x H. annuus), made
by Professor Cockerell of the Colorado University,

produced Sutton's Red Sunflower, a remarkably

handsome variety of velvet brown, tipped golden

yellow. Sutton's Bronze King, not yet absolutely

fixed, is nearly self-coloured ; it is almost wholly

of brownish velvet hue. It is a selection from

that first named, and quite unique. Langley

Gem, Langley King, Langley Pearl, Langley

Diamond (a cross between Sutton's Red and H.
cucumerifolius Stella) and Langley Beauty, all

distinct, serve to show the progress of the race

at the moment. The plants, 5 feet or more high,

are like a small edition of the annual Sunflower
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(H. aimuus) minus its greater coarseness, the

flower-heads some 6 inches or 7 inches across.

They are garden plants, however, and must be

seen there ; we cannot do them justice on paper.

For the rest we were confronted by acres of Stocks,

Asters, Lupines, Clarkias, Eschscholtzias revelling

in the sunlight, Canterbury Bells, Iceland and

allied Poppies (among which chaste and pretty

art colours are now appearing), Marigold (Calendula)

Orange Kmg, and Ciismeas, than which none are

more graceful and elegant, all giving of their

splendour and, while affording pictures of varying

and contrasting brilliancy to the landscape around,

demonstrating their simple cultural needs by their

responsiveness to field culture and the perfection

to which they attain. E. H. Jenkins.

BOOKS.
Gardening for Beginners.*—It has been

frequently asserted that the publication of works

on gardening has been too rapid for assimilation,

and that a reduction in the output might with

advantage be adopted. That this is not the case

with books of a certain standard is, however,

effectively proved by the publication of a sixth

edition of the popular " Gardening for Beginners,"

written originally by Mr. E. T. Cook, and first

published in 1901. It speaks much for the plan

and execution of this book that it should have

held the field for so many years, and that the

publishers have found it necessary to re-issue it

from time to time.

The sixth edition has been greatly revised

and extended, and Mr. F. W. Harvey, to whom
this has been entrusted, has carried out this

troublesome task with rare ability and discretion.

" Gardening for Beginners " retains all its first

value, with the addition of many features which

constitute it more than ever a vade mecum for the

class for whose benefit it is written—a class diffi-

cult to provide for, inasmuch as the experienced

gardener is apt to take for granted that the reader

has much more knowledge of the subject than

he really has. The result is that he too frequently

writes above the level of the reader he hopes to

assist, and the latter suffers accordingly. In this

work, however, Mr. Cook struck an appropriate

note, and in the process of revision and addition

Mr. Harvey has acted in thorough accordance

with the plan. This does not, of course, imply

that " Gardening for Beginners " is only of use

to the mere tyro in hortictilture. It caters for

him, but it also supplies much material of high

value for those who are several stages more

advanced, and, indeed, for many who have spent

their whole lives in constant touch with horti-

culture and have practised it for many years.

In the sixth edition a very considerable improve-

ment has been effected by the addition of some

new chapters embodying instructions regarding

several of the gardening features which have

come into prominence since the earlier editions

appeared. These have been admirably written,

and the beginner wiU find in the book practically

A careful perusal of these new chapters, which

comprise such subjects as " The Heath Garden,"

" The Wall Garden," " The Paved Garden,"

" The Bog Garden and Its Formation," " Replant-

ing or Renovating Borders," &c., reveals sound

teaching conveyed in a manner which cannot

be misunderstood, and rendering these pages

of exceptional value.

The searcher after a manual of gardening is

apt to suppose that he must purchase several

books in order to cover the various branches

of hortictilture, and that he cannot well obtain

one of moderate size, and at a moderate price,

which will give him the instruction he desires

on flowers, fruit and vegetables aike together

with information regarding soils, manures, pests

and other questions which crop up from time to

time in the course of the garden year. Not only

are these discussed—and that fuUy—but the

greenhouse and conservatory. Ferns, the cold

greenhouse and other features receive pithy,

yet adequate treatment. It is, indeed, difficult

within the limits of a review to select for notice

any special feature, seeing that the whole field

of horticulture as it appears to the beginner is

well covered. Even the town gardener, who has

difficulties all his own, in the dozen or more pages

specially allotted to him in this handsome book

of 650 pages will find a capital risumi of the subject

and a stimulus to his attempts to make his rus

in urbe a little pleasaunce amid bricks and mortar,

as so many have done.

The general scope of " Gardening for Beginners "

is a wide one, as may be gathered from the headings

of a few of the chapters in each of the three parts

in the volume. The first deals mainly with

the flower garden in its various phases, and gives

capital descriptions of different groups of hardy

flowers, such as the Anemone, Pyrethrum, Del-

phinium, &c. The mixed border, with its treat-

ment, is then discussed, and is followed by chapters

on " Hardy Flowers from Seed," " Annuals,"

" Spring and Summer Bedding," " Sweet Peas,"

" Bulbous Flowers," &c. " The Rock and Water

Garden " is fully considered, and " Good Trees

and Shrubs," " Lawns," " Climbing Plants " and

other subjects find full scope. Part II. deals

mainly with glass structures and their inmates,

and a good word may be spoken for the chapter

on " Orchids for Beginners." The Chrysanthe-

mum is also discussed, and even the cm-ious Cacti

find their place. Part III., which includes,

inter alia, the cultivation of vegetables and fruit,

written in a practical and concise manner, embraces

a variety of other useful chapters too numerous

to detail, but it may be said that it includes one

of the many intensely valuable features of the

book—a selection of plants, embodied in useful

tables and lists, full of information. A study of

these shows that they are well up to date, and

they should prove of inestimable value to the

busy gardener, whether he be professional or

amateur.

In addition to the many improvements and

additions in the letterpress in this edition, its

attractions and value have been much enhanced

by the addition of a large number of new illustra-

tions in bl?ick and white, and also by some coloured

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon tvhich they wish expert advice.

The Editor ivelcomes photographs, articles and notfs.

but he ivill not he responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he ivill endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must tiot be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Streei, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

all he may require to ease his path in the formation

and maintenance of his garden for many years,
pi^jes, wliich not only brighten up the volume

• -Gardenmg for Bi-gmncrM A Hmdbook to tl.f ^ but are also excellent examples of modern colour-

Uardun," by E.°T. Cook, sixth ia.\ lull, lully rt-visi'd, with
I

-j^j-jj jj^g whole "get-up" of the book is

^TL^^^X fndex;«."rSy ?uU.pIglS
j

capital, 'and the price for a work of its size and

other illustraiions and coloured plates. London : Pub-
I ^j, jg y^^y small. It may confidently be

hshcd at the Offices of Country Life, 20, Tavistock btreot, \^ ' ,„ ,ho ,™ot»„r whn desires to make
Ctovcnt Garden, W.C; and by (Jeorgc Newiiea, I-imited, , commended to the amateur who aesu-es to mane

8—11, Southampton Street, "strand, W.C. New York:
| ^^^ j^^^j ^f j,;,. garden.—S. Arnott.

Charles Scribner's Sons. Price 12s. 6d. net. •

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND AKSVIERS.—The Editor endeaVMirs to

make THE GAEDEN helptul to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of The Gakden, 20, Taristock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ORIENTAL POPPV DISEASED (Papaeer).—It is

scarcely safe for us to recommend treatment of a diseased

plant without having an opportunity of inspecting it.

We suspect your Papaver was attacked either by a bug

which pierces the stem somewhat in the fashion of a cuckoo

«pit insect, or by the larva of a fly. We should however,

tw alad if you would send us a specimen if the trouble

should recur. In any case, the removal of all parts

that are left above the ground would be a wise measure.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUB FOR NAMING (.Emile Thibault).—T\K specimen

sent for identification is tlie common Bay (Laurus nobllis).

The seeds are quite typical, and the variation in size and

shape is not uncommon in the species. The outer coat

nf the fruit has either rotted away or been eaten by birds.

ROSE GARDEN.
MOVING ROSES IN APRIL (Miss G. ienej/).—Yes ;

vou Kin safely transplant as late- as April the Kofes you

•planted in the autumn, and they will do all right,

alXough they will bloom a little later. If possible

have the plants dug up now and heeled in on the

orth side of a wall or fence. Prune hard back at the

time of replanting or immediately afterwards and if the

w.-ather happens to be dry at the time, water them in and

alsS apply water every five or six days for two or three

weeks When replanting, dip their roots in some

thin mud and apply a shovelful of nice compost rather

on the drv side After the Bxises have been p anted

a week, go" over them and make the soil firm about their

?o"ts by pressing your heel on both sides of the plants.

ROSES FOR EAST WALL (M. S. JF.).—Roses succeed

extremelyw.il against an east wall, and many lovely

Wnds miy be grown there. We have Iri.sh Klegauce

a.'ainst such a wall, the plant being now some 6 leet

7 feet hi^h You do not mention the height of your

Will U fofty, you would require rather strong growers.

Perhaps to plant a tall grower and a moderate grower

•flternately would be best. As a rule, ranablers are best

.row" i^ the open, but there are some that have ghsteniug

rohage that succeed well. We note you desire pale colours

a a rantrast to the Phlox border close by. Below we

append a list of early and late flowering ramblers that we

can recommend. We also give a list of perpetual flowering

tods tS we think should predominate Ramblers

(earlv) -Tea Rambler, Alberic Barbier, Gardema, Leon-

ine Gcrvaise, Shower of Gold and Des,r6 Bergera.

tomblers ( ate).-Elise Bobichon, Paul Transpn, Frau

Hesse, Tausendscl.ou, White Tausendschon, Miss

Helyett Si ver Moon and Joseph L.ger Perpetual flower-

in.-(tal growers).-Climbing K. A. Vietona Mme. A

Ca'rr «re Bouquet d'Or, Mme. L. Constantine, Lad>

Water owsGloire de Dijon, Climbmg Clara Watson and

Claire Jacquier. Perpetual ttowering(medium growers .-

\lteter Stella Gray, Irish Elegance, Gustave Regis Wliite

Marian CocSet, W. R. Smith, Mrs. H. Stevens, Papillon,

La Tosca, Pharisii!>r and Mane van Houtte.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
A Dainty Iris for the Rock GarBen.—Of the

many suitable Irises for the rock garden, I. siiid-pers

is oae of the best. This charming little hybrid

originated from crossing Iris sindjarensis with I.

persica, and is just now looking very pretty. It is

dwarf and exceedingly floriferous, forming a close

mass of blue. The foliage is intermediate between

the parents, while the flowers are of a fuller

colour than in the female plant, but without the

patch at the apex of the falls that is so conspicuous

on Iris persica.

Cyclamen pseud-ibericum.—This is the finest

of all the hardy members of the genus. It is of

somewhat obscure origin, hav-

ing been described from plants

growing in the nufsery of

Messrs. Van Tubergen of Haar-

lem. Apparently a hybrid, so

far few seeds have matured on

the plant. The leaves, like

those of C. ibericum, are

marbled with a zone of white
;

but instead of being entire, the

margin is wavy, while the

under sides are of a ruddy

purple colour. The rich rose

coloured flowers, with the

faintest tinge of purple, are

produced well above the foliage,

as may be seen in the illustra-

tion. The segments are about

an inch long, and each has a

dark purple^ blotch at the base.

C. pseud-ibericum commences
to flower early in February, and
continues in bloom for nearly

two months. It is quite as

hardy as C. ibericum and C.

Coum, but is much superior to

either in the size"of its flowers.

Supplies of Wood for Pit-

Props.—The Board of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries desire to draw
the attention of owners of woodlands and others

to the fact that some collieries are still finding

a difficulty in securing adequate supplies of pit-

wood. In consequence of the situation created

by the European war, supplies from abroad are

considerably curtailed, and it is necessary to have
greater recourse than usual to home-grown timber.

Landowners may find this a favourable oppor-

tunity to sell, at a remunerative rate, timber of

which they have hitherto found it difficult to

dispose to advantage. As a rule, however,
collieries are not prepared to buy standing timber
unless the woods are in their immediate neigh-

bourhood. Information as to the kmds of timber

required, marketing and other matters in this

connection will be found in Special Leaflet No. r7,

copies of which may be obtained post free on

application to the Secretary, Board of .Agriculture

and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

The False Acacia as a Hedge Plant.—In dry,

arid soil, where the common Hawthorn will not

succeed as a hedge plant, and only the most miser-

able of stunted, moss-covered plants exist,

the False Acacia (Robinia Pseudoacacia) should

be planted, as it will be found to thrive better

than many kinds in such a position, and quickly

forms a strong fence.

CYCLAMEN PSEUD-IBERICUM, THE LARGEST FLOWERED
CYCLAMEN HARDY IN THIS COUNTRY.

French Horticulturists in War Time.—We
think the following e.xtract from a letter received

a few days ago will be interesting :
" The French

people, and French horticulturists especially,

are deeply indebted to their British confrires

and brothers in arms. I think I may say that

both nations were glad to know each other better,

and that the feeling of sympathy which the present

war could only greatly reinforce will last for ever

after the coming victory.—G. Grignon. Revue

Horlicole, 26, Rue Jacob, Paris (6e)."

Three Gold Medals at One Show.—It would

be interesting to know whether Mr. James Gibson,

gardener to the Duke of Portland at Welbeck

Abbey, created a record at thg Forced Bulb Show
in London last week, when he sectured three gold

medals for Hyacinths. These were awarded
respectively for a group arranged for effect,

eight pans of Hyacinths, and eighteen single

plants.

Help for Aged and Inflrm Gardeners.—The
appeal that we publish on the next page from the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent- Institution deserves,

and we hope will receive, the fullest consideration

of every one of our readers. We have intimate

knowledge of the most valuable work that

this Institution has done, and is still doing, and
can, therefore, advise our readers

to render it all the assistance

they can. Now that our gardens

are awakening from their winter

sleep and becoming beautiful

with spring flowers, let us re-

member those who have in the

past done their best to give us

these '' pleasures, and who,

through no fault of their own,

have fallen on evil times. A
sovereign subscribed to this

Institution will give as much
pleasure to one of these as the

Crocuses and Daffodils bring

to those who love beautiful

flowers.

Home-Grown Vegetables and
Our Food Supply.—The deepen-

ing interest which is being

shown in this matter is a source

of gratification to us. Since the

appearance of the article in our

issue of February 6, a London
daily paper is offering £1,000

in prizes for vegetables, the

Royal Horticultural Society

has issued a circiJar-letter on

the subject, our contemporaries

have " got busy " on vegetables,

and even some of the big London stores are waxing

enthusiastic on the subject. What concerns us

most, however, is the fact that a great many
horticultural societies throughout the country

are adopting the ideas set forth in our article,

and it is from these that we consider the most

valuable results will accrue. As will be seen by
a letter we print on the next page, the Colchester

Rose and Horticultural Society, which had decided

to abandon its show, intends, mainly as a result

of our suggestions, to hold a special show in

September next. We repeat that we shall be

pleased to send reprints of the article for distri-

bution to anyone who cares to apply for them.

OF ALL THE
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Undesirables in the Rocli Garden.—j;«

paragraph on page in in the issue for the

6th inst. on undesirable plants in a rock garden,

I had two very undesirable ones, viz., Bindweed

and Coltsfoot, to master when I first came here,

and they had apparently come to stay. I cut each

stem level with the ground and applied one drop

of nitric acid. It was a long job, as there were

hundreds of plants to deal with, but I have never

seen them again.

—

-Albert Ernest Hall, South-

well, Notts.

Roses Under Glass.—Here are seven of the

newer Roses for those who are compelled to grow

them under glass—all have done extremely

well in a cold house in pots, and in an atmosphere

frequently likened to that in an old and,

alas ! over-populous world : Ophelia,

Carine, Mme. Jules Bouche, Lady Greenall,

Melody, Mrs. Amy Hammond and Mrs.

Herbert Stevens. By the by, can any-

one direct me to a Pemctiana Rose of

good form that will retain its colour

when cut ?

—

Town, Bury, Lancashire.

Home-Grown Vegetables and Our

Food Supply.—My committee met on the

jth inst. (adjourned annual meeting) to

consider the question of arrangements for

1915. After considerable discussion, and

in face of a motion that " No shows be

held in 1915," it was eventually decided

to hold a show on Wednesday, Septem-

ber 8, instead of the usual summer show

in July. This decision was largely owing

to the advice and information given in

your excellent article, " Home-grown Vege-

tables and Our Food Supply," which

appeared in the February 6 issue, and I have

been asked whether you could help us

by sending me sufficient copies of your

reprint of the article for me to send

one to each of the members of our society

—about 250. If you can do this, I am
sure they would serve a most useful

purpose, and, further, explain better than

I can not only why we are holding a

show, but how each individual member
can help. — John E. Cheese (Hon.

Secretary), Colchester Rose and Horti-

cultural Society.

Recipe for Orange Marmalade.—In

your issue of March 6 " Anne Amateur " kind'y

contributes what appears to be a very good recipe

for Orange marmalade—no doubt tried and proved

by many a housewife. But may I crave space

to point out a little omission or error which

might lead to most serious consequences ? The

writer says, after giving directions for cutting

up the Oranges very thinly, " Put the Oranges

into the preserving pan with the water, leave them

twelve hours to soak. Then boil for an hour and

a-half after it boils up," &c. It should be pointed

out most distinctly that no fruit of any kind

should ever be left to stand in a preserving pan

for any time if the preserving pan is of copper

or brass, but only when the pan happens to be

an enamelled one and in perfect condition—that

is, with none of the enamel chipped off. The

action of fruit, acid Oranges especially, would be

to draw out the poison from the vessel, and a

sad catastrophe might be the result. Moreover,

as Seville Oranges are naturally bitter, the poison

drawn out (which is very bitter) might not arouse

suspicion in the young and inexperienced till

too late. The best way, in any case, is to leave

the cut-up fruit in an earthenware basin till it is

time to boil it. Young and amateur cooks cannot

have it impressed too strongly upon them never

to leave any food in copper or brass vessels,

except during the actual process of cooking, after

which the utensils should at once be cleansed and
dried and put away.—N. Cobb.

Phloxes for Spring Planting.—I was interested

to read the excellent article on the spring planting

of Phloxes in The Garden for March 6, page 115.

Although I would prefer autumn planting wherever

possible, I have had good results from planting

early in March, and send you a photograph,

taken at the end of July last year, of a plant of

the white variety Mrs. E. H. Jenkins. This was
planted early in March last year, and I think

A WELL-FLOWERED PHLOX THAT WAS PLANTED
MARCH, I9I4.

the results are sufficiently good to justify one

moving it at that time. What I do find, however,

is that one must have good-sized plants. The

small ones sold in pots give very little in the way
of flower the first year unless planted in the autumn,

—A. B. Essex.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—The committee of management of this

national horticultural charity make an earnest

appeal for the means necessary to maintain their

265 aimuitants, 150 men and 115 widows, costing

nearly £5,000 aimually. -This amount, which is

now urgently solicited, has been hitherto to a

great extent obtained from donations and sub-

scriptions kijidly given at the Anniversary Festival

Dinner in aid of the funds, which has been held

without intermission each year since 1843. Now,

however, in consequence of the terrible war in

which our country is engaged, the committee,

after anxious deliberation, have decided that

it would not be in accordance with the views or

wishes of their friends and subscribers to hold

a festival dinner this year, and instead they have
determined to issue this special appeal for neces-

sary monetary help, with the sincere and strong

hope that those supporters who have so generously

and liberally contributed to the Institution in

normal times will not withhold their benevolence

at this critical juncture, but will do their utmost

to enable the committee to continue to make
provision for the poor, aged and infirm people

now under their care. It may be mentioned
that one of these persons, a man, is now in his

ninety-eighth year, while a widow has just com-
pleted her hundredth year. It is for these and
the other unfortunate horticulturists the com-

mittee most earnestly p'.ead. Subscriptions or

donations, a Jist of which will be announced later,

will be very gratefully received by the treasurer,

Sir Harry J. Veitch, F.L.S., V.M.H., 34, Redcliffe

Gardens, S.W. ; or by the secretary, Mr.

George J. Ingram, 92, Victoria Street,

Westminster, who will gladly forward

further particulars of the work,

"^Tropaeolum speciosum.—One is con-

tinually coming across people who complain

that they cannot grow this lovely Tropae-

olum in England. They say that they,

and friends of theirs, have tried it again

and again, but with no success. Here
(North-east Lincolnshire) it flourishes

splendidly, running over Ivy, Plum trees,

or on a wall, and spreading in a wonder-

ful manner. Perhaps the history of my
plants may be of use to some of your

readers who want to grow it ; also the ex-

perience of an old friend of mine in Suffolk.

In my case I originally bought two small

plants in pots, and planted them (in early

spring) about two yards apart on the north

wall of my house. From the house wall

a high wall runs facing west. The wall of

the house is not due north, but north-

north-west, and on the west wall is a large

Victoria Plum tree; then a door through the

wall, reached from the west by a paved
path ; then other fruit trees, continued

on the west wall. The two plants did

well, and soon began to run up the Ivy,

The next stage was the appearance of

small growths, like suckers, to right and
left of the original plants, which also

gradually began to climb, even up the

Plum tree. Since then its running roots

have spread right under the paved path, and
great growths of Tropaeolum are now running up
fruit trees, appearing quite 30 feet from the nearest

original plant on that side, while many growths,

though not so strong, are doing fairly well in the

other direction. I have taken up and given away
many pieces of the root from beyond the paved

path, which, as a rule, have done fairly well, but

it seems to have had no effect in lessening the

growth here. My friend in Suffolk had a good

hedge bordering a lawn. He planted several

pieces of the Tropaeolum on the north side of his

hedge, which grew, and in summer made his hedge a

very beautiful sight. Ours is strong soil ; his was
very light. I believe the whole secret is that T. spe-

ciosum must have moisture and be protected from

strong sunshuie ; at any rate, till late in the

evening in summer. Get an established plant in a

pot, plant it on a north or north-west wall, and take

care that it does not (in its early stages, at any
rate) suffer from want of moisture—L. C. R. N. E.
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Some Green Sandwiches.—Besides Mustard
and Cress, which, like the poor, are always with

us, one can have just now young leaves of French
Sorrel, seedling Dandelion and Lettuce, growni

and cut like Mustard and Cress, and young leaves of

"Jack by the Hedge," so well kno^vn to French
cooks and unknown or despised in England.

Its Latin name is Alliaria officinalis. I sow this

" weed " in my hedge every year for this purpose,

and also for its usefulness in stews, soups and
salads later on.

—

Anne Amateur.
Freesias from Guernsey.—After reading in

The Garden the very able and interesting article

contributed in your issue of February 20, pages 89

and 90, by Mr. J. Duncan Pearson of Lowdhani,

we thought it might interest you to see a bunch
of Freesia refracta alba major and compare same
with a bunch of Freesia refracta alba as imported

from France. We congratulate Mr. Pearson on

his cultural notes, and quite agree with him
as to the principal causes of failure. We ourselves

grow some hundreds of thousands, and can

corroborate every word in favour of early planting.

There is no good reason why Freesias should not

be all potted up by the end of July.—W. Mauger
AND Sons, Brookdale Nurseries, Guernsey. [The

flowers sent under the name of refracta alba major

were large and good, and the stems considerably

longer than those of refracta alba. Those sent

as refracta alba were not that variety, but the

typical refracta. We understand this often

happens with bulbs imported from France.

—

Ed.]

The New Zealand Flax.—With regard to the

soil the New Zealand Flax likes (see page 50

issue January 30), it seems to me that none

of the varieties is particular. I grow Phonuium
tenax purpurea and P. t. variegata on a decidedly

clay soil. The latter flowered and seeded last

year, and though the former has not yet flowered,

it is nearly seven feet high, though the last fall

of snow decidedly marred its beauty. The soil

is geologically called brick earth, and it is on a

south slope, where I can grow most things, such

as Eschscholtzia Stauntonii, Chamserops Fortunei,

C. humilis, Dasylirion gracilis and other half-

hardy plants. I have also grown Cupressus

funebris and C. sempervirens. This season

Eschscholtzia Stauntonii has kept its wood. Lxias

have seeded with me, and all conservatory Fuchsias

except F. fulgens and its hybrids and F. arborescens

do out of doors. Even those Gladioli I have

tried make new bulbs and come up again, so there

must be something in the soil that suits them.

—

C. D. Langworthv, Claygate, Surrey.

Ivy for Damp Walls.—Referring to the use

of Ivy for covering damp walls, mentioned on

page 97 of The Garden for February 27, there

would appear to be two distinctly opposite views

of the question. The house that I am now living

in is an old brick one facing south, and when I

came into it some twelve or thirteen years ago

I found part of the front covered with a thick

coating of Ivy from the ground to the roof. I soon

found that the wall of the dining-room, against

which the Ivy grew, was exceedingly damp, so I de-

cided to have the Ivy removed, which was not

a very difiicult task, as it came away in huge sheets

some 2 inches or 3 inches thick, composed of

matted and interwoven roots and having the

appearance of a thick, soddened blanket or felt.

Since then I have had the Ivy kept regularly cut

back, so as to prevent any lodgment of water,

with the result of a dry inner wall. This, I think,

proves that with care in preventing the roots

getting matted, and keeping it well clipped to

let in air^ Ivy may be beneficial ; but it must
never be neglected.—J. R. J.

Mr. Cuthbertson and Antirrhinums.—I was
interested to read in The Garden for February 20

a review of Mr. Cuthbertson's book on Sweet Peas

and Antirrhinums. In the review it is said that
" Another point in favour of the Antirrhinum

is that up to the present it has not been subject

to any serious disease, though in America we
believe a species of fungus rust causes considerable

trouble." For the last two or three years we
have been unable to grow Antirrhinums with

any success owing to a spot disease that attacks

the leaves and stems. A year ago I sent specimens

to The Garden for examination. I was told

that the plants were suffering from the fungus

Septoria Antirrhini and that this fungus was
apparently spreading over the country, as many
complaints had been made. I was advised to

spray with potassium sulphide. This I did at

intervals from the time the seedlings were small,

with, I regret to say, very little success. I have
lost most of my summer-sown plants, some varie-

ties having quite gone out, and in several gardens

near I have seen plants attacked in the same
way. I should be very glad if Mr. Cuthbertson

can tell me if this is the American disease, and
if there is any prevention and cure.—E. K. Potter.

Wallflowers in Pots.—The value of Wallflowers

in providing a floral feast as spring bedding plants

is famUiar to most of us, but it is worth while

considering their merits as pot plants also. When
we realise that well-flowered specimens may be

obtained early in the New Year, and that at but

trifling expense, it would certainly appear as

though this popular subject is worth a more
extended use for the embellishment of the con-

servatory than it at present receives. The culture

is simplicity itself. Sow the seeds in the ordinary

way as for beddmg purposes, and then, when
large enough to handle, prick out the seedlings

in rows i foot apart and allow 6 inches between

the plants. It is best, however, to only allow a

medium depth of soil, as this tends to prevent

the roots "wandering" too deeply, and naturally

enables the plants to be lifted for potting with the

root-balls more intact. It is quite immaterial to a

few weeks when this is done, but for the main
batch of plants the early part of November does

well. No special compost is required, and 4i-inch

pots will accommodate really large plants. After

potting, they should be kept in a cold frame until

the roots have thoroughly " gripped " the soil,

and then it is safe to begin gently persuading them
to " move " a little in a cold house. No stimulant

is necessary until the flower-spikes show, when
one of the many approved foods certauily aids

if applied weakly at every third watering. There
are so many excellent varieties now offered that

it is almost presumptuous to name particular

ones, as I feel sure nearly all the varieties would
respond to pot treatment for flowering. How-
ever, having thoroughly proved three, I will

make bold to mention them. They are Carter's

Old Gold, height about fifteen inches ; Sutton's

Fire King, the same height ; and Webb's Kinver
Favourite, which is a few inches taller.—H. Turner,
Serlby Gardens, Bawlry, Yorks.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
March 30.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibi-

tion of Flowers, Plants, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Lecture at 3 p.m. by Mr. Thomas Stevenson on
" Chrysanthemums in Pots." Royal Horticul-

tural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CARNATIONS.

Border Varieties.—^The past winter has been
one of the worst possible for autumn-planted
Carnations, the almost continual moist weather
having seriously crippled the less robust varieties.

These are usually broad-leaved sorts, such as

Leauder, Lady Hermione and yellow-blooded

kinds. After removing the withered and damaged
foliage, which is best effected by means of a pair

of scissors—a knife, though ever so sharp, being

liable to loosen the plants—the beds should be

hand-weeded, hoed when the surfaces are suffi-

ciently dry, and a dressing of manure, such as

soot, pigeon or poultry manure, or superphosphate

of lime, evenly applied. Those plants that are

obviously too much weakened to do any good

should be replaced by reserves ; but it is often

seen that very weak plants, provided the soil

is nicely fertile, grow into good material by
flowering-time, so that some caution must be

exercised in eliminating at least the more expensive

or rare varieties.

Introducing Novelties.—The present is a

suitable time to introduce novelties or varieties

that need reintroduction, for Carnations in some
soils, or perhaps more truly in some climates, are

apt to degenerate, and a change of stock when de-

generation occurs is imperative. Though unpotted

layers are best to purchase in the autumn, it is

better at this season to go to the expense of

obtaining plants thoroughly established in pots.

These do not suffer at all from drought, as plants

lifted from the open do. Even home-grown
Carnations take to the soil much quicker if trans-

ferred from pots than do those which have been

bedded in frames, no matter how good the " ball
"

may appear.

Plant Early.—The very earliest opportunity

to plant should be embraced. Plants are now
beginning to grow, and late spring transplantation

has on that account a weakening influence, owing

to root action being checked for a time. In large

gardens, where there is usually space for a number
of beds, Carnations are undoubtedly best grown

en bloc, reserving free growing and flowering

varieties, such as Raby Castle and Henry Falldand,

for groupmg in mixed borders.

Soil Preparation.—Provided the ground was
prepared in the early winter, or, better, in the

autumn, preparatory work at this time will consist

in re-digging the surface a few inches in depth

to make doubly sure of every lump of soil being

broken, and if it is considered necessary, some

quite rotten manure, or in heavy soil a very

liberal dressing of rough leaf-soil, incorporated

at the same time. Lime is always of value, and

a sprinkling of powdered lime may be very advan-

tageously applied to the surface previous to

planting. Though beds to be planted in the

autumn should not be qnite level, but slightly

rounded, at this season the ground should be

level. The beds are marked out by dividing

the ground into foot spaces, missing every fifth

or sixth, which provides an alley for getting at

the plants and flowers. Longitudinal lines bisect

these, and a plant is put in at the point of each

intersection. Some lands of plants do well, and

perhaps all the better, if rather deeply planted.

Carnations, which are sub-suffruticose, resent

d ep planting, and this is a point that cannot be

to.i •arefully attended to. It is to be expected

that no one would dream of plautmg until the
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SECTION Ol' WATER LILY TUB AT K IN

" uosE cottage" plan.

soil has become moderately dry,

and, that being the condition,

after planting is finished the soil

should be firmly compressed by

foot pressure. Every plant that

is likely to be blown about by

high winds should have a short stick

applied and the plant be fastened

to it, and, of course, the soil, in

conclusion, must be neatly hoed to

co\-fr footmarks.

R. P. Brotherston.

eminently suitable for planting Ferns. Lastreas,

Athyrimns and Polystichuras would all do well

thcreui, and a pretty idea is to plant spring-

flowering bulbs among them, such as Scillas,

Crocuses and Grape Hyacinths, especially such

as will flower about the time the young Feni

fronds are beginning to imfold. The soft, delicate

greenery of the Ferns lends an effective ground-

work for the colour of spring flowers. For a

later effect, some of the shade-loving Lilies can

also be grown, and their blooms, rising above the

Ferns, are enchanting to the eye. The stem-

rooting varieties of Lilies enjoy such a position

^--^^^^^^-5^^< v^

TWO COTTAGE GAR
DEN PLANS.

HINTS FOR DESIGNING
VERY SMALL GARDENS.

IT

has been suggested to us that

plans for laying out very

small gardens belonging to

semi-detached cottages would

be useful, and we have there-

fore asked Mr. Dillistone, who,

of course, is generally occupied with

much larger designs, to furnish the

following :

A question often asked is, " What
t'an be done with a garden about

60 feet or 70 feet long and 25 feet or

30 feet wide ?
"—such gardens, in

fact, as are provided with the usual

semi-detached suburban villa. Quot-

ing from a letter recently received,

" Now this is the most miserable garden to tackle." I because of the shade afforded

It is a fact that the conditions are not inspiring, to their roots.

perspecti\'E of the water lily tub at k

flowers and annuals. I shall later give a suggestive

list of plants suitable for this border, indicating

by the numbers shown in the plan the positions

for each. On the other side of the wall should

be planted a simple border of Lavender, prefer-

ably one of the dwarf-growing varieties, because

they are more suitable for a small garden. Lavan-

dula spicata nana compacta is a good variety.

Carpet the ground under the Lavender with purple

Aubrietias, among which plant spruig and autumn
Crocuses. All of these will thrive without being

disturbed for several years, and such a border will

be bright during the greater part of the year.

The Path itself can be of any

material that is neat and dry.

Bricks on edge are suggested in

the plan, and as these quickly

take on a rich brown red tone,

are not offensive to the eye. In

the crevices between the bricks

some of the common, close-growing

Sedums should be allowed to ramble.

The centre of the path should be

arranged to be at right angles to

the house and central with the

window. The whole effect is here

designed, in fact, to form a picture

from the window of what will pro-

bably be one of the most frequently

used rooms in the house. Two
(or three) weeping trees, such as

Weeping Birch or the Golden Weep-
ing Willow (Salix vitelliua aurea

pendula) will act as a screen to the

beyond if it is unpleasant, or, if

the distance is a pretty bit of

country, the trees can be arranged

so that they will act as a frame to .

focus the view on to such a scene.

Between them is a suitable place

for a simple seat, and the trees

can be easily trained to form a

sort of arbour.

An Interesting Feature in the

way of a smidial, or \'asc planted

with flowers, placed at D, will create

a diverting and attractive break to

the monotony of the lines. The plant-

ing of the remaining positions is

clearly stated on the plan, and is

reiMCE:

and that gardening effort usually begins and ends

with digging a narrow border round the outer bounds

and maintaining a more or less misatisfactory plot

of grass in the middle. In presenting to readers

the accompanying plan for two such gardens, I hope

I shall succeed in showing them that even such

small plots, devoid of any element of interest as

they apparently are, can be made capable of

providing a very great deal of interest, varied

treatment and pretty effects.

*' Lavender Cottage."—First we wUl consider

the design and planting of " Lavender Cottage."

On the right, entering the gate. Border A is more or

less essential, and is a line fixed by the building

arrangements, because the whole width left

between the house and fence is not required for

a path. There are many ways of planting it that

will make a cool and pleasant approach to the

house. Of course, there must be a few creepers

on the fence. Jasmine or Honeysuckle, for instance.

The border will be in partial shade, being on the

north-west side of the fence, and is, therefore,

At the end of this border

a length of trellis will divide

it from the back garden,

rendering the latter as

secluded as possible, and

also enclose a small open

space by the kitchen door.

The archway through the

trellis is so arranged that

the view from the window

at the back of the house is

quite clear to the garden

beyond. A few creepers

can be trained on the

trellis and over the arch-

way.

Looking through the

window, the eye will travel

on through the archway

down the path, on one

side of which can be
arranged a border of hardy

rLOWER
BOROtR

EU LA u I /\& OK
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plan at k in "rose cottage garden.
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suggested because it will give a long flowering

period at a minimum of expenditure. Moreover,

all the plants are of easy cultivation. In the front

garden the Border B should be reserved principally

for sweet-smelling flowers, such as Mignonette,

Rosemary, Night-scented Stock (Matthiola), &c.,

and as it is a pretty idea to make the garden

live up to the name of the cottage, lavender

should be used freely everywhere. In C, plant

a few of the smaller - growing flowering

shrubs. In the

" Rose Cottage " garden the scheme is entirely

different. Beds E, F, G, H and I should all be

Dwarf Polyantha or China Roses, or can be omitted

altogether and left as grass. Climbing Roses

should be planted to train on the house and over

the archway, with which can be mingled Clematis.

Border J can be treated as described for A, because

in this case the house will cast a shade. The

planting of the principal borders will, of course,

be a matter of individual taste, but the scheme

for the large border at " Lavender Cottage" can

Thymes, Sedums and other miniature forms in

the interstices between the stones.

In studying the planting of the borders, one

point is worthy of particular attention. In the

" Rose Cottage " garden, where marked X the

grouping should be simple but distinct, bold and

permanent. A suggestion for such a position is

Saxifraga (Megasea) cordifolia on each side of the

path, a Yucca filamentosa on either side, and

surrounding it Liniun perenne, mingling with pale

yellow or pink Antirrhinums ; but there are many
other ways of obtaining the desired effect, viz.,

point, focus and perspective as seen from the

window.

BOPDSR OF HARDY FLOWERS AND ANNUALS.

1-12 Climbing Roses, Clematis aud
purple-leaved Vine alternately

trained on stakes 6 feet or

7 feet high and festooned from
point to point, but kept
pruned very thin to give a
light and pretty background
to border flowers. —^

^0. on w„»«^

44 Aster subcffiruleus major ....

45 Cerastium tomentosum ....

4G Delphinium Persimmon ....

47 Statice latifolia

48 Scabiosa caucasica
49 Aubrietia Lavender
50 Gypsophila repens rosea ....

51 Lupinus polyphyllus
52 Campanida macrantha ......
53 C. muralis or pusilla

54 Hya^inthus candicans
55 Gladiolus Baron Joseph Hulot
5G Acid. lea Ivehcreri

57 Iris asiatica

58 Aster Thompsonii
59 Phlox Dr. Charcot
60 Stachys lanata
61 Aconitum Spark's Variety .

.

62 Chrysanthemum maximum .

.

63 Campanula oarpatica alba
64 Iberis Snowflake
65 Viola gracilis Purple Kobf .

.

66 Iris germanica \dolacea , . .

.

67 Pseonia festiva maxima . . .,

68 Lilium candidum
69 Nepeta Mussinii

It must be understood that

arranged to what is generally

colour. ftnnL
Grey blue .... 5

Grey toliage .

.

>

^'hite flower
Azure blue .... 3

Lavender .... 3
Lavender blue . 3

Lavender .... 5
Pale pink .... 5
Blue 2
Purple 6
Blue 5

White !i

Purple *».

Grev foliduv .

.

a
white flower ^ \

Blue to purple . .i
|

Lavender .... 3

Violet :l

Grey foliajie .

.

.'i

Violet blue .... o

White 3

3

Purple li

Violet purple .

.

<i

White 1

li

Lavender .... (•

this border is not

termed a " colour

TRPLLI'J

SCALE a

PLANS FOR TWO VERY SMALL GARDENS. THESE CAN BE MODIFIED TO SUIT ACTUAL REQUIREMENTS.

be easily adapted. At L, central with the window,

place a simple vase, figure or sundial. K offers

a position in which to indulge in a modest way in

one of the most fascinating efforts of gardening.

It is a tub about three feet across and three feet

deep, partially sunk into the ground, and in which

is p:anted one of the delightful pink or crimson

Water Lilies. The details for this are given in the

accompanying illustrations on page 136. M should

be a Rose-covered arbour, made by training Roses

over a simple construction of Larch poles. A
Rose garden in miniature will terminate such a

scheme effectively, and if the centre bed is planted

with Nepeta Mussini, and pink Antirrhinums, aud

the Rose borders are edged with mauve Violas, the

effect will not fail to satisfy the most fastidious

taste.

In neither of these two schemes should the area

of grass be less than shown in the plan, and if the

central walk is paved, a softening effect can be

introduced by planting some little Campanulas,

13 Achillea Pt.armica The Pearl .

.

14 Phlox Tapis Blanc
15 Nepeta Mussinii
16 Tritoma Nelsonii

17 Alstrcemeria aurantiaca
18 Aubrietia Perkinsii
1!) Helenium cupreura
20 Hieracium aurantiacum ....

21 Stachys lanata
22 Helenium grandicephaluni

striatum
23 Pentstemon Southgate Gem.

.

24 Stock (Ten-week)
25 Campanula carpatica
26 Pffonia oflieinalis

27 Heuchera Flambeau
28 Tritoma Lachesis
29 Thalictrum fla\-um
30 ,\conitum ocrantlmiu
31 Pentstemon Myddelton Gem
32 .\ster Amellus Riverslea ....

33 Iris Canary Bird
34 Pink Pentstemon
35 Viola gracilis

36 Phlox Elizabeth Campbell .

.

37 Pseonia sinensis Blush Queen
38 Heuchera elegans rosea
39 Pink Antirrhinums
40 Nepeta Mussinii
41 Lavatera Olbl i

42 Pentstemon tubiflorus

43 Lupinus polyphyllus roseus .

.

White 3

„ 3
Lavender ....
Flame 8
Orange to gold 5
Purple 3
Copper red .... 3

Orange red . . 3

Grey foliage . . 5

Orange a n <1

crimson .... 3
Crimson 5
White 5
Pale blue .

.

Deep crimson
Flame red .

.

Apricot red .

.

Pale yellow.

.

Soft yellow .

.

Pink
Grey blue .

.

Pale yellow.

.

Purple 6
Salmon pink .

.

3
Blush 2
Rose 5

Lavender .... 6
Rose pink .... 3

White 3

Hnk 2

scheme," except that at certain points provision

is made for pretty colour groupings, such, for

instance, as 39 (pink), 40 (lavender), 45 (grey

and white), 38 (rose pink) and 33 (creamy yellow),

and throughout it is attempted to arrange a border

that shall give pleasing colour groupings and, as

far as can b? procured in such a limited area, a long

period over which there shall be as much flower as

possible. With regard to the quantities allowed,

three plants, generally speaking, are equivalent to

an established clump two years old. If the quanti-

ties are reduced to one-third, therefore, the ultimate

I

effect will be the same, but this will not result until

' the second summer after planting. Many people

I

prefer (on the score of saving expense, &c.) to plant

more thinly, fill in the intervening spaces with an-

nuals, and wait for full development . By ajudicious

use of common sense a greit deal may be done

in this way. and in planning a garden it must

always be remembered that personal tastes have

to be considered, George Dillistone.
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DAFFODI L NOTES.
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S FORCED BULB SHOW.

THIS important two days' show was
started very largely with the idea

of gi\Tiig DaSodils a chance of showing

themselves, in a sort of official way,

when grown in pots. Accordingly,

one hoped to see a good muster of

exhibits and flowers. On the present occasion

the Hyacinth predominated and the Daffodil had
to play second fiddle. For one reason I was glad,

for on the principle of it being an ill wind that

blows nobody any good, they were there to

greet the three Dutchmen who, bra\-ing the

well grown, the varieties were nicely arranged,

and there was sufficient diversity to satisfy

everyone. At the expensive end of the scale

there was an excellent example of WTiite Emperor,

which is now priced at twelve guineas a bulb
;

and at the other I noticed Autocrat and John

Bain, both splendid pot plants which can be

,
bought for a few shillings a hundred. A vase

of Homesptm not far away from Autocrat made

me wonder which of the two the general public

would like best as a decorative flower. There

is very little doubt that the public and the specialists

do not see eye to eye. For example, as I was

writing my notes I heard some people " cracking

up " Mrs. H. J. Veitch, while Cornelia, which was

close by, attracted no notice. The vase of Van
Waveren's Giant was splendid. I do not think

I ever saw it finer. The new Poetaz. .\dmiratirin.

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons' blooms lacked

size. I wonder if in their case good, hard, single-

nosed bulbs were selected as far as possible. It

might make the whole difference. .As was to be
expected, the Lowdham Giant Leedsiis were ver>-

much in evidence, and we had a good opportunity

of making comparisons, for, odious as they so

often are in the everyday affairs of life, among
Daffodils they are necessary. Capella, which I

noticed more than once last year, struck me as a

very pretty little bloom, on account of its refined

trumpet-shaped corona. Margaret, a good-looking

IB (white trumpet), was one of the newest flowers

on this stand. It resembled Empress in its general

look, but the perianth segments appeared both

;
smoother and wider. I must not omit a good

vase of Pedestal (a white incomparabilis). It

is interesting to know that this late variety, like

A BEAUTIFUL GROUP OF FREESL^S GROWN BY MR. GENTLE, GARDENER TO MRS. DENISON, LITTLE GADDESDE.V, HERTS

German submarines, had come over to see the

show. .As I have said, the Daffodil compartment

of my mind was dis^ppiinted ; but as a general

florist I heartily endorse the remark of ilr. Thomas
Stevenson of Sweet Pea and Chrysanthemum
fame, who told me he thought it v. -s the prettiest

and brightest of aU the Forced Bulb Shows. May
I say to our Daff<3dil friends who usually exhibit,

but who from one cause or another did not do so

this year, that we must not let the general public

think that they can get on without forced Daffodils.

There were three orthodox cut bloom groups—

a

small and select one from Inglescombe ; a second,

much more extensive, from Lowdham, but with

blooms below par in size ; while the " best of

all the three " was Christopher Bourne's from
near Bletchley (Bletchlee). This struck me as

a very good exhibit indeed. The flowers were

showed up well ; so did King Alfred and the old

maximus. There were one or two novelties.

The one that appealed to me was a small, cool-

eyed variety called Loma. It is a small pointed

2B (white-perianthed Barrii) with a. large, cool-

looking eye of pale greeny yellow with a distinct

band of red. The perianth is pointed and reflexes

slightly. The Swan is a drooping white .Ajax

with a long tnmipet and a campanulate perianth.

I was told that it is a robust grower and a ver>-

free bloomer. I was glad to have my own experi-

ence confirmed about the value of choosing

single-nosed bulbs for potting when particularly

good results are wanted. Mr. Chapman, who is

Mr. Bourne's grower, told me that he has found

this out from his own practical experience and

observation, and that he attributed his well-grown

display very largely to this.

Cleopatra (yellow trumpet), will respond to mild
forcing. Mr. Walter T. Ware's two dozen contained

several nice varieties imder number. Of the

named ones, there was a fine example of White
City. A good bloom measures—D, 4 ; S, 1 f x i J ;

C, I X i. It is a most distinguished-looking,

small-cupped Leedsii, after the style of White
Slave. \\'hite Cockade is a new pale double.

It has ivory white guard petals and a large, pale

citron cup. with the centre nicely filled vrith similar-

coloured bits of converted stamens, from which

a few long, white ears, like we frequently see in

a double Snowdrop, protrude. I hope we shall

see this flower again from the open. I know it

attracted several people. Flash must also be

noticed. It is a sort of giant Beryl, with a large,

wide, reddish orange cup, and big primrose segments

which reflex a good deal.
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A last word must be about the delightful boxes coloured petals can be seen through the aper-

011 Messrs. Barr and Sons' exhibit, fuU of minimus, ture caused by the division of the green sepals,

nanus, Queen of Spain, Bulbocodium, citrinus, and allow them to open in water. Then it is we

&c., peeping out of moss. It was a very pleasing see the dainty goffering of the petals to perfection,

display, and it would be nice to see the plan Fortunately, these Poppies are quite easily grown,

adopted more generaUy for these smaU kinds. It is true they appreciate well-drained soil that

Measurements. — No ofScial j=^

up much too thickly, hence early and rigorous

thinning is necessary", the Shirley Poppy being by

natiire a robust and branching plant. Seeds of

separate colours can be obtained if desired, or good

mixtures if preferred. The illustration on this

page represents a beautiful photographic study of

white flowers. D. M. L.

order was adopted at the Narcissus

committee, but after some dis-

cussion it was agreed that it

would be well to introduce letters

to make the measiu^ements clearer.

Thus, D will in future with

me stand for the diameter of

the flower ; S, for the measure-

ments of the inner segments,

(i) the width and (2) the length
;

C, for those of the corona, (i)

the length and (2) the width at

the top. If under C only one

number is given, it will be that

of its width or diameter.

A MAGNIFICENT GROUP
OF FREESIAS.

I ENCLOSE you a photograph of

Freesias. The group was grown
from 150 bulbs. I quite agree

with Mr. Pearson, whose article

appeared on page 8g, issue

February 20, that they
ought to be grown a great deal

more than they are. 1 always

cover mj' bulbs with Cocoanut
fibre, and leave them out in the

open tmtil they are 2 inches or

3 inches high ; then put them in

a cold frame. (1 treat Triteleias

the same, and Ihey make a

verj- nice edging to the Freesias.)

In staking, I .use Privet or Hazel
twigs, as they are light and
green and neat in appearance, as

you will see. A. G. Gentle.
LillU Gaddesden, Berkhamsted,

Herts.

THE SHIRLEY POPPIES.
There are few hardy annuals more
highly appreciated for cutting

than the modem strains of the

Shirley Poppy, for which the world
owes an everlasting debt of grati-

tude to the Rev. W. Wilks,

the secretary of the Royal Horti-

culttural Society. It is true that

others have, since Mr. Wilks gave
them the lead, improved the

Shirley Poppy and given us a
number of beautiful flowers widelv

divergent in colour, as witness

those of slaty blue colour illus-

trated on page 85 of The G-^rdex
for February 20. It is these

charming art shades, com-
bined mth long, ^vire-like stems
and beautifully crimped petals, that render the

newer Shirley Poppies so valuable for indoor

decoration.

SOME GOOD MOCK
OR.\NGES.

Among the manj- hardy shrubs

which flower in late spring, none

has sweeter flowers than the Mock
Oranges, or Syringas as they are

often erroneously called. Until a

comparatively recent date these

were represented by large and

rather imshapely shrubs that

needed considerable space to show

off their flower beauty to the best

a'dvantage. The introduction of a

dwarf variety named. Philadelphus

Lemoinei some years ago was,

therefore, of considerable advan-

tage, and time has proved that

this was but the forenumer of

many of its class. These dwarf-

growing Mock Oranges are ex-

cellent for planting towards the

front of a mixed border of choice

shrubs, or a large lawn bed may
be filled with them, and the bed

carpeted with Scillas, Winter

Aconites, Snowdrops or other early

flowering bulbous plants. Fortu-

nately, these shrubs are not fasti-

dious as to sod, proWding if is

well enriched with manure. .As the

best flowers are produced on wood

of the previous year's growth, a

good system of priming is to

cut the shoots back almost to

the groimd each year immediately

the flowers have faded, and at

the same time give a good top-

dressing of partially decayed

manure. This induces the for-

mation of strong young shoots,

which will flower the following

spring. By adopting this method

of priming, the shrubs are

always kept neat and compact,

and can be used in many situa-

tions where larger and more

robust kinds would be out of

place. Among the most beautiful

of these new dwarf Mock Oranges

is that known as Philadelphus

purpureo-maculalus. As its name
implies, the four white petals

of each flower have a purple

blotch at their base, and this im-

parts great charm to the flowers.

Rosace has "large, creamy white,

double flowers which are par-

ticularly fragrant. Fantaisie is a

beautiful large single variety, some

is not over-rich, but. apart from that, thev mav be of the flowers having a delicate pink tinge towards

sowninalmostanvpart of the garden, or even open their centres. P. Lemomei erectus is an older

spaces in the woodland, that one mav wish. On variety than those named above, and, as its name

WHITE SHIRLEY POPPIES AS CUT FLOWERS. SEEDS MAY BE

OUTDOORS DURIKG MARCH AND APRIL.

5OWN

They have one fault, however, viz., that i ver\- light soil, autumn sowing gives wonderfully implies, is of erect growth. Otherwise it is a

the petals drop very quicklv once the flowers
' good results, but in most gardens it is best to rely counterpart of P. Lemoinei, the flowers of which

are fully open. For this reason it is wise to ' on March or early AprU sowings. Owing to the are pure white, very fragrant and of mediiun

cut them in the bud stage, just when the ' seeds being so small, the seedlings invariably come size. ' ".
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

until the soil is approaching dryness before giving

more. If the soil is kept in a saturated state,

the plants will show more signs of distress than
if it became rather dry occasionally. Loosely

fasten the stems to neat stakes when the plants

are repotted.

Position.—The cold frame is an ideal structure

for the plants now and until they are hard enough
to be placed outside. For a week or so after

potting keep the frame rather c!ose ; then gradually

increase the amount of ventilation.

Stopping Plants.—When it is necessary- to

stop a plant, the tip must be removed about

ten daj-s before the plant is repotted or ten days
afterwards. Stopping plants alwa>-s causes a

check to their""growth, and if the stopping is done

A .MATEL'R cultivators throughout the

/\ country will now be engaged in the

/ % work of transferring the yoimg plants

/ % to larger pots. .\s good results follow

* ^ .good work, as a rule, it is well worth

paying close attention to that of

repotting at the present time. The enthusiast

rarely fails to spend considerable time over the

work of final potting, but he sometimes does not,

as regards the quality of the compost, give similar

attention when ca^^^ing out intermediate repot-

tings. A fibrous loam, forming the chief part

of the compost, acts as a suitable -

medium, in which the roots will

remain healthy throughout the

season. A fibrekss, sour soil is

neither fit for the retention of

the roots nor as a storehouse for

stimulating foods which are given

from time to time. So we see

how important it is to provide a

good but simple potting compost

at all times. By "simple" I

mean one that does not contain

nimierous kinds of ingredients,

as sometimes mixtures that are

really poisonous to the plants are

prepared for them. Fibrous loam,

sweet leaf-soil, horse-manure that

has been prepared so as to get

rid of the poisonous gases in it,

sufiicient coarse sand to ensure

porosity, a small quantity of

bone-meal and old soot will con-

stitute a compost ideal lor the

plants at each repotting. The
only difference will be in using it

in a rougher state as the size of

the pots is increased. At this

stage there should be a reduction

in the nvunber of plants, assum-

ing that more were propagated

than will be required at the final

potting. It is not advisable to

keep more now, because they only

take up valuable space, thus

spoiling to a certain extent the

chances of those retained, and
entail needless labom'.

How to Pot.—AU the young
plants will not be rooted to the

same extent, so that it will

be ad\isable to make a selection,

first picking out those that possess

the most roots. All will not

require the same sized pot, because some are
|

at the same time as the repotting, the check

particularly noticeable during the evenings of

hot days. If used as an edging, this ought to be

at leeist a foot wide, anything less than this

failing to give so good an effect. This Alyssum is

quite dwarf, seldom growing more than 4 inches

high, and I find it will thrive in almost any kind

of soil. G. B. D.

HINTS ON GROWING
ASPARAGUS.

PORTION OF A SMALL MIXED BORDER WITH A BROAD EDGING OF
ALYSSUM MARITIMUM CARPET WHITE.

stronger than others, and the strongest must be

placed in the larger pots. At each repotting till the

final one the same plan should be adopted. Place

one hollow-shaped crock on the hole in each pot,

and a few small ones before putting in some of

the more lumpy compost. Many crocks are not

required ; it is the manner in which they are

placed that matters. Make the soil moderately firm

with the fingers, but do not use a potting-stick

at this stage.

Watering and Stalling.—If the compost is in

a medium state of moisture, water will not be
needed for at least two days after the plants are

potted.

would be greater. Avos.

A GOOD HARDY ANNUAL FOR
EDGINGS.

I.v my opinion, one of the best hardy annuals for

edging is a compact form of .\lysstmi maritimum
named Carpet \\Tute. If seeds are sown thinly

early in April they quickly germinate, and it is not

many weeks before the seedlings form neat little

tufts of greenery which, in due course, develop and
form a complete carpet. The plants commence to

With good attention Asparagus will thrive in

the same beds for many years, but, to keep

up a supply of large, thick heads, new beds

should b; made at intervals, and

only the best varieties ought to

be planted. Giant French is a

fine variety for the production of

large heads ; and Perfection.

Connover's Colossal and Purple

.\rgentine will also be found ex-

cellent. The best time to plant

the roots is early in the spring,

just as the new growth com-

mences ; but the beds should be

thoroughly prepared some weeks

in advance. In the more un-

favourable parts, and where the

soil lies somewhat low, good

drainage must be employed and

the beds thoroughly trenched, add-

ing as the work proceeds plenty of

well-decayed manure and sandy

loam, with a good sprinkling of

salt. If, however, the land is

naturally well drained and the

soil of the right character, less

preparation of ths beds will be

needed. I usually make the b;ds

4J feet wide and plant strong.

Iiealthy crowns ij feet to 2 feet

apart, so that each root may
have ample room to develop and

produce good restJts.

Those about to make new b;ds

shoiJd set to work without delay,

so that by the first or second week

in April the soil will have some-

what settled before planting. First

stake out the beds the desired

width, using strong stakes and driv-

ing them well into the ground at

each comer ; then prepare the soil

as above advised. Some prefer to

raise their own plants from seeds,

sowing a couple of packets of these

annually. As, however, good

plants, two years and three years old, may be

obtained at a low cost, to save time I would

advise purchasing suflScient roots from a good

firm.

If the plants are to be raised from seeds, have

the beds in readiness, and when the soil is in a

suitable state, sow in lines 18 inches to 24 inches

apart and an inch deep. As soon as the seedlings

are large enough, thin to the required distance

in the lines. Keep the beds clear of weeds and

encourage healthy growth. A sprinkling of salt

at intervals or a dressing of suitable manure

will prove highly beneficial to the growth of these

As the plants grow, take care toflower quite early, and continue until auttunn frosts plants.

If the leaves droop, a light spraying will I call a halt. It is an annual much appreciated
,
employ some kind of support to prevent the

be beneficial. Then water thoroughly and wait I by bees, its honeycomb-like fragrance being ' grass from being broken off at the collar in rough
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weather, as this would prove very detrimental

to the roots.

Old beds greatly benefit by a few applications

of liquid manure during the growing season,

and by not cutting the heads too severely

;

also keeping the beds free from weeds, and the

can realise the pleasure in watching each seedling i the blooming from those remaining will be con-

open its first flower. The majority will be siderably improved. Of course, there is such a
" weeds " and of no value ; but there is always thing as rational pruning. Unfortunately, many
that possibility of raising a " Derby winner,"

and herein lies the chief interest. I have pre-

\'ioi;s'y referred to the various sections of Auricula
;

but it will be noticed that

many seedlings will not con-

form to the rules as laid down
by florists, and are in con-

sequence " outsiders " or among
the " a_'so ran."

A Plea for

Auricula.—Now,

have an idea that all Roses should be pruned alike,

just as one would a Privet hedge ; but a little

reflection on the part of my readers will show them

that the most vigorous growers require their new
wood shortening the least, whereas poor growers

need hard pruning, so that the energy of the roots

;s concentrated upon fewer eyes or buds.

Before I go into details I wou2d just say that 1

consider the middle of March early enough to

the Fancy prune Hybrid Perpetual and most of the Hybrid

those seed- Tea Roses, whereas the end of March and early

lings that do not fall into either .\pril is best for the true Teas and aUied tribes

of the orthodox groups are such as the Monthlies and Polyanthas. Readers

known as " fancy .Auriculas," in the South could prune a little earlier, and those

and every raiser sTiould grow in the North a little later. Many indi\,-iduals are

the best of his seedlings a

second year, when a more
thorough selection can be

made. There will be many
plants that will come under

HOW TO PLANT ASPARAGUS. NOTE THAT EACH CROWS
PLACED WELL AWAY FROM OTHERS.

removal of a few of the weaker growths during

the early part of the growing season.

Wrotham Park Gardens, Barncl. H. M.\rkham.

tempted to prune earlier than the time stated if

they ob3er\'e the plants sprouting, only to be

cruelly disappointed to find that a frost in .\pril has

upset all their calculations.

The secateiu^, if thoroughly sharp, are the most

the above heading which pos- convenient tool to use, and an inferior pair should

IS sess much beauty, and are be at hand to cut out old or dead wood, .\lwaj-s,

suitable either for pots or the where possible, cut to an outward-looking eye, a

open border. We have fancy detail that is important if we study the symmetr>-

Carnations and other plants ; why not fancy of our plants. When commencing to prune a

.\uricu!as ? It may make the Aiuicvila more plant, first remove any dead wood and any growths

popular, especially if a few amateurs take up this that exhibit signs of exhaustion. Often one may

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
AURICULAS.

T. W. B.

D
HINTS ON PRUNING

ROSES.
URING the month of March the

Auricula-grower wUl become more

interested in his plants, as some of

the early varieties will begin to

push up their scapes. The plants

should be grown quite cool, and

only suffi,cient protection given to prevent them

from becoming frozen

T

find thick, old growths partially dead on one side,

I attribute this to injmy by frost probably a year

or two back. At the time it did not show the

injiuy, but has gradually become less \-igorous.

Such growths are best destroyed, for %vhile they

, remain they, to a large extent, prevent new growths

HE article upon pruning which appeared from springing up.

Xext remove soft, sappy wood, no matter how
robust it looks. Such shoots will bend readily,

and, if cut, will be found to be nearly all pith.

Our aim must always be to have wood with the least

amotmt of pith. Such wood is technically termed

ripe " or " matured," and it is hard and rigid.

Readers must understand that these notes are

in The Garden of February 28 dealt

more especially with the early priming of

various sections, but the present notes

will cover the groimd more fully, and

may be taken as an addition to the

as the Auricula never article just alluded to.

thrives in heat. The fact that it is an alpine Columns have been written in the past upon

subject should always be borne in mind, and for Rose pruning, and yet it always seems necessary not written for exhibitors, but for those who grow

this reason cool and hardy treatment must be the to return to the subject each

rule if the best results are to be obtained. At spring. Xot that the art has

this period of the year the weather wUl need watch- changed, but more because there

ing, and on bright, warm daj-s full ventilation are alwaj'S a large nimiber of

may be allowed ; but occasionally such daj'S new readers of The Garden

j
to whom the past notes may
not be accessible.

It maybe asked by the no\'ice,

" \\Tiy is it necessary to prune

Roses ? " I think 1 cannot

refer my querist to anjnhing

are followed by 8° or ro° of frost, when it will

be advisable to close the frames and cover them

with Archangel mats.

Fumigation.—Prior to the first flower opening

I always vaporise the frames with XL All or some

other reliable fumigant to kill any green fly that

may be present. It is rather important that the
i
better than to the wild Roses

fumigation be done before the flowers open, because of our hedgerows. A study of

the fumes take the colour out of the blooms ; these will show that the Briar

and should even a little green fly be on a few ' annually sends up from its

specimens, it spreads rapidly, and the plants base new growths to maintain

would be thoroughly infested before the flowering | the youthful^gomrof the plant,

season was passed. Some cultivators possess a because, after about two years.

cool, low house, and where such is the case the the Briar growths gradually de-

plants are arranged upon inverted flower-pots, teriorate, whereas the young

so as to bring them near the glass and level
I shoots are the picture of lusty

with the eye, when their exquisite forms and 1 health. Oiu: object in pruning,

various tints of colour can be seen to the . then, is to encomrage new

best advantage.
1

growth, and with many

Seedlings Flowering for the First Time.— Roses, unless the old wood

\\'hen a man or woman takes up the culture of new wood appears very slowly,

any particular class of plants, they very soon such as the Hybrid Teas and Teas, are so

have a desire to raise at least a few seedlings each full of vigour that they will send out fine new

year. This is as it should be, and only those who growths even though the old wood remains
;

but

have been engaged in this fascinating pursuit if the grower cits away some of the old shoots,

THIS ILLUSTRATION SHOWS HOW AN ASPARAGUS PLANT

SHOULD BE SET ON THE SOIL BEFORE COVERING.

be eliminated,

Certr.in tribes.

Roses for the adornment of their gardens ; there-

fore, if any reader desires to exhibit, I would cotmsel

him to prune more severely than what I recom-

mend here. .Although I give the approximate

length that various groups should be pruned, 1

mav sav that there is no hard and fast rule. Let
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each reader use his owii judgment, bearing in mind

the principles that should govern our pruning,

which I have tried to explain. I have selected

a typical variety of each section, which, if that

variety be studied, will, I think, explain matters as

fully as though I mentioned a greater number.

Hybrid Teas of the vigour of Caroline Testout

may have their ripe shoots pruned back to about

six eyes. If the eyes are rather prominent, then

prmie to a fairly dormant eye, even though it

means prmiing to the fourth or fifth eye. Small,

thin shoots may be cut to two or three eyes. In all

cases keep the centre of the plant well open aud

try to picture what the plant will be like w-hen the

new shoots develop. Some kinds of greater vigour,

such as Avoca, may be retained fiJly a length of

15 inches to 18 inches, whereas those of the growth

of Le Progres may be shortened back to about

four eyes, and laterals to about two eyes.

Hybrid Perpetuals.—These are primed much
on the same lines as Hybrid Teas. Varieties of

the Hugh Dickson type must not be hard pruned,

or there will be all growth and no blossom. Retain

the shoots from ij feet to 3 feet in length ; in

fact, it is best to treat such Roses either as pillars

or climbers, imless grown as standards, in which

case the strong growths may be cut back to about

ten inches or twelve inches, and the lateral growths

to about three or four eyes. Varieties such as

Fisher Holmes should be prmied back to about eight

eyes on all strong growths, and laterals to about

two eyes. With this tribe it is a good plan to cut

out the old wood in September, and by all means

let there be a severe cutting away of such old

wood, removmg it right to its base.

Tea and Noisette Roses.—Varieties of extra

vigour, such as the two Cochets, William R. Smith,

Marie van Houtte, &c., should have the basal

growths reduced to about ten inches or twelve inches,

.and the laterals to three or fotir eyes ; while

varieties of less vigour, such as Mme. Hoste, ought

to be prmied back to within 4 inches to 6 inches.

All decrepit wood, and that injured by frost, must

be cut out. Frequently Tea Roses are partially

injm-ed by frost, which is manifest by cutting a

shoot, when the pith will be brownish in colour.

Such growths will send out new shoots in the spring,

but will either fail in the summer or will never

be a success. It is far better to eliminate them now.

If in such a mild winter as we have had some
shoots start early into new grow-th, one such growth

to each plant may be retained a good length,

to be afterwards cut away if desirable. In all cases

it is the sound, hard wood that gives us the most

perfect flowers. In the Southern Comities and in

sheltered districts where Tea Roses grow so freely

and it is desired to have an abimdance of bloom,

a very moderate system of pruning may be adopted,

provided the plants are not overcrowded with

shoots ; but even in their case some of the older

growths should be cut away annually in order to

encourage basal growth ; for it is from the base we
obtain the growths that provide us with the

glorious autumn crop of flowers, both of the Teas

and Hybrid Teas. The new
Pernetiana Group is somewhat difficult to

manage. I am inclined to do a very moderate

amotmt of prmiing. 1 have grown Lyon Rose and

."V. R. Goodwin on these lines, aud have had much
success. It all depends upon the whiter whether

wc can do this, for, as a rule. Jack Frost is a ruthless

pruner. Where the wood is uninjured, try just

tipping the shoots, and remove one or two if the

plant is very crowded. Roses of this group, such

as Juliet and Beaiite de Lyon, may have their

strong growths retained a length of ij feet to

2 feet. Some have treated them as climbers, and

although we get more flowers, they are not nearly

so large or shapely as when the varieties are

fairly well pruned.

China or Monthly Roses are treated like the Tea-

scented varieties, save the Old Pink Monthly,

Fellenberg, Armosa, and the like. These may be

simply thinned out and their last year's growth

left almost mipruued.

Polyantha or Pet Roses, if wanted as big bushes,

need very little pruning, save a thinning to avoid

overcrowding ; but where employed as bedding

plants or as edgings, prmiing to withui 4 inches

to 6 inches of the soil is best.

Rugosa or Japanese Roses, if grown specially

for their berries, are best pruned back to 4 inches

or 6 inches—that is, their last year's shoots ; but

if wanted as big bushes, then merely tipping them
will suffice. Conrad F. Meyer is a prodigious

grower, and I usually retain its strong growths

4 feet to 5 feet long, and laterals from 6 inches to

12 inches. Nova Zembla and Rose a parfum de

I'Hay are treated in a similar manner, while

Georges Cain, Mrs. A.. Waterer, &c. are pruned

like strong Hybrid Perpetuals.

Moss Roses.—Leave the annual growths from

I foot to 2 feet long, and laterals to about six

inches. Damask, Alba, Bourbon and Hybrid Chinas

should have the annual growths left from r foot to

3 feet long, according to the vigour of the variety.

All the Briar family require merely tipping, but

old wood should be removed as it becomes

exhausted.

Scotch Roses are not prmied in any way. They
seem to re\'el in being left alone. Most of the

Rose Species require no priming beyond

removing old wood occasionally. Where possible,

open these out by placing a stake or two aromid

the bushes and tying the growths thereto. Some
lovely species are simply spoilt if touched with

the priming shears, for the half pendulous shoots

are most elegant when covered with glorious

bloom.

Banksian Roses must ne\'er have the fine,

spray-like shoots touched, but in Jmie it is advisable

to remove some old wood when the plants become
too dense. These Roses love to have their shoots

well roasted in the sun ; then they will bloom

freely enough.

Single Roses.—Many of the lo\ely single Roses,

such as Irish Elegance, are spoilt by pruning. I

never prmie this Rose, and I have it on an east wall,

with growths 6 feet to 7 feet high, also, big bushes

4 feet to 6 feet through, growing in the walks.

Gottfried Keller is very impatient of prmiing.

Often the operation has been the means of killmg

the plant.

Standard Roses of the big-headed sorts, like

W. A. Richardson and Gloire de Dijon, need very

little priming, It is best to tie over the growths

in umbrella fashion and shorten the laterals to

three or four eyes. Of course, here, as with all

Roses, decrepit old wood must come away.

Climbers on Walls should have all the new
wood possible laid in and, where practicable, in a

half horizontal manner, relieving the trees of old

wood to make room for the young. Lateral growths

are best reduced according to strength, the

strongest to 12 inches or 18 inches and the weakest

to two or three eyes. It is essential to remember
that all climbing Roses, whatever their class or

tribe, flower best from well-ripened, one year old

wood. That grand old Rose, Climbing Devoniensis,

is very impatient of being pruned. It is far better

to tie its shoots over in an arch-like manner. When
planting such Roses, space should always be

allowed for them to be trained out horizontally,

more like a fruit tree. If this is done, the growths

produce plenty of laterals, aud if these are

shortened to three or four eyes, then we obtain a

fine crop of flowers.

Now I would say a word or two about unorthodox

pruning. In a collection of Roses that once came

under my notice, the owner changed gardeners,

and the incoming gardener was one of those who
believed in very moderate pruning. Well,

the result was that sorts like General Macarthur

and Joseph Hill were left practically untouched,

and the owner had a glorious mass of bloom.

But the Roses had been hard pruned the previous

year ; consequently most of the wood was one

year old. Now, this was all very well for the one

year; but how about next year ? Why, there was
comparatively little basal growth until very late

in the year, and consequently it was very unripe,

so that the next year the crop of bloom was very

inferior.

Pruning First Season after Planting.—It is a

severe trial to many amateurs to cut back their

Roses nearly to the ground, but this should be

done with all save very vigorous sorts, and even

they are best pruned to 9 inches or 12 inches.

Prune climbing Roses of the Tea and Hybrid Tea

class to about two feet, save one or two exceptions.

These would be the least vigorous, such as Climbing

Mrs. Grant, Ards Rover, &c. I advise leaving

these 4 feet to 5 feet long. If pruned to 12 inches

they often fail to make long growths for some time.

Ramblers of the Wichuraiana class need not be

pruned much, but the Multiflora section are best

cut back to about twelve inches.

Weeping Roses the First Year.—Prune the

Multifloras back to 3 inches or 4 inches, but the

Wichuraianas leave alone until after flowering

;

then cut away to their base nearly all the growths

that have bloomed. This should be done in

July, if possible, so as to ensure good long growths

appearing before late autunm, as these Jong

growths provide us with the crop of bloom next

year. Danecroft.

SOME BEAUTIFUL BERBERIS
HYBRIDS.

Among the many shrubs which flower abundantly

in spring, none is appreciated more than the

Barberry known as Berberis stenophylla. In

addition to its flowering character, the narrow,

rich green leaves are retained through the winter,

and these, together with its droopmg growth,

render it ornamental at any time of the year.

In the flowering season each slender branch is

clothed with rich golden yellow flowers, and may
be likened to an arched streamer of golden bells.

Such a useful shrub as this has naturally received

attention from the hybridist, with the result that

there are several distinct forms of it obtainable.

The most beautiful of all is that known as corallina,

a name it derives from the colour of the flower-

buds. These are a decided coral red, or in some

instances scarlet, and, although the flowers are

yellow when fully expanded, much of this colour

of the buds is retained. The variety gracilis

is worthy of attention, owing to its habit of pro-

ducing flowers in autumn as well as in spring.

Erecta is a small, upright-growing variety

with pale green,, spiny leaves. Irwinii is

another dwarf variety, the rather arching stems

growing closely one above the other. H.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Fig Trees in Pots.—The trees which
were started into growth in December will soon
be ripening their fruits. They will need plenty

of stimulants from now till the fruits actually

begin to ripen. A surface-dressing of rich farm-
yard manure will also be of considerable benefit.

The temperature at night may be kept about
60°, unless the weather is very mild, when 5°

more may be allowed. Attend to the stopping
and regulating of young growths, and see that

the shoots are sufficiently thinned so that light

and air may reach the fruits. When the fruits

commence to ripen, discontinue syringing and
keep the atmosphere on the dry side.

Fig Trees in Borders.—^Old-established trees

growing in shallow, restricted borders must be
liberally treated if they are carrying full crops
of fruit. If there are plenty of roots on the surface
of the border, there is nothing better than a mulch
of rich cow or horse manure to assist the final

maturing of the fruit. This should be put on
just prior to watering. Stop the shoots at the
fourth or fifth leaf, and thin ttem out where they
are too thick. Unfruitful wood may be cut hard
back to encourage fresh growth at the base.
Syringe the foliage vigorously twice daily, and
damp the floors several times a day.

Plants Under Glass.

Plumbago rosea.—Cuttings of this beautiful

stove flowering plant may be inserted now. They
will root readily in a light sandy compost. Plunge
the pots in the propagating-frame. During the

season of growth the plants will require stopping
two or three times to encourage a bushy habit.

Some of the old plants may be repotted and grown
on to make large specimens.

Ferns.—Now is a suitable time to repot those
plants which are in need of it. Large specimens
will thrive for several years in the same pots
if they are given proper attention in regard to

watering. All old fronds may be cut off, and,
after repotting or top-dressing, place the plants
in a warm, moist house. A suitable compost
may bs made of loam and p2at in equal parts,

leaf-mould, crushed charcoal and sand.

Forced Shrubs.—As these pass out of blnom,
remove all dead flowers and prune those shrubs
which n;ed it. Lilacs may be cut well back and
placed in a cool house tor a week or two before plant-
ing them out. Prunus triloba is an excellent plant
for forcmg. After blooming, the old flowering
wood may be cut back hard to induce the plants to

make fresh flowering shoots. Azaleas may be re-

potted and placed in a warm house to complete
their growth.

Heliotropes.—Cuttings rooted now will make
nice plants for summer flowering. Young shoots
taken from the old plants will readily root in pots
or pans filled with a light sandy compost. Keep
the young plants growing in a warm, moist house,
and stop them occasionally to induce a bushy
habit.

The Flower Garden.
Gladioli.—Where these are required for cutting,

they may be planted now. Those required for
planting with other subjects must be potted up
and placed in a cold frame.

Marguerite Carnations.—The continuous flower-
ing of these beautiful annual Carnations makes
them invaluable for the flower garden. The plants
must, however, be liberally treated, or they will
prove disappointing. When the seedlings are large
enough, pot them into 3-inch pots and keep them
growing in a warm pit near to the glass. After-
wards harden them off in a cold frame.

Spring-Flowering Plants.—After the con-
tinuous heavy rains the soil between the plants
will require to be stirred with the hoe ; but this
must only be done when the ground is dry.
Herbaceous borders may be treated in the same
manner. Where Tulips and other bulbs are
growing in grass, the rank grass should be care-
fully cut with the shears, or it may smother the
flowers.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Grafting.—^Trees which were headed back

a few weeks ago in preparation for grafting will

now be in proper condition for the operation.
Rind or cleft grafting is the method usually adopted
for established trees.

Strawberries.—O'd plantations will benefit by
dressings of well-seasoned soot being applied dtiring
showery weather. Keep the ground free from weeds
and remove dead leaves from the plants. If a
new plantation is contemplated, the sooner it

is done the better. A new plantation should be
made every year for the purpose of supplying
runners.

Autumn or Perpetual Strawberries.—Seeds
may now be sown for raising plants to fruit in the
autumn. Sow thinly in boxes and place them
in a warm house. Keep the young plants growing
near to the glass, pricking out the seedlings into
boxes when large enough. The young plants
should be ready to put out early in May.

The Kitchen Garden.

Vegetable Marrows.—A sowing of these useful
vegetables may be made now for planting in frames.
Sow the seeds singly in 3-inch pots and place
thera in warmth to germinate.

Mint.—It is a good plan to lift and replant a
portion of the bed every season. Dig into the
ground some well-rotted manure and soot, and see
that it is well cleared of weeds. Put out the
young plants in rows about a foot apart.

Tarragon.—^This should also be lifted every
season, and if the ground is inclined to stiffness,

a quantity of well-rotted leaf-soil should be dug
into it. Carefully pull the old plants to pieces,
and plant only the most promising portions in
rows 18 inches apart.

Chervil.—-A small sowing of this should be made
monthly on a border which is not too much exposed
to the sun.

Basil.—-This valuable herb requires to be grown
under glass. Sow in pans, and prick out the seed-
lings into 6-inch pots filled with a rich compost.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Antirrhinums.—Any varieties which have
been propagated from cuttings will now be ready
for removing outdoors to some sheltered border,
where they will remain imtil needed for bedding.
Treat them in the same manner as Pentstemons.
Young seedlings raised from seed sown during
January should now be pricked out 3 inches
apart in cold frames, keeping the frames shut
until they recover from the check of removal.
A s'ight shade during bright sunshine will also
be of great help to them for the first few days.

Verbenas are easily gro\vn from seed if sovm
now. They may also be propagated from cuttings,
which root very readily with bottom-hiHt. As
Verbenas, particularly some of the named varie-

ties, are very subject to mildew while growing
indoors, means must be used to prevent this,

Nicotiana.—-Both the Sanderae hybrids and
the sweet-scented afiinis should be sown now.
If possible, pot up singly when the plants are
large enough to handle.

Calceolarias.—Where space will allow, these
should all be lifted and replanted in frames at a
greater distance apart than when they were put
in as cuttings. Add a quantity of leaf-mould
and sand to encourage free rooting with a view
to getting good plants for setting out in May.
The Rock Garden.—Now that most of the

plants are beginning to grow, an opportunity
should be taken to overhaul this garden, restrict-
ing some of the freer-growing siibjects to prevent
them overgrowing the small and more shy growers.
Blanks ought to be made good, and the more
tender subjects which have been wintered in fr imes
may be go; into their proper positions. PLints
such as some of the Primiilas are apt to become
leggy, and these derive benefit from a top-
dressing. The I there are usu .lly parts of the
rockery which have become washed bare of soil.

This should be replaced and a general tidying up
given.

The Kitchen Garden.

Early Peas.^ The Peas which were sown in-

doors some time ago and have recently been
growing in cold frames must now be got into
their permanent positions, taking care that the
site is well screened from north and east winds
and yet receiving the full benefit of the sun.
Whether the variety is tall or dwarf, the plants
should be given the protection of some Spruce
twigs or branches of a similar type.

Autumn-Sown Cauliflowers.—Now that the
plants have been hardened off by the entire
removal of the lights, it is safe to plant out. As
a number may possibly button or bolt, they
could be planted rather more closely than the
late crop. As a safe protection against slugs,
dust the soil immediately aroimd the plants
%vith soot. Early Erfurt is a reliable variety
which matures quickly.

Globe Artichokes.^The protecting material
should now be removed, a dressing of manure
given, and the ground forked over. It is rather
early yet to transplant, but where a new planta-
tion is to be made, the grotmd must be got ready.

Broad Beans that were sown in boxes indoors
must now be planted out. As the plants are
natturally not so stiff and sturdy as those sown out-
doors, they should receive some support as well
as ample shelter, so as to give them a good start.

Jerusalem Artichokes.-These will grow on
for years unheeded or untouched if the soil is fairly
rich ; but to get the best tubers a new planta-
tion should be made each year. If the ground has
been dug or trenched and manure added, they
can be planted at once 18 inches apart and 3 feet
6 inches to 4 feet between the lines.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—^The temperatiure in the Melon pits
or houses must be well maintained. On no
account must it be allowed to drop below 65°
during the night-time. The atmosphere must
be kept humid, closing the ventilators early in
the afternoon so as to conserve as much sun-beat
as possible. The plants should have the leading
growths stopped when they are about two feet
in length. Most varieties will be found to set
more freely on sublaterals than on the first breaks.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.—The longest
growths will be in need of tying, and should be
attended to before they become too large. If
the disbudding has not been sufficient, a few more
growths may be cut out altogether, so that there
may be no undue overcrowding. As the fruits
are swelling, the chief thinning ought to take place,
leavmg, when possible, the fruits which are best
placed above the wires. The heaviest and best
quality fruit is obtained by severe thinning.

Plants Under Glass.

Summer - Flowering Zonal Pelargoniums
should now be placed in their flowering pots.
In all cases it is wise to restrict their rootrun
by confining them to small pots, as they flower
with far greater freedom in these than would be
the case if given more room.

Stove Plants.—The potting of most stove plants
ought by this date to have been nearly completed.
Any arrears of this work should be attended to
before growth is any further advanced. Pay close
attention to shadmg and p'y the syringe frequently,
closing the houses early in the afternoon to secure
all the sun-heat possible.

Malmaison Carnations.—Plants which were
potted into 6-inch pots during October are now
ready for shifting into 9-inch and lo-inch ones.
For preference select plants which have been
watered the previous day. The soil should be
left rather rough, and must contain a large propor-
tion of porous material, such as small charcoal,
crushed brick and calcined oyster-shell. A'so
include clean leaf-mould with silver sand, and if

wireworms or eelworms are troublesome, a small
quantity of some soil fumigant may with safety
be included during the soil preparation. If the
potting compost is of the right texture, it will
almost be impossible to pot too firmly. Mal-
maisons do not like moisture actually on the
foliage, but constant syringing between the pots
of new'y potted pants is beneficial, except during
very damp and dull days, when a drier atmosphere
is best. John Jeffrev.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Etery department 0/ horticulture is represented in THE
Garden, and the Editor invitee readers to send in questions

rdtUing to matters upon u-hich they wish expert adtice.

The Ediior tcelcomes photographs, articles arui notes.

of their colours when in bloom. In the shaded position

referred to they are not, if remo\-ed thither, Ukely to
prove a permanent success, though they might do for a
time. Much depends, however, upon the nature of the

shade, and distant tree shadp would be much less harmful
than cold, uncongenial shade, the product of near-by
buildings or high walk. Of these things you will be the

better judge on the spot. For the mo\ing and trans

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All planting, March is quite good, though big climip3 of th^e

reasonabU care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he wUl endeavour to return non-accepted

contriinUions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated uHth.

The Editor iciU not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use. and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Gaedes will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, CorerU Garden, W.C.

planted' intact are rarely a success. In other words,
when the clumps are large, dividing and replanting should

go hand in hand.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
NAMES AND TREATMENT OF SHRUBS (Mrs. lAnde-

mann).—The purple-berritd slirub is the Coral-berry

(Svmphoricarpus orbiculatus), native of the Eastern
United States. It can be pruned back fairly severely

at the present time. The other plant is Cupressus law-
soniana'var. albo-spica. It is never a very satisfactory

subject, and is hardly worth growing. The white patches
are really evidence of ill-health, althougli the condition

been perpetuated by propagation. Such patches

In the case of your plants that are now flowering, we
advise you, as soon as the blossoms are over, to
cut otf the old flower-spikes and repot the plants in a
compost as before advised. In repotting, as much of the
old soil should be taken away as can be done without
unduly distressing the roots. Will you please send us
a diseased portion of one of your Amaryllids ?

MISCELLANEOUS.
VARIOUS QUESTIONS iL. B. If.).—The names York

and Lancaster belong to one Kose. It could be obtained
from Messrs. H. Merryweather and Sons, Southwell,
Xotts, or Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Ntwio\vnards.
County Down, Ireland. Rosa Mundi is sometimes
erroneousy termed York and Lancaster. The names
Y'ork and Lancaster are without botanical significance,
and apply to an individual \~ariety in the same way as
La France and Gloire de Dijon apply to other well-known
garden Rose^. Rosa is the generic name of the Rose
family, but it is not used for varieties which have been
raised artificially in our gardens, and applic; to the
wild Fpecies only. The Hen and Chickens Daisy is

has been perpetuated by propagation. Such patches botauically known as Beliis perennis prolifera, and is

frequently die and give the plant a very shabby appear- so called because of the nature of its flowering^ small
ance. Nothing can be done to counteract the ill-effect

|
fiower-heads issuing from and encirchng the larger centra!

of the white patches

SHRUBS FOR BANK (F. J. Jackson).—Thf^io arc

several shrubs which could 1^ used for clothing the bank
beneath your window. The hardier Heaths could le

used with advantage, especially Erica mcditerranea
hybrida. It grows 12 inches to 18 inches high, and
spreads rapidlv. The fiowerine-timc extends from

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,

—

The Editor endeavours to jyecemher to Mav. Hypericum calycinum, 12 inche

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS,

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

icith thai object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely urritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

high, forms a dense carpet of evergreen leaves, and flowers

freely during the summer. It should tt cut to the ground-
line each March. The flowers are yellow and 2^ inches

to 3 inches across. Cotoneaster microphylla is a spreading

evergreen bush 12 inches to 18 inches high. -whJch hears

white flowers in May and red fmits in the autumn.
Cotoneaster horizontalis, li feet to 2 feet high, is deciduo\:s.

and is must attractive in the autumn when bearing scarht

fruits and red and oiange foliage. Common I\-y would

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he also make a good evergreen covering, but, of course

mau desire to be used in the paper. When more than one there would be no flowers. Sun Roses or Helianthcmun^

Jry U .«., «M sHoul, te <,„ aseparaU pie. of paper. ^TT^r^^ j"nc!'^ ^^"^^^'er o^Thi^p" M/fe
PlanU for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

(.^ogen, it should be used alone rather than in mixture.

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-icool, arui flowering jf the existing shrubs are attractive kinds, there is no

shooU where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send reason for their removal, as any of the subjects recom-

smalUeraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters
""t°,fx^J^^^tr^ ^r^TTllrc^.^r?"* .i- ak . v.,,

J. L .h^..i^ h- ,>^t M th^ PirRTT<;iTTR LILACS FROM CUTTINGS (LU. Ak, Aber).—\ou
on business should be sent to the PUBLISHER. ^^ ^^ ^^^^ j^.,^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^_^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ q^-^^y ^.^i.^^I

from cuttings. Cuttings can, however, be rooted both
in the summer and winter. In the former case, short,

half-ripe shoots 4 inches to 6 inches long are taken in

1 July or early August, and are inserted in pots of light
charm* :i :— - -.l^*^ »»..rt»»n.^n*J^n_/vnco T-n *Viii .-.tVior incfanrA

flower-head. The variety is more curious than' fceauliful.

Try Messrs. Barr and Sons. King Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C, for either plants or seeds. Seeds of the
Digitalis you mention can be obtained from Messrs.
Pennell and Sons, Lincoln.

WEEDS ON LAWN {Constant).—U you allow the grass
on your lawn to grow to a height of 6 inches or 8 inches
before teing cut, you will encouiate the wtf d? to prcduce
and shed seeds, therot.y sprtading inflcnd of destroying
the weeds. It is ad^^sablc to hand-weed as far as possible :

then give a sowing of la%vn sand.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— (T. T.).—Leucojum vemum, the
Spring Snowflake. Greycourt.— Herniaria glabra.
T. P.—1, Pinus inslgnis ;, 2, Quercus Hex (Evergreen Oak).
The Blackihorn may be successfully used as a hedge.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SPABAXIS PULCHEBEIMA (Antrim).—Tlim cnarm-

, ggj,- jq ^ ^i^se prbpagating-case. In the other ia«tance,

ing plant will be quite at home in any fairly open position cuttings 12 inches long are made of fully ripened wood
sheltered from north and east. The soil should be made

! ^^ jj,,,^ ^s the leaves fall in the autumn. They arc planted
up of loam, peat, leaf-mould and sand in about equal j^ ^ sheltered border out of doors, covering all except the
parts, adding a fourth part of very old finely sifted manure.

, upper 3 inches of each cutting in the soil and making the
It would be best to prepare a special bed for it, with not ^^i about them quite firm. But an easier method of

less than a foot deep of the soil mixture—better if 1} feet— I propagation is to layer the lower branches into light soil

resting on a well-drained bottom. Moisture is of some during February or Slarch. These will take root during
importance during growth, and this it should not lack. ' ^^^ summer and form plants more quickly than others

In favoured places—for example, Guernsey and the Isle of I raised from cuttings. The Lilac is not a 'very suitable

Wight—the plant does well in rich, deep sandy loam ; shrnb for planting in the way you describe to form a
hence a warm position is something to aim at. The covered walk. It is inclined to "grow very densely from
eighteen months old seedlings could be transplanted with the bottom, and the effect would be rather stifl unless
impunity, though it would be best to get them into their ! you dispense with training and aUow the plants to grow
permanent places during the present month. naturally, thus simply lining the walk with bushes. The

EBIGERON QUAKERESS (C. G. B.).—The behaviour common Lime is often used for covering walks in the way

of your plant is verv unusual, and we are somewhat at vou describe, but Beech, Hornbeam and Hazel are also

a loss to account for it, more particularly as the other chosen. It is not usual to plant a border between the

species named does so well. As a rule, both flower freely bushes or trees of a pleached walk and the path. If

and profusely in the majority of sandy and loamy soils, anything is used, however, it should be some spring-

that named above frequently continuing till frost arrives

Obviously, some local influence, of which we have no
knowledge, is affecting it. ."houid there exist lack of

>igour of the individual crowns, it would be well to divide

the plant frcelv in March, affording the di"sions a richer

soil when replanting. You say the plant "spreads
about," and as its groMih is more or less tufted, we wonder
whether vou have' the true plant. If you have, we see

nothing but lack of vigour to account for your non-success.

YELLOW-FLOWEHED AQUATIC (B. H. Lyne.y—lS
the plant referred to was small habited, we should conclude

it to be Yillarsia nymphieoides, which would do moderately

well in a tub of. say, IJ feet to 2 feet deep, with 6 inches

or so of loam and cow-manure to feed upon The Myosotis

is one of the most miniature growing of the alpine species,

and prefers grittv loam in rocky cre^ices. It is one of

flowering bulb or something that will withstand considerable

drought and shade.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CULTIVATION OF GEHBEBAS (G. H.).—When

Gerberas are raised from seeds, they are very Uable to

go oif during their earher stages ; but, once they become
established, little trouble is then experienced in this

respect. The main roots of the Gerberas are of a deep
descending nature, with comparatively few fibres, for

which reason they grow more fre»ly when planted out

in a sheltered border—as in the front of the Orchid-house

at Kew—^than they do in pots. Yonr plants are certainly

flowering very early, which would seem to indicate that

, - . . they have been kept warmer than they really require.

thosedifflcult subjectslikelytobebestsuitedinthemoraine. I ij^c greatest measure of success under pot culture is

The Erpction—now known as Yiola hedcracea or the attained when the plants are kept during the winter in

New Holland Violet—is an Australian species of doubtful j structure where a temperature of 45' to 55° is maintained,
hardiness, though in your district it may succeed. The j^i ,j,at season overwatering must be strictly guarded
plant grows quite freely in loam, peat and sand in equal against. Under these conditions the plants will partially

parts, and prefers a rather cool position. Planted out in jcjt. Then, on the return of spring, any that need it

An Interesting Hyacinth.—Messrs. Barr and
Sons of King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C,
send us a plant of Hyacinth Lady Derby. The
bulb had been specially treated so as to induce it

to form a number of flower-spikes, which are

infinitely more graceful than the large, massive

spikes obtained from imtrcated bulbs. Messrs.

Barr write :
" We have much pleasure in sending

you a pot of the many-flowered Hyacinth Lady
Derby. These many-flowered Hyacinths are, of

coiurse, as yet a noveltj' in this countrv', the numerous

elegantly set spikes being produced by means of

special treatment of the bulbs in their yoimger

state. These Hyacinths can now be had in five

distinct colours, and, the price of the bulbs being

quite moderate, they are within the reach of all.

As you will see, the pot contains only the one bulb,

from which six spikes have been thrown."

SOCIETIES.

a fraine it rarely fails. You do not say where or how
you have grown the Soldanella. Grow the plant in loam
and peat, with ample moisture throughout its growing

season. Brought is doom to it so far as its flowering is

concerned. Try Gentiana acaulis in a more loamy soil

freclv charged' with old mortar rubble or sandstone

chippings. It should be very firmly planted, and right

up to the base of its leaves. The plant prefers a deep and
cool rootrun.

DELPHINIUMS IN SHADE U. B. X.).—These plants

among the Ro.^cs are somewhat out of place, as much by
reason of growth when establithcd as the conflicting nature

should be repotted in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and
sand. With a natural increase in temperature and in

the supply of water, the plants will soon grow and in time
flower. Good examples may be grown in pots 5 inches

in diameter. Ihrougl out the summer they nay be

grown in a gree-nhouse without any artificial heat, or in

a frame. While they may be shaded during the l.odest

part of the day, exposure to a fair amount of sunshine

is very necessary to their well-doing. When tie pots are

furnished with roots, an occasional stimulant during the

growing season will be helpful. On the appicaeh of

autumn frosts thev must be taken into the greenlouic.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY GARDENEBS'
ASSOCIATION.

The usual fortnightly mieting of the above association

was held in the Wesley Hall, Dumfries, on the evening

of March 6, Mr. S. Arnolt (chairman) presiding. A
short discussion aiose on the subject of the test herbaceous
plants for early August bloen.— a question held over from
the last meeting—and some useful information was given,

Mr. J. B. friehton. Kirirount Gardens, in lespomc to

a request, jave some further useful infoimaticn uspe eting

his method of euliivating Potatoes in the open for use

in relruaiv. The chairman then called upon Mr. Esson,

Dn:mlanrip Castle Gaidens. to idve lis paper on " Piesent-

day Gaidening." This inteiistirg atd exKnsive subject

Mr. Esson dealt with very fully and ably. He pointed

out the diflerencc between gardening in former and In

present times. ar,d emphasised the varied requirements

of the gaidms of to-day. He discussed the large

garden, or rather cardens, which afioided scope for much
diversity, and spoke of bedding-out, herbaceous borders,

the Rose garden, the wild taiden, the shrubbery and the

roek taid<r. rivii^g many liinis as to the test practice

in these diCeient branches. Mr. Esson then dealt with

smaller gardens, stronfly e>piettii:g his views in favour

of indi>iduahiv. and deploring the sameness shown by
so many small gaidcns. An inleicslirg ditccssicn tcok

place, during the course of which Mr. Esson w.-!6 ccmpU-
mented on his excellent paper. Guile motion of the

chairman, he was heartily thanked.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Mezereon.—-The free-flowering qualities

of the old and well-known shrub Daphne Mezereum

warrant it a place in every garden, for it is suitable

alike for those of large and small area, some of

the finest specimens being met with in cottage

gardens. Cottagers in South Lancashire appear

to be very fond of it, for fine examples are often

seen in their gardens, possibly by reason of its

being so easily moved from garden to garden

by means of seeds or tiny plants, and after it has

once been planted being left severely alone. It

is one of those plants

that rejoices in cool,

moist soil, and usually

gives the best results

when sheltered from very

hot sun. Several varie-

ties, are supplied by

nurserymen in addition

to the ordinary red-

flowered kmd. The twd

best are grandiflorum, a

free - flowering variety

with red flowers, which

open during December

and January ; and
album, a white-flowered

form which blooms dur-

ing February or March.

The former, like the

type, produces rich red

berries in June, and the

latter bears yellow

berries. \

Two Beautiful Early

Flowering Trees.—How
beautiful Comus Mas
and Parrotia persica are

just now with their

masses of blooms ! The
other day we saw a large

bowl with some cut

sprays of them mixed
with sprays of Alexan-

drian Laurel (Danaea

Laurus). The bright yellow flowers of the Cornelian

Cherry made a pleasing contrast to the Parrotia,

with its conspicuous rich red stamens, while the

graceful sprays of Dana;a added just the finish

required.

A Charming Golden Shrub.—Few evergreen

shrubs are as bright and attractive as Cassinia

fulvida. It is a low-growing, branching bush,

covered with tiny leaves, which are powdered on
their under surface, so that the bush has a golden

hue at all seasons. The flowers are very small,

but borne in large clusters terminating the shoots.

It is a good subject for a dry, warm bank, and in

such a position the colouring is most attractive,

especially just now, as the young growth is pushing

forth. It is a native of New Zealand and some-

times listed imder the name of Dip'opappus

chrj'sophylla.

The Chinese Davidia.—On the plant of

Davidia involucrata Vilmorinii in the Hima-
layan House at Kew two fruits arc approaching

maturity. We believe this is the first time

a tree has borne fruits in this country. The^

FLOWERING SHOOT OF DAVIDIA INVOLUCRATA. A TREE IS

TEMPERATE HOUSE AT KEW.

are solitary, about the size and shape of a Walnut,

green, with a glaucous bloom, and slightly grooved.

Each fruit contains only one nut.

Ferns in Air-Tight Bottles.—In the March

issue of the British Fern Gasette the editor,

Mr. C. T. Druery, gives some interesting particulars

of a Hart's-tongue Fern that he has had in a

hermetically sealed glass pickle jar for ten years.

Originally placed in the jar, with a little wet,

washed sand in the bottom, when a minute plant

bearing a solitar>-, tiny frond, the plant in the

cotu'se of a year or two reached the stopper, and

from 1904 untU the present time has continued to

produce new fronds, and appears to be in

a perfectly healthy condition. Copies of^ the

Gazette, containing full particulars of this

interesting experiment, can be obtained

from Mr. Druerv', rr, Shaa Road, .^Vcton,

London, W.
Forget-me-not Day in London.—We under-

stand that a movement is on foot to sell

sprays of Forget-me-not in London on May i

in aid of disabled sailors and soldiers. We are

pleased to note that it

is the intention of the

originators of the
scheme to sell, as far

as possible, natural
flowers, as by so doing

those whose business

it is to grow cut flowers

will be assisted, as well

as those who have

been broken in war.

After all, artificial

flowers at their best

are but caricatures

of those culled from

Xature.

The Dahlia Year

Book.—The committee

of the National Dahlia

Society is to be con-

gratulated on publishing

its Year Book during the

present crisis. The
many interesting and

instructive articles that

it contains should prove

of considerable interest

and assistance to those

who, more or less
successfully, attempt to

grow these autumn
flowers. Jlr. C. Harman
PajTie gives some very

interesting particulars

on the evolution of the Dahlia as a show

flower, and park superintendents and gardeners

generally would do well to study Mr. Cheal's

remarks concerning the Dahlia as a decorative

plant for parks and gardens. The Year BoA
is splendidly printed and bound, but some of the

portraits of Dahlia enthusiasts might have been

of a more recent date. The hon. secretary of

the National Dahlia Society is Mr. J. B.

Riding, Forest Side, Chingford, London, from

whom, we presume, copies of the Year Book
can be obtained.

FRUITING IX THE
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed bv correspondents.)

Trees for Screens.—in the interfsting article

on this subject in your issue for March 6,

page 119, certain shrubs were mentioned for grow-

ing under large trees. I should like to add to

these Abies nordmanniana. Since I saw this some

years ago growing in dense woods at Les Barres,

I have planted it in similar situations, and with

great success. For those to whom Aucubas are

as red rags to bulls. I recommend the restful green

of Nordmann's Fir.—^E. A. Bunyard.

Saxifraga lilacina.—-One of the most striking and

most beautiful Saxifrages in flower at the present

time is Saxifraga lilacina. When yards

away from this minute gem, one finds one's

self hurrying towards it to examine at close

range its large, lilac purple flowers, which

are borne in great profusion on hairy

stems half an inch to an inch high. To

further enhance the effect,, the petals are

reflexed, and show off to great advantage

the gold-tipped purple stamens. Of creep-

ing habit, S. lilacina has very minute,

lime-tipped leaves, produced closely

together, giving the plant the appear-

ance of little mats of silvery grey. It

is a native of the Himalayas, and is

thriving here in a gritty compost.

—

John
G. Broadhead, Wooldale, Thongs Bridge.

Huddersfield.

Home-Grown Vegetables and Our
Food Supply.—Referring to your kind

enquiry of February 11, I have placed the

matter before the committee of this

society, and, after fully considering the

matter, they were unanimously of the

opinion that we ought to do all in our

power to further your praiseworthy

efforts. The steps we have decided to

take to this end are as follow : To issue

a circular-letter to all the members of

the society and to the residents in the

neighbourhood pointing out the necessity

of cultivating as many vegetables as

possible this year, and inviting any who
would like to cultivate a small plot of

land to send their names in to me
with a view to our endeavouring to

secure some of the land lying idle in

this neighbourhood for their benefit.

As it would be impossible for me to

embody the whole of the different

aspects of the case, in my opinion, in

a circular-letter, I have ventured to

write them out more fully with a view to insertion

in our local paper ; but a member of our com-

mittee, to whom I have shown the accompanying

article, suggested that if would be productive of

more good if inserted in a paper like The Garden,
and for this reason I forward it to you.

—

Ernest
C. Cross, Hon. Secretary, Hale End Horticultural

Society. [The article referred to by Mr. Cross

appears on page 155.

—

Ed.]

I am pleased to say that we have decided

to continue our society during the present year,

as the importance of such work is very necessary

at the present time in stimulating interest among
all cultivators of the soil to bring every available

plot into use. It may be necessary to curtail

expense on the present occasion, but this should

You will be pleased to hear that your article

greatly helped to influence the foregoing decision.

—

J. L. Wright, Hon. Secretary, Whamclifte Silk-

stone Floral and Horticultural Society.

Undesirables in the Rock Garden.—" E. H. J."

has rendered a great service in calling your readers'

attention to undesirable plants for the rock garden,

as it is quite as necessary for begmners to know
what not to plant as to know what to make a

start with. I cordially agree with his list, the

worst of which I have fomid to be Euphorbia

Cyparissias. Being smitten with the pretty

appearance of this plant, I introduced it in my
alpine garden, and I have regretted it ever since,

as do what I will I have so far beeir unable to

eradicate the wretch. A few years since, while

walking along a road near Termignon (in the

HOME-MADE RUSTIC HURDLE. THESE ARE V
USEFUL FOR WIND SCREENS.

company of a well-known and greatly respected

horticulturist), we espied, a little way off, a patch

of glorious blue, which on closer approach we
found to be Ajuga genevensis. Attracted by its

brilliant colour, I dug up some of it, and in due

course installed it with pride here. I lived in

joyous expectation of seeing it flower the next

year. It did so, but what a falling off was there 1

It came a dingy, dowdy blue ; but great as was

that disappointment, it was nothing to what

was to follow. The fiend began to run imder-

ground, and soon appeared yards away from where

I had planted it, so that I had to lift rocks which

it had undermined. Times out of number I had

to dig up pieces of it, so, fellow rock gardeners,

beware of this siren. " E. T. E." sings the

be everyone's aim in such a great national crisis, praises of Cerastium tomentosum, a plant which

is out of place in a garden of choice alpines, which

all true alpinists seek to grow. Fancy cutting

alpine plants back twice a year as though they

were some subject in a topiary garden !
" E. T. E."

condemns himself. The proper province of

Cerastium tomentosum is that of an edging plant

in borders, and even then it needs close watching.

It surprises me to see Mr. G. R. Phipps writing that

" in some rock gardens where there are spaces

beneath the trees which have to be covered," &c.

Without desiring to claim great knowledge, I

have understood hitherto that no rock garden

should be even near a tree, much less have one

in it. What about drip, which is fatal to alpines

and injurious even to plants in borders ; and what

about the roots of trees, not to mention shade ?

Some people must have curious ideas about rock

gardens. They surely have never seen

the Alps, nor have read books on the con-

struction of rock gardens. May X refer your

correspondent to page i of " The Small

Rock Garden," published by Country Life.

Limited, and the illustration facing the title

page ? No trees there ! With me Zausch-.

neria califomica, planted in full sun, is far

from a ramper ; but is this an alpine ?

Mr. William "Robinson rightly describes it

as a perennial, meaning a border plant,

which it really is. Arabises, Aubrietias and

Helianthemums are not an mimixed

blessing in an alpine garden by reason

of their rampageousness. As one cannot

well do without them, I am treating them

as unfavoured pictures at the Royal

Academy are treated, viz., skying them.

Raised feet above their smaller brethren,

they in their season produce glorious

cascades of colour. — Alpinist. [The

sentence in " The Small Rock Garden,"

by Mr. E. H. Jenkins, referred to by
" Alpinist," is as follows :

" The best

position for a rock garden is one entirely

in the open, a position removed from the

presence or near proximity of large trees,

equally prejudicial to success by reason of

their rootspread and the shade or drip

consequent upon their overhanging

branches."

—

Ed.]

Wattle Hurdles for Shelter. — The

illustration represents a form of wattle

hurdle most useful for protecting shrubs

and tender plants from cold winds,

especially in early spring. These hurdles

are largely used by the seaside, where

north and easterly wmds have a deter-

rent effect upon the growth of so many
plants and evergreens. This is an

industry I have started on this estate,

employing much labour in the' woods in

cutting down and converting the underwood,

which grows so freely in this part of Hamp-
shire, into hurdles. Hazel is the principal

wood from which the hurdles are made,

although Ash, Maple and wild Cherry are also

used. The hurdles are 6 feet long, 3 feet high

and closely woven. The " rods," as they are

termed, are split, and thus made more pliable.

They are easily wound around the end, although

it is a knack belonging to the experts at the

work, which requires considerable practice. In

some parts the hurdles are used for road-making

across swamps and building up the banks of water-

courses. I find them especially valuable for

many uses on an estate.—E. Molyneu.k, Swamnore,

Hants.

ERY
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Narcissus pallidus praecox.—My attention was

attracted by a note on this early Pyrenean Daffodil

in your issue of March 13. A long bank of it

here is now a perfect picture. Last year the

first flowers opened at the end of January.

This year they were exactly a month later.

You mention that it is a difficult plant to increase,

and that in some places it actually deteriorates.

But in an experience of pallidus prsecox extending

over fifteen years, I must confess to having found

it one of the most prolific plants of its kind in

my garden. It must be understood that I

am speaking of its increase from seeds, not from

offsets. Among the species and varieties of the

Narcissus grown here (and there are some hundreds

of them) pallidus praecox is the most plentiful

and the most consistent seeder of all. It is growing

here on a rough hedge bank, and up till two years

ago I allowed it to ripen and shed its seeds tu situ.

For the last two seasons I have taken pains to

watch and gather the pods, and the seeds have

been sown outdoors in rows in little nursery beds.

As a result I have now many thousands of healthy

seedlings. It has been well worth the trouble,

for in a year or two I ought to have a fine quantity

of good flowering bulbs of what is now, I under-

stand, becoming an increasingly scarce plant.

—

Ornatus, Rye.

Daffodil or Narcissus ?—The section to which

the name of Daffodil with its variants was applied

was the one to which the Primrose Peerless and

Poet's Narcissus belong. Lyte thought these and

the Pseudo were distinct genera, and remarks

that this was called " Pseudo-narcissus because

his flowers are somewhat like to Narcissus : in

English, Crowbels." Gerard calls the first " Nar-

cisse "—a very good name too—in a translation

from Theocritus :

" But when the Girles were come into

The medowes flouring all in sight.

That Wench with these, this Wench with those

Trim floures, themselves did all delight :
"

She with the Narcisse good in sent.

And she with Hyacinthes content."

" Daffodilly," " Daffodowndilly " and " Primerose

Peerlesse " are other of Gerard's names. " Laus

Deo " is in Tusser's list of plants for this, and we

know from Turner's " Libellus " that this was a

common name in Essex for this flower. " Cen-

cliffe " is a very old name for the Pseudo or

Bastard Daffodil, and besides these there are also

a large number of local names applied to both and

to particular species, e.g., " Sweet Nancy " to the

late double white. It may be permissible to make
a note here of Mistletoe being used in churches

at Christmastide, which the Rev. J. Jacob,

in quoting lines from Gay's " Trivia," seems

doubtful about. But an old custom at York

was that of decking the altar of the Cathedral

on Christmas Eve with Mistletoe, and I have

read somewhere that it was customary to employ

Mistletoe in churches for the same purpose as in

private houses —R. P. Brotherston.

What is a Daffodil ?—What is a Narcissus ?

What is a Daffodil ? are questions asked and

answered by the Rev. J. Jacob in The Garden
of March 6. The names are absolutely con-

vertible, Mr. Jacob thinks. John Dicks called

them all Narcissus in 1771, and " so it has

continued up to the present time." But is it

not a curious thuig that, if 'the matter is as

simple as Mr. Jacob supposes, there should

have been up to the present time a more or

less general belief among Daffodil-mongers,

as well as among the profane, tjiat a Narcissus

is not necessarily a Daffodil ? Language is a

freakish old person ; but there is one thing in

which she is notoriously consistent, and that is

her regard for economy. None of her words

has a sinecure. If they do not work, neither

shall they live. If I know anything of Language

and her ways, I should say it is extremely unlikely

that she has allowed two words to discharge

exactly the same functions from the time of

Charles I. till now. I really think Mr. Jacob

must reconsider this matter, and allow due weight

to current usage. Perhaps I may be allowed

to state what I have always understood to be the

ground covered by the two words. Unfortu-

nately, not being near a reference library,

I cannot quote authorities ; but I have been a

good deal occupied with the Narcissus and its

literature all my life, and therefore ventiure to

state what I have always supposed to be the

scope of the words. " Narcissus," I take it, then,

is the generic word, and covers the whole tribe,

regardless of form. " Daffodil," on the other

h^nd, was a name in general use for certain

yellow forms of Narcissus which were common in

Old English gardens, viz.. the Lent Lily (N. Pseudo-

narcissus), the Peerless Narcissus (N. incompara-

bilis), single and double, and the Hoop Petticoat

(Corbularia). The Polyanthus Narcissus (Tazetta)

was not (and possibly still is not) a common
flower of English gardens, but rather a Dutch

florist's flower. The Narcissus by pre-eminence

was that which was believed, with or without

sufficient grounds, to be the Narcissus of the

Greek and Latin poets—the Narcissus poetarum

(less correctly " Narcissus Poeticus "
). The Jonquil

(or Rush-kin) is another form of Narcissus, which I

can hardly think an English cottager of a previous

generation would have dreamed of calling

" Daffodil." N. Poeticus recurvus, the form of

Poeticus which was probably most plentiful in

the old gardens, he might style " Narcissus,"

though I doubt it. Narcissus being rather

the comprehensive term used by those who
have wTitten about these flowers ; he would pro-

bably speak of it as the " Pheasant's-eye," and a

very good name too. .After all, in the matter

of English plant names the cottager is an authority

not to be despised ; and I should think he would

be just as likely, or as little likely, to speak of a

Jonquil or Pheasant's-eye as a Daffodil as he

would be to call a China Aster a Michaelmas

Daisy. To sum up, may I ask Mr. Jacob whether

it is now permitted to call a Pheasant's-eye

Narcissus a " Poetic Daffodil " ? To be forewarned

mil obviate the danger of shock. It has just

occurred to me to constilt the only authority

that is accessible to me on this point, viz., Webster's

International Dictionary, and this is what I

find : " Daffodil—a plant of the genus Narcissus

(N. Pseudo-narcissus). It has a bulbous root

and beautiful flowers, usually of a yeUow hue."

I had something to say also on the subject of

alternative names for Daffodils and other Narcissi,

but that must keep for another time.

—

Somerset.

COLOUR CHARTS: WHAT
IS WANTED.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
March 29.—At Rawdon, near Leeds, in the

Conservative Club, in aid of local Red Cross work,

Mrs. Duggan of Clevedon, Altrincham, will lecture

on " Bulbous Plants for the Garden, with Special

Reference to Daffodils and Lilies." Lantern

slides and a collection of cut Daffodil blooms

in variety will be shown. Mrs. Duggan will

be glad to repeat this lecture elsewhere in aid of

any of the war charities.

THE interesting article by the Rev. Joseph

Jacob in The Garden of March 6

again opens up the question of a

proper, definite and much-needed
standardisation of colours applicable

to floral descriptions. I am afraid,

however, none of his suggestions is likely to

achieve much more satisfactory conditions than
obtain already.

Mr. Jacob begins by criticising the descriptions

given in nurserymen's catalogues, and although

he realises some of the difficulties in the waj'

of the compiler of catalogues, I do not think he
has quite grasped them all. In the first place,

if a nurseryman takes any one of the publications

mentioned and bases his descriptions thereon,

how can he be sure that the reader of such descrip-

tions will possess that particular " repertoire
"

or " chart " or " code " ? Why, even the Royal

Horticultural Society has been unable to remain

true to its first love. A year or two ago, having ac-

quired a certain number of copies of the " Repertoire

de Couleurs," it urged upon its members and the

general public the multiple advantages of possess-

ing such a standard, and I think, also, upon the

horticulttural trades the desirability of using it

in their descriptions. It now appears that, having

distributed a certain number, it has abandoned

it for its own use in favoiu: of Ridgway's Chart.

I do not know Ridgway's Chart yet, but I suspect

that when I do get it and endeavour to compare

certain shades with what should be their equivalents

in the " Repertoire," there will be very decided

differences, because I am confident that the indi-

vidual perception of colours varies to a far greater

extent than is generally supposed. I have per-

sonally tested this by giving flowers of exactly

similar shades (self colomrs) to different individuals

and asking them to match the colours. On
one occasion this was done with Carnation Uriah

Pike, all carefully selected blooms. Five people

each produced what they considered was a match,

and each produced a different shade ; moreover,

although all agreed that the five shades were

different, each maintained that his own selection

was right. I cannot explain this, but only state

it as an interesting instance of the difficulties

the descriptionist has to overcome.

But there is another and greater difficulty still.

Certain colours in flowers vary many shades in

different lights. This is pcirticularly applicable

to the most difficult of all divisions to describe

—

the shades of blue, purple, lilac, lavender, and

mauve, such, for instance, as occtu: in Irises and
Delphiniums. If Mr. Jacob wants a really thrill-

ing experience, he should spend one bright sunny

afternoon among Japanese Irises as they grow

here, and make careful notes as to their colours

according to the " Chart." Then let him go over

the same ground the ne.xt morning if it is dull

and prepare independent descriptive notes. I

think he would be surprised to find how much
more the flowers vary than the " Chart " does,

and unless he is blessed with exceptionally good

colour vision, I think his descriptions on the two

days would vary in nearly every case. I doubt

if anyone would be able to fix the shade usually

described as violet purple three days in succession

to the same example in any chart yet published.

Brilliant sunshine adds a luminosity to such

examples that does more than change the shade
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it makes one hesitate as to whether to approacli

it through the reds or blues to find its exact match
in the colour chart. Try the same colour tone or

shade on the next day when the light is grey, through

being overclouded, and again on a bright, clear

morning early, and the result will be very different.

Again, Mr. Jacob has, like the rest of us, un-

doubtedly noticed the brilliant intensity of coloiir-

ing acquired by certain plants flowering in Scottish

gardens in September as compared with the same
things flowering in the South a week or two earlier

;

and at the Royal Horticultural Society's shows

he must have noticed that certain

Phloxes, for instance, vary many
tones in colour, according to

the district in which they have

been grown. How is it possible,

then, for any uniformity of

description to become prevalent

unless with the same chart, under
the same conditions, the same
authority decides upon it ?

—

which, obviously, takes the re-

sponsibility out of the hands of the

compiler of catalogues, because

if six growers each cultivated the

Tulip Siren that Mr. Jacob
speaks' of, even using the same
colour chart, I think it would be
found that their descriptions

would differ considerably as to
" exactly the shade of rose."

There is another minor diffi-

culty. Colour-printing has not

yet attained that perfection that

it is permanent. In the " Re-

pertoire " I have before me as

I write, some of the blues are

already taking on a sickly green

tint, and on some sheets it will

soon be impossible to distinguish

No. I from No. 4.

I am well aware that Mr. Jacob
did not set out to find more diffi-

culties, but a method of overcom-
ing those he had discovered^ which
is not so easy. First, as regards the

"Chart." He does not say so, but I

read into his paragraph on the
" Repertoire " the words " stupen-

dous and unwieldy," and it is, for

ordinary everyday use in the

garden. However, I think so far it

is the most complete attempt at

standardisation made, and if any
degree of accuracy is to be
achieved, it appears to me to form
the best standard work of reference

in existence. The number of varia-

tions is immense, but inasmuch as

in most instances a floral example
has been given of each, it would
not seem to be too many. Indeed, m y own experi-

ence has been th at there are still certain tones
that have no p lace therein. But how is it to be
applied ? Ev ery Rose catalogue, hardy plant
catalogue an d bulb list published badly require
revision. Not one of them has been the pro-

duction of individual effort on the part of any one
person. Messrs. So-and-so introduce a new
Tulip. When it is put in commerce, it is described
in their catalogue according to what their com-
piler conceives to be a correct standard of colour
(usually his own). Other firms buy stock and
eventually catalogue the same variety, adopting

the original description with the stock they

purchase, right or wrong. The result is that

the same shade of colour gets half a dozen different

names in the same catalogue. I am not sure that

if everyone gave their own opinion on the matter of

the colour of a novelty, things would be much better.

What, then, is the remedy ? Of one thing I

am sure. If it is left to the horticultural trades,

unaided, to bring about the revolution, it will

never be done. Take the general catalogues

issued by any firm, and think what it would mean
to revise all the descriptions therein. Start

DAFFODIL NOTES.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

THE NEW
BARR AT

NARCISSUS CYCLAMINEUS HYBRID SHOWN BY MESSRS.
VINCENT SQUARE LAST WEEK. {See Mr. Jacpb's notes.)

now with the Crocuses and go on with the Tulips,

Irises, Roses and all the etceteras throughout

the coming year. Even supposing some firm

could be found who were willing to incur the

expense, or could afford it, of bringing every

description possible within the understanding of

the possessor of the " Repertoire," would such

production be accepted as authoritative ?—quite

apart from the fact that it is hardly likely that

any commercial organisation would be content to

provide such a catalogue with a view to its being

generally copied. George Dillistone.

{To be continued.)

The Midland Daffodil Society.—As the dates

(April 21 and 22) which have been fixed for this

show approach, it may be well to say that a plebis-

cite of members was taken some time ago, when
it was found that a good majority of votes had
been recorded in favour of holding it as usual.

The committee accordingly decided to go on with

it as arranged. I take this opportunity of asking

all who are in a position to do

so to accord it all the support

they can, either as exhibitors

or subscribers, or both. It

seems to me that one most
important reason which can now
be urged for its non-abandon-

ment is the lateness of the

season. To cover any loss and
the possible wiping out of the

small balance, one member wrote

to the treasurer offering a special

subscription of five pounds if

five more would give the same.

I believe that up to the pre-

sent two promises in addition to

the original tentative one have

been received, leaving three more
to be made.

Royal Horticultural Society's

Classified List of Names. — A
long discussion took place at the

Royal Horticultural Society's

Narcissus committee meeting on

March 9 relative to the large

and increasing number of names
sent in for registration. The
general opinion seemed to be

that it would be well if some-

thing could be done to limit the

huge output. Messrs. P. R. Barr,

G. W. Leak and myself were

appointed a sub-committee to try

to suggest some workable way
out of the difficulty. When we
have consulted' together and
reported to the general com-

mittee, I will refer to the sub-

ject again. The whole of the

difficulty arises from the undue

haste of raisers to name their

seedlings before they really know
if they are ever likely to appear

on the public stage. A little

restraint in this matter would
help very materially to over-

come the difficulty. Until a

variety has lived for a certain

time, and unless it is found to

have merits as either a garden

plant or a show flower, it might well be allowed

to remain " incog." under a number, or, if more

convenient, have a sort of pet or garden name
assigned to it for home use only.

Daffodils at Vincent Square on March 16.—
There were but two orthodox groups of cut blooms,

and a few bowls with fibre-grown plants in a third,

on this date. If we add a few stray pans of

cyclamineus and minimus scattered up and down
the various groups, and the Queen of Spains,

Alice Knights, corbularias and two or three others

in the beautiful spring border like arrangement

of Messrs. Barr and Sons, we have enumerated
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tlie whole of those that were there. Alice Knights

(D, 3j ; S, ij X I ; C, li x ij) received an award
of merit for growing in pots. It is free flowering,

early, not too tall and tractable. By this I mean
it allows itself to be gently forced with a good

grace, and does not look as if it always fought

against it.

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons staged in a

light and tasteful manner an e.xcellent collection

of pot-grown flowers. Its chief value consisted

in its affirmation of the suitability of certain

varieties for pot work. It sounded a little strange

to hear one lady casually remarking to another,
" There is nothing much better than the old

Firebrand." To one who remembers the avalanche

of Leeds and Backhouse seedlings poured forth

by Peter Barr in the days of yore, " old " sounds

incongruous at first when joined adjectively to

Firebrand, but on second thoughts it tells us of

the march of Time. Firebrand is growing old,

but it is crystallising out

as one of our best pot

plants. I have always

maintained that as far

as my own experience

goes. Homer is about the

best of all the Poets for

the same purpose. Mr.

Duncan Pearson and his

foreman confirmed my
opinion at this show, both

verbally and visually.

Weardale Perfection and
Blackwell, as one would
expect, were good. I was
again struck with van
Waveren's Giant. Readers

that I

For example, what a contrast there is between

that of Autocrat and Michael on tlic one hand and

that of Croesus on the otlier ! I think 1 once heard

Mr. Crosfield describe the latter as " flanneUy,"

which is not at all a bad word to use for that

coarse, woolly-looking texture.

A FRAGRANT WHITE ROSE.
Although Rose Mme. Alfred Carri^re was first

put into commerce so long ago as 1879, it is still

a great favourite with all who appreciate varieties

with good and pronounced fragrance. It is

classed by the National Rose Society as a Hybrid
Noisette, and is best grown as a large, free bush,

as shown in the accompanying illustration.

Treated in this way it blooms profusely, and,

unlike most other rambling Roses, gives a good

second display in the autumn. Newly planted

bushes do not, as a rule, flower freely, but when

BRITISH ROSES OF
RECENT INTRODUCTION.

M
ANY new Roses of great attractive-

ness have recently been introduced

by British rosarians. Conspicuous

among these in any comprehensive

collection are such fine specimens

of the Hybrid Tea as Josephine

and Majestic, from the world-famous nurseries

at Waltham Cross in Hertfordshire, of which the

former has, to my mind, distinct reminiscences

of the venerable (and invincible) Gloire de Dijon
;

while the latter somewhat reminds me of my
own English namesake, which was also raised

by Messrs. William Paid and Sons, and is, I should

imagine, . like its gracious predecessor, a very

fragrant Rose.

Several Hybrid Teas of the greatest distinction

come to us from that highly distinguished raiser,

may remember
mentioned there

fine vase of it

Bourne's stand

Forced Bulb Show

.mt^
was a

on Mr.

at the

Judg-

,^ . ^
^.

ing by the lists in the

1913 and 1914 Year
Books, it does not seem
to be known as suitable

for pots, but from present

appearances it looks as

if it was. I thought both

Florence Pearson and Mrs.

H. J. Veitch distinctly

good.

Messrs. Barr and Sons

had a rather mixed group.

A very lovely cycla-

mineus hybrid stood out

by itself. The long, refined

trumpet was just matched
by the graceful, narrow, reflexing perianth segments,
the whole bloom being a rich uniform yellow
of about the shade of Autocrat (see illustration).

It is very unfortunate so few of this charming
type of hybrids live for any length of time. I

append its measurements : D, 3 ; S, ix if; C, ij

X I. The only other named flower that caught
my eye was a massive deep golden yellow
Ajax with a slightly elliptical perianth and
a widely flanged trumpet. It was called

Golden Chief. Measurements : D, 4J ; S, ij x i|

;

C, if X 2i.

Descriptive Terms.—From one or two com-
munications that I have received, I think a good
many people besides myself would welcome a

recognised nomenclature. There should be one
or two words to describe the texture of the perianth.

.^-^'f^.«- - •

'^^.jl

ROSE MME. ALFRED CARRIERE, AN OLD BUT FRAGRANT WHITE VARIETY.

the bushes are thoroughly established and not

overpruned, they give a very good account of

themselves. Practically all the pruning that

is necessary is thinning out of old or obviously

weak wood and the removal of soft tips. Although
best grown as a large rambling bush, it is a good
white Rose for arches', pillars or pergolas, and the

large blooms are excellent for cutting. I

have also found that Gustave Regis gives

much better results when grown in this way,
although I make a point of pruning it rather

harder than I do Mme. Alfred Carriere.

There is no doubt that many of these

vigorous Roses give far the best results when
allowed to grow almost as they like, Griiss

an Teplitz and Irish Elegance being others that

occur to one. B. M.

Mr. Hugh Dickson of Belmont, near Belfast,

two of the grandest of which are Lady Clan-

william, whose uniquely exquisite attributes I

have already in The Garden endeavoured

to ' emphasise, and Mrs. James Lynas, of

luminous aspect and almost absolutely faultless

formation.

Brilliant, whose complexion sufficiently illustrates

the significance of its name ; William Cooper

and Mrs. Archie Gray are others, each of which

may be said, without any exaggeration, to have

eminently distinguishing beauties and character-

istics of its own.

Chief among the most recent creations of Mr.

Samuel McGredy, the redoubtable rosarian of

Portadown in Ireland (who has given us so much
that is of permanent value), are Edgar M. Burnett,
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a variety of superb endowments, generally regarded

as an improvement on Lady Alice Stanley ;
CoUeen,

a charming rose pink acquisition, with a high-

pointed centre ; Florence Forrester, one of the

latest and loveliest additions to the great and

growing race of Hybrid Teas ; Mrs. .Ambrose

Ricardo, with splendid saffron yellow com-

plexion ; and, above all, lona Herdman.

Of recent introductions from far-famed New-

townards, my supreme favourites are unquestion-

ably H. V. Machin, one of the grandest velvety

crimson coloured Roses in existence, which by

reason of its greater reliability may possibly super-

sede the illustrious George Dickson ;
KiUamey

Brilliant, which is likely to prove a permanent

acquisition ; the brilliant Red Letter Day ;
and

Queen Mary, whose truly remarkable combination

of rich colours makes the latter fine variety quite

A GARDEN OF ROSES.

M
.ANY of those who strive to keep their

gardens gay from spring to autumn

must have felt at times a little

weary of the increasing attention

demanded by ordinary herbaceous

beds . and borders. To such I

suggest a garden of Roses. This proposal

would have been ridiculous some fifteen years

ago. To-day, thanks to the new class of floriferous

Hybrid Teas whicJi combine the good qualities

of the Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas, it is possible

to have a garden blossonung with Roses from early

Jime to late October, whUe in mild seasons occa-

sional blooms may be gathered in January. In

choosing Roses for display we must select those

lighter shades may be included in such varieties as

Betty, Dean Hole, Duchess of Wellington, La

Tosca, Lady Ptrrie, Pharisaer, Rayon d'Or, Sun-

burst and White Killamey.

The ground between the Roses may be planted

with Violas. These will bloom unceasingly from

April until October. Mauve shades are best, as

they contrast with and show up the colours of

the Roses. Rose beds of one variety only look

well on a lawn, which is also an excellent place

for standards. Dorothy Perkins and other extra

vigorous growers of the %vichuraiana class are

excellent for arbours and on banks ; but for covering

walls It is best to select such kinds as the

climbing varieties of Caroline Testout, Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria, Liberty, Lady Ashtown, Ln

France, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Richmond, with Griiss

anTeplitz, L'ldeal^and Zeph>Tine Drouhin, planted

M^^"^^'

• •*^

THE STAR-FLOWERED MAGNOLIA (M. STELLATA) PLANTED IN FRONT OF EVERGREENS.

worthy of its exalted name. One of its celebrated

contemporaries, viz., Irish Fireflame, is of quite ex-

ceptional beauty when in bud form or half blown.

Among other notable introductions of recent

origination are Augustus Hartmarm, raised by

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons of Colchester

;

Cherry Page (for which we are indebted to Mr.

Walter Easlea), whose flowers are semi-double

and of most vivid carmine pink complexion,

with golden yellow suffusion at the base of the

petals ; Oriflame, a beautiful native of Mr. George

Paul's great nurseries at Cheshunt, a decorative

variety of splendid floriferousness ; and Braiswick

Charm, an attractive creation of Mr. Frank Cant,

which its eminent raiser regards as the nearest

approach hitherto achieved to a perpetual-flowering

wichuraiana. David R. Williamson.

Kirkmaiden, Wigtownshire, N.B.

kinds which arc most perpetual and, among these,

those of the most decided colours. Weak colours

do not show up well, and should be included

sparingly and only for some special reason. The

borders should be fUled with dwarf kinds. The

most striking colour is red, which should pre-

dominate. I suggest that at least a third of the

dwarfs should be of this colour. Such varieties

as Liberty, Richmond, Genera! Macarthur, Laurent

Carle, G. C. Waud and Chateau de Clos Vougeot

ara suitable. These should be planted 2 feet apart

in groups of three to five of one kind, distributed

irregularly through the border. The spaces

between these can be filled in mainly with groups

of bright pink kinds, such as Caroline Testout,

Dorothy Page-Roberts, KiUamey, Lady Ashtown,

Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mrs. W. J. Grant,

CoralUna, Lady Battersea and Irish Glory. A few

5 feet apart and not within 2I feet of the dwarfs.

These varieties, as well as the more vigorous

Gloire de Dijon and William Allen Richardson,

are glorious subjects for arches, or as pill?r Roses for

planting on the lawn or in the shrubbery. Shady

parts of the garden may be planted with flowering

shrubs and pillars of Gloire de Dijon. H. Tea.

A BEAUTIFUL EARLY FLOWERING
MAGNOLIA.

The Magnolia illustrated above is a good

and beautiful kind for nearly all gardens, and one

has no hesitation in recommending it to all

who appreciate spring flowers. M. steUata, as its

name implies, has star-shaped, pure white flowers,

and is usually the first to open its blossoms, these

generally unfolding about the first week in April.
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In-one respect this is a drawback, as they are liable

to get damaged by early morning frosts. However,

it is such a beautiful shrub that this risk is well

worth taking. Unlike most of the tribe. Magnolia

stellata never attains a great size, forming at its

full development a close spreading bush 6 feet or

so high. Magnolias appreciate deeply cultivated

and well-enriched loamy soil to which some peat

and leaf-mould has been added. They can be

successfully planted either in September, March

or April ; but as they are impatient of disturbance,

they should be left alone as much as possible.

Most nurserymen supply young plants in pots,

and these are the best to purchase. The illustra-

tion provides an excellent object-lesson in effective

planting. It will be seen that the Magnolia is

situated in front of a dense belt of trees and shrubs.

These answer a twofold purpose—they provide

shelter from the north and east winds, which mar
the flowers in spring, and form a dark background,

which emphasises the glistening purity of the

blossoms. These are points which ought to be

remembered when it is decided to plant and grow

Magnolias. W. F.

NOTES ON CATKINS.

tions of

uniform

THERE is promise of a good crop of Cob

Nuts this year. Hazel woods have been

bright with golden catkins, and if

all goes well, the plantations of

Kentish Cobs and Filberts will yield

an abundant supply. In the planta-

Kent the Nut trees are all grown in

shape. They are basin-like and level

topped, and at first sight resemble indifferent

examples of topiariau art. It is the result

of restricted pruning and thinning, for the

best Nuts are grown on the well-ripened, twiggy-

growths away from the centre of the trees. Let

it not for one moment be thought that the showy

catkins will themselves be converted into, nuts,

for they are simply the pollen bearers, and after

the golden, dust-like pollen has been distributed

by the wind, their work is completed and they

fall off. To find the Nut-forming or female catkins,

one must look very closely, for they are small,

almost microscopic, crimson flowers, invariably

produced on well-ripened, twiggy branches.

The Constantinople Hazel (Corylus Colurna)

does not appear to be well known ; it is a near

relative of the Wood Nut, but it will reach a height

of 50 feet. The catkins are long and freely borne,

and impart quite an attractive featm^e at this

season. The Nuts, which are about the size of

Hazel Nuts, are borne in closely packed clusters

of six or more, surrounded by curiously twisted

husks. Not the least interesting of the catkin-

bearing trees is the Alder (Alnus glutinosus),

which produces both barren and fertile catkins.

The former, long and drooping, are usually borne

in the autumn, lasting through the winter, while

the fertile ones are produced in spring in persistent

oval catkins, resembling Fir cones in shape. It

is interesting to observe that most catkin-bearing

trees depend upon the wind for the distribution

of pollen.. This applies to the Oak, Birch, .Alder,

Poplar and Hazel, all producing pendent catkins,

from which the powdery pollen is freely carried

by the least puff of wind in fine weather. This

is one reason why catkins are, as a rule, produced

so early in the year, for in the absence of leaves

the chances of fertilisation are increased. The
Willow or Sallow, unlike the foregoing, does not

produce pendent catkins, neither does it rely upon

the wind for the distribution of pollen. More-

over, the catkins are scented, while the crowded

stamens and yellow anthers are conspicuous

from afar. C. Q.

COLOURED FREESIAS.

I

AM growing a small collection of Van
Tubergen's hybrids. I doubt if there are

any that are more satisfactory than

Contrast and Dainty. Both varieties are

tall growers ; both have nice-shaped

blooms ; both are particularly good
" doers "

; and both are very free, the branched

stems bearing several minor sprays which provide

improve on further acquaintance. The plant is

too dwarf for the size of its flowers, and the stem
is too much on the weak side. Size is nowadays
a sort of "charity" among certain appraisers

of floral worth, inasmuch as it covers a good many
faults. In Robinetta we have a deeper-toned

and larger-flowered Tubergenii, almost the rose

shade labelled " Spence Red " in the .American

Colour Chart. Canary is a pretty pale yellow

or very deep primrose with orange markings on
the lower petals. Like many of these new
coloured varieties, it deepens in tone with age.

A pretty shade of lavender is to be found in

Cote d'Azur, the flowers of which are of good
size and freely produced. The plant is not

a verj' tall grower, being only two-thirds the

height of either Contrast or Dainty.

SHOOT OF THE CONSTANTINOPLE HAZEL
(corylus COLURNA).

successional flowers. Contrast is an ivory white

with a bright orange blotch on the outermost

of its three lower petals ; while Dainty, which

has much the same open-shaped bloom, is a rosy

heliotrope which with age turns to a soft rose.

This year I have grown Excelsior, the Freesia

that received an award of merit last season. I

also saw it exhibited at the Royal Horticultiural

Society's show on February 16. I am very

disappointed with it on this my first introduction,

nor does its look give me much hope that it will

CATKINS OF THE ASPEN
(POPULUS TREMULA).

Most of this new tj-pe are expensive. The

lowest priced of those here mentioned is 6s. per

dozen. Against this I have proved to my own
satisfaction that they are easy to keep and increase,

and the purchase of four or six bulbs one

season means in two years' time several pots

of each.

Mr. Duncan Pearson's excellent advice about

cultivation in The G.\rden" for February 20

makes it needless for me to say anj'thing under

that head. Joseph J.\cob.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonii Sir John French

(B.-C. digbyano-Mossia; x C. Triance).—A variety

of handsome proportions and remarkable colour-

ing. The sepals and petals are rosy pink, the

shapely lip heavily fringed. Above this the

frontal portion is clouded with gold, with crimson

ago by Messrs. Barr at their Surbiton nurseries,

has previously been honoured by an award uf merit

on its good qualities as a flower. On the present

occasion the honour was repeated, because of its

adaptability to pot culture. Naturally, it is the

earliest of the white trumpet sorts, and its ready

response to pot cultivation cannot but enhance

its value. Exhibited by Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, W.C.

THE NEW HYBRID SA.XIFRAGA IRVINGII. THE FLOWERS ARE BLUSH PINK.

reticulations at the base of the tube. A rare

colour combination in a most fascinating flower.

Exhibited by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvis-

brook, Sussex.

Lycaste Janet Ross (L. rossiana x L. Skinned).

—A very beautiful and distinct hybrid, exhibited !

in fine condition. The predominant colour of

the sepals and petals is pale primrose, the chrome-

tipped lip suffused with crimson and minutely pep- i

pered with a similar colour at the base of the tube,
j

A well-flowered example showed the plant to per-

ftction. From Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. .Albans,
i

Saxifraga oppositifolia B. W. Prichard.

—

Without derogatory intent to the other members
of this set, we may well describe this as the most

distinct, both in colour and in the form of its

flowers. The latter are somewhat starry, petals

separated, roundly ovate at first, and finally

acutely pointed. The colour is rosy lilac. From
Mr. Reginald Prichard, West Moors, Dorset.

Carnation Good Cheer, and, we may add,

good colour, pleasing fragrance, vigorous stem

and perfect calyx. These are some of the essential

attributes that go to make a first-class commercial

Carnation to-day, and though we have not yet

reached the acme of perfection in the " divine

flower," and probably never will. Good Cheer,

of roseate hue, is good enough to go on with mean-
while. Under artificial light it is most telling.

From Messrs. Wells, Limited, Redhill.

Narcissus Alice Knights.—This supremely

beautiful white trumpet Dafiodil, raised some years

All the foregoing were shown before the Royal

Horticultiu-al Society on the i6th inst., when the

awards were made.

Saxifraga x Irvingii.—This charming hybrid Saxi-

frage, which obtained an award of merit when shown
by Mr. Clarence Elliott at the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society cm February 9 last, is the result

of crossing S. burseriana variety macrantha with S.

Frederici-Augusti. S. burseriana itself is a very

variable species, and to those who know only the

larger-growing kinds, like S. b. Gloria, it would

appear that the present plant could hardly have

been derived from that species. In the variety

macrantha, however, we have a form with tufts

of very small rosettes of leaves, quite imlike the

usually grown kinds, and it was from this that the

present hybrid was obtained. The latest form of

S. burseriana to flower, the variety macrantha is

not over till the red-flowered S. Frederici-Augusti

is in bloom, which is not till most of the other forms

are over. S. Irvingii partakes more of the

character of the former, with similar tufts of

foliage and single flowers, the only evidence of the

red parent being in the colour of the flowers, which

is a blush pink, deeper in the centre. The stems

are only about one inch or so high, and, as may be

seen in the illustration, it is very free flowering.

In the same batch of seedlings was another plant

which partakes more of the character of

S. Frederici-Augusti in foliage and habit, but with

larger pink flowers, several on each stem. This

latter has been named S. kewensis.

THE BARDFIELD OXLIP.

Now that hardy plants are so extcn-

tensively grown in all kinds of

gardens and situations, it is strange
that the beautiful Bardfield 0.xlip

(Primula elatior) should be so

universally ignored. It is true that a few
nurserymen who make a speciality of hardy

plants include it in their catalogues ;

but, judging by the examples one
often finds shown as this plant, the

true form is exceedingly difficult to

obtain. This is unfortunate, as it is

the most charming member of the

Primrose family found growing wild

in this country, and will thrive well

imder cultivation. It has been re-

garded by some authorities as a

hybrid between the common Prim-
rose and the Cowslip, but others

regard it as a distinct species and not

a hybrid. To those who love hardy
plants for their beauty, this will not

matter much ; it will sufiice that the

plant has a decided charm of its own.
The flowers are pale yellow or prim-

rose in colour, and several, generally

from five to eight, will be found sur-

motmting an upright stem some
4 inches to 7 inches high, according to

the situation in which the plants are

growing. The blossoms assume a

pendulous habit and sway about
almost like pale golden bells in the

spring breezes and sunshine. A single

plant will often produce several! of

these flower-heads, and such an ex-

ample is of more than usual interest.

A curious fact about the Bardfield

Oxiip is that it is only found growing
in quantity in two localities, viz.,

the Bardfield district of Essex,

whence it derives its popular name, and a

district in Cambridgeshire. Isolated groups or

specimens are found in a few other coimties,

but the plant is far from common. It

may be of interest to note that in Essex the

0.\lip is called by ordinary folk Cowslip, the

plant commonly known by that name being known
there by the old French name of Pasgle. In the

Essex woods, in the locality named, this beautiful

wilding is found by the thousand, the grotmd

beneath the trees in the more open spaces being

almost carpeted with the plants. Such a quantity

when in bloom in the early spring months provides

a picture of great beauty that would lend con-

siderable charm to any wild garden, providing

plants sufiicient for the purpose could be obtained.

The soil in the woods in question is stiff Essex

clay, ameliorated by a certain amount of decayed

leaves, and those who can obtain plants should

aim to give them a cool rooting medium with

overhead shade during the hot summ er months.

There would be nb difficulty in securing a large

number of plants once a few were obtained, as

they stand division well, providing this is done

immediately after flowering. The plants also

seed freely, and doubtless young plants could be

raised from these seeds. In any case the plant

is one well worth making an effort to obtain,

and it is to be hoped that nurserymen will soon

realise its beauty and raise a stock of the true

form for sale. It would certainly meet with a

good demand. H.
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VEGETABLE MANURE.

A S is well known to many people, stable

/% manure will get rapidly scarcer and
/ % scarcer, owing to the increasing number
^~~m of motors and the remarkably few
* * horse-drawn vehicles. Readers will

feel rather " up a tree " to know how
to go on, and I beg a little of your valuable space

to offer a suggestion. All of your readers have
heard of vegetable manure, but many people

shy at the name of it, as I pointed out in an article

published elsewhere a year ago. But I have
always been an advocate of using vegetable manure,
or part vegetable and part animal manm-e, for both

flowers and vegetables ; and as I know from my
own experience what can be done with vegetable

manure, I think I am in a position to ^vrite to

your esteemed paper about it.

The soil here is good but shallow, turning to

clay and shale i foot from the surface. I find

that well-rotted vegetable manure, dug into the

borders in the autumn or spring, is productive of

good crops of flowers from annuals and perennials.

It is not quite so successful with vegetables, seeing

that deep digging is also largely needed before

big roots of such as Carrots and Parsnips can be

obtained. But for flowers on this soil I would just

as soon, use well-rotted vegetaj>le manure as

animal manure, and I wish I had far more of

it than I have.

My object in sending you this letter at the

present time is to induce readers to think twice

before they waste soft vegetable refuse by allowing

it to be carted away. The more of this that can
be saved from now till ne.\t October the better,

and then the scarcity of animal manure will not

be felt nearly so much. There are, of course,

certain ways of going to work, and one of the best

is to have a very large pit dug some six feet deep,

or rather less, about nine feet wide, and as

long as may be convenient. Have this bricked

round the sides of the soil, and into this pit throw
all the soft refuse that is available. Weeds
(provided they are not Dandelions), old Cabbage
leaves, long grass, mowings from the lawn, and any
of the soft stuff which is taken off the borders

throughout the spring and summer, may be thrown
into the pit as it is collected. But, of course,

keep out stones and such like, as these spoil the

manure. It is necessary to have this in an un-

frequented place, but this can usually be managed.
If the pit is very big, it will, of course, hold a

great deal, and should not be disturbed before

it is necessary. Lime sprinkled about will help

to keep down the unpleasant smell, and after a

lot of fresh stuff has been put in, it may be covered

with a thin layer of poor soil, which will also help

to do this. However, in time it will need digging

out, and the rotted stuff should be stacked in an
open place—^in a field if possible—away from
tree roots. Let it remain for a time as it is, or

cover it with some soil or manure ; and then,

after a time, the manure may be removed and the

vegetable refuse dug in in the late autumn as

manure. In closing, I hope that this suggestion

may be of some use to your readers, and apologise

for the length of this letter. Very excellent results

have been obtained here by using well-rotted

vegetable manure for the flower borders, and
seeing manure will be so hard to get, surely vege.

table manure might be more generally used
instead.

Weetwood, Ecclesail, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis,

GROWING POTATO TUBERS
FROM SEED.

PROP.^GATION of the Potato from small

tubers, and known to gardeners as
" sets," is too well known to need
description. The fact that this

vegetable can be raised from the

actual seed of the Potato plant is

known to very few.

In common with most amateurs, I have been
under the impression that growing Potatoes from
seed necessitated the use of a heated structure.

However, that this is not the case this article

will show. Last year (r9r4) I obtained a six-

penny packet of Potato seed, and sowed it in a

pan of sandy soil on March 29. The pan was
then placed in a cold frame. It may be re-

membered that we were favoiu'ed last April with

some fine, sunny weather, a temperature of 105°

being registered more than once in the sun.

Perhaps this accounted for my success with cold

frame culture, as a greenhouse heat %vas main-

tained by day, although at night the thermometer
only registered 50°. Every seed germinated, and the

first seedling appeared on April g. The seed leaf

is pointed, and not unlike that of a Delphinium
or Parsley seedling ; in fact, at first I thought it

was a Chick^veed plant. The frame was kept

close until April 25, when the first rough leaf had
formed. After this a crack of air was admitted

on fine days, the frame being closed and matted

Potato seedlings, as they had the true Potato
leaf. On May 24 the top was removed from the

frame, and the little plants hardened off ready to

transplant out of doors.

On June 2 I took the photograph of the pan
of seedlings, which were then from 2 inches to

3 inches high and nice little plants. After this

they were transplanted into nice sandy loam. I

was somewhat surprised to find that they now
had two and three tubers on each root, being

about the size of a small Pea. They were planted

about six inches apart and watered in. When
it was seen that they had taken hold, they were

moulded up slightly, and after that had no further

attention until they w^ere dug. On Julv r5 the

plants had grown to a foot high, and had exactly

the same appearance as plants from those little

tubers which slip through the fork at digging-

time and afterwards germinate. On September 26

the haulms showed signs which indicated that

the crop was ready to dig, and this was done,

with the result that each root yielded four to five

tubers ranging from the ordinary " set " size to

that of a Pea. Every tuber was saved. These
will be again planted this (1915) season. The
shape of the tubers varied considerably, some being

round, others oval, and, of course, a fe%v, which
reverted to the wild type, a long, thin, pointed shape.

At the end of rgis the produce from these small
" sets " will be lifted and sorted, the best-shaped

ones being again grown on in rgie, when it will

be possible to see if there are any really good
'

new ones. It is quite possible that there might

A PAN OF SEEDLING POTATOES PHOTOGRAPHED ABOUT TWO MONTHS AFTER
THE SEED WAS SOWN.

up at night. After a fujther three weeks of very

hot weather the seedlings went ahead, having made
five rough leaves on May 6. At this time they

were somewhat crowded in the small pan, and
about an inch high, so were carefully transplanted

into a larger pan and then returned to the frame.

There were very few roots at this stage, and the

seedlings felt a slight check. However, on
May 16 it was quite easy to see that they were

be one equal to Up-to-Date, in which case the entire

stock would probably be marketable to a specialist,

or the gardener could dispose of the produce himself.

The cultivation of new sorts from seed is a

very fascinating business, and, as will be seen

from this short description, does not entail a great

deal of care or previous knowledge.

Clarence Ponting.
Throxenby, Great Missenden.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peaches and Nectarines in Pots.—As
suon as the fruits have passed the stoning stage.

strict attention must be paid to watering. During
bright weather it will be necessary to examine
the pots two or three times a day, for any neglect
in this matter wou'd be disastrous to fruit trees

growing in pots. Manure-water and other stimu-
lants may now be given more frequently and
with increased strength. It will be of great
benefit to the general welfare of the trees if the
pots are plunged to the rims in litter. The final

thinning of the fruits must be done now. Thin
the frtiits in proportion to the size and strength
of each tree. Remove all superfluous growths
and keep the yotmg growths regularly pinched.
The trees may now be subjected to harder forcing,

but it should be remembered that this must be
done chiefly by husbanding the sun-heat in the
aftemo'tn.

Midseason Peaches.—The work of disbudding
must be carried out at regular intervals, thus
causing no serious check to the trees. \\Tiere the
fruits have set verv- thickly, all those that are
badly placed may be removed at once. See that
the roots do not suffer for want of water after

the fruits have et, and aSord plenty of stimulants
to established trees carrying hea\-y crops.

Late Peaches.—It is sometimes desirable to
retard the latest trees as much as possible, but
when the flowers are open, cold draughts must be
avoided.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Some of the most forward
plants may now be placed in cold frames to make
room for other subjects. Those recently potted
must not, however, be subjected to cold draughts.
Pot on later plants as they become sufficiently

well rooted. In a week or two it will be safe to
place the whole of them in cold frames.

Cyclamen.—As the old plants pass out of

flower, remove those which are maturing seed
^lnd keep them well supplied with water. Others
which are being saved to pot on may be placed
in a cold frame and kept dry for a few weeks.
Pot on young plants when necessary and keep
them growing near to the glass in a warm, moist
house.

Schizanthuses.—^These and other aimitals grow-
ing in pots shou'd be liberally treated in regard
to watering and feeding. Most of the plants
must be supported with stakes, but let this be
done with due regard for their natural habit.
.Make another sowing of Mignonette. This plant
is alwav'S welcome in the greenhouse. A sowing
may also be made on a sheltered border outdoors.

The Flower Garden.
Bedding Plants.—.Many p'ants which arc

established in pots or boxes may now be removed
to cold frames. This will give more room in the
house to others which need to be grown on.
Heliotropes, Ageratums, Lantanas, Pelargoniums,
Iresines, .Marguerites and various kinds of aimua's
may all now be safely placed in co'd framrs.
They must, however, be well cared for in the
matter of ventilating and watering, and sufficient
protecting material must be at hand in the event
of sharp frost. Continue to prick out seedlings
before they become drawn in the seed-pan, and
persevere in the boxing or potting of rooted
cuttings. Plants which have been wintered in
cold frames must be weU ventilated, and diu-ing
favourable weather the lights may be entirely
removed.

The Herbaceous Border.—Large dumps of
border Phloxes must be thinned, lea\"ing only
those shoots which are strong enough to flower.
Some of the shoots may be used for propagating.
Plants propagated last year can now be planted out,
and those of .\nchusa italica which were raised from
seed last year may also be planted. This lovely
border subject is easily raised from seed sown now.
The Rock Garden.— Now that growth is

active, the stronger-growing plants must be
watched, or they w3l smother some of their smaller
neighbours. It may be necessary in some cases
to root out some of the old plants, where yoimg
ones are at hand to replace them. If this work

of curtailing the growth of strong-growing plants
is done regularly, no tmsightly gaps will be made.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning Recently Planted Trees.—There
need be no delay in pruning trees which have
been planted this season. Opinions differ as
to what extent yotmg trees should be pruned.
Peaches and Plums planted against a wall ought
to be cut fairly well back to induce growth from
•he base of the branches. For Apples and Pears
planted m the open, the leading growths may
be cut back about one-third their length. Cut
well back shoots which are crossing each other,
and leave ample room between the branches for

light and air to penetrate right through the trees.

If the mulching of young trees has not been done,
no time should be lost in doing so, as this wi'l

be of great benefit in the event of a dn,- season.

The Kitchen Garden.

Carrots.—A sowing of one of the stump-rooted
^

kinds nlust be made on a well-worked piece of
ground. I believe in making small sowings ol
Carrots every month to ensure a good supply of
yoimg roots all through the season. Carrots
growing in frames should be ventilated freely,

,
both by day and night, during favourable weather.

Radishes.—Make small sowings of Radish on
a warm border every ten days. During dry weather
they must be watered frequently.

Broad Beans.—.\uother sowing of this valuable
vegetable may be made now. In a season like the
present it is ad\isab!e to sow the seeds in boxes
in co'd frames. Even if this is not practicable, a few-

seeds should be sown in boxes for the purpose of
filling up gaps, which are sure to occur when the
ground is wet. E. Harriss.

(H^ad-gjrd'ner to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—The early crop will by this date
be growing freely. Do not allow the plants to
staiA'e.but top-dress them with loam enriched with
a good fertiliser. White fly is usually very trouble-

some, and requires a fairly strong fumigation to

kill it outright.

Carrots.—Make a good sowing of Carrots
to succeed those growing on hot-beds and in

frames. Early Nantes is a suitable variety for

this sowing.

French Beans.—From now until the outdoor
crops are ready, supplies will have to be obtained
from cold .frames. To gain time, continue to
raise the plants with the aid of pipe-heat, planting
out in the frames as the plants become hardened.

Brassicas.—The sowing of the main crops
ought now to be done, excepting the Broccoli
and some of the Kales, which are better left for

some time yet. Choose a fine day when the groimd
is in good order, and if birds are troublesome,
protect the seeds with nets.

Beetroot.—The roots from 'aft season should
keep up supplies until Jime or July, at which time
they may still be had in excellent condition
if they are properly presers'ed in an outdoor
pit of soil, which is best situated in a shady part
of the garden. For a succeeding crop, to be ready
for use during August and onwards, a sowing
must now be made of a globe-shaped variety.

Vegetable Marrows.—The main crop should
now be sown indoors and potted on to prevent
the plants starving imtil it is considered safe

to plant in their permanent quarters, usually
about the last week in ^ay.

Fruit Under Grass.

Grapes.—Do not delay the thiiming of Grapes
as soon as it can be determined which berries are
seedless. These should first be dispensed with

;

then remove the berries which tend to point
inward, and remember to always preserve the
berries on the extremities intact. Care must be
taken that the person thinning the Grapes does
not in any way come in actual contact with the
bunches, or disfigurement will result.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Newly Planted Trees.—Trees, especially staii-

dards, are in danger of becoming loosened by the
wind. It is therefore necessary to see they are
duly supported, and in such a maimer that the
bark is not likely to become injured. Newly
planted trees are apt to suffer- in another respect
at this season, should there be many drying winds.
As a precaution the soil in which they are planted
ought to be trampled firmly, and if there is danger
of continued drought, a mulch of litter should
be applied to each tree.

Strawberries.—Sometimes, owing to circum-
stances, it may not have been possible to make a
yotmg plantation during August. Instead of
this, the runners which were laid in closely on a
sheltered border to winter will now be showing
signs of growth, and should be planted before
warmer weather comes, so that they may be
establishing themselves against a possible dry
summer. Make the rows 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet

apart, and plant carefully, taking care not to
bury the crowns.

The Flower Garden.

Gladioli.—The planting of these bulbs must
not be delayed, or they will be liable to lose some
of their vitality. Some varieties, notably princeps,
only conmience to flower when they are 'iable to
be cut down by an early autumn frost. This
trouble, however, can easily be overcome by a
little attention at this season. Instead of planting
out, fill boxes with some light compost, chiefly
formed of leaf-soil, and start in gentle heat,
eventually planting into their permanent positions
when they have grown 8 inches or 10 inches in

height. Other . varieties to be recommended
are America, Hollandia, Baron J. Hulot, Hallii,
Faust and Pink Beauty.

The Herbaceous Border.—If any new plants are
to be added to tjie collection, they should be
planted now, when most plants are commencing to
grow. Keep watch constantly for any slugs
or snails that may be active on any of the choice
and tender subjects.

Dahlias.—-Unless grown from cuttings, this
date is quite early enough to start the plants into
growth. Do not excite growth by the use of too
much heat ; a temperate house w-Ul produce
much stronger growths.

Roses.—It will depend a good deal both upon
; the state of the weather and how far the growth
i of the buds has advanced, but, generally speak-
ing, almost the entire Rose pruning shou'd be done
within the next few dav-s. If unduly delayed,

]
there is a danger of a loss of N-itaiit) to the bushes.
There is no hard-and-fast rule, but the general
practice is to first remove all dead and weakly
growths ; then prune the remaining growths
according to the purpose for which they are
required. For general garden display a less

se\-ere prtming is naturally required than in the
case of^ plants which are expected to produce
exhibition blooms.

Plants Under Glass.

Single-Stemmed Chrysanthemums.—The most
forward plajits will now be ready for a shift into

5 J-inch and 6-inch pots. Make certain that all the
I pots are clean before using them. Let the soil used
I be fairly rough. Good fibrous loam, leaf-soil and

I

sand, with some spent Slushroom-bed manure,
I

will make a good compost. A small quantity of

I

soot and an approved fertiliser can be added.

j

As soon as potted, confine the plants to frames,

I
which should not be ventilated too freely for a

i
few days. Be very careful in applying water.

I
On bright daj-s a spra>-ing with the syringe will be
of great help.

Gloxinias.—More tubers of these choice flower-
ing plants should be shaken from the spent soil

and started in a light compost. Place them a
safe distance apart in boxes and keep in the stove.
Gloxinias, although benefiting from a himiid
atmosphere at all times during their growth,
nevertheless resent the water actually on their
foliage. Yoimg plants resulting from seed sown

' during January will now be ready for pricking
off, and this is best done in boxes' of soil, which
should be light and flaky, with plenty of silver

sand included.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart )

Castlemilk Gardetn, Lockerbie, N.B.
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ANNUALS FOR THE
GARDEN.

ROCK THE PRESENT NECESSITY
FOR CULTIVATING VEGE-

I
TABLES.

THE right or rnrong way of using an

assortment of plants of annual growth

in the rock garden may be safely

left to indi^-idual taste and circum-

stance, but there is no doubt what-

ever that it is possible, by the intro-

duction of suitable varieties, to considerably add

to the brightness and interest of the rockerj' at

a time when a great many other, and perhaps

more genuine, rock garden plants are beginning

to wane.

Thanks to the untiring efforts of some of our

leading seedsmen, there is a large selection to

choose from, thus allowing personal taste as to

colour to be gratified to a large extent. The

popularity of a walk through the rock garden

during the cool of the evening is quite recognised,

and if near the approach to, or path from,

the garden some annuals noted for their

fragrance are used, the result certainly repays

our trouble.

When considering suitable plants for such

a purpose, the Night-scented Stock (Matthiola

bicomis) will at once come to mind, and right

well does it deserve recognition, for its fragrance

is delicious. Mignonette also has its host of

idmirers, and should be " squeezed " in some-

where ; and another plant, bearing, as it were,

Mignonette-like spikes and emitting in the evening

a delightful sweetness, is the South African intro-

duction, Habenstraitia comosa. It is white, with

blotches of orange, and grows about one foot or

eighteen inches high. Schizopetalon Walkeri, grow-

ing from 6 inches to i2 inches, although perhaps not

having much claim to a " display " with its queerly

arranged white petals, is worth a place for its

sweetness alone. In concluding this brief list,

I wou'd fain plead for the Tobacco Plants

(Xicotiana).

Admittedly, the rampant growth of the

majority shuts them out from many positions,

but where it may be found possible to use,

perhaps, the dwarfer ones, they most certainly

should be, for they fill the evening air with their

fragrance.

For general use on and around the rockery

quarter the following list may be found, useful

:

SOME REASONS AND SUGGESTIONS.

TH.\T
most people, particularly those of

the amateur gardening fraternity, have

read the numerous articles, and para-

graphs that have appeared from time

to time in various newspapers and

periodicals dealing with the supply of

vegetables in war time, may be assvuned by the

jocular remarks one frequently hears about

" tiimiTig the garden this year into a vegetable

patch " or " decorating the Rose borders with

Cabbages," and so on. \Vhile many of these

articles are most helpful and serve a useful purpose,

very few, if any, go to the root of the matter by

giving reasons why it is \-italIy necessarj' that

those who are unable to serve in the forces of the

Crown should help at home by making ever^- effort

to increase the food supplies, even if it is only

sufficient, or partly so, for their own consumption.

The rapid increase in the cost of food is only

one of the reasons, and not the greatest, as I shall

endeavoiu: to illustrate. The principal and out-

standing feature is the limited supply of labour.

The dearth of labour has alwaj-s been a serious

problem in riu'al districts, and it is a moot point

whether the large area of land under pasture in

this country is not largelj- due to this. Education,

low wages, the absence of good housing accommoda-

tion and the attractions of town life have each

contributed their quota to the problem. In

every N-illage throughout the land were to be

found resenists who, on the outbreak of war,

were called to the Colours ; since then everj'

village and hamlet has given its share, and more

than its share in many cases, of its bravest and

best to the Xew .\rmies. The absence of this

vast army of labour when the majority of crops

need to be sown for future supplies can only have

one result at harvest time, whether the war lasts

the proverbial three months or three years.

The same problem will have to be faced in such

enormous grain-producing countries as Russia and

Canada, who have each mobilised enormous bodies

of men for the war. Even supposing large bodies

of men are drawn from the towns for the Army,

the dearth of laboiu: resulting therefrom would

Abrooia umbellata .

Anagallis

Height and Colour.

Rose (trailer)

.\bout 6in., blue aod scarlet .

Alyssum, annual From Sin. to 9in., white

Asperula azurea setosa
Antirrhinums
Campanulas attica and attica White
Candytuft
Coreopsis

ConvohTilus minor
Delphinium Blue Butterfly
Eschscholtzia Miniature Primrose .

.

lonopsidium acaule
Leptosiphon hybridus
Lupines, annual
Nasturtiums, dwarf

Xemesias Suttonii and hybrid

<Eaothera (Evening Primrose)

Phlox Drummondli

Phacelia campanularia
Papaver nudlcaule (Iceland Poppy)

.

Sedum cffiruleum.
Virginian Stock .

From 9in. to 14in., pale blue
Known as " dwarf," various tones
About 6in., \iolet and white
From 6in. to 12in., mixed colours
Those known a.s " dwarf "

; for prefer-

ence, crimson and golden
Generally 1ft., the blue and white best
12in. to loin
Sin. to 6in., lemon shade
-\bout 2in.. lilac or mauve
From 2in. to -lin.. many shades
Height 1ft., several shades
From 6in. to 12in.. many lovely shades .

From 6in. to 12in., mixed, including a
lovely orangp shade

6in. and 12in., rosea, Drummondil nana
(yellow)

Sin. to 12in., mixed

About 9in., lovely bright blue
From 9in. to 14in.. many shades

Sin. or 4in., pale blue shades
Gin. to 9in., several colours, crimson best

Serlby Gardens, Bau/lry, Yorks.

Remarks,

Really perennial, does well as annual.
Delights in sun ; half-hardy annual,

or sow end of April outside.
Useful for small cre\ices near path-

ways.
Lasts well ; hardy annual, scented.
Should be given a sunny spot.
Both hardy annuals and very free.

Of easy culture.
Very showy and not fastidious.

Give open spot.
Makes a very bright patch indeed.
A little gem.
Of free growth ; pretty in crevices
Blooms freely ; hardy annuals.
Looks well against a rough stone.
Exceedingly bright ; poor soil and a

sunny crevice required.
Half-hardy annual : worthy of good

soil and position.
Useful as adding variety.

Very useful if sown rather late out-
doors ; free.

Prefers light, warm soil.

Strictly perennial ; does well as
annual if sown early.

I>oofe pretty in pathway crevices.

Generally used for early work, but if

sown end of March does well.

H. Turner.

attract the rural worker now as in the past.

France and Belgium have been pro%'iding large

quantities of fruit and vegetables for our markets.
If the former is able to spare any now or in the

near future, which is verj' much to be doubted,
the supplies would be ver>- limited ; certainly

we shall get none from the latter country this

year, at any rate.

Without undue pessimism, and taking all these

facts into consideration, one can only come to one
conclusion, and that is, if we are to avert or wish
to minimise the ineritable result of the present

state of affairs, it is ever^- person's dut\- to do
his or her utmost to obtain from such land .as is

in their occupation all they possibly can.

It should be borne in mind that our present

food supplies are the fruits of last year's harvest,

and that it is upon the next han'est that the effects

of the war wiU be felt. The cost of food is

increasing, as already stated, but he would be a

daring indi\-idual who would predict the prices

that will rule next winter. Already we hear of

market gardeners who are restricting their crops to

those kinds that require the least amount of laboiu-.

Many gardeners probably will hesitate at giving

up their cherished flower borders to grow vege-

tables—and who shall blame them ?—but there

are more ways of killing a cat than (trying) to

drown it. WTiy not compromise ? Take Beet-

roots, for instance. Two or three seeds son-n here

and there will pro\-ide beautiful foliage plants,

and when the frosts come and the flowers are aU
gone, there is one useful article of food in the

ground ready to be dug and prepared for the table.

ParsuiDS, again, with their Fem-like foliage ; a

few seeds judiciously planted, surely they would
not look amiss growing among the flowers ; and
what more usefiU article of vegetable food for

the winter could one grow ? Even the humble
Swede, so often despised, possesses a foliage

that would put to shame much of the foliage of

border favourites and, to those who are partial to

them, form an excellent article of vegetable food.

.\part from these suggestions, if only the various

plots of prospective building land in and around
our towns could be utilised for growing vegetables

until Such time as they were required by the owners,

it would help matters very much. Siu-ely some
of the owners, if not all, would be willing to grant

the use of their land, on a yearly tenancy, for a

reasonable figure, which would be far better than
lea\Tng it idle and unproductive, as is oijy too

frequently the case. We have in London some
striking examples of what can be done in this

respect ; and through what better mediiun could

this be effected than the local horticultural societies,

who would undoubtedly be only too glad to imder-

take such a task as apportioning them to prospec-

I

live tenants, of whom there is not likely to be a

dearth ?

It is not too late to start such a scheme, although

no time should be lost. Ground*that could be

tilled now would pro\-ide good crops of Potatoes

and many other vegetables by the autumn. It

would be doing a public serNice if willing owners

could be induced to supply the secretary of the

society in the district in which their land lay with
particulars of the groimd available ; or, better

still, that the secretary should approach the o^vners,

pro\iding he was satisfied that there would be a

demand for such by the residents. The necessary

negotiations could easily be carried through

by the committee of the society.

Ernest C. Cross.

(Hon. Secretary, Hale End Horticultural Society.)
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THE EVESHAM VALLEY IN

EARLY SPRING.

THERE are few more interesting places

in which to spend some days in the

early spring months than the Vale

of Evesham, which has of late years

rightly been regarded as the centre

of the fruit-growing and market-

gardening industry in this country. This eminent

position has not been brought about merely by

chance, but is rather the result of a combination

of several circumstances, chief of which is the

particularly fertile soil that is found on almost

all the land. To this must be added the inborn

industry and practical application of several

generations of the tenants and owners and the

successful results of their labours. At the present

time early spring work is being pushed on rapidly

in every direction, spraying with lime-wash to

prevent the eggs of the apple-sucker, or psylla,

from hatching being effectively carried out. The

larvie of this pest, if allowed to hatch, enter the

newly opened Apple buds and do incalculable

damage by sucking the juices from the foliage and

flowers.

In the actual cultivation of the soil it is a

revelation to the average fruit-grower of other

districts to see to what an extent horse-power

is employed. So skilfully has planting and

subsequent pruning been done that manual labour

in tilling the soil has been reduced to an infinitesi-

mal point, and considerable ingenuity is displayed

in designing and making implements that will

do the greatest amount of cultivation in the

shortest time. At The Norrest, near Malvern,

Mr. F. Paget Norbury had a plough in use that

turned a yard width of soil at one time. This

had an ordinary double breast behind, with two

single breasts about two feet in front, and turned

the soil up to a depth of about four inches to

five inches. One journey between two rows of

trees, to be cut at right angles by another journey,

turned over an amount of soil that would be

quite impossible with an ordinary plough, owing

to the difliculty of working it imder the branches.

This plough is only made under Mr. Norbury's

directions. Subsequently the owner informed me
that springtoothed harrows, specially designed for

the purpose, would be used to tear the soil to

pieces, so that, by the early days of summer, a

tine tilth would be the result. The value of this

in conserving the natural moisture of the soil

during the hot days of summer can scarcely be

over-estimated, and would stand the grower in

better stead than unlimited supplies of artificially

applied water.

In most districts, bush trees, i.e., those with

branches springing from near the ground, appear

to be the most Tavoured, and the diagonal system

of planting is almost universally adopted. Thus

a tree in/one row will be placed

midway between its two neigh- x x x x x

hours in the next row, so that x x x x

the trees appear in straight x x x x x

lines from wh'chever point they

are seen. The advantage of this in the horse-

power cultivation already referred to is obvious,

and enables the cross-ploughing that has proved

so advantageous. The system of planting one

row of a strong or fast growing variety, such as

Bramley's Seedling, and the next with a slow-

growing sort, such as James Grieve, is also largely

favoured, the growers rightly contending that

it is better for the trees and easier for cultural

purposes.

In a number of instances single cordon trees,

trained at an angle of about 45°, and sloping

to the north, are being tried. These are fastened

to taut galvanised wires in rows 8 feet apart,

and the trees about two feet asunder. In thij

system of cultivation, however, the Evesham
Valley growers are rather behind those of one or

two other counties, where cordon trees have been

grown on a commercial scale for some years,

and apparently have proved successful. Such

trees have several points in their favoiur. They
are easily attended to in the way of pruning

and spraying, practically all the fruit is of first-

class quality, and it is surprising what a vast

number of trees can be grown on an acre of land.

As maiden trees, i.e., one year old from budding,

are usually planted, the cost of trees is not

excessive.

The protection of fruit blossom from spring

frosts is gradually spreading, although some of

the older growers regard it with a good deal of

scepticism. The use of smudge fires has been

successfully adopted in several instances, and

although the initial outlay for apparatus may
seem rather expensive, it is spread over a number
of years, the actual yearly cost for fuel, naturally,

depending on the number of times it is necessary

i to light the fires. Soft coal is the fuel used,

and this creates a dense smoke with a certain

amoimt of heat, the two combined forming an

effective protection. A maximum and minimum
thermometer, fixed in the fruit plantation, is

connected by wires to an electric alarm in the

employer's or foreman's bedroom, and when 2°

of frost are registered, the mercury makes the

connection and sets the alarm going. Funnel-

shaped Colorado heaters were used at first, but

these are being gradually supplanted by those

known as the Norbury, designed by Mr. Norbury,

who was the pioneer of the system in the

district.

Growers all over the valley are keenly planting

the Purple Pershore Egg Plum, which is a purple-

fruited form of the older Pershore Egg Plum,

a variety that has stood them in such good

stead in the past. Though of no use for dessert,

it is an excellent variety for preserving, and it

is hoped that the purple variety will prove its

equal in usefulness and fruitfulness.

The dreaded big-bud mite of Black Currants

is being gradually exterminated in two ways.

One is the ruthless war that is waged on it during

the winter months by rooting out and promptly

burning any bush that has swollen, rounded buds,

and the other is by spraying about every ten

days from mid-March until well into April with

an approved insecticide, usually Quassia extract

and soft soap. The latter period is when the

mites are travelling, and is the only time of

the year that they can be reached with in-

secticides.

A pest that is troubling many growers is silver-

leaf of Plum and kindred trees. In common with

many other fruit-growing districts, it is largely

on the increase in the Vale of Evesham, and,

considering how carefully the trees are tended, it

would seem that the general belief that spores

of the fungus can only be produced on dead wood
is erroneous. Certainly this fungus is one that

needs fuller investigation and more concerted

measures if it is to be checked and finally

exterminated. F. W. I.

THE CHARM OF COMMON
SPRING FLOWERS.

A
GARDEN in springtime that has been

thoughtfully planted possesses a subtle

charm not obtained at any other

1 season. How welcome are those
^ flowers that brave bitterly cold

winds, occasional sharp snaps of

frost, and appear at a time when deciduous trees

have scarcely started into growth ! The Daffodil,

Primrose, Wallflower and Leopard's Bane are

but a few of the host of garden flowers that are

seen to fuU advantage at this season. The earliest

attempts at spring gardening in this country
consisted of ribbon borders, wherein Hyacinths,
Tulips, Primulas, Wallflowers and Daisies were
planted with marked regularity. Happily, this

type of spring gardening is rapidly giving way
to the less formal and more natural grouping of

flowers. Daffodils now find suitable homes on
grassy slopes or in old orchards, and if the soil

is suitable, the bulbs increase and flower with

greater freedom year by year.

When flowers are left to their own resources,

as in the case of those that are naturalised in

grass or woodland, it is important that the soil

and situation should favour their development.

It is well known that the common Primrose of

om' woodlands will not thrive for any length of

time in very light and over-drained soils, yet

at the same time Daffodils and Bluebells may
flower profusely year after year in the garden

where Primroses fail. The question of a suitable

selection of spring flowers for naturalising in certain

gardens is governed by the surroundings, and the

most reliable guide will be found in those flowers

that succeed naturally in the neighbourhood.

On a hillside, where either Heather, Broom or

Gorse may clothe the surrotmding slopes, is surely

the ideal site for a Heath garden, the real charm
of which is found in the fact that flowers may
be had not only in the spring, but in every montli

of the year. Banks of Broom and Gorse would be

quite in keeping in such a place. If the wild Daphne
or Spurge Laurel, wh'ch is one of the earliest

of our native flowers to open, is seen as an under-

growth in neighbouring woods, the chances are

that the cultivated and more powerfully scented

Daphnes will flourish, providing they are not

planted in too dense a shade. Should the Wood
Anemone now form a carpet of white to the copses,

in gardens near by the Windflowers may be success-

fully cultivated. If in the vicinity the native

Fritillary or Snake's-head is discovered in the

pastures—and alas ! there now are comparatively

few places where it does occur in quantity—it

could be induced to take care of itself in the

wild garden. It occurs, among other places,

in the meadows around Oxford, where children

gather the flowers in handfuls. In certain villages

of Wiltshire the Fritillary is known by the ugly

name of Toad's-heads, from the marbled brownish

flowersi The natives say that the colonies of

Toad's-heads are always moving, though but

slowly, in an easterly direction. Within the

memory of some of the oldest inhabitants one

colony is said to have moved across several fields.

To the natives this is a source of wonder, but

it may be accounted for by the westerly wind

carrying the seeds in an easterly direction.

In the rock garden the perennial Candytuft, Au-

brietias, Chionodoxas and Rockfoils are prominent

among the good things of the spring. H. C.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Gladiolus brenchleyensis and East Lothian

Stocks.—This inexpensive and accommodating

Gladiolus should be planted without delay. A
very striking effect can be obtained by planting

white East Lothian Stocks as a groundwork

and dotting the Gladioli through them. This

inexpensive combination has the additional merit

of requiring little attention.

French Rosarians and the War.—.\mong

well-known French rosarians who are fighting wilh

their army at the present time are M. Henri

Gravereaux, captain of the Dragoons ; M. Croibier,

sergeant-major in the artillery ; M. Schwartz,

sergeant-quartermaster of infantry ; and M.

Meilland. The latter

has been wounded, and

is now convalescent at

Lyons. We feel sure

that all rosarians in the

British Isles will join us

in wishing our French

Rose enthusiasts a safe

return from the war.

A Beautiful Blue

Spring Flower.— Visi-

tors to the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's
meeting^on the i6th ult.

had an opportunity of

seeing a wonderful group

of Chionodoxa sardensis

staged by Messrs. R. H.

Bath, Limited, o f

Wisbech. We think this

is the most beautiful

and pleasing of all the

blue spring flowers, the

rich colour and dainty

poise of the blossoms

combining pure colour-

ing with artistic effect.

Planted as we have it

with the common Snow-

drop, Galanthus nivalis,

under some deciduous

shrubs, the twain make
a most charming picture during March. The
" Kew Hand List " quotes sardensis as a variety of

C. Luciliae, but it is certainly very distinct. As

most of the bulbs have hitherto been imported

from Smyrna, we shall probably have to rely

on those grown at home for planting next autumn.

The Earliest Outdoor Tulip.—During the

past ten days we have been enjoying some flowers,

grown entirely in the open, of the beautiful Water
Lily Tulip (Tulipa kaufmanniana). Although r2''

of frost were registered on the morning of the

20th ult. and the flowers were prostrate, they

quickly recovered and appeared little the worse.

The blooms are of mediuan size, with cream seg-

ments and a deep yellow interior base, the outside

of the perianth being often heavily marked with

scarlet. The blossoms, however, vary consider-

ably in colour, and the variety named aurea

has flowers of a deep golden yellow hue, with the

exterior scarlet markings. The name Water
Lily Tulip is derived from the resemblance of the

fully opened blossoms to those of small Xympha^as.

The Golden Bell Shrub.—This hardy shrub,

with the botanical name of Forsythia suspensa,

is already opening its golden, pendulous blossoms.

A DAINTY THRIFT FOR THE ROCK G.\RDEN : ARMERIA C^SPITOSA

which are produced so freely as to turn the young,

dull brown wands into wreaths of swaying gold.

A native of China, this shrub is perfectly hardy
in this country, and. left to its own resources,

will form rather straggling bushes ro feet high.

As the flowers are praduced in greater abundance,

and also of larger size, on the young wood, it is

best to prune away some at least of the old, worn-

out growths immediately after flowering, and so

encourage the formation of young shoots. It

is also an excellent shrub for forcing.

A Good Hardy Evergreen Shrub.—During
the last week or two the pearl-like flowers of

Pieris japonica, an evergreen shrub from Japan,

have been greatly admired. These flowers,

which resemble somewhat in shape those of St.

Dabeoc's Heath, are borne in great profusion in

pendulous clusters at the apex of the evergreen

shoots, the dull red flower-stalk giving just that

touch of colour required to complete a charming

effect. For cutting and arranging in tall vases

these inflorescences are ideal, the glistening white

flowers being seen to best advantage when raised

on a level with the eye. The foliage closely

resembles in appearance that of the common
Wood Laurel (Daphne

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Laureola). The shrubs

are of compact habit

and from 4 feet to 6 feet

high. They appreciate

peat or decayed leaves

in the soil.

A Charming Dwarf
Thrift. — Arm aria

csespitosa is a charminp

little plant and makes
an idea] subject for a

choice spot in the well-

made rock garden. Hail-

ing from Spain and
Portugal, it needs the

most open, sunny posi-

tion which we can give

it, and is best protected

by a roof glass if the

winter is abnormally

damp. This diminutive

Thrift makes compact
tufts of narrow leaves in

rosettes, and in the

spring is studded with

pale pink, nearly

stalkless flowers, in

such profusion as to

almost hide the foliage.

Deep, well- drained

sandy loam forms a

good compost for the subject, and small plants

are the best to start with. Propagation needs

extreme care, but if an old tuft is taken up and
carefully divided, securing a portion of the main
root with each piece, and these are inserted firmly in

the above compost and placed in a close frame for

a while, a good proportion will " make up " into

new plants. The charm of a well-flowered colony

of this .\mieria is displayed in the accompanying
photograph taken by Mr. R. A. Malby .-it Miss

Willmott's garden, Warlev Place, Essex.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(,The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Two Daffodil Chapmans.—I ought to have

made it quite clear that Mr. Chapman, whom I

alluded to in my " Daffodil Notes " in The
Garden of March 20 in connection with Mr.

Bourne's exhibit, is not Mr. F. Herbert Chapman
of Rye, and that the only connection between the

two is the similarity of name and taste.

—

Joseph

Jacob.

Copper Preserving Pans.—I cheerfully accept

N. Cobb's wise caution concerning copper cooking

utensils on page 134, issue March 20. Truth to

tell, it is so many years since I banished all such

toxic terrors (only one superannuated copper

kettle remains as an ornamental relic fondly

cherished by cook) that I had quite forgotten

and put the underskin through a mincing machine.

The pips are placed in boiling water for five

minutes, the water is then strained and the pips

thrown away, and the water added to the remainder,

the whole being boiled for two hours. Sugar is

then added, and the composition boiled for another

twenty minutes. It seems to me that the above is

a more simple method than that recommended

by " Anne Amateur."—R. P. B.

Crocuses at Kew.—Few plants denote the

return of spring more joyfully than the Crocus.

Whether grown in the small villa garden in

dozens or spread broadcast in their thousands, as

in the grass at Kew, the white flowers of the

" cultivated " forms of C. vemus, or the golden

ones of C. aureus, equally give pleasure at this

uncertain season. From a cultural pointof view

many of the Crocuses present little difficulty. In

the garden, provided the soil is not too heavy

and the drainage is good, if the corms are left

A CHARMING GKOUPING OF CROCUSES IN THE GRASS AT KEW.

anyone in these hygienic days still used tluin.

—Anne Am.\teur.

Customers of Bees, Limited.—We have

received a number of orders and enquiries without

name and address, or with insufficient address.

In some cases the post town only is knoiv-n by
means of the postmark on the envelope ; but at

the moment there are about twenty orders which

we cannot deliver for one or more of these reasons.

Some are accompanied by cash.

—

Bees, Limited,

Liverpool.

Recipe for Orange Marmalade.—My wife has

made delicious marmalade from this recipe

at a cost of ijd. per pound in past years, but this

year the increased cost of sugar has increased the

price of the marmalade. I give the materials in

the lowest units : ilb. of Oranges, 61b. of sugar,

and twelve teacupfuls of water. Wipe the Oranges

with a damp cloth, grate off the yellow rind,

undisturbed they multiply freely, while planted

as sho\N'n in the accompanying illustration, upon

a turfy knoll, in the spacious grasslands of Kew,
they thrive untouched for very many years,

and each returning spring sees their ranks thickened

by matured offsets, increasing still further the

refulgent splendours of the golden stretch as

viewed from many a sylvan glade. Where the

alpine garden is available, with its extra sharp

drainage and protected nooks for the cultivation

of these and similar bulbous plants, many dainty

and attractive species may be grown with ease,

and January is ushered in with the golden flowers

of Crocus vitellinus, soon followed by C. Imperati,

C. Sieberi, and C. chrysanthus, while the story is

then taken up by the purple-feathered cups of C.

versicolor, C. tommasinianus and the varying

natural forms of C. vemus. — Reginald A.

Malbv.

Technical Terms Used in Describing Daffodils.

I hope you will not be too horrified when I tell

you that I only read your issue of March 13 on

March 19. Dreadful neglect !—at the time, too,

when notes are appearing on bulbous matters

from the able pen of Mr. Jacob. It is anent one

of the said articles that I wish to make a few

remarks. On the whole, I am fully in sympathy

with what Mr. Jacob says on the subject, but there

are one or two points on which I cannot agree.

First, under the heading of " Hooded Flowers,"

he gives as an example Lucifer. Now, is this fair

treatment for poor old Lucifer ? To my mind,

this variety is only " hooded " when it has " caught

cold," as it did in the almost arctic temperature

in the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall on the

night before the Forced Bulb Show. Certainly,

after that unfair trial (for indoor blooms), Lucifer

did look " hooded "
; in fact, one could see in

Messrs. Carter's exhibit good blooms not only

hooded, but with segments bent

over beyond recovery. But

when Lucifer has a proper chance

to display its charms, it is quite as flat

as the average run of the section to

which it belongs ; while, as every

grower knows, although a frail-

looking flower, it will outlast nine

out of ten varieties with which it

may be associated as a cut flower. I

cannot give in to Lucifer being a

hooded flower ! In the next paragraph

one reads " claw-shaped or elliptical."

It took considerable thought for me
to arrive at what was meant by an

elliptical flower ; then it dawned upon

me that the profile of the flower was
intended. 1 venture to think that

very few people would gain much in-

formation by the description of an

elliptical bloom, for all the other

descriptive terms are applied to a full-

face view of the flower. Again, it

would seem that every flower not

perfectly flat might be described as

elliptical, only in some cases the

ellipse would be a very narrow one.

No ;
" claw-shaped " I can do with,

but " elliptical " seems unnecessarily

abstruse. Again, I do not see "' eye

to eye " with Mr. Jacob when he gives

Frank Miles as an example of "twisted'

segments. A bloom of Frank Miles is

before me as I write, and I have

known this variety for a good number
of years, but have never looked upon

the segments as twisted. Is not " incurved " a truer

description of these folded-in segments ? Patience,

Mr. Editor—one more item and I have done f

" Flanged." This is such a very mechanical

term that one seems to associate it rather with

railway lines than with flowers, and a " flange
"

seems to convey a hard, right-angle projection,

seldom, if ever, seen in the edge of a Daffodil

trumpet. Would not " refiexed," with qualifica-

tions such as " slightly," " much," &c., meet the

case ? If I should have used the term " flanged
"

in describing Daffodils in my list, I will promise

to alter it if Mr. Jacob will accept " reflexed " as

a substitute. In conclusion, I would say that the

idea of having a greater uniformity of terms where-

with to describe Daffodil blooms is extremely good,

and should, if generally adopted, save much con-

fusion in the minds of catalogue-studying ama-
teurs.—J. Duncan Pe.^rson, Lomlham, Notts.
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Mildew and Green Fly on Roses.—Could
I ask you through your valuable paper to enquire

of Mr. Thackeray Turner, who in the issue

of February 6 had an article on " Green Fly and
Mildew on Roses," how much guano he would
add to two pails of water (my Rose garden being

small), and if he allows it to be put over the plants

when watering, or only roimd the roots ? Also,

if " Dorking lump lime " is ordinary lime
;

if I must wait after slaking until it is dry before

putting it around Roses ; if this is good for all

Roses ; and if there is any danger of harming
them ? I am a very great amateur. I suppose

this is easily seen.

—

Amateur, U.S.A.

Roses and Mildew in New Zealand.—I have
been very interested in the correspondence re

mildew on Roses. I grow 400 or 500 plants,

but I have no mildew. One plant of Her
Majesty had it one year, but I put it down to

its being an old plant and worn out. We have
a long, hot summer, and generally very dry
(we have only had 3 inches of rain in eight months).

The soil is very rich, with a sandy subsoil—old

swamp land. It seems to me as if climatic con-

ditions had everything to do with mildew. In
' this dry season the colouring of some of the Roses,

such as Simburst, Le Progres, Mrs. Waddell,
• Souvenir de Stella Gray and Juliet, has teen

gorgeous. The last named evidently likes the

dry warmth, as the plant looks so healthy and has

b'oomed better than ever before. I am a fairly

successful amateur gardener and take a great

interest in The Garden.—M. Edith Tosswill,

New Zealand.

The Colouring in Forced Bulbs.—It is fa rly

generally known that the forcing of a hardy plant

in many cases modifies the colour of the flowers,

the tendency being to blanch them. Thus, a

pale pink summer Chrysanthemum generally

develops white, or almost white, flowers. The
same hing is noticeable in Tulips. In the case of

Tulips, the blanching can be more easily accounted

for, as it is ihe common custom to shade the plants

for a time in order to lengthen the flower-stems.

I had ocular demonstration the other day, however,

that this loss of colour is unnecessary. On entering

the shop of a West End Edinburgh florist, I was
shown four lots of that lovely double pink Tulip

Murillo, purchased from different sources. No. i

lot was perfect in colour, the others, respectively,

showed loss of colour, till No. 4 was pure white.

Again, I was shown different samples of Narcissus

Poeticus ornatus. With one exception the edging

of the crown, as is usual with forced plants, had
suffered considerably by the loss of coloiu". The
one exception showed the red edging (the charm
of the flower) in a state of perfection. This

modification in the colouring of forced flowers

is generally supposed to be entirely a question uf

light ; but the grower of the perfectly coloured

N. P. ornatus attributes his success to quite another

cause, viz., to the fact that while the usual practice

is to stand the boxes of bulbs on stages in

the forcing-house, he stands them on the

earthen floor of the house, thereby keeping

the roots cool and in a more equable condition,

both as regards temperature and moisture.

—

Caledonia.

Home-Grown Vegetables and Our Food
Supply.—The annotmcement of the stupendocs

prizes for collections of vegetables offered by
the Daily Mail will surely be acknowledged by
all growers and exhibitors to rank with the various

other schemes promoted by that publication

in its efforts to arouse sensation, and, to use the

Western phrase, " To lick Creation." Of course,

no one will dare to doubt that the finest show of

vegetables ever staged will be the outcome of such

a record prize offer. The owners of large gardens,

where plenty of available space for growing

crops exists, and also cottagers who live in the

happy environment of pure country air, may
rest assured that they will stand better chances

of success than their neighbours who live in the

vicinity of the smoke and industrial life of our

great cities and towns. It is for these thousands

of artisans that I would beg a little of your valuable

space, in the faint hope that some information

may be recorded for any encouragement that

may be shown to them—^the dwellers of the

suburbs.

The purpose of offering such prizes, as

the proprietors of the Daily Mail are doing, is

to stimulate and encourage the growing of vege-

tables at home, which is both desirable and impor-

tant at all times, but especially so during this crisis

of oxa national life. Now, a large percentage of

houses in Suburbia do not possess large tracts of

garden space, but are usua'ly described as being so

many feet broad and long. The residents, therefore,

cannot hope to do more than grow a few things,

certainly not a collection of vegetables for exhibition.

It is patent to all that we have around us very
many people who are, however, interested and en-

thusiastic in the small area of gardens attached
to their homes, yet these thousands of people are

almost entirely lost sight of in the matter of en-

couragement of their pastimes and hobbies. With
regard to the question of increased cost of living,

however, these are the very people who feel its effects

in every way. It must be granted that every help
one can give these residents in the way of friendly

advice and good counsel to help them to obtain

the maximum of produce from their minimum
of spare is worthy of commendation.

The suggestion that local horticultural committees
should be invited to act \vith a view to promoting
the home-growing of vegetables is a worthy one,

and which, if acted upon with true patriotic spirit,

cannot fail to accomplish great things. Many local

COLOUR CHARTS: WHAT
IS WANTED.

(Continued from page 14S.)

E
VEN if (as is to some extent being

done) the colour description of novelties

is based on any particular code or chart,

it only happens that when it is com-
pared with an older well-known flower

bearing an exactly similar descrip-
tion in the same catalogue it is found to be entirely
eiifferent, and so the purcliaser is just as baeily
off. Of course, it would be possible to describe
Delphinium Electra something like a doctor's
prescription, thus :

" ' Rep. de Cou].,' p. 221
;

Nos. 2 to 3 ; Centre, p. 11 "
; and so on. But

I can hardly imagine that the recipient of such a
catalogue would pay much attention to it.

It therefore resolves itself into a series of

questions. First : Who shall undertake the revision
of existing colour descriptions and act as an
authorit(y in the future for the correct classification

according to a recognised standard ? Second :

Which existing standard shall be adopted or
adapted ? Third : Whether the various horti-

cultural societies or the trade as a whole would
consent to recognise such an authority and act
on its decisions ? Fourth : What would be the
best means of popularising such an tmdertaking
so that nurserymen would think it worth while
making a serious effort to bring their descriptions
into line ? Fifth : Who will pay ?

With regard to the first, I think there can be
no two opinions on the subject that such effort

should be allied to the work of an influential

existing organisation, such as the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. Presumably the work would
have to be conducted on the laboratory principle,

and if a complete revision of descriptions of all

the flowers only is undertaken, the volume of
work during the first two or three years would he
enormous. The advantage of associating such work
with the Royal Horticultural Society would be that
certificated novelties would automatically receive

flower shows are being abandoned during this I an authoritative description at the time Of intro-
" European stocktaking," yet if their committees duction, and that the records would be available
got to work in order to obtain funds, so as to be
able to award a few prizes to artisans for the best-

stocked gardens of vegetables (not allotments),

I feel certain an appreciative public would give

"strength to their arm." Not only that, but
they would at the same time keep in touch with
their old members, and perhaps foster an extended
patronage for their society and its future shows.
In districts where shows are not held, a programme
of awards might even be carried out as a parochial

matter, and perhaps with advantage, too. The
gardeners would, I am certain, fall in with any
scheme in which they could help their fellows

in industrial life by giving of their counsel and
advice to those who desire it, or, by practical

instruction if r.eccssary.—W. Holtom. Bearwood,
Smethwick. Staffs.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
April 13. — Royal Horticultural Society's

Daffodil Show, Vincent Square, Westminster, i

to 7 p.m. ; April 14, lo a.m. to 6 p.m.

April 14.—The Hereford Spring Flower Society's

Show at Hereford ; hon. secretary. Miss Alice

Bameby, Brockington Grange, Bromyard,
Hereford. Royal Horticultural Society of

Ireland's Spring Show at Balls Bridge, Dublin
(two days).

for reference to the vast garden-loving public who
have, or will, become members of the society.

With regard to the second consideration, as
to what standard shall be adopted or adapted,
in my opinion there can be only one, and that
is the most comprehensive, viz., the " Repertoire
de Couleurs " of 1905, brought up to date and
adapted by the addition or correction of those
features in which it has been found lacking for

English users.

The third question I am unable to answer,
but have a shrewd suspicion that it depends
on the answer given to the fourth, which is, as
far as I can see, as follows : The desire for such
an effort on the part of someone does exist among
the gardening public. I am constantly coming
r.cross evidence of this fact, and once it is realised
that the average catalogue description can be
referred to a handy, compact and comparatively
cheap work of reference, nothing further will
be needed to make such a work popular ; but
the " Repertoire " is too immense. Hundreds
of the colour shades given therein can only be
required once in a lifetime ; hundreds more a
very few times. As even these will be required
at some time, it would seem desirable that it

should be retained as the standard, and that a
handier, less comprehensive and cheaper work
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should be produced containing those colours

most required, but retaining the reference numbers
of the parent work. I believe there would (in

normal times, of course—^not perhaps in the midst

of war) be no difficulty in obtaining sufficient

subscribers to meet the initial cost of such a work.

providing it was recognised that the authority

was reliable and permanent.

Mr. Jacob appears to advocate a system whereby

many colours are given on one sheet. If this is

his opinion, I am afraid I cannot agree with him,

because nothing detracts more from the indiwdual

value of any colour than having it associated

in the vision with others. To get the truth of

a colour, one must have it pure. I

would rather advocate a s>'Stem in

which ever}- individual shade can

be temporarilj' isolated. I have in

mind a simple device that could

be adopted, but space forbids

explaining it now.

The fifth question, as to who
will pay. I must also leave un-

answered.

There is just one curious fact

outstanding in Mr. Jacob's article

—^that, whereas he quotes attempts

to solve this problem by people

who have all foreign looking names
—" Blanc " and " Kohn " in

America, " Klincksieck " and
" Valette " in France, and others

—there does not seem to have

been any attempt on the part of

an Englishman in England. And
yet one would have anticipated that

in this land of beautiful gardens, in

which Bacon wrote that " When
ages grow to civility and elegancy,

men come to build stately sooner

than to garden finely, as if gar-

dening were the greater perfection,"

and in which we are annually com-

ing to appreciate more and more

the advice of Miss Jekyll to " sn

use our plants that they shall form

pictures in our gardens " (I quote

from memory), the demand for such

a colour chart would have been

recognised and met long ago, but so

far we are content to rely on France

and America. Is this due to our

not having fully arrived at that

state of " civility and elegancy,"

or to a commercialism that pro-

duces a Royal society reputed to

be " rich beyond the dreams," &c..

or what is it ?

If any evidence of tlu- confusion

that exists is required, the follow-

ing instances should suffice : In

The Garden column next to Mr. Jacob's

article Phlox Etna is described as " crimson

scarlet "
; Robinson's " English Flower (iarden

"

gives it as " orange red " ; Messrs. R. Wallace

and Co.'s catalogue, " deep scarlet, maroon eye "
;

and Messrs. Gauntlett and Co.'s catalogue,

" salmon scarlet." Now take Erigeron speciosus :

Gauntlett, " rich mauve " :
" English Flower

Garden," " purplish lilac " ; Wallace, " blue

with yellow centre "
; while by the same three

Astilbe Davidii is described as " rosy purple,"
" mauve " and " reddish purple " respectively.

In the above instances I have only referred to the

descripi'ons quoted. (George Dillistone.

BEAUTIFUL SPRING-
FLOWERING TREES AND
SHRUBS.

T

A VOf.VG

is obtained from the bitter, kind which is used
for flavouring purposes, &c. The type is well

known in this country as a bushy-headed tree

15 feet to 25 feet high, bearing in spring a profusion

of pretty rose-coloured flowers, each of which
THE ALMONDS. is about one and a-half inches across. It is better

HE group of the Prunus family which is suited for gardens in the South and West than
distinguished by the name of Amyg- in the North, and gives excellent results in many
dalus is composed of a number of places on the outskirts of London.
elistinct species, some of which grow There are many varieties, of which one of the
into trees 25 feet or more in height, most distinct is macrocarpa. Its flowers are

while others are mere shrubs. All much larger than those of the type, and the fruits

have distinctly attractive features, but there are also larger. Pendula is another distinct

are two species which stand out conspicuously variety with almost white flowers ; while praecox,

or persicoides as it is often called,

blossoms two or three weeks in ad-

vance of the type, often being at

its best about the middle of

February. But the two most im-

portant \'arieties are amara and
dulcis. The former produces the

flitter .\lmonds of commerce, from
which .-Vlmond oil, a poisonous

product containing prussic acid,

but used in small quantities for

flavouring purposes, is obtained
;

and the latter is grown for the

sake of its sweet kernels, which are

so popular for dessert and confec-

tionery. An idea of the importance

uf this tree may be gleaned from

the fact that during the year 1913

i57.793cwt. of Almond kernels,

valued at £888,138, were impeirted

into the British Isles. They came
from various countries, such as

France, Portugal, Spain, Canary

Islands, Italy, Asiatic Turkey, and

Morocco. Spain headed the list of

exports with 66,9r5cwt., valued

^^ £381.913, followed by Morocco

with 37,422cwt., worth £217,621.

The kernels of most of the fruits

grown in this country are quite

wholesome. All the fonns of the

common Almond grow freely in

ordinary garden soil, and in this

country they are usually budded
upon Plum stocks.

P. davidiana.— This Chinese

species was introduced to Europe

in 1865, but it has only been

grown widely in British gardens for

about twenty-five years. It will

probably attain the average height

of the A'mond in this country,

although most of the trees met

with are below 20 feet in

height. The branchlets are long

and slender, and from axillary

buds <in the leafless branches

attractive white or pinkish flowers, according to I lie

variety, are produced early in the year, sometimes

as early as the third week in January, sometimes

as late as the first week in March. Fruits are

not produced here, probably by reason of inclement

weather at flowering-time. During a period of

mild weather in Ft bruary it is often a very beautiful

object, but, unfortunately, the flowers are some-

times spoiled by frost or by cold winds. The

white flowers of the type make it an excellent

subject for planting against a background of

evergreen foliage.

P. nana.—Several common names, such as

Dwarf .A.lmond, Russian .A.'mond and Crimean

TREE OF THE COMMON ALMOND (PRUNUS AMYGDALUS)
WITH A BACKGROUND OF EVERGREENS.

among others, both by reason of their decorative

and economic value, th se being Prunus Amygdalus

(the common Almond) and Prunus persica (the

Peach). In the following notes attention is

directed to these and other species which are

worthy of consideration for garden decoration.

Prunus Amygdalus.—This species is widely

distributed in the Mediterranean region throughout

Southern Europe to Asia Minor, where it not only

forms an ornamental flowering tree, but is of

great commercial value by reason of its fruits,

the kernels of which are extracted and used for

various purposes, those of the sweet variety being

used for tlfssr-rt and confectionerv, while an oil
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Almuad, ^re asspoiated. with- this Kharming lktl«*

plant. It may be justly calied a miniature repre-

seatati.ve <rf the ooBipion- AlnuHid, ,£gr. although 3,

dwaif , bush often Jess than 3 feet .in.height.-

flower&j.fpliage. .and fruit resfmble, those .pf the.

or^inapyiAlntond ewi-a reduced scaie.. -^jaativefof

Sout^ierir Russia, it-was intreduced to this.countrj:

two aad:a.<juarteji centuries ago,)., hut, like ma.n

othej;i«fe,«i.C!e-9hraJ)S) its meriis.were,. comparatively

speaking, -unkno^Ti a quarter i>f ;a century- .agQ^

Its rosy red flowers are about three-quarters. of

an inch across and borne freely from axillary

bud*. on the previous year's growth; • There are

seweral varieties, the two best being georgica and

gessleriana. The last named has verj- fine and

richly coloured flowers. The white-flowered variety

alba is decidedly inferior to the type. P. nana

rarely perfects fmits in this country', and is some-

times foimd difficult to propagate. It, ho%vever,

tege.; fl.ore sanguine^ plenoj red; . CJara Meyer,

rose; magnifiQa, crimson; andflorerubro.pleno, red.

AJthough.in each case the flowery .ate more or less

double, most of .the varieties produce -fruits, and

in. some -seasons a . good. - crop. - These, fpuits «re

({uite palatable, .and are well suited f'« making

into jam.,- The purple-leaved variety foliis rubris

be^rs, perhaps, the best .fruits.. The home of the

Peach is,,eonsideTed.to:J}e -China, but, it Jias-not

been: fotm4 . in. a truly, wild state., inany of the

apparently, wjld trees being, doubtless escapes

from cultivation. .AJl the double-flowered varieties

are excellent for forcing. . - _

.

P. triloba.—This Chinese species is better

kno\\Ti by its double-flowered variety than by the

type, as it is a much superior plant for decorative

gardening. Bushes of the single-flowered form

may grow 12 feet or more high, and they bear

pinkish flowers nearly an inch across during late

HARDY PRIMULA: NEW
AMD OLD SPlCIES.

PL.-VXT
collectors in. the last .few years

appear. to have spent a good .deal of

their time in
. .collecting Primulas.

.From Western China and the Hinialaya

iiew species have poured into, this

cotmtry at, such a raj^, J^^t it,j is

difficult to keep pace with them.. At the Primula

Conference, hfld in London under the auspices

of the Royal Horticultural Society last

1913, no fewer than T40 species lyere recog-

nised from China alone. Needless to say,

many of these are of little .use as garden

plants, while some of them are tender; never-

theless, a fair percentage is destined to hold

a place in the gardens of this coimtry,.

PRIMULA ROSEA, A DELIGHTFUL PLANT FOR
THE STREAMSIDE.

PRIMULA SIKKIMENSIS, THE
HIMALAYAN COWSLIP.

PRIMULA DEXTICULATA, GROWING AS
A CREVICE PL,\NT.

grows quite well from layers, which is an infinitely

better means of propagation than the alternative

method of grafting upon Plum stocks.

P. orientalis is only suitable for walls or for

borders in the warmest parts of the countrj-, as it

is a native of South-Eastem Europe and Western

Asia, and too tender for general culture in Great

Britain. Its greatest attraction lies in its silvery

leaves, the flowers being home with less freedom

than in other species, and the rosy colour being

less attractive than in the last-mentioned species.

P. persica.—This is well known as the parent

of the cultivated Peaches. All the forms of

fruiting Peach are very beautiful when in flower,

but for decorative gardening they are inferior

to the many varieties which bear double flowers.

These varieties may have white, rose, red or

crimson blossoms, a good selection of varieties

being flore albo pleno, white ; flore roseo pleno.

March or early 'April. The double-flowered form

produces a profusion of delicate rose-coloured

blossoms, each of which is well over an incJi

in diameter. The best results are usually obtained

by cutting the flowering branches back as soon

as the flowers fade. Long shoots are then formed

diuring the summer, which the following spring

bear flowers from end to end. It is useful alike

for bushes in the open or for planting against

walls, while it is one of the best shrubs for forcing

for conservator%- decoration in February-. The

Almonds are seen to best advantage when planted

so that a background of evergreen trees is pro-

vided, as shown in the illustration on the opposite

page. If silhouetted against the sky, the delicate

Apple-blossom pink of their flowers -s scarcely

discemable. They ought not to be plantedso that

a house with red-brick walls forms the background,

the pink blossoms clashing badly with red. W. D.

At Clandi>n Park, Surrey, a beautiful g'.ade has

been converted into what is aptly called the

Primula Dell. The undulated woodland, with

winding paths and deep, retentive soil, provides

the ideal surroimdings for a natural Primula

garden. In May P. rosea, colonised by the

streamside, flowers in profusion, and the same
may be said of P. denticulata, grown in large

stretches, and mingled here and there with

the bright yellow flowers of the Leopard's Bane.

Polyanthuses in varied hues flower well,

and P. japonica gives promise of an exceptional •

display. The Primulas to follow are frondosa>

pulverulenta. sikkimensis, bulleyana. capitata and
Poissonii. The last named is a gem at Clandon

Park, and flowers well from May until the autumn.

The wTiter will not readily forget the fine effect

created by the flowering of this species in November
last, when all other Primulas had long ceased to
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flower. Generally speaking. Primulas are best

planted after flowering, while seeds may be sown

as soou as they are ripe. It is as yet a little early

to speak with any degree of certainty regarding

the hardiness of some of the new Primulas, but

the following list is an attempt to bring together

a number of new species that arc destined to

become great favourites, together with some of

the older and better known garden Primulas.

P. beesiana.—A fragrant species introduced

by Messrs. Bees of Liverpool about seven years ago.

The flowers are of a purple hue with a yellow eye.

It was found growing wild by Mr. G. Forrest

in the moist meadows ef Yunnan. Height,

2 feet to 3 feet ; hardy.

P. bulleyana.—-.Another grand

species from Western China dis-

covered by Mr. G. Forrest. It

produces whorls of rich golden

yellow flowers, shading on the

outside to buff apricot. It is easy

to grow, and does well at Clandou

Park in the shade near a running

stream ; it is also hardy in Scot-

land. When crossed with P. beesi-

ana it has given rise to a race of

hybrids with coppery red flowers,

of which Leddy Pilrig is an ex-

ample. This sturdy hybrid attains

a height of 2^ feet, and the flowers

arc borne in seven or eight whorls

to an inflorescence ; the calyces

are coated with farina.

P. capitata.—This species, hav-

ing roimd heads of rich violet

flowers, resembles a refined form

of P. denticulata. It is a charm-

ing Primula for the rock garden,

and will thrive as a crevice plant

in partial shade, providing it can

root into a moist compost of grit

and loam. Unfortunately, its value

is depreciated owing to its ten-

dency to die soon after flowering.

However, il seeds freely, and may
easily be replenished. It flowers

in June and in early autumn.

P. cockburniana.—The flowers

are of a rich orange vermilion,

borne in whorls on slender stems.

It is short-lived, and is generally

regarded as a biennial, although it

is perennial in some gardens. It

seeds freely, and self-sowni seed-

lings are often produced around

the parent plants. It needs a well-

drained, loamy soil and a warm
position, although it is hardy in

Scotland. By crossing with P.

pulverulenta some wonderful

hybrids have been obtained, of

which Unique and Lissadell Hybrid

are best known. The variety Excelsior, with crim-

son scarlet flowers borne whorl upon whorl, is the

rtsult of crossing Unique with cockbuniiana.

P. CortUSOides.—-A. beautiful plant, with clusters

of deep rosy flowers and lobed leaves covered

'with a silky pubescence. It is sometimes nut
with in gardens under the name of Sieboldii.

It is easily grown in light garden soil, but it should

be sheltered from cold winds.

P. denticulata.—One of the finest of all the

hardy Primulas. It is a native of the Himalaya,

and is very free flowering. .\t Clandou Park

it is grown in stretches in shady g'adcs, mak'ng

in May a display of unusual splendour. The heads

of bloom vary in colour, but are mostly of lilac

tone. The variety cashmeriana, with deep violet

flowers, is worthy of special mention.

P. farinosa, our native Bird's-eye Primrose,

has small rosettes of silvery leaves and lunbels

of rosy lilac flowers with a conspicuous yellow eye.

It is found wild on damp, grassy slopes in the

n<irthem counties of Scotland. Like many other

British plants, it is no always an easy subject

til cultivate. Limestone chips and old mortar

rubble should be mixed with the soil.

P. frondosa.—This charming Thracian species

rt semb'cs P. f.irinosa in colour and habit of growth,

A VIEW IX
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while it needs much the same treatment

Bird's-eye Primrose.

P. Forrestii.—.\ sweetly scented species,

reminiscent of the fragrance of ' the Cowslip.

It should be planted in bold masses, when the

golden yellow flowers arc seen to good effect.

.\llhough quite hardy, it is not an easy subject

to cultivate. It has been grown successfully on

dn,-, rocky places and on a retaining wall.

P. japonica.—This well-known Primula is

indispensable for planting by the side of streams

or in moist parts of the wild garden. In colour

it varies from dark purple to pale rose. The

poorer-coloured flowers should be annually weeded
out to keep the strain as good as possible. The
flowering season is from May till September.

When once established in a damp position it

will often increase freely from self-sown seed.

P. Julis.—This new introduction from the

Caucasus, with rosy red flowers and of Primrose

habit, has created a good deal of interest. It

is a moisture and shade loving plant that promises

to be a great favourite when better known. It

flowers in .\pril and does not exceed 3 inches in

height.

P. knuthiana.—A new hardy species recently

sent home from Northern China by Mr. W.
Purdom. Its nearest ally is pro-

bably the well-known P. frondosa,

of which it appears to be a

glorified form. It is hardy and
may be increased from seeds.

P . I i 1 1 o n i a n a.—A distinct

Primula, with flower-spikes resem-

bling the. Grape Hyacinth. It has

proved hardy in Scotland when
growni on well-drained loamy soil.

It was collected by Mr. G. Forrest

in China in 1908.

P. marginata.—Probably the

best of all the alpine Primulas.

It is small-growing, with leathery

leaves margined with white farina,

and flowers of a soft lavender

colour. It is an ideal (revice

plant for the rock garden.

P. Maximowiczii.—A remark*

able novelty from Northern China.

The drooping flowers are cardinal

red in colour and borne in whorls

on a stout scape rising 18 inches or

so from a rosette of lanceolate

leaves. It is sweetly scented and

seeds freely. Moreover, it is hardy,

and will thrive in a similar posi-

tion to P. japonica.

P. Poissonii. — Valuable for

spring and autunm flowering. A
rich, damp soil and a half-shady

position suit it best. The flowers

are reddish purple. In habit it is

like P. japonica.

P. pulverulenta.—One of the

best of Wilson's introductions from

China. The flowers are of an ex-

ceptional'y rich ruby crimson,

borne on stout stems 2 feet to

3 feet in height. It seeds freely, but

its white variety, Mrs. Berkeley,

does not. It may be grown under

similar conditions to P. japonica ;

it will also thrive in a much drier

position.

P. Purdomii.—One of the most

recent introductions from Western

China. The flowers are pale lilac and delightfully

scented, while the foliage is densely covered with

white mealy farina. It is too early to say if it can

be increased from seeds, but there is every reason

1.1 hope that it w-ill prove hardy.

P. Reidii.—A rare species of refined appearance.

The drooping ivory white flowers somewhat

resemble in shape those of the Soldanella. In

the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens it is grown with

marked success from seed sown in February or

March. It does best when grown in a cold frame ;

if tried in the rock garden,' a sheet of glass should

be plaied overhead to thrr.w off excessive moisture.

l-ALMOUTH
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P, rosea,—This is the gem of the whole race.

It is best grown near the water's edge in gritty

soil. The flowers are of a brilliant rose, and the

varieties splendens and superba are worthy of

special note.

P. sikkimensis.—Aptly called the Himalayan

Cowslip. It loves a deep, well-drained but moist

soil and a shady place. The leaves disappear

in winter and the plants remain dormant, but

at that time they must not be molested or over-

looked. Propagation is effected by division in

spring or autumn, or by seed sown as soon as

it is ripe.

P. Veitchii.—A hardy species belonging to

the same section as cortusoides and Sieboldii.

foliage is attractive owing to its beautiful covering

of white farina. C. Q.

AN INTERESTING CORNISH GARDEN.
To those unacquainted with the mild climate of

the South-Western Counties of England, the

gardens scattered about so freely in Dev^on and
Cornwall, and particularly in the latter coimty,

come as a great surprise when seen for the first

time. Plants flourish there outdoors which need

the protection of a greeniiouse in the London and
less favoured districts, w'th the result that the

gardens always present a semi-tropical appearance.

The illustration on j^age 162, from a photo^apli

1
C\1sus fragrans, growing beside the house and
quite outdoors, produces its myriads r>f flowers

. each spring. Those who only know this plant by
the small pot specimens sold in the London markets

would scarcely recognise it in its slirubby form

at Penjerrick. Another tree of considerable

interest is Laurelia aromatica. This is about

fifty feet high, and in all probability the best

specimen of its kind in this country. It has

smooth. Laurel-like leaves with dentate margins,

and, when bruised, these emit a pleasant and

j

powerful fragrance. Magnolia Campbellii, Crino-

!
dendron Hookeri, Embothrium coccineum, .Ano-

j

pterus glandulosa, large specimens of EucaK-ptus

globulus, F'tzroy.i patagouira and a large

BORDERS OF MI.XED FLOWERS, WITH PINK MALLOWS AXD OTHER ANNUALS USED FOR A TEMPORARY DISPLAY.

The numerous flowers are deep rose, and borne

in umbels on-erect spikes. The leaves are soft,

like those of P. mollis. It requires plenty of

leaf-mould in the soil.

P. Winter!,—^An exquisite and fascinating

species from the Himalaya. Although a new
introduction, it is already to be seen in many
gardens. It is hardy in the South of England,

but it is advisable to give it protection in cold

localities. The flowers are of large Primrose

size, varying from pale to deep mauve. It is

as profusely flowered as the Primrose, and the

taken in the gardens at Penjerrick, about three

miles from Falmouth, will give readers some idea

of the vegetation that thrives there. Dracaenas

and Rhododendrons are a great feature, the trunks

of some of the former being at least 15 inches in

diameter.

Mr. Robert Fox, the owner of these gardens,

is a great Rhododendron enthusiast, and many
new and beautiful varieties have been raised

there. .A. very fine tree of Podocarpus chilina.

30 feet high and about 20 feet in diameter, never

fails to attract the attention of visitors ; and

Camphor Tree, quite 20 feet in height, are only

a few of the many interesting trees and shrubs

that the pririieged visitor will find thriving at

Penjerrick.

ANNUAL FLOWERS IN MIXED
BORDERS.

The value of annual flowers in mixed borders can

scarcely be over-estimated. Without them, it

would be well-nigh impossible to fill the gaps

caused by the passing to rest of such spring flowers
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as Legpard's Bane, Oaffo'dils and tuHps. There

are two ways 'of tisin^ these arihuals ih the mixed

border. One is "to s6\v s^eds 6^ such kinds 'as

Keniesias, Stock?,' Aster's ' and Aritirrhinlims 'in

frariies and subsequently plant the stuird^-' seedlings

where tliey are to flower ; and' (he other, io sow the

see'dsof tiie rriore hardylvinds during April wherever

tVy arc needed' to grow and''l)losSf)ni. Thus St

the p"resenf time seeds' of 'Clarkias, Godetias,

Leptdsiphori, Pot 'Marig'old's, 'Corh&owers, Pink

Mallows, Larkspurs,' Nigerta, N:glit-scented Stock,

annual Chrvsaiitheinum, ' Candytuft, the fragrant

Mignonette and, a few weeks later, the dwarf

Nasturtiums may well lie sown between the bulbs

named, or, indeed, between almost any early

flowering plants that find a more or less

permanent home in the mixed border.

In tlie portion of border shomi on the

right of the illustration on page 163,

the charming Pink Mallows have been

successfully used, and add charm and

colour where otherwise annoying blank

spaces wiiiild lia\"e existed.

h^Id' oh Deeemb^r '23'. 'Aai 'atttiiipt was 'fti'ad'e

to have some Darwins in b'oom then, but it was

a tailure;^:^<iiiiig.'j.ui ii aiX-tJlt_fU' l'i ffbJS™gd some

'oi' BigE-gi-ade'' faiiftless' blooms' wltTiO'iit 'failures^'

w'ere prodiiced 'in 'mid - February. On the

i5th of that month the fo'llowi'ng' were Sho^vn";

Anton Mauve, Charlefe H. Matbt; Crepiis'cule;

Duchess b'f ' Hoh^nberg,'- -Ffa' Angclico, Frani

Hails, GiaHt, ftarry' Veit'ch, - Leonardo da' Vitici,

Othello, Red Kihg, 'Wally Moes and •William Pitf.

' On the 22nd, a W^ek later, forty-se\-en varieties

were exhibited, viz., those mentioned above and

the following additional' ones : Ariadne, Calypso,

Centenaire, Electra, 'Eiigene Delacroix, Feu

TULIP AND DAFFODIL
NOTES.

Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Forced Darwin Tulips in Holland.—
Readers are doubtless well aware that

within the last few years it has been

found that certain varieties of Darwin

Tulips with appropriate treatment can br

had in flower veiy- early, not perhaps at

the same time as those dwarfer kinds

which ha\e always gone by that name,

but long before we would have thought it

possible in the first days of their introduc-

tion. William Copland may be cited as

the most striking example of what can

be done in this respect. Messrs. James

Carter and Co. startled us in January

'if last year by showing some vases of

a pretty, long-stemmed lavender Tulip

labelled Sweet Lavender. It appeared

again in February- and, if my memory
serves me, also in March ; but each time

the blue tone seemed less pronounced and

a redder one began to predominate. Those
" in the know " were well aware that

Sweet Lavender was but William Cop-

land garmented in the tine linen of those

who live in glass houses. The heat and the

glass had brought about a wonderful

transformation, for, outside, WUliam Cop-

land was one of the old Darwins that

were only hanging on by their eyelids.

Experiments on a large scale took place

in Holland both in the winter of 1913-14

THE NEW SILVER " BARR CUP FOR DAFFODILS.
(Siv prtgt- 165.)

Gudon', Jacob Mtiris, King ITeorge ^.,''goJen

EHnna. ' Mme'. Banois,' lladtazza, 'Millet, 'Mr.

FaVnCottibt Saiidets, Mrs. O'velaitrf, Mrs. Potter

'Palmer, Kiobc, Nbra #are, North Dikdtah,.

Oregon, Ouida, Paris, Parthenope,' Pomona^
Pre'sident Taft, Pi-incess Mary, I^tices^'EJizabe'th,

Prihce'of the Netheirland^,' 'Prince' Eugen, Remem-
bti'ftee, Sir Tre'vof LawrMiCe, Thei^ese' Sdi'xvart'z,.

The Jiitefri.it5onal, 'Vitelh'iis'arid 'Vreber.
'

So' oil

February 2'8 last eighty- five' varieties ' w'ere oii vieW'

at oriie timie, each one 'lii excellent' cdridftion; 'with

firm, straight stems.' ••
.

•.;;.•,

Mr. Krelage says at the end of his second leiter r

" It is a pity you cannot come and inspect them
personally, but such excursions cannot be recom-

mended for the moment." Well, I

hope this war will not go on for ever.

-Another year perhaps there will be

no hostile submarines in the North
Sea, and then it would be very pleasant

tfi have an in\-itatioii. Possibly other

Tulip people might like to come, too.

Some of them already have heard of

the Trianon at Antsterdam !

Ill Vincent Square only one Darwin
exhibit was- staged up to the end of March.

On the i6th Messrs. Waterer, Sons and
Crisp put up a small di'lection of sixteen

varieties, together with a few Cottage sorts.

The stems were rather weak, and this

defect was not minimised by the somewhat
bald arrangement of the group. The list

uf \-arieties is interesting when compared
with the Dutch ones : .^dm'ral Togo,

Edmee, King Harold, Marconi, JIargaret,

Mrs. Potter Palmer, Mr. Fanirombo
Sanders, Nora Ware, Psyche, Rev. H.

Ewbank, Salmon King, Sweet Lavender.

The Sultan, Suzon, Tak van Poortvliet and

Velvet King. U
One often has to go away from home

to hear the news. In the Revue Hortico'c
' of Paris for March 1 6 (which paper, by the

way, I am heartily glad to see getting into

its stride again after its temporary absence

from the track) there is a list of some of the

early Tulips shown at Haarlem on Decem-
ber 23 last. By the side of the Due van

Thols and Proserpines were Fred Moore,

Mrs. Elwes, King of the 'Vellows, Mon
Tresor, van Schalken, Le Matelas,

Vesinius, Rembrandt, Brilliant Star and

Lady Borell ; and in doubles, Toreador,

Couronne d'Or and Salvator Rosa.

Royal Horticultural Society's " Daffo-

dil Year Book."—" T<> be or not u,

be " has been the question. The Comicil

have, however, finally decided that it is to

be in 1915 " as usual." I am again to be

its godfather. I have one or two special

wants in connection therewith—^first.

Brilliant, General de Cordons, Glory, Gretchen,
|

good likeness of the late Rev. G. P. Haydon ; and,
and ill that of 1914-15. Thanks to Messrs.

de Graafi Brothers of Leiden and to Messrs. E. H.

Krelage and Son of Haarlem, I am in possession of Grj'phus, Jhr. Schorer, La Fiancee. La Tristesse,
{
secondly, any number of short paragraphs of from

the results of some oi ihe above-mentioned trials. La Tulipe Noire, Lioba. Mme. Vimot, Mauve 1 six to ten lines of print un small matters or incidents

About a month ago I had two letters from my Clair, Minister Roell, Miranda, Mystery, P. de
1
that would be of general interest to the fancy. I

friend, the head of the latter firm, giving an account Commines. Prince of Wales, Raphael, Salmonea,
|

made a similar request last year, but I regret I had

of what happened in his case in this last season.
,

Sierrad van Flora, Suzon, The Sultan, Venus, no response. .\ chapter of odds and ends would

The contents are so very interesting and instructive :
Vtspuccio, Viola, W. A. Viruly Verbrugge, 'Whistler,

that I ffel sure many readers will like to know Zephyr and Zulu.

what thty were, and as I have Mr. Krelage's : There was no committee at Haarlem on March i

permission to make any use I like of his letters.

make interesting reading; so, readers, please think

of the Year Book when any chickens are hatched.

Daffodil White Lady.—.Many people are of

" here goes."

One of the prominent fixtures of the Dutch

Bulb Growers' .\ss(.ciation is their "prepared'

but on February 28 Messrs. Krelage and Sou had opinion that the name iif Engleheart will go dowai

a private view in one of their warehouses, where to posterity coupled with this variety more than

these additional thiry-eight sorts were on wew : • any other. It is a splendid all-round flower,

-Vlda, Bartigon. Blushing Bride, Clara Butt,
;
and worthy to rank beside Emperor and Barrii con-

Hyacinth exhibition, which last year (1914) w.as Claude Monet, Dante. Edmee. Etna, Europe, spicuus. I believe it isnow exactly twenty-one years
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since it was introduced to the public, and it is still

going strong. My congratulations to her raiser on

her coming of age, but it is another milestone past.

[Regarding the early Darwin Tulips mentioned

by Mr. Jacob, from what he tells us it is only those

who can give sufficient bottom and top heat

who can hope to have them in good condition so

very early.

—

Ed.]

A NEW CUP FOR DAFFODILS.
The illustration on page 164 represents the

Sliver cup, value 7 guineas, that Messrs. Barr

and Sons are offering at the following shows thii

year, one cup to go to each show : The Royal

Horticultural Society's Show at Vincent Square

on the 13th and r4th inst. ; the Hereford Spring

Flower Society's Show on the 14th inst. ; and

the Midland Daffodil Society's Exhibition on

the 2ist and 22nd inst. The design of this cup

is excellent, the Daffodils, shown in relief, being

well executed.

SOME BULBS FOR SPRING
PLANTING.

IN

a great many country gardens there is a

demand for plants that flower in early autumn,

and although there is a goodly host of her-

baceous kinds that naturally flower at that

season, those with bulbous or tuberous

roots are more or less neglected. If we

eliminate the Montbretias, Gladioli and late-

rtowering Lilies such as speciosum, very few of

the kinds that can be, and often are best, planted

in spring will be foimd in most gardens. One cannot

help thinking that this is a mistake. Montbretias

and Gladioli; to which reference has already been

made, are too well known to need extended com-

ment ; it will suffice to remind those who would

.s^ow them that the end of March or early in .\pril

IS a good time for planting. There are many
beautiful varieties in each family, particulars of

which can be obtained from any bulb catalogue,

and they ought not to be placed directly in contact

with raw manure at the time of planting. Those

who appreciate blue flowers in autumn should

get the varieties Blue Jay and Baron von Hulot,

which are the best Gladioli of this colour. One

of the best bulbous flowers to put in just now is

Hyacinthus or Galtonia candicans. The bulbs can be

purchased quite cheaply, and should be placed

from 4 inches to 6 inches below the surface. If

tlie soil is mainly clay, it is advisable to spread

some sharp sand under and around the bulbs,

and this applies to most other kinds mentioned.

Hyacinthus candicans attains a height of 4 feet

to 6 feet, and the upper portion of the flower-stem

is bespangled with glistening white, bell-shaped

blossoms. Massed in an open spot in the sliruh

border, in the herbaceous border, or in beds of

.\zaleas or other spring-flowering shrubs, this plant

is very effective, and it is equally good for cutting.

The Peruvian Lilies, or Alstroemerias, are bulbous

flowers that we see too little of. It is true that

they are not well adapted for very cold soils or

situations, but in all moderately warm gardens

such kinds as chilensis and aurantiaca, with their

several variations, will give a good return in the

way of curious-shaped and wonderfully mottled

flowers. The bulbous roots need to be planted

at least y inches deep and sanded around as advised

for Hyacintlius. In warmer districts .A.lstroemeria

pelegrina, a very beautiful species, may be grown.

The Belladonna Lily, with its large, rose pink

flowers, is always greatly admired when seen in

flower, and spring is a suitable time for planting

the bulbs. These need to be placed at least 9 inches

below the surface, and must be accommodated
under the south wall of a warm greenhouse. When
visiting Carrow .-^bbey during the autumn of 1912,

I saw a fine display of this noble plant in a narrow

border under the wall of one of the plant-houses,

and the dainty little Zeph\Tanthes Candida was

used as an edging. This is a low-growing bulbous

plant with dark green leaves and fairj'-like white

flowers, and the effect created by the Belladorma

Lilies and these was very charming. As the

Zephyranthes can also be planted now, those who
have suitable borders may care to arrange for a

similar effect next autumn. I ought to mention,

however, that the Belladonna Lily does not usually

flower well the first year it is planted.

.Although the corms of most hardy Cyclamen are

planted in autumn, there are two which may be

put in now, viz., C. neapolitanum and C. europa;um.

The former has rosy pink or white flowers, and
the latter, dainty little blossoms of crimson purple

hue. Both flower in autumn, appreciate overhead

shade, and some old mortar or similar lime-contain-

ing material in the soil. Two inches is quite

deep enough to plant these. Ranunculuses, at

one time the treasures of many of our best gardens,

are seldom seen nowadays, yet they embrace such

vivid Oriental colours as we get in few other autumn
flowers. The grotesque-looking roots are best

planted in March or early .\pril, in an open spot

towards tlie front of the border, and if some well-

decayed cow-manure can be mixed with the soil,

the plants will greatly appreciate its cool and

nourishing properties. Poppy .Anemones may
also be planted at this season where late flowers

are desired, although many prefer to consign them

to the earth in autumn for an early summer display.

l'"or a sunny bed or border, and where the soil is

well drained but of a nourishing character, a

few at least of the Tigridias ought to find a place.

They have gorgeous flowers of many bizarre hues,

those in which yellow predominates being, perhaps,

the most effective of all. The bulbs ought to be

planted about three inches deep early in April, and

lifted again after all the leaves have faded. H.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

THE month of April is an exceptionally

busy time in the kitchen garden ; any

delay in sowing or giving the necessary

details of culture, such as thiiming the

surplus plants of Carrots and Parsnips,

means a much impoverished crop.

Keeping the soil stirred, too, among growing crops

is a most important item in accelerating the growth,

hence under no circumstances should this detail be

neglected. The staking of Peas is another point

meriting prompt attention. If the haulm is allowed

to fall on one side for the want of support, the

growth afterwards is crippled. An early earthing

up of the plants when 6 inches high does much
to support the haulm at the base.

Broad Beans.—Make the last sowing in the

'ipen of either a Longpod or a Windsor variety,

allowing rather less space than at the previous

sowings, as the plants are not quite so robust in

growth as those from s.cds sown earlier. Those

raised in boxes should be planted out in double

rows, as usual, allowing ro inches between the

rows and 9 inches between the plants; 2 feet 6 inches

from one doub!e row to another will suffice.

Broccoli, Cauliflowers, Leeks and the various

Kaks and winter greens should be sown in the open
on a piece of well-prepared ground. If the soil

is dug at the time of sowing, well soak it the day
previous, which is much better than watering

the seed-beds afterwards. Break the soil quite

fine on the surface and sow the seed thinly to

avoid overcrowding of the plants, which is fatal

to ultimate success. After lightly covering the

seed, sprinkle the surface with wood-ashes, which are

a preventive of attacks by Turnip fly. Protect

the beds with netting to prevent birds pulling up
the tiny seedlings, which they are apt to do when
peeping through the soil.

Cardoons.—^The growing of this vegetable is

not nearly as common as its merits deserve, and
especially when we consider how easy the plants

are to produce. Prepare a trench as for Celery

and sow the seed thinly in a drill in the centre,

thinning the plants to one in a space of 2 feet when
large enough to handle.

Carrots.—Now is a good time to sow the main
crop. Of all vegetables, none pays better than

this for a thorough preparation of the soil,

especially if it is stiff and contains manv
stones. Without free access for the tap root,

Carrots caimot be shapely and large. A few days
previous to sowing, deeply fork over the ground,

thoroughly breaking the clods. Rake the surface

fine, and sow thinly in drills 15 inches apart for

the large-growing sorts like New Red Intermediate

or Long Red Surrey. Shorter sorts may have

3 inches less space. Cover the seed with wood-
ashes, raking down the surface smoothly and cover-

ing the wood-ashes with the soil from the drills.

Brussels Sprouts.—The plants from the early

sown batch will now be ready for putting out

into their permanent site, lifting each carefullv

with a ball of earth attached to the roots. Plant in

rows 2 feet 6 inches apart and ;.llow 2 feet between

the plants. Where space can be afforded, a yard
apart is none too much, especially where the soil

has been heavily maniu-ed. If the plants are still

in the seed boxes or pans, transplant them int»

a cold frame or other boxes in a light compost,

and hasten on the growth by keeping the frame

closer for a week or two. The stouter the plants

are when put in the open, the better is the prospect

of success.

Lettuce Plants wintered thickly in cold frames

can now be put out on a warm border, covering the

soil about each plant with finely sifted coal-ashes

as a deterrent to slugs, which are partial to the

succulent leaves.

Asparagus-Beds should now have attention.

Keep them free from weeds, and lightly and care-

fully fork over the surface 2 inches deep if the soil

is inclined to be of a close, retentive character.

Afterwards give a dressing of common salt at the

rate of 30Z. to the square yard. Last year's sowti

or planted beds can be much improved in growth

if the plants are well satiffated with liquid manure
or sewage water during the months of May and
June. In newly planted beds the point is to induce

the plants to make as much growth as possible,

and instead of cutting any stems, allow all to

grow and matiu'e for the first two years. Some
support should be given to the stout growths to

prevent their being blo^vn about and often broktn,

which is detrimental to success. Short, bushj*

Pea stakes thrust into the soil among the plants

answer capitally. Failing these, a wire should be

stretched along the rows 2 feet high, to which

the stouter growths can be secured.

Swanmorc, Hants. E. Molvneu.x.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries in Pots.—Strict attention must
now be given to Strawberry plants growing under

glass. It is almost impossib'e to give them too

much water at the roots, and the plants which are

swelling their fruits will require liberal app'ica-

tions of stimulants till the fruits begin to colour.

The foliage also must be \-igorousIy sj-ringed

two or three times a day. Plants growing in

Peach-houses or vineries should be moved to a

cooler house when the berries are ripening. The
plants which are still in their winter quarters must

be examined regularly to see if they need water,

giving them an occasional dose of manure-water.

Cherries in Pots.—When the fruits have set,

the trees will require some form of stimulant,

but they must not be overdone in this respect

till growth is more active. Do not attempt to

force the swelling of the fruits, especially by
artificial means. Admit p'enty of air during

favourab'e weather, using both top and bottom
ventilators, and leave them slightly open during

the night. Look out for the small grub, which

wi'l be found curled up in the leaves.

Early Pot Vines.—When the berries commence
to colour, the atmosphere must be kept less moist

and more air should be admitted, lea\'ing the top

ventilators open a little during the night. The
roots must still be liberally supp'ied with water,

but manures should be gradually withheld as the

berries approach ripeness. The temperature

must still be well maintained, but excfss of fire-

heat should be avoided while the Grapes are

ripening.
Plants Under Glass.

Pot Roses.—As the earliest plants pass out of

flower, thev may be removed to a sheltered position

outdoors. The climbing varieties can now be

forced gently into growth. These will be well

rooted, and must be well supplied with stimulants,

or the colour of the flowers will be poor. Ventilate

the houses carefully when cold winds prevail,

•r mi'dew will quickly spread.

Sweet Peas in Pots.—Plants which are showing
their flower-buds will require abimdance of water.

Liquid manure and some approved fertiliser must
also be given frequently. Keep them growing

in a cool, air\' house, and when in flower shade
them from bright sunshine.

Bouvardias.—Move the yoimg plants into 3-inch

pots when large enough. Give them a position

near the glass in a moderately warm house. The
shoots will require stopping two or three times to

encourage a bushy habit. When the plants have
been transferred to their flowering pots, they must
be gradually hardened off, eventually plunging

them in ashes in a cold frame.

Pelargoniums.—The plants which are being

grown for fl.jwering in the autumn and winter

must have their tops pinched out. A position on a

shelf in a cool house will suit them till they are

placed outdoors. The fancy kinds must be care-

fully staked. When these are showing their flower-
• buds, they should be liberally supplied with
stimulants.

The Flower Garden.

Forced Bulbs.—Many Tulips and Narcissi

which have been grown in pots may be planted

next autumn in the ^vild garden. In the meantime
they can be placed close together in a sheltered

position and kept supplied with water till the

foliage has died down. Astilbes which have been
forced may also be made use of for planting by
the margins of streams or ponds.

Bamboos. — Large climips of Bamboos may
be improved by a judicious thinning of the

growths. This work can be done now. before the

young shoots have made much progress. The
present month will be suitable for replanting

Bamboos. The ground must be thoroughly pre-

pared by deep digging and manuring, and the work
of replanting should not be done till the soil is in

a suitable condition.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Disbudding of these

may be commenced as soon as the shoots are

large enough to handle. At the first operation

about half the shoots can be removed.^ Commence

at the top of the trees, and bear in mind to leave a

well-placed shoot as near to the base of this year's

fruiting wood as possible. When the final dis-

budding is completed, there should be one growth
at the base and one at the point of the shoot,

imless it is necessary to leave more to take the

place of old, worn-out branches next season.

The final disbudding of young, vigorous trees

should not be done quite so early as the old-

estab'ished ones.

Apricots.—Where the fruits have set thickly,

some of those which are badly placed may be
removed at once. The general thinning of the

fruits must not be done till it can be seen which
are going to swell. Some of the surplus growths
may now be removed, but make sure that sufficient

are left to form spurs. These will require to be
pinched when they have made several leaves.

Where there is room to lay in a young growth,
one should be left for this purpose.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes in Frames.—Plenty of air must be
admitted to the frames, or the haulm will become
drawn and weak. On favourable days the lights

may be entirely removed. Cover the glass with
mats at night when frost is imminent.

Cauliflowers.—The earliest plants in pots will

soon be ready for planting out. Remove the
lights whenever the weather will allow, so that the
Cauliflowers may be thoroughly hardened off before

planting them out. A well-cultivated piece of

ground in a sheltered situation ought to be selected

for their reception. Should the weather be dry
after planting, they must be regularly supplied
with water.

Seakale.—^The thongs which have been prepared
for planting will now be ready for the open.
Plant them in rows 2 feet apart, allowing i foot

between the plants. The sets must be buried
about an inch or so beneath the ground.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamen.—As the plants pass out of flower,

water should be gradually withheld. A sudden
stoppage of moisture would injure the comis for

another season. Stand the plants on an ash-bed
in a cold frame and ventilate freely.

Clerodendron (allax must be potted on as the

plants develop. Use a fairly rich compost for

this potting and keep the plants growing in a ver>-

humid, warm atmosphere. The sj-ringe should

be used unceasingly to keep red spider in check.

Gesneras.—Some of these may be started

to keep up the display in the flower-house. Start

in the stove in a light compost in which there

is plenty of peat, leaf-soil and sand.

Tree Carnations.—With the lengthening days
and greater sun power the quality of the blooms

is greatly improved. Still endeavour to maintain

a night temperature of 50° to 55°, keeping the

atmosphere as buovant as possible. After this

date very little artificial heat will be required,

unless on very damp and cold nights. Young
plants must be' attended to promptly in the matter

of potting on and pinching out the tops, keeping

them as long as possible on a shelf near the glass.

On bright daj-s the staging and pathways may be

damped down.

Chironia ixifera.—This useful decorative plant

is easilv propagated from cuttings if they are put in

now in' a warm propagating-case. To succeed well

the plants must not be overpotted, and should be

watered with care. An intermediate temperature

suits them best.

The Flower Garden.

Montbretias.—-^s these are now commencing
to grow vigorouslv, it is time to plant out. The
ground havmg been previously prepared for their

reception, the planting simply consists of taking

out small trenches and laying in the conns ver>-

carefullv with the stolons attached, but not at all

deep. If planted in rows, they should be 15 inches

apart.

Asters.—For the general summer disp'.ay the sow-
ing of these annuals ought not to be further delayed.
Sow thinly in boxes and place in very gentle heat,

when they will quickly germinate.

Stocks.—Seeds of Ten-week and Beauty of Nice
type should now be sown. As soon as germination
has taken place, grow imder cool conditions.
Watering must be done ver\- carefully, as the
seedlings are liable to damp off.

Lawns.—.\ny portions requiring renovating and
levelling must be attended to. This is a good
season to sow lawn grass seed, as it then has time
to become established before the summer.

Tuberous Begonias.—If these are not already
started, they should now all be placed in boxes
of leaf-soil and put in gentle heat. Very little

moisture will be required except an occasional
s>-ringing until the plants are growing freely.

Fruit Under Glass.

Orchard-House.—The majority of the fruit

trees will be in bloom, and should be regularly
fertilised about the midd'e of the day. When it

is seen that the flowers have set, a judicious thin-

ning of the fruits ought to take place, so as not
to overtax the energies of the trees. As it is par-
ticularly difficult to prevent some varieties of

Pears and Plums from dropping their fruit,

great care is required in their treatment, especially

regarding ventilation and the application of water.

Early Figs in pots should have a top-dressing
applied, as surface roots are very active. Good
loam with a fair proportion of some fertiliser

which can be quickly assimilated is best, and, for

some time after, watering should be done through
a rose. If the crop of fruit is rather heavy, it will

be an advantage to slightly reduce it.

Early Vines.—Xow that the berries are swelling,

some extra help may be given to the Vines by an
application of liquid manure. The strength
should be reduced sufficiently to allow it to be
applied without fear of injuring the Vines. If

the liquid is very rich in ammonia, it will be as
well to leave a small amount of air on the top of

the vinery until the fumes have escaped.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—The trenches which are to be occupied
later by the Celerj- crop should now be made
before the groimd becomes any drier. If there

is not much depth of soil, it will be better not to
make deep trenches, as these would not leave suffi-

cient soil for the plants to flourish in. Within
reason, it is almost impossible to grow Celery to«

large for general use ; therefore the trenches

must be treated to a very liberal dressing of cow-
manure.

Leeks for general use should be now sown.

The plants will be available for filling up groimd
which has been occupied by some early crop.

Potatoes.—^The early crop must be planted

in a warm, sheltered border. Do not plant with
a dibble, but take out small trenches with a spade,
so as not to break any of the tender young shtiots.

As the yoimg growths appear through the ground
thej' should be constantly covered with soil as

long as possible.

Asparagus.—All loose top-dressing, such as

Seaweed or litter, must now be cleared off, and the

beds and paths between raked over. This is a

good time to apply a reliable Asparagus manure.

Peas.—Further sowings of midseason varieties

should be made whenever the condition of the

soil will allow. As the earlier ones grow, some
soil ought to be drawn into a small ridge along
each line. Protect with small twigs of Spruce
until ready for staking.

Brussels Sprouts.—Do not delay having all

that are ready pricked out in cold frames, where
they can remain until the end of the present month.
As soon as the check of removal has been overcome,
admit air freely.

Radishes.—To succeed the crops in frames
or on hot-beds an outdoor sowing should be made.
For general use French Breakfast is a most desir-

able variety. Do not sow too thickly, or a number
of the seedlings may refuse to develop. This
vegetable must be used when young and tender.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine.

Bart.)

Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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CREAM PINK SWEET PEAS

THIS is by far the largest section, and

there have been quite fifty names used

since Mrs. Henry Bell was first intro-

duced. It is quite evident that it

is a popular section, as so many
raisers and others have been striving

to get the ideal cream pink. . I see the National

Sweet Pea Society has divided them into

shades. This is a step in the right direction,

and will be greatly appreciated by small

growers. I hope the society will go a step further

and give the names of the best varieties in each

section for garden and exhibition. No other

pale cream pink variety impressed me so much
as Duplex Spencer at the National Sweet Pea

Society's show in July last. It was only shown

eight times, but I see it was in five first prize stands.

When I stood in front of a grand vase of Duplex

Spenctr from Ruabon, nearly all double standards,

I began to think of the twaddle that was \\Titten

about double standards only a short time ago.

Most of the critics were excused then, as they

had never grown Sweet Peas strong enough to

carry any more than single standards. Duplex
Spencer is an ideal Sweet Pea for the garden as

weU as for exhibition.

There are two new varieties 1 am grooving this

year to compare, viz.. Duchess of Portland and

Helen C. Stapyleton. In the deep cream pinks

there are Mrs. R. Hallam, Lancashire and Hawlmark
Gladys. The latter as shown by Mr. E. Cowdy was
grand. The colour is like that of Mrs. Hallam.

but it is a larger and bolder flower. Mrs. Hallam
is a grand decorative and garden variety. LiUan

is, perhaps, a larger Sweet Pea than either

in this section, but is rather soft, and with

me has not been quite fi.xed. I hear rumours of

a Syeira Lee fixed in Duplex f nn. May it

come soon ! T. B. L.

UNDESIRABLE PLANTS IN
THE ROCK GARDEN.

4 S I am keenly interested in the discussion

/\ on this subject initiated by " E. H. J."

/ % —whose initials barely hide his

/ % identity—and followed up by Sir

* ^ Archibald Buchan - Hepburn, I

ask to be allowed to make the

following remarks.

I am inclined to demur to the condemnation

of all the plants named, as under certain con-

ditions they can almost all be utilised. But
as there are so many different kinds of rock garden,

I will try. if I may, to describe one which is my
particular care. It is a low retaining wall 4 feet

high, about fifteen inches thick, built of the

yellowish red ironstone of the country where 1

live, formerly cottage walls. It was at first a dry

wall running round three sides of my bowling green,

an aggregate length of about one hundred and
thirty yards, the top of the wall being on a level

with a terrace. The coping having been removed,

a quantity of light, loamy soil was placed on the top

of the wall, and in this at first were planted a lot

of suitable and unsuitable plants, such as Aubrie-

tias, Sedums, Wallflowers, Mossy and Encrusted

Saxifrages, HeHanthemums, Spiraeas, Aquilegias,

Nepeta Mussinii, Cerastiums, Linaria hepatics-

folia, Veronicas and manv others.

Needless to say, many of these died, succumbing
to the law of the sur\'ival of the fittest and a very

dry summer which followed the building of the

wall. As it was my ambition—a belated one,

I admit—to get plants to grow on the face of my
wall, I set to work to fill every interstice

with soil, a task which occupied me for many
months, and necessitated as many tools as a dentist

employs in his profession ; but from time to

time I kept inserting bits of the very commonest
things, such as Sedum acre, Sempervivum tec-

torum, Cinquefoil, wild Strawberry, Violets,

Foxgloves, even common Yarrow, and with iron

rods, bits of wire and a watering can I coaxed the

soil on the top to percolate down, always keeping

a good supply to take its place—a good mixture

of loam, peat, sand, granite and limestone chips

and grit. It was a slow business, but it gradually

succeeded. I think my thanks are due in a measure
to lob and other worms, which carried down to

inaccessible places and crevices what was food

for my p'ants.

My wall in course of time became fairly well popu-
lated or clothed. I never heeded the remonstrances
of the fastidious at having such common things

on my wall. My invariable reply was that

as soon as I got anything better to put in their

place, out they would go. I found Foxgloves
throve exceedingly well and flowered abundantly,

to everybody else's disgust. Judge of my feelings

one morning to find every Foxglove plant torn

out by the roots, the loving work of an indignant

inhabitant of my house ; but I plodded on undis-

mayed by incidents like this, and my wall is now
what I would not be ashamed to show to anyone
who is a judge or a lover of rock plants. Many
of my plants, I grant, are common, others are

rare, some quite unknown, but almost every plant

has its associations.

I have a quantity of Saxifrages which I brought

back with me from the granite cliffs on the fjords

of Norway. There is a beautiful road with a wall

on each side between Jlenaggio and Caddenabia
on Lake Como, which some readers of The Gardes
will remember. I have several tokens of a delight-

ful holiday from there and the hills around. I

have a Primrose from the churchyard of Hughen-
den ; I have a Violet and wild Strawberry from
that quiet spot Jordans, where the great William
Penn sleeps, and wjich is the Mecca of the Quaker
community. I have a lovely little Dianthus, a

cutting from plants growing in profusion at the foot

of a monument at Daylesford, underneath which
lies the great Pro-Consul Warren Hastings. He was
born and brought up at Daylesford and attended
the village school close by.

I have a friend and schoolfellow who is now
a professor of mineralogy*, whose profession and
zeal carries him into remote and untrodden spots

in Switzerland and the T\to1 where no tourist is ever

seen. Bearing me in mind, he picks up by the

roots, with a little earth, beautiful little treasures

whose names I do not know and no one can tell

me. These with Anemones, Dianthi, Globularias,

Geums and Silenes are in perfect health and vigour

on my wall. My friend WTaps them up in a few folds

of tissue paper, packs them in a small cardboard
box, and addresses and posts it in the ordinary

way. It arrives in two or three days. I plunge

the contents into a bowl of rain-water. In twenty-

foiu: hours every plant is as fresh as if unearthed
yesterday.

Also I have friends sympathetic and kind
living at the foot of the Cordilleras, also among
the Andes. These occasionally, as opportunities

offer, send contributions to my museum. Though
I do possess specimens from the Ural Moxmtains,
the Caucasus and even the Himalayas, these,

I am afraid, I have been extravagant enough to

purchase. I spent six weeks last summer in

WTiarfedale in the West Riding. I found the
feOs a mine of wealth to the rock gardener—any
quantit}' of Primula frondosa, Pinguicula vulgaris,

&c. I was informed by an alpine botanist, though
I do not pretend to be an authority myself, that

there are few alpine plants which cannot be found
on the fells. Under some phj-sical difficvdties

I was able to secure a good many specimens.
While I was ransacking the fells, I was fortunate

enough to have a friend staying at an out-of-the-

way village in Switzerland, who was able to send
me by post in cardboard boxes quantities of plants

every few days culled from those famous alpine

meadows. These upon arrival were plunged into

damp sand and peat to await my return, and are

all doing well in their new habitat. They were
the last spoils secured before the curtain of war
fell upon us all, rock gardeners included.

I do not wish it to be inferred that all these

plants are in my wall. No, no ; I have another
rock garden on a very modest scale situated on the

border of a small stream, where there is a moraine
constructed on the most approved plans, so far

as we have learned them from experts, who are

not quite in accord with each other ; but we are

humble students, and read the masters like Messrs.

Robinson, Wright, and Clarence Elliott, and that

fascinating little book of Mr. Malby's. There
are many others.

We have also established a bog, and on a kind
of miniature range of limestone rocks with every
necessary aspect we try to humour the idiosyn-

crasies of our plants, so far as we can discover

what they are in the face of contradictory opinions

of oiu: experts and masters. Near at hand we
keep heaps of black peat, sharp sand, limestone

and granite chips, or grit. Of loam of a good
light kind we have an abundance, and this has
plenty of lime. What more can they or we require ?

Now, after relating all this at such tedious

length, " E. H. J." and Sir Archibald wiU, I

hope, understand that a good many of their

undesirables, while I admit they are most
objectionable on account of their rampageous
habits in the ordinary well-conducted rock garden,

can be used with great success and effect in the

chinks of a retaining stone wall filled in or stuffed

as I have described mine.

Now, with all due respect and diffidence, I

consider Sir Archibald's list much too sweeping,

and I would make an earnest appeal on behalf

of the Acsnas—I have at least four varieties

which suit my wall, especially microphylla and
Buchananii ; also on behalf of Linaria hepaticae-

folia, which, though most objectionable on the

grounds and conditions stated, is an admirable
little plant on the face of a retaining wall with

its tiny, modest white Violet flower and mottled

leaf. Cotula squalida is another excellent plant

in a chink. I find, however, the following

—

though each is beautiful in its way—very trouble-

some ; Vinca minor alba and Convolvulus althse-

oides, both of which, even on a wall, require the

constant application of a strong pair of scissors

to cut them back to prevent them throttling their

neighbours. Oxalis corniculata is also a pest. I agree,

and should be grubbed up with a small fork as

soon as seen. It is easily detected.

.A.S my contribution to the list of undesirables

not yet listed, may I place Corydalis lutea, the
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most persistent of succulent plants, which seeds

itself everpvhere, quite indifferent to any con-

ditions of hardship. I would also like to veto

a certain number of Dianthi, unnamed varieties,

sent to me from the PjTenees, great straggling

things with very little bloom in proportion to the

vegetation and room they occupy. I have uprooted

a quantity of these, reserving caesius, deltoides

and neglectus.

Double Arabis is also, I think, undesirable

and untidy, thougli a persistent bloomer. I agree

with " E. H. J." and Sir Archibald about Ceras-

tiiuns, but I had anticipated the plan of curbing

their irrepressible roots by stuffing them into

an old half-poimd Tobacco tin with a hole

knocked in the bottom for drainage, and burying

them up to the neck. This has answered with

tomentosum, but with Biebersteinii still more

drastic measures must be taken. I must, however,

to give this German devil his due, be grateful

for his beautiful green cushions during the winter

months, which add to the appearance of my wall.

I did not know that earthenware cylinders could

be purchased and used for the purpose Sir Archibald

describes. I wonder where he gets them !

In conclusion, may I give a list of plants in flower

on the top and on the face of my wall on March

15 ; Aconite (common), Arabis (single), Hepatica

angulosa. Crocus and Snowdrops, Iberis Little

Gem (just coming on). Anemone blanda in various

shades of blue, A. fulgens (just bursting into

bloom), Aubrietia Lloyd - Edwards and several

other varieties, llyosotis (common), Narcissus

cyclamineus, N. minimus, Iris Danfordiae, Primulas

and Polyanthuses in great variety, Primula

marginata. Saxifrages sancta, Elizabeths, Faldon-

side, oppositifolia, red and white bm-seriana,

Boydii and apiculata, Soldanella alpina, Scilla

sibirica (at foot of wall), and Phlox subulata G. F.

Wilson. Edward Browne.
Grey Court, Astrop, Banbury.

NYMPH^A GIGANTEA A TRAP
FOR BEES.

Ohe would hardly suppose that the blue flowers of

this splendid aquatic could become traps for the

destruction of honey bees, in some localities in

hundreds or thousands, but such is a fact, and

I will endeavour to explain this curious matter.

This Nymphaea aboimds in many of the fresh-

water creeks which flow into some of the north

coastal rivers of New South Wales, as well as in

lagoons and billabongs in the dry parts of the

country to the north-west. The fresh-water

creeks to which I refer are tidal, the water being

backed up by the inflowing tides from the ocean

many miles distant, and although the Water
Lily flowers stand well above the water—i foot oi

18 inches—at low tide, they are completely

submerged at high water. As the tide rises the

flowers close very tightly, and as the water recedes

they open again tuiinjured. When the flowers

are open, they are visited by vast nimibers of

bees, and nmnbers of these bees remain busy

collecting their requirements, and the gradual

closing of the flowers is evidently imnoticed by

them when the tide rises. By the time the blooms

expand again, all the bees are dead. When I

first noticed nimibers and numbers of dead bees

in the flowers, I was puzzled to account for the

destruction, and imagined that the flowers might

be poisonous, although I had seen thousands of

other bees buzzing aroimd and leaving the flowers

apparently unafiected ; but at last I discovered

the reason by later observations. Although the

honey bee, the common European bee, has existed

in the vicinity of this trap for at least fifty or

sixty years, it has not yet discovered how to avoid

the danger. Whether our native bee, a stingless

species about the size of a house-fly, ever visits

these flowers I cannot determine, but I have
never detected a dead one there. He may have

learnt the secret, or he may avoid the flowers

to keep clear of his larger brother. When seen

in their native glory the flowers of Nj-mphaea

gigautea are extremely beautiful, thousands of them
sometimes standing well above the water and

their handsome, large leaves. The plant seems to

thrive best in rather deep water—8 feet to lo feet

deep—and in such places it is very curious to see

from a boat enormous numbers of new but im-

developed leaves rising out of the mud below,

having the appearance of whip snakes. This

illusion is heightened by the appearance everj' now
and then of a real snake gliding over the

water or the large, circular leaves of the Water
Lilies. Walter S. Campbell.

Vamluse Road, Rose Bay, Sydney, New South

Wales.

SOME ROSE NOTES FROM NEW
ZEALAND.

The article by ' Somerset " in The Garden for

October 31, 1914, will, no doubt, bring forth many
replies, as varied as they will be interesting. He
strikes the kejTiote when he says he does not

want to " spray once a fortnight." There are many
more in the same street. They have neither time

nor energ}'. The trouble about mildew is that

though we stop it on some shoots, those that

grow afterwards will be just as bad, and spraying

will have to be done over again. It is of no good

going into the reasons ; the fact remains that

we have it alwaj-s with us. The freest Roses

with me are Mme. Jean Dupuy, Mamau Cochet,

WTiite Maman Cochet, A. R. Goodwin, General

Macarthur, Melody, Mrs. Dudley Cross, Earl of

Warwick, Mme. A. Chatenay, General Gallieni

and Zephyrine Drouhin. The wichuriana section

are bad in some seasons, with the exception of

.American Pillar and Alberic Barbier. Climbing

Roses seem to sufier considerably, and, as far

as I know, W. A. Richardson and the Yellow and

White Banksians are the best. While giving these

Roses that are free or fairly free, there are some

that do not get it badly, notably Lady Hillingdon,

Mrs. H. Stevens, Louise Catherine Breslau,

Theresa, Laurent Carle, Ulrich Bruimer, Tom
Wood, A. H. Gray, Hugh Dickson, Lady .\lice

Stanley, Rayon d'Or, Mrs. Comwallis West,

W. E. Lippiatt and British Queen. The worst

that I kn'.w are Killamey and its white sport,

Frau Karl Druschki, Commander Jules Gravereaux,

Mrs. John Laing, Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford,

Griiss an Sangerhausen, Irish Elegance, His

Majesty, George Dickson, J. B. Clark, Countess

of Gosford, Jonkheer J. L. .Mock and William

Shean among the dwarfs. Climbing Devoniensis,

Souvenir de Mme. Leonie Viennot (the best of

all climbers). Climbing Caroline Testout, Mme.

Jules Gravereaux and Crimson Rambler would

get white with it if it was not checked.

Climbing White Maman Cochet, about the most

rampant grower I know, is, like its dwarf parent,

entirely free. This has not been a good season

in this part of the world for Roses, as it has been

exceptionally windy. In the words of the oldest

inhabitant, "The worst I have ever known.'"

The early spring was very dry, and Roses did

not get a good start in life. Most of the shows
were held as usual, but the blooms were not as good
as they generally are. Only one or two good
blooms of George Dickson were staged. Perhaps
the best was Melody ; it seemed to revel in the

dry weather. The second crop is now in full

swing, and the blooms are splendid. With such
weather as we have had for the last month, Roses
will not cease to bloom until well on into the

winter.

Fielding, Ne-LU Zealand. F. Mason.
[W'e thank om: correspondents for their

interesting letters, and shall be glad if other

Colonial readers will send similar letters about

plants in their countries.

—

Ed.]

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Uarden. and the Editor trinfes readers to send in qu*4i.xom
feinting to matters upon which they tcish expert advice.

The Editor jrelcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. Alt
reasonable care, howeier. irill be taken, and where stamps
are enclasped, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
coiitributions.

.4« regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks thai the p'ice required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or oicner of the copwisht will be treated uith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must twt be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Gardm, W.C

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND WSVIERS.^The Editor endtttoun lo

make The Gardes helpful to all readers uho desire assist-

ance, no matter trfiat the branch of gardening may be, and

with thai object makes a special feature of the "Ansvrers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications shouldbe

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only

and addressed to the Editor of The Gaedes, 20, Taristock

Street, Cocent Garden, London, W.C. The name arui address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securety

packed in damp grass or mo.'is. not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant, letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
VIOLETS FOR EXAMINATION (£n».<tre-r).—Your

Viokts appear to be attacked by eelworms at the root

We recommend you to have the frame scrubbed out

thoroughly with carbolic soap, to remove all the soil,

aud replace with fresh which has not teen used for growing

garden plants in, at any rate recently, and to start

with a new stock of plants from a fresh source. We
would like to emphasise particularly the need (or giving

abundance of air on all possible occasions.

ANNUALS FOR DRY, SANDY, SUNNY BORDER
(ifrs. E. R.).—Perhaps the best of all annuals for sucli

a purpose is the dwarf Tom Thumb Nasturtinm, a well-

regulated mixture of which would provide a perfect floral

mosaic. Abronia urobellata (Sand Verbena), Orange King

Jlarigold (a superb bit of colour). Chrysanthemum carma-

tum in many beautiful shades, and Godetias in variety

should do well. Tagetes signata pumila, T. Legion of

Honour. Xemophila insignis and Alyssum maritimum are

four excellent subjects for Unes, ribbons or bordenngs.

Calandrinia grandiflora should be quite at home in such a

position, and so, too, should the Shirley and other Poppies.

Ten-week Stocks, Coreopsis tinctoria. Sweet Sultans,

Dianthus Heddcwigil, Erysimum perofskianum, Candy-

tuft and Eschscholtzia (the last two in many shades of

colour) are others that should acquit themselves well

in such a position. It is. how.ver, high time the seeds

of such things were sown. If you want good flowers

and plenty of them, do not forget to sow thinly, subse-

quently thinning early to give each plant a chance.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Our Sub-Editor at the Front.—We think the

following note, \vritten on March 28 by our Sub-

Editor, Mr. H. Cowley, who is with the British

Expeditionary Force " somewhere in France or

Belgium," will be of interest :
" The suggestion

re quick-growing seeds for the soldiers is excellent.

Delightful instances are now to be seen of dug-outs

covered with verdant green turf, garden plots

divided by red brick and clinker paths suggestive

of an Italian garden design. Some plots are now
bright with Cowslips, Lesser Celandine and fresh

green leaves of the Cuckoo-pint—wild flowers

obviously lifted from meadows and ditches near

by. Yet the roar of heavy guns and the roll of

rifle fire are incessant. Verily,

the Briton is a bom gardener.

But why is it my London

fighting friends will call the

Cowslip a Primrose ? Even the

unappreciative Peter Bell knew
better

:

" ' A Primrose by the river's brim

A Primrose yellow was to him.

And it was nothing more.' "

The Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution.—We
understand that Sir Frank Crisp

has sent a cheque for £58 3s.

in aid of the funds of the In-

stitution, this beingone quarter of

the admission fees to Friar Park,

Henley-on-Thames, last simimer.

An Interesting Flowering

Shrub.—Corylopsis spicata is

one of the most interesting of

late winter or early spring

flowering shrubs, but it is by
no means common. At the

present time it is bearing its

primrose yellow flowers in

clusters of ten to twelve, the

fragrance of which greatly re-

sembles that of the Cowslip.

Corylopsis pauciflora differs from C. spicata in the

flowers bemg paler and borne in pairs instead of

clusters, while the leaves are also narrower. These

shrubs are allied to the Witch Hazels and Par-

rotias, all of which bloom before the leaves appear.

A Handsome Buttercup.— In Ranunculus
cortusaefolius we have a handsome plant for the

greenhouse, both for its large foliage and freely

branched cymes of large, rich yellow flowers.

Good well-grown plants form a bold mass, as they
grow from 4 feet to 5 feet high and often 2 feet

through, and either mixed with other plants or

alone they create a charming effect at the present

time. By no means new, this beautiful species

from the Canary Islands is not well known, cer- of snowy, green-tipped flowers in almost any
tainly not to the extent it deserves, as it is easily

i
position. The beautiful variety carpaticum

cultivated, and, although not quite hardy, oidy has larger flowers and more yellow spots. By
needs the protection of a frame during the winter

Seasonable Work among Strawberries.

—

The hoe should be kept regularly at work between
the rows of Strawberry plants until the flower-

spikes become prominent, and at the same time

a sprinkling of artificial manure may be applied

carefully between the plants. If blanks have
been caused during the winter, they should be

made up with spare plants from the forcing stock.

planting the Snoivflakes in a bed of Mossy Saxi-
frages, the soft green carpet, studded with the
drooping bells, produces a fine effect either in

the rockerj' or flower garden.

A Dainty Spring Flower.—The little dwarf
Hyacinth shown in the accompanying illustration

is a well-known plant, yet we do not think
it is grown anything like so extensively as its

merits demand. Its botanical name is Hyacinthus

A COLONY

Transplanting Evergreens.—^The present time I azureus, but it is frequently erroneously described
will be found the most suitable for transplanting

I as Muscari azureum. Omng to its dwarf
habit—it rarely grows more
than 5 inches high — it is

a beautiful little plant for the

rock garden, but to get the best

effect the bulbs should be planted
in small colonies, as shown in the

illustration. When grouped in

this way, in soil that is fairly

porous, the pale blue flowers are

seen to great advantage. It is a

native of Asia Minor, and
usually flowers in this country

during March and early April.

Presentation to Mr. Frank
Reader.—The many friends of

Mr. Frank Reader will learn

with pleasure that on the 17th

ult. he completed his twenty-

fifth year as chief cashier of

the Royal Horticultural Society.

In recognition of his valuable

services during that period, the

president and Council presented

him on Tuesday, the 30th

ult., with a handsome solid

silver tea service, engraved

as follows : " Presented to

Mr. Frank Reader by the presi-

dent and Cotmcil of the Royal
Horticultural Society in commemoration of the

twenty-fifth anniversary of his appointment as

Chief Cashier of the Society, March 17, 1915."

Th's gift was supplemented by six solid silver

tea spoons and sugar tongs from Mr. J5 Gumey
Fowler, treasurer of the society ; six tea cups
and saucers of Royal Worcester ware from the

secretary, the Rev. W. Wilks ; and a Japanese
tea tray from other members of the staff. During
Mr. Reader's term of office his courteous manner
has endeared him to all with whom he has come
into contact, and we sincerely hope that he may
be spared many years to enjoy these practical

recognitions of his services.

OF HYACINTHUS AZUREUS, A CHARMING LITTLE
FLOWER FOR ROCK GARDEN OR SHRUBBERY.

Hollies, 'Vew, Laurustinus, Box, and other ever-

greens, as the fresh roots are soon formed, quickly

establishing the plants. Before filling in all the

soil it is a good plan to give each plant a soaking

of water. This also helps to work the soil well

round the roots. Should the weather be at all

dry, good waterings must be given tmtil the plants

have become established, and syringing the tops

during bright, dry weather wiU be beneficial.

The Spring Snowflake.—^This beautiful spring

flower (Leucojum vemum) is now at its best,

and to many would appear even more beautiful

than the Snowdrops. It is just as easily grown,

for rarely does it fail to produce an abundance
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Wattle Hurdles for Shelter.—In your issue

for March 27 Mr. Mol>-neux of Swanmore writes

as if he had discovered something new as a shelter

for plants and shrubs, when, as a matter of fact,

these hurdles have been made for several hundred

years in the Southern Counties at a cost of about

7s. 6d. or 8s. per dozen, with stakes (or shores) for

every two hurdles at id. each for folding sheep.

Now, alas 1 in this age of cheapness, galvanised

wire sheep netting is taking the place, on the

cheap'.y run farms, of the wattle hurdles, as being

easier to move, but to the detriment of the sheep

and lambs, who lose the grateful shelter afforded

by a fold constructed of wattled hurdles.

A Word to Daffodil Seedling Raisers.—Now
that there are so many fine seedling trumpet

Daffodils of all sections, it seems to me that it

behoves seedling raisers to harden their hearts

early, and valuable time would be lost if one wailed

for the basal growths, which might not root

owing to their sappiness. Generally speaking,

the rooting of cuttings is not worth the troub'e,

save from a trader's point of view when he desires

to increase a stock of a novelty. For garden pur-

poses rooted cuttings are of little value. The

plants obtained are never vigorous, and while

they come into bloom more quickly than seedlings,

the flowers are never equal to those of seedlings.

Personally, I would advise amateurs to leave cut-

tings alone, for, apart from the inferiority of the

plants, there is always a danger that the seedlings,

deprived of their tops, will collapse.—T. A. W.

Grevilleas in Australia.—In your issue for

December 19, 1914, you have, in the " Answers to

Correspondents " columjis, a reply to a correspon-

dent who had sent a leaf for identification. You say
" The name of the plant ... is Grevillea robusta

... it is a very good room plant ... in its

native country this Grevillea grows into a large

bush ... in the London parks it is employed

A FLOWERING SPRAY OF THE MALE PLANT OF RIBES LAURIFOLIUM, A NEW EVER-
GREEN SPECIES FROM CHINA.

and discard any that—no matter how good in

other respects—are short in the stem. A noted

North Country grower wrote me not long ago

:

" I am in search of a good white trumpet Daffodil

with a long stem, but I suppose that is what

everybody else is on the look-out for." Our old

friend Mme. de Graaff has had a good long reign,

but it now transpires that it is not a popular

flower in the market, and it does not need a very

discerning eye to discover that shortness of stature

is its fault. The ultimate and most desirable

use and purpose of every good trumpet Daffodil

is the market, and there length of stem is, and

always will be, a pre-eminent qualification.

—

Ornatus. [We do not think all our readers wUl
agree with " Ornatus." Short-stemmed Daffodils,

such as Mme. de Graaff or the Tenby Daffodil,

are much better for wind-swept gardens than

taller varieties.

—

Ed.]

Sweet Peas from Cuttings.—Mr. William F.

Rowks is in error on page 127, March 13 issue,

in surmising that basal growths as they lengthen

out would make better cuttings than tops. To
do any good at all, the cuttings must be secured

as a dot plant," &c. There is some error. The

Grevillea is represented by fifty-seven varieties,

natives of all the Colonies, ranging in height from

2 feet to 100 feet and mostly flowering, the flowers

ranging from white to red and yellows. The one

you mention as Grevillea robusta is more popularly

known here as the Silky Oak, and in Queensland,

where it grows best (Queensland is largely tropical),

as the Tuggan-Tuggan. It is an evergreen tree,

80 feet to 100 feet in height, and its flowers are

orange in co'.our. This year here in Victoria it

flowered beautifully, due to the dry winter and

early heat. I may say I have subscribed to The
Garden for many years, and there is no paper I

would not sooner do without than The Garden.

I get a great deal of information and enjoyment

from it. It is t)te paper for keeping one up to date

with all garden matters.—E. E. Morbey, Camber-

well, Melbourne, Victoria, Atistralia. [It is quite

correct, as stated in our issue of December 19

last, that in a small state Grevillea robusta is

largely growit for decorative purposes, being a

good room plant, while in the London parks it

is employed as a dot plant for siunmer bedding.

Though it varits in stature according to the con-

ditions under which it grows in a state of Nature,

it wou!d have been better had we referred to it

as a tree. In this country, of course, it requires

glass protection, and we have never known it to

flower here. We are much obliged for your

interesting notes on Grevilleas, and also for your

kind remarks on the enjoyment and information

you derive from The Garden.—Ed.]

Undesirables in the Rock Garden.— I did

not intend to write a further letter on the above

subject, but I think " Alpinist's " letter in The
Garden for March 27 calls for a little comment.
He says I sing the praises of Cerastium tomentosimi.

So I do, and I still hold that it is not a plant to

be despised in the rock garden. Folks who live

in the country (where so many things will grow)

may prefer to devote its place to something more

delicate and valuable ; but townsmen especialh-

(who, as I pointed out, often attempt a bit fif

rock garden, or, if not, a "rockery") cannot

afford to do without this plant. I do not admit

that it is undesirable in the rock garden, nor do

I agree with " Alpinist " when he says that " the

proper province of Cerastium tomentosum is that

of an edging plant in borders." Your corre-

spondent will find that it does not make a good

edging, and, if he tries, he will find that the sing'e

Arabis makes a much better one. Cerastium is

too free-growing for that ; it is much the best

planted where it can scramble down over stones

in the rock garden. I have seen it growing in

several rock gardens and in combined rock and wall

gardens, as well as having it in my pieces of rocic

garden here, and the only complaint is that it

grows so quickly ; but this is hardly excuse enough

for calling it undesirable. Your correspondent

also says :
" Fancy cutting alpine plants back

twice a year as though they were some subject

in a topiary garden !
" May I ask him if he has

grown the double Arabis for a few years together

as an alpine in the rock garden ? Surely he will

remember what a rampageous grower it is, and

that to keep it in bounds it has to be cut back

once a year. Your correspondent writes without

thinking. The cutting back of certain alpine

plants is necessary work, though one would, of

course, much prefer to let them grow naturally

if only space would permit. " Alpinist " thinks

that the Arabis is less of a nuisance than C.

tomentosum. If I were asked which I thought

was the imdesirable plant of the two, I should

say the double Arabis, inasmuch as it is far more

rampageous than the other. [Query.

—

Ed.] But

I like both, and I think there are very few persons

who would forbid the double Arabis in the rock

garden, yet they denounce C. tomentosum, a

much less rampageous grower. Many other

plants—Vincas, some Sedums and certain Aubrie-

tias, for example—have also to be cut back when

they wish to exceed bounds, and if the work be

carefully done, the plants look tidy very soon

after. So I cannot agree with him. " Alpinist
"

goes on to quote from Mr. G. R. Phipps' letter, which

was printed next to mine in the issue for March 13

re trees in or near the rock garden. May I point

out that drip is not nearly so fatal to certain

alpines as " Alpinist " imagines. Certain of the

strong-growing Saxifrages, many Sedums, some

Sempervivums and other plants will do quite well

even if there is a slight drip. Of course, I know
that it is much the best to have a rock garden

completely away from trees, but this cannot

always be managed.—E. T. Ellis. Weelwood,

Ecclesall, Sheffield.
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Vegetable Manure.—There are many good

points in the note by " E. T. E.," page 153, issue

March 27. I think if cultivators charred to ashes

as much garden refuse as possible, including

weeds, during the current year, and, in fact, every

year, the results would be more satisfactory

than simply consigning it to a hole as suggested.

The object in view is laudable, but in some gardens

the method would be a serious nuisance. From

every side, would not salt be better to use at that

stage than lime ? There is a great clearance of

Brussels Sprout, Cabbage, Broccoli and Kale

stems in the spring. It is not difficult to bum
them with other rubbish, and collect and store the

dry ashes, which are clean and

pleasant to apply at any time.

Seeds of weeds, of course,
perish in the fire and give no

further trouble. I add fine cinders,

a little coal slack and ordinary

soil to the heap, and keep the

fire going for many days.

—

Avon.

The Chatham Island Forget-

me-not in Scotland.—^The noble

Myosotidium nobile, the Chatham

Island Forget-me-not, is rarely

seen doing well in Scotland or in

the North of England. It suffers

not only from cold in the winter,

but also from gales injuring the

handsome, glossy leaves, these

often being made quite unsightly

by the storms, especially in a place

where an eddy is caused by the

wind. In such a position the fine

foliage is often hopelessly marred.

It also requires a fairly warm place

if it is to flower, and it is not

everywhere in the North that all

its desires can be met with such

completeness as to induce it to

live and bloom. The finest speci-

mens the writer has ever seen in

Scotland were in the garden of

Mr. Kenneth M'Douall of Logan,

Wigtownshire, a garden which

many tender subjects evidently

appreciate, and where many rare

plants flourish amazingly. There,

with a minimum of winter protec-

tion, M. nobile thrives in a manner

which is the envy of those who
are less fortunate. With its large,

handsome, shining leaves and good

blue flowers this Chatham Island

Forget-me-not is quite a delight

to see. I do not care so much for

the white variety.—S. Arnott.

Antirrhinums and Disease.

—

In reply to Mr. E. K. Potter,

page 135, issue March 20, I have had little

personal experience of disease in Antirrhinums,

but I think there is not the slightest doubt

that his plants are infected with the fungus

Septoria Antirrhini. If Mr. Potter can obtain

Part II., Vol. XXXV. of the Journal of the Royal

Horticultural Society (November, rgog), he will

there find a two-page note, with illustrations,

by Mr. Chittenden, F.L.S., on the subject. Spray-

ing with Bordeaux mixture is recommended as

a preventive. If I had infected plants, I should

try this. I should apply it, I think, even if I

had not infected plants, if I had been troubled

with the disease in previous crops. Is Mr. Potter's

soil well drained ? This is essential to the good

health of the Snapdragon. Are his seed-boxes well

drained ? What is the source of his seed ? Is it

home-saved or bought ? I am sorry I cannot

tell Mr. Potter if his particular fungus is the same
as the American one called by them rust disease.

All I know is they have different names over there,

e.g., Puccinia Antirrhini and Colletotrichum

Antirrhini. As an old-fashioned cultivator, I

believe the best way to ward off insect and fungoid

attacks is to keep plants in good health and app'.y

preventives in time. Some day I hope we shall go

to the length of inoculating our plants to make
them immune, just as our soldiers are imm une

to typhoid after the inoculation they undergo.

A NEW EVERGREEN
FLOWERING CURRANT.

T

THE FEMALE FLOWERS OF RIBES LAURIFOLIUM

Have not some of your numerous readers found
a specific for the Antirrhinum disease ? Although,

as I said previously, I have had little experience of

it, I was sorry to be told by Mr. Chittenden the

other day that it is spreading in England. I

often think we might be more communicative
than we are. Some grower in some out-of-the-

way corner of the land may have discovered

something which would be beneficial to many.
Let him take up his pen and tell us about it.

—

W. CuTHBERTSON, DuddingstOH.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
April 16.—National Rose Society's Spring Show.

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster

RIBES LAURIFOLIUM.
HIS is an interesting Flowering Currant

of recent introduction from Western
China. Two distinct characters are

that the plants are dioecious and
evergreen, Evergreen Ribes are not

common. Others in cultivation are

R, gayanum (R, villosum. Botanical Magazine,

t, 7611), a Chilian species, and R, vibumifolium

(Botanical Magazine, t, 8094), a
native of Lower California and
Santa Catalina Island.

R, laurifolium was introduced

by Mr, E. H. Wilson in 1908
from Western Sze-chuan. He
collected fruits in September of

that 5'ear at an elevation of

about seven thousand feet,

describing it as an unarmed ever-

green shrub up to 6 feet in

height, not common. Cultivated

plants in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's garden at

Wisley, and in the garden of

the Hon. Vicary Gibbs at Alden-

ham House, are 2 feet to 3 feet

in height. On March 2 Messrs.

J, Piper and Sons, Limited,

Bayswater, exhibited male and
female plants at the fortnightly

meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society,

The coarsely toothed leaves

are rich green in colour, with a
rather leathery texture, up to

5 inches long and 2J inches broad.

The flowers cure greenish yellow,

borne on pendent racemes

I i inches to 2 J inches long during

February and March, The plants

have stood unharmed outside

through the comparatively mild

winters of 1913-14 and 1914-15,

but the recent frosts spoilt the

flowers on plants in the open.

This suggests that the most
satisfactory position for this

Chinese Currant will be at the

foot of a sheltered south or

west wall. The plants tlirive in

good garden soil, and though

coddling is not necessary, they

require rather more attention

than one is accustomed to give

to the Flowering Currant, R.

sanguineum, in the shrubbery border. Pro-

pagation is done by layering, and by cuttings-

inserted in pots of sandy soil in gentle

bottom-heat during July and August, With
both male and female plants in cultivation

it should also be possible to obtain

seeds.

It is quite probable that this new-comer
will prove a va'uable shrub for the hybridist.

The Rib' s family is one that apparently might

be considerably improved by crossing or

hybridising, as several of the species,

notably R. sanguuieum, already referred to,

are very popular shrubs especially among
amateurs, A. O,
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NITROGEN, POTASH AND
PHOSPHORUS.

THEIR EFFECT ON PLANTS.
A LL plants require at least ten of the

/% chemical elements in order to develop

/ % properly. Most of these elements

/^""^L enter into the composition of the
^ *• living material of the plant itself ; the

others are required to promote the

chemical changes which are necessary to the

growth and well-being of the plant. The complete

absence of any one results in a cessation of normal

growth ; a shortage of any one results in failure

to obtain the fullest development. One of them,

the carbon, is obtained from the air ; the other

nine are got from the soil. The yield of a crop

depends largely upon the presence of each of the

nine in sufficient quantities in available—that is,

soluble—form in the soil. Of these nine, only

three are likely to be deficient in most soils—the

nitrogen, the potash and the phosphorus. There

are usually abundant stores of the remaining six.

Each of the elements plays a certain definite

part in the nutrition of the plant, and on account

of this an experienced person can generally tell

whether any particular element is deficient by

an inspection of the growing crop. He has to

take many things into consideration in forming

his judgment, and he can, perhaps, form it most

easily when a mixed lot of plants are growing upon

the soil, for each of the three I have referred to

phosphates as well, consisted wholly of grasses.

Deficiency of nitrogen results in stunted growth of

shoot and foliage, a poor, starved appearance, and

yellowish tint generally. Conversely, cxccssof nitro-

gen results in vigorous development of large, soft

leaves, sappy shoots and a deep green lush

appearance.

Nitrogenous Manures, then, are to be used

when it is desired to encourage large leaf develop-

ment and succulent growth. Too much will

cause the plant to become so sappy as to be an

easy prey to insect and fungus ptsts. The form

to be used must depend partly upon the speed

with which the results desired are wished for.

Nitrate of soda and nitrate of lime are most active,

as they are most readily available ; then follow

sulphate of ammonia and calcium cyanamide,

or nitrolim ; then the organic manures. The

last vary in availability, mainly according to the

rate at which they decay.

Potash plays a different part. Without it

the making of sugar or starch ceases ; exactly

why is not known. It may be actually necessary

for the formation of these things, or its absence

may interfere with their movement from place

to place. Plants with a deficient supp'.y, therefore,

soon grow slowly, and they usually have a poor

colour, while frequently the tips of the leaves

die and turn brown. The epidermis does not

appear to harden so much as when the supply

of potash is sufficient, and Tomatoes and the like

are moreliab'e to crack as a consequence. Deficient

to reduce the amount of available potash by apply-
ing soluble potash salts, paradoxical as it may
seem, and lime is the best key with which to
unlock the potash again. On lighter lands kainit
in winter, or sulphate of potash or wood-ashes in

spring, are often an aid to better crops.

Phosphorus is best supplied as phosphates.
Phosphates have an extraordinary effect upon
root development, and are thus a capital prepara-
tion for periods of drought. They hasten ripening,
and they further the storing of food in seeds.

They are, therefore, particularly desirable wherever
crops are wanted early, or where it is wished to

encourage the ripening of wood, as with fruit

trees and with tender shrubs in winter, and where
crops are grown for their seeds.

Superphosphate is best where lime is present
in the soil, and may be used in spring, as may
bone-meal. Where the soil is heavy or lime
deficient, basic slag should be used. Scientist,

SOME GOOD GARDEN
RHODODENDRONS.

D

RHODODENDRON COMPACTUM MULTIILORUM, A DWARF VARIETY THAT FLOWERS FREELY

encourages the development of a different set of

plants. In the famous Rothamsted experiments,

for instance, where potash and phosphates, but no

nitrogen, were used in manuring pasture land,

in course of time leguminous plants came to

constitute half the herbage. Now, leguminous

crops have, by reason of the bacteria in the nodules

on their roots, means of getting nitrogen which

other plants lack, so that it is evident that the

leafy grasses were discouraged by the comparative

deficiency of nitrogen, and the idea is strengthened

by the fact that the vegetation on the plots

receiving only nitrogen, or nitrogen, potash and

supplies of potash appear also to affect the colour-

ing of fruits adversely. That their ripening is

affected is evident from the fact that sugar formation

is checked. Certain fiuigi are more easily able to

attack plants suffering from potash starvation.

Potash Manures are wanted particularly by

plants which produce and store large quantities

of sugar or starch. Beet, Carrot, Potato, Tomato,

fruit trees and the like are all benefited by the

application of potash salts where they are deficient.

Clayey, strong soils often need liming to unlock

the stores of potash they contain. The peculiar

composition of these soils renders it quite possible

URING recent years a great deal of

attention has been given to hardy
Rhododendrons, stimulated, no
doubt, by the numerous seedlings

that have been raised in many
gardens and nurseries from seeds sent

home from China by Wilson and other collectors.

Already a number of these have flowered,

and a few promise to make really good

shrubs for garden purposes, while others

would seem to be of botanical interest only.

However, we need to know more about

these before any definite statements can be

made. Apart from these, however, we have

a great many beautiful species and varieties

that have been well tried in our gardens,

and which, during May and June, impart to

their surroundings rich Oriental effects such as

carmot be obtained from any other shrubs.

In the favourable climate of Devon and

Cornwall a number of beautiful species, such

as Falconeri, argenteum and arboreum, can

be grown successftilly in the open. At Tre-

gothnan there is a wonderful specimen of

Falconeri, which is a native of Sikkim.

This plant has been known to carry as many
as 1,200 of its large trusses of white flowers

in one season. But these are not Rhodo-

dendrons for exposed gardens and less

generous climates.

Fortimately, our hardy Rhododfndrons do

not impose any severe tax on the skill of the

cultivator. It is true that in a few gardens

the best skill does not prove effective, but

this is the exception rather than the

rule. What the majority do demand,

however, is soil that is well drained,

practically free from lime, and preferably of a

light, sandy and peaty character. This must

not, however, be taken to mean that peat is

essential for their well-being. The statement so

often made that it is necessary has been exploded

in many gardens, though no one would deny

that the plants like it when it can be afforded

them. But peat is not always easy to obtain,

and. given a moderately light soil, this can be

made quite suitable by adding to it liberal quanti-

ties of top spit from an old pasture, decayed leaves

and thoroughly decayed manure, that from old

Mushroom-beds being ideal. In a great many
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gardens where the natural soil is a friable sandy

loam, it is quite suitable for Rhododendrons

without any more than ordinary preparation.

The ground beneath the bushes should be carpeted

with decayed leaves, so that the surface roots

are protected from fierce sun.

Although spring—*arly April—is the season

most favoured for planting Rhododendrons,

especially the evergreen species and varieties,

they can be successfully moved at the end of

September and during October, or even later if

the weather is open, though there is always an

element of risk should severe frost set in directly

after the work is done. Deep planting

must be strictly avoided, an inch of soil

over the uppermost roots being ample. If

early autumn or spring planting is adopted,

heavy waterings must be given to thoroughly

soak the soil, and overhead syringing or

sprayings daily for a fortnight should the

weather be sunny and dry. Rhododendrons

need little, if any, pruning ; but it is

very important to remove all seed-pods as

soon as the flowers have faded. If this is

neglected, the chances of getting a display of

flowers the following year are small.

As already pointed out, there are now sn

many beautiful species and varieties that can '

be successfully grown in gardens situated

in reasonablv favourable localities that it is

exceeding'y difficult to make a selection of

the best. It is doubtful if any two persons

wotild draw up lists alike, as personal taste

differs so widely. The following, however,

are all good. Unless otherwise stated, they

flower during May or June. All are ever-

green. The height of garden varieties varies

considerably, according to circumstances.

Alice.—A beautiful new variety', very

compact, with rich, clear pink flowers. Too

expensive for general planting yet, but is

undoubtedly one of the Rhododendrons of

the future.

Countess of Clancarty.—A charming

Rhododendron that bears large trusses of

light rosy crimson flowers.

Cinnabarinum.—A charming species' from the

Himalayas. It should not be planted in very

cold, exposed positions, though it is quite hardy

at Kew, It makes a rather upright bush, and

produces its curious, pendulous, bell-shaped

flowers fairly freely. These are of orange, red or

crimson colour, and usually open in June.

Compaetum multiflorum.—^This is a dwarf

variety, often below 2 feet high. It is of compact

habit, with rather small leaves, and bears a pro-

lusion of white, pink-flushed flowers during April

or early May.

Cornubia.—A new hybrid that is being \er3'

largely planted in gardens. The flowers are large

and clear, and of a rich tint of g'owing scarlet

crimson. Very erect habit. It is more suitable

for the warmer parts of the country than for

general cultivation.

Fortunei.—This is a Chinese species of vigorous

habit which bears large, delicate pink, fragrant

blossoms which are distinguished from other

kinds by their greater number of petals. A set

of garden hybrids has been raised betw-een it

and other hardy kinds. They are free flowering

and usually fragrant. Good ones are Miss E. A.

Boulton, Mrs. Thiselton-Dyer and Duchess of

York.

Caucasicum, an early flowering species from

the Caucasus, is recognised by its compact habit

and early flowering qualities. The flowers, of

different forms, may be white, or white heavily

flushed with pink. It is one of the parents of

the garden hybrids.

Doncaster.—A very compact-growing Rhodo-
dendron that produces its flow-ers in great abund-

ance. These are glowing scarlet crimson in coloiur,

and as they stand the sun well, it is admirably

adapted for massing in beds where a gorgeous

effect is desired.

Gomer Waterer.—This is a very beautiftj

variet}-. the flowers being freely produced on a

bush of good habit. They are white, with a faint

would desire, but it is a very beautiful and charming
variety.

Racemosum is a very beautiful species from
Western China, which was introduced about a

quarter of a century ago. Of dwarf habit, it takes

many years to attain a height of 3 feet. It differs

from most other kinds by its small rose-flushed

flowers being produced in axillary as well as

in terminal clusters. The flowering-time is April.

Campylocarpum.—This Himalaj-an species is

worth attention in the milder parts of the country-,

for its large yellow flowers are distinct among
those of the taller-growing kinds. Although

A BEAUTIFUL HYBRID FROM RHODODENDRON FORTUNEI.

tinge of pink, and the trusses are very large and

pleasing.

John Waterer.—This is a very fine variety,

the flowers being of good form and very freely

produced in large clusters. They are intense

growing carmine in colour.

Lady Clementina Mitford.—.Although some
have a difficulty in cultivating this variety, it

ought to be tried, if only for the colour of its

blossoms, this being a charming shade of peach.

The trusses are very large and shapely.

Mrs. E. C. Stirling.—This is a new variety of

great promise. It has a good compact habit,

and the flowers are freely produced in medium-
sized trusses. They are imique in colour, inasmuch

as the delicate pink flowers are quite free from

spots.

Nobleanum.—This is, perhaps, the most inter-

esting of all the outdoor Rhododendrons, as it

is frequently in full flower at Christmas. It makes
a tall, spreading bush, and the blossoms are of

a pleasing shade of bright red. They are often

damaged by frost. The best of all for forcing.

Pink Pearl.—It is quite safe to assert that

there is more of this beautiful Rhododendron
grown than of any other variety. It has very

large flowers, borne in large trusses, of flesh pink

colour, the delicacj' of which it is impossible

to describe. The habit is not quite all that one

usually considered a tender kind, it grows and
flowers freely in sheltered positions in the neigh-

bourhood of London. It is at its best in

May. H.

SEASONABLE NOTES
AURICULAS.

ON

A T the beginning of ."Vpril a few of the

/% alpine varieties opened their flowers,

/ % and by the end of the month a grand
^^"^% display will be the general rule if

^ ^ the plants have received proper

treatment during the rest of the year.

This is the time when the grower will realise

whether he has been successful or otherwise.

Strong, healthy spikes that need little or no
support, with well-defined flowers, denote good

cultivation ; but where they are weak and of poor

colour, something is wrong, and this must be

rectified during the coming year.

General Treatment.—Now that the plants

are producing their flower-spikes, it will be advis-

able to look over them daily to ascertain if any
require water. On no account ought they to be-

come dry at the base, or the blooms will be poor in

quality and lacking in colour. Good colour is one
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of the chief attributes of the Auricula. Plenty of

ventilation is necessary-, which not only improves

the plants, but the cool air will prolong the life

of the flowers. When the blooms begin to open,

the early morning sun is beneficial ; but later in the

day a thin shading will be needed. Directly all the

flowers are expanded, the sun's rays must not reach

the plants, or the flowers will soon be ruined.

Ho"w the Flowers May be Shown to the Best

Advantage.—Some growers like to exhibit their

plants, while others keep them at home for the

pleasure of themselves and their friends. The
following remarks are applicable to both. There

are exceptions to every rule, and a few spikes will,

in all probability, require the aid of a thin green

stake. This should be applied in the early stages

of growth, or at any rate before the stem is bent

over by the weight of the flowers.

Thinning Flowers.—Some of the trusses will

contain more buds than can properly develop,

and in such instances it mil be necessarj' to thin

them, but onlv two or three should be removed

Seed-Saving.—The only way to obtain new
varieties is by seed. Careful seed-saving is

most important, and no indiscriminate crosses

ought to be made, while it should be borne

in mind that a good pollen parent is as essential

as a first-class seed-bearer. It is always

advisable to keep the classes to themselves, such as

mating a green edge with another of the same
kind, and so on. With the alpiues a variety

with a yellow centre should be pollinated with

another plant ha\-ing a centre similar in coloiu'.

Each flower must be carefully crossed, and the

anthers ought to be removed from the selected

seed-bearer before they expand. T. W. B.

DAFFODIL NOTES.
Bv THE Rev. Joseph J.\cob.

Bibliographical Items.—A few notes on books

wholly concerned with the Daffodil may be of

interest. I recentlv submitted a list of them to

at one time. A pair of small scissors or tweezers

may be used for this purpose. The alpine varieties

do not require a lot of thinning, but show kinds

are subjected to more severe treatment, particu-

larly the greens, greys and whites. If a fancier

can secure four or five good flowers upon each

stem, he is generally satisfied ; but those who

do not exhibit may leave one or two more, though

overcrowding must be avoided. The selfs are

also thinned, but not quite so severely. A fine

truss of bloom should be the object, and with this

in view few will go wTong in removing superfluous

buds. A few points to be obser\'ed by the exhibitor

are careful handling of the plants to prevent injury

to the flowers and the farina or meal upon the

leaves and stems ; see that the pots are clean

and have a neatly wTitten label, and put a layer

of fresh moss around the base of each plant.

groimds for his statement, for the late F. W.
Burbidge was unable to come across it, and
borrowed old Peter Barr's in order that his wife

might copy it out in manuscript. I am the

proud possessor of this, which has a note in

Burbidge's own handwriting stating the above
fact. What, however, gives me even more satis-

faction is the possession of an original, which I

accidentally came across in a second-hand book-

shop " somewhere in England," and which, on
my producing and leaving certain round, flat

objects, I was allowed to carry away. Haworth's
monograph is the first attempt to classify in a

botanical way the Daffodil family, and as such

must always have a special interest, although

more recent workers have proved many of his

deductions to be wrong. His main fault was
classifying as species forms %vhich were only

varieties. Another item which has a little history

attached to it is " Ye Narcissus or Daffody.

Flower," by F. W. Burbidge. This was published

by Barr and Sons in 1884. Anyone who has

examined it caimot fail to have been
struck with the curious, large black

ornamentations on the tops of many
of its pages, and also with a somewhat
aggressive one on the cover and on
the inside title-page. Thereby hangs
a tale. Hartland of Cork had
already brought out a list which

he called " A Little Book of

Daffodils," when Barr and Sons pub
lished their work, " Ye Little Booke
of ye Narcissus," &c. The fat was
in the fire, as those of us who knew
old Baylor Hartland can well

imagine. And the end of it was
that the offending words, " Ye
Little Booke," had to be obliterated.

I possess a copy of the original issue

^v•ith no obliterations whatever

;

also one with the obliterations done
in quite a different style from what
they were later ; and, lastly, what
I may call an ordinary copy. The
book is scarce, but it is sometimes
to be met with in second-hand book
catalogues. I need hardly say that

it is a veritable mine of information

on all that pertains to the Daffodil.

It is not everyone who knows about
the " little breeze " that its first

appearance caused.

N. eyclamineus.— Many people.

like myself, have doubtless foimd this

variety difficult to manage. Wise
people, however, live and learn. I

my friend Mr. Harman Payne, whose knowledge; hope that I have now foimd out how to manage it,

HARDY RHODODENDRONS GROUPED FOR EFFECT.

of purely florist garden books is all-embracing,

which was rettu'ned with the remark " perfect."

Far and away the rarest is the " Narcissinearimi

Monographia," by A. H. Haworth, which was

published in London in 1831. It is called the

second edition on the title-page, but, all the same,

it is the first and only one which has a separate

existence as a book or pamphlet by itself. The

from what I saw in the Rev. W. Wilks' charming

coppice garden at Shirley, where, on a light soil,

carpeted with Ivy, numerous colonies were flowering

in rude, vigorous health. No bulb shad ever been

planted. Seed had been sown when he went

there six or seven years ago. Now the plants

seed themselves, and are spreading in many
directions. Evidently eyclamineus requires light

first edition was issued as a supplement to the
,

soil, the nurturmg influence of friendly roots, and

first volume of the second series of Robert Sweet's
;

slight shade overhead in stunmer.

" British Flower Garden," and this second edition
\

Flowers at the Royal Horticultural Society's

was brought out to correct certain errors in the Hall on March 30.—Daffodils are sadly hanging

first. -As Quaritch might say in one of his lists, fire this year. Whereas on the corresponding date

it is excessively rare, so rare, in fact, that I wonder of last year the season was at Its height. I can only

if he has ever had one for sale. The late Peter report of the current one that it has hardly begim.

Barr possessed a copy, and he said he believed The only open-air grown flowers came from De^on-

it was the only one in existence. He had good shire or Cornwall. The sole group was that put
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up by Messrs. Barr and Sons. It contained many
beautiful seedlings—for the most part trumpet

forms. I thought the tout ensemble of the whole

e.xcellent ; so did the Narcissus committee, who

awarded it a silver-gilt Flora medal. Two charm-

ing cyclamineus hybrids were shown for the first

time, and as they are increasing every year, there

is a likelihood of their growing into stocks. Golden

Arrow is very similar to the hybrid pictured in

The Garden for March 27. The dimensions are

very nearly the same, so is the colouring. The

other one is a much deeper shade of colouring, and

has wider segments and a shorter but more flanged

corona or trumpet. There are now six plants of

this, so I hope it will remain with us.

.\ most interesting little Tazetta appeared in

public for the first time, under the name of

T. canaliculatus. This is a wild form

from the Riviera. The stems are

7 inches or 8 inches high, the perianth is

much reflexed, and the colouring is

that of Gloriosa. From Moggridge's

account of it in his " Contribution to

the Flora of Mentone," one would have

expected a starry perianth, for no

mention is made of any refle.xing.

Messrs. Carter's pretty display of

Daffodils and Crocuses, and further

comments on that of Messrs. Barr and

Sons, I leave till next week.

to be dealt with on definite lines if success is

courted. A tantalising fact in respect to this

species is the apparently large number of good
seeds a plant yields and the comparatively small

proportion of which vegetate. Other members of

the genus have their idiosyncrasies, and, so far

as I kr.o-.v, the above is the. general experience

of this particular kind. In any case, seeds are

best sov\-n a few weeks after maturing, September
and October being perhaps the most suitable time,

and preferably in a greenhouse temperature of

45°, which assists—one might say ensures

—

a more prompt vegetation. Sown under cold

frame conditions, the results are less satisfactory

and vegetation slow. So treated the earliest

seedlings appear in about a month, and, pricked

off with care when large enough, should be grown

about equal parts. Coolness and simuner moisture
are important. Those desiring a good seed crop

should hand fertilise the earliest flowers with a
view to obtaining the same. E. H. Jenkins.

THE MOST USEFUL
DECORATIVE PALMS.

T

A BEAUTIFUL HARDY
PLANT.

MECONOPSIS WALLICHII.

IT
is a tribute to this, the noblest

and best of its tribe, hailing from

the mountains of Sikkim at

elevations varying from 12,000

feet to 14,000 feet, that, as a

garden plant, it is also one of

the most tractable. Often seen in the

highest perfection — though never,

perhaps, in sufficient numbers—rearing

its glorious pyramids of mauve-coloined,

saucer-formed flowers to a height of

7 feet or thereabouts, it is at such

times a plant of commanding presence

and high distinction, one which no

flower-lover could ignore, while many
would be fascinated by its charms.

While the accompanying illustration

will afford some idea of the form and

outline of this fine species at flowering-

time, neither this nor a pen-picture

could possibly portray a tithe of the

beauty of which it is possessed. It is

at such a time that the scores or

himdreds of its 3-inch wide, mauve-

coloured flowers appeal, their plenitude

as forcibly, perhaps, as their inde-

scribaK3' beautiful colour. In these respects it is

a plant to be seen, and remembering its beauty

may remain for weeks, there is abtmdant oppor-

tunity for intimate acquaintance.

In winter-time its well-developed rosettes of

leaves would attract any plant-lover. In their

highest excellence these may reach to 2 feet or

more across, their grey-green groimd colour

shrouded by innumerable soft reddish brown hairs,

ever a conspicuous feature in rock garden scenery.

Biennial in character, or to be so regarded

MECONOPSIS WALLICHII, A BEAUTIFUL HARDY PLANT
FROM SIKKIM WITH LILAC BLUE FLOWERS.

on steadily throughout the winter under similar con-

ditions, potting them on as they appear to need it.

These earliest seedlings by the ensuing May
should be strong examples in 5-inch pots ready for

their permanent positions. Developing during the

year of planting to the extent already indicated,

the plant commences its flowering in July of the

following year, remaining attractive for weeks.

At no time during the early stages should the

seedlings be coddled or forced. A sturdy growth
is essential to success. The plant revels in rich

from the ctiltivator's standpoint, it is a subject vegetable soils—peat, leaf-mould and loam in

HE last twenty-five years have seen a

great increase in the number of Palms
gro^vn for decorative pinrposes. In

some of the large trade establishments

the more popular kinds, such as the

Kentias, are grown by hundreds of

thousands, and so cheaply are they sometimes
disposed of that well-furnished specimens may be

frequently seen hawked aroiuid the

streets of London and suburbs.

The various Palms are all increased

by seeds, which are sent to this country

from various quarters of the globe. .-Vs

the germinating power of some of them
at least quickly weakens, the seeds

should be sown as soon as possible on

receipt. For Palms in general a

loamy soil is more or less necessary,

a suitable compost for the free-growing

kinds being from two-thirds to three-

quarters of good turfy loam, ac-

cording to its constituency, and thf

remainder made up of leaf-mould,

well-decayed manure and sand.

The present is a very suitable

season to repot the different Palms
that require it, as the young roots

will soon take possession of the

fresh soil. With regard to repotting,

it is as well to bear in mind that

good specimens may be grown in com-
paratively small pots, provided they

are well supplied with water and
given an occasional stimulant during

the growing season. This is often

a very important consideration, for

when Palms are used for decorative

purposes indoors, they are frequently

dropped into vases or jardinieres,

many of which do not permit of a

very large pot being used.

In most Palms the roots are of a

deep descending nature, and find

their way at once to the bottom
of the pot, around which they coil,

and in time will lift the ball of

earth entirely. When repotting such

as these, it will be found that an
ordinary flower-pot is not sufficiently

deep unless a very large pot is used,

and then the plant will be what is

termed " overhatted," that is to say,

the width of the pot will be out of

all proportion to the plant growing

therein. Furthermore, Palms do not like a

mass of soil aromid their roots, which is the

case when inordinately large pots are used. To
overcome this difficulty, I have had pots made
a good deal deeper in proportion to their width

than those usually met with, and found them a

great advantage in every way.

Palms of all kinds thrive best in a fairly shadtd

structure with a considerable amoimt of atmo-

spheric moistuare, so that they may be freely

syringed, particularly during hot weather. They
must also be liberally watered at the roots, but
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at the same time stagnant moisture is ven- growth, nith more finely di\-ided leaves. Others

injurious to them. In the case of all Palms, that can be recommended are Chamaerops

a sharp look-out must be kept for scale insects, humilis, a pretty little Fan Palm from Southern

to which they are somewhat liable. Should any Europe ; Cocos weddelliana, -n-ith much di\-idea

of these pests put in an appearance, they may leaves, which needs more heat than most of the

begot rid of by sponging with warm water in others; C. flexuosa, a tall grower with piimate

which some soft soap has been dissolved, while, leaves, much used for the background cf groups

if necessary, the scale should be loosened with and similar purposes : Corypha australis. a Fan

a pointed stick, taking care at the same Palm with spiny leaf-stalks, bearing exposure to

time not to injure the leaves. It will be draughts better than most Pa'ms
;

Geonoma

found that in the case of these pests " a stitch
' gracilis, somewhat like Cocos weddelliana. but more

in time saves nine," as if they are allowed to graceful, yet needing the same treatment
; Latania

increase, which they do rapidly, it is

not so easy tn get rid of them.

Palms in the Dwelling-House.—
Complaints are often made that Palms
purchased in a perfect state soon

become tmhealthy when taken indoors.

This may be caused by various circum-

stances, but probably the most general

is that in order to obtain good
saleable plants in as short a time

as possible, they are subjected to a

considerable amotmt of heat and
moisture to push them a!ong. Natu-
rally, when taken into the dwelling-

house, and particularly if the weather
is cold and fires extensively used.

I hey feel the change very much, and
I he leaves become more or less

yellow. To prevent this as far as

possible, a good plan is to purchase

the plants about the end of Slay,

when the difference in temperature

will not be so great as when the

weather was colder, while there is

ample lime before the winter comes
round for them to become used to

their surroundings. Except during

very cold weather. Pa'ms in the

dwelling-house should be sponged
alX'Ut once every ten da>-s with luke-

warm water. It is very essential that

the imder as well as the upp<r

sides of the leaves are so sponged,

as this tends to keep away insects.

In the siunmer especially they need
to be well watered, but on no
accotmt must the water be allowed

to stand in the saucers or jardi-

nieres in which they are placed. A
good plan, when the plants are but

few and can be conveniently handled,

is to take them tn the sink or some
other convenient place, soak them
in a pail of water, and allow them
to drain before returning them to

their quarters. In the summer the

plants should be so situated that

the stin does not shine ftill on

them after eight o'clock in the morning.

During a warm, soft rain they are

benefited by being stood out of doors.

\\'hen the pots are well furnished with

roots, an occasional stimulant will be

helpful. Some of the chemical plant

foe>ds that have little, if any, im

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Odontoglossiim Mars.—.\ hybrid remarkable

for co;- ur, fine form, density of flowering, with

b.'osroms of great substance. Ha\-ing a certain

leaning to O. illustrissimum, the shapely flowers,

with weU-imbricated sepals and petals, are of

brownish crimson hue. finelv bordered with

purest white. The lip is also white. A conspicuous

feature is the pronounced bloom overlying the

dominant colour, this imparting a richness that

is quite unique. Of sturdy habit, the

branching spike is erect, the flowers

of large size, arranged with unusual

density. It is a very handsome varietv.

Laelio-Cattleya J. F. Birkbeck (C
.Mendelii x L.-C. Henry Greenwood).

—

.\ variety unusually large in all its parts.

The sepals and petals are of blush pink

tone, the handsome fringed lip of rich

purplish crimson, and the throat yellow

lined. These two superb novelties were
exhibited by J. Gumey Fowler, Esq.,

Brackenhurst. Pembury. Kent (gardener,

Mr. J. Da\-is).
' A W A RD ST O F MERIT.

Forsythia intermedia spectabilis.

—

Ot a tew shades deeper yellow than the

well-known F. suspensa, this fine flower-

ing shrub is also characterised by greater

density of blossoming, the exhibited ex-

ample, 5 feet high, being laden with its

golden yellow flowers. Quite a valuable

plant among the earliest flowering hardy

shrubs of the year. From Mr. M.

Prichard. Christchtu'ch.

Carnation Mrs. G. Lloyd Wigg.—.A.

pure white sport from R. F. Fellon, and
those who know this fine variety will not

require any fiu'ther recommendation.

Strangely, too, for a sport, it is endowed
with a pronounced Clove perfume, which

the original does not possess in like

degree. The flowers are handsome in size

and pure in colour. From Messrs.

\V. Wells, Limited, Jlerstham.

Ml the foregoing plants were snown
before the Royal Horticultural Society

on the 30th ult., when theawards were

made.

THE MOUNTAIN TULIP.
(TvLIP.i MOSTAX.l.)

The rock garden is made much more
attractive by planting among the other

plants some of the dwarfer bulbous

flowers which supply features distinct

from those usually possessed by the

flowers which are the general objects of

the taste of the alpinist. These shotild be

dwarf in stature, bright or pleasing in

other points besides colour, and should

also be fitted to become permanent occu-

pants of the rock garden with as little

need of lifting and replanting as possible.

__ _ pleasant smell borbonica, a large-leaved Fan Palm more grown The dwarf Tulips afford us some flowers of this

are the best. In winter, when' the nights are coM, at one time than it is now ; Phoenix (Date), the categor,-, and among them a suitable and charming

FOKSYTHIA INTERMEDIA SPECTABILIS, A VERY FRKE

AND EARLY FLOWERING HARDY SHRUB.

do not leave the plants in the windew, as they most ornamental of which are the largc-gro-ning

are much safer in the centre of the room. P. canariensis, the medium P. rupicola, and the

Among the most suitable Palms for decora- small but exceedingly graceful P. Roebelinii

;

live purposes, the first place must be assigned and Scaforthia elegar.s, which before the Kentias

to the Kentias, which are so universally grown, were so general was much grown, but it is not

Of the two species, the taller and bolder is K. now generally met with. It attains quite tree-like

forsteriana, while K. belmoreana is of dwarfer dimensions. H. P.

subject is offered by Tulipa montana, a veri,-

dwarf species only a few inches high. It has nice

scarlet flowers, adorned with a black and yellow

blotch at the base of the bloom. It is thoroughly

hardy, but likes a rather sandy soil and a sunny

position in a sheltered nook which is well drained.

It flowers during March and .\pril. S. A.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

aphides. For black aphides the ends of the

shoots should be held over a saucer while the

powder is put on, as if the plant retains its upright

HE most forward plants mil now require iP''^"'™' "^^ P^^s drop wholesale to the lower

considerable space, and as frame I

'^^^^^ ^^ "^^" "8^™ ^^^^ P'*=^ ^' ^^^ toP-

accommodation will be limited verv '

^^^^^ '^"'^ valuab:c insecticides to be obtained from
firms advertising in The Gardes, which are very
efficacious if used according to the instructions

given with them.

Stopping Plants.—.Many of the naturally late-

flowering varieties should be stopped during the

latter part of April : that is, the point must be
pinched off if a bud does not form, to cause a

natural break. .A.von.

T considerably at this time, only those^ plants that are really required should

be retained in them. The wise amateur
cultivator should make a list of all the plants he

will need for various purposes, namely, for exhi-

bition, for greenhouse or conser\-atory decoration.

for late flowering, for the supply of cut flowers,

and for the open border. It is astonishing how
the total swells when even a few pots of each

section are grown. The simimer accommodation
may be ample, but the space under glass in the

autumn vcr^' limited. All these points must be

considered. It is much more satisfactory to

grow just the ntmiber that can be easily dealt

with and given proper treatment throughout

than to have too many.

A Brief Guide.—To obtain twelve cut blooms

for exhibition, grow twenty-four p'ants in not

fewer than eighteen varieties ; if some are dupli-

ROSE-GROWING IN
GARDENS.

TOWN

B
the time these lines appear in print

the much-debated question as to

which is the most favourable time
for cutting back one's Roses will in

many cases have been satisfactorily

settled. The operation should depend

NOTES ON CARNATIONS.

cated, in fifteen varieties. To have six blooms !
"P*"^ "le calendar, and is best fixed definitely

on long stems for vases, one variety, six plants j

^* ^ 'i™"^ which experience has shown to be suited

should be grown. To be ab'.e to stage eighteen ' t" * P^''t'"^"l^'l^s'"ct. Those who would postpone

blooms, six varieties, three blooms of each, grow ^^^ operation because the weather happens to

at least thirty-six plants in not fewer than nine ^'^ <^o'<i ^^ the time can hardly appreciate the

varieties. For cut blooms for home vases and effect of it. It is the temperature some three

for plants for decoration, specimens bearing from °'' ^o"^ weeks after pruning that concerns us most,

six to fifteen flower should be the rule; then for then the ej'es to which the growths have been cut

the required number of plants can be easily back will have developed sufficiently to be afiected.

estimated. The singe-flowered sor s should be
;

-'^ we cannot foresee these cold spells in store, it

grown on the same principle as the decorative 's best to keep strictly to the week appointed,

varieties, as the highest class blooms are rsually t

From now onwards is the time for those rosarians

from late-formed and terminal buds.
i

"ho are also diarists to get busy. Gardeners

Repotting Late-Struck Plants.—-'Vt this season,
j

»'ho have not cultivated this habit should learn

when the newly rooted cuttings are in very small
]

*" do so, and they will find that the few minutes

pots, close attention must be given to the matter
of watering and repotting. I have seen the small

plants, whose roots have been constantly dried

up—almost parched—become quite hard of stem
and small of leaf before the end of AprU. Such
plants rarely, if ever, make stocky, robust speci-

mens. When in a fit state to be repotted, give

them the necessary shift without a day's delay.

General Repotting.—This work has a direct

efiect on the first break caused by the formation

of a bud in the point of the plant. If the plants

remain potbound for a few days or a week,

the formation of the bud is hastened. Then on

taken up each day in noting progress will be

amply rewarded. With Roses it is especially

interesting to compare the time of appearance
of one's favourites from year to year, the length of

their flowering periods, and other matters of import.

To the exhibitor the practice is valuable, for there

are no other means by which the dmration of flower s

can better be gauged than by studying the progress

made in previous years, and he can also learn to

estimate as nearly as it is possible to do the time

which the buds will occupy in development.

The winter rains will have beaten down the

soil upon the surface of Rose-beds until it has

the resultant side shoots the important and keenly
[

become caked hard. No time should be lost in

looked-for crown buds show too soon, and if loosening it, and those who intend to add a mulch
retained " taken," develop into badly coloured, of manure to their beds should defer doing so

coarse blooms. If removed, the later buds that imtil the hoe has been used. This eariy aeration

form are inferior as regards size, and develop of the soil has a most beneficial effect upon the

probably too late for a special purpose. Only
in the case of naturally late-flowering varieties

does the potbcund condition of the plants have
any beneficial efiect in this matter. By probably
causing the first break a week earlier in the spring,

the coveted first crown bud is secured early in

August ; then, other matters bring favoiurable,

all is well.

Green and Black Aphides.—Cultivators must

roots, which are now coming to their most active

period, and require all the stimulating that one
can give them.

From the Rose-grower's point of view the

past winter (in the Southern Counties, at all events)

has been anything but unfavourable, and there

are very few losses. The frosts have been of

such short duration that they have proved almost

harmless, and many of the Teas have not yet
be on their guard against these pests, as they } shed last year's foliage completely. Cases of

increase so very rapidly and do much damage to

the young shoots. If allowed to infest the yovmg
shoots for even a few daj's, they cripple the growth,

and in later stages the expert can point out where
the check occurred. Very fine Tobacco powder
sprinkled on the affected parts and syringed off

two days later usually frees the plants of green

flowers opening out of doors have been almost

continuous. Perhaps one of the most exceptional

was that of Mme. Edouard Herriot, of which I

saw a fully expanded bloom in early February.

It was poor in colour, but quite recognisable,

and this certainly goes to prove the reliability in

opening of this beautiful variety. P. L. Godd.ird.

Carnations in Mixed Borders.—The Carnation
is one of the plants suitable to fmnish those parts
of the mixed flower border occupied by early

flowering bulbs, and, as soon as these are over,
the former may be planted. The ground need
not be loosened, and manure is best supplied
by surface-dressings from time to time. In case
anyone should feel qualms about planting in

firm soil, there is no reason for such, firmness
being almost a necessity in the rooting medium
of the Carnation ; and as showing that the writer

has no fear in that respect, it may be noted that

a lot of the florist's type of Picotees and Carnations
have recently been planted on ground imdug
since the prewous crop. The plants should not
be very close—15 inches apart, perhaps—and any
time in AprU or early in May a few seeds of Virginian
Stock sown in the intervening spaces will, a few-

weeks afterwards, render the groups gay.

Growing Border Carnations in Pots.—It may
be news to some that the Carnation has been
cultivated in pots for centuries, and for long
none but singles and those which the florist of

the day would designate " rubbish " were planted
in the open. Those who have seen the extensive

cultivations of the late Mr. Martin Smith and
>Ir. Douglas need not be told of the striking beautv
of housefuls of Carnations of all types, and these

two cultivators did much to popularise this very
old way of treatment, which had fallen about
the middle of last century into desuetude. Neither
employed such large pots as earlier cultivators,

and very nice material can be produced in 7-inch

pots, while 9-inch pots are quite large enough to

embrace triples.

The Best Soil.—The old growers, again, were
very particular regarding composts, in England
perhaps following instructions contained in two
French monographs of the seventeenth century.

In a translation of Van Oosten's " Dutch Gar-
dener," " Horse-dimg that is quite rotten " is

recommended as the one material necessary.

So impressed do our own cultivators seem to have
been with the value of this material that Maddocks
at the end of the eighteenth century, made his

compost of one-half of rotten horse-manUTf

,

one-third of sound loamy earth, and one-sixth

of coarse sand. Hogg, thirty years later, used
five parts of loam, ten parts of horse-manine
from frames, and one part (the minimum) of

coarse sand. .Anyone who can grow the common
Zonal Pelargoniimi will find this section of Car-

nation to succeed verj' well in a similar compost.

It must be vmderstood that the manm-e used by
the old practitioners was thoroughly rotted.

Some recommend that it should not be used till

reduced to the state of " mould " or earth, and
also it must be remembered that the value of

rotted ttu-f was not then known, the large quantity

of manure no doubt being employed to keep the

soil open, and, indeed, the whole method of potting

was different.

Manure in the Soil.—For my part I do not

care about using any manure in the compost.

It is an easy matter to apply it on the surface

or in water as the plant requires it. It is a curious

fact that such a hardy plant as the Carnation

undoubtedly succeeds better in the North imder
the shelter of a glass roof than it does when stood in

the open lA-ithout any protection diiring the summer
months. The value of roof protection is enhanci d by
the plants flowering earlier than those in the open.

Presionkirh. R. P. Brotherston.
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Fruit Under Glass.

Midseason Vines.—The shoots on Vines in

active growth will need constant attention in
regard to stopping and training. If the Vines
are growing quite near to the g'ass, much care
and patience is needed in securing them to the
trellis. The work ought to be done, if possible,

either during dull weather or late in the afternoon,

as there is considerable danger of the shoots
breaking when the sun is shining full on the house.
When the bunches have set, there should be no
delay in removing the surplus bunches. At this

stage the borders must be examined to see if they
require water, and if it is needed, they must be
slightly forked up and thoroughly soaked with
diluted liquid manure. At this time of the year
the berries should be thinned with as little delay
as possible, as they swell very quickly.

Late Muscat Vines.—Before the Vines come
into flower, the borders must be watered, if neces-

sary. All shoots which require stopping should
be attended to before flowering commences,
so that there shall be no check to growth while

the bunches are setting. If the shoots are not
touching the glass, tying ought to be deferred

till the bunches have set, as the berries set better

when well exposed to the light. During the

flowering stage a mean temperature of 70° must
be maintained, and the ventilators carefully

manipulated at all times to prevent any sudden
fluctuations of the temperature.

Plants Under Glass.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora and E. pulcher-
rima.—As soon as cuttings are available, they
must be inserted. They require a brisk bottom-
heat, or many of the cuttings will fail to root.

Insert the cuttings singly in 2j-inch pots, either

in fine sand or a light sandy compost. Further
batches of cuttings should be inserted as they
become ready.

Panicum, Isolepis gracilis and Pilea mns-
COsa.—These are excellent plants for the edg' s

of groups, and should be propagated annualy.
Panicums and Pileas may be propagated easily

from cuttings inserted in 3-inch pots. Isolepis

gracilis can be increased by division of the old

plants. These divisions make excellent plants if

potted into 3-inch pots and placed in a warm,
moist house for a few weeks.

Crotons and Dracaenas.—Recently rooted plants
must be grown on in plenty of heat and moisture.
Crotons need a position in the lightest part of

the stove, in order to produce good colour in the
foliage.

The Flower Garden.

Violets.—-Young plants that were rooted in

frames last autumn may now be planted out.

A border which is somewhat sheltered from the
sun should be chosen for the summer quarters of

the Violet, as in such a position the planis are not
so likely to be attacked by red spider. The
ground which was dug and well manmred
some weeks ago must now be forked over, and
the siu'face made level with the rake. The single
varieties may be planted about a foot apart,
and the doubles a little closer. If young plants
are not available, the old ones may be divided,
Selecting the most promising crowns for planting.
When planted, keep them regularly supplied with
water, and during warm, sunny weather spray
them every afternoon with a fine-rose d can. A
dusting of soot occasionally will help to keep red
spider in check, and will also act as a valuable
stimulant.

Sweet Peas.—Seedl ngs in pots or boxes may
now be planted out. Pui them in shallow trenches,
and, should the soil be on the wet side, a little

dry soil from the potting-shed will facilitate the
work. When planted, the young growths must
be supported with small twigs, and, to keep birds
off, strands of black cotton should be placed over
the rows.

Pansies.—Seeds can now be sown for raising
planis for blooming in the autumn. Varieties
that are worth perpetuating may be propagated
by dividing the old plants, inserting the best
portions In a shady position outdoors.

I

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Aphides.—A sharp look-out must be kept for

green and black fly, which play havoc among
crops of stone fruit if they get well estab-
lished on the trees. Their presence may be
delected by the curling of the leaves. To keep
the trees clean, there is nothing better than a
systematic method of spraying. A mixtm-e of
soft soap and sulphur will be found safe and
effective in dealing with these pests.

Red Spider and Thrips.—These are more
difiicult to deal with than aphides when once they
obtain a footing on the trees, and a stronger
insecticide must be used to destroy them. The
Cherry is often attacked bv small caterpillars, which
roll themselves up in the leaves. These should
be sought for and picked off with the fingers, for
if allowed to remam they will attack the fruits
as soon as they have set.

The Kitchen Garden.
Spinach.—To ensure a good supp'v of this

valuable vegetable, liberal sowings must' be made.
The old plantations may yet be induced to supp'y
plenty of good leaves by using the hoe freely
between the rows.

Peas.—Further sowings must be made to ensure
plenty of pods during the month of July. The
groimd for the later sowings shou'd also be pre-
pared, if not already done. Attend to the staking
of the early plants before there is danger of injury
by rough winds, and during showery weather dust
the rows with well-seasoned soot to promote
a healthy growth.

Onions.—The seed ings that were raised in
boxes ought now to be ready for planting out,
providing they have been well hardened off.

Endeavour to transplant them with as little
disturbance to the roots as possible. Sprinkle
with water in the afternoon, should the weather
be dry, till they have become established.

Leeks.—The earliest batch may now be planted
in ground which has been thoroughly prepared.
If high-class Leeks are to be grown, they should
be grown in trenches and treated much the same
as Celery. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—-As the fruit shows signs of
ripeiiug, feeding with liquid manure and fertilisers
should ctase. Although the plants would quickly
suffer from lack of moisture, overwatering at this
stage must be avoided if the fruit is to be of good
flavour. Plenty of fresh air is another very
important factor, as well as simshine, in the
production of well-coloured and highly flavoured
fruit.

Heating.—Excessive heating of the pipes in
fruit-houses is very injurious, and tends to encour-
age insect pests. Except on cold or damp days,
the fires should be checked early in the morning,
and not disturbed until well into the afternoon.
At the same time, it is never advisable to allow
the fires to go completely out, as a sudden change
in the weather may require heat to be quickly
generated.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Fruit Plantations.—The hoe must be used
freely, even if weeds do not exist, as this is a good
mode of preventing too rapid evaporation of
moisture from the soil. Where the soil has become
caked, hoeing also allows a free passage for the air.

Strawberries.—As the plants are now growing
freely and will soon be" forming their flower-
trusses, a little extra help might be given in the
form of some artificial manure. After giving some
to each plant, the surface should be lightly broken
up either with the hoe or fork.

Grafting.—-This operation ought now to be
attend* d to where it is purposed to use the stock
of some undesirable kind of fruit tree to better
advantage by grafting it with an improved variety.
There are various methods, but the most important
point to remember is that the stock to be used
must be showing evident signs of growth, while the
scions should be almost dormant.

Plants Under Glass.

Primulas.—If a succession is desired of either
the sinensis or stellata varieties during the winter
and spring, a start must now be made by the
sowing of seed. Plenty of good leaf-soil and
silver sand should predominate in the compost
required for these plants while they are small.
A warm greenhouse will be a suitable place in
which to germinate the seed.

Decorative Chrysanthemums.—The majority
of the plants will be ready for potting on into
6-inch pots, and as far as possible should be com-
pleted during the next ten days or fortnight.
The potting compost ought to be fairly rich, as
it will have to sustain the plants imtil the end
of May or early in June. These after being
potted shou'd be stood on ashes in cold frames.
A dusting of soot on the ashes will keep worms
and vermin in check.

Pliunbago rosea.—Plants which have been
resting ought- now to be returned to a stove
temperature, when they will quickly become
active again. As the yoimg growths appear they
should be made into cuttings until sufficient stock
has been obtained. This plant will grow quite
well if shaken out and potted on for a second
season ; but as cuttings are so easily rooted,
it is best to raise a batch of yoimg plants each
year.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—After the pruning is completed, the
beds and borders should receive a dressing of
manure. Well-rotted cow-manure with as little

litter as possible is best ; but, failing this, some
reliab'e Rose fertiliser may be used. Care must
be taken that neither buds nor roots are injtired

during the forking in of the manure.

Nemesias, to commence flowering in July,
ought now to be sown. The Nemesia is an aimual
difficult to surpass for brilliancy of colour, also
an almost perpetual flowerer from the time it

commences right on tmtil the frosts of October
or November finish its career.

Sweet Peas.—The ground having now settled
and become firm, a start may be made to put out
the young p'ants. If extra fine flowers are desired,
they should not be planted at a less distance
apart than a foot to r5 inches. Slugs and
snails are very fond of Sweet Peas, and when
planted they ought to be surrounded with
soot and lime. If the weather should prove
very wet, the soot is apt to lose its effect by being
washed into the soil, and must be replaced by a
liberal application of sharp, gritty sand or vrood-
ashes.

Sunflowers must be sown so as to get nice-
sized plants for setting out by the end of May.
After germination has taken place, they should be
kept as cool as possible, and try to keep the plant«
dwarf by placing them near the glass.

The Kitchen Garden.

Spring Cabbages.—As these are now quickly
developing, a little more help may be given by
applying a small quantity of nitrate of soda rotmd
each plant. When this has been done, the grotmd
should be gone over with the Dutch hoe. This
will benefit the plants, besides keeping down
weeds.

Celery.—As the yoimg plants become large

enough to handle, they must be pricked off closely

together in boxes. Here they may remain imtU
a frame can be spared for them, which will give
them more room to develop into good plants
for planting out later on.

Spinach.—More seed must be sown to keep up
a succession of this vegetable imtil the season has
become too hot for its successful cultivation.

The crops already growing should receive a good
hoeing.

Lettuces.—Where one has a sheltered border
at the foot of a south wall or glass house,
a portion of it should be used for growing
early Lettuces to succeed those grown in frames
and on hot-beds. Plants fjom seed sown our or
five weeks ago are now ready te> put out on this site.

As slugs are bound to attack them, soot must be
cattereds aroimd as a means of prevention.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relaii?ig io matters upon ivhich they wish expert advice.

The Editor u-elcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he ivill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, ivill be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks thai, the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright ivill be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

orliteran/ contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

—

The Editor endeavours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers wfio desire assist-

ance, no matter tchat the branch of gardening may be, and

with that obiert makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All com.i7iunications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of The Gabden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of tfie sender are required i7i addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flo^xring

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on biisiness should be setU io the Poblisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ANNUALS IN BORDER (W. D.).—Tho simpler and more

eflfectivc way of arranging the plants would be to form
crescent-shaped bays along the whole of the front, out-
lining them with the dwarfest things, as Alyssum or

Tagetes signata pumila, and planting the front bays
with Nemophila, Eschscholtzia, Candytuft (white).

Phacelia, Candytuft (carmine) and Kcmosia in the order
named. To do this throughout the border it might be
necessary to repeat the arrangement, employing a distinctly

taller subject, such as Godetia, for the centre. For the back
the Larkspurs will be available, and you might arrange
these altcrnatoly with the Penstemons if you have enough.
Take care that you keep all blue, mauve and allied shades
well apart, whether at back or front, and work generally
for colour contrasts. The Shirley Poppies will enable you
to do this, particularly if you have them in separate colours.

You should arrange the colours on a plan, with size of

each group, prior to planting, though it is time the seeds
of many wore in the ground.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUBS FOR STONY SOIL (B. £.).—Shrubs such as

Berberis stenophylla, B. Darwinii, B. Aquifolium, Cistus

laurifolius, C. monspcliensis, C. Lorettii, C. ladaniferus,

C. villosus, Brooms in variety, particularly Cytisus
scoparius and varieties sulphureus and andreanus, C.

albus, C. precox, 0. biflorus, Genista hispanica and G.
virgata, also Tree Ivies, Olearia Haastii and Tamarix
in variety, may be expected to thrive. Place a little good
soil about the roots at planting-time. Rhododendrons
are not likely to do as well as the shrubs here mentioned.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PRIMULA OBCONICA LEAVES FOR INSPECTION

(J. Mae).—The markings on the leaves of the Primulas
are due either to red spider or to leaf-hoppers, we think
possibly the latter, and if so, fumigation is called for.

These insects are small, wingrd in their last stage, and
run nimbly over the leaves. They are allied to the green
flies and Psylla. Ked spider can be kept down by spraying
with water, so as to prevent the air from becoming too
dry.

WHEN TO STOP CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND TARE
BUDS (Fresh Reader).—Hon. Mrs. Lopes, stop early
in April, take first crown bud. W. BAwiJngs, stop late

in May, first crown. Queenie Cliandlcr, stop early in

April and again the first week in June, second
crown. Mrs. Gilbert Drabble, early propagated plants,
stop in April and first week in June; later plants,
natural break, first crown. Lady Talbot, stop early in

Slay, first crown. D. B. Crane, stop early in Apriland
on May 10, first crown in August. F. S. Vallis, stop early
in April and middle of May. The remaining varieties in

>uiir list bliuuld Lc uUowed to make natural breaks and
first crown buds taken.

ORCHID FOR NAME AND TREATMENT (E. S. Martin).
—The name of the Orchid of which a flower-spike was
sent is Dendrobium speciosum. It is a native of Australia,

and was first introduced as long ago as 1823. Given
suitable treatment, it should fiower every 'year. The
temperature of an intermediate house just meets its

requirements—that is to say, a structure where in the
winter the thermometer ranges from 55° to 65°, with a
corresponding rise as the days lengthen. Such a place
will suit most of the Cattleyas ; in fact, it is often referred

to as the Cattleya-house. This Dendrobium does best

in baskets or pans, and when in a thriving state annual
repotting is not necessary. When it needs repotting,
it should be done soon after fiowering and when the new
growth is partially developed. A suitable compost for this

Dendrobium is good fibrous peat or Osmunda fibre, with
a fair sprinkling of sphagnum moss. If it does not need
repotting, the plant is often benefited by taking away
any of the old soil that can be so treated without unduly
disturbing the roots, and top-dressing with some fresh

material. From now onwards, if the plants are well

furnished with roots, plenty of water must be given,

while they will only need to be shaded from hot sunshine,
a full light being very essential to their well-doing. By
the end of July or thereabouts the grovrth mil be com-
pleted, when the plants must be graduivlly inured to

full sunshine and less water given. At that time they
may be placed in a light, airy structure, but returned to

the intermediate house before the nights get cold. As
soon as the fiower-spikes make their appearance, more
water and a sUghtly higher temperature will be beneficial.

ROSE GARDEN.
GROWTHS ON ROSE ROOT {Puzzled, Sheffield).—

The growths on the Rose root are the result of an attack
of the bacillus of crown gall, Bacillus tumefaciens. This
is present in the soil and invades roots, where it sets

up irritation, resulting in the production of a large swelling.

It is not at all clear whether this attack results in any
real damage to the plants. Wc illustrated a remarkable
example of it in our issue for December 12, 1914

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CABBAGE PLANT FOR INSPECTION (Zielie).~ThG

Cabbage is not attacked by the club-root disease, which is

due to a fungus, but by the Cabbage gall weevil, a minute
beetle which lays its eggs in the Cabbage stem. The
egg hatches into a grub, which you may see on cutting
open one of the swellings. The best way of avoiding
future attacks will be to sprinkle sand moistened with
paraflin alontr tlie rows of youne plants.

CELERY DECAYING (Mercury).—Jhe common cause
of the rotting ot Celery is the attack of a bacterium. No
cure i^ known, and the only way to avoid the trouble is

to choose the hardier varieties, especially the red ones.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GRUBS FOR IDENTIFICATION (Puzzled).—Ti\e grubs

sent are the larva; of the two-winged fly called the St
Mark's fiy, a red or black bodied, sluggish fly which
appears in considerable numbers in gardens about
St. Mark's Day. The grubs feed for the most part on
decaying vegetable matter, and only when in great
numbers damage roots. Wc suspect your soil is somewhat
sour, and recommend you to give it a dressing of lime,
after which, v,c think, you will not be troubled with these
grubs.

GRUBS FOR NAMING (J. Frafier).—The grubs ycu
send are dead, and not recognisable with certainty
in their present condition. They are probably the
caterpillars of the garden swift moth, which lays its

eggs in the summer, and may be caught flitting at

du<i^k over the beds in the garden. This is the best way
to get rid of the pest. We do not think you have introduced
it with plants.

POMPADOUR PRIMROSES AND MELONS (E. M. H.).~
The Primrose should be taken out of the greenhouse
before warm weather appears and be planted in rich soil

in the coolest spot you can command. The shade of large
trees would not be good for it, though shade from smaller
subjects would be most helpful. Yes ; give the plants
liquid manure now, and In the open ground. Do
not cut the roots in any way ; cover them with rich

soil or repot the plants deeply, and so cover the roots

You will find a frame facing south, with manure, the best
for the Melons, or you could raise and cultivate them in

the greenhouse. liaise the seedlings in a brisk heat
of 70° or so, putting one seed in a 3-inch pot,TDUt avoid
watcrintrif the soil is moist, as the seeds are liable to decay.
The Melon requires a rather strong loam, made firm at

planting-time, using a little well-decayed manure in the
mixture. You had better raise the seedlings, and write
us as to how and where you have decided to grow the
plants, and we will give you a few hints for your further
guidance.

PESTS FOR NAMING (T. E. SmUh).—The creatures
you send are very injurious to vegetation. They are,

in fact, one of the most injurious pests which gardens,
especially where the soil i« sour, suffer from. Treatment
with lime (using slaked lime now, but, better still, quick-
lime in the autumn) is one of the best measures to use
against this spotted snake millipede, Blanjulus guttu-
latus, as it is called. It feeds on a great variety of different

things, and is especially fond of Lettuces, Potatoes and
Peas just as they begin to germinate. Where only a few
plants are to be protected, trapping with pieces of buried
Potato is possible. AATiere many, the lime treatment
(half a bushel to the square rod, about five and a-hslf
bushels to your garden), constant cultivation and any
treatment that will help to sweeten the soil are the method's
to pursue. Some good may result by treating the soil

with Vaporitt-, Apterite or som^ other soil fumigant.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—C. H. B.~l, Lonicera fragran-

tissima; 2, Spirea japonica ; 3, Begonia manicata var.

;

4, Peperomia argyreia ; 5, Sciila sibirica alba; 6,
Chionodoxa Lucilije ; 7, Sciila sibirica. T. P.— 1, Pos-
sibly Sternbergia lutea; 2, Hippeastrum variety; 3. Valtota
purpurea. The bulbs are infested with mite. When
badly attacked the bulbs should be burnt. A good remedy
is to wash the bulbs with a solution of soft soap, sulphur,
and soft water.

SOCI ETI ES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
There were two outstanding features at the meeting
held on ilarch 30—the remarkable exhibit of Dendrobiums
and other Orchids from J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., treasurer
of the society, which attracted large numbers throughout
the day; and the excellent grouping of Ciocuses and
Daffodils, garden fashion, on the fioor of the hall, from
Messrs. Carter and Co., Kaynes Park, S.W. Each in its
way was new—probably unique—demonstrating high-
class and useful gardening respectively. At 2 p.m. the
Crocuses had expanded their cups to the increased warmth
and made a brave show. For the rest, there were alpines
and Carnations in plenty ; and Roses from Mr. Prince of
Oxford in great numbers—it was, howe\er, a very compn -

hensive and beautiful exhibit, and the visitors revellid
in the beauty of the flowers. Darwin Tulips in fibre
from Messrs. Bath were also good. Messrs. Barr had
the Daffodil board to themselves. Tour novelties received
awards.

Fbuit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : A. H. Pearson, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
J. Cheal, W. Bates, C. O. Walter, G. Keif, A. W. Metcalfe,
A. R. Allan, H. Markliam, A. E. Humphreys, J. Davi.-*
J. G. Weston, G. Reynolds, J. Jaques, A. Bullock, E. A.'
Bunyard, P. C. M. Vcitch, Thomas Coomber, "George
Wythes, Owen Thomas, James Hudson and W. Poupart.
The only exhibit of vegetables came from ilrs. K. H.

Dcnison, Little Gaddesden, Bcrkhamsted {gardener,
air. A. Gentle), and consisted of well-kept varieties of
Potatoes, Leeks, Parsnips, Carrots, Turnips, Onions
and other serviceable kinds. Of Potatoes alone some
dozen or so varieties were staged in excellent condition.

There were no exhibits of fruit staged.

Orchid Committee.

Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (chairman). Sir
Jeremiah Colman, Sir Harry J. Veitch, and Messrs. J.
O'Brien, R. Brooman AMiite, W. Bolton, Gurney Wilson
C. J. Lucas, S. W. Flory, Arthur Dye, J. E. Shill, W. H.
Hatcher, J. Cypher, J. Charlesworth, Walter Cobb,
T. Armstrong, F. M. Ogil-sie, Pantia EaUi, R. G. Thwaite*,
F. Sander, R. A. Rolfe, J. Wilson Potter and F. J. Hanbnry

.

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Pembury, Kent, received a
gold medal for a collection of Orchids, which covered the
western end of the hall. They were chiefiy Dendrobiums,
and of these, arranged against the wall as they might
adorn the walls of a corridor, some 350 well-fiowered
examples were placed. In this way every plant—we
might almost add every flower—was seen to advantage.
It was, in all probability, the most comprehensive exhibit
of this genus ever seen at a London show. A few
kinds, as D. nobile virginale, were in plenty, others being
represented by smaller numbers. That named was very
pure and good. Others of note were brj-merianum,
rich golden, with much-forked fringe; chessingtonensis,
golden, dark centre; fimbriata oculata, also golden,
and fringed ; Armstrongise, white, deeply coloured lip

;

armstrongianum, pale pink ; amoenum, signatnm and a
great variety of nobile hybrids. A few Odontoglossums,
C^mbidiums and Cypripcdiums were also shown.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, had good
plants of Epidendrum xanthinum, B. x. Bonndii,
Cj'mbidium Butterfiy, Dendrobium Thwaitesii Veitch's
variety, and the white and pink fiowered Sarcochilus
Fitzgeraldii.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Reigate, sent fiowers of hybrid
Dendrobiums and Sophro-Laehas among others.

Mr. F. Menteith Ogilvie, Oxford, had about thirty
well-flowered examples of Dendrobium Thwaitesii Veitch's
variety, the rich golden, crimson-eyed flowers being very
effective.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed Cattleyas,
Lselias, Brasso-Cattleyas, Oncidium concolor, Miltonias
and Dendrobium crassinode alba. Cattleya SchiOderse
alba was very fine.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, had a nice lot

of Cymbidiums, Odontoglossums, Masdevallias and
Odontiodas.
Mr. Harry Dixon, Wandsworth Common, displayed

Cypripediums, Cymbidiums and Odontoglossums in variety.
Messrs . Charlesworth and Co. , Hayward's Heath

,

had a glorious lot of Odontoglossums, among them many
well-flowered examples of the pure white O. crispum
Xanthotes. O. Jasper, a particularly well-blotehed
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variety; two forms of Odontioda Brewii, very intensi'ly

coloured crimson ; and the curious O. Langowoyi, dark
sepals and whiti- lip, were also in this group.

Messrs. Sandi-r and Sons, St. Albans, had fine flowering

^^xaraples of Ucndrobium wardianum giganteum, D.
harveyauum (goldrn flowers, heavily fringed), togethtT

with Cymbidiums, Odontiodas, fliiltonias, Odontoglossun:s
and Cypripediums. Coelogyne lawrenceana was very
distinct.

Floral Comjuttee.

Present: H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

E. A. Bowles, F. \Y. Harvey, W. J. Bean, 3. W. Moorman,
C. BUck, C. 11. Fielder, J. F. McLeod, T. Stevenson, W.
Howe, J. Jennings, W. Bain, J. Dicfeon, C. Dixon, C. E.

Shea, C. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins,

G. Paul and U. Hooper Pearson.
Messrs. Carter and Co., Raynes Park, S.W., arranged

a floor group of bedding Crocuses and Daffodils, occupying
a double table lenuth. The effect was very fine, in that
it showed the better varieties of Crocuses as they should
be seen massed in the garden. Some leading sorts were
Itoyal Parks (white), Dorothea (pale violet) Purple
Striped, White Striped and Triumph. In addition to

the Crocuses were three circular groupings of Daffodils

—

a great central one of King Alfred, the two extremes of

Sir Francis Drake. In all probability nothing finer of the

former has ever been seen at this season, the rich golden
colour and bold proportions of this unique variety appealing
to all. Sir Francis Drake is paler in colour, though
pleasing and artistic to a degree. It is also a handsome
flower, and possesses a fine constitution.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.,

staged a very fine table of greenhouse flowering plants
and shrubs, in which Daphne indica. Azaleas in variety.

Prunus, Cerasus, Wistaria sinensis. Azalea mollis and
other plants were well shown. In an alpine section were
Saxifraga Faldonside, S. burseriana. Iris reticulata, I.

orchioides, I. warleyensis, double blue Hepaticas, Daphnes
and many others. Carnations, too, from this firm were
very good, such as Mary Alhvood, Carola, Salmon Winsor,
Sunstar (yellow), Lady Ingestre (very fine pink), Mrs. L.

Mackinnon (rich scarlet). Countess Fitzwilliam (rich

crimson, new) and King George (rich scarlet, of Malmaison
proportions) being among the best.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, E.C., ex-
hibited Violas in pans, Yellow Beauty, Mrs. W. H. Wood-
gite, Marchioness (white), Snowflake and Stanley Saul
(blue) being some good varieties.

Messrs. H. B. Jlay and Sons, Edmonton, exhibited a
floor group of greenhouse plants, in which we noted
groups of Azalea indica in variety, Genista racemosa,
Boronia megastigma. Cinerarias of an excellent strain,

a fine lot of the dwarf-growing and useful Calla alocasise-

folia, together with Ferns, Palms and other plants. Two
flowering groups of Clematises were also on view, such
good varieties as Nellie Moser, Miss Bateman (white)
and Fair Rosamund (blush) K>in2 among those shown.
Tliere were also some excellent Amaryllids staged.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had some charm-
ing bulbous flowers in a nice group. Of these, the gold
and bronze Tulipa chrysantha appealed at once as
much by its dwarfness as its grace and distinct colouring.

Other good things were Tulipa saxatiiis. Narcissus junci-

folius, N. triandrus, N. calathinus, N. King of Spain,
N. Queen of Spain, Tulipa elusiana, Ranunculus montanus,
Epigaea repens, Chionodoxas and Narcissus triandrus
albus. In addition, there were many charming Saxi-
frages, notably Elizabethse and Haagei (light and deep
yellow respectively), Erythroniums, Iris tingitana and
Anemone blanda.

Mr. F. Du Cane Godman, Horsham, showed half-a-

dozen pans of Tecophylsea cyanocrocus, the whole
beautifully flowered.

Messrs. Wills and Segar, South Kensington, had a lovely
lot of greenhouse flowering plants, among which the
spring-flowering Heaths, arranged in delightful groups,
were most elfective. Of these, the finer display was
made by Erica willmoreana, whose rosy tubular flowers,

in 18-ineh long spires, were highly attractive. Other
good ones were E. nivalis and E. Cavendishii (yellow).

In addition, the blue Hydrangeas were very fine, as were
also big groups of white Cyclamen, Boronia megastigma
and Giant Mignonette. Everything was most artistically

arranged.
Miss C. Mangles, Seale, Farnham, showed half-a-dozen

trusses of Rhododendron eximium, a very charming
kind with short, campanulate flowers of rosy hue, which
were most effective.

Messrs. Whiteleggand Page, Chislehurst, Kent, displayed
alpines on rockwork with shrubs, Daphne Cneorum in

profusion among the latter. Of alpines there were manv
Saxifrages, of which Paulinse, Elizabethae, apiculata

and Faldonside (all yellow sorts) were freely shown. S.

oppositifolia alba was in good bloom.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, showed a
variety of Polyanthuses in many shades of colour, also a

\

number of Saxifrages and other plants.
j

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, arranged a table I

of miscellaneous greenhouse plants and Carnations, the
former including Boronias, Crowea angiistifolia, Erica
melauthera, E. King Edward, Gre\inea alpina and other
plants. The Carnations were in many varieties and in

excellent condition. Mrs. C. F. Raphael (reddish scarlet),

Itfarmion (scarlet and white), Geoffrey Henslow (a modified
Marmion more brilliantly illuminated), British Triumph
(crimson), Gorgeous (the finest cerise), Philadelphia
(pink) and Snowstorm (white) were the best in a very
good lot.

Mr. G. Reuthc, Keston, Kent, showed a great variety
of alpines, of which the Saxifrages were tlie chief. Of
these, Saxifraga Kyrillii, 3. Paulinie, S. pungcns, S. Faldon-
side, 3. Haagei and S. Godseffli arc all yellow-flowered.

S. Griscbachii, S. apiculata alba, S. marginata (white)

and S. coriophylla (white) were other notable sorts in

the group. Lenten Roses were among other things.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
an excellent group of Carnations, of which Fairmount,
Mary AUwood, Mrs. C. F. Raphael, Champion, Gorgeous,
Terrific and Bishton Wonder were among the best.

Mr. L. K. Russell, Richmond, had a table of Azaleas,
Heaths, Wistaria and other early forced shrubs.

Mr. Clarence ElUott, Stevenage, had a delightful

rockery group, planting it with the choicest alpines.

Soldaneila pusilla alba, Saxifraga Obristii, Androsace
Laggeri, Saxifraga lilaeina, S. marginata, S. oppositifolia

latina (rosy), S. scardica obtusa, S. Sundermannii, Draba
imbricata (yellow). Anemone vernalis and Saxifraga
Paulinge (yellow) being among the more Ijeautiful.

Mr. George Prince, Oxford, had a lovely lot of Roses.

Rayon d'Or, Mme. Edouard Herriot, Countess of Gosford,
Richmond, Josepliine Nicholson (pink), Molly S. Crawford
(white), Irish Elegance, Harrisoni, Juliet, Lady Hillingdon,
Austrian Yellow and Lady Plymouth (yellow) were a few
of the gems with which the group teemed.
The Blisses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, had a

select lot of early spring flowers, of which Narcissus
capax flore pleno, Shortia galacifolia, Hepaticas, Primula
frondosa, hardy Heaths and double Primroses were
noted.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, again showed boxes of

Daisies, Primroses, Pansies and other early hardy flowers.

Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, showed Primula
Julise, Erythronium Hartwegii, E. HenderFonii, Slylo-

phorum diphyllum, Shortia galacifolia. Primula marginata,
Trillium rivale, Iris orchioides, Erythronium nultaJlianum
(yellow) and double blue Hepaticas, all in excellent con-
dition.

Messrs. W. Wells, Merstham, showed Carnations very
finely. Pink Sensation was grand, both in size and
colour. Other good ones were BIrs. G. Lloyd Wigg
(white), Aviator and Champion (scarlet). Yellow Stone and
White Wonder.

Messrs. Piper, Bayswater, set up a remarkable exhibit

of forced shrubs and flowering trees, many, as Cratsegus,

Pyrus and others, in fan-trained specimens. Azaleas.

Wistaria, Cytisus andreanus prostrata and Rhododendrons
were among those noted.
Lady Paget, Warren House, Kingston Hill, showed a

group of Star Cinerarias in a great variety of colours. The
plants were admirably flowered and nicely arranged.

BIr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, had a delightful

lot of pot-grown Saxifrages, of which apiculata, marginata,
Petraschii, Paulinse and Kotsehyi were the choicest.

S. rocheliana lutea was among rare sorts. The Shortia

was very fine.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, had a glorious

lot of Darwin Tulips in fibre, all the kinds being shown
in perfection. Pride of Haarlem (cherry), Sierrard van
Flora (rosy), William Copland (hehotrope), Philippe

de Comminet (very dark), Angelica (also dark). Maiden's
Blush, Bartigon (scarlet) and Isis (bright scarlet) were
among the best. The Chionodoxas were very beautiful.

Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, had, as usual, a very
fine display of Carnations, of which Blrs. W. B. Clode
(very strondy scented), Salmon Enchantress. Enchantress
Supreme, Marmion (scarlet and white, fragrant), Mrs.
C. F. Raphael, Mikado, Mary Allwood, R. F. Felton,

Champion and White Wonder were very fine.

Blrs. E. H. Denison, Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted,
showed some charming vases of Acacia cultriformis and
Rose Fortune's Yellow. The former were very daintily

arranged, and the plant is pleasing withal.

Blessrs. Young and Co., Cheltenham, showed Carnations,
Triumph, Philadelphia, Blikado, Britannia, Blay Day.
Mary Allwood, Rose Enchantress and Duchess of Devon-
shire being the more prominent.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, had a group
of Tulips, Freesias, Lily of the Valley, Spirseas and
Daffodils growing in bowls.

WARGRAVE GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.

On Blarch 24 a very interesting and useful paper on the
" Early Flowering Bulbous Iris " was given by Blr. P.

Wiseman of Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp's Hardy
Plant Nurseries. He referred more particularly to the

Juno and Cushion varieties, gi\'ing directions for planting,

the kind of soil best suited to their requirements, and the

best means of obtaining good fiowers. A good discussion

followed, and many questions were answered by Blr.

Wiseman, who received the best thanks of the members
for his paper. Blessrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp exhibited

a splendid collection of May-flowering Tulips in pots, and
were heartily thanked for so doing ; while Blr. W. Pope
was awarded a cultural certificate for finely flowered

specimens of Dendrobium wardianum. Mr. W. Bazeley

showed living specimens of the Black Currant mite under
the microscope.

READING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

At the fortnightly meeting of this association, held at

the University College on Blonday evening, the 29th ult.,

Mr. H. Goodger, chairman of the committee, was the

speaker, and bis subject, "A Few Useful Vegetables."

Mr. Goodger is one of the most successful growers in the

district, and having regard to the importance of the vege-
,

table crop at this time of war, his remarks were followed
|

with great attention. The best methods to produce the i

finest Potatoes, Peas, Beans, Leeks, Onions, Carrots,

Parsnips, Beet, Celery, A-c, both for the home as well

as the exliibition table, were given in the most able manner,
|

and a profitable discussion followed the lecture.
j

The points competition resulted as follows: Mr. F.

Townscnd. 12 (full points) for Primula malacoides ; Blr. '

E. Blackwell, 12 (full points) for Violet Marie Louise ;

Mr. H. Goodger, 9 for Broccoli Sul ton's Safeguard Pro-
tecting. Sir. G. E. Hawes exhibited two dishes of
flne Ailsa Craig Onion.

Razors Wanted for Our Soldiers.—Mr. w. H.

Ellis, Master Cutler, Cutlers' Hall, Sheffield, has

been asked by the War Office to collect razors

from private persons who have no further use

for them, so that they may be made serviceable

and sent to our soldiers on active service. Although

25,000 have already been collected in this way,

there is need for many more, as it is impossible

to obtain sufficient new ones. Those of our

readers who have razors for which they have

no further use should send them direct to Mr.

Ellis at the address given.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society.--

This society has just issued the schedule of its

spring and autumn shows, to be held respectively

on ApriJ 28 and 29, and September 8 and 9. The
competitions provide the usual features which

have made the society's shows of such importance,

and should lead to splendid exhibitions of flowers,

fruit and vegetables. At the autumn show the

probable centre of interest will be the competition

for the Thomson Challenge Trophy for Grapes,

value fifty guineas, presented by Messrs. William

Thomson and Sons, Tweed Vineyards, Cloven-

fords, and to be won three times before becoming

the property of the winner. The society has

also issued a list of the books belonging to it,

which members may consult on application to

the secretary.

The Perpetual-Flowering Carnation Society,—

The schedule relating to the Perpetual-flowering

Carnation Society's show, to be held at Leeds

on April 29 and 30, is to hand, and we observe

that the exhibition is to be held in conjunction

with the North of England Horticultural Society.

Special classes have been arranged for gardeners

and amateurs residing north of the Trent, and

several of the North of England Horticultural

Society's challenge cups are being offered, in

addition to the formidable number controlled

by the Perpetual-flowering Carnation Society.

Schedules may be obtained from the secretary,

Mr. T. A. Weston, Orpington, Kent.

Gardeners' Wages in Edinburgh.—At a recent

meeting of nurserymen in Edinburgh it was

arranged to raise the charges for gardeners sent

out to work by the day, and also to advance the

wages to the men employed. The advance is

at the rate of id. per hour, and at a subsequent

meeting of gardeners satisfaction was expressed

at this advance. An effort is being made to induce

smaller employers who have not fallen into line

to concede the rise also.

OBITUARY.

THOMAS H UGHES.
With great regret Messrs. Young and Co. notify

us of the deatli of Mr. Thomas Hughes of Chelten-

ham, their mueh respected foreman. Mr. Hughes

was taken suddenly ill on Wednesday, March 24,

while at his work at Messrs. Young's Carnation

Nurseries at Hatherley, Cheltenham. Deceased,

who was well known by exhibitors, had been in

Messrs. Young's employ for many years, and

was much esteemed by his employers and respected

by those with whom his daily duties brought him

in contact.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Horticulture at the Royal Agricultural

Society's Show.—We are pleased to see that there

is to be an extensive horticultural section in con-

nection with the Royal Agricultural Society's Show
to be held in Nottingham from Tuesday, June 29,

to Friday, July 2. The schedule is now ready,

and copies can be obtained from the secretary,

Mr. Thomas McRow, 16, Bedford Square, London,

W.C.

An Attractive Ranunculus.^Although the

Lesser Celandine (Ranunculus Ficaria) is quite

a weed in most places, the same cannot be said

oi the variety major, sometimes known as Ficaria

grandiflora, for it well deserves

a place in the wild garden.

For some weeks it has been

pushing forth its large, golden

yellow flowers, and will continue

for some time to come. When
mixed with Chionodoxa, as we
saw it the other day, with the

sun shining on it and the

Ranunculus flowers wide open,

they were very effective.

The Double-Flowered Black-

thorn.—Now that the Black-

thorn, or Sloe, is flowering

freely in our hedgerows, it may
be of interest to draw attention

tfi the double-flowered variety,

known by the botanical name
of Pruuus spinosa flore pleno.

This makes a graceful, low-

spreading tree that is pleasing

to behold at all times, but just

now, when the black-barked

branches are wreathed in

dainty, rosette-like flowers of

the purest white, it will pass

muster with the choicest of our

hardy flowering shrubs or trees.

Planted in the woodland, where
it can have a background of dark-leaved ever-

greens, this double-flowered Blackthorn is

particularly efiective.

Flower Shows and Horticulture in America.—
Under the heading of " Societies," on page 192, we
publish a report, by Mr. J. Harrison Dick, editor of
the Florist's Exchange, of a large floral exhibition
held in New York from March ly to March 23.
We think this report is of more than ordinary
interest, inasmuch as it reveals in no small degree
the influence that British gardeners are exercising
on horticulture in the United States. We doubt
if Emropean horticulturists realise fully the
wonderful strides that are being made by oxu:

American cousins. Until comparatively recently,

horticulture, as we know it at home, was but little

understood by them ; but signs are not wanting
that they are making strenuous efforts to imder-

stand the art of private gardening and European
methods of exhibiting.

The Pasque-Flower.—Of the genus Anemone
few species are more highly prized by lovers of

hardy plants than the Pasque-flower (A. Pulsatilla).

Although a native of Britain, it is not often found
in a wild state, but in our gardens it is one of the

most pleasing flowers of the spring. The Pasque-

flower is never seen to better advantage than

when planted in colonies, preferably in the semi-

n %
A COLONY OF

A NATIVE
THE PASQUE FLOWER (ANEMONE PULSATILLA). ALTHOUGH
OF BRITAIN IT IS NOT OFTEN FOUND IN A WILD STATE

wild parts of the garden, where its lavender violet

flowers, each with its silken ruff, can thrust them-
selves up between the russet fronds of hardy
Ferns. There are several varieties, one with

rose-coloured flowers and another with blossoms

of lilac hue, while a more rare plant has petals of

almost chocolate colour. This Anemone appre-

ciates well-drained soil of a calcareous nature,

and for that reason is often grown in the rock

garden, where the natural soil in other parts of

the grounds is too heavy-

Trial of Tulips at Wisley.—The trial of Tulips

which is being continued this year in the Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens at Wisley includes

about 5,000 stocks. Should weather conditions

prove normal, the early flowering section will be at

its best towards the end of the present month, and
the other sections during the first fortnight in

May. In order to facilitate the inspection of

the trial, an interleaved index has been prepared

in pamphlet form. Fellows of the society visiting

Wisley may obtain copies of this index free ol

charge on application at the office. The gardens

at Wis'ey are situated about 3J m les from

Byfleet, 3i m les from Horsley, and 5J miles

from Weybridge, all stations on the London and
South-Western Railway, w th frequent trains from

Waterloo and Clapham Juncton.

New Zealand Spinach. —
Where one has difficulty in

keeping up a constant sup-

ply of ordinary Summer
Spinach in hot weather, the

New Zealand kind will supply

that want. In Northern gar-

dens it will be advisable to

sow the seed indoors, prick

out the seedlings into small

pots when ready, and harden

off for planting outdoors in

May. In Southern parts it

can be sown outdoors about

the second week of that

month. If given ample room
between the plants, it is really

astonishing what a picking one

can get from a small plantation.

Sted should be ordered now.

Open-air Treatment for
Wounds.— Those who appre-

ciate open-air life—and, we
presume, all who are interested

in gardening do — will bo
interested in a letter by Dr.

H. S. Souttar that appeared

in last wee k's issue of
Country Life. Dr. Souttar has

had considerable experience of wo^lnds in the

Belgian Field Hospital, close to the Front, where the

wounded men came direct from the trenches, and

where only the very worst cases were treated. It was
found that septic wounds became much worse when
treated with the ordinary dressings, but when
the patients were put out in the courtyard,

as, it was thought, to die, the woimds quickly

became clean and inoffensive, and tlie patients made
rapid recovery. Dr. Souttar states that the

bacteria which cause sepsis cannot live when
exposed to the air, hence the good results that

were obtained. His letter is of national importance

at the present time ; therefore we make no apology

for referring to it.

'.sea
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by corresponden's
)

The Cherokee Rose in Scotland.—Rosa la;vigata

has been flowering well this spring in the con-

servatory at St. Mary's Isle, Kirkcudbright,

where it is grown up the roof. It is also success-

fully cultivated there against a warm wall in the

open, where it blooms and usually stands the

winters well, as St. Mary's Is'e has a mild

climate for the district. The Cherokee Rose is

not too well known, and would ^e appreciated

by many who take pleasure in single blooms.

The handsome flowers are of a good white, are

large, of good substance, and look exquisite with

the contrast between the yellow stamens and the

white petals. It lasts longer as a cut flower than

do many of its sister Roses with single blooms.—A.

The Genus Grevillea.—There is an evident

omission from Mr. Morbey's communication on

Forsythia intermedia speetabilis.—This charm-

ing Forsythia, which was given an award of merit

at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

on March 30, and is illustrated on page 176 of

The Garden, deserves to be better known. It

is now some years since it was distributed, and

though stocked in many nurseries that make a

speciality of hardy shrubs, it is not generally

met with. F. intermedia itself is a hybrid between

the two old species, namely, F. suspensa and F.

viridissima. In general appearance it is about

midway between the two, combining the exceed-

ing floriferousness of F. suspensa with the bushy

habit of F. viridissima. Since F. intermedia was

distributed, some three or four forms thereof

have been put into commerce. Of them speeta-

bilis is remarkable for the rich yellow colour of

its blossoms and the profusion in which they are

borne. In any selection of flowering shrubs,

however limited, this Forsythia is, I consider,

fully entitled to a place. Like the other members

of the genus, it is not at all difficult of increase.

FLOWERING SHOOTS OF A NEW HARDY SHRUB, STACHYURUS CHINENSIS.

Grevillea on page 170. As it stands, he is made

to state that there are fifty-seven varieties of

Grevillea in Australia instead of 157 species.

I substitute the latter denomination as the correct

one in this connection. Grevillea, as well as

Acacia and Eucalyptus, is a characteristic elemeni

in the vegetation of all parts of Australia, including

one species, at least, very common in Tasmania.

A few species occur in New Caledonia, but the

genus does not extend to New Zealand. The

number of species described in Bentham's " Flora

Australiensis " of forty-five years ago is 156;

but that has been increased by the discovery of

additional new species. The species of Grevillea

vary in stature from trailing, prostrate shrubs

to trees 100 feet in height. Many of them have

very brilliantly coloured flowers, and are con-

spicuous objects in the scenery when in flower.

—

W. BOTTING Hemsley.

as cuttings of the growing shoots taken in the

summer, dibbled into pots of sandy soil, and

placed in a frame which is kept close and shaded,

will soon root.—H. P.

A New Chinese Shrub.—Stachyurus chinensis

is a new species or variety of Stachyurus

noted by several Chinese collectors and intro-

duced by Mr. E. H. Wilson, who sent home seeds.

These have germinated well, and the plants are

growing and flowering freely. In a bed of seed-

lings the habit of growth varies, some of the plants

being quite upright, while in others the shoots

are spreading. A curious feature of one plant

is that when the racemes are developing they are

upright, but before the flowers open they assume

the usual pendent habit. Whether the Chinese

Stachyurus is sufiiciently distinct from the

Japanese S. prsecox to be given specific rank

we must leave the botanists to decide. Both

plants are such delightful and uncommon shrubs

—

they are yet so rare in gardens—that all the

plants it is possible to secure should be grown.

The Stachyuruses belong to the Natural Order

Ternstr oemiaceae, and are deciduous shrubs about

3 feet in height. The pale yellow flowers are borne

in pendent, catkin-like inflorescences towards the

ends of the shoots of the previous season's growth.

The buds form in the axils of the leaves in autumn,

and during winter they may be noticed developing

gradually. The flowers open during February

and March, in advance of the leaves. In describing

S. chinensis as distinct from S. praecox, botanists

denote broader and crenately serrate leaves

abruptly contracted into a long acumen, a differ-

ence in the colour of the young wood, a longer

style and smaller fruits. The Stachyuruses require

a warm, sheltered position from the east, and a

light, well-drained soil, consisting of sandy loam

and peat or leaf-mould.—H. O.

The Bardfleld Oxlip.—I was very interested in

the excellent article on this flower in your issue for

March 27, page 152. I have several plants, col ected

in the Bardfield district a few years ago, flowering

in a cool corner of my garden just now, and feel

sure that other readers would grow it, rou'd p'ants

be eas'Iy obtained.—^A. B. Essex.

Rock Gardening as Represented by Its

Votaries.—I have read with immense interest

the recent .irtic'es on the inmates of rock gardens,

for I had formed a fancy to make a rock garden

with the sandstone found in parts of my garden

that is to be, within my " hedge of sorts " (now

planted). But oh ! on reading the said discourses

I am disillusioned, and do not want one at all.

For from what I read it seems that a rock garden

should be»a sort of invalid home for feeble foreigners

chiefly. No natives need apply for a place unless

they are " miffy." Nothing but plants which

need continual coddling, shading and sheltering,

fussing and feeding with special food in the way of

soil may be admitted. Any plants which thrive

without special attention, or—worst crime of all

—

actually dare to spread and increase, must imme-

diately be banished, or at best be "cribbed,

cabined and confined " in tin tubes or starved in

stone cylinders. Now, this is the very reverse

of my ideal in a garden. I love to see my flowers

look happy and healthy, as if they enjoy growing

in my garden. I would as soon keep a puny,

pining, homesick child in my house as these poor

prisoners of the cruelly kind rock gardeners. They

bring to my memory a certain clump of Parsley

Fern I once captured on the slopes of Coniston

Old Man and brought home in triumph to my
mother, who cherished a choice collection of

British Ferns. In spite of every care, the

poor thing gradually became more and more

sallow and sickly, and eventually wilted and

withered away. Every time I looked at it I

felt myself a murderess. No ; I will not have

a rock garden. My flowers shall freely grow and

blow at their own sweet will, and any that do

not thrive shall be sent to some more congenial

clime.

—

Anne Amateur.

Prospect of the Apple Crop.—Although last

year was remarkable for the heavy crop of Apples

and the quality of the fruit, the trees here have

again a most promising appearance for a .full

show of blossom ; indeed, I never saw them

looking better. Where all are so good, it is difficult

to specialise. Lane's Prince Albert, which

cropped thinly last year, is very thickly studded

with fruit-buds. Some six-year grafted trees of

Norfolk Beauty and some five-year grafted trees
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of James Grieve show much promise of fruit.

Bramley's Seedling, although it carried enormous

crops last year, again gives much promise. Trees

of Mank's Codlin on their own roots are thickly

studded with fruit-buds, and so are the trees of

Cox's Orange Pippin.—E. M., Swanmore, Hants.

Magnolia stellata.—I was much interested in

the note by " W. F." and the beautiful illustration

of a plant in bloom on pages 150 and 151, issue

March 27. The position for effect is ideal. I

have grown Magnolias for many years on a large

scale, carrying on the work of other cultivators,

as some of the trees of M. grandiflora resembled

Oaks, measuring more than 15 inches through the

stem and being 25 feet and over in height. There

were many young trees and others of medium
size in good variety, and growing in naturally dry

and very moist soils without apparent difference

to the health of the trees. In my case M. stellata

was marred by late frosts in exposed positions
;

but one large tree, several feet higher than that

mentioned by " W. F.," growing on the north

side of a very high wall—as a standard or bush

and not trained to the wall'—fiowered late, and

even when frosts came the lovely blossoms were

rarely damaged by them.—G. G.

Two Good New Potatoes.—I was interested

to read the note about the new Potato Prosperity

by " H." in your issue for March 13, page 128,

and can endorse all that he says about its excellent

cropping and keeping qualities, and also its flavour.

It may interest readers to hear of two other

good new varieties that I tried last year with con-

siderable success. These came from Mr. W. E.

Sands, Hillsborough, County Down, Ireland,

and were named, respectively, Mayflower and

King George V. The first is a very early Potato

and a heavy cropper, the tubers being pebb'c-

shaped, with white, beautifully netted skins.

Planted at the same time as Midlothian Early,

the roots were ready for digging ten days be lore

that variety. King George V. is a second-early

or midseason Potato, the large, oval tubers coming

of good shape and with shallow eyes. The flavour

and cooking qualities were excellent, and I feel

sure both these Potatoes have come to stay.

—

A. B. Essex.

What is Wanted in DaHodils.—^A very desirable

thing for Daffodil raisers to work for seems to

be the production of giant yellow incomparabilis.

Of Giant Leedsiis we now have an excellent and

ever-growing selection—I mean things of the

Lord Kitchener type. But flowers of a class

such as, for instance, a magnified Homespun,

though badly wanted, do not appear to be forth-

coming. A batch of seedlings from a cross made
here between King Alfred (seed) and Homespun
(pollen) is now in bud for the first time, and should

yield something useful ; but very likely, after all,

the particular thing that I am craving for will

turn up as one of the results of a totally different

cross—^such are the vagaries of seedling raising.

If there is in existence a flower of the calibre

and proportions of Great Warley, but with more

refinement and a greater length of stem, and self

yellow, I have not yet seen it ; but possibly some-

one else may have done so—Mr. Jacob, for instance,

who is a perfect mine of information on the Daffodil.

In any case, it seems to me to be a thing that

will fill a gap, and be welcomed by all keen

Dafiodillers.

—

Ornatus.

Colour Charts : What is Wanted.—The
Rev. Joseph Jacob, in his article on the above

in The Garden of March 6, page ii6, brings

to notice a matter of much importance. There

are several good reasons why the shades of colour

in flowers should be standardised, and not the

least weighty of these is the benefit that would
accrue to prospective buyers of plants and seeds

when scanning the lists of nurserymen and seeds-

men. As things are at present, if you stick

religiously to one list, you will meet with many
surprises (if you purchase) and not a few dis-

appointments ; and if you consult and compare

several lists, the result will be " confusion worse

confounded." Take the following examples of

descriptions from leading firms, chosen at random.

Sweet Pea Charles Foster : (i) " Combination

of mauve and pink "
; (2)

" Metallic opal pink "
;

(3)
" Hydrangea pink, suflused pale mauve."

Or Rose Marquise de Sinety : (i) " Roman ochre,

shaded fiery red "
; (2) " Golden yellow, shaded

bronze red." Keenness of perception in dis-

tinguishing between shades of colour is a natural

gift, and perhaps not a very common one ; there-

fore there are, I think, thousands of flower-

lovers who would hail with gladness a well-arranged

colour chart, produced in pocket-size book form,

and to be sold at a popular price. Of course,

when hundreds of shades have to be described,

it puts a fairly heavy tax on one's vocabulary,

but such descriptions as " Hermosa pink," " Isabel

yellow " and " Nelson pink " should be avoided.

—

Charles Comfort.

The Celery Fly.—As a reader of The Garden
I am writing to tell you of a method I adopted

with the Celery fly last year and in 1913. Like

many others, we were troubled with it season

after season, and our plants were made wrecks

in spite of soot dustings and crushing the maggot
in the leaf, a slow and tedious affair when badly

attacked. In 1913, after the fly had begun its

work and the plants were looking rather bad,

the thought occurred to me, while passing downi

the rows for maggot, to catch the fiy, and this is

done by drawing the open hand quite close to the

fly when settled on the foliage, and with a quick

sweeping movement and closing it again most of

the flics are caught after a little practice. In the

first season after adopting this plan, for the first

few days we caught from sixty to eighty flies,

for several more days fifty to sixty flies, and by
the end of a fortnight or so we seldom saw more
than half-a-dozen on any day. After this we
could detect a great difference in the newer foliage,

which was comparatively free from maggot. As
the pest generally commences its attacks early

in August, and as we did not put the new plan into

use till September, I quite believe it would have

kept the plants from the bad state into which they

had become if we had started when the pest did
;

but the idea had not then occurred to me. Last year

I was on the look-out early for the flies, but there

were very few to be seen compared with 1913,

and I caught what I could and crushed what

maggots there were. I may say that I never had
cleaner Celery when it was earthed up. Perhaps

the small numbeiL_of flies seen in 1914 compared
with the previous year was due to killing the

flies and maggots. I generally go over the rows

of plants each day, spending a few minutes crush-

ing the maggots, and while one is doing this it

takes no more time to catch the flies. As there

are several broods in a season, it is certain there

will be no more from the flies that are caught.

As no insecticide is of use, as in the case of sucking

insects, I think it is better to get rid of the flies,

as far as possible, in the way I have stated.

Perhaps you may think this of some use.—E.

Cope.

QUALITY IN VEGETABLES.

M
Y mind being rather filled at present

with the following grievance, I am
hoping you wili let it be ventilated

in The Garden, so that perhaps
something may come of it. There
must be many who, as the advertise-

ments put it, are only " two in famUy," and no
matter how many servants are kept, if only one
of the two in the dining-room eats vegetables,

the problem is always how, in these days of

enormous kinds, to have ones that either do not

form a dish looking enough for a large family,

or an equally absurdly small one of, say, four or

five (gigantic) Brussels Sprouts, &c., for it is

a sad fact that the smaller and more refined-

looking vegetables are now only mentioned in

small print, and seldom, if ever, sent out in the

guinea or other " collections," which are in them-
selves so convenient and so amply sufficient for

small households. One is, therefore, forced to

eat Broad Beans the size of kidneys, Brussels

Sprouts like large Walnuts, Salsify, one stick of

which is enough for a helping, Cauliflowers that

no woman could tackle alone, and so on (even

the Parsley having become almost a shrub), all

of whicli varieties have the recommendation (?)

of " Exhibition," " Prize," " Giant," " Mammoth,"
" Leviathan," &c., attached to them.

Surely the perpetual shows and consequent com-
petitions for medals, certificates, &c., are creating a

class of vegetable which is becoming nothing less

than a nuisance for private growers. No one really

cares to cat these gigantic vegetables, which hold

the water of our English cooking, look imgainly

and coarse on a dish, take up a great deal of room
on one's plate, and are never as sweet-tasting

as the smaller kinds. I would rather go without

puddings than vegetables, growing every unusual

kind, and to my mind Broad Bec.ns cannot be

small enough. They should be first picked when
no larger than Marrowfat Peas, and the supply

for the dining-room should stop when they are

the size of Filberts, otherwise they are tasteless

and woolly. Brussels Sprouts, too, cannot be

too small, only the " Gem " varieties being

grown b^ th of these and the Broad Beans ; Carrots

also, and so on, to ensure which I have always

endeavoured, when ordering a collection, to get

besides some of the daintier " breeds " of items

I know will be sent as exhibition varieties, thus

paying twice over, perforce.

If these must be grown—and till competition at

shows for size ceases they will be—could not seeds-

men try the experiment of sending out some collec-

tions of seeds of small varieties of vegetables of a
high quality for people who want plenty of every

sort, but ones that. will furnish them, if they live-

alone, with small, dainty dishes, instead of the

either mountainous heaps or equally absurd three-

or four Sprouts, Sec, considered from motives of

economy to be enough for the one person by the

autocrat in the kitchen ? A. La T,

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
April 20.—Lincolnshire Spring Show at Spilsby.

April 2r.—Midland Daffodil Society's Show at

Edgbaston Botanic Gardens, Birmingham (two

days).

April 22.—Eastwood Continuation Schools

Glasgow. Lectiure by Mr. John Smellie on " Pansics

and Chrysanthemums," at 8 p.m.

April 24.—Prcsteign Spring Show.
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THE DIANTHUSES
PINKS.

OR

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that

craisiderablc confusion exists in the

nomenclature of the Dianthtiscs,

or Pinks, they form one of the

most interesting and pleasing

families of hardy plants that we

know. Members of the genus have been grown

in English gardens from very remote times, and

the day is far distant when the fragrant florists'

Pinks will fail to interest those who appreciate

quiet beauty and old-world fragrance. In an

article of this kind it is impossible to do more

than briefly touch on a few of the most important
;

in the Carnation itself—a member of the Pink

family—there is material sufficient to make a

large book, and one has only to call to mind the

lovely Malmaison Carnations, the border varieties

are now a great many hybrids in existence, some

of which arc very charming, and at Friar Park

Sir Frank Crisp has raised quite a host, which

have yet, I believe, to be named. The following

are all good :

Dianthus arenarius.—This is commonly known
oS the Sand Pink. It makes a neat tuft of very

narrow, grass-like foliage of bright green colour.

The flowers are borne in June and July on slender

stems 6 inches to 9 inches high, and are much

fimbriated at the edges. On most plants they

are white, but in some instances blush or pale

lilac blossoms are produced.

D. cssius.—This is the Cheddar Pink, and is

one of the most beautiful of all our native flowers.

The plant forms a dense, spreading tuft of slightly

glaucous foliage, and produces its flowers on

stems about six inches high. The blossoms are

bright rose pink in colour, and usually open during

the early part of June. It loves a crevice in the

rocks and a little old mortar in the soil.

DIANTHUS PLUMARIUS. A FREE-FLOWERING AND FRAGRANT PINK.

and the newer, but none the le ss pleasing. Perpetual-

flowering type to realise what vast ramifications

exist. For that reason it is only proposed to deal

here with a few of the best of the dwarf-growing

kinds—those specially adapted feir the rock

garden or for forming edgings to beds e)r borders.

In a broad sense these dwarf Pinks are not

difficult to grow. Some there are, it is true-

such, for instance, as the Glacier Pink (Dianthus

glacialis) and the Alpine Pink (D. alpinus)—that

call for a considerable amount of cultural skill,

but these are plants only for the connoisseur.

There are plenty of good ernes available that

grow easily and flower freely. What they need

is rather porous soil that is not over-rich, and in

most cases a sunny position. Most of those

named h«re are easily prejpagatcd by means

of cuttings or pipings taken off during July and

planted in very sandy seiil in a shady place, or

even a cold frame. Some of the species are also

easily raised from seeds, sown preferably early

in spring in a cold or slightly heated frame. There

D. deltoides.—Another native of Great Britain,

and known as the Maiden Pink. It has very

small, green, grass-like foliage, which forms a

dense tuft, whence spring the lovely deep bright

rose pink blossoms on slender stems about nine

inches high. There are several varieties of it,

ne>tably albus, with white flowers, and superbus,

with larger blossoms.

D. fragrans.—Although its specific name

implies that this has fragrant flowers, I have

never yet been able to detect sufficient scent

to be worth mentioning. It is a useful and easily

grown Pink, however, its much fimbriated white

flowers being produced in abimdance during

June and July from good-sized tufts of narrow,

green foliage.

D. pllimarius.—This is the wild form of our

fragrant garden Pinks, and is a splendid plant

for the bolder parts of the rock garden. It is

easily grown, and quickly makes a large tuft

e>f glaucous foliage. The flowers, which open

in June, are usually of a rather pale pink

colour, and are borne on branching stems a

foot high. There are a great many varieties,

however, one of the best being Duchess of Fife.

If raised from seed, considerable variation will be
found in the plants.

D. superbus.—In appearance the foliage of

this Pink reminds one of a miniature Sweet William.
The flowers, which open from May to August,
are variable in colour, generally, however, showing
rose or pale pink tints. The petals are very long

and deeply fimbriated. It is not difficult to grow,

but should be treated as a biennial, new plants

being' raised from seed one year, to flower the

next. It is really more curious than beautiful.

D. neglectus.—In some gardens this charming
Pink is difficult to grow, but in others it seems
to thrive without any special attention. Evidently

it appreciates peat and good loam as a rooting

medium, with copious supplies of water during
hot weather. It has neat, grass-like foliage,

and the flowers open during May and June
on stems 4 inches to 6 inches high. These are

bright carmine in colour, and when well grown
the plant is a gem for the rock garden.

D. Spencer Bickham.—This is a very beautiful

garden hybrid, raised, I believe, by crossing the

Cheddar with the Maiden Pink. It is much like

the first named in habit, but the rather large

flowers are brilliant, glowing rose colour. It

blossoms very freely in June, and ought to be

grown wherever Pinks are appreciated.

Although border Pinks scarcely come within

the scope of this article, one cannot let the oppeT-

tunity pass without mentioning a variety named
Gloriosa. This was put into commerce three or four

years ago, and is the best all-round garden Pink

that I know. It has flowers as large and as

fragrant as the well-known Mrs. Sinkins, but they

are bright rose pink in colour, and do not split their

calyces as do the blooms of that variety. More-

over, it commences to flower at the end of May
and continues until well into July, a trait that

I have not yet found in any other Pink. H.

GLADIOLI FOR SPRING
PLANTING.

DURING the late summer and autumn
months, from mid-July tmtU well

I into October, there is usually a
' heavy demand for bold, brilliant-

coloured flowers for cutting, and

few plants will give such a wealth

of material for so comparatively small

an outlay of time and trouble as the large-

flowered, modem Gladioli. Time was when

these flowers found a home in but few gardens

in the country, a fact that was largely due to the

paucity of really good colours among them, and

to an erroneous but widespread belief that they

were tender plants and very difficult to grow

really well. Hybridists, with their usual acumen,

have during the last two decades given us a wonder-

ful wealth of new colours, principally by crossing

the different species or types, and, in additiem,

have imparted to the plants increased vigour

and to the flowers greater size and graceful poise,

so that the modern Glaelioli are flowers that should

be grown on a bountiful scale in all good gardens,

and especially those where autumn flowers are

appreciated.

Of the stately besiring of these Gladioli iu bed

or border it is not necessary to comment at length.
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the soil has been deeply dug, and manured deep
down with thoroughly rotted manure in fairly

bounteous proportion, it should be in good con-
dition for planting, an additional forking over

J

of the top 10 inches and mixing well with it some
steamed bone-meal—a good handful to each

!
square yard—^rendering it even more agreeab'e

;
to the plants. The actual depth to plant will

vary somewhat with the character of the soil.

For instance, if it is heavy clay, 3 inches of covering
soil will be sufficient; while in that of a very
porous nature nearly twice that depth would be
necessary, ranging it between these two according
to the variation of the soil. At the risk of repeti-

tion, it is necessary to emphasise the fact that
perfect drainage is essential, and when planting

^

Gladioli in clay soil it is adxnsable to put an inch
of coarse sand tmder the corms and surround
them with the same material ; while for the choicer

,

\arieties it would be quite worth while to fill ia
the hole with some good potting soil.

!
Varieties are now so numerous that it is almost

invidious to name any. The majority of those
offered by firms of repute can be relied upon to
do well, and particulars of these and others large-

flowered sorts can be obtained from any good
catalogue of btilbs for spring p'anting. S. X.

A SEEDLING PINK WITH HEAVILY FRINGED PETALS.

Flower-spikes 3 feet or even more in height,

clothed for at least a third of their length with

large, fully opened and gloriously brilliant blossoms,

the middle tier carrying a wealth of partly opened

flowers, and higher up neatly folded buds in their

pale green sheaths, need only to be once seen to

be fully appreciated, and it is difficult to think

of a position in either large bed or mixed border

where they would be out of place. Grouped in

colonies of nine or more, according to the size of

the border, they are ideal for growing with

herbaceous flowers, and can be planted in close

proximity to some that flower early in the summer
and so fill the hiatus that would otherwise occur.

One of the prettiest combinations of Gladioli

and herbaceous plants I have ever seen was a

large bed sparsely planted with the white Phlox

Mrs. E. H. Jenkins, and the scarlet Gladiolus

brenchleyensis freely interspersed among them.

Both flowered in August, and the combination of

pure white and scarlet was particularly good.

Although these Gladioli are such excellent and

useful plants for creating brilliant effects in the

outdoor garden, I think they are even more useful

for cutting, a point in their favour that was briefly

referred to at the outset. The reason is this.

The flowers on a spike, as already stated, do not

all open at one time, the lower ones unfolding

first, to be followed later, and in stages, by the

buds on the upper portion of the stem. This

development of blossoms goes on equally well

when the spikes are cut and placed in water as

if they are allowed to remain on the plant

;

consequently flower-spikes which are cut in their

early stages of development will last in good

condition in water for ten days or a fortnight,

removal of the lower flowers as they fade and the

replenishing of water every other day being all

the attention that is necessary.

Now that the planting season is here, it may be

useful to give a few hints on the cultivation of

these flowers, which play as important a part

in the autumn garden as the stately Darwin Tulips

do in that of the spring. Fortunately, they are

not very difficult to manage, and providing good
corms, as the bulb-like roots are technically called,

are procured, they can be accommodated in almost

any garden in the United Kingdom. There are,

however, a few essential points that must be

remembered. These plants must have an open
position, i.e., one not heavily shaded by trees

or buildings ; well-drained, moderately rich soil

;

and the corms must at planting-time be kept

from actual contact with fresh or green manure.

With a modicum of ingenuity these essentials

can be provided in almost any garden. Providing

SOME NOTES ON
NALIAS.

LACHE-

Their Lasting Qualities.—Now that my
Lachenalias are almost over, I would like to draw
attention to~Jtheir wonderful lasting properties,

both as pot plants and as cut flowers for

rooms. Compared with Daffodils, Tulips and
Hyacinths, they are like Marathon runners to

sprinters. Potfuls last in perfection for quite

two weeks, and sometimes longer if thej' are

brought into the house before the top bells of the

spike are fully expanded. Of how few other

'",.
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flowers can it be said that they last in water as

well as, if not better than, they do when growing,

yet this is literally true of Lachenalias. Every

year they seem to give me a fresh surprise

in the time during which they remaui in good

condition.

I hope, too, that I am getting a strain which

will enable them to be used in average-sized vases,

for up till now the great majority of varieties are

only possible in low receptacks on account of

the shortness of their stems. I have now, however,

quite a dozen kinds which in pots look as if the

flower-heads were walking on

stilts, but which I have foimd to

be the very thing for vases. These

measure from 13 inches to

16 inches in length, and have from

9 inches to 11 inchfs of clear stem

before the flower-spike begins

(see illustration). They are as

different as chalk is from

cheese compared witli Cawston

Gem, Nelsoni, Ruby, Brightness,

Shiner, Ruth Lane and W. E.

Gumbleton. They are more of

the type of Rose Barton, which is

one of the very best of all deep

yellows.

I was glad to see that in the

list of Frank Lilley of Guernsey

last autumn, and also in that

of Messrs. Barr and Sons, some

of the new varieties were

catalogued. It would be inter-

esting to know what sale they

had. I fear not a very large

«ne, for the merits of the family

are not appreciated as they

deserve to be, and yet I know
a small band of the faithful do

grow them. Mr. George Paul,

lor example, told me that he

had a nice collection. Again, it

was pleasant to see the edging

of well-grown Nelsonis round the

Marquis of Ripon's group at the

Forced Bulb Show. One of my
gardening aspirations is to be able

to stage a good group of Lache-

nalias at Vincent Square.

The Routine of Cultivation

is, like most other affairs, simp'i

when once its main principles

are mastered. When pcopir

begin to " pot " grouse, then

lose no time in potting Lache-

nalias. They require a rich, light,

porous compost with good drain-

age. Personally, I prefer to

put one bulb in a 3-inch pot, and

then, when they flower, to tura

draught. Bring them into a cool greenhouse about

early December, miless there have been hard

frosts previously ; keep them as cool as possible,

and again give air on all suitable days. They
will flower about mid-February to mid-March.

After Flowering, and for a short time before,

mild stimulants must be given. Soot water and

cow-manure water are excellent. The plants

must be well looked after till the yellowing leaves

show us that the bulbs want to go to sleep and

"prepare for their summer's baking in the sim.

Once the leaves have faded (which time will

of foliage and flower, and makes an attractive

object.

I feel I am to some extent a scribe writing in

the wilderness in penning my meed of praise for

this useful plant. Comparatively few, I find, know
it by sight, and fewer still its good qualities for

decorating our rooms either in a growing or a cut

state. I see it is claimed for the Gladiolus in the

Gladiolus Annual for 1914-15 that it will outlast

any other flower in water. I wonder if the writer

has ever tested the length of time that a Lachenalia

will remain good and retain its colour. A Gladiolus

may last longer, but when it comes

to lasting and retaining its true

colouring, I must put in a claim

fur the Larlirn.ilia. J. Jacob.

NARCISSUS
NOMENCLATURE.

o

A VASE OF LACHENALIAS WTTH EXTRA LONG STEMS.

page 113, issue
March 6th, the
Rev. J. Jacob
desires alternative

designations for the

various classes of

Narcissus. I wonder why. One
name for each class ought surely

to be enough, if it has been well

chosen. We must suppose, there-

fore, that Mr. Jacob does not

consider those names to have
been well chosen which have so

long been in use. Neither do I.

The attempt to classify garden

Narcissi, or garden anything, on
strictly scientific principles must
fail, because the differences which
interest the gardener are not the

specific differences which alone

interest the botanist. In the eye

of the botanist there is no essential

difference between a Leeds Daffodil,

a Barr Daffodil and an incom-

parabilis. They are different com-
plexioned children of the same
family. To the gardener the

complexion is everything ; to

the botanist it is of no interest

whatever. But the Daffodil

people would have a scientific

classification for their flower, and
in the Baker classification they

probably got as scientific an
arrangement as the material

permitted, though in science a

miss is as good as a mile.

One thing at least in the present

classification is, after the manner
of science, its Latin terminology,

the plants out and mass them together in a larger probably be early May), keep the soil and pots | and it is for this quasi-scientific jargon, I take

receptacle. At this moment I have two grand dust dry, and give them all the sun and air that

bowls made up in this manner. The outstanding
|
they can get. Do not turn the bulbs out imtil a

featiures of Lachenalias are their singularity in ' day or two before they are . to be replanted. As
form compared with the usual spring flowers,

and their extraordinary staying powers. Their

popular English name is Cape Cowslips, but a

more descriptive one for those who are un-

acquainted with them would be yellow VVood
Hyacinths of the Spanish or campanulata type.

After the Bulbs are Planted they must be

placed in cold frames, being careful to protect

them from frost and to give as much air as possible,

but on no accoimt to subject them to a cold

Lachenalias are rapid increasers, the ideal plan is to

have two lots of bulbs—one to be used for the

indoor decoration of the house, and the other to

be grown for stock for another season's planting.

If the one-bulb-one-pot system is inconvenient,

six to eight bulbs may be put in a 5-inch pot,

or five or six in a 4-inch ; or wire baskets may be

lined with moss, in which the bulbs may be placed

pointing outwards and the interiors filled with soil.

A well-grown basket of Lachenalias is a mass

it, that Mr. Jacob desires some more intelligible

alternative.—small blame to him ! No doubt

what he wants is a serviceable English termi-

nology which we can all use without the risk of

scandalising Vincent Square by our pronunciation,

reserving the more learned Latin (Magni-Coronati,

&c.) for Daffodil conferences, where a certain show
of erudition is perhaps only decent. As a matter

of fact, the botanist has, in the Narcissus, a hard

row to hoe, and I am afraid we, mere gardeners,

must leave him to work out his own salvation,

wishing him joy of the task. Assuming, then,

that an English substitute for the Latin
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terminology is desirable, what are the principles " large-cupped " ; but is not this description

which should determine the selection of names
j

equally applicable to the Leeds Daffodils (to many
for the recognised classes ? In my opinion of them at least) ? Would it not be more accurate

they are three. The names chosen should and consistent to group the Peerless and Leeds

be (i) accurate, (2) brief, (3) descriptive. If

you can find a name which is all three (not always

an easy thing) you have the ideal name.
" Trumpet Daffodil " is such an ideal name,

whereas "Ajax" is absolutely meaningless.
" Poetic Daffodil " is not an ideal name, because

it is not correct. In the first place, the " Pheasant's-

eye " is not a Daffodil ; and in the second, though

it may be the Narcissus of the poets, that does

not make it poetic. " Poet's Narcissus " is not

so much amiss. If, however, you want a name
that offends in every way in which a name can

offend, you have it in " Angels' Tears Daffodil."

It is not brief, and it is not accurately descriptive,

or descriptive in any way, accurate or inaccurate.

In addition to these negative defects, it is mawkish,

ridiculous, imcomfortable to the

tongue and harsh to the ear, as

anyone can discover for himself

by pronouncing aloud " Angels'

Tears Daffodil." I have heard of

" tears such as angels weep,"

those, namely, which were shed by

a dusky archangel on a certain

memorable occasion ; but his tears

were more likely to have been of

molten lead than of the dainty

stuff of which triandrus is made.

In selecting English names for

Narcissi, the plan has largely been

followed of naming from a re-

semblance to some familiar object,

sometimes a familiar flower, as in

the case of N. cyclamineus. Now, I

will put to Mr. Jacob this conundrum
—" What familiar flower does N.

triandrus most resemble ?
"—at the

same time beseeching him not to

name this exquisite Narcissus N.

fuchsiaoides, for we have had too

much dog-Latin already, to say

nothing of dog-Greek.

Since Mr. Jacob invites comment
on his suggested names for classes,

I may say that in my opinion there

ought to be no separate class for

double flowers. Telamonius plenus

is as much a trumpet as Emperor,-

and Codlins. and Cream is quite

as incomparable as Sir Watkin

;

nor does a double Jonquil by
doubling cease to be a Jonquil.

Again, Mr. Jacob's class-names

would gain in brevity, and sim-

plicity by the omission of such unnecessary words

as " flowered " and " leaved." I submit that

" Jonquil " requires no synonym, being already

a recognised English name ; besides that, the

addition of "Rush-leaved" raises the claims

of the Hoop-petticoat, which has also Rush leaves,

to say nothing of tenuior, gracilis and juncifolius.

The points, however, in Mr. Jacob's suggested

class designations which seem to me least satis-

factory are his Classes 2, 3 and 4. " Incompara-

bilis " is surely a piece of pedantry which it is

time to jetison. It is begging the question to

call these Daffodils " incomparable " ; but, if

they must have this pre-eminence, there is the

word " Peerless," which Parkinson, I think, and

subsequent writers have applied to these hybrids.

Mr. Jacob describes the Peerless Daffodils as

Daffodils under one division, as is done with the

various trumpets, making two sub-divisions

—

(a) yellow cups, (b) white cups—just as we have

yellow trumpets and white trumpets ? When
one comes to think of it, there are three sub-

divisions of Peerless, just as there are three of

triunpet Daffodils—yellow, bicolor, and white.

I question (though the doubt is, of course, a heresy)

whether there is any sufficient justification for the

existence of a separate Barr group, though on

that point I prefer not to commit myself till

I have had the opportunity of examining

this season's flowers. The Burbidge Narcissi

have been eliminated as a separate class and
merged in the Barrs. But is there any greater

distance between the Barrs and some of the

respectively. Again and again they have come
into my mind—few exhibits have given me greater

or more lasting pleasure. Before a White
Emperor, a Mrs. Ernst Krelage, an Avalon or a

Helios one has quite different feelingp. They are

rather those of cold academic wonder and admira

tion at what ingenuity and (from a hmnan stand

point) what chance has given us. With such flowers

as these cyclamineus hybrids there comes something
different. It is the warmth that one's special

favourites like maximus, Santa Maria, Frank
Miles, Autocrat, White Queen and Countess of

Southesk create. This sort of dual personality

is a strange phenomenon. Some may experience

it, and then they will know my meaning ; but to

others it will be inexplicable, as, indeed, it is in its

origin to myself. Few of these pretty cycla-

mineus hybrids seem able to stand the vagaries

of a mundane existence, and nearly all of them
perish after a few years of life. Nevertheless,

CAMPANULA PUSILLA MISS WILLMOTT. THIS LITTLE BELLFLOWER HAS BLOSSOMS OF SILVERY
BLUE COLOUR. (See page 188.)

Peerless Daffodils than there

Barrs and the Burbidges ?

between the

Somerset.

DAFFODIL AND TULIP
NOTES.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Barr and Sons' Exhibit at Vincent Square on
March 29.—In my last notes I referred to the two

beautiful cj'clamineus hybrids which were staged

on this date. I owe readers an explanation of

my segment measurements in The Garden for

March 27. I put the cart before the horse in the

case of the cyclamineus hybrid and Golden Chief.

These should be: S, i| x J; and S, if x rj

they are worth acquiring, and people should

endeavour to have a few pods of seed every now
and again, cyclamineus being the seed bearer and

some trumpet variety of good constitution the

pollen parent.

There were several vases of a new white trumpet

called Gwendolm, which caught the eye of many.

Note-taking for a paper makes one unwittingly

play the part of an eavesdropper ;
visitors blurt

out remarks, and one is " forced to hear " them.

Gwendolin did not, or some part of her perianth

would assuredly have gone red. A point of

interest was the difference between blooms from

the open in Cornwall and pot-grown ones from

Taplow. The former were rather young, but I

do not imagine they would ever rival the latter,

some of which were particularly fine. I measured
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one as follows: D, 4 ; C, if x if ; S, i| x 2.

In all my measurements, the first figure, when

there are two following a letter, is that of the

length of the segment (S) or the corona (C), and

the second, that of the width. My memoria

technica. or memory aid, is " 1 " comfs before

" w." The perianth is ivory white, rectangular

and slightly twisted ; corona, pale primrose,

with a bold, jagged flange or reflex. I must put

in a word for Santa Maria, as I am told that it is

hardly ever found in a wild state now. Mr.

P. R. Barr toM me that it is doing very well at

Taplow. This is good news. I only wish some

grower would find he could grow it as easily as

Chickweed ; I feel sure it would command a

ready sale. The deep tone of its colouring and

the exquisite grace of its narrow, much twisted

perianth segments differentiate it from all other

varieties. I wonder if this is grown and known

in New Zealand or Australia. Dimensions of

the flower: D, 3i : S, if x 7-16; C, if x ij.

Robert Sydenham, as the number of flowers

noted there gives that order a preference. D
stands for diameter of the whole flower ; S for

the inner segments, and the first number will

always be the length and the second the width

of the inner or minor segments. C stands for

corona, and the first number is that of its length

and the second that of its width at the top, includ-

ing the flange or reflex in its natural or mistretched

out pose. I advocate measuring the inner seg-

ments, for I believe they are invariably narrower

than the outer ones. If these are of good width,

it seems necessarily to follow that the perianth is

imbricated or overlapping.

Technical Terms.—I am so glad Mr. Duncan

Pearson has taken the matter
_
up. I made a

mistake when I classed Frank Miles as having

a twisted perianth. Of course, it does not twist.

" Incurving" is the proper word to describe the

way the edges of the segments bend inwards. This

is a pleasing feature in many blooms ;
but the

It does not look quite so much as if- that monarch
had been at a proverbial " bump supper."

Lucifer I must watch more closely. " Hooded "

in descriptions seems to be no more favourable

to the flower described than is " magenta." By
" hooded " I do not mean floppy, and I do not

think any seedling will now be allowed to live with

the lopped ears of the old Humeis. Can Mi".

Pearson suggest a better name for all those perianths

which are not rectangular like Tenby ? One
criticism I have to make on my own suggestions

as printed. Before " hooded " there should have

been inserted the words " of the perianth " (The

Garden, page 125). ^
James Carter and Co. 's Exhibit on March 29.—

The combination of Daffodils and Tulips was a

very happy one. Purple and gold go well together.

There were three tall stone vases, with their bowls

and their bases a mass of King A'fred or Sir

Francis Drake. Crocuses of many shades,

ranging from deep purple to pure white, sur-

roimded them in circles or formed large diamond-

shaped panels between them. The whole display,

which occupied a length of half that of the hall,

was arranged on the floor and edged with stone

kerbing. Mr. Bard is to be heartily congratulated

on this fine effort.

TULIPS.
R. H. Bath, Limited, had a very fine

display of Darwin Tulips grown in bowls and

fibre. It was a pleasing change to see that they

were nearly all on the young side, and in conse-

quence freshness was the pervading note. Le

Reve was caught at its very best. Everyone

remarked how well it looked. With this excep-

tion and one vase of Suzon (Rectified), all the other

Tulips were Darwins. I append their names

:

Mrs. Potter Palmer, " Melicette, Circe, Euterpe,

Suzon, Maiden's Blush, Bartigon, Isis, Wedding
Veil, Paris Valentine, White Queen, Sierrad van

Flora, Rev. H. Ewbank, Palisa, W. Copland,

Erguste and Pride of Haarlem. Circe is not so

well Jcnown as the others. In pots and bowls

it looks like a paler Rev. H. Ewbank.

BEAUTIFUL ENCRUSTED ROCKFOIL, SAXIKRAGA LINGULATA.

Maid of Athens, a nice, small-cupped Leedsii

with pointed segments, showed up very well.

I also noticed Mohican—Canon Fow:er drew my
attention to it. I do not think I had ever realised

what a bright cup it has ; in this respect it puts

its triplet brother, Sunrise, in the shade—I had

written " twin brother," but Mohican is one of

three. Sunrise and Sunbeam being the other two

that came from the same pod. Mohican is a good

substitute for Sunrise, particularly as it is so much

cheaper. There were two or three fine vases

of the large red-cupped Daffodil Sparkler. It

has all the look of what it is—an M. J. Berkeley

seedling. Admiral Togo, with its clawed or cam-

panulate perianth, was in good condition. I liked

its beautiful Nelson shade of yellow-.

Measurements.—I intended to send a short

notice of my future intentions with regard to the

order in which I am taking measurements down,

but have not done so. I purpose in future follow-

ing that of " All About Daffodils," by the late

reverse, the curling back of the petals, is atrocious.

I find, too, I wrote " Queen " for " King," and

vice versd in describing the tops of the coronas

of King and Queen of Spain.

With respect to " flange," it does not seem a

bad word, as it conveys the idea that the corona

is not a top hat with the brim cut ofi. Mr.

Pearson's word " reflexing " is adjectival, and

needs a defining substantive, for the only approaches

to a true reflexing corona that' I have seen are

those of the " thumbiis." A railway line is not a

bad thing, after all, and between the flanges on the

rails and those on the carriage wheels we manage

to get to London. Corona, too, means cri.)wn,

and crown suggests metal, and metal suggests

flange, and flange suggests, when coupled with

a Daffodil, that animation which gives a face

so often its charm and a Daffodil hardly ever.

I think I would rather talk of King .Alfred's flanged

crown than his gashed brim (Messrs. J. R. Pearson

and Co.'s catalogue of bulbs, 1913, page 44).

A CHARMING LITTLE BELLFLOWER.
Of all the dwarf Campanulas or Bellflowers that

are hardy in this country, it would be difficult to

find one that is more charming than C. pusilla

Miss Willmott. This glorious little plant has

flowers of pale silvery blue, not unlike those of

the c immon Harebell of our roadsides and downs.

As will be seen in the illustration on page 187,

it is perfectly at home in the rock garden, where

it quicldy makes large tufts of neat green foliage,

surmounted, diring July, by a cloud-like mass

of dainty pendulous blossoms. It is also one of

the best Bellflowers for planting between paving-

stones, where the colour of the flowers harmonises

perfectly with weathered York stone, or contrasts

pleasingly with the dull red bricks that do duty

fur pathways in many places.

SAXIFRAGA LINGULATA.
This beautiful long-leaved Saxifrage is, to my
mind, one of the most decorative of the silvery

or encrusted family. It makes peculiarly

" spidery " rosettes of narrow, heavily lime en-

crusted leaves, and when the crowns are mature

they throw up during May an inflorescence

of great beauty, as will be seen from the illustra-

tion above. It will be noticed what an immense

number of flowers are produced on such a spilae,
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while, given reasonable weather conditions, the

display lasts for three or four weeks. Provided

the soil is thoroughly well drained, this plant, does

not seem unduly particular as to compost. I grow

it in gritty, sandy loam, leaf-mould and old mortar,

where it thrives apace, and also in the moraine,

where, by the way, the accompanying photograph

was taken. The rosettes are best inserted just

above a steeply inchned part of the rockery, so thai

the more or less horizontal spray may have ample

room to show off its full character. It will be

noticed in the illustration how decorative the

foliage is, especially when the rosettes are colonised

in a slanting fashion, as there shown. This plant

is sometimes spoken of by its synonym Bellardii,

though from the examples which I have seen in my
friends' gardens, the true plant is not well known.

It hails, I beUeve, from the Itahan part of the

Maritime Alps, in the neighbourhood of the Col

di Tenda, where it is plentiful. The variety

lautoscana is readily distinguished from the plant

under review, on account of its rather more arching

inflorescence, which has the bulk of the flowers

crowded on the upper surface—giving it a beautiful

fox-brush-like appearance—while the leaves are

more blunt, decidedly reflexed and prostrate,

the rosettes being only about half the size of

S. lingulata vera. R. A. Malby.

SOWING WALLFLOWER
SEED.

THERE are few old-fashioned flowers

more hig'ily appreciated than the

Wallflower. For its scent a!one it

is always sure of a welcome, but if

the varieties are well chosen, their

coloiu: also plays a by no means
unimportant part in the decoration of the

spring garden. The best time for sowing seed

has long been a debatable point among gar-

deners, some preferring to do the work at the

•end of April, and others delaying it until at least

a month later. If the resultant plants receive

really good treatment and are not planted in over-

rich soil, and are given p'cnty of room to develop

into robust, short-jointed specimens, there is a

good deal to be said in favotn: of the earlier date.

On the other hand, if grown too quickly they are

likely to get too large and soft to withstand a

severe winter, and under such circumstances

<ine would favour a month hence. Their treat-

ment for ordinary purposes is so well understood

that it is not necessary to do more than remind
readers of the time for sowing. But where they

are grown in the crevices of old walls or natural

rockwork, positions for which they are admirably

adapted, they need rather different treatment.

Here it is undoubtedly much the best plan to sow
the seeds where the plants are intended to grow
and flower. Wallflowers, under the best circum-

stances, need some care and preparation for trans-

planting, and if they must be moved to positions

such as those now under notice, they must be

transferred while quite small. It does not, how-
ever, matter much whether April or May be

selected for the sowing ; but showery weather,

so that the small quantity of soil may be made as

retentive as possible, should be chosen. In

common with some other flowers, the Wallflower

has been almost spoiled by so-called improvements.

Those with blooms of dirty creamy yellow hue
or a nasty magenta purple are mere caricatures

of a dear old fragrant flower A. B. Essex.

DARWIN AND COTTAGE
TULIPS IN THE FLOWER
GARDEN.

WHEN spring has gone and the

exotic and other summer flowers

are still under the sheltering

care of the greenhouse or frame,

the beautiful colours of the

Darwin and Cottage Tulips add

to the gaiety -of the garden. All who cherish the

flowers of the spring months have more than a

passing acquaintance with the early Tulips, or

" Dutch " as they are more familiarly called, the

Due van Thol, Couleur Cardinal, Prince of Austria,

Maas, Rose Luisante, Vermilion Brilliant and many
others ; but the groups indicated in the heading

to these notes should win a larger degree of popu-

larity. I was -'ast ye .r looking at a glorious display

•—a perfect picture of colour association—white,

mauve, crimson, lilac and pink, with many
exquisite shades, and painted on thick petals

composing flowers of goblet-shaped form, held on

strong, tall stems. Probably one of tlie reasons

of the comparative neglect, if we may so call it,

of these Tulips is that many hardy flower lovers

are unaware of their vigorous beauty. I have

grown a large variety for many years, and have

urged their more general use, not only for their

gorgeous beauty in the open garden, but for cut-

ting to fill vases in the house, in which they will

remain for days in full beauty, the flowers even

developing under these conditions. It is always

wise to seek out some good garden or nursery in

which the Tulips are grown and choose the colours

that appeal most strongly to the individual taste,

thinking out also beautiful contrasts, the length

of stem enabling many dwarf plants to cover the

ground beneath the flood of flowers. It may be

asked whence came the " Darwin " Tulips. The
name was given in honour of Darwin and to set

seal to a distinct and noble group of Tulips that

have their origin in Tulipa gesneriana, which is

as much sought for as its offspring. A bed of

this glorious flower is in the full flush of its scarl t

beauty car y in May ; and it is in a group that

this colouring is most assertive. A little forest

of stems hold huge goblet-like flowers that glow

in the sunshine and open out at midday to disclose

a deep ptirple pool of colour in the base. Before

all other May Tulips I would select this, queen of

the whole family and one of the most reasonable

in price. A groundwork of white Arabis or white

Tufted Pansy throws into rich relief the scarlet

colour, and, passing to the warm purple shades,

a planting of yellow Polyanthuses affords a strong

and agreeable contrast.

Catalogues and books give long lists of named
kinds, and I will mention a few that seem the

most pictm'esque in all ways, possessing remarkable

strength of growth and fine coloiuring. These

notes will, it is hoped, prove acceptable to those

who are unable to see a collection in bloom but

wish to plant the bulbs in autumn. The Darwin

group contains the following forms that were

chosen for their beauty and splendour in the

garden in May and early June ; Carminea, intense

rose carmine, height of stem, 22 inches ; Clara

Butt, one of the most beautiful of the May Tulips

and the most popular in Covent Garden Market,

the colour a peculiarly beautiful soft rose and the

petals of faultless form, 19 inches ; Glow, ver-

milion, with deep blue-purple centre ; La Tulipe

Noire, an intensely dark colour, deeper even than

Vulcan, 24 inches ; Dom Pedro, mahogany colour,

24 inches ; Loveliness, satin rose ; Pride of

Haarlem, rich salmon, shaded with cherry colour,

26 inches ; Rev. H. Ewbank, silvery heliotrope,

with a margin of a shade that has been well

described as dove grey ; Erguste, deep silvery

heliotrope ; Suzanne, a delightful colour, a

mingling of rose and apricot, tall, graceful and
one of the kinds that should certainly be chosen

;

La Reve, satiny rose pink ; Tak van Poortvliet,

warm rose salmon, with a soft base, a strong and
fascinating contrast, 25 inches ; The Sultan, or

the Black Tulip as it is frequently called, a deep

maroon approaching black, with wide, strong

segments and tall stem, no less than 28 inches.

This and Clara Butt are planted perhaps more
largely in the flower garden than any of their

race, and the duskiness of the former contrasts

intensely with white flowers such as Arabis albida.

Remembrance, rich silvery mauve, . 24 inches
;

Corydon, a shade of heliotrope, 20 inches ; Black

Knight, deep maroon ; and Zanzibar, dark maroon,
exquisite in the sunlight, complete the list of those

that were carefully chosen- for a large collection.

But few of the Darwin Tulips are vmworthy of

our consideration, either for growing by them-

selves or in association with dwarf alpines.

In the great throng of May Tulips, those called

" Cottage " deserve as warm a tribute for their

rich and varied beauty as the Darwin section

that I have just considered. An atmosphere of

the Old English garden permeates this beautiful

race, and many of those we cherish in our borders

have been gathered from the cottage plots in the

British Isles and some from the old parterres

of France. Fifty and more years ago these Tulips

opened their glorious chalices to the spring sun,

and it is strange that many of them degenerate

when brought, if one may so express it, " under
cultivation." Generations passed by, but still

in the homely cottage garden the Tulips never

failed, year by year bearing company with the

flowers of spring.

A garden should contain the following ;

Amber Crown, amber, as the name suggests,

tinted with apricot ; Blushing Bride, cream
suffused with pink, which changrs to bright

rose carmine, 15 inches ; Bouton d'Or, intense

golden yellow, 17 inches ; Dainty Maid, white,

marked with lilac ; flava, soft lemon colour,

28 inches ; fulgens, brilliant crimson, 24 inches
;

the form of Gesner's Tulip called spathulata,

Golden Crown or Eagle, yellow, flushed with orange

red, the anthers black, 18 inches ; Golden Glow,

rich yellow, 16 inches ; Inglescombe Pink, Ingles-

combe Yellow and Inglescombe Scarlet, a trio of

splendid Tulips, 20 inches ; ixioides, yellow,

with a rich black base, 22 inches ; La Merveille,

rose salmon and orange red, very fragrant,

18 inches ; Leghorn Bonnet, chrome yellow,

beautiful in shape, 20 inches ; the sweet-scented

crimson macrospeila, 18 inches ; mauriana,

glowing scarlet, golden centre, 21 inches ; Mrs.

Moon, pointed petals of deepest yellow, one of the

finest of all May Tulips, 28 inches ; Orange King,

a lovely orange tinged with scarlet, very sweet,

22 inches ; Parisian Yellow, 20 inches ; Picotee

or Maiden's Blush, white, edged with rose,

20 inches ; retroflexa, yellow-pointed segments,

r6 inches ; and The Fawn, a soft shade, indicated

by the name. A few of these are, correctly,

species, but all are noble garden flowers for the

month of May ; colom', scent, length of flower-

stem and broad grey foliage are the attributes of

this race. W. F.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Late Vines.—Remove the surplus shoots as

soon as it ran be seen which are the best to leave

to supply the crnp. .-Mthough it is essential

that the t're'lis is well covered with foliage, plenty

of room must be allowed fcr the leaves to develop

without crowding, or there will be danger of the

Grapes lot finishing perfectly. If the Vnies

are infested with mealy bug, an effort must be

made to d(stroy it before it reaches the young

growths, as it is very hard to get rid of if neg'ected

during the early stages.

Melons.—The fruits on the earliest plants will

now be swelling freely, and in order to get Melons

of the best flavour, the plants must be liberally

fed with stimulants. During the final stages

of growth liquid cow -manure given at full

strength will be found an excellent stimulant.

When the fruits commence to colour, water must

be gradua'ly withheld and the atmosphere kept

drier, admitting plenty of air to the house on all

favourable occasions.

Melons in Frames.—Preparations may now be

made for growing a batch of Melons in frames.

It is an advantage to have a mild hot-bed on which

to grow the plants, and during the growing season

the best use must be made of sun-heat by judicious

venti'ation of the frames, closing them early

in the afternoon after spraying the plants with

lukewarm rain-water. The variety Eminence will

he found very suitable for frame culture.

Plants Under Glass.

Coleus thyrsoideus.—This is an excellent

plant for conservatory and greenhouse decoration

during the winter months. If cuttings are avail-

ab'.e, they mav be inserted now and placed in the

prop'agating-casc. During the growing season

. a house of moderate warmth will be suitable,

and unless very tall plants are required, they

may be stopped once or twice during the season

to keep them dwarf. A batch of cuttings can

be inserted later, to flower in small pots.

Gloxinias.—Plants coming into flower must
he well supplied with stimulants. At this stage

cooler conditions will prolong the flowering season

considerably. Pot on seedling plants before

they become potbound, and keep them moving
in a warm, moist house. These will flower in

5-inch pots.

Erantbemum pulchellum.—This is a useful

winter-flowering plant of easy cultivation. Cut-

tings will readily root in a sandy compost. Insert

three or four cuttings round the sides of sj-inch

pots and place them in the propagating-case.

When rooted, pot them singly into si-inch pots

and grow them on in a warm house. The growth
will require stopping twice during the early part
I if the growing season to induce a bushy habit.

Nerines.—When the foliage shows signs of

ripening, water must be gradualy withheld,

thus inducing the plants to rest.

The Flower Garden.

Seedlings.—Many seedling plants may now
he put in their flowering quarters • if these arc

vacant. Such plants as Antirrhinum, Dianthus,
East Lothian Stocks, Larkspurs, Matricarias

and Scabious may be put out ; but in the event
of cold east winds, a few boughs of evergreen
should be placed among them. Mignonette
ought to be sown in suitable places at regular
intervals. Nasturtiums may be sown either in

their flowering quarters or in. boxes. The Tom
Thumb type is excellent for massing, but the

plants must not be put in rich soil, or flowers will

lie scarce.

The Rock Garden.—.Many subjects may now be
l>lantid out on the rocks. For summer effect

Campanulas can be largely employed. Most of

the species are easily propagated from cuttings
inserted whenever they are procurable. Geum
Mrs, Bradshaw is excellent for massing in bold
schemes of rockwork, and is easily raised from
seed sown as soon as it is ripe. Many annuals
may be sown ou the rocks, and some should also

be sown in boxes to take the place of plants which
will be out of flriwer during the summer months.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—Some of the later batches of

p'ants which have been forced may be saved
for planting outdoors. With proper care these
should give an excellent crop of fruit next
season. If the grotmd is ready, they ought to

be planted as soon as they have been hardened
off a little. Keep them well supplied with water
till they have become established. The young
plants which were put out last year for the purpose
of supplying runners should have their flower-

spikes removed. To encourage strong growth,
give them light dustings of soot and hoe them
frequently.

Raspberries.'—The young growths which are

now pushing from the base of the plants must
be thinned out, leaving only sufficient to replace

the old fruiting wood. If not already done, the
roots should be mulched with rich manure.
Autumn-fruiting varieties must also be thinned
severely, or the crop will suffer.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Endeavour to grow the plants as
sturdily as possible by admitting plenty of air

to the frames, removing the lights entirely during
favourable weather. Water liberally at all times.
Prick out later plants before they become drawn.
If the soil is placed on a moderately warm hot-

bed, it will greatly facilitate the growth of the

plants.

Seed-Sowing.—The seeds of Broccoli, Savoys
and all winter greens may be so^vn within the

next fortnight. Sow in eirills 12 inches apart
in soil which is not too rich.

Asparagus.—Seeds may now be sown in the
open in dril s 18 inches apart, or in small pots.

Where time will allow, the latter method is best,

as the plants may be put out without a check.

French Beans.—A batch may be sown in small
pots for planting out in a sheltered situation.

They may be placed in a moderately warm house to

germinate, and be hardened off in a cold house.
If a frame is available, another batch may be sown
therein. The variety Belfast will be found suitable

for this purpose. E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—The planting of maincrop varieties

ought now to be proceeded with. The importance
of an occasional change of stock of this vegetable
cannot be too strongly advocated.

Runner Beans.—If a portion of this crop is

needed two or three weeks earlier than the main
crop to be sown outdoors, some seeds may he
sown in 5-inch pots and grown on in cold frames
until all danger of frost is past, when the seed-

lings can with safety be planted.

Onions which were sown indoors during January,
and which have been hardening off recently in

cold frames, should now be planted out. Slightly

more room ought to be allowed them than the

general crop sown some time ago. See that the
soil is in a firm condition and be careful not to

plant too deeply, leaving the small bulbs just on
the surface of the soil.

Turnips.—It will now be safe to make a fairly

large sowing of this vegetable for use in Tune and
July.

Carrots.—The main crop may now be sown
whenever the conditions are suitable. This crop is a

worry to many vegetable-growers, but by frequently
dusting with soot and other antidotes it is

possible to keep the eireaded Carrot fly well in

check, if not to get rid of it altogether.

Seakale.—If the supply of this vegetable is

required up to a late date, crowns can be placed
behind a north wall, where they can be blanched
by being covered with fine ashes.

Fruit Under T>lass.

Early Vinery.-—As the Grapes in the early

house are now stoning, no sudden fluctuations

of temperature must take place, as this is a very
critical time. It is at this period when scalding

is likely to happen if the treatment is not correct.
If the border in w-hich the Vines are growing is

cemstructed to allow for proper drainage and
the Septh is cejrrect, stimulants may be watered in

more frequently than would be safe in a deep
border with faulty drainage.

Muscat of Alexandria.—This Vine succeeds
best m a rather higher temperature than most
Gfapcs. Especially is this important when in
flower ; then a temperature of 80° to 85° should
be the rule by day, with 65° as a minimum by
night. A drier atmosphere must be maintained
until the setting period is over. As this Grape
is not so even a setter as some, a few spare bunches
should be allowed to remain until it is certain a
successful and even set has been assured.

Late Vines.—As these are now making quick
preigress, disbudding must receive attention.
The rods should now be secured in their places.
If the spurs are rather long, it will be an advantage
when tying if they are s!ung a few inches below
the wires instead of securing them actually to the
wires.

Melons.—After ttie fruit has set and commenced
to swell, more liberal treatment must be given
the plants. As surface roots appear, a top-dressing
of fine soil to which some fertiliser, such as Clay's,
has been added, will be of great service. Secure
all the sun-heat possible by dosing the house
as early as it can be done with safety from scorch-
ing. The syrmge must be used freely if spider is.

to be kept in check.

Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamen.— Seedlings which were raised in

the autumn and potted into 2-inch pots during
the winter ought now to be moved into 3j-inch
pots. See that the compost is made porous by in-

cluding plenty of coarse silver sand. The leaf-soil

used should be obtained by rubbing c'ean leaves
through a half-inch mesh sieve. Fumigation is

necessary at intervals to keep down thrip, to

which Cyclamen are very subject.

Reinwardtia trigyna.—Where one has to

keep up a display of flowers in a show-house,
this subject will be found invaluable from Christ-

mas onwards. Used in connection with Clero-

dendron fallax it is very effective. After taking
cuttings, which root very readily, it should be
grown in the cool end of a stove. It is alsb possible

to have it in the form of a standard up to the"

height of 2 feet 6 inches. Although a useful

subject in the show-house, it is not adapted for

house decoration, as it has a tendency to drop
its flowers if handled very much.

The Flower Garden.

Evergreens.—AH planting should cease soon
after this date. If the ground is very dry, a

watering should be given ; and if dry winds or

bright sunshine continues, temporary shading, in

addition to an occasional syringing, will greatly

help the transplanted trees or bushes to recover.

Boxwood.—As danger from severe frost is now
past, it will be safe to commence the annual
clipping of all Boxwood edgings. Formal bushes

and topiary subjects should also be attended to.

Half-Hardy and Hardy Annuals.—Whether
used to help the display in the herbaceous border
or to be grown in a position by themselves, the

majority should now be sown, except when a

succession of any special subject is required

;

then another later sowing will be necessary.

Herbaceous Borders.— If the weather is at

all dry, this border should be gone over with the

hoe. "If time permits, many of the Phloxes,

Asters and kindred plants will make much finer

heads if the young growths are reduced at this

season.

Dwarf Bedding Lobelias.—Whether prop.agatcd

freim seed cir cuttings, the plants ought by this

time to be sufficientlv advanced for removal to

CO d frames. After p'ricking out in good sandy
soil, the frames should be kept closed and shaded
for a few days.

Marigolds.—A'l varieties of these annuals
must now be sown, including the useful Legion

of Honoiu". Either a slightly heated frame
or a mild hot-bed will suit the requirements of these

plants best.

John Jeffrey.
{Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardinc,

Bart.)

CaslUmilk Gtrdens, Lockerbie. N.B.
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DWARF PLANTS FOR
FLOWER-BEDS.

EARLY spring is the time to make notes

for future planting, and at this season

those who care for their gardens

should be thinking out future work.

One point which frequently produces

a discordant note during winter and

spring is the large expanse of bare soil in shrubberies

and thinly planted beds of shrubs. This, however,

may be obviated to a large extent by carpeting

the ground with plants which are not of rank

growth. In selecting subjects it is always advis-

able to choose those which bloom and mature

their growth early, for then the dead leaves may
be cleared away before many weeds appear and

before the majority of shrubs are in flower.

Daffodils are bad plants for the shrubbery, for

the foliage is coarse and does not die down until

midsummer. Small-growing p'ants do not rob

the ground so seriously, while, if they are kept

at a little distance from the shrubs, they do not
|

interfere much with them. Rings which are

kept free from grass round the bases of trees

may also have a carpet of bulbous plants, for

they do not keep away moisture from the roots

of the trees as in the case of a thick mat of turf.

In addition to being beautiful in themselves,

some of these carpeting plants are valuable on

accoimt of the contrast they give to early flowering

shrubs in the same bed, and, in planting, considera-

tion should be given to possibilities in this direction.

The earliest effects are those produced by Snow-

drops and Winter Aconites, which may be used

separately or in combination, the display in either

case being effective. As a groundwork for Witch

Hazels, Snowdrops are delightful, the glistening

white of the carpet forming a beautiful contrast

to the gold of the Hamamelis. Following closely

on these plants are the Crocuses in mauve, white,

yellow and purple, one and all combining to make

an imposing display. White Crocuses used as

a carpet beneath Conius Mas are well worth trying
;

while yellow or mauve varieties surroimding a

tree of Prunus davidiana alba are effective.

Crocuses are perhaps the best of the dwarf bulbous

plants to naturalise in grass, for they continue

to thrive and increase in grass that is mown
regularly with heavy machines from the time the

leaves die down imtil late autumn, an operation

which a great many plants would not long survive.

Blue flowers are introduced by the various

Chionodoxas and Scillas, and what glorious displays

they make, the different shades of colour being

particularly pleasing. For carpeting beds of

Forsythias or Magnolia stcUata they are specially

attractive, the latter shrub being peculiarly

appropriate for a groundwork of blue, the white

blossoms forming an admirable contrast. Good

kinds to plant are Chionodoxa Luciliae and its

varieties sardensis and gigantea, and Scillas

bifolia and sibirica. Brodizea uniflora is well

adapted for making a carpet of flowers, and is

suitable for a position about the base of a young

tree. A charming blue-flowered bulbous plant

is Muscari botryoides, while the form called

Heavenly Blue is specially worthy of note. This

increases amazingly, and may be lifted and divided

every three or four years.

Turning from the strictly bulbous plants, we

find others with corms or underground stems

which are well worth using. The hardy Cyclamens

form charming groups, and are effective by reason

of their richly marbled foliage and rosy purple

flowers. With a selection of several kinds, flowers

may be had from autumn until late spring. Such

kinds as cilicicum, Cotmi, europaeum, ibericum,

libanoticum and neapolitanum are all attractive.

These well repay a little trouble, the colour of the

flowers being different from that of most dwarf-

growing plants suitable for the same purpose.

In addition to being of service for carpeting beds.

C Coum may be planted in grass where it is short

and the ground of a more or less spongy character.

Anemones naturally demand attention for the

purpose under notice, and nothing can be more

beautiful than the graceful inflorescences of some

of the kinds. The common Windflower (Anemone

nemorosa) is delightful, whether seen growing

wild, carpeting a wood or plantation, or planted

as an undergrowth to a bed in the garden. In

addition to the type there are several varieties

which are of value, such as flore pleno and robin-

soniana, the former being remarkable for its

double flowers and the latter for its finely formed

and large b'.ooms. The common Hepatica (A.

Hepatica) is well known, and is charming in early

spring when carrying large quantities of flowers.

A considerable variation in colour is noticeable,

for there are forms with blue, white and red

flowers. A species of Anemone with pretty

blue flowers is A. apennina ; it is quite dwarf and

makes an admirable " carpet." A. ranimculoides

is a yellow-flowered Windflower, which is a decided

change from other sorts ; it is worth planting

beneath a white-flowered tree, A. Pulsatilla (the

Pasque - flower) is charming when growing

vigorously in a shady place. It is by thinking out

such effects as these that our gardens are made
both beautiful and interesting. W. D.

happy in full sun. Tlic Xierembergia lovos a half-boggy
spot m sandy peat or loam, carpeting the earth and flowof-
ing freely. The slug pest of this and Aster alpinus should
be kept in check by the usual means. Lay flat slabs
of rock, bricks or boards near the plants and strew bran
beneath. In this way the slugs are attracted and easily
destroyed. The Gentians are as great a puzzle culturally
as they are fascinating fiorally, and their charms slwuld
tempt cultivators to wrestle with their caprices- till

they arc overcome. Generally they love cool soil and
moisture, detesting drought and ' parched conditions.
You arc fortunate in growing G. verna so w^ell. You
should be the better judge on the spot as to whether the
loss of the flower-buds of the alpine Phloxes is duo to
birds or slugs. The former may be deterred by a few-
strands of thread placed early over the plants, which may be
removed at flowering-time. If the flower-buds are devoured
by slugs, the pest will almost surely leave its trail, and
Will be found usually secreted beneath the tufts. I^y
traps as above.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND AfiSV/ERS.—The Editor endeavours to

•make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

ivith thai object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavintock

Street, Coveni Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of Vie sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be vsed in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for nami7ig should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or ?noss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is itseless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SALISBURIA WITH PENDENT BRANCHES (//. //-)•

—The specimens of Saltsburia adiantifolia you niontion

as having pendent branches were probably the female

form of the tree, which is usually acknowledtred to be of

more pendent habit than the male form. Althou^rh

manv examples of this tree are sparingly clothed wth
branches and rather gaunt in a young state, they become
well branched in later life, and form very handsome
specimens. We know of male examples in this country
which an- very beautiful trees, of easy and graceful outline.

ROCK GARDEN.
VARIOUS ALPINE PLANTS (A. E. Lyne).^You

appear to be peculiarly unfortunate in growing sonic of

these, and in certain instances we cun only conclude

they are affected by local conditions of which we have
no "information. The Ramondia, which you are unable

to flower, is a case in point. Grown in sandy loam or

this and peat equally, and given a westerly exposure

and half vertical position %vith moisture assured, the

plant is usually very free-flowering. In a similar soil

mixture, with moisture assured at tKc root, it is perfectly

THE GREENHOUSE.
CYPRIPEDIUM FOLIAGE BROWN {A. C. G.).~

The source of the trouble with the Cypripcdium foliagt
is to be found in the watering. Possibly your plants^
have been overwatered, sprayed during a falling tempera-
ture, or watered with liquid manure.
CLEMATIS INDIVISA NOT THRIVING (J. E. i.).—

Yes ; ants are quite likely to carry the scale Irom on-
plant to another, and probably you have some olliir
plants in the house infested with" it. Search would reveal
the position of the ants' nests, and they should be destroyed
by burying a piece of potassium cyanide in them (if no
animals or children are likely to be about), pouring boiling
water into them in the evening, or water in which carbolic
acid is dissolved. These measures, with attention to
other plants which are attacked near by, and persistent
spraying with paraffin emulsion (paraffin, 2i pints;
soft soap, quarter of a pound ; water, 10 gallons) should
keep the pest in check and allow you to grow the plant
satisfactorily.

ADVICE ON SOIL FOR ORCHIDS AND ON STOPPING
CARNATIONS (-1. H.).—Cattleyas may well be polt.d
in nothing else but sphagnum moss and peat, though
some cultivators prefer a sprinkling of silver sand. The
proportions should be two-thirds good fibrous peat to
one-third sphagnum moss. Owing to suitable peat
being scarce, Osmunda fibre is now greatly aised in its

stead. Generally speaking, the best compost for Cypripc-
diums is one-half yellow loam and one-half fibrous peal

,

with a good sprinkling of sphagnum moss, silver sand,
and small crocks broken up to about the size of Peas,
Peat and moss alone has scarcely body enough in .t

for Cypripediums in general. The outdoor Carnation^
raised from layers and planted last autumn must not be
stopped, otherwise you will remove all the best flowers.

TREATMENT OF AZALEAS AFTER FLOWERING
(J. T. H.).—Whether pot-grown Azaleas should be pruned
or not after flowering will depend upon their condition.
If they are good, shapely plants, cutting of any kind wilt

not be needed ; but if there are straggling shoots, these
should be cut back. Sometimes it will be necessary to
prune a plant rather severely, in which CAse repotting, if

it is needed, should not be done till the young shoots make
their appearance. The plants will break out into growtJi
all the more readily if kept somewhat warmer than before
and frequently bedewed with the syringe. Those that
have not been pruned may be repotted directly the flowers
arc over, that is, if they require it. Azaleas, however,
do not need annual repotting, in which case an occasional
dose of weak liquid manure and soot-water combined
wnM be beneficial during the growing season.

PROPAGATION OF AZALEAS (5. T.).—You do not
say whether your question r(-fers to the Indian Azaha?^,
which in a great number of varieties are fo much used
for the decoration of the greenhouse during the early
months of the year, or to the hardy kinds, which yield

such a wealth of blossoms out of doors in the spring.
The Indian Azaleas, which are tender, are evergreen in

character, while the hardy kinds are deciduous. Propa-
gation of the Indian varieties is almost universally carried

out in Belgium, very few being increased in this country.
The war did not seem to lessen the supply much last

autumn, but it is more than probable that there will

be a great shortage this year. A few of the Indian varieties

are struck from cuttings, but nearly the whole of them
arc increased by grafting. The stocks employed are

a couple of strong-growing kinds, concinna and phcenicia,

propagated from cuttings. These cuttings arc taken
in the autumn or winter, dibbled into pans or boxes of

sandy soil, and kept close in a warm propagating-hoiise,

\VTicn rooted they are potted into small pots, and grafted

in the August following. If your question refers to the

hardy kinds—and we should rather be inclined to think
it does—it may be noted that large quantities are raised

from seeds; but for the increase of named varieties,

grafting is the method generally employed. For stocks

on which to graft the best forms, seedlings of the same
class are chosen. They are established in small pots,

and grafting is usuallydone in the autumn. After this

operation they must be kept quite close in a shaded
propagating-case till a union is complete, which will take
a couple of months or so. Though grafting is carried

out in a wholesale manner in some trade establishments,

a good deal of practical knowledge and different appliances

arc necessary, so that it can scarcely be recommended
to th'e amateur. Seeds readily ripen, and young plants

can be freely raised in this way. The seeds are very small

and should be sown as soon as ripe in clean, well-drained
pans, using for the purpose a compost made up of one
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pjil of ioim to two of peat, and about half a part of sand.
Caro must be taken not to cover tho seeds too deeply,
a sprinkling of silver sand being quite sufficient. Placed
in a snuii little structure where a temperature of 50° to

6U^ is maintained, the seeds will soon germinate, and
when the young plants are large enough, they must be
pricked off singly. If no warm house is available, they
should be placed in a frame and protected from frost.

Plants raised from seeds cannot be depended upon to

perpetuate any particular variety. The best work on
the subject is " ilhododendrons and Azaleas," by William
Watson, Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Ktw.
pubUshcd by T. C. and E. C. Jack. 16, Henrietta Street,

W.C.
;

price Is. 6d. net.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE CULTIVATION OF HARICOT AND BUTTER

BEANS (Nemo).—The Haricot Bean is the ripened seed

of Phasiolus %Tilgaris and other species of Phasiolus,
;is also is the Butter Bean. The culture is very simple

—

th(^ same as in the case of the ordinary French Bean.
Sow in a deeply dug and generously manured border
in a sheltered and sunny position the second week in May.
The. rows should be 2 feet apart. Draw a fairly wide
drill 5 inches deep and plant two rows of seeds in each
drill thus:**«*.* the seeds to be
4 inches apart. Earth up with soil when the plants are
6 inches high, not burying the stems too deeply. Give the
rows a good watering just before the Beans come into

flower, and then top-dress the soil with rotten farmyard
manure 3 inches deep. As soon as a crop of pods is

formed, give another good watering. Keep the ground
rloar of weeds. The crop will ripen in due course, and
when properly harvested the Beans, if kept in a fairly

dry, cool place, will keep well for at least a year. Messrs.

Sutton and Sons of Blading advertise seeds of these
Beans for sale.

OBITUARY.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HAUNTS OF THE EARWIG (T. (?.).~Early in the

year the female earwig, which has sheltered through the
late autumn and winter in holes of various kinds—in
fact, in any convenient place—lays eggs in a hole in the
ground, under stones, among dry leaves, fifteen or twenty
being laid at a time, and remains with them, collecting them
tog'-ther again if they become scattered. After a month
thi'y hatch out and the young earwigs remain for a time
with their mother. The clearing away of rubbish of various
kinds Is, therefore, an important step in preventing the
attack of earwigs in the succeeding season. In addition to
this, disturbing the hiding-places in the spring and seeing
that all walls are properly "pointed" would be wise
measures. Trapping by means of inverted pots pressed
full of hay would reduce the numbers considerably, and
if they are shaken out into a pail of boiling water, or
water on which a thin layer of paraffin is floating, they
are easily killed.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

Green Peas for Winter and Spring Use.

—

Messrs. Barr and Sons of King Street, Covent

Garden, send us a packet of their specially selected

dried Marrowfat Peas, which, after testing, we have

no hesitation in describing as infinitely superior

to the dried green Peas sold by grocers. A pint

packet, sold at sixpence, post free ninepence, is

ample for six persons, and the flavour and quality

are excellent. They are easily cooked, and at a

time such as the present, when so much attention

is being given to wholesome food, we have no
liesitation in recommending these Peas.

Carnation Nora West.—The floral committee
of the Perpetual-flowering Carnation Society

met on March 29 to consider the variety Nora
West for a first-class certificate. This salmon
pink variety gained an award of merit on Decem-
ber 2, 1914, which rendered it eligib'e to enter

for the higher award. The floral committee,

under the chairmanship of Mr. W. H. Page, after

closely inspecting the variety as it was growing
at the nurseries of the raiser, Mr. George West,

Datchet, Bucks, awarded it 85 points. Nora
West thereby receives a first-class certificate, an
extremely rare award.

Mauchline Flower Show.—The executive have
decided to abandon for this year, on account of

the war, the annual show of the Mauchline Horti-

t^ultural Society.

GEORGE GREIG MONCUR.
The death is announced of Mr. George Greig

Moncur, of the well-known firm of Messrs.

Mackenzie and Moncur, Limited, horticultural

builders and hot-water engineers. Mr. Moncur
was well known and respected among horticul-

turists and others with whom his firm did business.

He died at Preston Lodge, Prestonpans, on

March 31, at the age of seventy-six. He was
interred in the Dean Cemetery, Edinburgh, on

April 3.

GEORGE NETTLESHIP.
We regret to have to record the death of Mr.

George Nettleship, one of the best-known amateur
horticulturists in the South of Scotland for many
years, and one who did much to advance all

horticultural movements in the district in which

he resided. Mr. Nettleship was a teacher, and

was for forty-five years the head-master of

Sibbaldbie School, Lockerbie, only retiring about

eight years ago. As a horticulturist Mr, Nettle-

ship was much esteemed, as he was not only an

able cultivator, but a judge whose services were

in constant request at the most important shows
over a wide area. He was a specially good grower

of produce for exhibition, and flowers and vege-

tables from his garden made a good appearance

at many of the shows. Florists' flowers were

among his favourites, such subjects as Pentstemons,

Phloxes, &c., being admirably grown by Mr.

Nettleship. In his private life he was much
esteemed, while he took part in a number of local

movements of a laudable nature. He was pre-

deceased by Mrs. Nettleship. Our sympathy is

extended to his family.

SOCI ETI ES.

AN AMERICAN FLOWER SHOW.
The Influence of British Gardeners.

For the third year in succession the gardeners and florists

within get-at-able distance of New York City have con-
centrated their etforts, with very great success, upon a
great flower show. This exhibition has been held in the
largest and most conveniently situated haU, the Grand
Central Palace. It is a big square building of many
storeys, and the two lower floors are well lighted and
excellently adapted for the purpo.se of a horticultural
exposition. The massive pillars and the balustraded
balcony are very daintily and elegantly draped and
festooned with Southern Smilax, which prows wild in
the South, and this form of decoration adds immensely
to the scenic etfect. Soft electric lights illuminate from
the roof every inch of interior space.

This year's ehow, held from March 17 to March 23
j

inclusive, a period of exactly a week, was notable because
of tlin e features in particular, namely, a small rock garden
d.splay by the Julius lloehrs Company, two Kose gardens
eacn covering 500 stjuare feet of space, and a class for a
decorative group of flowering plants. In this latter
there were six entries, all by private gardeners—men
from the Old Country. In the Eastern States there are
hundreds of Scottish and English gardeners, and these
are the men who are so largely influencing American
horticulture to-day. Their American brethren of the
craft welcome them. "The English have gardening in
their blood," was the remark made by one of them

—

English, in this sense, comprising all those from the
British Islands.
The six groups of flowering stock were on the lines,

generally, of what one sees at Shrewbury Show, except
that foliage plants were excluded. Much taste and skill

was shown in the arrangement of at least four of them,
and it was remarked on all hands that as regards
quality, the plants herein would be very difficult to
beat. Mr. William H. Duckham, who was under the
renowned Chapman—happily still with us—at Weston-
hirt before coming to America twenty years ago, was
first, and had a magnificent central wedge of Hippeastrums.
rising backward and topped there with tall Acacias (.A.

pubcscens), which had Tropa^olum Firefly entwined among
thera. Pyramids of Schizanthus ik la Messrs. button
and Sons, Chorizemas (superb little plants), bushy Bougain-

viUt-as, C'ytisus fragrans, Azaleas and such like were
daringly and efieclively blended. Other plants that
were much employed in this and other of the groups
were Primula malacoides, Darwin Tulips, Cinerarias,
Lilium longiflorum, llhododendron Pink Pearl and Lily
of the Valley. Pelargonium Clorinda in 12-inch pots
(very handsome plants), together \\-ith well-balanced,
large-flowered Peach trees, Laburnums, Lilacs, Wistarias,
and Buddleia asiatica were elsewhere noted; and it was
indeed like old times to me to \iew and compare thciu
charming groups.
The Rose gardens referred to were in purely geometrical

form^little gardens in miniature, but well planned.
One had a pretty white lattice-work fence or screen 10 feet

high on three sides, with ornamental cornices and arched
gateways, a sundial in the centre, a staluarial piece within
one of the arches, and an artistic garden seat at one side.
The wedge-shaped corner beds, as well as the round central
bed and the borders, were daintily tilled mainly with
pink Roses, in which Tausendsel 6n, as standards and
bushes, figured prominently. Dorothy Perkins was
trained to the .'-creen. The other Kose garden was
brichter, with erimi^on Hybrid Perpetuals, also Tautend-
schSn, Baby Rambler and pieces of Katherine Zeimet.
A rustic Fir branch fence 2^ feet high surrounded it.

and an arbour made gave "point" in one corner, while
four walks branched from the centre bed. These were
in flagstones, with smooth glen moss, representing sward,
between and around them.

Roehrs' rockery was very modest as compared with
our English rock gardens at the shows; but just think of
the possibilities I Some friends here call me " the Narcissus
Crank," because of my insistence upon the desirability
of introducing more of the fine modem kinds here; but
I have been even more insistent in the matter of rock
gardening. All that is wanted here, methinks, is a
selection of the proper plants for the climate; and surely
the flora is large and varied enough to select from. JMany
of the alpines in this rockery were direct and recent im-
portations from Mr. Amos Perry's nurseries, and Mr.
J. Mallinson, who left Kew in 1902, arranged them in

this rockery of his own building.
As for the other parts of the shows, they were good ;

none was poor. The retailers, or those we simply speak
of as " florists " at home, who keep flower shops or stores,

are more and more taking part in the large American
horticultural exhibitions, and they were represented on
this occasion with Italian pergola erections, Grecian
cupolas, and so on, with their beautiful vases of resplendent
Roses, Carnations, Antirrhinums, Sweet Peas, yellow
Marguerites, Tulips, &c., as well as made-up pieces,
bouquets and floral baskets. The public keenly enjoys
these high-class displays. A novelty shown for the
first time was in the form of dainty lace paper baskets
about the size of one's two hands when cupped together,
and they were filled with bright-leaved Rex Begonias,
t'aladium Argyrites, Ferns and Ericas. A demonstratitn
and talk on floral arrangement was given one momirg
by Mr. Max Schling. a very talented Austrian, who comrs
of a family of architects in Vienna, and who has workid
there and also in London. He is differeni from many
retailers, who merely sell flowers as they would sell beff
or mutton, and has a passionate love for them. He abjuns
wires and all that, and, while always " inventirg " ntw
floral arrangements, combinations and make-ups, these
are always pieces of real artistry which even our English
love of flowers au naturel could not but accept. This
subject of the proper arranging of flowers and the use of
them in all forms of decorations—personal, ballroom
and others—is being studied most diligently and in great
detail in America, and regular set courses are given by
the floricultural departments of the agricultnrAl colleges.

There is one point at the flower shows in America that
could well be copied in England—especially if the exhibi-
tion extends over several days—and that is setting aside
special days for certain flowers. A seven-day affair

like the New York Spring Show would be a "gigantic

failure without these special exhibits. At first they seemed
to me to be a nuisance, but now I appreciate their great
value. The show opens with all its main features com-
plete. Next day there are competitions for cut Roses.
This brings in alt the Rose people with their thousands
of blooms. Some of the specimen plants of the pre\ious
day have been shifted into outer positions to make due
space for the Roses, and the planning is so cleverly done
that there is no crowding or questionable relegation of
groups. Plants like specimen Schizanthuses do not look
very fresh after a day or two on the floor, and can easily

take a back seat. In their place come the cut flowers

—

one day, Roses, as mentioned ; another day, Carnations ;

then Sweet Peas and Violets ; on other days the tables
of floral decorations are moved in, so that even if the visitor

comes back day by day, there is something well worth
his time to see.

This year, a great coup, so far as the success of the show
was concerned, was made by giving a considerable space
along one of the galleries to the Red Cross organisations.
This was made into the model of a very pretty terrace
garden, with a Vine-covered pergola over it. and borders
of flowers and groups of shrubs about. Each day a
distinct Chapter of the Red Cross League " kept house,"
dispensing tea and cake at a charge of one dollar for each
person. All the great dames of the fashionable world
of New York and environs took part-, and by means of
a remarkably well -organised publicity service, in which
reporters, engaged by the flower show committee, supplied
readable and very accurate reports of the day-to-day
proceedings, interpolated with the names and doings
of the society ladies—and gentlemen !—the whole Press
of New York gave generously of its space to the show,
with multitudinous photographs. So we have our
"Temple Show" now. too. J. H.ARRISON DlOK.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Golden Valerian.—A large coJoay or Kew. We iinderstand that plants were also

|

Sparrows and Gooseberry Flowers.—We do
<-veii a bed of Valeriana Phu aurea, with its rich received at Kew from Messrs. Vilmorin and Co.

|

not remember sparrows to have been so

yellow foliage, has a very telling effect at the of Paris. troublesome in the garden as they are this

present time. In fact, we do not know of any Springtime at Kew.—The wilder parts of the
\

year. Crocuses, Chionodoxas, Polyanthuses, Peas,

•foliage plant that gives such a striking colour famous gardens at Kew are now- resplendent 1 and even the buds of Daffodils have been
in the spring. It is therefore surprising that this with the gold and primrose of Daffodils, planted

!

ravished by them, and now they are attacking

\'alerian is not more often met with. It loses in the grass so as to give as natural an appearance
j

the Gooseberry flowers. This, in otu: experience, is

its conspicuous colour during the summer, but as possible. That these are highly appreciated a new departure. Although we love birds,

including sparrows, we have reluctantlyjust now, mixed with such plants as red

<ir blue Hyacinths, it makes a very

<-ffective combination.

An Attractive Plant for a Warm
Greenhouse.-Streptocarpus cyaneus is one

<d the most charming plants of the whole

ijcnus. At the present time it is bearing

its graceful flowers in great profusion.

Tliese vary in colour from pale lavender

•Lir blue to rose pink or rosy mauve, and

are generally borne in pairs. Like other

members of the genus, it is short-lived,

really little more than a biennial, and

closely resembles Streptocarpus Rexii. It

was first found in iSgr near Barberton,

South Africa ; but was later discovered at

Forbes Reef Bush in Swaziland, whence

the majority of plants now growing in

ihis country originated.

A Pamphlet on Vegetable Cultiva-

tion.—Following on the other leaflets

published last autumn and early in the

year, the Royal Horticultural Society

have now prepared for circulation a

pamphlet dealing with the cultivation of

vegetables, principally in small gardens

and allotments. The advice given is

sound and useful, but we feel sure that

thiise responsible will not misunderstand

us when we say that its appearanci is

rather too belated to be of the greatest

value. Had it been available in January,

it would have been of considerably

nrore ser.vice to the commimity than at this

juncture. Even now, however, it is well

Avorth the twopence asked for it.

Rosa sertata.—In the note that we
published on this Rose in our issue for

^larch 6, we stated that plants had
been distributed by Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons of Chelsea. Although true

to some extent, we are afraid that the state-

ment has led to some misunderstanding. We
believe that seeds of this Rose were collected by
Mr. E. H. Wilson for Messrs. Veitch, who sent

the plant, imder number, to Kew a few years

ago. Since then it has flowered and been

figured in the Botanical Magazine, where Messrs.

Veitch were gi\-cn the credit for sending it to

_'i*M^»tfi-
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SPRING SCENE AT KEW. DAFFODILS EFFECTIVELY
GROUPED IX TURF.

is evidenced by the crowds of people who visited

the gardens on Saturday and Sunday, the r7th

and i8th inst. The illustration on this page,

from a photograph taken on Thursday of last

week, gives some idea of the excellent grouping

of the Daffodils between and imder lofty trees,

where the greensward provides an ideal setting

for the flowers. Pictures like this shou'd be noted

now for reference at planting time.

come to the conclusion that sterner

meastures than black cotton and netting

will have to be taken with these

mischievous rascals.

Professor Keeble's Sad Loss.—We feel

sure that horticulturists in all parts of

the world will be deeply grieved to hear
of the death of Mrs. Keeble, wife of

Professor Keeble, Director of the Royal
Horticultural Society's gardens at Wisley.

.Mrs. Keeble was seemingly in perfect

health on Wednesday morning of last week,

but was taken suddenly ill during the

evening and passed away a few hours

later. It is only a comparatively short

time since Professor and Mrs. Keeble
went to reside at Weybridge, so as to be
near Wisley, but the deceased lady had
already made many friends in the district.

The deepest sympathy of everj-one who
knows him will be extended to Professor

Keeble in his exceedingly sad and sudden
bereavement.

Gooseberry Mildew in Cambridgeshire.

—TheBoard of Agriculture and Fisheries

have received information that the summer
stage of American Gooseberry mildew
(Sphffirotheca Mors uvae) was discovered

in a Cambridgeshire garden on the loth

inst. All Gooseberry growers are advised

to examine their bushes carefully, and
should any sign of disease be found, to

spray their bushes with a solution of

liver of sulphur (a poimd to thirty-

two gallons of water). A leaflet describ-

ing the disease and gi\'ing directions

for dealing with it can be obtained from

the Secretary, Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place,

London, S.W., gratis and post free. Letters so

addressed need not be stamped. Growers are

reminded that by Article 3 of the American Goose-

berry Mildew- Order of 191 r they are required to

report the presence of this disease on their premises

to the Board or the Clerk of the Local Authority

for the district, either directly or through an

inspector, and that the failure to report is punish-

able by a fine.
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CORRESPONDENOE.
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Tall Specimen of Mahonia Aquifolium.

—

In one of the shrubberies here there is a plant of

Mahonia (Berberis) Aquifolium over five feet in

height. As I have never come across so tall a

specimen of this shrub, I am curious to know

if it is at aU common for it to attain such a height.

The plant is growing in heavy clay, and was

planted by me thirty-two years ago. May it

not be the result of a seedling, developing this tall

form ?

—

Charles Comfort, Broomficld Gardens,

Midlothian

.

A Qualified Belgian Horticulturist.—Might I

be allowed to call the attention of your readers to

the need of a Belgian refugee, now working in our

nursery, for a permanent situation, in which his

rather unusual abilities would have fuller scope

than we can give him ? He is able to speak

to my thinking. But the ideal Hyacinths would

have all the lovely hues and fragrance of the present

garden ones, combined with the graceful form

of the finest wild Bluebells. Such flowers would

be a real boon at this time of year. The nearest

I am able at present to approach this is to plant

old bulbs of bedding Hyacinths along the edge

of the kitchen garden, and by allowing them to

remain undisturbed year after year they yield

a number of small sprays, with which I fill bowls

for the hoiise. I have tried various kinds of

foliage, but the prettiest I have this year

seems almost too absurdly simple to describe,

only the colour effect is so agreeably fresh and has

been so much admired that I will dare to do so.

The bowls are filled with some Festuca ovina

(the fine bright green Sheep's Fescue Grass) taken

up bodily, and the many coloured (or else all whiti

)

spikes of Hyacinth, with just a few of their own

leaves, set therein. That is all.^ANNE Amateur.

A Dwarf Lilac Species.—The flowering shout

of which an illustration is given represents one

SYRINGA JULIANA, A NEW AND DISTINCT DWARF LILAC FROM CHINA.

French,' Dutch, German, Spanish, Flemish, and has

a knowledge of English sufficient to make himself

understood. He has recently managed a large

nursery near Antwerp, where some two hundred

men were employed, and has been Lecturer at the

Horticultural School, Vilvorde, Belgium, and else-

where, and was for some time in Spain managing

an experimental station. Any further particulars

would be gladly supplied.

—

George Bunvard

AND Co., Limited, Maidstone.

About Hyacinths.—I want to enlist the

sympathy of some readers of The Garden with

regard to Hyacinths, those flowers so lovely in

colour and fragrance, but, as usually grown, so

absolutely impossible (on account of their stiff,

ugly, clumsy shape) in the house to any eye which

demands beauty of form. I read in The Garden

recently that a famous firm of florists is going

(o give us Hyacinths with several light spikes

instead of one orthodox large, awkward one. This

is good news, and a step in the right direction.

of the dwarf I St of the race and one that,

although not particularly showy, is nevertheless

very fragrant and interesting. It is quite pos-

sH)le that it may prove of considerable service to

those who make a feature of raising hybrid plants.

Writing of this in Country Life, Mr. W. J.

Bean says: " Syringa Juliana is a twentieth

century introduction of Wilson from Western

China. .-Vlthough it has not the splendour of

the common Lilac group nor rivals even the

Persian Lilacs in beauty, it flowers freely, as our

illustration shows, and it has, also, the charac-

teristic and delightful fragrance of its race. The

flowers are nearly white on the upper side, but

beneath they are deep lilac, while the calyx is

violet coloured, a striking contrast. The leaves

are velvety, with down beneath. It commences

to flower at i foot 6 inches to 2 feet high, and will

not, I should say, grow more than 4 feet or at any

rate 6 feet high. It likes a loamy soil and

abhors drought."

Early Syringing of Roses for Mildew.—lu
those excellent articles by Proffssor Houston

last spring in The Garden, mention was made
by him of mildew living on the stems of Rose

bushes all the winter. That being so, it seems

well to remind readers—especially those who
have had occasion to wTite so complainingly

of the presence of mildew—that an effort should

be made at this time of year to give the trees a

thorough syringing with a suitable fungicide.

In their almost leafless state the wetting »i

the wood is an easy matter with a proper spray,

while the good result should be quite obvious.

Sulphide of potassium is acclaimed by pathologists

to be one of the best, if not the best anti-fungoid

wash, applied usually at the strength of half an

ounce to a gallon of water. But while the trees are

quite dormant the strength might with advantage

be increased to three-quarters of an ounce to the

gallon ; it will be more efiective, and there is no

foliage to fear of hurting. That is the proportion

in which I have just been using it. There is no

doubt that a large share of the mildew in private

gardens comes in on fresh plants from the nurseries

in the autumn, and if these are not dressed early

in the year as above advised, mildew must be

more rampant the following season. Only last

autumn I was forcibly reminded of this fact

by a batch of Rose plants we obtained to remake

a bed. Though procured from a first-class firm,

there was no mistaking how badly they had been

affected, and, of course, still had traces on the

decaying flower-stalks and few remaining leaves.

—

C. T., Highgate.

Vegetable Manure.— I should like to thank

your contributor " Avon " for his letter in The
Garden for April 10, page I7r, about my note

on vegetable manure, published recently. I

quite agree with him when he advises readers

to burn as much rubbish as possible and store

the ashes for future use ; but the results would only

be more satisfactory if the soil of the garden w.ii

treated with animal manure as well when it is

being dug next autumn. Readers should remember

that (although wood-ashes are most useful) to

dress a big garden with ashes from a garden bonfire

is not a substitute for animal manure, even if

sufficient ashes could be stored. But well-rotted

vegetable manure of the kind I outlined in my
previous letter is not only a substitute, but a

very good substitute, for animal manure. Vege-

table manure supplies humus, and that is what

many (especially light) soils require, and humus

is the essential of all winter manuring of soils.

We can have the most perfectly compounded

artificial (i.e., chemical) fertilisers, but these,

to my mind, can only very rarely be used without

manure in winter digging. Humus is not supplied

by any real chemical fertiliser, and as the usual

source of humus {i.e., stable manure) will be very

inadequate for obvious reasons to meet the demand

this year, I recommend vegetable manure being

used instead. As " Avon " remarks, the method

will be somewhat of a nuisance in some places ;

but there are, I feel certain, many others where

it could be managed. With regard to salt versus

lime, the former might be used, seeing that it

kills insects and their eggs ; but lime helps

to keep down any unpleasant smell as well as doing

the above. We do not, of course, put Cabbage

stumps and the like in with the rubbish for vege-

table manure ; soft material alone is used, as

previously pointed out. Cabbage and other stumps

are burnt to ashes with Ivy clippings,—E. T.

Ellis, Weetwoo't, Ecdesall, Sheffield.
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Wattle Hurdles for Shelter.—If your corre-

spondent, whose letter appears on page 170, issue

April 10, will closely examine the hurdle

illustrated in the issue dated March 27,

he will see that it is not the ordinary sheep hurdle

alluded to, which has been in existence for the

last thousand years, one might truly say. I do

not say that even this type of hurdle, which I

find very popular for sheltering plants, has not

been made also for many years ; but I do say

there are thousands of readers to whom this

hurdle was not knowni, and it is for these that I

write.—E. Molyneu.x.

Potato Warwick Castle.—The advantage of

this new second-early Potato lies in the fact that,

apart from its heavy cropping quality, its cooking

is not impaired by keeping. When dug in August,

1914, it was excellent, and now—early in April

—

it is even better, if possib.e. The flesh is white,

mealy and of very good flavour. The pebble-

shaped tubers are large and handsome, with that

rough exterior which denotes quality within.

The firmness, too, of the skin at this season without

any special preservation is remarkable. As a

cropper I think most highly of the new-comer.

Those who have not grown this variety should

lose no time in adding it to their list, either as

a second early or for late use.—E. M.

Some Beautiful Hardy Primulas.—Two very

beautiful dwarf Primulas in flower at the present

time are Primula Kellereri and P. hirsuta Mrs.

J. H. Wilson. The former has smooth, dark

green leaves, somewhat glandular. Borne quite

freely on stems about two inches long are lovely

large, crinkled, claret rose coloured flowers with

white centres, like so many five-pointed stars.

This plant is said to be a natural hybrid of P.

hirsuta crossed with P. minima, and is sparsely

distributed over the Brenner Pass. In striking

contrast to many rare plants, Mr. Reginald

Farrer, in speaking of this group of Primulas,

says :
" All these in the garden are not only

of the most gratifying heartiness, but are also.

—

and especially P. Kellereri—of an even greater

generosity in the way of flower than they are on

their own native hills." Plants divided last year

are thriving here in a loamy soil, and seem tj

succeed equally well in either semi-shade or a

sunny position. P. hirsuta Mrs. J. H. Wilson is

often spoken of, though in error, as a variety of

P. viscosa. Its leaves are longer than the pre-

ceding, and of a lighter green colour ; in fact,

the plant is larger in all its parts with the exception

of the flowers, which, though more numerous,

are -not individually quite as large. They are

borne profusely in trusses of violet purple, with

well-defined creamy centres. Both the above are

of easy culture, and are worthy of bemg more
widely known and grown.

—

John G. Broadhead,
Wooldale Nurseries, Thongs Bridge, Huddersfield.

A Rare Plant in Scotland.—Nearly sixteen

years ago I wrote a note on Carduncellus pinnatus,

which was published in The Garden on October 7,

1899. I have had the plant in my garden all

that time, and I can state with all confidence

that it is one which I never tire of possessing,

although it never gives many flowers at a

time. It first came to me through the kindness

of Sir Frederick Moore, on my expressing my
admiration for the Carduncellus when seeing it at

Glasnevin for the first time. Then the plant

was far from common, and it appears to be as

scarce as ever now, as I never meet with it in

gardens, except in those to which I have sent it.

In 1899 I described it as a plant about three inrhes

high, with pinnate leaves and with a flower like

that of a Cornflower borne singly in the centre

of each tuft of the plant ; this flower is of a light

purplish blue. I can only correct what I saicj

by stating that the height is sometimes a little

more than three inches. As I remarked when
1
writing about C. pinnatus at that time, its fault

is that of producing few flowers, and I have never
obtained more than a few at a time, even on good-

sized plants. It is an easy plant to grow, and
thrives well with me on a light soil, both in the

rock garden and in the border. It spreads freely

at the roots, yet not so rapidly as to be a menace
to other flowers. It seeds freely, but much of the

seed appears to be infertile with me. Cardimcellus

pinnatus is one of some fourteen species named in

the " Index Kewensis," and is synonymous with

C. acaulis. It is vaguely reported to be from the

East.—S. .A.RNOTT, Dumfries.

Bulbs for Spring Planting.—The article on the

above on page 165, issue April 3, ought to

awaken interest among those who labour under
the impression that, apart from Gladioli, Begonias
and Anemones, there are no bulbs except

Daffodils and others that flower in spring. It

might be pointed out that Gladioli, Begonias and
Anemones are not strictly bulbs. This, however,
is a mere detail. The point is to encourage the

planting of bulbs, tubers, corms and rhizomes

that yield a crop of flowers during the summer
months. Such bulbs are, for the most part, all

available for spring planting. Dry roots of Dahlias,

either the pot-grown sample or full-sized roots, will

flower earlier and make a bigger show than spring-

rooted cuttings if planted dormant in April.

Cooperia pedunculata is a charming little white
star-like flowering bulb. It is a Texas plant that

opens its flowers in the evening. Anomatheca
cruenta, bearing red Freesia-like flowers, blooms
very freely. Bravoa geminiflora is quite a stranger

to most gardeners. It is a Mexican bulb, sending

up tall spikes of coral red, tubular flowers. The
bulbs are hardy in some districts, but the safest

plan is to lift and store them in fibre or sand. This

bulb has fleshy roots, which should not be dried off.

It can be raised from seed quite easily, but as the

bulbs can be obtained from bulb merchants
at 83. a dozen, raising from' seed is scarce'y

worth while. It is a charming summer bloomer
that ought to be better known. The various

Crinums are all available for spring planting.

Bessera elegans and Milla biflora are both charming
little bulbs from Mexico that are easily flowered

;

they cost but little. The Peruvian Daffodil

(Ismene calathina) bears beautiful white flowers,

and, if planted deeply, it need not be lifted in the

autumn. Strong bulbs only cost about 2s. 6d.

a dozen. Watsonia Ardeillei is another delightful

bulb, giving spikes of white flowers. Rigidella

immaculata bears scarlet flowers, and calls for no
special treatment. Cypella Herbertii, treated like

a Gladiolus, yields very pretty yellow flowers, and
few people know it. Indeed, one might easily

extend the list of bulbs that will give a display if

planted now. Moreover, many of these bulbs

would prove a delightful surprise.—T. A. W.

THE BEST HARD-WOODED
PLANTS.

c

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
April 27.—Royal Horticultural Socety's

Meeting and Exhibition :nd the Auricula and
Primula Show, Vincent Square, Westminster.

April 29.—North of England Horticultural

Society's Show and Perpeiual Flowering
Carnation Society's Exhibition at Leeds (two
days).

OMPARATIVELY few hard-wooded
plants have been shown at the

recent meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, but included in

that limited nvunber are some
remarkably attractive subjects.

Taken altogether, hard-wooded plants in general

are so beautiful that one cannot help regretting

that they are now so little grown. The reason of

their present-day neglect is, I think, to be foimd
in the fact that their flowers are not large (as

size counts for a lot with most people), and also

that they need a good deal of care and attention

in all stages of growth. Probably at some future

time hard-wooded plants may again come into

their own. Meanwhile, a note on a few of those

that still retain their popularity, and also on some
that might with advantage be more grown, may
not be out of place.

Greenhouse Heaths.—The species and varie-

ties of greenhouse Heaths used at one time to be
reckoned by hmidreds, most of which have piracti-

cally disappeared. Still, a few of our market
cultivators grow large quantities of a limited

number of kinds, chief of which are Erica candi-

dissima, white ; E. caffra, white ; E. caveudishi-

ana, yellow ; E. gracilis, rosy purple ; E. g.

nivalis, white ; E. hyemalis, rose and white

;

E. h. alba, white ; E. melanthera, p41e mauve
;

E. persoluta alba, white ; E. propendens, lilac
;

E. spenceriana, rosy lilac ; E. ventricosa, purplish

red ; and E. willmoreana, reddish rose. Several

of these kinds have been exhibited of late, and
many of the plants showed evidences of great

cultural skill.

Boronias, too, are another geiius of hard-

wooded plants that are still extensively grown.
The first to bloom.—for its earliest blossoms expand
soon after Christmas—is Boronia megastigma.

remarkable for its delicious fragrancte. Being
brown outside and yellowish within, the flowers

are not particularly showy, but their sweet scent

well compensates for this. The ne.xt to flower

is B. heterophylla, which is, like the preceding,

a favourite with the market cultivator who makes
a speciality (jf this class of plants. The blossoms
of this are of a bright carmine rose colour. Later

than either of these two comes B. elatior. With
rosy red flowers. A very distinct species is B.

serrulata, but it is now very rarely seen, though
Messrs. Balchin, when at Hassocks, used to grow it

remarkably well. THey were also noted for the

charming blue-flowered

Leschenaultia biloba major, which has never

been shown in such good condition as it used to

be from that Southdown nursery. The scarlet-

flowered L. formosa seems to have almost, if not

quite, dropped out of cultivation.

Azaleas are still extensively gronm, though
not in the shape of large specimens as they used

to be. They have been this season remairkably

fine ; but as nearly all our plants are imported

from Belgium, a shortage may reasonably be

anticipated during the forthcoming autumm.

Acacias.—The smaller-growing Acacias that

can be flowered successfully in pots are, in

some cases at least, freely grown. This is

doubtless to a certain extent owing to thf

fact that they are far less particular in their

cultural requirements than the majority of hard-

wooded plants.
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Besides thuie before mentioned, the following are

all worthy of occupying once more a prominent

place in our gardens :

Aotus gracillima.—A loose, graceful-habited

shrub, whose long shoots are densely clothed

with small. Pea-shaped, yellow and crimson flowers.

Aphelexis.—A pretty class of Everlasting

Flowers now included in the genus Helichrysum.

They are of a dwarf, shrubby character, with the

stems and young leaves clothed with a hoary

tomentum. The flowers, borne on the points of

the shoots, are in A. humile of a delightful shade

of satiny pink, while in A. macrantha purpurea

they are of a deeper tone.

Chorizemas.—These are met

with more frequently than some

of the others, and their bright-

coloured. Pea-shaped flowers

make a goodly show in the

greenhouse early in the year.

The best variety for compara-

tively small pots is C. Lowii.

Correa (Australian
Fuchsia). — The showiest of

the Correas is C. cardinalis,

whose drooping, tubular-shaped

blossoms are borne in the

winter and early spring.

Crowea. — There are two

species of this genus, namely,

C. saligna, which blooms in

the autumn and winter ; and C.

angustifolia, which flowers in the

spring. Bothhavepinkblossoms.

Oiosmas. — Pretty Heath-

like plants with fragrant foliage

and little terminal heads of

lilossoms, white, bluish or

mauve in colour.

Epacrises. — These arc cer-

tainly grown more than some

of the plants herewith men-

tioned, but they are not so

generally met with as their

merits entitle them to be.

Eriostemon.—AH the members
of this genus form neat bushes,

which in the spring are thickly

covered with white starry blos-

soms.

Hovea Celsii.—A leguminous

shrub of a rather rambling

character, with Pea-shaped

blossoms of a beautiful blue

tint. It needs careful handling,

and used to be regarded as a

good test of the cultivator's skill.

Pimelias, with their heads of

pretty, light-coloured flowers,

were much grown in the olden

days, but are now seldom seen.

Polygala dalmaisiana.—The rich rosy purple

blossoms of this Polygala gain it many admirers

when in flower, which is during the spring.

Platytlieca galioides, also known as Tremandra
verticillata, is a slender-growing plant with linear

leaves disposed in whorls. The saucer-shaped,

drooping blossoms are of a delightful shade of

blue. This list might be considerably extended,

but lack of space prevents.

It may be noted that practically all of these

hard-wooded plants have fine, delicate roots

and need a compost mainly consisting of peat and
sand. Potting must be firmly done, and watering

at all times carefully attended to. H. P.

C H i NA ROSES.

I

HAVE an idea that the exquisite, old-

fashioned Roses which bear this distinctive

name are in danger of being ignored. Yet

it cannot be questioned that some of their

modem representatives are suSiciently

efiective, in their form and colouring, to

preserve this charming race of fragrant Roses

fascination are Comtesse du Cayla (recently added
to my highly attractive collection in the garden
at Kirk House, where Roses of all kinds are growing
most vigorously), Mme. Eugene Rfsal, a lovely

combination of delicate pink and orange ; Mrs.

Edward Clayton, Fellenberg, Jean Bach Sisley, and
the refinedly beautiful Mile, de la Vallette. These
fascinating Roses are of such almost inestimable

value by reason of the attribute we term
perpetuality, and which the French with

from premature extinction. Many of them are even greater expressiveness call remontante, that

as delicately tinted as the Teas or even the Rosa , they should be cultivated assiduously and
pcmetiana creations. Since the memorab'e days

|

lovingly in every Rose garden that is worthv
of the name.

David R. Williamson'.

Kirk House, Kirkmaiden,

Wigtownshire, N.B.
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THE HEATH GARDEN
SPRING.

IN a charming sliade of

T
'HERE are few more pleasing features

in the outdoor garden at any season

than the home of the hardy Heaths.

In midwinter, as we have on more

than one occasion shown in these

pages, there are several kinds in flower, and the

display is continued by others right through the

spring, summer and autumn. Just now there are

several very beautiful kinds in flower, the most

charming of all being the so-called Winter Heath,

Erica carnea. Although the flowers of this

actually open during the waning days of winter,

it is not until spring is here that their full beauty

is revealed.

of its flowers ; this

rose red.

This Heath floiurishes in many Cornish and other

West Country gardens, where it attains a height

of 5 feet : but one does not often see good plants in

the London district. Just now it is at its best,

so far as flowering is concerned. The foregoing

may be regarded as the best of the spring-flowering i

Heaths
; those that blossom . in summer and

autumn will be described later. Eric \.

THE ROWAN OR MOUNTAIN
ASH.

o
PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA

This dainty Primula rejoices in a moist position

in the rock garden. It is a native of the Himalaya,

producing fragrant, creamy white flowers bomc
on slender stems well above the rosettes of bright,

It is a generally accepted belief that Ericas and i
shiny leaves. This year it has flowered with remark-

other peat-loving shrubs of the same Natural able freedom. Moisture is essential for the well-

Order, such as Rhododendrons and .'\zaleas, will i being of this species, audit will thrive even in a bog

not thrive over soils containing lime

or chalk. In this bright rose-

coloured Heath we have a notable

exception, for even though it

shows preference for a sandy peat or

loamy soil, it will, nevertheless,

thrive in a soil rich in chalk or lime-

stone. In Lord Sherborne's garden,

situated in the middle of the Cots-

wolds, where the soil is nothing but

.limestone, this accommodating Heatli

spreads rapidly and flowers abun-

dantly. This is a point worth noting,

and those who have not yet been

successful in the cultivation of

Heaths should not despair before

giving Erica carnea a trial. It is a

low-growing species not exceeding

li inches in height, and when estab-

lished never fails to display a carpet

of bloom in the springtime. It is

an admirable subject for planting

in the foreground of the rock

garden.

A taller species that is now very

beautiful is Erica mediterranea.

This must not be confused with medi-

terranea hybrida (n.o w named
darleyensis at Kew), which flowers

in midwinter and is of much
dwarfer habit. Mediterranea proper

makes a more or less erect bush

several feet in height, and in April

is freely bespangled with its pink

flowers, which are delightfully fragrant. It is a
native of the south-west provinces' of France and
Spain. There is a white-flowered form of it named
alba, which makes a rather more compact bush
and is not so good as the type. The Tree
Heath, Erica arborea, has nearly finished flower-

ing.

It was introduced from the Mediterranean
and Caucasus as long ago as 1658, and is to be
found in a good many gardens. It forms quite a

large shrub, sometimes as much as 20 feet in height,

and is usually freely clothed with its white blossoms
in early spring.

Very similar in appearance is the Portuguese
Heath, Erica lusitanica. It flowers at the same
time, and in most gardens is now past its best.

A very pretty Heath that many find difficult to

grow is Erica australis. It also is a native of

Portugal, and although of rather a loose, vmgainly
habit, is well worth trying on account of the colour

the Scottish mountains one may
often find beautiful effects fcjrmed

by wild trees of the Mountain
Ash, som^etimes growing alone,

but more often in the company
of Birch, Scots Pine and wild

Juniper. The trees are sometimes in lair sized

groups, particularly when growing on the gentler

slopes and in the valleys, but when growing upon
precipitous mountain sides or among the crags

of almost perpendicular walls of rock they more
often occur as scattered, isolated trees or in

clusters of two or three. Wherever found, how-
ever, they appear to occupy the right position,

and in the autumn, when covered with bright

red berries, add much assistance to the Heather

PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, A BEAUTIFUL HARDY SPECIES WITH CREAMY WHITE FLOWERS.

garden. It is seen to best advantage when grown
under similar conditions to the beautiful Primula
rosea—that is, in peaty soil by a stream in the

lower parts of the rock garden. Here the plants

will thrive and flower during May and early June.
There is, however, just a risk of losing the plants

in the winter, when, as in the case of many other

Primulas, the rosettes of foliage die down. This
is ob\'iously a Primula to plant in little colonies,

for isolated plants seem lost when planted out in

the rock garden. Our illustration depicts a small
colony of this Primula effectively grouped by
Mr. Clarence Elliott in his rock garden exhibit

at the Chelsea Show held in May last, when
it created a considerable amount of interest

among connoisseurs of hardy plants. We
wonder what the prospects of the Chelsea

Show for this year are. So far as we can
ascertain now, the rock and other gardens
will be considerably curtailed.

and other plants which are responsible for so

great a share of the wide-famed autumn beauty
of the Scottish Highlands.

Under natural conditions the Mountain Ash is

usually smaller than when growing in gardens,

and is often found as a bush or small tree below

15 feet in height, altitude, poor soil and exposure

being responsible for reduced growth, although

there are few places where tree growth is possible

that it absolutely refuses to thrive.

In gardens it is a great favourite, for not only
is it attractive in May when covered with its

dense heads of white flowers, but the leafage

is distinct among other trees, and there are few
species with such brilliant fruits. In some parts

of England it is used effectively on the outskirts

of plantations, but not so often as its value

warrants, and more extensive plantings might
be made with advantage. Any trees and shrubs

of the right types which harmonise with our
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native trees may be used for the outer parts of

plautations, where those with brilliant fruits

or autumn foliage serve to brighten the landscape

by creating patches of brilliant colour among
the sombre-hued Pines and other trees of that

class which are so often planted for sylvicultural

purposes.

Moreover, the wood of the Mountain Ash is

valuable for various kinds of work, although it

is not obtainable in sufficient quantity to make
it a commercial success at the present time. Being

hard and close-grained, it is useful for turning,

and with other kinds of Pyrus wood may be

used for many small articles. The typical Pyrus

Aucuparia, the common Mountain Ash, is not,

however, the only kind available for planting.

Horticulturists have selected a number of kinds

for varietal names, which are really better than

the type for garden purposes. The majority

are distinguished by differences in the size or

colour of the flowers, but a few exhibit differ-

ences of habit or foliage. In the succeeding

essential to the most effective weeping trees.

P. A. asplenifolia differs from other varieties

by having the margins of the leaflets deeply cut,

a curious little lobe often being present at the

base of each leaflet. P. A. laciniata also has its

leaflets deeply lobed. Both have red fruits.

P. A. Dirkenii aurea has yellow variegated leaves.

It cannot, however, be regarded as an important

variety, for the golden colouring is not really

first-rate. The American Mountain Ash, P.

americana, is also worth attention, and in many
ways is quite as beautiful as our native tree.

Its berries are, if anything, larger than those of

the common Rowan, and are borne in larger

heads. The variety nana is, however, preferable

for most gardens. Of lower stature than the

type, it is, nevertheless, of vigorous growth and

compact habit. Its branch system is stiff and

upright, its leaves dark green and of a peculiarly

healthy appearance, while its large, bright red

fruits are borne in bunches which are often g inches

across. The common Mountain Ash is easily

NYMPH^A MARLIACEA ROSEA, A BEAUTIFUL AND FREE-ELOWERING HARDY WATER

notes attention is directed to a few of the best ;

Pyrus Aucuparia moraviea is a very fine fruited

kind, its rich red berries being larger than those

of the type. The growth is very vigorous, and

the handsome leaves g inches to 12 inches long

with red midribs. It is one of the best of all.

P. A. discolor is distinct by reason of its orange-

coloured berries, which appear in large clusters.

A very distinct variety with yellow fruits is found

in P. A. fructu luteo. This should always be

grown as a well-marked kind. P. A. integerrima

is useful for gardens of restricted area, for it is

of close, fastigiate habit, with the appearance

of a dwarf Lombardy Poplar. The berries are

red and borne freely. P. A. satureifolia has

some affinities with the yellow-berried Rowan,

for its fruits are a similar colour, but the bunches

are larger and the tree rather more vigorous.

P. A. pendula and P. A. p. Dawsonii both have a

pendent habit, but neither is a really handsome

tree, for the poise of the branches is such as to

preclude tho degrre nl gracefulness which is

raised from seeds, while the different varieties

are grafted or budded upon stocks of the

type. W. D.

PLANTING THE HARDY
WATER LILIES.

IN

those gardens where comparatively still

water exists, there are few more interesting

operations during the spring months than

the planting of hardy Water Lilies or

Nymphicas. To those who only know the

family by the white-flowered British species,

beautiful though it is, the many lovely, gloriously

coloured hybrids that are now obtainable will

come as a pleasant and interesting surprise.

Sufficiently hardy to withstand our ordinary

winters with impunity, and embracing varieties

suitable lor deep and shallow water, these com-

paratively new Water Lilies hold possibilities

that tlie average gardener of to-day does not

make the most of. For adding charm to the

tiny pool or more majestic lake they have no

peer, and as they are not difficult to cultivate,

if not actually to perfection, at least to a high

degree, we may reasonably expect in a few years'

time to find them much more widely grown than

they are at present.

There are, however, a few essentials to success.

Almost still water is necessarj^, as also is a sunny

position. If in partial or permanent shade, the

flowers do not open freely, and consequently much
of their beauty is not revealed to the observer.

Shelter from strong winds should also be aimed

at. I know of few plants that look more miserable

when tossed aljout by boisterous winds, and often

considerable damage is thus caused to the large

leaves, which, when well preserved, are in many
instances second only in beauty to the flowers

themselves. Then, the grouping of the plants

needs some little care. Generally speaking,

formality should be avoided like the plague ; a

water garden must, above all else, be informal,

or as Nature herself would have it ;

hence straight rows of plants, will

srown though they may be, can

scarcely be said to exhibit that

informal grouping that one has in

mind as being so desirable.

Undoubtedly the best time of the

year to plant these Water Lilies,

and, incidentally, to divide any

that need it, is from the middle of*

.\pril until about the third week in

May. At that time new growths

begin to get active and the plants

quickly establish themselves in their

fresh quarters, and consequently

receive the least possible check.

W'hether or not an established plant

needs lifting and dividing is a

question that must be determined on

^•^* the spot. If a plant has obviously

I'erome <ivergrown and congested, as

• xemplified by crowded leaves and

-tems and few flowers, then such a

' mirse is necessary and desirable;

iiut with a great many of the

newer hybrids such measures are

-eldom called for. So long as a

plant is healthy and producing

each year a reasonable quantity

LILY. of good flowers, it is a golden

rule to leave it well alone. When
division is done, a strong crown and some

roots should be secured to each portion, a

sharp knife being used to cut through the thick

tuberous-like rhizome that is characteristic of

itiany varieties.

Reverting to the actual planting. Having de-

termined the depth it is desirable to submerge the

plants—this ranging from 18 inches to about six

feet, according to the variety—some preparation

of soil and receptacles for the plants must be

attended to. Mr. James Hudson, V.M.H., the

well-known liead-gardener at Gunnersbury House,

who grows these Water Lilies better than anyone

else I know, uses Strawberry punnets for the

small plants that are usually received from the

nursery, and the large wicker sieves or nursery

rounds fur plants of more ample dimensions.

These, in the course of a year or two, decay, but

meanwhile the roots have been able to find their

wav through tlie wicker-work, and the plants

are therefore by that time quite able to take care

of themselves. So far as soil is concerned, one
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cannot do better than give Mr. Hudson's recipe,

which is as follows : A la^-^er of decayed leaves

is first placed over the bottom of the basket,

then some broken-up turfy loam of good quality,

with some road scrapings added, and into th's

the Water Lilies are planted and tied so that

they cannot escape while the baskets are being

submerged.

There are now a great many varieties obtainable,

some with yellow flowers, others witli varying

shades of red, and others, again, with blusli pink

blossoms. All are beautiful and hardy, and

names with descriptions can be

obtained from any good cata-

logue of hardy plants for spring

planting. F. W.

paid for catholicity of taste. There is one very

important proviso with regard to the flower

that is registered which will ensure, as far as

is possible, the name standing for a reality,

e.g., within a period of five years from the date

of registration that flow-er must be actually shown,

and a notice must be sent to the secretary of the

committee to that effect.

The second subject is the division of the Leedsii,

Class IV, into two divisions to correspond to the

division of the " cups " into incomparabilis and

Barrii. Mr. C. L. Adams, the hon. treasurer of

DAFFODIL NOTES.
By the Rev. Joseph J.\cob.

"London, 1915."— The con-

trast between the outward circum-

stances of this year and last could

not well be greater ; lateness instead

of earliness, and war in the place of

peace. Truly, " one never knows."

Poor " London " has had a rough

start in life. First, the setting of its

house in order ; then a series of

super-abnormal seasons ;
and now,

to cap all, the horrid anxiety in-

separable from a gigantic national

conflict. No one can have expected

a large show. I think everyone

felt that it was something to have

one at all when so many others have

had to be abandoned, for Lincoln-

shire and Presteigu must now be

deleted from the list I gave some

weeks back in my notes. Let us

hope that in the time to come we

may be ab'.e to refer to rgij as "the

wSlT year," and not have to couple

igi6 with it and speak of " the

war years." Two very impor-

tant matters came before the com-

mittee.

Registration of Names. — I

promised to report when the

question was finally settled. In

future no name will be registered

unless accompanied by a fee of

half-a-crown, and Unless an official

form giving certain details about

the flower has been filled up.

All these new additions to the

list are to be marked with an

asterisk.

It is impossible to forecast witli

any certainty what the practical

outcome of this momentous change

will be. Some think it will cut off the the Mid'and Daffodil Society, brought the matter

supply of names altogether ; whereas others, forward and explained the reason for the change,

and myself among the number, hope that it will He found a very sympathetic committee, and

effect the much-needed reform, and that only the proposed change was unanimously agreed to.

those varieties that are likely to be seen on the '

I presume that the final stage will be its passing

show tiers or in our gardens will be registered,
j

the Council and the formal notification to the

This would extend the sphere of its usefulness
j

committee. Writing in the train on the way to

considerably, for it w^ould be equivalent to a kind
j

Tewkesbury, where I am to act as judge, I am
of minor award, inasmuch as it is natural to suppose

I

unable to state decidedly what I believe to be a

that only a raiser's best will be registered. Here
j

fact, viz., that there was nothing in -the proposition

again, of course, it must be remembered that as to the names of the two divisions. As these

one raiser's best may be another's Worst. This notes will l5c 'read before the next committee

cannot be helped ; it is the price that has to be I meeting, I would suggest that it might be an

KARCISSUS WHELP, A BEAUTIFUL SMALL-CUPPED VARIE
BY MR. P. D. \VILLL\MS AT THE LONDOX EXHIBI

opportunity to reintroduce the name Engleheartii

again, and I would propose it for the large-cupped

varieties. One would then be Engleheartii and
the other Leedsii. For the employment of the

old word I would urge (i) it is an honour I would

like to see paid to the Rev. G. H. Engleheart
;

(2) that by adopting one word we get in line

with the other classes, e.g., Barrii and incom-

parabilis
; (3) that they are of such a distinct

type that a new word is better than our old

description Giant Leedsii. Against its adop-

tion I can only see the possible mixing up of

the old flat eyes like Incognita

or Sequin with the revived name.

Trade Exhibits.—No exhibit

can ever take the place of

one of Engleheart's. The old

associations which centre round

the dead white backgrounds

which our Master iu Israel of

late years always selected as a

foil for his polished gems were

on this occasion broken. It w'as

not the war. I regret to say,

that made the Ijreak necessary

on his part. It was " doctor's

orders," a much more serious

matter for us Daffodil people to

contemplate. for the ordered

cjne is no longer in the heyday

of youth, and the strain of a

long day at the Hall is begin-

ning to tell. .Although for onrc

we have been unable to express

our appreciation of his efforts

in a tangible way like we
generally do, let me assure him
that it is none the less real if

it has not the visibility of a

scrap of paper nor even the

hieroglyphical markings that

must have so often made the

well-kniiwn little pocket-book

such good reading when he got

home.

We had no group either from

Mr. A. M. Wilson, but we were

more than compensated for the

omission by seeing him iu our

midst in excellent health, and

by his playing the difficult part

of backbone to the competitive

classes. The following firms

put up their usual style of

groups : Barr and Sons, Robert

Sydenham, Limited, Christopher

Bourne, Cartwright and Good-

win, Walter T. Ware. R. H.

Bath, Limited, and James Carter

and Co. Mr. Bard of this

latter firm must appreciate a

parson's difficulty in having

to put the old story in a different dress every

Sunday for the same people. He has to do some-

thing akin to it in the Hall. After that wonderful

orchard-like display (which, by the Avay, is figured

in the "Daffodil Year Book" for 1914) at our last

great show, and after his beautiful Crocus creations

of this present season, I suppose I expected

too much. It was very good, but again like us

parsons, even a genius like my good friend cannot

always be at his very best. The general idea was

a lawn with King Alfreds in the grass, bounded by

a raised border wherein were massed blocks of

yellow and white Daffodils in front of close

TV, SHOWN
TIOX.
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growing evergreens, the wlmle being lield in

position by a low stone retaining wall.

Messrs. Barr and Sons' exhibit was a particu-

larly fine one, well set up and rich in " good

things." Had a gold medal been awarded, it

would not have surprised me. Ten years ago

half-a-dozen would not have been a sufficient

recognition of its merits. Few probably—even

Daffodil people—were aware that it helped to

mark the beginning of a new era. inasmuch as

only once before and on the present occasion,

when the Hon. R. J. Seddon again appeared in

public in the competitive classes, have we had

THE COLLARETTE DAHLIAS

o
is the fact.

N all sides from those who have grown

Collarettes nothing but praise is heard.

It seems exaggeration to speak of

these plants being in constant growth

and flowering perpetually
;

yet such

A herbaceous border containing half a

dozen clumps of Collarette Dahlias is in October,

as in August, radiant with their beauty when all

else except Michaelmas Daisies has faded. As a

garden decorative plant this type of Dahlia sur-

passes all others, and is altogether most useful,

Australasian-born blooms set up in a trade group being bushy in form, moderate in height and carry-

in the ordinary way, as it were,

without note or comment. Did

Professor Thomas of Auckland

see that lovely vase of Mrs. D. V.

West from the great big island

just a little nearer to the Equator

than his own ? I cannot say,

nor, if he did, what he thought of

it. However, I do know this :

that two very keen gardeners in-

deed—one an Orchidist and the

other a Montbretian—each made a

list of the three or four most pleas-

ing varietie- which they would like

to buy, and that Mrs. D. V. West

\nd Bernardino were the only

common factors. Mr. West, I

congratulate you ; and may your

success stimulate other raisers in

the dominions down below to send

us more of their best, and our

own people to grow and stage

them.

Mr. C. Bourne, R. H. Bath.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Walter

T. Ware, Limited, and CartnTight

and Goodwin each had groups of

interest. It is very evident that

before we are many years

nlder. both Walter T. Ware and

R. H. Bath are going to show us

some fine seedlings of their own
manufacture. Their advance guard

was in evidence last week.

Two Grand Flowers.—Then-

were some excellent blooms scat-

tered among the different competi-

tive and trade exhibits. The two

whose likenesses are given were

those which were picked out by

one of oiu: leading fanciers as the

two best in the show. Without

entirely subscribing to that

verdict, I can lionestly say they

were very good indeed, but I

would have to bracket others with

them were I to call them the best.

Alchemist, which was exhibited

by Mr. A. M. Wilson, is a fine

large, clear-cut, deep yellow trumpet variety.

In depth of tone and smoothness of texture it

has but few, if any, superiors.

Whelp, shown by Mr. P. D. Williams, is a grand

small-cupped variety (Barrii) with a great expanse

of white perianth, which slightly recurves, and a

fluted yellow eye with a narrow edge nf red.

D, 3i ; S, il X li; C, i. One haS seen tlvs

flower on several occasions, but never in such

superb condition. See illustration on p ge 199.

In my next notes I hope to give a long list

of from twenty to twenty-five of the most strik-

ing flowers in the Hall,

KAKCISSUS ALCHEMIST, A 1-INE NEW YELLOW TRUMPET VARIETY
SHOWN BY MR. A. M. WILSON IN LONDON LAST WEEK.

ing flowers on long stems well above the foliage.

The huge, hideous stakes usually associated with

a Dahlia-bed in early summer find no place with

Collarettes, as the only support required is that

afforded by their canes, which soon become com-

pletely covered by the graceful foliage, and the

whole plant thus has additional merit in its artistic

worth. The blossoms, too, have an increased

value for floral decoration, as cut blooms last

longer than those of any other Dahlia, while their

long stalks and beautiful forms add to their charm

and utility. From July right on till frost comes,

a plenteous supply is available, and if cut freshly

opened will last from a week to ten days in

water. Of cultural details, suffice it to say that

the Dahlia is most amenable to cultivation,

revelling in a well drained and manured clayey

loam, and it responds to every care bestowed

upon it. It can be grown in many positions,

and is most effective in clumps on lawns, or

it flowers profusely between shrubs, while it

is most useful in the herbaceous border, forming

patches of colour when other perennials are over.

Of the varieties now growii, a number stand out

prominently above the others. Chief among

them are : Frogmore, the \ery best at present

grown, a yellow gromid splashed with vermilion,

with ayellowcollarette. Thisleaves

nothing to be desired in form and
colour of flower, while the habit

of the plant is vigorous, erect and

bushy, producing long-stemmed

flowers with a freedom without

parallel. Queen Bess, an orange

scarlet with yellow collarette and

slightly star-shaped, flat-petaUed

flowers, comes second in point of

freedom of flowering and artistic

effect. Balmoral is a very showy
and effective variety with long-

stemmed flowers of bright puce

colour, with a white and rose

striped collarette. Princess Louise,

a very distinct variety of es-

pecially dwarf habit and very

free-flowermg, has petals of rich

glowing crimson and a white col-

larette. Negro, a maroon with

white collarette, has a good stem

and blooms very freely. Pro-

bably the best word to use for

Henri Farman, a bright vermilion

edged with primrose, with a straw-

coloured collarette, is " grand."

This variety is exceedingly showy,

and should be widely known
Of the newer varieties to be

sent out this spring, some are sure

to gain wide popularity. Messrs.

Dobbie and Co. are offering twelve

new ones, and various firms also

are ~>cnding others, so there will

be a wide field for choice. From
notes gathered, the following six.

in the writer's opinion, will

surpass any yet grown : Tuskar,

a deep crimson with white tips,

an excellent grower, carrying an

abundance of magnificently-formed

blooms Undoubtedly Prince of

Orange will be adjudicated the

finest of all CoUaretteS; very

free-flowering, with flowers, as

Its name implies, of deep orange.

The best of its colour yet

seen. Skerryvore, a wonderfully

free-flowering and beautiful variety. Eddystone,

a crimson with yellow tips. Pladder, a shady

maroon carrj-ing well-formed flowers with a fine

stem. Inchmamock, the nearest approach to a

scarlet yet obtained, is excellent in form and

colour, and a splendid grower. The foregoing

descriptions are made up from notes taken on the

Dahlia-beds (when the writer singled out the six

from the many varieties on trial), and may not

quite comcide with the raisers' descriptions given

in catalogues wlien issued, but every variety is

in advance of any at present grown, and deserves

a trial.

'

S. W.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Odontoglossum Leviathan.— The name is

suggestive of the giant proportions of this very

handsome variety, whose petals are finely pointed,

broad and overlapping at their bases, and, coloured

dark chocolate to maroon, are irregularly reticu-

lated with white and edged with the same colour.

Odontioda Zenobia leeana (Odontoglossum

percultum x Odontioda Charlesworthii).—A small

plant of this handsome bigeneric hybrid, having

a two-flowered raceme, was shown. The colour

is rich glossy maroon, with large, pure white lip.

These were shown by W. R. Lee, Esq., Plumpton

Hall, Heywood, Lancashire.

Laelio-Cattieya Nana (L.-C. wamhameusis x

L.-C. domiuiana langleyensis).—^The sepals and

petals are coloured orange scarlet, the frilled lip

of rich ruby red tone suffused with velvety crimson.

From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

Auricula Edenside.—This distinct and pleasing

variety belongs to the show fancy set. The

individual flowers are large, well formed, though

lacking slightly the ideal show standard

of excellence. The colour is heliotrope, with

lilac shading, which is in contrast to the large

white centre. The variety has mealy foliage,

is very vigorous, and bore a handsome truss of

flowers. From Mr. James Douglas, Great

Bookham.

Prunus Cerasus Chealii pendula.—A very

handsome, free-flowering example of this droop-

ing variety was shown, the pendulous branches

of 3 feet or more long being studded with pink

flowers. A variety of unusual merit and excellence,

calculated to create new effects in the garden.

From Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley,

Sussex.

Primula Reinii. — A Japanese species of

•dainty grace and charm which attracted consider-

ably. Though not in the natmre of a novelty,

it is a plant of some rarity, and appeared at this

iiieeting for the first time. It has petiolate,

hairy leafage, which is deeply lobed when mature.

The umbels rise well above the foliage, and are

two to six flowered. The colour is rosy lilac,

the notched flowers not unlike some of the P.

.Sieboldii set. Height, 4 inches to 6 inches.

Exhibited by Mr. E. H. Jenkins, SiKbiton.

Saxifraga Vandellii.—A superbly flowered

example of this rare and difficult species was

shown, which in a long experience we have never

seen anything like so good. It is from the Southern

"Tyrol, and is distinct from all in its densely arranged

dark green, spiny rosettes of leaves. Pedtuicles

rthree to six flowered ; flowers pure white, of

large size. It loves calcareous soils. Shown by

Messrs. R. Tucker and Son, Oxford.

Narcissus Clirysee.—A self yellow Ajax variety,

rich and intense in colour, though small as trumpet

Daffodils go to-day. The coloiu: attracts, not-

withstanding. From Messrs. CartwTight and

Goodwin, Kidderminster.

All of the foregoing novelties were shown before

the Royal Horticultural Society on the 13th inst.,

when the awards were made.

Some of the new Daffodils shown on this

occasion, though they did not receive awards from

the Narcissus and Tulip committee, were par-

ticularly interesting and good, and descriptions

of several will be found in th-e Rev. J. Jacob's

motes on pjge jgg.

THE BEST CLIMBING
ANN UALS.

A N eflicacious screen is ofttimes a most

/\ desirable thing in a garden, especially

/ % during the summer mouths, when
^"^% many gardens are open to the public.

* •> Provided the subject receives con-

sideration sufficiently early in the

season, it is sometimes possible to make a temporary

screen a floral attraction as well. That some

annuals provide us with excellent material for

such a purpose is amply illustrated by the Sweet

Pea, which answers both purposes.

The climbing Nasturtium is also good, and

gives plenty of flowers in a suimy position with

its roots partly confined. This is easily carried

out by placing a board or slates along each side

of a g-inch trench in which the plants are to be

grown. A good support for the plants to climb

upon is made by erecting some coarse-meshed wire-

netting, or, if preferred, use the Simplicitas

Netting, and then in either case thread it through

with, or otherwise fasten securely to it, some

dead Spruce or brushwood, and over this the

Nasturtitmi will sim.ply revel. Should the screen

be required near the vegetable quarters or actually

in them, the ornamental Bean may be more in

keeping, and while making a very pretty pink

and white feature, the additional use of a few

gatherings of pods may be considered, although

this can hardly be recommended for general

practice, as the flowering must naturally suffer.

Of coiu'se, the Runner Beans answer the same

purpose, provided all the pods are removed as

soon as formed. Personally, I prefer a few of

each for the purpose.

Omitting the Ruimer Beans, the plants mentioned

are equally useful for the covering of pergolas,

trellis and such like. Other suitable climbers

among annuals are Cobaea scandens, Convolvulus

major, C. Ipomcea, Eccremocarpus scaber,

Humulus (annual Hop), Loasa aurantiaca, and

Trop^eolum canariense. The best results are

obtained by sowing the seeds of each variety in

small pots under glass, and growing them on

until all danger of sharp frosts has passed before

planting them in their flowering or permanent

positions.

When used as a covering tor pergola or trellis,

it is a mistake perhaps to entirely rely on the

annuals to provide a good covering or show by
themselves ; but used in conjunction with estab-

lished creepers and plants of perennial habit

they certainly are capable of adding a little to

the floral scheme. Care, however, should be

taken that the annual does not flourish at the

expense of the permanent subject b)' making

excessive growth, and for this reason the annual

Hop and the climbing Nasturtium need to be

carefully watched when used to assist in covering

any position.

ConvohTilus Ipomoea rubro-caerulea delights in

a sunny position, and is certainly a lovely blue

creeper. Eccremocarpus has an orange and

scarlet tone, and Loasa may also be said to have

orange shades. Strictly, Cobaea scandens, with

its purple, bell-shaped flowers, is a half-hardy

perennial, but it answers well as a half-hardy

annual if sown early in February. No doubt

plants could be purchased during the next

few weeks. As is well l^mown. Convolvulus major

(Ipomoea piu'purea) may be procured in quite a

number of colours ; and while Trop»olima canari-

ense provides us with a yellow creeper, Tropseolura

lobbiammi LiUi Schmidt is a good scarlet.

Serlby Gardens, Yorks. H. Turner.

THE ROSE ANNUAL, 1915

A LTHOUGH rather late in appearing,

/% this, the official organ of the National

/ % Rose Society, is an exceedingly

/ % interesting number, and will, we feel

* * sure, be read with the greatest interest

not only by the numerous members
of the society, but also by many others who are

interested in the Rose.

The contents are, as usual, of a very varied

and practical nature. We would draw particular

attention to the symposium on manuring Roses,

to which Rose experts living in various parts of

the country, and growing Roses in all kinds of

soil, contribute. The summary of these articles,

prepared by Dr. A. H. Williams, is very useful

indeed. Another interesting article is that dealing

with " Municipal Rose Gardens," by Mr. W.
Easlea. Rose gardens of this kind are being

planted in the United States, but it is exceptional

to find public Rose gardens in this country. The
best we know—apart, of course, from those in the

various botanical gardens—is that at Westcliff-

ou-Sea, two illustrations of which appear in

the publication now under notice.

Mr. E. J. Holland contributes a very useful

chapter on " The Prevention of Mildew on Roses

Under Glass," and Mr. T. N. Cook of Boston,

U.S.A., gives some interesting particulars about
" Black Spot and Mildew." Rose species, which,

of course, have been very much supplemented

in recent years, are dealt with in a very practical

manner by Mr. W. Dallimore, who draws attention

to the best of the newer additions. We are also

very pleased to notice the most lucid article by

Mr. H. R. Darlington on " The Rugosa Roses."

These Roses do not receive the attention they

deserve from gardeners and amateurs generally.

As will be seen by Mr. Darlington's list, there are

a great many excellent Roses that belong to the

Rugosa section that might be used much more

extensively in our gardens than they are at present.

Messrs. E. and M. Hockliffe put forward an excel-

lent plea for the cultivation of Roses during war

time, and one that we hope will not be ignored.

Those who appreciate cut Roses in the house

—

and we think everyone does—will derive much
benefit from the very charming article by Mrs.

H. R. Darlington on " How to Cut Roses." Until

we read this, we must confess that we did not give

very much thought to the right and wrong ways

of cutting flowers. The Annual also includes

a Rose analysis by Mr. Mawley, and the report

of the Rose Conference held at the White City

last year.

As usual, the volume is well illustrated, both

with half-tone blocks and coloured plates. Two
of the latter represent an arch and pergola

respectively in Mr. Wettem's garden, and we
wish the reproduction had been better so as to do

justice to the very fine effects that he has obtained.

The thanks of all rosarians are due to those who
have given so much time and experience in its

compilation. Copies can be obtained by non-

members from the hon. secretaries, 25, Victoria

Street, Westminster, London, S.W,, price 2s. 6d.

each, post free.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Bananas.—Very liberal treatment is required

tn fruit Bananas successfully. They must be

planted out in a lofty structure giving them ample

room to develop their large leaves. When the

fruits are developing, liquid manure should be

supplied frequently. A surface-dressing of rich

farmyard manure will also be of valuable assist-

ance. Plenty of heat and a moist atmosphere

are necessary during the growing season, but the

plants must be shaded from the direct rays of

the sun. After fruiting, the old plants ought to

be cut out, selecting the most promising suckers

to take their places. These may be lifted with

a good ball of soil and planted in a compost of

loam, well-rotted manure and crushed bones.

As the plants require abimdance of water

When in active growth, good drainage must be

provided.

Cucumbers.—Fruiting plants willrequire constant

attention to the stopping and regulating of growth.

If this is neglected, they will quickly become
exhausted. Cut the fruits when large enough and

place the ends in water in a cool room. Prepara-

tions may now be made for planting a batch in

cold frames. A hot-bed must be made on which

to grow the plants, and plenty of litter placed

round the frames will help to keep an equable

temperature inside during spells of cold weather.

Plants Under Glass.

Freeslas.—After flowering, the pots should

be placed on a shelf in a cool house in order to

ripen the bulbs. Keep the plants well stipplied

with water, supplementing this occasionally

with liquid manure. When the bulbs are ripe,

place the pots closely together in a cold frame to

let them dry off.

Indian Azaleas.—As the plants pass out of

flower, the old blooms must be removed. If

repotting is necessary, it may be done now. They
should then be placed in a warm, moist house to

complete their growth.

Tuberous-Rooted Begonias.—Seedling Begonias

must be transplanted when ready into boxes

and kept moving in a warm, moist house. They
will eventually require to be potted into 5-inch

pots.

Gloriosa.—Where a suitable house is available,

this is a most useful plant to grow, the flowers

being very suitable and attractive for decorative

purposes. When in active growth, the plants

must be well supplied with stimulants. A few

plants trained over the roof of the plant stove

will supply plenty of flowers all through the summer
months.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—The old stools will now be throw-

ing up yoimg growth, and it will be an easy

matter to divide them so that the most promising

parts may be potted up. After potting, place

them in cold frames, and keep them close for a

few days till they have recovered from the check.

They may then be inured to cooler conditions.

The cuttings which were put in last month must
be potted on when well rooted. Seedlings may
be similarly treated.

Lobelia cardinalis.—If the plants have been

well hardened off, those required for the herbaceous

border may be put out. Those in boxes which
are required for bedding out in June should be

potted up singly into 4-inch pots and kept well

supplied with water.

The Water Garden.—A great many subjects

may now be planted in the water garden. If

Nymphaeas are to be grown, they must be protected

from swans. The following are suitable for

associating with water : Caltha palustris, Spiraeas,

Ranunculus, Rumex, Polygonvmi amphibium,
Stratiotes aloidts, Myosotis palustris semperflorens,

Butomus umbellatus, Funkias, Osmundas, Alisma,

Sagittarias, Gunncras and Callas.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberry Caterpillars.— These destructive

pests must be watched for most assiduously, as

they are capable of doing great damage in a few

days if left alone. Hand-picking is the most
effective way to deal with them where time will

allow. Powciered Hellebore is very effective,

but owing to its poisonous nature it must be

washed off the trees when its work is done. The
powder should be dusted over the trees when the

foliage is damp.
lUulching.—Any arrears of this work must

be done without delay. It is often a dif&cult

matter to obtain sufficient good manure for this

purpose. I have used stable litter along the

alleys with good effect.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—No time ought to be lost now
in planting the main crop of Potatoes. The
sets should be planted in trenches about three
inches deep, and the soil thoroughly worked while
the operation of planting is going on. A distance
of 30 inches ought to be allowed between the rows,
allowing 12 inches between the sets.

Cabbages.—The season has not been favourable
for the growth of most green vegetables, and
while the earliest batch of Cabbages is now fit for

use, the later plants are very backward. These
will benefit by an application of artificial manure.
Afterwards stir the soil between the plants with
the hoe.

Runner Beans.—^These may be sown outdoors
about the end of the month or early in May, or

be sown in 4-inch pots and planted out when the

danger of frost is past.

Salads.—Sow Radishes in a sheltered situation

every ten days or a fortnight. They require

plenty of water during dry periods. Mustard
and Cress must be sown according to requirements.

A supply of Watercress may be obtained by
planting cuttings in a frame under a north wall.

It should be sprinkled with water every day.
E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Dwarf French Beans.—If the soil is in good order
during the next few days, a start may be made
outdoors by sowing a few rows of French Beans.

As, however, continued rains after sowing would
possibly cause the seeds to decay, only a limited

quantity should be sown. For general productive-

ness and reliability a good strain of Canadian
Wonder is still the best to grow.

Seakale.—If root cuttings were placed in boxes
as advised earlier, they will now be ready for

putting out. Planting early will allow them
a longer season to make good growth. A
distance of 18 inches should be allowed between
the lines.

Brussels Sprouts.—Plants which were raised

early in the season and pricked out into cold

frames three or four weeks ago ought now, after

they have been properly hardened off, to be
planted out where they are to grow. The lines

should be drawn 3 feet apart, and a distance of

2 feet 6 inches allowed between the plants. After
planting, a dusting of soot should be given to

guard against slugs. Where wood-pigeons are

troublesome, means must also be adopted to prevent
their raids in the early morning, the time of day
when they seem most active.

Leeks that were sown during January or

February and have been hardened off are now
ready for planting out. If extra fine specimens
are wanted, they may be grown in trenches in

a similar way to Celery ; otherwise they can be

planted in the open by making holes with a dibble

and only allowing enough soil to fall in to cover

the roots.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees, such as Plums and Apricots, will

be improved in shape if they receive a tinrely

disbudding to regulate the growths. Young
trots in particular can be assisted in this respect.

Mulching.—In very porous and light, sandy
soils this is beneficial to established trees, also

to newly planted ones. Its benefit will be
very apparent should any length of drought
continue. It also encourages surface roots,

which are always desirable for fruit trees, as
additional food is then easily applied and quickly
assimilated.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines. — While stoning
is in progress in the early houses, no undue
forcing must take place. If the temperature
at night is maintained about 65°, this will be
sufficient, allowing it to increase 10° or r5° during
the day. If possible, try to avoid sudden
fluctuations of temperature during this critical

period.

Succession Houses.—As soon as it is certain

the crop is set, a thinning should take place, as
delay in this respect taxes the energy of the trees

neecUessly. Badly placed fruits and those on the

under side of the wires must be removed first,

leaving for preference the fruits which are well

exposed to the sun and not in contact with wires
or branches.

The Flower Garden.

Arrears of Work.—Any groimd that is not

already dug, and which is to be occupied later on by
bedding plants, should be dealt with immediately,
as it will be possible soon to make a start, planting

out some of the more hardy subjects.

Hollyhocks.—These stately plants are not
nearly so much grown as formerly, owing to their

liability to collapse during the summer through
being attacked by disease when in full flower.

Raising yotmg stock annually from very early

sown seed is recommended; but owing to the

shortness of the season in Northern districts,

they only commence to flower when frost

intervenes. Plants raised from seed sown indoors

during January may now be put out where they
are to flower.

Calceolarias should now be gradually hardened
off in readiness for planting out next month. It

is wise, however, to retain the covering materials

at hand, as a sudden drop in the temperatiure below-

freezing point necessitates them being protected.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.—As these

will soon have to be plinted out, the lights must
be kept off during all fine days and later

removed altogether, so that the plants may become
well hardened. If they are at present growing
in pots, the plants could be stood outdoors

altogether, with, of course, the protection of a

wall or hedge. It would also be as well to have
protecting material ready in case of frost.

Plants Under Glass.

Winter-Flowering Begonias.—The large and
double-flowered sections are most useful additions,

with their greater colour range, to the Gloire de

Lorraine varieties, although they have not the

same freedom of flowering. If plants were partly cut

over early in March and have had a slight rest,

they will by now be making young growths ;

these should be taken and propagated in bottom-

heat. Elatior, Eclipse, Lucy Clibran, Altrincham
Pink and Bowdon Beauty are among the best

of this race of Begonias.

Arum Lilies.—The earliest batch will by this

time be almost exhausted, and should be removed
outdoors where there is the protection of a wall

or hedge to screen them. Water must be with-

held gradually until the foliage ripens, when it

can cease altogether.

Evergreen Azaleas having passed out of

flower and developing their yomig growths ought

to be overhauled, and any that are in need of

potting receive attention. The compost should

be composed almost entirely of peat, with a little

silver sand added. A very slightly increased

size of pot will be best, as Azaleas are compact-

rooting subjects. After potting, plunge the pots

in ashes up to the rims and water with care.

In bright weather the syringe should be used

freely.

Coleus thyrsoideUS. — This useful winter-

flowering plant can be increased by cuttings if

given strong bottom-heat. After they are rooted

and potted up, cooler conditions will suit their

requirements. John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Casllcmilh Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Pmr-,, deoartment ol horliciMure is represented in Thk

( iRDEN aZtheEiior invites readers to send in qnestwn.

article is accepted. PMimtwn in THE GARDEN mil nion

be recognised ns acceptance. r.„,j„,, w r
Office.': : 20. Tavistock Street. Corent Cnden. M .0.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.-TAe Editor endeavours to

,nake The Gakden hclplul to all readers who desire assist-

a,ice. no mailer what the branch of mrdeni.^smayf^anf^

.,Mh thai object makes a special lealure of the Ansm's

to Correspondents
" columns. All eommumcaiwns shoMbe

clearly and concisely written on one s^de of ihepave-only

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, T"vu<toch

Street, Covent Garden, Union. W.C. The name and. addres

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than on

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, "-^ f
^^'^

Lots, where possible, should be sent It is u l^s to sen

smM scraps that are not characlenslic of the plant. Leiics

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

have Dlentv o{ air whenever possible, except during liard

ros?. Water must be sparingly applied at the same time
;

™ou"h must be given to prevent the plants from suffering

This operation should be carried out on the morning of

a bri-ht, drying day. as by so doing any supertiuous moisture

tm be dissipated before night. It i^.Y^y,''^^™*'^ *^?-*

Ill decavin" leaves are pinched off, while the soil between

the pSs ?nav be oecaiionally stirred in order to prevent

any stegnaUon. During sharp frosts t^e frame should

be eoveJed with mats. As soon as a thaw sets in air

must be given, even before the mats are removed as

ais allows of the escape of superabundant moisture.

Violets are benefited by 'feeing so situated tha* they are

shaded from the sun during the very hottest part of the

dav in the summer ; but during January, February and

lla'rch they should have all the sunshine possible.

ROCK GARDEN.
DAMAGE IN HOCK GARDEN (Harrati/).—Probably

most of the damage of which you complain is being done

by the millepedes and woodlice, and not by the ants at

aU Ants rarely eat plants, though they feed on sweet

ftuits and on nectar, but are very apt to ffd on insects

They do harm by making the soil about the ^oot^too

fine and in other ways, and the best way to deal with

them will be to track them to their nests and pour boiling

water upon them. The millepedes and woodlice may

be captSed by putting half Potatoes, ^^'gWly hollowed

out near their haunts, examining the traps dady and

killing the captures by droppina them into hot water

or into water with a thin layer of paraffin on top.

THE GREENHOUSE.

L

FLOWER GARDEN.

''V/antS for beds (.'iussex).—It is somewhat late

now" be'sowing feeds f,5r making a good djsplay during

would give a succession of flowers till frost arrivea.

', nartTafdecaf? H good, some difficulty will be experi-

irv wall or ine specially built to receive vegetable hfe

a specialist on the spot.

Vi^Pw^e^c fn^g^'^oron^dTofwh^el- pf^ced^i'^Th^ f

S

in oetobcr M° are of opinion that your non-success is

mimmmm
, f,,„m,s hearine the name of Puccinia Violaj, is very

apfTo^ make It' appearance. Violets in frames should

NATIVE COUNTRY AND YEAR OF INTRODUCTION

OF PRIMULA MALACOIDES (P. E. K., Lockerbie).^

Prinfula malacoides was introduced by Jfesrs Bees

IJnXd, and was by them brought prominently forward

n 1908 on JS'ovembor 24 of which year it was given an

Lward of merit by the Eoyal Horlicul ural Society. It

mav of course, have been introduced a year or two

earhcr as some time would be necessary to work up a

stock beforo"t was sent out. It.is a native of the Yunnan

di4.riet of China, where it is said to grow at an altitude

of 9,000 feet. „ „ „>
REPOTTING VALLOTA PURPUREA (E. M. H.) —

The best time to repot Vallota purpurea is directly the

flowers are ^st, and, next, towards the end of the summer

iusTas the new leaves and flower-spikes are on the point

of betn" pushed up. At the same time, it is not necessary

?o eMt ttic plants every year; indeed, if the roots are

n iS condition, they will st^nd for two or three years

without repotting and flower all the more freely The

Vallota docVnot require much root room ; in fact a mass

of soil around the roots is very detrimental to its we -

doing A large single bulb may be accommodated in

a pot 5 inches in diameter, and smaller ones in proper ion.

Whether the small bulbs arc removed and potted by them-

selves is iust a matter of choice, as if allowed to remain

they Vm reach flowering size and in time form a clump ;

Wherels, if taken oH and potted by themselves, their ra e

of pro-ress mav be somewhat faster. In order to obviate

"requent repotting, the soil for the Va lota should be of

a aood lasting character, s&y, two-thirds loam to one-

?hird peat or leaf-mould, and a liberal sprinkling of silver

sand Unless the leaf-Alould is well decayed and free

from insects w^t will be better. If you had given us

anTdea of tte condition your plants were m, we could

have been mor<j explicit in our reply.

moth They are very fond of various" fleshy-rooted

plants, such as Pieony, and often attack bulbs such as

Datfodils. All that are turned up should be destroyed,

and starlings and rooks eat considerable numbers of them.

The moths themselves may be captured with a butterfly

net when they are flitting over the flower-beds during

early summer evenings. Some good might be done in

putting traps of pieces of Carrot near their haunts, i

MOSS ON LAWNS (Potis).—The past winter has been

very conducive to the growth of moss, and lawns m most

places have suffered. If large patches are covered with

It it would be best to rake them bare and sow grass seed

in the places, but otherwise it would be well to spread

sulphat? of ammonia at the rate of half an ounce to the

square yard (not more) on the grass. To obtain an

even distribution, the sulphate of ammonia should either

be dissolved and watered on at this rate, or be

mixed with fine soil or sand and distributed. Any treat-

ment, such as mulching with manure, which will encourage

the growth of the grass, will discourage the growth of

the moss. One of the advertised lawn sands would also

destroy the moss if used according to the directions.

MANURE FOR PLANTS (G. Robins).—Tor all the

plants mentioned, organic manure of some sort is advisable,

but it mav be supplemented in the case of Potatoes by

a mixture" of .Mb. of superphosphate, 21b. of sulphate ot

ammonia, and 31b. of wood-ashes at the rate of 3oz to

the vard of row; for ordinary vegetable crops hke

Cabbages, &c., a top-dressing of nitrate of soda up to

41b to the square rod, put on in small quantities at

frequent intervals; for herbaceous plants, basic slag,

121h to "Olb to the square rod, should be added when

the border is dug. Basic slag may aUo be used for Eoses

when the border is dug or forked into the top spit in

the winter, at the same rate, with a dressing of sulphate of

ammonia, 21b. to 31b., and superphosphate, 81b., in the

spriu" Fish guano, 101b. to 201b., or Peruvian Guano, 41b.

to 81b , per square rod is also a good dressing for Eoses

where cow or pig manure is not available. Any of the

proprietary manures advertised as general plant foods in

bur pages would prove useful for your crops, as they

contain .all the necessary elements of plant food.

NAMES OFP LANTS.—B'» Oarden.—l, Probably Abie*

grandis; 2. A. nordraanniana ; 3. Picca exeelsa ; 4 P.

sitchensis; 6, Cedrns Deodara; 6, Picea Morinda (smithi-

ana) ; 7 and 8, Sequoia gigantea. W. E. S^l.
Cryptomeria japonica: 2, - C. elegans; 3, Thuya

orientalis: 4, Cupressus lawsoniana; 6. Picea excels*,

6 Coronilla glauca. John C?!/mo.—Rehmanma angu-

latn. Cymry.— Pulmonaria officinalis.

SOCI ETI ES.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
TOMATOES, MELONS AND CUCUMBERS (J. H. S.).--

You win hardly get a full measure of success in attempting

to VJw any two of these together, as at certain seasons

Ulffrent treatment is required. The best division will be

i^ffollows Kcserve the warmer portion of the house to the

Melons Ind Cucumbers, giving each a side to themselves

setting the plants on mounds of soil on the side stag s

•inrl traininir them to wires fixed near the glass. ±soui

erons ?CTe°®in heat and moisture in the early stages.

Later at ?he period of fruit setting, and at ripening more

nartTc'ularlj- the Melon prefers drier conditions thati the

Cucumber whch revels in heat and moisture at all times

FOTs^curtag a sood set, artificial pollination is essen ,a

in thfcase of the Melon. In the ease of the Cucumber

t is not desirable, the more shapely «ruits being produced

without it The Tomato requires cooler as well as more

a rv conditions and with a'uttle warmth in the pipes

the ventilators should never be closed completely A

rlose aTrnosnheric condition for these soon favours mildew ;

hence 3 be avoided. You might certainly carpet

Th? surface of the Eose-beds with Violas if you wish ;

t is rcauently done, renewing the latter annually to

admit oraffoYdiSg the soil of the Eose-beds proper

cultivation.

MISCELLANEOUS.
•SOWING MISTLETOE {Californiu).—iastMoe is sown

bv ?*bing the berries into a crack in the bark of the

tree^Apple being a good host^in May or thereabouts

ThrbtrrTes must be ripe when they are gathered, and

they «e not dpe until about May. If there are no cracks

in the bark of the tree, a little piece may be lifted, prefcr-

»hlv on a brancl near the main stem, and the seeds rubbed

fnto ?be crack of fte bark, which is aUowed to close again

TATERPILLARS FOR NAMING (J. Eraser).—Ihe

catetpiUars arenas we thought, those of the garden swift

HYACINTHS AND TULIPS FROM INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOLS.

THE first of what it is to be hoped will be very many
exhibitions of a like character was held at 117, Victoria

Street Westminster, on April 8 and 9, under the auspices

of the Social Union for Workers Connected with Certified

Schools. Considering that the regulations respecting

the exhibition were only drawn up early in December

la=t and then passed by the Eeformatories Department

of" the Home Office, it was a most surprising and highly

creditable displav ; in fact, some of the best-grown

Hvacinths were fully equal to those shown by professional

arowers. Some three dozen schools sent in entries on

tills occasion, and, of these, exhibits were sent by seven-

teen bovs and twelve girls from twenty-nine.^ schools

Prizes to something like £10 are being., offered

annuallv bv H.M. Chief Inspector of these- schools.

Bovs and 'girls competed separately and individually

for these prizes, and each school's collective exhibits

were also recognised as a whole. In a few instances

the exhibitors' names were not supplied by the entrants ;

lience it is not possible on this, the first occasion, to supply

a complete list of the competitors. ,.,,,. x

Bovs —For the best pot of Hyacinths, three bulbs in a pot,

the arst prize went to a boy from the East London

Industrial School, the variety being Grande MaStre,

nale blue with three finely developed spikes ;
second to

D Mvles' of the Stranraer School, H.B., with the same

variety and the third prize to N. Kaufman of the Hayes

Industrial School. For Tulips, J. Auld, from the Stranraer

Schoo ,
was first with Cottage Maid, six bulbs in t,he pot

;

second F. Friedlander of the Hayes School ;
third, a

lad from the Hardwicke Eeformatjory. I^r a window-

box with Tulips only, a very higlily creditable exhibit

was awarded the first prize ; it came from an exhibitor

in the East London School.

GMs-The best Hyaeinths-none better being seen

in all the exhibition—came from two girls m the St_.

Monica's School, Croydon, the best being a fine pot with

severS spikes of a white variety, and the second best

an almost equaUy good exhibit of a yellow variety. An
l^hSTroTtte Dovecot School by Ethel Parker was

^^imended Of TuUps, the best came from Florence

Bo"™o° the Dovecot school, and the second best from a

Ki?l at St. EUzabeth's School, Sahsbury Highly com-

mended awards were given to the following schools

The Stranraer School, N.B. ; the Essex Industrial School

Chelmsford; the Tradwell Traimng School Chester;

the Hayes Industrial School, Hayes, Middlesex ;
St.

Monica's^ School, Croydon; the Hardmcke Reformatory .

and the East London Industrial School, Lewisham._
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NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.

TBF sDrin" show of the society was held in the Royal

H7;rtlciiltnral Society's Hall on the 16th inst., and from

^ny^Ms of view must be regarded a success. This

Inuch S^stated ad\-i5edly, bearing in mind the compara
iiiui.u *^ „f tliQ TOool-c r^rpreHintT the show anf

(blush), Edward Mawlev (red), W. Shean, Prince de for Mrs. Charles Eeed, Mme. Edouard Herriot and Mrs.
I Bulgarie and Frau Karl Druschki. Messrs. F. Cant and

I

George Soupell, the last of cream and light orange, and
Co. were third with less weighty blooms, though The i very charming.

Bride, Mme. Charles Lutaud. Avoca, Juliet and Mrs.
;

For a collection of Roses cut or in pots, the last-named

Fred Straker were nice examples, i

exhibitor was again alone, being awarded first prize for

cu i» ovoivu - .-.
J- *». 1

- .1 For eighteen cut blooms, not : ewer than twelve varieties, a group which included Princess M. Mertchersky (peach

live sunless wcaihrr of the weeks preceding the show and
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^p^ contestants, Messrs. A. Dickson colour), Juliet, Liberty, British Queen, Prince d.- Bulgarie

the abnormal conditions prevailing. Regarded as a whole
, ^^^ Sens, Xewtownards, being in the place of honour and Jlrs. T. VTebber, all in good form,

the classes were not keenly contested; many, mdeed, ^^^ ^ high-class lot of flowers. Sunburst. Souvenir For six distinct new Roses, one stem of each, two com-

w-ere not contested at all, a solitary exhibitor only appear-
^^ j. (jyjUard gt. Helena, Ladv Plymouth, Mrs. Foley petitors appeared, Messrs. A. Dickson, Newtownards,

ine Happily, this was not the case m the great group
2(,|,(^^ ^^dv GreenaU (of a lovely saffron orange) and being awarded first for Souvenir de E. Guillird, Killarney

cl£s which brought three of the more important exhibitors. Lady jjarha'm (coral pink) were amons the best. Second, Brilliant, Sirs. Forde, Primerose and others; second.

Some of the cut-flower classes were also well contistert
; jj, 'Eiisiia j. Hicks, Tw\ford, who had excellent blooms Mr. E. J. Hicks.

the flowers excellent

NtmsEKYJiES's Classes,
of White Killarnev, Hugh Dickson (dark red). Edward
Mawley, Mabel Drew (cream), Mrs. Charles Reed (blush)

-c^r , m-nnn of Roses in pots arranged on a space not and Marian Grace Wells (rose . Third, Mr. G. Piince,

ii,P?^n sonSe feet three competitors entered, Oxford, whose ^Miite Maman Coc et, White Killarney

r.''°^^^ier'"awaTd beiu" given to an admirably arranged and Frau Karl Druschki were all good,
the Prff"'" »^!"f Hobbifs Limited, Dereham. Fronted For six pots of new Roses, Messrs. Paul and Son,
group from Mes»r».±i0DD.e

Ellen Poulsen and Jessie. Cheshunt, were the only exhibitors. The best varieties
,
Forde, Dean

l?^, ^1 3 crimson Polvantha sorts respectively, the were Edgar M. Burnett (a smaU La France), Leonie The abov

WbitwL rich inTeeping'Sandard and lUlar sorts, and Lambert (blush pink) and Dr. G. Kruger (redaish), the of any one v,

:aglow with the finer Hybrid Teas and

others. One of the more strikmg wa»

the white-flowered Lemon Queen, a pillar

sort of much excellence; whUe-« bite

Dorothy Perkins, Hiawatha and Pink

Pearl (single) were all charming. Ajncng

riwarf pot plants, Old Gold Sunburst,

Geoffrey Henslow (very dark), Mrs-

\ndrew Carnegie, Snow Queen and the

renowned Mme. Edouard Hemot were

noted. The weeping kinds towered well

above the rest, and afforded a fine dis-

play. Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, was

second, having a border of Mrs. «

.

futbush, Orleans Rose, Ellen Poulsen

and Jessie. Within this boandary such

"ood things as Mme. Edouard Hemot
La Tosca, Richmond, Lady Hillingdon

and Mme. Auguste Nonin, a pretty

pink-flowered wichuraiana sort, which

•was In great profusion, were seen among
others. Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt,

w re third in this important class, em-

ploying many weU-grown, wcll-flowered

standards in their group, though standard

Roses hardly make for good effect. Of

this particular style of growth were

Mme. Edouard Herriot, JuUet, George

Dickson (very dark), Louise C. Breslau (a

fine cream-coloured sort), Arthur Good-

win and Mme. J. Dupuy, every plant

affording evidence of cultural excellence.

^jnong dwarf sorts were Mrs. F. W. Van-

derbilt (salmon rose) and Viscount Carlow

:(cream pink). Silver Moon, a pure white

sinde pillar sort, was very beautiful.

For a group of cut and pot Roses on a

space not exceeding 100 feet, Mr. George

Prince, Oxford, who arranged a half-

•circular group, was the only exhibitor,

receiving the first prize for a nice lot.

His best examples—Old Gold, Snow
Queen, Mme. Edouard Herriot (very-

rich and beautiful in colour) and Mrs.

Herbert Stevens (a superh white)—were

all shown in big stands, and gave a

fine display. Tea Rambler, Shower of

Gold, MoohUgbt, Mme. A. Nonin (pink-

flowered wichuraiana) and Hiawatha were
other good ones in the group.

For a group of pot and cut Roses on

a staging space 20 feet by 3 feet. Messrs.

B. R. Cant and Sjns, Old Rose Gardens,

Colchester, were the only exhibitors,

securing the first prize for an admirabl.

lot. Employing imposing stands and
vases for the most part, the firm dis-

played such as Antoine Rivoire, Mme.
Melanie Soupert, Lady Pirrie, Sdver

Moon (a fine single white), Autumn
Tints, Hugh Dickson, Hon. Mrs. R.

C. Grosvenorand Mme. Edouard Herriot

•to advantage.
For six pillar Roses in pots, Messrs.

Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, were alone,

having Baby Elegance (blush), Excelsa,

Pemberton's White Rambler (very

good), American Pillar, Arcadia (crim-

son) and Lady Blanche (a pretty double

-white). The same exhibitors were alone

in the class for six weeping standards, and were again latter having

awarded first prize, showing simlir varieties ti t.ioee awarded.
,, ^ u , ,- i .,> . .. i .

Samed above
^ '

"
The class for twelve Mar^chal >iel blooms brought but

In the class for fifty Polyantha Roses in pots, to be one exliibitor, Mr. A. T. Goodwin, Rose Holm, Maidstone,

staged on the floor, two exhibitors came forward, the who. staging a superb dozen, took^ the first prize.^ The

ifirst prize being given to Mr. C. Turner, Slough ; second, "" "'
' "

"

Mc;<r^ Hobbies, Limited, Dereham. In the former. Ellen

Poulsen. Jessie, Mrs. Cutbush, Orleans and Katheriiic

Zeimet (white) were shown. In the latter, Amary Forceau

(blush, double) and Annie Muller (rose, .semi-double)

Avere the more conspicuous.

In the cut bloom class, thirty-six blooms in not f- w t
tlian twenty-four varieties, there were three competitors,

Mesers. B. R. Cant, Old Rose Gardens, Colchester, taking

the lead, having a superb flower of Mrs. Edward Mawley
(which gained the silver medal) and excellent examples
of Lyon, SImc. Melanie Soupert, Souvenir de Pierre

Notting (fine yellow), Captain Cant, Dean Hole, Richmond,
Hon. Sirs. R. C. Grosvenor (blush), Hugh Dickson, Antoine
Rivoire and William Shean. Second, Messrs. G. and W. H.
eurch, Peterborough, who had very good Yvonne Vacherot

THE NEW ROSE HOOSIER BEAUTY. THIS RECEIVED A GOLD MEDAL
LAST WEEK. {See accompanying lexl).

but one ftowe The first prize was

blooms were handsome in size and finely coloured

For twelve blooms of any variety ot er than Mar^chal

N'icI, three competitors e. tered, Messrs. A. Dickson and
Sons, Xewtownards, being first with J. Campbell Hall,

a handsome pink and bliish ; second. Messrs. G. and
W. H.Burch. who staged Mrs. Foley Hobbs (deep crimson)

.\suTEUBs' Classes.

Cm Blooms is Exhibitiox Boxes.
For twelve blooms, not fewer than six varieties, Mr.

E. J. Holland, Sutton, was alone, and was awarded first

prize, showing Melanie Soupert, Cleopatra, Cynthia
Forde, Dean Hole, St. Helena and Mme. Jules Gravereaux.

bove-named exhibitor was first for six blooms
•ariety, showing a glorious set of William Shean

,

a lovely pink variety and splendid
grower, but lacking fragrance. This
variety also gained the silver medal.
Second, Dr. C. Lamplough, Alverstoke,
who staged SIme. Jules Gravereaux.

Mr. E. J. Holland was the only ex-
hibitor in the basket class for one basket
of one variety, staging excellent Melanie
Soupert, and for one basket, any
number of varieties, gaining the first

prize in each.

Ladies' Section.
For a vase of cut Roses lightly ar-

ranged, there were three competitors.
Mrs. F. A. Tisdall, Woodford Green, was
first ; second, Mrs. Courtney Page,
Ridgway, Enfield, both having excellent
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. Mrs. Chaffey
Giddins, Barnet, was third with My
Maryland.
For a decoration of cut Roses for :i

dinner-table, six competitors entered,
most of the arrangements being good.
First, Mrs. Courtney Page, Ridgway,
Enfield, who set up an imposing lot of
Ophelia (cream and pale pink) with light

trails of Asparagus Fern. We thought
the main|central vase too formal-looking.
Second, ' Mrs. Brown, Brokes Lodge,
Reigate, who had a superb lot of
Richmond with the lightest touches of
Jessie and Asparagus Fern ; third, Mrs.
F. A. Tisdall, Woodford Green, whose
arrangement was the most delightful of

all. At )udging-time this lot was insuffi-

ciently open ; at 2 p.m. it was glorious.

Two exhibitors used the famous Mme.
Edouard Herriot, but the flowers were
somewhat coarse-looking and lack:ng
colour.

N0X-C05U>ETITIVE CLASSES. '

Messrs. Piper, Bayswater and Barnes,
were the only exhibitors here, and
arranged a highly artistic lot of flowers

in baskets, vases and on stands. Liberty,

Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mme. Edouard
Herriot. Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Sun-
burst. Lady Hillingdon, White Queen,
Richmond and Molly Sharman Crawford
were some of the more beautiful in a
glorious lot of flowers.

New Vaeieties.

Two new varieties received the high

award of the society's gold medal. The
most interesting of these was

Hoosier Beauty.—-\ glorious scarlet

crimson bloom of great fulness and sub
stance of petal, with long, stout stems.

The shape is semi-conical, and the petals

are slightly reflexed, as we see them in

Miss Cynthia Forde. Its outstanding
feature,'however, was the delicious per-

fume. This was exceptionally pro-

nounced. We understand this superb
novelty was raised in .America, and is a

seedling of that grand maroon crimiion

Rose Chateau de Clos Vougeot. Shown
by Messrs. G. Beckwith and Son. The
other gold medal variety was named

Oiieen o/ Me JSe/jinns.—This is a large, single pink

flower, with a prominent central disc of yellow stamens.

The petals are broad and shell-like, and the flowers ar •

produced singlv on long, slender stems. The raiser and
exhibitor. Mr.E. J. Hicks, claims that it is perpctur.

flowering. It should prove very useful for table decoration.

A I ew variety that received a certificate of merit was
named
Mary Greet.—This came from Messrs. Alex. Dickson

and Sons. Xewtownard-s. It is a large, full flower ot

conical shape, borne on very long and stout stems. It

third, Mr. E. J. HiclLs, who had" excellent examples of reminds us somewhat of Pernet-Ducher's Entente Cordinle

Mrs. George Norwood (of rosy pink hue). when at its best.

For six distinct varieties in vases, not more than five

stems of each, onlv two competitors entered, Mr. E J.

Hicks being first with Princess Mary (a glorious single

crimson). Sirs. Oiarles Reed, SImc. Edouard Herriot,

Harry Kirk and Slarquise de Hautpoul (rosy peach)
;

second, Mes-srs.G. and * . H. Burch, Peterborough.

For three baskets of cut Roses, distinct, Mr. E. J.

Hicks was the onlv exhibitor, being awarded first prize

BEST BLOO.MS.

The best blooms in the show, for which the society's

silver medal is given, were: In the nurserymen's section,

a magnificent flower of Mrs. Edward Mawley, sh i«ii by
M'ssrs. B. R. Cant and Sons: m the amateurs' section.

Mr. E. J. Holland secured the honour with a really

wonderful tlower o." William Shean.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
blue that we saw in a Southern garden a few days

ago. Some sturdy bushes of the white-fiowered

Magnolia stellata had been planted near the

front of a large shrub border, and beneath tliese

the ground was lightly carpeted with the bulbous

plant Muscari Heavenly Blue. The effect, par-

ticularly when kissed by the spring sunshine, was
exceptionally pleasing, and should be noted for

reference when the planting season, re., October

or November, comes round. Both shrubs and
bulbs will thrive in well-drained soil of a

moderatelj' light character.

A Choice Dwarf Rhododendron.—Some excel-

lent plants of the dainty little blue-flowered

Rhododendron intricatum are now flowering

well at Kew, both in the rock garden and among
the Heath collection near King William's Temple.

The bushes are scarcely more than a foot high,

the small, lilac blue flowers being freely produced

in clusters of four or more. A native of Western

China, this dwarf shrub is likely to prove one of

the most useful of the many introductions that

have reached us from that country during the

last decade.

A Charming Narcissus for the Rock
Garden.—Among the Narcissi that are

suitable for the rock garden, N. triandrus

pulchellus occupies a foremost place.

The graceful flowers are produced three

<»r four on each scape ; the perianth is

primrose and the cup white. It prefers

a little shade in gritty soil, and a well-

dtained, sheltered position, when it will

last in bloom for some time. With a

< arpet of Viola gracilis the effect is

m*9t attractive.

A Pleasing Spring Flower-Bed.—
Whatever position Anemone fulgens is

planted in is made conspicuous, pro-

viding the .\nemone succeeds at all.

A bed filled with it, intermixed with

double Arabis, makes a very effective

contrast, and one that can be seen from

a good distance. The Arabis was

planted in the autumn, when pieces

were dibbled into the bed, and at the

present time it is one of the most con-

spicuous beds in the garden. When
it has ceased flo\yering, the Arabis will

he pulled up and the bed then filled

with its summer occupants.

A New and Rare Flowering Shrub.

The illustration on this page represents

.1 flowering spray of a new and as yet

rare hardy shrub or small tree from

China. This is named St\T:ax hemsley-

.ma, and in appearance resembles S. Obassia. Thinning Herbaceous Plants.—Now that such
itself a rather rare shrub. The flowers illus- plants as Phloxes, .Michaelmas Daisies and
trated are pure white, the racemes being Heleniums have shoots several inches high, we
about six inches long. In its native coimtry would remind readers of the desirability of remov-
this Styrax makes a small tree about twenty feet ing the weakest of these. Three, four or five

high. It should be planted, when quite small,
1 good sturdy growths to a plant are ample, and

in a mixture of peat and leaf-soil, combined the clearing away of the remainder at this early

with the ordinary soil of the garden. It stage will be amply repaid at flowering-time,

and will doubt- inasmuch as the blossoms will be larger, of better

FLOWERING SPRAY OF STYRAX HEMSLEYANA,
AND RARE SHRUB FROM CHINA.

the ordinary soil of

is a very beautiful shrub,

less be extensively gro^vn when plants are more
easily available.

A Charming Spring Effect.—We were very

interested in a simple scheme of white and

colour and greater substance. Of course, where the

plants are lifted annually or biennially, and only the

strongest outside portions rep'.anted, there is little

necessity for any thinning at the present time.

Treatment of Bouvardias. — Plants . which
have finished flowering may be cut weU back
and placed in gentle heat, and, when the

young shoots appear, the plants may be shaken
out of the old soil and repotted in a compost
of turfy loam and leaf-soil. Place them
in a temperature of 60° untU the pots are well

filled with roots, after which a lower tempera-
ture will suit them better. Bouvardias may
easily be increased by cuttings, which should be

taken as near the old wood as possible. Fine
sifted loam and leaf-soil, with plenty of rough

sand, will suit them well. Plunge the

pots in gentle bottom-heat in a close

pit.

Crown Imperials.—These are amorg
the boldest and showiest of bulbous
flowering plants, with their hanging cups
of yellow, gold, red, or orange. For
growing in the shrubbery in large

groups they have few equals at this

season, as they give a bold relief tu

their surroundings. To avoid a blank
space afterwards, Anemone japonica

should be grown with them. There
are variegated forms, both golden and
silver, and, happily, they belong to the

red-flowered section, a fact which
renders them the more conspicuous.

The golden-leaved form is now one of

the most ornamental in the hardy
plant garden, and those who do not

possess it should procure it early in the

ensuing autumn.

A Pinic and Blue Combination.

—

.\ rather daring combination of colours

may be seen at Kew just now. Close by
the Victoria Gate a large bed of the

double-flowered Peach, Prunus persica

camea plena, is in full flower, the shrubs

attaining a height of from ro feet to

15 feet. The colour of the blossoms

is a deep shade of pink, and
attracts the attention of numerous

visitors. The ground beneath is carpeted with

the Apennine Windflower, Anemone apennina,

the blossoms of which are a pleasing shade of

sky blue. The combination of pink and blue is

good, though whether it would be so pleasing

were the Peach flowers nearer the earth, and
consequently closer to the blue, is doubtful.

Lilac-co'oured and pale pink flowers we know
always make a charming association. For instance,

nothing is more pleasing than Nepeta Mussinii

planted with pink China Roses, but one would
not care to carry the depth of either colour

too far.

A NEW
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible jar the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)
\

Magnolia stellata.—Despite the experience of

Magnolias as detailed by your correspondent

" G. G." on page 183, he does not appear to have

made the acquaintance of Magnolia stellata.

A specimen of this species that formed a large

tree as stated in the note in question would be

something to write about. I note, however,

that it is referred to in the past tense, so conclude

it no longer exists. This is a pity, for we shall

probably never see its like again. Besides this, a

tree of Magnolia grandiflora like an Oak would be

a decided novelty.—A Sceptic.

Berberis pinnata.—The tall Barberry about

which Mr. Comfort \vrites on page 194, issue

April 84, is not B. Aquifolium (Mahonia),

but B. pinnata, closely akin to the other and not

distinguishable from that species in a young

state. Mr. Bean, in his recent admirable book

on " Trees and Shrubs " says that some authori-

ties reckon these to be varieties of a single species
;

but the habit of the two is very different in well-

grown specimens. B. Aquifolium never becomes

anything but a dense spreading shrub some 4 feet

high, whereas B. pinnata does not spread by

suckers, but rises with strong arborescent stems

to a height of from 12 feet to 16 feet. It is a

beautiful thing at the present season.

—

Herbert

Maxwell, Monreith.

The Clivia as a Window Plant.—What a fine,

noble-looking wndow plant the Clivia makes

!

Yet how seldom is it seen so grown. In a house

not far from where I write are two large, healthy-

looking specimens just throwing up their flower-

spikes. I see them every day, and they appear

to inhabit the same windows the whole year round,

thus proving how amenable they are to that

kind of treatment and position. The showy

flowers—shades of orange red—are borne on

stout stems and generally stand well out of the

foliage, which is strap-shaped and somewhat of

a thick, leathery nature. In a cut state the flowers

keep good in cool surroundings for practically a

fortnight. A suitable growing compost is loam,

old decayed manure and sand. It is a good

practice to keep Clivias on the dry side for a little

while after flowering ; it rests them. Another

name for them is Imantophyllums.—C. T.,

Highgate.

The Cultivation of Lupinus polyphyllus.—

Wy experiences in attempting to raise Lupinus

polyphyllus from seed seem to me to be of enough

general interest to relate to readers of The Garden.

For three summers I sowed seeds, which germinated

well, but the seedlings soon became yellow and died

after forming a few small leaves. On discussing the

matter with a friend, it was suggested that perhaps

the necessary bacteroid was wanting in the soil.

Acting on this suggestion, I obtained some soil

from a garden in which L. polyphyllus would

grow. With this I top-dressed the seed-boxes,

and the yellow, sickly seedlings soon began to

grow strongly. When they were large enough,

I pricked thtm out into a nursery bed and top-

dressed them again with the foreign soil. By

the autumn, when the young plants were dug up

to be transplanted in their permanent quarters,

they had made roots several feet long, with the

typical nodules. No foreign soil was used in the

permanent quarters, and the plants are now
throwing up strong young shoots, so I am hoping

this year to obtain flowers from them. An inter-

esting point in cormection with other species ot

Lupinus is that no difficulty was experienced

in growing L. arboreus from seed in the soil which

would not grow L. polyphyllus. This fact seems

to suggest that different species of bacteria are

needed by L. polyphyllus and L. arboreus respec-

tively,

—

Garden Steward.

Two Showy New Barberries.—Among the

many new Barberries received from China during

late years, there are several which promise to

become very useful shrubs, for they have a pleasing

habit and bear bright-coloured fruits freely late

in the year. Two of these species which possess

special attractions are Berberis stapfiana and B.

subcaulialata. They bear some resemblance to

B. Wilsonae, the first of the new Chinese species

to force its merits upon garden lovers. B. stap-

fiana is a vigorous shrub with gracefully arching

branches, the young bark of which is red. At the

base of each bud are three strong, sharp, needle-

like spines, the larger ones being about three-

quarters of an inch long. The tiny leaves are one-

third to two-thirds of an inch long and one-twelfth

to one-eighth of an inch wide, green above and

glaucous below. Yellow flowers are borne in June

in small clusters from each bud on the previous

year's wood, and they are followed by bright

red fruits, which ripen in October. The second

species, B. subcaulialata, is also of graceful outline.

It is distinguished from the former b)' its less

ferocious spines, by its leaves having a rounded

instead of a pointed apex, and by its fruits being

red and cream in colour. In both cases the fruits

are rather late in ripening, and are at their best

during November and December. Both kinds

succeed in ordinary garden soil, are apparently

perfectly hardy, and are easily grown from seeds,

which should be sown as soon as they are ripe.

—

W. D.

War on Wasps.—Allow me a little of your

valuable space to remind readers of the vast

importance of waging war on wasps this year.

All foodstuffs will be dear, and I do not think

any people can afford to let their fruit crops be

spoilt through lack of a little attention and troub'e.

Moreover, it is not only one's self that one must

think of, for all your readers may not have orchards

and fruit trees in their possession ; one must

think of other people a little. Of course, the war

on wasps when once begun should be continued,

if necessary, all the summer, and any nests found

later on should be destroyed by inserting a rag

soaked in turpentine at each entrance hole and

covering it up with turf ; but a method which will

effectually prevent there being anything like a

number of nests is for every reader to make an

effort to trap the queen wasps. The best way
to do this is to hang up bottles with wide necks,

or jars, filled from a third to half of their depth

with strong-smelling liquids, such as beer, stout,

or beer and sugar. These bottles should be hung

up on trees, evergreens, and in any place which

may be suitable for the queen wasps to hover

about, and should not be placed so that they are

covered from sight by foliage. Of course, this

i
method is very imsightly, and often involves

considerable labour and trouble (not to speak ot

injuring the gardener's reputation as a temperance

man if he must buy beer or stout at the shops !) ;

but it is surely well worth it. Wasps do such a

terrible lot of damage to fruit that severe war

is really necessary against them. These receptacles

may remain for catching ordinary wasps in the

summer, and should be refilled periodically.

—

E. T. Ellis, Weebnood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Quality in Vegetables versus Size.—" a
La T.," on page 183, issue April 17, touches the

spot—a very sore one—between the cook and
the gardener. The " battle of the Broad Bean "

in particular I have fought annually for forty

years. Most of us will agree with " A. La T."
that the Broad Bean is only fit for table when
quite young and small. The gardener hates to

gather it before it has grown coarse and large and
is only fit for pigs. Carrots, too, can scarcely

be too small and tender for a table delicacy.

But the gardener seems to think we are donkeys,
and offers us large, inferior exhibition ones, often

not worth cooking. The same trouble constantly

occurs in the case of Beetroot, Onions (for boiling).

Vegetable Marrows, Cabbage and, in fact, most
vegetables. I combat the difficulty as far as I

can by carefully avoiding all exhibition kinds

when ordering seeds. I suggest that it would
be very interesting and instructive, and an eye-

opener to the (often wilfully) blind seedsmen and
gardeners, if at the vegetable shows a committee
of good housekeepers and cooks were appointed

as judges.

—

Anne Amateur.
This subject having caught my eye on

page 183 of your valuable paper, I naturally

read carefully " A. La T.'s " remarks, and.

on second thoughts, I was inclined to think

she could hardly be serious. Fancy one having

to eat Broad Beans as large as kidneys, Brussels

Sprouts as large as Walnuts, Salsify, one stick of

which is enough for a hel|)ing ; and Cauliflower

which no woman could tackle alone ! Really,

Mr. Editor, this would be enough to make one ill.

Surely, one who can afford to use Broad Beans
when not larger than Marrowfat Peas should be

in a position to be able to make her o\vn selection

from a reliab'e seedsman's catalogue rather than

trust to a collection. " A. La T." has a perfect

right to grow what varieties she chooses, and to

pick or waste them at her own discretion ; but

what about the toiling masses and the thousands

of our population, many of them in a fairly good
position, but with large families, who are only

too thankful to our seedsmen and others for the

improved varieties in the majority of kinds of

vegetables ? Our present-day judges and best

exhibitors never favour mere size, quality being

the first and most important consideration. I

have just taken up one of our leading seedsmen's

catalogues with the object of proving whether
" A. La T.'s " remarks that the smaller and more
refined-looking vegetables are now only mentioned

in small print, and seldom, if ever, sent out in the

guinea or other collections, are correct. Now, I

find that the large majority of kinds of vegetables

are fairly representative, both the large and
smaller growing kinds, and there are many cases

where the latter are strongly recommended in

large print. I will name a few : Peas, French

Beans, Beetroot, Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage.

Savoys, Cauliflowers, Carrots, Celery, Cucumbers,

Lettuce, Vegetab'e Marrows, Onious, Radishes,

Tomatoes, Turnips and Potatoes. Surely enough

for " A. La T." to practise with for a year.

—

Edwin Beckett.
" .\. La T." seems in a very great deal of

trouble about vegetables. I do not know whether

it is a man or woman who is writing, but the first

part gives one the impression that your corre-

spondent is a member of the gentler sex. We know
on a great many tables small vegetables are

more appreciated than large ones. One only needs

experience and a glance at all the leading cata-

logues to" find plenty of varieties that are small.
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The great difficulty seems to many to grow things

good enough to be called anything but small.

If " A. La T." had to supply a household of always

twenty persons, and often more, with enough

vegetables for thirteen hot meals a week, large

vegetables would not be such a grievance ; and

when one gets used to the splendid varieties that

grow so large, it wou'd take a long time to go

back to small things that arc often strong and

stringy. My experience is this : that excepting a

very few things that are really needed small,

vegetables have made very rapid strides in quality

during the last twenty years.—G. Andrews.
Undesirable Plants for the Rock Garden.—

Like Mr. E. T. Ellis, I had no intention of writing

another letter on this subject,

but as he asks me if I have grovNTi

" Arabis albida fl.-pl. as an alpine

for a few years together," I

should like to say that the only

use I have for it is as a vegetab'c

doormat. It is evident Mr.

Ellis and I have different ideas

on alpine gardens. Who would

grow Vincas, &c., mentioned by

him as alpincs, to the certain

destruction of choicer plants ? I

do not remember having seen Mr.

Ellis' favourites growing in the

alpine gardens at Wisley, Kew or

Friar Park. A fortiori, no true

lover of alpines would attempt

them in a small garden, even under

a " slight drip." Has Mr. Ellis

yet tried another " alpine," by

name Campanula rapunculoides ?

If not, let him plant it without

delay. Drip or no drip, I think it

will overtake Cerastium or doub'e

Arabis before long, even with

the start they have. Why will

people grow these out-of-bound

customers when they can get more

interesting plants like Androsaces,

Saxifrages, &r. ?—A.

How to Grow Anemone
fulgens.—Some two or three years

since I think there was some

correspondence in your columns

as to how to grow this plant.

May I relate my experience of

it ? In a desultory way I

have grown a plant or two of

it, and, noticing they flowered

well every spring, I indulged

in a hundred last autumn. I

planted them in very sandy soil

with a little leaf-soil, protected

from the north and east by some

tall Hollies and Rhododendrons.

Early in February they began to throw up their

foliage, and about March ist a few were in bloom.

They have flowered profusely through March and

into the last week of April, each plant produc-

ing about a dozen flowers. There is nothing I

know of which is so brilliant on a sunny
day in spring as Anemone fulgens, and it is

especially valuab'e as it flowers in a month
when our gardens are none too gay. Besides, it

is cheap, and I find it easy. I do not trouble to

lift it.

—

Alpinist.

Rock Gardening and its Votaries.—I always

read with pleasure " -Anne Amateur's " contri-

butions to The Garden—they are so fresh and
humorous ; but I feci I must protest against

her note in the issie for ,A,pril 17, which I

do not think is justified by what has appeared

in your columns. It is much to be regretted

for her own sake that with an abundance

of sandstone, the possession of which I envy,

she docs not start the cultivation of rock

plants. But I think if she pursues her theory

a little further, to eschew exotics, her garden

will not be better than—what I admit is very

beautiful—the hedge banks of a deep country

lane. Her pathetic reminiscence of the Parsley

Fern is, I cannot help thinking, a reflection on the

lady who looked after it, and it brought to mind
those hackneyed lines, " Oh I ever thus from

childhood's hour." But I should verv much

SEASONABLE NOTES
AURICULAS.

ON

w

NEW ROSE QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS. THIS HAS PINK FLOWERS
AND RECEIVED A GOLD MEDAL IN LONDON ON THE i6TH ULT.

like to ki.Mw Ihe further history of her " hedge of

sorts." I rcpd her invitation for suggestions

and advice and how it was responded to,

and I much wondered whether she had adopted

the p'anting of so many exotics in her hedge,

which when it grows up against her neighbour's

fence will prove very interesting and toothsome

to her neighbour's cow, horse or donkey.—E. B.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
May II.—Royal Horticultural Society's Ex-

hibition and Meeting, r p.m. to 6 p.m. Lecture

at 3 p.m. Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent

Square, Weslminste-r.

ITH the arrival of May the

Auriculas will be getting past

their best, the early flowering

varieties being already out of

bloom. The beginner should

bear in mind that the stems
must not be removed, as is the case in the

majority of plants, the flowers being pinched
off at the top of the truss, and the stem eir

flower-sta'k allowed to gradually eiry up, when
it can be removed later on.

Repotting.—The most impor
tant work feir May is repotting the

plants, and I always endeavour to

complete this task before the end
of the month. Those that have
passed the flowering stage are first

taken in hand. The compost con-

sists of good fibrous loam three

parts, and leaf-mo'ald one part,

to which may be added a

moderate sprinkling of silver sand
or crushed oyster-shell. A 6-inch

potful to every bushel of the

soil will suffice. In some districts

the loam is poor in quality, and
the deficiency can be made up by
adding a little decayed manure,
such as may be secured from an
old hot-bed. I have occasionally

used a little bone-meal, and with

very good results ; but the

amateur should not be too gene-

rous with it. As a general guide

I advise not more than a 4-inch

potful to each bushel of the root-

ing medium.

How the Repotting is Done.
I must state first of all that

large pots are not necessary, and
many can often trace their failure

to overpotting. For fuU-growni

examples, pots of the long thumb
pattern measuring 4 inches in

diameter will be large enough,

with perhaps a slightly larger pot

for an exceptiemally strong plant.

Smaller specimens should be

placed in receptacles just large

luongh to take the roots. Ample
drainage must be provided, and
to this end each pot should have
nne-third of its depth filled with

broken potsherds. Both crocks and
pots ought to be clean, and if

they have been previously used for Auriculas,

a good scrubbing will be necessary to remove all

traces of the woolly aphis.

Having prepared the compost and the pots,

one can then proceed to overhaul the plants. -AH the

old drainage shou'd be removed and the greater part

of the soil, but I never adopt the method of shaking

all the soil from the roots. Sufficient must,

however, be taken away so that the bottom oi

the stem can be examined. If the end is decayed,

it should be cut back to living tissue and then

rubbed over with a little lime or powdered charcoal.

In some instances the stem will be in an excellent

state of preservation, and in consequence will be

too long to allow the foliage to be brought near the.
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soil. When I have such examples to deal with, I

never hesitate to shorten the stem to bring about

the desired result ; but the beginner should remem-

ber that no harm will accrue if the base of the

stem rests upon the drainage. In all probability

the roots will be covered with woolly aphis, and

before disturbing the ball of soil beyond removing

the drainage, I usually go over the roots with

Tobacco powder 01 apply a little methylated

spirit %vith a camel-hair brush. Press the soil

fairly firm and leave sufficient space for watering,

and -when the operation is completed the leaves

will be near the soil, the plants thus presenting

a smart appearance.

Subsequent Treatment.—Arrange the plants

in their growing quarters and give a thorough

watering. For the present keep them shaded

from all strong sunlight, and only give enough

water to keep the foliage from drooping. In the

the Rose pillars harmonise with the general scheme

of colour, we do not see why they should be omitted.

There is a tendency, however, in a few gardens to

overdo them. That and the use of unsuitable

varieties are dangers to be guarded against.

THE SCOTCH ROSES IN
BEDS.

THERE has been within recent years a

perceptible increase in the attention

devoted to the Scotch Roses, forms

of Rosa spinos'ssima, which were at

one time exceedingly popular. The

greater number of the eighty or more

varieties cultivated in the thirties of the nineteenth

century are now lost—at least so far as regards

their names—but there are many of these to be

A BORDER OF MIXED FLOWERS WITH ROSE PILLAR IN THE BACKGROUND.

next article I shall gi\c

directifin.

ffw more details in this

T. W. B.

ROSE PILLARS IN FLOWER BORDERS.
Some years ago, when a few gardentrs more daring

than their fellows introduced pillars of Roses

to the herbaceous or mixed flower border, they

were subjected to criticism that was not always

•exactly courteous. That they were more far-

seeing than their critics gave them credit for has

been proved subsequently, and in nxost well-

^irdered gardens these pillar Roses arc now given

a place in the flower borders. In these days of

gardening for effect, nine borders out of ten arc

611(d with many kinds of plants, some shrubby,

some of annual duration only, and others that are

only half-hardy, but planted there to fill the hiatus

that would otherwise occur at some time during

the summer or autumn. Therefore, so long as

met with in gardens where all record of the names
has disappeared. At present it is difficult to

secure more than a dozen named Scotch Roses from

any individual nursery. There are enough,

liowever, to make pretty hedges in the garden,

while these Roses form one of the daintiest of all

Rose beds, either one variety alone or several

intermingled. Their flowers are not too lasting,

it is true, and the display of bloom is shorter than

that given by some other classes of the Queen of

Elowers, but they are exceedingly pretty while in

bloom, and, even when the flowers are over, the

foliage is frequently beautifully tinted. A bed of

Scotch Roses on the grass gives wonderfully

charming effects.

One good feature of these Roses is that whatever

varieties are planted together, there is no jarring

colour effect. The hues seem to agree in every

way, and there is not among them the hardness

of colouring which renders some Roses unsuitable

for association with others. In themselves the

small flowers of the Scotch Roses are extremely
pretty. Few of them are of stiff formation, and
many are of the most elegant contour and delight-

ful in every way, though too small to please tliose

who worship size in flowers.

The beds may either be, as has been said, com-
posed of one variety alone—and for this purpose one
of the double yellows makes a beautiful group

—

or they may be composed of varieties of different

colours, either mixed or in blocks of each variety.

One advantage offered by these Roses is that they
are generally offered on their own roots, as thev
prod';ce suckers freely and also strike readily from
cuttings. Their habit of making suckers is, indeed

one of the obstacles to their more general emplo\-
ment in gardens. In beds they should be carefullv

attended to and the suckers either removed, or,

better still, periodical replanting performed.

The Scotch Roses are not difficult

to satisfy in the way of soil. They
will grow and flower in poor soil, but

they well repay more generous treat-

ment, and the culture adopted for

other Roses, which need not now be
detailed here, is eminently adapted to

give larger and more lasting flowers.

The plants are easily kept to the

height required by annual pnining,

while they never fail to give an
abundance of bloom.

The old Double Yellow is one of the

most plentiful, and it is a pleasure to

observe it so freely grown in many
cottage gardens, where it flowers most
profusely year after year. The Double
White is also excellent, though not so

common as the yellow. One called

Staffa is also double, but its flowers are

of what we know as " French white."

Lismore is another good double

sariety, the flowers being nearly pure

white, but just tinged with blush

sufficiently to take away the purity

without reducing the beauty of the

flower. There is a good double pink

one named Townsend, but there are

other pink varieties, one of the best of

these passing, generally, simply as the

Scotch Double Pink. Falkland, an old

9S variety, has pale rose flowers, passing

off nearly white ; it is a capital flower.

The old double rose variety called Gra-

hamstown has had a long career and is

a favourite with growers of the Scotch

Roses. Berwick, another very old variety, is semi-

double and is pretty with its deep rose flowers, which

are touched with whitealongtheedges. William III.,

a dwarf variety, makes a charming bed by itself,

and is very useful for edging other varieties. It

has small, double crimson flowers and is only a

few inches high. Stanwell Perpetual has semi-

double, light blush flowers and has the merit of

being a good autumnal Scotch Rose, in addition

to flowering well early in the season. Globe has

rose flowers; Lady Hamilton has buff while,

rose-shaded buds. It opens semi-double and is

then rosy blush. Dundee is double and rose

with a white reverse. Other double or semi-

double varieties might be mentioned, but any will

give satisfaction. Some of the singles appeal

to many. Of these the Single White ; ochroleuca,

golden yellow ; and the Single Y'ellow may be

referred to by name.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.
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DAFFODIL NOTES.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

The London Show (Continued).— I am afraid

there were a good many grumblings about the

accommodation provided for two of the three

blue ribbon classes of the exhibition in the dark

eastern annexe. If in trying to carry out the

old maxim of when in Rome doing as Rome does

I, too, allowed a slight growl to escape my lips,

I humbly apologise to the Royal Horticultural

Society of England, and I hereby ask all fellow-

grumblers to do the same, more

especially in the light of future

events. We were wrong, very

wrong. It was their solicitous care

that had prompted them with

wonderful prescience (or was it

upon a secret hint from the War
Office ?) to guard the choicest

flowers of the show from all pos-

sibility of being seen by any pry-

ing Taubes or Zeppelins, for it is

quite obvious that such beautiful

examples of " Kultur " would act

upon German nerves like a red rag

does on a- bull. One hopes that

equal thoughtfulness will be shown
next year if the war is still with

us. Alas ! it may be.

Competitive CI a s s e s.—The

number of entries was not as

many as usual, but there were some
excellent blooms to be found. I

consider the twelve b'ooms staged

by Mr. P. D. Williams in the silver-

gilt cup class for seedlings raised

by the exhibitor were as good a

lot as I have ever seen. Quality

and variety were its outstanding

merits. The grand bloom of Whelp
was a magnificent example of good

culture, while an exquisite white

trumpet, quite in the style of the

still unbeaten White Knight ; a

fine shapely yellow one featuring

Alchemist, which was illustrated

in The Garden last week ; and a

round, white-petalled, large, flat,

red-eyed bloom, a little like a

smooth Cossack, were superb.

I was very glad indeed to see

Messrs. Barr and Sons' exliibit in

the Engleheart Cup class for twelve

blooms, old or new, and I con-

gratulate the firm most heartily on

their winning it. I happened to be

one of the judges, and it was a

very great surprise on going back,

when the cards of identification

were turned, to see who had carried

^|& the first prize. Now that the ice

is broken, I hope our other large trade firms will

enter the lists. Fides, a large, symmetrical, pale

bicolor Ajax in this twelve, came very near to being,

in my opinion, the best Koom in the hall. Yet on
the morning of- the second day I was bombarded
with " Where is Lord Kitchener ? " I thought the

War Minister must have come to inspect the

measures taken for the safet3' of the flowers,

and, incidentall}', that of London ; but I soon

found that it was only the Times that had been

doing a little judging " on its own," and had
stated in the morning's issue that Lord Kitchener

Daffodil was the flower of all others to see, as

being the newest and the best. It fnight have

spotted a worse one. The seedling classes were

very interesting. It was decidedly a " trtunpet
"

show. They were present in force, here, there and
everywhere, as they say. Buncombe's Bonamy,
Miss Warren's fine yellows in Class 34, and
Wilson's pale bicolors in Class 2 were all of a very

high ordtr. Then, Batson's 489 broke new grotmd.

Its corona was so very small in diameter, being

rj inches long and a bare three-quarters of an

inch wide. Mr. P. D. Williams' yellow trumpet

510 did the same. Its perianth was a most delicate

NARCISSUS BONAMY, A BEAUTIFUL NEW PALE
VARIETY. (Sec text)

lemon and far removed from white, but the judges

accounted it a bicolor. When I asked one of

them why, I was reminded that the definition of ic

was " white or whitish." The judges were probably

right, as I see princeps in the classified list is

pigeon-holed as a bicolor. The same judges in

a class or two further on disqualified Croesus in

the division for yellow-perianthed incompara-

bilis or large-cupped Daffodils, because they

said its perianth was not yellow. I cannot under-

stand this, for it is put down in the classified list

as 2A, and if judges are to be allowed to throw

its dictums overboard whenever they do not

agree with it, the question must undoubtedly

be raised whether it is worth while having such

a book at all. I am going to ask a question on this,

in committee when we next meet.

It was very pleasing to find Mr. Watts among
us in khaki as a second lieutenant in the Army
Service Corps (Welsh Division Territorials) ;

but it was a pity he attempted so much, as none
of his flowers was named, and in many cases the

arrangement in the vases showed haste in setting

them up. Captain Kitchin was also present in

uniform, but did not exhibit anything. In the

second amateur section Major
Churcher of Woodcote, Alverstone,.

gained six firsts. I thought there

were fewer really poor flowers-

staged this year than ever before.

The division of the amateur

classes seems to work well, inas-

much as it attains its object, which

is the giving as many as possib'e-

a chance of winning prizes. In

Section III. we had Major
Churcher, Canon Fowler and Miss-

Warren as the top dogs, while-

Mr. G. Stocks was a good run-

ner-up. In Section II. Mrs..

Gage-Hogg, Mr. Morton and the

Rev. T. Buncombe divided the

prizes between them.

Awards of Merit.—Two awards

were given, to Chryse and Bath's-

Flame respectively, while the

shapely Leedsii Venus only just

missed one. Chryse is a very

deep yellow Jonquil hybrid of

good size, but it struck me as

being too rough to ever make a

first-rate show bloom ; its colour

carried it through. The corona is-

widely expanded, and has a dis-

tinct scalloped edge. Dimensions:

D, 3i; S, i| X I; C, lix ij..

Bath's Flame gives one the im-

pression of a glorified and magnified

Barrii conspicuus with rather a

looser general look, owing to the

length and narrowness of the

segments. The award in this

case was given for garden pur-

poses ; hence a note should be

made of its long stem of at least

20 inches.

Some Striking New Varieties,

In all cases in which I have

taken the measurements they

are given, and also the name of

the raiser.

Alchemist.—A clean-cut yellow

trumpet (ia) , of good substance

and texture, with pointed seg-

ments well imbricated towards their

base and a long, bold corona. Raised by Mr.

A. M. Wilson. A rich deep yellow self.

Bonamy, raised by the Rev. T. Buncombe,

is a somewhat pale yellow self of excellent

proportions and rounded appearance. The

segments turn up very slightly at their

ends towards the trumpet, giving the whole

flower a distinct style of its own. I am afraid,

in the hurry of getting its photograph taken I

omitted to take its measurements, and the same

is the case with Alchemist. This last was the

larger flower. It would probably be about

YELLOW TRUMPET
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4i inches in diameter, while Bonamy would be

about 3i inches.

Paris, raised by Bath, Limited, is one of what

I call the squat trumpet type. Not that I like

the word, but I cannot think of a better. As

will be seen from the measurements, the corona

is on the short side, though not quite so much as

might be inferred, were it not known that it has

a wide flange. It is a deep yellow self. D, 4i ;

S, ij X li; C, iS X 2i.

Joffre (Bath, Limited) stood out well as a clean-

cut Ajax of a pretty pale shade of yellow. It

Is a pure self. D, 4i ; S, i| x iJ ; C, iJ x if.

The Don (Bath. Limited) is certainly one of

the best varieties that Mr. Leak has raised and,

naturally, he Is very proud of it. It

is a pale bicolor trumpet, the peri-

anth imbricated and the corona

boldly flanged. It is the result of a

cross between Weardale Perfection

and Mme. de Graaff, the first of the

two being the seed-bearer. Dimen-

sions of bloom :D,4j;S,iJxii;
C, li X 2. It will be of interest to

many to know one of Mr. Leak's

experiences with trumpet crosses.

He has kindly permitted me to

raise the veil, for he, like myself,

feels himself to be a bit of a mis-

sionary about seedling raising. In

many cases he has found that what

he considered his best crosses are

often very disappointing ; while,

when he has used such a rough dia-

mond as Mme. Plerap as the seed-

bearer, the results have been good.

Dorcas (A. M. Wilson) is a beauti-

ful Jonquil hybrid of perfect form.

It is distinguished by having a

corona ofa rather deeper shade than

the perianth. Segments beautifully

flat and imbricated. D, 3J; S,

li X i; C, I X J.

Ixion (Barr) is a striking giant

incomparabUis or a very large,

big-cupped Daffodil. The flower

has a slightly drooping poise.

The perianth is flat and imbri-

cated, set at right angles to the

corona, which is a bright orange

red: coloured almost to the very

base. D, 4l; S, ij x ij; C,

1 X 18.

Gadfly (J- C. Williams).—Tnis

is also a somewhat drooping flower

with an ivory white reflexing

perianth and a telling eye of

orange, with a broad band of dull

rose. D, 3 ; S, i J x i ; C, i

.

P. D. Williams' No. 99.—

A

very refined white trumpet Daffodil

which reminded me very much of Wliite Knight.

The perianth was solid, smooth and clean cut.

One of the best flowers in the show. D, 3§ ;

S, i| x il; C, I J X I.

Livonia (Mrs. R. O. Backhouse), a pretty

Giant Leedsii with undulating perianth and a

bufi expanding cup. It stood out as very distinct

in Mr. Wilson's twelve. D, 3J ; S, iJ x il;

C, I X li.

Jason.—A pa'.e bicolor trumpet of Cactus form.

D, 4 ; S, li X il; C, i5 x iJ.

Carpathian (Engleheart).

—

A flower that may

make a good garden plant. Very much after

Glory of Leiden. D. 4J : S, ij X iJ; C, ij x 2.

THE SEA PINK OR THRIFT.
-Although .\rmeria vulgaris, or maritima, is a

native plant of our sandy coasts, it is well worthy

of inclusion among other plants in gardens, par-

ticularly those situated inland, where it would

not be found in a wild state. Its neat tufts of

green, grass-like foliage make an excellent edging

to pathways, especially where the soil is sandy

and where many other plants would fail. One

has pleasant recollections of rural cottage gardens

where it is so used, and where, from June onwards

until well into August, its globular flower-heads

give a rare display of rose pink colour. As a

rork garden plant, where plenty of space is

THE MORAINE AS A
FEATURE OF THE SMALL
ROCK GARDEN.

T
HE moraine is the latest , craze among

alpinists ; it is the latest phase of

ruck gardening, and one of the most

fascinating. It is also a subject on

which lately a very great deal has been

written. However, I do not think

it is an exhausted ground yet, and I propose to

treat it in a way which 1 think is simpler and less

expensive than any I have heard

of. It is no doubt an advan-

tage to have such things as

underground water, but to some
tlie very mention of perforated

pipes and water supply is a

final and insuperable obstacle.

I myself was in a position rather

like this, being landed with

over a ton of granite chips and
a plot in my rock garden about

three yards by .two yards to

turn into a moraine. .1 decided

that the additional expense which

would be involved in intro-

ducing water was too great,

and so proceeded to build my
moraine without it, and I may
truly say that I have never re-

gretted my decision,

It is for rock gardeners ia the

same position as this that these

words are intended. The labour

for a small moraine is not at

all heavy, and very interesting.

The cost varies according to

the stone used and the distance

it has to be carted. Living as

I do on the Surrey - Sussex

boundary, granite and limestone

both have to be brought a

considerable distance. For vari-

ous reasons I decided that I could

get granite cheaper and more
easily than limestone. When all

was paid, including carting the

chips four miles from the station,

they cost me i8s. As all the

making of the moraine was done

bv myself, the labour cost me

A 13EAUTIF L'L GROUPING Ol' THE SEA PINK IN TflE ROCK GARDEN
AT FRIAR PARK.

available, and where it can be massed in quantity,

this humble plant, or one of its varieties, will

create a cascade of green and pink such as few

other plants are capable of.' Evidence .of this

is shown in the accompanying illustration, from a

photograph taken in Sir Frank Crisp's garden at

Friar Park, Henley-on-Thames. The white-

flowered variety, named A. vulgaris alba, is a

charming plant, and the same may be said of

A. V. laucheana, with extra deep pink flowers

and a more tufted habit than the' type. Another

variety, known as Crimson Gem, is also worthy

of a place, its blossoms being a good shade of bright

crimson. G. D/ S..r . 1

The Best Stone.—If a choice

of stone is possible, the blue
" Craven " limestone is usually

considered ideal ; almost any
limestone is good. Sandstone

should be used with caution, as some forms

are too soft and crumbly when in chips.

Granite is satisfactory in almost every respect,

except that it is not quite as porous as might

be desired, and so does not withstand drought

quite so well. However, it is very pleasing to

look at, as the colour is good and shows off the

plants to the best advantage. Broken brick

makes an excellent substitute for stone, and can

be mi.xed in equal parts with the chips in the

lower layers. The surface, if possible, should be

pure stone for 2 inches or 3 inches.

The Soil to be mi.xed with these chips 1 formed

ol loam. and leaf-mould in equal parts, and a little
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peat for some plants. If tliere is lio grit among
tlie chips, a little sharp sand should be added.

I mixed this with the chips in the proportion of

one to seven or ten.

How the Moraine was Made.—The groimd

being prepared. I spread 4 inches ur 6 inches of

.broken bricks o\-er it, and beat these do\vn to make
them firm and to prevent the chips washing away
through them. The moraine mixture was then

laid over them to a depth of 18 inches or 2 feet,

.and made more or less level. As it was my object

to make this as natural as possible, I carried the

chips back between two small cliffs, from which

the moraine now spreads in quite a realistic way.

To make it easier to tend the plants, some

.flat pieces of stone were sunk here and there to

step on. To keep the chips from washing do\vn

• on to other parts of the garden, the moraine was

irregularly edged with fairly large rocks. It is a

great help to see some well-made moraine before

emkarking on the construction of one, and I

think that no one will do amiss

.to visit the rock garden of the

.Royal Horticultural Society at

Wisley in Surrey and see the

moraine there.

Suitable Plants.—I planted in

this moraine chiefly difficult things

and those that especially dislike

excessive moisture. Among the

Androsaci-s I have Chamaejasme,

Chumbyi,giacialis,Hausmannii,primu-

loides, sarmentosa, sempervivoidcs

.and villosa. The larger ones, of

the sarmentosa group, are romp-

ing, and the smaller ones, witli

the exception of the difficult glacialis,

.are strong and happy. They all

like lime except glacialis. I am
not quite sure whether sarmentosa

is best in the moraine. It is

.always so giorious in a good chink.

• Of Campanulas there are AUionii,

.cenisia, G. F. Wilson, pseudo-

Raineri, puUa, and there used to

be Zoysii, but I have now lost it.

.All the others are flourishing.

Allionii and cenisia I keep right

away from lime in pure granite.

The Pinks (Dianthuses) are repre-

sented by glacialis and FrejTiii. Both

.are dwarf and very slow spreading,

.but well worth some trouble, as

.the stemless pink flowers, which

nearly cover the plant in the case

.of Freynii, are very beautiful.

They are almost impossible out of the

.moraine.

Gentiana verna is an excellent morauie plant,

but requires more moisture than the average.

This, however, can be supplied from above.

Associated with Primula farinosa it is one of the

.most lovely sights of the marshy spots iii the

.Alps, where I collected them both. I do not

think we can do better than follow Nature's

example and plant them together. The smallest

•Geum, reptans, is also very happy among the

stone chips. Its large, bright yellow flowers are

•very pretty above the dark green leaves. Edrai-

.anthus Pumilio, a plant closely allied to the Cam-
;panulas, which bears a profusion of beautiful

purple blue bells above the thin grass-like leaves,

is an ideal moraine plant. Of the Primulas,

.camiolica is not well suited ; in fact, it was only

ithrough a stray label that it was ever planted

there. Farinosa does well and retains its dwarfest

form. It survives drought very well in

the moraine. Tyrolensis is a wee treasure,

but constantly attacked by slugs. It is very

like AUionii.

Perhaps most of my moraine plants are Saxi-

frages, and certainly they are at home. Borisii

(yellow), diapensioides (white), Grisbachii (red),

lilacina (pale lilac), porophylla (red), scardica

(white) and Strybnryi (red) have all been planted,

and, except for Borisii, with signal success. I

think Borisii would prefer a sunny pocket with

leaf-mould and grit. Diapensioides must have a

great deal of lime. Grisbachii is a splendid plant,

and, as I %vrite, five red flower-stalks are gradually

growing longer and longer out of one plant. It

should be well surrounded with fairly large piece?

of stone. Lilacina is a tiny cushion like a lichen,

with large, pale lilac b'.ooms, borne singly. It

is a treasure, and grows to perfection in the grey

chips. This also is just finishing a goodly flowering

ANEMONE NEMOROSA
BOSNIACA.

T
HE typical Wood Anemone (A. nemorosa)

is known to all, and no woodland
wilding, probably, is more appreciated,

as in the early springtime it carpets the

earth with its white blossoms. It is

interesting and instructive at such times

to mark the varied places in which it makes its

home—^now in the driest of places, where later

the Bracken will tower well overhead ; anon in

places cool and moist, often quite wet—yet

apparently happy in both, if varying in stature

by reason of its environment. It is usually,

however, in moist places and in cool, deep loams

that it shows its fuller strength and luxuriance,

and at such times it may reach to 9 inches or more
high. ,Object-lessons of such moment should

never be ignored by the gardener, since it is out

ANEMOXE NEMOROS.-\ BOSNI-^C.^ AS A ROCK GARDEN PL.ANI.

season. Porophylla is a small red-flowered species

of comparatively easy culture and very pretty.

Scardica grows well and flowers, but not \'ery

freely.

Lastly comes the lovely Stribnryi, a curious

plant with drooping flower-stems bearing red

flowers almost obscured by the hirsute calyx

of the same colour. Two Soldanellas also thrive

in an odd comer. Last auturnn T added Andro-

saces pubescens and helvetica, Dianthuses alpinus

and cal-alpinus, Lewisia Cotyledon and Saxifraga

retusa, but so far I know very little about them.

The only ones I protect with glass are the

woolly .\ndrosaces, Gentiana verna and CarapanuJa

cenisia. I hope the experience recorded above

w'ill induce some other readers to take up this

fascinating and not over expensive hobby, suitable

for large or small gardens G. Philipsox-Stow.

Bhckdowii House, Fernkurst, Sussex.

of their teaching value that gardens, often enough,

may be beautified beyond the limits of orthodox

or rule-of-thumb methods. The fine blue Wood
Anemone (A. robinsoniana) I have grown to a foot

high with its toes constantly in water ; but the

fact has never precluded my planting it in light,

well-drained soils, in which a plentiful supply

of cow-maniure compensated to some extent

for the absence of moisture and cooling effects

the other situation naturally afforded. True, a

lesser statine—I do not think a diminished beauty

—

resulted ; but on the principle that " a small

loaf is better than no bread," it gave much satis-

faction. Of the white-flowered Wood Anemonts

there are several forms, single and double : alba

flore pleno, bracteata flore pleno, rosea, rubra

and the subject of the present note, so admirably

portrayed in the accompanying illustration. It

is shown on a raised bank in the rock garden at
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Kcw, far away from water or its cooling effects,

yet beatitiful withal. In its rounded form it

is the most comely of the white-flowered

sorts, pinkish in the bud state, the colour show-

ing a suffusion through the otherwise \iihite

petals. It is a great beauty, meriting universal

cultivation. E. H. Jexkins.

CONCERNING GARDEN
SEATS.

A LTHOUGH the present weather does not

/% conjure up any pleasant picture of

/ % sitting in the garden, we are well

/ % on the road to summer, and even
^ ^ the cold wind does not make us

forget that warmer days are coming.

There is little wisdom in deferring thoughts of

garden seats until we are ready to use them, for

they take some time to make. It is not so many
years ago that the last word in garden seat design

was rustic, and the main endeavour was to secure

enough stout, contorted branches of which to

.
build the arms and backs of seats. It must be

admitted, however, that these seats were often

very uncomfortable, and certainly they do not

accord well with the formal sort of gardening

which is now almost universal.

With a more conscious sense of design in the

outlines of the garden itself, the deliberate use of

natural forms in rustic woodwork has rightly

gone out of fashion. We approach the question

rather with the intent of producing furniture

seen in our illustration on page 213, which serves,

moreover, to adorn another moral. One of the

principal uses of garden furniture is to emphasise

the lines of the garden itself. Seats and tables

should be placed so that they form pleasant

focussing points in a vista, or help to outline

(as in the latter illustration) fhe shape of the

spot where they are placed. No doubt it is ideal

from the practical point of view that they should

be of some hard wood like oak, which grows silvery

grey under stress of weather, or teak, which is

even more durable. Nevertheless, the well-

seasoned deal, of a sort that does not tend to split

on exposure to rain and sun, is good enough if

carefully and regularly painted. Green is a doubt-

ful colour, as it is likely to quarrel with the varied

natural greens which are near it. On the whole,

white is the safest, though it is apt to look rather

staring during the seasons when there is no brilliant

colour in the flower garden to relieve it. It is

well to provide a paved space for such heavy wooden
furniture as is not likely to be moved about, for

gravel is not ideally comfortable for the feet,

and the disadvantages of grass are obvious. L. W.

PRIMULAS FOR THE WOODLAND.
It is remarkable that whereas Daffodils, Bluebells,

Crocuses and even Michaelmas Daisies are freely

naturalised in the woodland, yet the wide range

of hardy Primulas, so naturally adapted to the

woodland, have to a very great extent been

overlooked. Even the common Primrose, native

of our woods and dells, has been sadly neglected

achieved, while the bulbous plants naturalised

under trees and in the wild garden are the admira-
tion of all who see them. Happily, there are many
gardens in which the Primrose may be freely
grown, and for beautifying a damp, rather low-

lying piece of open woodland there is nothing ti>-

equal the hardy Primulas, including the Primrose.

The value of these hardy flowers in the woodland-
was forcibly brought to mind last year when
visiting the extensive gardens at Clandon Park,

Surrey. Here were to be seen little copses-

in which Primula denticulata and its improved
and immensely popular form cashmeriana, witlr>

rich violet purple blooms, were flowering to perfec-

tion. Other Primulas were naturalised, such,

for instance, as Polyanthuses, Primula japonica,

and even the daintj' P. rosea. Primulas farinosa

and Sieboldii had been planted extensively,,

while the newer species, cockburniana,buIleyana and
Veitchii, were being tried in similar situations. The-

beautiful undulated woodland of this Surrey garden,

provides ideal surroundings for Primulas, H. C.

SOME INSECT TREE PESTS.

A SELECTIOX OF PLAIN WHITE GARDEN SEATS.

which is a translation in stouter and simpler

shapes of the forms used within the home. Corners

of the garden now approximate more to the idea

of outdoor rooms, and are to be furnished

accordingly. The illustration above shows

such a treatment in a garden at Wittersham,

Kent, where the three long benches, two armchairs

and a table show a pleasant formality of treat-

nrent in keeping with their surroundings. On
much the same lines are the two curved benches

as a subject for the woodland garden, for it is

seldom seen except when planted by Nature.

One reason that may account for this is found in

the fact that Primroses require a much heavier soil

than would suit the above-mentioned bulbous plants,

and when planted on a light soil Primroses deterio-

rate after a year or two. At Kew, where the

soil is of a light, open nature, frequent attempts

have been made to naturalise the Primrose,

but a really good display of bloom has never been

THE numerous insect diseases which

attack trees deserve careful con--

sideration from gardeners and foresters^

for by timely attention to an affected-

tree it is sometimes possible to check-

an epidemic. A familiar disease among:

Spruce is known as the Pineapple gall disease.

The common Spruce (Picea excelsa) and the

Sitka Spruce (P. sitchensis)-

are subject to attacks, par--

ticularly when the trees are

not growing under the

most favourable conditions.

Diseased trees are readily

recognised by the swolleu

places noticeable on the

shoots. On young shoots

the galls are green, but

on old branches they are

brown and dead. These-

galls appear on one side-

of the branch and re-

semble a small cone with

needles attached. They are-

caused by a minute insect

(Chermes abietis), which^

punctures the bark when
it is very soft and tender.

The insect goes through

several changes in form>

during its Ufe cycle, and

should be attacked during.

spring. If a tree is not

badly infested, the galls may
be picked off and burnt, but,

in any case, much good can

be done by spraying every

ten days during May
and June with an emulsion

formed by incorporating six pints of paraffin

with ijlb. of soft soap and adding the mixture

to thirty-six gallons of soft water. The paraffin

and soap should be well mixed in one and a-halt

gallons of boiling water until the soap is dissolved.

By this means a creamy emulsion is formed which'

can be mixed with the water.

The same insect attacks Abies nobilis, an*

forms ring-like galls on the under sides of^

the branches. This, however, is not the insect-
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j'« 4^jA^^ :Mei*Hi

which causes the gouty swellings so frequent

about the growing points of stems and branches

of that tree. Frequent applications of the

fiiregoing mixture are beneficial. It not in-

frequently happens that trees growing on hot,

dry soils, or under other unfavourable conditions,

are attacked by scale insects. Among conifers,

species of Cupressus, Thuya and Juniper are

very liable to attack ; while among deciduous

trees, Willow, Ash and Pyrus are often victims.

The conifers may be treated

in spring as recommended

for the Spruce aphis, while

deciduous trees may be given

in addition a winter wash of

a stronger character, which

will help to cleanse the bark

of all kinds of impurities.

This wash may be composed

of 2lb. of caustic soda (98

per cent.), lib. of soft soap,

five pints of paraf&n and ten

gallons of water. The soap

and paraffin should be mixed

with a gallon of boiling

water and the soda with the

rf'maining water, afterwards

mixing all together and

using as a spray. The

mixture must be applied

on a calm day, as it is

lilting, and will cause the

skin to peel off the user's

hands and face if he allows

the spray to blow back

over him. D.

are at the top of the supports, removing all lateral

growth to concentrate the whole energy of the

plant into the swelling of the pods.

Runner Beans should be sown in boxes now
for the earliest crop. Place in gentle heat

until the seedlings are well above the soil
;

then remove them to a cold frame, and plant out

towards the end of the month in well-prepared soil

in double lines ro inches apart, with the same dis-

tance between the plants, protecting the seedlings

plants to suffer for want of water. Plants carrying

crops of fruit tmder glass should have all surplus

growth removed and be fed with stimulants of

a weak nature.

Turnips. — Continue to make sowings of

Snowball, Milan and AU the Year Round in

well-watered drills should the weather be dry

at the time, so as to hasten the germina-

tion of the seed and induce the plants to

grow away quickly out of the way of the fly.

SEASO N A B L E
NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

i»arden.

jiiiinv

THE months of

April and May
are among the

busiest of the

whole year in

the kitchen
There arc so

details in sowing seed, planting,

ri-gulating the crops and generally tending to

tlie various items of culture that procrasti-

nation has its due reward. So many crops can

be spoilt in such a short period by neglect ; for

instance, the thinning of Beet, Carrots and
il'arsuips, or the neglect in supporting a row of

Peas just at the moment when the tendrils are

>iMrching for some support to cling to.

Onions.—No time should be lost in finally

planting out the Onions raised under glass. Where
a quick and luxuriant growth has to be made,
the soil must be well enriched. A sprinkling of

Thomson's Vine Manm'e at planting-time assists

growth. Lift the plants carefnlly with a trowel

or handfork, with a ball of soil attached to the

Toots. Do not plant deeper than before, and so

keep the bulb on the surface. Shoiild the weather
1"' dry, sprinkle the plants overhead for a few days.

Peas.—Continue to sow Marrowfat varieties

thinly in deeply dug, well-worked soil. Remove
the shelter of evergreen boughs from those planted

•out, giving them all available light and encourage-

ment to grow away freely. Earth up and stake

successional rows. Pinch the haulm of those that

SIMPLE BOLD SEATS OF CURVED DESIGN PROPERLY PLACED IN THE GARDEN.

at first from cold winds with green boughs (ir. boards

j
stood on edge on the north or east side of

i

the row.

French Beans sown in small pots early in April

;

will now be ready to plant out in frames, both
* heated and cool, which will give a succession of

pods. Cover the cold frames with mats, as a late

frost would check the growth. A rich compost is

all in favour of French Beans ; they grow away
more quickly, produce larger leaves, and with

I these more succulent pods, which is the all-

! important point in this vegetable. Where they

\

grow slowly, the pods are hard and stringy

;

therefore every encouragement should be given

to induce rapid growth. Frequent syringings

when closing the frames, with plenty of sun.

help considerably in this direction.

Beetroot.—The main crop should now be sown

in drills 14 inches apart, covering the seed with

some fine compost.

Tomatoes.—Plants intended for outside against

walls and in the open should be shifted into larger

pots as desired, and be grown steadily on in a cool

house or frame, confining the growth to one stem,

removing all side shoots, and never allowing the

Marrows in Frames, and now in the fruiting

stage, should have special attention. Ventilate

freely and fertilise the blooms to ensure a good
" set." Water regularly, as much of the dropping

of the fruit is attributable to dryness. Sow more

seed for outdoor batches.

Winter Greens.—Seeds of Kales, Savoys and

Sprouting Broccoli sown during the next week or

ten days will provide plants that should come in

for use during March and April of next year.

Thin sowing and early transp'anting are essential

to success.

Leeks should be planted out in well-prepared

trenches after the manner of Celery as fast as they

are readj', lifting carefully with a good ball of

soil attached to the roots, which will prevent

a check being given the plants. Protect the

plants from cold winds with evergreen boughs.

Keep the hoe moving among growing crops like

spring-sown Onions, Carrots, Parsnips and Lettuce.

Mulch Peas at once if there is a prospect of

drought. Fork over the soil between rows ol

Potatoes if in any way in a soddenrd condition at

planting-tini'^.

Swaitniorc, Hauls. E. .Molvnevx.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines in Pots.—The trees

on%v^ich the fruits are approaching the ripening

"tage must be thoroughly exposed to the ligh

and in order that the sun's rays may reach all

the fruits, some of the foliage should be renioved or

t ed aside The roots may receive a top-dressing

of rich farmyard manure, and an abundance

o water must be afforded till the frmts actual y

commence to ripen, at which stage water should

not be given to excess.

Early Permanent Trees.—When the fruits

ha^ finished stoning, an effort ought to be made

,0 expose them fully to the light. This may be

done by propping them up with short pieces o

lath Keep all literal growth removed and cut

back fruitless wood to the basal growth. Mulch

the roots with rich manure, and liberally supply

them with stimulants. When the fruits commence

oTipen it may be necessary to afford slight

protection from bright sun, as some varieties are

very susceptible to scorchmg.

Fiffs —To get fruits of the finest quality, they

must be well exposed to light and air ;
therefore

all surplus growth must be removed. When the

tot crop has been gathered, give the trees a

Sough washing with the hose-pipe. If a second

-rop is desired, the fruits should be thinned liberally

md where the growth is too dense, the kmfe otight

to be freely used. Later trees must have copious

supplies of stimulants. Give plenty of air during

favourable weather, and leave the top ventilators

open slightly all through the night.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrvsanthemums.—A batch of cuttings may

be "ruck for flowering in small pots. Preference

should be given to the smgle varieties for this

pv^pose. Pro\nding they have been properly

hardened ofi, some of the most forward plants may

now be placed in a sheltered position outdoors.

The large-flowered kinds must be securely staked,

and as a further precaution against rough winds,

hurdles should be placed in suitable positions to

screen them.

Arum Lilies.—These may now be moved to

1 sheltered position outdoors. Reduce the supply

of water to the roots tUl the foliage dies down ;

then turn the plants on their sides for a period of

rest. In the month of .\ugust they may be

repotted.

Humea elegans.—These plants will resent any

attempt to hasten them into flowering; therefore

keep them moving steadily and shade during

the hottest part of the day.

Rose Fortune's Yellow.—We have daily for

the past two months been cutting dozens of this

beautiful Rose. When the trees have flowered

the flowering wood is cut back to the base. The

borders are top-dressed with fresh materials,

and plenty of stimulants are afforded the trees

during the summer months. The growths will

require to be liberally thinned out several times

during the season.

Carnations.-Malmaisons are now developing

their flower-spikes, and will need more stimulants

than hitherto. Clay's Fertilizer alternated with

soot-water will promote strength and colour to

the flowers. Remove all the side buds from the

spikes and keep them neatly staked.

The Flower Garden.

Hardv Ferns.—Most of the plants are now

,n active growth, and it will be necessary to go

over them and remove old dying fronds and weeds.

Many species of hardy Ferns can be used for

planting beneath trees or on steep banks In

Tome cises it may be necessary to add a little

fresh soil to the roots of established plants.

Carnations.—Some of the Perpetual-flowering

xar^ties are most suitable for planting in the

flower garden. Plants being grown for this pur-

pose must be hardened off in readiness for putting

,,ut towards the end of the month. They should

row be growing in frames, where the lights may

be entirely removed during favourable weather.

Tuberous Begonias.—Plants which were potted

UD and started in heat may now be moved to a

cold frame. Carefully inure them to the cooler

conditions by judicious ventilation. If frost is

imminent, cover the frames with mats.

Staking.—Some of the plants in the herbaceous

border will soon need the support of stakes. Let

this be done with careful consideration to the

habit of the plants. The growths of some of the

plants may need a liberal thinning

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Early Strawberries.—Where a plantation was

made last year on a warm border to supply the

earliest fruits, protection from frost will now be

needed. The most efficient protection is secured

bv erecting a rough framework, so that tiffany

or something similar mav be easily rolled over it.

Clean straw placed among the plants to keep the

fruits clean can also be used for covering the

flowers on cold nights.

Outdoor Vines.—Rub off all surplus shoots

when it can be seen which are carrying the best

bunches. One of the chief causes of failure in

regard to ripening Grapes outdoors is that of

allowing the Vines to develop too many shoots,

and this fact must be borne in mmd when they

are in active, growth. A sprinkUng with some

approved fertiliser occasionally will encourage

roots to the surface.

The kitchen Garden.

Lettuces.—To keep up a constant supply of

this valuable salad, small sowings must be made

at frequent intervals. Prick out plants which

have been raised luider glass. Most varieties

require a distance of a foot apart.

Endive.—This mav be sown thinly in rows,

and the seedlings thinned out to a foot apart.

There is usually not much demand for Endive

during the summer months ; therefore little space

should be devoted to it.

Salsify and Scorzonera.—The requirements of

these are identical in regard to their culture.

Sow the seeds in rows about eighteen inches apart.

When large enough, thin the young plants to

9 inches apart in the rows.

New Zealand Spinach.—This is a useful vege-

table, especially during a drv season. Seed may
be sown in rows about two feet apart, thinning

the plants to the same distance in the rows.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockingf Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—The period when the plants are

required in flower will rule the time of sowing.

For winter flowering, a batch may be sown now

in the greenhouse, pricking off the seedlings as soon

as they are large enough to handle.

Chrysanthemums.—As the plants increase in

height more head-room must be given them,

either by lifting the frames (if portable) on bricks

or in the case of brick frames, by lowering the

surface the plants are standing on by the removal

of the soil or ashes. .Any plants affected by fly

should be sprayed with an insecticide, and during

fine weather the lights can be kept off, replacing

them only in case of frost or heavy --ams.

Chrysanthemum Potting Compost.—If the

grower has plenty of shed accommodation at

command, the compost for the final potting could

now be prepared, as it will then be m good con-

dition when it is required later on. The mixture

should be kept fairly rough and not made too

rich in manures, as far better results are obtamed

by applying the manure in a liquid form after

the plants get established in the new soil.

Violets.—As the plants pass out of flower

they may be dispensed with, keeping only a few

from which runners ran be obtamed during

August or September. This will clear the frames

and allow th«m to be used for other subjects. The

young plants which were put out some time ago

will benefit from a syr.nging in the late afternoon,

should the weather be bright and dry.

Bouvardias.—If cuttings were rooted earlier

in the season, the plants will now be ready for

potting The Bouvardia thrives in plenty ol

leaf-soil and sand, and does not like too high a

temperature ; in fact, a cold frame from now
onwards will suit it splendidly if the lights are

shaded during bright sunshine.

The Kitchen Garden.

Runner Beans.—-A good sowing should now be

made. As slugs and other pests are sometimes

very severe on the young seedlings, it will be

well to apply a dusting of soot or fine ashes when
the seedlings are about to appear on the surface.

Apart from their value as a vegetable. Runner
Beans may be used with good effect as flowerine

plants where perhaps a temporary sciecn is

required. Painted Lady is an ideal variety for

this purpose.

Celery.—When accommodation in cold frames

can be had, the young plants should be given

more room bv pricking them out 4 inches or

5 inches apart. The syrmge must be used freely

and the plants shaded for a few days imtil they

recover from the check of removal.

Tomatoes.—Make a sowing to furnish plains

that will fruit during the autumn. Plants which

are fruiting should receive another top-dressing

of loam made rich by the addition of a good

fertiliser.

Cucumbers.—if these are to be grown in a

frame, make up a hot-bed by mixing clean leaves

with some fresh stable litter. After a few days

the plants can be put into their places. Ventilation

requires special attention when Cucumbers are

grown in th's way.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Geraniums.—Like all other bedding

plants, these should be well hardened off before

being planted out ; it is a mistake to keep them
too long in the close and perhaps shady conditions

of glass houses. Where room in frames can be

had, they may be removed there, and failing this,

they can be stood in any sheltered position out-

doors, where they may be conveniently covered

up on cold nights.

Lobelia cardinalis.—This plant, being fairly

hardv, may be put out where it is to grow.

For preference it likes plenty of moisture, so.

should the weather be very dry at the time of

planting, a thorough watering will be necessary.

Pentstemons may now be safely planted out.

whether they are at present growing in pots or

on some sheltered border. As some plants may
possibly die later, it is a safe precaution to pot

up a few of each variety in 6-inch pots, so that

any dying plants can be replaced.

Ihe Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—It is now time to mulch plants

which are fruiting. This not only keeps the fruit

clean, but prevents to a great extent the too rapid

evaporation of moisture, should the season be-

very dry. Clean straw is best, if procurable

;

but before applying it the plants may be given an

application of some readily assimilated fertiliser,

such as Clay's. Following this, the ground should

be gone over with the hoe.

Young Strawberries.—Where the plants ar.

very vigorous, a crop may be taken from the youns

plantation which was made durmg August.

If however, the plants are small, it will be to the

interests of the crop for next year to remove all

the flowers. Encourage a free growth by an

occasional hoeing, and if one has the valuable aid

of a liquid manure tank, help may be given \>y

applying the liquid in a diluted form during wet

and showery weather.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Trees.—Such fruit trees as .Apples and

Pears in pots will be at different stages of develop-

ment When the fruits have just started to swell

after being fertilised, a judicious thinning should

take place, remembering, of course, that there

is always a possibiUty of fruit droppmg. This

must be allowed for, especially m Hie case of

Srtain varieties of Pears. The trees which are

in a more advanced state of growth and «ith.

larger fruits ought to have fairly frequent appli-

cations of stimulants. When the grower has

not the convenience of an orchard-house car.

must be taken that pot trees are not left for lon^

Sowing in the shade of any other permanent

fniit trees John Jeffrey.
^Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jard.ne.

Bart.)

CaslUmilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE CULTIVATION OF
PHYLLOGACTI.

[7)1 Answer to a Correspondent.]

THE following notes as to the cultivation

of the different Phyllocacti may be of

service to your correspondent, and, bv
following them, the white-flowered

kind should be induced to b'oom in a

satisfactory manner. It is very pro-

bable that this is Phyllocactus Cooperi.

The Phyllocacti are essentially greenhouse

plants, and are more satisfactory if groNNTi in a

structure where the winter temperature does not

at any time fall much below 50°. At that season

of the year they need comparatively little water
;

that i'j, just sufficient to keep the soil slightly

moist. As with succulent plants in general, full

exposure to the sun is very necessary to these Phyl-

locacti, except just when they are in flower, as the

b'ossoms remain fresh longer when they are shaded.

With regard to the treatment of these plants, 1

will indicate it from the present time, when the

flower-buds make their appearance. The plants

should be stood in a sunny part of the greenhouse,

and kept moderately watered ; that is to say, not

always saturated. After the blossoms are over is

the best time to repot the plants, a suitable compost

for the pmrpose being made up principally of

loam, lightened by a little sand, and leaf-mould or

peat, with some brick rubble, broken finely.

It is very important that the pots are quite

clean and effectually drained, while at the same
time they must not be too large, as Phyllocacti

greatly resent a mass of soil around the roots.

The compost should be thoroughly mixed together,

and, in potting, the soil must be pressed down
evenly and made moderately firm. After this

work is complete, a good plan is to put a central

stake to each plant and loop the shoots thereto in

a natural manner ; that is to say, just sufficient

to keep them from swaying about, and not enough

for them to present a btmched-up appearance. A
good watering should then be given through a fine

rose in order to settle everything in its place. ,As

the roots are at that season active, they will soon

take possession of the new soil. If the plant does

not need repotting, it will be greatly assisted by
an occasional dose of weak liquid manure during

the growing season.

Throughout the summer months the plants may
be liberally watered, always keeping them fully

exposed to the sun. If the greenhouse in which

they are growing is shaded, it will, in all probability,

be quite possible to group them together at one

end and remove the shading from that portion.

From midsummer onward, if the space is required,

they may be stood out of doors, selecting for the

purpose a warm, sunny, well-drained spot. They
should be placed on a firm ash bott(mi, and if at the

foot of a south wall, so much the better. Under
these conditions, care must be taken that they

are not allowed to suffer from the want of water.

This treatment will lead to a thorough ripening

of the wood, so essential to the formation of flower-

buds. Even in the case of newly potted plants an

i/ccasional watermg with weak, clear, liquid

manure will be beneficial when the pots are well

furnished with roots. Before the heavy autumnal
rains set in, these Cacti should be taken back into

the greenhouse. As winter approaches they will

need less water, till in the depth of the season

they require very little. With the return of

spring more must, of course, be given.

These Phyllocacti are in some districts very

popular as window plants. In order to grow them
successfully in this way, a sunny window should

be chosen, and the one thing above all to avoid is

allowing water to stand in the saucers in which

they are placed. During co'd winter nights they

shnu'd be moved away from the window, as it is

the part of the room most liab"e to be affected

by frost.

Practically the only insect pests that give

troub'e are scale, and these should be carefully

removed with a pointed piece of wood as soon as

they are seen.

Propagation of the different Phyllocacti is a

very simple matter, as if the shoots are pulled out

of their sockets with a side twist, they form the

best of cuttings, no further preparation being

necessary. A length of 4 inches to 6 inches is

very suitable for the cuttings. They may be in-

serted around the edge of a pot 5 inches in diameter,

clean, well drained and filled with a compost

similar to that recommended for repotting, with

the addition of more sand. Late spring and early

summer is the best time to insert cuttings. H. P.

BRAMBLES AND THEIR
PECULIARITIES.

To
the untrained ej-e the Bramble and

the Blackberry are one and the same

thing, but while it is true that all

Blackberries are Brambles, yet there

are many Brambles which do not

produce Blackberries ; indeed, some
of them produce no fruit at all. Probably there

is no plant of our hedgerows so much appreciated

as the common Blackberry ; at the same time,

few, if any, of our native plants have given so much
trouble to the botanist, who has endeavoured to

cope with all the species and varieties that are

foimd growing wild. There are many little differ-

ences and subtle gradations between some species

that only the trained eye can appreciate. Those

differences may be seen in the number of leaflets

which go to make up a compotuid leaf, or there

may be a marked difference in the length of the

calyx lobes, or, again, the under surface of the

foliage of one kind may differ from that of its near

ally. Such characters are masked to the casual

observer ; but the botanist attaches a deal of

importance to them, on the ground that half

the interest of the plant lies hidden in its structure,

which, after all, is a revelation of its past history

and development. Herein lies the difficulty of

nomenclature, ending in some instances in a hopeless

confusion of names. Probably confusion is nowhere

more apparent than in the genus Rubus, as

Brambles are botanicaUy known. The reason

is not far to seek, for the plants are so variable

that it is often hard to say where one species

leaves off and another begins ; moreover, the

varieties are notorious for the ease with which

they cross with one another, thus adding to the

confusion. Hybridisation and variation have un-

questionably given rise to many forms that have

been raised to specific rank in local floras. Some
species, however, particularly those which are

not indigenous to this country, are quite distinct,

and not the least remarkable is the White-stemmed
Bramb'e (R. biflorus), native of the Temperate

Himalayas. The stems of this Bramble are

covered with a white, glaucous bloom, and furnished

with strong, recurved prickles. H. C.

TULIP SHOW AND
CON FERENCE

FOR THE PURPOSE OF CLASSIFI-
CATION.

The Coimcil of the Royal Horticultural Society

have adopted the recommendation of the Nomen-
clature Committee to hold a meeting for May-
flowering Tulips on May 13 and 14 (cut blooms in

vases) for the purpose of enabling the committee

to decide on the synonyms of the varieties sent.

N.B.—The trade and amateurs may show groups

in the ordinary way, but of Tulips only, with auA-

foliage desired. These groups will be arranged

along the walls of the Hall, the centre tables being

reserved for cut blooms in vases. It is intended

that these cut blooms should be arranged in a

series of graduated shades of colour. It is of the

greatest importance that every variety of Tulip

procurable should be contained in these series.

Therefore every exhibitor of a group is requesteel

to provide an extra vase of three blooms of every

variety in his group in addition to the vases

of any not so included. In cases where it is

necessary for the committee to examine a

\'ariety closely, these blooms on the tables -will

be used for that purpose, which will prevent any

disarrangement of the staged groups. All British

growers are invited to send blooms. A full collec-

tion of standard sorts of May-flowering varieties

will, if possible, be brought from Holland for

comparison. The Royal Horticultural Society's

labels will be provided for exhibitors to write-

their own name and that of every vase of flowers

they stage. No other labels may be used. Entry

forms for this show can be had on application to

the Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square.

In filling up this form the exhibitor must state

how many labels he will require, and these will

be forwarded to him so that they may be careftiUy

filled up at home before the hurry and scurry

of the staging begins.

Wednesday, May 12.—Begin staging at 12 noon

at Vincent Square.

Thursday, May 13.—Staging to be finished by

9 a.m., when the Neimenclature Committee begin.i

its work and conference. None but the com-

mittee will be allowed in the Hall after 9 a.m.

on this day.

Friday, May 14.—Committee continues its

work, 9 a.m. At 11 a.m. amateur exhibitors and

two members of exhibiting firms admitted to

private view. At 1 p.m. Royal Horticultural

Society's Fellows admitted. .At 2 p.m. the publir

admitted on payment of is. .At 3 p.m. a lecture-

will be given by Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A., on "The

New Classification for Garden Tulips," illustrate-el

with lantern slides.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Ecery department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to maiters upon which they wish expat advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and note-'^.

but he ivill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stampf^

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-acct'pted

corUribuiions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

a^ks that the price required for reproduction be plainly '<tated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright tvill be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use. and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as emdence that an

article is accepted. Publication in THE Garpen will alone

be reeognised a^ acceptance.

Ofices: 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Gardrn. )V.C\
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

L. pilosii. Aubriftias. Thymes of ^;o^ts, Erimis alpinus,

E. albus. Sedumsand Encrusted Saxifrages should do well;

lor the shady side, small Ferns and Linaria Cymbalaria.

There are others, but their success depends not a little

ou the nature of the wall.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND MiSYlERS.—The Kdilor fudeuootirs U. i

make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire astfist-

^tnce, no matter nkat the branch of gardening maij he, and

"•it/i that object makes a special feature of the "Answert<

*<> Correspondents " columns. All comimmications should be

<iearli/ and concisely written on one side of tlie paper only.

4tnd addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

.street, Covent Garden, London. W.C. The name and address

*if the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one

qaery is sent, each should he on a separate piece of paper.

PUinis for naming sftould be clearly vttmhered and securel;,

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool , and ftowerina

•'hoots, where possible, shoidd be sent. It is tiseless to sfnd

s nail scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Lefieis

on business sfiouhl be sent to the Publisher.

TRFES AND SHRUBS.
GRAFTING HOLLIES {M. L.).-\'on would probably

I'xpi-rience eou--idi'rabk' ditficulty in i^Taftin*^ branches

of fruit-bearint,' Holly upon an old uon-fruitinj; plant.

Grafts of two year old wood would doubtless unite quite

well with the wood of the stock if sraftinti were carried

out in thi; early spring, but there would be a continual

fight between shoots produced from the stock and tlie

grafted portions. When varieties are worked upon
stocks of common Holly, quite young plants arc used

for stocks, and both grafting and budding are practised,

the former indoors in the spring, the latter either indoors

or outdoors during the summer. If any of your trees

produce female flowers, you can get them to fruit by
earo'ing branches of male flowers from another tree

anddustingthestigma'n of the female flowers with pollen.

If, however, your trees bear male flowers only, they will

not bear fruit.

FLOWER GARDEN.
THE BARDFIELD OXLIP ('. D. L.. D n ).—Bard-

tield Oxlip and Xormandy Oxlip are two local nanu's

for varieties of the common Oxlip. There is no essential

difference between them. As is well known, the common
Oxlip is extremely variable in size and form.

j

HEDYCHIUM GARDNERIANUM {E. V. Cnuhlun

]yfiit().—Culturally, thi.s species is best when treated

liko the Canna, th;.t is to ^;ty, r stcd dxiring the wi- 1 r
,

in dryish soil beneath the greenhouse stage, started into
j

growth in heat in March, and grown quickly to the flowering

>tage. The plant prefers a brisk heat—70^^—during the
,

Slimmer, and .11 abundance of moisture and liquid manure
when in full gro^vt.h. It is the strong annual shoots

from the base which flower. "When the flowers appear,
thi' plant; may be put into much cooler quarters, tliis

4-nsuring their remaining much longer in beauty. Good
rich fibrous loam, with a little peat, leaf-mould and
finely sifted manure, should be given witli ample drainag<'.

if yovi have old plants, shake them free of the impoverished
.-oil. repot, and start in brisk heat as above. The flowers

arc y(dlow, fragrant . and borne in a dense cone-like cluster

u foot long at tlie summit of the growth. It is a native

of the East Indies, and though nearly hardy in this country,
is best if grown on the above lines to ensure a good annual
flowering. If your plants have been grown c oliv in the

]»ast or have become weak or deteriorated by reason of

wrong treatment, it is unlikely they would flower this

year, though they should bo grown to that (^nd. The
Howering-time is August and September, though it is

controlled by the treatment the plant receives. Formerly
it was used in subtropical bedding, and may occasionally

bi" so used to-day.

CARNATIONS ATTACKED BY EELWORMS (/*. J. B.).

—The only thing that is likely to be successfiU in warding;

ftrt" the death of the Carnations is a dressing of sulphate
of potash at the rate of about IJoz. to the square yard.
>pruad on the surface of your soil and forked in. As to

the sterilisation of the soil, the most elfective methoi!
is by the use of steam, but special apparatus would b-

needed for this work. It might be done by constructing

a cement tank of suitable size and about eighteen inches

in depth. Run perforated pipes along the bottom and
protect them by a perforated metal false bottom from
becoming silted up with soil. The pipes might be of

about an inch and a-half in diameter, and the perforations

an eighth of an inch in riijgs at intervals of about three

inches. Connect the inlet pipe (no outlet pipe is required,

though a safety valve might be an advantage) with a
"boiler, in which steam at a pressure of 601b. to 801b. to th»;

ttijiiare inch can be generated. After filling with soil,

till- tank should be covered with sacking and steam driven
ill until the soil temperature reaches about 200° Eahr..

J>aving it at that for, say, half an hour. The drier the

soil, the more rapidly will the desired temperature be
1 eached. The use of formaldehyde (40 per cent, solution)

at t* p rate of one part to 200 pin of water will kill

practically all The relwonns, but jirobably some of the

eggs may escape.

SEEDS AND PLANTS FOR OLD WALL ( U ,r' fi urn).—
The most likely things to succeed on the wall top and
take care of themselves in the future are M'allflowers,

-Snaixlragou, Red Valerian (if not too large) and the Vellow
Fumitory, Corydalis lutea. The whole of these may be

introduced by means of seeds mixed with loamy soil or

•clayey loam into prepared crevices between the bricks

or stones. You do not say whether the wall is of brick

or stone, though the latter is greatly in favour of ultimate
success. If of brick and the wall has been built with
good mortar, much preparation will be required for the
sides, particularly in the direction of forming stations

and inserting the seed-charged soil. Tin-u, by reason
of its dryn(!S8 and the difficulty of rain reaching thi! roots

-if the plants, much subsequent attention wo*^ld \v required
ill watering and the like. Early autumn is the best time
to start the work, because of the atmospheric conditions
pnvailing at that time. If the wail is of any extent,
you might di> worse than consult a specialist on
the spot!^ If of snuill size, we may help you further if

you give us a few more particulars. For the. sunny side,

•Campanula fragilis. C. pusilla. Houseleeks, J.inaria alpina,

THE GREENHOUSE.
FLOWERING PLANTS IN A COLD FRAME (.1 Constuiit

Hcudei).—You give us no idea of the size and depth of

the frame—whether it is 1 foot or 3 feet deep; and
unless you have a fair amount of depth, not many flowering

plants could be accommodated in it. Exliibition Chry-
santhemums cannot be well grown in such a frame, and
for the summer are best in an open position where all

the sun can reach them. Prior to frosts appearing,
they should be removed to a well-ventilated greenhouse,
where they may receive every attention till the flowering

stage is reached. There are many uses to which a cold

frante might be put, but as you wish for flowering plants
only, you had better give us the size and depth of the
frame,' and we will do what we can to hidp ytui- I*o yon
wish for summer-flowering plants only, or would Violets

for winter and spring be of service V

MISCELLANEOUS.
GOLDFISH IN CEMENT TANK {E. W. .4.V—A para

sitie fungus, :i^ species of Saprolegnia, probably S. ferox,

often attacks goldfish in cement tanks, and is encouraged by
hard, chalky water. If the water which runs through the

tank ishard.it should be softened by one of the usual \j'atrr

softeners before it enters it. The cement tank, having
been in use for four years, is unlikely to be a source of

trouble now ; but if the fungus increases, have the pond
emptied and dried, scrub it out, and coat the inside with
one of those artificial stone preparations used for water-
proofing the surfaces of stone. It is sometimes found that
the fungus oil fl.sh attack' d may be checked by putting tlie

fish into a bath of Condy's Fluid, a teaspoonful of which
is dissolved in a pint of water, and a teaspoonful of this

used to a gallon of water to make the bath. But affected

fish should be isolated. We regret we do not know of

any small Iwok deahn^ with goldfish exclusively, although
there are several dealing with fresh-water aquaria.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—^.M iJose.—BUlbergia nutans.—Bell.—l, Ereflla volubitis. The Ivies you -end are
varieties of Hedera Helix, but we cannot identily th< m
from the specimens. A. B. E.—Pus-hkinia scilloiijes

SOCIETIES.
THE MIDLAND DAFFODIL SHOW.

The niagnificeiit eollection ut flowers brought together
in the lidgbasum Botanic Gardens, Birmingham, on
Wednesday and Thursday of last week was a complete
iustiflcation of flic committee's decision to hold Ihe show
as usual this year. We do not think a finer display has been
seen at any previous show. High quality and" rarity of
varieties wei e almost overwhelming, and we wish moie
visitors had been jtiesent lo see such Ix'autifiil blooms.
As usual, the arrangements were perfect, Ihiuks to Ihc
organising geniiis of Mr. Herbert Smith and Mr. T. Hum-
phreys, both of whom never seem to think that anyihing
is a trouble. Herewith we give a somewhat condensed
report of the exhibition, and the Rev. J. Jacob, in his
"UaffiMlil Notes," will next week ilejil with sonic. ;;t lea^^t.

of the m.iiiy (iiitstanilinc tlnwers.

Uroup a.—Cut Buh)Ms.
Open Classks.

For a collection of Daffodils, fifty varit-ties. represent-
ing the different divisions, tln-re were four entries. Mr. ('.

Bourne, Bleteliley, being first with a magnificent lot of
blooms. Queen of Hearts. Bishop Gore. Kingdown,
Bewdrop and Great WarUy were u few of his best. Second
honours fidl to Mrs. Ridley, Wiiie.inton, who also staged
a beautiful lot of flowers. \\'e sin-eiallv noted lied Beacon.
Great M'arley, Ked Chief. Jhi' Fnwii. Gadfly. Ivorine
and Homer. Mr. K. Herbert Chapnum of Bye was a good
third, fourth prize going to Mr. J, Mallender, Biwtry.

Six varieties of yellow trumpet Daffodils, Division \\,
three stems of each, brought forth five entries, the premier
award going to Mr. V. H. Chapman, who staged Grandsire,
Sea Horse and Fornnila. with three imnami^d seedlings,
that numbered 50 E 23 being exceptionally good. Mr.
V. Bourne was second with fine examples of The Eaii.
Jx)rd Roberts, The Doctor, Golden King, Queen of the
West and Monarch. The third, fourth and fifth prizes

went respectively to Mr. W. A. Watts, St. Asaph; ^fr.

J. Mallender and Jliss Pope, King's Norton.
A similar class for white trumpets, Di\ision 11), had only

two entries, Mr. C. Bourne being first with very cb-aii

flowers of Ivory King. Mrs. G. H. Barr. White Emperor.
.Mrs. Robert Sydenham, Princess and Agatha. Second
prize was awarded to Mr. J. Slallender. whose flowers
also were very clean and good.

In a similar class for bicolor triump<'ts. Division Ic.

three exhibits were staged, 5ti s P pe being first wilb
beautiful flowers of Middleton Favourite, Judge Bird.
Glory of Noordwijk and three unnamed seedlings; S :U
among these was very promising. Mr. J. Mallender
was second, his best vase being ot a si'cdling numbered
G 30. Mr. C. Bourne was third.

For six varieties of incomparabilis, three stems of t^acli.

Division 2a, there were only two exhibits, the premiir
position going to Mr. C. Bourne for some very clean an<l

good flowers. The other exhibit was disqualified by the
judges owing to one vase of a wrong section, viz.. :Ji;.

being staged.
In a similar class, but Division -in. there wen^ three

entries. The fir.st prize went to Mr. A. M. Wilson for a
magnificent lot of flowers. Gadfly and Gay Banner being
wonderful. Second honours went to Mr. C. Bourne, who
had very good blooms of Lady Moore, Great Warley and
Macebearer among his six. ftliss Pope was placed ihirl

Lady Margaret Boscawen being her best.

I or six varieties of Barri Daffodils, three stems of I'^ich.

Di ision 3a, there were three entries, the first awanl
g 11 g to Mr. A. M. Wilson, Bridg\vater, for magnificent
f- J mples of unnamed seedlings. Mr. C. Bourne was
s(^ ond, his Eschscholtzia, a very vi\id red-cupped flower,

b ing particularly good. Mr. F. H, Cliapman was third.
in a similar class, but Division 3b, competition wa^

rather better, five exhibits being staged. The first i)rizf

wt nt to Mr. A. M. Wilson, Bridg\vater, who had magnificenf
flowers of Red Chief, WTielp, Ked Macaw, Alaric and two
seedlings under numbers. Second honours went to Miss

I. L. Wilson, who had grand blooms of Capper and honie

unnamed seedlings. Third and fourth prizes went re-

spectively to Mr. F. H. Chapman and Mr. C. Bourne.
For twelve varieties of Leedsii Dalfodils. Division -1.

there were threti entries, the Rev. J. Jacob occupying the
premier position with a good lot of flowers. AVhite King.
White Mere, H. C. Bowles, Mrs. W. O. Wolseley and Nana
were five of the best. Mr. C. Bourne was second, his

best flowers being Bianca, Lord Kitchener and Selene,

The third prize went to Mr. J. Mallender.
For three varieties of triandrus hybrid Daffodils.

Division 5, three exhibitors competed, Mr. F. H. Chapman
being first with beautiful flowers of Alys and two shown
under number-. Mr. W. F. M. Copeland was second,
the third prize being withheld.

In Class 1 1 , for six varieties of Tazctta hybrids, Division B,

there were again three entries, Mr. A. M. Wilson bein-.*

first, all thi^ flowers being shown under numbers. Messrs.
Cartwright and Goodwin were second, Rubellite being
very good.

Class 12, for nine varieties of true Poeticus, included
a magnificent lot of flowers, three exhibitors trying con-
clusions. Mr. P. D. Williams, St. Keverne, S.O., was
first, his blooms of Eurydice, Snow King, Tennyson.
Sarchedon and Madrigal being exceptionally good.
Second honours went to Mr. A. M. Wilson, who l.:id

Tennyson in grand form; third, Mr. F. H. Chapniiin,
with seedlings, all under numbers.

Single Bloom Classes.—Opkn.
For a single bloom of a yellow trumpet, Division IB, .Mr.

P. D- Williams was first with a magnificent seedling ;

second, Mr. C. Bourne; third, the Rev. T. Buncombe;
fourth, Mr. F. H. Chapman ; fifth, Mr. T. Batson.

In a similar class for a white trumpet, the premier
award went to Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin for a
magnificent bloom of White Emperor; Mr. P. D. Williams,
Mr. A. Wilson, Mr. H. Lee and Mr. C. Bourne following
in the order given.

For a bicolor trumpet Mr. P. D. Williams was first

with a seedling ; second, Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin ;

third, Mr. A. M. Wilson.
For an incomparabilis. Division 2a, Mi". N. V. Lower

was first with a fine bloom of Crcesus ; second. Messrs.
Cartwright and Goodwin ; third, Mr. J. Simkins.

In a similar class. Division 2b, Mr. P. D, Williams
was first with an unnamed seedling ; second, Mr. H. K.

Holmes ; third, Mr. C. Bourne.
For a Barri bloom, Division 3a, Messrs. Cartwi'iglit

and Goodwin were first with a beautiful bloom of Mozart ;

second. Mr. N. Y. Lower; third, Mr. P. J. Worsley.
In a similar class, Division 3b, Mr. P. D. Williams

was first with a beautiful red-cupped seedling; second,
.Mr, C. Bourne ; third, Mr. H. R. Darlington.

For the best Leedsii Mr. P. D. Williams was again
first with an unnamed seedling ; second, the Rev. J.

Jacob ; third, Mrs. Ridley.
For the best single triandrus hybrid Mr. P. D. Williams

was first with Primrose Dame; second, Mr. F. H. Chap-
man ; third, Mr. W. F. M. Copeland.

For a single eyclaraiueus hybrid Mr. P. D. Williams
was first with a seedling ; second, Mr. W. F. M. Copeland.

For a single JonquiUa hybrid Mr. A. M. Wilson was
first with an unnamed seedling; second. Mr. P. D.
Williams; third, Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin.

For the best Tazetta Mr. F. H. Chapman won premier
prize with a wonderful yellow flower that had a deep
red eye ; second, Mr. A. ftl. Wilson : third, Mr. C. Bourne.

For a single bloom, true Poeticus, Mr. A. M. Wilson
was first with a beautiful seedling; second. Mi'. P. D.
Williams; third, Mr. F. H. Chapman.

Imu- the best double Datfodil Messrs. Cartwright and
(ioodwin were first; second, Mr. W. A. Watts; third,
Mr. H. I.re.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
A Good Plant of Lewisia Howellii.-^When in

the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Wisley last week we noticed a particuJarly good

specimen of this charming, though to cultivators

often vexatious, plant. Three large inflorescences

were fully open and twelve others were in various

stages of development, with possibly a few others

to come.

A New Dwarf Rhododendron.—Flowering for

the first time in the rock garden at Wisley is

Rhododendron olicifolium, a dwarf, compact

species sent home from China by Forrest. In

general appearance it somewhat resembles the

well-known R. racemosum, but the

fiowers are larger and more bell-

shaped, with a deeper rosy pink

colour. It promises to be a very

useful species for the rock garden.

Deep Blue and Pale Yellow

Flowers.—On a small and rather

steep bank near the Wisley rock

garden we noticed a charming com-

bination of blue and pale yellow

fiowers. This had been brought

about by planting Muscari Heavenly

Blue with that beautiful little Hoop
Petticoat Daffodil, Narcissus Bulbo-

codium citrinus. Such an effect

could be advantageously reproduced

m many situations, and we record

it now so that it inay be noted

for reference when planting - time

comes.

Commission for Mr. T. Percy
Peed.—Mr. T. Percy Peed, of the

well-known firm of John Peed and
Son, West Norwood, has obtained a

commission in the New Army. Mr.

Peed enlisted in the King's Royal Rifle

Corps in the early stages of the war,

and was promoted to the rank of

corporal. He has now been offered,

and has accepted, a sub-lieutenancy

in the South Staffordshire Regi-

ment, and entered on his new duties on the

19th ult.

Retirement of Mr. George Massee.

—

The
retirement of Mr. George Massee, V.M.H., from
the Herbarium staff of the Royal Gardens, Kew,
on account of the rules regarding age limit; will

cause regret among many Old Kewites. In 1893
he succeeded Dr. M. C. Cooke in taking charge

of the Cryptogamic Department, where fungi

of all kinds received his special attention. As
an author Mr. Massee was very active, and his

books on various plant diseases and ftmgi generally

are known all over the world.

Our Sub-Editor Wounded in Action.—We
regret to state that our Sub-editor, Mr. H. Cowley,

who has been "somewhere in France or Be'gium "

with the 12th County of London Regiment
since Christmas Day, has been wounded. Happ'ly
his injuries are not severe, as the fo'Iowing

extracts from a post card written l)y him on the

25th ult. wU show : " For the past eight days

we have been in severe battle. I am slightly

wounded by shell—only a bruised rib, and am in

hospital. I expect to return to battle in a day
or two. Dreadful warfare is still raging. It is a

great struggle—we must win." All who know

.•r^^.
^S^

A CHARMING FORM OF THE GRECIAN WINDFLOWER, ANEMONE
BLANDA, IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT WISLEY.

Mr. Cowley will join us in hoping that his wound
is not more serious than he indicates, and will

appreciate the characteristic touch of the last

three words, "we must win."

A Beautiful Anemone.—The Grecian Wind-
flower, Anemone b'.anda, that is so beautiful in

our gardens at the present time, is among the most
prized of the hardy flowering plants. It matters

little whether the flowers are the fine blue of the

tj^ie or one of the several forms which vary from

white to deep purple. The beautiful variety

scythinica is later in coming into bloom than some
of the forms. The flowers are large and most

refined, both in shape and colour, the interior

of the flower being white, whUe the outside of the

petals ranges from light blue to purple. It is by
no means a new plant, but one that is seldom seen,

and is excellent for the shady parts of the rock
garden. The accompanying illustration represents

a colony of a beautiful form of Anemone blanda
growing in the rock garden at Wisley. The corms
were, we believe, co lected in Asia Minor. The
flowers are large and exceptiona'ly good in colour.

The Value of Aubrietias.—As a class the

Aubrietias are among the indispensable subjects

of the spring, coming and going each year, and
requiring very little attention. They
are now in full splendour, the tufts

being masses of colour, almost hiding

the foliage. There are many really

fine sorts now in commerce, Dr.

Mules, Fire King, Crimson King, Mrs.

Lloyd Edwards, Model, Moerheimii
and Leichtlinii being among the best.

Where space for them is somewhat
limited, they may be cut back hard
as soon as the flowers are over.

This will give them a close, compact
habit and produce plenty of young
growths for cuttings.

Briar Wood for Pipes.—According
to the current issue of the Kew
Bulletin, which quotes the Diplomatic
and Consular Report, a considerable

industry has arisen in Corsica during

the last few years in the cutting and
exporting of blocks for pipe-making,

523 tons of these little blocks being

e.\ported in 1912. " Briar wood is •

obtained from the Tree Heath (Erica

arborea), and the pipe blocks are

cut from nodules which form on the

roots. These nodules are very hard,

and vary considerably in size, many
being from g inches to r2 inches in

diameter. The burr-like character of

the wood presents a singular appear-

ance by reason of the twisted fibres, and when
filled and polished is often very beautiful. E.

arborea is known as a large bush rj feet to 20 feet

high, with tiny dark green leaves, and in March
and April as a decorative flowering plant of the

first quality, the small, fragrant white blossoms

being produced with the greatest freedom. It

succeeds well in the South of England, and several

large masses of plants 5 feet or 6 feet high are

among the most prominent floral effects at Kew
during the spring months. The English name
' Briar ' is a corruption of the French word
' Bruy^e,' meaning Heath."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is no! respotisible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents
)

the plants at least formed a'most perfect pyramids.

Speaking from memory, I should say the plants

were from 8 feet to lo feet in height ; but it is

quite possible, after that lapse of time, to make a

mistake. However, there is no question as to

the large size attained by the plants and their

great beauty when in flower, in which condition

they were admired by ever>-ono. Another plant

that the same cultivator was very successful with

was Fuchsia splendens, of which he used to grow

large specimens full of bloom. With regard to

the Cytisus, although fragrans is now regarded

Recipe Wanted for Blaking Elder-Flower

Water.—Can any of your readers give me a

recipe for making Elder-flower water ?

—

Lady X.

Cabbage Sutton's Harbinger.—I have been much

impressed vaXh this variety during the present

season. Sown on July i6 last and planted on a

northern slope on September 9, it was ready for

cutting the first week in April. The stock proved

to be perfectly true, quite distinct,

and not one plant showed signs

of bolting. It is an invaluab'e

Cabbage to all cultivators.—E.

Beckett. V.M.H.

A Tall Specimen of Berberis

Aquifolium.—In answer to Mr. C.

Comfort's enquiry, there is a plant

of the above in a shrubbery

border in Kensington Gardens,

London, at least between 6 feet

and 7 feet in height and from

3 J feet to 4j feet in width. I saw

it last Easter Monday, when it

was carrying some excellent heads

of flowers, and I happened to

mention to my wife, who was

with me, that it was the finest

plant of its kind I had seen.

—

C. T., Highgate.

Flowering Sprays ofa Rare Tree

from Lancashire.—Mr. F. A. Fen-

ner, Holker Hall Gardens, Cork-

in-Cartmel, Lancashire, sends us

flowering sprays of Laurelia aro-

matica, or L. serrata. In writing he

states that the tree is 23 feet in

height, with a 15 feet spread of

branches, and that it is flowering

profusely this year. This tree is a

native of Chili, and is by no means

common in this country, the best

specimenwe know, a fine tree 50 feet

high, being in the gardens at Pen-

jerrick, Cornwall. When crushed,

the foliage, which is deep, glossy

green, emits a decided fragrance

resembling that of the Bay

Laurel. It has hitherto been con-

sidered hardj' only in the milder

south-west counties of England

and in Ireland, and we con-

gratulate our correspondent on

his success in growing and flower-

ing it in Lancashire. The accom-

panying illustration of a spray

gives a good idea of the size

and shape of the flowers, which

are greenish yellow in colour.

Cytisus fragrans.—The note on this Cytisus as Cytisus racemosus, while it is the Genista of

in The G.^rden- for March 6 recalls to my memory the market-growers, by some of whom it is culti-

some very fine specimens in the Temperate House vated in large numbers, and in the season forms

at Kew about forty-five years ago. The foreman a very conspicuous feature on the costermongers'

of the Temperate House at that time was Mr. barrows in the streets of London.—H. P.

Andrew Dick, a gardener of the old school. Treatment of Bouvardias.—1 was interested

He set to work to grow some specimens of this to see a note on these beautiful greenhouse plants

Cytisus as he had seen them grown in his younger ' on page 205 of May i issue. In addition to stem

daj-s, and I must say he produced some very fine cuttings, I have practised the taking of root cut-

plants. They were raised from seeds, and, as they tings for several years. Small pieces of root,

grew, the main shoot was seciu-ed to an upright taken off in eariy spring and planted in a pot of

stake. It was not stopped in any way, but as it sandy soil, quick'y make good plants for flowering
|

grew pushed outside shoots freely, so that some of the following winter.—A. B. Essex.

An Inexpensive Wall Garden.—The discussion

on "Undesirable Plants in the Rock Garden"
affords a valuable excuse for writing under this

heading, for the two principal subjects of con-

troversy. Arabis alpina and Cerastium tomentosum,
are two of the finest, though the commonest,
plants for this purpose. Their rampageous
(I thank the controversialists for teaching me that

word) quaUties are in this connection valuab'e

assets. No one can fail to admire these beautiful

plants, yet in a small rock garden they must, to

the enthusiast, give place to rarer plants. But

as the correct specific name, it is far better known I
surely we are not bound to ban them entirely

from the garden or to limit them
to the doubtfully artistic rd'.e of

edging plants. Their inclu-

sion in the wall garden is a
welcome compromise. They will

drape a dry wall to a considerable

depth, and as the dry wall is

usually footed by a hard path, their

encroachment on this can be

tolerated or stopped, according to

the will of the owner. The plants

I here mention as suitable for the
wall garden are all easy to grow
and give fine floral results, and once
they are established they need
less attention than plants in other

situations. Beyond occasional

weeding and trimming off of

dead foliage and stems, the wall

garden can very well take care of

itself, for even in a dry sununer
no watering is needed if a good
back run of soil is provided, and
especially if a sloping face is given

to the wall. I recommend readers

to try their skill first of all with

the following plants. Choicer

kinds can be added as the reader

becomes familiar with their re-

quirements by their behaviour in

the rockery. The Rock Pinks are

fine for the purpose, as are also

most Saxifrages. Even the old-

fashioned London Pride may find a

place, .\ubrietia, of coinse, is indis-

pensable, and Alyssiun saxatile

gives a fine glow of golden colour.

I have not yet tried A. argenteum
for the pm-pose, but its habit

seems to indicate its suitability.

Sea Pinks and Rock Roses are

sure to do well. There are also

many Sedums suitable, notably

S. ibericum, and I fancy S. spec-

tabjle would also do splendidly.

Nepeta Mussinii is an old and
tried favourite. Rock Roses and
Viola cornuta must be included,

also Santolina, Rosemary and

most probably Southernwood. Phlox subu-

lata, Veronica rupestris, Iberis sempervirens,

Arenaria montana, Draba aizoides, Anthemis

tinctoria, various kinds of Campanula, Cen-

trauthus ruber. Snapdragons, Wallflowers, Lintmi

flavum and L. perenne — all these may be

expected to do well if given a fair start. There

is hardly any garden where a praiseworthy

excuse cannot be- found for the making of a

wall garden. Whatever the aspect, and whether

shaded, sunny, sheltered or exposed, we can always

find suitable plants to adorn such a wall.

—

William F. Rowles.

FLOWERING SHOOT OF LAURELIA AROMATICA, A RARF, TREE FROM

CHILI. A SPECIMEN HAS FLOWERED THIS YEAR IN LANCASHIRE.
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The Fritillary as a Wild Plant.—In " H. C.'s
"

interesting article on " The Charm of Common
Spring FiOwers " he mentions the Fritillary.

It is readily grown in the garden and sows itself

freely, the white variety more freely than the

chequered. Let me suggest to your readers to

grow it from seed. It is grievous to see this

flower in Oxford Market, tied up in stiff bundles

so as to quite destroy its graceful beauty, and,

again, gathered in handfuls by the village

children and not seldom thrown aside to

wither. My friend Mr. Potter assures me that

gathering the flowers year after year in tens of

thousands must lead to the diminution and, finally,

to the extermination of the flower, as it is

prevented from increasing in the natural way by
seed. I fear that the ruthless plucking of the

flowers is more harmful to the Fritillary than to

other bulbous plants, because it has so little foliage

besides that on the flower-stalk. The sight of a

Fritillary meadow in bloom would be still more
delightful if the flowers were allowed to

seed, as we should then have a sheet of

bloom. I wish that the owners of some of the

meadows would keep them carefully preserved

from gathering and allow us to see them when
in full b'oom.—F. A. Sturge Coed Efa, near

Wrexham.

Sparrows and Gooseberry Flowers. — On
page 193 of The Garden for April 24 there

is a note referring to sparrows and Gooseberries,

The sparrows are spoken of as destroying

the flowers of Polyanthuses, Primroses, Sweet

Peas, Gooseberries, &c. A few years ago I noted

the same thing, also that they bit them only, never

eating them, but leaving the pieces of destroyed

flowers on the grotmd around the plants. It

seemed to be moisture in the flowers and leaves

they were after. That idea was acted upon.

They are no trouble now. They are welcome
in the garden. Pieces of fat are hung up for the

tits, and crumbs are thro\vn out for the sparrows,

and they are hourly visitors. Sometimes both

the sparrows and the tits are seen on various

plants, but they do no harm. It is thought they

are seeking insects. They are never disturbed.

The immunity from harm is secured by providing

the moisture the birds need ; but the water must
not be placed on the ground. The sparrows are

too suspicious of the gardener's enemy (the cat)

to use it there. It must be mounted on a pedestal

4 feet or 5 feet high, say, a piece of quartering

with brackets at the top to support a painted

tin or iron bowl about ten inches across. If the

tin or iron is not painted, the water will become 1

stained with rust, and the birds will not use it.
j

The robins are very often seen having a long
|

bath in it. It should be very shallow.—O. N. E.

Another. [We thank our correspondent for his

letter, but regret that the sparrows, with which
we have to contend are not so considerate as his.

Water and food they have in abimdance, yet they
ravage every choice plant that is available.

—

Ed.]

Undesirables in the Rock Garden.—As I

have hitherto taken no part in the interesting !

correspondence which has appeared in The
Garden, I am possib'y in a better position to

offer a few remarks on a recent contribution

to the controversy—a remarkab'e letter w-hich

appeared in your issue of April 17 over the signa-

ture of " Anne Amateur." From it one must
only conclude that its wTiter has never seen any
of the many hundreds of gardens in the kingdom
in which alpines are grown and appreciated—not

necessarily, rock gardens, but even in rock-

edged borders and in plain soil. " Anne Amateur "

is horrified that " undesirables "—strong-growing,

rampageous plants—should be " cribbed, cabined

and confined " for the benefit of their weaker
neighboturs. Some of the suggested methods of

restrainment were, no doubt, drastic ; but the

gardener with limited space at his disposal finds

great difiiculty in keeping within reasonable

bounds plants like Cerastiums and Linarias,

which—not content with ramping above ground

—

run for yards under soil and rocks to reappear

among choicer things. Personally, instead of

endeavouring to restrain these invaders, I have

tried as far as possible to replace them by plants

of similar appearance but less invasive habit,

as, for instance, substituting Arenaria montana
for Cerastiums. But some plants are not easily

replaced, and if one grows them and they encroach

beyond reasonable botmds, the ordinary gardener

endeavours to limit their encroachments as best

he can. Not so " Anne Amateur "
; her flowers

shall " freely grow and blow at their own sweet

will" ! I wonder if " Anne Amatem:" has ever

grown some of the more rampant herbaceous

plants, such as Campanula rapimculoides, Poly-

gonum sacbaUnense, the taller Linarias, Asters

and Helianthus. From the above quotation

from her letter one can only presume that she has

not, and I would therefore suggest to her as a

pleasing experiment that she should plant some
of each of these in a bed and let them " freely

grow and blow at their o%vn sweet will." I can

assure her that at first they will magnificently

fulfil her expectations and will grow freely, though

as time passes, in their struggle for existence,

they will not be able to blow as freely as she

and they might desire. I cannot give her the

name of the ultimate winner of this titanic strugg'e,

but it should be a close thing between the Linaria

and the Polygonum. Of this, however, I am
sure : when she tires of the experiment she will

require a pickaxe to break up the tangle of roots

she will find in the bed and surroimding grass.

Fortunately, " Anne Amatemr's " ideal garden is

not often seen. I recoUect such an one—a jungle

which was usually described as " Mrs. 's very

wild garden." The average gardener is happily

content to grow all sorts and conditions of plants,

restraining the encroachers and encouraging the

compact growers. He cares for his plants as a

benign parent might care for his children, restrain-

ing the strong and encouraging the weak. May
the day be far distant when he will be applauded
for leaving the weaklings to fight imaided their

unequal battle for existence ! The discussion

in The Garden has at least had one effect : it has

caused " Anne Amateur " to resolve that she

will not grow alpines. In the circumstances it

is a resolution to be commended. Long may she

keep it, for so long will the g'orious gems of the

mountain world be saved from that certain death

by strangulation to which " Aime Amateur"
would consign them in her tangled wilderness.

—

M. H.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
May ir.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meet-

ing and Exhibition, Vincent Square, Westminster,

I to 6 p.m.

May 14.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhi-

bition of Tulips, Vincent Square, Westminster.

Fellows admitted at i p.m.

May 18.—Royal Horticultural Society's Chelsea

Show (three days).

ROSES IN
LOTHIAN

A W EST
GARDEN.

NOT for many years have we enjoyed such

a fine summer and autumn in this

district as we did in I9r4, and the

great bulk of garden flowers were

exceptionally fine. Roses, early in

the season, gave great promise, and
certainly the first crop of bloom was everything

that could be desired, except that its duration

was very short, owing to the dry, sunny weather

experienced at the time. The second growth was
early and vigorous, and our hopes ran high, expect-

ing to beat our fine record of the previous auttmMi.

Alas ! at the end of July we experienced a week
of exceptionally cold weather, the thermometer
on several nights dropping to 40° or under (on

two occasions 38° were registered). The low
temperature, accompanied with heavy rain,

brought on a severe attack of mildew, which we
found impossible to effectually check.

The restilt was, therefore, a disappointingly poor

crop of autumn blooms. Only a few varieties

were anything like satisfactory. Even that

hitherto unbeatable autumn Rose, Gustav Griiner-

wald, gave only a very moderate number
of good blooms. I am glad to say that, as usual.

General Macarthur w?.s the best Rose in the

garden, and even on September 28 was making
a brave show. Almost equal in excellence w: s

Mrs. E. Powell. This showed but very slight

traces of mildew, its glossy, leathery foliage

seeming to resist the scourge better than most.

Curiously enough. Chateau de Clos Vougeot
was finer than usual, the growth being

much more upright than ever before, and
the flowers opened well. Rayon d'Or also

flowered well, the colour being very dear and
brilliant. Lady Ashtown gave some good b'ooms
quite late in autumn, while M. Paul Lede
a so h.'d a few exquisitely coloured blooms of

good size.

Another fairly satisfactory variety w,-s Mme.
Segond Weber. This was exquisitely fine at the

first blooming. Another Ro:e that did quite

well in auttmm w; s Laurent Carle. The blooms
wero large and much brighter in colour than

usual. Mrs. David McKee, although not over-

floriferous, g ve some exquisite blooms. Beaute
de Lyon, though entirely mildew-proof, is yet a

useless garden Rose. The colour is wonderful,

but the blooms last only about a day and are very

sparingly produced. Lyon Rose wfs poor in

autumn, but more than usually fine at the first

blooming. The habit of this Rose is slightly

improving here.

The following varieties were very poor
ast autumn, although more than usually fine in

July : Mme. Melanie Soupert, Mme. Maurice de
Luze, Pharisaer, George C. Waud, Mrs. A. R.
Waddell, Liberty, Mme. Ravary, Le Progres,

Hu,h Dickson, J. B. Clark (exceedingly fine

early in the season), Mrs. John Laing, George
Dickson (not a very free bloomer here),

Edward Mawley, Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford,

Caroline Testout (extra fine). Viscountess

Folkestone, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Betty, Clara

Watson, Harry Kirk, Killamey, Kaiserin .\ugusta

Victoria, Marquise de Sinety, Mrs. Aaron Ward,
Richmond (better than usual), Rosomane
Gravereaux, Warrior, White KiUamey and Ulrich

Brunner.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.
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DAFFODIL NOTES.
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

The Midland Show.—" Birming-
ham " has once more come and
gone. It is said that in the

Civil War in England in the

seventeenth century, operations of

husbandry went on in some parts

quite as usual until the presence

of the contending forces on the

next farm revealed the stem
reality of war in their midst.

So it seems to be to-day with the

Daffodils. They came to Bir-

mingham from Ireland, Cornwall,

Wales, Holland and the Midlands
as if there was no such thing as

fighting. The presence in khaki
of The Brodie of Brodie and Mr.

H. G. Hawker might have been
the first inkling they had of the

fierce conflict in which we are

engaged ; they looked so much as

they always look in their tiered

unconcern.

Yes ; the flowers were there

just as in past years. Fewer
cups and eyes perhaps, but, on
the other hand, more trumpets.

No Engleheart and no Crosfield,

but more and better than ever

before from Barr and Wilson.

No competitors, it is true, for the

Cartwright Cup for twelve new
varieties that have not been in

commerce more than four years,

but they fully atoned for this

delinquency by their rally round
the " home-made " seedling classes,

while they verily mobbed the

open " fifty " and the amateurs'
' twenty-four." No Sydenham to

hospitably entertain us—only a

semi-public dinner, but with
" conversations " afterwards which
have never been surpassed for

speech and general interest.

From all these facts readers will infer, and infer

truly, that if there were hiatuses, there were also

compensations, and that the Midland Show of

rgis—^notwithstanding war and weather—was
no -whit inferior to its predecessors. In some
ways it differed. Messrs. Barr and Sons entered in

several of the classes for seedlings and new varieties,

and did not return home empty-handed. Now,
Mr. Pearson, Mr. Coey, Mr. Leak, Mr. Ware,
you have had a lead ; won't you follow suit next

year ? Mr. A. M. Wilson is, I know, a very hard

niit to crack, and now that he has got into his

stride he will always take a lot of beating ; but

British troops stand up to " Jack Johnsons."

There is plenty of ammunition of the best and
latest pattern being made at Shovell ; but I

fancy the manufactories at Lowdhara, Donard,
Wisbech and Inglescombe have not been idle of

late, and who knows what surprises they may
have in store ! Among the non-competitive

groups one was glad to see that of the Donard
Nursery Company from Ireland, for the second

year in succession. Had it been better put together

and stiffened with choicer varieties, it would doubt-

less have gained a higher award. That splendid

Daffodils can be grown there was shown by the grand
King Alfreds, which occupied a central position on

THE NEW NARCISSUS MOZART, WHICH RECEIVED AN
MERIT AT THE BIRMINGHAM SHOW. {See page

freedom of the stand. One cannot pass by without comment
the new roof of what is called the Exhibition

Hall, but which is really only a continuation of

the conservatories in which the show is held.

Mr. W. H. Whitelock, who is the chairman of

the Botanical Gardens Committee, told me that

he was anxious to keep our Midland Show at the

Gardens, and that he hoped the re-roofing had
made us more comfortable. I thought it a distinct

improvement. The accustomed place of Engle-
heart knew him not, I regret to say. One had
hoped that after the miss at Limdon, Birmingham
would have been possible ; but it was not to be.

The absence of his group was a distinct 'oss which
everyone felt. Birmingham without Engleheart
somehow was not the Birmingham of old. I sincerely

hope that this second miss does not mean the

great veteran's retirement from show life. Our
president, Mr. P. D. Williams, was not able to

come himself, and we had to be content with his

understudy and with some very fine flowers,

which, among other achievements, carried off the

Bourne Cup to Cornwall. It was very pleasant

to see Mrs. E. M. Crosfield in the absence of her

husband. After astonishing the good folk in the

Forest of Dean, he was resting on his laurels and
enjoying a quiet day's fishing at his newly found
home near Chepstow. I hope he docs not intend

to follow the example of Diocletian and retire

into private life. The palace and
garden at Spalato must have been

very tempting
; so, no doubt, is a

good stretch of a good river ; but

Daffodils .

The Dinner.—The first one with-

out our founder, Robert Sydenham,
passed off very well. We all tried

to dine as usual, knowing that

this would have been his wish.

About thirty of us sat down to an
excellent little repast, fortified by
which nearly everyone got on his

feet and talked Daffeidils. It was
only time that prevented it being

a regular round-robin affair, for,

alas 1 in the midst of our treasurer's

(Mr. C. L. Adams) remarks, eleven

o'clock came and cut him off.

The presence of ProfessonThomas

from Auckland, New Zealand, and
Mr. Wilson, now of Somerset,

author of a charming little work,

written from his personal experi-

ence, entitled " The Narcissus at

the Antipodes," gave a piquancy to

the proceedings which we all

relished. We saw ourselves as

others see us. We were told that

triandrus hybrids were a mistake,

as none rivalled the wild species.

We heard that we were hardly par-

ticular enough about refinement

and attached too much weight to

size ; and so on.

One suggestion deserves par-

ticular notice — a " bantam "

class ! Why not ? It would be

of great interest to have one in

which the diameter of the bloom
was limited to 3 inches, as it would

provide an opening for many flowers

that otherwise would open and

bloom unseen at shows. Pure

Gold, Wendy, Eoster, Ruby and

Little Joan are types of what

I mean. Our New Zealand friends did not like

to see so many blooms shown imnamed. I

presume we all think much the same, but as no

one yet has invented a feasible plan of naming all

new varieties, we feel we have to make the best of

things as they are.

As several visitors were unaware that there was
to be a dinner at Birmingham on the evening of

the first day of the show, I would like to take the

opportunity of saying that the society intends,

in accordance with a resolution passed on the even-

ing of the first day of the I9r4 show, to make this

an amiual affair.

New Flowers.—It is always difficult at a show

to say which are the best flowers ; tastes differ

so much that a unanimous agreement is impossible.

It is an easier task to single out the most novel.

I think the variety that might be so described was

Cicely, a neat, cup-shaped Jonquil hybrid of

good form and with most remarkable colouring,

the perianth and corona both being of a buff or

almost apricot colour. Perhaps Sundew and

Centaur were the runners-up. I append descrip-

tions of some of the best and most striking.

Centaur (A. M. Wilson), shown in Class 37 for

the White Daffodil Trophy, is a fine bloom of good

substance and shape. The whole flower is of a

uniform whiteness and has a beautiful clean-cut

look. D, 3j ; S, ij x ij ; C. ij x ij.

AWARD
221).

OF
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Sundew (Barr), a giant, star-shaped. ir.compara-

bilis of great size and lovely texture. The perianth

is a uniform primrose and has very pointed seg-

ments. The corona is yellow and but little ex-

panded. Dimensions: D, 4J; S, ij x ij;

C, If X rf.

Mozart (Brodie), one of the flowers which gained

an award of merit, is a very shallow-cupped

iucomparabilis of good substance and with much
imbricated segments of a good shade of primrose.

The cup is deep ^-ellow and has a well-defined

edge of red, which here and there runs in towards

the centre as if the brim was composed of three

or four large scallops. Dimensions of b^oora

:

D, 3 ; S, ij X ij; C, I. This was shown by

Cartwright and Goodwin.

Gascon {A. M. Wilson) is a giant incomparabilis

which looks even bigger than it really is, notwith-

standing the perianth slightly re flexing. In its

natural pose the flower has a diameter of 4J inches,

but when the segments are placed at right angles

to the corona it becomes 4} inches. The reflex

relieved the " hit-mc-in-the-eye " look which

otherwise it wouM have had. It is a seedling from

Princess Mary. Perianth, maize, inclining to a

more lemon colour near the cup, which is a deep

yellow suffused with orange red, the shade deepening

towards the margin. Size ; D, 4i (or 4f when
flattened); S, 2 x r|; C, i|.

Rochester Quinton (Chapman) is a charming

flower which, notwithstanding its size, may be

called pretty. It is a seedling from Firebrand

crossed with Swashbuckler, and comes under

Class 2B. Perianth, white, with some green

towards the base of the cup ; cup, Nelsonii shaped,

with a wide margin of red elissolving into a green

centre. D, 3J ; S, ij x i J ; C, | x i.

Puritan Maiden (Pearson), an exquisite, up-

setting flower. She has two suitors for her hand,

Mr. Trmupi t and Mr. Leedsii ; both want her,

and I do not wonder. The flower is the result of

a secondary cross of some of Pearson's well-known

Leedsii. Perianth, pure white ; cup, pale cream,

with a pretty recurving brim. D, 3f ; S, r J x rj;

C, if X rj.

Chapman's First-Prize Poetaz in Class 24
is the result of a cross between Chaucer and Jaime

k Merveille. There were two large, smooth, roimd

flowers on the stem, which looked like pale yellow

Poets. It is a decided advance. Size of the

flowers : D, 2f ; S, i x ij ; C, f.

White King (Mallender), a very shapely Leedsii,

with a smooth, flat perianth which keeps its shape

even in old age. Perianth, very flat, well im-

bricated, pointed ; cup, expanding, pale primrose.

D, 4j; S, if x ij; C, 1} x i|. An excellent

show b'-oom.

Of course, these must not be taken as al'. I he

good new flowers at Birmingham. As I have

already h'nted, there were so many that the average

visitor must have wondered what the future

of the Daffodil is to be.

AURICULAS FOR THE OUT-
DOOR GARDEN.

IN
the spring months, when our gardens are

filled with dancing Daffodils, gorgeous

Tulips, modest Primroses and Sweet
Violets, as well as I osts of other sweet-

smelling or briUiant-hued flowers, it is

not surprising that the modest Auricula

has to a great extent escaped attention. Yet a

few well-grown plants of the section known to

nurserymen as alpine Auricidas—to distinguish

them from their more aristocratic brethren that

are orAj suitable for exhibition purposes—possess

a subtle charm that seldom fails to fascinate tie

average flower-lover.

The history of the Auricula that we know to-day

has been a somewhat chequered one. Although
grown in our gardens in Queen Elizabeth's time,

it was not umtil about the middle of the seven-

teenth century that the Auricula began to develop

those delightful colom-s that raised it to a piimacle-

of fame, and it was not until a century later that

the first edged or show Auriculas were raised.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century plants

of the latter class were making large prices, and
from that time onwards until well into the

Victorian Era the show Auricula occupied a position

in the front rank of what were termed " florists'

flowers." With the development of artistic ideas ar.d

THE NEW NARCISSUS CENTAUR. {See page 220.) NARCISSUS SUNDEW, SHOWN AT THE BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION.
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the demand for flowers suitable for the outdoor

garden, the show Auriculas fell into disfavour,

and it is unlikely that they will ever regain their

erstwhile proud position. At the present time

they are culti\ated by only a few enthusiasts in

this country, who appear to imderstand perfectly

iheir few likes and dislikes.

When those whose business it was to raise new
Auriculas realised the trend of public taste, they

wisely turned their attention to the alpine section

as being suitable for cultivation in the outdoor

garden, with the result that among them we now
have flowers of exceptionally rich and soft colours,

large size and good substance, and, above all,

that subtle fragrance without which the Auricula

wiiuld lose the greatest of its charms.

Unfortunately, the erroneous idea has become

prevjdent that all Auriculas are difficult p'.ants to

grow, and that they need a great deal of protection

and attention to bring them to perfection. No
doubt this false idea has to some extent been due

proportion of sand, and the seeds must only be

lightly covered with clean sand ; they are

very small and germinate s.owly, hence the neces-

sity for shallow sowing, porous soil and thorough

drainage. After sowing the seeds, each pot or

pan should be stood in a shaded cold frame and

covered with a sheet of glass. The seedlings

ought to be pricked out separately into shallow

boxes or pots filled with fine, porous soil as soon

as large enough to move easily, and about fourteen

months after sowing, or even earlier if preferred,

they will be strong enough to go into their flowering

quarters outdoors.

It is in the selection of a permanent place for

outdoor-grown Auriculas that some care is needed.

Thev appear to prefer cool, rich, yet well-drained

soil, with a light overhead shading from brilliant

sunshine. I used to grow them in rather heavy,

thoroughly dug soil under the thinnest portions

of old Apple trees, well away from the trunks,

and also out of the way of excessive drip from the

out in September or for flowering in pots in the

conservatory in spring. If gro%vn perfectly cool,

the alpine Auriculas make charming pot plants,

and their delicious fragrance finds favour in the

spring in both conservatory and dwelling-house.

Such, briefly, is the cultivation necessary for

one of our oldest flowers, the "Dusty Miller"

of our gardens, and one that deserves greater

attention from flower-lovers than it receives at

present. .\s with many other beautiful flowers,

c Jttagers have all along realised its merits, and
some of the finest alpine .\uriculas in existence

may be met with in old cottage gardens far outside

the sphere of modern civilisation. \V. H.

HARDY BAMBOOS AND
THEIR CULTIVATION.

A VIEW IN THE HARDY B.\MBOO GARDEN AT KEW. NOW IS THE TIME TO PLAN

to the elaborate precautions and wemde'rful soil

mixtures that florists of the old school used to

ad"pt in growing plants of the show section. These

Auriculas certainly needed, and still need, protec-

tion from heavy rains to preserve their delicate

farina intact, though the plants of these, and indeed

all Auriculas, are perfectly hardy. As already

mentioned, the alpine Auriculas are well adapted

fur growing in the open garden, and if seed is

purchased from a good source, a colony of plants,

rich in colour and strong in constitution, may be

raised with the aid of nothing more elaborate than

a cold frame.

Some difference of opinion exists among growers

as to the most suitable time for sowing the seeds
;

but if other circumstances are favourable, one

cannot go far wrong in following the dictates of

Nature and sowing"it as sexin a& dpe, which is

usually about mid-July. The soil used for filling

the seed-pans or pots ought to contain a good

overhead branches. This soil was heavily manured

with old cow-manure, to which a good proportion

of very coarse sand had been added, and in this

the plants throve amazingly. A simple method

of propagation that used to be adopted, and which

answered perfectly well, was to take away the

young, non-flowering shoots or offsets as soon as

the plants had fi-iished flowering, and these were

planted in a shady place outdoors similar to that

already described, and well watered for a week

or two. After this necessary mutilation the old

plants received a good mulching with dry cow-

manure, which imparted remarkable vigour

to them and induced them to give us a rare floral

d'splay the following spring, when the offsets also

w<mld throw a few trusses of large blossoms. The
average gardener does not care to risk planting

offsets of choice plants ill the outdoor garden, and

so inserts them in pots filled with good soil and

grows them on in cold frames, either for planting

There rrc few subjecis that add so much grace

and beauty to a garden during the autumn and
winter months as the hardy Bam-
boos. Well-grown specimens create

an imposing effect, and impart a

decidedly tropical aspect to the

garden, especially those of the

Phyllostachys section. It is essential

to give the plants sheltered positions

where they can receive protection

from the cold winds, which do more
harm to the foliage than frost. Bam-
boos are seen to advantage against

a background of dark green, such

as is provided by a group of Hollies,

and there are few gardens where it

is not possible to find such a

position for them.

The Best Soil.—^They succeed best

in moist, loamy soil, which should

be deeply cultivated beforehand, and
iu most cases some well-rotted farm-

yard manure should be incorporated

with the Soil.

When to Transplant. — May is

the best time to transplant, and it is

also a suitable period to plant out

young specimens from pots, although

tins may be done at any time dur-

ing the summer. It is important

to water young plants during hot,

elry weather, and even established

specimens derive much benefit from

occasional thorough soakings during

J-
a dry summer. When planting, it

is well to remember that the

Arundinarias flourish most in partial shade ; but

those of the Phyllostachys group prefer more

sunshine, and will not succeed if heavily shaded by

trees.

Mulching.—It is desirable to apply a mulch

of well-rotted manure in May or early June, as

this helps to conserve moisture in the soil, and

subsequent waterings wash the manurial proper-

ties dow'n to the roots. Bamboos succeed admir-

ably on the banks of a stream or lake where their

roots have the benefit of moist surroundings,

and in such positions they look very graceful

overhanging the water. On the whole I find a

hot summer suits Bamboos the best, provided

they are suitably supplied with moistur as

they then make vigorous growth.

The Best Varieties.—There are probably about

forty v.irieties in cultivation, and of these I propose

to mention the best for general planting. As is

well known, most of tlic Bamljoos are natives ol
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China and Japan, and of these Armidinaria raccmosa somewhat resembles A. aristata. in

japonica (Metake) is one of the most popular and ' character, but of the two I prefer the former.

A.In A. spathiflora we have an elegant Bamboo.

It is a tall plant, and has a dense, plumose

habit of growth. J. Gardner.
Batsjord Park Gardens, Gloucestershire.

THE WALL ANDBELLFLOWER
PINKS.

The illustration on this page represents a happy
grouping of two different types of plants in the

rock garden. In the foreground the dainty

little blue Bellflower, Campanula portenschlagiana

useful, as it is especially hardy and vigorous.

A. nitida is a distinct and lovely species, with

purple b'ack stems and small, lanceolate leaves.

It makes an ideal specimen for the lawn. With us

it has attained a height of 15 feet, and is very

symmetrical in habit. A. nobilis is a grand

Bamboo, and attains a considerable height
;

while A. Simouii is a handsome plant, which soon

roaches large proportions.

There is some doubt about the origin of A.

auceps, but it is probably a Chinese species. It

is certainly one of the best Bamboos, and should

be grown by all. The golden variegated foliage

of A. auricoma renders it par-

ticularly attractive. It is

one of the best dwarf kinds,

(if which A. Fortune! and A.

Veitchii both merit a place, the

broad leaves of the latter having

variegated edges. Bambusa pal-

mata is distinct and handsome.

It spreads rapid'y, and is an ideal

plant for the wild garden where it

lias space to e.\tend. The larg?

leaves are a vivid green above and

a glaucous hue beneath.

In .the Phyllostachys section,

P. aurea is an ideal plant for

grouping. It is an erect grower

and of a fairly dense habit. The

b'.ack stems of P. nigra render

this Bamboo very distinct. P.

marliacea is rather uncommon, but

is a noble plant with dark green

stems that arch pleasingly. In P.

viridi-glaucescenswe have a beauti-

ful species with an elegant and

graceful habit. It is perfectly

hardy, and its leaves always

retain their fresh green colour.

P. fastuosa is a stately Bamboo
of vigorous, upright habit. The
stems often reach a height of

20 feet, and form a stately feature

among dwarf-growing varieties.

This is probably the most hand-

some Bamboo that is hardy in our

climate. P. Quilioi is a notable

species of vigorous growth and
branching habit. P. sulphurea is

somewhat similar in character. It

is quite rare, but is vigorous and

hardy, and has beautiful golden

stems. P. mitis is a handsome
Bamboo that attains a consider-

ab'e height, and the stems grow

very ' rapidly. The attractive

striped stems of P. Castillonis

render this species very distinct and
beautiful ; while P. violasceiis is also a very fine or C. muralis, is tumbling in flowery masses over

pant. In P. flexuosa we have a graceful kind of the faces of large boulders, while, higher up, hybrid

much merit that forms an attractive specimen. The ' Pinks of the smaller sections provide a carpet

graceful stems of P. Henonis bear masses of
\

of glaucous grey foliage, freely bedecked in

delicate green foliage, which give them the appear- the latter days of May and during June with

ance of feathery fronds and render this one of the
,
flowers of varying shades of pink. The Campanula

most charming of all the Bamboos. P. boryana ' is one of the best of a large family for the rock

is a vigorous species that has the stems marked garden, or for the interstices of dry walls or paved
with deep purple blotches. footways, making dense tufts of green foliage that

We now come to those Bamboos which are are attractive from spring till autumn. It appre-

natives of the Himalayas, and of these Arundinaria elates a rather sunny situation and good mjist

.iristata is one of the most distinct and handsome.
^

loam that contains a fair percentage of leaf-mould.

It has purplish stems and tessellated leaves, and I The hybrid Pinks, in common with most of the

with us has attained a height of 12 feet. A. |
race, thrive in rather poor calcareous soil.

SOME GOOD GREENHOUSE
CLIMBERS.

T

THE WALL BELLFLOWER (CAMPANULA PORTENSCHLAGIANA)
EFFECTIVELY GROUPED WITH DWARF HYBRID PINK.

HERE are many greenhouses, especially

lofty structures, and what are generally

termed conservatories that might be

made much more attractive by the

judicious employment of climbers.

Bare walls could be covered, pillars

clothed, and ironwork supporting the roof could

also be covered, with charming effect. Some
gardeners object to climbers on the score of insect

pests, particularly mealy bug ; but the enthusiastic

grower will not be daunted by such trifles, and

really they are nothing more, pro-

viding the plants are well grown

and they are not allowed to become

unwieldy, entangled examples of

sheer neglect.

Where a large space has to be

covered, the best results will be

obtained by planting the climbers

in a prepared border, but in many
instances those grown in pots wiU

suffice. For the majority the

ordinary potting mixture of loam,

leaf-soil and sand is recommended,
and little difficulty will be ex-

perienced in regard to cultivation

if the plants are not allowed to

become dry at the base. When
first brought into the greenhouse

it is advisable to carefully train

each shoot until the allotted

space is filled, then the shoots can

be permitted to take their normal

course to a certain extent. The
pruning consists of thinning out

the weak shoots and cutting back

the stronger ones to the pre^

scribed area, and it is usually

carried out immediately after

flowering. The syringe should be

employed on all favourable occa-

sions, and whenever possible a solu-

tion of some reliable insecticide

may be used. A suitable oppor-

tunity usually presents itself when
the plants on the stages are

removed or rearranged.

A Selection ol Climbers. —
There are quite a series of these

useful subjects, some of which pro-

ducemostbeautifulflowers. Taking

them in more or less alphabetical

arrangement, the first to receive

notice will be the Bignonias, a
group of vigorous climbers that re-

quire alight,simnyposition toseciu'e

a full crop of bloom. B. capensis

has clusters of orange scarlet flowers, which are

very attractive ; B. Cherere is orange colour, and
B. speciosa pink, stauied with purple. Brachysema
acuminata is a good pillar plant with red flowers,

and the popular Bougauivillea glabra, with its

rosy lilac bracts, should also be noted. The
Oestrums are very frte flowering and suitable for

pillars, and the blooms are borne in dense clusters

at the apices of the growths. Three desirable

kinds are C. aurantiacum (yellow), C. elegans

(carmine) and C. Newell. i (bright red). Clematis

indivisa is an elegant climber with its loose trusses

of creamy white flowers, and, for those who seek

sometliing out of the ordinary run, the Glory
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Pea (Clianthus puiiiceus magnificus). It is a

most distinct plant, of great beauty, and the

bright crimson scarlet blossoms are always

admired. Fuchsias are often employed with fine

effect, especially such kinds as The Shah, Clipper,

Mrs. Rundle and Olympia ; while Hibbertia dentata

is a pretty climber with yellow flowers. Both

Lapageria rosea and L. alba should be included.

Lasiandra macrantha (which also goes under

the names of Pleroma and Tibouchina) is a hard-

wooded plant with large, rich violet blue flowers.

Mandevilla suaveolens is generally grown in the

greenhouse, its large, pure white flowers being

delightfully fragrant. The Passifioras (Passion

Flowers) are greatly admired by some for their

ornamental foliage and free-flowering qualities.

A few of the best are Allardii, caerulea, Constance

Elliott and racemosa.

Plumbago capensis, with its large heads of

cobalt blue flowers, need hardly be mentioned, as

it is so well known. There is a white form dis-

tinguished by the name of alba. The Solanums

also thrive in the greenhouse, where it is nut so

susceptible to mealy bug and scale. Streptosolen

Jamesonii has showy trusses of bright orange

flowers, and Swainsona galegifolia (deep red)

with the variety alba, which have Pea-like flowers,

are often seen in many greenhouses. The

Tacsonias, which are allied to the Passion Flowers,

are most beautiful climbers. T. exoniensis is

rich carmine pink, and one of the best is the

scarlet Van Volxemii. Several of the Tropaeo-

lums are excellent, and the glorious Ipomoea

Heavenly Blue should be raised from seed each

year. T. W. B.

EARLY FLOWERING OR
BORDER CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

This desirable , race of Chrysanthemums is

responsible for much of the brightness of the

THE NliW PRIMULA ADONIS THAT RECEIVED AN AWARD OF MERIT IN LONDON
LAST WEEK. {See page 225.)

should be represented by S. jasminoides, a pretty

species with clusters of white flowers slightly

tinged with blue, these being borne in great pro-

fusion from spring to autumn. In favoured

localities it will succeed in the open if given a

sheltered position, especially in Devon and Corn-

wall. S. Wendlandii is most attractive, the lilac

blue flowers being from 2 inches to 3 inches across.

It is well adapted for pillars, the roof, and is a

good plant for pot culture.

Smilax, whose elegant, twining stems are largely

used for decorative purposes, is botanically known

as Myrsiphyllum asparagoides. It should be trained

on strings, which can be easily removed when

required. The sweet-scented Stephanotis flori-

bunda is often consigned to the stove, but it will

average garden in the early autumn. When

it is possible to devote a bed or a border to

them, they are never seen to better advan-

tage, and in the mixed border they are none the

less attractive.

Plants in Pots.—But there are positions in

many gardens where plantuig them in the ordinary

manner would be out of the question, and yet

in the autumn their presence would add much

to the charm of the surroundings. Under such

circumstances it is convenient to have a batch

potted up, and if they are liberally treated, the

results will amply repay for the trouble. Then

there are often placed in positions of prominence

ornamental receptacles filled with different types

of bedding plants. In some cases these may

show signs of becoming dull rather early ; but

if it can be arranged to replace the plants with

Chrysanthemums, the change is invariably appre-

ciated. To grow plants for either purpose, they

should be potted up early and given an open

position in order to encourage wel!-ripened growth.

Select the best plants and use them with a view

to well furnishing the receptacle, but not to the

extent of hindering growth through overcrowding.

There is no advantage to be gained through using

soil too rich, but firm potting is essential, and

feeding may commence with weak liquid manure
in August. Clear water must, however, be

afforded freely whenever necessary, eir the plants

will become disfigured through the loss of the-

lower leaves. As early as possible attend to

staking, for, once the stakes are in position, the

rest, if attended to at short intervals, takes up

little time ; but it results in the plants being

displayed to the best advantage. For this purpose

the Masse family and the brilliant yellow variety

Horace Martin stand unequalled.

Planting Out.—Plants intended for purely

garden purposes and rooted in March will now be

well established and ready for planting out.

These Chrysanthemums are not verj- exacting in

their requirements ; any average garden soil will

suit them. But the best results are obtained

where it has been lightly manured and dug over

in the winter. .\n open position away from over-

hanging trees gives better plants and earlier

flowers than result when the plants are obliged

to grow in partial shade. Yet with the exception

of lateness the older varieties are most useful for

planting in positions that enjoy the barest mini-

mum of sunshine. Previous to planting, the

surface soil should be broken up with the fe>rk

and afterwards made fine with the rake. Each
plant should be allowed a space of 2 square feet,

and the soil around the roots shouM be made
firm, giving water, if necessary, after a neat

stake has been fixed to each plant. Beyond an

,
occasional watering in dry weather and keeping

the surface soil stirred with the hoe, no other

i

attention except that needed in tying is necessary.

Some Good Varieties.—Of varieties the follow-

ing are very reliable. Most of them are at their

best in September, are of good habit of growth,

and possess a free-flowering nature. Some vari(-

ties are seen to advantage when disbudded, and

where this style is favoured, handsome flowers

may be obtained from Countess and Queen of

the Earlies among the whites. Polly and Mrs.

J. Fielding are good in the orange and bronze

shades. Among the reds, A'mirante, Crimson

Polly, Goacher's Crimson and Mrs. W. Sydenham
are worthy of note. Excellent yellows will be

found in Cecil Wells, Cranford Yellow, Early

Buttercup and Golden Glow ; while for pink

varieties Hector, James Bateman, Cranferel

Pink and Dolly Reeves should not be overlook' d.

For massing and cutting in sprays, the Mi-sse

family and their sports are indispensable. Other

notable varieties are Roi des Blancs, Market

White, Framfield Early White and La Neva

among those with white flowers. Carrie, Leslie,

J. Bannister and Champ d'Or give a profusion

of yellow flowers. Bronze shades are seen at their

best in Abercorn Beauty, Nina Blick, Bronze

Goacher and Diana. Among the crimson shades

are Crimson Diana, Wells' Crimson, Claret and

Ethel Blades ; while in the mauve and pink

varieties Dorothy Ashley, Lillie, Mabel Roberts,

Perle Rose, Normandie and Patricia are note-

worthy. F. J. TOWNEND.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonii Fowler's Variety

(B.-C. digbyana-Mossiae x C. Triana8).—A hybrid

of handsome proportions and considerable beauty.

The glistening white sepals are suffused

pink, the large lip fringed with a small

blotch of crimson purple on the front lobe

and coloured yellowish in the throat. From

J. Giu'ney Fowler, Esq., Pembury, Kent.

Narcissus Csedmon.—A lovely Poeticus

variety of the highest merit. The

perianth segments are very solid-looking

and pure ; the cup is well bordered with

orimson. From Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, W.C.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Narcissus White King.—A Giant Leedsii

of handsome size and of ivory white colour,

with a suspicion of palest sulphur in the

cro%vn. This fine variety, raised, we believe, by

the Rev. J. Jacob, has passed into the hands of

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Lowdham.

Narcissus Mary Copeland.—We were informed

that this belongs to the double incomparabilis

class. It had been removed long before closing-

time, and we did not see it. From Mr. Copeland.

Narcissus Marseillaise (Poeticus).—A large and

shapely flower of good substance and great purity.

The crimson rim is well defined.

Narcissus Distich (Poeticus).—The flower is large

and the perianth segments somewhat more pointed

than is usual in the Poeticus class. These two

oame from Messrs. F. H. Chapman, Limited, Rye.

Brasso - Cattleya vilmoriniana Shrubbery

Variety (Cattleya Mossiffi x B.-C. Mrs. Jeeman).

—

The rosy purple sepals render this very distinct

and beautifiJ. The fringed lip is reticulated

with crimson and clouded with orange in the

throat. From Mr. F. Mcnteith Ogilvie, Oxford.

Laelio-Cattleya Isabel Sander (L.-C. can-

hamiana alba x C. Mossia> reineckiana).—Sepals

suffused purple, throat coloured deep orange.

From Sir Jeremiah Colman, Gatton Park, Reigate.

Primula Adonis.^A very beautiful sort,

having a handsome truss of large and shapely

blossoms of rosy purple with distinct white eye.

It has all the boldness and freedom of flowering

How to Force the Roots.—On a dry and well-

situated spot of the garden a trench is made about

4 feet in breadth and 15 inches in depth. At

the bottom you put a bed of mould 2 inches thick.

The roots are placed perpendicularly, leaving

a space of ij inches in every direction.

8 Inches Soil

SECTIONAL VIEW OF A BED FOR FORCING CHICORY OR WITLOOF. THIS IS THE SYSTEM
USED EXTENSIVELY IN BELGIUM. A CHICORY PLANT IS SHOWN AT END.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Permanent Vines.—As the bunches
become ripe, the atmosphere must be kept dry,

leaving the ventilators open both top and bottom
at all times. If the roots require watering, afford

them a moderate supply of clear tepid water.

To keep the bunches in good condition as long

as possible, cover the glass with a light shading.

Weak limewash or two or three thicknesses of

fish-netting will help to break the fierce rays

of the sun. Artificial heat will now only be
necessary to keep the atmosphere dry.

Midseason Vines.—Complete the final thin-

nmg of the bunches before the berries become
too crowded, or the Grapes may be disfigured

by rubbing. When the final thinning is done,

mulch the border with rich farmyard manure
;

then thoroughly soak the border with tepid water.

All lateral growth must now be regularly removed.
Should red spider attack the leaves, sponge them
with a weak solution of soft soap and sulphur.

Inarching Vines.—-Any undesirable varieties

may easily be replaced by inarching better sorts

upon them. A shoot should be selected as near
to the base of the rod as possible on which to

inarch the scion. Young Vines struck from eyes

last year and cut back in the winter make the

most suitable scions. These are now in active

growth, which is just the time for the operation

to be accomplished.

Plants Under Glass.

Greenhouse Climbers.—These being now in

active growth, require regular attention to

the tying and regulating of the young shoots.

Some will need to be severely thinned out,

or the shoots will become hopelessly entangled.

Light fumigations occasionally will destroy aphis,

but red spider, thrips and mealy bug must be more
severely dealt with. Plants growing in pots,

also those which are well established in narrow,
restricted borders, should be liberally fed with
stimulants.

Calantbes.—Much care must be exercised

with the management of these till they have
become well rooted. The syringe will supply
all the water necessary till the roots begin to

permeate the soil. Even then water ought to

be afforded with great care. A mean temperature
of 65°, together with plenty of atmospheric
moistiu'e, will encourage a healthy growth. The
plants must be shaded from bright sun.

Coleuses.—Pot on the young plants before they
become potbound, and keep them growing in a

warm house fully exposed to the sun. Keep
the atmosphere moist by damping down the floors

and staging frequently, but keep the foliage dry.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Attacks of mildew should be antici-

pated by regular spraying of the plants with some
approved mildew specific. The same advice may
also be urged in regard to aphis. Caterpillars

must also be constantly watched for and picked
off. A dusting of soot or guano previous tn a

storm will be of considerable benefit to o'd-

established plants.

Spring-Flowering Plants.—Attention must now
be directed to the propagation of plants for next
season's bedding. Wallflowers may be sown
thinly in drills on a well-prepared border. Poly-
anthuses should be sown in boxes and placed in

a cold frame till the seeds have germinated.
Aubrietias may be sown in frames. The named
varieties are easily propagated from cuttings,

which are now plentiful. The half-ripened shoots
are most suitable for this purpose. Arabis is easily

propagated from cuttings or by the division of

the old plants. Pansies may be sown in a cold
frame. Silene and Alyssum should be sown
outdoors on a border which is not exposed to the
full glare of the sun. Campanula pyramidalis
is an excellent plant for the mixed border. Seed
should be sown now in boxes and placed in slight

warmth to germinate, afterwards growing the
seedlings in a cold frame.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Outdoor Figs.—One of the chief causes of

failure in regard to the culture of outdoor Figs

is that of allowing the trees to become congested
with growths. Therefore all surplus shoots must
be removed at regular intervals, thus allowing
light and air free access to the remaining growths.
Trees growing against walls or fences ought to

be well supplied with moisture at the roots, giving

plenty of stimulants to old-established trees.

Early Strawberry Runners.—It is an excellent

plan to make a new plantation every year for the
purpose of supplying early runners both for

planting out and for forcing in pots. From
such a plantation strong plants may be obtained
for planting out in August, which will give a

moderate crop of high-class fruits the following

season. Plants intended for this purpose must
have their flower-spikes removed ; and in order
to keep them free from weeds and promote a
strong growth, hoe frequently between the rows.

The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—A sowing of an early kind
can be made in pots or boxes and placed in heat.

The seedlings may be planted in a cold frame, and
will give a good return before those which are
planted outdoors.

Cauliflowers.—The plants which were put out
last month must be well supplied with water,
should dry weather set in. Put out later plants
when ready and keep a sharp look-out for slugs,

or blanks are sure to occur. Make another
sowing for the latest supplies.

Brussels Sprouts.—The earliest batch should
now be ready for putting out. Plant in rows
2 feet 6 inches apart, allowing 2 feet between the
plants. Thoroughly water them in and keep
them well supplied with water till they are
established.

Savoy Cabbages.—Another sowing of these
may be made for the latest planting. Sow thinly
in drills about a foot apart. If the ground is dry,
water the drills before sowing. Should birds be
troublesome, fish-netting ought to be placed over
the seed-bed till the seedlings are well above
the ground. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Beetroot.—The present time is quite early
enough to sow the main crop of this vegetable. If

sown earl er, the roots are very apt to become too
large and coarse. For preference sow on grotmd
which has been well treated last season, such as
where Celery grew ; then it will not be necessary
to add manure. If sown on ground which has
been newly manured, the roots are liable to grow
forked and so spoil the crop.

Peas.—The sowing of late and maincrop varie-
ties must soon be completed, as the late supply
can be obtained by sowing early varieties during
June. Early Peas now growing should be
staked as soon as they are a few inches above
the groimd.

Potatoes now appearing through the soil ought
to be earthed up to protect them against a possible
frost. It will also get rid of any weeds which
may be troublesome.

Parsley which was raised from seed sown indoors
during February or March may now be planted out,
allowing a distance of a foot between the plants.
After planting, a dusting of soot can be given.

Broccoli.—This date is suitable for sowing
late winter and spring Broccoli, particularly if

it is to be grown on moderately rich groiind,
as plants from earlier sowings are apt to make
too free and soft a growth, which does not stand
the frost so well as small, hardily grown plants.

Cauliflowers.—The plants which are to succeed
the autumn-sown batch should now be planted in
the open. Lift carefully with all the roots possible
attached, and plant with the trowel. Surround
each plant with soot as a protection from slugs.

Spinach.—The autumn-sown crop can now be
dug into the ground, as better quality is to be had
from the crop sown in March. As the plants will
be better thiimed, they should be pulled for that
purpose, as well as for supplying the kitchen.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Melons.—As the fruits approach the
ripening period, slightly drier conditions must
prevail. Water should almost be with-held
from the roots, giving only sufficient when it

is necessary to prevent the plants from flagging.

Much more air must be admitted on all favoiu-able

occasions. This change of conditions towards
the time of ripening will prevent to a large extent
the splitting and decay of fruits reaching maturity,
besides helping them to develop better flavour.

Sow seed now to produce plants to take the place
of the early crop when it has become exhausted.

Early Vines.—As the Grapes are colouring,

more air ought to be admitted, leaving a little

on both top and bottom ventilators during the
night, except when very cold or stormy. Although
damping should not be done so frequently, an
occasional damping down during bright days will

do no harm, and will certainly help to keep red
spider in check.

Plants Under Glass.

Primula malacoides.—For winter and spring
flowering this pretty Primula should now be
sown. If it is not overpotted and is watered care-

fully, it is simple to grow. There is now a white
form ; but, except that it is a change, the original

coloured kind is by far the most desirable for
general use.

Malmaison Carnations in 6-inch pots which
are developing their flower-stalks should be neatly
staked with light Bamboo canes. Atop-dressing of
Clay's Fertilizer or some special Carnation mantne
will be of assistance, and for a change of diet

some weak soot-water can be given. The older
plants which are in bloom need heavier shading
during bright sxmshine, but care should be taken
that it is not overdone, or the plants will lose

that healthy colour one likes to see. The stages
and paths ought to be thoroughly damped down
once on all fine days.

Liliums.—Bulbs which were potted a few weeks
ago are now growing freely, and require top-
dressing. Use good loam mixed with a little

leaf-soil or peat, also sand and a sprinkling of

fertiliser. Auratums and lancifoliums, to be had
in flower by July and early August, require to
be kept moving in a genial growing atmosphere.
They should, however, not be imduly forced.

Green fly. which is generally troublesome on
these plants, to be kept in check must be killed

either by fumigation or by spraying with an
insecticide.

Tree Carnations.—When the stock of any
variety is limited and it is desired to increase it,

old plants may be partly shaken out of their

present pots and given a slight shift. Any leggy
or bare pieces of growth can be cut away to encour-
age as much young growth as possible near the
base of the plant.

The Flower Garden.

Chrysanthemums, if properly hardened off,

may now be safely planted out. There is now no
end to the number of early flowering varieties,

and apart from their use for making a display
during the autumn, they have few equals for
cutting purposes,

AntirrhinimiS.—Where the beds or borders are
not at present occupied by spring bedding plants,
it will leave less to be done later on when the rush
of general bedding out takes place if the Antir-
rhinums are put out now, as they are quite hardy
plants.

Spring Bedding.—This display will now be at

its best, and notes should be taken with a view-

to any alterations or improvements that can be
eflfc cted for another season. Where spring bedding
is carried out to any large extent, the summer
bedding plants must necessarily be put out
rather later to allow bulbous and other plants

to partly mature their growth before being
disturbed.

Sweet Peas having now started to grow, after

recovering from the check of being planted out,

should have any protecting material removed.
During wet or showery weather a sharp look-out

must be kept for slugs, which are very active

during the evenings. The number of growths.
allowed to remain on each plant ought not to
exceed three if high-class blooms are expected.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardir.e.

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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CELERIAC AND ITS
CU LTIVATION.

CELERIAC or Tumip-rooted Celery

has for some time been cultivated

in this country, but I am much
surprised, considering its great

value as a winter vegetable,

that it is not grown much more
extensively. For some years past it has

been imported in very large quantities, both

from France and Germany, and good prices have
been realised ; but as this is not likely to be the

case during the present year, we should do well

to avail ourselves of the opportunity of making
good the deficit.

Fortunately, few vegetables are more easily

grown, providing, of course, the right treatment

is bestowed on it. Like Celery, it most certainly

pays for liberal cultivation, and unless fair-sized,

well-developed roots are produced, the crop will

be of little value. An open piece of ground

ought to be selected, which should be deeply culti-

vated and heavily manured, for preference during

the winter months. The seed should be sown
during March, raised in gentle heat, pricked off,

treated as young Celery, and planted out about

the second week in May. The surface should

be broken down, raking it as level as possible.

Allow a distance of from 20 inches to 24 inches

between the rows, and 15 inches to 18 inches

from plant to plant. Make very iirm and give

a thorough watering in. The crop should be

constantly hoed and fresh soot frequently applied.

At no time must the plants be allowed to suffer

from the want of 'water; indeed, it is safe to

say that during spells of drought it is practically

impossible to give too much. The drainings

from the farmyard, properly diluted, should be

given occasionally. Beyond keeping down the

weeds, it will occasion very little further trouble

until the time of lifting, which should be done

immediately the growth is completed and sharp

frost is likely to occur, when it must be taken

up, trimmed, and stored in sand or ashes in a

cold, frost-proof place, where it will be found to

keep in perfect condition all through the winter.

E. Beckett, V.M.H.
Aldenhani House Gardens, Elstree.

SPECIES TULIPS IN POTS.

A FTER a good many attempts, I have

/% this year been able to produce blooms

/ % on Tulipa saxatilis, which, I believe,

^^^^k is more than a good many people
• ^ can do from bulbs of their own grow-

ing. Different positions in my garden,

and even cold frame treatment in a sunny position

all the winter long and right on till flowering-

time have in the past all failed to secure what I

desired. In the autumn of 1913 I had a present

of some collected bulbs from Mr. C. G. van

Tubergen, jun., of Haarlem, part of which were

planted in a cold frame and the rest potted. These

latter did very little, and but very few flowered

(not that the others were any better). They
were, however, well looked after, and were kept

under glass and fed with diluted cow-manure
water until the leaves died away. They remained

where they were until September, when they

were repotted and consigned to a cold frame,

from which they were removed to a cool greenhouse

at the end of February. This spring I have had
the gratification of a good show of bloom. In

addition to the collected bulbs, I bought a few

other species in 1913, and the two lots were

grown together.

I have entered into all this in order to suggest

the suitability of the combination of cold frame

and cool house treatment for species in general.

Among those that have given good results under

the above conditions are the following : Tulipas

Greigii, fosteriana, kaufmauniana, k. coccinea,

Ingens, polychroma, montana, dasystemon, persica,

primulina, biflorus, armena, prsestans tubergeniana,

Eichleri, Willmottii, saxatilis, Orpanidesii and
galatica. From each of these and from the

collected species I have had blooms quite as

good in all cases as, and. in most, better than, I

had from the self-same bulbs last year. One pot

of a newly collected kind labelled with me No. i

was particularly good. It was, I believe, a yellow

form of Greigii known as G. aurea, but the surprise

was that three of the four bulbs in the pot were

deliciously scented with an aroma of Lily of the

Valley. One of the three might be described

as overpoweringly strong. I also found some
plants of ordinary Greigii were very sweet, and
had the same scent of Lily of the Valley or Lache-

nalia glaucina. This was new to me, although

I have had the same variety out of doors off and

on for a long time. I wonder if I have hit upon

a good way of growing these species. When I have

summered and wintered them again, I ouglit to

know for certain, as three years should constitute

a reliability trial. Meanwhile I thought my
experience might be of interest to growers and

would-be growers of Tulips. The essentials

seem to be (1) cold frame treatment in their

early stages of growth
; (2) cool house treatment

for ripening the bulbs ; and (3) extra nourishment

during this latter time. These are the only

differences between my former way of growing

species and what has been done in the last two

years. Perhaps some other growers will relate

their experiences. It will be a gain if we all

know an infallible method of how to flower and

keep these fine plants. Joseph Jacob.

F LO R I C U LT U R
AM ERICA.

I N

SEVERAL floral subjects of much merit

have recently appeared here in .America

which deserve to be more widely laiown

by English gardeners. These include,

lirst, a superior form of Freesia refracta

alba called Fletcher's Improved Purity.

I notice that Messrs. Mauger and Sons of Guernsey

make F. r, a. major a synonym of Purity. The
latter was first brought to general notice a few

years ago by Mr. Fisher, a grower in California.

At any rate. Purity and major are both large-

flowered varieties, and it is a selection from Purity

that Mr. F. W. Fletcher of Auburndale, Mass.,

has worked up, and which he now calls his Improved

Purity. Mr. Fletcher, by the way, is known
to readers of The Garden as the raiser of

Antirrhinum Nelrose, the bright rose pink winter

bloomer, which is also a good summer flower.

It was he who introduced Violet Marie Louise

to commerce in the United States of America,

and was instrumental in naming that plant of

great commercial value here—the Boston Fern

(Nephrolepis exaltata bostoniensis). He has a

stock of 160,000 corms or bulbs of his new large

white Freesia, and appears to have no difficulty

in selling them at a highly remunerative price.

There is no doubt about the merits of his flowers.

The commercial florists in the wholesale markets
at Boston and New York were paying him 50 per
cent, more for his blooms in February than for

the best of any other grower. He advertised them
to retailers at 3dol. per 100 sprays. Many of the

individual blooms are fully 2 inches across the

mouth, deep in proportion, glistening pure white,

and very solid. They are also fragrant, but less

so than the parent type. He grows them in small

houses in beds or benches 5 inches deep.

The second subject that thoroughly deserves

to be taken up is Mr. J. A. Peterson's new winter-

flowering Begonia that is named in honour of his

wife. Mr. Peterson was bom in Denmark, and
was well drilled in European ways before making
his home in this country, which owes so much to

European horticulturists. He and his family now
conduct a floricultural business at Cincinnati,

Ohio, under the style and title of J. A. Peterson

and Sons. He has raised several good Begonias

of the Gloire de Lorraine type, the two best of

those first introduced being named Glory' of

Cincinnati and Melior. The latter is a derivative

of the French word mcllieur, and as Melior came
after " Glory," the inference is that it is better.

It has larger flowers and even a freer habit of

blooming. Begonia Mrs. J. A. Peterson, the

third of the series, whose parentage is stated

to be socotrana and Gloire de Sceaux, is a gem
indeed. Save in the pinkish or carmine edge

to the neat, small leaves (of the Gloire de Lorraine

type) and their bronzy metallic appearance, there

is nothing else of Gloire de Sceaux evident. All

the plants I have seen exhibited at several exhi-

bitions were only 6 inches to 9 inches high, in

4i-inch and 5-inch pots, and absolutely smothered

in rich crimson or deep carmine pink flowers.

The flowering habit is so pronounced that the

plant never can grow lax or big. It reminds me
of Veitch's Agatha, only the colour is difierent

and the leaves are more attractive. Mr. Peterson

states that the same plants will remain presentable

and, indeed, attractive from October until early

in March, or even later.

Thirdly, a decorative incurved, bright silvery

pink Chrysanthemum that all the leading growers

have been exhibiting, which is named Lillian

Doty, might very well be given a trial. It

succeeds out of doors at Mr. Charles H. Totty's,

Madison, N,J. He grows it between his span-

roofed greenhouses with the hardy, early flowering

decorative and Pompon Chrysanthemums ; but

it is as a pot subject that it is seen at its finest.

Grown as a free-branching plant, 4J feet high or

a little more, and the terminals disbudded to one

or two flowers at most, it then produces orbicular,

shell pink blooms of a somewhat stellate character.

It is not easy to convey a true description of these

pretty blooms ; but each petal has a spiky look,

giving the flower its rosette, starry appear-

ance. As a cut bloom it is exquisite, albeit quite

formal, and lasts for many days even in a warm,

dry sitting-room. The largest blooms have a

diameter of about three inches, I believe it is

generally classed as a Pompon here ; but Pompons
are somewhat differently understood in England

and in America, just as Rembrandt Tulips are,

and it is surely best described as a decorative

incurved, on the lines of those of the old Rundle

family.

Fourth, and lastly, Mr, William Tricker,

formerly of Lady Warwick's at Dunmow, Essex,
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who is now one of the leading authorities in America

on aquatic plants and Water Lilies in particular,

has been exhibiting blooms of the blue Nympha^as

all the winter, and has reason to be satisfied with

the monetary returns from the sale of them to

the chief retail florists in New York. I think

the returns have been a dollar a dozen. These

are, of course, the tender Nymphajas, of which

there are several species that are practically

ever-blooming, at least in this country of much

sunshine. These embrace capensis, csrulea,

pulcherrima and its improved form Pennsylvania,

and the hybrid form of micrantha named

daubeneyana. These are all day-flowering Nym-

phaias. In addition there are the white night

bloomers, dentata superba and d. magnifica,

also rubra rosea. Each of these eight blooms

freely in the winter in water at a temperature

not lower than 65° up to 70° Fahr., and an atmo-

spheric temperature a little lower for preference.

There has been some amount of confusion as to the

distinctions of cjerulea, capensis and stellata. The

latter does not appear to be generally recognised in

this country, yet the authorities at Kew place

CEerulea as a variety of stellata, a species that Mr.

James Hudson has made widely known in the gar-

dens at home. These matters apart, however, it

seems to have been with the blue-flowered, vivi-

parous-leaved daubeneyana that Mr. Tricker has

been working most, using this evidently as one

parent in all his crosses. The varieties he has been

showing and whose flowers he has been selling

are daubeneyana, Mrs. Woodrow Wilson (lavender

blue, suffused with rose) and Panama Pacific

(blue, spotted with reddish brown). These are

strong growers, and they are likely to find wide

acceptance.

New York. .T-
H.\rrison Dick.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CROWN IMPERIALS FAILING (i\/. i.).—Wc cannot

understand why your Crown Imperials should fail to

TOoduce flowers, as you say that they are very healthy.

The position should suit them quite well ; in fact, tliey

succeed with either a south, west or east expcisurc. They

like rich soil of a loamy character, and should be planted

irom 4 inches to 6 inches below the surface of the soil.

Thev may be lifted as soon as the stems have died down

and ran be replanted at once, or stored in a cool room

;and planted in the autumn.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PROPAGATING RHODODENDRONS U Remln).—

•Seoas of Rhododendrons should be sown m February

or March on the surface of sandy peat m pots or pans.

If any covering of soil is given, it must only be a very

light one of sandy peat. As a rule, however, the

seeds are sown on the surface of the soil without covering,

and a sheet of glass is placed over the pot or pan, that

-being covered again by a sheet of brown paper. Stand

in a warm and moist greenhouse, and supply water by

soaking the pans in a bucket or tub, so that the water

will gradually rise through the soil. As soon as the young

plants appear, remove the glass and stand the pans on a

shelf near the light, taking care to provide shade from

bright sun. As soon as the seedlings are large enough

to handle, prick them off in pans or boxes about an inch

apart each way. When 1 inch or 2 inches high, plant

them in a border in rows 9 inches apar . and the plants

about three inches apart in the rows. Some Rhododen-

drons can be increased by means of cuttings, those of small

"Totiih with small leaves being the most successful, lake

cuttings of the current year's shoots, 3 inches to 4 inches

long in July, and dibble them into pots of sandy peat

made moderately Arm. Stand in a close frame until

rooted; then treat them as recommended for seedlings.

The vigorous-growing Rhododendrons can be increased by

layering the lower branches into light soil. They may
be pegged down any time between February and the

autumn, but should not be disturbed for at least two

years Examine them after that time, and if well rooted,

cut them away from the parent plants. A good layer of

.decayed leaves placed over the layered parts of the branches

will assist in the formation of roots.

THE GRKRNHOUSK.
ADVICE ON GERANIUMS (SAf/^fW).—No wonder

[

some of your Geraniums have a dried-up appearance,

as they should not have been left without water all the

winter. It is more than probable that some of the worst

are past recovery, and it is not likely that many of the

others have good, healthy roots. In this case your better

way will be to shake them quite clear of the old soil and

repot in some suitable compost. The good, healthy ones

may be put into larger pots—that is, if the roots are

vigorous ; but in the case of the ailing ones, they should

be put in comparatively small pots, shifting them into

larger ones when the roots are active. After the plants

are repotted, enough water must be given to keep the

soil fairly moist, biit not too wet. At this season they

will do well in a house without any flre-heat. Cuttings

taken from old plants now will root readily. They should

be about four inches long, cut off at a joint, and dibb ed

into well-drained pots of sandy soil. Water should be

given in moderation, and when the cuttings are well

rooted they may be potted off. In future it will be as

well to remember that in wintering Geraniums m a

heated structure, enough water should be given to keep

the soil sUgbtly moist. Of course, an excess must be

avoided, while, on the other hand, extreme dryness is

equally injurious.

ROCK GARDEN.
PLANTS FOR WALL (C. B. 4.).—Unless you favour

the more diminutive alpines, a 2-feet high wall, no matter

how constructed, does not admit of much scope. For

effect the simpler way would be to plant from the top,

using such things as Thymes, Phloxes, Aubrietias, double

Arabis Alyssum, alpine Poppy, Linaria alpma, WaU-
flower, dwarf Snapdragon, Thrift, alpine Pinks and other

plants. Some of these would grow erect and others

trail to the ground. By arranging a trench-like cavity

on the wall top so that the soil would be retained, planting

could be done with ease and the plants be given a fair

chance of success. In building so low a wall, a hollow-

centred erection filled with mortar rubble, soil and grit

would have been best, and, planting from top pocket*,

much success might have resulted . If you elect to plant it

with the smaller-growing things, you might pick at will

from the Encrusted Saxifrages, Sedums, Cobweb House-

leeks, Erinus alpinus in variety, Linaria pilosa, the dwarfest

alpine Pinks and others. Any of these would do for the

sunny side, while the dwarfest Ferns and Mossy Saxifrages

might be attempted on the northern side. It the wall

is quite vertical and no set-back courses have been arranged

to receive and retain moisture, much attention mil be

required after planting is done.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GOAT-MANURE, VIOLET BED, ETC. U- L. S.).—

All animal manures are good for garden purposes. If

you have a quantity of the goat-manure, stack it for

six months with its own bulk of soil. At the end of that

time it might be used freely to all vegetable and flower

crops Permanent success with a Violet-bed is very

often a question of soil and locality, though such beds

are rarely allowed to stand longer t lan two years.

The better way is to raise young plants annually,

inserting cuttings in the autumn and planting out m
March and April. For Hght soils cow-manure is

best It should be dug in well below the plants.

Soot apphed to the soil and dug in also is a useful fertiliser.

Syringing periodically with soot-water during hot weather

helps to keep red spider in check. The best early Violets

for market pu poses are given frame culture. By .iving

t is length of stem and clean flowers are assured.

La France Princess of Wales, Victoria and wellsiana

are the best singles ; Mrs. J. J. Astor, Comte de Brazza,

De Parme and Marie Louise the best doubles. The

cloches manufactured by the Continuous Cloche Company
can be obtained from Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp,

10, The Arcade, Liverpool Street, E.C.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—C. C.—l, Corydalis bulbosa; 2,

Pulmonaria offieinalis. wUI grow in shade.

SOCI ETIES.
ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

The usual spring show of this society was held in the

Waverley Market, Edinburgh, on April 28 and 29. As

was anticipated, on account of the war leading to a reduc-

tion in many garden stafls, reduced railway facilities

and other cognate causes, the number of entries showed

a considerable reduction, being about 400 as compared

with about 470 last year. The quality, however, was of

a hi"h order, and many exhibitors must have strained

ever? effort to'exhibit in such excellent style. All reduced

fares having been suspended, the attendance was naturally

sm ller but, taking it all over, the show was a success,

which redounded to" the credit of the executive and the

c.xllibitors. It may be mentioned that soldiers in uniform

were admitted at halt the usual charges.

Although of smaller numbers than usual, owing to

the absence of some of the trade exliibitors from a distance,

the display from the trade was of special excellence, the

Arms which contributed making a most effective use

of the capital material they brought forward. This may
be gathered from the awards made in the non-competitive

section. Among the exhibits were the following :

Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarso, made one of

their usual highly effective displays of fruit trees in pots,

magniflcent Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Primulas, &c. Gold

medal. A similar award was made to Messrs. Hogg and
Robertson of " Holland in Ireland," Dubhn, for one of

their imposing groups of Tulips, Narcissi, Ac, the flowers

including a number of novelties of much merit.

From Messrs. Cunningham, Fraser and Co., Edinburgh,

there came a capital rock garden exhibit daintily arranged

with many choice alpines, dwarf shrubs, &c., including

their new yellow Rhododendron. A gold medal was
awarded to this fine exhibit. A similar honour went
to a magniflcent group sent by Mr. David King, Osborne
Nurseries, and staged at the west end of the Market.

This comprised a charming display of spring flowers,

with forced plants, &c. It was well worthy of the recog-

nition it received.

Mr. John Downie, Edinburgh, also received a premier

award for a notable group of Rhododendrons, &c.

Messrs. R. B. Laird, Dickson and Sons, Limited, Edin-

burgh, contributed a capital group on the floor, this

embracing Roses, Hydrangeas, and other flowering and
fohage plants. A gold medal was given to this fine

exhibit.
Messrs. Young and Co., Hatherley, Cheltenham, sent

one of their choice exhibits of Carnations, which was
much admired. Silver-gilt medal.

Messrs. John Forbes (Hawick), Limited, were similarly

honoured for their exhibit, which was strong in Violas,

Primulas and a number of other spring flowers.

Messrs. James Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, also received

a silver-gilt medal tor an attractive show of alpines and
other spring flowers, together with good Eoses ; and
Mr. D. M'Leod also had his choice group o£ Orchids

honoured by a silver-gilt medal.
Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co., Geashiu, Ireland, made

one of their brilliant displays of St. Brigid Anemones,

Ac. Silver medal.
Mr. David W. Thomson received a silver medal for a

beautiful group of Narcissi.

Awards of merit were given to Messrs. James Cocker

and Sons, Aberdeen, for two of their new Polyanthuses,

Bon Accord Peach and Bon Accord Indigo.

Two other non-competitive but private exhibits received

the well-merited distinction of gold medals. One we t

to a charming variety of new Narcissi raised by Mr. W. G.

Pirie, gardener to C. W. Cowan, Esq., Dalhousie Castle,

many of them worthy to take a good place in the famous

collection there; and one to Mr. R. Hindle, 17, Blacket

Place, Edinburgh, for a choice and wcll-cuitivatert group

of Orchids. . .

Unfortunately, the restrictions of space render it im-

1

possible to do full justice to the competitive classes,

!
which were in most cases well contested, and included

i exhibits of very high quality.

Plants were excellent, Mr. S. Houlden hav'ng it all hia

own way in the group of Orchids on a space 8 feet by
1 g fppt
' Mr.' A. Smith, The Neuk, Peebles, led for four stove

or greenhouse plants ; and the other pot plant

classes which comprised a briUiant display of

bulbs and forced shrubs, &c., resulted in wins of fli^t

prizes by such competitors as Mr. J. A. Sword, Mr. D.

Kidd, Mr. G. M'Kinna, Mr. F. M. Urquhart, Mr. R.

VHiammell, Mr. J. R. Findlay, Mr. A. JI'Millan, Mr. J.

Thom and many others.

Roses in pots were attractive, Mr. J. Thom carrying

off the leading honours here, except for climbers, in

wh ch Mr. W. J. GaUoway was first.

Astilbcs, Cyclamens, Calceolarias, Primulas and other

spring flowers were capital, and Auriculas were shown in

i>reater numbers than one anticipated. Alpine plants

were fine, the Dalhousie Castle collection having it all

its own way in the leading class, and coming in first in

that for six alpines. In the above classes the number of

successful exhibitors was too great for detail.

Cut flowers made a capital display, and the same
remark must apply to most of these classes. Mr. W. G.

Pirie was first for twelve bunches of Narcissi ; Mr. J.

Simpson for twenty-four and twelve Roses.

Mr. D. Kidd led fo twelve bunches of stove or green-

house plants, and he was also awarded the first prize for

a decorated dinner-table.

The only class for fruit was that for a dish oJ Straw-

berries, where Mr. Kidd came first with fine produce.

Vegetables were excellent for the season, Mr. J. Cossar

being" first with the collection. Other winners in this

section were Mr. D. Kidd, Mr. W. Staward, Mr. D. Eraser,

Mr. R. Stuart, Mr. J. Scott, Mr. W. Harper, Mr. W. G.

Pirie, Mr. J. S. Ritchie, Mr. J. Paterson, Mr. D. A. Hill,

Mr. A. Lauder and Mr. W. Brow.
The show was altogether a highly creditable one, and

spoke well for the niann r in which the gardeners of

Scotland had endeavoured to overcome the difficulties

of the situation. The arrangements of the Council and

committees were excellent, and admirably carried

I through by their secretary, Mr. D. Mackenzie.

WARGRAVB AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The closing meeting of the spring session took place on

Wednesday April 21, when there was a good attendance

of members to hear a paper by Mr. W. H. Scott, gardener

to Captain Coleridge, T\vyford, on " Poisonous Plants.

He treated his subject in a very interesting manner,

referrin" to a great number of plants which possessed

poisonous properties in a more or less degree. He directed

attention to some of our most valuable articles of food

being the products of poisonous plants, but by careful

cultivation they lost their poisonous qualities. A good

discussion followed, and a hearty vote of thanks was

accorded Mr. Scott for his valuable paper. Several

exhibits were staged.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Our Sub-Editor Again Wounded in Action.

—

We regret to state that our Sub-Editor, Mr. H.

Cowley, has again been wounded in action, and
is now in hospital at Oxford. We have no par-

ticulars of his injuries, but in a postcard received

from him on Monday morning he states that he

was wounded in the knee while bandaging

another soldier in the trenches. His address

at present is Rifleman H. Cowley 2477, Surgical

7. 3rd Southern General Hospital,

Oxford.

The Flowering Clierries.—One
of the most beautiful effects in

gardens just now is provided by the

double-flowering Cherries, tall,

fairly quick-growing trees, the

branches of which are wreathed

their whole length with large

clusters of snow white blossoms.

Although these erect trees are

fairly common, the weeping forms

of the ornamental Cherry are

seldom met with. The accom-

panying illustration represents a

comparatively young tree, yet it

is sufSciently advanced to indicate

what a beautiful subject it would

make for planting as an isolated

specimen on a lawn, or, indeed,

in almost any situation where its

pendulous branches would have

ample room to develop. If a back-

ground of dark-leaved conifers could

be provided, so much the better.

A Handsome Crab Apple.—There
is an almost endless number of Crab

-A.pples that are ornamental for our

gardens at this time of the year, all

of which are beautiful either in

flower or fruit, or both. One that

stands out among them is Pyrus-

niedzwetzkyana, a native of South-

West Siberia, bearing at the

present time large Apple-like

clusters of rich deep purple flowers

i§ inches to 2 inches in diameter.

The richness of colour is not

confined to the flowers, the yotmg leaves and the

young wood when cut also being beautiful. In the

autumn the tree is very attractive with its large,

dark red, conical-shaped Apples. Considered by
many to be a beautiful form of Pyrus Malus,

it was introduced into this coimtry about twenty
years ago, so that it should be more often seen

than it is.

The Chelsea Show.—Following our usual

custom, our next issue, dated May 22, will be a

Special Double Number. In addition to the

usual features, it will contain a full illustrated

report of the Royal Horticultiu'al Society's Spring

Show, to be held in the Chelsea Hospital Grotmds
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday next.

The report will be wTitten by experts who are

thoroughly acquainted with the sections entrusted

to them to describe. This issue will be on sale

at all bookstalls and newsagents on Thursday,

A YOUNG PENDULOUS SPECIMEN OF THE ORNAMENTAL CHERRY.
THIS IS A BEAUTIFUL TREE FOR AN ISOLATED POSITION.

the 20th inst., price twopence. As there is always

a large demand, we advise readers to order well

in advance any extra copies required.

A Beautiful Early Flowering Broom.—

A

bush of the pale yellow-flowered Cytisus prsecox

now in full flower prompts a note on its usefulness

at this season. The plant in question is over

four feet high and as much in diameter, its myriads

of slender green shoots being so full of blossom

as to make it a mound of pale^gold. Three years

ago last March the Broom was planted in its

present position, and was then a small specimen,

not more than a foot high, in a 5-inch pot. It

will, thus be seen that it grows fairly rapidly.

Although planted in rather stiff loam, this, in

common with most other members of the family,

will do quite well in soil composed mainly of sand.

The Rose Maggot.— This insidious pest has

appeared earlier than usual this year, and already we
have foimd it carrying out its work of

destruction in some of the earliest

varieties. Its presence can be detected

by the leaves, at the tops of the

yoimg shoots, being fastened together,

usually with a sort of web, and

presenting a crumpled appearance.

Whenever this is noticed, search

should be made for the grub,

which is usually ensconced in the

leaves, where it feeds on the flower-

bud. There is no satisfactory

remedy beyond this searching.

If left alone, the grub will destroy

the flower ; hence this note of

warning.

Horticulture in Belgium,
France, Russia and Serbia.—For
some time past the Royal Horti-

cultural Society has had imder

consideration a scheme for the

restoration, as far as possible, of

the horticultural industry in the

coimtries invaded by the enemy.

This has now taken concrete

form, and Their Majesties the

King and Queen have consented

to become patrons of the War
Horticultural Relief Fund. The
King has opened the fund with

a donation of £100, and the Royal

Horticultural Society has given

£1,000. Other sums subscribed up

to date bring the fund up to £2,977

15s. id., a beginning that augurs

well for the success of the

scheme. Already an opporttm.ity

has presented itself for extending

a small measiure of help to Serbia, and £500 has

been entrusted to a Special Commissioner, who
is now in Serbia and using it for assisting the

horticultural needs of the small cultivators. The

need for assistance will be very great, and we

earnestly hope that our readers will subscribe

to the fund as liberally as possible. Subscriptions

should be sent to the Secretary, Royal Horticultural

Society, Vincent Square, Westminster, London,

S.W.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Growth of Primroses.—^The accompany-
ing illustrations show the growth of a Primrose

over the best part of four months, the photo-

graphs hav i n g
been taken at

half mo n t h 1 y
intervals from
January i to

Primrose Day.
Though per-

haps infrequently

promiited to

formal cultiva-

tion, its long

period of flower-

ing, as shown in

the photographs

by its succession

of blossoms,
might make it

more effective in brightening our gardens than

many of the very transient blossoming plants

so frequently chosen.

—

John H. Willis, Norwich.

Wasps and Fruit.—Will you please allow me
a little space to discuss the question of wasps ? I

think we all look upon such things as enemies as

soon as they do us a little harm, and do not trouble

to look for the good they are doing. We should

ascertain what they live on all the time there is

no fruit about, especially when they are bringing

up tbeir yoimg, which they feed almost entirely

on insects. Who has not seen them on various

trees—especially the Plum tree when it has been

badly attacked by aphis and the leaves rendered

almost black—eating up the larvae. Now, to

protect fruit, get some Lyle's Golden Syrup,

mix it with boiling water, put it in bottles, and

place them on the trees. Be sure the mixture

is a little sweeter than the fruit one wants to

protect, whether it is Pear, Plum or Apricot.

One wiU not then have cause to find fault with

the wasps. I hope my gardening friends will

Wild Fritillaries.—A few more words about

Fritillaries. I went into the fields the other day

and found them almost stripped of flowers.

Children and others were carrying them away in

basketfuls, and there were hardly any blooms

left. Happily, there is one place at least where

they are protected, and it was a delight to see

them in the meadow of Magdalen College, Oxford

—

THESE ILLUSTRATIONS REPRESENT THE GROWTH OF A PRIMROSE PLANT IN ABOUT SIX WEEKS.

thousands of chequered flowers, with here and

there a white one. It is a drawback to have to

look at them through an iron railing, but we may
be grateful for its protection.—F. A. Sturge.

A Beautiful Garden in Scotland.

—

The Rev,

David R. Williamson of Kirkmaideii writes to

us as follows on May 7 from Morton Villa, Airdrie,

N.B. :
" Yesterday afternoon I paid a memorable

visit to the gardens of Pollok House, the residence

of Sir John Stirling Maxwell, which is situated

in an extensive park on the very confines of ' the

Second City of the Empire.' Lady Stirling Maxwell,

who, like her gifted father. Sir Herbert Maxwell

of Monreith in Wigto^vnshire, is an earnest and

even enthusiastic amateur horticulturist, was

fortunately at home, and showed me what I

cannot but consider as the loveliest Tulip garden

I have ever seen. As the sunlight at the time of

my visit was brilliant, it was a veritable blaze

of flower-light of varied yet grandly harmonising

colours, and the effect of the smilit vista of luminous

flowers was splendidly impressive. Yet perhaps

House in Stirlingshire. That such a supremely

attractive garden should exist within the darkening

precincts of a vast commercial city is an inspiration

to the thoughts of the lover of Nature, not less than

to the energies of the botanical horticulturist."

Narcissi in the Grass at Castlemilk, Scot-

land.—Not within many miles can one see such

a grand display of Daffodils in the grass as at

Castlemilk, Lock-

erbie, the pro-

per t y of Sir

Robert W.
Buchanan Jar-

dine, Bart. It

would be rash to

hazard even a

guess at the
number of bulbs,

but it must be

enormous, and
they are being

constantly added

to. Years a g o

they were planted

on both sides of a

long avenue and in many other parts of the grounds.

At that time more formal planting was in vogue,

and consequently the groups and masses are

more often in uniform lines and groups than we
would care for. Gradually, however, the trouble-

some and protracted task of removing and replant-

ing in an informal way is being tackled by Mr.

John Jeffrey, the gardener at Castlemilk, and

some of these replanted groups are now of the

most delightful kind. Annually, besides some
bought and planted out at once, the Narcissi

which have been forced are planted out and soon

recuperate. The flowers, as a rule, are large and

handsome, and there one can see, for example,

the grand old trumpet variety Horsfieldii in

superb order. Emperor, Empress, Golden Spur,

Poeticus omatus, Mrs. Langtry and many more

of the older varieties are in great numbers, while

smaller, but still large groups of King Alfred,

Mme. de Graaff, Glory of Leiden and other of the

newer varieties are doing well and will soon

increase. It is no light task to lift and replant

THESE REPRESENT THE SAME PLANT AS SHOWN ABOVE IN THE LATER STAGES OF ITS DEVELOPMENT.

try this and report the results.—E. Robinson.

[As our correspondent evidently believes in trap-

ping wasps when the fruit is ripe, we do not see

what objection there can be to killing queen wasps,

and so preventing hordes later on. The good

they may do while feeding their young is in-

finitesimal compared with the damage done to

fruit.

—

Ed.1

an even more exquisite series of artistic pictures

was presented by the garden walls, completely

festooned by the most effective combinations

conceivable of the rarest rock and alpine flowers.

A charming picture of this uniquely beautiful

floral scene appears in Sir Herbert Maxwell's

book on ' Scottish Gardens,' executed with pastel

crayons by Miss Mary H. Wilson of Bantaskine

so many Narcissi, but Mr. Jeffrey has reason to

be satisfied with the improvement he has effected

in this way.—S. A.

Undesirables in the Rock Garden.—In reply

to " E. B." (to whom I make my best Court curtsey

for his compliment ; I thought all men agreed

that we " women have no sense of humour ">

I do not " eschew exotics," provided they thrive.

I
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It is " feeUe foreigners " I do not want. I have

protected my " hedge of sorts " from my neigh-

bour's cattle by putting Quickset against the

barbed wire first. But oh ! it is my own dear

donkey Angelina (by name, but not by nature)

who has sampled some of the " sorts." She is

clever and wicked, and I could tell many stories

of her misdoings, but The Garden is not the

place for stories about donkeys.

—

Anne Amateur.
I have been much interested in the various

letters on undesirable plants for rockeries. I

have got a fairly large one, and my experience

is that there are many places in the rock garden

not quite suitable for the more delicate kinds,

but which, when planted with Aiabis, Aubrietias,

Vinca, Cerastium, &c., result in a perfect riot

of colour. I have a large, very carefully pre-

pared moraine and other rockeries with the soil

suitable for, again, other treasures ; but though,

these parts appeal to the eye of the collector,

the ordinary everyday visitor turns away from

these to the wilder side, attracted by the rich

colouring and growth of the " undesirable plants."

I take it the ideal rock garden is, if we take the

Alps for our model, a brilliant sheet of colour,

softened by the grey stone which peeps through

and though we struggle and toil to make the
" miffy mimps," as Farrer calls them, give

that effect, the result is usually much stone

and little plant. Therefore I say again that we
ought not to despise easily grown plants.

"A." speaks rather disparagingly of Vincas.

I wonder if he has ever seen one given to me
three years ago, nameless, a deep claret purple,

very dwarf and of slow growth. After three

years it has not covered a foot of ground. At
this moment it is a mass of flower not 2 inches off

the ground.—N. S. C.

I am glad to remake the acquaintance of

" Alpinist " in a recent issue of The Garden,
and I read his letter on page 207 and his various

remarks with interest. I cannot help remarking
that his " vegetable doormat " of Arabis albida

flore pleno must look remarkably fine in the early

spring, so long as it is not used for the purpose of

ordinary doormats ! However, that is beside

the point. My object in again taking pen and
paper is to convince readers that Cerastium and
Arabis are not undesirable plants. Your corre-

spondent " Alpinist," I notice, speaks of them
as " out-of-bound customers," and ho. he is

quite right ; but by methods previously outlined

(see issue March 13, page 122) I keep these out-

of-bound customers within bounds. " Alpinist "

and I, it is quite clear, have different ideas on alpine

gardens. I think from his letters he must reside

and do rock gardening miles from any large town
;

but I do not know, as he does not give his address.

If he does live in the country, then he wiU find

that a very great many choice things will grow
which we, who live near a large city of iron and
steel works, have not the time, money or patience

to grow, for so often we have failed. I find that

a number of the stronger-growing Saxifrages.

Sedums, alpine Phloxes, Veronicas, &c., do quite

well on my pieces of rock garden ; but for covering
large areas and for scrambling down over the
larger stones in the rock garden Cerastium tomen-
tosum is ideal. Likewise the double Arabis.

Here we have several pieces of rock garden which
we cover with this, as we find it grows better than
anything else here. Our worthy Editor, however,

'

saw fit to question my remark about the double
Arabis growing quicker than Cerastium ; but

j

it is true that it does. Again, with the Aubrietia.

" Alpinist " in a previous communication told

us that this is not an unmixed blessing in an alpine

garden. Certainly not, in a garden where every-

thing will grow. If I lived right out in the

heart of the coimtry, far away from manufacturing
towns and smoke, I should not allow Cerastium
tomentosum, double Arabis, nor strong-growing

Aubrietias, &c., in my rock garden. And I should

also uproot some of the strongest Saxifrages,

Sedum acre, S. album, and many another

plant.- But here it is different. We have to rely

on what will grow and be very showy, and try

new things as and when we can ; and we keep
these in boimds by cutting back? or, in the case

of a few, by division in the autumn or spring.

j

Vincas are only undesirables if they are allowed
to become so. Many alpine gardeners wiU
tell me that Alyssum saxatile is an imdesirable

of first merit, as it grows rather strongly ; but
this is used freely here by myself and other rock
gardening friends, and is kept in hand quite easily.

I do not believe that townsfolk (who often attempt
a bit of rock garden), nor some country rock
gardening folk who have no large gardening

pockets, could do without these plants, and many
people here would be even more sorry than I

to do without Cerastium. It grows quickly,

it flowers freely, and it covers up the often ugly

stones of rock gardens made by those who do not

know their work. I use it for covering slopes

and small banks in the rock garden. With
regard to Campanula rapunculoides, " .\lpinist

"

had better ^vrite us a little article about this plant

next autunm or in the spring of 1916, for I do
not think any rock gardener would care to plant

such a fearsome grower as this is, according to
" Alpinist," without due thought and full

knowledge of its colour of flower. With regard
to " Alpinist's " final question, " Why will people
grow these out-of-bound customers when they
can get more interesting plants like Androsaces,
Saxifrages, &c. ? " May I point out that people
do grow these and other far more interesting plants.

But for covering rough rock walls, or scrambling
do^vn among the larger stones in the rock garden,
or for draping a suburban wall garden, give me
double or single Arabis, Aubrietia and Cerastium
tomentosum.—E. T. Ellis, Weelwood, Ecclesall,

Sheffield.

Pollination of Hotbouse Plants by Bees.—
Plants in their natural habitats are usually polli-

nated either by means of insects or by the influence

of the wind. When placed under glass, however,
artificial means of pollination are resorted to,

these usually being " tapping," the camel-hair
brush or a rabbit's tail. Messrs. Dobbie and Co.

of Edinburgh are, however, demonstrating that,

even tmder glass, pollination can be effected by
natural means. A long house filled with Cine-

rarias for seed production has within it at one
end two hives of bees, while at the other end is

a group of Hyacinths to attract the bees and
keep them on the move. I am told that the bees

under these conditions perform the work of

pollination very effectually.

—

Caledonia.

FLOWERS FOR HOT, SANDY
SO I L.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
May 18.—Royal Horticultural Society. Chelsea

Flower Show, Royal Hospital Gardens, Chelsea.

Admission, 12—6, los^; 6—8, 2s. 6d.

May 19.—Chelsea Flower Show. Admission,
7—6, 25. 6d. ; 6—8, is.

May so.—Chelsea Flower Show. Admission,
7—6, IS.

THE SUN ROSES.

IT
is a rather curious fact in these days,
when nearly everyone is more or less

interested in gardening, that certain

famiUes of plants which used to be favourites

with our forefathers are to a very great

extent neglected and forgotten. Such an one
is the Helianthemum or Sun Rose, the t5T)ical

species of which is a native of our hillsides and
sandy waste places. Although this in itself is

nothing much to look at, its small, none too clear,

yellow blossoms being very fugacious, it has
given rise to many beautiful garden varieties

which embrace a number of charming art shades
of red, yellow, cream and white. In the early

years of the nineteenth century there is little

doubt that these garden forms of the Sun Rose
were thought highly of and given their rightful

place among other plants ; but now it is the

exception rather than the rule to find them in

even those gardens for which they are specially

adapted.

One often hears the complaint that a garden
is too sim-scorched and dry to grow the ordinary
kinds of plants weU, and it is in just such places

as these that the Sun Roses ought to be planted
with a generous hand. When at their full develop-
ment, they rarely attain a height of more than
a foot, and where there is a hot, sandy bank,
with, possibly, rocks jutting out here and there,

nothing could be better adapted for clothmg it.

At Kew there is a fairly good collection grouped
on such a bank not far from the large Flagstaff

and the Berberis Dell, but I believe that in one
or two private gardens, where these little dwarf
shrubs have been tended with studious "care,

varieties are in existence that easily eclipse the
best to be found at Kew. The greatest flush of

blossoms is obtained towards the end of May
and durmg June, but some flowers will be found
much later in the season. Even when devoid
of blossom, the neat tufts of, in many varieties,

glaucous foliage are pleasing to the eye, and well
in keeping with more or less arid surroundings.

Fortunately, the cultivation of Sun Roses does
not call for any great amount of skiU. The secret

of success appears to be young plants, the most
successful cultivators rarely keeping those that

have been in existence four summers. For this

reason frequent propagation must be undertaken.
The raising of seedlings is not difficult, and by this

method a great and ofttimes pleasing variation

is secured among the young plants, and occasionaljy

one that is a decided improvement on its parents.

The seed ought to be sown in shallow, well-

drained boxes of sandy soil as soon as ripe, generally

about the end of August, the boxes being stood
in a cool frame or greenhouse for the winter, so

that severe frost can be kept away from the seed-

lings, which can be planted out the following

April, preferably into a nursery bed, where they
may stay for one year before gomg to their perma-
nent places. The most general method of propa-
gation, however, and one that ensures faithful

reproduction of any special plant, is by means
of cuttmgs. These are best taken early in Septem-
ber, and ought to consist of well-ripened yomig
shoots slipped off with just a little heel of the older

wood attached. After removing the lower leaves,

these cuttings are firmly planted around the
sides of small, perfectly drained pots filled with
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THE RARE HARDY CHINESE SHRUB OSMAN-
THUS DELAVAYII FLOWERING IN THE
GLASNEVIN BOTANIC GARDENS.

sandy soil. In tiim these are plunged to their

rims in ashes in a cold frame, where they remain

all the winter, those that root being placed in the

flowering beds in April. As the names given to

varieties are by no means tixed, no good purpose

would be served by giving a list here, but names
and colour descriptions can be foimd in a few

nurserymen's catalogues. Is it too much to hope

that these charming and useful little hardy shrubs

will once again come into vogue and find a home
in the many gardens where, owing to drought and

sun, " nothing will grow " ? H.

NOTES FROM GLASNEVIN.

OE of the most striking plants in

flower out of doors at Glasnevin in

late April was a hardy Spurge

(Euphorbia Sibthorpii), which is

one of the few members of the

genus Euphorbia worthy of a

place in the flower garden or its precincts. It

is a strong-growing species, hailing from Greece,

and sends up numerous sturdy stems, clothed

with narrow, green leaves, to a height of about

five feet. The terminal foot of each stem consists

of the inflorescence, the attractive part of which

is the bracts, and these, being of a bright greenish

yellow, a strong plant carrying many heads is

very attractive.

On the rock garden there was quite an endless

variety of plants in ftill flower, a fine patch, several

feet across, of the beautiful Arabis brevifolia

being especially bright. At a distance this plant

resembles A. cilicica, but its flowers are of a much
richer pink, and its foliage is much greyer and

more hairy. Close at hand in a peaty comer a

healthy colony of Primula Auricula Alexandra was
in full glory, each plant carrying numerous umbels

of large flowers of the clearest yellow. Here,

too, Omphalodes comifolia, perhaps better known
as O. cappadocica, was just beginning to open

its welcome blue flowers, and seemed to be quite

as well at home in the damp peat as its neighbour

Primula muscarioides. Carrying spikes of violet

blue flowers on wiry stems some 4 inches high,

this uncommon Primula is quite a pleasing little

plant, though by no stretch of imagination can it

be termed showy. It has, indeed, received an

apt specific name, for the inflorescence, both in

colour and appearance, closely resembles that

of a Muscari. In the lower part of this peat-

bed, and associated with a splendid clump of

Sanguinaria canadensis in full flower, was a

glorious patch of the old-fashioned Hose-in-hose

Polyanthus Sparkler. This rather uncommon
Primrose bears flowers of a bright crimson with

a yellow eye, and is quite the showiest of the

Hose-in-hose varieties.

Higher up, in a drier part of the rock garden,

the delightful Primula margiuata Linda Pope

was in great beauty, its soft mauve coloured

flowers being produced with the greatest freedom.

The leaves of this Primula are of a pleasing green,

and are prettily edged with a silvery powder,

which gives the plant an attractive appearance

even when not in flower. Several brightly coloured

varieties of P. ciliata were flowering very freely,

P. c. superba and P. Mrs. J. H. Wilson being

especially good ; while in a shady corner not far

away, the comparatively new P. Juliae was flowering

very freely. In a shady nook, under the branches

of a young Pine, a thriving tuft of Ranunculus
montanus was in its glory. On sturdy stems

,

just above the tripartite leaves, this alpine Butter-

cup carries golden yellow flowers, each almost

an inch across.

In the moraine quite a goodly selection of

plants were in flower, one of the most interesting

being a healthy plant of the queer-looking Saxifraga

porophyll (S. Frederici-Augusti) with numerous

flower-stems. The quaint little Thlaspi limo-

sellifolia was at its best, while a small tuft of the

rare Saxifraga Vandellii carrying numerous large,

clear white flowers

was very beautiful.

Others noted in

flower included the

minute Draba imbri-

cata, D. bryoides.

Anemone HaUeri and

a small plant of the

rare Primula integri-

folia with one in-

florescence.

Close by the edge

of the moraine a

sturdy plant, some

4 feet high, of

Osmauthus Delavayii

presented quite an

attractive a p p e ar-

ance. From top to

bottom this newly

introduced Chinese

shrub was thickly

studded with clusters

of clear white, tubu-

1 a c flowers, each
about half an inch

long and carried

mostly at the ends

of the branches.

.\mong other peat

loving plants at the eastern side of the rockery.

Rhododendron racemosum was flowering with
the greatest freedom. This species is quite

a dwarf grower, only reaching about three

feet to four feet, but carries innumerable
trusses of small rosy white flowers. R. david-

sonianum, one of the many species collected by
Mr. E. H. Wilson in China, was just unfolding

its flowers, and the large number of unopened
buds betokened a brave display for several weeks.

The wide open flowers of this useful species are

of a light pink, the interior of the corolla being

flushed with crimson spots. A small plant of R.

flavidum close by, about a foot high, was carrying

clusters of pale primrose yellow flowers, each

flower being about an inch across.

Leaving the rock garden and passing up the

herbaceous border—gay with spring flowers

—

a large colony of the charming Narcissus Johnstonii

growing in short grass under the branches of a

massive Larch catches the eye. Many people

complain of being unable to grow this Daffodil,

but here at Glasnevin it flowers splendidly every

year, and increases steadily if slowly. The two
varieties King of Spain, with the frilled trumpet,

and Queen of Spain, with the perfectly cylindrical

trumpet, have been interplanted, and make a

pleasing combination when in flower. There

were, of course, a great many other interesting

plants to be seen at this time, but lack of space

forbids detailed mention of these. S. Rose.

ROMULEA ROSEA.

The fine plant of Romulea rosea illustrated

on this page is a native of South Africa, and

is growing under a south wall in the Bittou

Vicarage gardens. It delights in a sunny

aspect, and grows to about fifteen inches high.

With its grass-like foliage and its deep rose

flowers springing up from the base and clustered

between its foliage it makes a fine sight dur-

ing its flowering period, which is March and

April. Joseph Ettle.

ROMULEA ROSEA, A RARE SOUTH AFRICAN PLANT, GROWING IN

CANON ELLACOMBE'S GARDEN.
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DAFFODIL NOTES.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

THE BIRMINGHAM SHOW (Continued).

I

BY no means exhausted the notable flowers

in my list last week. Although the number

of very remarkable outstanding novelties

was limited, there was a large batch,

taken in the aggregate, of fixst-rate new

varieties, all of which deserve mention.

Bridget (A. M. Wilson).—A Poet of great

merit, distinguished by wide, smooth, imbricated

segments and a large green eye,

which has a deep red edge an

eighth of an inch in width.

D, 34 ; S, If X li ; C, i.

White Mere (Engleheart).—

A

very distinct and refined Giant

Leedsii. As Mrs. Robert Syden-

ham is to the trumpet class with

regard to their coronas, so is

White Mere to the Lord Kitch-

eners, Empires, H. C. Bowleses

and others of that ilk. It passed

from the hands of the raiser

because it was so very much

admired by the Rev. W. Wilks

when first shown at Vincent Square

in 1912. The corona is long and of

small diameter. It is neither ex-

panded nor flanged, and of a pale

primrose. The perianth is flat

and right - angled. D, 3i ; S,

ij X I ; C, li X i. It keeps

wonderfully flat in the garden.

Felspar (Copeland).—An effec-

tive Giant Leedsii with a sharply

cut, somewhat pointed ivory peri-

anth and a yellow expanding

corona. It received an award of

merit for the garden. D, 3 J

;

S, iJ X li; C, i X if.

Primrose Dame (P. D.Williams).

—A pretty triandrus hybrid of a

pleasing tone of lemon. Almost a

self, but the corona is slightly

deeper in shade. The whole flower

is beautiful, clear and clean-looking.

Diameter of the flower, 3I inches.

Somerset (Ware). — A deep

yeUow Ajax variety, large, but

refined-looking. The overlapping

perianth is slightly undulating,

but the surfaces of the segments,

which are decidedly pointed, are

smooth and flat. The trimipet is

flanged. D, 4J ; S, ij x ij;

C, ij X 2.

Melpomene (Batson).—I first

saw this two years ago at the

Devon Show at Barnstaple, and I was glad

to renew my acquaintanceship again at Birming-

ham. It is a pretty, taking flower—an mcom-
parabilis with a white perianth and a yellow cup,

which is flushed with orange red, increasing in

depth of colour as it nears the brim. D, 4 ; S,

if X iJ; C, J X |.

Silver Dawn (Bath).—A Giant Leedsii of

excellent appearance, w'ith a fiat, pointed perianth

and an expanding pale citron corona. A large

flower. D, 4I ; S, ij x if; C, if x i|.

THE LONDON SHOW, APRIL 27.

There were a large number of Daffodils in the

Hall. One could not help thinking of the corre-

sponding show last year, when there was hardly

one. With the exception of such extra late

varieties as Moonbeam, I wonder if I have ever

had so many still in the bud stage on May i

.

When I cut my few flow^ers for the Birmingham
Show on April ig, I had great difficulty in getting

enough good Leedsii varieties sufiiciently out to

gather. My experience explains the wealth of

bloom on this occasion.

Messrs. Barr and Sons received a gold medal

for a very fine exhibit. Now that they have

two growing places, Penzance and Taplow, and

also because their seedling harvest is in full swing.

NARCISSUS WHITE KING, A BEAUTIFUL GIANT
RECEIVED -AN AWARD OF MERIT ON APRIL 27.

they are able to " put up " a great display all

through the season. Messrs. F. H. Chapman,

Limited, Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Messrs.

R. H. Bath, Limited, and a well-known amateur

of "Kent, Sitrrey and Sussex" fame, Mr. J. A.

Nix, all had highly meritorious collections.

The Barr Cup.—On this Tuesday the most

important event to chronicle was the award of

the Barr Cup, which was instituted to keep green

the memory of the late Peter Barr, and is held

for one year by those whom the committee con-

siders have done special good work of any kind

for the flower. The previous holders have been

the Rev. G. H. Engleheart, Mr. E. M. Crosfield

and Mr. P. R. Barr. On this occasion the cup

was given to Mr. P. D. Williams of Lanarth,

St. Keveme, Cornwall. He was one of the first

to follow in the footsteps of Engleheart and begm .

seedl'ng-raising on his own accomif. Many
exquisite varieties stand to his credit. Among
them I may mention Beryl, Jlrs. W. 0. Wolseley,

Conqueror, Seville, Tudor, Tennyson, Kestrel.

Robespierre, Maccbearer and Kittiwake. He is

the present president of the Midland Daffodil

Society. I congratulate Mr. Williams upon this

recognition of his enthusiasm.

The- Division of the Leedsii.—This has now
received the sanction of the Council.

I find there is a strong feeling to

keep to the old designations, so

that, although nothing was
actually said about names at the

committee meeting, I take it that

Giant Leedsiis and Leedsiis will

be the official titles of the two
new classes.

The Disqualification of

Croesus.— The bottom of the

mistake was the change of tone

that takes place in so many
varieties as they age. The peri-

anth of Croesus begins life as a

yellow and ends as a primrose or

even a pale primrose. ' Hence the

Pyramids." The committee gave

Croesus an equal first prize, and
no doubt Mr. P. D. Williams will

have had official notification of the

same before these lines are in print.

I believe it is the intention of the

Council to issue a new Classified

List before the end of the year,

so as to bring in the new division

of the Leedsii, and make some
necessary alterations in the
pigeon-holing ; e.g., QEnone, which
is a Leedsii, is now classed as an

iucomparabilis. It seems to me
the opportunity might be taken

to make a few verbal alterations

in some of the definitions. In

Divisions 2B and 3B the word
" whitish " is too elastic, and
something more definite would be

better. But no doubt the matter

will be thoroughly gone into when
the committee meet.

AWARDS.
Ele\en varieties were " up

"

fur awards. Of these,

Caedmon (Barr), a Poet of

the highest order, received a first-

class certificate. It is one of the

best of Engleheart's raising, and is

of equal value in the garden and

on the show tiers. The eye has a well-defined rim

of red. A striking flower. D ,3^ ; S, iJxiJiC, J.

See illustration on page 234

Mary Copeland (W. F. M. Copeland) first

appeared at Birmingham last year, where it

created a great sensation. The segments of the

flower are flat and even, and the split-up corona

appears in pleasing bits of coloured corona between

them. It received an award of merit.

Marseillaise (Chapman).—^A pretty flower of

medium size with a good white Almira-like

perianth. The eye is of a cool lemon tone, with

a narrow rim of red. The whol-; is very sj-mmetri-

cal. D, 2i; S, ij x ij; C, J. Award of merit.

LEEDSII THAT
{See page 334.)
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NOTES ON CARNATIONS.

Perpetual-Flowering Varieties Outdoors.—

The time has arrived when old plants (if Per-

petual-flowering Carnations may be planted out

to bloom throughout the summer and autumn.

Last year, in addition to the usual old and good

sorts. I planted a large number of varieties,

most of which were quite satisfactory, but none

excelled or equalled for profusion of bloom Mrs.

Distich (Chapman).—This also received an

award of merit. It certainlj' has a very yellow-

toned perianth, so much so that I doubt if it

will ever go to a proper Poeticus white. It was

a striking flower in a bunch, as the majority of

the broad red rims are. There was considerable

discussion as to the relative merits of this variety

and the last.

White King (Mallender).—a good flat Giant

Lcedsii, which has already been described this year,

wiien it was shown at Birmingham in the winning

twelve in the open Leedsii class and

also in the single blooms, where it

took second prize, beating, among

others. Empire. It gained a unani-

mous award, and can be recom-

mended for either showing or for

the garden.

SOME OTHER NOVELTIES.

There were no very outstanding

varieties staged on this occasion.

Queen of Dawn (Barr) had a

pirianth of a peculiar tone of

pinkish liuff, which looked very

pron(nnii'ed where the segments

overlapped. The cup resembled

that of Warley Scarlet. The whole

flower was round and flat, D, 3 ;

S. li X ij ; C. J.

Lamancha (A. M. Wilson).

—

A yellow', large-cupped variety

—

2A. The perianth was considerably

lighter in coloiu- than the cup, which

was a pure yellow self, much ex-

panded. D, 3i ; S, li X if;

C, I X iJ.

Gothelney (A. M. Wilson).—

A

good long-stemmed flower with

pure white petals, rather long and

pointed, and a flattened corona of

an imusual shade of cinnamon

yellow. Division 3B. It is a fast

increaser, and should prove most

useful and effective for cutting.

D, 3i; S, li X i; C, J.

Sea Horse (Haydon), — This

is not a very new variety, but so

far it has not often appeared in

public. It was, however, well

shown by llr. Hert>ert Chapman

at this meeting. King Alfred is

not " iu it" as a show .flower

when " up against " Sea Horse.

The two feature each other very

much, but Sea Horse has a

bolder and more refined appear-

ance. The colouring is as nearly

the same as it is possible to

be. I like the wider flange and

the broader segments, joined as

they are to a delightful

smoothness of texture. D, 4 ;

S, I J X il ; C, if X I J.

Horizon (Chapman).—One of the small, pretty F. Burnett. If this has a fault, it is that it flowers

little reddish-cupped flowers that always look so too profusely. Triumph was also fine, and, for

pleasing in a bunch with a back to it, that is, a scarlet, St. Nicholas made quite a glow. Mary

when their faces can be fuUy seen. The perianth I
Allwood, Lady Northcliffe and others of that

is white and reflexes. The corona or cup is widely ! type are all satisfactory. One serious drawback

expanded, and is of a suffused orange and red ! to Carnations, which extends to border sorts as

colournig, D, 2| ; C. J. I
well, is their inability to stand rain and a period

Garden Daffodils.— I fear some readers will
|

of damp weather. Once established, they delight

be saying that I have not said very much about
|

in dry conditions.

varieties for the garden in this season's notes, I Soil Preparation.—Naturally, plants that have

I hope next week to deal with this side of the
|

been flowering since September must have some-

Daffodil somewhat fi:ll>-. ;
thing more substantial than ordinary soil^ and

NARCISSUS C.TDMON, A NEW POETJCUS VARIETY THAT
A FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE ON APRIL 27. (Sff />«

it will well repay to plant in a compost, as the

gardeners of the nineteenth century did with

their choice flowers, or at least make the soil

rich enough with unstimulating manure to carry

the plants through the stress of July and August,

It is always a safe proceeding to make the soil firiu.

in whicli Carnations are planted, and in the case of

old Perpetual-flowering varieties a basin should be

made roiuid the base of each plant for the reception

of water, which should be applied with unfailing

regularity until the plants have got a hold of the

soil. A plan that always gives-

satisfaction is to make this

watering part of the duty of

one of the men, say, every

second day, at a stated hour,

giving instructions as to how
much is to be applied to each.

These somewhat meticulous orders

impress the workman with the

idea that it is important not to

break the rule, and he takes

care not to do so ; whereas a

general order fails to make the

same impression. Other work is

not unlikely to cause him to over-

look this particular task, and prob-

ably more than once, to the

detriment of the plants. These

produce an enormous quantity

of bloom, and they have the

further advantage that no better

autumn cuttings are available than

those from Perpetual - flowering

\arieties grown in this way.

Old Plants to Flower Next

Winter.—lu a lonner note I

mentioned that I purposed grow-

ing on a number of old plants

for next winter's flower produc-

tion. A few dozen plants were

cut down, and are at present

breaking nicely ; these will pro-

vide nice shapely plants. Others

will be reduced in height as

soon as the demand for flowers

is over, which will not be yet,

and all will be grown on with

the aid of manurial dressings.

Continuity of Flowering.—It is

wonderful how long a time this

section of Carnations will bloom.

Several nice plants which 1 did not

care about throwing away last

autumn have been producing

flowers continuously since Sep-

tember, 1913; not small blooms

either. The measures I adopted

were the giving of plenty oi

raaniure to the plants and ao

occasional thinning of the shoots,

and cutting back those which

had become bare. Some plants

exhibited a sharp attack of rust in the spring.

These were sprayed with a lime-sulphur solution

and then sxTinged with clean water. The one

application has kept the foliage free from further in-

fection. Aphis is the chief cause of trouble after

this, and where the plants cannot be fura;pa*.ed,

the best insecticide is Tobacco powder, repeating

the application whenever the vanguard of the

troop is observed. The plants may also be sprayed

with Extract of Quassia ; but I do not care to

SNTiuge young plants, and prefer the first named.

Tyninghame, N.B. R. P. Brotherston,

RECEIVED
V 233.)
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MYOSOTIS OR FORGET-
ME-NOT.

THERE is never much difficulty in grow-

ing Myosotis, but the method I

have now adopted for several years

has given such good results that I

feel justified in passing it on to fellow-

growers. We usually grow some-

where about three thousand plants 5'early, and,

naturally, want them to be the best possible.

As we have a very pleasing variety, we keep to

oui: own stock, saving seed from them as early

after flowering as possible. But this sa-ving of

the seed at home means some loss of time, w^hich

By the end of March they nearly meet, and in

a few weeks commence to flower, each plant

throwing a hundred or more flower-stems. When
fuUy in bloom they form a dense mass of blue,

which looks well alone, but supremely so when
forming a carpet to well-chosen varieties of Darwin

Tulips.

The gathered seeds, procured as early as possible,

are sown as soon as ripe in drills r foot apart.

By sowing thinlj- and allowing this space

between the rows, the plants may be left until

planting-time, when, lifted in clumps and

planted more closely than the self-sown plants,

they wiU give almost as good a display. . I

rely mainly on the self-sown seedlings, but sow
to make doubly sure of having sufficient. By

the last few years, has taken possession of the

town of Salisbur)'. It is generally believed to

have come from a packet of seed purchased by
a lady in the usual manner at a store, and culti-

vated in her garden. While unable to vouch
for the truth of the story, I certainly remember
photographing two small clumps of it some years

ago as a curiosity, which at that time represented

the amount of its progress in a wild state, and
at the present time it is in possession of a large

portion of the vacant ground. Its phenomenal
growth is all the more interesting in the fact of

its not being a native of this country, its true

home being South America. At the com-
mencement of its career here it consisted of a

mixture of white, pink and red blooms, but

COSMOS NATURALISED BY THE ROADSIDE IX SOUTH RHODESIA.

teUs on the size of the plants by bedding-time.

By leaving the plants in the bed till the end of

May, they naturally seed themselves, and after the

simamer plants are put in the beds the seedlings

will be found coming up in various parts. These

are carefully guarded from the hoe until they are

of sufficient size for removal. They are then

taken up and planted in lines on a piece of vegetable

ground vacated by early Potatoes. I usually

make the rows i foot apart, but a considerable

saving of space could be effected by setting the

rows 6 inches apart and missing out every tenth

or twelfth row. Here they will make large yet

compact plants, and will bear putting into the

beds in October or November at a distance of

i:; inches to 15 inches apart.

pulling out white forms and those of imdesirable

habit, I have now a variety which comes fairly

even in character of growth and time of com-
mencing to flower. WiLLi.\M F. Rowles.

COSMOS NATURALISED IN
RHODESIA.

The following letter and accompanying illustration

appeared recently in Country Life. They will, we
think, prove interesting to many of our readers

who are acquainted with Cosmos as grown in this

country :

" I am sending by this post a photograph of

the ordinary garden flower, Cosmos, which during

during its rapid progress the red blooms have died

out to a great extent. It has for years been
cultivated at the Cape as a garden flower, but has

never been known to extend to the surround-

ing countrv".—H. J. Rumble, Salisbury, South

Rhodesia.

" [The letter and illustration sent by our corre-

spondent are most interesting. Cosmos bipinnatus

has for many years been grown as a garden plant

in this country, but as it does not commence to

flower until late in the autumn, when it is quickly

killed by frost, it is not a favourite. During
recent years an early flowering race has been
obtained, and these are very useful plants in

England. We have not, however, heard of them
becoming naturalised.

—

Ed.1."
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THE MODERN SNAP-
DRAGON.

THERE is a subtle charm about the

Snapdragon or Antirrhinum that only

a few other hardy flowers possess.

As a flower, it is by no means a new-

comer to our gardens, because it was

well known to Gerard as long ago

as 1597, though it is true he only mentions four

varieties in his historical Herbal. Illustrations of

the flower in those remote days, and in the later

days of Parkinson, show us that the upper petal

was very pointed and the lip or lower petal much
narrower than they are in the numerous varieties

that grace our gardens to-day. Of popular names

the Antirrhinum has enjoyed many, and about

quickly occupy as proud a position in our gardens

as the ubiquitous Sweet Pea. Although the

value of these plants for the outdoor garden has

long been recognised, and particularly where the

soil is poor, or for the tops and crevices of old walls,

they have not until the last year or two been

regarded as flowers for the conservatory. A splendid

group, exhibited at one of the Royal Horticultural

Society's fortnightly meetings in 1913, had been

flowered imder glass, and since then quite a

number of exhibits have been staged. It is true

the spikes are rather longer than one would wish,

but this difficulty could be overcome by grow-

ing the dwarf or Tom Thumb section. An
interesting point about the flower-spikes grown

under glass is that the lower flowers are retained

until those almost at the top of the spike

have fully opened. This is stated to be

due to the fact that bees are not allowed

A NOBLE SPECIMEN OF THE WILD CHERRY GROWING IN CUMBERLAND.

1688 it was generally known as Calf's Snout,

later variations being Lion Snap, Toad's Mouth

and Cat's Eye. Unlike a great many other

flowers of olden days, the Snapdragon was

not considered to possess any special medicinal

properties, though in some rural districts it

was regarded as a charm against supematiural

powers.

With such a history it is little wonder that the

modem forms of the Snapdragon find a happy
home in most good gardens. Apart from their

old-world associations, the plants give us flowers

over a very long period, a point that gardeners

of olden days considered to be the best reason

for growing them on an extensive scale. In quite

recent years hybridists have given us some very

beautiful and wonderful art colour shades, and if

only they could impart a pleasmg fragrance to

the blossoms, the modem Snapdragons would

access to them, a point that all good cultivators

will fully appreciate.

But, after aU, the modem Snapdragon is essen-

tially a plant for the outdoor garden, and those

who would have a brilliant display next autumn
should secure plants without delay. A great

many good nurserymen supply weU-rooted and

thoroughly hardened seedlings suitable for planting

in beds and borders, and the present is an excellent

time to put them in. Rich, heavily manured
soil must be avoided. The Snapdragon flowers

best on rather poor soil that contains some old

mortar or lime, and in preparmg the bed it is

advisable to incorporate some of this with the

soil. A foot apart each way is a good distance

for the plants. For old walls it is much the best

to sow seeds, any time during August or early

September being the best period of the year for

this. A little good soil should be mixed with

the seed, and the whole then well rammed into

the crevices of the wall and kept watered until

the seedlings are fvlly established. In early autumn
seed may also be sown in a bed to provide plants

for flowering early the following summer, though
most gardeners prefer to sow in slight artificial heat

at the end of January or early in February, and
thus secure plants for placing in beds and borders

towards the end of May. Although the Snapdragon
is strictly a perennial plant, it is usually grown
as an annual or biennial on the lines before

indicated. If it is desired to keep old plants over

the winter, they ought not to be cut down during

the autumn, but left with their tops intact. The
soft, unripe shoots will be killed by frost ; but

if these are pruned away in spring, the hard,

woody branches wiU quickly break into new growth

and commence to flower some time in advance of

the spring-sown seedlings. As a rule, however, the

flower-spikes from these old plants are

not so large and bold as those from

young ones. In the days of long ago

the Snapdragon was largely increased

by means of cuttings, these being

made from young shoots in early

autumn. Such care is now taken in

saving seed, however, that this

course is not necessary, except in

very special circumstances, as all

good colotffs can be relied upon to

come true from seeds. Moreover,

seedlmgs usually possess greater

vigour than plants raised from cut-

tings. As already stated, varieties

are now exceedingly numerous

;

but it may be useful to mention a

few that are specially good. If I

were allowed to grow only one

Snapdragon, it would be Cottage

Maid. Its flowers are a delightful

combination of rose pink and white

that reminds me forcibly of Apple
blossom. Moonlight has flowers of

apricot yellow flushed with red

;

and other excellent sorts are Bril-

liant (vivid carmine). Crimson King
(rich glowing crimson), coccinea

(brilliant scarlet). Yellow Queen
and White Queen. All belong

1 3 the tail or intermediate sectipn,

and all look very charming when
cut and placed under artificial

light. In the North of England
and Scotland varieties with striped

flowers are largely grown for ex-

hibition ; but in Southern districts

preference is given to those of less bizarre

appearance. S. X.

A LARGE SPECIMEN OF THE
WILD CHERRY.

One of the most beautiful of our native trees

is the wild Cherry or Gean, Prunus Cerasus or

Cerasus vulgaris. The accompanying illustration

represents one of the largest specimens we have
seen. This is growing in Cumberland, two miles

north-east of Penrith, and when in full bloom is

a very beautiful sight. The girth of the trunk

5 feet from the groimd is 9 feet, this being practi-

cally the same thickness from the earth up to

12 feet, at which point the branches emanate.

This wild Cherry is supposed to be one of the

parents of our cultivated fruits.
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POND WEEDS AND COPPBR
SULPHATE.

DURING the last fortnight we have had

I numerous requests for particulars

I of destroying weeds on ponds, and

r we therefore reprint an article on

the subject that appeared in our

columns a year or two ago. " For

several years past a considerable amount of

trouble has been caused by the presence of a

slimy-looking scum upon the surface of ponds,

lakes, tanks and reservoirs in various parts

of the coimtry, and requests are constantly

being made for information regarding a method

•of treatment which is likely to eradicate it without

injiu^ng Water Lilies and other aquatic plants and

fish. The scum is caused by various kinds of

Algje, low orders of plant-life allied to the Sea-

weeds, including species of such genera as Anabaena,

Spirogyra and Ulothrix. It is not only- in the

British Isles that these or allied kinds of Algae

cause trouble, for they are prevalent on the Conti-

nent, in America, the Malay States and elsewhere.

In some countries much trouble has been caused

by their presence in reservoirs of water intended

for domestic purposes, for, in addition to the loath-

some appearance of affected water, it has fre-

quently an abominable stench, and numerous

experiments have been conducted at considerable

expense with a view to obtaining a cheap method

of cleansing the water without making it detri-

mental to animal or human life. Some of the

Algae form a considerable amoimt of growth below

the water, and one common kind is popularly

called Flannel-weed on account of its matted,

thread-like growths. In the first place, people

tried to rake all this growth out of the water,

but that only created a temporary relief, and after

a few weeks the water was as bad as ever. Neither

did cleaning out lakes and pools prevent the recur-

rence of scum ; therefore attention was directed

to finding a poisonous chemical which coidd be

applied in small enough quantities to kill the

Algae without injuring other plants, fish, animals,

or human beings. A good deal of experimental

work was conducted in America and other coun-

tries, the Americans, perhaps, being to the fore.

As a result of these experiments it was found that

the most satisfactory chemical to use was copper

sulphate, and that salt has now been taken into

general use for that purpose. Highly poisonous

in its action, one part to 1,000,000 parts of water

is sufficient to kill the Algae, but one part in

750,000 parts of water causes no injury- to Water
Lilies nor to fish. In fact, the Americans report

that gold-fish and minnows live indefinitely in a

concentration of one part to 200,000, whereas

some of the coarser kinds of fish will stand a one

in 50,000 concentration, but certain delicate kinds

are killed in a one to 500,000.

" Regarding its action upon animals and human
beings, it is argued that in a one in 1,000,000

solution, 50 quarts of water a day would have to

be drunk before an amount of copper would be

absorbed to cause any unpleasant action, and that

after a few hours have elapsed from the time

that the copper sulphate has been used, there woidd
be very little in suspension in the water, as a

large percentage combines with the Algae or is

otherwise precipitated.

" From this there is really little to fear from the

use of such a poisonous substance, providing it is

used with care. In the first place, a careful calcu-

lation must be made of the holding capacity of

the pond or lake to be treated. Then the weight

of the water may be taken at about sixty-two and

one-third pounds to the cubic foot, and the copper

sulphate used in proportion. It may be applied

to the water in two ways—either dissolved in a

little water and sprayed over the surface of the

area to be treated, or tied in a canvas bag and

drawn through the water until dissolved. When
spraying the surface, it is as well to keep the mixture

away from the leaves of Water Lilies, or it will

probably bum them ; once diluted with the water,

however, it does not cause harm. On no account

must it be used stronger than one part in 750,000,

and it is better to adopt the one in r,000,000

concentration.

" In a Bulletin on the subject published by the

American Department of Agriculture, it is said that

Watercress beds are regularly treated in some parts

of America without injury to the Watercress.

An instance is also given of a Kentucky reservoir

containing 25,000,000 gallons of water, from which

in Jtily, 1903, the smell became tmbearable owing

to the presence of various kinds of Algae. This

was treated with copper sulphate at the rate of

one part in 4,000,000 parts of water. The Algae

was killed in two days, and the smell gradually

disappeared. In addition to being used for killing

Algae, it is said that a concentration of one part

in 100,000 kills typhoid and cholera germs in from

three to four hours, and mosquito larvse die in a

concentration varj'ing from one in 100,000 to one

in 200,000. As a rule, about two applications a

year may be expected to keep the water clean."

two of these factors are known, while the third

will seldom put one more than a day or two out

in the reckoning.

Rose Mrs. Edward Mawley.—Mr. Edward
Mawley has elicited the views of a number of

leading growers upon " How to succeed with the

cultivation of the Rose Mrs. Edward Mawley."

These are given in the " Rose Annual" for 1915,

and are of much interest. We learn, what most

of us had long suspected, that the variety is one

which goes back, and plants can seldom be kept

for any length of time. It is such a beautiful

Rose, and so useful to the exhibitor, that all who
show, even on a small scale, wiU endeavour to

have a plant or two. It is disappointing, there-

fore, to learn that the only efiectual way of getting

over its bad habits is by renewing one's stock.

The blooms are best from maiden plants, and most

of our authorities state that it is best on standard

or half-standard trees. A possible explanation

of its diffidence in growing is that it is one of the

many delicate kinds which find our climate too

cold. P. L. GODDARD.

ROSE-GROWING IN

GARDENS.
TOWN

I

a former article a brief allusion was made
to the benefits derived from keeping a

diary of the Rose garden. The records

thus obtained are both interesting and

useful. Unless one has some information

to guide one, it is difficult to say off-hand

when a particular Rose is likely to be in flower;

but by referring to one's notes, if these have been

regularly kept, it is soon seen that Dorothy

Perkins, for instance, should commence flowering

freely between .July 15 and 20. A garden in which

this variety forms a chief featiure will therefore

be at its best about that time, and it may be

advantageous to know this beforehand.

Dates of Flowering.—The flowering season of

his climbing Roses is one to which the gardener

looks forward with joy. Carmine Pillar is usually

the first to make its appearance, about the end

of May. The first week in Jtme generally sees

Alberic Barbier, Conrad F. Meyer, Aglaia and

Jersey Beauty in flower, while during the second

week we may expect Mrs. W. J. Grant, Tea

Rambler, Tausendschon, Edmond Proust, Gardenia

and a host of others. Mme. Alfred Carrifere, Trier

and Alister Stella Gray do not often appear

before the third week of June. Blush Rambler

generally flowers early in July, while Dorothy

Perkins, Lady Gay, Excelsa and Hiawatha are

among the last to put in an appearance about the

middle of the month. The times given are, of

course, merely approximate, and will vary accord-

iag to the district and the aspect of the Rose

garden, as well as the earliness or lateness of the

season ; but if the grower has kept his own notes.

GAULTHERIA TRICOPHYLLA IN A
WELSH GARDEN.

This is one of the plants which likes this moraine

and never fails to produce a good crop of berries.

I believe the reason why it fails in so many gardens

is because it lacks natural moisture. When that

is the case, plants may grow freely, but even if

they flower, few, if any, berries are produced.

A steep slope from west to east among large

parallel slabs of slate has been the home of this

Gaultheria for the last eighteen years. No sun

can reach the plants except during the afternoon

in June and July. In March or April I give a

good top-dressing of peat and sand, and plenty

of water, if necessary, from May to September.

This, however, is seldom required. In March of

last year I divided some very old tufts and replanted

with fresh soil. The season could hardly have

been more imfavourable, yet every plant pro-

duced berries in June and July. Three years ago

I made a plantation in what appears to be a suit-

able position—the north side of rocks deeply sunk

in peat. The plants could not have done better,

and now cover a space of nearly 3 feet by r5 inches.

In 1913 there were a few berries ; in May and

June of 1914, plenty of flowers, and later

some berries. The berries are seldom produced

until the growths are 5 inches or 6 inches

in length. No seedlings have ever appeared.

In 1911 and 1912 a large quantity of seed

was ripened, which I distributed among various

nurseries and private gardeners, but no

seedlings resulted. The berries have only

once been taken by birds. The wood-pigeons

evidently mistook them for Berberis Darwinii.

Another plant which has been particularly good

here for about twenty years is Pachystigma Canbyi.

I had no idea what it require4 in the way of soil

or position, and planted it in a chink of natural

rock facing east. This chink is at the most

8 inches deep, and was filled with peat or leaf-

mould. The plant is protected from the sim by

tall Heaths and Cotoneasters, and is now about

two feet across. The tiny flowers are red. An
Aubrietia is beyond the capacity of this garden.

I have tried every sort of soil and aspect,

especially during the last few years, without

success. E. Charles Buxton.
Coed Derw, BeUws-y-Coed.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Planting Young Vines.—If it is intended to

renew a house of Vines which are now ripening

their fruits, the soil should be prepared for

making the border, placing it iinder cover to

keep it in good condition. This will greatly

facilitate the work when the time arrives for

doing it. The young Vines will have been

rooted from eyes which were planted in pots

or turves in February. If they are growing in

pots, do not allow them to become potbound,

but give them a shift into larger pots. This method
of planting young Vines involves a considerable

amount of labour during the busy season, but it

has the advantage of getting them established

the same year as the old Vines are taken out.

Recently Planted Vines.—Vines which were
planted early in April must be encouraged to

grow freely. Artificial heat must be used only

at night-time or during the absence of sun. Keep
the atmosphere humid by damping down the

bare smrfaces in the house frequently. Admit
plenty of air dmring warm, congenial weather,

but close the house early in the afternoon after

spraying the foliage with rain-water. Stop the

side growths at the second or third leaf, and secure

them to the trellis. The leaders may be stopped

when they have covered about one-third of the

trellis. Young Vines which have been planted

during recent years must not be overcropped. A
mulch of light manure should be placed over the

border to encourage roots to the surface.

Thinning Grapes.—This important work must
not be delayed, as the berries swell quickly at

this time of year. As soon as the bunches have
set, the work should be persevered with. Some
varieties ought to be more severely thinned than

others. Those bimches which have a loose

habit must have their shoulders looped up with

raffia in order to bring out their true character.

Plants Under Glass.

Humea elegans.—Seeds of this beautiful plant

may be sown now. Sow in pans of light, fine

soil, and place them in moderate warmth. When
the seedlings are through the soil, keep them grow-

ing steadily in alight position. Do not hasten growth

by the use of too much artificial heat. This is the

cause of many failures in the cultivation of this

useful plant. It is a great advantage to save one's

own seed, which is very plentiful when the plants

have finished flowering' in the autumn.

Cinerarias.—A sowing of these useful green-

house plants may be made now. The seeds can

be germinated in a house of moderate warmth,
but during all stages of growth cool conditions

must be provided. A good batch of the stellata

type should be grown, as these have a much greater

decorative value than the larger-flowered variety.

Primulas.—Another sowing of Primulas may
be made now. These can be gvovm under slightly

warmer conditions than the Cinerarias till they

are established in their flowering pots, after which

they may be plunged in ashes in a cold frame.

Lilium speciosum.—Batches of retarded bulbs

of this beautiful Lily should be hastened into

flower as they are required. They may safely

be subjected to hard forcing, provided a moist

atmosphere is maintained. The bulbs which are

growing in cold frames will now have made
sufficient growth to require the support of stakes.

.\s the pots become filled with roots, stimulants

must be afforded, increasing them in strength as

growth advances.

' The flower Garden.

Plants in Tubs.—In some gardens specimen

plants in tubs are used extensively in the general

scheme of flower gardening. A great many species

may be utilised for this purpose, notably scented-

leaved and Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, Of the

former type, Clorinda is one of the best. Mme.
Crousse of the latter type makes an excellent

display all through the summer and autumn.
These are easily established in tubs, and will last

for years if given liberal treatment during the

growing season. Other plants which may be used

for tub gardening are Hydrangeas, sweet-scented

Verbenas, Fuchsias, MjTtles, Marguerites, Calceo-

laria amplexicaulis and Sweet Peas.

Sweet Peas.—The staking of the plants must
be done before there is danger of damage from
strong winds or heavy rains. If ordinary stakes

are used, the work must be done as neatly as

possible. A miilch of rotten manure will be of

great benefit, should a long spell of dry weather
set in. The latest batch of plants must be put

out as soon as they are ready, and twigs placed to

each plant to support it till the permanent
staking is done.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Where fruits have
set thickly, many of those which are badly placed

ma\' be removed, but it will be unwise to do the

final thinning till stoning is finished. Should the

Peach leaf-blister appear, remove the affected

leaves and spray the trees with Medela. During
a continued spell of dry weather the trees will

need water, giving plenty of stimulants to old-

established trees carrying heavy crops.

The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—The crowns will now be growing

freely, and it will be necessary to remove all the

surplus growths, leaving only one to develop.

Celery.-—The first batch of Celery may now be

planted out. If the trenches were prepared

two or three w-eeks ago, they will be in good
condition for planting ; but should the soil be

loose, it ought to be made firm by treading.

Give the plants a good watering after being put

out, and spray them daily till they become
established.

Tomatoes.—Plants intended for putting out

at the end of the month must not be allowed

to become starved in their pots. If they are not

already potted into 6-inch pots, this should be

done at once. Plants which are fruiting under
glass must be liberally fed with manures. Pot

on later plants and keep them growing near to

the glass in a light structure. If there is the

least evidence of the white fly on the plants,

fumigate them with a nicotine compound.
E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—Anv weeds appearing among the

young Onions should be carefully pulled out,

then the soU between the rows lightly hoed.

A dusting of soot will stimulate them, as well as

help to keep off any attacks from the Onion fly.

Lettuce.—Continue to make fortnightly sowings

of both Cos and Cabbage varieties. To keep up

a continuous supply, a few of the thinnings may
be dibbled in ; these will generally turn in about

a week later than the plants not disturbed.

Carrots.—To ward ofi attacks of Carrot fly,

give frequent dustings of soot in the early morning

when the plants are covered with dew. Keeping the

bed firmlv trodden and frequently hoed is also a

check to this troublesome pest.

Turnips.—Larger sowings can be made now to

furnish nice, succulent roots during the summer.

Snowball and the various Milan varieties are best

for general garden cultivation. The Turnip fly

is troublesome during most seasons, but particu-

larly in dry ones. The best preventive is to

sow' the seed on a piece of ground where there is

plenty of moisture ; then, should the weather be

very dry, watering could be resorted to as a means

of keeping the crop free from this pest.

Early Globe Beet should be thinned as soon

as the plants are large enough to handle, weeds

must be kept down, and the ground hoed over

carefully.

Chicory and Dandelion.—These two vegetables

are indispensable during the winter when a regular

supply of materials for salad has to be maintained.

Sow now in drills r8 inches apart.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—Young plants which were late

in being put out will benefit from applications of

liquid manure, if well diluted. If dry weather

prevails it is very important, especially on sandy

soils to see that'thev never suffer from want of

water. Neglect in this matter usually shows itself

in a poor crop of fruit the succeeding year.

Blossom Protection.—-Plums and other stone
fruits being now mostly set, any protecting material
should be removed to let the fruit and foliage have
all available light and exposure.

Insect Pests are numerous in many fruit

gardens, and must be kept in check by timely
spraying with some of the excellent mixtures
so much advertised. Fruit crops can in some cases
be doubled in quantity, besides being of better
quality, by careful attention in this respect.

Fruit Under Glass.

Successional Vineries.—Less artificial heat
will be required than was the case with earlier
houses. If the vineries are closed sufficiently
early to secure a good amount of sun-heat, only
a moderate warmth in the hot-water pipes will be
necessary—just sufficient to prevent the tempera-
ture dropping below 60°. The days being now-
longer, %vith more sunshine, there is naturally
quicker evaporation of moisture from the borders.
Watering must therefore be attended to in time.
When possible, it is a good plan to water
a Vine border, adding stimulants, just when the
thinning of the Grapes is in progress or nearly
completed.

The Flower Garden.
East Lothian Stocks.—If plants were raised

from seed sown in January and pricked out in

frames during March, they should be ready for
planting where they are to flower. Maggots
sometimes attack them, so that it is advisable to
keep a few plants in reserve for replacing those
which are lost.

Violas and Pansies should be planted where
they are to form part of the summer bedding.
Seei-pods must be constantly removed to en-
courage freedom of flowering.

V^allflowers.-—Unless very small and dwarf
plants are reqxiired for any special form of spring
bedding, the main batch should now be sown.
If the groimd is very dry, it will hasten germination
if the seed drills are watered before sowing the
seed. Do not sow too thickly, or the plants
will be injured when they are being separated
for pricking out later.

Mixed Plants or Bulbs.—Where any " rogues "

have appeared, either among flowering plants

or bulbs, labels should be secured to them while
they are in flower, to prevent them reappearing in

their ^vrong place another season.

Roses.—The plants no-«' growing freely will

benefit from frequent hoeing, to keep the surface

of the beds or borders loose. If liquid manure is

available, a moist day should be chosen on which to-

apply it.

Herbaceous Borders.-—Several plants, such
as Paeonies and Anchusas, should be staked before

the wind is allowed to break them down. Try
to conceal the stakes as much as possible, and
avoid bunching up the plants, trying to leave them
with as natural an appearance as possible.

Plants Under Glass.

Tuberoses.—More bulbs may be introduced
into heat to succeed the early batch, remembering
to water them very sparingly until growth has
fairly commenced. The early batch must be kept

free from green fly, which is usually troublesome.

Flower House.—Most of the forced flowering

shrubs, such as Azaleas, Pyrus and Prunus, will

be over, and they should be replaced by batches

of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Campanulas in variety

and Hydrangeas. Should any of these plants

be infested with insect pests, they must be fumi-

gated before removal.

Pot Roses.—As Roses for cutting mil soon be

available from plants growing outdoors, only

sufficient plants should be kept gro-wing indoors

to keep up the supply until that time. Plants

brought out from a house -where they have been

protected from bright sunshine by blinds wilt

naturally suffer somewhat when they are first

exposed. If possible, choose a site where they

are protected from north and east winds ;
yet

they must not be shaded in any way. They suc-

ceed best when the pots are plunged to the rims in

the ground or ashes, as then the soil does not dry-

up nearly so quickly. John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE HOLLY.

THERE are few gardens which Holly

does not help to brighten during

winter. The bright red berries ripen

early, usually in September and

October, and it is not uncommon,

especially when a mild winter occurs,

to find them hanging on the trees in March, and

during the whole of the time they have been respon-

sible for a fine display. The colotur is the brightest,

of course, in country places, where the atmosphere

is not heavily charged mth smoke ; but the Holly

is not at all a bad plant for town gardens. The

common kind is the most conspicuous, and really

the most appropriate for planting in the wood-

land ; but there are many sorts to choose from

for garden adornment.

. In the case of a tree that has been grown

so widely for so long a period as the common
Holly, it is only to be expected that

distinct breaks from the type should occur

at one period or another, and such breaks have

been fairly common, either in the form of sporting

branches or seedlings. These breaks were taken

advantage of by those concerned in commercial

horticulture, especially about the end of the

eighteenth century, with the result that we have

had handed down a large number of garden

varieties, which exhibit all sorts of peculiarities

of form, habit and colouring. These varieties

last century were added to, with the result that

there are now about a hundred sorts to select

'rom.

Many of these, however, are more strange

than beautiful, and cannot be recommended

for cultivation except in places where full collec-

tions of trees are desired. When selecting Hollies

for planting, the buyer requires to give considera-

tion to the fact that some kinds never bear fruit

;

that is, certain trees bear male flowers only and

others female. Occasionally male and female

flowers may be found on the same tree, but it is

a rare occurrence. Those who wish for a select

dozen fruiting varieties of the common Holly

(Ilex Aquifolium) cannot do better than choose

the following : I. A. camelliaefolia, a handsome

shrub of pyramidal outline, with large dark-

coloured leaves, armed with very few spines.

I. A. ciliata major—this is also a green-leaved

sort which has the margins edged with fine teeth.

I. A. integrifolia is distinguished by many of its

leaves being quite spineless. Unfortunately, a

form of this is grown which bears male flowers

only. It is indistinguishable except when in

flower. I. A. Mamockii is a large-leaved form,

I. A. pendula is distinguished from the type by

its weeping branches, and I. A. fructu-luteo by
its golden fruits.

Variegated - leaved varieties may be had in

argentea marginata, argentea marginata pendula

and argentea medio-picta, Handsworth Silver

with silver variegated leaves, and aurea

marginata and aiurea medio-picta with golden

variegated foliage. Useful male-flowered varieties

will be foimd in Silver Queen, Golden Queen,

donningtonensis, ovata and laurifolia. Among
large-leaved kinds, I. platyphylla fruits very freely,

while Wilsonii has handsome foliage and bright

red berries, and nigricans, altaclarensis and

Shepherdii male flowers. The foliage in each

instance is, however, handsome. With this

selection a garden can be enlivened through the

dull days of winter and a set of handsome specimens

may be developed. W. Dallimore.

N SECT EN EMIES
VEGETABLES.

OF

TIMELY MEASURES OF REPRES-
SION.

THE gardener must be ever alive to the

possible depredations of insect enemies,

and experience will prove to him the

advantage of using every phase in the

cultivation of a crop for purposes

of adopting some deterrent measure.

Only by such steady and sustained effort can the

fullest meed of success be won. Sound as this

principle is, it must not be assimied that any
modification is to engender futility. There are

times, when, by the adoption of some specific

combative measure, most far-reaching and beneficial

results can be secured. This is particularly evident

at this time of the year. The revival of the

active phases of insect life is almost, and in many
instances quite, spontaneous with that of vegetable

growth. The individuals of any species are now,
or will soon be, bent on the perpetuation of their

kind, and where there are now thousands, there

will shortly be billions. If, therefore, nothing

has yet been done to anticipate and. if possible,

prevent this dangerous increase where noxious

insects are concerned, then prudence counsels

effort in this direction without delay. What may
be done now and during the next few months is

indicated in connection with the most serious

and very general insect pests here mentioned.

The Carrot Grub.—No vegetable crop germi-

nates more freely or promises better in its early

growth than the Carrot. At the same time, no
hardy vegetable is, as far as its futiure well-being

is concerned, regarded with more misgiving by
the cultivator. So general and insidious is the

pest that attacks it that a gardener may feel

justifiable pride should he secure a clean crop

of roots. The grub, as is generally known, is

the larva of a fly which deposits its eggs near the

crown of the young Carrot in May or early Jime,

according to the climate and latitude. A good
many of the combative measures recommended
aim at the prevention of this egg laying by the

use of liquid sprays containing such mineral oils

as paraffin, carbolic acid, c&c. Of these the paraffin

aj per cent, solution is the most effective. The
spray is prepared by dissolving a few oimces of

soft soap in half a gallon of boiling water, and,

while boiling, stirring in 2i pints of paraffin. By
thorough stirring a mass of butter-like consistency

can be obtained, which can be dissolved and diluted

as required. The merit of these impleasant

smelling sprays lies in their regular and frequent

application rather than any other factor. Paraffin,

a quarter of a pint to a gallon of sand or similar

fine material, is found, when dusted weekly
between the rows, to be useful in keeping the fly

away. For simplicity and effectiveness, however,

the -svriter has foimd nothing better than mulching
between the rows—after a preliminary thinning

and hoeing—with lawn mo\vings or other short

organic matter.

The Onion Maggot.—This pest is not quite so

general as the Carrot grub, but where it does occur

it is quite as troublesome. In many districts spring-

sown Onions are out of the question owing to

their liability to attack, and growers have recourse

to transplanting plants raised out of doors in

the autumn or under glass in February. Leeks,

too, are susceptible to attack. The life-history

of the fly that gives rise to the maggot is practically

identical with that of the Carrot fly, and here
again the most effective preventive measiures
are those designed to prevent egg deposition.

The paraffin emulsion applied weekly as a gentle

spray has been found excellent. The part usually
selected for the deposition of the eggs, i.e., the neck
of the plant, is fully exposed to the solution, and
this no doubt accounts for the effectiveness of
the treatment. Many growers aim at the preven-
tion of egg deposition by covering the bulb with
fine soil. This cannot, however, improve the
keeping qualities of the bulb, and a more efficient

alternative would be to dust the bulbs thoroughly
with soot and lime in the proportion of one part

of the former to two of the latter.

The Cabbage Root Fly.—Another troublesome
pest with a life-history similar to the two alreadv
dealt with, and giving rise to grubs or maggots
which are particularly destructive to young Cauli-

flower or Broccoli. The principle of rotation

seems to avail but very little in securing immunity
from this pest, since plants are seriously attacked
even when put out on land entirely new to the

Cabbage family. The plants are often attacked
in the seed-beds, and rigid examination of the seed-
lings should be made before transference to their

cropping quarters. Liberal dustings of lime and
soot, or paraffin and sand around the newly planted
subjects will act as a deterrent. Without being
able to vouch for it, however, it is probable that

the American method of placing a disc-like collar

of thick paper a few inches in diameter around the

stem of the Cauliflower as close to the soil as possible

would prove the superior method of keeping this

pest at bay.

The Celery Leaf Fly.—The operations of the

leaf-mining maggot of this fly are familiar to-

most growers of Celery. Though not so fatal

in its effects on the plant as is the case of the

insects previously -noted, even a mild attack
depresses physiological functions, and good quality
or size cannot be expected imless combative
measures are adopted. In the case of a slight

attack, or where the quantity of Celery grown
is not great, the crushing of the larvje between
the finger and thumb is the surest means of keeping
in check a pest that is annually increasing. The
larger methods aim once more at the prevention

of egg deposition on the part of the female fly,,

and dusting the leaves with soot and lime when
moist with dew, or, again, spraying with paraffin

emulsion or Quassia solution, proves effective.

Of the four insect enemies dealt with, there art-

several generations annually ; but, excepting the-

Celery fly, it is only the earliest or earlier that

prove of seri'ous import. The winter is passed
in the pupal state in the soil, or sometimes in the

refuse of the crops preyed upon.

Morpeth. C. W. Mavhew.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Event department 0/ fiorticuHv re ts represented in Thil
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relatinQ to matters upon which they ivish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes -photographs, articles and notes^
bid he wUl not be responsible jor their safe return. Alt
reasonable care, however, ivill be tafcen, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
coniribviions.

As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.
It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.
The Editor icill not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alouf
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND AhSWEES,—The Editor endeavours to
'

tnake THE Gabdes helpful to all readers tcho desire assist-
,

ance^ »w matter what the branch 0/ gardening may be, and

icith that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,
;

and addressed to the Editor of The Gauden, 20, Tavistock
\

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address
\

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
\

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-tcool, and ftotcering

shoots, where possible, should be setit. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the PuBLisHEB.

vcgitatc, U b btst to bake or heat the soil sufficiently

t o dcst roy a uim.1l t dd \'egetable life , a precautionary
measure which, with great far<; in watering and perfect

drainage, usually leads to the -x-^t results. It has been
found a good plan. too. to avoid watering such seed-pots
overhead^ immersing the pots in a pail of water to ne-ar

the seed-sowing level once every week or ten days being
a much better way. Then, by covering the pot with a
sheet of darkened gla-s, >ou s.iould not be troubled to any
fO'eat extent.

FLOWER GARDEN.
VIOLAS DISEASED (S. W. JT.).—The Violas are

attacked by the fungus Puccinia violse. and it would be
well to remove and destroy by burning all those which
show the fungus now. Spray the other plants with a
rose red solution of potassium permanganate, or with
Bordeaux mixture, as a precaution against the spread
of the disease. The " insects " are really mites of the
genus Trombidium. and do no harm to plants, feeding
rathpr on animal matter.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PEACH WITH SHALL FLOWERS {Dvnkerry).~The.

flowers were all single, and it appears likely that the
plant in question is a seedling and not a double-flowered
kind at all. The curling leaves may be due to aphis,
although that cannot be decided without seeing specimens.

COTONEASTERS AND PELARGONIUMS FOR INSPEC-
TION \H. rr.).—There is nothing upon the shoot of
Cotoneaster which you send to account for the death
of the plant. The green mould is not a parasite, and if

the conditions are moist enough, the mould is likely to
be found on any roof or post. TTie death of the plants may
have been brought about by uncongenial soil surround-
ings, or possibly they are attacked by scale insects, which
should easily be discovered if the living shoots are
examined tarefully. Several scale insects occur on
rotoneasters. The' Pelargoniums are suffering from
having either been allowed to become too dry or having
been kept in too dry an aimosphere for some time ; or
possibly they have been fumigated while moist or in the
daytime. ITiere is no fungus disease or insect attack
present.

ROSE GARDEN.
HOSE SHOOTS DAMAGED {Dim Spiro Spero).~1he

Rose shoots api)ear to have been injured by frost or cold
iast winds, but fumes from tar might cause damage of
this kind. We do not think dust from tarred roads
likely to be damaging after the roads have been washed
A few times by rain, as the detrimental constituents
are either volatile substances or those soluble in water.
The Aralia leaves are certainly looking unhealthy, and
present the appearance of plants which have been attacked
by red spider during their growth.

ROSE CUTTINGS IN FRAME (J. D. L., Dum).—Ji
the cuttings are not very closely planted in the frame,
the best plan would be to allow them to remain where
they are, and transplant to their permanent quarters
next October. Of course, in this case you would take
the glass covering away as soon as spring frosts are over,
and allow the little plants to obtain the natural rains.

But supposing you have another frame tliat can take
some of the plants when potted, or, better still, a cool
greenhouse, you should pot the cuttings off at once,
supposing they are rooted, which cotild be ascertained
by trying one or two flrst. Use a sandy compost and
pot into 3-inch pots, providing each with a few crocks. Be
carefuJ to i>ot firmly, and see that the plants have a good
watering at once. By adopting this course you could,
if desired, plant the Roses outdoors in July. By that
time, the soil being warm, they would make rapid growth.
It would be best to remove all the flower-buds as they
appear this season.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE SHOOTS FOR INSPECTION (J. J.).—Your

Apple is attacked by woolly aphis or American blight.

Your best plan would be to spray the tree forcibly with
paraffin emulsion wherever the pest is to be seen, and
repeat the treatment if necessary. The parts on the
stem might with advantage be scrubbed with emulsion.

HOW TO GROW MELONS IN A FRAME (AT. Hamilton).—
Ij^ke the manure-heap of three parts of horse-manure
and litter (straw) and one part of leaver. Let them heat,

and turn over twice to let the rank heat escape. It will

take two good cartloads to make the heap. It should
be larger all round by a foot than the frame. The best
soil to use is turfy loam, adding a quart of bone-meal
to each bushel of "soil. In the first place, lay a bushel
of this soil in the middle of the frame, the top of it to be
10 inches from the glass. Put two plants at a distance
of 4 inches apart, pressing the soil firmly all round them.
Pinch out the centres of the small plants as soon as they
have made five leaves. This will induce side shoots
to form. Select two of the strongest from each plant
and train them on the surface of the soil. As soon as
these have attaimd a length of about fifteen inches, pinch
the hearts out of them to induce them to form side shoots.

It is these side shoots which will bear the fiowers and
fruit. As soon as you can secure three or four female
flowers open on these shoots at the same time, fertilise

the stigmata or centre column- of the flowers with grain
pollen taken from the anthers of the male flowers. This
should be done on a sunny day, when the pollen is dry.
As soon as the young fruits are set, keep the frame warm
by not giving too much air, and close about 3.30 p.m.,
after syringing the plants, to conser^^e the heat of the sun.
Slightly open the frame again the next morning about
7.30 to admit a little air. Cover with mats when the
nights are cold, and add a little more soil to the border
from time to time as the soil becomes full of roots. Keep
the soil moderately moist, giving less water as the fruits

approach ripeness'. Thin out the young shoots, to
prevent overcrowding of foliage, by cutting hack to \sithin

three buds of their base. The fruits should be placed
on small inverted flower-pots to expose them to the
lieht.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATOES FOR INSPECTION (J. W. F.).—The

Potatoes are attacked by the skin disease called scab.
Avoid too much lime in the soil in which the Potatoes
are to grow. The disease in no way damages the Potatoes
for use, although it injures their sale. The " greens

"

we do not know a name for, but they can be readily raised

from cuttings.

ONIONS GOING SOFT {F. H. Bull).—The Onions are
not attacked by any parasitic fungus, but have probably
become soft as a result of having been grown too vigorously
last year. Possibly more nitrate of soda or other nitro-

genous manure was used than was wise, or the soil in which
they were grown was too rich.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PRIMULA LEAVES ATTACKED (B. W. D. B.).~

The Primula foliage appears to have been attacked by
minute insects called leaf-hoppers. These are frequently
troublesome in greenhouses, disflguring the foliage and
to some extent checking growth. The best method of
dealing with them is to fumigate the houses thoroughly.

MOSS ON SEED-POTS (Puzzled).—U a true moss,
it is most frequently due to an excess of applied moisture,
and generally to a moisture-pervaded atmosphere and to
the close, uncongenial conditions existing. It is also due
to the presence of the seeds of the moss in the soil, which,
encouraged by the moisture and close conditions, soon be-
come Active, often to the detriment of a batch of seedlings.
In the case of seeds which take months or even a year to

MISCELLANEOUS.
VARIOUS QUESTIONS (X. Harrison).—Doubtless you

have given your Niphetos Rose too much water. Stir
the soil on the surface and apply less water, but increase
the temperature if possible, we flnd it best to sow seed
of Alyssum Carpet White in the open ground during
April " and early May. The Antirrhinums will flower
this year, thou^ they will be a little late. Please send
your full address when writing again.

GRUBS FOR NABUNG (fl. G. A.).—The grubs sent
are those of the St. Mark's fly, Bibio sp. They rarely
do much harm in gardens, though when abundant they
may attack the roots of plants for a time. They usually
feed on decaying vegetable matter. In any case, they
will soon be turning into cbrysahdes, and when the flies

emerge is the lest time to endeavour to reduce their
numbers. The two-winged flies appear about St. Mark's
Bay, but are rather lat« this year. They areeither llack or
red, sluggish in their movements, and may be readily
captured among flowers by the aid> of a butterfly net on
bright days.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—./. Lailey.—l, Odoutoglossum
luteo-purpureum; 2. Odontioda roefleldlense ; 3, Odon-
toglossum triumphans. A B. L., Boices Park.—
Cardamioe trifolia. P. OB. — Pyrus floribunda
atrosanguinea.

BOOKS.
My Shrubs.*— lii this buok Mr. Eden Phill-

potts gives an account of the shrubs grown in his

garden either at the present time or in years

• " My Shrubs," by Eden PhUlpotts, with flfty illustra-
tions. John Lane. The Bodley Head ; price lOs. net.

gone by, together with interesting facts con-

cerning them which have from time to time claimed
his attention.

Unfortunately, he does not tell us where his

garden is situated, therefore the results of his

experiments with rare and semi-tender subjects

are less valuable to the general public than they

would have been had he observed less secrecy

in that respect. From certain observations in

the text we gather that the garden of which he

writes is somewhere in Devonshire, but even that

favoured county oSers a considerable range ^l

climatic conditions, and it is only from the character

of certain shrubs mentioned that we are disposed

to imagine the garden as being situated in or about

Torquay or some similarly favoured neighbour-

hood. Plants belonging to nearly four himdred
genera are mentioned by the author ; and although

the book cannot lay claim to any scientific merit,

it is written in such a way that people who have'

no knowledge of the subject will read it with

interest. People, on the other hand, who have

gardens in the milder parts of the country will

find it a good guide in the selection of suitable

shrubs.

The following gives an idea of the way in which

the various genera are treated

:

" Cj'tisus in a myriad forms I should welcome,

but there is no room for many of these beautiful

stragglers. C. praecox, however, is here, and

C. purpureus incamatus, with pink flowers,

succeeds as a standard. C. racemosus, the fragrant

.

attains to great size, and appears to be perfectly

hardy in our Western gardens, and C. Ardoini,

the smallest I know, will prosper on a moraine with

the least Saxifrages. C. schipkaensis is a little white

beauty from the Schipka Pass. This I have

loved and lost, for the snails loved it even better

than I."

From this it will be seen that the actual descrip-

tive information of the plants mentioned is very

meagre, but, as in many other instances, the

story is told in a fascinating manner. In many

I

instances rich touches of humour are fotmd

.

I

Thus, in wTiting of the flowers and spiny branches

of Colletia cruciata, the author says, " they are

sweet ; but smell Colletia with care, or he will

stab you in a tender place." Datura is dismissed

as follows :
" Over Datura I draw a veil. We

do not get on, and are therefore better apart."

The description of Salsola rims :
" Salsola

fruticosa lacks charm, but 1 am giving this new
shrub rope to hang itsplt. It may surprise me
yet." (This, by the way, is a very old shrub).

About Embothrium the author ^vrites :
" I have

no fitting place for Embothrium coccineum,

that prince of fl'.wering shrubs from the Andes.

I think the plan did its best with me, and a very

vigorous pier -, 6 feet high, that came from Cornwall,

flattered hope awhile in a cool comer amid things

larger than itself. But Embothrium could not

conquer the crumpled rose-leaf in his lot, and he

could not tell me what it was ; and so he died

—

I dare say of my ignorance. Thrice have I tried

him ; thrice have I failed with this glorious plant.

But he thrives to west and east of me, reaches to

arboreal dimensions, and decks himself in early

simimer with a flame of fire."

The book is well printed on good paper, and

the numerous full-page illustrations are excellent

in every way. While we caimot recommend
the book to people who wish for critical informa-

tion on shrubs, it may well serve to while away
an idle hour, and should find a place on the drawing-

room table.
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OBITUARY.

E. T. COOK.
It is with deep regret that we have to record the

death ef Mr. E. T. Cook, who was for nearly

twelve years Editor of The Garden. The news
reached us, just as this issue was going to press,

through Mr. Leonard Sutton, who received a

cable from Mr. Batnes of Montreal stating that

Mr. Cook had died of apoplexy. The deceased

was well known in horticultural circles in this

country, his charming manner and genial per-

sonality putting him on good t^rms with all whom
he came in contact. His journalistic work in

connection with horticulture was a very extensive

one. Formerly an old student at the Royal
Horticultural Society's gardens at Ch'swick, he
left there to take up an appointment on the

Gardeners' Magazine under the late Shirley

Hibberd. On leaving that journal he assisted

Mr. William Robinson on Gardening Illustrated,

and subsequently became co-editor with Miss

Jekyll of The Gardek. After a few years Miss

Jekyll retired and Mr. Cook became sole editor.

During his editorship of The Garden his

literary efforts were of an extensive character,

and many gardening books bear his name as

editor or author. On leaving this journal,

about four years ago, he proceeded to Canada,

where he took up landscape gardening on a

fairly extensive scale. Roses were his favourite

flowers, and he was for some years a vice-

president of the National Rose Society. Once
settled in Canada, he took a prominent part in form-

ing a Rose society in Toronto and became its first

president. He was for some years hon. secretary

of the Horticultural Club in this country, and also

a member of the floral committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society. His age would be ap-

proximately fifty years. Horticulture in

general, not only in this country but also in

Canada, loses an ardent supporter in the death,

at so comparatively early an age, of our lamented

friend. To his mother, brother and sister wo
tender our deepest sympathy in their sad and

sudden loss.

yellow fruiting varieties of the Siberian Crab, both of
which are white-flowered.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C, had a
nice assortment of alpine plants in boxes, the chief of
wliich were Gentiana acanlis, G. verna (both very charm-
ingly shown). EanuncuJus amplexicaulis, Eamondia
pyrenaica, Androsace Chumbyi and A. sarmentosa (both
in excellent flower). Groups of Iris pumlla and Trilhum
grandiflorum were both well shown.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, had an Interestina
exhibit of hard-wooded plants, in which the Acacias made
a large, imposing central feature. Metrosideros floribunda
was very brilliant, while Eriostemons and Erica wU-
moreana materially assisted in the display. Carnations
were also sho\^'n by this firm. Princess Dagmar (crimson),
Geoffrey Henslow, Marmion and Unique (a yellow fancy
sort) were among the best.

Mj. H. Burnett, Guernsey, again made an admirable
display of Carnations, showing these popular and attrac-
tive flowers in imposing vases and stands. Some of the
more conspicuous on this occasion included the scarlet
and white Marmion (which was particularly good).
Elegance (a novelty in white and pink and a further sport
from White Enchantress), Carola (the finest crimson),
Mrs. Clode (the most fragrant of all), Slary AJlwood,
B,. E. Felton, Sunstar, Mandarin and Washington (cerise,

one of the best of the newer sorts). Lady Ingestre and
!
Gorgeous were also very fine.

i Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, had a fnll

table length of greenhouse flowers. Palms and Ferns.
Among the former we noted a number of Hydrangeas,
and in addition to the pink and blue variations of H.
Hortensia, the white-flowered Mme. Moulii^re was par-

SOCIETIES.
ROTAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETV.

The fortnightly meeting held on May 11 was characterised
by considerable display and fulness, "for which the Tulips,
liardy shrubs and spring-flowering alpines were chiefly
responsible. In each of th^^se departments there was
much to admire. Fruit and vegetable exhibits were
conspicuous by their absence, and Orchids we never
remember to have been more sparsely shown.

Floral Committee.
Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), the Rev. F. Pa^e-

Roberts, and Messrs. F. W. Harvey, W. J. Bean, G.
Eeuthe, G. Harrow, J. "W. Moorman. J. F. McLeod.
J. Hudson, C. R, Fielder, W. H. Page, T. Stevenson.
R. C. Reginald Neville, C. Dixon, H. J. Jones. C. E.
Shea, W. Cuthbertson, C. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson.
E. H. Jenkins, G. Paul, W. J. Barr and R. C. Kotcutt.
Without doubt the finest floral exhibit of the meeting

was the magnificent display of Sweet Peas staged by
Messrs. Dobbie and Co. of Edinburgh. Not merely flue
in itself, seeing that both for quality and quantity it

would have ranked high at any season, it was doubly
so before the middle of May was reached as demonstrating
the utiUtarian side of tlie Sweet Pea in eonlunction with
intelligent culti\'ation. Crmprising nearly four dozen
\'ases of flowers, the exhibit was undoubtedly the finest
thing in its way that has yet been seen at so early a date,
and, judged by the cxceUenee of the flowers, will take
some beating. While it is no part of our purpose to give
a catalogue of the ^'arieties shown, we cannot refrain
from mentioning a few of the more imposing and distinct.
Of these we single out Duchess of Portland (i>alest pink).
Dobbie's Thomas Stevenson (orange). Blue Picotee.
Princess Mary (a study in pale purple and mauve), King
Wbite, Lavender George Herbert, Dobbie's Cream (very
beautiful and distinct), Alfred Watkins (palest mauve)
and Dobbie's Orange (the most brilliant thing in the
entire collection).

Mr. Cliarles Turner. Slough, had an exhibit of cut
shrubs and flowering tre^s, chiefly of Pyrus and Cerasus.
Of the former, Pyrus Malus Sar^entii (white). P. M.
Schiedeekeri (rosy pink), P. M. Mo'ntreal Beauty (pinky
white) and the ever-welcome P. M. floribunda were the
most showy. Examples were also shown of the red and

THE LATE MR. E. T. COOK-

ticularly well sliowni. A pretty pink-flowered \Tiriety

was named Attraction. It is smaller than Hortensia
and more compact. Verbenas Miss Wiilmott, Princess
of Wales (royal purple colour) and Queen of the Whites
were admirably shown. Calceolarias, Gardenias and
white Pet Roses were excellent as jwt plants.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers had a capital show of
Carnations, Fairmount (heliotrope), Mar\' Allwood, Mar-
mion. Mr-:, c. F. Raphael. Princess Dagmar (crimson) and
Bishton Wonder (a heliotrope or deep lilae colour) being
among the best. A certtral group of Peri>etual Malmaison'^
comprised Terrific (pink). Ladv Jliller and others.

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons. Oxford, had a delightful
group of alpines arranged in rock bank fasliion. Some of
the more beautiful things were Campanula Stevenii nana.
PMox Douglasii (almost blue), Oxalis enneaphylla, O. e.

rosea. Viola i>edata. Dianthus Freynii alba, ^thionema
jucunda. Daphne rupestris. D. arbiiscula and Pentstemon
Davisonii (with scarlet flowers). Fabiana imbrieata was
also in good condition.

Sir. Alfred Dawkins, Chelsea, had a particularly nice
group of Scbizanthus grandiflora in pots, the strain e\idenc-
ing considerable ^-ariety and much excellence. Plants
in 5-inch pots and about a foot high gave fine heads of
flowers, and in white, pink, cream and yellow, crimson
and rose, made a most attractive displav.

Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Jliddle Green, Langley. Slough,
had a very pleasing variety of choice hardy flowers,
in which the show and alpine Auriculas played a prominent
part. Other plants of note included the new white
Chinese Pseonia oba\-ata, Meconopsis integrifolia. M.
punicea. Primula Unique, P. Mrs. Berkeley (which
originated, we believe, from P. japonica alba and P.
pulverulenta) and P. sibirica var. chinensis. A wealth of
Aubrictias in pots included Souvenir de W. Ingram

(rose), H. 5Iarshall (purple), Lavender, the pink-flowered
Moerheimii and Crimson Eing. They made an excellent
show.

Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, showed Tulips, Pelar-
goniums, Viola corauta in variety, and other showy
hardy flowers.

3Jx. G. W. iCUer, Garkson Nurseries, Wisbech, had a
remarkable exhibit of double Daisies, Viola comuta
purpurea, Muscari conicxim, Mossy Saxifrages, Poly-
anthuses, Globe-flowers, Crown Imperials, with Gentiana
verna, Androsace Chumbyi and alpine Phloxes. Quite
an attractive lot of the most easily grown hardy flowers.

Messrs. J. Cheai and Son, Crawley,' had a considerable
exhibit of flowering shrubs, in which Magnolia, Barberry.
Lilae, Elaeagnus eduHs, Cerasus J. H. Veiteh, Piptanthus
nepalensis, Pyrus Malus in variety, Caragana arborescens,
Akebia quinata, Daphne Cneorum, Pentstemon arguta
multiflora and other good plants were shown.

Mr. James Douglas. Great Bookham, had a superb
lot of Auriculas, largely of the alpine class, though thcTe
were not a few of the show class on view. Of the alpines,
Argus, Prince of Tyre, King George and Robert Brace
(an almost perfect flower) were the best : while of the
show kinds, Mrs. Shepherd (green edge), Antiquary
(fancy), James Hannisford (green edge), Peggy Gibson
(crimson ^ith white eye), Abram Barker (green edge).
Heather Bell (the most beautiful of the grey-edged set)

and Frank (a light grev edge) wore among the best in a
delightful lot.

>tr. James Box, Lindfield Nurseries, Hayward's Heath,
had a choice lot of hardy plants, which included TrUliums,
Primula Sieboldii in variety, alpine and subulata Phloxes,
Phlox Laphamii, Erica codonodes. E. austrahs, Tiarella

cordifolia. with Lewisias Howellii, Cotyledon and Tweedyi,
all beautiful and distinct, and adding variety and charm
to the group to which they belong.

3Ir. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, had a lovely lot of Roses,
arranging a centre-piece of the new single crimson-scarlet
Hybrid Tea Princess Slary, one of the most charming
and sweet-scented yet introduced. Mrs. George Norwood
(pink, highly fragrant) was also well shown.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, contented himself
with showing a bank of picked blooms of Gentiana acaulis,
than which no flower of spring is more beautiful or
fascinating.
The SDsses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Tharaes, showed

many choice hardy flowers. Auriculas, Phloxes, Geums,.
Ramondia and others.

Mr. G. Kerswell, St Thomas, Exeter, had a rich display
of Gentian b!onms. the vivid colour attracting much
attention.

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham, exhibited a fine

lot of the perpetual-flowering Antirrhinum Nelrose in

finer and better condition than we have seen before.
Messrs. G, and A. Clark. Dover, showed hardy flowers

in variety, Iris susiana. Clemati? montana. Mossy
Saxifrages and the like.

Mr. R. MacConnell.Bromley, had a fine group of Cineraria
stellata of a good blue colour. Tlie heads of flowers
were 2 feet to 3 feot across, the plants admirably grown.

Messrs.W. Cutbush and Sons. Highgate. N., staged a floor

group of Roses, chiefly of the Polyantha clas-s. .Tes--ie,

Joan of Arc (white)," Baby Tausendschon and White
Pet wore among those shown.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot, had a pretty
alpine exhibit, a rockery arrangement with path or water-
way suggested in th.e' centre. Gothing the sides with
Mossy Saxifrages, alpine Phloxes, Aubrietias and others,
a good effect" was secured. Draba pyrenaica. Daphne
Cneorum and .Ethionema Warley Rose were among
choice items.

Messrs. Piper. Barnes, arranged a group of hardy
flowers, making a feature of Violas and alpine and other
Phloxes. Alpine Prinnilas were also freely shown.

Messrs. Young and Co.. Cheltenham, showed some
excellent Carnations, such as Duchess of Devonshire,
Mrs. C. W. Ward. Scarlet Glow, Hon Lady Xeeld (scarlet

and white), British Triumph and others.
ifossrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, cxliibited

in pans a lovely tot of Violas. Snowflake, James Pilling

(blue and white), Winchmore Redder (purple) and Mrs.
R. C. Pasfleld (bronze) being some of the more distinct.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons. Colchester, had a superb
lot of Roses, of which Sally (cream and gold), >Ime.
Edouard Hcrriot, Silver Moon (single white). Cupid (single

pink), Austrian Copper, Autumn Tints and Ameriran
Pillar were among the choicest.

>tr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed a variety of

alpines on rockwork.
Sir. G. Reuthe, Keston, had a most interesting lot of

alpines and shrubs, the former including Rhododendron
fastigiatum. Daphne arbuscula. D. rupestris, Oxalis
enneaphylla. Anemone palmata. Cassiope mcrtensiana.
Rhododendron racemosum, with Lewisias. Bryanthn^
erectns and other choice plants.

Mr. M. Priehard. Christchurch, had a nice lot m alpines

in pots, Androsaces, Saxifrages, Iris eristata, Coruus
canadensis. Onosma taurica. Erinaci'a p«ng<n= and Sednm
pilosiim being anion-.: the more choice.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. Colchester, showed orae

admirable Roses, chiefly of the Polyantha and Wiclniraiana
classes, with such as Lady Roberts. Irish Elegane**, Juliet

and Sunburst.
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited. Feltham. had a fine ilisplay

of the showier alpines. Phloxes. Aubrii-tias, Incar\illea

grandiflora. Tiarella cordifolia and Lithospermum bring
particularly well shown. Chamcelirion caroliniannm was
amout: the most rare.

Mes'srs. Phillips and Taylor. Bracknell, had a ver>- goott

assortment of alpine and show Auriculas, with alpinf^

Phloxes. Oxalis enneaphylla and other flowers.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co. staged a lot of cut flower^;

of the St. Brigid Anemones in single and double flowered

varieties.

Orchid Committee.
Present : J. G. Fowler. Esq. (chairmanl. Sir Jeremiah

Colman. Sir Harry J. Veiteh. and Messrs. J. O'Brien^
R. Brooman White. Arthur Dv-. G. Hunter. J. Cypher,

J. E. Shill, T. Armstrong. R. A. Rolfe. F. J. Hanbur\%
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Panlia Kalli. AValtur t'olib, F. M. Ogilvie ami J. Wilson
Potter.
Mr. H. T. Pitt. Stamford Hill, had a .small group in

wliich Jliltoniap in variety were chiefly displayed. Others
of note included Anguloa Clowesii, Zygopetalum Cecil

Rhodes and .Maxillaria Harrisons?. Some good Cypri-
pediuni^ and Odontuglossums were also showMi.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of this association was held in their
hall, 5, ,St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on May 4. There
was a good attendance, presided over by Mr. W. G. Pirie,

president of the association. A number of excellent
-exhibits were on the tabic. .Among them were plants
of Antirrhinum Xelrose, sent lK)th by Messrs. Dobbie
^nd Co., Edinburgh, and Mr. M'Hattie, the City Gardener,
from the Edinburgh Public Parks. Jlr. Armstrong,
Xirkne^vton House Gardens, again exhibited seedlings
of Senecio Moorei, following up his interesting exhibit
at the April meeting. The president, Mr. W. G. Pirie,

exhibited a choice collection of Narcissi from the gardens
at Dalhousie Castle. Messrs. Todd and Co., Edinburgh,
^'xhibited Rose Molly Sharraan Crawford ; and Mr. J. A.
Sword, Inveralmond Gardens. Cramond, showed fine

Schizanthuses. There was no paper read, but the evening
was devoted to the discussion of different horticultural
questions of an interesting and useful character. An
encouraging report was made by the secretary, Mr. A. D.
Richardson, respecting the work of the association in

<?onnection with the Vegetable Products Committee in
sending fresh vegetables, fruit, (fee, to the North Sea
Fleet. He made an appeal for further supplies, stating
that he was informed the Edinburgh branch was
almost up to the leading one—Liverpool—in sending
supplies.

Assistant Superintendent of Glasgow Parliis.

—

At a meeting of the Parks Committee of the

Town Council of Glasgow, held on May 5, con-

sideration was given to the candidates on the

short leet of three drawn up the previous week
for the appointment of Assistant Superintendent

of the City Parks, tonder Mr. James Whitton,

V.M.H. By a majority it was agreed to recom-

mend the appointment of Mr. James Rourke,

foreman at the Glasgow Botanic Gardens, who
has been there for about eighteen years. Prior to

going to Glasgow, Mr. Rourke, who is a native

of Ireland, was on the staff of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin, and also on that of

the Royal Gardens at Kew. He is an able gardener

and plantsman, and the many who know him will

be pleased to hear of his success, should the recom-

mendation be accepted by the Coimcil. There

were about 150 candidates for the appointment,

for which the salary offered was £250.

Small Amateurs and the National Carnation

Society. — The National Carnation Society

(Southern Section) has issued its thirty-eighth

annual report, together with the schedule of

prizes for the show to be held in the Royal

Horticultural Society's Hall on July 22. Most

important additions have been made in the third

division for amateurs who do not grow more than

300 plants in pots nor advertise plants for sale

except under Rule ly. The Martin Smith Memorial

Challenge Cup will be awarded to the exhibitor

gaining the highest aggregate number of points

in the third division, also a medal in addition to

commemorate the event. First, second and third

prizes, value 8s., 5s. and 3s., will be awarded for

six Carnation blooms, dissimilar varieties, Class 27,

sells ; Class 28, fancied; and Class 29, yellow-ground

Picotees. First, second and third prizes,

value 4s., 3s. and 2S., will be awarded for three

blooms, one variety only, in one vase, in Class 30,

pink or rose selfs ; Class 31, white selfs ; Class 32,

dark red or maroon selfs ; Class 33, yellow selfs

;

Class 34, red or scarlet selfs ; Class 35, buff or

terra-cotta selfs ; Class 36, selfs any other colour

not previously mentioned ; Class 37, yellow or

buff ground fancies ; Class 38, fancies other

than yellow or buff groimd ; and Class 39, yellow-

ground Picotees. This means that thirty-nine

prizes, as well as the Martin Smith Cup, will be

awarded this year, instead of seventeen as in

previous years. The possibility of small amateur

growers winning prizes is therefore enormously

increased. Those who are not already members

of the N tional Carnation Society should at once

commmiicate with the hon. secretary, Mr. Charles

Henwood, 21, Clifton Road, Maida Vale, London,

W. The minimum subscription to the society

is 5s.

Royal Visit to Swanley Horticultural College.

Her Majesty the Queen, attended by Lady Mary
Trefusis, paid a surprise visit to the Horticultural

College for Women, Swanley, Kent, on Friday

afternoon, April 30. Her Majesty was received

at the entrance to the College by Viscountess

Falmouth (Director), Miss Wilkinson (Principal)

and Miss Kekewich (Secretary). She visited

every department and saw the students at work,

and Her Majesty was much interested, and ex-

pressed approval of all she was shown. Her
Majesty also saw the students who have been

sent by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

for a short course in milking and farm work. The
Queen then visited the Colonial and Domestic

Training Branch (North Bank), being received

by Mrs. Hopkinson (Chairman of the Branch)

and Miss Elrington (Superintendent), where she

took tea. Before leaving. Her Majesty handed
jfioo to Lady Falmouth (part of a sum of money
collected for her by Freemasons' wives), to be

applied to assist in training at this College those

who are suffering reverses owing to the war.

TRADB NOTE.
SU.MMER-HOtJSES FOE SMALL G.IRDESS.

Now that the warm, sunny days are approaching, a
summer-house is a necessary and pleasant adjunct to the
garden, whether this be a large, broad expanse of wood-
land and turf or the modest straight plot of the suburbs.
Indeed, in the latter some artificial shelter is even more
necessary, owing to the absence of shade-giving trees.

We are reminded of this by the receipt of a special illus-

trated list from Messrs. Pearce and Co. of 644—648,
HoUoway Road, London, N. In this list an excellent
little summer-house is illustrated, the price being less

than £3. Messrs. Pearce have an excellent reputation

;

hence the workraansMp is sure to be of the best.

The Best Book on Gardening
The Century Book of Gardening " deals adequately and

practically with every branch of horticulture, and with every
detail relating to the contents of a garden. It is edited by
Mr. E. T. Cook, who is assisted by a staff which includes the

foremost authorities on Horticulture of the da\'.

There are over si.xty sections in this work, each dealing with
a branch of the subject of Gardening; each section is divided

-into

—

(a) An Introduction, in which all that is known of that branch
of garden life is incorporated, and

(h) A classified list which includes every known \ariety of the

species, its habits, appearance, and proper treatment, and
the points in which it resembles and differs from tiie

others.

There are nearly 3,000 references in the Index and from this

it will be gathered that every point can be turned up with .s>reat

facility.

The beauty and variety of the illustrations, of which there are
over 600, have ne\er been approached ; they include representa-

tions of the flowers, shrubs, plants, fruit and vegetables, as well

as of the insects, fungi, etc., etc., dealt with in this work. The
introduction of a series of beautiful gardens gives an added
charm to a thoroughly practical book.

Wliile every branch of flower and plant life is treated of fully

and in detail, this book covers every other branch of horticultural

knowledge. Trees, shrubs, the greenhouse, bulbs, climbers,
ferns (hardy and e.xotic), bamboos, \-egetables, fruit trees, fruit

arming and culture, hedges and borders, the long-neglected

town garden, window-box, room, and roof gardening, soils and
their treatment, insects and insecticides, fungi and fungicides,

etc., etc.—this rough list gives but a taste of the thoroughness

of the work.

Considerable space is de\'oted to the fascinating subject of

orchid-culture, and those who have hitherto been deterred from

attempting this owing to a belief that orchids are difficult to grow
will be induced to realise that the contrary is the case.

Roses, Rose Gardens, Exhibition Roses are also dealt with by

experts, information relating to this favourite branch of gardening

being divided into propagation, budding, the preparation and

selection of stock, soils and manures, how to plant a rose, roses

in pots, etc., etc. A compendious list of rose groups is added,

giving indi\idual appearance, characteristics, treatment, etc., etc.

FREE INQUIRY FORM
Caxton Publishing Company, Ltd.,

33, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge, and without any obligation on

m>' part, full particulars of your " Centurj- Book of Gardening,"

with specimens of the illustrations, etc., and details of your plan

of small monthly payments, the Volume being delivered at once

on payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by monthly

payments.

Name
(Send this form or a postcard, mentioning " The G.vkden.")

Address
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Narcissus White King.—In our issue of May 8,

page 225, we inadvertently credited the Rev.

Joseph Jacob with being the raiser of this Narcissus.

As stated in Mr. Jacob's notes on page 221, it was

raised by Mr. J. Mallender, Scrooby, Bawtry. Yorks.

It has not passed into the hands of Messrs. Pearson.

An Effective Combination for the Wild

Garden,—How very effective some of our wild

flowers look when growing among some of our

well-known garden plants, particularly in the

wilder parts of our gardens ! At the present

time a large mass of the Greater Stitchwort

(Stellaria Holostea) growing among Muscari

Heavenly Blue is very charming.

A Handsome Flower-Bed.- We were in-

terested last autumn by a large bed of the

beautiful Calceolaria amplexicaulis intermixed

with Salvia patens, the latter making a striking

contrast with its bright blue flowers against the

beautiful soft lemon yellow of the former. It

seems a pity that this somewhat neglected

Calceolaria is not more often grown, for it is without

doubt the best of the whole genus for bedding

purposes, remaining in bloom the whole summer

until destroyed by frost. Both Salvia and

Calceolaria can be planted at the end of May.

The Bird Cherry.—Of our native flowering

trees few are more beautiful than the Bird Cherry,

Primus Padus. Just now the slender branches

are clothed with racemes of small white flowers,

which create a beautiful effect in the more open

parts of the woodlands, especially in. association

with dark-leaved trees. The Bird Cherry will

thrive in almost any kind of soil. Its fruit, which

is small, black and very bitter, was at one time

used for flavouring brandy and home-made wine.

The double-flowered variety is often seen in gardens,

but a better form is that known as Watereri.

This often has racemes of flowers 8 inches in length,

and is a very beautiful tree.

A Rare Primula Flowering at Wisley.—
During the past few days a plant of Primula

vincaeflora has been flowering on a small rocky

mound in the open at Wisley. We believe this

is the first time a blossom has opened outdoors

in this country, and, naturally, the plant has

attracted a great deal of attention. Two pot-

grown plants in flower were shown before the

Royal Horticultural Society by Professor Bayley

Balfour on September 23, igrs, when the species

received an award of merit. The illustration on

the next page gives a good idea of the shape of

the flowers and character of the foliage. The

bloom is pale violet in colour, deepening con-

siderably towards the centre. Seed was collected

by Forrest in 1905 in the Lichiang mountains of

Yunnan, and introduced through Messrs. Bees, Ltd.

Sir Daniel Morris, K.C.M.G., D.Sc—It is

with pleasure we publish on this page a recent

portrait of Sir Daniel Morris, who has for so many
years taken an active interest in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. It was in February, i888,

when the society was in very low water, that

he was elected hon. treasurer, a position he

occupied tmtil 1892; when other calls on his experi-

ence rendered it necessary for him to retire. He
was one of the original recipients of the Victoria

Medal of Honour in Horticulture when it

was instituted in 1897, and in 1909 he was
made a honorary life Fellow and also a member

SIR DANIEL MORRIS, K.C.M.G., D.SC,
V.M.H.

of the Coimcil, where his quiet, unobtrusive

work is highly appreciated by his colleagues and
the Fellows generally. At the annual general

meeting of the society last year he proposed a

resolution in favour of the establishment of a
national research and experimental station at

Wisley, work in connection with which is now
being pushed forward with all possible speed.

Apart from his activities in connection with the

Royal Horticultural Society, Sir Daniel has been
a very active worker. From 1876 to 1879 he
was Assistant Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Ceylon ; 1879—1886, Director of the

Botanical Department, Jamaica ; r886—1898,

Assistant Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew
;

and 1898—1908, Imperial Commissioner of Agri-

culture in the West Indies. Since 1910 he has been

president of the Bournemouth Horticultural

Society, and he also occupies the position of

president of the Bournemouth Natural Science

Society. Just recently he has edited an illustrated

natural history of Bournemouth and district,

a publication that is much appreciated by resi-

dents. As though these items were not sufficient

outlet for his energies, Sir Daniel is a Justice of

the Peace for the County Borough of Bournemouth.

Treatment of Newly Planted Shrubs.—
Deciduous flowering and evergreen shrubs that

have been recently planted must be well looked

after at this time of the year by affording water

at the roots, should the weather be at all dry.

Although they may have the appearance of being

established plants and are making growth, which

is frequently due to storcd-up sap, this does not

necessarily mean that the roots are in a state of

activity. Neglect at this time often proves fatal,

whereas a little assistance given means success.

Newly planted evergreens will be considerably

benefited by an occasional syringing of the foliage

during dry weather.

Some Attractive Little Irises.—Iris pumila

and its varieties are now very pretty with their

varying shades of blue and yellow, particularly

the variety azurea. This provides a distinct

and welcome bit of colour when seen in a large

group. The plants are sometimes used as an

edging to walks and in other positions, where they

take up very little room. I. nudicaulis and I.

olbiensis are also suitable, and make up a pretty

array of dwarf Irises that are both cheap and

good, as well as easy to grow. They are particu-

larly useful for the rock garden, and are easily

raised from seeds, many of them flowering the

following year.

A Beautiful Wallflower and Tulip Combi-
nation.—During the last fortnight we have been

enjoying a rather unique combination of Wall-

flowers and Tulips. These are growing in a bed

beneath the dining-room window. The Wall-

flower is Sutton s Fire King, a new and distinct

shade of rich orange scarlet ; and the Tulip, Miss

Ellen Willmott, a pointed, primrose yellow flower.

The latter was planted, at the suggestion of the

Rev. J. Jacob, with some trepidation ; but the

effect has bean very beautiful, and admired by

all who have seen it. The Tulips would be better

if a week earlier, as the Wallflowers were fully open

nearly ten days before them. The effect is one

to note now in the garden diary for use next

October.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Hardenbergia comptoniana. — This spring-

flowering Australian twiner is highly suitable for

training up a rafter or tall pillar in the conserva-

tory. It is a leguminous plant, and its bright

ptu-ple flowers, freely borne on the slender,

pendulous shoots, are suggestive of a glorified

Vetch. A compost of peat and loam, with the

addition of some sharp sand and charcoal, is what
it likes. This plant has a good many synonyms,
the most common being Glycine comptoniana and
Kennedya macrophylla.

—

Caledonia.

A Bramble for the Rock Garden.—Rubu?
arcticus, a diminutive Arctic Bramble, is a gem
for the rock garden, although it is not often seen,

lis dainty, rose pink blossoms are pro-

duced on slender stems a few inches high,

and the small serrated leaves form an
appropriate setting. R. arcticus is often

difficult to establish, but when once at

home it never fails to put forth its tiny

growths upon the first signs of spring. It

prefers partial shade and a moist, peaty
soil ; and if it is slow to start, it will

usually spread by degrees annually in such

a rooting medium. A light top-dressing

early in the spring is beneficial, and nothing
but good results will follow a light damping
overhead after hot days in the summer.
This cannot be described as one of the most
showy plants, but it is a particularly inter-

esting one, and its bright, bronze-tinted

foliage in the autumn is not the least of its

charms.—J. Gardner.
Classes for Miniature Daffodils.—In his

recent report of the late Midland Daffodil

Show and of the interesting " talks " at

the dinner which followed, the Rev. J.

Jacob tells us that some of our Daffodil

friends from the Antipodes expressed the

opinion that in this country mere size of

bloom received an appreciation to an extent

which rather submerged refinement and
other aspects of excellence, and that it

would tend in a measure to counteract this

tendency if at oiu- shows we had what were
termed " pigmy " classes, open only to, say,

flowers not exceeding 3 inches in diameter.

Undoubtedly shows have the tendency to

relegate t3 the background many of the

most charming but smaller varieties of

a flower, success on the show stand
being generally with the battahons of

biggest. And this holds good, more or

all along the line, wheti.er with Daffodils,
Chrysa- themums, and even, in a measure, Roses.
I have seen " table decorations " at shows which
at home no lady of taste, including the prize-
winner herself, would tolerate upon her table.

As matters stand at our shows—and one must
often include the trade exhibits—little opportunity
for selection of suitable varieties for purposes
other than exhibition is offered to those who
do not desire to exhibit, but merely to decorate
their homes. And what more suitable for this
purpose, and especially for our table decoration,
than some of the smaller but most refined and
lovely varieties, of which Circlet and Eoster
may be taken as examples ? I think that there
are a great many in this country who share the
views of our Antipodean friends, and that the

creation of classes for these " miniature " Daffodils

at our shows would add largely to a more popular

knowledge and appreciation of the Daffodil out-

side the sphere of exhibition. Of course, pre-

cautions would have to be taken in such classes

to prevent the inclusion of small blooms of known
large-flowered varieties ; but preventive measures

to deal with this, I think, remote possibility should

not be beyond the powers of an expert schedule

committee.

—

Charles E. Shea.

Tlie Evergreen Oak (Quercus Ilex).—One can

scarcely think of a wood or plantation, however
modest its dimensions, where the good Old English

Oak (Quercus Robur) is not represented, and in the

vicinity of homesteads a few other species of the

deciduous Oaks, such as the Scarlet Oak and the

Htmgarian Oak, are to be met with. But one

seldom comes across the Evergreen Oak, of which
there are a good many forms. The type Quercus

5t

less.

THE NEW PRIMULA VINCffiFLORA NOW FLOWERING
OUTDOORS FOR THE FIRST TIME AT WISLEY.
[See page 241.)

the Ilex has two qualities to recommend it : it is a

true evergreen, and it can either be allowed to

develop into a fairly tall tree or be so kept

within boimds as to form a fine shrub. One

of the best I have seen is at Granton House,

Midlothian ; another is at Gartmore, Perthshire.

—

Caledonia.

Garden Daffodils.—Now the dear Daffodils

are, alas ! nearly over for this year in my
garden (where I grow forty or more of the cheaper

kinds), it is a good time to take a review of them,

especially as I planted no new bulbs last year,

for when the war broke out in August, I, like many
others, decided to forego my principal personal

" wanities," which in my case are new books and

bulbs and old lace. So I sternly " turned away
mine eyes from beholding " book and bulb cata-

logues or antique curio shops. I expected, there-

fore, that my borders would be somewhat bare

this spring ; but the old bulbs (like other " old

'uns " now) seemed on their mettle, and the garden

has been almost as golden gay as usual. The
three freest-flowering have been Mme. Plemp,
Sir Watkin and dear old Barri conspicuus. Others

that have also done well are Narcissus minor,

P. R. Barr, Vesuvius, Frank Miles, Autocrat and
grandis. Really, when I survey tnem all, I feel

much the same as when once, in my early days,

some indiscreet person asked me which of all

my wide family circle I loved most. And I

gasped out, " Oh ! I love—I love them all best

—

every one, for something different from the rest."

—

."^.nne Amateur.

A Noble Group of Ailantus glandulosa.—
The Ailantus is now widely distributed, but

it is seldom a group of this tree can be found

equal to that which, till last January, could be

seen at The Friars, Aylesford. The garden there

was made at the end of the seventeenth

century in elaborate Dutch style, then in

vogue. Much has reverted to primitive

Nature of late years, but the ideal situa-

tion of the garden is obvious, sloping gently

to the south and closed in by high ground
on the north and east, with terraces along

their whole length. Yew trees now fill

most of the north terrace, but the orangery

still occupies the centre, while the Ailantus

group closes in the west end. This group

consisted of seven, or nine if two are counted

a short distance away towards the farm.

Of the latter, one has fallen, through a gale

last winter, and two of those on the terrace.

The average height of the whole group

would be over sixty feet each. One at

least was over seventy feet high. I

measured two of those which had fallen, and
found the girth of one at 5 feet from the

ground was 8 feet 6 inches. The other at

2 feet from the ground was nearly the same.

One of those still standing has a girth

of 10 feet 6 inches, 4 feet from the

ground. I was told they were being

cut up for firewood, which is regret-

table, as the timber, though light and soft,

is valuable for cabinet-work and, as in

these specimens, remarkably free from
knots. As the Ailantus was intro-

duced from China in I75r, and did

not become common till the close of

the century at least, the age of the

Ailantuses at The Friars cannot be much
more than 150 years. There are a few
other remarkable trees at this old-world

place on the banks of the Medway, once a

celebrated house of the Carmelite Friars, and,

with Preston Hall on the opposite side of the

river, in scenery of surpassing beauty ; but with

the exception of some Yews dating from before

the Reformation, they were planted with the

Ailantuses. These include a Tulip Tree, one

of the largest in England, but decaying ; several

False Acacias of great size ; a Wych Elm over

sixty feet high, which is very unusual for that

variety of Elm ; a Cedar of Lebanon, with its

lower boughs on the ground and covering a wide

radius ; and others.

—

Hurstcot.

Dahlias on a Trellis.—A trellis running across

the mixed flower garden here is furnished with

climbing Roses, but, as is usually the case, there

are always blank spaces between the plants at

the bottom of the trellis. For some years past

I have utilised these spaces by training up the

wires surplus plants of Dahlias, and as the effect
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produced has been generally admired, I pass

on the suggestion. Little Othello, which the

Editor recommended in his notes in The Garden
of October 17, 1914, is well represented here, and de-

serves to be widely cultivated. In a position such as

I have indicated each plant should have a good-

sized pit dug out for it, and have the benefit of

a couple of spadefuls of rich compost. Dahlias

here on October 19, I9r4, were in almost perfect

condition.'

—

Charles Comfort, Midlothian.

Apple Cox's Orange Pippin Grafted on Irisli

Peach.—Although Cox's Orange Pippin succeeds

fairly well here in the heavy, cold soil, it gives a

lot of trouble owing to the way the branches canker
;

but with care and attention this evil is combated.

Some ten years ago I grafted trees of Irish Peach

with Cox's Orange Pippin. They have succeeded

amazingly, grown well, bear freely, and do not

exhibit the slightest sign of canker. Under these

conditions it is safe to assume that the double

grafting of this Apple on to Irish Peach, which

was formerly worked on the free or seedling stock

has a distinct advantage. Anything that can be

done to increase the satisfactory production of

full crops of this highly prized Apple is time well

spent, as there are so few English Apples worthy
of culture after the season of Cox's Orange Pippin

is past.—E. MoLVNEUx, Swanmore.

Sparrows Attacking Gooseberry Flowers.

—

I read with interest the note on this subject and
the letter signed " O. N. E. Another " in your

issues of May i and May 8 respectively. I must
say many of my plants have been great sufferers

this season. Carnations, Pinks, Polyanthuses,

Violas and even Aubrietias have been attacked,

and the Rock Pinks, too, have not escaped

the sparrows' ravages. I have seen them
this week also plucking the Apple blossoms.

I am afraid it is not moisture the sparrows are

after. I have for many seasons had a dish of

water—a lo-inch shallow earthen pan—placed

on the lawn, freshly filled every da)-. Thrushes,

starlings, robins, tits, finches and sparrows all

take advantage of this, both for drinking and
bathing. I may say it is placed on the ground,

and, although cats abound in the neighbourhood,

it is quite evident the birds fear very little from
them, as one can easily recognise the call of danger

from Mr. Sparrow while Mrs. Sparrow has a drink.

The birds are fed every day with crumbs, and
suet is fixed upon all the fruit trees for the tits,

which do no harm, but remove caterpillars galore

from the trees and shrubs. For their kindness

in this direction I provide some neat nesting-

boxes, which they readily occupy. Thus I am
afraid the sparrows are not seeking moistture when
they ruin choice Carnations and other plants.

It is probably the flavour of the various morsels

that attracts their palates.

—

Bird Lover.

The Cultivation of Lupinus polyphyllus.—
I have read with interest the contribution by
" Garden Steward " on page 206 of your issue

for May i. I should like, however, to remark
on one point, and that is that " by the autumn,
when the young plants were dug up to be trans-

planted in their permanent quarters, they had
made roots several feet long . .

." In the

earlier part of his letter " Garden Steward

"

says, " for three summers I saved seeds, which
germinated well," so presumably the seedhngs

which " had made roots several feet long" by the

autumn were obtained from seeds sown in the

summer. Of course, I do not know his soil. He
does not say where he resides, but I think there

must have been something more than bacteria

in the soil with which he dressed his seedlings and

nursery beds, if in three or four, or even six months
they developed such long roots. Our Lupines

here (Sheffield) do not possess roots 2 feet long after

two or three years' strong growing ; but then,

of course, coal meastire (which, as we all know,
can be very tough) underlies our soil. Moreover,

might I ask your correspondent how he discovered

his seedlings had roots several feet long ?

Here we find it very difficult work digging up
a plant with roots 2 feet long, even on well-

cultivated soil. Perhaps "Garden Steward"
has a very light, easily worked soil, which he can

trench 4 feet to 6 feet deep. Even so, to dig

up seedlings with roots several feet long would
be no easy matter, since a considerable portion

of the adjoining land would have to be excavated

first with the spade. If his soil is very good,

I should think he might possibly get in that time

roots 18 inches to 24 inches long, though this is

unlikely ; but the length " several feet " must
be an exaggeration.—E. T. Ellis, Weeiwood,

Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Rock Gardening.—Oh dear ! it appears I

have roused the rock gardeners' ire. (Can it be

the " grains of truth " in my letter full of " chaff
"

that have so offended them ?) I have chuckled

wickedly at their attacks. It is great fun. To
" M. H." I reply that I wrote on " rock gardening

as represented by its votaries," and as an ignora-

mus who read their letters to obtain information.

I live in the country " far from the madding
crowd," so have not seen " many hundreds

"

of rock gardens, but only a few, including the

large rock and water garden of a florist (well

known at the Royal Horticultural Society's

shows) and some three or four exhibited at the

Royal Horticultural Society, which latter, I

presume, show rock gardening in ideal perfection.

Perhaps I have been unfortunate, for the rock

gardens I have seen certainly combine to give

the impression that " the game is not worth the

candle." Rock gardening does seem to me to

have something wrong about it. It is not frankly

formal and artificial, like " bedding," which
(though I do hot enjoy it myself in small gardens)

certainly has its place in large ones, private and
public. But rock gardens, judging from many
photographs and from those gardens I have seen,

are more or less miserable attempts (and failures)

to imitate Nature—a " make believe " (always

a detestable thing). And some of the letters

were horrid ! Fancy the writer who has " no
use for Arabis, save as a vegetable doormat "

!

I love its great snowdrifts—just now one of the

glories of my garden—and it is simple enough
to cut it well back after blooming. Its fault to

him apparently was that it " grows and blows

freely." If it were hard to grow, he would
probably prize it. I grow most of the rampant
herbaceous plants " M. H." names. An acquaint-

ance who scarcely knows a Cabbage from a

Cabbage Rose remarked to me, " I do enjoy

the great splashes of colour in your garden."

That is what I aim at. I do not like little " niminy
piminy" dabs everywhere. My garden of twelve

years' standing is full of masses of colour for ten

months every year. It does not yet " require

a pickaxe " when any plants increase beyond
bounds. Why ? Being so lucky as to have many
gardening friends, I pack a hamper full " of sorts

"

and send it to someone who has a suburban garden,

and who is glad to get some strong, healthy clumps
of roots from Aimt Anne's country garden.

—

Anne Amateur.

DA FFODIL NOTES.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Varieties with a Garden Future.—I hasten

to carry out the promise I made in my last notes

and write about garden varieties. Two difficulties

at once present themselves. I must not occupy
my space by gilding refined gold, or, in other

words, I must not \vrite of those that have already

established their reputation ; and, on the other

hand, I must be very careful to avoid recom-

mending varieties about which less is known
than warrants a man saying that they have a

reasonable prospect of a future. In so many
cases one would like to sit a little longer on the

gate and watch their behaviour, for nothing is

more certain in matters pertaining to horticulture

than that the air above and the soil beneath

that part of the earth's surface which we call

a garden affect for good or ill all therein contained.

What to paint on the signpost is a serious

problem. With the best intentions in the world the

direction may be wrong ; hence I feel one cannot

be too careful in giving advice. I would like to

point out one or two general considerations before

passing on to deal with particular individuals.

Frequently a variety, more especially in the

earlier days of its existence, seems to resent any

transference and, when it comes to our garden,

takes two or three years before it settles down.

I have had remarkable instances of this in my
time. One that happened this year will suffice.

It must be five, if not six, years ago since Mr.

Poupart gave me a few bulbs of Ovid (Poet)

for trial. They at once went sick, as we say ;

and they remained in that condition until last

spring, when they seemed to have become con-

valescent, while this year they appear to be in

the best of health, and I have three or foiu: rows

in my beds of Poets, all looking extremely well.

The reverse happens now and again. One has

worked up a nice little stock of this or that

;

then one year we find they have gone wrong,

to our intense chagrin and disappointment. It

seems to be impossible to account for such

behaviour, more especially when we know that

with our friend " A. B." the same variety

continues in perfect health. Should such a thing

happen as the going wrong of Barri conspicuus,

it does not very much matter. Its reputation

has for a long time been firmly established, and

such an incident does not affect it. When, how-

ever, a variety is struggling to "make a name, it

is very different. In the following list I believe

I have included none but what may be purchased

with every confidence.

Golden King.—A deep yellow trumpet Daffodil.

The flower is of mediiuu size, and is borne on a

good stem which elevates it above the foliage.

It keeps a good shape and lasts a long time. The

plant increases quickly.

Bernardino.—^Thisis bound to become extremely

popular, both for cutting and for the garden.

There is something exquisitely beautiful in the

deep ruddy apricot of its large cup surrounded by

a not too stiff, somewhat undulating perianth.

The colour fades in the sun, but even when it has

gone we are left with a beautiful decorative flower.

The plant has a magnificent constitution and is

a rapid increaser.

Florence Pearson.—I have long noted this

down as full of promise, and I have said that in

time it will take the place of Mme. de Graaff

in our borders. Unfortunately, Mme. de Graafi is
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not a good laster, either when cut or when grow-

ing. Florence Pearson is, and, moreover, it is a

more important-looking plant on account of its

height and size. It should not be planted in the

shade, -as it has a tendency to weak ankles; but

in most years this is not noticeable if it is grow-

ing in an open position.

Queen of Hearts is a fine, tall Barri or small-

rupped Daffodilr I can speak with considerable

" That," and the finger was pointed to Acme.
" Now, which next ? " I would say. There was
much hesitation and considerable divergence

of opinion. I wanted, of course, everyone to say

the one I liked ; but, to be quite candid, they

did not. Some did. Some chose Eagle, which
I mention as a flower which grows in a sort of

amphibious way, both in water and on myself.

A deep, dark-eyed Cassandra describes my general

A DRY WALL AND BORDER IN A NEWLY MADE GARDEN.

confidence about this, tor three years ago I !-«app< d

a little collection of fine varieties for thrtc bulbs

of this, with the condition attached that I was
not to part with any for two years. It got planted

'n due course, and rather to hide my seeming

extravagance I had it labelled Christopher. So

Christopher it has bfen to Whitewell Rectory

ever since. A beautiful, tall, taking row of an
unknown appeared this spring—Christopher. I

had temporarily entirely forgotten its change of

name, but I felt I had a real good thing, and my
judgment was confirmed when I remembered its

true name. It is a prolific increaser, a good tall

plant, a free bloomer, and a most pleasing flower.

It must be planted, like any other all-red cup, in

a position where it is shaded from the sun. One
cannot disguise the fact that practically all red

cups and red edges bum, but they are so beautiful

in an unfaded condition that no one would wish

to banish them from their gardens. All such
must be specially provided for. They are worth it.

Acme comes to my mind in this connection.

It is one of the most satisfactory and most pleasing

of all Poets, and when in its first flush of youth
It has a beautiful red eye. I made a little collec-

tion of about twenty varieties of Poet Daffodils

in an outbuilding this year. Visitors were taken
to see it and asked which one they liked best.

impression ut it. .Acme is' a fine doer, a quick

increaser, and bears a pretty little bloom with an

eye of almost strawberr>' and cream red, when the

latter ingredient is none too plentiful. It is well

worth finding a suitable position for. It is one of

Mr. Engleheart's children, but has been brought

up at Lissadell. Its behaviour now it is out in

the world does Sir Josslyn great credit.

Kingsley is, to my o^vn way of thinking, one
of the best of all Poets. It has a fine flower,

with a large rimmed eye of the omatus style, and
a rather undulated perianth. It increases fairly

quickly, is a tall grower, and so far has always

done extremel}' well.

Pedestal is one of those wonderful flowers

which keep their shape to the end. It is a large

bicolor inromparabilis of the type of Lady M.
Boscawen. One particular reason, however, why
I mention it in this list is its late flowering habit,

which makes it so useful, apart from its intrinsic

merit as a flower.

Northern Light.—This is a flower which has

something of the character of Blackwell, but the

cup is more of an orange and it blooms later.

It is a strong, free grower, and I find it keeps its

colotu- fairly well. It has the merit of being

low priced compared with the majority in this list.

It is a large-cupped Daffodil (za).

Buttercup is a very beautiful Jonquil hybrid,

a very free bloomer and quick increaser. It looks

like a very deep yellow coloured trmnpet variety

not by any means large, but of a quite presentable

size. Some of the blooms measured have had a

diameter of 3J inches, but an ordinary well-grown

one would be a Little less. It flowers late, is a

rapid increaser, floriferous, of a good height, and

with a Jonquil scent. It is a charming flower

for cutting.

The President (Wheadon) stands

out well in any garden with its large,

flat eye and fine, broadly segmented

perianth. The flowers rise well above

the foliage and make a good show in

a border. The cup is yellow and
the perianth a very good white.

It is a variety that ought to be

better known. It blooms on the

late side of the season.

The Hon. Mrs. J. L. Francklin
is one of the very best of Pearson's

big Leedsiis for garden purposes.

The cup begins life quite yellow,

and to a great extent retains this

character to the end. I do like

these yellow-centred Leedsiis ; there

is something very pleasing in their

appearance—what, I cannot exactly

say, but it is a something which one

never gets in an incomparabilis.

The plant is vigorous and free, and

a particularly rapid increaser in

my garden. I have a beauty com-
ing on with a cup in which the

colour passes away in the lower

part, but is retained in the uppT.
I always seem to couple the two to-

gether in the garden, and I mention

my chick here to call attention to

these partly yellow centres.

Whitewell is one of the finest

fjarden plants among the Daffodils

when it docs really %vell. I have

heard of gardens where it does not

appear to do so ; hence I must
apologise for naming it. My excuse

is that it is so effective with its great,

deep yellow eye and broad, imbricated, ivory

perianth that now it has come down in price it

ought to be given a trial. It likes light soil, and
should be lifted yearly and replanted at once.

It has been specially good with me this year.

A NEWLY MADE GARDEN
AT SANDBOURNE,
WORCESTERSHIRE.

THERE are some who are deterred from

undertaking the making of a new
garden by the idea that it will be

many years before there can be any

enjoyable result. But this is by no

means the case, and it is hoped that

these notes and illustrations may show the faint-

hearted that their fears on this account are ground-

less. Not four years before the photographs

were taken this site was a bare, sloping

field without any distinctive feature what-

ever. It was decided to form a garden in

several successive terraces, each level having a

retaining wall for planting of the local red sand-

stone which could be quarried on the upper part
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of the ground. The terraces have been formed

of different widths, according to the steepness

of the ground and with the consideration of moving
as little earth as possible. Where a twist occurred

in the shape of the hillside, suggesting that the

lower terraces would have to take a different

general line from those above, the difficulty was
got over by forming one nearly in the middle as

a sharp wedge. A wider space below gave room
for a Rose garden, differently shaped ; while the

natural conditions of upper portions were put to

suitable ways of adaptation, so that, instead of

presenting difficulties, they actually offered

advantages by suggesting ways of treatment that

gave a pleasant variation from the more straightly

terraced spaces. The borders illustrated here

and on the front cover were planted less

than three years ag'i ; the intention of the

design and arrangement of plants was admir-

ably carried out by Mrs. Wakeman Newport
under the happiest circtmistances of her own good
taste and knowledge of plants and the sympathetic

enthusiasm of her excellent gardener, Mr. Pack-

ham. Where some extra filling seemed to be

wanted, they knew exactly the kind of plant or

shrub the place required, and placed it rightly,

with the best possible result to the whole.

The pictures are different views of one of the

two opposite borders on one of the levels that

has a width of something over 30 feet

grass path has borders of 12 feet

wide each side, planted mainly

for Jime effect with a careful arrange-

ment for colour. At one end the

flowers are pink, purple and white
;

here are China Roses, pink and
purple perennial Lupines and
some white Tree Lupines, Irises

with colouring inclined to pink,

such as the fine pallida variety

Queen of the May ; the fine purple

Crane's-bills, Geranium grandiflorum

and G. ibericum
;

pink and white

Pinks, and Arenaria montana.

About two-thirds of the way along

the whole length of 180 feet there

is a distinct break in the colour-

mg, the pinks and purples giving

way to yellow and white. Here
are bushes of Golden Privet with

white and yellow Lupines and
Irises, and a good filling of the useful

plant Peltaria alliacea, about eighteen

inches high, with masses of small

white bloom on spreading, flatfish

heads, something of the character of

white Alyssmn. Here also are drifts

of suitable foliage plants ; the

rich green and large leaves of

Rumex alpinus and the handsomely
spotted Pulmonaria saccharata.

The wall at the back is planted to

suit the colouring and character

of the border below with Pinks,

Southernwood, Iberis, N e p e t a,

the dwarf shrubby Veronica

buxifolia and Scotch Briars. The middle of the

back of the border and wall had been intended
for Tamarisk, whose soft effect of grey foliage

would have made a good grotmd for the flower
colouring, but, knowing that it did not suit the
garden, Mrs. Wakeman Newport cleverly substi-

tuted the useful grey-leaved shrub, Atriplex
Halimus, planting it in the wall, where it is growing
lti3;uiiantly. Gertrude Jekvll.

THREE GOOD SHRUBBY
CALCEOLARIAS.

There are few gardens in the country where
some of the varieties of Calceolaria are not

used as bedding plants. But, apart from the

bedding varieties, a few of the shrubby species

are extremely interesting and useful for garden

embellishment in the milder parts of the countrj'.

Calceolaria alba is a very fine white-flowered

species growing to a height of 3 feet, with clusters

of white flowers freely produced and narrow,

serrated foliage. C. violacea is a delightful species

from Chili, with small, helmet-shaped flowers of

a pale violet coloiir, spotted with deeper violet,

which are most profusely produced during May
and June. This is a good species for training to

a wall—and in a sheltered situation will attain

a height of 6 feet—or for a sunny nook in the

rock garden, where it will make much more sturdy

growth. An ideal position would be near the

top of the wall garden, at such a height to allow

the inside of the flowers to be seen from below.

This is a really charming plant, not easily forgotten

if once seen in flower, but hardy only in the milder

districts. Here it stands the average winters

on the rock garden without protection. C. integri-

folia is another species from Chili, of great value

in the more sheltered spots or by the sea. This,

a g-feet
I
like the preceding, makes a handsome wall plant.

THE LABURNUMS.

A LTK

A
LTHOUGH the Laburnums are among our

commonest flowering trees, they are

rarely overlooked when selections of

subjects are being made for new
positions, for they are everybody's
plants, are perfectly hardy and can

be grown throughout the country, always blossom
well, while their habit and light growth admit
them into the smallest garden. There are two
principal species, L. vulgare and L. alpinum,
both natives of Europe ; while a third and much
inferior species, L. caramanicum, from Greece
and Asia Minor, is also sometimes grown. Then
there are ntunerous hybrids and varieties which
are useful, and indeed necessary, for garden
decoration.

Cultural Hints.—-Although the Laburnums
thrive in a great variety of soils, they perhaps
prefer a good loam to any other. Propagation
of the species is easily conducted by means of

seeds, which ripen freely, while the varieties and
hybrids are grafted or budded upon stocks of the

species they most closely resemble. Planting

may be carried out at any period between early

October and late March, and care should be taken
to obtain as many as possible of the roots at their

full length, for they are often short of fibres.

LUPINS AND IRISES IN A NEWLY MADE GARDEN.

soon covering a large space, and has the advantage
j

except at the extreme points. Priming needs
of continuing to flower for a long period. Flowers ; carrying out with care, for, while yoimg plants
yellow, smaller than many of the bedding varieties,

but produced with the greatest freedom from
July until October. The above-named species also

make good shrubs for the cool greenhouse. All

are easy to propagate by inserting cuttings in

autiuun under a bell-glass or in a cold frame.

Logan Gardens, Stranraer. R. Findlay.

may be pruned without injury and no harm happens
by cutting back wood of two or three years of

age, wounds made by the removal of old branches

heal with difficulty. A point to remember with

regard to Labummus is that both seeds and yoimg
wood are poisonous, and fatal cases have occmred
by children eating the seeds.
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Laburnum VUlgare is the common Libumum.
It is found wild in the mountains of Central and

Southern Europe, where it forms a tree 15 feet

to 30 feet high, with a trunk 6 inches to 12 inches

in diameter. Under cultivation it is sometimes

rather larger. Its leaves are made up of three oval

leaflets, while its yellow flowers are borne in

pendulous racemes 6 inches long, which have

been very aptly likened 1 1 chains of gold. The

flowering perird is early May. Several forms have

been given varietal names. Of these, aureum,

finer inflorescences, which mature about a fortnight

later. It grows 20 feet to 30 feet high, and has

usually a wider head than the other species. As
in the case of L. vulgare, several distinct forms

of L. alpinum have been given varietal names.

Grandiflorum is a very distinct form, with exceed-

ingly long inflorescences ; autumnale usually bears

a second crop of flowers in September
;
pendulum

has weeping branches ; while Latest and Longest

produces racemes between 12 inches and 20 inches

in length. Between the two species there are

plant has thus been perpetuated, and we have

now a tree bearing ordinary Laburnum leaves

and branches, with racemes of yellow flowers and

racemes of purple flowers, while here and there

about the Laburnum branches appear, like

" witches' brooms," tufts of branches of Cytisus

purpureus, which bear typical leaves and flowers

of the Cytisus. The plant is fairly common,
although its history does not appear to be well

known, for almost every year specimens are sent

for an explanation of the peculiarity of growth and

A TREE OF THE COMMON LABURNUM PLANTED IN FRONT OF DARK-LEAVED EVERGREENS FOR CONTRAST.

with golden leaves
;

pendi lum, with pendent

branches ; semperflorens, which bltoms a second

time during the late s mmer ; and Alschingeri

are some of the most distinct.

L. alpinum.—This is also found wild in the

Central and Southern parts of Europe, and appears

to be naturalised in some parts of the British

Isles ; in fact, it is known by the common name
of Scotch Laburnum. It is quite distinct from

the common kind, both by reason of its darker-

coloured and larger leaflets, and its longer and

several hybrids, notably Parksii and Watereri.

Both are excellent, free-flowering kinds.

L. Adamii is a very interesting tree, for it

originated as a graft hybrid. For a very long

period it has been the habit to graft Cytisus

purpureus upon stocks of Laburnum vulgare,

and on one occasion, in 1825, a nurseryman at

Vitry, near Paris, noticed a peculiar growth on

a plant which had been so grafted. This growth

was watched, and as it kept its distinct character,

it was in turn worked upon other stocks. The

flowers. A similar graft hybrid followed grafting

Mespilus upon Cratasgus, the progeny producing

three distinct types of leaves, flowers and fruits.

L. caramanicum is the third cultivated species.

It is fotmd wild in Greece and Asia Minor, and in

this country forms a straggling shrub 5 feet or

6 feet high, with small, Cytisus-like leaves and

terminal heads of yellow flowers, borne during

late August or September. Its late flowering

season is its one redeeming feature, but for general

culture it is not recommended. W- D.
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REVIEW OF THE
SPRING SHOW AT CHELSEA.

* LTHOUGH the space at the dis-

/V posal of exhibitors had been
/ % curtailed this year, the Royal
/ % Horticultural Society's Spring
* » Show, now being held in the

grounds of Chelsea Hospital,

must be regarded as a great success.

The reduction of space was in some
respects advantageous, -inasmuch as ex-

hibitors were only able to show the very

best of their flowers, fruits or vegetables.

Visitors also were able better to grasp

the more salient points. Unfortunately,

the weather on the opening day was

willingly rendered, without which it would
have been impossible to have reported

the show so promptly.

ROCK GARDENS.
While it was aot to be expected that the rock

gardens, which, since the great International

Show, have been the most fascinating feature of

the Chelsea exhibition, would this year be forth-

coming in all the super-excellence and lavish

display of former years, they are to be seen to-day

on a scale which but half a decade ago would

have commanded the highest praise. Indeed,

ranged a dozen or more of these rock garden

exhibits, more uniform in size than in former

years, yet large enough—they each occupy a

superficial area of about two hundred and fifty

feet—for all purposes, and, with much to admire,

we commend them to the notice of our readers.

Starting at the Embankment end of the famous

Lime Avenue, we come first to an admirable

arrangement by the Guildford Hardy Plant

Nursery (Mr. Upton, proprietor). Ever the home

of choice alpines, the nursery has sent some of

its choicest plants—plants that impress at sight.

Of such, one of the most striking is a fine colony

of Sempervivum rubicundum, a handsome form

^<''^}-^>-

Jf-'-'-i'Vj^v

.?,x^i^»l

'^'f^i^^-

THE ROCK AND WATER GARDEN ARRANGED BY MESSRS. R. WALLACE AND CO.

exceptionallyi, wet, which made con-

ditions, both overhead and underfoot,

exceedingly unpleasant. The report that

follows has been written by experts in

the various branches of horticulture re-

presented, and will, we hope, prove a

lasting record of a wonderful show held

at a time when the nation is engaged
in war. To the Rev. W. Wilks, secretary

of the society ; Mr. S. T. Wright, superin-

tendent of the show ; Mr. Frank Reader
and other officials of the society we are

indebted for assistance so kindly and

they merit this to-day, not merely from the stand-

points of beauty and the object-lessons they

afford, but also as demonstrating the grit and

enterprise which have made them possible at a

time of unprecedented national stress. Moreover,

because of the studious work and correct interpre-

tation of Nature in such matters, which to the

expert eye is obvious at a glance, pointing the

way, like finger-posts, to more elaborate work,

the best of them fulfil every purpose for which

exhibitions were established, viz., the advance-

ment of horticulture ; hence they merit all praise.

Near the Embankment side of the exhibition are

with reddish crimson, green-tipped leaves. Other

good members of the same group also freely

colonised are S. arachnoideum Lagged and S. a. L.

rubrum, two of the more striking of the Cob-

web Houseleeks. Anemone globosa, with reddish,

though small, flowers, is another plant to look

for. The blue-flowered alpine Phlox (P. Douglasii)

is very beautiful, and Oxalis enneaphylla rosea

is also very choice. Iberis jucunda, Erodium

trichomanoides, and a fine colony of Anthemis

Aizoon, also known as Achillea ageratifolia, are

of great beauty. Important shrubs in the group

include Cytisus decumbens (yellow), Potentilla
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MESSRS. PULHAM AND SONS ROCK AND
OF DWARF SHRUB

Veitchii (white), Cytisus purpunus albus and

Lonicera nitida. Cryptomeria eltgans nana, a

pigmy 9 inclies high, will be found quite charming.

The rock employed is sandstone.

Adjoining this is an effective piece of work

by Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, who
are using the coral ragstone of their district in

quite medium-sized blocks. It is not the rocks,

however, so much as the array of choice plants

that appeals, and the specialist will linger long

and admire much. Items of special import

hardly likely to be overlooked are Pentstemon

Davidsonii of glaucous, prostrate habit with almost

scarlet flowers;, Pinguicula rcuteriana (pink flowers,

a great rarity), P. alpina (white, very beautiful),

Dryas Sundermannii (a lovely plant with creamy

buds and while flowers of superb form and sub-

stance), Primula pulverulenta rosea (a modest

name for a really glorious variety), Phlox Douglasii

(blue), Oxalis enneaphylla rosea, Origanum Dic-

lamnus (very fine) and the very charming Hyperi-

cum katschianum, whose glaucous leafage, pinky

stems and golden yellow flowers render it ideal

for the rockery. Then, in low-lying places the

visitor will r.cjlc groupings of Primulas and

Globe-flowers (TroUius), and anon a turfed

incline leading to a miniature pasture aglow with

Gentian, Orchis, Primula and other suitable

things. Much more may be had for the seeking,

and, happily, amid a more or less natiural environ-

ment.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst, will

be found to have a most attractive exhibit at

this point, erring, perhaps, just a little on the

lavishness of the floral display. However, the

material is excellent and well placed. One of the

most charming bits, which is not likely to be

overlooked, is a drift of the pink-flowered Cortusa

villosa, while Saxifraga sanguinea superba, the

best of the red Mossies, will be found aglow with

colour. Saxifraga Aizoon rosea is neatly and

naturally tucked into crevices, while Sileue

acaulis flore pleno, wedged between sandstone

blocks, will be seen in better flower than usual.

Quite charming, too, is the Oak Fern (Poly-

WATER GARDEN,
S AND ALPINES.

SHOWING GROUPING

podium Dryopteris), which, threading its way
amid the rocks in cooler places, suggests a long

tenancy. Primula Unique is among the finer

things, and of this a superb mass catches the

eye at once, though not less good or imposing

will be found the ample colonies of Primula

Veitchii and P. pulverulenta.

Messrs. Pulham and Sons, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, have one of the boldest pieces of

rockwork, and, as usual, have disposed the rocks

to considerable advantage. It is composed of

Lancashire stone, a limestone rock in some respects

approximating to the Cheddar limestone, though

bolder and more picturesque than that usually

employed. Within the prescribed area rock

gardening of more than one phase is to be seen,

waterfall and pool and the miniature paved walk
being some of them. In shady and cool places

will be found the rare Darlingtonia califomica

with TrilUums and CypripeeUums in variety

;

a little higher up, a colonised bank of Ramondia
pyrenaica is both at home and suggestive, as also

is a nice grouping in flower of Saxifraga Cotyledon

pyramidalis and the ever-welcome and indis-

pensable S. longifolia, which though out of flower is

attractive. Then, Saxifraga Aizoon rosea is playing

a good part in rock fissure and on simny slope, while

Lewisias in variety and Gentiana vema, of exquisite

blue coloiu', are disposed in places suited to their

well-being. Contrasting with the grey rock, in

fine array is Azalea rosaeflora, while elsewhere

Daphne Cueorum is lighting up a station with

its rich pink trusses in scores. Even the pretty

Scaly Fern, Ceterach ofiicinarum, has not been

omitted from the dry niches it favours as a wilding,

while Primulas japonica and pulverulenta in damp
places show to advantage. Suitable plants adorn

the water and waterside. We 11-flowered Wistaria-

elsewhere add pictorial effect.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester, have

achieved so much fame in rock gardening during

recent years that one natiu-ally expects to find

their work as near perfection as is possible within

the limits of the exhibition arena. This year,

in common with all other exhibitors in this depart-

ment, they are working within certain prescribed

limits, yet they are compressing therein much
ideal work and not a few essential phases. They

are employing Welsh moimtain limestone, a rock of

grey colour approximating to the Yorkshire stone,

yet demonstrating an even greater sympathy with

vegetable life than this by the natural accumula-

tions of moss and other minute herbage it embraces.

To the alpine plant grower there is no more

BEAUTIFUL STRATIFIED LIMESTONE IN MESSRS.

ROCK GARDEN.
KENT AND BRYDON S
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welcome sign than this. The stone, too, minus

the moss, is highly decorative. Features to which

we would direct special attention are a dripping

well garnished with the rich green of Scolopen-

drium, than which nothing could be more appro-

priate or desirable in garden work, and the contrast

is excellent ; and a rocky streamlet which presently

topples into a miniature, low-placed pool. Each

of these is suggestive and in good taste, though at

sight, we imagine, the correct disposal of the rock

generally will catch the eye of the expert before all

else. This, indeed, is worthy of study alone. Plants

are here, too, in considerable force, variety and

beauty ; and among these a fine lot of American

Cowslip (Dodecatheon), Daphne Cneorum, Onosma

alba rosea,©, taurica, Oxalis enneaphyUa, Saxifrages

in great variety, Androsace Chumbyii and Litho-

spermum are affording colour effect and charm

in their rightful places. The association of rock

and shrub we regard worthy of special study,

and direct our readers' attention thereto. The

rock-clinging nature of Juniperus sinensis pro-

cumbens is very pleasing ; and quite attractive,

too, is J. s. aureum, also the Table Pine (Pinus

Tanyosho). Cotoneaster congesta is

a rock-draping shrub of more than

ordinary merit, and the positions

these occupy should be carefully

noted.

Messrs. Waterer, Son and Crisp,

The Arcade, Liverpool Street, and

Bagshot, Surrey, have a rock garden

of more than ordinary interest, it

being well conceived and in the grey

limestone which appeals to all.

Quite recently Messrs. Waterer have

been giving at the fortnightly

meetings of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society evidences of their skill

and taste in rock garden construc-

tion and grouping ; hence none who
have seen these exhibits will be

surprised at the fxiller measure of

success achieved at Chelsea, with

greater scope at their command and

amid a more suitable environment.

In a sentence, it is a piece of work

where good taste, thoughtful and

intelligent work, and natural plant-

ing go hand in hand. This kind of

thing, while eminently fitted for the

exhibition arena, would be also per-

fectly natural in the rock garden at home. This

side of the subject is worthy of special study.

But there are choice plants our readers must not

miss. Space precludes our giving a list of them,

and the enumerating of a few must be as finger-

posts to the rest. Lewisias, for example, include

oppositifolia, rediviva, HoweUii and the rare

leeana. Phlox Douglasii is very charming. The

fine blue bells of Campanula Allionii must not

be overlooked ; it is among the alpine gems.

On an equal footing for choiceness, and surpassing

it as a novelty, is ^thionema Warley Rose, the

most lovely of its class ; its rounded heads of

deep rose, less than half a dozen -inches high, as

bright a thing as any rock garden could contain.

Subulata Phloxes, Mazus reptans, an array of

Saxifrages and others capable of floral display

will not fail to catch the eye.

Mr. Clarence EUiott, Stevenage, is another

well-known rock gardener whose exhibit merits

more than a passing glance. Here will be found

deftly arranged and associated with Cheddar

limestone not a few choice or highly meritorious

plants. Particularly striking are Rubus parvus,

a bright-leaved New Zealander which catches

the eye at once. Heuchera tiarelloides is quite

elegant. Matthiola pedemontana is very good in

colour, though less striking than the orange red

of Cheiranthus Newark Park. Quite beautiful,

too, is a great colony of the blue and white Aquilegia

glandulosa. Campanula Stevenii alba is, we
believe, only to be seen here ; it is a lovely plant,

albeit not pure white. Daphne rupestris,

Onosma taurica. Phlox nivalis, Gentiana vema,

Primtila sibirica, P. Unique and Myosotis rupicola

are all beautiful, though the greater colour masses

of Auricula Mrs. Robinson (a fine yellow), Phloxes,

Aubrietias and Daphne Cneorum will catch the

eye before some of these.

Messrs. Piper, Bayswater, have a very beautiful

rockwork exhibit in Yorkshire stone, an out-

standing structural feature being a tiny rivulet

leading to a rock pool. The disposition of the

rock is good, and the work generally well executed.

Compared with some, the planting is quite modestly

done, yet with pleasing results. Oxalis ennea-

phyUa, Gentiana vema, Silene Hookeri, Viola

he has hardly reached his past standard of perfec-

tion in planting. Hitherto his planting efforts

have been as fascinating and so replete of good

taste as the disposal of his rocks was true to

Nature. Features of interest include 'a pretty

water-course and pool, with midway path and

inclining drift, and vrith these are associated

Dodecatheon, Trillium, Funkia, Androsaces, Oxalis

enneaphylla. Mossy Saxifrages and much besides.

The greatest flower picture is created by a wondrous

mass of Gentiana acaulis, and none of our readers

are likely to miss what is unmistakably much the

greatest feast of this unique plant in the entire

exhibition. Small plants of Pinus Cembra and

others are usefully employed.

Messrs. Kent and Brydou, Darlington, who
hitherto have displayed more than an elementary

knowledge of rock gardening, have on this occasion

surpassed a'l prev-ous efforts by an exhibit which

for skill and thoughtful work is.weU-nigh perfect.

Cascade and pool, moraine and moimtain meadow
are among the features which catch the eye at

once, while their thoughtful treatment will impress

the visitor after a more critical inspection. In

BOLD ROCKWORK GROUPING BY MESSRS. WHITELEGG AND PAGE.

bosniaca (very beautiful), Patrinia palmata,

Androsaces in variety, Saxifraga lantoscana

superba and Erodium corsicum are worth seeking.

The Umbrella Pine (Sciadopitys verticillata) is

effectively employed. An adjoining piece of work

displays the showier alpines in masses.

The Misses Hopldns, Shepperton-on-Thames,

have an effective rockery arrangement, and are

the only lady exhibitors in this section. Here

will be found not a few good things, of which a

fine central group of Primula japonica is in close

proximity to a rock pool. Gentianas vema and

acaulis, Onosma taurica, Geum montanum, Andro-

sace sarmentosa, Comus canadensis, Ramondias

and Ledum palustris are some other things that

are employed with good effect.

Mr. J. Wood, Boston Spa, has already achieved

such fame in rock gardening that only the most

artistic work is expected of him. This year,

however, while he is giving a very clear demon-

stration of his skill in this department, employing

the ever-fascinating weathered limestone, which

is also prettily garnished with moss, we think

domestic affairs we are told that it is " the little

things that make the home "
; in rock gardening

it is the attention to details and a true interpreting

of Nature in respect thereto that invests it with

its greatest charm.- Only an artist in rock garden-

ing or a Nature student would have placed the

Black-ribbed Spleenwort (Asplenium Trichomanes)

in rocky chinks in the cascade high above the

I

water's reach, yet with other minute Ferns it

I garnishes and plays a pretty part. The bold,

:
low-down grouping of Trillium and Cypripedium

j

constitutes a picture of rare beauty, while the

alpine meadow is aglow with Gentian, Primula

I

frondosa and other suitable plants. The moraine

has its complement of rare Dianthi, Eritrichiiuu

and the like. Pinguiculas abound in wet and

spongy soil, while Edraianthus serpyUifolius and

Ramondias are playing a part usefully and well.

Maiauthemum bifolia, with its pretty white spires

of flowers, is delightfully foiled by the Oak Fern

(Polypodium Dryopteris), while excellent use is

made of Juniperus tamarisksefolia, a trailing rock

shrub of great charm. Wrenside (Westmorland)
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EFFECTIVE GROUPING AND PLANTING BY MESSRS. WATERER. SON AND CRISP.

THF STONE USED HERE WAS EXCELLENT.

limestone is that employed, and nothing could be

more pleasing. This fine exhibit is near the

Embankment entrance.

Messrs. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, have rockwork

composed of Sussex sandstone, and are employing

free-flowering plants in masses, of which the

alpine Phloxes, Aubrietias in variety. Mossy

Saxifrages, Phlox Laphamii, Onosma taurica,

Phlox pilosa Brilliant and others are freely

employed. Some charming Acers are here, and

Genista aphylla is aglow with yellow flowers.

ALPINE PLANTS IN TENTS
For the convenience ot our readers, we are

treating of these apart from the rock gardens in

the open, and all will be readily found in the large

tent, even amid the flower feast which is there

displayed.

Mr. H. Hemsley, Crawky, is showing a charming

variety of hybrid alpine Snapdragons, also such

good things as Dianthus neglectus. Daphne

fioniana, Gentiana verna, together with Saxifrages,

alpine Phloxes, Matthiola valesi; ca and others.

Silene tomassiniana is very pretty.

Messrs. W. H. Rogers and Sons, Southampton,

have a lovely batch of the scarlet-flowered Ourisia

coccinea, than which, for a cool place, there is

no more beautiful alpine. Vaccinium mortiniana

(with rosy bells), Gaultheria procumbens, Viola

bosniaca (very beautiftil), Myosotis rupicola.

Primula sibirica and Meconopsis integrifolia are

all good and worth seeking.

Mr. A. J. Allgrove, Middle Green, Langley,

Slough, has some of the choicest things and not

a few novelties. Of the latter, Aquilegia ecalcarata,

with rosy flowers, is very charming, though the

great feature of the group is alpine Primulas.

Of these, there are P. luteola, P. sib rica and its

variety chinensis, P. bulkyana, P. Unique, P.

Veitchii, P. cockbumiana and several besides.

Very beautiful and striking, too, are Meconopsis

puniceus, the white-flowered Anacyclus formosa

and the beautiful mauve-coloured Lathyrus

pubescens.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.,

are associating many beautiful alpines with other

flowers. Erinacea pungens (a lovely mauve-

flowered rock shrub). Phlox nivalis, Thymus
ericanoides, Onosma taurica. Edelweiss, Daphne

Cneorum, Tulipa persica, and many Primulas,

Saxifrages and Androsaces are worth seeking in

the group.

Sir Everard Hambro, K.C.V.O., Hayes Place,

Hayes, Kent (gardener, Mr. J. Grandfield), is

contributing some of the choicest and best -grown

alpines the show contains, not in fragmentary

bits but in ample specimens, demonstrating beauty

and worth. Of such are Asperula suberosa,

a mass of its pinky, tubular flowers, which, above

minute woolly tufts, appeals at once. Armeria

caespitosa is full of bloom at an inch high. Andro-

sace helvetica is of the best of its tribe. Haberlea

virginalis is one of the gems of its race, chaste and

beautiful withal. Pentstemon Davidsonii (scarlet

flowers 01 prostrate, glaucous stems), Erinacea

pungens, Lewisia Cotyledon and L. Howellii,

OxaUs adenophylla, Helichrysum frigidum and a

host of the choicest Saxifrages will afford the alpine

plant lover food for thought and reflection for

many days to com *. Miniature shrubs are pleas-

ingly associated.

Dr. Macwalt, Midlands, Duns, N.B., is showing

quite a unique lot of alpine Primulf.s, of which

the reddish P. Parryi, P. muretiana, P. The General,

P Juliae (a lovely mass), P. sccundiflora (virtually

a crimson-flowered P. sikkimensis), which, with

P. modesta (a fairy Primrose with rosy flowers),

P. tosasnsis and P. Darialica (all miniatures with

rosy flowers), are very charming. Small seedling

plants of the rare P. Reinii are also on view.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, have r.

fine bank-like arrangement of alpines, including

masses of Lithospermum, Anthyllis montana,

/Ethionema grandiflora, Asperula suberosa, Gen-

tiana vema (a lovely bit of colour), Saxifraga

lantoscana superba, Androsace villosa, Achillea

rupestris, Asperula capitata (a pretty species

with pinky flowers), together with Dodecatheons,

Primulas, Mitella diphylla. Mossy Saxifrages,

Daphne Cneorum and a host of other things in

goodly groups that will command attention at

once.

Bees, Limited, Liverpool, have a fine exhibit

near the Embankment end of the large tent,

and here will be found some of the choicest hardy

plant novelties the exhibition contains. We
make a point of directing our readers' attention

to Anemone rupicola, a new Chinese species with

flowers as large as those of the Japanese Wind-

flower, yet more perfect in contour and with greater

solidity of petal. The sepals are rcsy lilac, the

petals pure white ; the plant, as shown, not more
than a foot high. Weldenia Candida, Roscoea

cautlioides. Primula sccundiflora, Sedum pilosum,

Potentilla nana argentea (yellow) and Erinacea

pungens are other new and choice things meriting

attention. In addition, Celm'sia spectabilis ar-

gentea, Malvastrum coccineum, Aquilegia glandu-

losa. Incarvillea grandiflora and Oxahs adenophylla

are planis that appeal by their presence alone.

Priinula= are good and plentiful in a group which

must be studiously inspected.

Mr. Maurice Prichard. Christ church, Hants, is

staging a remarkable lot of pot-grown alpines,

the admirable specimens telling their own tale.

A great feature of the group in blue and white

is Aquilegia glandulosa. Androsace Chumbyii is

very charming. Clematis montana Perfection is

a rose-coloured variety and very beautiful.

Saxifrages are in plenty, choice and rare sorts of

the greatest beauty. Pentstemon Scouleri is

most effective, while Globe-flower, Ramondia,

Dodecatheon, many Sempervi\Tims and Saxifrages

will be found in perfection.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, is also staging

many choice alpines with rare flowering shrubs,

and here will be found many good things in both

departments. Of the alpines the visitor should

seek for Rhododendron fastigiatum (a miniature of

a few inches with violet -coloured flower trusses).

Haberlea virginalis is an exquisite white-flowered

alpine, like a small Streptocarpus. Daphne

arbuscula is a lovely species from Transylvania

with rosy lilac flower trusses. Anemone alpina

sulphurea is very charming. Daphne Verlotii,

D. striata, Lewisia Howellii, Sisyrinchium fii-

folium, Cytisus Beanii, OxaUs enneaphylla major

and Rhododendron glaucum are others to bs

looked for with interest. There are many b;autiful

Saxifrages, together with choice shrub;, to be

found in this exhibit.

Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, has a choice lot

of alpine Phloxes, Incarvillea grandiflora, together

with Si'dums, Lithospermums, Saxifrages, Aubrie-

tias and Daphne Cneorum, all of which are

being shown in free masses.

Mr. J. Douglas, Great Bookham, is showing a

delightful lot of alpine and show Auriculas at the

extreme southern side of the larg? tent. No

exhibitor of this or any other time cultivates

these plants with so much skill as Mr. Douglas,

hence the plants merit attention.

FORMAL GARDENS.
Mr. E. Dixon, West Hill Nurserj-, Putney, has

arranged a formal garden of unuiual pattern,

a sunk garden almost circular in outline, in which

paved walk, wall garden and the like have all

been efficiently treated. Irises adorn the higher

parts of the border, while many alpines and other

suitable plants enter into the scheme in their

proper order. A sundial in the midst is also to

be noted.
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ORCHIDS.
The Orchid exhibits comprise eleven groups

running along the north and south ends of the

V rgr- Tent. Chelsea Show is famous for its fine

collections of Orchids, and although the war has

probably affected Orchid-growers more seriously

than any other class of horticulturists, the show
is not unworthy its traditions. The exhibits

from Belgium will be sorely missed, and Messrs.

Sander suffer more than most in the impossibility

of keeping in touch with their Belgian nurseries.

The graceful sprays of Phalaenopsis rimestadtiana

are lacking, too, from many exhibits to which

in the past they have given finish and charm.

This is one of the plants largely grown on the

Continent and now excluded. The two exhibits

specially worth mention are the fine groups from

Sir Jeremiah Colman and Mr. Gurney Fowler.

They show what can be done by enthusiastic

amateurs, and we should like to see more

amateurs enter the field, even if on a smaller

scale.

Messrs. Armstroi g and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,

occupy the first position from the entrance at the

north end of the tent. A handsome centre-piece

of the Brasso-Cattleyas Lord Kitchener and Veitchii

is flanked by masses of Lselio-Cattleyas Fascinator

and Aphrodite and some lovely forms of Odonto-

glossum crispum and Odontiodas. As specimens

the Odontoglossums Epicaste, Coronation and

Aglaon should be lookrd for, and particularly the

altogether unique plant of Ccelogyne pandurata,

nearly six feet from bc^ck to front. The brilliant

Mr.sdevallias give a splash of vivid colour. The
albino Lselia purpurata Ashtonae is a fine plant.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park,

Reigate (gardener, Mr. J. Collier), wins distinction

with the quality of so many of his fine home-

raised seedlings, as well as for something original

and telling in his arrangement. Prominence is

given to a grand plant of the Necklace Orchid

(Ccelogyne (dayana), which is overhung with the

loose sprays of the purple and chocolate Odonto-

glossum thompsonianum, which is always shown

well from Gatton. The hybrid Cymbidiimis are

grand. The late-flowering Dendrobium regium,

the white Cattleya Mossis and the fine forms of

Cypripedium callosum Sanders also stand out, but

the most brilliant pieces of colour are the scarlet

Odontiodas, loveliest and most brilliant of which

is perhaps Lady Colman.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Queen's Road,

Cheltenham, turn to admirable use a square ground

space on the opposite side of the gangway. One
expects something characteristic in the tasteful

arrangement of the exhibits of this house, and is

not disappointed. The generous use of tender

foliage forms a delicate tracery of greenery, against

which the flowers show to greatest advantage.

An arch of Asparagus Sprengeri is richly furnished

with heavy trusses of the orange and white

Dendrobium thyrsiflorum and the bright yellow,

light sprays of Oncidium marshallianum. Odonto-

glossums are used as comer-pieces, with Cattleyas,

Miltonias, &c., on the lower ground. Some of

the few sprays of Phatenopsis rimestadtiana found

in the show are included here.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,

Sussex, have a rich, distinctive piece of work, this

outstanding in its wealth of forms and glorious

warm colouring. Yellow and rose are not colours

that one would associate at first thought, but see

the effect in the centre here of the bright yellow

sprays of Oncidium marshallianum thrusting out

from the dense rose mass of a rich form of Miltonia

vexillaria. Oncidium concolor carries on the

yellow to the base of the group. The left wing

and right wing respectively are collections of

Odontoglossums and Odontiodas. Between are

held many beautiful specimens. The airy

Oncidium phymatoehilum (a yard through) and

a good plant of Coelogyne dayana are given places

of honour. Cattleya Skinneri is a specimen plant.

There are some beautiful albinos, Odontoglossum

crispum' Xanthotes, Cattleya Dusseldorfii Undine

and C. Skinneri alba. Among the new Orchids, the

Grand Duke Nicholas, King Albert and the Queen

of the Belgians give their names to Odontoglossums.

The last, with its fine shape and beautiful markings,

we found the most pleasing, although smaller than

the others.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, suffer

heavily from lack of communication with their

Belgian house, but the exhibit is not unworthy one

of our premier houses. The grand masses of L»l:o-

Cattleya hyeana are one of the striking things

in the group, under the heavy-flowered trusses

of Dendrobium thyrsiflorum at either wing. The
central bank is more varied, and to that extent

less effective decoratively than in some of the

groups, but plant after plant merits attention

for its individual beauty. A plant of Miltonia

vexillaria G, D. Owen carries four spikes and sixteen

flowers. Lycaste giganteum is perhaps a finer

plant than has ever been staged before. There

are several fine pieces of Brasso-Cattleya digbyano-

Schroeders, Cymbidium Pauwelsii, C. lowianum

aureum, Odontiodas and Odontoglossums. Among
the new things, one should make a point of

seeing Brasso-Laslio-Cattleya Wotan and LEelio-

Cattleya Goldstar. Old, indeed, but what more

charming among Orchids than the plant of

Oncidium pulchcllum here ?

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, who have

acquired the exclusive stocks of Orchids of the

late firm of James Veitch and Sons, Limited, have

an interesting group at the south side of- the tent.

In one sense it is the most beautiful of the exhibits,

for in no other group is each individual plant

given so clearly its full value. We realised the

restraint necessary for this when we saw box-loads

of fine plants pushed under the tabling, for which

room could not be found without doing injustice

to something already in place. There are many
good things here. Brasso-Cattleya Thomtonii

Euphemia, in the very centre, imder the Laelio-

Cattleya hyeana, is magnificent. The new Disa

Blackii, derived from Luna and grandiflora, is

SIR EVERARD HAMBRO'S WONDERFUL GROUP OF SAXIFRAGAS AND OTHER ROCK GARDEN PLANTS IN POTS-
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quite the nicest hybrid Disa in cultivation. Leelio-

Cattleya canhamiana alba magnifica, an unnamed

yellow Lslio-Cattleya with crimson lip, and some

very fine forms of Laelio-Cattleya Fascinator and

Cattleya Tityus also deserve mention. It is of

interest to note here how the Cypripediums

niveum and bellatulum and the finely veined

Ana;ctochilus have been given subsidiary positions

under plants of Odontiodas, &c., to indicate their

shade-loving propensities.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Limited, Rawdon.

Leeds, show a group distinctive in its arrangement,

with a fine central feature of Cattleya Mendelii

;

but the large, suspended stands of Miltonia

vexillaria to right and left of it rather obscure

the bays of Dendrobiura thyrsiflorum behind.

The rose, orange and pink in the new finely blotched

Odontioda Enchantress deserve special attention.

Odontoglossum Phoebe is a brilliantly spotted

plant. Among other good things we noted Laelio-

Cattleya dominiana, fine specimens of Cattleya

Skinneri alba, Odontioda Bradshawiae, and an

interesting set of seedlings of Miltonia bleuana.

flowered, are the only representatives of this

old plant that we saw in the show.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, Sussex,

stage a group which stands out as one of the finest

pieces of bold colouring in the whole show. The

wonderful roses, oranges and scarlets f-f the

Odontiodas in the centre are specially fine, only

increasing the softness of the buf! and pink of

Cymbidium pauwelsiana and the brown and

yellow of Onciditmi macbeaniauum on either

hand. The vigour and fine character of the

latter hybrid are specially worth attention. White

Cattleyas are very good here. Undine, Mossiae-

Wagneri and Brenda particularly. Laelio-Cattleya

Melius is a lovely distinct apricot-shaded novelty.

We also noted the large blotched Odontoglossums

and crispum seedlings. Of the Odontiodas,

to mention only one, Bruce, standing alone, is

perhaps best worth singling out.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Middlesex, have a group apart from the rest

in its distinctive staging. On the left the deep

red of Renanthera overhangs the soft pinks of

SOME OF THE MAGNIFICENT SWEET PEAS SHOWN BY MESSRS. DOBBIE AND CO.

Mr. Harry Dixon, Spencer Park Nurseries,

Wandsworth Common, shows a small miscellaneous

group of choice Orchids. Masdevallia, Odonto-

glossum, Oncidium, Cymbidium and the other

principal genera are represented without special

emphasis on one group more than another. From
the point of view of the public, it is unfortunate

that the plants ire not named.

J. Gumey Fowler, Esq., Brackenhurst. Pembury,

Tunbridge Wells (gardener, Mr. J. Davis), sends

a collection full of interest and novelty. Attention

centres in the rich middle group of Cattleyas

and the side groups of Laelio-Cattleyas, but a

large number of individual plants call for mention.

Odontoglossum Princess Mary (a new richly

blotched variety) and Odontioda Coronation

Fowler's Variety are up for certificate. There

are several fine plants of the lovely white Odonto-

glossum Xanthotes. Brasso-Cattleya Veitchii

splendens and Cattleya Mossiae Pintadean are

also outstanding. Two large batches of the

seldom-seen Cattleya citrina, well grown and

Miltonias, while lower down is a good batch of

Dendrobium brymerianum, with its large, fringed

yellow lips. A corresponding arrangement on

the right includes the white Phalanopsis with a

number of choice Odontiodas, with Stella, Lycaste

and a number of little-known plants at the base.

But the main bank is a large batch of Cattleyas,

with many fine C. Mossiae connecting these two
wings. The new Cattleya Princess Mary is a

charming tender pink, well-formed Mossiae. Laelio-

Cattleyas G. S. Ball and teneflava give imusual

pieces of orange. One expects in the exhibits

from this firm a number of out-of-the-way plants,

and attention should be given to the little collec-

tion, on the right, of blue-shaded Orchids. These
are Vanda ca?rulescens, Dendrobium Victoria

Regina, Vanda Charlesworthii and Cattleya

intermedia caerulea. The large pans of the fragrant

Arpophyllum giganteum, with its long, erect,

rose fingers, should also be noted. The plants

are all in good condition, and show unmistakeable

signs of good cultivation.

S W E ET PEAS.
These are scarcely so numerous as usu^l. but the

quality of the exhibits is, we imagine, superior

to anything seen at previous spring shows.

Not the least important stand is that of Messrs.

S. Bide and Sons, Famham. Backed by black

velvet, artistically decorated with Smilax, Cocos

weddelliana and Maidenhair Ferns, the vases

of Sweet Peas, elevated at varying heights, show

up to perfection. The unfortunate position

prevents a full lighting effect, but this, however,

is no fault of the exhibitors. A few of the most

telling varieties on view are R. F. Felton (mauve),

Wliite Queen, Constance Champion (a very fine

new salmon), Edward Cowdy (the new flaming

scarlet), Phyllis Bide (orange), Royal Piurple,

Orchid, Dick Bide (rich amaranth), Mrs. Hugh
Wormald and Mrs. J. Balmer (two 1915 novelties),

and Robert Sydenham.
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh—what

visions the name conjures up ! Each season we
look forward to seeing some firm arising to contest

the great Scottish firm for premier position, and

each year we find the invincible Andrew Ireland

come up from Mark's Tey with more wonderful

flowers than ever. The ordinary person on seeing

this great Chelsea Show exhibit will gasp with

astonishment. The expert will raise his hat as

an acknowledgment. To pick out individual

varieties is perhaps unfair to the remainder,

but we must refer to Elfrida Pearson, Jean Ireland

(the new picotee), Dobbie's Orange, Frilled Pink,

Royal Purple, Blue Picotee, New Marquis, King

Manoel, Duchess of Portland, Mrs. Cuthbertson,

Princess Mary, Dobbie's Scarlet and Illuminator.

One particularly fine feature is the collection of

plants that fill the background. These are a

veritable eye-opener ; indeed, one comes away
with the ide.i. that Messrs. Dobbie and Co. are

beyond the reach of mere mortals.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards,

now that they are ftdly established .n their branch

at Mark's Tey, can be independent of German
submirine threats, and their exhibit at Chelsea

s entirely made up with flowers culled from

Essex. Flanked on either side by Tulips,

the Sweet Peas—the first the firm has ever brought

to Chelsea—were by no means eclipsed. Splendidly

set up in vases, one is able to admire the beauties

of King Manoel, Hawlmark Gladys (a fine salmon

pink), Royal Purple, Orchid (a really fine

light mauve), Robert Sydenham, President (the

new fiery orange self). Fiery Cross (the sensational

silver medal variety of rgi4), Mrs. Cuthbertson,

Dobbie's Cream, Sincerity, King Wliite and many
others.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, are

making an effective little display. Lady Evelyn

Eyre, Princess Mary, Robert Sydenham, Lady

Miller, Norvic (the new white), Nora Unwin

(stiU able to hold its grotmd among whites). Lord

Fisher (an improved Brunette) and numerous

other well-known varieties W' re shi 'wr

.

Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimbome, has a very effective

stand near the Chelsea Hospital entrance. One

of the most telling varieties is a new vivid orange

named Golden Glory. Honour Bright, which

recalls the Fiery Cross of last year, is also a fine

featire. Peace (a pretty soft salmon pink) and

Warrior (a new maroon) are also among the

notables ; while among standard varieties one

notes R. F. Felton, Thomas Stevenson, Scarlet

Emperor, Sincerity, Dor' thy. Prince George and

Robert Sydenham.
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RO S ES.
Although the beautiful novelty National Emblem

IS not on view, our national flower is worthily

represented by sumptuous displays from the

leading growers. It has often been a matter

for surprise to us that no amateur has brought

a . really unique group of Roses to this greatest

of all exhibitions. We can only recall one instance,

when Lord Rothschild put up a splendid collec-

tion of Moss Roses grown in pots. Surely there

are wealthy amateurs who could make a display

of Roses on the same worthy scale as those who
make the Orchid their hobby, and although the

intrinsic value might not be so great, the honour

of producing a really worthy group of Roses

that calls forth equally as much cultural skill

would be worth the attempt. We trust this

hint thrown out to readers of The Garden may
induce some to make an attempt next year.

What a delightful feature would be a good collec-

tion of the exquisite Rose species, or even a large

collection of the beautiful ramblers, now so very

numerous !

Messrs. William Paul and Son of Waltham
Cross have certainly a most wonderful group,

and it contains many choice varieties of the

firm's own raising. One of the most striking

novelties in the whole exhibition is Paul's Scarlet

Climber. It gives us the impression of a Climbing

Charlotte Klemm, and all who know that brilliant

bedding Rose will realise what a fine thing Messrs.

Paul have raised. The semi-double flowers of

Scarlet Climber are fully 3 J inches in diameter,

and the petals are very large. The blooms are

produced in nice large clusters from the base of

the plant to the summit, and one can readily

imagine the gorgeous effect of such a climber

in the garden. Its value as a decorative plant

for the conservatory is seen from the numerous
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Messrs. Canndl and Son of Swanky are showing
pyramidal ramblers, well flowered, among which

we noted American Pillar, a variety this firm

first exhibited in this country, Excelsa, Veilchen-

blau, Dorothy Dennison, Lady Gay and Minnehaha
are also very fine.

Mr. E. J. Hicks, Twyford, has a grand group,

arranged most effectively. Prominent in the

group are several plants of the brilliant single

Princess Mary and some well-flowered pieces of

the beautiful single species, Rosa Moyesii. Mrs.

George Norwood shows its value as a forcing

Rose, and it possesses a delightful fragrance.

Other novelties are Mrs. John Foster (in the way of

Lieutenant Chaure), Mrs. George Roupell (orange),

and Mme. Edouard Herriot^ There are also

numerous Pnlyanthas of the best sorts.

Messrs. Brown of Peterborough, among other

things, have put up a nice lot of their new semi-

double climber. Miss Rosalie Wrench. It is a

pretty shade of pink, and should be useful.

C Russell. Mme. Edouard Hcrriot, Molly Sharman
Crawford, Countess of Shaftesbury and many others.

Altogether the Rose is very grandly represented,

and in our opinion equal to any former show.

We miss the fine group of Messrs. Mount and

Sons, for hitherto the quality of bloom of this

firm has been really spkr.did. The numerous
array of ramblers and Polyanthas in almost every

group portray the value of these Roses for decora-

tion, and their place in the up-to-date garden is

certainly assured.

A most excellent group is that of Messrs. B. R.

Cant and Sons, Colchester. It reminds one of the

glorious summer show, so splendid is the quality

of the individual flowers. There is an absence

of overcrowding, far too evident in many of the

displays. The pillars and standards are very

fine, consisting of the well-known American Pillar,

Excelsa, Lady Godiva, White Dorothy, Minnehaha,

&c. Splendid masses of the firm's own novelties

are to be seen, such as Hon, Mrs, Grosvenor, Sallie

A POKTION OF MESSRS, SUTTON AND SONS' GROUP OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS RAISED FROM SEEDS

Messrs, G, and W, B' rch of Peterborough

have a splendid g-oup, mainly of cut blooms. The
quality is excellent. Splendid flowers of Mrs.

Foley Hobbs remind one of the summer shows,

,ind there are also grand lots of Molly Sharman
Crawford, Lyon Rose, Mme. Edouard Herriot,

Sunburst (very rich in colour), Mrs, H. Stevens,

Melody (very fine^ and Yvonne Vacherot ; while

these are all backed up by g' " d masses of Sodenia

and other ramblers.

The Rev. J. Piraberton is showing his White
Rambler, It is certainly a very pure white,

but somehow the flowers become soiled in appear-

ance, which somewhat detracts from its beauty.

This may be owing to damage in travelling, but

it is unquestionably a Rose to be desired.

Among their lovely collection of good things

Messrs, H. B, May and Sons of Chingford have
ramblers and Polyantha Roses in really well-

flowered specimens,

Messrs. Low and Co. of Bush Hill Park have a

sumptuous array of good things, especially Mrs,

(a very rich orange colour of lovely elongated form)

rnd Augustus Hartmann (one of the most brilliant

' f the scarlet orange Rrscs of recent years, which

p.'ovcs of great value to the exhibitor), Cupid

will be a delightful pillar Rose, and one we all

fhall want. It deservedly obtained the Cory

Cup at the Spring Show of the National Rose

Society, Autumn Tints is also of exquisite

colour. The charming variety Joan is quite unique

In its tinting, and partakes in form of one of its

parents, Melanie Soupcrt, St, Helena is grand.

The wonderful colour of Mme. Edourrd Herriot

gives a charm to this love ly d'splay, and our

minds are carried to the early June days by the

masses of Austrian Copper and Austrian Yellow.

Juliet, Richmond, Hugh Dickson and a host of

other kinds are also represented by large clusters,

while the exquisite single Rambler, Silver Moon,

will make everyone desire to have this tine variety

upon their pergola.

Messrs. George Paul and Son of Cheshunt have

a charmingly arranged group, or rather two groups.

close together. The ramblers and weepers are

not very densely flowered, but they are very

elegantly disposed over the groups. Here we
find the lovely yellow Banksian, now so rarely

seen. Beautiful specimens of Freda, Rayon d'Or,

Othello, Sunburst (although white, the flowers

are fine), Florerce Pemberton, Edward Mawley,
Mrs. A. R. Waddell, David Harum, Souv. de G.

Prat, A, Colomb, Magnolia, G, Grunerwald
and Lady A, Stanley are other good things in

this very fine lot,

Messrs, Hobbies, Limited, have also two groups,

unfortunately separated, but very tastefully

displayed upon arches and in large baskets,

together with columns of cut bloom, Polyanthas
of their own raising are very interesting, especially

Baby Elegance, Meadow Sweet and Dewdrop,
Fine masses of Pemberton's White Rambler,
Flf>rence Mitten, Tausendscho-i, Excelsa, Dorothy
Perkins, Lady Godiva and Mrs, M, H. Walsh are

seen. This last is a grand pure white rambler

that has come to stay. The cut

blooms of Ophelia, Lady Pirrie,

Sunburst, Souv. de G. Prat, Mme.
Edouard Herriot, Lady Hillingdon

and Frau Karl Druschki are ex-

tremely good,

Mr, George Prince of Longworth
is very strong in densely flowered

ramblers, among which we not( d

Chatillon Rambler, a most beautiful

novelty of lighter shade than

Dorothy Perkins. Standards of

Excelsa, Blush Rambler, White
Dorothy and Hiawatha are particu-

larly good, while the masses of

J'.ssie, E. Teschendorf!, Ellen

Poulsen and Phyllis give a beautiful

finish to a very pretty lot.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.,

Colchester, have two large groups

most tastefully arranged, and they

I'ontain a very large selection of

superb varieties and of grand quality.

Mrs. Charles E. Salmon is a delight-

ful single, and its colour is a ver\'

dainty salmon pink. The flowers are

of huge size, quite 5 inches across,

so that its effectiveness in the garden

will b? very great. The blooms of

Mrs, I'-oley Hobb; are all of medal

quality, and other noteworthy sor'.s

are Lady A. Stanley, Dorothy

Ratcliff (a charming Rose under glass), Gcorpc

Dickson (superb), Mme. Edouard Herriot, Florence

Pemberton, Mrs. George Shawyer, Lady Roberts

and many of th? newer kinds. Br iswick Charm

is a very beautiful rambler.

Some grandly flowered plants of American

Pillar o me from Messrs. R. J. Barnes and Son

of Malvern, who also show good cut blooms "f such

as Rayon d'Or and Mme. Edouard Herriot,

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.

Like most of the departments in the show, this

section has considerably fewer exhibits than in

previous years. The large, handsome groups

staged by Messrs, James Veitch and Son certainly

leave a place which is not filled at the present

show. The exhibits staged show excellent quality,

and the colours in the subdued light of the large

tent show to the greatest advantage.
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CALCEOLARIAS AND SCHIZANTHUSES SHOWN BY MESSRS. E. WEBB AND SONS.

On entering the Main Tent from the Embank-
ment the visitor is immediately attracted by the

splendid display of Messrs. James Carter and Co.

of Raynes Park. This includes some of the choicest

examples of the well-known strains of Cinerarias,

Gloxinias, Calceolarias and Begonias. Several

distinct features are introduced in the present

display, making a welcome change from the

stereotyped exhibits of greenhouse flowers which

have been so prominent formerly. Especially

noticeable is the collection of annuals grown in

pots in order to demonstrate their value for spring

flowering. These include some handsome and

well-grown specimens of Clarkias Salmon Queen

and Brilliant Princess, both in excellent form and

colour. Chrysanthemum Morning Star, Thuu-

bergia alata, the brilliant colour-

ing of Alonsoa Warscewiczii,

Phacelia campanularia and

Dimorphotheca amrantiaca showing

to great advantage in conjunction

with Nemesias, Thmibergia alata

and Nycteriana selaginoides, the

whole making a magnificent display.

In close proximity to this a most

interesting group, including many
New Holland Plants, is- staged by

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. of Bush

Hill Park, Enfield. The centre

consists of some well-grown plants

of Acacia armata variety pendula,

its pale yellow flowers home in

the greatest profusion. Some well-

flowered plants of Metrosideros

fioribuuda with its rich crimson

flowers stands out prominently in

direct contrast, while in conjunction

with these, arranged on a table,

are some Streptocarpus hybrids

uf good form and colour, which

form excellent plants for green-

house decoration. Boronia hetero-

phylla is also in evidence, to-

gether with Eriostemons in full

flower and bud. An interesting

plant in this exhibit is Echium Wildpretii, con-

sisting of a single flowering stem with long linear,

silvery leaves, surmounted with spikes of rosy

crimson flowers.

A most interesting and noteworthy display of

Amaryllis is staged by Messrs. Robert P. Ker

and Sons, Grassendale, Liverpool. The exceptional

size of the blooms, the beautiful form of the

flowers and the brilliancy of the colouring at once

give the hall-mark of excellence to this charming

display.

A very tastefully arranged exhibit of Lilies of

the Valley, surmounted and interspersed with

Palms, &c., is staged by Mr. William Iceton,

Putney, S.W. The size of the flowers, their

clean foliage and general excellence make this

an exceedingly pretty and charming display,

and fully demonstrates the decorative value of

the flower, which is obtainable throughout the

year.

A pleasing group of Richardia Pentlandii is

shown at an entrance of the marquee by James
Horlick, Esq., West Dean Park, Chichester

(gardener, Mr. W. H. Smith).

A very choice and well-grown display of Schi-

zanthus is staged by Messrs. Whitelegg and Page,

Chislehurst, which comprises excellent and well-

grown specimens of choice form and colour.

Messrs. Will? and Segar, Royal Exotic Nursery,

South Kensington, are showing a collection of

flowering plants in conjunction with Palms and

other foliage plants.

A large and varied exhibit of choice Ferns is

itaged by Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Upper

Edmonton, hardy Ferns forming a distinct feature.

Particularly noticeable are the Royal Fern and its

varieties, handsome specimens of Polypodium

mandaianum with its delicately crested fronds
;

ilso Nephrolepis exaltata Neubertii and Marshallii

compacta (both in excellent condition), and the

most finely divided variety N. exaltata variety

Willmottse and Polypodium glaucum crispum, being

most distinct in colouring. The Climbing Fern,

Lygodium scandens, is also prominent. Flower-

ng and foliage plants are also staged in an adjoin-

ng group by this firm, and present an eflective

display.

Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood,

have a splendid group of Caladiums, embracing

'.ome of the choicest varieties in form and colour.

Prominent among these are Mikado, Rio de

laneiro, Silver Queen, Oriflamme, Sir Oswald

.VIoseley and King George V. These handsome

•>pecimen plants, lightly staged over a groimd-

.vork of suitable green foliage, make a particu-

larlv strik'ng d'spl.iv.

Many beautiful hardy Azaleas, chiefly forms of

.Azalea mollis and Ghent varieties, are splendidly

grown and shown by Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert,

Southgate. Of the former, the rich colouring

of Brilliant Sunset and Flambeau at once claims

the visitor's attention. That charming variety,

PART OF MESSRS J. CARTER AND CO.'S GROUP OF GREENHOUSE ANNUALS.
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' HAWLMARK " TULIPS ARRANGED BY MESSRS. ALEX. DICKSON AND SONS.

Anthony Koster, is to be noticed in the fullest
[

beauty ; and Nicholas Beet's Comte de Quincy I

and the pleasing variety Rosy, all blended together

in delightful harmony of colouring, malie a most

attractive display. The new variety, occidentalis

delicatissima, is of a distinct and pleasing shade,

and will doubtless prove a distinct addition to

these well-known flowers.

A very sweet perfume is noticed, and, when

traced to its source, reveals a group of white-

flowered Stock All The Year Rormd, which is

exceptionally well grown by Mr. S. Mortimer,

Swiss Nursery, Rowledge, near Farnham.

A group of Clematises attracts the visitor, staged

by Mr. L. R. Russell, Sheen Road, Richmond.

Prominent varieties are ViUe de Lyon, of deep rosy

hue ; Henryi, a charming white ; Mrs. Chohuonde-

ley, pale mauve ; Lady Northcliffe, rich purple
;

Nelly Moser, a distinct variety, the petals having

a pale rose centre and deep white margins

;

President, richest deep purple ; and Miss Bateman,

pure white.

The attractive exhibit arranged in double

pyramid form by Messrs. Edward Webb and Sons,

Stourbridge, meets the eye, and shows some well-

flowered plants of Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Gloxinias,

Amaryllis and other annual and greenhouse plants,

all in excellent condition, and tor which this

well-known firm is famous.

A bank of Palms closely interspersed with some

well-grown examples of hybrid Amaryllis in

the widest possible range of colouring is staged

by Messrs. William BuU and Sons, Chelsea, and

is well worthy of attention.

The exhibit of Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading,

forms a most attractive feature. It is arranged

in the form of a complete flower giurden, comprising

a central circular bed surrounded by four others.

The centre bed consists of a beautiful group ot

Salpiglossis, grown in pots, each forming a hand-

some specimen, of rich and varied hues. Cineraria

stellata is a leading feature of the surrounding

beds, and the deUcate shades of pink and blue

are most attractive. Gloxinias, Begonias, Calceo-

larias, Primula obconica and other greenhouse

flowers are also shown in pleasing conjimction.

The exliibit also embraces a comprehensive

collection of annuals, including some large-flowered

examples of Phlox Drummoudii in seven distinct

shades of colour. Other leading features are

Nicotianas, Clarkias, Schizanthuses, Nemesias, &c..

all arranged in pleasing harmony with the r

surroundings.

An attractive group of Dracsena Victoria, with

its handsome green and golden variegated foliage,

is displayed by Mr. L. R. Russell, Sheen Road,

Richmond. The plants are extremely well grown,

and range from 6 feet specimens in the centre

to 30 inches at the margins of group, each plant

being a specimen, the whole group being edged

with TiUandsias. Caladiums are also shown by

this exhibitor, some of the choicest varieties being

Thomas Tomlinson, WilUam Rappart, Rose

Lang, Dora Russell, Emperor Alexander III.

and Mrs. L. R. Russell.

A grand exhibit of stove and greenhouse Ferns

is staged by Messrs. James Hill and Son, Barrow-

field Nursery, Lower Edmonton, having some

well-grown specimens of Tree Ferns, Dicksonia

squarrosa and Cyathea dealbata as a background.

Other leading varieties were Davallia Veitchii

elegantissima, Gymnogramma, PeUeas, Adiantum

reniforme, and the richly tinted fronds of A
macrophyllum. An outstanding feature of the

group is the magnificent specimen of Platycerimu

grande, which has two large sterile and three

fertile fronds.

TULIPS. i^

Sir Harry Veitch truly said, at the OSmcil

luncheon to members of the Press, that Tulips

were one of the great features of the 1915 Show.

We have never seen them in greater niuubers

or in better condition, as a general rule the Great

Spring Show is too late or the season is too early.

On the present occasion the two coincide.

Messrs. Barr and Sons have two mountains,

each made of well-grown and clean blooms.

The stiffness is relieved by the introduction

of cut-leaved Maples, while the margins of both

groups are furnished off with Ferns. Among
other Tulips we noted Zulu, a fine, tall, rich

purple of a shade quite its own ; Mrs. Moon,

a tall, yellow " waisted " flower with pointed

petals ; lUiuuinator, one of the best of the beauti-

ful billietiana type which has red-edged, yellow

flowers ; The Bishop, the best of the blue purples
;

Louis XIV., a rich, deep plum purple with an

edge of coppery brown, universally acknowledged

to be one of the most refined of all varieties
;

and Glare of the Garden, a dwarf-growing, deep

crimson, long-shaped flower, useful for windy

places or for front positions in borders.

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson brought over a

good representative collection from Ireland, which

is staged in large vases of one variety against

the western side of the tent. Palms in pots and

cut Asparagus Sprengeri in the vases toned the

brightness of the flowers. We noticed The Fawn,

buff or pinky buff, with a paler edge to the petals
;

lutea pallida (Mrs. Keightley), long, pale yellow ;

Europe, a lovely rosy red Darwin, with an almost

white base ; Rev. H. Ewbank, mauve, with a

lighter tone on the edges ; Emerald Gem ; Gold-

finder, white base, with clear scarlet colouring
;

and Petrus Hondius, a pinkish cherry (large flower),

said to be the brightest of all Tulips in a mass.

Messrs. C. H. Tandevin and Co. staged Tulips

for the first time. They only started gromng

them last autumn, when they settled down at

SOME OF THE BEAUTIFUL AURICULAS AND BORDER CARNATIONS SHOWN BY
MR. J. DOUGLAS.
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Raby Flower Farm, Willaston, near Chester.,

Pluto (a hue of dull rose), Clara Butt, Orange

King (the best orange red) and Phyllis (a pale

lilac) are all good.

Messrs. Walter T. Ware, Limited, have some of

their seedlings which created so much interest at

the Tulip Exhibition and Conference last week.

They are a very striking lot, and deserve special

mention as signalising the coming of the seedling,

for which we have been so long waiting. Creselda,

a pretty pale orange rose with a buff edge
;

Chamois, a long-shaped rose with a pale pink

edge ; and Empire, an immense but rather too

coarse-looking yellow (award of merit on Tuesday,

May 11), are in a most interesting little group. ; .::

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co. of Maidstone

arranged a large circular bed with appropriate

greenery, the general idea being a centre of Cottage

and Darwin varieties with a surround of different

kinds of " Parrots." It is a departure from
the common, and cannot fail to be noticed.

Many of the good old sorts, like

Mr. Famcombe Sanders, Clara Butt,

Tulipe Noire, Rev. H. Ewbank,
Psyche, Mrs. Krelage and Pride

of Haarlem, are well shown.

Mr. Alfred Dawkins puts up a

small but select little lot in the

ordinary way on one of the side

tables. He has a pretty vase of Sir

Harry, which is one of the best pale

pinks among the cottages, also the

good old double Blue Flag and the

now popular dark brown-maroon

Dom Pedro. Willi?m Pitt looks

very fine ; the deep blood red of the

middle pp.rt of the exterior of the

petals, together with the brighter

tone of the edge, is most effective.

By the way, this variety is excellent

for pots.

Messrs. Dobble and Co. are a

Scottish firm, but where would they

be in their glorious displays without

poor Otld Ireland ? Where Moses

was when the light went out. The
reporter who rarde our notes simply

said another fine bit of work, very

much on the lines of the Conference

Exhibition group, which we hope

to illustrate next week. The indi-

vidual blooms are lirge and clean,

and the individual vases not

too much crowded together. The
bright red Isis and the grand yellows W. T. Ware,

gesneriana lutea and Ellen Willmott, to place them
in order of depth of colour, are distinctly good,

although the first-named were on the pale side.

The Cotswold firm of John Jefiries and Son

—

ever redolent of the Tulip from the days when
Tulip shows filled the land—shows what the

West Country can turn out. There is a con-

siderable number of imusual varieties, such as

Viking (a rich blue purple, second only to The
Bishop in its particular shade), Geefs (the pale

Burgundy-coloured, straight-petalled Darwin),

Gryphus (a very handsome dark purple), Ariadne

(a brilliant scarlet) and Jefiries (a very fime ruby
red, which, we suppose, must have been named
after the old firm).

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons have an uncommon-
shaped group next a large bank of Orchids at

the Thames end of the tent. It is very deep
from back to front. Tall pillars of bloom formed
a background for lightly arranged vases. The

whole effect against the light striped canvas

reminds us of a kaleidoscope, and it only wanted

to be gently shaken to give one the impression

of a coloured firework cascade. The rich deep

plum purple Bacchus ; Vitellina, the pale green

toned yellow ; the red-edged Golden Crown
;

the orange cherry La Merveille and the deep-

shaded Faust stand out very well.

Messrs. Alexander Dickson and Sons have a

large and varied collection, well set up and both

well grown and in good condition. To see the

huge cases and to note the slowly growing group

as vase after vase is given its appointed place

would make anyone realise what the staging of

such a display means. It is a great effort,

and will, we imagine, figure high in the list of

awards.
,
Bonlire, a deep rich red with a fiery

scarlet edge ; Cleo (Sensation), a taking biscuit

brown ; the old Bouton d'Or, as large as Oranges
;

Velvet King, deep red-purple ; Erguste, the

exquisite mauve ; Moonlight, the refined, long-

Solomon's Seal in large sprays, and a grey-looking

daffodil green grass, Elymus glaucus, are intro-

duced with very pleasing effect. Colour schemes
of mauve and pink and other combinations clothe

the mountain and hill, while red predominated
in the valley. Marconi, large deep purple

;

Zomerschoom, the ancient ; Carnation, the refined

Picotee ; Edmee, the most brilliant of the roses,

with pink edges ; Blue Flag and Inglescombe

Pink are a few picked out almost at hazard.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, are one of those

firms who affected the mountain, but in their case

it has a wider base than the others. Broken Darwin
forms are much in evidence, reminding us of

their group at the Conference Show. Are these

going to cime into fashion ? Special mention of

a new picoteed edge on a pale primrose ground

must be made^—Eva ; its rose-coloured edge

looks very bright. Bleu Aimable, the lovely,

shapely, deep mauve ; Nauticus, the giant early

rose ; Professor F. Darwin, a florist shaped cerise

THE MAGNIFlCliNT COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES EXHIBITED BY THE HON. VICARY GIBBS

flowered deep primrose yellow ; Melicette, the

shapely mauve ; and many another staged,

but alas ! because of space, unnoticed here,

compose a fine whole.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, upon a groundwork

of black velvet and taking full advantage of two
pillars which intersected their table, have a most

pleasing exhibit, well arranged and excellently

carried out. The different varieties are all

good examples of themselves. Perhaps we may
mention the quaint homed Tulip comuta, Massenet

(The Dove), Bacchus, CUo, Leghorn Bonnet (a very

favourite late straw yellow) and the never-to-be-

surpasscd deep rich plum piurple and bronze

Louis XIV.
Messrs. Waterer, Sous and Crisp varied the

usual sugar-loaf mountain type. The whole

display is quite first-rate, and as full of good

things as an egg is full of meat. In fact, there

is an overflow meeting graced by just as nice

blooms as were to be seen in the main group.

red Darwin ; Viking, Melicette, rectified ; Calliope
;

and the very bright and pretty flanred bizarre

Miss Doris Diggle, are but a few of the delectable

dishes prepared for our eyes to feast upon.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. of Colchester

have escaped the Zeppelin bombs, and so

have their Tulips and their brains. A more
pleasing set-out of Tulips in artistic fashion than

the triangular space assigned to them it would

be impossible to imagine. It is a bit of hilly

country, and each bit of the raised ground is

a colour scheme in mauve, rose, red or brown,

while the valleys and plains show themselves

clothed in white and yeDow—a pretty conception,

admirably conceived and well carried out.

Boadicea, Grenadier and the exquisite Beau
Brummel are prominent among the reds.

Panorama, Melicette, Marjoletti, Gertrude and

many other beauties fill up their allotted spaces

and help to give the necessary tones and shades.

Encircling all was a band of hardy Ferns.
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CARNATIONS.
As usual, these are very prominent ; indeed,

it is impossible to think of a Chelsea Show devoid

of Carnations.

Mr. A. F. Dutton, Iver, surpasses himself on this

occasion. The baskets are staged both on pedestals

and upon the staging itself, and among the host

of varieties, each occupying a basket, one observes

Baroness de Brienen (glorious), the well-knomi

Mikado, Champion, Winsor (very fine), Lady North-

cliffe. Lady Fuller (a grand new salmon), Chelsea

(the new flake), Sunstar, Mrs. C. F. Raphael,

White Perfection, Mrs. A. F. Dutton (very charming

with its varying shades of pink), Enchantress

Supreme, Triumph and Carola.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Son, Highgate, un-

like the usual run of Carnation specialists, arrange

a large number of growing plants, mostly Mal-

miisons, in their group. Among
the most notable varieties are Lady

Ingestre, Highgate White (a fine

new Perpetual Malmaison),

Coimtess Fitzwilliam (a huge

crimson), Sabina (a very distinct

salmon) and Mrs. L. M: ckinnon

(a superb scarlet).

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hay-

ward's Heath, make a very effec-

tive group. The centre is filled by

a large triple side mirror sur-

motmted by a superb Palm. At

e .oh comer of the mirror is a tall

pillar, which arches over and carries

a hanging basket of Carnations.

The space above the mirror is

filled with the gorgeous Mary

Allwood, while the comers are

filled in with Wivelsfield White.

Among the other varieties on view

are Salmon Enchantress, Princess

Dagmar, Mrs. B. Cheney, and

Mrs. C. F. Raphael.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,

Enfield, can always be depended

upon to put up a telling exhibit,

and on this occasion they fill

some eighteen feet rim. Arranged

in a charming bowl in the centre

is a mass of the well-known Gor-

geous, while above it is a hanging

basket of the same variety. Apart

from this centre-piece, one sees

superb stands and vases of

Salmon King, Baroness de Brienen,

Princess Dagmar, Enchantress

Supreme, Mephisto (the giant new

Perpetual Malmaison), Yellow Prince and many
other varieties.

Mr. C. Engelmann's exhibit consists of a tall

pillar of Scarlet Carola, surrounded by smaller

pillars of Carola, Enchantress Supreme, Pioneer

(a fine rose pink). Variegated Carola, Lady

Northcliffe, Bella (a charming fancy) and

Sunstar. Altogether, about five hundred dozen

blooms are embraced in thif wonderful exhibit.

Messrs. Young and Co., Cheltenham, make a very

pleasing display. Cecelia fills the centre of the

stand, while well-set-up vases and tall stands flank

it on either side. Duchess of Devonshire (crimson).

White Enchantress, Triumph, Baroness de Brienen,

Scarlet Glow, Mikado, Lady Nmibumholme (a

charming new pink), Lady A. Neeld and Winsor

are a few of the varieties one notes in passing

along. A strikingly fine exhibit of Antirrhinum

Nelrose is also a feature.

Messrs. La.xton Brothers, Bedford, have comi- out

as Carnation growers, and they exhibit a very fine

seedling named Bedford Belle. This is a very

bright salmi>n pink, reminding one of Lady Fuller,

but we should say a better grower. Seven large

vases and a tall basket are filled with this one

variety, and the effect is decidedly pleasing.

Messrs. William Wells and Co., Mcrstham, fill a

small space with some excellent blooms of Pink

Sensation, Yellow Stone, Champion, Mrs. B. Cheney,

Enchantress Supreme, and several other well-

known varieties. Owing to the curtailment of

space, this firm is not able to make a full display,

but, needless to state, Antirrhinum Nelrose

occupies a strong position.

For the first time, Messrs. C. H. Tadevin

and Co., Willaston, Chester, have come to

London, and their efforts are not to be despised.

ne perforce somewhat crowded. Such notable

vat it ties as Mrs. C. F. Raphael, R. F. Felton,

Carola, Lady Ingtstre, White Enchantress, Mary
Allwood, Enchantress Supreme, Mikado, &c., are

in perfection.

CORNER OF MESSRS. LAXTON S GROUP, SHOWING FORCED
STRAWBERRIES IN PERFECT CONDITION.

A few of the varieties set up are Mrs. C. F.

Raphael, May Day, Mikado, Elektra, Winsor,

Scarlet Glow, Carola and Rose Pink Enchantress.

A change from the Perpetuals are the superb

flowers set up by Mr. James Douglas, Great

Bookham. Fully forty vases of border varieties

are set up, and here one sees some of the most

beautiful tints. Bookham Clove (crimson), Daisy

Walker (white, flaked pink), .^my Robsart (white).

Miss Rose Josephs (terra-cotta), Elizabeth Schiffner

(buff), Mrs. E. Douglas (yellow), Mrs. Robert

Morton (orange). Rosy Mom (rich rose) and Mrs.

R. Gordon (salmon pink) are a few striking varieties

in this collection.

Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, in the limited space

allotted him, makes a great display with very

choice blooms. Few growers can equal the

Guernsey man at his best, and on this occasion

he shows in splendid style, although the vases

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Considtring the importance of our food supply

at the present juncture, it is disappointing to

find so few exhibits of eatables. The one

exhibit is of superlative excellence, and Mr.

E. Beckett, head-gardener to the Hon.

Vicary Gibbs, Elstree, has certainly surpassed

himself. The general kinds—Cabbages, Broccoli,

Carrots, Onions, &c.—are there in perfect form

;

while such forced vegetables as Marrows, Turnips,

Cucumbers, Aubergines, Broad Beans. Golden

Waxpod Beans, Peas and Cauliflowers illustrate

supreme cultural skill. The
arrangement also leaves nothing

to be desired.

Of the collections of fruit, that

from the gardens of the Hon. John
Ward. C.V.O., Chihon, Hunger-

ford, reflects the greatest credit

on the gardener, Mr. Charles

Beckett. At this early season

such well-coloured Grapes as the

large bunches of Black Ham-
burgh and Foster's Seedling

have rarely been seen. The
Melons (Sutton's Scarlet, Emerald
and Superlative) are very large

and of enticing aroma ; while

the dish of Cardinal Nectarines

and those of Strawberries King
George and Royal Sovereign

make one wish to break the Tenth
Commandment and seriously

threaten the Eighth.

Melons in great variety and
ripeness are displayed by Messrs.

Sutton of Reading. Of the

fifteen or more sorts, the bright

yellow Universal, King George

(scarlet flesh). Emerald Gem,
Jubilee (green flesh) and the

old favourite Hero of Lockinge

predominate. But all are splendid,

and this probably luiique exhibit

will live in the memories of the

\-;sitors.

The keeping qualities of many
Apples are well illustrated on the

stand of Messrs. George Bimyard,

Maidstone, who show large, well-

coloured and very firm fruits in fifty varieties.

Spac? permits the mention of only a few, and we
select Clarke's Seedling (which is said by them

to be a better keeper than Bramley's Seedling),

Newton Wonder, Ontario, Lane's Prince Albert,

Cahille de Ferris, King of Tomkins' County, Wag-
goner, Cox's Orange Pippin and Annie Elizabeth as

being representative of this noteworthy exhibit.

No one is likely to overlook the superb collection

of pot fruits set up by Messrs. Laxton of Bedford,

where they show pots of Laxtonberries, Logan-

berries and Strawberries bearing ample crops.

Such Strawberries as Admiral, King George,

Boimtiful and The Duke are of splendid appear-

ance. In an outdoor group this firm are showing

trained trees, among which a large gridiron

Reinette du Canada Apple tree in full bloom is

delightful.

(Continued on page viii.)
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

WATERING now is a matter that

must be given very close

attention, as the soil in the

small pots dries quickly. Some
cultivators keep their plants

in blocks to prevent the rapid

drying of the soil and, further, for convenience

in attending to their general requirements. This

plan may be adopted where large numbers of

plants are grown for market purposes, buu it is

not a good one in the case of plants for exhibition,

as later, when they are spaced out and placed in

their large pots, many valuable lower leaves are

lost. Keep the plants quite free of each other

and carefully examine

them three or four times

on every fine day, picking

out the plants that are

at all dry and filling

the pots with water.

Feeding. — Thousands

of plants become weakly

at this season through

lack of a stimulant.

Other work presses, and

perhaps the potting of

the Chrysanthemums is

put off for a week or

more ; then the stems

near the base tmduly

harden, contracting the

sap-vessels. Such stems

never fill out properly

afterwards, and 1

daresay many readers

of The Garden have

noted this fact. Plants

that have filled their

pots with roots and
cannot be repotted
forthwith would be
much benefited if given

a dose of nitrate of soda

at the rate of one tea-

spoonful dissolved in a

gallon of water, applying

this an hour after giving

clear water. One water-

ing with nitrate of soda is

sufiicient. Several water-

ings with ordinary diluted

manure water will be bene-

ficial. Soot-water, imless

quite clear, must not be

given, as it would clog the pores of the soil.

Stopping and Potting Plants.—The cultivator

will be busy now attending to the stopping of

many varieties. Before pinching off any points,

however, closely examine the latter, as if a tiny

bud is showing there it will cause a natural break,

and the resultant shoots from such breaks bear

crown-buds in August, as a rule, about a week
earlier than do shoots resulting from a stopping.

My reference here to potting is in direct con-

nection with stopping, as it should be done a week
before or after the repotting is done.

Persistent Bud Formation.—Some varieties

are very troublesome in this respect. When a

bud is removed, another forms again when the

new shoot is about an inch long. So to be

ejicacious the topping in such ca^es must be

more drastic. Pinch off half an inch or even

an inch of growth ; then from the lower joint a

budless shoot is the more likely to grow. At

this stage it is very important that the ends

or points of all shoots be kept quite free from green

or black flies, as they would quickly cripple them.

The Summer Quarters for the Plants.—It

is not always convenient to have all the plants

nicely placed in rows running north and south

in one position, on account of lack of space. More

frequently they have to be arranged at the sides

of garden paths. They do well there, as a rule, but

cause more labour in gi\'ing them proper attention.

In the block a common ash-bed can be made
;

but if the pots are placed on it, earthworms will

soon come through the ashes and enter the pots.

Place tiles or slates on the ashes, and the pots on

the tiles. The latter are porous, the slates not

bidk, leaf-soil one-fifth, horse-manure (rubbed

through an inch mesh sieve) one-sixth, a 6-inch

potful of bone-meal to six pecks,, an 8-inch

potful of wood-ashes to a like bulk, and any

favoured concentrated artificial manure added

according to the special directions given with it.

I do not favour the mixing of soot with the compost,

as it clogs the pores. Pot naturally strong growing

varieties firmly, and the more weakly growing ones

less firmly. Leave ample room for watering and

timely top-dressings. Use the compost in a medium
state of moisture, syringe the plants twice daily for

three days, then water the soil. Avon.

THE GIANT VIRGINIAN SPEEDWELL
Among the herbaceous section of the Veronicas

or Speedwells there is not a nobler plant than

A BED OF THE GIANT VIRGINIAN SPEEDWELL, VERONICA VIRGINICA.

so porous, so it is advisable to scatter a very thin

layer of fine ashes on the slates ; then surplus

water will drcdn away freely. Where boards are

available, they may be used.

The Final Potting.—This is the heaviest work

in connection with the cultivation of the Chry-

santhemum. The shifting of the plants to larger

pots in their earlier stages does not take up much
time, but the final potting does, so that ample

time should be allowed for the work to be properly

done. Although large pots are used, do not put

in more crocks than is absolutely necessarj',

but place them carefully ; this is an important

point. Thoroughly mix the rough parts of the

compost with the fine, and when engaged in the

work of potting, regtdate the proportion of

he parts stiU further. Fibrous loam must form the

the giant species shown in the accompanying

illustration. As will be seen, the flower-stems

rise to a considerable height, usually about three

feet, though under exceptionally good cultivation

they may j,o to nearly five feet. The owers,

which usually open during July, are whitish blue

in colour, though they vary somewhat, some

being quite white and others a good blue. It

is a native of North America, and was introduced

to this coimtry as long ago as I7r4. For filling

a large bed, such as that illustrated, this Veronica

is an excellent plant, but it also makes a bold

group in a mixed border where three or more

plants, according to the width of the border,

should be planted together. It appreciates

deeply dug and well manured soil which should,

however, be well drained. G. D. S.
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AT THE ''^^^ ^*^ fmnre is probably in the direcUon It was aae of Mr. GeOTge Forrest's finds, and

BniMDI ID/^U Di-ki-A^iA "' P*** cnltivaUoQ. This pleasing Primula was comes from the Mekong - Salween Di\-ide inCUI n tSU hHjn tSU I AmiC not included in the papers gi^en at the Primula China.
Conference in 1013.

P. brevUoU*.—At the Primula Conference

of the Royal Horticnltnral Society in tgis.

NEW PRIMULAS

GARDENS.
Arsoit.

iR VfTri -.he kindness of Professoc

Bayley Balfour, I had recently the Professor Bayley Balfour, whose papers formed
r--.-.e;e .:: cxAu-. rrrn g his wtnderfn] a omtiibutirai of the utmost value to Io\-ers and

-~ - is in tbe" Royal students of the Primulas, in speaking of the Chinese
:

- 'i - I: i r.b-sli. Among species, menti<Hied at that time that not one of
them wxs :

Primula sneilenia
year for the fir;;

to be a better pi..:. ; :, _j _; ,..,

pated, and may well be recaved wit:

those who like tbe section to which :

that of Moscanoides. It has de^r

which are ananged in tbe spii

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.T - -, .ii in the Royal students of the Primulas, in speaking of the Chinese
:

.AWARDS OF MEBIT
' ^^ ^ -!,._„». A. :_

: j _. .i._ .. .. . . Daplme arboseula.—An exquisitely beautiful

: the lovely Amethystina section was in cultivation, and rare species from Transyl\-ania. of which,
'-•i this He has soon remedied this deficiency by obtaining unfortunately, more than one plant bears the

Troves P. brevifolia, one of this secti<m, which was in name, the much less beautiful D. Verlotii occa-

- bloom at the time of my visit. The section sionally doing duty for the true plant. TTie latter

Amethystina may be said to be a development has a leaf growth intermediate between D. rupestris

- - of that called Soldanelloides. the plants in which and D. Cneorum. the stems terminated by clusters

-^ "- have the sessile flowers of the Muscaroid section of fragrant, lilac-coloiired flowers. As shown the
riiiczice with a sli^t attempt at pedicels. The section plant was not more than 4 iaches high, the miniature

with deflesed sessOe flowers, which are features .\methystina has the drooping flowers, but longer bush almost hidden by the clusters of flowers.

From Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent.

(See illustration.)

Clenuitis aphylla.—A species of

rare botanical interest rather than

of high garden merit, the fragrant,-

greenish white flowers occurring in

the leaf-axils at intervals on dark

green. Rush-like stems.

Ceanothas rigidns veraU—The
:.ame " vera "'

is employed adWsedly

to distinguish this from a %-ery in-

ferior plant bearing the same specific

name and almost uni\'ersally sold

for it. The small, shining ea\-es

are obovate or broadly cimeate

and obscurely toothed, the bushy,

erect, rigid stem growth being

densely furnished with rich purple

blue flowers of a very distinct

?hade. These two were shown by
M55 W.llm-.;. Warley Place.J

Lsello-Cattleya Anaeonda (L.-C

Pall's X C. dowiana Rosita).—

A

very beautiful and distinct hybrid.

The sepals and petals are of old

gold c'llouring ; lip deep crimson.

.\ cultural commendation was also

awarded. From Baron Bruno
Schroder. The Dell. Egham.

Laelio-Cattleya Fa seinator
Mossiae var. Imogene L.-C. Fascina-

•.•ralba ^ C. Mo^is rein':ckiana).

—

The sepals and petals are pure

white and of good substance ; lip

crimson. From Messrs. Flory and
Black, Slou^.

of the bettCT-lmwn ^>ecies of the secuoo. The
, pedicels. P. brevifolia is a lovely plant, one,

|
Tulip Ifareoni (Darwin).—The colour is deep

flower-stem is prettily clad with smaU hairs, and
|

indeed, which gives one a feeUng approaching ! purple plum, a pronounced white base dominating
the stallmd leaves are oblong in form. The indi-

.
ecstasy as we look npom it when in flower. Imagine . the interior of the flower. Exhibited bv Messrs.

vidnal Uooms have a fringed efiect. from tbe

presence of a short tail oo each petal. So far,

P. graciknta has not been tried omdocxs, but it

is Ukely that it will require {ffotectioa from winter
wet—a protectioo most of tbe Primulas of tbe
sectioa appear to need.

P. with.—^This I had the opporttmity of

seeing in btoom for the first time in cnltivatioo.

It is. Professor BaUonr says, allied to P. inctsa

of tbe SoUaneUoid section. The flowers, which
are sbort-stalked, have a purple Une corolla

and a calyx covered with farina. The blade of

the leaves is ovate, on a king stalk, and is covered
beneath with white farina. P. Sorida is a remaiA-
aUy pretty plant, but its adaptabilities as an
outdoor plant in this oonatry are not yet properly

DAPHXE ARBUSCn.A, A DWARF SPECIES WITH FRAGRANT, UUAC-COLOCRED FLOWERS.

a plant with short, pretty leaves with a homy
]

Waterer. Sons and Crisp. Bagshot and Twyford.
margin, and so beautiful in their formation and
appearance as to be really deli^tful in themselves.

From this rises slender, yet stm-dy stems, bearing
trusses of from six to twelve drooping purple
blue flowers of the most exquisite texture and
shape. The form of the flowers reminds one
of those of tbe Satin Flower (Sisyrinchium grandi-

flortmt), but of a more beautiful colotir, and of

exquisite texture and substance. These are on
kngish pedicels, and give one the impression

he is looking at the glorified flowers of a
SoHanHla. Should P. brevifolia prove hardy
enou^ to stand our seasons, we may look forward
to the advent of one of the most exquisite plants

in a wonderfully beautiful genus to our gardens.

Tulip Mlrraiia (Cottage).

—

a minglmg of rose

and bronze in a very showy flower. The base of

the flower internally is greenish and contrasts

well with the other colour.

Tulip Winner (Cottage).—Of rose and white

colour : very handsome.

Tulip Qnpire (Cottage).

—

A rich golden yellow

self in a flower of splendid proportions. These
three were exhibited by Messrs. Walter T. Ware
and Co., Bath.

The whole of the above-named novelties were
exhibited before the committees of the Royal
Horticultural Society on May ti, when the awards
w«re made.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

THE present drought is having its efiect

upon the various kitchen garden

crops, preventing the quick and

regular germination of seeds and

checking the progress of other crops.

In sowing seeds such as Turnips, '

Lettuce, Radish and all the Brassica tribe, it is

a good plan to thoroughly soak the soil befwe

sowing, as this hastens germinaticai and accelerates i

the growth of the seedlings in their early stages. :

In the case of seeds to be sown in drills, first draw

the driU, then water it with a rosed water-pot,

wait half an hora-, and then sow the seeds, covering

them at once in the usual way. In the case of
\

seed-beds, thoroughly soak the soU when pre-

1

paring it for the seeds. Do this overnight,
|

finish ofi the beds, and sow the seeds next I

morning. Shade the beds, either with mats or

green boughs, until the tiny plants are showing

through the soil, when the shading material

should be removed to strengthen the growth of

the seedlings.
|

Hoeing and Mulching.—Among all growing I

crops the hoe should be kept moving. Stirring

the surface of the soil does so much to conserve

the moisture in the grotmd that this detail should

not be neglected, apart from its value in keeping

down weeds. The mulching of various crops.

such as Peas, Beans and Cauliflowers, should

not be neglected as long as the dry weather

lasts. If so, the foundation for mildew might be

laid in the Peas, black fly among Broad Beans,

and a check to growth in the Cauliflower crop.

Half-decayed stable manure is the best materiaL

.\ good substitute is a compost of decayed vegetable

refuse, old potting soil and wood-ashes, with an

occasional handftil of quicklime added as mining

proceeds. Spread this compost around the plants

2 inches thick, when it will not only conserve the

moistine in the soil, but also improve the soil

for future growth.

Asparagus.—Now is the time to assist the

growth of the plants—especially those in newly

made beds—^with liquid manure. After a thorough

soaking, apply a mulch of half-decayed horse-

manure. It is not yet too late to sow seeds in

small pots in a cold frame to provide plants for

putting out next year. This is probably the

quickest way to establish a bed. Thin the seed-

lings to one plant in a pot, and plunge the pots in

ashes at the foot of a west or north wall, where

they will require less attention as regards watering

than when in the open.

Broad Beans.—Make the last sowing of these,

pinch out the p<:'ints of those plants well in flower,

and syringe with an insecticide those that are

infested with black fly. Where the pods are

swelling, thoron^ily soak the roots with liquid

manure.

Cauliflowers.—Put out the plants as fast as

they are ready, taking those which are small

rather than allowing the plants to become too

large, as these suffer so much more from a check

to growth in lifting thsui when moved in a

small state. Those not planted with a trowel

should be puddled and carefully dibbled in with

fine soJ about the roots. I prefer, however,

to plant with a trowel ; the roots are so much
better spread and covered with fine soiL Allow

plenty of space, well water, and mulch afterwards.

: "r.* ;:- s.c>ii anc scD-

and retective siatnre.

:z ".rtr3 rr:zi ^:is and

I.L: - ;; :i? ; :1 and
;- -^::t-Tr :; _;t the

Sow seeds of Early Giant and Mammoth ics futuic
^

Tir -tir-r. ;: s_:i r _

supplies. DtEt the soil with soot before the ' di:*, :: a 5^^*"- -^rtri

plants appear. t^.r. :i^- "r - .^_-r :

Celery should be planted as fast as the seed- '—i ~ Z--'-'V - i

lings are ready. Mtich harm may be done to the stitab.e nii.;r i. :^

fnture progress of the plants by neglect in getting mn, which _'. 1 :_ :
• :

them into the trenches. The growing «>f double pir-.;:ilir z : : ;

rows is economy of space, and with care succeeds; s::. ire :: l ;r

but where possible I favour the sin^^txw plan. T^; ;;::-i .; ..^ir.;

A free water supply after planting is essential lici^- ~—'- =z-.Ti^=:

A steady, uninterrupted growth from the star: ;;— t zh .iri.\\

is the best way to avoid pithy leaves in -.z- ;; .. v -- i;.::

fnture.
~ ::i ~"^'- -'- — [

rii.i -. :^t
—

t :_

Lettuce.—The supplies of ^B- kinds sh :_li - ^ -:: - rir-..^ : ; r- :

kept up by fortni^tlysowing in rows, whtr^ -" ::_-" ^ :-^- ^^1 :r.iiri 'zzzt - _: i rs^- ^— .ry :t.

be more convenient to thin out the plants, i_ ; ~r. - — ^i^z 1 =— i- ; ~ ;^ — ^;;r ^.1 := r ^. *i

those remaining to mature in the rows, "hi-- ' .-.::: ri- l- ; " - - '= ' -' ~^ .-

plant all afredi fntan seed-beds. To grow si;: ->r-- : ::: :r77: : - " : : : :
\z:^yz ":;

Lettuce dming the smnmer, much —=:_-' -^- : '.: - :- : 1 :t .:;

required. Apart frranfreqtientsoakicgr :: :ir r :; :~ ~ z- - — : : — : 1 :.; :-t

it is wise to sprinkle the plants ovrr: : ' r::; '_r^:::: : -

~
?-ifi- I"- :s a cheap =^: :^; tt-: .

as these cool ctmditions encourage : : i: :^— :i: reach of all, and one I ^::r :: ii ::

growth. ,— -= ---=- This, (A cotsse, w:.: i::.

Badishes should be daily available. To obtain |
ir^_: ::::: Even whea in fell fi:—:r :;:

them small and tender, weekly sowings should
j

r:^ :: i;i-';i me, no harsa is dme :: : - -

be made of the various forms of the French I'-hi :: : ^ rtreneth. Tbe prop - ::; :

Breakfast type. Siading imtil the seedlings appear ' in^:.:?: '^-
: fresh Bme : j--

and daily moistening afterwards are the diief •»:.-::: -~-z Id be stri:: : 1 :: z'.

poin'.s to er-srre 5-ccess. \-7''-'7'-- "- " - '-~-^^^ •'^ sniti:- zzz zz.-

OnJons and Leeks recently planted should be
I

l'-^-- ^:?hty varieties a^: e^ ' - :-

daily syringed dming dry weather to encourage ' but ozl-j s-h :rge majority for ccm-

freedom of growth. Dust the plants occasionally parisoo. T: ^ roost are, natioally,

with soot, even if there is no sign of mildew on
1

varie::— ility and imA a

them. The soot encourages growth. I ready ; -za. was pressed

Runner Beans put otn recently will require ; h= si-zA without moch

attention in seems that the plants are made secure
,

- -it's Seedling. Thoo^ I

to the supports. Do not overcrowd the growths. { do ic: tiu.j; ;i hii behaved quite satisfactorily

but thin out laterals where too many are inclined ;

as to its keeping dismg the pest season,

which, I think, was wetty general, this is

planted in large nimibers, both as standards and

in bosh focm, and nothing oonld be iBOce pranis-

ing. Other favourite kitchen varieties are Land

Groevenor. Norfolk Beauty (highly thOD^t of).

Grenadier, Mere da Menage, PeasgrnxTs Koo-

snch, Warner's King and Gasooigne's Scarlet.

Among the favourite dessert sects are Coi's

Orange Pippin (exceeAn^h^ w^ grown). Lady
Sndeiey, Worcester Peannaia, James Grieve,

Ben's Red and Allington Pippin. Several new
and little-known varieties are on tdal, sadi as

Arthmr Turner, Rev. W. Waks, W. Crump. Crawley

Beauty. Tbe HouUon, Paroquet, Crimson Bramley,

Sir John Thomytroft, Ontario, Early Yictooa

and many others.

Of special interest in tbe orchard are two small

trees of Maiits Codlin, each about seven feet in

hei^t, on their own roots, which have been planted

between twenty and thirty years. Sonte good

bushes of Blenhdm Orange, grafted six years ago,

w«e full of Sower. This variety has the repmatioB

of not fruiting early ; but to my knowledge tbere

are many types of this Apple. The best only

should be grown.

Swanmoce is mndi exposed to wind, and pco-

visioQ was made at the time by [danting a hedge

to grow.

Swanmore, Hants. E MOLVXEVX.

APPLES AT SWANMORE
PARK, HANTS.

IT

is now about twsity-five years since a

new orchard of six acres at Swanmore

was devoted to the culture of .\pples.

and was planted principally with busb

trees of what were considered the best

varieties at that time. It has been my
privilege and pleasure to see these annually for

some years, and so impressed was I this season

with the promising conditicm of the whole of the

trees that I am induced to sftnd a few notes anent

them. There are few men who take a keener

interest in or know .Apples better than my friend

Mr. E. Molyneux, and his name in connection with

this bran(i of fruit culture alone is known far

and wide.

I am botmd to confess that when I paid my
first visit to Swanmore some years ago (it might

have been I was expecting too much), I was a

little disappointed with the appearance and of Tliuya gigantea. This is now ahont SHeea.

growth of the large maJOTity of the trees, and feet in hei^t, two feet in ndth, aad perfectly

I thJTik if I remember ri^tly. expressed myself ridged, having been regnlaily kept cat. Tie

to that efiect ; but now I am as much pleased stems are as flodk as oM^s tla^ a^ plated

and astimished at their heahhy aj^earasce.
\
3 teet ainrt. one can easily iaugiM. what a tee

Practically every variety of tree on Hay i was I screen this mafcfs Tbe owner, Hr. W. H. lfy«is,

studded with trasses of bloom just btirsting, I miEt, I am sse, feel Id^ly satisfied with SBch a

and considering this orchard was very heavily
|
fmitfnl spot on his fiae estate, and lb. Xotipneax

cropped last year with ft oil of the finest quality, , is to be congratniaied on scA an achievement.

I
it is an the more remarkable. I

EJsiree. E. Beckett.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—Feed liberally with manure those

plants which are carrying full crops of fruit, and
add small surface-dressings of loam and decayed
horse-manure when roots appear on the surface.

Remove all surplus growth regularly, and lay

in promising shoots to continue the supply of

fruits. It is not a good practice to keep the old

plants fruiting too long, as the quality of the

fruits deteriorates as a consequence. Therefore

raise another batch of plants to replace the old ones

when these are showing signs of exhaustion.

Late Strawberries in Pots.—Plants growing on
shelves under glass must be well supplied with
water at the roots. It will be of considerable

benefit to top-dress them with a mixture of soil

and manure. They should, if possible, be grown
in a house by themselves, where they can be

shaded during the hottest part of the day. During
very bright weather they must be sprayed with
rain-water two or three times a day, and the

atmosphere should be kept moist by frequently

damping down the bare surfaces in the house.

Autumn-Fruiting Strawberries.—It is possible

to obtain a second crop of fruits from old forced

plants by potting on some of the plants into

7-inch pots. Select some of the healthiest

and remove all the old leaves. As a safeguard
against red spider, the foliage must be dipped in

an insecticide. The ball of roots ought to be

carefully shaken out before potting. A compost
of loam, manure from an old spent Mushroom-
bed and brick rubble will be suitable. Partly

plimge the pots in ashes in a sheltered position

outdoors, and carefully water the plants till the

pots are filled with roots. Syringe them vigorously

both morning and afternoon, and to keep them
free from red spider and mildew they must be
syringed occasionally with a mixture of soft soap
and sulphur.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Pot the plants on
into larger pots as they become ready. The
earliest-struck plants will' require 7-inch pots in

which to flower. Another batch of cuttings may
be put in for flowering in smaller pots. These
late-struck plants are very useful for table

decoration.

Hydrangea Hortensis.—The plants will now be

developing their flowers, and should be liberally

fed with manures. The blue varieties must be

watered with the preparation " Azure," or the

colour of the flowers will be disappointing.

Aspidistras.—It is sometimes necessary to

divide these, potting up the most suitable portions.

They ought not to be overpotted, as this would
cause them to lose their colour. After potting,

place them in a warm, moist house where they

will get plenty of light.

The Flower Garden.

May-Flowering Tulips.—The bulbs which are

to be removed from beds which are to be occupied

with summer-flowering plants must be carefully

lifted and replanted in a piece of well-prepared

grotmd. These Tulips are invaluable for indoor

decorations, and a good batch should be grown
specially for cutting. Nowhere are these beautiful

Tulips s'een to better advantage than when grown
in grass, but the groimd must be specially prepared

for this purpose.

Summer Bedding.—The lateness of the spring

bedding plants will have a tendency this season

to delay the putting out of the summer-flowering
plants. Therefore, when the time for bedding
out arrives, it will be necessary to get the work
finished with the least possible delay. Much may
be done to enhance this work by having everything

ready to hand. The furnishing of the mixed
border may be proceeded with at once. Such
subjects as Calceolarias, Dahlias, Arctotis, Asters,

Verbenas, Salpiglossis and nearly all kinds of

annuals may be planted now.

Japanese Irises.—Those who have a garden
naturally suited to the culture of these beautiful

Irises are to be envied, as probably Iris Ka;mpferi

is the most popular and beautiful of all the Irises.

Th«y are without doubt more at home when
grown on the banks of streams or pools, and if

it is intended to plant them, it must be seen to

that the soil is quite suitable for their requirements.
They enjoy a rich rooting medium, with plenty
of rich, well-decomposed manture. Imported plants
may now be procured and planted.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pears.—These are promising a very heavy
crop. Should there be a continual spell of dry
weather, trees on walls must be watered. In
districts where the Pear leaf-blister is common,
it is wise to anticipate attacks by spraying the
trees with some reliable remedy at regular intervals.

Mulching.—The rainfall for the month of

April was much below the average, and this,

combined with drying winds, considerably dried
the surface soil. This is a reminder of the immense
value of mulching early those trees which have
their roots near the siurface. A special effort

should be made this season to mulch as many
trees as possible, for, with the shortage of labour,
the watering of fruit trees outdoors will probably
have to be neglected.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—The early planted Potatoes will

now be growing freely, and attention must be paid
to earthing them up. At the same time the hoe
should be worked freely between the rows. Should
frost be imminent, a light covering of dry litter

will be necessary to protect them.

Leel(S.—The main batch of these valuable
vegetables may now be planted out. For ordinary
purposes the plants can be put in holes about
a foot deep. The ground must, however, be
well manured and deeply dug. Plant them about
a foot apart, and put only sufficient soil in the hole
to cover the roots.

Beet.—The earliest sowings of Turnip-rooted
Beet will now be ready for thinning. The main
sowings of this crop may be made now. Sow in

shallow drills about fifteen inches apart. Thin
the seedlings, as soon as they are large enough to
handle, to 9 inches apart. Other crops which
will now be in need of thinning are Parsnips and
Turnips. This important work must not be
neglected, or the crops will suffer.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Vegetable Marrows.—The main crop should
now be planted out with the protection of hand-
lights if available ; but, failing this, a few branches
of evergreens will do all that is required. To
succeed well, the ground should be properly pre-
pared beforehand, but excellent Marrows may
be had from plants growing on rubbish-heaps
and other such places if accommodation is very
limited. Hot-beds where the crops are over are
ideal places on which to plant Marrows, especially
if the frames can be allowed to remain until the
plants get well started into growth.

Celery.—it is now time the earliest crop was
planted out. If trenches were prepared and
manured as advised previously, they will be in

good condition to receive the plants. Lift the
plants carefully with as much soil adhering
as possible and, after planting, give a good watering
to settle the soil around them.

Autumn-Sown Onions.—A number of these
will perhaps be showing flowers, which should
instantly be removed. To encourage a free
growth, both liquid manure and artificial fertilisers

must be washed in to the roots by watering,
unless the weather is showery. The hoe should
be used freely whenever the surface is again dry.

Radishes.—Sowings ought to be made at not
greater intervals than ten days or a fortnight
to keep up a continuous supply of nice, small,
tender Radishes. They should not be sown too
thickly. French Breakfast is the general favourite.

The Flower Garden.

Tender Plants.—The more tender subjects,
such as Begonias,' Ageratums, Lobelias and
Perillas, should be left until most of the general
bedding is nearing completion, so that they will
be much safer left in their frames for a few days
yet, where they can be conveniently protected
by replacing the lights if frost threatens.

Canterbury Bells.—Plants to flower next year
may be had by sowing seed now. These indis-
pensable plants have few equals where an early
summer display is required.

Sweet Williams should likewise be sown at
this date to produce plants for flowering next
season.

Rock Garden.—Many plants in this garden
are at their best and full of interest. Where
the subjects are named—and this should always
be done—the labelling ought to be gone over
while the various plants are in flower, as they are
then more readily identified. Small metal labels
are the most inconspicuous and best adapted for
this garden ; but if labels are an objection, small
numbered discs can be used, a key to which can be
made.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberries.—The young green fruits being
always in demand for cooking purposes, pulling
should commence as soon as the berries are the
size of Peas. This thinning not only helps
the fruit which remains to swell to a larger size,

but permits the berries developing a finer flavour.
It is also essential for the well-being of the bushes
that a fairly severe thinning should take place at
this season. The new growth on young bushes
must be regulated somewhat, with a view to the
formation of shapely bushes.

Raspberries.—As established plantations of
this fruit have a tendency to produce more young
canes than are required for the succeeding season,
a judicious thinning out ought to take place

;

this will help to concentrate more vigour and
freedom of growth in the canes which are to be
left. On light or sandy soils a mulching with
litter or manure is necessary if success is to be had,
as Raspberries resent anything in the nature of
dry soil.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Melons. — The early batches are now
ripenmg their fruit, and should have an abimdance
of air when the weather is fine. A small amount
of air ought to be left on during the night-time as
well. The advantage of having separate pits or
houses for the different batches will be readily seen,
as cracked fruits are generally the outcome of
having to bring on successional crops where one
crop may be maturing its ripe fruits, and where
free \'entilation should be given.

Plants Under Glass.

Gloxinias.—The early plants now coram* ncing
to flower should be removed to a house where they
can have slightly drier treatment. Th(y will
not object to even an ordinary greenhouse if the
temperature is never allowed to drop below 50°.

Feeding with manures must almost cease, except
for an occasional application, which should be
given in a weak state.

Boronia megastigma.—As this small, fragrant
flowering plant passes out eif bloom it ought to
be pruned slightly by cutting the growths back
to about a third of their length. Plants requiring
potting should be dealt with, using a mixture
largely cemsisting of peat and silver sand. The
treatment given to Azalea indica will suit this
plant.

Azalea mollis, after having flowered indoors,
ought to be plunged in ashes or soil outdoors in

the shelter of a hedge enclosme or wall, but should
not be shaded in any vvay from the sun's rays.
Some of the plants will be helped by a top-dressing
of peat, to which some easily assimilated fertiliser

has been added. Close attention is required
in regard to watering, and during very bright
weather a spraying with clear water will be of great
help.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

CastUmilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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PYRETHRUMS AND
DELPHINI UMS.

DURING late May, June and the

. early days of July the herbaceous

I border owes not a little of its

' beauty to the modem varieties of

the florist's Pyrethrum and Del-

phinium, or Perennial Larkspur as

some delight to call the latter. Although the

garden at this season is more interesting than at

any other period of the year, the plants under

notice stand out from all others, the exquisite

colours and stately form of the flowers attracting

the attention of all. In appearance the Pyre-

thrums and Delphiniums are totally dissimilar,

yet they have one point in common, viz., that

with proper care and treatment after flowering

they can be induced to give us a second and

bountiful display of flowers in the autumn
without serious detriment to the plants them-

selves.

The value of these flowers in the garden during

summer and autumn cannot well be over-stated.

Since some of our hardy plant specialists took

them in hand and commenced crossing and select-

ing the best obtainable, some very beautiful

varieties have been raised, and it is now possible

to obtain sorts as varied in habit and general

contour as they are in colour. In the Pyrethrums

we have both single and double forms, and they

are exceedingly popular, though I must confess

to a partiality for those with single blossoms,

the beautiful glowing crimson-fcarlet James
Kelway being an ideal flower of this section.

Apart from their use in the herbaceous border,

I think these modern Pyrethrums might well be

grown in large lawn beds, one variety massed in

a bed. I have seen this attempted on one or two

occasions, and although the work was only done

in a half-hearted maimer, the efiect was excellent.

As already stated, there are now so many beautiful

varieties to select from that quite a good colour-

scheme of beds might be worked out on the lines

laid down by Miss Jekyll in her book, " Colour in

the Flower Garden," Nor must we overlook the

value of Pyrethrums as cut flowers. Their slender,

graceful stems are ideal for arranging in vases

and large bowls, and they last quite a long time

in water. This is where they score over the more
stately Delphiniums, which so soon drop their

exquisite spurred flowers when cut.

The Delphiniimis, however, are equally useful,

or even more so, in the garden. It is difficult to

imagine what our herbaceous borders would be

like without the sentinel-like groups of these

stately plants, the colour of whose blossoms

runs the whole gamut of the many shades of blue.

There is, of course, a white Delphiniiun, but

only once have I seen really good white spikes

of it, the usual result being flowers of a dirty

creamy white that is far from pleasing. At Kew
the Delphinium is used for massing in some of

the large lawn beds, and the efiect is exceptionally

pretty, especially when a backgroimd of some
dark-foliaged trees is secured. In a Yorkshire

nursery, a few years ago, I saw a long, broad

pathway bordered on each side with Delphiniums

and Pyrethrums, the last named being grouped

in large masses of one colour in front of the Del-

phiniums, and the effect was decidedly good.

At the outset mention was made of the fact that

both Pyrethrums and Delphiniums can be induced

to flower again in the autumn, and the work neces-

sary to bring about this desirable end is not very

difficult or irksome. Before seed has had an

opportunity of forming, they must be cut down
quite close to the ground, leaving the natural

basal foliage of the plants intact. After lightly

stirring the soil around the plants, place a 2-inch-

thick layer of manure aroimd them. If this work

is carried out immediately after the first

flowering, practically all the Pyrethrums, and

many of the Delphiniums, will give us their

beautiful and pleasing flowers again in

September. B. B.

THE AMARYLLIS AFTER
FLOWERING.

M
ANY growers fail miserably with this

fine bulbous plant after they have

flowered it once. The reason is

not far to seek, as a rule, for in

most cases, immediately the blooms

fade, the pots are placed under the

stage or in some out-of-the-way comer, and little

further attention is given the plants until the

time comes round for them to flower again. Then,

of course, disappointment is almost certain, and

wonder is expressed at these expensive bulbs

failing after doing so well the first year. In almost

every case the fault lies with the grower, for

under proper treatment these plants will flower

every spring. I have grown them for many years

with very satisfactory results, and the following

is my method.

As a rule, the plants while in flower have a

lower temperatiu-e than is required while they

are making their growth. Immediately, there-

fore, the flowers fade, the plants are moved

into a house with a temperature ranging

between 65° and 70°. Here they make strong,

healthy growth, and, when necessary, gentle

feeding with liquid maniure is administered

at this stage. After flowering, too, is the best

time for repotting, if this is necessary. I say

" if this is necessary," for it is seldom that the

Amaryllis requires a shift. I have grown fine

bulbs for four or five years in 5-inch pots with

only an annual top-dressing of rich soil,and j udicious

feeding with liquid stimulants while making their

growth. It is a mistake to use large pots. The

largest bulbs have ample room in the 7-inch

size, while very good bulbs can be accommodated

in 6-inch pots. When no repotting is necessary,

remove a little of the surface soil and make up

with fresh rich compost, and then, as directed,

place in a temperature of 63° to 70°.

Careful watering and a daily sprinkling overhead

with tepid water are very beneficial while they

are making their growth. After full growth has

been attained, which is usually about the middle

of June with plants that flower in February and

March, the plants are removed to the open stage

of a greenhouse and placed in as sunny a position

as possible. 1 continue to water regularly, and

also give twice weekly liquid made by stirring a

tablespoonful of Ichthemic Guano into a gallon

of water. This is continued until the foliage begins

to change colour, when all stimulants are entirely

stopped and water gradually diminished. It is

wrong, however, to keep the soil dust-dry, for

by doing so the roots perish ; but if a little water

is given occasionally, the whole remains fresh

and ready to start into full vigour when the flower-

spikes begin to push up.

After the foliage becomes yellow, the pots may
be put under the stage, but some method should

be adopted for preventing drip falling on the

bulbs or soil. Treated in this way, a grand harvest

of brilliant blossoms will reward the grower for

the little trouble entailed.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

SOME FLOWERING SHRUBS
OF AUSTRALIA.

IT

is a singular fact that many of the most

beautiful blossoms of Australia are destitute

of petals, possessing anthers only, which

take their place in abundant tufts or brushes.

The Blue Gum (Eucalyptus globulus) is

one of the best known plants of this kind,

being cultivated all over the world for the value

of its essential oil as a disinfectant. But it rarely

flowers in this country, except in our mildest

districts, for it does not usually produce bloom

before it is seven years old, and a severe winter

is likely to be fatal to it. But in South Devon

we have a small tree which flowered profusely

in its fifth year, and this early maturity was obtained

by means of checking the sap. The strong wire

used to fix the plant to a stout stake during its

fovurth season in the open ground cut into the bark

as the girth of the stem increased, and thus ringed

the bark, with the efiect of a crop of early blossoms.

Eucalyptus citriodora is a variety of which

the leaves rival those of the Aloysia in refreshing

scent, and Eucalyptus ficifolia (the Red Gum)

blossoms in its third year from seed, both its

foliage and the scarlet tufts of inflorescence being

decidedly handsome ; while there are many
Eucalypti which attain a great height in Australia

as forest trees.

But the Wattles (Acacias), which are so largely

grown on the Riviera and of which the golden

sprays of blossom eure so popular in London during

the early spring, are pre-eminently Australian

flowers ; in fact, the Silver Wattle (Acacia

dealbata) has now obtained the title of " the flower

of Australia," just as the Rose is the flower of

England and the Shamrock is typical of Ireland.

Of the many varieties of Australian Acacias, there

are only a few which are not too taU for general

purposes in Britain, for they are not perfectly

hardy in our climate, although they require but

slight protection in winter and do not do well

in a close, damp atmosphere. In fact, they should

be grown as much as possible in the open air in a

compost of peat, loam and sand ; no manure

should be added to it, as this is specially injurious

to their roots. A temperature from 40° to 50°

from October until the end of April will suit them,

with as much air as practicable, and they should

stand out of doors for the rest of the year. They

usually flower in om: winter or the early spring,

for this is, of course, the summer-time at the

Antipodes.

One of the best for an ordinary greenhouse is

A. Drummondii, a small shrub of neat habit,

which is covered in March with yellow, bottle-

brush-shaped blossoms, even when only in a young

state. A. lophantha is decidedly handsome with a

mass of pale primrose yellow flowers. This plant

is of very quick growth from seed, and is useful

as a specimen plant among lower flowers in a

flower-bed.

A. baileyana (the Cootamundra Wattle) has

beautiful foliage, silvery in tint, and A. discolor
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(the Sunshine Wattle) contrasts well with it,

the leaves being dark in colour. The Golden

Wattle (Acacia cochlearis, syn. pycnantha) pro-

duces handsome leaves of greater size than the

rest, and sprays of globular blossoms in deep

yellow ; and A. riceana is very distinct, with

long tassels of similar flowers in pale yellow.

Another group of Australian shrubs are the

Callistcmons, or Crimson Bottle-brushes, remark-

ably handsome plants bearing large carmine flowers

without petals, to which the golden anthers give

a brilliant effect. Quite small specimens of

C. speciosus are covered with blossom and are

very decorative, while the plant is so nearly hardy

that it should be in the open air almost aU the year

round, except when buds are formed, when a

little protection in a sunny greenhouse will bring

them to perfection.

All these plants prefer a peaty compost, and

they need abundant water while in growth. They

may be grown from seed, but this should be sown

as soon as it is received from Australia, as it

appears to quickly lose its vitality. Cuttings

of Callistemon, choosing ripened growths of last

year, can be grown under a bell-glass in peat,

sand and charcoal dust. These will produce their

flowers at an earlier stage than plants grown from

seed. I. L. Richmond.

ORIENTAL POPPIES.
It is quite apparent that these old-world Poppies

are again coming into favour in our gardens.

This is undoubtedly due to the introduction

of new varieties of the most delicate and beautiful

shades imaginable. The variety Jennie Mawson,

with large, handsome, salmon pink flowers and a

purple blotch at the base of the petals, must be

counted one of the most beautiful border plants in

cultivation. Lady Roscoe is an attractive variety

with orange terra-cotta flowers, while other varie-

ties worthy of special note are Princess Ena,

orange, flushed pink ; Silver Queen, lovely silvery

white, with a faint blush hue ; and Carminatum,

deep carmine. Their chief flowering season is

from May to July, but nearly all of them flower

again in September and October. It is not

generally known that these gorgeous Poppies

may be naturalised in groups in open meadows or

orchards. C. Q.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—Win Editor tnlenmun to

tnake THE Garden hulpjul io all readers ivho desire assist-

anee, no matter tv/iat the branch of gardening mag be, and

with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communicaiions should be

clearly and concisclg written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Ediior of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is setU, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

skoott, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

amalt scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Pubmshkr.

THE GKHKNHOUSE.
HYACINTHS NOT THRIVING (t'oMrdmi/).—Wo fliid

the llyucinths iiave bi;uii suvort-ly checked owing to
damat^c done to the roots by the bulb mite. The bulbs
tbcmselvcH appeiir to bo perfectly sound and healthy
in every way, and doubtless the mites w^re. present in
the soil or pots usid. Care should be taken that old
|)otting soil is not used again, aud that ihe pots are

thoroughly cleansed or disinfected by scrubbing with

carbolic soft soap or boiling water when pests of this kind
are about.

PELARGONIUMS FOR INSPECTION (Crane's-bill).—

All tliC young plants attacked by the disease from which
your Pelargoniums are suffering should be destroyed,

so as to chock the spread of the disease. They have
probably not been sufficiently ventilated during their

growth, and have perhaps been in too moist an atmo-
sphere, which has laid them open to the attack of Botrytis,

a fungus wliich was possibly in the leaf-mould used.

FLOWERING PLANTS FOR FRAMES (.4. Cunst'in

Render).—Your further letter puts the matter in an
entirely new light, and enables us to deal with the question

at once. The depths given will enable you to grow and
tlower to perfection the Star section of Cinerarias, Balsams,
single and double flowered Fuchsias as pyramidal speci-

mens from plants raised from cuttings in the spring,

herbaceous Calceolarias, Schizanthuses, Cockscombs and
other plants. If you require plants for indoor decoration,

in all probability Cinerarias, Fuchsias and tuberous
Begonias would be found most serviceable. The last

named could be started in boxes from tuberSj^or raised

in heat from January-sown seed, though the deeper frames
would require temporary staging to bring the plants

near the glass. These would flower till quite late in the

summer. For the early autumn you might grow a selec-

tion of decorative Clirysanthemums in a reserve border,

and lift and transplant in the frame before frost arrives.

These would be most useful for cutting. For winter
work one section could be devoted to Sweet Violets,

but the frame would require filling up with a bed of soil

to within.a few inches of the glass. The plants could be
grown in* the open tiU September. Such frames in the
winter would be ideal for growing Daffodils, Tulips

(especially Darwin?) and other bulbous plants for

flowering in the early spring ; hence may be turned to

account throughout the year.

ROCK GARDEN.
PROPAGATING ONOSMA TAURICA (Vectis).—

There is only one way for the garden -r, viz., cuttings,

and we believe we have frequently given it in the past,

though, perhaps, not very recently. But there is only
one type of cuttins which is of the least service, and that
is that secured with a " heel " intact. In our issue for

January 23, page 42, in an article on " The Propagation
of Plants," the Onosma was cited as an example.
Take any fresh young bits of 2 inches to 4 inches long,
strip them from the parent stem by a downward pull,

and—keeping the knife in the pocket meanwhile—insert

them without further ado. A hand-light in a cool, shaded
place is the best ; the plant abhors artificial heat. Use very
sandy soil, an inch of pure sand at the surface of the cutting
pots, and, given the right cutting, with intelligent treat-

ment, every cutting will root within a month. Take care
not to bury the lieart of the cutting when inserting it.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PREVENTION OF FLIES (F. Hu/i)-—Gnats (or mos-

quitoes) are the only troublesome flies Ukely to come
from tubs of water, aud these may be prevented from
doiug harm by keeping a very thin film of oil on the surface
of the water. House-flies breed in rubbish and manure
heaps, and these should be kept as far away from the
house as possible. Spraying with poisonous substances
would probably check the decay of the manure and render
it harmful to plants, but the least harmful thing would
be an occasional watering of the heap with a solution of

one part of formahn in 100 to 200 parts of water.

INSECTS FOR IDENTIFICATION (J. (.'.).—The insects

sent are weevils of the genus Otiorhynchus. The grubs
feed on the roots of Cyclamen, Pelargoniums and the
like, and do considerable damage to pot plants in green-
houses. The best time to deal with them is now, while
the weevils are in their perfect state and feeding on the
foliage. If the plants are shaken over a newspaper after

dark, the weevils will fall on to the paper, and may be col-

lected and destroyed. They will not fly away, as their wing-
cases are soldered together along the back. They hide
in the soil during the day. Vines and other fruits are
liable to attack.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (Ribble).~T\K Bordeaux mix-
ture you intend to use will be about right, though there
is probably a little more hme in it than is actually neces-
sary, the usual proportions being 61b. of copper sulphate,
41b. of quicklime and 40 gallons of water. The importance
of dissolving the copper sulphate and making the milk
of lime in separate wooden or earthen vessels must
bo recognised, the mi.xing and the making up to the exact
quantity with water being done afterwards. The syringe
will not be suitable, however ; it must be applied as a
very fine, mist-like spray, so that every part of the plant
is reached and covered. There are syringes on the market
which make a much finer spray than yours would do,
and give a mist rather than drops of appreciable size,

Arabis is often called Wbite Bock Cress. It would per-
haps be best to set aside a few plants from which to
propagate your Strawberries, choosing those which liave
fruited well in the past. Check the runner after it has
formed tho flrst plant, and either root it in a pot or in the
soil about tho plant, putting it out into its permanent
position as soon as well rooted. The ])lants may be put
into nursery beds as you suggest if the ground is not
available when they are ready.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—0. B. Bassit. — The Snowy
Mespilus (Amelanchier canadensis). Rltodo.—1, Rhodo-
dendron catawbiense, var. ; 2 and 3, forms of Bhodo-
dendron caucasicum. A Surrey Beginner. — Oazania
splendcns.

Assistant Superintendent of Glasgow Parks.

Mr. James Rourke, of the Botanic Gardens,

Glasgow, who was recommended by the Parks

Committee of the City of Glasgow for appoint-

ment as assistant superintendent of the parks,

was unanimously appointed by the Town
Council at their meeting on May 13.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provident

Society.—The monthly meeting of this society

was held at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Hall on Monday, May 10, Mr. Arthur Bedford

in the chair. One new member was elected.

Seven members were allowed 10 withdraw double

their amount of interest, amounting to £26 6s. 6d.

One member who had been lapsed for forty-one

years withdrew his lapsed accoimt, viz., £1 15s. gd.

The sum of £9 17s. gd. was passed for payment

to the nominee of a deceased member. Two
deceased members' widows were assisted from

the Distress Fund. The sick pay for the month
on the ordinary side amoimted to £80 i6s. 3d.,

on the State Section £r9 gs., and maternity claims

to £ig los.

Advisory Officer for Forestry for Scotland.

—

Dr. A. W. Borthwick, Lecturer on Forestry at

the University of Edinburgh, has been appointed

by the Board of Agriculture for Scotland to be

their Advisory Officer for Forestry. Dr. Borth-

wick, who thus occupies the position held by the

late Mr. John Nisbet, has had a distinguished

career in his studies and in the various appoint-

ments he has held. He was Gold Medallist in

Mathematics at Madras College, St. Andrews,

where he was educated. At the St. Andrews

University he graduated as B.Sc, and afterwards

as D.Sc. On his decision to devote himself to

forestry he went to Munich, where he was for

three years. In i8gg, on his return to Scotland,

he was appointed Assistant to the Professor of

Botany and Lecturer on Plant Physiology. In

1908 Dr. Borthwick was appointed Lecturer on

Forest Botany to the University, and since that

time he has obtained several similar high positions.

He is an active member of several scientific socie-

ties, and has written many contributions on

forestry. Dr. Borthwick's new appointment will

be received with satisfaction by all interested in

present-day forestry.

Awards to Horticultural Washes.—At the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on

the nth inst., the following awards in connection

with the trials of horticultural washes at the

Society's Gardens at Wisley were made : Highly

commended.—Liquid Gishurst Compound, sent

by Price's Patent Candle Company, Battersea

;

Jeyes' Winter Wash, sent by Jeyes' Sanitary

Company, Limited, 64, Cannon Street, E.G. ;

Morlar Winter Wash, sent by Messrs. S. P. Charges

ana Co., St. Helens, Lanes; Voss' Winter Wash
(caustic soda, ilb. to 10 gallons), sent by Messrs.

Walter Voss and Co., Limited, Carlton Works,

MiUwall, E.C. Commended.—Cooper's Winter

Wash (Vi), sent by Messrs. W. Cooper and Nephew;,

Chemical Works, Berkhamsted ; Wobimi Bordeaux

Mixture and Wobum Winter Wash, sent by Messrs.

Walter Voss and Co., Limited, Carlton Works,

MiUwall, E.C. ; Evans' Winter Spray, sent by

Mr. R. E. Evans, Stratford-on-Avon ; Standard

Lime (Sulphur Solution), sent by Messrs. Walter

Voss and Co., Carlton Works, MiUwall, E.C. ;

and Winter Wash and Soluble Paraffin, sent by

the Acme Chemical Company, Limited, Vale

Road East, Tonbridge, Kent.

*, The Yearly Subscription to TE^QkH.VKV is : Inland
68. 6rf. ; Foreign, 8s 9d.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Shetland Pony at the Chelsea Show.—

Those who visited the Chelsea Show last week

Will be interested to learn that the little pony,

Caf6 Caramel, led around by Viscount Dalrymple,

collected diuring the three days £125 is. This

amount is to be equally divided between Lady
Lansdowne's Fund for Officers' Families and the

Royal Horticultural Society's War Relief Fund.

We understand that the sum taken at the

gates for admission to the show was

about one-half of that paid last year.

Considering the first day was exceedingly

wet, the result is, we think, satis-

factory.

The Royal Horticultural Society's

War Relief Fund.—At a recent meeting

of the Council it was announced that

Her Majesty Queen Alexandra has con-

sented to become a patron of the

War Horticultural Relief Fund. At the

same meeting the Council appointed a

Relief Fund Committee, consisting of

the following members : Field-Marshal

Lord Grenfell, Sir Harry Veitch, Mr.

Gurney Fowler, Colonel Lockwood, Mr.

Arthur Sutton, Mr. R. Hooper Pearson,

Mr. F. Keeble and the Rev. W. Wilks.

Sowing Late Annuals.—Any bare

spots that exist in the borders or

other parts of the flower garden should

be sown with annuals of some descrip-

tion. Although they will be later than

those from ordinary sowings, they will

give some floweis in the late autumn
which will be valuable for garden decora-

lion or for cutting.

The ButterHy Viola.—The beautiful

Viola Papilio is one of the most decora-

tive plants, either for the rock garden or

the border, and at the present time it is

a mass of blue flowers, the petals of

which resemble the wings of a butterfly.

It commences to flower early in the year,

and is one of the last to remain with us.

There is also a beautiful white variety

which is equally as floriferous. Both

come freely from seed

good advantage. It is readily raised from
seeds or cuttings. C. purpureus is a native of

the European Alps, and was introduced to this

country in 1792.

Major Cautley, D.S.O., Killed in Action.-
Sweet Pea lovers will learn with deep regret

of the death of this gallant officer, who was
recently killed in action while serving with the

British Expeditionary Force. He was a most

A BEAUTIFUL GROUPING OF THE SPANISH SQUILL
(SCILLA HISPANICA).

The Purple - Flowered Broom.—As

the majority of Brooms have flowers that are white ; lovable man and a great Sweet Pea enthusiast,

or yellow, or intermediate between the two, those 1 It was in September last that he was awarded
of Cytisus purpureus give us a distinct and welcome

change. A shrub of dwarf, semi-prostrate habit,

its slender and graceful branches are at the present

lime studded with bright pinkish purple flowers.

the D.S.O.

A Beautiful Lilac.—We do not remember
seeing that glorious Lilac Souvenir de Louis

Spath in better condition than it is this year
On the front row of the shrubbery or in the

|
The large panicles of deep rosy red flowers are

bolder parts of the rock garden it shows off to
j

now opening in profusion .and never fail to attract

the attention of visitors. ' As the bush is of

vigorous habit, this Lilac is an ideal one for the

garden, while the blossoms, in a cut state, are

excellent for 'decorating the dwelling-house.

The Spanish Squill.—Like our native Blue-

bell, which has so delighted numerous visitors

to Kew this spring, the Spanish species must be

massed if its full beauty is to be enjoyed. Solitary

spikes, or even little colonies of a dozen or

so, beautiful as they are, give no
suggestion of the effect produced

when the nodding bells of blue

flowers are in goodly company. Although
blue is the normal colour, Scilla his-

panica is often a variable plant and
produces flowers paler or deeper in

colour than the type. Flowering a little

later in the season than the common
species, it is also valuable for prolong-

ing the Bluebell season.

Dividing Heucheras.— Often is it

said that owners of gardens cannot

get this decorative genus to produce
many flowers. This applies chiefly to

the well-known and favourite H. san-

guinea. When such is the case, the plants

should be lifted as soon as the flower-

ing is over and pulled into small

pieces, for, if clumps of it are allowed

to remain, the flowers become fewer

and the plants altogether unsatis-

factory.- This operation should be

done diuring the first spell of showery
weather. In dividing the plant,

reject pieces with woody stems,

such as those found in the middle

of the old clumps. The divisions

should be planted about a foot apart,

either in beds or the front row of

the herbaceous borders, where they are

intended to flower. If the weather

is dry, a good watering should be

given occasionally. If treated in the

way mentioned, a good display will be

obtained from plants that have been a

partial or complete failure.

New Zealand Spinach.—Those who
experience difficulty in securing ordi-

nary Spi nach during the late summer and autumn
months should malce a small sowing of New
Zealand Spinach at once. This is a quick-

growing and rapidly spreading plant, and a single

row will spread at least 2 feet each way ; hence

it must have plenty of room. It will thrive in

almost any soil, and give a good supply of leaves

during the summer.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Rare Primula.—Miss Amy Cameron, Trinity,

Duns, sends us a photograph of Primula tosaensis

which she saw flowering in Dr. Macvvatt's garden

at Duns. The plant is quite new to us, and, so

far as we know, has never been illustrated before.

The photograph shows well the character of

this newly introduced Primula. The flowers are

a very pretty magenta pink colour. It belongs to

the Section Reinii, and comes from Sikoku, Japan.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.— I am always

interested in Mr. R. P. Brotherston's valuable

notes on these popular plants,

and not least in those appearing

on page 234, issue May 15. But

I only intend to refer to the para-

graph deahng with " Old Plants

to Flower Next Winter." Owing

to a severe and long illness, I

have been prevented from pot-

ting on some rooted cuttings as

they ought to be potted, so I am
having my old plants cut back as

suggested by Mr. Brotherslon.

This course 1 had decided on before

his notes appeared in The Garden
in a previous issue to that if

May 15. His intention, however,

gives one encouragement to go

ahead with the cutting back. There

is plenty of space for top-dressings

and feeding in due course, and the

plants are very healthy. All being

well, I hope to have, in due time,

more blooms, though on an average

tmaller. than I obtained from the

young plants. Judiiious syringmg

in hot weather will, 1 feel suie,

prove very beneficial to the young

shoots.—G. G.

How to Flower WuUenia carin-

tbiaca.—This plant is proverbi-

ally obstinate in the matter of

flowering. I have a plant on my
rockery in full flower now with

seven fine heads and others coming;

it made a sickly attempt to flower

last autumn, but conditions were

too much for it. This particular

plant, grown from seed (Thompson

and Morgan's), was put into its

present quarters in December,

r9i3. It grows on a bank of very

rough and clayey soil with an ad-

mixture of chalk, with a top layer

of grit andleaf-mould to a depth of about nine inches.

It is in full sun from April to August, and after that

gets afternoon sun only. It has had one or two ap-

plications of weak liquid manure during the spring.

Other plants of it on lighter soil have done little. It

evidently likf s a rather stiff and retentive subsoil,

like Primula denticulata, which flourishes wellinthe

same position. This part of ray rockery was most

tmscientifically prepared, and was only meant

at first for surface-rooti.ig plants, yet a number

of other things do very well there—frem which I

gather that quick drainage may be overdone some-

times.—L. H. Evans, Goodneslone, Canterbury.

Propagating Azaleas from Cuttings.—A fact

not ful'y recognised is that Indian Azaleas can be

readily propagated by means of cuttings. They

are now so generally increased by grafting that

very few cuttings are struck. An exception must,

however, be made in the case of the small-flowered

variety He.xe, which is mostly struck from cuttmgs.

In days gone by, when many Azaleas were propa-

gated in this country, increase by means of cuttings

was very generally followed. The best cuttings

are formed of the current season's shoots taken

when they are in a half-ripened condition—that is,

just before they become woody. The pots pre-

pared for their reception should be quite clean and

effectually drained to within a couple of inches of

the top. The remaining space must be filled with

a mixture of peat and sand, passed through a sieve

with a quarter of an inch mesh, and pressed down

very firmly. Some propagators prefer to pu*. a

I PRIMULA TOSAENSIS, A
FLOWERS

RARE SPECIES FROM JAPAN.
ARE PALE MAGENTA.

layer of clean silver sand on the top, but that old

practice is by others discontinued, on the ground

that it is difficult to ascertain the condition of the

soil below as regards moisture. The cuttings must

be dibbled in securely, and a thorough watering

through a fine rose will serve to settle everything

in its place. When finished, the pots should be

placed in a close propagating-case or covered with

a bell-glass in gentle heat, where they will soon

root.—H. P.

Wasps and Fruit.—Your correspondent E.

Robinson, page 230, issue May 15, in writing

on this subject, speaks of the " little harm wasps

do us." Well, if he had seen one quarter of

the harm wasps have done fruit-growers in certain

country districts that I have, he would use the

word " great " or its equivalent. In my own
case, we paid one penny for each queen wasp

killed till as late as Whitsuntide each year, md
one year I paid £9 to workmen and their families.

Within a radius of a little more than a mile from

the gardens, we destroyed 200 nests at sixpence

per nest. The same summer I was driven out

of a Peach-house by the hordes of wnsps (the

only time I remember them attacking me direct

in such circumstances). The Grapes and wall

fruits were eaten wholesale. The cost of nets

was great, and through them the wasps ate their

way. This was, of course, the worst year ; but

in that district—the South—the pest caused

nearly half as much damage, taking the average

year by year. In North Lancashire I experienced

trouble with the wasps to nearly the

same extent. In Warwickshire they

were as bad. A fairly wide experi-

ence. It is freely admitted that

wasps destroy many insects and do

some good in this way ; but, as

the Editor truly says in his foot-

note, they ^o much more harm. In

town gardens the ravages are not

nearly as great as in the country dis-

tricts. Now, a word as to the way
to destroy nests. We find the nests

in the daytime by following the

wasps. When one has disappeared

from view at a certain point, we go

there and wait for the next one to

come, thus by stages tracking them
home. The nests are marked by
sticks bearing a large piece of white

paper. At eight o'clock in the even-

ing the work of destruction begins :

this is simple. We make rolls of

rags as large as one's finger and soak

them in turpentine, as many rolls as

there are nests to destroy. All

those nests having but one ( pen-

mg are easily dealt with. The
roll of rag is pushed far downi

the hole and a spadeful of soil

placed firmly on. The wasps never

survive if air is excluded. The
queen wasps are bred in the

latest-formed nests, nearly always

near running water.

—

Avon.

Large Vegetables. — As the
" housekeeping daughter " I had

to cater for a large tableful for

many years in days gone by, but

(doubtless owing to woman's lack

of logic) I fail to see why twenty

persons at a table should be

obliged to eat large vegetables

while two may enjoy small ones.

Only think what an uninviting wreck a large

Cauliflower becomes after the first one or two

persons have been served ! Is it not much nicer

to have several small Cauliflowers, which can be

cut neatly and served fairly for all, not to mention

that small Cauliflowers, Cabbages and Onions

are more certain to be thoroughly rooked than

large ones ? And why need a large household

be supposed to prefer large Beans ? In my
experience it is usually large, not small, vegetables

that are apt to be " strong and stringy," or else

too watery and flavourless, though I quite agree

with Mr. G. Andrews that vegetables have made
very rapid strides in quality during the last twenty

years. Is not Mr. Beckett, too, a wee bit

illogical (" A. La T." does not wish to waste

THE
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vegetables ; au coniraire, as I read her protest)

,

and does he not contradict himself in two sen-

tences ? First, he says " those with large families

are thankful for improved (i.e., larger) vege-

tables "
; then adds " judges and best exhibitors

never favour mere size, quality being the first

and most important consideration," with which

conclusion I most heartily agree.—Anne Amateur.

Lewisia Howellii in Scotland.—Moraine treat-

ment appears to suit the Lewisias very well in

the South-West of Scotland, and L. Howellii is

xjne of the best for the purpose. It has stood the

winter in several gardens in this district when

given moraine treatment. In some cases it has

been covered with a sheet of glass, even when in

the moraine, but, by way of experiment, I sub-

jected a good plant of this Lewisia, which flowered

last year, to a trial by leaving it without glass

overhead. The result has been quite satisfactory,

although the winter was one of a

severe nature for plants which do

not like much wet above. This

plant i": now looking very well

indeed. It is on a moraine slightly

sloping almost due south, and com-

posed largely of whinstone chips

and old lime rubbish. I saw a

good plant of L. leeana in. a

South of Scotland garden the

other day ; it had been covered

by glass, but I think it stands

wet even better than L. Hov/ellii.

—S. Arnott, Maxwelltown. Dum-

fries.

Hardy Ferns for Shady Green

houses.—One may often see, par-

ticularly in towns, small green-

houses so situated that they

scarcely, if ever, get a ray of

sunshine. Frequently, too, there

is no provision for heating them, so

that any plants it is attempted to

grow therein must be able to with-

stand a certain amount of frost.

For such structures the choice of

plants that can be gro^vn there is

very limited, and must be practi-

cally restricted to foliage subjects.

In such places there is nothing that

will give a greater amount of pleasure

(if as much) as a collection of

hardy Ferns, of which small

specimens established in 3-inch

or 4-inch pots can be obtained PART
at a cheap rate. If purchased at

once, they will in most cases

be ready to shift into larger pots, say, 4i inches

to 5 inches in diameter. A suitable compost

for most of them may be made up of two-thirds

loam to one-third leaf-mould or peat, and a good

sprinkling of silver sand. When the roots have

taken possession of the new soil and the plants are

growing freely, they may be watered abimdantly
;

but while much less water will be needed in

the winter, at no time must they be allowed to

get very dry. The list of species and varieties

suitable for such a purpose is a long one, but

beginners may well purchase a mixed collection

and make additions thereto according to fancy.

—

H. P.

THE TULIP EXHIBITION
AND CONFERENCE.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

THEIR HISTORY AND OBJECTS.

THE genesis of the large assemblage of

Tulips gathered together at Vincent

Square on May r4 was a suggestion

proffered to the Royal Horticultural

Society that thty should undertake

the preparation of a list of Tulip

synonyms. The seed fell into goad ground,

and trials at Wifley, the publication with accurate

descriptions of a list of all the best varieties,

a new garden classification, and a selection of

some of the best varieties in the several groups,

all became part of the work which ultimately

selecting the best blooms and then cutting, labeUing

and, finally, packing them was successfully accom-

plished. Thanks to these and the representative

flowers contributed by the exhibiting firms, a

decidedly comprehensive collection was formed.

How many varieties of one kind or another were

in the Hall it is quite impossible to say. They

were like the grains of sand on the seashore in

multitude. In only one of the largest of the

colour groups among the Darwins, that labelled

scarlet vermilion, of which Isis is taken as the

type, I counted no fewer than sixty to seventy

varieties.

The exhibition may be described as being

divided into two parts, which might be variously

described. Mrs. Jarley, on the lines of her cele-

brated division of China (and, I presume, any

other country), would have said into the show
" proper " f.nd the show " improper." Not a

OF THE BEAUTIFULLY ARRANGED GROUP OF lULIPS SHOWN BY MESSRS.

THE TULIP EXHIBITION ON THE 14TH INST. (See page 269.)

DOBBIE AT

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
June 8.—Royal Horticultural Society's Fort-

nightly Exhibition, Vincent Square, Westminster,

I to 6 p.m.

the Royal Horticultural Society set themselves

to do.

The Dutch Bulb Growers' Association was

asked to co-operate, which they willingly did.

Eight members came over last year and worked

with their English comrades at Wisley. The

war has prevented them taking the same active

part in the deliberations this spring, but all that

is done here is to be submitted to Haarlem. One

very great loss is that of the index collecti.)n of

Darwin and Dutch Tulips that in normal times

would have been sent over from Holland for

this exhibition. It is a disaster of the first magni-

tude, as it has been foimd impossible to get together

any adequate substitute. The only thing possible

was to use the collections at Wisley Gardens

as far as they went and bring cut blooms from there.

Thanks to Mr. Titchmarsh, the trials officer,

and his assistants, this was done. The work of

very bad one, if I may put a little meaning info

her parrot jargon, and say that the " improper "

part of the show was the encircling band of beautiful

trade exhibits, which in one sense were foreign

to the business propositions before the committee,

viz., the final placing of the individual varieties

in their proper classes, the final selection of a few

of the best in each division, and a general revision

of the descriptions of the blooms. The labour

involved was very great. The chairman did tell

is how many miles he had walked in the pre-

liminary operations of grading and placing the

flowers on the staging on the day before the com-

mittee were to set to work. At the appointed

time, nine, on the Thursday morning, the final

revision began, and, before it was over, the floor

of the Hall must have been a hundredth part

of an inch thinner. Oh, the tramping and the

looking ! Tired feet and eyes ! Just once in a
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noon of the Friday,

including Miss Will-

mott, Mr. J. T.

Bennett-Peg, Mr. H.

J. Elwes, Mr. Hugh
Dickson from
Belfast, and the

famous veteran, Mr.

J. G. Baker, whose

interest in the

Inglescombe garden

novelties, no less

than in a certain

box of species
from Colesborne,

opened and dis-

played before a

few choice spirits

after Mr. A. D.

Hall's lecture,
seemed to reveal

the old hunter,

roused by the
distant sound of

hound and horn.

The Tulip already

appeals to a wide

circle of friends. I

think the display at

Vincent Square on

the 13th and 14th

inst. will do some-

thing to extend it.

Tulips, Tulips
everywhere, all

Tulips. Not another

flower present. His

Magnificence for once

dined, as it were,

at a table apart, as

Queen Rosa did a

few weeks past. Any
sense of monotony
was amply relieved

by the circle of

moment nf leisure I did wonder if " D.V." or its amateur and trade exhibits. They made a beautiful

equivalent " L.C." was on the agenda. *' Parson
]
setting round the more utilitarian colour groups on

gave out a meeting on Thursday at twelve, D.V.
I

the central staging,where usefulness and not arrange-

TULIP BOWMONT OR CORDELIA RECTIFIED. A BEAUTIFUL VARIETY
SHOWN BY MESSRS. R. H. BATE. {Scc text.)

What dees D.V. mean ? " The friend said

promptly, " Dinner in the vestry." Lunch in

the Council Chamber was there all right, and

very welcome it was. Whatever value attaches

to our work in future years, those who took part

in it had a strenuous time, both at Vincent Square

and at Wisley. They will, I feel sure, approve

of my publicly acknowledging the way in which

the Royal Horticultural Society looked after

the inner man. The meal-times were such pleasant

oases of rest in the midst of our labours.

But to go back to the twofold division of

exhibits. Another very proper one would be

that into "useful" and "ornamental." On the

centre staging of the great Hall were rows of

Tulips divided up into Darwins, Cottage, Breeders

and Broken (striped), and these, again, sub-

divided into colour divisions. It was upon this

sorting out that the main attack of the com-

mittee was concentrated. As one of the units

who took part in it, I can vouch it was a " teaser,"

and, like Aaron's rod, it seemed to swallow up

all our other activities. But it was at last brought

to a successful conclusion, so that visitors to the

show were enabled to see for themselves how far

our sense of colour had led us to a satisfactory

end. There were a great many during the after-

ment was the primary consideration. They made
the ornamental part, and right well they did it.

Let me enumerate each one and add a few words

of comment or description.

Fir«t must come the gold medal group of Messrs.

Barr and Sons, a most extensive and important-

looking collection that filled the whole of the

west end of the exhibition haU. Numbers,

diversity and good culture, aided by good arrange-

ment, gained for it its award. Messrs. Barr

seem liktly to do the " hat trick " for gold medals

this season. Two in one week at Vincent Square,

and Chelsea following on the next Tuesday ! Before

these lines are in print we will know the result.

Canon Fowler, wJio was awarded a standard

silver cup, put up some superbly grown blooms

—

large, spotless and beautifully fresh. There were

none better, if there were any as good. Here
there was no attempt at artistic arrangement.

The varieties were placed in tiered lines with

plenty of space between them, and only about

five or six blooms in a vase. I certainly thought

that one got a better idea of each individual

liind in this style of grouping than in any

other.

Novelty was the keynote of Mr. Walter T.

Ware's most intt resting exhibit, for which the

unusual award of a Lindley silver medal was
given. I believe I am right in saying that it

denotes meritorious cultivation and patient work
on behjdf of the recipient. With two or three

exceptions the whole of the varieties were new.
Nearly every one merited a detailed description,

but I cannot, however, give that in these notes,

as they are intended to be more an account of

the exhibition as a whole and the special objects

for wlrich it was held. The illustration on page 269
shows two of the best and most refined and beautiful.

A huge, overlarge yellow Empire gained an award
on May 11, while Burgundy, which was to

my mind the most distinct of all that were
before the committee, was passed over. It is a

long flower of the Cottage class, somewhat pointed

and of a rich, bright-looking purple, quite a self.

Lena, which accompanies it, is a charming rosy

mauve with edges of a paler tone, not unlike

Salaman, which, when at the top of its form, is

to me almost the most exquisite of all Tulips.

The raiser whispered in my ear in a way that I

feel I may pass on, that this was one of his very
special favourites. Of all in this group, the two
in the illustration were the ones that appealed

most to me. As in the case of the exhibit

of Canon Fowler, there was plenty of space
between the vases, and the number in each
was limited. One saw them very well in

consequence.

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson had an unmis-

takably fine collection. The individual blooms
were clean and well grown, and I believe some
good judges expected it to receive a higher award
than a silver-gilt Flora medal. It had, however,

a weak end. As a friend remarked, it. looked like

a runner who had to fall out just before the tape

was reached. It was a great pity.

The larire collection of Messrs. R. H. Bath
I take tob_ in a sense prophetic, inasmuch as broken
Darwins or R.mbrandts were specially prominent.

The time may come when these parti-coloured

blooms will once again be tlie fashion. It looks

as if this firm intends to be " there " when it does.

Cordelia rectified is an excellent type of a good
Rembrandt. I regret more than I can express

in words the way we are going to get into of naming
these " breaks." This was labelled Bowmont.
Will every other stock of Cordelia rectified receive

the same name ? All well and good if it were so.

But suppose, as is infinitely more likely, every

person in whose garden Cordelia breaks gives that

break a name of his own, there will be as many
synonyms as there have been namers, except,

once in a blue moon, the same one is hit upon
by two or more people. To me the practice is

against common sense and the plain teaching

of history. But then, people are not always sensible,

and history is not always listened to.

I associate the name of Wallace with various

things—Lilies, Coronation Cups, Japanese Iris,

Colchester, &c. Had the groups in the Hall

been unnamed, I would have known which belonged

to this firm, from its arrangement being a " colour

scheme." It contained many valuable suggestions

in the very pretty gradation of shade and tone

as one colour ran into another, brown, pink,

mauve, yellow and crimson. The flowers, however,

were too young to do themselves justice, and the

whole of the surface was too flat for my
liking.

A second Lindley medal went to Mr. A. D.

Hall for a small collection of the English florist

type. This represents the last word in Tulips,

according to the Royal National Tulip Society
;
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ibut the flowers need'care and protection when they

:are in bloom, otherwise their dainty colouring is

very apt to be spoilt by the weather. Mr.

Hall is : known all the world over as a great soil

expert. His Tulips reap the benefit of his vast

itnowledge.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp had an extensive'

display, for which they gained a silver-gilt Banksian

rnedal. It was too much of a medley to be really

effective. The outline of the whole was decidedly

iiovel^two flat, broad ends and a raised tiered

portion in the centre, like a camel's back. I

am very glad to see this new-bom energy for

Tulips on the part of the old firm, and from the

ieen way in which I saw Mr. B. Crisp examining

everything at the exhibition, I fancy it is his advent

•that has brought it about. I wish him every

success.

Mr. Christopher Bourne's collection was good,

and had not the standard of the day been a very

high one, as befitted an all-Tulip exhibition,

-it would doubtless have been awarded something

higher than a silver medal. The group had no
prominent ' outstanding feature, although the

flowers were clean and fresh, and there was a

considerable sprinkling of choice varieties

As far as attractiveness went, nothing equalled

tlie beautiful display of Messrs. Dobbie and Co.

I have seen Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Daffo-

dils, Dahlias and Orchids figuring in a one-flower

group, but none of them has ever made a more
pleasing show than the Tulips did upon this

occasion. The illustration on page 267 will iielp

readers to imagine what it was like. The black

velvet background and the white covering of

the staging was a bold but highly successful

venture. The Palms were introduced just where

they were wanted. The variety of water-holder?

-allowed the blooms to be displayed in several ways,

and the artistic feeling of the arranger enabled

the different factors to be combined in an excep-

tionally delightful whole. The number of varieties

was rot large compared, say, to those of theii

neighbours, Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, but thf

blooms were fresh and clean, and had that peculiar,

tender tone which slight shading under glass

invariably imparts. Whoever thought this all

out. I congratulate most heartily.

SOME CURIOUS INSEC-
TIVOROUS PLANTS.

THE SARRACENIAS.

THESE are interesting Pitcher Plants

which are well worth consideration

by those who possess a greenhouse

where a minimum temperature of

45° Fahr. can be maintained during
the winter months. Some of them,

especially the handsome S. purpurea, are often
grown outside in a sheltered bog or a damp spot

in the rock garden. Others, no doubt, would also

thrive more or less in similar positions, but where
it is practised care must be taken to prevent the

roots becoming exposed through the summer
months. A layer of living sphagnum moss should,

be placed around the base of each plant, as moisture
is an important factor in the successful cultivation

of Sarracenias. Although much alike in shape
and habit, there is considerable variety among
the species, while the hybridist has further enriched
th« genus with several striking plants.

A few of the best would include Sarracciiia

flava, S. rubra, S. Driimmondii, S. Chelsonii,

S. Courtii, S. tolliana, S. wrigleyana, S. psittacina,

S. Stevensii and S. exoniensis. To grow really

fine specimens a greenhouse is necessary. A
porch or corridor at the south end of a range

of houses would be an ideal spot' for them, pro-

viding they were tolerably, near the roof glass.

For the last few months the p'ants have been

resting, and the soil has been kept just moist.

Repotting.—-When growth commences, the

repotting must be taken in hand, an operation

which should be performed annually

LARGE - FLOWERED ROSES
FOR ARCHES & PILLARS.

A'
LTHOUGH I have uot a word to say in

depreciation of the so-called " Rambler
Roses," I find in moving among the

Rose-loving public that there is a

desire for more of the large-flowered

varieties to clothe arches and pillars.

One may have these large-flowered Roses against

walls, but these are frequently very limited in

Fairly extent and often already covered with Wistaria,
deep pans prove the most suitable receptacles,

|

Clematis and other climbers,

and they ought to be provided with plenty of
|

Fortunately, there is a great variety of Roses
drainage, for although Sarracenias need a large available that yield large blooms almost con-

quantity of water, nothing approaching stagnation tinually throughout the summer. Although they
can be permitted. The rootuig medium consists do not furnish the gorgeous and lavish display of

of fibrous peat and live sphagnum moss in equal bloom at one given time as the " ramblers " do,

parts, to which may be added a liberal sprinkling yet in a great measure they are more useful, giving

of rough sand or finely crushed potsherds. The us beautiful Roses for our vases and table decora-

plants must be potted firni'y, and the crowns tions. I would put in a strong plea for the pillar

and rhizomes should be on a level with the Roses, and would like to see more of them in

surface of the soil, and not buried in any way. gardens. In many positions they are more .effec-

When the repotting is completed, give a five than standards, as they are clothed with bloom
thorough watering and keep them moist until from base to summit ajtd have no ugly stem to

growth becomes
active. At this

stage an abundance

of water is neces-

sary, and to attain

this end each pan
may be placed in a

saucerful of water.

Full sunlight must

be given, and a light

spraying overhead

three or four times

a day will be most

beneficial.

It has been said

that Sarracenias like

their roots in water

and their leaves in

full sunshine, and

there is a lot of

truth in that re-

mark. With the
approach of autumn
the moisture, both

at the root and in

the atmosphere, can

be diminished, but

the plants must
never become really

dry.

I n addition 1

the Sarracenias, the

following i n s e c t i-

vorous subjects could

be grown in the

same struct ure :

Dionsea rauscipula

(Venus' Fiy-trap),

Darlingtonia c a 1 i-

fornica, the rare
Heliamphora nutans,

Cephalotus f o 1 1 i -

cularis, Pinguicula

caudata, and several

of the pretty
Sundews, such as

Drosera dichotoma,

D. capensis and D. tulips LENA (LIGHT) :aND BURGUNDY, TWO INTERESTING FLOWERS,
binata. W. B. AT THE LONDON SHOW. {See previous page.)
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display. Again, one may have quite a number

of really fine exhibition Roses so growing, because

the natural vigour of the varieties seems to call

for some such mode of training. I allude more

especially to Roses such as Avoca, Hugh Dickson,

J. B. Clark and Mrs. Stewart Clark, varieties that

are impossible in beds with ordinary bush Roses,

as they speedily usurp more than their share of

space.

Before giving the list of varieties which I can

recommend for arches and pillars, I would like to

say that mistakes are often made in the first pnming

of these Roses. As a rule, it is desirable to prune

back the ordinary climbing Rose to 2 feet, in order

that it may well furnish itself with growths from

the base ; but there are a few

kinds, such as Climbing Mrs. W. J.

Grant, which resent this
treatment, and if pruned will

often refuse to rim afterwards. I

have marked with an asterisk

such varieties which, in my
opinion, should be retained

almost full length the first year

and have a very moderate prun-

ing , for the next two or three

years ; then, when the plants

send up the fine, strong growths

"which they will do, the old wood
may be gradually cut away. I

have arranged the varieties into

two groups, those first named
being more fitted for tall pillars

or arches ; the second group

would be best a? pillars, or used

to furnish the lower part of an

arch which a Rambler Rose has

ieft almost bare. In both cases

Igood deep holes should be pre-

i

pared. A depth of 3 feet and

the same in width is none too

much for future needs, and if

some basic slag, say, about half

a pound, is worked in the lower

soil with the manure, and a hand-

ful oi bone-flour scattered on the

soil above the roots and slightly

covered, there will be good

healthy growth from the first.

^yaiieties for Arches or Tall

Plil a r s . — Chmbing Captain

Christy, Climbing Caroline Tes-

tout, Climbing Mrs. W. J.

Grant, *Climbing Lady Ash-

town, Climbing F r a u Karl

Druschki, Climbing K a i s e riu

Augusta Victoria, Dr. Van Fleet,

Francois Crousse, Gcrbe Rose,

Mme. Berard, Morletti, Johan-

nisfeuer, *Lady Waterlow, Mme.
Alfred Carrifere, *Mrae, Hector Leuillot, Miss

Helyett, M.Desir, Necrvelt.Noella Nabonnand,Reine

Marie Henriette, Reve d'Or, Reine Olga de Wuftem-
burg, Conrad F. Meyer, Nova Zembla, Souvenir de

Mme. Josepb Metral and Souvenir de L. Viennot.

Vaiieties for Moderate Pillars.—*Gustave

Regis, Griiss an Teplitr, *Lina Schmidt-Michel,

•Florence H. Veitch, *Mrs. Stewart Clark, *Mrs.

Comwallis West, Gloire des Rosomanes, 'Climbing

Richmond, •Climbing Liberty, 'Hugh Dickson,

•J. B. Clark, Zephyrine Drouhin, *Juliet, •Climbing

White Cochet, *Ards Rambler, *.\rds Rover,

•.\voca, •Effective, •Johanna Sebus, Longworth

Kambler, *Billiard et Barre, Sarah Bernhardt,

Bardou Job, *George Dickson, 'King George V. and

•Coronation (Hybrid Perpetual). Danecroft

SPRING FLOWERS AT
STRATTON PARK.

THERE are few greater joys on earth

to the true lover of plant life than

to visit a properly planned and well-

tended garden during a suimy day of

May. At that time Nature has

settled into her kindest mood, and the

fresh and ever-varying tints of green provided

by the trees that should form a bomidary to every

good English garden create a wonderful and highly

finely sculptured Italian stone vases, and in a

prominent central position we find a beautiful

old Italian well-head.

This garden was plamied and designed by

Lady Northbrook some eight or nine years

ago, and it speaks volvmies for the good taste

displayed when we say that in appearance it

might have been there for half a century. AU
traces of ne\vness, it ever there were any, have

departed, and the garden is now a restful retreat

in which one may sit and contemplate the beautilul

colours of flowers and the wonderful forms of the

plants that bear them. All the central flower-

appropriate setting for the more vivid colours I beds in this garden have a well-proportioned

of the less stately, but none the less beautiful,
|
border of turf, and just now are filled with mixed

May-flowering Tulips, principally

of red and pink shades, car-

peted with Forget-me-not Royal

Blue. In the interstices of the

flagged pathways a number of

plants find a happy home. Cam-

panula muralis or portenschlagi-

ana, Viola gracilis. Red Valerian

(near the well-head). Maiden Pinks

and Aubrietias are found thriving

amazingly, yet the mistake of too

thick planting that one often finds

had been wisely and consistently

avoided. We were pleased to find

that seeds of Leptosiphon hybridus

had been sown between the flag-

stones. It is a gem among annuals,

and loves the sun.

On the north side of the east

end garden, but separated from

it by a broad pathway and belts

of turf, is a dry retaining wall

some 7 feet or 8 feet high, with a

border about three feet wide nest-

ling at the foot. At the top of

the wall Rose Dorothy Perkins has

been planted and trained along on

rustic poles to form a sort of in-

formal hedge, the beauty of which

in July can be easily imagined.

The wall itself, which is made of

sandstone, was constructed with

a good batter and large inter-

stices, so that it now provides

a suitable home for a brilliant

array of plants—Aubrietias, Alys-

sum saxatile, Erinus alpinus,

dwarf Lavender and Rosemary,

Red Valerian, Campanula muralis

or portenschlagiana. Mulleins
(near the top), Nepeta Mus-

sinii, Iberis sempervirens. Woolly

Thyme and Cheiranthus Allionii

were a few of many kinds that

had transformed this wall into

an object of gieat beauty and interest. In the

border at the foot of the wall, which faces due

south, we were rather surprised to find Hart's-

tongue Ferns flourishing in company with Tulips,

Forget-me-nots, Polyanthuses and other hardy

plants. Evidently these Ferns do not mind

exposure to full sim so much as is generally

supposed. At the west end of this wall some new

and well-designed stone steps that lead to the

pleasure grounds form one side of a cvirious little

nook, the north and west banks of which are

retained with enormous pudding-stones. Appa-

rently nothing is known of the history of these,

but some of them must weigh several tons.

Leaving the more formal parts of the garden,

and mounting the stone steps already referred to^

ANEMONE RUPICOLA SHOWN BY .MESSRS. BEES, LIMITED, AT THE
CHELSEA SHOW LAST] WEEK. {See page 273.).

flowers. Thus it was with considerable pleasure

we visited, through the kindness of Lord and

Lady Northbrook, their charming gardens at

Stratton Park at a time when the gorgeous May-

flowering Tulips were providing a wonderful

riot of colour, a riot subdued and kept in bounds

by the soft blue of Aubrietia or Forget-me-not.

The gardens at West Stratton owe not a little

of their beauty and fascination to the energy and

enthusiasm of Lady Northbrook. At the east

end of the house, which nestles in a sort of hollow

at the foot of a rather steep liillside, is a delightful

fDrmal garden enclosed with closely clipped

Yew hedges and intersected by pathways of

beautifully weathered York paving. At each

comer where the pathways meet are some very
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one finds a very charming effect on: eitiier. side

nf the steps leading from the drawing-room door.

Some years ago Lady Northbrook conceived the

hippy idea ii planting the purple-leaved Plum

(Primus Pissardii) in the borders there, and at

the present time the ground beneath is a veritable

cloud of deep sky blue, created by lusty Forget-

me-nots. Later on, when the blue is finished,

pink Begonia semperflorens will take up the colour

scheme. And here kt it be said that one of the

greatest charms of the gardens at Stratton Park

Erigerons, Campanulas, Verbena yenpsa, Veronicas

and Nepeta Mussinii all play important parts later

on. Near by is the Rose garden, the beds of which

are mainly filled with those grand varieties

Grviss an Teplitz and Caroline Testout. Round

about the Roses there are long beds edged with

full-grown Lavender, and planted with blue

Delphiniums and weeping standards of Rose

Dorothy Perkins. Turning a cleverly concealed

OJmer, one is brought face to face with a winding

vista of blue and purple. This is skilfully formed

of natiural depression, is a charming little rock

garden, filled with a good collection of rare and

beautiful plants that for the most part seem

perfectly at home. At the summit of the rocks

such shrubs as Cytisus praecox, purple-leaved

Japanese Maples, Azaleas and some particvdarly

fine specimens of Euphorbia Wulfenii have been

planted to form a screen, and in the rocks below

one finds Ramondias, Gentianas vema and acaulis.

Phloxes Vivid and amoena, such Saxifrages as

Ugulata and cochlearis, Erinus alpinus and many

CAMPANULA PORTENSCHLAGIANA, VIOLA GRACILIS AND OTHER DWARF PLANTS GROWING BETWEEN YORK PAVING AT STRATTON PARK.

is the surprises that are always in store for the

visitor. At every turn one comes to some charming

and totally unexpected feature. Unusual colour

combinations or bold examples of grouping have

been adopted by Lady Northbrook with consider-

able forethought and skill. Thus, near to the

purple-leaved Plums we find Crimson Rambler

Roses trained over rustic poles.

Passing along the pathway in a north-westerly

direction, and through bold arches of clipped Yews,

we come to the blue and mauve garden, in which

by some fine young trees of the purple-leaved

Plum, carpeted with blue Forget-me-nots. The

effect is most soothing, particularly on a hot,

simny day. About halfway along this pathway,

and on the right, is a short pergola leading to a

garden seat ; this provides a support for ornamental

Vines such as Vitis Coigneti* and V. Thtmbergii.

Along each side of the pergola the beds are planted

with Madonna and other Lilies, so that the

effect later on should be very charming. At

the end of the vista, and nestling in a sort

other gems too numerous to mention in detail.

In close association with the rock garden, and yet

effectively screened from it, is the Italian pergola,

a lofty structiure that has for its object a thatched

summer-house. This pergola forms a support

now for Ceanothuses Gloire de Versailles and

veitchianus, while at the opposite end to the

summer-house, and on a stone dais, is the beautiful

and perfectly weathered old Italian well-head.

Advancing still further north, one comes to the

wild garden, which is the latest result of Lady
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Northbrook's activity and interest. What used

to be at one time a tangle of imdergrowth to

magnificent Beeches, Sequoias and other trees

has been cleared away, ard the open spaces thus

formed planted nith miny kinds of flowers that

are •suitable for wild or semi-wild spots. Snake's-

head Fritillaries, purple and white Honesty,

Funkias, Anemone blanda, Polygonums, Mulleins,

Cowslips, Bluebells, Gentiana asclepiadea and

Yellow Loosestrife in bold masses are a few of

the many. One pleasing eficct, in a more open

NEW PLANTS AT THE
CHELSEA SHOW.

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATES..
Odontioda Colmaniae (Odontioda Bradshawije

X Odnntoglossum hybrid).—A small three year

old plant of this gloriously coloured hybrid was

shown, a four-flowered raceme representing the

plant. It is a lovely thing, done in scarlet and

gold, the body colour, scarlet, coming from O.

of fine proportions. From Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co., Enfield.

Laelio-Cattleya Transylvania Leonora Enid.—
Sepals and petals ruby crimson, with velvet

crimson lip. A very beautiful novelty. From

J. Gumey Fowler, Esq., Tunbridge Wells.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Odontoglossum Aglaan Orchidburst Variety.

—

The plant carried a bold spike with thirteen

fully expanded flowers. The latter are unusually

A CORNER OF THE ITALIAN PERGOLA AT STRATTON P.\RK, WITH OLD WELL-HEAD ON THE LEFT.

^pot than most, was created by .\merican ur

coloured Cowslips and the white-flow-ered native

Sa.xifraga granulata. Both were growing in the

grass, and seedlings were present in their hundreds.

Already this wild garden, bounded on the

rorth and east sides by fine avenues of Beeches

and Limes, trees that seem to thrive in the chalk

that forms the bulk of the soil on which these

interesting gardens are situated, is full of charm
and beautv.

Bradshawis. This is reticulated with gold,

which colour also characterises the tips of the

petals. From Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton
Park, Reigate.

Laelio-Cattleya Sybil Low's Variety (L.-C.

dominiana x C. Mendelii). —The sepals and
petals of this handsome hybrid are of pinky tone,

with deeper-coloured veins, the front lobe of

the lip rich crimson, with side blotches of

bright yellow. A strikingly beautiful form

large and acutely pointed. The white ground is

heavily blotched with crimson. It is very handsome
and distinct. From Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
Tunbridge Wells,

Odontoglossum Princess Mary.—This is a

large blush-white flower blotched with claret-

red. From J. Gurncy Fowler, Esq., Tunbridge

Wells.

Disa Blackii (D. grandiflora x D. Luna).

—

The finest hybrid Disa yet raised, and quite
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intermediate between the parents. The dorsal

sepal is carmine, the lower ones pink. The lip is

crimson.

Cattleya Tityus Rex (C. Enid x C. Octave

Doin).—A charming hybrid with rosy Ted sepals

<ind pcials and ruby - coloured lip, which are

in striking contrast to the golden - blotched

sides.

Odontioda lambeauiana Nellie (Odontioda-

Cochlioda noetzliana x Odontoglossum lambeaui-

anum).—This is of reddish scarlet colour, with

rich orange lip distinctly margined with violet.

A shapely flower of remarkable substance

with well-imbricated petals. These three novel-

ties were from Messrs. Flory and Black,

Slough.

Laelio-Cattleya Helius.—The sepals and petals

are of apricot yellow tone, the front lobe of the

lip coloured a rich magenta. From Messrs.

McBean, Cooksbridge.

Lselio - Cattleya Gold Star (L.-C. Ariel x C
Mendelii). — A moderately large flower, having
cream yellow bordered sepals and petals, the lower

half of the front lobe of the lip crimson, with rich

golden yellow throat. Shown by Messrs. Sander
and Sons, St. Albans.

Odontoglossum crispum Queen of the Belgians.

The plant bore a solitary flower, which, beamly
blotched with chocolate and crimson, is veined

and margined white. It is a strikingly beautiful

variety. From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,

Hayward's Heath.

Miltonia hyeana F. M. Ogilvie, from F. M.
Ogilv^e, Esq., also received recognition, but we
could not locate the plant.

Tulip Comedy (Darwin).—Rosy scarlet, white

base.

Tulip Bloodstone (Cottage),—Crimson maroon,
•with dark centre. A very striking variety.

Tulip Satin Gown (Cottage),—Of silky rose

hue.

Tulip Inglescombe White (Cottage).—a very
pure and good flower. These four were shown bv
Messrs. Walter T. Ware and Co., Bath.

Rose Paul's Scarlet Climber.-The most
brilliant thing in Roses we have yet seen, in a

plant of perfect habit. Examples of it forming
a group were 7 feet or 8 feet high, the growths
-\vreathed in -flowers of the richest scarlet and
about three inches across. Quite self-coloured

to the base, it is said the variety retains its

•colour for a long time. We know of nothing
like it in brilliant colouring or profuse flower-

ing. From Messrs. W. Paul and Son, Waltham
Cross.

Rose Dewdrop.—A group of this pretty Poly-

antha kind was shown. The flowers are clear

rose colour, good in form and abmidantly pro-

duced. The
.
examples shown were less than

two feet high. From Messrs. Hobbies and Co.,

Dereham.

Anemone rupicola.—A new Chinese species,

J.nd without doubt the finest new hardy plant
at the show. The flowers are of great substance,

pure white, with outer sepals coloured rosy lilac.

As large as the white Japanese kir,d of September,
the flowers are much superior looking, and chaste
-ivithal. About a foot high, lifted, -we were informed,
from the open, the new-comer presents a sturdiness

of habit and vigour, as well as profuse flowering,

which will be welcome. It is both a novelty and
an acquisition. Admirably sho^vn by Bees,
Limited, Liverpool. See illustration on page 370.

Pyrus Malus Sargentli.—A white-flowered
form as beautiful as it is distinct. From Messrs.

Paul and Son, Cheshunt.

Lewisia Columbiana.—Several of the Lewisias,

while possessing distinctive habits of growth,
approximate to each other in colour. This is

one of them, though a very charming plant,

notwithstanding. The fleshy, nearly spathu-
late leaves are 3 inches long and plain, the
flower-buds buff-coloured, the expanded flowers

ha-ving a like coloured margin and a centre

of rosy scarlet. Six inches or eight inches long,

the much-branched inflorescence is crowded with
bud and blossom. From Miss Willmott. Warlev
Place.

Senecio multibracteatus Clare Lodge Variety.
A perennial kind of bushy habit and about two
and a-half feet high. The flower-heads are

rich rosy colour, and approximate to a single

PjTethrum in form." Shown by Mr. R. C.

Notcutt, Woodbridge, on behalf of Mr. E.

Novell.

Carnation Bookham Clove.—A handsome,
glossy crimson maroon self of excellent form
with slightly incurving petals. Its fragrance

and fine constitution are among its many attri-

butes.

Carnation Daisy Walker. — A white-ground
fancy with scarlet markings. The ground colour

is singularly pure and good, the markings well

defined. These two were shown by Mr, J. Douglas,

Great Bookham.

Viola septentrionalis.—A very pretty white-

flowered species of large size, much lined with
violet colour at the base of the flowers. The
rather frail stems are 6 inches or 8 inches long.

Sho%vn by Miss Leonard, St. Ippolyts, Hitchin.

THE YELLOW ROCK
GARDEN VIOLAS.

UNTIL a few seasons ago the number
of yellow Violas suited for rock
gardens was very limited, and the

few forms in cultivation were notable

either for their brilliance or their

garden value. Among the best of

them were the yellow form of the alpine Pansy
(Viola calcarata), known as flava ; the scarce,

large-blossomed V. altaica, which is difficult to

secure
; and the various forms of V. lutea, some

of which are very effective in colotur. Indeed,
on the introduction of the deep violet V. gracilis,

we largely utilised some of the best forms of

V. lutea for contrasting with masses of V. gracilis

on the rock garden slopes. A few other yellow
mountain Violas were also occasionally met with,

yet in such small quantities or giving such poor
efiects as to make them unworthy of notice for

big plantings. With V. lutea and' its forms,

the one difficulty was summer drought

;

consequently for this reason the-y were not
ideal subjects. Their colour, freedom and
perfume pointed the way for new and better

things.

I should like to note some of the more recent

advances in yellow mountain Violas, with the idea

of bringing more of their golden beauty into many
gardens. Now, the chief requirements in a rock
garden Viola are a strong resistive power to -winter

rigour, and this hardiness the newer Violas have
in full ; a neat-growing, fioriferous habit (this is

most essential)
; and the. gracilis powers of drought

resistance, which are secured by the shoots from
underground. Now, if to these are added beauty
of colour and refined blossoms, the Violas are
then a power to reckon with, for there are no
rock garden subjects to surpass them for direct
attractive beauty.

New yeUows have perhaps been a little slowerm coming than novelties in blues and purples
yet in almost all cases they have risen to notice
and popularity at once. Good yeUows of the
gracilis type are indeed valuable for rock garden
work. Masses of soft yellow or gold are a glory
to behold, especiaUy when contrasted with the
wealth of blues, lavenders, purples, violets, &c
of the Aubrietias and the deeper-hued Violas'
Some very useful forms are in commerce. Two
of the most popular are Marjorie and Golden
Fleece, both very tiny forms, very fioriferous and
damty m formation. Marjorie is pale primrose
wnth a few tiny penciUings at the centre ; and
Golden Fleece is its counterpart in a deeper shade
of yellow.

The variety lutea must come somewhere
near these, but I have not seen it. Golden
Wave is larger, with rich colour, very erect stems
and a haunting fragrance. V. gracilis aurea
IS on the lines of Golden Fleece, a little more
rounded in formation and practicaUy rayless.
It is indeed a most exquisite plant. A very
pretty and fragrant variety is Golden Drift,
which is now being grown on by a weU-known
firm preparatory to its being placed in commerce
It is neat, and of distinct beauty for drift planting
Moonlight, a beautiful soft yellow, should have a
distinct appeal to flower-lovers. Here, again,
the blossoms are rather small, very pleasing in
appearance and very fioriferous. Golden Gondolier
differs from all of the foregoing. It has larger
flowers and broader foliage, and combines with
Its lovely colouring and wonderful freedom a
very neat, close habit. This we tried extensively
previous to its departure into trade circles, and
found it an invaluable subject for big drifts of
colour.

The foregoing are all either in commerce or in
rapid preparation for the same, yet there are a
few others which will follow them and prove
worthy of the fine race of plants to which they
belong. A few especially notable forms may be
briefly described. Very beautiful is Princess
Charming, a small-flowered mine of delight,
very fioriferous, of a beautiful soft, clear colour^
and very pleasing in shape. Much deeper than
Princess Charming is that ideal of a golden rock
Viola, April Mom. It is very like V. graciUs aurea
in form and foliage, but is far deeper in colour,
and may be looked upon as a coming plant. Next
to it in value as a deep yellow is Golden Glory,
a bright, pleasmg flower of considerable merit
and very attractive.

In a wonderful soft creamy yellow shade are
two steriing novelties. Fairy and Enchantemente.
These are delightful forms, very distinct from
any that have preceded them, and are doubtless
destined for popular favour. In freedom, colour
and form they are superb. Lastly, I note Les
Torrent, a dainty, fioriferous form that promises
to make an invaluable drift plant. The freedom,
the beauty of the soft and deeper shadings of
yellow, and the character of the light winged
fiowers make this variety a charming subject fully
worthy of inclusion in the ranks of the select rock
garden Violas.

Clacton-on-Sea. p. s. Havward.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Cherries in Pots.—The trees from which all

the fruits have been gathered must not be neglected.

The roots will still be in need of plenty of water,

and stimulants should be regularly afforded.

The trees may now be removed outdoors and

placed in a sunny position, plunging the pots up

to the rims in ashes. If they are infested with

red spider or aphis, a thorough washmg with an

insecticide should be given them, and, in order

to keep the foliage clean, it must be well drenched

with water from the garden hose every evemng

all through the summer.

Peaches and Nectarines in Pots.—When all

the fruits have been gathered from the earliest

trees they may be given the same treatment

as adinsed' above for Cherries. Later trees which

are carrying full crops of fruit must receive close

attention to watering, as, should the roots be

allowed to suffer, it is bound to reflect on the

quality of the fruit. When the fruits com-

mence their second swelling, the roots should

receive a top-dressing of loam and manure.

The final thinning of the fruits on the latest trees

must be done as soon as they have stoned. This

should be governed more or less according to the

size and vigour of the trees, but in no case must

they be overtaxed, or the fruits will be poor m
quality.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—The old plants which have been

flowering all through the winter and spring will

have to be removed to make room for the young

stock Good flowers may still be obtained from

these old plants if they are plunged outdoors

in a sheltered position arid given plenty of water.

When the earliest-struck plants are sufficiently

well rooted, lose no time in potting them into

their flowering pots.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora.-Pot on rooted

plants and keep them moving m a warm, moist

house. Later on, cooler conditions may be given

them A batch of cuttings rooted now will make
most useful plants for flowering in small pots.

Much care is necessary in propagating Euphorbias

at this time of the year. If the old plants have

been growing in a high temperature, they should

be placed in a cool house for a few days before

taking ofi the cuttings.

Mignonette.—A sowing may be made now

to obtain plants for flowering in the autumn.

The seeds can be sown in the flowering pots

and thinned out when the young plants are

large enough. They should be grown in a cold

frame.

Calanthes.—As growth advances, the plants

may be watered more liberally, and this can be

increased as the pots become filled with roots.

Encourage a growing atmosphere by frequently

damping between the plants, and syTinge twice

daily with rain-water.

Calceolarias.—Seed may be sown to produce

an early batch of plants. Sow in pans m a light,

finely sifted soil. The seed will germinate in a

cold frame. Cover the pans with a sheet of glass

and shade them till the seedlings are through

the soil.

The Flower Garden.

Flowering Shrubs.—Forsvthias, Ribes, Chimo-

nanthus and various other early flowering shrubs

which flower on the previous year's growth may
be cut hard back after flowering.

Summer Bedding.—A start should be rnade

with the planting of summer-flowering subjects

as soon as possible after the spring kinds are

over. Most of the beds will require a little manure,

but this must be well seasoned. In the event

of the soil being very dry, it should be well soaked

with water from the garden hose. It is a good plan

to requisition all hands from other departments

of the garden to expedite the work of bedding out.

The Hock Garden.—When the spring flowers

are over, there will be many blanks in the rock

garden. In some cases these may be made good

by planting or sowing annuals. Many armuals

are quite suitable for planting on the rocks, and

if a little fresh soil is added, these will thrive during

the greater part of the summer.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Coverings on Fruit Trees.—Where glass

copings are used to protect fruit trees, they should

be so fixed that they may be easily removed
when the danger of frost is passed, so that the

trees can have the full benefit of rain. All cover-

ings on fruit trees may safely be removed now.

Grafted Trees.—The clay must be moved from

the grafts and the ties loosened when it can be

seen that the scions are growing freely. The
graft should again be supported with a fresh

piece of tying material. All new growths below the

graft must be cut off.

The Kitchen Garden.

Late Peas.—During the next fortnight all

late Peas ought to be planted. The ground for

this crop should be well prepared by deep culti-

vation and thorough manuring. Sow thinly in

shallow trenches. Autocrat, Rearguard and The
Gladstone are all reliable varieties to grow for

late work.

Cauliflowers.—The earliest plants are now
growing freely. In the event of a continued spell

of dry weather, plenty of water must be afforded

them. Liquid maniure from the farmyard will

put vigour into the plants. Use the hoe freely

between them, and draw the soil around the

stems for support in the event of strong winds.

French Beans.—Seeds must be sown at regular

intervals to keep up a supply of this excellent

vegetable. A deeply tilled soil with plenty of

manure is necessary for this crop. Canadian

Wonder and The Belfast are both reliable varieties

to grow.

Radishes.—Make frequent sowings of Radishes

in a shady position and give abundance of water.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS
The Kitchen Garden.

Digging.—There will be a few plots which have

only just become vacant through spring vegetables

having become exhausted, such as Spinach,

Broccoli and other crops. As the groimd is cleared

it can be dug in preparation for planting out

and sowing other crops in their rotation.

Onions.—To keep the Onion fly in check,

the young plants should be occasionally dusttd

with' soot to stimulate their growth over the

present critical period, when they are likely to

be attacked. Afterwards there is not so much
danger of them being injured.

Spinach.—If a succession is to be kept up

during the warm summer months. Spinach will

be found less liable to run so quickly to seed

if sown in a shady border or on the north side of

a wall. To further help in the production of

good Spinach, the ground should be deeply dug

and well manured. If the weather is dry, a good

soaking with water will greatly assist the plants.

Asparagus.—Weeds are usually most trouble-

some on Asparagus-beds, and should be pulled

by hand to prevent injury to the growing crowns.

Unless the beds are exceptionally vigorous and

well established, cutting ought riot to continue

too long, or there is a danger of weakening the

plants. If liquid manure is available and the

weather at all moist, now is a good time to apply

it, when the plants are in full growth.

Potatoes.—The hoe must be used between the

rows to keep down weeds, and earthing-up should

be carried out as the growths appear above the

soil.

Plants Under Glass.

Fuchsias.—Young plants must have their tops

pinchc d out occasionally to encourage bushy growth

and the desired shape. For ordinary purposes

the pyramid shape seems the most natural, and

displays the blooms to advantage. Fuchsias

succeed best in a shaded glass house, but do not

like too dense a covering, which causes the growth

to become weak and not to produce many flowers.

Feeding should be done fairly frequently, remem-
bering that a change of diet will induce better

growth than by adhering to one form of food.

Chrysanthemums.—The final potting riiust now
be proceeded with. Both bush and single-stemmed

plants should be completed within the next fortnight.

When potting, do not fill the pots as in potting,

most other plants, but leave sufficient space

to allow several liberal top-dressings to be applied.

As the plants are potted, they ought to be stood

closely together imtil such time as they can have

attention paid to the final staking and tying to-

the wires. If it is noticed that some of the plants

are likely to starve a little before they can be

potted, some weak soot-water can be given to

keep the foliage a healthy colour. Let the potting

compost be fairly rough and contain plenty o4

porous materials, especially if the district is a

wet one.

Zonal Pelargoniums for winter flowering

should soon be moved into their final pots, so that

they may become well established before August and
September, when they are usually housed. To
get the best results, with freedom of flowering,

they must not be overpotted, otherwise there is.

a tendency to make too much foliage at the expense

of flowers.

Coelogyne cristata.—Most gardens contain a

few plants of this Orchid. The present is a good
time for top-dressing them, just as the young roots

are pushing out. Some of the oldest bulbs should

be removed to make room for the young growths.

As this Orchid resents disturbance at the roots,

it is not advisable to repot often, so long as it can

be kept in a healthy growing condition by top-

dressing.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Out.—Most plants can now be safely

put in their flowering quarters. It is wise,

however, to leave all the very tender subjects

until last. Should the soil be very dry, it will

be necessary to apply water as soon as the plants

are in their places. Avoid unduly splashing

the foliage with soil, but see that a sufficient

quantity of water is given to thoroughly settle

the earth around the plants.

Dahlias which have been thoroughly hardened

off may now be planted out too, and in their case

it is best to first drive in the stakes which are to

support them later on and then plant ; this

prevents any injury to the roots or tubers.

Roses.—The voung growths on Roses must be

occasionally exainined for maggot, which is easily

seen by its habit of rolling itself up in the leaves.

These should all be squeezed between the finger

and thumb. Some varieties are much improved

by a certain amount of disbudding ;
but where

a continued displav of Roses is the object, this

is not usually nece'ssary. As soon as any green

fly makes its appearance, spraying with Quassia

or a similar insecticide is necessary.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Stone Fruits, such as Plums, Apricots and
Peaches, if set well, will require severe thinning

before they become too large or commence to stone.

Usually a certain amount of dropping occurs,

especially among Plums, if the soil is deficient in

lime, so that it is safer to keep this in view and
not thin too severely at first.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Disbudding should

still receive attention, making sure that the

shoots are sufficiently reduced to retain a uniform

spread of branches. If this is properly attended

to, it will not be necessary to use a knife for

pruning during the winter, a practice which has

much to condemn it.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.—As the

fruits are now approaching maturity, they must

be assisted to get all the light possible by
adjusting them carefully just clear of the leaves

and wires bv the aid of wooden labels or short pieces

of wood. The operation requires great care,

but by this method much finer colour is developed

in the' fruit.

Successional Peach-Houses.—The trees ought

to be regularly s\Tingcd during the early morning

and in the middle of the afternoon, and fairly

humid conditions maintained during fine weather.

Water will be required at fairly frequent intervals,

and opportunity should be taken to apply stimu-

lants with it. John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardme,

Bart.)

CastUmilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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SPRING SHOW
CHELSEA.

AT

HERBACEOUS AND BULBOUS
PLANTS.

The following was unavoidably held over frrm

our last issi:e

:

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had a

superb collection, making a special feature,

as in former years, of the choicest Lilies. Of these,

the lovely L. regale (white with yellow throat),

L. Brownii, L. excelsum, L. japonicum col-

chesterense, L. Hansonii, L. Martagon album,

L. M. dalmaticmu, with many forms of L.

umbellatum, made both sumptuous beauty and

variety. Early Gladioli, Eremurus robustus albus,

Habranthus pratensis, Calochorti, Ixias, the

newer Astilbes, with Funkias, Brodicea coccinea,

Globe-flowers, Bamboos, Verbascums and such

flso created beauty and interest.

Messrs. Jackman and Son, Woking, had a

considerable exhibit of Delphiniums in variety

with such of the newer Astilbes as Ceres and

gloriosa (both high-coloured sorts), Lavatera

Olbia, early Gladioli, Liliums of sorts. Tree Lupines,

Columbines, Irises, Wahlenbergia vincaeflora (very

rich blue) and other good plants. Cytisus Dalli-

morei, Euphorbia Characias and GaiUardia E. T.

Anderton (a self yellow) were among other showy

and good things.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, Middlesex, had a

superb hardy plant exhibit in the middle of the

large tent, and his displaj' of hybrid Irises was

very fine. Too numerous to give in detail, they

were worthy of special study, some of them, as,

for example, the Regelio-cyclus hybrids and their

near allies, being very beautiful. Chrysanthemum

Leucanthemum flore pleno is a white-flowered

novelty of importance, approximating in effect

to a white Anemone-formed Pyxethrum. Primula

viridis w. s very good. Euphorbia Wulfenii, E.

Characias and E, pilosa major were a set of these

interesting plants too good to be overlooked.

Viola oregana (in crimson and cream) was a gem
fitted for any alpine garden. Dianthus Atldnsonii

was very brilliant, while Primula sikkiraensis,

P. Rufa, Trillium, Dodecatheon and much
more contributed to a highly interesting group.

Tree Pasonies in a group alone were very fine,

and of these Queen Elizabeth, Comtesse de Tudor

(deep salmon). Souvenir de Ducher (purple),

Onyx (pale pink) and Souvenir de Corwellieri

(rich rose) were some of the best. In a further

group in the open Mr. Perry showed a repre-

sentative set of hardy Ferns.

Messrs. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, had a

fine display of Flag Irises, Tree Paeonies in variety,

a great showing of Pentstemon Scouleri, with

Phlox Laphamii, Geum Heldreichii splendens,

Eremuri, Thalictrum dipterocarpum and other

plants. Iris pallida Lohengrin (of rosy lilac tone)

w_s a plant of great beauty in the group, and is

one of the finest of its set.

Mrs. Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Oerog, near

Llangollen, showed a fine lot of Mossy Saxifrages,

of which Lady Northcliffe (white), Red Knight,

Diana (very large white), Jewel, Rose Beauty
and Divinity (pink) were some of the more distinct.

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had a

superb table of Flag Irises. The Dove (mauve),

Blue Boy, Walhalla (light mauve), The Bride

(white), Etta (lemon), Mars (purple), with such

as susiana, tingitana and a few of the Primula

section, made a very fine display.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, had a group of

Delphiniums, Verbascums, Globe-flowers, Geums,
Pyrethrums and other flowers in season.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, had
an effective group of Globe-flowers, Pyrethrums,
Astilbes, Geunis, Poppies, Flag Irises, Mossy
Saxifrages, Euphorbia Wulfenii, Camassias and
other flowers. The grouping was very well done.

Messrs. Phillips and Taylor, Bracknell, had an
excellent grouping of Trilliums, Auriculas, Daphne
Cneorum, Saxifraga cordifolia purpurea, Primula
pulverulenta, Trollius and water plants. Litho-

spermum prostralum was very good.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had a

great show of Irises and other choice hardy
flowers that merited close inspection. Iris Pavonia
(" Peacock Iris " so-called, though more correctly

Morasa glaucopis) was very charming. Cypripedium
pubescens was a show in itself. Dodecatheons,
early Gladioli, Double Poet's Narcissus, Flag
Iris, Androsacc Chumbyii Brilliant, Gentians,
Trilliums, Ramondia pyrenaica and Ranunculus
amplexicaulis were all in bold array and excellently

staged. Iris iusiana was very finely displayed.

winnock (dark brown with red edge) and Moseley
Perfection (yellow) were a few of the outstanding

varieties. More typical of the Viola or Tufted
Pansy were Kitty Bell, WiUiam Robb, Modesty,
gracilis and several cornuta varieties.

TULIPS.
The group of May-flowering Tulips shown by

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Tenby Street, Bir-

mingham, was inadvertently omitted from our
report of these flowers in our last issue. The
exh'bit comprised some thirty varieties, including

the best of the standard sorts, the whole being
displayed so as to show them oft to the best

advantage.

ALPINES IN TENTS.
Mr. James Box, Lindfield Nurseries, Hayward's

Heath, showed a fine table of alpines, the
chief of which were Lewisia Tweedyi, L. Howellii,

L. Cotyledon, L. oppositifolia and Anemone
sulphurea (very fine). Onosma taurica, Silene

Hookeri, Sedum pilosum, Trollius Orange Globe,
with alpine Phloxes, Cytisus, Acers and other
shrubs, were included in a good exhibit.

THE BEAUTIFUL GROUP OF DELPHINIUMS IN POTS SHOWN BY MESSRS. BLACKMORE
AND LANGDON AT THE CHELSEA SHOW.

Mertensia Pulmonaria was very beautiful, and
Listera ovata is one of the most charming.

Messrs. Lilley, Guernsey, had one of the most
graceful exhibits in the show, a group replete

with beauty and great charm. Ixia, Ranunculus,

early Gladioli, Spanish Iris and their new " Dutch "

rivals, the Peacock Iris (Moraea glaucopis)

and the Mourning Iris were all here in excellent

form. A very conspicuous subject was Tritonia

Prince of Orange, also very beautiful.

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon had a group

wholly of Delphiniums, and the many varieties

were well staged. Walter T. Ware, of the deepest

purple with white eye
;

Queen Wilhelmina, pale

mauve ; tnd Mrs. A. J. Watson, mauve, were

some of the finest varieties in a really striking

exhibit. No group in the show compared with

it, and those of our readers who take pleasure

in these fine perennials — and who does not ?

—found here much to admire.

Messrs. John Forbes and Co., Hawick, had a

capital exhibit of Pansies and Violas, of which

Mrs. Alsop (deep mauve). Miss Dove (chocolate),

James Wilson (purple with white edge), Loch-

Mr. Vernon T. Hill, Langford, near Bristol,

showed Primula japonica in variety very finely,

Androsace Chumbyii, Asperula suberosa, together

with Aubrietia Fire King (very bright and
good), alpine Phloxes, Erodium corsicum.

Mossy Saxifrages and much more in variety.

Flowering and other shrubs were pleasingly

associated.

HORTICULTURAL SUNDRIES.
The sundries, which are now an important

feature of the Chelsea Show, were principally

arranged along the Avenue and in an adjoining

tent. The exhibits were considerably fewer in

number than on previous occasions.

On entering the East Gate, a striking exhibit

of stonework, consisting of balustrading, complete

with flower vases, garden seats and ornaments,

and a paved garden court, decorated with suitable

flowering plants, was arranged by Messrs. Pulham

and Son, yx, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.
This must have appealed to those who are contem-

plating alterations to existing gardens or making

new ones.
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The Dryad Cane and Metal Works, Nicholas

Street, Leicester, had a garden house, constructed

of a strong Pine framework and roller Bamboo

drop sides, and a stout canvas roof.

Patent extension ladders and barrows, suitable

for all kinds of garden requirements, were shown

bv Mr. H. C. Slingsby, Old Street, E.G.

Mr. Arthur Roberts, Lej-field Road, West Derby,

Liverpool, showed some useful examples of heating

apparatus, including low-pressure boilers in various

sizes and some patent ventilating gear.

Mr. Percy F. Bunyard, 57, Kidderminster Road,

Croydon, had a comprehensive display of Bunyard's

Improved Fumigating Compound in connection

with special horticultural sundries adapted for

use in the garden and greenhouse. A special

feature was the "Incanto" acetylene lamp for

garden use.

The Acme Patent Imperishable Lab:-ls, with

bright letters on a black ground, were shown by

Mr. John Pinches, Crown Buildings, Camberwell,

who also displayed Rose boxes with patent raiser

and hinges, which are most suitable for exhibition

purposes. Wire trainers for Roses in the form of

umbreUa standards, together with patent

•• Radiate " flower stands, comprised one of the

most useful and portable inventions for the exhi-

bitor. Small bottle sprayers were also a feature

of this stand.

Mr. Joseph Singleton, 28, Hall Road, FuUwood,

near Preston, showed various patterns of the

" Muspray." for fixing to water-cans, &c.

The Gripper Manufacturing Company, Howard

Road, Leicester, showed some useful articles in the

form ' of a garden walking-stick gripper and

foot-scraper.

Portable garden frames and glass houses suitable

for the cultivation of either special or general

classes of plants wfre shown by Messrs. James

Crispin and Sons, Nelson Street, Bristol, who

also had suitable boilers and heating apparatus

to use in conjunction.

Messrs. Crookshanks and Macself, 9, Cromwell

House,- Fulwood Place, Holbora, W.C, had a

useful exhibit of spraying machines in various

sizes, adaptable for both garden and conservatory

work, together with bowls and vases ot Bilton

ware.

Teakwood chairs, tables and garden furnitm-e

of artistic design were shown by Castle's Ship-

breaking Company, Limited, Millwall, S.W. These

are made from the timber of old men-of-war,

and can be adapted for either indoor or outdoor

use.

A unique exhibit of old-world garden stone

ornaments, in the form of stone pillars for pergolas

, nd pavijig for garden paths and courts, together

with some most ornamental designs of stone

lanterns, pigeon-houses and dovecots, were

arranged in an artistic mamier by Mr. Herbert

Jones, Horsecombc Quarries, Combedown,

Bath.

The Acme Ladder Company, Summerley Works,

Earlsfield, had a useful series of ladders, folding

steps and garden barrows.

A variety of syringes and spraying machines, of

sizes suitable for various require mtnts, both

indoors and in the open garden, in the most

rpprovedand up-to-date patterns, were shown by

the United Brassfounders and Engineers, Limited,

HoUoway Head, Birmingham.

Messrs. G. W. Purser and Co., 92, Hatton

Garden, E.G., had a stand consisting princi-

pally of spraying apparatus, svTinges, hose

sprinklers, &c.

Messrs. Drew, Clark and Co., Lea Bridge Road,

Leytou, E., had examples of the Diamond patent

telescopic and other ladders.

A miniature lawn, showing the use and value

of Key fertilisers, was displayed by Mr. A. Key
of Norwich.

The Four Oaks Spraying Machine Company,

Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham, had a stand

fhowing a selection of spraying machines, pumps

for garden use, syringes, sprinklers, &c.

Messrs. Hughes, Bolckow and Co., Dover

Street, W., and Battleship Wharf, Blyth, showed

a large and varied display of " Battleship

"

teakwood garden furniture. This included a

choice selection of garden chairs, seats, plain

and folding tables, in ornamental design ; also

garden arches suitable for climbers of all

descriptions.

Messrs. Thomas Crowther and Son, North

End Road, Fulham, showed old garden ornaments,

;
sundials, seats, and figtires in marble, lead and

stonework.

j
Folding span garden Ughts and frames,

filled with growing plants to illustrate the value

of the system for forcing early vegetables and

flowers and for the protection of the more tender

plants, were shown in use by the Folding Span

Light Company, Slough.

The Leyton Timber Company, Limited, Truud-

leys Road, New Cross, had an exhibit of summer-

houses in rustic work, and garden seats and

furniture generally.

Messrs. Pearce and Co., 644, HoUoway Road,

j

N., had examples of their productions in

' the form of greenhouses, rustic stmimer-

j

houses, and boilers sliitable for all types of glass

' houses.

Messrs. Skini.er, Board and Co., E.xmoor Street,

Bedminster, Bristol, showed an excellent example

of their wire tension glass houses, together with

the new travelling plant frames and protectors

constructed on similar principles. Boilers and

heating apparatus were also a speciality of this

display.

i Messrs. Maggs and Co., Bristol, showed teak-

wood garden seats, together with folding chairs

and tents.

In the Sundries Tent.

Fame's Fertiliser, Ichthemic Guano and other

fertilisers for which this firm is noted were to be

seen and their uses explained at Messrs. Prentice

Brothers' stand in the Sundries Tent.

Insecticides, including the famous Gishurst

t Compound and other well-known remedies, were

the leading feature of Messrs. Price's Patent

Candle Company, Limited, Belmont Works,

Battersea.

M' ssrs. Walter Voss and Co, Limited, Glengall

Rocd, Millwall, E., showed a selection of sprayers

and sj-ringcs in conjunction with their noted
" Cirlton Brand " insecticides and fertilisers.

Horse lavni boots, for use while mowing, rolling,

&c., were shown by Messrs. H. Pattisson and Co.,

Greyhound Lane, Streatham, who also had speci-

mens of their patent turf renovators, sprinklers,

hose-reels, brooms and weeding appliances.

Messrs. E. A. White and Co., Limited, Paddock

Wood, Kent, showed patterns of the Abol

s^Tinge with all the latest improvements, in con-

junction with Abol fertilisers, insecticides, sprayers

and other sundries.

Insecticides, including Cyllene and other com-

pounds, also fertilisers and sjTinges, were staged

by Jeyes' Sanitary Compomid Company, Limited,

Cannon Street, E.G.

Wakeley's Patent Hop Manure for the garden,

which is certainly the best substitute for stable

manure, being cleaner in use and quicker in action,

was shown on a stand in the tent, and those who
find a difficulty in securing a regular supply should

write eiirect to Messrs. Wakeley Brothers and
Co., Limited, Honduras Wharf, Bankside, S.E.

Messrs. . William Cooper and Nephews, Berk-

hamsted, had a well-arranged stand, showing

weed-killers, insecticides and spraying pumps.

Models of glass houses fitted with lath blinds

were staged by Messrs. J. Weeks and Co., 72,

Victoria Street, S.W., who also had a model
of their original Duplex boiler, together with the

latest designs adapted to use at any level. The
flow is taken off the centre of the boiler,

which is arranged to stand at a dead level,

enabling the entire system to be worked on the

return if required.

The Boundary Chemical Company, Cranmer
Street, Liverpool, had a display of their well-

known brands of weed-k.llers, lawn sand, sprayers,

sjTinges and patent cord netting.

Samples of fibrous yellow loam of excellent

quality and texture were shown by Mr. A. B.

Johnston, New Park, Cranleigh Surrey.

Improved watering-cans of the well-known
" Haws " pattern were arranged in a selection

I

3f sizes by Mr. J. Haws, 227, Lower Clapton Road,

I London, N.E.

Mr. S. W. McLeod Braggins, 6, Tudor Road,

Kingston Hill, Kingston-on-Thames, had a selection

i of landscape garden and other plans.

Some interesting plans and designs of work
carried out by Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co.,

Kiinfield Nurseries, Colchester, were arranged on

iheir stand, together with proposed schemes for

planting.

I

Messrs. Milner, Son and White, 7, Victoria

Street, S.W., also showed various garden plans

and designs.

Some well-arranged garden plans and photo-

graphs of rock gardens designed by Messrs. Pulham
and Sons, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.,

were displayed in the tent.

Garden plans were arranged by Messrs. Kent

and Brydon, Victoria Road, Darlington.

Plans and designs for gardens were also shown

by Mr. William Innes Stuckey, 46, Dyne Road,

Brondesbury, N.W.
Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Limited, The

Arcade, Liverpool Street, and Bagshot, Surrey,

had a special selection of garden plans.

CALLA GLORY OF HILLEGOM.
So many novelties reach this country from

Holland that the average garden-lover can

hardly keep pace with them. Some, how-

ever, are of such sterlmg value that they

are deserving of the widest culture. Such

a one is the new yellow Calla (or Arum) Glory of

Hillegom. In the way of growth it is the grandest

yellow Galla in existence, being robust, strong

and free. The leaves are large, flecked with silver,

and the large flowers, borne upon stout stems,

carry a wonderfully pleasing shade of soft yellow,

one of the clearest and prettiest yellows it is possible

to conceive. At the base of the blossom is a

crimson blotch. The flowers are lasting, and I

can imagine no more charming companion to

C. elliotiana than the present subject, C. G!ory

of Hillegom. A good future is assured this

plant, and I would heartily commend it to the

notice of growers. P. S. Havward.
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SPRINGTIME IN FRANCE.

THE spring in temperate climes is with-

out doubt the pick of the year, and

is of special interest and attraction

to the Englishman who returns for

the first time to England after years

of exile spent in the almost seasonless

Eastern Tropics, where there is no spring and no

autumn, and only " the rains " to show the cycle

of the year. It is the happy lot of the present

writer to look forward to the spring in England

under the above circumstances, and meanwhile

he enjoys an earlier springtime, only less enjoyable

than that at home, in the beautiful flower-growing

districts of the South of France. Malta, on the

homeward voyage, gave him an inkling of what

was in store, and the beautiful gardens there

surrounding the residence at Valetta of the Governor

of the Colony, Sir George White, are well worth

a visit at any time of the year. They are very

formal, with broad paved walks whereon peacocks

gaily strut in the warm sunshine, and numerous

fish ponds and ornamental fountains ; but they

have a distinct charm and beauty of their own
which the solemn Cypress trees of giant stature

cannot subdue ; wliile the air is laden witli the

scent of orange blossom from the plantations of

Oranges aU over the garden, the Governor enjoying

the privilege of a large orangery reserved for

His Excellency. Irises make a delightful display

in the mixed borders, while great use is made

by effective planting out of Cinerarias. Most

English garden flowers grow in profusion, and

the presence of plants such as Datura and Hibiscus,

indigenous in the Tropics only and used at home

as stove plants, show the mildness of the winter

in this interesting naval station.

Here in the South of France the season is late.

The warm weather is just commencing, and the

winter has been long and late. The peasants,

of covirse, say this is due to la guerre, and certainly

they are feeUng here the war's evil effects. The

French agriculturist is kno\\Ti for his industry

and care, and it is far from his custom to have

the fields and gardens in their present neglected

state, with weeds overgrowing all the fields,

usually so well tilled and kept ; but, as an old

peasant woman toiling in the gardens told the

writer only to-day, there are no men, all are at

the war, " et que voulez-vous ? " It is really pitiful

to see these rich lands, flower and vegetable

fields, rich vineyards and orchards, so neglected

for want of labour ; and yet not all is ruined.

Those who are left, the old men, the women,
the children, work hard, doing what they can,

and keeping a really wonderful amount under

careful cultivation. French intensive cultivation,

under the excellent peasant proprietorship which

prevails, wants labour, and the worst of it is

that the weeds of this year will seed and entail

extra work and expense to get the land clean

again next year.

The South of France along the Cote d'Azur

is a great flower-growing district. Large quanti-

ties are daily sent to Paris and London, and to

the nearer large market towms, such as Toulon

and Marseilles. Bandol, where these notes are

made, is about the limit of the flower district

on the west, and the further east the more abundant

are the flower fields and market gardens ; while

Grasse, more inland, is the centre of the great

scent industry. All the early spring flowers,

the bulbs especially, are now over : but one sees

through the vineyards where large quantities

of Hyacinths, Narcissi, Daffodils, Jonquils, &c.,

have finished their flowering, and now the gardens

are beautiful with blazing bads of Tulips, Anemones,

Violas, and, in beds protected by mat screens,

large quantities of Freesias fill the air with their

delicious fragrance.

In the flats in the valleys much land is given

to Vine-growing, and to a certain extent the

space between the rows of Vines—about seven

feet—is intercropped with bulbous plants, such

as Narcissi and Daffodils, and various vegetables,

such as Peas, French Beans and Haricots, a

system of cultivation not practised in all parts

of the wine-growing districts of France. The

gnarled brown stumps of the Vines are already

breaking into leaf, and each day of sunshine

brings them on visibly ; while the light ploughing :

of the soil between the rows is now in progress,

and it is interesting to note that the light single-

horse ploughs used are of English make. It

says something for the excellence of English

goods when agricultural implements of British

manufacture are used in France, the most

advanced in agriculture of all the countries of

Europe !

The country around here is liilly, with fertile

valleys all fully cultivated and a background

of rocky limestone mountains sparsely timbsr-

clad. Pines here do not seem to do well, and

are generally stunted and poor from the forester's

point of view. The steep sides of the hills have b;en

laboriously transformed into a series of long,

narrow terraces built up with stone walls, giving

tliem a curious appearance from the valley road,

and reminding the writer of the little terraced

Rice fields occupying the hillsides in Ceylon and

Java. These terraced fields are used for vegetable

growing, and it is wonderful to see how these

steep hillsides, otherwise useless from an agri-

culturist's view, have been turned into profitable

use. Olives are extensively planted along the

roadsides and the margins of fields ; but

these artificially shaped, sombre, grey-folia ged

trees appeal little to my taste. After years of

such tropical plants as Cocoanuts, Areca Palms,

Bread Fruit trees and Plantains, one delights in

the vernal beauty of Elm, Lime, Hornbeam and

Beech, which, with Asli and Hazel, are found in

the valleys and line the banks of the little stream

meandering through the fertile Valle de la Reppe,

where my daily country walk is taken. The

soil in these valleys is inclined to be heavy and

clayey, retentive of moisture, and on tlie terraced

hillsides there is a good deal of gravel and loose

stones, and it is a little surprising that

such excellent vegetables are so largely

produced.

All the land seems to be used for market garden-

ing, probably because there are few acreages

extensive enough for pasture or as arable land,

and what there is is used for Vines. There is

very little dairying. For their own requirements

the peasants probably keep goats, and twice

daily an old goatherd with his flock saunters

through the little town of Bandol, milking his

goats before the houses of his customers. Whether

it is the appearance of the farms and dwelling-

houses or the small, carefully cultivated fields

looking more like " allotment fields," or whatever

the reason, one could never imagine this to be

an English countryside, even if the mountains

were not so obvious in the background. .And

yet the trees and wild plant life are the same. The

Hawthorn is almost in full bloom, also the Mountain

Ash. Honeysuckle everywhere gives promise

of abundant blossom. It should be delightful

country for autumn blackberrying.

In the hedgerows and along grassy roadsides

one delights in finding old friends of one's child-

hood days, Buttercup and Daisy—alas ! no

dainty Celandine—Speedwell, Scarlet Pimpernel,

Wood Anemone and many others : while every

rocky hillside is fragrant with great cliunps of

Rosemary and a profusion of wild Thyme, and

gives shelter to many an alpine which would delight

the heart of rock garden enthusiasts at home.

It is difficult indeed to convince one's self that other

parts of this same peaceful country are harassed

and laid waste by pitiless warfare.

The French horticulturist seems to carry his

love of pruning almost to an extreme. The

entrance drives to the scattered chateaux and

larger farms are avenued with pollarded Plane

trees—one charming chSteau has an entrance

avenue of magidficent Magnolias, splendidly

grown, almost specimen trees—^while Mulberry

trees are pruned into fancy shapes even along

the high-road of the village. In every garden

one sees poUarded and pruned trees of all sorts,

according to the fanciful tastes of the owner.

It is a country of gardens full of interest to the

garden-lover, and infinitely to be preferred to the

exotic growths of the Tropics.

Bandol, Southern France. Chelston Dene.

SC RAPINGS FROM
UNTARRED ROADS.

UNDER the suggestion of a friend 1

have made some experiments in a

small way with some road scrapings

from a road untarred, but which

had had two dressings of calcium

chloride, or what is, I believe,

commonly known as " salt spray "
; and in case

it may be of any interest to your readers, I am
sending the following notes :

A quantity of road scrapings from a road which

had been twice watered with calcium chloride

solution was obtained, and was in the form of a

stiff mud. Not much manure was in it, but the

presence of the calcium chloride was quite certain,

seeing that the first spraying was done only six

or seven weeks prior to the mud being collected.

It was allowed to dry completely, more or less

exposed to the sun, and when dry and hard it

was broken and chopped up with the spade till

in the form of a coarse powder of greyish colour.

The experiment was started on May 21 last

year, when two small handfuls of the powder

were put round the roots of each of the following

plants, and others, when they had been weU

watered : Pyrethrums, Sweet Peas, Lupines,

Chrysanthemums, Polemoniums and Marguerites.

A thin sprmkling was given over the ground to

the following annuals after watering : Clarlda,

Linum, Eschscholtzia and CoUinsia. All the

subjects were watered again on May 22, and again

through the summer as needed, and there was

heavy rain recorded on the night of May 22 and

on May 23, 1914. In conjunction with the water-

ing, the soil round the bigger plants was stirred

at intervals, and that round the annuals was

pricked over occasionally with the fork.

The results were rather interesting. Instead

of harming the plants as I expected they might,

thes; powdered road scrapings Wt re noted to have
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a stimulating effect on the plants, which con-

tinued to grow and flower with no sign but that

of advantage. Of course, this material cannot

be regarded as a great stimulant, but this effect

must not be disregarded. It is out of the ordinary

to find that plants were not checked more or less

severely by the presence of a chemical whose
properties many people think may be harmful.

So the scrapings may be used without fear, and
I do not see why they should not be used moderately

generously for lightening soils as heretofore, when
man had never dreamt of calcium chloride for

roads.

Those readers who have worked and used

calcium chloride in chemistry (and I am one
of the number) will be doubly certain that no harm
will result if the scrapings are mi.xed with the soil

in the autumn or early winter ; for calcium

chloride is very soluble in water, and by the time
the spring comes some, if not all, of it will have
been drained out of the soil into the subsoil below.

That, however, c'oes not matter if the stimulating

properties are not required, i.e., if manure is

applied as well as the scrapings in the autumn
or winter. But the fact remains that the amateur
need not be shy of using it because of the calcium
chloride.

The Need for Experiment.—As a closing word,
let me point out the need for experiment in the
garden. Everyone assumes " chemicals " to be
poisonous to plants, or at any rate exceedingly
harmful, until they are proved to be advantageous.
But this is just the opposite of what it should be.

The amateur should assume that chemicals are

harmless till he is sure they have been proved
to be harmful or dangerous, and by reason of

the interest, and sometimes the advantage, of

the results I urge the importance of experiment.
Weelwood. Ecclcsall i,hcffidi. E. T. Ellis.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/ie Editor enieomurK to

make THE GARDEN helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object make^ a special feature of t/te "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely tcritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of THE Garden, 20, Taeistock

Street, Covent Garden, London W C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addit-on to any designation he

may desire to be itsed in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp (/rass or tnoss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteriUic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
TULIPS DISEASED (Anglo-Indian).—The Tulips appear

to be attacked by thF "fire" disease, most likely after
having been exposed to frost or to cold winds, and some-
times when the roots have got into water-logged soil.

The disease is due to a fungus which in bad cases forms
resting bodies within the bulb scales, and which often
then forms in the soil about diseased bulbs. The bulbs
may, however, contain none of the fungus, and, if so,
will probably produce quite healthy plants next year.
The diseased foliage should be removed and the bulbs
dried off in earth, planted in a fresh site next year, and
protected from cold winds and draughts.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
ALMOND NOT FLOWERING (R. P. S. 5.).—There

does not apjwar to be any reason why your old Almond
trees should not flower, as they continue to make good
gro^vth. No good can be done by root-pruning ; in
fact, such an operation might injure the health of the
trees. We think it is liksly that the buds formed all right,
but have been taken by birds during the winter. Old
Almond trees Tvell known to us have, year after year,
had the flower-buds taken out by bullfinches, and in one
garden we know it is necessary' to protect the buds of
double-flowered Peaches with old flsh-netting. It would
be advisable to leave your trees alone at the present time,
and have them watched carefully next winter in order to
ascertain whether they are injured by birds or not.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CHRYSANTHEMUM FOLIAGE WITH PUNCTURES

(/?. ff. B.).—The appearance of the foliage of the Chry-

santhemums suggests that it has been damaged by some
insect that has punctured it, probably the activr* bug,

Lyaus pratensis. We recommend you to fumigate the

house in which the Chrysanthemums are growing.

FRUIT GARDEN.
CORDON GOOSEBERRIES (ff. ff.).—The Gooseberry

is naturally a free-growing bush, and we think the great

restraint on its growth by confining its devplopraent

to a cordon only 4 feet in length must be the cause of

their not fruiting satisfactorily. We suL-gi'st that every

oth'!f cordon be taken up in the autumn and replanted

somewhere else at double the present distance apart,

and then let each plant, including those not lifted,

(arr>- two cordons instead of one. This would not take

long, and the way to do it is to encourage one of the low
side branches to 'grow from each stem. Or. alternatively

,

vou could extend the length of each in their present

position. Your treatment in the way of pinching the

side shoots is quite right.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CUTTING ASPARAGUS (F. Gf.).—Although your

beds which have liitherto done very wr-ll would indicate that

the system of cutting the grass followed by your gardener

has had no ill effect upon the yield of the beds, yet from

ions experience we think the practice is wrong. The
small grass is generally left uncut. We have found
that better results are obtained by cutting all the heads

of crass that irrow until about June 15; then ceasing

cutting altogether. There should be plenty of green

Peas at that time to follow the Asparagus. There is no
waste attending this system of cutting, as the smallest

grass may be used for flavouring soups,

MISCELLANEOUJ!.
TOADS IN THE GARDEN (R. E. P.).—There is no

Tietter friend of the pardener than the toad. It dcvouri?

shiirs and other pests which birds frequently leave severely

alone. Toads should be ^^ncoiiragod by providing shady
shelters for thein in the carden. Cats often kill them,
unfortunately, thoiijrh they do not eat theni.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—E. L. M. J.—Pvrus lobata.

W. .7. P.—Griselinia littoralis. E. H.—l. Saxifraga

muscoides Rhei ; 2 and 3. forms of Saxifraea caspitosa ;

4. .\ubrietia d^ltoidea variety ; 5. Ericeron philadelphicus ;

R, Veronica gentianoidos ; 7, 8, 9 and 10 are all scedlinR

Violas. The yellow-flowered shrub is Kerria japonica

Bore pleno.

%• The yearly Subscription to InEOiKD'ES is: Inland}
s. fid. ; Foreiqn. 8s. 9rf

The Best Book on Gardening
The Century Book of Gardening " deals adequately and

practically with every branch of horticulture, and with every
detail relating to the contents of a garden. It is edited by
Mr. E. T. Cook, who is assisted by a staff which includes the
foremost authorities on Horticulture of the day.

There are over si.vty sections in this work, each dealing with
a branch of the subject of Gardening; each section is divided
.into

—

[a) An Introduction, in which all that is known of that branch
of garden life is incorporated, and

(b) A classified list which includes every known \-ariety of the
species, its habits, appearance, and proper treatment, and
the points in which it resembles and differs from the
others.

There are nearly 3,000 references in the Inde.x and from this
It will be gathered that every point can be turned up with great
facility.

The beauty and variety of the illustrations, of which tiiere are
•over 600, have never been approached ; they include representa-
tions of the flowers, shrubs, plants, fruit and vegetables, as well
as of the insects, fungi, etc., etc., dealt with in this work. The
introduction of a series of beautiful gardens gives an added
charm to a thoroughly practical book.

While every branch of flower and plant life is treated of fully
and in detail, this book covers every other branch of horticultural
knowledge. Trees, shrubs, the greenhouse, bulbs, climbers,
ferns (hardy and exotic), bamboos, vegetable?, fruit trees, fruit
farming and culture, hedges and borders, the long-neglected

town garden, window-box, room, and roof gardening, soils and
their treatment, insects and insecticides, fungi and fungicides,

etc., etc.—this rough list gives but a taste of the thoroughness
of the work.

Considerable space is devoted to the fascinating subject of

orchid-culture, and those who have hitherto been deterred from
attempting this owing to a belief that orchids are difficult to grow
will be induced to realise that the contrary is the case.

Roses, Rose Gardens, Exhibition Roses are also dealt with by
experts, information relating to this favourite branch of gardening
being divided into propagation, budding, the preparation and
selection of stock, soils and manures, how to plant a rose, roses

in pots, etc., etc. A compendious list of rose groups is added,

giving indi\idual appearance, characteristics, treatment, etc., etc.

FREE INQUIRY FORM
Caxton Publishing Comp.\nv, Ltd.,

ii, Surrey Street, London, W.C.

Please send me, free of charge, and without any obligation on

my part, full particulars of your " Century Book of Gardening,"

with specimens of the illustrations, etc., and details of your plan

of small monthly payments, the Volume being delivered at once

on payment of is. 6d. only, the balance being paid by monthly
payments.

Name
(Send this form or a postcard, mentioning " The Garden.")

Address
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
A New Kew Hand List.—We have just

received a copy of the second edition of the " Kew
Hand List of Tender Monocotyledons." This

has been brought up to date, and is neatly bound
in green cloth covers. The contents are arranged

alphabetically, so that it is an easy matter to

find any genus or species required. This arrange-

ment is much better than the grouping of genera

together imder their respective Natural Orders.

The Hand List can be obtained from the Royal
Gardens, Kew, price is. 6d. net.

The Snowdrop Anemone.—The pure white

flowers of Anemone sylvestris are to our gardens

in spring what the well-known Japanese kinds

are in the autumn. Although its flowers are not

so large as those of the many
forms of A. japonica, they are

produced in abundance, and are

very effective. We have an
attractive mass of it intermixed

with the double-flowered Lychnis

diuma, while at the back of it

is a large mass of the rich dark

blue Sj'mphytmn perogrinum.

Growing on the edge of a shrub-

bery, the three make a very

charming pictmre.

Roses and Pinks. — Both

Roses and Pinks are such

favourites in our gardens that it

is surprising we do not more
•often find them in association.

One would not, of course, advocate

planting the Pinks between the

Rose bushes, but where a per-

manent edging is needed to

either beds or borders, few plants

answer the purpose better. Even
when not in flower the glaucous

foliage of the common sorts of

garden Pinks is pleasing, and it

IS not difficult to keep the plants

within boimds. The accompany-
ing illustration represents Pinks used as an edging

to a border of light-coloured Roses, such as

Jlme. Abel Chatenay, Mme. Leon Pain and
Pharisa''r, though they would answer equally well

for those of darker hues.

Lady Gardeners at Kew.—We understand
that owing to the difficulty in obtaining men,
a number of lady gardeners are now being employed
in the Royal Gardens, Kew, For a period prior

to 1903 a few members of the fair sex were admitted
as gardeners, but for some reason the practice

was discontinued.

Trial of Winter-Flowering Begonias.—We
are asked by the authorities at Wisley to publish

the following notice. We must, however, leave j spring, and a bed of it at Kew a few weeks ago was
it to those who \vish to send plants to ascertain

whether they send them first and obtain the
" necessary forms of entry " afterwards, or vice

versd :
" A trial of winter-flowering Begonias

will be held at Wisley during the coming winter.

Three plants of each variety should be sent

immediately, addressed The Director, Royal
Ho-ticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley, Ripley,

Surrey (station, Horsley, London and South

Western Railway), from whom the necessary

forms of entry mav be obtained."

a novel sight with the leafless branches terminated

with clusters of white flowers. The showy part

of each flower consists of a bundle of pure white

stamens, about an inch in length, closely packed
together, and each flower-head consists of from
twelve to twenty of these flowers, the whole

somewhat resembling a Bottle-brush. The effect

of the whole is very refined and pleasing. It is

a comparatively new introduction that will become
a popular garden plant when better known. It

is a free-growing, bushy shrub that will probabh-
A Beautiful Yellow Tulip.—During the last reach a height of 8 feet when mature, though

few weeks we have derived considerable pleasure the largest we. have seen is only about half
from a colony of the Cottage Tulip Bouton d'Or. ' that size. Fothergilla major is a native

of the Southern United

States.

The First Roses of Sununer.—
It may be interesting to record

that the first Roses opened in our

garden in Essex on Whit Monday,
the 24th ult. These were two
blooms of the common Pink

Monthly or China. On the follow-

ing day several flowers of Gloire

de Dijon were fully expanded,

and on the 26th ult. the Hybrid
Rugosa Conrad F. Meyer opened

its first bloom. All the plants

arc growing against a wall with a

southern exposure. The last

named, though only planted two
years ago last Februarj', is now
9 feet high, and promises to reach

the roof in the course of another

year or two. Its large, silvery

pink blossoms are very fragrant.

A Scarlet-Flowered Bulbous
Plant.—Although by no means a

novelty, Habranthus pratensis is

one of those uncommon bulbous

plants that are very seldom m€t
with outside botanical collec-

tions. At the present time it is looking very

bright, growing in a warm border in the Cambridge

Botanic Garden. In such a position, and under

conditions suitable for the Belladonna Lily,

it will be foimd to thrive, and its bright scarlet

flowers are conspicuous from a long distance.

It is now included in the genus Hippeastrum,

but is best known under its old name. It was

introduced into this country from Chili in 1840,

and a beautiful coloured plate of it was issued with

The Garden for December, 1878. Mr. Davison

of Westwick House Gardens, Norfolk, is one of

the most successful cultivators of this plant that

we know.

PINKS AS AN EDGING TO A BORDER OF ROSES

It would be difficult to find a better Tuhp than
this for the garden, its goblet-shaped, rich yellow

blooms standing the weather so well on stems

from 15 inches to 18 inches high. It is also a

Tulip that never fails to do well, and its blossoms

are as much appreciated in the house as in the

garden. As it can be purchased for about 8s.

per hundred bulbs, we advise readers to note

it in their diary, so that when the planting season

comes round it may find a generous space in the

garden. If we could only grow one yellow Tulip,

it would be Bouton d'Or;

Fothergilla major.—This is one of the most
uncommon-looking hardy shrubs that flower in
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expresse-i by correspondents.)

Amaryllis at the Chelsea Show.—We notice

that in your excellent report of the Chelsea Show
you have given, us credit for Messrs. Bull's exhibit

of Amaryllis, and in drawing your attention to

the error we wish to give credit to whom credit

is due.

—

Robert P. Ker and Sons. [We regret

that a slip on the part of one of our reporters

credited Messrs. Ker with the group of Amaryllis

or Hippeastrums shown by Messrs. Bull.

—

Ed.]

New Zealand Spinach.—In " Notes of the

Week," issue May 29, the cultivation of this

Spinach is recommended, and rightly so. Thirty

years ago I saw it cultivated for the first time.

and as it was my duty to serve the vegetables

stamens, while the lower one acts as a platform on
which insects may alight to enter the flower. It is

a native of Western and Southern Europe, extend-

ing from Flanders over France to Spain and Italy.

Another member of this genus is L. squamar:a.

a native of this country. This is also worthy of

attention. It is usually foimd on the roots of

Hazel, but it will succeed on other tree roots.

These plants are closely allied to the Broom-
rapes (Orobanche), and were at one time included

.'n that genus. They are readily raised from seeds,

which should be sown near the roots of the host

plant.—F. G. Preston.

The Cultivation of Lupinus polyphyllus.—
May I be allowed to answer the criticisms of

Mr. E. T. Ellis, which appear on page 243,

issue May 22. I admit that I over-estimated

the length of the roots, but they were certainly

ij feet to 2 feet long. I discovered the length

LATHR^EA CLANDESTINA, AN INTERESTING PARASITE, GROWING ON THE ROOTS OF A POPLAR IN
CAMBRIDGE BOTANIC GARDEN.

to the kitchen that year, which was hot and dry
late in the summer-time, I found the New Zealand
variety ext-emely useful. Where naturally dry
soils obtain, this Spinach succeeds though the

summer variety fails. I find it a good plan to lay

down a few Pea-sticks on both sides of the row
for the branches to trail over.

—

Avon.
An Interesting Parasite.—Although a parasite,

Lathraea clandcstina claims attention for its

attractiveness as well as from an interesting and
curious point of \iew. It is well worth a place
in our gardens or woodlands, particularly in a

moist and partially shady position. It grows on the

roots of Poplar and Willow, but chiefly on the

former, where it will form large masses, which
are at first in the form of whitish scales, later

producing erect flowers with a purple corolla

ij inches to 2 inches high, and at the present time
they are most conspicuous. The structure is inter-

esting, as the upper lip forms a cowl over the

by digging them up to transplant them in their

permanent quarters. "Saved" should be
" sowed," as I had to buy fresh seed each year,

because my seedlings never developed more than
a few weak leaves before dying away until dressed

•(vith the soil containing bacteria. I can quite

believe that Lupinus always remains small near

Shtfiicld, having spent a good many years trying

to make plants grow on a hillside not many miles

from that town. My present locality is one of

the Eastern Covmties, the soil very light gravel,

the rainfall one of the lowest in England, the

straimer of last year exceptionally dry, so that

the roots would strike downwards more than usual.

The seeds were so\yn.iri a frame in early spring,

then pricked out in a nursery bed, and finally

transplanted in the autumn, as I have learned

from sad experience that, with such a soil and

climate, spring planting is fatal, and that plants

moved in the autumn generally stand the winter

better than those moved in the spring do the

early drought.

—

Garden Steward.

About Apple Blossoms and Other Things.

—

In early chileihood I once horrified my elders

by expressing a fervent hope that I might never
" have to go to Heaven." Dr. Isaac Watts
was chiefly to blame for this heterodox remark.

The " never-withering flowers "
. of the hymn I

associated with a certain Dresden china shepherdess,

and I did not want to exchange my Buttercups

and Daisies for flowers like hers. As for music

and white raiment, I frankly hated both as two

great trials of my life, in the forms of " practising
"

and the white pinafores and stockings we little

girls wore in Mid-Victorian times—they told

such terrible tales of trespasses among coals and

jam. " Time cannot wither thee, nor custom

stale Thine infinite variety." So said Cleopatra's

lover. But methinks it is in part their fugitiveness

which makes flowers so dear a joy.

This is one reason why I dislike

" bedding " in a private garden-

It so soon becomes tiresome and

uninteresting. I can even imagine

the Rev. J. Jacob might possibly

tire of Tulips and Daffodils if they

lasted continually (though what

he does when their time is over

I cannot think, unless, to be

Irish, he hibernates all the sum-

mer). It is the short stay of

the Apple blossoms this year which

has given rise to these reflections.

Never since first I saw Apple

blossom do I remember it so

profuse and lovely, nor so short-

lived. Being " Cockney, bom within

sound of Bow Bells," I never

saw coimtry sights until, just after

the Franco - Prussian War, we
moved a little way out of London,

and my mother—true to the in-

stinct of her French refugee forbears

—inmiediately planted some fruit

trees. Even at this distance of

time I recall my breathless delight

when first I saw the fruit blossoms,

and how, later in the year, I at-

tempted my first painting from

Nature—a Louise Bonne of Jersey

Pear, whose rich colour caught my
fancy. It is still ray favourite Pear.

A propos of Apple blossoms, I do

wish Mr, Bimyard and others would

tell me which Apples have the

most beautiful flowers. I know Lane's Prince

Albert, Bismarck, and the old French Codlin

have pretty suffused pink flowers. Mr, Bunyard

specifies Lord Derby and Golden Spire in one of

his catalogues; but what I want are the names

of other Apples which have first-class fruit as

well as lovely blossom, to plant in some of the still

vacant spaces in my new orchard next autumn,

—

Anne Amateur.
Golden - Flowered Richardias. — The much-

admired group of Richardia Pentlandii exhibited

at the recent Chelsea Show by Sir Janus Horlick,

West Dean Park, Chichester, served to recall

the time when the first golden-flowered species

created quite a sensation in the horticultural

world. This was on May 19, 1890, when a single

plant of R. clliottiana was showTi at a meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society, and a first-class

certificate was awarded it. For the introduction

of R. elliottiana we are indebted to Captai'i
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Elliott of Famborough, Hampshire, who had

a few seeds from South Africa given him. Only

one germinated, but when it flowered it proved

to be so distinct and beautiful in its colouring

as to be admired by everyone. Fortunately,

the plant in question produced seeds which proved

to be true to the parent, so that by the summer

of 1892 a fair stock was obtained, which on June 17

of that year was sold by Messrs. Protheroe and

Morris. The highest price realised for a single

plant was r7 guineas, and the lowest 14s., these

last being very small. Since then, owing to the

readiness with which it can be raised from seeds

and from importations of bulbs that have taken

place, R. elliottiana has now become common,

and can be obtained at quite a cheap rate. Apart

from the golden colour of its blossoms, a notable

featmre of R. elliottiana is the translucent blotches

on the leaves, while the stalks are also mottled.

The second golden-flowered species to make

its appearance was R. Pentlandii, which

was shown in June, 1892, and awarded a first-

class certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

In this species the leaves are larger and thicker

than those of R. elliottiana, while they are of a

\-ery deep green colour. The flowers, too, have

a pronounced but for the most part small blotch

of crimson at the base. Though the leaves of

R. Pentlandii are quite green in the typical kind,

I have among imported tubers occasionally met

with a specimen which, agreeing in all other

particulars with R. Pentlandii, had leaves spar-

ingly spotted. The species just named . was

first introduced from South Africa by Mr. R.

Wyte, Pentland House, Lee. Durmg the Boer

War a considerable number of these Richardias

made their way into this country. While the

common Ariun Lily is a native of Cape Colony,

these golden forms occur further north, where-

warmer conditions prevail. While the specific

name of Pentlandii occurs in the " Kew Hand

List " and also in the Botanical Magazine, in the

" List of Plants Certificated by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society " it is referred to as R. angusti-

loba.

Though such a magnificent group as that

shown at Chelsea proves that the ciUture of these

Richardias is fully imderstood, yet it was not always

so. A good deal of confusion at first prevailed,

owing to the fact that these golden-flowered

species were first referred to as yellow counter-

parts of the Arum Lily, whereas they differ

markedly therefrom. The tubers of R. elliottiana

and R. Pentlandii are flattened like those of a

Caladium, and they both pass the winter in a

state of absolute rest. The tubers shoidd be

potted in the early months of the year, according

to the time at which they are needed to flower,

a fairly rich compost suiting them well. If they

are placed in the temperature of an intermediate

house, growth will be rapid, both below and

above the ground. When the pots are well

furnished with roots, an occasional stimulant

will be useful. Apart from seeds, which afford

a ready means of increase, the tubers produce

offsets freely. After flowering, the plants should

be encouraged to make good growth, and as the

season advances be gradually hardened off. They

m-v for a time be kept almost, if not quite, dry.

—

H. P.

TULIP NOTES.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
June 8.—Royal Horticultural Society's Fort-

nightly Meeting and Exhibition, Vincent Square,

Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m.

The Coming of the "Self " into Fashion as

a Garden Plant.—I remember reading in one

of the books that were so eagerly consumed at

the outbreak of the w"ar, by way of explaining

how it came about that we in England were

so ignorant of the German ideal of world conquest,

that it took a book a hundred years to cross the

North Sea. It has taken a much longer period

for the self-coloured Tulip to be appreciated

as it undoubtedly should be. It was only after

being in our gardens for nearly three hundred
and fifty years in its broken or striped form
that garden-lovers became aware that the despised

late-flowering self colours had very great latent

possibilities as plants of high decorative value.

They were exceptionally bright, and they flowered

at a time of the year when colour was -wanted.

When the first book wholly given up to Tulips

was published in 1654 (" Le Floriste Frangois "),

the most highly esteemed varieties were the Mar-
quetines or Marquetrines, which had four or five

shades or colours in their markings — " C'est

cette sorte de Tulipe qui emporte le prix sur les

autres."

I suppose Summer Beauty (syn. Striped Beauty)

gives us as good an idea as any of the sort of

thing that pleased the early seventeenth century

Tulip fanciers. Chameleon would be another, and
the little-known Kaleidoscope a third that

might be instanced. In 1854 it was still stripes,

but the many-coloured coat had become more
subdued in tone and its ornamentation must
be arranged in a particular way. Thanks to

such men as Gibbons of Chellaston, Slater

of Manchester, and, later still, Hardy of Warrington,

Hepworth of Wakefield and Ashmole of Middleton,

the present type of piure bases, s\Tnmetrical

markings, correct shapes and solid colours was
practically established." As examples we have
Sir Joseph Paxton, Annie Macgregor and Talis-

man. It was less perfect varieties of a similar

type that alone were denizens of our gardens

sixty years ago. " Look, my dear," said an old

lady to her daughter who was going round my
garden a few days before this was written, on

coming to a bed full of these striped kinds, " Look,

Kathleen, these are the Tulips that we had in

my young days." There was no sign of regret

at seeing them dethroned. As her eyes wandered
on to some selfs in the nest bed, she simply said,

" I like these so much the best." The old lady,

in her ob-vious penchant for the one-coloured

blooms, was but expressing the feelings of

nine out of every ten people. At the present

moment selfs are in the ascendant. This

great change in fashion has thrown overboard

all the old divisions, or perhaps I should rather

say has caused them to fall into disuse, and
the terms "flamed" and "feathered," "byblce-

men " and "bizarre" are very little better un-

derstood than Marquetrine or Agate of the middle

of the seventeenth centirry. We have a more of

less confused mass of varieties filling the modem
catalogue which badly need authoritative classifi-

cation. The present state of things is very mys-
tifying. I sincerely hope that the scheme of

the joint committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society and the Dutch BiJb Growers' Association

will be accepted by all traders, British and Dutch,

and that as soon as it is published every-

one will do their best to make it known.

Mr. A. D. Hall's Lecture.—Mr. HaUs lecture
on the afternoon of the last day of the Conference
was intended to serve as an introduction and send
ofi to this new scheme. The fact that so little

is kno-rni about the parentage of garden
Tulips and that the -work of breaking up what are
obviously hybrid forms into their original species
has never as yet been accomplished—Mr, W. R.
Dykes of Iris fame is just setting about it, but it

will b; a long, long way to the end—it is impossible
to frame any strictly scientific system of grouping.
The one about to be put forward is based on
garden convenience, and historical and scientific

considerations are almost entirely left out of

count. " It aims at bringing together those
Tulips which have a similar habit and which can
be harmoniously associated in the garden." The
oldest division that we find in English flower
books was that which classed Tulips as early, mid-
season and late bloomers. As we have but few
midseason varieties, the proposed classification

leaves out that section and boldly di-Wdes all

varieties into early and late flowerers as its

main groups.

Those which in ordinary seasons are in full

flower before the end of April are classed as
early flowerers or earlies. They are generally of

a dwarf habit, and for the most part; are seif-

coloured. The subsections here are two-r-single

and double.

The proposed name for the second main division

is May-flowerers, and they are described as garden
varieties, mostly of a tall and robust habit, which
usually flower after May i. Here the difficulty

begins, because, take any principle of useful division -

that one can think of, the di-viding line is exceed-
ingly difficult to draw. There are such numerous
gradations both of shape and markings that a
mde borderland has to be somewhat arbitrarily

divided. The main subsections are (a) Cottage.

(b) Breeder, (c) Broken, (d) Parrot, and («)

Species. The last one includes all the true

species, which, as Mr. Hall says, have not been
" messed about," not necessarily those with Latin
names like retroflexa, elegans and gesneriana

spathulata, which are now kno%vn to b; but
garden hybrids.

Taking the above subsections in order, the

Cottage is a large amorphous group of self-

coloured, generally long-shaped flowers of various

tones and shades of yellow, red, mauve, or purple.

We may have true cups, like Bouton d'Or

;

long blooms, like Mrs. Moon ; some with graceful

recur-ving petals, hke elegans or retroflexa

;

others egg-shaped, like Fairj' Queen ; and so on
ad infinitum.

The Breeders are subdivided into (a) Dutch,

(6) English and (c) Darwins. As a group they

may be described as self-coloured flowers, opening

after the manner of a cup with rounded petals,

and as a rule strong and vigorous growers. This

characteristic is particularly noticeable in the Dar-
wins, and this, together with their being all white

ground varieties, constitutes the salient feature

of the section. (AH Tulips have either white

or yellow grounds, which can be seen by an
examination of the base or bottom of a flower,

or by peeling off the inner or outer skin of a petal,

which then discloses a middle layer which is

either yellow or white and of the same colour

£is is to be seen in the base.) Dutch Breeders

are longer and more egg-shaped than the Darwins.
English Breeders are more cup-shaped and not

so long, and are further distinguished bv the

pure colour of their bases.
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Broken Tulips are iimilarly di\-ided into Dutch.

English and Rembrandts, which is the name now-

given to broken Darwins. To a considerable

extent they follow the lines ot the Breeder

divisions.

Parrots are Tulips with laciniated petals. Up
to the present they have all had yellow grounds.

There is, however, no reason why there should

I

to reduce the huge mass of Tulips, many so much

alike that none but an expert could separate them,

and then only after a very careful comparison,

to something like manageable numbers, to the

relief both ot the overburdened trader and the

doubtful purchaser. Each suffers from the

plethora of names (varieties ?).

I hope the gardening public will make use of

not be white grounds in the group, as I think it |
the Royal Horticultural Society's booklet

SOME OF THE POLYANTHUSES IX THE GARDENS AT WOODSIDE.

is now generally recognised that any variety may soon as it is published. I am sure it will

sport into a Parrot form. Within the last three prove an immense boon to all if it only comes

<w four years Me^rs. Barr and Sons have listed into general use.

such a one in their byblcemen with laciniated
;

^^.^^^^^^_^^^^^^_^_^_^
petals—Sensation.

The Species I have already referred to. Some

of those usually placed under this heading in

catalogues may in time be found to be hybrids.

Like Haworth's species DaSodils, when tested

by the process of seedling raising they may be

found wanting.

The Conference Show —A cut-and-dried schune

like the above would l'~e more than half its value

unless every Tulip was placed in its proper

subdi\TsioQ, and grouped in those subdi\'isions

PROSPECTS OF THE
ROSE SEASON.

I

one must see to it that some of the oldest wood
is cut away annually, and this can best be done

in the summer, just after the first crop of bloom.

Tea Roses such as White Maman Cochet and

Marie van Houtte, which also were left unpruned

against walls, have buds swelling rapidly, and

the liquid manure just given should make them

yield fine quality flowers. It goes without saying

that Roses allowed to carry large quantities of

buds must be correspondingly fed.

and now is the time to do it.

Thinning Shoots.—I would urge

upon amateurs the need for a

thorough thinnin g of weakly shoots

from the centres of "the plants. If

retained, they make a fine retreat

for insect foes, and when one is

spraying they hinder the more
effectual carrying out of the work.

Feeding. — One must not forget

that the very wet winter has con-

sequently deprived our Roses of

much of the soil nourishment in

the shape of potash. &c., so that it

will be necessary to replace this

shortage by timely dressings of a

good all-round stimulant, such as

Clay's Fertilizer, Wakeley's Hop
Manure or Ichthemic Guano,

Keeping Down Weeds.—I do

not recall a worse season for weeds,

and with shortage of labour it is

as much as one can do to keep them
down. Timely hoeing is the best

remedy, and for amateurs this should

not be an onerous task ; but where

one has acres to go over, it becomes

a most strenuous occupation.

HappUy, by planting 600 to 800

plants a yard apart in long rows,

one can use a pony hoe to much
advantage. I would strongly advise

amateurs to obtain a Buco Culti-

vator. It is a grand tool, and allows

one to walk backwards and loosen

the soil, so that treading on the ground after it is

loosened is avoided. The Canterbury Hoe is also ex-

cellent for prodding up rather stiff soil ; and another

hoe I came across last year, called the " Andyho,"

is a great labour saver. One side is pointed

arrow shape ; the other, wedge shape ; and, being

made of best steel, it gets over the work admirably.

I believe in a good loose surface, so that air,

warmth and water may enter freely. Mulchings

CANNOT recall a mure premising season of manure before Jime are a positive nuisance.

for Rcjses than the present. The glorious Mildew.—Where mildew has been troublesome

simshine of last summer ripened the wood in past seasons, I would ad\"ise a liberal dressing

so effectually that we are now reaping of green sulphur to the soil. Thi9> together

the result in fine, healthy growths. I with carefiJ spraying with Seride No. 2, will

also consider it a very early season, enable anyone to keep fungoid and insect pests

accOTding to its colour. This was. as I said especially for the Teas and Hybrid Teas. The in check. For the ordinary Rose grub the thumb

last week, ooe of the reas<3n5 for gathering together Rose species are. if anything, a few days later.
,

and finger is the safest remedy, and the plants

such a large collection at Vincent Square. In Last year Rosa Hugonis was out well on May 15 ; need going over every day, and even twice a day,

the case of the Cottages and the Darwins. this year it did not open imtU May 20. The if we would free them from this terror.

first to open with me this year was Rosa sericea

p'.eracantha on May 19.

In my part of Essex we have had little or nn

the long and diffiailt process of selection and

combination has been carried out very fully. It

will be a gtiide as to the different varieties that

may be grown together without any clashing of

Rose Species.—The lovely little Scotch Roses

«-ill s«"n be opening, and there are also many
beautiful gems among the various species which

spring frosts to check growth, so that Roses such I would make a claim for. where space permits.

odour, and in this wav it will be of great utility as Irish Elegance, which I never prune, are covered I have a walk containing some three hundred

to gardeners- To make things still plainer, a

typical flower has been selected in each colour group,

so that there may be no doubt as to what is the

colour meant. About four of the best varieties

in each have been singled out for detailed descrip-

tion. In this way I hope a start has been made

with delightful, healthy buds. Some of the different varieties of ramblers and what I term

Pemetiana Roses, such as Mme. Edouard Herriot, " uncommon " Roses, and it is a real delight to

Lyon Rose and Mme. Ruau. which I ptirposely watch the daily opening of the different kinds. Here

left unpruned, are carr\'ing splendid buds. I I have planted the old Apothecaries Rose and many
(til sure, given a good spring, this class of Rose of the dear old Gallicas and Hybrid Chinese that

may be left practically unpruned. Of coin-se, so delighted our grandparents. Davecroft.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
AURICULAS.

THE bulk o£ the repotting should be

done in May ; but where it was not

possible to complete the work, no

time should be lost, and the end of

June ought to see the repotting

finished. Exception, of course, must
be made with those plants that are being used

for seed purposes ; but directly this is gathered,

they may be repotted. All seed-bearing specimens

must be kept well supplied with water, or the

seed will be poor in quality and slow in germinating.

Suitable Positions for the Auricula.—The
hot, dry months of the year are always trying for

Auriculas and, in fact, most of the Primula family,

and whenever possible a cool, shad}- spot should

be chosen. As a general rule, there are a few

frames that are not required at this period of the

jear, and if these are arranged on the north side

of a high wall or building, an excellent position

can be provided. A sprinkling of fine ashes on

the bottom will help to keep the plants cool and
prevent them from becoming dry so frequently.

General Remarks.— All those plants that

were repotted early in May will now be

rooting well, and, as root action increases,

water may be afforded more liberally ; but

until this stage is reached, modera-

tion with the water-pot must be

the rule, and only sufScient water

should be given to prevent the foliage

from flagging. A few of the lower

leaves will perhaps turn yellow, and

these should be picked off when they

will readily part from the stem.

In a previous article reference was
made to the flower-stalks ; at this

season they will begin to wither up,

and may be removed directly they

will easily leave their base. At this

point decay occasionally commences,

t specially among the show varieties,

if the watering is done carelessly.

A little powdered charcoal or lime

will stop it if applied in the early

stages. When arranging the

Auriculas in the frames, the alpines

should be placed in one batch and
the shows in another, as this

method enables the grower to venti-

late to suit each kind. Throughout
the summer and early autumn plenty

of fresh air is necessar\-, and the

lights can be removed on all favour-

able occasions. The show varieties

are more or less covered with a white

meal or farina, therefore it is not

.id\isable to expose the plants to

heavy rains ; but with alpines it is

different, as light showers are more
beneficial than otherwise. The col-

lection ought to be gone over at in-

tervals and each plant examined.

It can then be ascertained if any
plants are too wet or not thri\-ing from some
other cause.

Cleanliness.—It has been stated before that

this is a most important point in the cultivation

if .Auriculas, and it is often overlooked by the

beginner, except when his plants are flowering.

Whenever green fly is noticed, the frames must
be vaporised at once, and care should be

taken that all the woolly aphis is destroyed

around the collars of the plants. One year I

was troubled with a caterpillar similar to that

found on the Cabbage tribe, and several plants

were badly disfigured before this destructive

pest was discovered. It is usually foimd on the

under sides of the leaves, and may be picked off

if only a few are present ; but, personally, I give

the frames a light fumigating, then none is missed.

Suggested Additions.—It is not always possible

for amateurs to \-isit shows or trade collections,

therefore this short list of names may be helpful

to some : Alpines.—.\dmiration. Dazzle, Ettrick,

Majestic, Prince of Tyre, Phyllis Douglas, Miss

Berkeley, Blue Bell, Teviotdale and Golden

Dustman. Show.—Daffodil, Harrison Weir,

Mikado, Acme, Heather Bell, Marmion, Prince

Charming and Mrs. Henwood. T. W. B.

THE TREATMENT OF GENTIANA
ACAULIS.

This delightful Gentian is rather variable in its

beha\-iour, for in some gardens it flourishes, while in

others it fails to thrive. As it is particularly suc-

cessful here, my method of culture may be of

interest. It delights in full stmshine and a moist,

loamy soil, and if it can be given a position

that is free from excessive moisttire in the winter

and yet can be kept moist at the roots in the

as soon as it is dry enough, to give it a good treading.

.\ top-dressing after flowering is always followed

by good resiUts, and at this season of the year

a layer of granite chips placed around the plants

will do much to preser\-e moisture at the roots.

Transplanting may be carried out successfully

immediately after flowering or early in September,

but the former time is preferable. Satisfactory-

results are obtained by dividing the roots at

cither period ; but the practice of reducing the

plants to single crowns does not find favour, as

better results are obtained by planting fair-sized

specimens.

Gloucester. J. G.*.rdner

GARDENS OF TO-DAY.
WOODSIDE, CHENIES, BUCKS.
ALTHOUGH the gardens at Woodside.

/\ the cotmtry residence of Adeline

/ % Duchess of Bedford, are not of a very

/ % extensive character, it would bs
^ *- diffictilt to find a more pleasing and

interesting spot during the spring

months. Situated at the foot of a rather steep

slope, with the river Chess miming through

the whole length of the grotmds, the best

possible use of the space has been made.

AURICULA GOLDEN QUEEN .\ND MYOSOTIS ROY.\L BLUE, .A. DELIGHTFUL COLOUR COMBIN.ATION IK
-ADELINE DUCHESS OF BEDFORD'S GARDENS.

smumer, there wUl be little difficulty in growing it

»-ell. Light, sandy soil is imsuitable, but good loam
n-ith a little leaf-soU and mortar rubble added
suits it admirably. Plant very- firmly and give

water at the roots in dry weather, also damp the

plants overhead after hot da)-s. Under these i

conditions it makes healthy growth and produces
numerous flower-heads. If the groimd becomes
loosened by frost in the winter, it is ad\-isable.

What most of all surprises the visitor is the

beautiful effect which has been obtained in a
comparatively short period. It was only in

1912 that Mr. J. Dickson, the head-gardener,

tmdertook the work of forming the banks of the

river into long stretches of rock garden, yet at

the present time they are clothed with such a-

profusion of flowers that one might be reasonably-

pardoned for thinking that they have been in.
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existence tor ten or fifteen years. In designing

this rocky banlc, Mr. Dickson very wisely devised

a grass pathway between the upper portion and

that next to the water, so that a border of about

four feet in width runs along by the river's margin.

Naturally, this provides splendid scope for growing

erect flowers b.'ing produced freely ou sturdy,

tufted plants. The colour is particularly good,

and this plant should have a brilliant future in

store for it.

Close by is a rock and water garden constructed

as recently as 1913, yet it is now covered with a

will be obtained. Daffodils are naturalised by
the thousand in the grass, and we were very pleased

to notice a number of plants of Fritillaria Meleagris,

with their curiously chequered, nodding flowers.

The whole of these gardens owe not a little

of their charm to the great personal interest

taken by Adeline Duchess of

Bedford, who has an intimate

knowledge of all flowers, and especi-

ally alpines and hardy herbaceous

plants.

FREESIAS FOR
CHRISTMAS.

A lt:

A

A PORTION OF THE ROCK AND WATER GARDEN CONSTRUCTED DURING I9I3.

moisture-loving plants, such as Japanese Irises,

Lythrums, Primulas and many kinds of Day

Lilies, the latter appearing to thrive either in dry

or moist situations, although doubtless the best

effects are obtained where the soil is cool and

damp. On the upper portion of the bank, lime-

stone boulders of many sizes have been cleverly

arranged to form pockets and cavities for numerous

choice rock plants. We do not ever remember see-

ing Saxifrages, especially those of the Encrusted

section, doing better than they are here, large

tufts, some of them 18 inches or more in diameter,

showing excellent promise of a rich floral display

a. little later.

At the time of our visit the charming Arabis

aubrietioides was flowering profusely, large tufts,

2 feet or more in diameter, b^ing studded with

the rose pink flowers. We were also particularly

interested in a very fine group of Auricula Golden

Queen grouped behind a little collection of

Myosotis Royal Blue, a Forget-me-not which

abounds by the thousand in these gardens, and

which, we believe, originated here. The combi-

nation of the pale yellow flowers of. the Auricula

with the brilliant blue of the Forget-me-not was

particularly good. Such Aubrietias as Mrs.

Lloyd Edwards, Lavender, The Gem, Fire King,

Bridesmaid (witli flowers of the palest rose) and

Dr. Mules were making vivid shades of colour
;

while Daphne Cneorum, Viola gracilis and V.

Chenies Blue all added interest and beauty to

this feature of the grounds. The last-named

Viola, which was raised by Mr. Dickson, is one

of the richest bines we have seen, the large, bold,

very choice and pleasing coUecUuu ot well-grown

plants, seedling Saxifrages raised at Chenies

abounding everywhere. Mr. Dickson has for

many years devoted his abilities to the raising

of choice plants, and we do not ever remember

seeing a better collection of Polyanthuses than

he has. They are really a wonderful lot, some of

the deep orange yellow shades being quite unique.

In obtaining these colours, the vigour of

the plants, length of flower-stem and size of

bloom have b.^'en retained. Another very pleasing

section of these spring flowers is that of dark

colours with silver lacing to the petals. Some
of these are almost claret colour, others bright

red, and others, again, nearly black, with almost

every imaginable shade between, the dainty silver

margin giving a very refined finish to the flower.

In the greenhouses we were particularly

interested in a remarkably fine strain of Primula

obconica. We have never seen flowers of deeper

and richer colour than these, those of carmine hue

being of exceptional merit. One most interesting

plant in full flower Mr. Dickson claims to be a

cross between Primula obconica and P. mala-

coides. Certainly the flowers have the appearance

of being midway between the two, the petals

being laciniated similar to those of P. malacoides,

but the size of the flowers and the sturdiness of

stem more approach those of P. obconica. It

is an exceedingly pretty plant, and has been

named Market Pink.

The wilder parts of the grounds have not yet

been fully developed, though sufficient has been

I done to indicate that some verv beautiful eft'ecls

LTHOUGH the festive season

is still a long way off,

there is no time to lose

if flowers of the
fragrant Freesia are to

be available then. It

is strange that the Frccsia, which

is a universal favourite, is so

seldom grown in large quantities.

The bulbs are cheap and the

cultivation simple, while the
flowers are much more highly

prized than the earliest Daffodils

and Hyacinths. There is no better

time for potting Freesia bulbs than

the end of Jtme or early July, aod
for early flowers only the largest and

most solid should be selected. Pots

5 inches or 6 inches in diameter

are the most useful, these taking

respectively six and ten large-sized

bulbs. Rather light, turfy loam,

flaky leaf-soil and old, dried cow

manure, with a dash of coarse san')

and old mortar added, form a suitable soil mix-

ture. As with all plants, thorough drainage is

necessary. The bulbs ought to be arranged equi-

dstant romid the sides of the pots, with one in

the centre, and covered with not less than an

inch of soil.

A cold frame with a coal-ash bottom is the best

place to stand the pots containing the bulbs, and

watering must be done carefully until the long

green leaves appear. As the days get cold and

short, the plants may be taken to a greenhouse

where the temperature ranges from 45° to 50°

Fahr. Hard forcing with a higher temperature

Is one of the most prolific sources of failure in

the cultivation of the Freesia. Frequent fumi-

gations with nicotine to keep down green fly

are most essential, as this ubiquitous pest has a

partiality for the tender leaves. Owing to their

slender foliage and flower-stems, Freesias need

supports of some kind, and I know of nothing

better than twigs from an old Birch broom, or

AUwood's Patent Wire Support, an ingenious

coil of wire that can be easily and quickly fixed

to one central stake. Where flowers are required

for cutting, a large number of bulbs may be grown

in boxes, but these ought not to be less than

3 inches deep. The bulbs may be placed 2 inches

apart.

In addition to the ordinary Freesia refract a

and its variety alba, there are the beautiful

golden yellow hybrid known as F. Chapmaiill

and the purple and mauve Tubergen hybrids,

all of which are worthy of a place In every

conservatory In the country. H.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

THE heav}' rains of May have been very

beneficial to these plants, washing the

foliage cleaner than any hand sjTinging

would, and also freeing the tender

shoots from green fly. Since these

rains carae, the young shoots, resultant

from stopping by hand or natural breaks caused

by the formation of buds, have made splendid

progress, and this should be maintained by careful

watering and syringing when the weather is

suitable.

Plants in Rows.—When arranged in rows,

the pots containing the tallest plants should be

quite 2 feet apart. If grown for exhibition

purposes and three branches are allowed for

each plant, counting in the space occupied

by the leaves on those branches, there will not

be much open space left for air to pass through.

The dwarf-growing plants may be placed

18 inches apart, not nearer ; and if there is

ample room, I would allow 2 feet in their case

also.

Staking.—In every instance when engaged in

putting the tali stakes to the plants, insert them
on the north side. If already inserted when the

plants are being arranged in the rows, it is a very

easy matter to turn the pot round so that the

stake will be on the north side. This is, at first

thought, a very unimportant item in the general

management ; but the stake used, often thicker

than the stem of the plant, would permanently

shade the latter from the sun's rays, a really

important matter, especially in cool summers

and when there is not an average amount of

sunshine.

Side Stakes.—To each plant grown for the

production of three or four blooms, a like number
of stakes are used by many cultivators ; but

in the case of amateurs in town and suburban

districts, stakes are not easily procured, except

Bamboo canes, which are expensive, but desirable

where money is not an object. Only in dealing

with plants growing more than 4 feet 6 inches

high should more stakes than the central one

be used. The majority of the dwarf varieties

possess strong, sturdy shoots which are very short-

jointed when well grown. The side branches of

these may be looped with broad strands of raffia

to the central or only stake used. Do not tie

nearer than 6 inches to the top of the shoot
;

then there will not be much danger of loss from

breakages.

Plants for Lifting.—Early, medium early and

late varieties may be planted in prepared ground

for lifting and potting in due course. The early

flowering ones will be nicely established in the

borders, but the late flowering varieties, of which

I may name that grand white JWme. R. Oberthur

and others desired for December and Christmas sup-

plies of blossom, and propagated in March, will

now be in good condition. Sturdiness and a bushy
growth are two desirable features, and, to obtain

them, rather severe cutting back must be the rule,

especially in the case of Mme. R. Oberthur. This

variety assumes a straggling habit if not cut low
down in its early stages. When plants are lifted

from the open borders to be placed in pots, it is

desirable that they possess plenty of small or

fibrous roots as close to the main stem as can be

secured. To this end the cultivator must mix
with the ordinary border soil some good loam,

leaf-soil, rotted manure and road grit, if the latter

is obtainable. A bushel of this mixture will be

sufficient for nine plants. It must not be scattered

broadcast, but locally, in the rows marked for

the plants. Place stakes early for the support

of the plants, as if they once fall apart the

branches will not be easily rearranged.

Old Plants in Borders.—These are retained

in many gardens undisturbed for a number of

years, and bear, as a rule, many but rather small

flowers, which are useful for border embellish-

ment and in a cut state for vases. At the present

time the clumps can be much improved by thin-

ning out the weakly shoots, watering in dry weather

and feeding liberally afterwards. Avon.

THE ROCK-GARDEN BANK AT WOODSIDE. THIS WAS MADE AS RECENTLY AS I9I2.
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ROSE-GROWING IN

GARDENS.
TOWN

THE town gardener is now at his busiest

time, and it is difficult for him to

keep pace with the work entailed

by his Roses alone. The remainder

of the garden may be calling for

attention, and there are doubtless

many other additional demands upon his time

(especially if he has become a Special Constable),

but the Roses will brook no delay. If the work

16 systematised, much may be done at odd moments.

Perhaps half an hour can be spared before break-

fast ; but if this is devoted only to a haphazard

overlooking of the trees, it is not likely to be

of much benefit, whereas if the beds are divided

into sections and each of these is examined in

turn, the result will be a decided lessening of the

maggot and aphis tribes. Ruined foliage is always

unsightly, and no pains should be spared to catch

the insects before they have had an opportunity

of doing much damage.

.\lmost as important as priming is the removal

of the superfluous " eyes " and shoots. As far

as possible these should be taken out in their

earliest stages with the point of a knife, but it

is sometimes difficult at that time to discern

all that need remo\'ing or to judge which are best

left. Weak shoots in proximity to stronger ones

should always be taken out, and it is, of course,

unwise to allow several growths to come close

together. Vigorous plants throw three growths

from many of their " eyes," and of these the

centre one only should be retained, though, since

the others will remain almost dormant for a while

and an accident may happen, it is not advisable

to hurry the removal of the other two.

In the process indicated the chief thing to

bear in mind is the future shape of the tree, and

if the grower will picture to himself the effect of

a few weeks of active growth upon the " eyes,"

he will have little difficulty in knowing which he

can best do without. Shoots which are growing

inwards towards the centre of the plant can be

dispensed with far better than those which are

pointing the opposite way.

There are also a nimiber of growths which,

for one reason or another, "go blind"—that is,

they produce no buds. These should be cut out

as soon as the fault is detected, and this will help

to concentrate the energy of the plant upon those

which will produce flowers. This limitation of

the number of shoots goes a long way towards

correcting errors in pruning, and if carried out

judiciously it adds materially to the quality of

the blooms, besides lessening the labour of keeping

the trees clean, for the weak shoots which are

removed are those which would be most infested

by aphis and fungus.

Very vigorous Roses which have not been primed

hard should now be examined to see if they are

breaking freely from the lower "eyes" as well

as the topmost ones. Some kinds will do so

naturally ; others, like Frau Karl Druschki,

need a certain amount of coaxing. Bending the

shoots over and tying them to a stake in the ground

will usually have the effect of starting the lower

growths going ; and in the case of semi-climbers,

such as Hugh Dickson or J. B. Clark, this should

always be done. After they have been tied down
for a week or two, these growths can be released

if it is desired to have them in an upright

position. P. L. Godd.^rd.

THE TREE HEATHS.

A LTHOUGH the title of Tree Heath is

/\ applied indiscriminately to a number
/ % of the more vigorous kinds, it is

/ % perhaps only strictly applicable to

^ * one species. Erica arborea, and even

in this case the plant forms a large

bush rather than a tree, the thick, woody branches
probably accounting for the prefix. As, however,
the tall-growing kinds form a group quite distinct

from other hardy sorts typified by the common
Heather and the Cornish Heath, they may well

be taken together, especially as all respond to

the same treatment.

They are natives of Southern Europe, and are

not above reproach as regards hardiness, though
there are many parts of the country where they

thrive excellently, and even in colder places

frosts severe enough to injure them severely

are only experienced now and then. Moreover,

it is always possible on the approach of frost

to scatter dry leaves about the lower parts of

the plants and intermix a few dry Aster tops

or a little Bracken with the branches, which will

prove a great protection. As is the case with

other ericaceous plants, they give the best results

when planted in light loam free from lime, or in

peaty soil. When soil is made up for Heaths,

it is a mistake to introduce a lot of peat ; rather

allow the bulk of the material to be sweet, sandy
loam and fork a little peat into the upper part.

Propagation is easily effected durihg July and
August by means of short cuttings of young
shoots dibbled into pots of sandy peat and placed

in a close frame imtil rooted. For the first two
years of their lives it is advisable to remove the

points of the shoots occasionally, to induce a bushj»

habit. In after-life no regular pruning is needed.

The Tree Heaths may be put to a variety of

uses, but they are seen to the best advantage

when arranged in groups of considerable size,

preferably beneath a scattering of mature Scots

Pines, the golden trunks of which harmonise well

with the undergrowth. Then, by a judicious

mingling of groups of various kinds, the area

may be made to present an irregular surface,

some sorts being several feet taUer than others,

thus exhibiting the flowers to better advantage
than would be the case were the same area planted

with one sort. When naturally undulating ground

can be planted, the effect is even more pleasing,

the undulations accounting for different height

levels among the heads of the bushes. The
following species fall naturally into the group

under notice :

Erica arborea.—One of the commonest Heaths

of the iVIediterranean region, and interesting

from the fact th.it it is chiefly from the large,

woody nodules which are formed on its roots

that the popular Briar-root pipes are made ; not

from the roots of a Rose, as some people imagine.

In its native habitat it attains a height of i8 feet

or 20 feet, but is usually below lo feet high in

this country, though an example nearly eighteen

feet high existed a year or two ago in the gardens

of Tresco .\bbey. The leaves are dark green

and the flowers white. The latter commence to

open in February, and are at their best between
March and May. During that period the leaves

are almost hidden by the flowers, which, in addition

to being very attractive, are delightfully fragrant.

A variety called alpina is of more plumose habit,

with somewhat brighter leaves. It is rather

hardier than the type.

E. australis is a loose-habited bush from Spain
and Portugal. It usually grows from 4 feet to^

6 feet high, with a few branches clothed from
base to summit with secondary shoots, which
blossom freely from March to May. The flowers-

are larger than those of the other Tree Heaths,,

and are bright red in colour. Curiously, although
other kinds thicken up quickly by repeatedly-

priming the young branches, this one never appears-
to form a dense bush. It is not a disadvantage,
for it makes a change among other kinds.

E. lusitanica is often called E. codonodes,

especially in the South-West, while it is also-

known as the Portuguese Heath. It is a native of
Spain and Portugal, and is a common plant in

gardens in the South of England, where it is found
as a bush 4 feet to 10 feet high, with elegant,

plumose branches clothed with bright green

leaves. The flowers usually commence opening
in November or December, and are at their best

during February and March, but often last until

May. They are longer than those of E. arborea,

and are scentless. A pretty effect is produced
by the mixture of unopen buds and expanded
flowers, the former being pink and the latter white.

Good-sized branches are excellent for cutting for

house decoration.

E. mediterranea is a common and fairly hardy
species which may be met with between 4 feet

and 12 feet in height, the latter proportions rarely

being attained in this country. It branches
freely and covers a considerable area of ground.

The pinkish or reddish purple flowers are home
from March to May. There are several varieties,

such as alba, with white flowers ; nana, of dwarf
habit ; and hibemica, a glaucous-leaved form
which is foimd wild in Ireland. The low-growing

hybrid between this species and the alpine E.

camea has the longest flowering period of all hardy
shrubs, for it may be found in bloom from October
to May, and for four months it is in full blossom.

E. scoparia, a tall, upright-growing kind from
Southern Europe, is distinct, but of no horti-

cultural value, for its flowers are not showy. It is

possible that some of the root nodules used for

pipes may come from this species.

E. stricta is a pink-flowered species growing

from 3 feet to 5 feet high. It is of stiff, upright

habit, and blooms during July and August. As
far north as Derbyshire it can be growii at an

altitude of 1,100 feet.

E. Veitchii is a free-flowering hybrid between

E. arborea and E. lusitanica. The flowers are

white and the plant intermediate between the

parents. It has been found useful for growing

in tubs and pots for greenhouse decoration in the

winter. D.

TREATMENT OF SHRUBS AFTER
FORCING.

After flowering, Lilacsshould be prmiedinto shape,

and planted out as soon as possible. If allowed

to remain a season without being forced, good
plants will be available the second year. If any
seed-pods of Azalea indica remain on forced plants,

these should be removed with as little delay as

possible. All necessary potting may be done now,

and the plants placed in a temperature of 60°.

Keep the syringe frequently at work among them
in order to keep thrip in check. Deciduous

Azaleas which were potted previous to forcing

will not require potting now, but should be

encouraged to make fresh growth, and may
eventually be plunged in ashes in the open.
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FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Late Vines.—As soon as the bunches have set,

no time should be lost in removing the surplus
bunches. Carefully tie down the shoots to the

trellis and remove all superfluous growth. Com-
mence thinning the berries as soon as possible,

as they swell very quickly at this time of the

year. Thin first those varieties which set their

berries thickly. The borders should now be in need
of a thorough soaking with diluted liquid manure.
To encourage roots to the surface of the border,

an occasional light sprinkling with Le Fruitier

or some other suitable fertihser may be given.

Use artificial heat as sparingly as possible, and
damp the bare surfaces in the house frequently
during hot weather.

The Orchard-House.—Fruit trees growing in

pots must be frequently examined at this time of

the year to see if they need water, as any neglect

in this important matter will have a detrimental
effect on the quality of the fruits. Plenty of stimu-

lants may now be safely given, as the pots will be

full of roots. The fruits can be finally thinned
when the stoning stage has passed. If fruits of

good quality are desired, the trees must not be
overcropped. Stop all lateral growths at the
fourth or fifth leaf, and remove others freely where
the trees are becoming too dense. Syringe the

foliage vigorously twice daily, and, to keep the

trees free from apnis, fumigate occasionally with
a nicotine compound.

Plants Under Glass.

Bouvardias.—If very large plants are desired,

they should now be planted out on a well-prepared
border. Put the plants out about eighteen inches
apart, and if the weather is hot at the time of

planting, shade them during the hottest part

of the day. During the earlier stages of growth
the shoots must be pinched to encourage a bushy
habit. Plants in pots should be plunged in ashes
in cold frames.

Climbing Roses.—Timely attention to the
thinning of the young growths will save much
time later on, as the young shoots quickly grow
into an entangled mass. Give the plants plenty
of stimulants, and, if not already done, mulch
the roots with manure.

Caladiums.—Gtve plenty of stimulants to plants
|

which are well rooted, or they will quickly lose
|

their decorative value. Some of the large-leaved

kinds must be supported by neat stakes. Do not
expose them to the sun during the hottest part
of the day, as the leaves are liable to scorch.

Primulas.—The earliest plants may now be
placed in cold frames, plunging the pots in ashes.

Recently potted plants will need very careful

watering till they have again become well rooted.

Cannas.—These may be repotted if necessary.
The Canna is a gross-feeding subject, and requires
very liberal treatment as to soil. When well

rooted, plenty of stimulants are necessary to

develop the flowers perfectly.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Where time permits, it is a considerable
benefit to the plants to remove the weak, useless

shoots. In the event of a dry summer, the beds
should be mulched with some suitable material.
S>Tinge the plants at least once a week with an
insecticide to keep down aphis and mildew.

Herbaeeous Borders.—Pay timely attention
to the staking of the plants and thin severely
those which are too thick, for the true character
of many of the species may be spoilt if they are

overcrowded with growth.

Watering.—Most of the strong-growing her-

baceous plants need abundance of water; there-
fore, in the event of a continued spell of drought,
watering must be attended to. A sprinkling of

soot between the plants prior to watering will

be of great benefit. The hoe should be freely

used between the plants. Recently planted
trees and shrubs must be watered if necessary.

The Rock Garden.—In very dry weather the
plants ought to be liberally soaked with water.
In some cases it will be found that the roots have
become exposed by constant watering. In this

case a little fresh soil should be added. The

growth of many of the strong-growing plants

must be restricted, or they will injure those of

less vigour.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Morello Cherries.—It is very important that

Cherry trees should be kept free from aphis, as this

pest does a great deal of damage, not only to the

young growth, but also to the fruits. Regular
spraying with an insecticide is the best way to

deal with it. This work should be done late in

the afternoon. The trees ought also to be well

washed with the garden hose. The young growth
must now be finally thinned or stopped.

Sweet Cherries.—Netting must be fixed over
the trees to protect the fruits from birds, which
often commence their attacks before the fruits

are ripe. Stop all the surplus growth and lay in

the leaders. Give the trees plenty of water at

the roots.

The Kitchen Garden.

Chicory.—Seeds of this valuable winter salad

may be sown now. Sow in drills about a foot

apart. Should the ground be dry, water the

drills before sowing the seeds. When the young
plants are large enough, thin them to g inches

apart.

Ridge Cucumbers.—These may now be planted
out. They can either be planted on mounds
of soil on a hot-bed, or a ridge of soil may be placed
along the hot-bed, planting them about three feet

apart. Encourage free growth by sprinkhng
the plants twice daily during hot weather.

Climbing French Beans.—These will be found
of great value where large suppUes of vegetables
are in constant demand. The seeds may be sown
in rows and grown much in the same manner
as Scarlet Rimners.

Onions.—Those which were planted from boxes
or pots must be liberally supplied with water,

and during fine, dry weather the hue should be

kept going between the plants. Autumn-sown
Onions must be fed liberally with manures, so

that the crop may be fit for use as early as possible.

Lettuce.—Make frequent small sowings of

Lettuce and prick out the young plants when
large enough. Afford them plenty of water and
hoe frequently between the rows.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockings Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—As the Grapes are now colour-

ing nicely, less moisture in the atmosphere must
exist and the ventilators be used more freely.

Air should be allowed a free circulation from both
top and bottom ventilators during the night-

time as well. The variety Madresfield Court
is very subject to cracking some of its best berries

at this period, and one of the best recognised
cures is to discontinue the pinching or stopping
of all laterals until the fruit is ripe.

Successional Vines.—The thinning of Grapes
having now been completed, the borders, especially

indoor ones, will require occasional supplies of

water. This should always be accompanied
by liquid obtained from either cow or sheep
manare. Failing this, some rich manure, such
as guano, should be mixed with the water. If

liquid or manure from a stable is used, care ought
to be taken to leave the top ventilators open
shghtly to allow the ammonia fumes to escape

and so avoid injuring the foliage.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—Should very dry weather prevail

while the fruit is swelling, water must be given

if large fruit in quantity is desired. Where
portable frames and lights are available, with
their aid the ripening of a few fruits can be hastened
by a few days if necessary.

Orchard Trees.—The hoe should be used
freely, not so much to keep down weeds, but to

try to conserve as much of the moisture in the

soil as possible. Grafted trees ought to be ex-

amined occasionally to see that the wrappings
and ties are intact and not exposed to the air.

The Kitchen Garden.
Cauliflower.—More seedlings will be ready for

planting, and these ought to be set out at a slightly
greater distance apart than the early crop. After
planting, dust around with soot to check slugs.

Peas.—This popular vegetable succeeds best
during a warm and moist season ; but if the ground
was well prepared beforehand, the crop is not
so likely to be affected by the weather conditions.
Mildew is often troublesome, and spreads at an
alarmin g rate. If possible, this crop should be
grown in different parts of the garden for this
reason. During very dry weather, when time can
be spared, watering is of great assistance in add-
ing to the length and productiveness of the crop.

French Beans.—Seed sown now will keep
up the supply during August and well into Sep-
tember. As soon as the plants appear above the
ground, dust with soot or gritty sand to keep
away slugs.

Winter Greens and Savoys.—Another so\ving
might still be made to supply plants for filhng up
groimd which will have been cleared of Potatoes
or perhaps Strawberries by the first or second
week in August.

Jerusalem Artichokes can be earthed up in

a similar way to Potatoes. As growth proceeds,
hoeing will not be needed much longer to keep
down weeds, as the foliage is sufficient to smother
all other vegetation growing underneath.

The Flower Garden.
Bedding Out being a very large imdertaking

in some establishments, routine and other important
work has to remain untouched until this is com-
pleted. If most of the other operations were got
well in hand previous to the bedding out, the
task of catching up will not be so great. The
advantage will be here seen of using a number
of more hardy plants, which can be put out earlier

in the season, and so avoiding a rush at this time.

Spring Bedding Plants will still be flowering
freely, and caimot be disturbed yet. Especially is

this the case where Darwin and May-flowering
Tulips form part of the scheme. These must first

be allowed to partially mature their young
bulbs before being lifted temporarily, and this

will not be for a few days yet. Alyssum,
Aubrietia and other plants which will be required
again in the autumn should be cut over and care-

fully laid in a vacant 'spot.

Clematises.—These climbing plants require
occasional attention to keep them tidy, as they grow-
very quickly at this season, and, if not attended
to in time, are apt to grow into an entangled
mass, which it is almost impossible to tie up and
regulate later on, besides giving the plants a
bundled up and unnatural appearance.

Reserve Garden.—Where accommodation will

permit, a surplus from the bedding out plants can
be grown apart from the flower garden. This,

in the case of such plants as Geraniums, would
prevent stripping the plants which are flowering
diu-ing August and September, when propagation-
time arrives again. Varieties of Pentstemons
which are scarce could also be planted here and
given an occasional topping to produce a larger
number of growths for cuttings.

Plants Under Glass.

Tree Carnations.—The final potting must
soon be completed for plants which are expected
to commence flowering in October, a time when
a good supply of blooms is usually' in great
demand and when outdoor flowers for cutting
get scarce and of poor quality. For most growers'
purposes 6-inch and 7-inch pots are the general
sizes used for the final potting; but for very late-

struck plants 5-inch and 5i-inch pots will be
large enough. The compost should contain
plenty of crushed brick and charcoal, clean leaf-

soil and fine oyster-shell. This latter ingredient
is much better than the lime rubble so

'

often advocated for these plants. The loam
used must contain a large proportion of fibre.

Silver sand, soot and some Carnation manure
should also be included. Where the roots have
matted around the crocks, it is best not to disturb
them at all. Fly and thrip usually make their
appearance at this season, so an occasional
fumigation must be given.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, A'.B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of hoftindture is represented in The
CARDEN, and the Editor ineites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

tut he will not be responsible lor their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.
.

As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

iisks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated

It must be distinctly understood Ih it only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright tvill be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contribuliom which he may not be able to use. and

the receipt of a proof 7nust not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden will atone

i>e recognised as acceptance.

OfTices : 20, Tavistock Street. Corent Garde i, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
qUEjTIONS AND kViVIZ^i.—The Editor inieavours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who des're assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addit'on to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should he on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

.packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

Fur the shady border the .-ibove applies with equal foree.

tae failure of the plants here also iudicating uncongenial
soil conditions. Other good plants for shade would be
I'erns, Bluebells, Madonna and other Lilies, an I Daffodils.

The best time to deal with the mixed Irises is when
they are in flower. At no other time could they be

properly " rogued."

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUB FOR NAMING (£". A. K.).—The flowering

shoot yoii send is that of the Mexican Orange, Choisya
ternata. This is an evergreen shrub that attains a heipht

of 15 feet, or sometimes tn^cn more. Though hardy in the

London district, it sometimes gets injured by compara-
tively light frosts during the early spring. For that

j

reason it ought to be given a rather sheltered, though
' open position. It appreciates rather light, well-drained,

I

but at the same time well-enriched soil, and may be planti'd

oithiT at the middle of October or during March.

SELF-CLINGING CLIMBER (C.im&er).—There are very
few self-clinging hardy climbers, and none with fragrant

flowers. The best self-clinging flowering climber is

Hydrangea petiolaris, and probably the best of all fragrant-
flowered climbers for your purpose is Wistaria chinensis.

This must, however, be nailed to its sup; ort. If the main
branches arc secured in position, it is possible to do with
very little nailing, for the side branches can be cut back
each year to form spur-like growths. Flowers are usually

produced more freely from stunted, spur-like gro-wths

than from very rampant branches. We do not know a
plant under the name of Cinnamon Vine. If you can
obtain a specimen, "we shall be pleased to undertake
its identification and ad\ise you regarding it.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PLANTING FORCED DAFFODILS IN GRASS (ff. F. C).

—If convenient, it would be best to plant the bulbs at

once, though they will do quite well planted in October.

If they were forced very hard, we would prefer planting

them, for one year at least, in a bed in the kitchen garden
before putting them in the grass.

PLANTING COLCHICUMS (E. A.).—These plants

will soon be maturing their growth, and if you can
obtain them, you might plant without further delay.

Usually the bulbs are not available until July or later,

though an early application for them might assist you.

Keep the bulbs 3 inches or 4 inches under the soil when
planting.

WATER GARDEN {Mn\ M.).—If tubs of moderate
size would do, ordinary paraffin casks, cut in halves, might
supply the want. These would have to be fired to rid

them of the oil, and might also be lightly charred externally

for the same purpose before applying a coating of pitch

or tar as a preservative. If larger receptacles are required,

probably a brewer near you could let you have all you
wanted. The only way to make a rock garden pool

watir-tight is with cement and ballast. First fix the

size of the pool, and beyond this a 6-inch bottom of

cement concrete and 4-inch thick sides. If the concrete

is gauged up to four and on-, i.e., four parts clean gravel

to one part cement, that will be strong enough. Vil^en the

side walls and bottom are moderately dry, all inner surfaces

should be coatc 1 with sand and cement at two and one
strength, wliich. if properly done, will hold water quite

well. An overflow hole should be arranged, as it is neces-

sary occasionally to overflow it for cleansing and changing

the water. The pond may l:e of any size or form, though
one of bath-hke form at sides and bottom is that most
easily rendered water-tight. The depth will be in pro-

portion to the plants you wish to grow, though not less

than 2 feet of water is advised.

IRIS GERMANICA FAILING (M. M. K. C.).—From
the statement of your letter alone we should conclude
that the excessively heavy nature of the clay soil and the

wint-r flooding ar.- the chi f causrs of the faUure, though
th- " brown *' to which you r. f r may b? eit'.er the out-

come of a fungoid attack or the collapse of the sectional

portion to which it is attached. In all the circumstances,

it would have been better had you sent a clump for our
inspection. Tl.ese plants succeed best in light loamy,
gravelly and sandy soils, and in such grow and flourish

in almost any position. Flooding and much winter wet
in heavy soils is abhorrent to them. A contributory
cause of failure is deep planting, particularly of the

rhizomes, and if these are buried 2 inches, the flooding

would in all probabihty cause the new growth to decay.
Try them in a much lighter bed of sandy soil raised above
that they now occupy, replanting them at once in single

pieces—not in clumps—and employing only tLe healthy
bits. Is the soil free of wireworm ? No insect post

ojf the garden is more destructive to the Iris than this.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CHRYSANTHEMUM SECTIONS AND TREATMENT

( C G. A.).—Of the list you send, the following varieties an'

Japanese : Mrs. Greenfield, Leigh Park Riva', Niveiis, White
Australie, Mafeking Hero, Souvenir dc Petite Amie and
Mrs J. Dunn. Major Boiiaffon is an incurved variety.

(2) " Chrvsanthemums for Garden and Greenhouse," by
D. B. Crane; published at 2s. 6d. by W. H. and L
Collingridgc, 148 and 149, Aldersgate Stieet, London,
E.G. (3) Yes ; you have not done wrong. Allow the
plants to grow on from this point, and do not stop them
again.

ADVICE ON ORCHIDS (L. G. IT.).—The reason of your
non-success in flowering the Dendrobiums referred to

is probably owing to the fact that they were not encour-
aged to grow freely after the last flowering season, and
also that the gro^vths were insufficiently ripened. The
different species of Dendrobium referred to by you bloom
naturally in the winter and spring. When the blooms are
past, the plants may be repotted, or top-dressed as they
require it. At all events, we advise you to repot yours
at once. In the first place, the Ferns that you speak
of as growing in the pots should be pulled out, as every
li\ing bit of Fern draws nourishment that should go
to the Orchids. As so much success has attended your
single specimen in a basket, would it not be as well to
treat them all in this way ? The baskets selected for

the purpose should be comparatively small and shallow,
and be drained by means of two or three large pieces

of broken crocks. A suitable compost for Dendrobiums
may be made up of three parts of fibrous peat or Osmunda
fibre and one-third chopped sphagnum moss, with a few-

small nodules of charcoal mixed therewith. This must
be worked firmly around the roots so as to hold the plant
firmly in position, care being taken not to bury the eyes
at the base of the stems too deeply, othe^^vise they will

damp off. If pots instead of baskets are used, much the
same procedure must be followed, except that the pots
should bo half filled with broken crocks. W^hen potted,
the plants must hi kept in a fairly warm, moist atmosphere
in order to encourage growth. At the time, if the roots
are active, a liberal quantity of water will be required,
mth an occasional syringing in hot weather. ^Vhen grow-
ing, the plants need to be partially shaded from the sun's
rays. As growth is completed, say, by the time summer
is well advanced, the plants should be shifted into cooler
quarters where they can have more air and sunshine.
This vrill lead to a thorough ripening of the pseudo-bulbs,
so necessary to their successful fiowering. At that stage
the soil will only need to be kept slightly moist. Before
the winter the plants may be taken back into the warmer
structure, taking great care nottooverwaterthem. As the
buds show, more moisture can be given, for the blossoms
then develop rapidly. Vanda kimballiana will do well
under much the same conditions as the Dendrobiums,
except that it does not need to be ripened off at any time.
It flowers in the autumn. Vanda cerulea may have been
rare where your brother obtained his Dendrobiums,
but it is very common in cultivation, and can be purchased
cheaply in this country.

MISGEI.LANEUU!».
HOW TO ERADICATE CELANDINE (J7r>. C.).~

The best way to eradicate the Lesser Celandine (Ranunculus
Ficaria) from ground is to fork it up and carefully pick
out the tuber-like roots. This will doubtless be necessary
over two or three years, for seedlings are bound to appear
from time to time. Some good can be done by continually
hoeing it down as soon as the leaves appear above the
ground, but such work must be persisted in for some
considerable time. It is possible that Mr, L. R. Russell,

nurseryman, Sheen Road, Richmond, Surrey, could
supply t..e double-flowered Blackthorn.

STIGMA OF A FLOWER (E. H. TF.).—The length of

time the stigma of a flower remains receptive varies

very much according to the species (or even the viriet,),

the temperature, and whether it has been pollinated or

not. If an Apple stigma is receptive for x days (generally
about two or three days in fine weather) and it rains

continuously, there is still a chance of the flower being
fertilised. The damage done by rain is mainly to the

pollen, and if the air about the stamens were dry enough,
some pollen raig t be shed, and ttmt already sned would
tend to be distributed by the battering of the rain drops.
In the case of the Apple, the probability of fruit being
produced would again depend upon whether the variety
wjs a self-fertile or a self-sterile one.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—.4/pArt.—L'izula sylvatica
Mrs. TT.— Claytonia alsinoides. W H. S.—l,

Lithospermum prostratum ; 2, Acer pilmatum atropur-
purea ; 3, Thu'a dolabrata variegata ; 4, Cupressus obtusa
nana; 5, C. iawsoniana; 6, C. nootkatensis ; 7, Alnns
'.'lutinosus; et, Be^on a metallica ; 9, Sedum Sieboldi
Cornish Gardener'.—^Rhamnus cathar icus. E. B.—
Billbergia nutans; this is a Bromeliaceous flower, sepa'a
reddi'^h, petals yellowish grej-n. both with a blue mar/iii.

T. C. C—1, Viburnum lantana: 2, Pyrus Aria:
3. Viburnum Tinus; 4, Pyrus Mains variety. B. Vmn-
minjs.—Ti.e plant is Fuchsia procumbent It is u

native of New Zealand and has magenta crims;-)n

berries later in the year. It is most likely birds that
pull up your Houseleeks, in their search for snaiN

FRUIT GARDEN.
GOOSEBERRIES FOR INSPECTION (/. fl.).—The

i
Gooseberries appear to be attacked by the fungus Botrytis

' cinerea, which is producing the disease called die-back.
All tho diseased parts should be cut away and burned,
and the bushes sprayed with Bordeaux mixture as soon
as the fruit has been gatliered.

GOOSEBERRIES FAILING TO SWELL (/. J. E.).~^
There are many failures with Gooseberries this year,
and in most cases it Is due to frost, especially in low-
lying situations, where the "air drainage" is bad.
Sparrows have also been the cause of loss of crop ; they
have eaten the tip^ of the flowers just as they were setting.

SOCIETIES.
BRIGHTON, HOVE AND SUSSEX HORTI

CULTURAL SOCIETY.
" The Wonders of Fernl.\nd."

On Thur day, the 20th ult,, at the Assembly Room ,

Oddfellows' Hall, Brighton, a very intere ting lecture

under the above title and illu trated by a large number
of lantern • lide • was delivered by the well-known authoritv
on British Fern , Mr. Charles T. Druery, V.M.H.. F.L.S.,

to an appreciative audience.
The first and main wonder wa , in the opinion of the

lecturer, that while Nature in Great Britain, with only

a few native pecie-, :ome forty odd, had far and away
ecUpsed the multitude of exotic Ferns in the diversity

and beauty of the : ports which she had, so to speak,
invented, it was only a comparative few among plant-

lovers who profited by these gifts or, indeed, knew that

they existed. It was, therefore, his object to demonstrate
to those present by actual photographs of a selected few
of these varieties how much they lost by ignoring tin'

opportunity they afforded for both garden and home
decoration. For" more than half a century a coterie

of British Fern-lovers had devoted their attention to the

particular study of our wild Ferns, which are so plentiful

in our Western Counties, it having been found that among
these multitudes of the common types there existed,

scattered here and there and usually solitary, individual

plants which exhibited very striking differences from
their companions of the same species. Some of these

being discovered and cultivated, it was next found that

the offspring raised from their spores usually inherited

their peculiarities, but often in different degrees, so that
these peculiarities could be enhanced and a beautiful

plant thus increased in attractiveness. In this way
in time more and mor; enthusiasts joined the cult, until

at the present time the known flne varieties run into

hundreds, and in many cases eclipse all exotics in diversity

of typ , there being no parallels. Over exotics, too,

these Ferns, being natives, and therefore hardy, possess

the advantage of the easiest possible culture under quito

even conditions. The lecturer then proceeded by means
of some excellent lantern slides to demonstrate the life-

history of Ferns generally and the variations in sxich

life-history > hat had been shown to exist, as well as that

of their individual sports, and then showed a number of

the most beautiful types, some found wild as shown
and others improved by selection, these constituting

a series of wonders well meriting the name. In the course

of the lecture, the li'eturer indicated that although
from the economical point of view the living Ferns of

to-day had but little value, it. must not be forgotten

tliat it is to the Ferns and their allies of the far distant

Coal Age that we practically owe all our present prosperity,

for all our coal is simply and solely the residue of immense
forests of these plants, which, deeply buried as they now
may b?, grew in their day on the earth's surface, just

as do the existing Fern paradi es of the Antipodes or

the lesser ones of our Devonian and other similar lerny

valleys and glens of both Great Britain and Ireland.

The lecturer, as the hon. secretary of the British Pterido-

logical Society and editor of the British Fen Gazette,

then distributed some copies of tlmt publication, and
invited those present to become members as evidence

that his words had gone home. A hearty vote of thanks
was accorded the lecturer.
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HORTICULTURAL TRADES' ASSOCIATION.
M. VILMOEIN (Of SIM. Vilmorin ct Cic, Paris) was the

principal guest at the dinner of the Horticultural Trades'

Association, held at the Hotel Windsor, on Tuesday,
May 18. Mr. 'William Cuthbertson (Messrs. Dobbic and
Ck) , Edinburgh) presided over a largo company.

In his opening speech, the chairman said the association

liad sent out forms asking for particulars about the horti-

cultural trade of the country. About half of the number
replied, but, as Sir. Courtney Fowler said, the figures

could not be taken as very authoritative, but in coming
to their conclusions they thought they were justified

in doubling the figures received. The returns showed
that the area cultivated amounted to over 26,000 acres,

which, doubled, gave, roughly, 50,000 acres. The area
under glass was 20,000,000 square feet—doubled,

40,000,000. The number of employes doubled for the

whole trade was 30,000 men ; boys, 5,400 ; women,
3,350; girls, 1,600; giving over 40,000 employfc in

the whole trade of Great Britain. The wages, doubled,
were nearly £2,000,000 per annum, and the capital

involved w^as something between £8,000,000 and
£9,000,000.

Mr. N. N. Sherwood proposed the health of M. Vilmorin.
He said they had with them that night one of the mo^t
delightful men he had ever met in his life. The name
of Vilmorin stood very, very 1 igh in the horticultural

world of France. M. Vilmorin had for some months
past represented the French War Minister in regard to

the supplies for tt e troops, and that showed what the
Minister for War thought of his wonderful capacity.

M. Vilmorin, in reply, said he was not prepared to

speak that evening, and he must be excused if he had
not had time to have a Blue Book printed. (Laugliter.)

He was, however, very glad to be present. The letter

sent him indicating the lines on which he might speak
did not reach him until that morning. He was afraid

it must have been kept back by the Censor. That was
awkward, because he expected money in the same letter.

Turning to the state of affairs in France, M. Vilmorin
said the horticultural trade had been greatly hindered
by the war. It had seriously affected the exportation
of flowers and food, and even the Jersey trade had been
greatly affected.

Mr. Stuart Low gave the toast of " Belgium." He
said the world owed a great debt to that brave little

country, for, had it not been for Belgium, God alone knew
where many of them would be at the present moment.
(Cheers.) When no one else was ready, those brave
fellows—not a military nation—stopped the invader.
They had taught all a lesson they would not forget

—

(cheers)—and ot) ers would be very careful in again hand-
ling the hedgehog. (Laughter and cheers.) Belgium
was a nation of horticulturists and the home of some of

the most enthusiastic gardeners. It was up to England
to see that right was done to them.
M Verhonen replied. He said Belgium was certainly

a little country—it had always been called La Petite

Belgique. The people there never beUeved they would
have been plunged into war, especially with Germany,
as they were supposed to be protected by Germany.
" Of course," he said, "we could Ijave allowed Germany
to go through, but very likely we would have remained
the slaves of Germany ever afterwards. For what little

Belgium has done, I for my part am very proud ot it.

We thank England very much for all she has done.
England has done magnificently. Belgians thank
England for all her kind hospitality to them when they
have been deprived of their homes by the cruel foe."

(Cheers.)
Councillor Wallace (Colchester) proposed " The Horti-

cultural Trades' Association." Since tbe war commenced,
he said, they had passed through very an.xious times,

but they would not forget what France and Belgium
had been through, and they could not be too thankful
for the narrow strip of sea which divided us from the
foe ; nor were they likely to forget that it was entirely

due to little Belgium's first step that the onrush of the

enemy was stopped at the onset. (Cheers.) Their
hearts were stirred by the distress which had been caused,

and it was the duty of all to assist in relieving the distress.

As to their own trade, they had had a fair season, far

better than they could possibly have anticipated, and that
bore wonderful testimony to the vitality of the trade

to-day. The extraordinary rallying power of the trade
was shown in the great exhibition at Chelsea.

Mr. Charles Pearson, the secretary, responded. He
said he had always been a strong believer in the power of

organisation. In the old days the motto—a very bad
one—was " Everyone for himself and the devil take the

hindmost." They had outlived that, and the people
generally were beginning to see that it was not a bad
thing to be altruistic.

Sir Harry Veiteh proposed " The Chairman," to whom,
he said, they owed so much, and he paid a glowing tribute

to M. Vilmorin and his family. He alluded to the fund
being raised on behalf of the sufferers in Belgium, and
invited them all to contribute out of their abundance,
not only financially, but mth stock. They nuist not
forget Poland and Serbia. In the latter country whole
orchards had been destroyed.

The chairman, in reply, heartily thanked Sir Harry.
He agreed with the Prime Minister's reply to the Arch-
bishop that the Scriptural advice, " Let not the sun

go down on your wrath," did not apply. He hoped that

before another year the war clouds would have rolled

away. (Cheers.)

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting was held on Tuesday, the

11th ult., at the Lime Tree Hotel, when Mr. E. S. Theobald
presided over a good attendance of members. The room
presented an exceedingly bright and gay appearance

with a fine collection of May-fiowering and Darwin Tulips

exhibited by C. H. Waterlow, Esq. (gardener, Mr. W. E.

Phillips). The collection, which was admired, by every-

body, was awarded a first-class certificate. Tbe lecturo

was' given by Jlr. W. W. PhilUps on " Tulips." He dealt

jv-ithhis subject in a masterly style, and gave many valu-

able hints upon the cultivation and selection of suitable

bulbs for pot and bowl culture, as well as for bedding
pmposes. At the close of the meeting the chairman
distributed the foUosving awards in the monthly compe-
tition : For a vase of Tulips, six blooms, first-class certifi-

cates were given to C. H. Waterlow, Esq. (gardener,

Mr. W. B. Phillips), Mr. S. Bird (gardener. Mi. E. Bhnco)
and Mr. G. B. Dodwell (gardener, Mr. G. Middleton)

;

and a second-class certificate to Mr. F. J. McLees. For
two spring Cabbage^, second-class certificates were
awarded to Mr. W. E. Catesby, J.P. (gardener, Mr. W.
Webb) and Mr. W. Buckingtam.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

A Beautiful Flowering Shrub from Lanca-

shire.—Mr. F. A. Fenner, Holker Hall Gardens,

Cark-in-Cartmel, Lancashire, sends a beautiful

flowering branch of Pieris formosa. This is a

native of the Himalaya, and is generally regarded

as hardy only in the warm South-Western or

Western Counties. The vphite flowers, which are

produced in large clusters at the tips of the shoots,

resfmble in appearance those of Lily of the Valley,

the glossy green foliage, which persists throughout

the winter, making a charming foil for the blossoms.

This is, we think, the most beautiful member of

the genus, and we congratulate Mr. Fenner on

growing and flowering it so well. He writes

:

" I am sending a flowering spray of Pieris formosa.

There are three trees here which I think are good

specimens. The height of the two largest is

ig feet 6 inches, the smaller one i8 feet. They

are a delightful picture just now with their large

clusters of white flowers and the red colouring of

the young growths. I should be pleased to know

where the largest specimens are growing in this

country."

*, The Yearly Subscription to THE GARDEN is : Inland,

6s. ed. : Foreign, 8s. 9d.

Photo. Merrett Bros., Stroud, TREE STRAWBERRY OR STRAWBERRY-RASPBERRY.

TREE STRAWBERRY,
OR STRAWBERRY-RASPBERRY.

This is one of the most unique, and at the same time the laipst and most

.jeautiful berry of any kind that has yet appeared before the ijublic. It;

comes to us from Jap.an, and is one of the Kaspberry fanuly, though m many-

respects it resembles a Strawberry growing on a bush two feet high^ Tlie

plant is entirely hardy in any location, and a most profuse yielder "Peiu g
an enormous crop of fruit in July and August, and more or less all the tnue

UP to November. The berries are globular, slightly oblong m form, monstrous

size I rich glossy ruby-red colour. Makes a most lovely preserve and

jelly 1/3 each^ I for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for 7/6. Now best time to plant,

fruit this season.

GLORIOUS NEW BEDDING HYBRID
PENTSTEMONS.

For grand display in border, plant some of my new hybrid I'entsteiuons,

which are now rich in variety of colour, in size almost equal to Gloxiruas,

and liave superbly splashed and mottled throats ; they are quite hardy and

bloom the whole season right up to severe frost I have grown an extra large

stock of very fine bushy plants. 6, 1/6 ; 12, 2/9 ; 25, 5/- ; 50, 9/-
,

100,

17/6.

THE REAL OLD-FASHIONED TRUE
SPICE-SCENTED CARNATION.

Crimson Clove (deep rich glowing crimson). These are very Imrdy, and dp

well any^vhere, especLiUy in smoky town gardens, where the less robiust vari-

eties refuse to grow. These are strong plants that will be a mass of bloom,

tliis season, and warranted the true old spice-scented variety. 6 lor Z/- ,

12 for 3/6 ; 25 for 6/6.

GIGANTIC EREGT-FLOWERING (GOLD medal strain) BEDDING BEGONIAS
The fashionable plant of the day, and richly does it deserve its hoiiom's, for, in addition

to very handsome foliage, it bears a never-ending profusion of the most ravishingly beautiful
flowers the whole summer, ai d then, with tlie coming of the cold weather, very obligingly
takes a nap until spring, asking no further care through the winter than to be packed in

soil away from frost. They wUl flourish in the cottage window, the smallest home-made
greenhouse, or the most costly conservatory, and more important still, they are equally
at home out-doors, and flower right into November.

ALL COLOURS IVItXED.

Nothing can exceed the brilliancy and richness of their fiowers. From the time the
first blossoms appear until all growth is stopped by frost, they are never out of bloom.
12, 2/6 ; 60, 9/- ; 100 for 16/-. All grand plants foi' immediate bedding out.

EXTRACT FROM THE " DAILY MAIL."

In a wet season, tuberous rooted begonias make a better display than any

other kind of bedding plants, as the more moisture they get the more freely

do they bloom. This characteristic is so valuable in a cUmate like ours, that

it should ensiue their being used much more than they are.

A VERY SPECIAL LINE FOR BEDDING.
In Brilliant Scarlet or Jlixed Shades, as desired, 2/- per dozen ; 25 for 3/9 ;

.".0 for 7/- ;

100 for 13/6. Very flue plants.

ALL PACKED FREE AND POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE PAID.

FRIORY HOUSE, STROUI>.
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WARE'S
DAHLIAS
BEGONIAS

Over 100 Gold and Silver Gilt Medals
warded (Highest Honours).

^
Summer Catalogue, giving a concise list of

til varieties for Bedding and Greenhouse culture of
BegonlAa, Dahlias, Gerauiums, Cannas, and Annuals,
now ready, which may be had post free upon

application.

I

WATER & BOG PLANTS
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

Write at once for our fully descriptive list, post tree.

THOS. S. WARE, LTD., Dept. B., FELTHAM.

DARLINGTON'SAUTO - sh[re:i>s."<6

THE KING OF FUMIGANTS. Once used, always used—no better.

No. 1 Bos. sufficient for 10,000 cubic feet. 3 6.

No. 2 2/6.
No. 3 .. .. .. l.COO ., ., 6d.

Nos. 1 and 3 Boxes for delicate plants ; No. 2 for ordinary.

BURHSDNTHE CROUND
ig^AFPARATUS«EI!UIREO.

^S SIKIPiniCBT .^.
*==- AND VMLK.^WAY.

If UDobtainatjle of your Seedsmen, ue wilt supply pL>st free.

W. DARLINQTO.v & SONS, Ltd.,Hackney, N.E.

IN EVli,li,-l.N'l.BE.\SING DEMAND.

THOMSONS
ANURE.

Produces

vigorous,

healthy,

and

fruitful

growth.

.\lso THOMSON'S SPECIAL CHRVStNTHEMUM
MAkURE IAN E.XCELLENT STIMUL.ANT).

Our Manures embody the e.\perience of many years in
all branches of Horticulture, and have held the con-
nderice of the tiardcniiig I'ltblic for over 30 years.

Bold b7 aU SeedBmrD and Nurserymen.
Price Lists. P.mu'lil.-t.. .-l- .. supplied on apj.licatioii.

^•ll 1-. M.>.KEKS:
WM. THOMSON & SONS, LTD.,
TWEED VINEYARDS, CLOVENFORDS, N.B.

BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED.

6d. A LOT; ^ LOTS, 3d.
EXTRA PLANTS WILL BE GIVEN WITH EVERY ORDER.

Mrs. PYM. Famous Fen-grown Plants.

26th Season.
PLEASE SEND BOTH POST AND RAIL ADDRESS. CATALOGUE FREE.

Orders from 6d. to any amount can be supplied. Cash with order. Postage for small orders ;

5d. for 3'. worth; 6d. for if- worth, and so on.
4d. for orders up to 2/-;

STRONG,WELLOROWN TRANSPLANTED PLANTS
FOR COOL HOUSE AND SUMMER BEDDINQ.

6d

Agatha celestis. Blue
Marguerite ... 3for6d

Ageratum, Kelway's
Blue Perfection or
New Mauve BeautylS „ 6d

Alyssum, white, little

gem, very dwarf. ..20 „ 6d

Antirrliinum, tall,
luedium and dwarf,
in mixed colours ... 1

Antirrhinums, named
varieties, all
colours, separate... 9 „ 6d

Aralia Fig Palm ... 2 „ 6d
Arum Lily Maculata,
white flowers,

spotted foliage ... 4 „ 6d

Arum Lily, large, in

bud, white (Calla) 1 „ 6d

Asparagus Sprengerl
of Plumosa ... 1 ,, 6d

Aster Sinensis, single
Marguerite Asters,
separate colours,
mauve, pink, white
and blue 12 „ 6d

Asters, best doubles.
Ostrich Plume
Chrysanthemum
flowered, giant
Comet Victoria ...15 „ 6d

Begonias In bud, pink
or crimson, large
plants, overstocked 6 ,, 6d

Begonia, large flower-
ing bulbs, any
colour ; started ;

double 2 for 6d.

;

single ... ... 3 ,, 6d

Begonias, Salmon
Queen, Lumlnosa,
Rosea, and Magnl-
flea very striking
for bedding or pots 4 ,, 6d

Calceolaria, yellow or
red... ... ... 6 ,, 6d

Campanulas, blue or
white for hanging
pots 2 ,, 6d

Chrysanthemums,
strong root«d cut-
tings, for house or
garden, best early,
mid or late ... 6 ,, 6d

Cobea scandens,rapid
purple flowering
cUmbers ... ... 2 ,, 6d

Cordyllne Table
Palm 2 „ 6d

Dahlias, flne doubles 6 ,, 6d

Dahlias, new single
Colossal 6 „ 6d

Dahlias, K e I w a y's
single Cactus ... 6 „ 6d

Dahlias, new Pseony-
flowered 3 „ 6d

Dahlias, new Collar-
ette 4 „ 6d

Eucalyptus, air ptul-
fler 4

Fuchsias, choice dbls. 4

Geraniums, strong,
sturdy plants from
single pots, Paul
Crampel, scarlet, 3/-

doz.

;

Crimson
Jacoby and double
Pink MadamCronin
ivy, 2/edoz. ... 2

Geraniums, scented
oak leaf 2

6d
6d

6d

6d

Heliotrope (Cherry
Pie) large fragrant,
dark or light ... 6:

Eochla Summer
Cypress 9

LobeUa, best dwarf,
dark or light blue,
also white (2/- 100) 20

Marguerites, lovely
new double, Mrs.
Sander, white ... 3

Marguerites, large
white Covent Gar-
den and large sul-

phur yellow ... 4

Mlmulus cardinalls,

large scarlet Musk 6

Nicotiana alBnis, fra-

grant white tobacco 9
Nlcotiana Sanderse,

crimson tobacco... 9

Nemesia Suttonl and
Compacta 12

Nigella Miss Jekyll,
blue 12

Pentstemons, large
hardy plants from
cuttings, will flower
well this year.
Scarlet Newbury
Gem, and Kelway's
Forbes, Buttons,
etc., grand large
flowering 3

Pentstemon, scarlet,

Southgate Gem or
new pink 2

Petunia Prize Exhibi-
tion and Giant
Excelsior 6

Primula obconlca,new
hybrids ... ... 4

Salvia Patens, pure
gentian blue ... 4

Salvia splendens,
scarlet, early or
late flowering
varieties

Saxlfraga, Mother of

Thousands
Schizanthus, butter-

fly flower . .

.

Smllax, trailing or
erect 4

Smllax, long trailing 4

Splrsea florabunda,
huge white feathery
plumes 2

Spirsea Peach Blos-
som and Queen
Alexandm. new
lovely pink plumes 1

Stocks, ten weeks,
choice large doublesl2

Stocks, Beauty, new
Salmon Pink ... 9

Streptocarpus veitches
new hybrids ... 3

Sweet Pea Plants,
grandest varieties 20

Tuberoses, large
flowering bulbs,
double white ... 2

Verbenas, flne large
flowering hybrids.
Auricula - eyed.
Mammoth Perfec-
tion or Scarlet ... 9

Zinnia elegans, double
giant 12

or 6d

,, 6d

„ (id

,. 6d

„ 6d

„ 6d

., 6d

„ 6d

„ 6d

,. 6d

6

12

, 6d

, 6d

,
6d

,
Gd

,
6d

,
6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

6d

,
6d

VERYSTRONQ HARDY PERENNIALS, WILL FLOWER
THIS SEASON, REDUCED PRICE TO CLEAR.

6d

3 „ 6d

2 „ 6d

6 „ 6d

Anemone Japonica,
white, pink, red ... 3for6d

Alpine Pinks, rockery
gems

Aster, Michaelmas
Daisy, Ericoides
and best named

.\ster. Beauty of Col-
wall, new double
mauve

Campanula, all varie-
ties

Canterbury Bells, all

colours ... ...15

Carnations, good dble.

border ... ... 6
Carnations, crimson

clove 2
Cornflowers, blue ...15

Cornflowers, new
giant blue 6

Creeping Jenny ... 4
D 1 a n t h u s , named

varieties, all colours
and double & single
mixed ... ...12

Evening Primrose ...12

Everlasting Pea,white,
red and pink

French Marguerites,
allshades 4

Fuchsia, hardy crim-
son, bush ... ... 3

Funkia, all varieties 3
Geum, new double

scarlet, Mrs. Brad-
shaw '2

Geum, double scarlet

glory 4
Geum, semi double

scarlet 6
Gypsophila, white ... 6
Heuchera, scarlet,

white or pink ... 4
Hemerocallis, Day

Lily 3

Iceland Poppies ... 6
Iris, named, large

flowering, English,
Japanese, German-
ica . . . ... ... 4

6d

6d

6 „ 6d

6d

6d

6d

Lavender, true, frag-
rant, large bushes 3for6d

Lilitmis, hardy varie-
ties, T i g r i n u m

,

Umbellatum, Spec-
iosum, Roseimi and
Kubrum ... ... 4 ,. 6d

I Sunflower, new red... 2 ,. 6d
Pansies, young sturdy

plants, in bud and
bloom, first - class
magnificent varie-
ties 12

,

Pansies, giant stains 15

Pentstemon B a r -

batus 6

Phlox, good varieties 4

Pinks, coloured dbls. 9
,

Pinks, double white 6
,

Pinks, Mrs. Sinkins 4
,

Potentilla, double 4
,

Primulas, lovely
hardy varieties for
rockery or border,
rosypurple&yellow 4

Pyrethnim Hybridum,
"all colours ... 4

Ranunculus, giant
double, all colours 12

Rudbeckia Newmanil 4
Scabious Caucasica,

large mauve
S e d u ra Spectabilis,

large showy pink 3
Shirley Poppies, art

shades 12
Tritoma,red hot poker 2
Violas, grand strain,

large flowering,
mixed colours ...12

Viola Cornuta, for

rockery or border,
mauve, purple, blue 9 ,. M

Violets, best giant
fragrant, blue ... 9 „ 6il

Violets, mauve, Louise,
large double mauve 6

lid

fid

6d

6d

6d
fid

6d
fid

fid

fid

Sd

fid

2 „ 6d

M
6d
6d

fid

„ fill

STRONQ BUSHY YOUNQ HERB PLANTS.
Mint (lamb). Sage, Thyme, Marjoram 12 for fid

Parsley (best curled) 20 „ 6il

STRONG HARDY CLIMBERS.
Ampelopsls Veitchii, true, sell-clinging, large, with several

trails, 1/- each ; second siise, fid. each.

Calystegia double. Morning Glory 2forfid

Clematis, very choice large flowering, 4ft. high. See Cata-

logue, all colours and white each 1/3

Clematis ; erecta alba, white, shrubby ; Hendersonl,

violet ; Integrilolia, violet ; Vitalba, white ;

ViticeUa, purple Itorfid

Hops, true Kentish, Goldings, large roots full of shoots 2

Passion Flower, hardy, blue and white 2

TropSBOlum speclosum, brillltint scarlet 2

Tropaeolum tuberosum, true Peruvian Flame Flower 2

Tuberous rooted Wisfciria or violet-scented I'ea

Flower, Climber 2

Wistaria sinensis, favourite chinber, blue ... ... 1

SPRING SOWN.—BROCCOLI, Adam's Early White. Cattell's

Eclipse, Veitch's Sell Protecting, Purple and White Sprouting.

BRi SSELS SPROUTS, Wroxton and Sutton's Exhibition.

CABBAGE, Daniel's Defiance, Mein's No. 1, Nonpareil.

CAIiLIFLOWER, Earlv London and Veitch's Autumn Giant.

KALE, Tall Curled. LEEK, Sutton's Prlzetaker and The
Lyon. LEITLCE, Webb's Wonderful Cibbage and Paris

White Cos. SAVOY, Best of All, 9d. 100.

Celery, transplanted ready tor trench, 1 /6 100.

Cucumbers for house or frame. Impro.ed Telegraph,

Veitch's Sensation, Sutton's A 1

Cucumbers, Bedfordshire Prize Ridge
Tomato, Carter's Sunrise and Sutton's Perfection ...

Vegetable Marrows, long green and white, green and
wlute bush, and Moire's Cream

6d
6d
fid

fid

fid

9d

1 for fid

fi ,. fid

6 ,, fid

6 .. fid

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S., 10, Vine House, Woodstone, Peterborough.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

eat the

Blackbirds Eating Fruits of Sea Bucktliorn.

A few days ago we were interested hi watching

two blackbirds eating the semi-dried fruits of

the Sea Buckthorn (Hippophag rhamnoides), and

evidently enjoying them. We do not re-

member seeing birds eating these fruits before.

Mr. W. J. Bean, in his recently pubUshed work

on trees and shrubs, states that " However

pressed by hunger, birds will not

berries, which are filled with an in-

tensely acid, yellowish juice." It is

possible that as they reach a semi-dried

state the berries lose their objection-

able acidity. It would be interesting

to know if any of our readers have

noticed birds eating them.

A Pleasing Viola Combination.

During the last few weeks, visitors to

Kew have been much interested in the

Jarge beds of Violas situated in front

•of the Palm House. In several of

these the varieties Maggie Mott and

White Swan have been used with

excellent effect. The first named has

flowers of a pleasing mauve-blue

shade, and this has harmonised

splendidly with the white. The plants

are old ones, saved from last autumn,

and have been used in the propor-

tion of about two blue to one

white.

Red Cross Rose Show in

London.—All rosarians should make
a point of visiting the Cannon Street

Hotel, London, E.C., on Thursday,

June 24, the day set apart for the City

of London Rose Society's Show. In-

stead of abandoning their show this year,

as so many societies have done, the

committee decided to hold it as usual,

but to devote the proceeds to the

British Red Cross. Visitors will,

therefore, be enabled to see an ex-

hibit of beautiful Roses and at the

same time contribute to a highly

praiseworthy cause. The show opens

at r p.m. and closes at 7 p.m.

A Beautiful Hardy Iris.—^The illustration

on this page represents a colony of Iris pallida

dalmatica, one of the most beautiful of the so-

called Flag Irises, and one that, fortunately,

is not at all difficult to grow. In habit it is not

unlike I. germanica, though more than a casual

inspection will reveal several differences. The
foliage is much broader, somewhat dwarfer and
very glaucous. The flower-stems, too, are more
branched, and the spathes are silvery white. The

blooms are a pleasing shade of lilac blue, and

continue in good condition longer than those of

I. germanica. It will thrive in any ordinarily

good garden soil that is well drained.

Mr. Frank Reader and the Horticultural

Press.—-A pleasing little function was held at

the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster, on Tuesday last, when Mr. Frank

Reader, Chief Cashier of the Royal Horticultural

A COLONY OF IRIS PALLIDA DALMATICA, A HARDY PLANT
WITH BEAUTIFUL PALE BLUE FLOWERS.

Society, was presented with a gold watch-chain

and pendant, with a gold brooch for Mrs. Reader,

by members of the horticultural Press. It will

be remembered that Mr. Reader recently com-

pleted his twenty-fifth year with the society,

and it was thought that a fitting occasion had
arisen to present him with something useful and

lasting as an appreciation of the kindness and

courtesy that he has invariably extended to

members of the Press during that period. The

watch-chain had attached to it a suitably engraved

pendant, and this and the brooch were accompanied

by a letter bearing the signatmres of all who had

subscribed to the testimonial.

The Judas Tree.—This little-known, low-growing

tree, Cercis Siliquastrum, has been very beautiful

during the past fortnight, its myriads of Pea-shaped

flowers forming billows of rose mauve, relieved here

and there by the clusters of newly opened, pale green

reniform leaves. It is quite hardy in this

country, but does not alwaysflower freely,

though where quite at home a fair quan-

tity of blossom is produced each year.

The colour of the flowers varies in in-

tensity on different trees, the brightest

that we have seen being in Mr. E. A.

Bowles' garden at Waltham Cross. It

is a native of the Mediterranean region.

A Curious Honeysuckle.—Althougii

it is seldom met with in private gardens,

the Honeysuckle known as Lonicera

hispida has been grown in botanic

gardens for some years. A native of

Central Asia and Siberia, it was in-

• troduced to this country about 100 years

ago. It forms a spreading bush

4 teet or more in ^height, its long,

slender branches bearing their leaves

in pairs. These are ovate - lanceolate

in shape, very hairy, and dark green

in colour. The flowers are large, re-

sembling in shape and size those of

the Diervilla or Weigela. They are

borne in pairs, and open at the present

time. Each pair of blossoms has a large,

hooded, leaf-like twin sepal, pale green

in colour, which harmonises well with

the primrose yellow of the flowers.

.'Uthough not borne in profusion, these

are certainly beautiful, and the shrub

is one that might well find a place in

those gardens where unusual kinds

are appreciated.

The Scarlet and Black Poppy.—

A

brilliant bit of colouring may be seen

at Kew just now, at the end of the

Temperate House, where that gorgeous

Papaver commutatum or P. umbrosum,

has been sown broadcast in the open spaces

between various kinds of shrubs. Here the Poppies

create a waving mass of scarlet and black, the

intensity of which is increased when lit up by

brilliant sunshine. The black is created by a large

blotch situated at the base of each crimson-scarlet

petal, both on the interior and exterior. In habit

and general character this Poppy is not unlike

the Shirley Poppy, now so well known in gardens.

Poppy,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Noble Tree Heath.— I herewith enclose a

photograph of Erica arborea growing at the bottom

of the rock garden at Wayford Manor. I think

it is a fine specimen. It has been planted about

eight years. I am standing beside it to show its

size.—E. B. GiBLiN, The Gardens, Wayford Manor,

Crewkerne, Somerset.

Lilac Souvenir de Louis Spath.—I was glad

to see you draw attention to this Lilac on page 265,

issue of May 29. For garden decoration it is

the most beautiful of all the fifty varieties I grow

here. Three bushes of this variety cannot have

fewer than 2,000 pamcles each, and, flowering as

they do simultaneously, they provide a lovely

patch of colour, emphasised so mi:ch when
they happen to have an evergreen back-

ground.—E. MoLYNEUx, Swanmore, Hants.

Tlie Tulip in Bygone Days.—Now
that the Tulip is one of our most adm.ired

flowers, and one which gives us more
colour and pleasure at this time of the

year than almost anything else (per-

sonally, I consider it far more beautiful,

lasting and satisfying than any Rose),

it is interesting to remember what was
thought of it by old writers. Thomas
Fuller, a writer who lived in the

middle of the seventeenth century, about

which date Tulips seem to have been

introduced into England, speaks of the

flower as " a well complexioned stink.

an ill favour wrapt up in pleasant

odours " (Did he mean colours ?) ; while,

later still, Joubert, in his " Thoughts,"

calls it " A flower without a soul."

Perhaps this is so, and I understand

what he means ; but we could ill dis-

pense with its varied colours, while

there is no flower so decorative when
cut, so easy to arrange, or more lasting

in water.—A. La T.

Limelight Flowers.—A recent article

with this title in the Times arrested my
attention. On reading it I found the

writer referred particularly to the sickly,

jaundiced, yellow-pink shades so much in

vogue during the last few years. I own
I was at first beguiled by their brilliance

and novelty (for I do not recall any wild

flowers of this hue), but after a couple of

seasons I banished them from my borders,

finding they quarrelled with nearly all their neigh-
bours—the dear old pink, rose and crimson inhabit-

ants of long staneiing. So I only retained a few very
fragrant Roses with rich red foliage behind aline of

silver grey foliage d sweet white Pinks, interspersed

with delicate lavender and mauve English Irises and
the many shaded Shirley Poppies, which never jar

with one another. Nevertheless, " limelight

flowers" look very well for table decoration,
ard may well be grown in seme plr.cc set apart
for the purpose. But in the garden I find them
almost, if not quite, as bad as that horror Geranium
West Brighton Gem. The only place I have ever
found that tolerable is West Brighton, where,
along the side of the green Hove lawns, against
the eternal hedges of Euonymus and with the
spacious background of sea and sky. West Brighton
Gem suits the gay gowns and glaring artificiality

of the surroundings.—Anne Amateur.

Roses and Pinks.—-I was very pleased to see

the note and illustration on page 277 of last week's

issue. For some years I have grown Pinks as

edgings to Rose beds and borders and at all

seasons find the association a most happy one.

The Pinks are the small white on' s, and in a few

instances the old laced varieties.

—

Nemo.

Early Flowering of Liliiun giganteum.—
This not at all common Lily is a very handsome

plant. We had one in bloom on May 25

which was only started three years ago. The
parent of the present bulb bloomed and, of course,

died in 1912. I grew on four of the offsets, giving

one of these, when a year old, to a friend. Our

own three plants have all had the same treatment,

but only one has flowered this year. They
are grown in 8-inch pots in a cool greenhouse.

The flower-spike is about eight feet high and carries

eleven blooms. I have frequently been ti>ld that

NOBLE TREE HEATH GROWING IN THE GARDENS
AT WAYFORD MANOR, CREWKERNE, SOMERSET.

live years have to elapse before this Lily blooms,

and would be glad if other readers would give their

experiences with it.—C. Blair, Preston House
Gardens. Linlilhsow.

Sun Roses.—There arc no better plants than

the many pretty varieties of Htlianthemuni

for hot, sunny banks in light soil, where their

near relatives the Rock Roses flourish, and where

Phlomis, Lavender, Santolina, Stachys and Cat-

mint are also at their best and happiest. But

the weak point of the pretty little Sun Roses is

that they so soon grow into wide, straggling carpets,

so that after two years the patches become quite

unsightly and have to be renewed. It does not seem

to be generally known that this can be corrected,

and the life of the plan-ts in good shape prolonged

for several years, by cutting them hard back

when the best of the bloom is over. They then

grow away again almost at once, and by the late

summer are well-fumished leafy tufts with a

quantity of close-at-home blooming shoots for

next year. I cannot say how long the process

may be repeated, but have had some tufts so

cut back for quite seven years, that as yet show
no sign cf being worn out. The same treatment

can be applied to the beautiful yellow-flowered

Helianthemum formosum, often called Cistus

formosus. It is perhaps in horticulture assumed
to be a Cistus because of the much larger flowers

and larger growth generally, and is probably,

botanically, a link between Cistus and Helianthe-

mum, in company with its congeners H. halimi-

folium and H. algarvense and others of less garden

merit ; but it is a useful guide to remember that

no true Cistus has yellow flowers.—G. Jekyll.

Large versus Small Vegetables. — "Anne
Amateur " seems very sore on this point, and I

cannot help thinking, in the issue for May 29,

page 266, that her letter is suggestive

of picking other people's ideas to pieces

lather than the main object, though I

have from time to time been very

interested in her notes. Let me explain

that I have had a good deal of experi-

ence in both growing and selling for

market, and Cauliflowers must be a

good size—average 6 inches—and clean

to make a good price. Small ones wi!)

not sell if larger can be had. Carrots

and Onions are preferred small on

account of retailers having to sell them
in small quantities. French and Runner
Beans are of no use tmless yoimg, but

all other vegetables sell better on the

larger scale, which proves that small

vegetables are only needed on the

very daintiest of tables. I have to send

Broad Beans in for my people when quite

yotmg ; but as they want only one lot,

this proves that they are not considered

a luxury. There are two meanings in

the words " small vegetables "—one is

young vegetables grown well and quickly

and eaten before they get any flavour

;

the other, vegetables grown by careless

people who plant them and afterwards

allow them to take their chance. Being

long in growth and never very lu.xuriant,

they will always be both strong and

stringy. Give the same varieties a good

garden and care, with the idea of obtaining

exhibition vegetables, and if used just when
they reach perfection I would defy anyone

to call them streing or stringy. Surely in

the case of the beautiful New Intermeeiiate

Carrots there is no disgrace in two good Carr its

being quartered before being cooked to make a

dish of eight nice pieces. "A. La T.'s" letter,

I considered, with Mr. Beckett, was suggestive

of nothing but waste, and surely in this great

crisis of our national history we should do all

possible to put our little likes and dislikes on one

side and grow as many and as large vegetables 3s

possible, so that if we do not want them all our-

selves we can help others.—G. Andrews, Tilman-

stone.

Sparrows in the Garden.— I have read with

interest the letters by " O. N. E. Another" and
" Bird Lover" published in recent issues of The
Garden, and I feel I must state my whole-hearted

agreement up to the present with the latter writer.

We suffer so much from sparrows here that I

speak feelingly. " O. N. E. .Another's" toleratiin

and kindness is all very well and, indeed, mo«t
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admirable, so long as the sparrows play the game

—

that is to say, provided he gets sparrows which

are thoughtful and grateful to him for what he

does. Our experiences here are somewhat different.

We are fond of birds, and sparrows are never

maltreated in any way save one, viz., the torment

of being prevented, as far as possible, from getting

at certain choicer morsels. But we find they

do not repay our kindness. They begin with

the Crocuses in the early spring, and then attack

voting plants and seeds just nicely coming up.

We have to keep them off as well as we can with

netting, black cotton. Pea-sticks and wire netting.

Gooseberry bushes have to be protected every

season. You cannot put young Lettuce plants

out in the spring without cotton ; and a clergyman

friend who lives in Sheffield and whose calling

does not permit him to utter, well, words which

perhaps were better not said, is getting quite

despairing about ever growing grass from seed

on the bare patches of his lawn, for the sparrows,

despite his efforts, contrive to fetch off the seed.

1 do not hold with the view that sparrows do these

and other equally wicked things to get water

and moisture. I think they do it because they

like good things. Has " O. N. E. Another

"

never found sparrows taking their dust baths

in a bed just sown with choice Godetia or other

seeds, and the seeds and soil thrown all over the

place ? This is what we suffer from unless we
take steps. No, no ;

" O. N. E. Another " knows
his garden and his sparrows, and we know oui's.

For my own part I never trust them, and I advise

other readers to at once take strenuous steps to

prevent sparrows getting at their crops.—E. T.

Ellis, Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

The Oak : Some Historical Notes.—" Cale-

donia's" note on the Evergreen Oak, page 242

issue May 22, is rather inadequate. This

tree has probably the remotest history of any

cultivated ornamental tree, as it was used in

forming groves for the Divine worship of classic

ages in the Mediterranean regions. The Hebrew
word " Alah," mentioned in Scripture, is

considered by most authorities to refer to the

Holm or Evergreen Oak, though applied to other

Qucrcuses. Its introduction to England is usually

leferred to the end of the sixteenth century,

but there is little doubt that it was lost to England
'by the destruction of the monasteries at the

Reformation, and then reintroduced from the

South of Europe. It is commoner in the South

of England than further North, and is a usual

feattu'e of old pleasure grounds. It has been

neglected in recent times by planters, as it is

somewhat difficult to establish. Nurserymen thus

usually offer it in pots. Once established it is a

free and rapid grower, given a good loam and
well-drained site, without too much exposure.

Like all the Oaks, it stands lopping and cutting

well, though not regular clipping for any length

of time. It is usually seen as a broad, spreading

tree, sometimes with a head 100 feet across,

and an isolated old specimen is very striking

with its very dark foliage and dense, regular

growth. Among other trees it attains a more
upright habit, though always with a rounded
•contour, and divides into several stems at a few

feet above the ground. It will attain a height

of 60 feet. There is one approximately that

height at Cobham Hall, Gravesend, with a magnifi-

•cent^ expanse of limbs. Close to it and surpassing

it in height is a fine specimen of the Willow
Oak (Quercus Phellos), a species much less planted

than it should be. With its light, graceful foliage

and open habit, the Wdlow Oak contrasts with

all other species of Oak, and is of comparatively

rapid gro^wth. Both Quercus Phellos and Q.

Ilex at Cobham Hall are about a hundred and
twenty years old. There is no tree with the

same number of ?pecies and varieties as the Oak.

Even the literature relating to it is very e.xtensive.

Many of its species are little known, and notes

regarding little-known specimens would be wel-

come. One of the most pictorial of trees is the

silver variegated form of Quercus Cerris (the Turkey
Oak;. The best specimens I have seen were in

Messrs. Fisher, Son and Sibray's nursery. Hands-
worth, Sheffield. It is little known. The Scarlet

Oak is now planted very frequently. There is

an avenue of it at Cumberland Lodge, Windsor
Great Park, but only recently planted. The
possible size of the English Oak is a debatable-

question. Most authorities give 100 feet as its

maximum height, but 180 feet have been given

by some as attained by the Oak. The Evergreen

Oak fruits even more freely than the English

Oak, and, given proper protection, it is best to

sow the Acorns where they are to develop, without

transplanting. As a shelter or screen tree for game
coverts and many similar purposes, Quercus
Ilex deserves more extended use.

—

Hurstcot.

TULIP NOTES.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

New Varieties.—The displays of a series of

his own home-raised seedlings by Mr. Walter T.

Ware, both at the Conference Show and at

Chelsea, is an event of importance to all Tulip-

lovers. Hitherto—at any rate I may say until

last year, when Messrs. E. H. Krelage and Son
produced at one of our May exhibitions at the

Hall visible proof in the appearance of Siren

that the grass has not been growing under their

feet—the appearances of seedlings have been few
and far between. Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.

of Colchester have put on the market a small

and very striking series, which includes Grenadier,

Beau BrummcU, and Boadicea, which is extremely
like a great favourite of mine, the true pointed

petalled Hammer Hales. Mr. A. D. Hall has

raised some remarkable English florists' varieties,

of which Miss Wdlmott (a rose), whose breaking
is being looked forward to with the liveliest expecta-

tions, is a flower of the very highest quality. Others,

which were to be seen on his stand of Breeders at

Chelsea, include Helen (rose), Athos (byblcemen).

Gleam (bizarre) and Enid Christie (rose). I have seen

some fine midseason seedlings in a very old garden
behind one of the houses on the right-hand side

of Kleine Houtweg as one goes from the town
of Haarlem to the famous " wood," a few of the

best of which have already come to England, and
are being " gro-wn on." I have also seen a fair

stretch of young plants just entering upon the

flowering period of their lives in the Zwanenburg
Gardens in the famous Tulip city, one of which,

a pure white Darwin, will deserve a file day and
a Queen to do it honour, when its turn comes
to be exposed to public view. Should such an
event come to pass, may my old bachelor friend

who presides over the fortunes of those gardens
be rewarded, as was Cornelius van Baerle, with

something more than a money prize. Here is a

nice name, " Tulipa alba Rosa Tubergeniensis "
!

If, however, of late years we have had to

look to sports for our novelties, everyone who >

knows the flower will readily acknowledge
that when Prince of Austria sported and
became De Wet, it gave us a variety of outstand-
ing merit, and one for which I confidently

predict a great future. So, too, when Pink
Beauty gave us the marvellous White Beauty

;

and others still—CuUinan, President Cleveland,
President Taft and Safrano—we were not left

quite without novelties, but there were by no
means many. It could not be otherwise if we
think for a moment of the difference between
" sporting " and seed. The very thought of

seedlings is like " Who said rats ? " We are all

expectancy. In next May I fancy the scent will

be very hot. We had a foretaste this year' with
Lena, Burgundy, Empire, Imperial, Inglescombo
White, Bloodstone, Satin Gown, Winner, Ingles-

combe Mauve, Brockweir, Creselda, Comedy
and Mirvana. Out of this baker's dozen Empire,
Inglescombe White, Bloodstone, Satin Gown,
Winner, Comedy and Mirvana have been given

awards in 1915, and have been already described

on pages "260 and 273 of The Garden. There has
been cansiderable discussion as to the relative

merits of the seedlings. My own opinion of them
was different on the Thursday of Chelsea to what
it was on the Tuesday, mainly with regard to

Brockweir. Between times the blooms had
growai and developed colour, and I was then able

to understand why Mr. E. M. Crosfield had picked

ihis as the one to be named after his house. I

find I did not make a colour description on the

spot, but the impression left upon my mind is

one of an almost Darwin-shaped bloom with colour-

ing something between Orange Beauty and the

less-known Konigskroon. Another variety which
had changed for the better was Inglescombe
Mauve. One saw why Inglescombe is part of the

name. Let me say that this name is not attached
to " any Dick, Tom or Harry" of a flower. It

is an attractive, long-shaped bloom of a mauve
on the blue or lavender side. Against these

gains must be set the falling down from its high

pinnacle of Inglescombe White. A good tall-

growing white Cottage is one of the " wants

"

of tulipdom. We have Dora and Didieri alba,

but the first is too short and the second too small

;

while it Inglescombe White is the third " old

maid," she is too shapeless. A last word about

Comedy, which is a most beautiful rose colour with-

out the least trace of blue in its composition. It

bore a striking resemblance to Hall's Miss Willmott,

but of the two it was the brighter shade, although

the colour did not have such a solid all over look.

I will always think of it in my own mind as the

flower of the flock at Chelsea ; and readers, please

remember that, as the preacher said of the fatted

calf that the father had kept for " years and years

and years," it was no ordinary flock that bore the

brand of " W. T. W." at Chelsea.

Good Old Stagers.—Amid the many old and

sometimes long-lost friends which one has met
at the trials at Wisley and elsewhere during the

month of May, igrs, it would be strange if there

were none that impressed themselves upon one

'

in a way they had not done before. For example,

I never have thought more of gesneriana spathu-

lata, Picotee, Clara Butt, Famcombe Sanders or

Faust than I do now. Without divulging any

details of what is still sub judice with regard to

the selected varieties in the different colour classes,

it will be a surprise to many to find how the com-

mittee at Wisley again and again had to rely on

the old favourites when it came to a definite

selection.
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YELLOW-FLOWEftED EVER-
GREEN RHODODENDRONS.

the bushy plants are no great height, but ultimately

they are said to reach from 5 feet to 6 feet. The

leaves are obovate, dark green, ij inches to 3 inches

long, and about an inch broad. Flowers yellow,

THE most remarkable feature of this with darker yellow green spots, about two inches

interesting subject is that while in diameter, borne in terminal clusters of four to

there is an abundance of hardy six or seven flowers. These open during April,

yellow-flowered deciduous hybrid Though the plants are quite hardy, this early

Azaleas or Rhododendrons, we do flowering character makes it very desirable that

not yet possess in gardens a hardy, they should be grown in a position sheltered

large-flowered evergreen Rhododendron with rich ' from the early morning sun. Seeds of this species

yellow flowers. Enthusiasts of this lovely and I ripen freely in this country. Unfortunately,

A FLOWERING SHOOT OF RHODODENDRON NUTTALLII. THE BLOOMS ARE VERY LARGE.

showy genus often comment upon and regret

this failing. Considering, for instance, the many
beautiful hybrids which have been obtained from

Rhododendron arboreum, it should be possible,

with the skill and care of the hybridist, to

make some advance in the direction indicated.

In addition to the older species with flowers of

a yellow shade of colour, there are several yellow-

flowered species among the many new Rhodo-

dendrons of recent introduction from China,

Perhaps with the help of these the hybridist will

in course of time be able to evolve a good

evergreen sort with rich yellow flowers.

So far the two most useful evergreen Rhododen-

drons of this colour are R. Broughtonii aureum

and R. Smithii aureum. These are hybrids

obtained by crossing an evergreen Rhododendron

and a deciduous yellow-flowered Azalea. They

were formerly known as Azaleodendrons, but

since the fusion of Rhododendrons and Azaleas

into one genus, this name has disappeared. Under

glass there are several hybrid Javanese Rhodo-

dendrons with delightfully rich yellow blooms

and evergreen foliage, but their tender character

debars their use in the endeavour to obtain a

hardy yellow-flowered variety.

Rhododendron ambigUUm.—This is an ever-

green Chinese species introduced by Mr. E. H.

Wilson. Judged by the number of times it has been

colU cted by him, this must be a fairly common
species. At present, though flowering freely.

confusion exists between this species and R.

conciunum. Botanically they are closely allied,

but the true R. concinnum has purple flowers.

R. Anthopogon.—An alpine species from the

Himalayas and Northern Asia, this is a very hardy

plant, being found at an altitude of 9,000 feet to

16,000 feet in Nepaul and Kashmir. Growing

to about two feet in height, it has oval leaves

I inch to I J inches long, green above, scaly beneath.

The small, bell-shaped flowers are borne in terminal

clusters during April. The flowers are sulphur

yellow. First introduced to British gardens

in 1820, R. Anthopogon is an interesting species

for the rock garden.

R. Broughtonii aureum.—As previously men-

tioned, this is an Azaleodendron hybrid obtained

by crossing an evergreen Rhododendron and a

yellow Azalea. It was raised in the village of

Broughton in Peebleshire ; hence the name.

It forms a low-growing evergreen bush 2 feet to

3 feet in height ; leaves dark bronze green above,

pale green beneath, up to 6 inches long, and about

one and a-half inches wide. The average number

of flowers in a truss is about ten. These are

2I inches across, primrose yellow in colour, freely

spotted reddish brown.

R. campylocarpum.—A native of Sikkim,

growing at an elevation of r2,ooo feet, ihis is our

best yellow-flowered evergreen Rhododendron.

A plant growing outside at Kew was last

year' very beautiful and emphasised its

free-flowering qualities. It forms a shapely hush

some 5 feet to 7 feet or more in height, with dark

glossy green leaves, greyish white beneath. The

bell-shaped blossoms are 2 inches to 2J inches

across, borne in loose terminal clusters of five to

nine sulphur yellow flowers. A splendid Rhododen-

dron for the outdoor garden in the South and

West, R. campylocarpum is rather tender, and

at Kew will only thrive outside in sheltered

positions.

R. flavidum.—This is a dainty species with

pale yellow flowers, growing to 2 feet in height.

It is a Chinese species, and, under the name of

R. primulinum, plants raised from seeds collected

by Mr. Wilson and exhibited by Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons, Limited, were given an award

of merit by the Royal Horticultural Society.

I

A good subject for sheltered nooks in the rock

I

garden. R. flavidum has evergreen leaves three-

quarters of an inch to an inch long, ovate-oblong,

dark green above, paler beneath. The flowers

are produced during April, three to five in a cluster

i
at the ends of the shoots, each one being about

an inch across. The plants flower when only a

few inches high,

R. lutescens.—This species was first introduced

from China by the French missionary Abb6 David,

and later by Mr. E. H. Wilson. It is an evergreen

bush with lanceolate leaves and yellow flowers

i

not unlike those of R. ambiguum. The flowers,

however, are borne singly or in pairs in the axils

of the leaves towards the ends of the shoots and

also terminal, whereas in R. ambiguum they are

all terminal. R. lutescens, unfortunately, starts

into growth early, and is thus very liable to

damage by spring frosts. The flowering season is

April.

R. Nuttallii.—^This is really a tender species, but

it has such large, creamy white flowers that one is

tempted to name it as a possible species to cross

with a hardy kind in the endeavour to get a large-

flowered rich yellow hybrid. As can be readily

seen by the illustration, there is ample substance

in the flowers. They measure 5 inches to 6 inches

across, and may very well be likened to a large

Lily flower, A native of Bhotan, R. Nuttallii

grows at about five thousand feet elevation, and

was first introduced in 1859,

R. ochroleucum.—This is a hybrid with creamy

white flowers. The illustration on page 291 shows

it to be a good free-flowering plant, and possibly a

step on the road to a good yellow,

R. SUlphureum.—Here we have the best

yellow evergreen Rhododendron in commerce

to date. It was raised at Comely Bank, Edinburgh,

about 1894. The parents are said to be R.

caucasicum x R. arboreum album. The general

character of the plant suggests R, ochroleucum

as one of the parents, R. sulphureum forms a

rather low-growing, compact bush, opening its

sulphur yellow flowers towards the end of April,

R. Smithii aureum.—This is a low-growing,

spreading bush of compact habit, A hybrid

between an evergreen Rhododendron and a yellow

Azalea, R. Smithii aureum was raised some years

ago by Mr. Smith, the then owner of a nursery

at Norbiton, near Kingston-on-Thames. At first

sight the plant resembles R. Broughtonii aureum,

but is distinguished by the leaves being glaucous

beneath, and the flowers are of a lighter yellow

shade.

R. triflorum.—Another species not perfectly

hardy from Sikkim. It has pale yellow flowers,

which might prove of use in the hands of the

hybridist. A. O.
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TREE P>EO N I ES.

THESE are among the most beautiful

subjects from Japan that adorn our

gardens. The flowers exhibit a great

variety of colours, and their large

blooms are invariably much admired.

The plants are seen to advantage

when planted in the forefront of shrubberies,

but they are sometimes grown in the ordinary

herbaceous borders or in beds by themselves.

It is important, however, to give them positions

sheltered from the cold, biting winds, or they wiU

not succeed, and the young foliage is liable to

injur>- from spring frosts.

Tree Paeonies are not particularly fastidious

as to soil, but that of a fairly loamy nature and
well drained suits them admirably. A fairly

rich rooting medium is desirable, and they derive

much benefit from a top-dressing of well-rotted

farmyard manure in the early summer, as this

not only helps to feed the plants, but checks

evaporation. Any suckers that grow from the

rootstocks should be removed as they appear.

Late spring is a good time to plant out specimens

from pots, provided they have been suitably

hardened, and the plants will soon become
established.

Tree Preonies are often grown for conservatory

decoration in the early spring, a time when their

handsome blooms are invariably appreciated.

It is necessary to allow the plants plenty of root

room, and they derive benefit from weak doses

of liquid manure. During the summer months
tlie pots may be plunged outside in a bed of ashes.

Propagation is carried out by grafting in the

summer. A non-flowering shoot is worked on

a vigorous root of the herbaceous species.

A union is readily formed if the plants are kept

close in a frame, and the soil should be brought

above the union to secure good results. It is a

simple matter to obtain plants on their own roots

by layering. J. Gardner

SOME EARLY ROSES.

WHAT a real delight it is to have

some Roses in bloom during

the month of May ! Our first

to flower was Rosa sericea

pteracantha. This opened on

May 19. It is a 'very interest-

ing Rose, apart from its pretty white flowers,

for these are studded all the way up the growths

among the marvellous large spines. These latter

are a most curious feature, and give to this variety

a unique appearance, especially when the young
growths are seen with the sun shining through,

for then the spines are a vivid scarlet colour.

As a flowering shrub R. sericea pteracantha

could not fail to be a source of pleasure to those

interested in such plants.

The next to open was R. Hugonis on May 20,

and R. Malyii the following day. The former

is a delightful yellow, flowering intensely right

to the groimd and giving a wonderful eSect upon
the lawn, and it lasts over several days. This

species is a few days earlier than R. xanthina.

which on May 29 was just opening. It is known as

R. Ecae, or the yellow Abyssinian Rose, and is sup-

posed to be very scarce. It js a good strong grower,

making a bush 3 feet to 4 feet high with me. Its

beautiful elongated buds are most charming.

R. altaica was also in bloom at the same time as

R. Hugonis. It is an old favourite, coming

earlier than others of the R. spinosissima tribe.

What a glorious picture is a big bush of R. altaica !

I consider it one of the loveliest of single Roses.

Another delightful gem is R. Maljrii, allied to

the alpina or Boiffsault Roses. Its soft rose

pink blooms, so sweetly fragrant, give a lovely

bit of colour when blended with the varieties

previously named.

I would suggest planting R. Hugoni=, R. aUaica,

R. Malyii and R. sericea pteracantha in one group,

the latter in the centre, and they would form a

most interesting feature if carefully grouped in

front of dark conifers or Hollies. There are

other beautiful species coming along which I

hope to name later. I think we miss much in

the matter of grouping these beautiful species,

and certainly could make them far more interesting

by planting together those that bloom at the

same time. Danecroft.

INFORMAL AND WILD
GARDENING.

Bv James Hudson, V.M.H.

[The following is a lecture given by Mr Hud-
son before the members of the Royal Horticultural

and upkeep. This is perhaps not so much the

case in our own country as in France and Italy,

especially the latter. The most formal of these

gardens might almost be kept in order by a machine,

no room being left for the true art of gardening.

The formal or the geometrical garden has a tendency

to make those who look after it quite formal

too. In such gardens every plant must be in its

exact position to an inch, and every one must cor-

respond with or stand in strict relation to another.

Again, in the formal garden there is generally

too much repetition. This may produce a gorgeous

blaze of colour, but it is not in the best sense

effective. Where there is too much repetition,

there must necessarily also be waste of material.

When the system of bedding out was at its height,

the glass houses through the spring months
were crowded to excess with bedding plants,

to the injury and weakening of the permanent
plants therein. A vast amount of labour was
spent over this work, labour that might have
been employed in far more profitable ways

;

and labour is a serious item in these days.

The sooner, then, that " carpet bedding and
ribbon borders " are consigned to the limbo of

obscurity, the better will it be, both for those

who look after them and from the point of waste

of material. It should be possible to arrange

any flower garden in such a way as to have not

more than two beds, at the very most, of any one

RHODODENDRON OCHROLEUCUM, A HYBRID WITH CREAMY WHITE FLOWERS.

Society and published in the Society's Journal

for April last. We are indebted to the Council and
to Mr. Hudson for permission to reproduce it.

—

-Ed.]

I

DO not wish in any way to condemn formal

or set gardening, but I think we still see

too much of it. Formal gardens, no doubt,

have their place in the wide field of horti-

culture, but they soon cease to charm.
Many of the garden designs of the seven-

teenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

appear set and formal. The most prominent
feature in them generally is the elaborate archi-

tecture, frequently most costly, both in design

kind of plant, for variety is infinitely better then
repetition. In one direction there has been an
improvement of late years in the arranging

of what I would describe as " picture beds,"

i.e., beds that are reheved by taller plants in the

centre or at the back, in which way the formality

is considerably lessened. These beds, when
arranged with good taste as to coloiur, are un-
doubtedly effective.

A system has grown up of late years, especially

in public parks, of frequently renewing the plants.

Plants are put out into the beds which cannot

in any sense be termed suitable for general
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purposes. The beds or borders, as the case may be,

look remarkably well for a time, and as soon

as the plants begin to fade they are lifted and

another lot put out in their place. Thus a wonder-

ful display may be kept up, but it is not done

in what I might term a fair way, as contrasted

with those gardens which have not the accommo-
dation or the resources to provide the second lot

of material. Not in one private garden in a

thousand is there acconmiodation for bringing

forward a sufficient supply of plants to treat the

bedding in this way, nor do I think it ought to

be encouraged. I have noticed in some of our well-

known public gardens what a crowding there is

of material to produce the desired effect just for

the time being. It is well known that these

supplies of plants are brought forward in houses

and pits built for that piu-posc alone. In private

4. It affords greater space for greater variety.

1. As to Economy.—This is attained in two

ways. First, there need not be the waste of

material—I mean the waste of ha\-ing an excess

I
of one kind of plant. In an informal garden

I

there will be scope for variety rather than too

' much of one thing. The larger the garden, the

' greater should be the variety as a matter of course.
|

Secondly, a better result will ensue from the

' same amount of labour, and in consequence

the cultivation can be maintained at a higher

!

standard

2. As to Its Accomplishment.—It will be !

found to be an easier matter to manage an informal

than a formal garden, for in an informal garden

every opportunity will be, or should be, taken

to find the most suitable position for any plants

you may have, and no hard-and-fast rule will

INFORMAL GROUPING OF SHRUBS IN THE REV. W. WILKS GARDEN AT SHIRLEY

gardens, therefore, it is next to impossible to

compete with such cases as these. I well remember,

when I was a young man, being told not to give

too much heed to the cultivation of bedding plants

which occupied the houses and pits to an excessive

degree, and that advice was not lost. Nowadays,

I am pleased to see more attention is being given

to such plants as Antirrhiniuns and Pentstemons,

to name only two instances of almost or quite

hardy plants. These and the Viola will no doubt

play a more important part in the future than

they have done as yet.

It may be asked what do I mean by " Informal

Gardening," and what are its advantages ? It

has several points in its favour, as I hope to show.

1. It is more economical.

2. It is more easily accomplished.

3. It is more attractive the year through, at

least to all real garden lovers and enthusiasts.

be made that certain plants must be put in certain

places. Again, an informal garden may begin

in quite a small way and be extended according

to the tastes of the owner, or according to the

suitability of the situation and soil for certain

plants, as found out by experience.

3. As to Attractiveness.—It not at any one

particular time so showy, an informal garden

that is well planted and in good condition will

be found more attractive the year round. More
attention can be centred upon individual plants,

and each of these can be made to display itself

to the best advantage.

4. As to Greater Variety.—This almost speaks

for itself as being a feature of such a garden. It

should also be one of the great essentials of every

wcll-manag(d garden; and as regards space,

this also should be apparent, for by dispensing

with the number of any given plant, more room

is afforded for those that are b^ing grown to

develop in the best possible manner.

Waste of Material.—This occurs in various

ways, one Df which is that of planting or grouping

too many shrubs or plan'.s together en masse,

which cannot help but produce a formal effect

as the plants grow. Another way is the over-

crowding of them at planting-time to produce

what is called immediate effect. These, as they

grow, crowd each other, and in the end are often

all spoilt or made most unsightly by leggy, straggly

growth. On the other hand, in an informal garden

more reliance can be placed upon individual

shrubs, trees or plants, and each plant may have
given it the opportunity of ultimate development.

In the planting of shrubs it is customary to allow

for only narrow margins of Hu-f and then the

gravel walk or road. It is far better to keep the

shrubs well set back or

lo increase the width of

the turf. The effect pro-

duced by a broad margin

of turf adds greatly to

the general appearance

.

It is an all too common
practice to plant too many
shrubs as an undergrowth

to trees, thus impoverish-

ing the trees, and notably

so if the position be at all

dry. In such situations

I would rather use the

common British Ferns

than anything else, and
plant Daffodils among
them for spring flowering,

and Colchicums or Crocus

speciosus for the autumn.

Wherever there are nimi-

bers of timber trees that

have been too thickly

planted—or should I not

say, that were-not thinned

out when they should have

been—there, if it be pos-

sible, encourage a carpet-

ing of grass, with, say.

Daffodils and Snowdrops.

The boles of large trees

should never be hidden,

for they are distinctly

ornamental at all seasons

of the year. The familiar

quotation of " Wood-
SURREY. man spare that tree"

is often applicable to the

formal style of garden. If a tree be ever so beauti-

ful it has to succiunb to the ine\'itable, if it be so

imfortunate as to stand in the way of a formal

design. This occurs frequently when a new house

is being erected. But why not alter the position

of the site somewhat and spare the tree ?

Before it became the fashion to enclose the

house on all sides mth formal and kept gardens

and shrubs, it was the custom to let one

side at least abut upon a park-like open

space—lesser or greater as the case might be.

This method is excellent, as it adds rusticity

to the view, with cattle grazing, in all probability,

in the immediate foreground. Many views of

coimtry houses have been taken where this arrange-

ment prevails ; and where the groimds slope

away Irom the building an opportunity is offered

(or m"St picturesque planting and grouping.

[To be continued.)
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THE WISTARIAS AND
THEIR CULTIVATION.

MT this season there are few plants in the

f-\ outdoor garden that attract more attention

^ *- than the Wistarias. Their long, pendulous

racemes o£ soft blue or white flowers are

always highly appreciated, and it would be

are to be foimd in this country, one of the oldest

that I know clothing Mr. Arthur Turner's residence
at Slough. This has huge branches that extend
for a long distance, and a few years ago precau-

tions had been taken to prevent wet entering

cavities that had been caused by decay.

Soil.—Although not very particular as to soil,

there is no doubt the Wistarias give the best

results when grown in good, though rather light

.Apple are formed ; hence it is desirable to encourage
the production of these as much as possible. For
that reason summer pruning, i.e., early July.
is usually adopted. At that time the lateral

or side shoots are cut back to within three or four

buds of their base, much in the same way that

one would spur in a Grape Vine during the winter
;

then in early autumn, say, towards the end of

S?ptemb?r, any lateral shoots that have b;en

WISTARIA MULTIJUGA GROWING IN A LAWN BED. THE STEMS ARE SUPPORTED WITH IRON PIPING.

difficult to mention climbers better adapted for

pergolas or verandahs. Plants dwarfed by severe

priming arc largely used for tubs or earthenware
bowls, and these have their value for standing
beside formal Lily pools, in cool conservatories,

or even the hall of the dwelling-house. By nature
a vigorous climber, the Wistaria does not appear
to resent this dwarfing process ; hence we - may
safely regard it as one of the most useful of all our
hardy plants of shrubby character. Some very
fine gnarled specimens of Wistaria chinensis

loam that is well drained. - Very rich soil is not

essential, though if on the poor side it would be

advantageous to add some well-decayed manure
in the lower spit bafore planting. The actual

planting may b? done either at the end of October
or early in March, though specimens in pots

could b3 put out at almost any season.

Pruning.—This is an important item in the

successful cultivation of .these beautiful climbers.

The blossoms are produced on short, stunted
spurs, much in the same way that those of the

made since the first pruning ought also to bi cut

back. Of course, where growths are needed for

the extension of the plant, they must be left

untouched, merely shortening them back somewhat
at the autumn pruning.

Tlie Best to Grow.—There are two species

well worthy of extended cultivation, viz., W.
chinensis and W. multijuga. The first named- is

much the most prevalent of the two, and is the

one usually seen growing on pergolas, verandahs,

and sometimes on trellis. It is a native of China,
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and its porcelain blue flowers are too well knowii to

need description. Of far greater beauty is W.
multijuga, owing to the length of the racemes.

These sometimes attain a length of 3 feet, occasion-

ally even more, and as they are produced in

great profusion, a well-grown plant makes a

beautiful picture during June. The type has blue

flowers of much the same shade as W. chinensis,

but there are several varieties, the best being

that with white blossoms. The illustration

on page 293 represents several plants of

this variety grown as bushes in a largp lawn

bed. A. B. EssE.x.

SAXIFRAGA MARGINATA.
Saxifraga MARGINATA appears to be one of the

best tempered of the Kabschia section, growing

readily in a limy compost liberally mixed with

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

French Beans.—Support those growing in

frames by a single stake. Keep the roots well

watered and the foliage syringed, especially during

hot and dry weather, to ward oS attacks of red

spider. Pick the Beans as fast as they are ready, so

as to induce more to form upon the plants, and thus

avoid a strain upon them, as is the case when
seed-forming is allowed. Sow successional rows

in the open of such varieties as Canadian Wonder.

Broccoli.—Plants for the main crop should

be put out without delay, allowing plenty of room
between them, as when growth is of a sturdy,

well-matured character, the plants are less liable

to suffer from frost. Should the weather be

dry at planting-time, make holes with the dibber,

SA.XIFRAGA MARGINATA, AN EARLY FLOWERING SPECIES WITH WHITE BLOSSOMS.

grit, and exposed to the fullest sunshine. The
small button-like rosettes are brilliantly silvery

in dry weather, and these in early March

throw up 3-inch stems bearing clusters of large,

pure white flowers of great beauty. The accom-

panying illustration indicates how dainty a colony

of these rosettes appears in the early spring, and

how shapely and solid in texture the individual

flowers are. The plant is readily propagated by
division, which is best done soon after flowering,

say, in April or May, and if shaded for a week
or so from hot sun and occasionally syringed,

should the weather be dry, the divided pieces

rapidly make themselves- at home in their new
conditions and in a comparatively short time

join up to form a pleasing hummock. Top-

dressing with grit and humus at least twice a

year is very beneficial, but care should be taken

to do this on a dry day, so that the foliage is not

soiled. R. A. Malby.

fill them with water, and plant afterwards,

again watering them. It is better to induce the

plants to start into growth at once, even at the

expense of more labour, than to allow them to

linger for days in the drought before root action

can take place. The same remarks apply to all

the Brassica tribe planted at this time.

Cucumbers in houses and frames need daily

attention to thinning and shortening new growths.

Take out the point at every second leaf, and remove
entirely shoots that have borne fruit. This will

make room for new shoots, and thus keep up a

succession of fruiting growths. Occasionally re-

move old leaves to admit more light to the plants.

As an extra stimulant to fruiting plants, remove
an inch or so of the surface soil and replace with

fresh loam and half-decayed horse-manure in

equal parts, first sprinkling over the border a

handful of soot or some concentrated manure,

afterwards giving the whole a good soaking with

clear water. When growth is well advanced,

apply liquid manure freely.

Ridge Cucumbers.—^The earliest-raised plants

in pots should be put out on slightly raised ridges

of long manure, leaves and old potting soil. Sow
for succession on the site where the plants arc to

grow, and to all plants in growth apply water

freely, with a sprinkling overhead every evening.

Onions, on the whole, are looking well. Keep
the soil stirred between the rows and occasionally

dust with soot, wood-ashes or artificial manure,

preferably during showery weather. The main

crop, sown in the open in March, should now be

thinned if extra large bulbs are required,

although where a crop of serviceable Onions

only is needed, it is not necessary to thin at all,

or very little. It is surprising how the plants

bulb, even when apparently crowded. Those

put out singly and intended for exhibition must
be well supplied with liquid manure
and be nightly sjTinged, as they

should be encouraged to make as

much growth as possible during the

next three months if they are to

weigh 31b. each. Less than this

weight they are not considered

satisfactory.

Peas.—Sow seed of late varieties of

the Gladstone type in well-watered

drills. Earth up early, and mulch
each side of the row with manure to

conserve moisture in the soil, assist

growth and prevent an attack of

mildew. Too many persons defer the

mulching until they see the mildew
on the haulm ; it is then too late to

remedy. Stake early, so that the

haulm can have support for its ten-

drils. Water frequently rows in all

stages of growth, as Peas are moisture-

loving subjects, and quickly resent

the lack of it by a relaxation of

growth.

Turnips.—Make full sowings of the

best varieties in shallow drills well

soaked before sowing th? seed. Cover

lightly with soil and finally with short

grass, which is a good remedy against

Turnip fly and conserves the moisttire

in the soil, hastening germination of

the seed. Keep the hoe moving
among recently sown plots, occa-

sionally dusting freely with soot or

wood-ashes, which not only checks

attack? of fly, but gives a deep

the leaves, improving growth and
imparting succulence to the roots.

Potatoes.—The growth of the haulm is irregular

this season, even where the tubers were duly

sprouted before planting. Such plants that

are lagging behind should have a sprinkling of

nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia to bring the

growth to a level with that of the more promising

plants. No time should be lost inearthing upall late-

planted batches, first thinning out surplus weak
growths where they promise to be overcrowded.

Four shoots are ample for any tuber ; indeed,

fewer are better.

Cabbage.—This crop has been exceptionally good

this season. So many of the newer varieties have
" turned in " early, especially Harbinger, which is

one of the most reliable of the early sorts. When
cutting, do not cut too low, as a second crop will

quickly come on and be most acceptable later.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux

colour 1(1
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Muscat Vines.—The fMiagc of Muscat
Vines is very liable to scorch, especially after a
spell of dull weather. This may be avoided by
covering the glass with a light shading, such as
fish-netting or a little limewash. To assist the
berries to colour perfectly, the foliage must be
drawn aside a little to admit plenty of light.
The roots should have an abundance of water and
stimulants till the berries are ripe.

Early Peaches.—When all the fruits have
been gathered from the permanent trees, the
borders must be given a thorough soaking with
water. If red spider and thrip are present on the
trees, the latter should be syringed with an insecti-
cide late in the afternoon. A daily wash with the
hose-pipe will also assist in dealing with these
pests. The ventilators must now be kept open
day and night.

Midseason Peaches.—When the fruits are
approaching the ripening stage, the borders
should not be watered if this can be avoided,
as the flavour of the fruits would suffer. See
that the fruits are well exposed to the light, and,
to avoid scorching, place a double thickness of
fish-netting over the glass. During the ripening
stage admit plenty of air and keep the atmosphere
of the house dry.

Plants Under Glass.

Gardenias.—When the old plants have passed
out of flower, the most suitable may be transferred
to larger pots. A rich soil is necessary, and
some stimulants should be given during the
growing season. Plenty of heat and moisture
is essential to their well-being. Where there is

convenience for planting them out, this method
of culture should be adopted, as the flowers are
then larger and much more numerous. After the
flowering is over, the plants must be cut well
back.

Annuals.—The conservatory and greenhouse
may be considerably brightened at little expense
by the use of annuals grown in pots. The follow-
ing are suitable kinds : Browallias, Lobelia tenuior,
Petimias, Asters, Godetias, Statices, Ten-week
Stocks, annual Larkspurs and Phlox Drummondii.

Violets.—During hot, dry weather it will be
necessary to spray the plants every evening.
Light dustings with soot will help to keep the
plants clean, and also act as a stimulant. Work
the hoe freely between the plants to promote
healthy growth, and remove all runners that
appear.

The Flower Garden.

Climbing Plants.—Constant attention must be
paid to the thinning and regulating of climbing
plants growing on walls and pergolas, as they
grow very quickly at this time of the year.
Those which are infested with aphis should be
sjTinged with an insecticide. The strong young
growths from the base of climbing Roses must
be preserved, as these will be required for next
season's flowering.

Carnations.—Attend to the staking of the
plants, or they may become damaged by wind
and rain. The perpetual kinds will require regular
attention in tying. Green Bamboo tips will be
found the most suitable stakes for the perpetuals,
but for border Carnations there is nothing better
than wire supports. Seedling Dianthi of the
Heddewigii type may be planted among Carnations
for a succession of flowers after the Carnations
have finished blooming.

Sweet Peas.—The earliest plants are now show-
ing iheir flower-buds, and must be given plenty of
stimulants. Hoe between the rows, especially
after heavy rains. If not already done, place a

mulch of well-seasoned manure over the roots.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries and Loganberries. — Attention
must now be given to the young growths which
are springing from the base of the plants. Those
on Raspberries may be thinned to about six to
each stool. The growths on Loganberries should
be secured to stakes, or they will be damaged.

.A.utumn-fruiting RaspbcrnVs must be severely
thinned, or the crop will suffer in quality.

Summer Pruning.—The summer pruning or
pinching of trained trees is a matter of great
importance, and must not be neglected. Young
trees especially should be well looked after in

this matter. Select carefully those shoots which
are needed for extension, and in the case of wall
trees secure them in their positions on the walls.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.— Cutting must be discejntinued
about the middle of the month. Attention should
then be devoted to the growth of the plants.
During showery weather artificial manure may be
scattered over the beds. Should, however, ' the
weather set in dry, a watering with diluted farm-
yard manure will be beneficial. The stronger
growths may be supported with stakes or wires
to prevent eiamage by winds.

Mushrooms.—A shed on the north side of a
wall, or, better still, a cellar, is the most suitable
place for the growing of Mushrooms during the
summer months. To make the most use of the
space, oval beds are best. Prepare the materials
under cover, and be sure that the manure is not
too hot before spawning the beds.

Parsley.—Make a good sowing of Parsley in
the open for the winter supply. The ground
should be rich and deeply dug. A narrow border
is convenient for growing winter Parsley, because
lights may easily be fixed over it during'very hard
fro<;ts.

Celery.—Take advantage of showery weather
to plant Celery. Should a long spell of drought
set in, water tlie plants frequently. Keep a sharp
look-out for the Celery fly. Frequent dustings
with soot when the foliage is damp will help to
keep the plants free from this pest.

E. Harries.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Gloire de Lorraine Begonias which are expected
to become large specimens by next winter must
not be allowed to become potbound, or no amount
of after-treatment will make them grow to the
size of plants receiving timely attention. Fumi-
gations should be frequent and regular to prevent
attacks from mite and other insect pests.

Prunulas.—Plants of the sinensis and stellata
types will be ready for potting into 3j-inch pots.
Use a fairly light compost rich in leaf-soil and
coarse silver sand. Now that the bedding plants
have been cleared from the frames, a number
can be used for growing Primulas and similar
plants, taking care that the glass is first shaded
to protect them from bright sunshine.

Bouvardias can now be either potted on or
planted out in frames. If the latter method is

adopted, they do not require so much attention
to watering. The advantage gained by planting
in frames is that they are easily fumigated, as
these plants very rarely escape an attack from
green fly.

Malmaison Carnations.—When flowers are re-
quired the entire year round—and this is possible bv
correct treatment if suitable varieties are grown—
layering must now be commenced. Two year
old plants are most suitable, as they arc more
economical in frame space. The growths layered
should not be too large nor the incision made
too long. After layering is done, keep the frames
closed and fairly moist by spraying early in the
afternoon ; but care should be taken tha!t this is

not overdone, or rust may develop.

Heating.—If the season is normal, very little

artificial heat will be required for the next few
weeks. The fires are best kept burning, so that
in the event of a sudden drop in the temperature,
which generally happens when rain is likely,
they may be stirred up at once to generate heat
quickly.

The Flower Garden.
Annuals which were sown in the open where

they are to flower must now- be thinned. Most

kinds should be thinned suflic>nily to allow each
individual plant to expand to its full size, so that
the natural habit and character of each may be
displayed.

The Herbaceous Border.—Some of the earlv
flowering subjects are alrerdy over, and the dead
blooms ought to be removed. In some cases the
plants should be partly cut over to allow greater
rc.om for others to 'develop. Further staking
will be needed for Phloxes, Asters, Lychnis and
many other plants. In staking the plants, trv
to conceal the ties and stakes, and allow the
plants to have a natural appearance. The
borders should be freqtiently stirred with the
Dutch hoe.

Chrysanthemums.—Permanent stakes must now
be put to each plant, the length depending on
the varieties. Some of the very dwarf bedding
kinds do not require this attention. Tarred
twine is best, but it should not be used too fine
nor tied too tightly, or breakages will occur.

Roses.—Frequent inspection is necessary to
remove any suckers which may appear ; these
are best removed by twisting or pulling them off
entire. If merely cut back, they very quickly
form other buds and reappear.

Sweet Peas will soon be flowering, and should
be frequently tied and disbudded. The ground
must be hoed often to retain all possible moisture,
as this is better than having to resort to watering,
which may, however, be necessary later when
the plants become larger and require more moisture
and food.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—The plants which were sown under
glass early in the year are now growing freely,
and should be treated liberally if big bulbs are'
expected. Even if the ground'was well manured
in advance, additional stimulants must be applied
during growth. If there is not much rain, it wilf
be necessary to water in the manures.
Runner Beans.—These should not be allowed

to get too long before being staked. Fairly tall
stakes are necessary, but when these cannot be
obtained it is quite possible to get good crops
from the plants if they are occasionally pinched ;,

this causes them to assume much the habit ot
Dwarf French Beans. When grown in this fashion
less space should, of course, be allowed between
the rows.

Tomatoes.—For plants which are to fruit
during late autumn or early winter, seed must
be sown now, choosing a free-setting variety..
At this season it is much better to germinate the
seed without the aid of artificial heat.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—if very dry conditions prevail,,
birds will devour the friiit long before it is ripe,
so that it becomes necessary to net the plants
early. Stout stakes should be placed at intervals
of from 12 feet to 20 feet, and cither wire or strong
twine strained between them. Bv supporting
the nets in this manner, much time is saved in the
fruit gathering season, and the length of life of
the nets is also increased.

Thinning Fruits.-With such a disastrous,
frost as came at the middle of May, when mau>-
outdoor fruit trees and bushes were in full bloom,
1 am afraid much thinning will not be necessary-
this year ; still, it sometimes happens that tree's
growing quite near affected ones are bearing heavy-
crops. Apples, having now nicely set, ought to
be gone over and the small and badly clustered
fruits thinned. Where certain trees are known
to drop their fruit badly, a timely watering will"
somctimes prevent this.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—As the fruits in
the early houses approach maturity, there is a
danger of injury by the sun on very bright days.
To prevent this, shading should be sprayed on
the roof of the glass house where they are growing,,
just sufficient to break the strong rays of the sun.
.^s the fruits ripen they ought to be examined
daily and all ripe fruit carefully pulled. Extreme
care is necessary in the handling of ripe Peaches

.

and Nectarines, owing to them being so easily

-

marked and eiisfigured.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie. N.B.
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THE FRAGRANCE OF
SPRING.

« FTER an cxcxpaonally wot and gloomy

i\ winter, full of anxiety for all, and of

/ \ sorrow for many an English home,

/ % we have all looked forward with even

A m greater longing than in other years

for the renewing of the joys of Nature

wiiich we call spring.

Spring was late in coming, but it has now come

in the fulness of its baauty, bringing joy with its

vivid yet tender verdure to our sense of sight,

with the songs of its birds to our sense of hearing,

with the delicate fragrance of leaf and flower

to our sense of smell. The poet who wrote the

Song of Solomon felt this awakening of Nature :

' For lo : the winter is past, the rain is over and

gone. The flowers appear on the earth, the time

of the singing of birds is come, and the voice of

the turtle is heard in our land. The fig tree

putteth forth her green figs, and the vines with

the tender grape give a good smell."

This last, this " good smitl," is by no means

the least of the pleasures of the garden in spring-

time ; in fact, all the year through I doubt if

any sensation is more delightful than that given

by the first whlfi of Sweet Briar which greets us

generally on some soft south windy day in early

April. This, also, was later this year than usual

ii coming, and April was well advanced before

we had the pleasure of inhaling that refreshing

smell of Sweet Briar. When, at the end of April,

the warm burst of sunshine came, it brought with

it many delicious scents, which blended in the

garden in a wholly delightful way.

One sunny day as I walked round the garden

with a friend from London, she expressed more

pleasure at the fragrance than even at the beauty

of that spring day. From a border of double

Arabis overshadowed by a Cherry tree in full

blossom the scent of Almond was diffused through

the air around, and mingled with the elusive yet

pungent aroma of quantities of Muscari Heavenly

Blue. Further on, the sweetest of all the Narcissi,

well called Narcissus odorus rugulosus, exhaled

its perfume under a hedge of Sweet Briar, the

deep golden flowers of this Jonquil looking wonder-

fully well against a background of the tender

green of the Sweet Briar. The garden just then

was full of Daffodils of all sorts. Most of this

family have a more or less pleasant smell, from

the old Daffa-down-dilly to the Pheasant's-eye

Narcissus ; but some classes are more fragrant

than others. Nearly all the Leedsiis are very

sweet ; so are the Poeticus, such as Virgil, Homer

and Epic ; but none, I think, has so strong a

scent as the old Pheasant's-cye, Narcissus recurvus,

and the double Gardenia-flowered Narcissus.

These, however, do not bloom till May.

Big borders and window-boxes filled with

Wallflowers of brilliant hues scent the air round

and under the mndows with their Almond-like

fragrance. Here, too, are bushes of the aromatic

Rosemary, this spring unusually full of unobtrusive

lavender grey blooms. Violets, large and sitiall,

pour forth their delicate and always welcome

scent from quite unexpected nooks and comers.

They love to shelter under a hedge, or even wall,

and if they can find some stones to push their

roots under, they appear quite happy. There

is a good deal of similarity between the scent df

the Wallflower and that of the Violet. Both

belong to Kerner's third group of flower smells.

which he calls " b^nzaloid," or aromatic : both

have the specially delightful attribute of bjing

able to diffuse their fragrance into the surround-

ing air ; and both, unfortunately, lose that

fragrance very quickly when picked and put

into water. In this respect the double Violets

are superior to the single, but they do not thrive

well outdoors in this part of the world, and require

the protection of a frame.

A bed of Hyacinths, though not very artistic

to look at, is very pleasant to smell. Some of the

Tulips—-especially, I think, the pale yellows—have

quite a sweet scent. The double Tulip called

Yellow Rose is certainly fragrant, as is Tulipa

sylvestrft, which may sometimes be induced to

naturalise itself in meadow or woodland.

One of the sweetest of yellow flowers is Primula

Atiricula, the Dusty Miller, a delightful little

plant for a rather moist place, well wedged with

stones, on the rockery. Its powdery stems and

leaves of a soft green, edged with silver, are a

b;autiful setting for the deep yellow blossoms.

Primula sikkimensis, also a lover of moist spots,

has pale yellow flowers with lemon fragrance.

Another rockery plant with really exquisite

scent is Daphne Cneorum, the Garland Flower.

It is a tiny evergreen shrub of prostrate habit,

with neat little heads of bright rose-coloured

flowers collected in clusters like small Bouvardias.

The trailing stems should be kept close to the

earth with small stones, and it may be propagated

by layers or cuttings. It enjoys a soil of peat

and leaf-mould, and on our rockery it is associated

with the white Trillium?, which flower about the

same time.

Those who know -M. Henri Correvon's delightful

book of " Alpine Flora," illustrated with coloured

reproductions of M. Philippe Robert's faithful

yet decorative water-colour studies, may recall

the illustration of this plant, and also M. Corre-

von's graceful poem on this little Daphne. In

Mr. E. W. Clayforth's clever English edition

of the book it is given in French, but for those

who may not know it I copy the verses of a trans-

lation of it that has been given me :

" Raised high to Heaven where Jura's white rocks

tower

The smooth-leaved Daphne with its cross like

flower

Hallows with fragrance all tlie mountain air.

Along the hills' wild crest, by night and day

The flowers incarnate sing love's roundelay

Lonely yet wise, the Sun's gay gifts they share.

Raised higli above the world's harsh noise and

cries

They spread their pink flowers 'neath the clearest

skies

Happy to flood the air with incense rare."

With the advent of May come the sweet Lilies

of the Valley, also fond of peat and leaf-mould,

followed by the many scented flowering shrubs-

—

the Hawthorns, Laburnums and, most fragrant

of all, the Lilacs. Perhaps there is no other

scent wliich has to the same degree as the Lilac

the power of awakening slumb3ring thoughts

and recalling old memories. Walt Whitman

tells of this attribute of the Lilac in the first of

his " Memories of President Lincoln," called

" When Lilacs last in the dooryard bloom'd "
:

" When Lilacs last in the dooryard bloom'd

And the great star early droop'd in the western

sky in the night

I mourned, and yet shall mourn with ever-

returning spring.

Ever-returning spring, trinity sure to me you

bring

Lilac blooming perennial and drooping star in

the w^st,

And thought of liim I love."

The poet goes on to give a cliarmiug description

of the Lilac bush :
" tall growing with heart

shaped leaves of rich green, with many a pointed

blossom rising delicate, with the perfume strong

I love, with every leaf a miracle," and a little

further on he writes :
" Yet the Lilac with master-

ing odour holds me." There are many b?autiful

varieties of Lilac. Among the b?5t are Mariv

Legraye, single white, very free in flowering

;

Mme. Lemoine and Mrae. Absl Chatenay, double

white, with big blooms which last well ; Bcranger,

single lilac ; President Grevy, double, of a bluish

lavender ; and, most striking of all. Souvenir

de Louis Spath, with great spiral clusters of dark

vinous purple bloom. A big bush of this variety

in our garden, when in bloom in raid-May, always

attracts admiration. It lasts in perfection longer

than most of the Lilacs.

Before the end of May some of the Rose species

are iil bloom. Rosa alpina and R. a. pendulina,

with attractive, bright single blooms of magenta
crimson, a better colour than the type, have a

distinctly resinous and refreshing scent, and the

i little double Scotch Roses and the Rugosas are

very fragrant, while the leaves of Rosa pomifera

are almost as fragrant as the Sweet Briars. But

with the mention of Roses I feel I am trespassing

on the domain of summer.

We have seen something of what spring may
bring to us in the garden, and when we are planting

let us not forget that fragrance is a flower's most

gracious and endearing charm.

If we leave the garden and wander into wood
and meadow on a mild May day, we shall still

have our senses satisfied with lovely odours and

delicate scents. The wild Hyacinths or Bluebells

which carpet our woods with Ruskin's " dust of

sapphire " have a very pleasant honey smell,

and notliing is more refreshing than the fragrance

of a meadow sprinkled over with Cowslips ; in

fact, when an English spring really comes with

its soft showers and genial sunshine, the " very

fields breathe sweet," and the earth itself gives

forth a goodly smell. White Lady.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Lav OF THE VALLEY UNDER TREES {K. Marshall).

I

—In Nature this is frequently found in woodland places,
and in the garden, too, enjoys not a little shade. That
of Fir trees, however, in conjunction with the
poor condition of the soil usually existing, is about the
worst conceivable, and we are not surprised at the poor

j

results obtained. The plant really delights in rich

.

I

moist loam, and some of the finest we have ever sei^n

1 were grown in this in a Thames-side garden, which in

winter was occasionally flooded. Here at fiower-timc the
plants were 15 inches high, the giant sprays and foliage

demonstrating that their every need was amply supplied.

If you can imitate the above conditions, you need have
no fear of failure. The thin shade of Apple trees near by
is good ; the cold, impenetrable shade of house or wall

that to avoid. With rich soil and lOot moisture con-
stantly assured to the plants, shade may be dispensed
with. In the circumstances, you had better leave them
alone till September is nearly gone ; then dig them up,
sort out the biggest crowns, and plant singly a few
inches apart. If you make a bod of them in this way,
you will have plenty of good spikes in a season or two.
It is a mistake to plant these thin^ in mat-like clumpv^.

Planted as suggested, the bed with annual mulchings
may remain good for many years
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DAFFODILS IN GRASS BANK (P. J. TF.)-—We imagine
the fault to be with the bank itself, and concerns either

its too acute angle or the dryness or poverty of the soil.

A large number of Daffodils prefer cool, moist loams, and,
given these, are liappy almost anywhere, whether in sun
or partial shade. In drier soils on level ground the soil

requires enriching, and, even so, the greater luxuriance
the plant assumes in cooler rooting mediums is not reached.
If, therefore, the soil of the bank is naturally dry, or
rendered so by excessive drainage or the presence of
tree roots, the poor growth of which you complain is

easily accounted for. The remedy in such a case is not
easy, since moisture—a difficult thing to apply in the
circumstances—is the thing most needed from October
to May, when root and top growth are being made.
Daffodils are deep rooting, and ordinary surface mulchings
are of little avail. Liquid manure during the period
named might assist materially if possible of application
in the circumstances. Basic slag would be of little avail

unless dug in. It is also somewhat slow in action. Two
sprinklings of sulphate of ammonia—one in November
and the other in February or March—might stimulate
growth considerably if applied at the rate of an ounce
to 2 square yards.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
AZALEA AMffiNA NOT FLOWERING {M. J.).—

The direct cause of the non-flowerinr, is poorness of growth,
which may be brought about by unsuitable soil or spring
and summer drought, or both. This species delights
in a constantly cool root -run, and does not require excessive
moisture. A better growth probably would have resulted
had the plants been in a bed wholly made up of peat,
leaf-mould and sand, ordinary garden soil being little

to their hking. In the above mixture and a sunny position,
with fair supplies of root moisture during spring and
summer, there should be little difficulty in securing a good
flowering. Firm planting is also necessary. The Gentian
might well be divided and replanted every third year,
avoiding a position of much drjmess; and if the soil

is of a heavy nature, the sandstone of your district,

finely pulverised, might with advantage be freely

incorporated with it. September and October are the
best months for planting, and, apart from firmness, it

is important to insert the units right up to the base of
the leaves.

RHODODENDRON FOR IDENTIFICATION (Maccles-
field).—The specimen sent for identification is Hhodo-
dendron forsterianum, a tender hybrid raised by crossing
two Himalayan species. It gives the most satisfactory
results when grown in a quite cold greenhouse or frame
which can be well ventilated at all times. During the
summer and early autumn the lights 'can be removed,
or, if that is not possible, the plant can be plunged in

asl es outdoors in a position where it will obtain a little

shade from very hot sun. It should be given a compost
of sandy peat, which must be made quite firm about
the roots. Kei)otting is not required very often. "When
well rooted, cow-manure water can be given once a week
with advantage during the growing season. At other
times a little cow-manure water can be given every three
or four weeks. Keep the plant well syringed, taking
care to get the water beneath the leaves, so that insect
pests may be kept away. Tlie only time when the house
will not require free ventilation is during severe frost
or cold east or north winds, A moist atmosphere ^\ith

moist stages and paths is essential, especially during the
spring, summer and autumn. Artificial heat is only
necessary to maintain a temperature of 35". Cuttings
may be rooted by inserting them in sandy peat during
June or July in a close, shaded frame.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CULTURE OF STREPTOCARPI (Enquirer).—The plants

will do best on the shady side of a span-roofed house.
They i-hould be freely watered during the growing season
and kept moderately dry in the winter. They may be
fed in the summer, when the pots arc well furnished with
roots, either with liquid manure or one of the many plant
foods of a chemical nature now so much used. Suitable
liquid manure may be made of sheep or cow manure
in which a bag of soot has been allowed to steep. This
must be well stirred up, and then allowed to settle till

quite clear. Care must be taken not to use it when too
strong. About once a fortnight will be sufficient to
apply the manure. Second-year plants may be had in
bloom by May, and by employing successive batches
a display may be kept up iill the autumn. If the earlier
flowers are kept picked ofi", the display will, of course,
be greater when all are allowed to expand. Seedlings of
one year that have flowered throughout the summer
months may in the autumn be kept somewhat drier
than before, and during the winter only enough water
should be given to keep the soil shghtly moist. An
extreme minimum temperature of 45*, rising 10" to 15*^,

will suit them well. Then about the middle of February
or early in iVTarch the plants should be repotted, using a
compost made up of two-thirds loam to one-third leaf-
mould and a good sprinkling of silver sand. For this
first potting some of them at least may not need pots
larger Ihau, even if as large as, those they have been grown
in before. In a rising temperature they will, however,
grow freely, and the more advanced will soon be ready
for a shift. Good plants may he flowered in from
4i-inch to 5-inch pots, but, of course, the size must be
regulated by the vigour of the specimen. Streptocarpi
arc. as a rule, raided from sted sown early in the year

and placed in a temperature of 60° to 70". From the
minute character of the seeds and the deUcate nature
of the young plants, they need considerable care during
their earlier stages. When large enough to handle,
they must be pricked off, then potted singly into small
pots, and finally—for the first season put into pots from
4 inches to 4J inches in diameter—they will flower freely

in the summer and early autumn. You give us no
indication of the condition of your plants, otherwise
we might have given more particular rather than general
advice, but hope our answer wiU convey all that you
want to know.

FRUIT GARDEN.
MELONS DISEASED (Melon).—Cut out all the affected

parts and wash the cut ends of the stems with a rose red
solution of potassium permanganate.

PEAR SHOOTS FOR INSPECTION (E. F. S. M.).—
Your Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey appears to be attacked
by the Pear scab fungus, Fusicladium(Venturia)pvrinum.
It would be well to spray it with Bordeaux mixture, of

half the strength used for spraying Potatoes, as soon as

possible, and at intervals of three or four weeks on two
other occasions.

PEACH LEAF-BLISTER (G!(istcnbviy).—ThG Peach
is attacked by the Peach leaf-blister fungus, which is

usually perennial in the shoots. Therefore all shoots
afl'ected should be removed ; they are useless, as they
never produce good fruit. The tree should also be sprayed
with ammoniacal copper carbonate. Protection from
cold winds and frosts, which predispose the trees to

attack, should also be afforded, and spraying with Bordeaux
mixture before the buds burst seems likely to be of con-
siderable value as a preventive of attack.

VINES COLLAPSING AND BLEEDING AFTER BREAK-
ING INTO GROWTH (J- J/.U.).—We are very porry
for the unfortunate accident to your Vines and the worry
it is causing you. The first thing to do will be to try to
stop the bleeding. While this is-going on we fear it is

impossible for the Vines to break into strong growth
again. The most likely way to stop it will bo by staring

the bkeding parts with ahot iron, and then, while the parts
are dry, apply the pri'paration used in mending punctures
in bicycle tyres. Cover this over with oilskin, and bind
the whole down tightly with strong tape. It is now too
late for grafting on the old wood, but, as you suggest,

you may inarch young shoots from your young Vines
on shoots of the injured Vines. They may or may not
help you ; at any rate, it can do no harm. The thing to
aim at is to stop the Meeding. and then the Vines will

break if there are plenty of well-conditioned roots In the
border. The way to inarch young shoots is to cut away
a thin piece, about three inches long, from the side of each
shoot, and then bring the two cut faces together and
bind th'-m down firmly. You will have to stand the
young Vines on something solid, because, if they are
disturbed, the roots will easily break off.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE "GHOST'* FLY IN GREENHOUSES {A. E.).-~

Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid is the best method
of getting rid of the " ghost " fly or white fly (Aleyrodes
vaporariorum), but in many greenhouses it is impossible
to adopt this method of destroying the pest. Failing
this, fumigation with one or other of the approved fumi-
gants should be carried out, and as some of the larv:©
will not be killed and all the eggs will escape, the fumi-
gation must be repeated twice more at intervals of a few
days.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—M. T.—Streptosolen Jamesonii.
Philippine.— a, Spiraa argiita ; B, Cotoneaster

Simonsii. iVemo.—Prunus Padus, the Bird Cherry.
Mrs. Douglas Pass.—Le Morveille, orange scarlet; Bronze
Queen, bronze. Boris.—1, Ulmus montanus; 2, Popu-
lu5 cancscens; 3, Cednis Deodara. W. T.—1, Probably
Crinum species; 2, A^iantum formosum; 3, Sedum Sie-

boidi; 4, Chlorophytum datum; 5, probably Hseman-
thus species; 6, Passiflora caerulea; 7. Mehssa officinalis

variogata. Mrs. E. I., Edgbaston.—1, Ranunculi^
aconitifolius flore pleno ; 2, Alyssum montanum ; 3, Globu-
laria cordifolia. As a rrle genipervi\Tims may be left

a'onc a.ft'OT planting. But in order to get larger rosettes,

a'l, or nearly all, of the smaller ?ideone3 may be removed.
Enough, however, should be le:t to take the place of all

that flower, as these die after flowering. T. Lee.—1,
Silene maritima; 2, Dianthus (se ius variety; 3, Heucheia
sanguinca hybrida; 4, Saxifraga hypnoides; 5, S. mus-
coidcs variety ; 6, Scilla hispanica.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ASPARAGUS GROWING WEAKLY (Ctmtanf Reader).

—The best thing you can do to improve the strength of

the grass in your Asparagus-bed is to cease cutting any
more of it this year. This wiW give the plants a longer

"eason of rest and a loncer time to form stronger root

cro"mis for next year's crop. Should the remainder of

the summer prove at all dry, give your bed occasional

waterings of manure-water up to the end of August.
You will find that this treatment \till improve the quality

of your Asparagus next year. The following is a safe

and simple system to adopt in cutting Asparagus. Try
it next year. Cut all the grass that grows as soon as it

is large enough to be useful, including the large, medium
and small (even the small is useful) from the time (in

April) when it commences to grow until June 16, when
cutting must cease altogether. The plants> wll have
time after this to form new root crowns for the following
year's crop.

NEGLECTED ASPARAGUS-BEDS (Hffm&Ze).—Seeing
that your grass is weak, you mil do well not to cut any of

it this srasor. Let all that comes up grow to maturity,
cutting the grass dovro to within 4 inches of the ground
when it is ripe and yellow in the autumn. By doing
this you will find that the glass ^ill be stronger next
year. If there are any large, bare patches in the beds
without roots, dig them up and placf two or three
tfcds in each patch at once. Water the bed once a fort-

night in dry weather vnih liquid manure until the end
of August. As soon as the ripe grass has been cut in

the autumn and the beds cleared of weeds, cress them
over with a covering of well-rotted manure 3 inches deep.

The rains during the winter vnM wash the fcodncss of

the manure to the roots of the plants and help to strengthen
them grratly. At the end of March rake off the dry
manure on the surface of the beds into the paths between,
digging it in. At the same time cover over the
beds to the depth of 2 inches with the finest of the
roil from the dry paths. Press this foil do-wn and rake
over neatly; then scatter over the beds a dressing of

ordinary rait or nitiate of foda at the rate of a good
handful to the square yard. When cutting-time arrives

in the spring, cut all the grass, large and small, when
ready, as it comes up, and cease cutting altogether on
June 16. All that comes up after that must be allon-ed

to grow, and be encouraged by watering as above.
Keep the beds clear of weeds at all times.

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fortnightly mretinK on Juno 8 was one of the
most comprehensive held this year. Herbaceous plants

were in great numbers and of high excellence, such things

as Irises, Pa-onies and the sumptuous beauty of the
Oriental Poppy predominating. Carnations, as usual,,

were good ; Sweet Peas, Columbines and Snapdragons
in perfection. Orchids were not numerously shown,
though several good groups and novelties were on view.

Floral COMiUTTEE.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

C. T. Drucry, J. Green, R. C. Jfotcutt, F. W. Harvey,
W. J. Bean, G. Reuthe, W. Howe; C. R. Fielder, E. W.
Wallace, E. A. Bowles, J. Jennings, J. F. McLcod, R.
Hooper Pearson, C. Bixon, J. Dickson, H. J. Jones, A.
Turner, J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins

and J. W. Barr.
Messrs. Barr and Sons. Covent Garden, displayed Flag

Irises, Poppies and Lupines very finely, the first named
in the greater numbers. Of these, some of the more distinct

were 1. pallida dalmatica, Princess Beatrice (a fine blue),

Alcazar (mauve and purple). Vietorine (violet, splashed

white), Mrs. H. Darwin (nearly all white). Queen of May
(rosy mauve), Caterina (one of the best of thej palUda.

set). Her Majesty (reddish lilac) and Isolene (the most
distinct in reddish falls and rose and white tinted stan-

dards). The old jacquiniana, in velvety crimson and
brown, was also very f5ne.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, staged

some very good Carnations, of which Mandarin (yellow

fanev), Mary .Ulwood, Wivelsfleld White, Terrific, Benora
(white - ground fancy). Queen Alexandra (pink), l^dy
Meyer (pale pink) and Marmion were among the oner

things.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed a fine

strain of Streptocarpus in many shades of colour, also

hard-wooded Heaths and Si w Holland Plants in^ variety.

Primula dccussala (rose pink heads) and Boronia hetero-

phvlla were very beautiful. Messrs. Low also staged

a capital lot of Carnations, showing these fiowers to

advantage on a double table end. Venus, Cleopatra,

Minerva, Diana and Mars of the Perpetual Malmaison
class were very fine, with Gorgeous,' ,

Mary Allwood,

Geoffrey Henslow, ilrs. Mackay Edgar and Sunstar of

the Perpetual-flowering class. A very handsome lot.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, occupied the

whole of the western end of the hall with a table of long-

spurred Columbines (Aquiligias), Sweef-Peas and Snap-

dracons, the latter constituting a superb centre-piece

to the whole. Sown in .\upust last, it is doubtful if

anything so fine in these flowers has ever before been

staged, the cultural skill titplaycd demonstrating what
is possible \vHh so evervdav a flower. Moonlight (in

bronze and gold). Primrose King, Blush Queen, Fiery

Belt, Xelrose (the Eo-called Perpetual), Tom Thumb White,

Bonfire, Amber Queen. Maize Queen and Golden Morn

—

these were a few of the more important in a most imposing

group. Sweet Peas, too, were delightful ;
Dobbie's

Orange, Miss Burnie (fine white). Inspector (orange),

Alfred Watkins (p.a e blue). Xew Marquis, Dobbie's Cream
and Lavender George Herbert were among the most
important of these.

Messrs. Thomson and Chainian showed herbaceous

plants, faving a fine central group of Geum Mrs. J. Brad-

shaw. PsEonia lutea splendens and Pentslemon hetero-

phyllus were well shown. Dianthus sub-acaulis among
alpines was very pleasing.

Mr. J. Box, Lindfleld, Hayward's Heath, had a glorious

bank of single and double Pyrethrums, of which .Mfred,

J. N. Twerdy, Queen Mary (pink). Aphrodite (white)

and Melton (crimson) among singles, and Hamlet (pink)

and J. Kelway (crimson) were the best. Paeonia albiflora,

P. lobata Sunbeam and Iris Caterina were all well staged.
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Messrs. Young and Co., Cheltenliam, had a nice group
of Carnations, of which Cecilia, Carola, Mary Allwood
and others were in excellent condition.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed a table of shrubs
and evergreens, of which Plagianthus Lyallii (a rare

white-flowered shrub), Carpenteria californica, Tri-

cuspidaria lanccolata, Erythrina Crista-galli and Lepto-
*pernmm Chapmanii were notable examples.

The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, showed
many seasonable hardy flowers—Geums, Lupines, Primula
sikkimensis, P. buUcyana and others.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, contributed
Hydrangeas, Ozothamnus thyrsoides, Rhododendrons
and others in a showy group of shrubs.

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, showed standard grown
examples of Bougainvillea glabra somewhat lacking in

colour.
Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, showed alpines in pots,

some of them very charming. Of these latter, Asperula
Gussonii, Dianthus woodfordiensis, Erodium corsicum,
Campanula Miss Willmott, Anthemis Biebersteinii, with
Sedums and Saxifrages, were very beautiful.

Mr. G. R^uthf. Kfston, Kent, showed a variety of hardy
plants, alpine, bulb, herbaceous and shrub. Irises,

Heucheras, Rhododendrons and Eremuri were all in effective

groups.
Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Dover, displayed a variety

of Pyrethrums, Eremuri, Gaillardias and other good
hardy flowers.

Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, showed admirable vases

of Carnations, the best being Triumph (crimson), Marmion
<very fine), White Chief, Washington (deep pink), Carola,

Mandarin, and Mrs. W. B. Clode, which is highly fragrant.

Enchantress Supreme was very fine.

Mr. Elisha Hicks, Twyford, displayed an admirable
lot of Roses, of which Austrian Copper. Princess Mary,
Irish Elegance, Old Gold and Beauts de Lyon were among
the best. The new Chinese Rosa Moyesii was also shown.

Messrs. Carter Page and C^. exhibitedlDahUas in several

sections, also many Violas in variety.
Mr. George Prince, Oxford, had some lovely vases of

Rx)8es, Louis Barbier (rose and apricot) being most
charming. Blush Rambler, Harrisonii, Austrian Copper
and Marfechal Niel were equally handsome and good.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, showed Pyre-
thrums, Poppies, Irises, and an excellent vase of Betonica
grandiflora superba.

Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, had a
particularly good grouping of PjTethrums. Oriental
Poppies, Peeonies and Irises of several sections. Pseonia
The Bride, virtually a good P. albiflora grandiflora, was
very handsome. Iris Rembrandt (one of the new Dutch
Irises), Prosper, Langier and jacquiniana were all very
finely shown.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, exhibited a table

of standard grown Fuchsias and I\'y-Ieived Pelargoniums,
with groupings of Verbenas, Hydrangeas, Crassula rosea

and other things beneath. Gardenia radicans was also

on view in many well-flowered examples.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham (gardener, Sir. E.

Beckett), sent an admirable lot of Streptocarpi in blue,

white, rose, \'iolet and other shades, representative of
an excellent strain. A rather comprehensive collection

of herbs was staged by the same exhibitor.
Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp. The Arcade, Liverpool

Street, put up a long bank of hardy flowers, with a small
piece of rockwork forming the centre. At one end, Pyre-
thrums, both single and double forms, were lightly grouped,
these leading to Lupines, among which were some good
pink shades as well as some soft blues. At the other end,
Oriental Poppies and Irises formed a feature, the latter

especially being excellent. In the rockwork we noticed
Lewisia oppositifolia, Dianthus alpinus albus and D,
Coed-y-coch, the latter having large, bright^cerise'flowers.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. of Colchester had a long table
filled with a wonderful collection of Flag Irises, thes>^

including many beautiful sorts, such as pallida dalmatica,
Albert Victor, Edouard Michel, Ossian, Rhein Mixe
(white standards and purple falls). Ma BIjc (a beautiful
mixture of pale blue and white), together T.vith several
very promising seedlings that were not named.
The small group from Messrs. Whitelegg and Pa^e,

Chislehurst, was composed of well-grown examples of

Heucheras, Geums, Mimulus, Sax:ifraga pyramidalis
and 1>ianthus neglectus.

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, Bayswater, had a table of
alpine and rock garden plants, all well grown and]flowered.
A fine plant of Gnnista sagittalis. with numerous yellow
blossoms, called for special mention.

Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, had a small
group, which contained some good spikes of Eremurus
robustus and the large-flowered single, deep pink Rose
Mrs. Rosalie Wrinch.

'

Sweet Peas from Messrs. Bide and Sons of Farnham
occupied a whole table length, the flowers being clean.
fresh and well staged. Such sorts as Edward Cowdy
<deep rich orange scarlet). Orchid (pale blue) and Frilled
Pink (a doubU'. highly frilled flower) called for special
mention.

Messrs. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, had a miscellaneous
group, comprising Carnations, Pyrethrums, Irises, and some
exceptionally good Hydrangeas with a quantity of a
new Ivy-leaved Pelargonium named Radiance. This
has flowers of bright cerise scarlet.

Mr. J. C. AUgrove, Langli'y, Slough, had a small but
interesting group of hardy flowers, many of them rare.

Convolvulus Cneorum, Pentstemon tlaber roscus, Saxi-
fraga Dr. Ramsey, a fine plant of S. lantoscana superba,
Dianthus neglectus and Primula Veitchii were a few among
many of interest.

Seedling Primulas of the pulverulenta section were
fihown^by Mr. A. Milncr, Totley Hall. Sheffield. These

were exceptionally well grown, and embraced some very

good shades of scarlet and orange.
Violas and Eremuri, in quantity and excellent quaUty,

came from Messrs. Artindale and Sons of Sheflfteld. The
Violas included about 125 varieties, among which were
several new ones, notably Admiral Beattie, a magnificent

violet blue. The Eremuri were superb, and reflected

the greatest credit on those responsible for their cultivation.

Gloxinias and Streptocarpi were shown in quantity

by Messrs. J. Peed and Sons of West XorTs-ood. Needless

to say, the quaUty of the Gloxinias was excellent, though
the plants did not carry quite so many flowers as usual.

The Streptocarpi were also a very good strain.

Btr. G. W. Bliller of Wisbech had a rather dense group
of hardy flowers, all of excellent quaUty. These included

Pyrethrums, Oriental and Iceland Poppies, Heucheras,

the flne Paionia lutea L'Esperance and Antirrhinum
Nelrose.
The collection of Roses from Messrs. George Paul and

Son, Cheshunt, was a most interesting one, a great many
of the old Scotch Roses being included. At each "-nd

sprays of choice hardy shrubs were arranged, notably
Viburnum tomentosum pHcatum, Deutzia discolor grandi-

flora and the beautiful pale blue Abutilon -vitifolium.

Messrs. James Kelway and Son, Langport, Somerset,
had a magnificent group of Paeonies, Delphiniums and
Pyrethrums, for which they are famed the world over.

The single and double Paeonies were exceptionally good,

but too numerous to mention in detail. Delphinium
Huish Beauty is a wonderful violet and indigo colour,

and Prince Andrew a paler combination of bright blue

and indigo.
Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield, sur-

passed himself with a wonderful collection of Irises and
Oriental Poppies. Among the former we specially noticed

I. sibirica Perry's Blue, vivid blue and beautifully netted ;

while among "the Poppies were such magnificent sorts

as Iris Perry (small orange salmon). Lady Moore (a

larger flower of the same colour) and Perr>''s White (a

large white flower with dark blotches at the base).

Sweet Peas were splendidly shown by Messrs. Alex.

Dickson and Sons. Hawlmark. Belfast. The flowers

were all large, good and clean, such varieties as Lilian

(soft glowing pink). Wedg^-ood (blue). Orchid (soft

blue). Fiery Cross (bright scarlet), The President (rich

orange scarlet) and Constance Hinton (white) being a
few among many very good ones.

Orchid Committee.
Present : J. G. Fowler, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

J. O'Brien, Gurney Wilson, W. Bolton, S. W. Flory,

Arthur Dye. W. P. Bound, H. G. Alexander, J. C>'pher,

J. Charlcsworth, T. Armstrong, Walter Cobb, Pantia
Ralli, Stuart H. Low, R. Thwaites, F. Sander, R. A.
Rolfe. Sir Jeremiah Colman, and Sir H. J. Veitch.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean had a small group of well-

grown plants, several fine Odontiodas making a bright

splash of colour. Odontioda Lutetia, with a^very large

inflorescence, was particularly noticeable.

Messrs. Hassall and Co, Southgate, K., staged some good
Cattleyas, the plant of C. Mossiae Wagneri with a large

white flower calling for special mention.
Messrs. Charlcsworth and Ck)., Hayward's Heath, had

a beautiful lot of Miltonias and Odontoglossums. the

plants being exceptionally well grown and freely flowered.

M. Charlosworthii, with its large crimson-blotched flowers,

attracted considerable attention.
Odontoclossums and Odontiodas in considerable variety

came from'^lWilliam Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange,
Stone, Staffs (gardener, Mr. J. Howes). These were a
magnificent lot. and reflected great credit on owner and
gardener.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had a small group
composed mainly of Cattleyas, with a few Lycastes and
Odontiodas, all "being in good condition.
The group from Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,

was very bright and good, Odontoglossums, Miltonias,

Cattleyas. Odontiodas and several other kinds being well

displayed.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,

had a small group of well-grown Cattleyas, some very
fine forms being among them.

Cattlcva^^Mossiae and C. M. Wagneri, with a number of

white-flowered seedlings, came from Mr. R. G. Thwaites,
Streatham Hill. Several good Odontoglossums were also

included in this interesting little irrouo.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The prolongation of the war has caused some modification
of the show arrangements of this society, which originally

comprised a two days' show on August 27 and 28. It

has now been resolved to limit the show to August 27,

and to hold, on August 28, a sale of vegetables, flowers

and fruit for various war funds, including that for the
supply of vegetables to the Fleet, a scheme which the
society has supported in a practical way since its inception.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this association was
held in tlie "Hall, 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on
the evening of June J There was a good attendance,
the chair being occupied by Mr. \V. G. Piric, Dalhousic
Castle Gardens, president of the association. The paper
of the evening, which was ^\Titten by Miss Frances l>.

Pollard, late of Edinburgh, now of Dovecot, Knotty
Ash , Liverpool , was read i n her unavoidable absence
by the secretary. Mr. A. D. Richardson. The subject
was ' Edges and Edging Plant? for Herbaceous Borders."
fifisp Pollard gave an admirable paper, discussing the
important subject in an interesting, practical and suggestive

manner. She strenuously advocated the use of irregular

stone edgings for these borders, and gave useful details

regarding suitable plants for covering these. She pointed
out the capital effect produced by the use of such subjects

as Aubrietias, Hypericums, Campanulas, Aiyssums and
the many other dwarf trailing plants which look so well

associated with herbaceous borders. Referring to the

paths, Miss Pollard spoke strongly in favour of flat Btones

with dwarf plants in the joints as advisable in preference

to those of gravel or grass, the harmony between these

and the herbaceous borders being evident. Miss Pollard

was heartily thanked for her excellent paper.
Mr. J. W. Scarlett, Sweethope, Inveresk, sent a number

of excellent vegetables for exhibition ; and from Messrs.

Dobbie and <5>. came examples of their magnificent
varieties of Antirrhinums. An interesting exhibit was
one of new Myosotises, from Mr. BailUe, Eden Gardens,
Liberton.

The Fream Memorial Prize.—The Boaid ot

Agriculture and Fisheries have awarded ;\ Fieam

Memorial Prize, of the vaJue ol £y 4s. 7d.. to Mr.

J'diii Wilson, New Road, Maucblme, Ayrshire,

a student of the West of Scotland AgrjcuJtural

College, Glasgow, who took first place in this

year's examination for the National Diploma in

.\gnrultiiro.

Pelargoniums for Winter Flowering.—Cut-

tings that were rooted in March to provide a display

during the dull days of autumn will now be ready

for a shift into their flowering pots, which need

not be more than 6 inches in diameter. Assuming

that they were pinched some time ago, they may
be potted and placed at once into cold frames where

they wilJ be exposed to the full glare of the sun.

Like all other pot plants, they must be carefully

watered at the outset, and beyond keeping the

flowers pinched off as they appear until August

and an occasional watering with weak liquid

manure, they may be trusted to look after them-

selves. By the end of September they should

be taken indoors to take the place of the summer
occupants of the greenhouse.

The Birmingham Flower Show Cancelled.—

The committee of the Bimaingham Horticultural

Society have very regretfully announced that

they have no other course to take but to abandon the

flower show which was to have been held in Hands-

worth Park on July 16 and 17. It is not from any

faint heart that the committee make this announce-

ment, but solely because the contractors for the

marquees have intimated that no tents will be

available in the Midlands for flower shows this

season, owing to the requirements of the military

authorities. There are many horticultural societies

in the district who will be unable to perform their

usual functions this year, and at the invitation

of the Birmingham Horticultural Society a number

of representatives met at the Y.M.C.A. to consider

in what way they can make the b^st use of their

organisations during the present crisis. It will

be remembered that the united societies last

November promoted a successful Patriotic Flower

Show, when a substantial sum was handed over

to the National Fund. At the meeting on May 31

it was decided to promote a great jumble sale

for the provision of funds for securing extra com-

forts for the wounded soldiers and sailors in the

hospitals of Birmingham and district. It is pro-

posed that the sale be held in July, and it is

hoped that not only the twenty horticultural

societies in the district will take an active part,

but also other associations and workers,

and t hus secure a collection and sale

of miscellaneous goods on a scale never before

attempted. Mr. William G. Carradine, 36, Ham-

stead Road, the secretary of the Birmingham

Horticultural Society, will gladly send information

to all interested in the scheme.

*«• TheTearly Subscript ion toTaEGARjyEH is : Inland,

6s. 6d. ; Foreign, 8«. 9d.
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having dwarf tufts of bright green, sword-like

foliage, whence the 15 inch high flower-stems

emanate. Each carries several blossoms, the

standards of which are buttercup yellow. The
bold falls are definitely edged with this rich yellow,

each bearing at its broadest or outermost part

a large patch of dull crimson. As this flows

towards the centre of the flower it resolves itself

into beautiful crimson-purple venation.

The Moccasin Flower in Dry Soil.—It is

generally assumed that the beautiful Moccasin

Flower of North America, Cypripedium spectabile,

needs a cool, moist bed of peat in which to thrive.

A plant now flowering in the rock garden at Kew
proves that, other conditions being satisfactory,

An Effective Flower-Bed.—In our garden

we have a large bed filled with the beautiful

Aquilegia hybrids, intermixed with varieties of

Spanish Iris, . The delicate shades of the Colum-

bines give a very graceful appearance to the bright

colours of the Irises. Both of these flowers are

so useful for decorating the garden, as well as for

cutting, that it seems almost impossible to have

too many, particularly as both can be grown
with little trouble or expense.

Removing Dead Flowers from Lilacs.—To
get the best results from garden varieties of the

common Lilac, Syringa vulgaris. It is necessary

to remove the flower-heads as soon as the blossoms

have withered. This enables the bush to concen-

trate all its energy in forming

plump buds for next year's

floral display, and also gives

the whole a tidy appearance.

Few shrubs look more miserable

than a Lilac surmounted by
rusty looking, dead fiower-

heads. In addition to removing

these, some of the thin, weak
wood may also be cut away,

to the general benefit of the

plant.

Rock Roses for Sandy Soil.

For rocky, sandy banks there

are no better flowering shrubs

than the Cistuses or Rock
Roses. As will be seen in the

accompanying illustration, which

represents a bush of Cistus

crispus, they produce flowers

in abundance, usually during

the latter part of May, June
and well into July. The plant

illustrated has flowers of pur-

plish red colour, each nearly

two inches in diameter. It

attains a height of about two
feet, and is hardy except

during very severe winters. Cistus Loretii grows permanent root moisture is not essential,

taller, and has large white flowers with a crimson
1
The plant in question is situated on the upper-

blotch at the base of each petal. Another beautiful ' most ledge of rock, where it is quite happy in

A FREE-FLOWERING ROCK ROSE ; CISTUS CRISPUS.

Rock Rose is C. corbariensis, which makes a

compact, low-growing shrub that during Jtme
is covered with white flowers of medium size.

C purpureus is a lively species, 3 feet to

4 feet high, with glowing purple flowers, each

petal with a cr'mson blotch at its base. Un-
fortunately, it is none too hardy.

Iris Maori King.—Among the dwarf Irises

suitable for the border or rock garden it would be

difficult to find one more beautiful than Maori
King. This belongs to the variegata section.

a small opening between plants of Rhododendron
ferrugineum. Mr. Irving, who is in charge of

the rock garden, tells us that the plant was put

in its present position by mistake three years

ago, and has throve ever since.

An Interesting Hardy Shrub.—Although the

common Chinese Box Thorn, Lycium chinense,

which is found wild in many parts of Great Britain,

is a well-known shrub, one seldom meets with

Fremont's Box Thorn, Lycium pallidum. Yet

it is the best of the genus, and has proved to be

quite hardy. It makes a rather straggling shrub

about five feet high, the slender, semi-pendulous

branches of which during early June are clothed

with the exceedingly pretty, funnel-shaped flowers.

These are pale greenish primrose in colour, with

dainty green venation, and cut sprays are most

pleasing. The stems are armed with hard, woody
spines, and the leaves, which are small and narrow,

are of a decidedly glaucous tint. A native of

New Mexico and Arizona, it was first sent to this

country in 1886. In common with other members
of the genus, it will thrive in comparatively poor

and well-drained soil.

Seedling Forms of Cytisus Dallhnorei.—An
interesting series of seedlings from this hybrid

Broom were flowering well dur-

ing the early days of Jime in a

bed near the Rambler Rose

Garden at Kew. The hybrid is

the result of crossing Cytisus

scoparius andreanus with C.

albus, the latter being the pollen

parent. Among the seedlings

are several bearing flowers with

the familiar white, rosy pink and

crimson markings of C. Dalli-

morei, one being an improve-

ment on the type. In other

cases one colour dominates

certain parts of the flower to a

greater extent than in the type
;

some plants have cream-

coloured flowers like those of

C. praecox, but without the

objectionable odour of the

flowers of that plant ; others

have yellow flowers rather

smaller than those of C.

scoparius ; others, again, are

almost identical with C. albus
;

and still others show a consider-

able variation in habit, with

flowers as above. So far as

can be seen at present, the form with cream-

coloured flowers is the most likely one to prove

useful in gardens, for, lacking the objectionable

odour of C. praecox, it ought to replace that plant

.

Watering Fruit Trees.—It is important that

wall trees which are swelling their fruits should

receive an abundant supply of water at the

roots, as any lack of moisture at this stage may
cause many of the fruits to drop. The soil at the

foot of south and west walls soon becomes dry,

and imder these conditions red spider and other

pests are almost sure to make their appearance.

Give a good soaking of soft water before the border

becomes too dry.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible jor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

and Maggie May are typical examples of the

Giant Lcedsii, as each fades to a fairly good white

soon after opening. I shall be glad if my remarks

lead to some further correspondence, as I consider

the moment opportune.—R. Morton, Woodside

Park, London, N.

Notable Magnolias in Westmorland and
Southern Scotland.—When recently driving in

a motor-car between the head of UUswater and

Penrith—surely one of the loveliest regions in

Great Britain—I saw, growing in front of a West-

morland farmhouse, one of the very finest speci-

mens of Magnolia Eoulangeana I have ever beheld.

It seemed to be about thirteen feet in height,

and was completely festooned with its large and

fragrant flowers. The nearest approximation

to it I have seen this season was a plant in Logan

Gardens, Wigtownshire, of M. Lennei, whose

flowers are considerably larger than those of

M. Eoulangeana, though it is not so floriferous.

M. conspicua and M. stellata, the latter of which

is the most exquisite of all this richly ornamental

and intensely fragrant family, also svccecd admir-

Home-Made Ointments, Soap and Perfumes.
Would it be possible in your valuable paper to

give a short article upon the ancient feminine

occupations in the still-room, more particularly

touching the use of herbs, simple ointments made
from the same, soap, toilet articles and cordials

;

also hints as to how to go about setting up a simple

still and working the same ? Many a woman
who owns a garden would be delighted to revive,

for pleasure or profit, many old home-made
articles. This practice would largely increase

herb-growing and gardening.—M. H. [We have
endeavoured to obtain information on the points

raised by our correspondent, but cannot secure

any definite details. Even " Anne Amateur,"
with her store of knowledge, states that there

are many difficulties in the way of satisfactorily

producing ointments, soap and cordials. If

any reader can assist " M. H.," we shall

be glad to publish particulars.

—

Ed.]

Coronilla glauca as a Hardy Plant.—
The accompanying illustration represents

a plant of Coronilla glauca growing in

the garden of Mr. C. Wakely, Horticul-

tural Instructor to the Essex County
Council, at Chelmsford. We are indebted

to him for the following particulars of this

beautiful yellow - flowered, sub-shrubby

plant, which, during Whit-week, we saw
growing and flowering freely in quite a

number of cottage gardens in Essex,

where the cottagers, so far as we
could gather, had no idea of its

name. " The Coronilla in question was
planted in a border of gravelly soil nearly

four years ago. It has been uninjured by
frost during the four winters, and has

always flowered well. It is quite 2 feet

in height, and rather more in diameter.

The aspect is south-east. In the County
Gardens I have a larger plant doing
well in a peaty soil, and yet another in

heavy loam."

The New Division of the Leedsii

Daffodil Classes and a Suggestion.—I was
glad to see, in the Rev. Joseph Jacob's
remarks in your issue of May 15,

that the older and smaller - flowered

varieties are to be separated from the newer 1 ably in the gardens at Logan House. M. Watsonii,

CORONILLA GLAUCA GROWING AND FLOWERING
OUTDOORS AT CHELMSFORD.

Giant varieties, I presume like the Barrii, as

A and B respectively. I wish to point out, however,
that among the Giants there are several at present

classed as Lecdsiis which, I think, more properly
belong to the Incomparabihs Division (as), and
I suggest that those who are framing the new
classified list of names had better bring the subject
up at an early date, as I consider we want some
improvements. For instance, I will name two
of Messrs. Pearson's raising—Norah Pearson
and the Hon. Mrs. J. L. Franklin ; and there
are others which I consider belong more properly
to Division 2B than to Division 4. I will quote
from the Official List. The distinguishing character
at present reads :

" Cup or crown white, cream
or pale citron, sometimes tinged with pink or

apricot." But the two varieties I have named,
in my opinion, have cups not of a citron, but of a

decided yellow very nearly as deep in shade as
a typical 2b flower. Lady Margaret Boscawen.
Lord Kitchener, White Queen, Lowdham Beauty

a grandly endowed native of Japan, is at present

greatly adorning the centre of the garden at

Kirkmaiden Manse with its refined and fragrant

flowers. This, along with M. macrophylla and

other varieties, was presented to me by that

consunmiate horticulturist. Sir Harry J. Veitch,

nearly twenty years ago. It is greatly admired

and prized by my gifted successor, the Rev.

James MacMorland, B.D. I have not yet planted

any Magnolias in the garden at Kirk House,

Kirkmaiden, where I have for the most part

confined my attention to the adequate culture

of Roses, Oriental Lilies, Violas, Lilacs, Antir-

rhinums and Sweet Peas ; but I cannot doubt

that such highly attractive and not too ex-

acting varieties as M. Watsonii and M. stel-

lata would prove successful there.

—

David R.

Williamson.

Early Roses.—I live 200 miles north of your

Essex correspondent and in a cold district. On
a south wall Gloire de Dijon opened its first bloom

on May 20 ; Reine Olga de Wurtemberg, May 24 ;

Bouquet d'Or, May 26; Ards Rover, June 4;
Ards Rambler, June 7 ; and Lady Waterlow,

Climbing Caroline Testout, Noella Nabonnand
and Paul Transon were out in the last week in

May. On June 8 my children counted 140 flowers

fully out (besides which a good many had been

gathered) on ten trees. These were all planted

in the spring of rgia, and some of them are now
over twelve feet high. They are growing in

about a foot of soil, with very solid clay

beneath them.

—

Walter de H. Birch, Walton-

le-Dale, Lancashire.

The Plum and Anemone Rust.—Some time

ago, in answer to a correspondent in The Garden,
you said that Plum rust, Puccinia Pruni, had the

ascidium stage, or was beUeved to have, on the

garden Anemone. Having a few trees suffering

from the rust, I decided to watch for the ascidium

on the Anemone, and, curiously enough, found

it, but only on the Anemones nearest the Plum
trees. There is a drive separating the orchard

from the Anemones. The Plums furthest from

the Anemones do not have the rust.

Some of the spots are, however, not

developing ascidium spores, but a coloured

mass more compact, and apparently

only one very small spore on the end
of the hypha. Am I right in coming
to the conclusion that it is a species

of Tuberculina, which Massee says are

parasitic on ascidia ? I can find no
description of the genus in any book
I have. There was some correspond-

ence on Antirrhinum disease in The
Garden a few weeks back. It may
interest Mr. Cuthbertson to know
that Septoria Antirrhini has appeared

on a three year old plant here, but

only on the growth from last year's

wood. This year's yotmg growth is

strong and clean. I have bought no
seed these eight years. There are no
neighbours' gardens for a few hundred

yards, so I think in my case the

spores must have come a considerable

distance on the wind.

—

John Staley,

Hayling Island, Hants. [The con-

nection between the ascidium on Ane-

mone and the Plum rust was discovered

in Russia and confirmed by F. T.

Brooks in this country. It is probable

that if Anemones were removed from.

the garden. Plum rust would disappear too.

The other fungus is probably Darluca filum, a

parasite on species ol ascidium. The proper

name of the fungus on the Anemones is

PucciniE^ Pruni spinosae.

—

Ed.]

Undesirable Plants.—It has been interesting

to see the opinions of your correspondents on this

subject. In a few cases it would appear that a.

plant may be a weed in one garden and a welcome

inmate in another, though probably all arc agreed

as to a few, such as Winter Heliotrope, Goutweed
and Campanula rapunculoides. These are my
own special objects of dread, the Campanula being

the worst of all, as it will suddenly appear in

new places without any apparent reason. Ceras-

tium, which figures in the black list of one of

your correspondents, is no trouble with me ;.

but one plant that I think has not been named
would be prized for its beautiful bloom, were it

not for its troublesome persistence and unconquer-

able invasion. This is Omithogalum nutans,

whose handsome spikes of white and grey-green
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blooms of satin-like texture are so good and long

lasting as room flowers in water. A patch of

Goutweed, if not harbouring among the roots

of neighbouring bushes, I could undertake to

get rid of, though perhaps not in one season

;

but the Ornithogalum, when once established,

I have found to be quite ineradicable. Even if

all flowers are removed to prevent seeding and

if, as one thinks, every bulb of a patch is dug

up and the soil passed three or four times through

one's fingers, it will appear again in the same

place, the patch always spreading. I have even,

when there was a clump of about nine inches in

diameter, dug it up with a barrow-load of the

surrounding soil, only to find it growing again

the next year. I have sometimes thought it

possible that tiny broken pieces of the white

imderground leaf-stem may grow into bulbs.

In any case, in gardens where it is troublesome,

where it is continually persecuted and yet always

comes again, the way to deal with its persistent

vitality and constant increase is a baffling problem.

—G. Jekyll.

The Cutting of Flowers.—I divide gardeners

into two great classes— (i) those who like to

cut flowers, and (2) those who do not like to cut

flowers. If the first class are let entirely loose

in a garden full of flowers, by the evening possibly

all the flowers will have been cut ; but if the other

class of people own the garden, they will never

cut or allow flowers to be cut if they can help it,

and the flowers will die on the plants. I think

perhaps a word or two of advice is needed for

both parties. As we all know, " a garden is a

place for flowers," so those who do not like cutting

them say, " Why cut them and let the garden

look bare ? " Quite so. I agree that if a garden

devoid of flowers is to be the result, it is a pity

generally to cut them. But in the first class of

gardeners (those who like cutting flowers) there

are people whose minds are endowed with a good

deal of common sense, and whose powers of

observation and reasoning may be even greater

than those gardeners of the other class. They
say :

" If we cut flowers, a bare garden does

not result, and if it did, we would still do the same
thing. For flowers are generous beings. If you

cut all the flowers of plants such as Lupines,

Pyrethrums, Inulas and many more, in a day or

two you will have another crop. But what we
do is to cut flowers fairly generously, leaving some
on to adorn the garden and keep it gay ; but we
never hesitate to cut and give away large bunches

during the season when the garden is bursting with

flowers, for with one or two exceptions the more
we cut the more we get." Is not this reasoning

sound ? Of course, the flowers themselves last

longer if they remain on the plants, but not nearly

so many are obtained or such a long succession

as if they were cut.—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood,

Ecclesall, Sheffield.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
Jime 22.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhi-

bition of Flowers, Plants, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Admission 2S.' 6d. Fourteenth Masters Memorial
Lectiure at 3 p.m. by Dr. E. J. Russell, D.Sc, on
" Recent Investigations on the Production of

Plant Food in the Soil." Royal Horticultural

HaU, Vincent Square, Westminster.

June 23.—Croydon Horticultural Society's Show.

Jime 24.—City of London Rose Society's Show,
Cannon Street Hotel, London, E.C., i p.m. to

7 p.m. ProL'eeds in aid of British Red Cross.

LIFTING AND STORING
DAFFODILS AND TULIPS.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

TO
every thing there is a season, and
a time to every purpose imder the

heaven." What more appropriate

motto or quotation could be put

over a garden entrance than these

words of the author of that famous
book of common sense, Ecclesiastes ? The doing of

this operation or that at just the right moment
makes all the difference in the world in so many
things connected with horticulture. Sometimes
Nature's times and seasons are of very limited
duration, sometimes it is otherwise.

Lifting Daffodils.—Among the otherwises may
be put doivn the lifting of Tulips and, in a more
restricted sense, the lifting of Daffodils. If I

allowed to be formed and the bulb is then lifted

and dried off, the plant is considerably weakened,
and shorter growth and smaller flowers will be
the result next spring. If the number to be
lifted is very great, it is much the wisest plan
to begin too soon rather than leave it until too
late, when new roots are in full growth. If at

getting-up time the foliage is still more or less

green, it makes practically no difference whether
it is at once cut off 2 inches or 3 inches above
the bulbs or whether they are dried off with it

on. But in the latter case they must be spread
out very thinly, to allow the drying process to go

on. The foliage of some varieties is. almost ever-

green. Maximus and some of the Poetaz section

are examples. We now take these up with the

others, but leave them as much as possible until the

end, and find that this treatment works very well.

Lifting Tulips.—Tulip bulbs are unlike those

of Daffodils, as there is in all cases, as far as I

OLEARIA INSIGNIS SHOWN BY MR. R. C. NOTCUTT
(See page 306.)

IN LONDON LAST WEEK.

were asked to be precise and state a time limit

when all Daffodils should be lifted, I would say
between June 15 and July 15. But latitude and
longitude, soil and season, variety and situation,

are all determining factors which generally show
their influence in the state of the foliage. When
it begins to turn yellow and to lie flat and limp
upon the ground, the signal for us to think about
taking them up has been given, and after a week's
delay, to make sure the ripening process has been
carried far enough, lifting should be begun. In
the majority of cases there is a distinct period

before any new roots are made, but with the

Poet section there is probably none. Lift a

Homer or a Horace when you will, roots of all

ages are sure to be seen. Hence it is a safe rule

to begin with the Poets, because if there is any
pause in their emission, it seems to be just when
the decay of the foliage is rapidly being accom-
plished. If in ordinary varieties new roots are

know, a distinct period during which the new
matiure bulb is naturally without roots. I am
unable to say the precise time when in a surround-

ing of damp soil they will be emitted, for only a

somewhat elaborate experiment wotild tell us

this, and we never seem to have time to make it.

Without this I would say the last week in August.

This makes, however, little or no difference to

the subject under discussion, for in all private

gardens, where at the most it is thousands and not

acres that have to be dealt with, the whole lot

of bulbs should be easily got up before July is

over, even if for some exceptional cause the ideal

time limit, which is the same for Tulips as for

Daffodils, has been exceeded, viz., mid-June
to mid-July. There is a double test to be employed
to be sure the right moment has come—first,

the obvious one of the foliage, which must be

very yellow and limp, or quite dried up and
shrivelled ; and, secondly, that of the bulbs,
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which must b€ just beginning to brown over.

The only way to be sure about this latter fact

is to lift two or three. I mention it because

sometimes the foliage, having been attacked

by a fungus which is usually spoken of as " fire,"

prematurely decays, and anyone with no experience

to guide him might think lifting could safely be

begun earlier than it ought. On the other hand,

if bulbs are left too long in the groimd after they

are ripe, it is invariably found that the outer

skins, which then will have become quite brown,

will be very tender, and as likely as not they will be

until they are partly dry, more particularly in

wet seasons and in the case of Daffodils. After

a time they may be put closer together, but they

require constant watching tc see that the drying

is going on satisfactorily.

Tulips should not be left out on the beds or

exposed to the weather, but should at once be put

in boxes or trays. In the case of Daffodils, they

may be left out of doors, if guarded from the hot

sun, for a week or ten days with no detrimental

results ; in fact, considerable experience suggests

that there may be an actual benefit in it. It is

A BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN
RHODODENDRON.

^m^
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RHODODENDRON VASEYl, A LITTLE-KNOWN SPECIES FROM CAROLINA.

ruptured, so that they soon fall off and we get

nothing but those rather uncaimy-looking dead-

white bulbs which all Tulip growers know so well.

This peeling should be avoided, because not only is

the naked bulb more prone to shrivel when it is

minus its top-coat, but it is much more tender

with no natural protection, and so more liable

to be damaged in transit. As May-flowering

Tulips are now more and more being used in

bedding arrangements, they have frequently

to be lifted before their natural time. In this

case they must be carefully got up without damag-

ing the roots or the foliage, and either laid in by

the heels or spread out (leaves, roots and all)

thinly under a north wall out of the reach of the

sun. In this latter case they will suffer slightly.

but I am assured that if another year the flowers

are only to be used for cutting, it makes very

little practical difference. I saw an instance of

this in operation this year at Maer Hall, Stafford-

shire, where the head-gardener told me it was his

annual practice. The idea was new to me, but as

it worked I pass it on.

Storing Daffodils and Tulips.—An airy shed

or room is essential when a quantity have to

be dealt with. The bulbs, too, must not be

piled up on top of one another to any depth.

Three or four <ieep is quite sufficient, at any rate

said a few " difficult " varieties should invariablj'

be got up a little ptematurely and left on the beds

for ten days tf ripen. I have tried it, but not

extensively en< ugh to pronovmce any verdict.

Where a quantity have to be stored, shallow

wooden trays with legs, the wrong way up, are

very good. They can be made of any convenient

size, provided the upright legs are long enough

to allow a free passage of air when the trays are

piled up on one another. The final cleaning

must not be attempted too soon, for, if the roots

are not easily removable, in the case of Daffodils

the base of the bulb is apt to come away when
they are being taken off, or with Tulips the brown

skin may be ruptured.

Summary.—Enough has been said to show
the general practices underlying lifting and

storing. It only remains for everyone to cut his

coat according to his cloth. Bulbs should not

be taken up imtil their foliage has withered.

When this has happened, they must not be left

too long in the ground, in case new roots should

be formed, the loss of which will weaken them

for another season. Store in a dry, airy place

out of the reach of direct sunUght. See that they

are not heaped up too thickly. Turn them every

now and again, especially if they have been put

away damp. Try to preserve the brown skins.

RHODODENDRON VASEYI is a very

beautiful and distinct species. It

belongs to the deciduous group of

the genus, and is included among
^ the several kinds which are often

referred to under the generic name
of Azalea. It is found wild in the mountains of

Carolina, but differs considerably from the other

American species in the shape of

Its flowers, the corolla being less

distinctly tubular, with petals of

more uniform shape. The blossoms

are also less fragrant than those of

other species. It escaped notice for

many years after the other American
kinds had been introduced to this

country, and is said to have been

originally brought to notice by Mr.

G. R. Vasey in r878, its first appear

ance in this country being about

iSgr. In its native coimtry it ex-

ceeds 12 feet in height ; here it

grows very slowly after it has

attained a height of 3 feet or 4 feet.

There is every reason to believe, how-
ever, that it will grow as large as

the ordinary Ghent Azalea, while it

forms a shapely bush with little

attention to pruning. The flowers are

borne in small, terminal heads in

early May, each blossom being from

ij inches to rj inches across. They
may be of a clear pink colour, or

white shaded with pink. From the

age of three or four years flowers

are borne with great freedom, and a
glance at the accompanying illustra-

tion will give an excellent idea of

its beauty when planted in a group.

The photograph is of a bed in the

Azalea Garden at Kew. Although
this species does not appear to have

been used by the hybridist, it is

likely that it might be used with advantage

for crossing both with the American and Asiatic

kinds. W. D.

ALYSSUM SPINOSUM.
This attractive plant is quite unlike the other

members of this useful genus of plants as repre-

sented by the well-known A. saxatile. It forms

a sub-shrubby, densely branched bush up to a

foot or more in height, covered with hoarj- foliage

composed of small leaves. During the late spring

and early summer months the flowers, varying in

colour from white to pink, are very freely pro-

duced. At all times of the year this plant, owing
to its almost evergreen character, is very effective,

and an ideal subject for massing in a prominent

position such as that shown in the illustration on
the next page. A. spinostim grows well in almost

any loamy soil which is thoroughly well drained.

It produces seed freely, and self-sown seedlings

may be found in abundance round about old

plants. These will produce flowers the follow-

ing spring, and in a few years make quite

a dense carpet. The plants shown in the

illustration are three years old from seed.

It is a native of Southern France and
Spain. W. I.
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INFORMAL AND WILD
GARDENING.

By James Hudson, V.M.H.

{Continued from page 292.)

The Formal Pruning of Shrubs.—I ought to

draw attention to this most stupid system, though

it is practised more, I think, in public parks and

gardens than in private places. There is an old

saying that there is " a time for doing everything

under the sun," meaning that there is a right

and a ^vrong time. With shrub pruning the

late summer and autumn appear to be considered

right. Then it is that this " tidying up " is

proceeded with. Then it is that flowering shrubs

are oftentimes denuded of shoots and branches

which would otherwise add beauty to the coming

season. Then it is that one often sees the Flower-

ing-Currant (Ribes sanguineum) carefully pruned

into the correct shape ; also Forsythia suspensa

and F. viridissima, to say nothing of the Lilac

or of Jasminum nudiflorum. Nothing is, I think,

more beautiful in March or early April than the

Forsythias when treated informally. If pruning

be needed, do it by all means, but let it be imme-
diately after the flowering stage is over ; in no
instance should any shrub be clipped

over in a rigid, formal manner.

Informal gardening is beyond any
dispute more economical in every

way. Not only is this the case as

regards the actual amount of atten-

tion needed, but also in the prepara-

tion of the material for planting out.

There should not be any hard-and-

fast time for " bedding out," as it is

tern-.ed. The arrangement should be

such that the vacant spaces—either

beds or borders—^should not be

actually bare of plants at any time,

bearing in mind the due provision of

stock to take the place of such as

may be exhausted.

I have just used the word " beds."

Let me say at once that I do not

favour beds as compared with borders,

i.e., marginal borders to shrubs and
the like. Rather let the one join

insensibly on to the other. Do not

let geometrical design be considered

as any ornament in itself ; better

dispense with it entirely. Get rid

once and for ever of all idea of for-

mality and then try to imitate Nature,

or rather work in accord with Nature.

It is not easy in many cases to do

this, but an effort should be made in

that direction. Then, having made a

start, we may feel greater confidence

in extending in the immediate future.

It may be asked, ' How and where
would you commence to treat a garden
in an informal manner ? " I would
diatcly contiguous to the house

building itself would be of a formal character,

not necessarily square or rectangular, but pro-

bably straight lines will prevail. With these

one cannot associate curves, as regards beds,

so as to be in harmony with the surroimd-

ings. I would therefore start away at once with

the lawn, and if any planting be done near the

building, let it more or less follow the lines of

the building. I would not permit any terraced

walks of gravel to obtrude, so to speak, on the

view. Personally, I favour a verandah on two

sides at least ; here an excellent opportunity is

afforded of furnishing the walls with rather choice

and possibly somewhat tender wall plants. It

may be said, " Why have but few gravel paths ?
"

My reply is, we often have too many of them.

Paths add to the expense of upkeep, as all gar-

deners know. Rather expend the same amount

of labour in actual cultivation, is my advice.

I would in any case dispense with broad walks,

and the sooner these are iDst to view from the

house, the better as regards effect. Let the lawn

near to the house be the chief feature, with plants

or shrubs of divers kinds dotted thereon. This

planting should be done quite informally. Let

the grass be kept closely mo^vn for a reasonable

distance away from the house. Then I would

break away into a semi-wild style of gardening

with the grass cut only once or twice in the year.

Paths to suit the exigencies of the case will have

to be arranged. Let these be of grass wherever

possible and only sufficiently wide for two, or at

the most three, to walk abreast. Such paths may
curve according to the position and levels, but

straight paths are inadvisable, i.e., straight for

any great distance. In a garden so treated there

will be a great saving of laboiu- in upkeep, such

shelters from the most harmful winds, notably

the east and north-east. Deciduous trees act

as a great break to keen, cutting winds, but I

like to have some Fir trees as screens. Where
no such screens exist, some should be provided,

whether the garden be formal or informal. My
advice was once asked anent this for a most
exposed position on the East Coast. I advised

the planting of Canadian Poplars. These

grew well and afforded shelter to the Austrian

Pines, and the latter formed the screen so much
desired, and then gardening in a most successful

manner was accomplished. Of course, it takes

a few years to do all this.

It is only natural that I shoiild be asked, " What
is your idea of an ' informal garden ' ? " I will

give one or two examples. First, I will allude

to the Wisley Gardens of the Royal Horticultural

Society. These afford an almost imexampled

illustration of informal gardening, in the combina-

tion of the Wild Garden and the Rock Garden
with their immediate surroimdings. But it may-

be said there is no mansion at Wisley. True,

but if such were built upon the higher ground,

it would be an ideal example in every respect,

healthy beyond any question, with splendid views

and the informal gardens at one's feet, so to speak.

ALYSSUM SPINOSUM IN THE ROCK GARDEN. THIS
,
PLANT IS EASILY RAISED FROM SEED,

Start imme-
itself. The

as in sweeping, mowing, rolling, &c. No drains

will have to be provided, as in the case of gravel

paths, to drain off the water in order to keep them
dry. With grass paths the water will soak away
into the soil and be a benefit, as it should be,

to the surrounding vegetation.

In the distance let the arrangement be such

as to make foreground and background merge
insensibly together. Do not attempt to shut

out the view if it be such as one cotild wish. Where
trees exist, let the idea be to blend all new planting

with them. They may be most invaluable as

First you have the Rock Garden with the open

informal garden on the east, backed up by the

fine avenue of Bamboos, and the Water Garden

where the Nymphaeas, Iris Kaempferi and Guimera

manicata luxuriate. Next to these is the Wild;

Garden amid the shelter of the trees, a'

garden of the woods, a tjrpe of gardening:

of which more use should be made. To
my mind this is the most enjoyable part of;

the Wisley Gardens. Onward towards the river

there are ideal types of herbaceous gardening.

Where the trials are conducted it must of.nocessitif
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be of a formal character for greater facilities in

working. When Mr. G. F. Wilson—a keen and

thorough gardener—took over this property

he had an undoubted knowledge of the soil, the

surroundings, and the capabilities of the estate,

and of the shelter afforded. In any garden these

are essentials of the first consideration, for it is

far better to be able to assist Nature and take

advantage of every favourable pjsition as to soil,

shelter, &c., than it is to fight against Natiu-e

and try to accomplish what is well-nigh impossible.

Wisley Gardens, open as they are to all Fellows

of this society, should not be merely visited from

time to time, but the ideas there carried out

should be studied carefully. In this way it would

be possible to carry away in one's mind some

practical suggestion from each part of it. Note,

for instance, in the early spring the lovely effect

produced by Narcissus cyclamineus in its moist,

FRIAR PARK REVISITED.

A
T whatever time of year Friar Park may

be visited, an unfailing source of

interest and pleasure awaits us.

All that is choicest and rarest can

he seen established and thriving,

and old acquaintances floirrishing

almost beyond recognition. I was especially

impressed the other day by the magnificent bush

of Daphne caucasica, nearly 8 feet through and

the same in height, growing in the Alpine Garden.

One of the stronger plants of the genus, the beauty

of its glistening white flowers is enhanced by the

tender green foliage which appears with them.

Like most Daphnes, it is deliciously fragrant.

Haberlea virginale was another triumph of

cultivation. "A large colony ensconced upon

than he ever anticipated. Her Majesty Queen

Alexandra, whose love of flowers and gardens

is well known, visited the gardens for the

first time last month, and was so enchanted

that she repeated her visit the following

day. E. Willmott.

FOXGLOVES AND THEIR
CULTIVATION.

A

A BEAUTIFUL GROUPING OF HYBRID PINKS IN THE
HENLEY-ON-THAMES.

ROCK GARDEN AT FRIAR PARK

sheltered situation—one of the gems of the entire

garden. Again, the Japanese Iris (I. Kaempferi)

in early July is well worth a visit ; this Iris is in

ah ideal spot, and it associates so well with the

Nymphaeas and the Gunnera manicata in the

background. Primula japonica in varied colours,

as well as other species of Primula, thrive amazingly

in' the ditches and sides thereof. Further in the

wood are to be found many examples of Lilium

giganteum, as well as other members of the same

genus. I have at no time seen L. giganteum

growing and flowering so finely as at Wisley.

Many Ferns are also growing most naturally

and luxtu'iantly in the wood and on the out-

skirts of it. The Rhododendrons and Azaleas

are very fine in their season. I have only

enumerated a

beautiful spot.

few of the features in this

{To be continued.)

a sheltered rocky ledge was luxuriating as though

an ordinary plant of easy culture. Primula

Allionii was growing just as I saw it in its native

habitat near the Col de Tenda. Pentstemon

Scouleri was in glorious masses such as I had never

seen before. It is always a beautiful plant if well

grown, but not always contented with its treatment.

All visitors are welcomed, from the highest in

the land to the poor East-Ender, who spoke of

his visit to Friar Park as the red-letter day of his

life, adding that " everything kind of had a

meaning like." The purpose of the garden is

so aptly set forth upon the Stone of Precation :

" Most for thy pleasure

The gardener toiled to make the garden fair."

The gardener knows he has achieved his aim

;

the pleasure he wished to give has extended

far and wide, and the kind wish has been realised

perhaps to a greater and more far-reaching degree

LTHOUGH the ordinary wild Foxglove,

Digitalis purpurea, is regarded by
many as a common plant, unworthy
of attention from a gardening stand-

pomt, there are a great many who
rightly hold different views. Certainly it is not a

subject that one would select for a choice

border, but for open spaces in the

woodland, between newly planted

shrubs, or in an odd, shady comer

where little else will grow, it is really

a most serviceable plant, and one that

is likely to find nimierous admirers for

generations to come. Useful as the

wild pljint is for the purposes named,

it is far surpassed in beauty by the

modem garden strains that seedsmen

have given us in recent years—plants

of bolder appearance with larger and
brighter coloured flowers, while some

have blossoms of almost pure white

ind others of pale yellow. These are

certainly worthy of room in the best

of borders or large lawn beds

;

while, if desired, they can be utilised

for naturalising in the wilder parts of

the woodland, though, I must confess,

I think the wilding better for the

latter purpose.

Fortunately, the cultivation of

Foxgloves does not call for a great

deal of skill. They are usually treated

as biennials, i.e., seeds are sown one

year to produce plants for flowering

the next, the time for sowing being

during May and the early part of

June. No time should, therefore, be

lost in getting the seeds in, where

this has not already been done. I

prefer sowing them outdoors, in drills a

foot apart, first seeing that the soil

is in a thoroughly pulverised condi-

tion. Each drill should be watered

before sowing the seeds, and half an

inch of earth is ample covering. When about

two inches high, the seedlings must be trans-

planted separately 9 inches apart in rows 15 inches

asunder, preferably in soil that has been

deeply dug and well manured. Here they will

remain until the end of October or early Novem-

ber, when they can be put in their permanent

positions.

The largest will flower during the sum-

mer of next year, but the smaller ones will

probably continue to make leaves without pro-

ducing blossoms. They will be magnificent plants

for the summer of 1917. When naturalised and

allowed to seed themselves, the plants are,

of course, very small by the end of the autumn,

and certainly will not be large enough to flower

the next summer, though by the succeeding

year, like the small ones specially raised, they

will be excellent specimens.
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Although not fastidious as to soil, there is no

doubt that Foxgloves appreciate a cool root-run

and one that is fairly well enriched with manure.

In such they will produce long, handsome spikes

of flowers far in advance of those home by plants

growing in soil that is dry and deficient in nutri-

ment. Partial shade is also appreci-

ated by them, though by no means
essential to their success. Mention

has already been made of the im-

proved garden varieties, including

the white-flowered one, which is the

.most beautiful of all. A monstrosity

often met with is named gloxiniaeflora
,

or monstrosa. At the top of the

flower-spike one, or sometimes two

of the blossoms have become much
enlarged, and in shape resemble

the flowers of the ordinary Canter-

bury Bell. This has given rise to

the absurd supposition that the

plant must be a cross between

the Foxglove and the Canterbury

Bell. A. B. Essex.

their second pair of leaves prick them out, 2 inches

apart, into boxes, and keep them close and shaded

in a cold frame until established. With the

majority of seedlings it is usually safe to discard

the smallest ; but in this case it is not advisable,

as these will eventually turn out to be the brightest

Potting On.—The next potting will be in

August or September, according to the strength

of the plants, and in most cases 5-inch pots will

be large enough for the strongest, while for those

less robust a size smaller will suffice. In these pots

they will pass the winter. A compost of three

H ER B AC EO U S
CALCEOLARIAS.

A MONG those plants that are

/% usually raised from seed

/ % annually for conserva-

^~"^L tory decoration, none is

• •• more worthy of atten-

tion than the above
free-flowering race of Calceolarias.

When well grown and lightly set

up against a background of greenery,

they present a charming picture.

They are rather exacting in their

requirements, but when these are

understood the result is never in

doubt. Cool treatment is essential

at all times, but they will not

succeed in a dry atmosphere.

During the shortest days, when the

temperature of the house ranges

between 40° and 50°, Very little

damping down suffices for their

needs ; but from February onwards
they are in full growth tmder
warmer conditions, consequently

more moisture is necessary

Sowing the Seeds.—From the

middle to the end of June is a

suitable time to sow seeds to pro-

duce plants for May flowering.

Whatever receptacle is used, it

should be well drained and filled

with light, sandy soil. Should it be

necessary to give water before

sowing, partially submerge the pot

or pan in water. Sow the seeds as

thinly as possible, sprinkle a little

fine sand over them, cover with a

sheet of glass, and remove to a shady
comer of the greenhouse to germinate.

Treatment of Seedlings.—About
eight days will elapse before the seedlings appear.

The glass may then be dispensed with, followed by
gradual exposure to the light ; but on no account
expose them to strong sunshine or allow them
to need water. In the seedling stage they are

rather slow-growing, but when they have made

A WELL-GROWN COLONY OF WHITE FOXGLOVES.

coloured and none the less robust for being back-
,

parts loam to one of leaf-mould, with a sprinkling

ward in the early stages. When ready, pot them
i

of wood-ashes and plenty of coarse sand to keep

into small pots, and give them every attention, ! the soil porous, will be found suitable. Avoid

for no plants are more impatient of neglect, but,

at the same time, none respond more readily to

generous treatment.

hard potting and keep them close for a few days,

with plenty of moisture around them, as well

as shading on bright days until they have recovered
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from the check ; but afterwards endeavour to

promote sturdy growth by carefully attending

to watering and ventilating, for the more fresh

air is afforded them, so long as their surroundings

are moist, the better will they flourish. Green

fly is their worst enemy, and must be kept in

check with the aid of a good insecticide.

Winter Treatment.—Early in October remove

the plants indoors, placing them in a light

position on some moisture-retaining material if

possible, and where they can benefit from fresh

air whenever the outside conditions favour its

admittance. Very little water is needed during

the short days if the atmosphere is not kept

too dry in the temperature pre-

viously given.

The Final Potting.—Early in

February the plants commence

to grow more rapidly, and

tovrards the end of the month

they may be potted in their

flowering pots, the strongest into

7-inch and the lesser ones into

6-inch pots. These should be

well drained with clean crocks.

Over these put a thin layer of

rough soil and lightly cover with

soot. The compost may have

rather more loam in it at this

stage, with the addition of a

little well-decayed manure. A
sprinkling of some artificial

manure will also be beneficial.

But porosity must be aimed at

above everj'thing, in order to

encourage a vigorous and free

root action. Coarse sand liberally

used generally suffices, but, fail-

ing this, crushed brick should

be used. In potting, avoid injury

to the roots, and on no account

ram the soil too hard, or the

roots cannot run freely. Water

carefully for a time ; but when
the plants are growing freely,

see that they are kept moist and

freely syringed overhead on bright

days. F. J. Townend.

The Gardens, Brentwood,

Moorgate, Roiherham.

mottled leaves of C. Curtisii.

Sander and Sons, St. Albans.

Shown by Messrs.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Odontoglossum crispum Perfect Gem.—

A

white-flowered form marked with faint and com-

paratively small reddish blotches. From W.
Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange, Stone, Staffs.

Cotyledon simplicifolia.—The spathulate leaves

are not unlike those of a small Lewisia Cotyledon,

above which, at 6 inches or so high, the racemes of

drooping yellow flowers appear. From Miss

Willmott, Warley Place ; and Messrs. Waterer,

Sons and Crisp, Twyford.

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS.

THE NEW POPPY

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Odontoglossum St. Vincent
(O. gandavense x O. amabile).

—

The sepals and petals have an

exceptionally dark ground, and
are tipped with rose, which is in good contrast

with a small yet pronounced white lip.

Odontoglossum Princess Mary.-A very hand-
some variety with tall spike. The flowers are

heavily blotched chocolate, distinctly bordered
white, with white lip and yellow crest. These
two very handsome novelties were exhibited by

J. Gumey Fowler, Esq., Pembury, Kent.

Cypripedium Curtisii Sanderse.—This is re-

garded as a new albino form, and is very distinct.

The pouch is pale green, sepals green and white,

with slight spiral twist, the well-proportioned

dorsal sepal greenish with white lines. It has the i Hall, Sheffield.

Oxytropis hybrida grandiflora alba.—A very

handsome plant with long, Lupine-like spikes ot

white flowers. It is 2 feet high.

Aster alpinus Nancy Perry.—A mauve-
coloured variety of this eminently useful species.

Papaver Perry's Pigmy.—A charming Poppy
18 inches high, with flowers of rich pink. These

three novelties were from Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield.

Dianthus woodfordiensis.—A hybrid alpine

Pink between D. alpinus and D. deltoides. The
flowers are pink with light crimson zone, and in

size intermediate between the parents. The
glossy D. alpinus leafage is much in evidence.

From Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage.

Iris Lohengrin.—This is one

of the most beautiful and distinct

of the pallida set. The flowers

are coloured rosy mauve. A
variety of merit and distinction,

possessed of a fine stature. From
Messrs. Wallace and Co., Col-

chester.

Dianthus neglectus Aurora.
This might well be described as

a glorified D. neglectus of nearly

6 inches high. Flowers rose

coloured with dark zone. The
long, green, narrow leaves are

quite distinct. From Mr. R.

Malby, Woodford.

Olearia insignis.—A New Zea-

land plant with white flower-

heads and woolly clothed stems.

In the young state the leaves

are white or hoary, the older

leaves being dark green and buff

coloured below. A handsome and

strikingly beautiful plant. Shown
by Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Wood-
bridge. See illustration, page 301.

Rose Yellow Bird.—Obviously

a beautiful and profuse bloomer.

The flowers are white with

creamy base. From Mr. Charles

Turner, Slough.

Iris Lord of June.—A good

addition to the pallida set. The
standards are lavender ; falls,

violet with gold crest. From
Mr. George P. Baker, Bexley.

Iris Rotherside Masterpiece.

A bulbous kind approximating

in vigour, size of flower, earliness

and stature to the so-called

" Dutch Irises." The standards

are white ; falls yellow, finely

blotched gold. The texture of the

flower is very remarkable. From
Mr. F. H. Chapman, Rye.

Micromeles Folqueri. — The
white flowers are produced in

sessile bunches like many of the

Delphinium venustum.—A deep blue flowered Crataeguses. The ovate leaves are green above

kind raised from seeds sent from India. Its value and silvery below.

lies in its early (May) flowering and the intensity i Lonicera Maackii.—A bushy kind having;

of its almost gentir.n blue flowers. From Miss large while, and later buff-coloured flowers.

Willmott.
I

Syringa Sweginzow.—The rather frail and

Primula Lady Bird.—One of a series of a
,

twiggy growths of this distinct kind are terminated

second generation of crosses which first originated by lax trusses of equally frail-looking, though

between pulverulenta and bulleyana, the result- !
elegant lilac-coloured flowers with white lobes,

ant seedlings being then selfcd and recrossed These three novelties were exhibited by the Hon.

with the first named. The habit is that of Vicary Gibbs, Elstree (gardener, Mr. E. Beckett),

pulverulenta, the flowers rich rose with orange
j

The whole of the foregoing plants were

red centre. From W. A. Milner, Esq., Totley exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society

PERRY S

LAST
PIGMY,
WEEK.

SHOWN IN LONDON

on June 8, when the awards were made.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Peaches.—The final thinning of the fruits
may now be done. Young trees which are inclined
to grow too strong can be allowed to carry a heavier
crop than old-established ones. This will tend
to keep strong growth in check. Give plenty of
air both day and night, and thoroughly drench
the foliage tivice a day to keep it clean. Care-
fully tie the young shoots to the trellis, and bear
in mind when doing this work that the fruits
must be well exposed to the light.

Late Figs in Pots.—Where good fruits are
required late in the season, it is an advantage to
grow a number of trees in pots for the purpose.
These can be retarded by plunging the pots in
ashes behind a north wall. Watering must be
done with great care, and stimulants should be
used sparingly till the roots and growths are
plentiful. Keep lateral growths well thinned out,
so that plenty of light and air may reach the fruits.

Plants Under Glass.

Clerodendron fallax.—-Young plants raised
from seed must not be checked through neglect
in potting when they are ready. A rich compost
should be provided, and when well rooted plenty
of stimulants are necessary, as the plants are gross
feeders. Give them plenty of room to develop
their large leaves, and towards the final stages of
growth the plants will benefit by cooler conditions.

Plumbago rosea.—This beautiful plant requires
liberal treatment during the growing season.
Old plants must be liberally supplied with stimu-
lants. Plants rooted in the spring will now be
ready for shifting into their flowering pots. Six-
inch pots will be ample in which to flower them.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—^The plants which have
been propagated for winter flowering must now
be placed in a sunny position outdoors. Plunge
the pots up to the rims in ashes. When well
rooted, liquid manure and soot-water may be given
alternately. Stop extra strong growths and keep
the flower-buds removed till the plants are required
to flower.

Salvia splendens.—When ready for their final
shift, no time should be lost in potting them on,
as neglect in this will cause the lower leaves to
fall. Give them a rich compost, and, when potted,
afford water with care till thev have made plenty
5f fresh roots.

The Flower Garden.

Annuals.—Where these were sown in the open,
the young plants will require to be liberally thiimed.
This must be done more or less in accordance
with the characteristics of the different species.
Generally speaking, annuals sown outdoors are
usually left too thick, thus spoiling the best effect.
Moreover, plants which are too crowded will not
last in flower as long as those which have ample
room to develop their true character. The staking
of the plants must also be timely attended to.

Bedding Out.—While the work of bedding
out is in progress, those plants which have already
been put out must not be neglected in the matter
of watering. Well-rooted plants will require
watering every evening, should the weather be
hot. This applies chiefly to plants which have
been grown in pots.

Standard Plants.—Where these are used
extensively for bedding out, it is necessary
to train a few fresh plants every year to replace
old, worn-out specimens. Heliotropes, Lantanas,
Brugmansias, Plumbago capensis, Veronica Ander-
sonii and Pelargoniums may all be grown on now
for this purpose.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Outdoor Vines.—As soon as it can be seen
which are the best bunches, the surplus ones may
be removed. This will also be a suitaTjle time
to remove the surplus growths. To give the bunches
every facility to ripen, the surplus growths must
be regularly removed. Mildew usually attacks
the berries as soon as they have set. There is

nothing more effective in checking this than regu-
larly dusting the Vines with flowers of sulphur.

Thinning Fruits.—'If extra fine fruits are
required, this work must be constantlv attended

to. Where Plums have set thickly, no time should
be lost in thinning them. Apples ought to be
attended to in rotation, thinning the early varie-
ties first. The final thinning of Pears must not
be hastened, as it is possible that many of the
fruits will drop. Apricots may now be given their
final thinning.

The Kitchen Garden.

Short Horn Carrots.—The demand for young
Carrots necessitates the sowing of small quantities
of the Stump-rooted kinds all through the summer.
Choose a clean piece of ground for their culture,
and if the young plants are dusted with soot
occasionally, the Carrot fly mil give little trouble.

Tomatoes.—^Those which have been planted
out must be watered regularly till they have
become established in the new ground. Attend
to the tying of the main growths and remove all

side shoots.

Runner Beans.—This crop requires abundance
of water at the roots, or the flowers will fail to set.
When the plants are staked, a mulch of short
manure will be of great value. Another sowing
may be made for late use.

Vegetable Marrows.—The plants which were
put out in cold frames early in May are now making
rapid progress. To obtain early Marrows, it is

sometimes necessary to fertilise the flowers by
artificial means. An occasional dose of liquid
manure, as well as plenty of clear water, will be
necessary to keep the plants growing freely.

Coleworts.—A sowing of this useful vegetable
may be made now. If the ground is dry at the
time, the drills should be watered before sowing
the seed. A somewhat shady situation must be
selected. When ready for planting, put them out
about a foot apart each way.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Parsley.—A large sowing should now be made
for use during the winter and spring. On light
and sandy soils, where growth is uncertain, a
partially shaded position must be selected,
and if the weather is very dry, both soot and
water ought to be given after growth has fairly
started. The early raised plants which were
put out last month should have either soot or
fertiliser given them, and be kept well hoed and free
from weeds.

Peas.—For most districts sowing of early
varieties for autumn use will have to be com-
pleted within the next ten days. Even then their
success very much depends upon the season.
Late-sown Peas should never be sown in lines
closely together. The best system is to sow,
say, at 15 feet to 20 feet apart, and crop the inter-
vening space with dwarf-growing vegetables, such
as Brassicas.

Savoys and Cabbages.—The earliest of those
sown outdoors are now ready for planting
in their growing quarters. The varieties grown
will determine the distance they are to be planted
apart. A watering should be given to each plant
in the evening, tmless the weather is moist and
showery.

Turnips.—^The two early sown crops will be
certain to bolt owing to the frost during May,
so that any which are worth using should be taken
up and the ground filled with other crops. Larger
breadths may now be sown for autumn use. If
the ground is very dry, the drills are best watered
before sowing the seed.

Asparagus.—Now that Peas are coming into
bearing, cutting of Asparagus should cease. The
beds will require keeping free from weeds, and a
dressing of some Asparagus manure should be
washed well in to the roots.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberries.—Caterpillars usually get very
troublesome at this season, and a sharp look-out
should be kept on the bushes so as to destroy the
pests before they do much damage. A few days'

delay in this matter sometimes means an entire
bush stripped of its foliage. Even if it does
not kill the bush, it prevents the fruits developing
any flavour, and so spoils them. Hellebore
powder is one of the best known substances to
apply

; but owing to it being poisonous, great
care should be taken to see that it is properly-
washed off the fruits after it has killed the
caterpillars.

Plants Under Glass.

Primulas and Cinerarias.—For very late
flowering during the spring, a so-iving may stilj
be made of either of these flowering plants.

Thalictrum dipterocarpum.—This herbaceous
plant is worthy of extended culture in pots. If
given cool treatment, its culture is simple. Plants,
which were potted in the spring are now throwing
up strong flowering spikes, which will open in
August. The present is a good time to sow seed.

Cyclamen.—The earliest and most forward
batch of young plants will be ready for potting
into their flowering pots. After a time, when
they become established, the frame-lights can be
removed during the night-time to allow them to
get the full benefit of dews, replacing the lights
each morning to protect the plants from the sun.

The Flower Garden.

Hollyhocks.—In favoured localities where the
dreaded Hollyhock disease is not in existence^
a sowing outdoors might profitably be made to
produce strong plants for flowering next season.
If the seed is so%\'n thinly in drills, transplanting
will be more simple when the time arrives.

Humea elegans must be sown now in seed-
pans in a shaded greenhouse or pit. The seed
usually germinates irregularly, so that patience is
sometimes required until a sufficientlv large batch
has been raised. Cool treatment should be given.

Aquilegias.—Either for cutting purposes or
general garden display, these plants are very
fine. Seed, if sown thinly outdoors now, germi-.
nates readily and makes good flowering plants,
by the following season. The seed can either
be sown in lines or very thinly where the plants
are to remain

; then the seedlings can be thinned
out as soon as they are large enough..

Bedding Plants are now establishing them-
selves, and require frequent attention in the
matter of pinching to induce in some plants a
dwarf and bushy habit. In others, such as
Verbenas, pegging down is necessary. Watering
should not be resorted to unless one is certain
it is really necessary. If sufficient moisture can.
be retained in the soil by a frequent use of the hoe
this is much better. On light and porous soils,
of course, water will be essential, even after a
limited spell of drought.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—Layering should commence out^
doors as soon as the runners are sufficiently
advanced, so as to get well-rooted plants ready
for potting into 5j-inch and 6-inch pots in a few
weeks' time. Plants secured early invariably
produce well-ripened" crowns by the autumn,
which not only winter better in pots, but give
larger and finer crops when forced early in the
season.

Orchard-House.—Pot trees of Apples and
Pears which have nearly finished swelling their
fruits shotdd now be removed outdoors to some
sheltered border, where they are best plunged
up to their rims to prevent too rapid drying up
at the roots and to better withstand wiiid. It
should be seen that all the fruits are resting secure-
on their supports before removing the trees. The
opportunity ought to be taken at this time for
gomg over the trees with methylated spirit
if blight is present. The trees should be syringed
during fine weather, and also have a portable' tiffany
blind drawn over them when there is bright
sunshine.

Late Grapes may require an extra look over
to see that each berry has sufficient room to swell
without in any way pressing against others.
This final thinning of late Grapes is very important,
especially if the fruit is required to be kept imtij
the following spring.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE DESIRABILITY OF
LATE VEGETABLE CROPS.

EARLIER in the year the desirability

of growing as many vegetables as

possible was emphasised in these

pages, and the continued increase

ill the price of practically all kinds

of food calls for extended action in

this sphere of gardening. Owing to the scarcity

of labour, a good deal of work in the sowing and

planting of vegetables during March and April

had to be left in abeyance, with the result that

in many places ground is lying idle that ought

to be producing its quota of useful and wholesome

food. The drought that was experienced towards

the end of April and the early part of May, together

with the severe night frosts that visited many
districts during the closing days of the latter

month, have also tended to lessen supplies

;

hence no apology is needed for ofiering sugges-

tions on the cultivation of vegetables that may
successfully be sown or planted during the next

few weeks. In most gardens there will be some

seed that was not required for sowing earlier in

the year, so that there need be very little outlay

in that respect. One result of the present war

will be to bring before us vividly the cropping

possibilities of the soil, and many lessons will

be learned that will be of considerable benefit

to the community in future years. In the notes

that follow I do not propose to deal with extra-

ordinary vegetables that need elaborate prepara-

tion or apparatus to bring to perfection, nor those

kinds which yield comparatively little actual

food.

Beans.—Any of the Dwarf French Beans sown

now in rows i foot apart will yield some useful

pods for gathering after those sown earlier are

finished. The soil ought to be well dug and

manured, and if rubbish such as lawn mowings,

leaves and annual weeds that have not yet reached

the seeding stage can be worked deeply into the

soil, they will tend to keep it cool and moist

during the hot days of August. It should be

remembered that the seeds of all French Beans

are perfectly wholesome and palatable, as witness

the Haricot Bean ; hence any pods on the earlier-

sown plants that cannot be profitably gathered

green should be allowed to mature.

Beetroot.—Seed of any of the round or Turnip-

rooted varieties may be sown diuring the next

three weeks with good prospect of success. Rows

I foot apart, is the distance, and, before

sowing, well water the drills. This should be

done for all small seeds that are put in at this

time.

Borecole or Kale.—Any of the varieties sown

during June will be in ample time for good late

winter and early spring crops. Sown in rows

I foot apart the plants will be ready to go where

the early Potatoes or Shallots have been lifted

or where old Strawberry plants have been uprooted

after the fruit is gathered. The same remarks

apply to such Broccoli as Snowdrift, May Queen

and Purple and White Sprouting.

Cabbages.—^The date for sowing spring Cabbage

is the last week in July or the first week in August.

Sow as advised for Borecole. Savoy Cabbage,

sown at once and planted out when ready where

early Potatoes or other crops have been cleared,

will give some useful, if small, heads for cutting

early in the New Year. Christmas Drumhead
Cabbage and Hardy Green Colewort are other types

that may with advantage be sown during the next

week or two.

Carrots.—The early Stump-rooted or Horn

Carrots may be sown thinly in rows i foot apart

from now until the end of July. The young roots

thus obtained will be available for use from the

end of September onwards, and will prove a welcome

change to the large maincrop varieties.

Kohl Rabi.—The small garden forms of this

must not be confused with the coarse roots grown

in the fields for cattle. Seed sown in drills i foot

apart in well-enriched soil and treated as advised

for Beans will give excellent Tumip-like roots for

winter use. The seedlings must be thirmed early,

so that they stand from 6 inches to 9 inches

asunder.

Leeks.—Although too late to sow seeds, this

is just the season for planting, and doubtless in

some districts plants could be obtained from the

local nurseryman. They ought to go 9 inches

apart in trenches 6 inches deep, these having

previously been well manured, much in the same

way that Celery trenches are prepared.

Peas.—It is not generally known that Peas

may be sown with every prospect of success

during Jime and the early days of July. Late

Peas suffer most from attacks of mildew, brought

about by the drought of August and early Sep-

tember ; hence rather more than ordinary pre-

cautions must be taken with these late sowings.

A cool, moist root-rim is essential, and to secure

this it is advisable to dig out a trench 18 inches

wide and as much deep ; then in the bottom

place at least 6 inches of well-decayed manure

mixed with lawn clippings, annual weeds, or any
other garden refuse that is capable of retaining

moisture. Some short, well-rotted manure may
also, with advantage, be mixed with the upper

soil that is filled into the trench. For sowing in

June, one of the recognised late Peas, such as

Gladstone, should be selected ; but for July use

an early one, such as Little Marvel, The Pilot, or

Eight Weeks. These are hardier and come into

bearing more quickly than the maincrop sorts.

When a few inches high, soil should be drawn up

to each side of the plants so as to form a small

ridge, each side of which should then be mulched
with short manure and lawn clippings.

Potatoes.—^To many it will no doubt appear

ridiculous to advocate the planting of Potatoes

in June, but the thrifty cottager discovered years

ago that it was better to plant old Potatoes at

this time than to throw them away. Where such

are available, they should be planted without

delay, and with anything like a favourable

autumn they will yield good crops of tubers

for eating as " new " Potatoes during the late

autumn.

Turnips.—It is a well-recognised rule of garden-

ing that the best Turnips are obtained from sowings

made during the latter part of July and the first

week in August. Drought is their greatest enemy,

and to prevent it as much as possible some pre-

cautions are necessary. In addition to working

plenty of manure, grass or other garden refuse

into the soil, the seed-bed should be covered,

after the seed is sown, with clippings from the

lawn. These prevent moistiure escaping from the

soil, and have been found to act as a preventive

against the ravages of the Turnip fly. This crop

must be grown quickly, otherwise the roots are

hard and useless. F. W. H. in Country Life.

PRIMROSE AND POLY-
ANTHUS.

SOME PRACTICAL HINTS ON
CULTIVATION.

A
CORRESPONDENT, referring to the

utility of these plants in the spring

flower garden and in other ways,

is of opinion that an article dealing

^ with their cultivation and increase

would be helpful to many of our

readers besides himself. Realising that the object

of The Garden is to be helpful to its readers,

we gladly accede to the request at a singularly

opportime moment, in the hope that the practical

hints which are appended may assist in the direc-

tion indicated and bring into greater prominence

plants which merit universal popularity. The

request referred to is for an article on " Primroses

(single and double) and Polyanthuses, with infor-

mation as to culture and other things." Single

Primroses and Polyanthuses raised from seeds

fall naturally into one and the same category
;

hence the same treatment will do for each. The

double Primroses are distinct, and have, for

garden purposes, to be increased by division

;

hence they merit consideration apart.

Raising the Polyanthus from Seeds.—It is

a curious fact, seeing the perfect hardiness, together

with the simple cultural needs of the race, that

the Polyanthus is so rarely seen in perfection,

and in all probability the last named is to some

extent responsible for not a little of the indiffer-

ence displayed by many in growing it. The

exhibitor—^no matter of what class—knows well

the value of systematic work.

Seed-Sowing.—Here, broadly speaking, the

gardener has choice of two seasons, viz., that of

sowing in the open groimd soon after the crop

of seeds has been harvested in early summer
;

and, secondly, of sowing under glass in slight

heat during January or February. In each case

the resulting seedlings, given proper care mean-

while, produce fine plants for bedding out at the

same time, the late summer-sown plants being some-

what larger if freely grown on, If sown in the open,

August is sufficiently early, the seeds to be sown

thinly in very shallow drills in rich, well-prepared,

somewhat shady ground. Primula seed at all

times is impatient of being buried, and only the

thinnest soil covering should be given. A variant

of the above, excellent in every way, is that of

sowing in boxes or pans at much the same season.

In favourable localities the seedlings may be

large enough for transplanting the same autumn,

and where this is possible, examples of huge size

result. Generally, however, they are permitted

to remain till the f<illowing March, when they

may be transplanted in rows a foot apart and

about eight inches asunder. Those sown in heat

mider glass in January require to be transplanted

when large enough to handle and grown on

steadily till the end of March, when, after hardening

off in frames, they will be ready for planting out.

These glass-house or frame-grown plants require

frequent -attention to watering, drjTiess at the roots

or otherwise being fatal to progress.

Planting Out the Seedlings.—A border having

a north or north-west aspect is best for the plants,

or in any case a position affording slight shade.

Compared to its stature, it is insufficiently recog-

nised that the Polyanthus is a gross-feeding

subject ; hence the groimd should be deeply
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cultivated and well enriched. In Nature the

Primrose attains its highest excellence in deep

loams that are imiformly cool. In such the

leaf tufts may be a foot or more high, though we
see caricatures of the plant less than 2 inches high

on the driest banks. Such lessons the gardener

cannot ignore with impunity ; hence the aim
should be deep and good soil, with partial shade

wherever possible.

Dividing the Plants.—The Polyanthus is so

eminently satisfactory when raised from seeds,

yielding plants of such immistakably superior

vigour when compared to other methods, that

increase by division is only rarely resorted to.

In a word, the divided plant, no matter how culti-

vated, is inferior in vigour, stature and flowering

to that raised from seed, and the specialist reaUses

this to the full. The amateur, however, often

lays store by his old plants and prefers to increase

them by division, as do also many gardeners.

Where seed is required, the operation must be

deferred, otherwise it is best done soon after

flowering. When dividing, it is best to reduce

the plants to single crowns.

Doable-Flowered Primroses.—^These are rarely

seen in perfection in the South of England, the

plants succeeding much better in the North, also

in Scotland and Ireland. Lovers of cool, loamy
soils, like many of their tribe, experience has

proved that the cooling effect of cow-manine

is very helpful to them, and with this and partial

shade a certain measure of success may be secured.

For general garden purposes division of the clumps

every second year after flowering is found suitable,

though in other instances it is indulged in annually.

Retentive clay soils and such . as contract during

heat and drought are not suitable, the plants

preferring a medium where more uniform con-

ditions are assured. In not a few instances a

liberal addition of leaf-soil is an aid to success,

while neglect of the essentials in the case may
result in considerable loss. It is surprising to

what an extent these double sorts are benefited

by overhead watering during the summer, and
growers who so indulge their plants are invariably

well repaid. Evening is the best time for this opera-

tion. The foregoing remarks are applicable to all

the double varieties save one, the exception being

the old Crimson Pompadour kind (Primula acaulis

rubra flore pleno), at once the most beautiful and

rare. This I cannot claim ever to have cultivated

with success in the open with the rest, though I have

never seen it approach the vigour I have more

than once obtained by speciahsing with it in a

low-lying frame. Here, where no ray of suidight

ever reached the plants, in a soil well enriched

with old cow-manure, daily watered for months

overhead, and frequently overhead, too, with

weak liquid manure and soot-water combined,

the plants grew with the greatest luxuriance.

By no other method have I seen such vigour or

such splendid flowers. So good a subject

merits any treatment to make it a success.

Pot Culture and Bedding Out.—Grown as

recommended, the plants may be bedded out

for spring display in October, when the beds are

freed of their summer occupants, lifting them

with a good ball of earth. " If desired to be grown

in pots for exhibition work—they are more fre-

quently shown as lifted specimens in baskets

—

there is no better time than a few weeks before

being required. In this way the plants

regulate themselves, and more perfect leafage

and clean flowers may with slight protection

be assured. E. H. Jenkins.

HORTICULTURE IN THE
GOOD OLD DAYS.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

AMONG the more ancient members of

the community, reference is often

made to the " good old days." It

i is, however, questionable whether
^ the conditions of life and hours of

labour which prevailed, say, half

a century ago would find favour at the present

time. I think not. In one respect, however,

those who depend upon the commercial side of

horticulture may well look with longing upon

the prices which used to be charged for indoor

plants.

The difference between the sums asked

now and those which prevailed from thirty-five'

to fifty-five years ago was brought markedly

home to me when looking over a series of cata-

logues covering these two dates. Many of the

prices were such as would make the average

nurseryman's mouth water. For instance, new
Pelargoniums as a rule varied from one to one

and a half guineas, while for new Fuchsias half a

guinea or sometimes more was asked. In the

catalogue of new plants issued by Messrs. Rollisson

of Tooting for the year 1858 the above prices

were plentiful, while such readily propagated

subjects as Gloxinias, Petunias, &c., were priced at

five shillings each. Of new stove and greenhouse

plants, Rhododendron Princess Royal was quoted

at two guineas each, the same price being asked

for Begonia Rex and Gardenia citriodora, while

the Golden Chestnut of California (Castanea

chrysophyUa) and Ouvirandra fenestraUs were both

a guinea more. In a catalogue of the same firm

nineteen years later, namely, in rB77, which brings

us much nearer to our own time, high prices con-

tinued to prevail. New Crotons were quoted

at ore to five guineas each, and from my own ex-

perience I know that these prices were not pro-

hibitive even at a later date than that just men-

tioned. Five guineas, too, for .^chmea Marice-

Reginje, Hippeastrum Leopoldii, Aralia elegan-

tissima, Anthuriimi scherzerianum album, Dracaena

(Cordyline) lentiginosa, and some of the Nepenthes

are very different to what any stove and greenhouse

plant, however new it might be, would realise

to-day. A guinea each for Kentia belmoreana

and K. forsteriana is very different from to-day's

prices, while the list of Palms for which one

to five guineas were charged was quite a long

one. It must be remembered that these

prices were asked for ordinary-sized plants, not

specimens.

A notable feature at that date of the Orchids

is that they are practically aU either species or

native varieties. For many of the distichous-

leaved Orchids, such as Aerides, Saccolabiums

and Vandas, particularly high prices were charged
;

while for the autumn-flowered Cattleya labiata

no less than five to seven guineas were asked.

That hybrid Orchids would in the future occupy

the position they do now was at that time probably

undreamt of.

One more notable feature stands out in Messrs.

Rollisson's catalogue for 1877. It is the fact that

no fewer than 225 greenhouse Heaths are

enumerated. This serves to show the extent to

which hard-wooded plants were at one time

grown, compared with the case at the present

day. One is inclined to ask how many of these

are now obtainable from the ordinary trade

sources. H. P.

Every department of /lortiailture is represented in THB
Gakden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to maiters upon wh ch they wish expert advice.
The Editor iveleomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood th tt only the actucU photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden viill aione
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QDESTIONS AND AflSV/EJtS.—The Editor endeavours to

make THE GAItDEN helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with thai object makei a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher,

FLOWER GARDEN.
MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS NOT DOING WELL

(Car.isie).—We feel sure that, owing to the Nasturtiums,

your Tuhps did not got properly ripened off last summer,
and very likely were a good deal worried by slugs, as

the dense foliage of the annual makes a fine harbour for

them, when the stems decay there is a ready-made
passage through which they can get at the tempting food

below. The bulbs should have been lifted towards the

end of June or early in July, when the foliage had died

off, and then dried, graded into sizes and stored. The
smaller ones only prodin e second-sized blooms and the very
little ones none at all. The drying process must take

place in an airy room or shed out of the reach of the sun.

HOUSELEEK FOR INSPECTION (.W. F. M. C.).—
The Houseleek is attacked by rust caused by the fungus

Eadophyllum Sempervivi. Once attacked, the plant

is likely to be attacked again, and it would be best to take

out the diseased plants and replace them with fresh ones.

The " dust " you speak of is composed of the spores

of the fungus, by which it spreads, and the sooner the

diseased plants are removed the better. Probably a rose

red solution of potassium permanganate would be the

best thing to spray the healthy ones with to protect them
against the infection. We regret to learn you were so

cavaUerly treated by the exhibitor. It is quite true

that many Cacti were grown on the Continent, some in

Holland, some in Belgium—alas I now so much overrun

by the enemy—and some in Germany, but some in this

country too. There were three exhibitors of Cacti at the

show you mention. Probably some of our advertisers

would be able to supply your wants.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
HEDGE OF LUPINUS ARBOREUS (./. T. Studley).

The plants of Lupinus arboreus will be improved by being

cut back after flowerine. At the same time it is advisable

to remove a httle of the older wood, in order that the

new shoots may have as much light and air as possible.

As a rule, it is not a very Ions-lived plant, therefore you
must be prepared for plants or portions of plants dying

now and then. The best results are usually secured

by destroying old plants and commencing again with

young ones when signs of serious deterioration are evident

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE MME. LAMBARD SPORTING (Mrs. ./., K(«

Zealand).—We are not surprised to hear you have a sport

of this fine old Kose. The difflcully will be to fix it.

We have seen almost similar sports, but the second flowers

from the same shoot have come the normal colour. We
advise you to take a cutting or a bud from the
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Bhoot that ha8 sported. Wc are glad to hear of your

success, and would welcome an article from your pen

•dcallnB with your experiences in Kose-growing, and also

as to the behaviour of some of our recent new Rosea in your

climate.

EVERGREEN RAMBLER ROSES (Sir L. Af.).—One

of the most evergreen of our ramblers is American Pillar.

It carries its foliage well through the late autumn, and is

indeed a grand Hose. Gerbe Eose and Jessica are two

other splendid varieties, both in persistent foliage and

beauty of bloom. Aim6e Vibert and its yellowish sport

are very evergreen and free-flowering, but they are not

very fast-growing, although they make beautiful pillars.

Alberic Barbicr is excellent, both for holding its foliage

and in giving a grand display of flowers in June,

with few or many throughout the season. Silver Moon
and Jersey Beauty hold their foUage well. Sylvia is a

very perpetual bloomer, but not a very rampant land.

Jean Girin we have found to be perpetual, although it

does not yield a profusion of bloom, yet its clusters are

very pretty in the autumn. We hope to obtain perpetual-

flowering ramblers through the Hybrid Musks. Such

as Trier, Danae and Moonlight are perpetual, but not

very vigorous. This latter fault will probably soon be

overcome. Wc hope to watch some of the newer ramblers

this season regarding the points you write about, and

«hall have pleasure in giving our experiences later on.

some good, tliough it is unlikely to nd the trees entirely

of the pest. The curling of the Pear leaves is due to the

presence of numerous small 'srubs of the leaf-curlmg

midge of the Pear, which yon may see if you unroll

the curled foliage. This pest seems to be spreading in

parts of the country. Probably a very fine spray."'

nicotine wash would kill a good many, or spreading

kainit (if it can be obtained) under the trees would

kill a good number of the larvie as they fall to

the ground, where they hibernate about three inches

or four inches down. The curling of the Rose leaves

is due to a different insect entirely—the leaf-curhng

sawfly, which has a tiny, almost transparent, green

caterpillar feeding inside the roUed-up part of the

loaf The caterpillar is dilBcult to see, but does a good

dcai of damage in the course of its life. A tree once

attacked is often attacked year after year, as the flies

do not travel far. The grubs drop to the ground when

fuUv fed and pupate there 1 inch or 2 inches betow the

surface, and it would be well to remove the top 8 inches

of soil during the winter in order to get at and destroy

the pests hibernating there.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CANKER ON MARECHAL NIEL ROSE (Heath).—

Cut out the cankered spots and paint the cut surface

With white paint, tar, or styptic. Similarly deal with

all wounds.

RUST IN GLOXINIAS (Hcatt).—Rust in Gloxinias is

due to the attack of a minute mite almost invisible to the

naked eye, a pest which also attacks Begonias, Cyclamen

and other greenhouse plants. The best remedy is to dip

the plants into a wash made by kneading flowers of sulphur

into a handful of soft soap and dissolving it in 1 J gallons

of soft water. Repeat the operation until all the mites

are killed.

CARNATIONS ABNORMAL (Mrs. C.).—Malmaison

Carnations are sometimes liable to behave as yours have

done. This may be owing to various causes, by means
of which the plants have sustained a check. They may
have been kept too wet or too dry, while an excess of

stimulants or the absence thereof might have the same

effect. A light, buoyant atmosphere is very necessary

to the development of the flowers of Malmaison Carnations,

as they are more affected by atmospheric moisture than

the Perpetual-flowering kinds. If the hard green portion

is carefully removed, the flower will sometimes develop

and hide the defect. Tlie name of the Lilac is Souvenir

de Louis Sp&th.

ADVICE ON CYCLAMENS (T. C.).—If you follow the

advice given you with regard to your young plants of

Cyclamens, you will assuredly kill them. Young plants

such as yours require very careful treatment under glass

at this season. We presume your plants are still in the

seed pots or pans, in which case they should, when two
leaves are developed on each, be potted singly into small

pots. A very suitable compost for them is made up of

equal parts of loam and good leaf-mould, with a liberal

sprinkling of silver sand. These should be well mixed
together, and if passed through a sieve with one-third

of an inch mesh, the operation of potting will be facilitated.

A few broken crocks must be put in the bottom of each

pot for drainage, and immediately over them a little of

the rougher soil that has not passed through the sieve.

In potting, the corm should be buried half its depth

in the soil. You do not say what accommodation you

have for growing the young plants, but they require a

snug little structure where they can be kept near the

glass. A liberal amount of atmospheric moisture is

very necessary to their well-doing ; hence they should

be stood on a bed of ashes or Cocoanut refuse kept moist.

If no other space is available, they may be stood m a

frame shaded from the sun. Of course, the plants must
be watered when required.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
SEAKALE: TREATMENT FIRST YEAR AFTER

PLANTING (E. M. Wild).—Cut off the flower-stalte

:

allowing them to flower weakens the roots. Keep the

ground "clean by hoeing. The tops will die down in the

winter, and should be cleare i away. At the end of March

cover the roots with Seakale pots which have lids to them,

and the pots with litterv strawy manure. In about

a month's time the Seakale should be large enough to

cut During this operation cut off a small portion of trie

top' (or crown) of the root with the Seakale. You will

then secure all the leaves at one cutting. The old crowns

so cut will form new ones in due time. A simpler way

is to cover the roots to the depth of 15 inches with

the ordinary soil of the garden. When growth starts,

the Seakale 'tops will rise through the soil and be beauti-

fully blanched in the process. Cut in the same way as

directed above as soon as the growth of the Seakale is

perceived to crack the surface of the soil.

OBITUARY.

JAMES FORDER.
There were not many gardeners or horticulturists

in East Anglia who did not know Mr. James

Forder, and they will be grieved to hear of his

passing to the great majority on June 3 in his

fifty-ninth year. For over a quarter of a century

he represented the well-known firm of Messrs.

Daniels Brothers, Limited, Norwich, " upon the

road." He possessed a cheery disposition, which

endeared him to all with whom he came in contact.

As a mark of esteem a large number of members

of the East Anglian Horticultural Club attended

his funeral at Norwich. Many splendid wreaths

were sent, including several of red Carnations,

the favourite flowers of the deceased.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS. — Mac, Deal. — The Rose is

Agiaia. G. M. JonM.—Gazania sp'endens.——TT. y.

Zees.—Denrtrobium nobile. C. C. F.—l and 2, Forms

of Sisyrinchium angustifolium; 3, Libertia formosa.—

—

a T—Brunfclsia exiniia. Cornish Gardener.—Aris-

to'telia Macnui. W. Ti"rtf.—Feathered Elm (Ulmus

glabra variety). Rev. Dr. B.—Mimulus glutinosus,

syn., Diplacus glutinosus.

PARCEL NOT DELIVERED.—A label, correctly ad-

dressed, stamped with three halfpenny stamps, and

beiring the postmark " Diilce," lias been sent us by the

postal authorities, with the intimation that it was found

unattached in the post. Will the sender please -wTitc

to us?

FRUIT GARDEN.
CARDINAL NECTARINE FRUIT CRACKING (Herbert

Jon":).—The variety is subject to this fault. The best

precaution to take against this we have found is to crop

rather heavier, to give abundance of air during the time

the fruit is taking on its second and final swelling, mulch

over the roots with well-decayed manure, and avoid

very hca^'y waterings with liquid manure. Rather give

moderate waterings and oftener.

PEAR LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (C. J. i)—The

spots on the Pear leaves arc due to the attack of the

Pear leaf-blister mite (Eriophycs pyri). Each spot is

inhabited by a few mites, which have hibernated beneath

the bud scales and which enter the leaf just as the buds

are expanding. The best remedy for this, when only a

few leaves are affected, is to remove the diseased leaves

and to burn them ; but if many show the trouble, spray

during the winter with a winter wash made by dissolving

'21b. of caustic soda in 10 gallons of water, or, better still,

with the Oregon winter wash, made by mixing 3Ib. of

quicklime and lib. of caustic soda together and slaking

with hot water in which 31b. of flowers of sulphur have

been well stirred. Stir the mixture, which will boil of

itself, for some time, and gradually add 31b. of common
salt. Allow it to boil and then make up to 10 gallons with

water. Spraying now with a nicotine wash should do

THE EDITOR'S TABLE,

A Beautiful Laburnum from Maidstone.—

Messrs. George Bunyard and Co. send us from

their Maidstone nurseries a raceme of a very

beautiful Laburnum that is known as Latest and

Longest. This raceme was nearly two feet long,

the flowers being of a particularly rich yellow

colour. As its name implies, this Laburnum

is among the latest to flower, and certainly has

longer racemes than any other known to us.

The foliage closely resembles that of L. alpinum.

Habranthus pratensis from Norwich.—Mr.

E. G. Davison, Westwick Gardens, Norwich,

sends a beautiful contribution of these glorious

scarlet flowers. As stated on page 277 of our

issue for June 5, Mr. Davison is more

successful with these plants than anyone else

we know, and the flowers now under notice are

exceptionally good. The stem of each is about

eighteen inches long, and it is not uncommon

to find six blooms on a stem. Mr. Davison

writes : " I am sending you a few spikes of

Habranthus pratensis for your table. We have

a lot of flowers at present, and could cut over

four thousand spikes. One bed alone has over

two thousand flowering spikes. All are growing

in the open garden, and have had no protection

whatever. In common with most other things,

they were later coming into bloom this season."

East Anglian Horticultural Club.—This club

carries its meetings on each month throughout

the year, and by this means keeps up a bond

of fellowship with the horticulturists of the

district. The June meeting was held at the

Boar's Head Hotel, Norwich, under the chair-

manship of Mr. John Clayton, when a very good

muster was present. Mr. G. Todd read a very

interesting paper upon " Summer Bedding,"

the main theme of it being centred upon harmony

of colour rather than the crude contrasts one so

often meets. This was responsible for a good dis-

cussion. Mr. H. Goude, Lecturer to the Norfolk

County Council, followed this with an impromptu

discourse upon " Bees and Their Relationship

to the Gardener." In the course of his remarks,

Mr Goude told of the many ways he had observed,

while going about the county, that hives of bees

had been placed in positions to facilitate the

fertilising of fruit blossoms. Several questions

were put, to which the lecturer suitably replied.

Summerdown Military Convalescent Hospital,

Eastbourne.—Will garden-lovers help convales-

cent soldiers ? There are nearly three thousand

wounded "Tommies" in this newly opened camp.

They are digging the ground round the huts, and

gardens are developing in every comer. Many

plants have already been given, but the place is so

large that literally thousands more would be very

thankfully welcomed. Gifts should be addressed

to the Ofiicer Commanding, and other communi-

cations to the Garden Secretary.

TRADB NOTES.
" BnLBS FOR EARLY DELIVERY."

THIS is the title of an interesting little catalogue that

has been sent us by Messrs. J. 1^- /'^'^ ^^""1^°^^
of Lowdham, Notts. As every good gardener knows,

it is highly desirable to pot such bulbs as lUiman Hyacintlis,

Narcisli, Snowdrops and Tulips early if they are to be

forced hard ;
while Frecsias, grown under normal con-

ditions, should go into their pots as soon as the tu'bs

are procurable. Messrs. Pearson make a feature of the

earlv delivery of the kinds mentioned above, particulars

of which are set out in the catalogue referred to. Copies

can be obtained post free by writing to the firm.

THE " Acme " Pest Eradioators.

PESTS and especially those of the insect tribe, arc more

prevalent than ever this year, and we have seen Rose

bushes and fruit trees with distorted foliage and shoots

that are far from being a credit either to therr c-wn"

or the gardener. Remedies are now so plentiful and

reasonable in price that pests in such <l<'8'-.ce ought not

to be tolerated. The catalogue of insecticides fungi-

cides and weed-killer, with apparatus for their aPPb^* on-

which we have just received from The Acme Chemical

Fompans-, Lfmited, Tonbridge, Kent, sets out the various

uses to which these substances may be successfully and

economically put, and we think everyone ^ho's troubled

with pests should have a copy by them. The firm mil

be pleased to post it free of charge to any reader who

applies direct to them for it.

•,• The Ycarhj Subscription to THB GARDEN is : Inland,

6s. 6d. ; Foreign, 8». !></.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Horticultural Club.—^The committee of

management of the Horticultural Club has decided

to abandon the annual outing, which usually takes

place in July.

June Frost in Hertfordshire.—Mr. E. Beckett,

V.M.H., writing to us from the gardens, Aldenham
House, Elstree, Herts, states that a severe frost

was experienced there on the morning of Saturday,

the igth inst. Vegetable Marrows, Potatoes and
other crops were badly damaged.

The Home Production of Food.—Among the

committee appointed last week by the Board of

Agriculture to consider and report what steps

should be taken by legislation or otherwise for

the sole purpose of maintaining and, if possible,

increasing the present production of food in

England and Wales, on the assumption that the

war may be prolonged beyond the harvest of

1916, we are pleased to see the name of Mr. A. D.

Hall, M.A., F.R.S. His interest in horticulture

will, we feel sure, be a guarantee that this section

of the food-producing community will not be

overlooked.

A Late-Flowering Italian Apple.— Pyrus

cratcegifolia is very distinct and pleasing,

flowering during the first half of June. It forms

a bush or small tree and is a native of Northern

Italy. The pure white flowers, which are three-

quarters of an inch in diameter, are freely borne

in corymbs on long, slender shoots. Trees at

Kew are some 9 feet in height, and as these mature

fruits, the raising of young trees from seeds is

the most satisfactory method of propagation.

The Best Roses in Australia.—Recently the

Argus asked its readers to name the twelve Roses

they considered the best in Australia. The result,

which will, we think, be of interest to rosarians

in this country, is given below. Evidently, by
Frau Karl Druschki heading the list, fragrance is

not a strong point with the Australian enthusiasts :

Frau Karl Druschki, 390 votes ; Mme. Abel

Chatenay, 382 ; White Maman Cochet, srg ;

Lyons Rose, 302 ; K. A. Victoria, 300 ; General

JMacarthur, 269 ; Belle Siebrecht, 245 ; La France,

219 ;
Joseph Hill, 156 ; Prince Camille de Rohan,

144 ; Rhea Read, 139 ; and Pink Maman Cochet,

124.

A Hardy Yellow-Flowered Grevillea.—Though
a fairly large genus, the Grevilleas are only found

wild in .Australia. They are thus better suited

for cultivation under glass in this country, though

in sheltered positions in the London district,

but more particularly in the mild climate of the

South and West, several species are very pleasing

flowering shrubs. The hardiest is G. juniperina

sulphurea, a native of New South Wales. Until

recently, notable success attended its cultivation

in the Coombe Wood nursery of Messrs. J. Veitch,

while, during May and June of this year, plants have

flowered freely in a sheltered position at Kew.

G. sulphurea, as it is grown in nurseries, is an

evergreen bush reaching some 4 feet to 6 feet

in height and as much in circumference. The
needle-like leaves suggest a conifer. The light

yellow flowers are freely borne in clusters along

the branches. To the ordinary soil of the garden.

1
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Bird Cherry.—I was pleased to see a note

on this neglected tree in The Garden for May 82,

page 241. Another point in its favour is that,

unlike those of so many hard-wooded trees and
shrubs, the flowers last well in water for ten days,

where the white racemes are contrasted with the

pale green foliage to advantage. A fine lasting

white flower is Achillea mongolica, which keeps its

beauty for ten days.

—

George Bunyard.
Tulip Bouton d'Or.—I was very pleased to

read the appreciative note in The Garden,
page 277, concerning this most useful Cottage

Tulip. It is one of the good old sorts

that will be a long time, I fancy, before

it is superseded, even if it ever is. It is

a splendid deep yellow, its blooms are

shapelj', and, what is of equal importance

in these times, the bulbs are very cheap.

I would not like to be without Bouton
d'Or, and one can afford to plant the bulbs

somewhat liberally. Incidentally, I may
mention that, like some of the other May-
flowering sorts, it increases fast, so that

one can soon work up a stock. Last autumn
I tried the experiment of planting Bouton
d'Or on a border that only gets the sun

for a short time in the afternoon, and
despite the fact that the recognised rule

seems always for Tulips to be planted in

" asiumy place," this old favourite simply

revelled in the shady comer assigned it,

and it was not until the end of May that

1 cut the last of the flowers. I have
heard of blooms of this variety being cut

approaching abnormal size—as was the case

at Chelsea Show—but it has not been my
fortune to achieve the abnormal. That
does not trouble me, however, not being

an exhibitor, and I am quite content in

being able to have flowers of such an intense

yellow and, as I have said, from such mode-
rately priced bulbs.—W. Linders Lea.

Lupinus polyphyllus. — "Garden
Steward's" letter in the issue of The
Garden for June 5, page 278, in reply

to my criticism on the cultivation of the

above, is most interesting, and I am
grateful to him for troubling to write

again. My contention was the roots
" several feet long," and this " Garden
Steward " has amended to 18 inches or

2 feet. I quite admit, now that I know
his locality and that his soil is very light

gravel, that this length is attainable ; but, as

said previously, it seems unlikely that they would
be even that length after four to six months'
strong growing. If plants are put in positions

such as the boundary of a shrubbery, where they
can grow for three or four years undisturbed,

a far greater length than 2 feet would be possible

in such a soil. However, all that is beside the

point. My object in again writing is to make
two little corrections. The word " saved," printed
in my previous letter, must be a printer's error,

because I realised from the first that if " Garden
Steward " could not grow Lupines, he could not
very well save seed from them ! I should also

like to correct one of his remarks. " Garden
Steward " says :

" I can quite believe that
Lupinus always remains small near Shefiield."

But he is in error. If he grew his Lupines

on a hillside bordering our Derbyshire moors,

exposed to winds of the greatest coldness

and strength, then possibly they would not do.

But here in Ecclesall, at an altitude of 650 feet

to 700 feet, and exposed, according to some,
" to most of the winds that blow," we grow some

of the biggest Lupine plants and best spikes of

flowers that our visitors saj' they have ever seen.

Ours are no " small" plants when they get estab-

lished. Our spikes are also large and full. But

these plants, though big, do not possess roots

" several feet long."—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood,

Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Stone Edgings to Pathway.—I do not know
if you will think the enclosed photograph %vorth

reproducing in The Garden. It is the top path

STONE EDGINGS TO A PATHWAY IN A READER'S GARDEN
IN SCOTLAND. GENTIANA ACAULIS THRIVES HERE.

in our old manse garden, and was taken about

this time last year. We have no rock garden,

I am sorry to say, but this is the nearest approach

to it we can manage. The path itself is made of

old stone slates from the roof of a farmhouse,

and was laid about four years ago. We put in

some round beach stones at the sides to help

the plants to grow, and they certainly have grown.

I am always cutting off bits. The flowers in bloom

shown in the illustration arc just ordinary rock

plants. There are about one hundred and eighty

different kinds, such as Aubrietias, Saxifrages,

Phloxes, Lithospcrmums, Campanulas and Dian-

thuses, and, best of all, Gcntiana venia and G.

acaulis. The latter grows like a weed here. The edg-

ing of it is 12 inches wide at least, and a solid mass

of blue.—I.. Barron, Dunnollar Manse, N.B.

Wanted : A Recipe for Eldernower Wine.—
I have just been told, by one who has tasted it,

that Elderflower wine is far superior to Elder-

berry. I shall be very grateful if any of your
readers will give a reliable recipe. As the ballad

relates how " Mistress Jean she was makking:

her Elderflower wine " when the Laird of Cockpen
paid that untimely call, I suppose the said wine

is Scotch, or Scottish, or Scots ? How shall a

Southern pen essay the egg-and-sword dance

amid these words without fear and trembling,,

any more than a Northern (I will not venture on

the other term again) can learn to discriminate-

the uses of " shall " and " will " ?

—

AnnE-

Amateur.

Large Vegetables.—I am amused at the letters

which mine, re large vegetables, has called forth.

I am afraid neither the question of

groiving for market nor waste, as the

chief objection, was the cause of my com-
plaint, for something is always done with

what is left over ; but I was feeling (as

usual when ordering the garden seeds)

how tiresome it is that when, from motives-

of economy, one goes in for a " collection
"

instead of countless shilling packets (half

of which never get sown), one is obliged

to order in addition some packets of the

smaller-sized vegetables, and give away,.

or waste possibly, those of " Mammoth "

breed, because these are forced upon one

in each " collection," and one is not

allowed to change them. I still think,.

and " Aime Amateur " agrees with me,

that a dish of small vegetables is pre-

ferable ; and that the sight of a messed-

about dish of some of the larger sorts,

after even t%vo or three people have

helped themselves, is frequently a dis-

gusting sight. It is unavoidable. This

being so, it would be a comfort if more
small-sized, first-rate vegetables were

aimed at by the seedsmen instead of

showing us so evidently that they are

not, by the titles, illustrations and print-

ing in their catalogues. I have now
before me one of these, open at a page

on which is a large-sized basket well filled

by two Broccoli. What dish would they go

into ? Another page is entirely taken up by
one Onion, " weighing 41b." ; another, by
a Broad Bean pod 9 inches long. I shudder

to think what size the Beans would be

before they came into the house ! I shall

continue to maintain that for home grow-

mg and consumption far too many large

varieties are puffed and advertised by
the seedsmen, and can only hope that

they will in time recognise this, and give us more
" Gem " varieties and fewer " Mammoths," in

pity, at any rate, for small households and for

those who prefer small, sweet-tasting vegetables.

—

A. La T.

Apple Cox's Orange Pippin Grafted on Irish

Peach.—In your issue of May 22 there is a note

on canker, or rather non-cankering of Cox's

Orange Pippin when grafted on to trees of Irish

Peach. I have been studying and experimenting

with this trouble for the past twenty years, and

I am convinced that the dying away of the bark

and branches is not caused by any external agents,

alone, though injmries may set it up. The primary

cause is much deeper. I have often wondered

if canker in the vegetable kingdom and cancer

in the animal are not both the same. I should
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esteem it a great favour if Mr. Molyneux would

answer the following questions at his leisure

:

(i) Why was it decided to regraft the trees of

Irish Peach ? (2) How many trees were grafted ?

(3) How much of the wood of Irish Peach was
there left after the scions were put on ? (4)

"What age were the trees when grafted ? (5)

To what cause or causes does he attrihute such

beneficial results ?

—

Observer.

About Apple Blossom.—As a reader of Dr.

"VVatts, " Anne Amateur " will probably reaUse

that it is vain to seek perfection upon earth.

She will not, therefore, be surprised to hear

that the best-flavoured ' Apples do not possess

the most beautiful flowers, and, generally speaking,

the redder the fruit the paler the flowers. Those

of the Codlins are generally the richest coloured,

and there are few sorts to approach Lord Derby in

this respect ; size and colour are here combined.

Nearly equalUng this are Sandringham and Nelson

Codlin. All these have a rich carmine tint without

and a pure white within. Of the suffused t3T)es,

<Joldeu Spire is representative. Here the colour

is the same on both sides of the petal, a rosy lilac.

King's Acre Pippin has a similar flower, also

Venus Pippin. This type of flower is, however,

not so effective, in my opinion, as the Lord Derby
type. For lateness of flower Royal Jubilee,

Bess Pool and Court Pendu Plat happily prolong

the season of blossom. For an isolated park

Bess Pool is very beautiful, forming a regular,

round head and being covered with flower, even

to the centre of the tree. It flowers late in May,

and surely no flowering tree can be more lovely

and none so useful.

—

Edward A. Bunyard.
" Anne Amateur " will find the following

varieties interesting in the colour of their flowers,

apart from the ordinary coloured blossoms of

such sorts as Lord Grosvenor, Lady Sudeley

and Warner's King, and, what is also in

their favour, they produce good Apples

:

Bramley's Seedling, Sandringham, Castle Major

{especially rich coloured buds and open

flowers), Arthur Turner and Lane's Prince

Albert.—E. M.
—— As an amateur grower of dessert Apples,

which inclxide American Mother, Beauty of Bath,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Coronation, The Houblon,

James Grieve, Langley Pippin, Paroquet, Red
Astrachan, Ribston Pippin and some newer

varieties not in bearing, I should recommend
"Anne Amateur" to have some trees of James
Grieve planted. I consider it would be one to

reach her ideal, both as regards blossom and
fruit. The blossoms stand out prominent in

beauty of colouring, usually a profuse display,

carried on large stems. The fruits are of attrac-

tive appearance, of medium size, fit to gather in

September, can be eaten from the tree, and are

of first-class quality. With me the trees are good

growers and regular bearers. The blooms of

American Mother are very pretty and later in

opening. The trees are of dwarfish growth and

not so reliable in fruiting as the former.—P.

Wakeham, Kingsbridge, South Devon.

\ GARDEN IN THE WAR
DESERT.

By Our Sub-Editor, Rifleman H. Cowley.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
June 29.—National Rose Society's Metropolitan

Exhibition, Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

London. Royal Agricultural Society's Exhibition,

Nottingham (five days).

June 30.—Southampton Royal Horticultural

Society's Rose Show, South Stoneham House,

Southampton.

A
PARTY of five khaki-clad rifiemen

and one sergeant marched at a slow

pace along the main road of the

ruined village of Zormebeke. The
heavy strain of many days and nights

in the trenches was written unmis-

takably upon their unwashed and unshaven faces.

The men, wearing overcoats, carried their rifles

at the trail, with their bandoliers slung looselj'

over their shoulders. The overcoats were cut

to the knee, a sign that the wearers had been

through wintry days, wading in the trenches,

when the lower part of the overcoats, steeped in

mud and water, dragged heavily upon the wearers^

and had in consequence been cut away. The

party marched on through the ruined village,

pajang little heed to the scenes of desolation,

to which they were only too well accustomed.

The %vriter of these notes %vas one of that small

party, and as we proceeded I mused lightly upon

a message given me by a gardening friend six

months ago before leaving England with the

British Expeditionary Force. It was, in effect,

that should I by any chance get to the little

village of Zonnebeke, I was to be sure to call

at the ChSteau, where a welcome would await

me, and I should find much of interest in the

garden there. I made a note of the address,

but thought no more of it until our battalion

was stationed on the outskirts of the old capital

of Flanders, now known as the Desert of Ypres.

Oirr road to the trenches lay through a heaped-up

pile of ruined buildings, and this was the one-

time pretty village of Zonnebeke. Not a building

had escaped destruction, and the inhabitants

had fled from their homes, not one of them being

left alive in the village. A few scared and half-

starved cats, still clinging to their old haimts,

were the only signs of life so far as we could see.

The church had shared the fate of many other

grand old Flemish churches, and while much of

it still stood erect, the interior, as I afterwards

saw, was a heap of bricks and plaster, piled up

%vith broken chairs and tattered paintings.

The enemy had snipers concealed behind the

ruined buildings, and it was in search of snipers

that our party of six had started out. We halted

outside the church, and were given the order to

fix bayonets. The search was then commenced.

We were to start at the church and work our

way back to headquarters. Leaving the church,

we passed on to the %vreckage of a mansion a little

way back from the main road. Many grand old

trees lay uprooted round about. The walls of

the house were standing, but the rooms, strewn

with shattered glass and broken furniture, pre-

sented a scene of hopeless chaos. Letters and

other correspondence lay on the floor in one room.

With a feeling of intense interest I picked up

some correspondence. My suspicions were con-

firmed, for this indeed was the ChSteau of Zonne-

beke ! There was little in the Chateau that had

not been destroyed, save one or two oil paintings

in their large gilt frames, and, singularly enough,

a large mirror was left tmbroken upon a wall.

It was not long before 1 found my way to the

spacious garden behind the ChSteau. It was a

large walled-in garden of very formal design.

Weeds had indeed grown apace, and were running

rife tliroughout the garden. For all that, a bed

of Pansies made quite a brilliant display in the

midst of this scene of desolation. It was an

excellent strain of large, well-formed flowers of

the rarest and richest colours to be found among
Pansies. I imagine the o^vner to have spent

many years in raising these flowers to such a high

standard of excellence. Sea Pinks and double

Daisies made a broken edging to the garden paths

and beds of herbs, while one or two lovely bushes

of Lavender and Rosemary caught my eye in

passing. In one comer of the garden I espied

a large circular pool of water that would have

made a perfect home for Nymphjeas and other

aquatics. This hole. ho%vever, was made
by one of the enemy's largest explosive shells.

It was an old-world garden, containing flower

borders and fruit trees. The latter had been

badly damaged by shell fire, although a fair

sprinkling of blossom w.as then seen. At one

end of the' garden was the conservatory. Most

of the plants had perished, although signs of life

were still visible in Chrysanthemums and Pelar-

goniums. But the good-natured Aspidistras were

little the worse for their neglect, while a few

succulents, natives of dry desert regions, were

having the time of their lives.

There were more serious duties foe our littlv

party to perform, and, making our departure

through a hole made by a shell in the garden wall,

we bade farewell to the ChSteau of Zonnebeke.

INFORMAL AND WILD
GARDENING.

By James Hudson, V.M.H.

(Continued from page 304.)

THE Wisley Rock Garden will speak for

itself and grow more attractive year

by year. It was not planted for im-

mediate effect, hence all the plants

have room to grow and establish

themselves. It is this type of garden-

ing I should like to see encouraged and extended,

and especially the wood gardening. Bamboos are

frequently seen in other gardens, but I have

rarely seen them so efliective as at Wisley. They
are planted in an ideal position, open to the

west, protected on the east, and as informally as

one could desire.

Another garden still quite informal, but of

greater extent than Wisley, is that at Leonardslee,

Horsham, Sussex, the seat of Sir Edmund Loder,

Bart. When I was allowed to visit this garden

last spring, I was amazed at the extent, the

luxuriance and the beauty of it, as well as at the

wealth of plants. To enumerate a tithe of them

would be quite impossible in the time I have at

command. What impressed me most was the

utter absence of formality throughout. And
this is what I want to impress upon others. There

are gravel paths, it is true, but they are quite of

third-rate consideration, comfortable and safe

enough to walk upon, but little trouble to maintain.

Rhododendrons of the choicest kinds—some of

them hybrids raised upon the spot—-are one of

the chief features. Azaleas are there in profusion,

and so are many species of the coniferae, all growing

in perfect abandon. Now why is this ? It is

the result of great care, forethought and discrimi-

nation on the part of the proprietor. Before

planting, or extending the planting, every con-

sideration was given to the situations and the

plants to be dealt with. This has been done to
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perfection. In another spot hardy Pabns, Trachy-

carpus excelsus, and Camellias are equally fine
;

so also is the Rock Garden, where many unique

examples are to be seen. This has been established

much longer than the Rock Garden at Wisley,

hence it is better furnished ; but the whole design

is quite informal.

I will now allude to a third example of informal

gardening, one that is within the reach of the many.
It is that at The Wilderness, Shirley, near

Croydon, the residence of our energetic secretary,

the Rev. W. Wilks, M.A., V.M.H. This garden

is practically and to aU intents and purposes

"Paths.—In a wild garden the paths must
never under any circumstances be of yellow gravel,

nor of asphalt or tar, nor of ashes. In open ground
they should be grass, kept scrupulously mown.
In woodland where grass will not grow they should
be the natural soil, trodden hard, and the moss
should be allowed to grow on it, if it kindly will.

In autumn the leaves from trees must be swept
up once a week from the grass paths, or they will

kill the grass in patches and soon make it un-

sightly. In woodland the leaves may lie on the

paths and will look very natural ; the rustling

sound as one walks on them is pleasant to the

run with grass. But any plant which cannot
take care of itself after the first twelve months*
real care is not a suitable plant for a wild garden.—From the Royal Horticultural Society's Journal.

(To be continued.)

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CARNATIONS.
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ACHILLEA OBRISTII.
This charming littte plant belongs to a section

of the genus which are all of dwarf habit, and
have silvery foliage with white flowers. Those

best known, perhaps, are A. umbellata, with very

white leaves and flowers in corymbs, and A.

argentea, a taller-growing, but still dwarf plant

with larger white flowers. A. Obristii is a hybrid,

probably derived from A. umbellata. It is very

free in habit ; easy to grow in any well-drained

position, where it develops rapidly ; very free-

flowering in most seasons ; the flowers last for a

considerable time in good condition ; while its

evergreen silvery foliage is very attractive at all

times of the year. Like all the others of this

group, A. Obristii may be increased by means of

cuttings in the summer or division in the spring. As
it is a hybrid, seeds would not be reliable. W. I.

A BEAUTIFUL FLOWERING
SHRUB.

During the last fortnight Escallouia langleyensis, a

flowering spray of which is illustrated below, has

been one of the most beautiful and most admired

plants in the garden. It is practically evergreen,

and will withstand ordinarysevere winters,

though a prolonged spell of frost might

cut the branches back somewhat. As
will be seen in the illustration, it makes
long, slender, arching branches, which

during June are freely studded with the

charming, bright rosy carmine flowers,

each about half an inch in 'diameter. We
have it loosely tied to a south wall, where

its branches can ram.blc at will, but it is

an excellent shrub for grouping in a lawn

bed or the more conspicuous parts of the

shrub border. Grown in this way it will

eventually attain a height of 6 feet or

possibly more. So far as soil goes, it

appears to appreciate that which is

porous but moderately well enriched.

This charming shrub is of hybrid origin,

and was raised in Messrs. Veitch's

nursery at Langley, Bucks, by crossing

E. philippiana with E. punctata.

Released as desired. Do not tie a bloom when
it is damp with dew or rain and only a day or so

before the show. Tie many more than you want

to stage, as all will not last till the show day.

Very double Roses need not be tied, although it

is advisable to place wool very lightly around

such, as it helps to retain the exquisite

form, the crowning beauty of a Rose. Retain

the ties on the blooms until you arrive at the

show ; but it will be wise beforehand to look at

them to see if any are too tight. Delicate-

petalled Roses, and especially Tea varieties,

may have tissue paper wrapped around them,

leaving the point open always. Roses such as

Souv. de Pierre Netting pay well for tliis attention, as

their outer petals are often marred by the weather.

Shading may be done some days before the show.

Old straw hats, sunshades, &c., answer for shades
;

but best of all are the shades offered by the horti-

cultural sundriesmen. See they are placed on

a firm stake to prevent injury by wind. Shading

is as necessary to secure the bloom from injury

by heavy dews as it is from brilliant sunshine.

A bud may be retarded two or three days by
timely shading, but judgment is essential, or

we may defeat our object. Roses gloi-y in sunshine.

obtained from the schedule of the National Rose

Society, which will be sent free from their ofiices,

25, Victoria Street, Westminster. Tubes are very

important articles. A Rose is often marred

by being placed in a bad tube. Purchase the

Foster tubes with wire attachment. These are

arranged so that the flower may be well elevated

from the box, and blooms so elevated often score

largely at the show. Read carefully the rules

of the National Rose Society as to the points of

a good flower, and endeavour to bring your blooms

up to this standard. Nice green moss should

be placed on the false bottom of the box. This

false bottom is made to place the tubes in—

a

much better plan than stuffing with shavings,

the old-fasliioued style. One may think I am
enlarging too much upon this matter of boxes

i

but I have seen most lamentable instances where-

grand flowers had been staged in most hideous,

makeshift affairs, an insult to the Rose as it is

.

to the exliibition.

Spare Blooms.—A travelling box should be

fitted up to take several spare blooms. I always

like to have plenty of these, so that one may
have a good choice at the show. A deep box

:

™th tubes nailed into the bottom and about the

SOME
ROSE

HINTS FOR
EXHIBITORS.

THE Rose shows are now upon

us, and a few hints may be

acceptable, especially to the

beginner in exliibiting. It is

not too late even now to dis-

bud for the later shows, such

as Leamington ; but for the Regent's

Park Show and others at the end of June,

disbudding should have been done some
days ago. Many amateurs make a mistake

by leaving the side shoots that will start

upon a growth carrying the bloom bud. It is well

to check these with the thumb and finger as soon as

seen, in order that all the strength may be con-
centrated upon the bud on that particular growth.

Tying the Blooms and Shading are two very
important details. Tying is done in order to

prevent the flower bursting too soon. A piece

of strong wool is placed around the heart of the

flower, leaving the outer petals free. Instead
of making a knot, give the ends two turns and
leave it at that. It can then be tightened or

A SPRAY OF ESCALLONIA LANGLEYENSIS, A HARDY SHRUB WITH ROSY CARMINE FLOWERS.
but where flowers are limited, one is naturally
anxious to make them hold out. Some Tea
Roses grow and develop better in water. I have
often cut a bloom three days before a show,
kept it in a cool cellar, and it has been one of the
best in the winning box.

Boxes and Tubes must be overhauled well
in advance, and see that the former are nice and
clean, and painted a dark green colour. The
sizes must also be attended to when showing under
National Rose Society rules. These can be

size of a good travelUng trunk, or larger, is the
tiling. Holes must be provided for air.

Cutting the Blooms is another important
detail. Late evening is the best time, even if

you are near the show grounds. If cut in the
early morning, the flowers should be marked
overnight, for any old bloom looks wondrously
bright in the morning before the sun is up. Be
careful to place the flower in water immediately
it is cut. Jars of water carried around answer
well, and the flowers can be transferred to the
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boxes later on. If you do not know the bloom,

be careful to label it when cutting, and also label

the spare blooms, especially the reds and yellows,

for they are very confusing to recognise when cut.

Staging the Blooms is best learnt by watching

•an old hand. If the day is likely to be hot, keep

the boxes in a cool place, preferably outside

the tent, as long as regulations permit, for the

average Rose tent is a perfect ovtn on a hot day.

Place the largest blooms in the back row, the medium
next, and the smallest in the front row. Try to

put the best blooms at the corners, and group
the colours to harmonise. Do not place two
reds together unless it be diagonally. Study
well what is a three-point flower, and do not be led

away by your own fancy to retain your favourite

if it happens to be a flimsy sort, with which
our collections abound. See that you have no
duplicates, for this will disqualify. Keep the lids on

THE EARLIEST ROSES TO
FLOWER.

By Edward Mawley, V.M. H.

I

SHOULD like from my own experience

to support " Danecroft's " excellent re-

marks in The Garden for June is,

page 291, on the value of these early

flowering Roses. Many of them are not

only beautiful and interesting in them-
selves, but, being the first Roses of the year to

appear, are consequently welcomed with greater

delight and attract more attention than many
of their more pretentious brethren which come
into bloom later in the season.

As was the case with " Danecroft," the first

Rose to flower in my garden this year was that

remarkable variety Rosa sericea pteracantha,

which he so well describes. It is further inter-

I ha\e lately sttn here (Berkhamsted) some
plants of this variety trailing downwards over a

terrace wall, where hundreds of their flowers

were displayed to the greatest advantage. On
June 3 appeared the first of my wichuraianas,

Diabolo, with its dark glowing crimson blooms.

To go back to May, R. xanthina first flowered

on May 25. The light and graceful upright

growth of this distinct variety and its clear lemon

yellow flowers make it very acceptable at this

season. Then, on May 29, appeared Irish Elegance,

the most charming of all early flowering Roses of

its class. But the greatest treat of all, and that

earlier in the month, was provided by an old plant

of Austrian Copper growing on a greenish grey fence

at the top of my Rose garden. When at its best,

there were over a hundred flowers fully out upon it.

It may not be generally loiown, but this is one

of the very oldest Roses grown in this country,

dating back to 1596. Moreover, it

makes an excellent Rose for growing

under glass. I have a plant of it

which I have had for nearly twenty

years. When it is taken into the

greenhouse in the winter, it always

looks as if it had no life whatever

left in it, but invariably comes up

smiling in the spring, and its flowers

are as a rule much better coloured

than those from plants I have in the

open ground.

' Rt.ALtiU\G ilOivt SltP;? .<il sHlFJ.AKii COURT.

the bo.xes, also the lies on the blooms, until tlie last

moment ; but the lids should be slightly raised to

admit air. As the flower grows, loosen the wool,

or you will mar the bloom considerably. You
may remove any blemisli from a flower, such as

injured edges to petals. A pair of scissors is

handy for this, and a camel-hair brush is also

needed to press out the outer petals. Do not

alter the cliaracter of the Rose by the disgraceful

"dressing" adopted by some e.xhibitors. Judges
are very severe upon this, and rightly so. Above
all things, do not be tempted to use any flowers

but those grown by yourself, except, of course,

in the competitions in the table decoration classes,

where purchased flowers are admissible. Otherwise

all flowers must be grown by the exhibitor, and
it is not only mean, but dishonest, to attempt to

win prizes with blooms grown by another.

Eastwood, Essex. W. Easlea.

estnig owing to its small, pure while flowers having
but four petals. This was first in bloom on
May 14. The next day R. alpina appeared.

Its flowers are very freely produced and it makes
a big bush, but owing to the dull shade of its

rose-coloured blooms is not otherwise interesting.

Four days afterwards came R. rubella. Owing to

the clearer colour of its numerous flowers, it is,

to my mind, much better worth growing than

R. alpina, which it otherwise greatly resembles.

It is further endeared to me as my two pLants of

it came from a garden at Reigate, where I spent

many happy days of my boyhood. That most
delightful silvery pink variety R. sinica Anemone
first showed an open flower on June i. This is a

perfect gem among early climbing, trailing or pillar

Roses, for the blooms, which are 3 inches across

and of good substance, are refined and beautiful,

and the glistening foliage sets thrm off admirably.

WHERE TO GROW
CLEMATISES.

Now that many of the Clematises

are flowering is the time to make
notes of any particularly appropri-

ate situations in which they may be

found growing, so that when planting-

time comes round, full use may be

made of one's observations. There is

no doubt that the majority of these

rharming chmbers do best where they

have ample space, so that their

vigorous growths can ramble about

almost as they please. The accom-

panying 'llustration represents large-

flowered Clematises planted on either

side of a bold flight of stone steps,

a position that is rather unique,

but one that is admirably adapted

(or the plants. Here the growths

and flowers wreathe the brick bahis-

trades and transform the whole

into a pleasing garden picture.

I remember seeing, a few years

ago, the Wmter Jasmine growing in a similar

position, where it was most effective. G. M.

RAMBLER ROSES BY WATERSIDE.
During the summer one of the most beautiful

effects at Kew is obtained by Rambler
Roses beside the large lake in front of the Palm
House. At either side of this lake the surrounding

soil, which is several feet above the level of the

water, is kept in position by cement walls, which,

if left bare, would be entirely out of keeping with

the surroundings. Some years ago the idea

of planting Rambler Roses at the top of the wall

was conceived, and with this end in view the soil

next the wall was dug out to a good depth

and to about three feet in width, and the trench

filled with good, stiff loam and manure. In this

new soil such wichuraiana Roses as Dorothv
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Perkins and Lady Gay were planted, and since

then they have made rapid progress, so that now
the long, slender shoots hang suspended over the

wall, some of the more venturesome reaching

well into the water. When in flower these Roses

create a charming effect, and instead of ugly

cement walls, pink cascades of Roses are to be seen,

the accompanying illustration giving a good idea

of their beauty. Even were the

bank an ordinary one of soil with -

out a retaining wall, the same
method might be adopted, though in

such a case the growths would need

pegging down to the soil to keep

them in place. It may be well to

remind those who grow these

wichuraiana Roses that the old

flowering wood should be cut away
when the flowers have faded, so

as to enable the young rods that

form this year to become thoroughly

ripened. If this is done there will

be less danger of injury by frost

during the coming winter, and the

prospects for flowers another year

will be enhanced, H.

trio in the character of red spider, aphides and
Apple sucker. The first insect is responsible

for the sickly yellowish appearance observable

just now where this pest may be present on
Gooseberries, and Apples in particular. Aphides,

in the form of green, purplish or black fiies, are

familiar to all. Apple sucker is less known,
l)ut a very general pest, and its presence may be

readily discovered by the snow white globules

secreted from and generally attached to its body.

Their favourite resort is the inflorescence of the

Apple.

As these three species may be, and generally

are, present on the same tree at the same time,

a general summer spray fluid is desirable. Those
proprietary washes containing nicotine are

SUMMER SPRAYING
OF FRUIT TREES.

SOME PRACTICAL HINTS.

THE spring of this year has

proved eminently favour-

able to the development

and multiplication of the

insect enemies of fruit

trees and bushes, and to

those who value the healthy growth

of their trees, as well as good fruit,

summer spraying becomes more
imperative than ever. There is no

lack of summer washes on the market
—one is tempted to think a surfeit

—and, unless the fruit cultivator is

interested in the preparation of his

own washes from simple ingredients,

the use of these proprietary prepara-

tions is recommended for con-

venient application, particularly in

the case of small fruit areas. Many
cultivators of fruit have an aversion

to the use of those washes contain-

ing poisonous ingredients such as

arsenic, copper, nicotine, &c., but in

view of the very low percentage nf

these substances actually used in

the wash, and by carefully observ-

ing the directions for application

given with the preparation, nn

results deleterious to the human
system will accrue. Moreover, fur-

ther reassurance is afforded by the

very general use of these particular

washes by large fruit-growers. One
other point to be realised is that

the eflicacy of an insecticide or

fvmgicide is as much dependent upon
the thoroughness of its application

as upon its own intrinsic merits.

Sucking Insects.—In this cate-

gory we have represented in the

fruit garden a most formidable WICHURAIANA ROSES DRAPING A CEMENT WALL BY THE WATERSIDE.
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particularly suitable. A wash of this character

can be made by adding ifoz. of nicotine (98 per

cent.) to lib. of soft soap dissolved in hot water,

and diluting Ihe whole up to 10 gallons. This,

however, more largely concerns the large fruit-

grower, since nicotine is rarely obtainable in a

smaller quantity than lib., at an average cost

of I2S. For the destruction of sucking insects

generally, nothing excels a non-poisonous wash
with the following formula : Quassia chips, ilb.

;

soft soap, three-quarters of a pound
; liver of

sulphur, ijoz. ; water, 4 gallons. The writer

used this quite recently with complete success,

young leaf caterpillars also being killed. Prepare

by boiling the chips for two hours, or soaking
in cold water for forty-eight hours ; dissolve

the soft soap and liver of sulphur, add it to

the Quassia solution, and dilute to 4 gallons.

Biting Insects.—^These are represented mainly
by the larvae of Gooseberry sawfly and the cater-

pillars of the winter moth (Cheimatobia brumata).

Fungoid Diseases.—Apart from Apple canker
and silver-leaf of Plums—two diseases against

which summer spraying is of little or no avail

—

there remain but three other diseases of great

importance in the fruit garden, which, if present,

will need prompt and thorough treatment. Refer-

ence is made to Apple and Pear scab (Venturia
inaequalis and V. pirini, Aderh.) and American
Gooseberry mildew. The dire character of the

latter is known only too well to most people now,
while the two former are responsible for much
depreciation in value, appearance and premature
decay of the fruits concerned. Fortunately.

Apple and Pear scab is easily preventable when
taken in time. As soon as the petals have fallen,

spray with half-strength Bordeaux mixture, i.e.,

copper sulphate, ilb.
;

quicklime, half a pound
;

water, i6J gallons. It is much meire advisable,

however, to purchase a small quantity of pro-

prietary Bordeaux paste, which can be used at

whatever strength is needed. A second appli-

A PEACH "DUG-OUT."
AN INTERESTING GARDENING

FEATURE.
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

AN INTERESTING METHOD OF GROWING PEACHES AT GLYNDE, SUSSEX.

The Gooseberry sawfly larvae, easily identified

by their jet-spotted, green, caterpillar-like bodies,

are deplorably neglected, though so easily destroyed.

Against them the Quassia wash recommended for

sucking insects will be found effective, and will

in no way interfere with the gathering and using

of the berries. " Katakilla " is another excellent

non-poisonous wash. Finally, there is Hellebore

powder, which may be dusted on the leaves or

mixed carefully with water (half an otmce to a

gallon) and sprayed on with a syTinge or a

knapsack sprayer. This latter method is the

more economical and effective. In spraying,

particular attention should be paid to the lowest

and central leaves of the bush.

Against winter moth caterpillars no specific

is superior to lead arsenate, half an ounce to a

gallon of water. This is obtainable in a paste

form in even such a small quantity as a pound.

Apply it to trees immediately after, but not before,

flowering is finished.

cation is urged within a fortnight of the first.

Bordeaux paste can now be obtained in combi-
nation with arsenate of lead, and wherever cater-

pillars are present and an outbreak of scab is

feared, this mixture should be used.

American Gooseberry mildew is the most
frightful of fruit diseases. Growers ought to be

ever on the alert for its appearance. An occasional

spraying of loz. of liver of sulphur to 2i gallons

of water as a preventive is a wise course if

the disease is present in the district. Should
the disease appear in a slight and sporadic manner,
as many of the affected leaves and shoots as is

practicable should be carefully removed and
dipped in parafiin and burnt. Then proceed

at once to spray with the above solution of

liver of sulphur, or, if the berries have been
gathered, use full-strength Bordeaux mixture.

American Gooseberry mildew is, of course,

notifiable.

Morpeth. C. W. Mavhew.

THOSE familiar with old gardening

books of the last century may have
come across a method of growing
Grapes by what was called Rivers"^

Ground Vinery. A space of, say,

14 feet in length and 2J feet wide
was paved with slates, and over this was placed

a span light frame %vith proper ventilation. In

this Grapes were grown and ripened, the bunches-

resting on the slate bottom and the roots being

in the open ground. This had its origin in the
" Curate's Vinery," which consisted of a slate-

lined furrow covered with glass, in which the

bunches hung. In both cases advantage was
taken of the ripening power of the

earth's surface, and a considerable

part of their success depended upon
its being utilised.

Viscountess Wolseley recently

had to solve the problem of how
to grow Peaches and Apricots

without the assistance of a wall

or of any glass structtire. It was
necessary that the pupils at

Glynde should be taught how to

prune and manage the above fraits.

A happy inspiration suggested the

idea of a wide trench with sloping

sides, against which a wooden trellis

might be fixed on which to train

the trees. As will be seen from

the illustration on this page, this has

been done, and Lady Wolseley has

had the satisfaction of knowing that

it works very well.

I ought to explain that her

garden is on the side of a steep

hill facing nearly due south, so

there has been no difficulty about

drainage. The following are some

of the principal measurements

:

Distance of trellis from the side

of the trench, 2 feet ; mdth of

trench at the bottom, 6 feet ;

height of slope facing due south,

5 feet. The ends are made use

of, but not the slope facing

north. I fancy, however, that it would be quite

feasible to grow Morello Cherries or Apples in

this position, especially if the bottom of the trench

were made a little wider, or even if the trellis

on the south slope was only a foot away from

its surface instead of 2 feet. The trees which

are at present on the trellis are Apricots Breda

and Waterloo, and Peaches Amsden June, Dr.

Hogg and Early Alexander.

As there are gardens all over Great Britain

which are situated upon the slopes of hills, or

where adequate eirainage can be given with but

little expense, it has occurred to me that there

are some who will be glad to know of the Peach

tree trench. At any rate, it may suggest a scheme

whereby this delicious fruit may be grown at a

minimum of cost. In giving the dimensions

of the trench at Glynde, I do not mean to say

that these are the only ones suitable. Each trench

must be made according to local requirements

and necessities.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Layering Strawberries.—There will now be

plenty of runners suitable for layering if a plan-

tation has been made for this purpose. Fill a
number of 2i-inch or 3-inch pots with loam, and
plunge these between the rows of plants in the

bed. The extra labour involved now in plunging
the pots will be amply repaid during very hot

weather, as the plants ivill not require so much
attention to watering as they would if the pots

were exposed to the stm. Select only the best

runners, and secure these to the pots with pegs

or short pieces of raffia pressed firmly into the

soil. Damp the layers frequently with a rosed
can till they have rooted into the new soil. I

have not yet found a better Strawberry for forcing

than Royal Sovereign.

The Early Vinery.—if a suitable room is avail-

able, the last few bunches can be cut from the Vines

and placed therein, where they will keep quite

as well as though they were left on the Vines.

The Vines may then be given a good soaking of

clear water. If red spider is present, the foliage

must be thoroughly drenched with an insecticide

on two or three occasions. Afterwards the Vines
can be syringed every evening with clear water.

The ventilators may now be thrown wide open
day and night.

Plants Under Glass.

Humea elegans.—These are now developing
their inflorescences, and if the plants are not re-

quired at the present time in the conservatory,

they should be placed in a shady position outdoors.

Water must still be applied with great care, or

some of the plants may yet be lost. Shift on the

young plants as they become large enough, but

do not overpot them or afford water carelessly.

Keep them shaded from bright sun.

Chrysanthemums.—Pot the plants into their

flowering pots as they become ready. They may
then be arranged in their summer quarters.

Recently potted plants must be carefully watered
till they have become fairly established in the

new soil. A good spraying with the garden engine
is necessary tmce daily during hot weather.

If time will allow, the decorative plants should
be plunged in ashes ; this will save a great deal

of time in watering, and will also be of consider-

able benefit to the plants.

Lilium speciosum.—The growths of this

beautiful Lily will now need the support of stakes,

(iive the plants a top-dressing of rich soil, as roots

will now be plentiful. Syringe them occasionally

mth an insecticide to keep them free from aphis.

Streptosolen Jamesonii.—Young plants rooted
in the spring must be potted on as required.

To keep them shapely, the strong shoots should
be kept pinched. During the latter part of the

season they may be placed in a sheltered position

outdoors, plunging the pots in ashes. This charming
plant can be used effectively both in the con-

servatory and in the flower garden.

Lapagerias.—Where these are trained to wires,

the young growths must be regulated almost
daily. If the plants are grown in pots or tubs,

plenty of stimulants must be given. An occasional

light fumigation will keep them free from aphis.

The Flower Garden.

Ornamental Gourds.—These are interesting

objects for growing over pergolas, arches or lattice-

work. They may also be used for covering the

faces of large boulders. When in active growth,

they need plenty of water. The growths must
also be thinned £uid regulated.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.—Give
these plenty of water at the roots, and syringe

them occasionally with an insecticide to keep
them clean. A mulch of short manure should

be placed over the roots. To prevent damage
from strong winds, the plants must be supported
with stakes.

Agapanthuses.—^To keep these in good flowering

condition, the plants need plenty of stimulants

all through the summer months ; therefore this

must not be lost sight of while they are flower-

ing. Liquid farmyard manure suits these gross-

feeding plants well.

General Work.—^When the bedding-out is

finished, advantage should be taken of fine weather
to destroy weeds in the shrubberies. Grass
edgings will need clipping, and weeds must be
removed from roads and paths. Mulch gross-feed-
ing plants as much as possible, and hoe frequently
between herbaceous plants during hot, dry weather.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Protection of Fruit.—Much disappointment
will be saved by taking early measures to protect
fruit from birds. The protecting materials should
be so adjusted that the fruit may be gathered
without removing the nets.

The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichoke.—^This valuable vegetable
requires abimdance of water at the roots, also
plenty of liquid manure, in order to have the
best crowns. A mulch of some manurial substance
is invaluable during the summer months.

Spinach.—A cool situation should be chosen
for growing this vegetable during the summer
mouths. It is a crop which needs plenty of water,
and if a light dusting of well-seasoned soot is

scattered between the rows prior to watering,
the plants will derive great benefit.

Peas.—The plants which are in bearing must
be watered during dry weather, or the pods will

fail to fill. If this work is done in "the evening,
the plants may be sprayed ; indeed, it is an
excellent practice to spray them every evening
during hot weather. Late Peas should be given
a good mulch as soon as they are staked.

General Work.—After heavy rains the ground
between all crops should be hoed. The hoe
must also be kept constantly on the move during
long spells of drought. Persevere with the mulch-
ing of such crops as Runner Beans, Dwarf Beans
and Peas. Onions which have been planted
with a view to getting very large bulbs should
also be mulched. Well-seasoned horse-manure is

excellent for this purpose.
E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Summer Pruning.—Plums and Pears should
now be pruned to admit more light to develop
the fruit, also to assist in the ripening of the
remaining wood. In the case of wall trees, the
shoots which are retained for the extension of

the trees will require tying into position. This
is more easily done at the present time than later,

when the growths have hardened, as they are

then more imwieldy.

Insect Pests are usually more troublesome
on trees growing against walls, and require

occasional spraying with Quassia Extract or other
insecticides to keep the trees clean.

Strawberries.—Stock required for planting
new Strawberry ground should be raised early

by layering in pots as soon as runners are avail-

able. This practice may entail a little more time
and trouble, but repays itself by producing better

estabUshed plants for setting out at the proper
time.

Fruit Under Glass.

Young Peach and Nectarine Trees which
are being grown for filling up the places occupied
by any older, worn-out trees should be kept very
clean and free from insect pests. If disbudding
received proper attention earUer, no cutting out
of growths will be needed at any time. The
young shoots must be tied in as straight as possible,

and any that are forming laterals should have
them pinched off.

Early Peach-House.—The trees, having been
cleared of their fruit, must have a thorough
cleansing with an insecticide. Good growing con-

ditions should exist, keeping the atmosphere
humid by syringing twice daily ; this ought to

be done with a fair amount of force to try to

keep red spider in check. Assistance with manure
should be given at each watering of the border,

which will require water fairly frequently if the
trees are well estabUshed and the drainage in the
good order that it should be.

The Flower Garden.

Shrubs and Trees which were transplanted
during early spring require a certain amount of
attention during this season if they are to recover
from the check oi removal. This especially
applies to large specimens. Water may be needed
at the roots, but too much should not be given,
for it might prove harmful, as in the case of Rhodo-
dendrons and Ye%vs. By far the best treatment
is to try to encourage growth by frequent sjTing-
ing, and even shading by some means will be of
great help during the hottest part of the day.

Rock Garden.—^The present time is a good
season for propagating many subjects of this
garden. As a number of species are very often
short-lived, young stock to take their place must
be obtained from both seeds and cuttings.
Some of the kinds are best sown on the site which
they are to occupy. All cuttings should be inserted
in a frame containing plenty of sharp, gritty sand
and must be kept plump and fresh until rooted by
occasional light sprayings, and also by keeping the
frame closed and shaded.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—^The plants will now be
rooting freely in their flowering pots, and should
be staked before there is any danger of wind break-
ing off the foliage or shoots. The single-stemmed
plants can then be secured to wires drawn tight

by posts. The bush plants can either be secured
to wires or partly plunged, to protect them against
wind. This latter method has great advantages
if the season is a dry one. If fly is present in the
points of any growths, Tobacco powder can be
used, or an insecticide applied by spraying.
In very warm weather a damping down of both
plants and the immediate surroundings will be
very beneficial if done during the afternoon.

Calceolarias for spring flowering should now
be sown. Use a light, open soil containing plenty
of leaf-soil and sand. After sowing, stand in a
weU-shaded cool pit, and continue to give cool

treatment after the seedUngs appear.

Hydrangeas can now be propagated, which
is very easily done by inserting cuttings of half-

ripened wood singly in 3-inch pots and keeping
them close and shaded for a time, either in a frame
or under hand-lights.

Calanthes, which are now growing apace
and getting well rooted, will be ready to receive

additional food when being watered. Liquid
made from cow-manure is generally best, but
substitutes, such as a little guano or soot-water,

will do if appUed in a weak state.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—The planting of all Cauhflowtrs
must now finish for this season. Any plants which
have turned blind should be replaced. The
proportion of blind plants is usually big, even in

that finest of all maincrop varieties, Veitch's

Autumn Giant.

Leeks.—The main crop will be ready for plant-

ing. The best method when putting in large

numbers is to make a hole with a dibble 7 inches

or so in depth and just allow sufficient soil to fall

in; enough to cover the roots. Early raised

plants which were put out in trenches should

have assistance from manure, which must be

given with an application of water.

Lettuces at this season quickly run to seed

;

therefore it is necessary to make successionaf

sowings at not greater intervals than a fortnight.

The hoe should be used between the plants fre-

quentlv to encourage quick growth ;
but if the

ground' is very dry, watering will be necessary.

To get Lettuces crisp and tender, they should

be sown on good groimd which has been treated

liberaUy with manure ; this ensures quick growth,

which is necessary to obtain good Lettuces.

Broad Beans.—To hasten the development
of this crop, the tops of the plants should be nipped
off. This will also be the means of destrojang un-

desirable insects, which are nearly always to be

found in the growing points of Bean plants.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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SHOW AND FANCY
PELARGONIUMS.
• MONG flowiring plants that were at one

/\ time exceedingly popular but have

/ % now almost dropped out of cultivation

/ % must be included the members of

* • these two sections of Pelargoniums.

It is not so many years since they

were to be met with in all gardens, and large

specimen plants used to form a prominent

feature at the various summer exhibitions, par-

ticularly at some of the more extensive provincial

shows.

One often hears show Pelargoniums referred

to nowadays, but very few of the true show varie-

ties are in cultivation. The old-time florists

used to look upon the following features as con-

stituting a show Pelargonium : In the first place,

it was very necessary for the edge of the petals

to be quite smooth and the lower ones self-coloured,

or, at all events, without pronounced spots or

blotches. The two top petals were very dark,

almost black, with a narrow, bright-coloured

edge and a light centre. The last raiser of the

true show Pelargoniums was the late Mr. Foster

of Clewer Manor, near Windsor, and his new varie-

ties used to be propagated and distributed by

Mr. Charles Turner of Slough. The annual advent

of these new varieties was eagerly anticipated,

and prices ruled high, namely, from 15s. to one

and a-half guineas each. A few of Mr. Foster's

varieties are still grown, but only to a very limited

extent. Their decline in popularity was, no doubt,

owing to the fact that in order to obtain flowers

as perfect as possible and very brightly coloured,

the process of in-and-in-breeding was carried to

such an excess that many of the newer kinds

were of so weak a constitution that as decorative

plants they were not the equal of the numerous

varieties grown for market, and known as decora-

tive, French or spotted Pelargoniums.

Varieties of these different sections are now
often referred to as shows, though they are

markedly different from the true show flowers,

of which a typical kind still occasionally seen is

Achievement, a particularly bright flower, with

.almost black upper petals. The trusses, however,

are too few flowered to please the average gardrner,

though, as far as individual blooms are concerned,

it is unsurpassed.

The fancy kinds, which originally, no doubt,

sprung from a different species to those referred

to above, have small flowers, for the most part

lightly coloured, but borne in the greatest pro-

fusion. Though these were often grown as speci-

mens, the plants, as a rule, were not as large as

those of the show varieties. The universal desire

for size which is such a marked feature of the

present day is, no doubt, the reason of the decline

in favour of the fancy Pelargoniums. H. P.

ROSE SOUVENIR D'ELISE
VARDON.

WHY is it this beautiful old Rose

has fallen into comparative

desuetude ? I have before me
as I write a most lovely specimen

cut from a maiden plant, and for

exquisite form I have seen few

blooms its equal this year. It was thought when
William R. Smith was introduced we had obtained

a variety that would supersede Souvenir d'Elise

Vardon, but it has failed to do so. Although
one may have grand blooms of the newer Rose,

a very large proportion of them appear "split"
or " cracked," as a fellow judge would continually

term them when I was judging with him last year.

In most catalogues Souvenir d'Elise, as it is most

generally named, comes imder the appellation

"recommended for exhibition only," and I could

not advise the novice to grow it. I am, however,

certain that this variety is' typical of many Roses

we have almost lost in its need of special treat-

ment, and given that treatment it would be a

success.

My firm belief is that for such Roses we need to

spare the knife, but to generously feed the plant.

Once obtain a vigorous plant established in a

good, deep soil in a sheltered position, it is capable

of giving us glorious bloom in abundance. I have

a fine plant of Marie van Houtte, growing against

a west wall, that has had no pruning this year, but

has had abundance of liquid manure. It is now
yielding lovely blooms of most charrahig tinting.

I do not say Souvenir d'Elise Vardon will grow

quite like this, but it will make wood if allowed

to do so.

We have abundant evidence of the success of

the " let-alone " principle as regards Tea Roses

in specimens met with under glass. I have seen

plants of Niphetos, Souvenir d'un Ami, and even

of that superb Rose La Boule d'Or grow into

huge specimens under glass when sparsely pruned.

These plants were nourished with blood manure
and other rich food, and were a glorious picture

of robust health. Of course, outdoors we have
the frosts to contend with, and this is a serious

drawback to success ; but if we can only bring

the plants through the winter and spring with

their old wood uninjured, we may have splendid

blooms in abundance. Such grand Roses are

worth the expense of special glass covering for

the winter, and this could easily be managed by
the aid of pit lights. I would advise growing
some of these fine old Teas on the Polyantha
stock. They make plants double the size in the

one year.

This stock, long ago recommended by that

very observant rosarian, the late Mr. Girdle-

stone, is one all who love Tea Roses should

endeavour to use for the true Teas. Even that

poor grower, George Schwartz, will make quite good
plants upon it, and Lena and such-like are very

fine, big plants this year. Souvenir d'Elise Vardon
was sent out in i8.';4, and it figured largely in the

prize boxes of the early sixties. Danecroft.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND AH^VJERS.—The Editor endeavours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object make^i a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

dearly and concisely written on one side oi the paper only^

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

071 business should be sent to the Publisher.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invite/i readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon wh>'ch they ttnsh expert advice.

The Editor ivelcomes photogra/phs, articles and notes,

but he ivill not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, urill be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood thit only the actual photo-
grapher or oumer of the copyright toill be treated unth.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE GARDEN will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

FLOWER GARDEN.
IRISES DISEASED (N. S.).—T\\o Iris-s are attacked by

the disease known as rhizome rot, due to the entrance
into the plants of a bacillus whieh produces a kindjof
soft rot. This disease is apparently encourased by lime,
and usually follows damage to the plant by frost or some
similar cause, the more tender Irises being most liabh-
to it. The best treatment is to remove the parts of the
plants suffering and to replace the soil about them witli
fresh, in which superphosphate at the rate of about thr.?e

ounces to the square yard lias been mixed.

CALCEOLARIAS FOR INSPECTION {B. E. H.).—
Your Calceolarias are attacked by a disease, probably
of fungus origin, which very frequently attacks these
plants. It is unwise to grow them year after year in th'"

same soil, and if you desire bright yellow flowering plants,
it might be possible to put such* a ub ect as Tagetes
'^ignata pumila in their place. In addition to " rotation
of crops," so to speak, the addition of lime to the soil

in the autumn, according to the directions we have
frequently given, is very desirable. Nothing can profitably
be done this year.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
ALMOND LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (Boris).~The

Almond leaves sent arc attacked by the fungus which
causes the too well kno^vn leaf-curl or blister of Peaches

—

Exoascus deformans. Recent experiments in Australia.
California and this country suggest that the disease may
be kept in check by spraying while the plants are dormant,
about the middle of February, with Bordeaux or Burgundy
mixture, or even with potassium sulphide.

HOW TO GROW CEANOTHUS (E. T.).—If you can
procure a plant of Ceanothus veitchianus in a pot, you
may plant it at once. It will succeed against a wall
with a south, east or west exposure, and should be given
well-drained, moderately light, loamy soil. Any necessary
pruning should be -done as soon as the flowers fade. Prune
back any secondary branches that are not required for
the extension of the plant. Sueh branches may be cut
back to within two or three eyes of the older wood.
September is the best month to divide plants of P.nk
Mrs. Sinkins. Cuttings may be taken as Boon as the
flowers fade. They should be inserted in light, sandy
soil in a close frame,

WISTARIA FLOWERS FALLING (E. S. Martin).—
It is probable that root trouble has to do with the flowers
of your Wistaria falling before they open. If the roots have
penetrated into very poor soil, such a result might be
expected, while the same result would occur if the soil

were liable to become very wet or very dry. We advise
you to have the soil removed from about the outer parts
of the roots and make up the deficiency with rich loamy
soil. If you find that the soil about the roots is very
dry, give it a thorough good i^'atering. The Magnolia
wll doubtless bloom freely in a few years' time. Young
plants are often shy flowcrcrs, especially if they have been
raised from seeds. You cannot, with safety to the plant,
do anything to hasten flowering.

ROSE GARDEN.
SPORTING OF ROSA LUTEA {J. C. 5.).—Yours is

no uncommon experience. We have frequently seen
branches of the Yellow Austrian Briar, known as Rosa
lutca. appearing upon a plant of the Copper Austrian.
The explanation is that the Copper Briar sported (wiginally
from the Yellow, and it now and then reverts back to the
original. The Copper Briar, kno^Ti as bieolor and also
punicea, has been very lovely this year, the colour being
most gorgeous in the brilliant sunshine. Wo fear the
Yellow form is often sold for the Copper, simply through
i^rror in taldng buds from the sportive branches'.

THE GREENHOUSE.
^ACHIMENES NOT THRIVING (Enquirer). — The
Achimencs have apparently been attacked by mites.
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The best thing to do vnll be to prepare a " dip " for them
by kneading a quantity of flowers of sulphur into a handful
of soft soap and dissohins the whole in li gallons of

warm water. Dip tlic foliage into tliis two or three

times at intervals of a few days.

FRUIT GARDEN.
GOOSEBERRY SHOOTS FOR INSPECTION {Miss

A. J. S.).—The shoots of Gooseberry sent are in such a
dried-up condition that it Js impossible to tell what is

the trouble with them or to what it is due. They are
certainly attacked by aphis, and this may possibly be
all, but there may be something else. Spray with Quassia
and soft soap. Correspondents would make the work
of identifying diseases and pests, as well as the naming
of plants, much more easy and certain if they would
always wrap the specimens in a piece of soft paper
and enclose them in a tin, wood or strong cardboard
box.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ASPARAGUS-BEDS A FAILURE [E. M Wild).—

Heavy soil is not good for Asparagus, which is a native
of our coasts, and grows naturally in sandy soil. Your
best way to make a new start will be to dig up the beds
now, adding more manure and plenty of road grit, thus
raising the surface of the bed 5 inches or 6 inches above
the level of the soil of the garden. This will cause the
soil of the bed to be warmer and better suited to the
growth of this plant. Instead of planting roots, sow
the seeds now. It is rather late, but not too late. Sow
three seeds where the plants are to remain. As soon
as the young plants are above the ground, carefu ly pull

up the two weakest plants, leaving only one (and that, of
course, the strongest) to become the permanent occupant
of the bed. It will take a little longer before the beds
come into bearing, but you will find it more satisfactory

in the end than planting three year old roots.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FUKGI FOR NAMING {Mn. M. B.).—Xo; the fungi

you send are not 'J'ruffles, but Puffballs. TruflSes grow
completely underground, and never emerge into the
air. No doubt the mycelium (or spawn) of the Puffballs
lives and feeds upon decaying vegetable matter, grass
roots and the Hkc in the soil.

GRUBS" FOR INSPECTION'CJ.'^BMrnm;.—The grubs
you send are those of the daddy-long-legs, or crane fly.

They are often called leather-jackets, and are very
destructive pests to all sorts of garden plants. Constant
stirring of the soil, so as to expose them to such birds as
starlings, is a great aid in keeping them in check. The
next best thing, where the area is small, is to trap them
by means of pieces of Carrot or Potato placed jiear their
liaunts and .:!xamiued at frequent intervals.

"l5fF0RMATI0N ABOUT PLANTS {F. E. C, St. Asaph).
—The specimen marked No. 1 is the Cucumber Tree
of North America (JVIagnolia acuminata). It should be
propagated, by seeds, which sometimes ripen in this country,
but arc usually imported. Good loamy soil forms the
best rooting medium, although it appreciates a little

leaf-mould or peat placed about the roots at planting-
time. No. 2 is the Cotton Lavender (Santohna Chamse-
cyparissus). It can be easily increased by means of
cuttings dibbled into sandy soil in a close frame in the
summer ^
INSECTS FOR IDENTIFICATION (Colonel X).).—The

insects sent are wee^^ls, called ilaspberry weevils, belong-
ing to the genus Otiorhynchiis, to which we have frequent
cause to refer in our " Answers to Correspondents

"

columns. They are destructive pests, and damage a
variety of plants, especially fruit trees of various j£nds
and Vines. The curved white grubs feed at the roots
of greenliouse plants, Ferns and the like. Injection of
carbon bisulphide into the soil where they are feeding
checks them ; but the best means of deahng with them
is (1) clean cultivation (especially absence of grass)

;

(2) shaldng the attacked trees or bushes over a newspaper
or cloth after dark, or suddenly shining a bright light
upon them

; (3) spraying the bush on which they^ar?
feeding with lead arsenate.

"PLANTS TO GROW IN EMPTY ROOM (Dolfliin).—
Plants likely to succeed under the conditions named
are decidedly limited in number. Nothing is said as
to the ventilation of the structure, upon whicli in plant
culture so much depends. In the lightest portion of the
room you may grow such subjects as are to be seen in

cottage windows, such as Pelargoniums of the| I^'y-leavcd
and Zonal sections, Begonias, Fuchsias, Heliotrope,
Francoa ramosa, Harrison's Musk, Lantanas, &c. ; while
in the more shaded parts, plants that succeed in the dwelling
house are available. Aspidistras, Palms, Araucaria
excelsa, Aralia Sieboldii, Asparagus Sprengeri, A. plumosus,
Cordyline australis. Myrtle and the hardier forms of
greenhouse Ferns would be suitable. We are advising you
on the supposition that there is sufficient heat in the
winter to keep out the frost ; if not, the choice is even
more limited. In that case you would probably find a
collection of hardy Ferns to give you as much pleasure
as anything. In the lightest part, if safe from frost,

a collection of the more interesting and showy Cacti
could be grown.

MAKING A PAVED WALK (E. W.).—Jt you require
a paved walk that will also permit of plant-growing, it

would be necessary to remove all the gravel to a depth
of 9 inches at least between the stones and of a sufficient

depth under the stones to permit of their being sunk
to the proper level. The interstices between the stones

would have to be filled with moderately good sandy
loam freely mingled with grit or old mortar, a mixture
which would suit many plants. If the sandstone to which 1

you refer weathers and wears well, and is available in '

thin, slab-hke form, it would do quite well. All that is
,

required of the stone is that it should have one flat surface
,

to permit of walking on in comparative ease. Doubtless
|

such a stone is available near by, though, as we know,
;

most of the sandstones are of sohd block formation, i

If you have had no experience in the matter, it would
|

be better to confer with a speciahst on the spot. Should !

you decide to do this, we might probably be able to name
|

someone suitable.
j

LIME FOB CLAY SOIL (M. 5.).—The best form in

which to add hme to clay soil is that of unslaked lime

;

the second best, slaked lime. Ground unslaked lime
is the most convenient form ; but if this is not readily

obtainable, the lumps may be used. If ground lime ]s ;

available, it should be ducted on the sod at the rate of ;

a bushel to eacn two square rods. If the stone Ume is used,

use it at the same rate and put it in heaps covered with
;

soU for about three weeks, when it will be found to be i

in a powdered condition and easily spread. It should
'

be appUed in the autumn, when no crops are on the ground
and before the autumn digging. Do not put farmyard
or stable manure on the soil at the same time, unless it

is dug in immediately. Bees usually poUinate Marrow
flowers, but if there are no bees, it would perhaps pay
to hand poUinate them. If you examine the flowers

of the Marrow, you will see they arc of two sorts, the one
with the unformed Marrow below the flower and visible

from the outside, the other without the young Marrow,
but with five yellow bodies fiHed -with dust—the pollen

—

inside. The former are called pistillate flowers, the latter

btaminate. The dust from the latter has to be earned
to the former and placed upon the rough yellow surface

you find inside the flower m the middle, wliich portion
is called the stigma. The process of placing this pollen

on the stigma is frequently called lertihsation, but is

more accurately designated pollination.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—WotxfctocA-.—The plant is a
Geum, and we think the variety Mrs. Bradshaw. it is

impossible, however, to name plants with certainty from
a single, crushed flower sent in an envelope. Curutus.
—1, Jacobmia magnifica ; 2, Kibcs auieuni; 3, Vibur-
num tomeutosum p.icalum; 4, Ehus (Jotiuus; 5,

Centranthus ruber. A. L, Ford.—A^perula. styiosa.

John Clark.—O.i^ria sielluiata. Mr». Lane.—
1, Calycanthus glaucus ; 2, btaphylea pinnula ; 3, ftalix

penidudra; 4, Saxifraga species, spL-cimeu too small lor

iuentiflcaiion. R. Ostiere.—Saxifraga Wahacei, to lar

us can be seen without flowers. You caunol uo better
ihiiu treat ihe ivy as you have aouo in the past.—

—

Kiltarney.—1, Populus tiemuia; 2, Cupressus pisiiera
;

3, Pinus syivestns. Mrs. Hancock.—bpiriea aiscolor.

G. Huncvck.— 1, Mme, Ju:es Gravereaux; 2, Mme.
AifreJ Ciirri^rc.

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The tortniglitly meeting held on June :;;; was charac-
terised by much fulness, hardy tlowers being everywhere
and in great variety. Koses were superbly shown, and
there were many good cxliibits of Carnations. Sweet
Peas from Reading were a great feature. OrclUds were
very sparsely represented.

Flokal Committee.
Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and JUessrs.

E. A. Bowles, JH. C. Notcutt, F. W. Harvey, J. Hudson,
W. J. Bean, G. Eeuthe, C. Dixon, E. Hooper Pearson,
R. W. Wallace, J. Dickson, H. J. Jones, C. E. Shea,
J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, G.
Paul, J. Jennings, J. w. Moorman, J. ¥. McLeod, J.

Green and C. U. Fielder.
Messrs. K. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, staged a very

handsome lot of Pajqpies, with occasional groupings
of Delpliiniums and a fine central feature of the same.
Among these latter were Pannonil (Oxford blue), Jlrs.

Creighton (\iolet and purple), Mrs. K. F. Caron (single,

of gentian blue colour), Mme. Zaiser (mauve) and Malana
(deep blue and white centre). Some good Pseonies were
Mandarin (rose with gold petaloids, a very beautiful
combination), Her Grace (flesh pink double), 609 (a
Japanese of crimson lake with gold and scarlet petaloids,
one of the most striking in the collection), M. C. Lev6que
(flesh pink double, very beautiful), Marie Lemoine (white)
and Mme. de Vatry (very fine c»eam). The Spanish
Iris Goldmine was also very ^ood.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Co\ent Garden, W.C, displayed
a group of English Irises in variety, together with liis

ocliroieuca, I. o. Innocence. I. Monspur Premier, Del-
phinium Moerheimij, Heuc eras. Day Lilies and the
welcome Salvia -sirgata nemorosa. Spanisn Irises and
early Gladioli were alike irood.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed some
admirable vases of Eoses, such as Old Gold (a most lovely
orange tone). Duchess of Welhngton, Marquise de Sinety
(very rich in colour). Countess of Shaftesbury (pink),
Queen Mary (pink and gold), Mme. Abel Chatenay, and
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie (white). Messrs. Low also exliibited
Malmaison Carnations in variety, many exceedingly fine.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and Twyford,
occupied tabhng covering the whole of the western end

of the haU with an exhibit of herbaceous plants. Water
Lilies, alpine plants and Roses, showing each in much es-

cellenee and s'ariety. Anchusa italica Dropmore variety,

Gaillardias and Delphiniums were aU in striking groups.

Pinks were dehghtful in their fragrance. Cotj'ledou

simphcifoha was interesting and rare, and Campanulas
raddeana and Jliss WiUmott wore boh beautiful.

Convolvulus althseoides was very ' charming. Of

Eoses, Mme. Edouard Herriot, Jlrs. Andrew Carnegie,.

Irish Fireflame and Mjs. George Norwood (fine fragrant

pink) were among the best in a very fine lot.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, filled a table

with miscellaneous greenhouse flowering and foliage plants,

the former including Lantanas, Hydrangeas, Fuchsias,

Salvias and other ornamental plants. The Fuelisias

were in weU-grown specimens and considerable variety.

Ferns were employed as a groundwork, and constituted

a good foil. ^.^.^
Mr. B. Ladhams, Sliirley, Southampton, had an exhibit

almost wholly of Pinks, than which no hardy border-

flower is more popular or appreciated. Some few good

ones were Miss Vinco (white), Dianthus c»sius Morning
Star, The Eing, Inchmery (pale pmk), Elsie (pmk,

crimson centre), Market Favourite, Favourite (flesh pmk,

crimson centre) and Lady Hopkins. Erigeron B. Ladhams
(pink) was most charming. '-'

-J'"'r,
Mr. L. E. Eussell, Eichmond, displayed a table of

flowering plants, in which Clematises largely predomi-

nated. Of these. BeUe of Wokmg (double mauve),

Sieboldu (deep blue), Ville de Lyon (red), lanugmosa

Candida Lady Korthcliffe (fine blue), Jackmanu rubra

and Marie Boisselot (white) were the best. Eryt.hrina

Crista-galli was also in good flower. Clematis tangutica

(yellowO W.TS most distinct.

Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, staged Eoses

in excellent form. Such as Lyon, Irish Elegance, Irish

Fireflame, Mrs. Kosalie Wrmch (rose, single, very charm-

ing), Sarah Bernhardt, Mme. Edouard Herriot, Marquise

de Smetv, Margaret Molvneux and Juliet were very

fine. LUium rolchicum and Ostrowskia magniflca were

both well shoflTi.
, ,

Messrs. Thomson and Charman. Bushey, had mce
groups of Dianthus neglcctus. Pink Excelsior, Geum Mrs.

Bradshaw (scarlet) and Delphinium Bell donna serm-

plena, the latter most charming. Pajonia lutea splendens

and Linum arboreum were also noted.

Mr. A. F. Dutton, The^Kurseries, Iver, showed the

perpetual border Carnation Ivor Yellow, a shapely and

beautiful flower of good yellow tone. The variety possesses

a fine petal texture.
Messrs. W. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, displayed

three very fine vases of their new Rose.Queen of Fragrance,

a lovely "pink-flowered garden. Rose of unique fragrance

and charm. Titania, of orange and scarlet tone, is another

novelty of great beauty.
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, arranged a small

group of flowering shrubs, Olearias, Buddleia globosa,

Carpcnteria cahfornica, Abutilon vitifoUum, Solanum

crispum. Clematis integrifoha cajrulea, Chionanthus

virginica (Fringe Tree) and Magnolia glauca being among
the best. ^ , .

Messrs. Piper and Sons, Barnes, contributed alpmes

and succulents, together with a variety of seasonable

herbaceous plants. Origanum Dictamnus and Gentiana

straminea (white) were among distinct things.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London WaU, had an

exhibit of Dahhas, several sections—Collarette, Cactus,

Pseony-flowered and decorative—being well represented.

Mr." Clarence Elhott, Stevenage, showed alpines in pots,

the chief being Campanula Miss WiUmott, C. pulla Idacma,

C. excisa, C. pulloides, with Saxifrages, alpine Pmks and

others. . ^

Mr. G. Eeuthe, Kes'.on, Kent, showed a great variety

of things. Peonies, Lxias. many choice alpines, Eremuri m
plenty, Bahia lanata, Coronilla ibcrica, alpine Pinks,

Scutellaria Pittonii (nice blue), and much besides.

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, displayed a nne

variety of Eremuri in rich masses, Warei (bronzy orange),

with Bungei, Salmon Queen, and others being very flne.

Calochortus venustiis and C. Eldorado in variety were

delightfully shown. Erigeron hybridus Asa Gray, soit

buff with orange centre, was very strikmg. Pajomes,

Irises, Gaillardias and Delphiniums were also very beautiful.

Mr. G. W. Miller. Clarkson Xurseries, Wisbech, had a

showy group of Delphiniums, Gaillardias, Pyrethruins,

Ornithogalum lacteum (O. thyrsoideum), with Paomcs
and Verbascums.

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Bath, had a group

of Delphiniums, some of the noble spires fully 6 feet high.

Mrs. A. J. Watson, D. Glory, D. Harry Smeetham and

D. Le Danube being among the more imposing.

Messrs. Geor e Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, aieshunt,

showed very flne Roses, Lemon Pillar, a lovely creamy whitej

being very flne. Eayon d'Or, Butterfly (pink), iMrs. A.

Kingsn.ill (pale pink), Irish Glory and Irish Elegance

; neie i;lso in.luded. The Hybrid Briar Naiad, of softest

pink with brownish anthers, w s very distinct.

Mr. James Box, Hayward's Heath, had a rich display

of Pseonies, Delphiniums and Pj'nthrums, all in good

variety. With these were associated Enghsh Irises,

Pinks, Incarvilleas, Lupines and Heucheras. Dictamnus

caucasicus was very finely sho^^Ti, as was also Inula

glandulosa. *, , ,

Messrs. Carter and Co., Eaynes Park, S.W., had a broad

table of Enghsh Irises, showing these admirable summer
fiowers in great variety. Othello (deep violet). Due de

Abruzzi (mauve), Franz Hals (pale blue), Mont Blanc,

Grand Lilas and L'Adorable (white and rose) were among
the more important. All were set up in a particulaily

tasteiiil group.
Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Dover, showed Erigerons,

Campanulas, Pyrethruins, Pieonies and Alstroemcnas.
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Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exraouth, had a remarkable
display of Canterbury Bells in pink and blue shades, both
having very handsome flowers. Delphiniums and Poten-
tJllas were also freely shown.

Messrs. Kclway and Son, Langport, had a full table of
Delphiniums, sliowing many leading sorts. Gcraldine
Kelway (pale blue), Ladye Faire (pale mauve), Mrs.
James Kelway (mauve), Lovely

"
(mauve and blue, very

large) and Star of Langi>ort (pale blue and mauve) were
all very fine.

The JMisses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thamcs, shoM'cd
a variety of alpine plants, with Pinks and Primulas.

Mrs. Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Oerog. n^ar Llangollen,
contributed some new Heucheras, Beauty, Lady Harlech,
King George and Queen Mary all being of brilliant colour.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, had a lovely
tabic of Roses, making a great centre of the new Hybrid
Tea Oipid, a pillar Rose of great size, and remarkablt"
for freedom and the great charm of its flesh pink ^in;;le

flowers. Autumn Tints, Irish rircflame, Betty, Chateau
do Cios Vougeot (crimson), Sallie and JMnic. Edouard
Herriot were all very fine.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst, Kent, had
a showy group of Delphiniums, with Heucheras, Erigeron
hybridus roseum, Geum BIrs. Bradshaw and a pretty
variety of alpines.

Messrs. Young and Co., Cheltenham, staged Carnations
excellently, such as Cecilia, Mary Allwood, Circe (a hand-
some heliotrope fancy). Mikado and Duchess of Devonshire
being among the more important.

Mr, M. Prichard, Christchurch, showed alpines very
finely in pots, arranging them in groups of one variety.

Campanula garganica in several shades, Erythrsea ditfusa

<rose), Genista humifusa, G. dalmatica (golden), Coronilla
iberica, Campanula pulla, C. barbata, C. b. alba and
Asteriscus maritimum were all dehghtfully growTi. Cam-
panula garganica orinus was one of the most beautiful.

Mr E. Hitks, Twylord, showed Roses. Princess Mary.
Ada Paullin (pink) and Joanna Bridge were all very fine.

Mr. G. Ferguson, Weybridgc, showed some admirable
Delphiniums, Louvain (pale mauve), Queen of the Belgians
(rich deep blue), Treviso (deep purple) and Bukovina
(rich gentian blue) being very handsome.

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons. Oxford, had Silene Eliza-

bethje, Dianthus alpinus x neglectus, Primula sikkimensis,
Androsace pubescens, A. helvetica, Sasifraga cochlearis,
S. c. minor and Convolvulus Incanus in a choice lot of
alpines on rockwork. Aquilegia pyrenaica was also good.

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, showed
admirably such plants as Iris ochroleuca, I. o. intermedia,
Delphinium Harry Smeetham (intense blue) and a great
\-ariety of Pasonies in many good sorts. Flowering shrubs
in variety were also contributed by this firm.

3Iessrs. Bide and Sons, Farnham,* had a lovely display
of Sweet Peas, Violet Crabb Improved (a fine blue), Bide's
Cream, Ruth Bide (scarlet) and Wenvoe Castle being
excellent.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, had a
lovely gathering of Carnations, without doubt one of the
finest displays seen this year, Bishton Wonder, Cinderella,
Benora, Wivelsfield Wonder (all fancies), Princess Dagmar,
Salmon Enchantress, Mary Allwood (very fine), Wivels-
field White, Yellow Stone and Cihampion (scarlet) being
a selection of the best.

Messrs. Peed and Sons, West Norwood, showed a very
fine strain of Gloxinias, many delightful selfs and fancies
being admirably displayed.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Feltham, showed finely Di'l-

phiniums, Paonies, Gaillardias, Erigeron hybridus B.
Ladhams, with Scabious, Alstroemeria and other fiowtrs.
Lord Nor h, Wro ton Abbev, Banburv (gardener, Mr.

E. R. Janes), contributed a grand ot of Sweet Peas, for

which a gold medal was awarded. Some of the finer
vases were Walter P. Wright, King Manoel, Norvic (white).
Anglian White Improved, Clara Curtis, R. F. Felton
<mauve), and Robert Sydenham. The flowers were of the
finest quality throughout, some nundrea varieties Ijeing

staged in splendid condition.

Orc"»d Cojimittee.
"^

Present :
J. Gurney Fowle-, Esq. (chairman), Sir H.

J. Veitch, Sir Jeremiah Colman, and Messrs. R. A.
Rolfe, Pantia Ralli, T. Armstrong. Walter Cobb, J.

Charlesworth, W. H. Hatcher, A. Dye, S. W. Flory, W.
Bolton, R. B. White, Gurney Wilson, C. J. Lucas and
J. O'Brien.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,' Enfield,' showed Cattleya
^fendelelii, C. Mossise, Sarcolabium Blume', Ph^lsenopsis
limestad iana of Vanda-Iike growth with brilliant scarlet
flower.-, Oncidiums and others.

Mr. W. Thompson, Stone, Staffs, contributed some
very fine hybrid Odontoglossums in variety. The group
included some very beautiful spotted varieties.

Mr. R. G. Thwaites, Streatham Hill, had a small group,
in which Cattleya Mossise Wagneri was perhaps the most
important item.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION
As wc announced sf me weeks ago, the comniittfc

of the above thoroughly deserving Institution

derided not to hold the Festival Dinner this year.

In place of that function it was decided to make
a special appeal to those interested in horticul-

ture, and we give the first list of subscrip-

tions and donations which have been prom'sed

or given. Further contributions, which are

urgently required, should be sent to the secretary,

Mr. G. J. Ingram, 92, Victoria Street, Westminster,

London, S.W. We specially appeal to our Colonial

and foreign readers to give some substantial

support.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
New and Rare Plants at Vincent Square.

—

We are informed that at their last meeting the

Comicil of the Royal Horticultm'al Society ordered

that a special table space was in future to be

set aside at all the fortnightly meetings at Vincent

Square for new and rare plants. These plants

are to be entered with the clerk of the floral com-

mittee, and the floral committee is to decide

whether each plant comes under the above denomi-

nation and is to be placed on this special

table or not. This move on the part of

the Council will, we feel sure, be much
appreciated by visitors, and we hope the

rule will be strictly enforced.

. Fruit Prospects at St. Malo.—Th<

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries ha\'e

received a report from His Majesty's Vice-

Consul at St. Malo to the effect that

Apples, whether for cider, cooking or tabL-

purposes, promise an abundant yield

in his district. Plums afford a better

prospect than usual ; Gooseberries and

Currants are about an average ; while

Cherries are a good medium, if not a

large crop.

A Grey-Leaved Speedwell.—One of the

most beautiful plants in the rock garden

just now is Veronica incana, a native of

South-Eastern Europe. This makes a dense

though somewhat ragged tuft of grey

foliage, which at present is surmoimted

by spikes of deep blue flowers. These

rise to a height of about a foot, and the

deep blue colour harmonises splendidly

•with the glaucous tint of the foliage.

A Dwarf Evening Primrose.—Those

who find the ordinary Evening Prim-

rose too large and cumbersome should

make a note of CEnothera fruticosa Youngii,

so that when autumn comes plants can

be procured. It is of comparatively dwarf

stature, its average height being r8 inches,

and it is a true perennial, coming up year

after year with but little attention. The
flowers, which remain open all day, are

bright yellow and beautifully veined,

contrasting well with the cinnamon red

tint of the buds. In addition to its value in the

garden, this Evening Primrose is also excellent

ior cutting.

The Great Rose Show.—The National Rose

Society's metropolitan exhibition, which is being

held in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park, just as this issue is going to press, is a magnifi-

cent show. Although, perhaps, not quite so large

as in previous years, the quality of the blooms
is excellent, notwithstanding the fact that maiden

plants, from which the best exhibition flowers

are obtained, are very backward this year. Garden
Roses have neyer been better, the cooler weather

suiting them better than excessive heat. In our

next issue we shall publish a detailed report of

the show, with full descriptions and illustrations

of the new Roses that are recognised bj' the judges.

We advise readers who require extra copies to

order them in advance.

ROSA VORBEGII, A CHARMING HYBRID GROWING IN
THE GLASNEVIN BOTANIC GARDENS.

Double Apple Flowers.—At the last meeting

of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Mr. H. M. Eddie of Kerrisdale,

British Columbia, wrote concerning a young
Apple tree having double flowers of re-

markable size, being 3 inches in diameter and
with twenty-eight to thirty petals each. It will be

interesting to see whether the doubling is main-
tained as the plants become older, for it is no
unusual thing for young Apple trees to produce

double flowers, but as the trees get older to produce

only single ones.

Deep Red Heather.—What is probably the

deepest red of all the hardy Heaths, Erica cinerea

atrosanguinea, is just now making quite a vivid

patch of colour in the quarters devoted to these

plants. Of quite dwarf and tufted character,

it is admirably adapted for an edging to the

border, its dense heads of flowers almost obscur

ing the dark green foliage. The colour

is a glowing rosy red, which is seen to

the best advantage under strong sunshine.

It varies somewhat in intensity on differ-

ent plants, but this Heath is certainly

one that ought to find a place in every

garden where Heather is appreciated emd

where the soil is free from lime.

A Charming Single Rose.—The Rose

which is grown under the name of Rosa

Vorbegii is a beautiful one. It is about

seven or eight years since it was
first sent out by Messrs. Spath, who
described it as a hybrid of R. lutea

X R. spinossisima. It forms a neat

little bush from 2 feet to 3 feet in

height, with wiry branches clothed

with foliage closely resembling that

of R. lutea. The deliciously fragrant

flowers are opened very early in the

season, early June finding it at its best,

and as it flowers with the greatest free-

dom, the bush presents a very attractive

r.ppearance when in full bloom. In

g;neral appearance the flowers resemble

those of R. spinosissima, but they are

much larger than in that species, being

fully 3 inches across. The petals are

white, with a delicate flushing of yellow

—no doubt derived from R. lutea—and

the colour is enhanced by the conspicuous

boss of golden yellow stamens in the

centre.

Rose Arthur R. Goodwin as a Standard.

Ever since it was introduced in 1910 we
have had a high opinion of this Rose

grown in bush form, and we were

pleased to find it a few days ago

doing well as a standard. Budded on the Briar

stock it makes a neat head, its sturdy, though

thorny shoots standing out well and showing

off the orange buff flowers to the best advantage.

In the half-opened stage these are of exquisite

shape, and when full blown the blooms hang

for a long time before dropping their petnls.

It is stated by some that Louise Catherine Breslau

is likely to supersede Arthur R. Goodwin, but

we must " wait and see."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Beautiful Dwarf Pink.—A few days ago

we received from Mr. Spencer H. Bickham, F.L.S..

Underdown, Ledbury, some flowers of the charm-

ing little dwarf Dianthus that bears his name.
It is generally regarded as a hybrid, and is, we
think, the best and most brilliant of all. The
flowers are brilliant rose red in colour, and, as

will be seen in the accompanying illustration,

the plants make dense tufts of foliage and blossom.

.Mr. Bickham also sent flowers of another Dianthus,

of much paler colour, which he stated is being

sold by some people as Spencer H. Bickham.
When the true plant can be obtained, it is worthv
fif a plKce in the choicest rock garden.

Rhubarb ; nd Raspberry Cup : A Refreshing
Drink for Hot Summer Days.—Ingredients

:

doubt Sir Herbert Maxwell is correct in stating that

M. Aquifolium does not grow to the height quoted
by Mr. Comfort and " C. T." Berberis pirmata is,

I believe, 'generally considered to be identical

with B. fascicularis, though I am inclined to think

it is a variety of it. I am enclosing a photograph
of a specimen growing near here in the gardens

of F. Cordrey, Esq., The Fortress, Letchmore
Heath, which measures upwards of 12 feet in

height and 30 feet in circumference. There are

several of this variety practically the same height

in the same garden. It is a charming plant

and well worthy of extended cultivation.—E.

Beckett, V.M.H., Aldenham House Gardens,

Elstree. [The photograph kindly sent by Mr.

Beckett showed a remarkably fine specimen,

but, vmforttmately, it was not suitable for repro-

duction.

—

Ed.]

Foxgloves and Their Cultivation.—I was much
interested in the article and beautiful illustration

in The Garden, issue June 19, pages 304 and 305.

THE DWARF HYBRID PINK SPENCER H. BICKHAM IN THE ROCK GARDEN.

lib. Rhubarb, two tablespoor.fuls of Raspberry
vinegar, 40Z. of sugar ; optional, a little grated
nutmeg ; and a few crushed leaves of Borage,
Balm or Mint. If needed for colour, a few drops
of cochineal. Method: Cut the Rhubarb with
a silver knife into inch lengths. Boil in a quart
of water for twenty minutes ; then strain the
liquor through muslin. Add 402. of sugar and
stir till the sugar is dissolved. .\dd two table-

spoonfuls of Raspberry vinegar and stir well
for a few minutes. A little grated nutmeg may
be added if liked. Serve very cold, with crushed
leaves of Borage, Balm or Mint. The above
will make about two quarts of " cup." Soda
water or plain water can be added- if desired.—Anne Amateur.

Berberis pinnata in Hertfordshire.—-M the
present moment, when so much interest is centred
in this family, the remarks in your issues for

April 24 and May i, re the tall specimens stated
to be .Mahonia Aquifolium, are most interesting. No

I always had a great fondness for Foxgloves,
not the least for the wild one, Digitahs purpurea.
As a youth I annually looked forward to the
hundreds, I may say thousands, of spikes of

blossom rearing their heads above the Bracken
Fern clothing the sides of Beeston Castle in

Cheshire. It was an ideal place for Foxgloves
and Ferns. " A. B. Essex " rightly praises the

modem garden strains. I have seen many fine

specimens during the past few years, but none to

equal some I saw a few days ago in an old thatched
cottage garden. The plants were growing infor-

mally in groups, the spikes were magnificent,

the individual flowers equally so and the colours

most pleasing.

—

George Garner.
I was very pleased to see the notes on

" Foxgloves and Their Cultivation," by " A. B.

Essex," in The Garden for Jime 19, page 304,

I and I agree whole-heartedly with the writer when
he says they are undeservedly neglected plants.

I My own experience shows me what ideal plants

they are for the town garden eind the wild garden,

for they grow very freely and flower profusely.

Of course, there are many splendid varieties,

s:ome reaching a height of 3 feet or more,

and others 5 feet and developing into magni-
ficent specimens ; but despite these and the

many other grand varieties so useful for

placing near the back of borders, I have a great

fondness for the old wild Foxglove. We never

have to sow seed of this here, for we always get

a certain number of plants coming up as weeds.

These, with good treatment, give us fine spikes

of bloom. They are, of course, simpler and much
less magnificent than those fine florists' varieties,

and this is why I like them. I use them
for dotting about in my mixed borders, and
sometimes strong plants are put close to the edge

of the borders to show them ofi well. They are

not allowed to seed themselves all over the place,

or we should have colonies of them. The writer

says " treat them as biennials," but I find I can

let mine go on for three or four years before I

renew them, as several spikes are formed on each

old plant.—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood, Ecclesall,

Sheffield.

The New Division of the Leedsii Daffodils.

—

Under this heading, in your issue of June 19,

page 300, your correspondent Mr. R. Morton
suggests that certain varieties now classified

as Giant Leedsii belong rather to the Incom-

parabilis, and quotes as examples Hon. Mrs.

J. L. Francklin and Norah Pearson. Being the

raiser of these two Daffodils, I cannot let Mr.

Morton's article go imchallenged. First, the

parentage of these places them under the Giant

Leedsii heading, as they were raised from Minnie

Hume and Mme. de Graaff. I would not give

this as sufficient reason for their classification,

for it must be confessed that the same cross has

given flowers which nine experts out of ten would

call Incomparabilis. But I do say that their

breeding, coupled with their " obvious " Giant

Leedsii appearance, should imdoubtedly place

them under this heading. Certainly the cups

of both varieties are of a deeper yellow than those

of most Leedsiis, and the colour does not fade with

age ; but the texture of the blooms, with the

habit and foliage of the plants, both proclaim

their origin. If my memory is not at fault,

I think Mr. Morton will find that there are other

Leedsiis of the older, small-flowered section which

have yellow cups that do not fade to white.

Is not Amazon an example ? Of course, all

this classification is more or less arbitrary, and is

only tmdertaken for the convenience of exhibitors

and exhibition committees, so that it might be

argued that it does not matter much under which

heading they are placed so long as they are placed

somewhere and everyone who possesses the

Royal Horticultural Society's Official List can

find them and will know- in which section to

exhibit them at the Daffodil shows. I do not

agree with this, neither, I am sure, do the classifi-

cation committee, the members of which have

worked hard to place an enormous number of

Narcissi, both new and old, in their proper sections.

Mistakes have been made, we all know-, but I

cannot agree that any mistake has been made
with Hon. Mrs. Francklin and Norah Pearson. In

classifying Daffodils the question of measure-

ments and colour must be the principal factors

in determining into which section a variety is

to be placed ; but unless the use of the rule and

colour chart be tempered by a little common
sense—and in difficult cases reference to parentage
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—many glaring mistakes are bound to occur.

It will be noted that the word " obvious " used

before is given in the Royal Horticultural Society's

List (Division V., Triandrus Hybrids) as the only

guide in " placing " flowers of this breeding ; while

" parentage " is the only guide for classifying

Jnnquilla hybrids. Therefore I feel safe in plead-

ing for these points to be always kept in sight when

the classification of a flower is under discussion.

—

J. Duncan Pearson, Lowdham, Notts.

Ancient Home-Made Ointments, Perfumes

and Cordials.—Such an article as that suggested

"by " M. H." on page 300 of The Garden for

June 19, 1915, would be most interesting. The

difficulty is not to find ancient recipes, but

to arrive at the necessary old-time furniture

of a still-room. Much about this

might be gleaned from the

careful perusal of the details

of how to distil this or boil

that which are scattered over

the pages of the little books

which deal with the subject. For

example, in the volume I am
about to mention under the head

of " The Art of Comfet-making,

Teaching How to Cover All Kinds

of Seeds, Fruits or Spices with

Sugar," there is an inventory of

the utensils required for these pur-

poses. " First you must have a

deepe bottomed bason of fine

cleane brasse or latton . . .

you must also have a broad panne

to put ashes in . . . you

must also have a fine brasen ladle

. . . you must also have a

brasen slice." I am the fortimate

possessor of this rare work, in ex-

cellent preservation, which con-

tains as Part L, " A Closet for

Ladies and Gentlewomen, or the

Art of Conserving and Candying,"

and as Part II., " Delights for

Ladies to adome their Persons,

Tables, Closets, and Distillatories."

The second of the two is dated

1617, and is probably a posthu-

mous work of Sir Hugh Piatt, who
was very famous as an agricul-

tiurist and horticultiualist in the

later years of Queen EUzabeth's

reign and in the early ones of King

James. The first has no name
appended, and it is very possible

that it was not the work of

the celebrated knight. Some of

the recipes are quaint. Their

ingredients sound strange to

modem ears. No. 11 is "To
candy Marigolds, Roses, Borage and Rosemary-

flowers." No. 51 is " To make conserve of Straw-

berries." The final stage is " then boyle them
in wine and sugar till they be stiSe." On the

personal side we find directions " how to take

away any pimple from the face," how to make
" sents for gloves," and all about " a delicate

stove to sweat in." A little volume like this

is hardly the sort of thing we would expect our

V.M.H.'s to break out in to-day. Yet it probably

was not accounted strange then, when there was
such a close connection between the kitchen and
herb gardens and the still-room. More than a

centtiry later, in 1744, we have "Adam's Luxury
and Eve's Cookery," which is partly about how

to grow vegetables, and partly about how to cook

them and certain fruits. About the same period

or a little later a pamphlet of forty-two pages

was published called " The Art of Making Wines
of Fruits, Flowers and Herbs." Roses, Cowslips,

English Figs, Blackberries, Strawberries, Elder-

berries and Mulberries are some of the flowers and
fruit for which directions about how to make them
into wine are given. The much-derided Goose-

berry wine is said to have so many virtues that

I am sure " M. H." would long to make some. It

is " jolly good," too, independent of any medicinal

or health-giving properties. I will never forget

some a head-gardener once gave me. It was
delicious, but certainly not a temperance drink.

He would be a very hardened old toper who would

THE LILY DISEASE
HOW TO COMBAT

AND
IT.

THE NEW GODETIA LAVENDER SHOWN BY MESSRS. J.

AND CO. IN LONDON LAST WEEK. {See page 330

say of it, as one of that fraternity said of some poor

whisky, " There ain't a headache in a big bottle."

But I am writing an article instead of a reply,

so please, Mr. Editor, I must stop.

—

Joseph
Jacob.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
July 6.—Royal Horticultural Society's Summer

Show, Holland House, Kensington (three days).

Gloucester Rose and Sweet Pea Show.

July 8.—Manchester and North of England

Orchid Society's Meeting, Coal Exchange,

Manchester. Finchley Horticultural Society's

Show.

IKE most other plants, the Lily is subject

to more diseases than one, but there is

one that is'particularly prevalent almost

through the length and breadth of the

land. It is characterised, in the first

place and in mild attacks, by brown,

dead spots on the foliage ; later and in bad attacks

by similar areas on the stems. If these dead
areas occur, as they often do, low'down on the

stem^ the- water supply is interrupted, and all

the parts above the spot collapse long before

the normal time arrives when_ the foliage might

be expected to die of old age, and

sometimes long before the flowers

open.

The common beautiful white

Lily, Lilium candidum, is perhaps

the most liable to attack, but wo
have seen instances of the disease

in many species. L. Hansonii, L.

giganteum, L. Martagon (usually

shghtly), L. colcbicimi and even

the hardy L. croceum are all more

or less liable to it.

The late Professor Marshall

Ward, by one of the most pains-

taking researches ever carried out,

definitely proved the origin of the

disease to be the common fungus

Botrytis cinerea. This fungus is

exceedingly prevalent on all sorts

of dead vegetation and forms the

well-known grey mould, which

has only to be sought to be found

on dead, moist leaves in ally

garden. It is in many ways a

remarkable fimgus. It usually,

and perhaps normally, grows on

dead vegetable matter ; but Mr.

Geoirge Massee found he could

train it by very simple means, such

as might occur in certain circum-

stances in Nature, to invade living

tissues, and this it not infre-

quently does, so that it is not only

a devourer of dead matter (a

saprophyte), but a parasite as well

at times.

Further, once in, it produces a

poison which invades cells in

advance" of the fungus, kills them,

and lays them open in turn to the

ravages of the fungus, so that the

brown, dead spot caused by its

first invasion quickly spreads if the

conditions are favoiu'able.

We thus have these facts. The fungus Botrytis

cinerea is common and abimdant wherever dead

vegetable matter exists, and it is capable of invad-

ing living Lily leaves and stems and causing

their death if conditions are favourable to it.

The bulbs are rarely attacked, though they are

sometimes, and, so far as they are concerned,

the main damage is done by the premature destruc-

tion of the leaves. Foliage is the food-maker,

and to destroy it is to stop the manufactvue of

food, and so reduce the reserves available for

the growth of the plant in the next season. If

a plant is attacked season after season, the bulbs

gradually get weaker and weaker, and at last

succumb to starvation. A bulb once attacked

CARTER
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is not necessarily diseased, but may produce
perfectly healthy plants in another season.

The Remedies for the Disease, or rather the

preventive measures, to be edopted are, there-

fore, so far as is possible, to reduce the amount
of the fungus in the immediate neighbourhocd
of the plants, to prevent the germination of the

fimgus upon them, and to place the plants under
such conditions as will be least likely to lay them
open to attack.

Scmething may be done in each of these direc-

tions, and I will deal with them
in order. The soil in which
the bulbs are planted should not

be rich in organic matter, and
especially the top few inches.

All dead foliage should be

cleared cfi and not permitted

to decay. Where plants have
been attacked, the top 2 inches

of soil should be removed and
replaced with fresh containing

little organic matter in it, but

mixed with lime rubble to pro-

mote decay, and in early spring

dusted over with flowers of

sulphur to check the growth of

saprophytic fungi like the

Botrytis. It would be of con-

siderable interest if those who
have experience of growing

the white Lily in chalky soil,

or soil mixed with limestone

chips, would relate it, giving

the exposure of the plants and
any other notes bearing upon
the matter.

To prevent the germination of

spores of Botrytis, spraying the

plants frequently with liver e'f

sulphur (loz. to 3 gallons), or

less frequently with Bordeaux
mixture, might be of service

;

but of greatest service is atter-

tion to the third point. Briefly,

any condition which checks the

plants suddenly is apt to lay

them open to the attack of this

ubiquitous pest. Of these con-

ditions the chief are : Late
frosts while the flowering stems
are forming ; cold eist winds
at the same time ; and stagnant

water at the roots. Avoidance
of these conditions will, more
than any other measures, pro-

tect white Lilies from the attack

of Botrytis. Scientist.

INFORMAL AND WILD
GARDENING.

By James Hudsom, V.M.H.

{Continued from page 314.)

"The Grass.—Let the grass grow all over

the field at its own sweet will, only cutting it

with sheep-shears just round the newly planted

plants. The grass blossom and the glorious

crimsein of the Seirrel heads will add greatly to

A TALL - GROWING
BROOM.

Flowering during June and
July, when most of the

Genistas are over, the tall-growing G. cinerta
is valuable. It forms an open, I compara-
tively upright bush of shapely habit, %vith

arching twigs, and eventually reaches 9 feet to

10 feet high. The slender branches are freely

clothed with rich yellow blossoms, borne in

clusters. For large beds on the lawn or groups
in the shrubbery border G. cinerea is a most
desirable Broom, while dotted in groups or singly

about in the open woodland the effect is most
pleasing.

JAPANESE IRISES GROWING NATURALLY IN LADY DU CANE'S GARDEN
AT MOUNTAINS, WITHAM, ESSEX.

the charm of the wild garden. In November and
early December, when the autumn-blooming
Crocuses are over, the whole of the grass should
be cut down with a bagging hook and left where
it falls, unless it is wanted as a mulch to newly
planted Rhododendrons and such-like plants.

"Plants for the Grass Land.—These will

vary according to the nature of the soil. For
example. Rhododendrons, Pcmettyas and such-

like plants will not be planted in chalky or limy
soils. But speaking generally, and following the

year round, there will be among more or less

bulbous plants : Winter Aconites (these not more
than a foot back from the paths). Snowdrops,
Snowflakes, Crocuses, Daffodils, Liliums croceum.
candidum, pardalinum in wet spots, and tigrinum,

Camassia esculenta, Fritillarias, Cypripediuro
Calceolus and C. speciosum in damp spots, Colchi-

cums. Crocus speciosus, yellow Water Iris in

wet spots. Iris sibirica, Crinum capense.
" Among flowering plants : Trollius, Caltha

palustris. Lady's Smock, Lady's Mantle, Forget-

me-not in wet spots, all British

Orchids, all British Heaths (un-

less on chalk), wild Scabious,

wild Centaurea, Blue Alkanet,

Viper's Bugloss, Helianthe-

mums. Salvia pratensis and its

allies, Verbascums of all sorts

and kinds. Foxgloves in half

shade, Purple Loosestrife,

Yellow Loosestrife, Spiraeas,

Campanula Trachelium, Rag-

wort, Golden Rod, Michaelmas

Daisies, O.x-eye Daisies, large

white Autumn Daisies, Cam-
panula rotundifolia. Inula
ensifolia, Centaurea macro-

car p a. Marjoram, Crambe
rordifolia. Mallow (pink and
white), St. John's Wort of all

sorts. Toadflaxes, Monk's hood.

Polygonums, Senecioin variety,

Solomon's Seal, Teasels, Gera-

niums, G e u m s. Anemone
Pulsatilla, Rest-harrow, Betony,

Aquilegias, Epilobiums, Chry-

santhemum uliginosum, Phj--

tcuma orbiculare, &c.

" Among flowering trees and

shrubs : Laburnum, Almonds
(pink and white). Lilac (only

singles). Hawthorns (use the

coloured ones very sparingly),

Cistus of all sorts, Cytisus of

sorts. Double Gorse (not single,

it sows itself all over the place,

and is not half so beautiful a

plant, in or out of flower, as the

double), single and semi-double

and all Wichuraiana Roses (but

none of the show Roses),

Guelder Roses, Forsythia sus-

pensa, Double Cherries, Osman-
thus. Hollies, Tree Ivies,

Bamboos, Magnolias, Spindle-

wood, Flowering Raspberries,

Spartium junceum, Cydonia,

Rhododendrons (but use the red

ones very sparingly), Azaleas,

Pemettyas, Stuartia Pseudo-

camellia, Berberis of a 1

)

sorts, Lavender, Rosemary,

Potentilla (shrubby), Ribes

sanguineum, Wayfaring Tree,

Veronicas, Bog Myrtle in wet places.

"In the Copse or Thin Woodland.—Encour-
age Ivy and moss to grow over the whole of the

surface wherever either will do so.

" Plants for Woodland.—Snowdrops, Anemone
blanda, A. ranunculoides, A. apennina, and all

varieties of A. ncmorosa, such as rcbinsoniana,

Alleni, &c. ; Scilla nutans and S. n. alba ; all

the hardy Cyclamen,^particularly neapolitanum ;

Trillium grandiflorum. Primroses (yellow and

white, not coloured), Camponula latifolia and
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C. 1. alba, Narcissus cyclamineus and N. triandrus,

Chionodoxa sardensis, Dog's-tooth Violets, white

Wood Violets, Helleborus foetidus. Wood Sorrel

(white and pink), and Ferns in abundance (the

wild British are by far the best, and the curious

crested and other forms should be used most

sparingly, not more than one in twenty-five),

such as Lastrea dilatata, L. Filix mas, Athyrium

Filix foemina, Polystichums aculeatum, angulare

and munitum (which is Canadian), Scolopendrium

vulgare, Polypodiums vulgare, Dryopteris and

Pbegopteris (both the latter in rather damp spots),

Osmunda in wet places. There is nothing looks

so beautiful in woodland as Ferns. Both for

them and for the flowers the wood must not be

too dense or too dark. It must be essentially

a thin wood. In light soils the Ferns will, in a

hot, dry summer, want watering once in three

weeks, giving a big plant

a gallon at a time and a

small plant half a gallon,

but they are well worth

it."

What I admired so much
in Mr. Wilks' garden was

the way in which all the

garden blended in one

harmonious whole. In the

distance and under the

shelter of the eastern
screen of trees were the

orchard trees—Apples, Pears

and Plums. When in flower

these could be nearly all

seen from the house itself,

and thus add to the

beauty of the garden.

Quite in the distance I

noted a fine row of

Scarlet Runners, which
added greatly to the effect.

Mr. Wilks, I may add,

is a most enthusiastic

gardener, practical to a

degree. In gardening he

finds the relaxation and

delight so essential to a

very busy man.

The garden at East Bum-
ham Park, near Slough,

the country residence of

Sir Harry J. Veitcb, F.L.S.,

V.M.H., affords another

excellent example of fitting

in a garden with the

surroundings, taking every

advantage of the well-grown Oaks and other

trees. Around the house itself there is an

approach to formality, it is true, but as one

gradually leaves that behind and arrives at the

wild garden everything is quite informal, and

the utmost use is made of the woodland adjoining.

In an open spot are collections of fine foliage

plants with some small pools in the foreground,

with appropriate water plants, and stepping-

stones across and between the pools. On one side

are the relics of an old pathway, made with small

paving-stones, among which are to be seen various

dwarf, close-growing plants, Stonecrops and the

like. This is quite unlike any arrangement I

have ever seen, in every way most picturesque

and charming. In the woods are to be seen

Bamboos and other plants which thrive in the

shade, with the walks quite informal and of such

material as can be easily kept clean ; thus the

one essential of inexpensive maintenance is

followed.

Infonnal Gardens and Old Mansions.

—

Quite in contrast to many gardens is that of

•Lady Du Cane at Moimtains, Witham, Essex.

One, as a rule, associates formal gardens with

such houses as hers. This is, however, quite an

exception to that rule. I never saw, nor have I

heard of, a more informal garden than this, or

one that is more charming and picturesque. I

have had the pleasure of seeing it in various aspects,

both in the spring with the Daffodils in their

beauty, and later on with the Roses which thrive

so well, growing quite in abandon, and still later

when the herbaceous plants are at their best.

In each instance it has been perfectly lovely,

like Mr. Wilks' garden in one sense, that of being

composed of nearly all hardy plants. No lines

MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS
AND WALLFLOWERS.

I

A RETROSPECT.
T is often pointed out that Wallflowers

associate well with Darwin and Cottage

Tulips, flowering as they generally do
about the same time, but comparatively

few take much trouble in bringing about

colour combinations. May I be permitted

at this time, when Wallflower seed may still be

sown, to give my experience of the past season ?

I grow both Darwin and Cottage Tulips, and it

occurred to me last October that it would be

worth while if, in planting out, special regard

were had to the various groups. The Uttle extra

trouble—if such it could be called—more than

LASTREA DIL.\TATA IN -THE REV. W. WILKS \VOODL.\ND GARDEN. THIS FERN IS 7 FEET 9 INCHES ACROSS.

arc followed, everything being informal to a degree.

In the ravine there is a well-arranged rock garden,

with a little rivulet running through it. Here the

Japanese Iris thrives remarkably well. This

garden is an example of what may be accomplished

within a limited area when the owner is a keen

gardener and takes a real interest in the garden.

My desire throughout this paper has not been

to advise ciurtailment in the garden in any sense,

but rather an addition to its beauty and attractive-

ness bj' the introduction of a greater variety of

plants which are adapted for informal gardening,

and ma5' be grown in a more natural manner.

All needless labour in upkeep should be avoided,

not to reduce the amount of labour expended,

but so as to give more attention to the one greati

essential—cultivation, in such p.irts of the garden

as need real cultivation —From the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Journal.

justified the effort, and the result was a charming

display. The Tulips were grouped in borders

among herbaceous subjects—about nine bulbs

in each group—and between the next lot of

herbaceous plants Wallflowers were planted out

in threes, and this is the arrangement :

I give the Darwin Tulips first. Mrs: Potter

Palmer, large purple violet blooms which last

well, in coujimction with Primrose Monarch Wall-

flower ; Pride of Haarlem, with Harbinger Wall-

flower, richest brown ; Salmon King,' salmon

carmine, with Blood Red Wallflowei: ; Clara

Butt, rosy salmon pink, and Mr. Fainacombe

Sanders, glowing carmine rose, with Purple Queen

Wallflower ; Rev. H. Ewbank, silvery heliot'rope,

with Fire King Wallflower. Cottage Tulips.

—

Orange King %vith Blood Red Wallflower ; Ingles-

combe Pink with Orange Bedder Wallflower.

The old and popular Tulipa gesneriana' incjor.
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with its vivid scarlet blooms rising out of Primrose

Monarch Wallflower, showed up to great advantage
;

as did Bouton d'Or among Blood Red Wall-

flower, the yellow of the former and deep tones

of the latter producing vivid contrasts. Par-

ticularly effective were other Parwin Tulips

like Sultan, with deep purplish shades, along

with Primrose Monarch Wallflower. Queen of the

Roses, a, very beautiful rose Tulip, and Harbinger

Wallflower were much admired.

I ought to mention, for the benefit of those

who like Tulips for cutting, that one of the cheapest

sorts, and at the same time a most beautiful

siderable space and produce flowers by the hundred.

As an example of this vigour the illustration of

Conrad F. Meyer will serve well. The photograph

was taken in an Essex garden on June 2 of this

year. At that date the plant, only a small portion

of which is illustrated, was over nine feet high,

yet it was planted as recently as February, rgrs,

when it was obtained from a nursery and cut

nearly to the ground-level. It is a Hybrid Rugosa
Rose, and the large, exquisite blooms are a beautiful

shade of silvery pink, emitting the true Rose
fragrance that everyone appreciates. What better

plant could one have for surrounding, as this

variety, is to be found in the old Cottage gcsneriana I does, the doorway and dining-room window ?

rosea, a comparatively dwarf grower.

This I had planted in close proximity

to a group of Tom Thumb Yellow

Wallflowers, and it came as a surprise

to not a few who saw both thai

such a splendid array of colour could

be got together for a trifling sum.

I do not agree with the some-

what scathing remarks of "A. B.

Essex" "that the Wallflower has

been almost spoiled by so-called

improvements. Those with blooms

of dirty creamy yellow hue or a

nasty magenta purple are mere cari-

catures of a dear old fragrant flower."

It depends a good deal upon the

associations as to the effect pro-

duced, and planted on the lines

indicated with Tulips, even what,

standing alone, appear washed-oul

colours have a beauty mingled with

the bewitching colours of the

Tulips. W. LiNDERS Lea.

LARGE - FLOWERED
RAMBLER ROSES.

A STURDY post, some 6 feet

/\ high, and clothed from

/ % base to summit with the

/ % rambling form of that
^ ^ superb pink Rose, Caro-

line Testout, reminds one

that these large-flowered Roses of

scandent habit should play a more
important part in our gardens during

the summer and autumn months.

The plant mentioned produces blooms
equally as large and full as those

foimd on the original bush forms, but

in such quantities that one need not

hesitate to gather them lavishly for

the house. Many of these large-

flowered rambling Roses also bloom
earlier than the majority of the cluster varieties,

and, what is even of greater importance, frequently

give a good display well into the autumn.
Until comparatively recently they formed a set

quite by themselves, but at the recent Chelsea Show
a magnificent scarlet rambler, that attracted and
held the attention of every Rose enthusiast who
visited the exhibition, proved that hybridists

have been crossing the large-flowered Roses
with the clustered wichuraiana set.

Although the majority of those that I will

name are only vigorous enough for pillars, some
grow so rampantly as to induce one to give them
a place on the pergola or a wall of the bouse,
where their sturdy growths can travel over a con-
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coming a better shape. It is not, however, so

free-flowering. Pergola, pillar or south wall.

. Cheshunt Hybrid.—An old but very fragrant

Rose that still deserves a place. The colour is

cherry carmine, but when exposed to strong

sun takes on a rather objectionable magenta
hue. Pillar or west wall._

Florence Haswell Veitch.—A comparatively

new Rose, with exquisitely shaped and fragrant

flowers of glowing crimson colour. It flowers

early and continues over a long period. Pillar.

Gustave Regis.—When discussing this Rose
with Mr. E. Mawley, the president of the National

Rose Society, some months ago, he confessed his

Climbing Lady Ashtown.—^A very good pUlar

Rose with deep pink, fragrant flowers. Rather
subject to mildew.

Climbing La France.—The ordinary La France
is a silvery pink Rose, too well known to need
description. The scandent form is its counter-

part in every way except habit. Pillar.

Climbing Liberty.—This and the rambling
form of Richmond I have not, so far, been very
successful with, though I have seen them doing

well as pillars. Both are beautiful glowing crim-

son flowers of exquisite shape and are fragrant.

Mme. Isaac Pereire.—^This is an old Bourbon
Rose that is worth growing for its delicious

ROSE-GROWING IN TOWN
GARDENS.

COLOUR in relation to the Rose is of

the first importance, yet it is,

tmfortuuately, the attribute which
is the most easily lost. To such
an extent is this the case with
many varieties that it is quite ex-

ceptional to see really typical blooms of them,
and especially so where the plants are grown
tmder the adverse conditions usual in tovm
gardens. There are a number of causes contributing

THE RAMBLING FORM OF ROSE CAROLINE TESTOUT ON RUSTIC ARCHES.

inability to grow it satisfactorily. Enquiry elicited

the fact that it had been treated as a dwarf bush.

It should be grown as a pillar or over a low
fence. Although not over-large, its nankeen yellow
blooms are exqiiisite and particularly good for

button-holes. Flowers well in autumn.

J. B. Clark.—^This is a very large flowered

Rose of cherry red colour. The fragrant blooms
open early and continue for a long period. Pillar.

Juliet.—Although this fragrant variety does
best when the growths are permanently pegged
down, it succeeds well as a pillar, providing the
shoots are tied down after light pruning imtil

growth is well advanced. The colour is bright

rose, with old gold on the reverse of the petals.

fragrance. The large blooms are produced freely,

but they are of poor shape, and the rather dull

rose carmine coloiur is somewhat objectionable.

It grows vigorously and makes a good piUar.

Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant.—Except in habit,

this is a counterpart of the bush farm, the large,

deep rosy pink blooms being produced in abund-
ance. It is one of the earliest to flower, and
excellent for a pillar or light-coloured wall.

Zephyrine Drouhin.—This is commonly known
as the Thomless Rose, as its branches are devoid
of spines. It is a beautiful variety for a pillar

5 feet or so in height, producing its bright carmine
pink flowers in great profusion. They are exceed-
ingly fragrant. F. W. H.

to this loss of colour, not least of which is the
weather ; but whereas some varieties will only
appear at their best during a dull and humid
spell, there are others which benefit and take on
a deeper tint under the full rays of the sim, so
that it is impossible for all to be suited. Apart
from the weather conditions, there arc several

other factors which conduce to improvement of

colour, over which it is possible to exercise control,

so that we may to some extent improve the beauty
of the blocms by studying their requirements.

The first essential is vigoiir in the plants. No
one who has grown Roses, even on the smallest
scale, can have failed to notice that weakness
in the tree makes itself evident in the hue as well
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as the size and shape of the bloom. Any check

during the period when the buds are expanding,

such as is caused by dryness at the roots, will also

have a bad effect upon the colour.

The grower needs to bear in mind that the

flowering period puts the greatest strain upon

the energies of the plants, consequently the

roots are then at their busiest gathering and

assimilating sufficient food to enable them to

produce the blooms, and unless sufficient supplies

are present in the soil, the results are likely to

be imperfect.

As nourishment can only be taken up in liquid

form, it is obvious that any dryness at the roots

means starvation to the plants. Many of the root

fibres are near the surface of the beds, and, indeed,

the object of the grower is to encourage them there,

since they are then more easily fed and aerated.

their growth is most active and they are requiring

nourishment upon a larger scale in consequence.

The effect of these supplies of food when care-

fully administered is that the growths remain

unchecked, the blooms open more quickly, and

their colour is then seen at its best.

Many of the red Roses lose greatly by exposure

to the sun, and in the case of these, when the

blooms are required for exhibition or decoration,

they must be cut in as early a stage as possible

and allowed to expand subsequently in water.

J. B. Clark, as an instance, must be gathered

directly the outer petals have turned back, either

late at night or first thing in the morning. Red is

not by any means the only colour affected, the

combinations of yellow and pink tints being among
the most fugitive, and in this case it is nearly

always the yellow that disappears, leaving the

THE NEW PILLAR ROSE CUPID SHOWN IN LONDON LAST WEEK BY MESSRS. B. R. CANT AND SONS.

Hence if the drought penetrates even a little way,

ill-health will often result.

Assuming that the moisture in the beds has

been well maintained, a Rose is capable of extract-

ing a much larger amount of food from the soil

during the early summer months than it requires

during the remainder of the year. It is necessary

to make certain that the requisite supplies are

present in a form that is readily available, and
for this reason we give an early spring dressing

of manure, artificial or otherwise, containing

phosphates and potash in a form which becomes
available soon after application and lasts for the

remainder of the growing season.

Nitrogen, if given in the shape of sulphate of

ammonia, is much quicker in its action, a veritable

stimulant which should be given only when the

plants are actually in need of it ; that is, when

pink predominating, as in Prince de Bulgarie,

Lyon and Joseph Hill. Careful shading and
early gathering will have sonje efiect in preserving

the colour. P. L. Goddard.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

AWARD3 OF MERIT.

Erigeron hybridus Asa Gray.—This charming

plant requires to be seen in groups amid suitable

environment. The flower-heads are pale buff

colour with orange-toned disc, and arranged in

front of the towering bronzy spires of Eremurus
Warei or E. Shelford the effect is very fine. A
most profuse-flowering s.ubjcct, not quite two feet

high. Shown by Messrs. Wallace and Co.,

Colchester.

Godetia Lavender.—This cannot fail to become
immensely popular by reason of the profusion

of its mauve-coloured cups. The colour towards
the base shades to white, with a touch of red

at the centre. More shapely than many of its

tribe, the flowers, three or more in a cluster, termi-

nate the wiry i8-inch-long stems, which render

it ideal for cutting. We think very highly of what
was generally pronounced to be an ideal subject

for the garden. From Messrs. Carter and Co.,

Rayncs Park, S.W. See illustration p?.ge 325.

Rose Cupid {H.T.).—A pillar Rose of fine

growth, abundant flowering and great charm,
which, by reason of its large size and exquisite

colouring, is destined for universal popularity.

The dominant colour of the expanded flower

is delicate salmon pink, merging to flesh, with
which the large array of golden anthers is in

delightful harmony. We know of

rothing to approach the exquisite

colour tone. (S(e illustration.) From
Messrs. B. R. Cant & Sons, Colchester.

Iris filifolia.—Mr. W. R. Dyke?,
Godalming, exhibited a vase

of this handsome species, which, so

far as we remember, has not been

seen before at these meetings. It is

described in Mr. Dykes' book of the

Iris and in that of Mr. Lynch. The
plant now referred to has rich reddish

purple, compactly built flowers, with

a conspicuous orange blotch on the

falls, and is quite distinct from the

blue-flowered form which often bears

the name, and which approxi-

mates to I. tingitana. Mr. Dykes'
plants were raised from seeds

gathered at the top of the Rock of

Gibraltar.

Campanula pusilla Miss Will-

mott.—We imagine everybody who
cultivates alpine plants knows this

beautiful silvery blue, dwarf-growing

Harebell. If not, they should make
its acquaintance without delay. It

is quite one of the best and most
distinct. Shown by Mr. Clarence

Elliott, Stevenage.

Delphinium Queen of the
Belgians. — A lovely semi-double

variety of Cambridge blue colouring.

The flowers are large and arranged in

a rather close spike. From Mr. W.
Ferguson. The Hollies, Weybridge.

Linaria macedonica. — A very

handsome and effective plant

for grouping. The flowers are

yellow, with deep orange-coloured

throat. The neat, ovate, glaucous foliage is also

striking. It is about two and a-half feet high.

From Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot

and Twyford.

Odontioda Red Cross (Odontioda Cooksonii

X Odontoglossura ardentissimum).—The flower

is of medium size, of brighter red tone than is

usually seen, finely edged white, with white lip.

Leelio-Cattleya canhamiana Fowler's Variety.

A large-flowered variety, having long, rather

narrow sepals and petals coloured delicate lilac

pink. The lip is very bold and imposing, wholly

coloured rich purple. These two novelties were

from Mr. J. Gumey Fowler, Pembury, Kent.

The whole of the foregoing novelties were

exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society

on June 22, when the awards were made.

large, rich
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Fruit Garden.

Late Vines.—The final thinning of late Grapes
should be completed without delay. Those
varieties required for the latest supplies

must be well thinned out, especially in the

centre of the bunches. When the trellis has

been covered with foliage, all laterals must be

removed as they appear. If not already done,

the borders must be mulched with rich farmyard
manure, after which a good watering should be

given. During warm, congenial weather ventilate

the house liberally, especially during the period

when the berries' are subject to scalding. If

mealy bug is present on the rods, this pest must
be diligently sought after, as it is most important
that late Grapes should be free from it.

Midseason Vines.— Give plenty of air to

Grapes which are ripening, and during very warm,
congenial weather fire-heat may be dispensed with.

When there is no heat in the pipes, the house must
not be damped late in the afternoon. Cover the

glass with a double thickness of fish-netting, or

s\Tringe limewash on the glass when the Grapes
are ripe.

Muscat Grapes.—in very hot weather it is

necessary to place a shading on the glass, or the

foliage will scorch. Reduce the fire-heat to the

minimum when the weather will allow. On
certain occasions fire-heat may be dispensed with
altogether.

Plants Under Glass.

Ipomoea rubro-cserulea.—This beautiful green-

house climber is very useful for the decoration
of breakfast or lunch tables if suitable receptacles

are provided. Here we raise a batch of plants

at the present time for flowering in late autumn
and winter. The plants are flowered in ro-inch

pots and trained over the roof of a house with a
temperature of 60°.

Carnations.—Attention must now be given
to the layering of Malmaison Carnations. Place

a frame on a partially shaded border in which to

layer them. A suitable compost is one consisting

of sifted loam and leaf-soil and coarse sand. Keep
the frame rather close and shaded from bright

sun till the layers have rooted, then gradually
inure them to cooler conditions. Other Carna-
tions may be layered in the same manner.

Chrysanthemums.^The young plants which
ihave been struck for flowering in 5-inch or 6-inch

pots should now be ready for their final potting.

Give them a rich compost and pot firmly. When
potted, plunge the pots in ashes in an exposed
position.

Hydrangeas.—^When flowering is finished, cut
off the flower-heads and place the plants outdoors
in a sunny position. The pots should, if possible,

be plunged in ashes ; the plants will not then require
so much attention in regard to watering.

The Flower Garden.
Spring-Flowering Plants.—Seedling plants of

Wallflowers, Pansies, Aubrietias, Alyssums and
Silenes may be pricked out into the reserve beds.

See that the ground is well broken up and raked
to a fine tilth, and should it be dry, give a good
soaking of water. Polyanthuses should be pricked
into boxes or frames till they are large enough
to be planted out in the open. Old plants may be
divided and planted in a shady position. Del-
phiniums, Anchusa, Chelone or any perennials
which have been raised from seed may now be
transplanted in well-prepared ground in the open.

Geum Mrs. Bradshaw.—Seeds of this effective

border plant may be sown now in boxes of fine

soil. Place the boxes in a cold frame, and keep
them shaded till the seeds have germinated.
When large enough, the seedlings may be potted
into 3-inch pots. These plants will flower early
in the spring. Another sowing may be made
in the autumn for flowering later.

Pinks.—A fresh stock of Pinks may be raised
either by layering or by inserting cuttings. It

the latter method is adopted, the cuttings shoudl
be inserted thickly in cutting-boxes and kept
in a close frame till they have rooted. The frame
must be shaded, and the cuttings sranged two
{r three times a day. When rooted, gradually
expose them to more air.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Figs.—Pay timely attention to the removal of

all superfluous growths, so that the sun and air

may penetrate rigjtit through the trees. Retain
the growths which are short-jointed and of moderate
strength. Give the trees a vigorous washing two
or three times a week with the hose-pipe. If not
already done, a mulch of short manure should be
placed over the roots. Plenty of stimulants must
be given to trees carrying full crops of fruit.

Thinning Apples. — These promise an
abundant crop this season, and if Apples of the
finest quality are desired, many of the fruits must
be removed. Recently planted trees which are
not over-strong should not be allowed to carry
fruits at all. This will help to put vigour into the
growth of the trees.

The Kitchen Garden.

Vegetable Marrows.—The plants are now in
active growth, and unless the shoots are thinned
and regulated about once a week, the crop will
be of short duration. Give abimdance of water
during dry weather, and supplement this with
an occasional dose of liquid manure.

Lettuce.—Small sowings of this valuable salad
should be made every ten days. During showery
weather transplant seedlings.

Onions.—^Those which were planted with
a view to obtaining very large bulbs must be
watered liberally. Before water is given, artificial

manure or soot should be dusted between the
plants. An occasional dose of diluted farmyard
drainings will also be beneficial.

Cauliflowers.—A good plantation of Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers should be put out now on a
piece of ground which has been well manured.
A good quantity of autumn Broccoli must also he
planted to succeed the Cauliflowers. Keep them
well supplied with water till they have made a
good start in the new ground. All vacant ground
must be prepared for planting winter crops without
delay.

Shallots.—This crop should now be ready for
lifting. Spread the bulbs out on the ground to
dry preparatory to storing them in a cool shed.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Both dwarf and climbing plants
must be kept free from insects by occasional
sprayings with Quassia or similar insecticides.
Climbing plants will require the temporary tying up
of young gro\vths. They are best not tied perma-
nently until after flowering, when pruning and
thinning out of the growths that have flowered
should take place. If mildew is prevalent, spray
with an effective mildew specific, or dust with
sulphur. Should the ground get very dry owing
to insufficient rainfall, watering will have to be
resorted to, and some stimulant should be given
at the same time.

Dahlias.—If good indi\'idual flowers are required,
a certain amount of attention must be given to
disbudding and restriction of the number of

growths. The old-fashioned method of trapping
earwigs by placing inverted flower-pots partly filled

with moss on the tops of the stakes is a good one,
and should be practised. If the pots are examined
frequently, the insects trapped can then be
desiroyecl.

Sweet Peas.—The plants raised in pots from
seed sown during the autumn are now flowering
freely, and the question of watering will largely
depend on what rain has fallen. The harm through
insufficient watering shows itself by flower-buds
dropping when quite small. If hoeing is done
regularly and frequently, ten days should elapse
between the applications of water. Plants which are
disbudded and restricted to only two or three stems,
require t5-ing weekly. This may seem unnecessary
work to some, but it is only possible to get first-

class blooms by this systern. The flowers should
be cut as they open, whether they are required
or not, so as not to waste any energy of the plants
in developing seed-pods.

Plants Under Glass.

Gardenias.—Spring-rooted plants will be readv
for another potting on, which should be into 4-inch
or 4j-inch pots. Use good fibrous loam and a fair
proportion of peat. During bright weather the
blinds will be constantly in use, but should be
pulled up whenever the sky becomes clouded.
Damping do-wn must be frequent, and the plants
constantly dipped and sponged to keep down
insect life.

Celosia pyramidalis.—If sown during the next
fortnight, it is possible to have these plants in
flower from November until February without
any very special treatment. They flower quite
well in 3j-inch and 4-inch pots. A warm green-
house or intermediate temperature suits them.

The Kitchen Garden.
Broccoli.—Early winter varieties, such as

Veitch's Self- Protecting, should now be planted.
As very rich soil is not required, the ground which
is being cleared of early Potatoes would do, and
will not require any manuring previous to planting.
As it is also undesirable for late winter and spring
varieties to grow to a large size, owing to their
not being able to withstand the winter so well
as small and firm plants, the planting of these
should be delayed still further.

Spinach which has run to seed can be cut down
and dug into the ground. More might be sown
for later use in some moist or shady border.

Endive.—^This salad is not usually in much
demand until Lettuces are scarce during" the winter.
If, however, it wiU be required during the autumn,
seed should be sown now.

Celery.—Planting must continue as the plants
become ready for setting out. They should be
well watered immediately, and those planted
out at an earlier date must not be neglected in
this important matter if the weather is dry.

Vegetable Marrows.—Plants which are ccm-
raencing to bear should have the fruits removed
before they become large, whether required
for use or not ; this encourages more young fruits
to swell. Where the plants are in an exposed
position, it is safest to peg down the growths to
prevent them becoming twisted and broken.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Being essentially a summer fruit,,

there is no great demand for Melons after
the approach of cold weather in October and
November. During the next week will be quite
late enough to make a final sowing if the fruits
are to develop that fine flavour that can only be
had by the influence of abundant bright sunshine.
As late crops are liable to get infected from earlier
crops infested with red spider, every care should
be taken to prevent this happening!

Ripe Grapes which are still imcut in the earlv
vinery will be better cleared for use, both for the
sake of the Vines and the fruit, as with continued
sunshine the berries will commence to shrivel.
After cutting, the entire house should receive a good
hosing or s^Tinging to cleanse the woodwork, glass
and the Vines. Syringing should be done daily,
both in the morning and afternoon, and abundance
of air admitted. A fair amount of food should
still be apphed whenever the borders require
water.

Figs.—^WTiere one has a number of Figs, the
trees will be at different stages in separate houses.
The early Figs are fast developing their second
crop, and should have liberal treatment with
manures, both in the materials used for top-
dressing and by applying them when watering.
Where Figs are ripening, a slightly drier atmo-
sphere must rule, and the fruits should not be
gathered until they show signs of cracking.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches.—During dry weather the trees will
benefit by a good syringing between 4 p.m. and
5 p.m. Insect life must be watched for, and
destroyed on making its first appearance by spray-
ing with a reliable insecticide. The trees must
again be gone over to reduce the number of fruits,

and the young growths nailed in their places,
or, if the wall is wired, they ought to be tied in
position. Laterals which may appear on the young:
growths should be pinched off when young and
tender. John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
CasHemHk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

NEW VARIETIES ON TRIAL.

IT
is always very interesting to watch the

progress of the plants of new varieties,

as many of them, like Roses, have dis-

tinctive foliage. It is quite possible for

an expert to tell the names of the varieties

of Chrysanthemums from the foliage.

Sports bear the features of their parents, but new

ones emanating from seeds often have very distinct

foliage, and the cultivator, growing them for the

first time, must guess as to height and other details.

The Buds.—Undoubtedly the most interesting

and absorbing feature is the bud of the new
variety. If only one plant is grown, there is not

much choice for selection, as either early or very

late buds must be depended on. If several plants

are grown, then both classes of buds can be

selected, and I would advise cultivators to secure

both kinds ; then if the blooms from the early

buds are disappointing, those from the later ones

will probably be very satisfactory, and afford

full compensation for the sacrifice of tlie others.

Tying and Training.—The plants are now
growing freely, and all that are healthy will

continue to do so with added vigour as the autumn

days come. The shoots of all plants do not

require tying every day, but certain ones will,

, and thus the cultivator will have some tying to do

every day if he wishes to keep all shoots secure

against strong winds. There are two methods of

tying—one, the fastening of each shoot to the stake

to within 2 inches of the point ; the other, looping

several of the shoots to one stake. When the

latter method is followed, the strand of matting

is passed round the shoot about nine inches below

its point ; that part of the stem is fairly hard,

and does not readily break off when bent by the

wind. This is a good way of securing the branches

of specimen plants and others grown for the

production of cut flowers and for greenhouse

furnishing. Always allow space for the swelling

of the stems, else the latter will buckle and break

off. After a shower of rain the tying material

slips down and becomes very tight ; allowance

must be made for this. It is also advisable

to examine the ligatures on exhibition specimens

and put them right again.

Side Shoots.—^These grow rapidly, too, and must

be removed while quite small, else they will rob

the plants of much strength. All plants should

be restricted to main stems and main leaves,

and, later on, to crown or terminal buds in addition.

If the side shoots growing in the axils of the leaves

are left to attain a large size, it is scarcely possible

to remove them without doing some damage to

either the leaf or stem. If cut away, then more

shoots grow. So the best plan is to pinch them

out with the fingers and thumb while quite small.

The First Top-Dressings.—^The up-to-date

cultivator does not rely on one, or even two,

top-dressings, but begins in July and continues

to put on thin layers of a suitable compost as

frequently as the roots require it. We will pre-

sume that ample space has been left for top-

dressing material. Probably some of the plants

were finally potted early in May. By the present

time the new soil will be filled with roots, and it

would be bad policy to wait until a certain date

before giving them the assistance they stand in need

of from a surface mulch. The compost should

consist of rich loam, passed through a half-inch

mesh sieve, one part ; sweet leaf-soil, also sifted,

one part ; some good rotted manure, one part
;

and sand and a reliable concentrated manure,

as advertised in the pages of this paper, one part.

A fairly large bulk of compost may be prepared and

stored in a cool shed, to be used as necessary.

Pick out all those plants that show roots on

and near the surface. See that the ball of soil

is watered thoroughly, and then put on a sprink-

ling of the mixture prepared, just enough to nicely

cover the, surface. Afterwards all water and

liquid manure must be. applied through a rosed

watering-can, so as not to disturb the new soil

and injure the roots permeating it. Always rap

the pot to ascertain if the old ball of soil is

moist enough below, otherwise the wet appearance

of the top soil might prove misleading. The

roots will soon enter the fresh compost and show

on its surface like little white knuckles. When
advanced as far as this, it will be time to apply

another top mulch, and so the work should go on

until the space is filled up. The steady progress

of the plants is better ensured thus than when one

heavy surface-dressing is given.

" Taking " Buds.—It seems early to be

thinking about the work of "taking" buds,

but it is not too soon, as the first-crown buds

of some of the naturally late-flowering varieties

will appear during the last few days of July.

Now, if these buds are removed, the next ones

will be too late, especially for exhibition purposes.

Begin to " take " them when they are quite

free of the side shoots by pinching out one shoot

every other day. By August 5 the buds will be

" taken." Avon.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

mUCH detail work with the various

vegetable crops has to be gone

through at this season if success

is to be achieved. A spell of dry

weather brings much work, and

unless prompt steps are taken to

combat the evils of drought, the work of months

may be tmdone. For instance, a crop of Peas

just coming into bearing may easily be ruined by

an attack of mildew consequent on drought at

the roots ; whereas a timely heavy watering,

afterwards mulching each side of the row with

short manure or decayed vegetable refuse and old

potting soil to conserve the moisture, will save

the crop. I drew attention to this subject some

few weeks ago ; but the matter is so important,

having such a wide bearing on the success or

otherwise of the crop, that I offer no apology for

again drawing attention to the matter.

The Value of Surface Cultivation.—Among
such crops as Carrots, Parsnips, Beet and Turnips,

where it is not practicable to apply mulchings, or

even water, stirring the surface soil i inch or

2 inches deep with a Dutch hoe is of inestimable

value, preventing cracks being made in the soil,

and so retaining moisture.

Broad Beans.—Following a mild winter those

sowings made in October or November have

proved a success ; full crops of good Beans have

been secured much earlier than from spring sow-

ings. The plants now podding should have

assistance with heavy waterings of liquid manure

if possible. If extra good pods are required,

thin the clusters, thus giving -the plants less to

support. Later batches now coming into flower

should be topped, to induce a quicker setting of

pods and to destroy black fly, which quickly

infests the growths during dry weather. Plants

liadly affected should be syringed with some
insecticide, such as Tobacco water and soft soap.

Asparagus.—This crop has been a huge success

this season where cultivation is of a reasonable

character. It is surprising how well Asparagus
grows in stiff soil if properly prepared by deep

trenching and heavy manuring. Cutting should

cease by this time, and, where possible, young
plantations should be assisted with copious supplies

of liquid manure or sewage water. Indeed, old

beds would receive much benefit by such treat-

ment, as the more robust the growth now, the

greater is the prospect of improved returns next

season. Keep the soil quite clear of weeds.

Cauliflowers.—April-sown plants will now be

ready for putting out in quantity. Mammoth,
for instance, will not require so much space as

Autumn Giant. Water in when planting ; then

the next day loosen the soil about them, and keep

them regularly supplied with moisture until

finally established.

Celery.—^The early sown batches are now making
rapid headway. Plants required for use in August

should have the first paper bands put on instead

of blanching with soil, as under the former method
the plants can be regularly supplied with water

to increase the size of the stems. Continue to

put out plants in trenches for the general crop.

Double rows answer as well as single and
economise space. Some plant three rows in

one trench, and although this method will succeed,

it is much more difficult to earth up the plants

properly. Well water newly put out plants,

dust them lightly with soot occasionally, and
sprinkle the plants overhead with water in the

evening after a hot day.

Parsley.—Make a sowing for winter use, choosing

a sheltered site in a district where there is any
difficulty in keeping up a supply during the winter

months, or, what is better still, sow on a south

border where a frame can be put over the plants

in the autumn. For autumn use, continue to

put out plants from the first sowing on a border

as an edging to a path, where it is handy to pick

from. Plants that have done duty during the

winter and spring are now running to seed, and
should be pulled up, as they are useless. Manure
and dig over the grovmd, and put in another crop

of some kind.

Vegetable Marrows are growing away freely,

and need quantities of water to ensure full and
early crops of quickly grown Marrows. Thin out

the shoots to prevent overcrowding, which is a

hindrance to a full crop, Dften resulting in the

prematture dropping of small fruits, even when
they are thought to be safely " set " and swelling.

Want of moisture at the roots is also often the

cause of this trouble. Excessive mantire for the

roots to ramble in will also cause this premature

casting of fruit.

Outdoor Tomatoes are now growing freely,

and should be encouraged to dJ so as much as

possible by nightly syringings after a hot day,

especially when the plants are at the foot of a

south wall. Until a full crop of fruit is set, liquid

manurial stimulants are not required ; in fact,

such may do harm, as too gross a growth might

result, causing premature dropping of the fruit

blossom.

Swanmore Park, Hants. E. Molyneux.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
DOUBLE DAFFODILS NOT FLOWERING (A. B. C,

Lnncs).—The bulbs have obviously been too long in their
present position, and have become crowded and weak ;

hence their not flowering. We presume .they are healthy,
as you say nothing to the contrary. The remedy 'is

lifting, division and replanting. Allow the growth to
fully mature, and lift the bulbs any time during the first
half of July, laying them out quite thinly in any airy
shed or shady place on a hard bottom in the open. By
the end of July they will have dried sufficiently, and may
be divided, separated into two or three sizes, and roughly
cleaned ready for replanting. The largest bulbs may
be replanted in a bed or border ; the others had better
be planted in a reserve plot in lines a foot asunder and an
inch or so between the bulbs. Four inches deep will
be sufBcient for all. Plant the larger bulbs 3 inches to
5 inches apart in beds ; this will afford them room
to develop, and may suffice for three or four years. Do
not replant any in the old positions, but choose a fresh
site for the bulbs. In this way they get the benefit of
new soil, which is most important. Let the ground he
deeply cultivated and moderately manured. Keep the
manure well below the bulbs. Replant any time in August,
the earlier the better. It is highly probable that the bulbs
will not flower next year owing to weakness, but by
adopting the above measures you will be laying the
foundation for future success.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CDTTING DOWN PiEONIES AFTER FLOWERING

{Cloglm).—It would be unwise to cut down the Pceonies
immediately after flowering, as it would undoubtedly
very considerably weaken the plants, and in all probability
prevent them flowering next year. It should be remem-
bered that a plant feeds through its leaves almost as much
as through its roots, both sources being necessary for
proper development. The seed-pods ought to be removed
immediately they arc formed.

STARTING A BUSINESS {Tea Planter).-~Vfe have
referred yo-ir letter to an expert of long standing in these
matters, who sends the following reply :

" It is not easy
satisfactorily to answer the questions submitted from
the particulars given. The land may be cheap or dear,
depending upon its quality, the possibibty of approach
and the distance or nearness to a railway station, since
all the goods produced wfll have to be sent some distance.
That therd is plenty of land in the district named eminently
fltted for bulb-growing is well known, though it does not
follow that the field referred to is included therein. If
you have seen it, you should be the better judge. The
price for the glass houses and sheds appears reasonable
on the face of it, but may he cheap or dear according to
material supplied, viz., wood, glass, quaUty and number
of coats of paint, hot-water piping and general eflicicncy
of heating. Tomatoes under glass are only really profit-
able when obtained quite early, i.e., ripe in June and July,
ai\d, in order to secure this result, not only is an early
start necessary, but absolute efficiency in heating. In
any case the number of plants named—3,000 per house —
is far in excess of what could reasonably be accommodated,
and overcrowding has to bo paid for pretty dearly at
times. Generally speaking, the price for the glass houses,
it these were isolated—that is, separately built—would
be considered reasonable, and dear if arranged on the
compound plan. We note they arc all of one size, whereas
a smaller structure apart for raising the young plants
is, in our opinion, essential. Have you not been supplied
with a specification of what is to be done for the amount
named ? This is most important from every point of
view, in your own interests and as concerns the stability
and due execution of the work. If you have a speciflca-
cation, you should confer with an expert to go through it
with you, as only by a critical examination of it could any
satisfactory conclusion be reached concerning the cost.
As the estimated initial outlay is considerable and much
other expense must be faced before any return is possible,
we think your better plan, seeing you have no practical
knowledge of the subject, would be to obtain independent
advice before proceeding further in the matter."
NAMES OF PLANTS.— /I. B.—We cannot name plants

for anonymous correspondents. Please see and observe
rules which appear nearly every week. Steimri Irwin.—ZephjTanthes carinata. W. H. S.— 1. Quercus
rubra ; 2, Cotoneaster frigida ; 3, Coronilla varia ; 4.
Geranium Endressli ; 5, Erodium Manescavii ; 6, Veronica
Teucrium ; 7, Erodium macradenum ; 8, Helianthcmum
vulgare venustum ; 9, Rose Goldfinch ; 10. Scdum
species. A. T. Somercote.—1, Sedum album ; 2, Seduni
species ; 3, S. rupestre. These names are pro-visional, for
the specimens were too small for correct determination.

IF. C B.—Akebia quinata. J. O. K.—Burning
Bush (Dictamnus albus purpureus). Bedqerloi. —
Sea Millcwort (Glaux maritinia). R. E. Chard. —
Rose Clio. E. H. W.-~ The Maidenhaur Fern Tree
(Ginkgo biloba or Salisburia adiantifolia). R. M. E. I".— 1. Paul Pcrras ; 2, Paul Ricaut ; 3, Mrs. J. Laing

;

i. Baron de Bonstetten ; 5, Juno. Mac. Deal, Kent.
—1, Alister SteMa Gray : 2, Blush Boursault.—

—

L.—
No. 1 is Margaret Dickson. You will find Mme. L.
Constantin (H.T.) resembles it. It is a semi-climber,
and makes a fine big bush. No. 2 is Lady Waterlow.—— A. Hodgson. — Mrs. Stewart Clark. A. Q.—
Primula japonica and Ranunculus aeonitifolius.

SOCIETIES.
CITY OF LONDON ROSE SOCIETY.

The third annual show in connection with the above
society was held at the Cannon Street Hotel on Thursday,
the 24th ult., and proved a great success. Indeed, it

was the best show the society has held. The blooms
were excellent, and in most classes competition was very
keen. The arrangements reflected the greatest credit
on the energetic hon. secretary, Mr. A. E. Prothero,
and the committee. In the evening the flowers were
sold on behalf of the British Red Cross.

Nurserymen's Classes : Exhibition Koses.
In the nurserymen's champion trophy class, forty-

eight blooms, distinct varieties, were asked for. There
were six competitors, Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, The
Old liose Gardens, Colchester, being placed first. Though
not over-large, their blooms were very clean and even,
and no doubt this carried weight with the judges. Kil-
larney, H. V. Blachin, J. B. Gark, Mrs. "W. J. Grant,
Freda, Edward Mawley and Mrs. George Norwood were
a few of the best blooms. The second award went to
Messrs. R. Harkness and Co. of Hitchin, who had large,
well-coloured flowers, notable among them being George
Dickson, Sirs. A. Hawksworth and fllildred Grant. Messrs.
Cliaplin Brothers, Waltham Cross, were third.

In Class 2, for twelve distinct varieties, three blooms
of each, there were flve exhibits, Messrs. B. R. Cant and
Sons again occupying the premier position. Their blooms
were clean and good, Augustus Hartman, St. Helena
and 5Irs. George Shawyer being the best. Messrs. D.
Prior and Son of Colchester were second, Marechal Niel
and Mildred Grant being in splendid condition hero.
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Limited, Newtownards,
Ireland, were third, their blooms of Dean Hole being
very flue.

For eighteen blooms, distinct varieties. Teas and
Noisettes, three competitors tried conclusions, the premier
award going to Mr. George Prince, Lonpvorth, Berks,
for some very flne, well-coloured flowers. Slaman Cochet,
Medea, Mme. C. Soupert and Nita Weldon called for
special mention. Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Braiswick,
Colchester, were placed second, their flowers being good,
but rather small. Comtesse de Nadaillac and Mme.
Jules Gravereaux were their two best. Messrs. D. Prior
and Son of Colchester were third.

Decorative Roses.
The class for eighteen bunches, distinct varieties,

was very charming, three exhibitors staging some very
attractive bunches. Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Brais-
wick Rose Gardens, Colchester, were first, such varieties
as Rayon d'Or, Lady Pirrie, Lady Hillingdon, Lady
Battcrsea and Una showng to great advantage. Messrs.
\V. and J. Brown of Peterborough were a good second,
Mrs. Rosalie Wrinch, Sarah Bernlurdt and Irish Fire-
flame being very charming. Mr. George Prince of Long-
worth was third, his flowers also being clean and good.
The class for seven baskets of cut Roses was rather

spoiled by the baskets being staged in dilfcrent parts
of the building. Messrs. Chaplin Brothers. Waltham
Cross, were a good flrst with a magnificent display, their
Irish Fireflame, Lady Ashtown, Old Gold, Mrs. Herbert
Stevens and Mme. Edouard Herriot being exceptionally
pleasing. Mr. E. J. Hicks, Hurst, Berks, was second,
his baskets including his new crimson single Princess
Mary and Rayon d'Or. Mr. George Prince was a good
third.

For twehc blooms of new exhibition Roses, distinct
varieties, introduced in 1912, 1913 or 1914, flve com-
petitors tried conclusions, the first prize going to Mr.
George Prince, Long^\-ortli, for a really wonderful dozen.
Edgar Burnett was a magnificent bloom, and Mrs. Ford^
also called for special mention. Mr. E. J. Hiclcs, Hurst.
Berks, was second, his box including a marvellous bloom
of the new crimson Augustus Hartman. Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Sons, Old Rose Gardens, Colchester, were third.

Open Amateurs' Classes : Exhibition Roses.
In the open amateur trophy class, twenty-four blooms,

distinct varieties, were asked for, and four exhibitors
tried conclusions. Mr. H. L. Wettern, Sanderstcad, Surrey,
winning the trophy with some remarkably good biooms.
WiUiam Shean, Amy Hammond and Slildred Grant
were of exceptional merit. Second honours went to
Mr. G. C. Sawday, Wcybridge. We noticed St. Helena.
Mrs. J. H. Welch and Mrs. Foley Hobbs in grand form
here. Mr. W. Onslow Times, Hitchin, was placed third.

For twelve blooms, distinct varieties, there were fivn
boxes staged, the best coming from the Rev. F. R. Burn-
side, Great Stambridge Rectory, Essex. Mrs. W. J.
Grant and Mme. Melanie Soupert were two notable flowers.
Mr. G. C. Sawday, Wcybridge, was a good second, his
flowers of St. Helena and Jlrs. J. H. Welch being excep-
tionally fine. Third prize went to Mr. L. Courtenay
Page, Enfield.

Members' Classes: Exhibition Roses.
Open Only to Members oi the ."Society.

Twelve blooms, distinct varieties, had to be shown
for the City of London Championship Trophy. There
were two competitors, Mr. H. L. Wettern winning the
first prize in fine style. His blooms were large and good
throughout, and we have rarely seen Bessie Brown and
Mrs. Foley Hobbs shoTvn better by an amateur. Mr.
J. Hart was a good second, his fiower" of Mrs. J. H. Welch
being magnificent.

For six distinct varieties, three blooms of each, there
were only two competitors, the premier award going to
Mr. H. L. Wettern, Water Lane, E.C., for some remark-
ably good blooms. His William Shean and Lady Ashtown
were especially noteworthy. 3Ir. J. Hart, Spital Square.

E.G., was awarded second prize, his blooms being small,,
but good.

For nine blooms, not fewer than six varieties of Teas
and Noisettes, there were only two competitors, Mr.
J. Hart being placed first with good, solid flowers. His
\Vhite Maman Cochet and Mme. Jules Gravereaux were
very deep and fine. Mr. H. L. Wettern was second,
his flowers being rather badly weather-marked.

For six blooms of any one variety, Mr. H. L. Wetterrt
was first out of two competitors with a grand half-dozen
of J. B. Clark, Mr. J. Hart coining second with rather
small blooms of WUliam Shean.
Open Only to Growers of Fewer than 1,000 Plants of

Exhibition Boses.
For nine blooms, not fewer than six varieties, Mr.

Lewis S. Pawie, Stock Exchange, was flrst out of six
competitors, his Mjs. J. H. Welch and Mildred Grant-
being grand. Mr. H. Shurey, Tudor Street, E.G., was
second, and third prize went to Mr. W. E. Moore, 43^
Hatton Gardens.

In the class for six blooms, any one variety, there were
six entries, flir. L. S. PawIe coming first with Bessie Brown ;.

Mr. R. de Escofet, 55, Holborn Viaduct, second vnth
Florence Pemberton ; and Mr. C. W. Edwards, Sutton^
Surrey, third with Mme. Jules Gravereaux.

Class 15, for six blooms, not fewer than four varieties-
of Teas and Noisettes, brought only four boxes, all of
which were rather poor.

Open Only to Growers of Fewer than 500 Plants.
For nine blooms, not fewer than six varieties, eight

boxes were staged, first prize going to Mr. H. Shurey
for a very good lot of blooms, J. B. Clark being his best.
Mr. W. E. Moore was second, followed by Mr. C. W.
Edwards.

For five blooms of any one variety to be shown in a
vase, eleven vases were staged, Mr. A. E. Coxhead. 30,
Milk Street, E.C., being first, Mr. A. E. Clarke second,,
and Mr. S. R. Langhton thu:d.

Open Only to Growers of Fewer than 250 Plants.
For six blooms, distinct varieties, Mr. W. Fortescue-

was flrst out of three competitors, being followed in the-
order given by BIr. A. Palk and Mr. E. J. Syer.

In Class 19, for six blooms, not fewer than three varie-
ties, Mr. S. F. Chamberlain was first out of six competi-
tors, his bloom of Mrs. J. H. Welch calling for special
comment. Mr. W. Fowler was second, and Mr. W. A.
Shipley third.

For three blooms of any one variety, to be shown in
a vase, Mr. A. Palk was first out of ten competitors with
good blooms of 5Imc. Melanie Soupert, being followed by
Sir. W. Fortescue and 5Ir. A. E. Stanger.

Open Only to Growers of Fewer than 150 Plants.
In Class 21, for six blooms, not fewer than four varie-

ties, six boxes were staged, I\lr. W. E. Winstone, Stanning
Lane, E.G., coming flrst with good blooms. Mr. D.
Ribbons was second, and Mr. A, F. Blades third.
For tlu^ee blooms, any one variety, to be shown in a

vase, Mr. W. E. Winstone was a good first with three
blooms of George Dickson, one of which seciued the meda!
for the best bloom shown in Classes 18 to 25. Mr. E. C.
Owen was second, and air. A. F. Blades third.

Open Only to Growers of Fewer than 100 Platiis.

For six blooms, not fewer than foxu: varieties, nine
boxes were staged, the premier award going to BIr. W.
Alstrom, 76, Great Eastern Street, E.G. BIr. S. H. Gregg-
was second, and Mr. F. G. Pocock third.

For three blooms of any one variety, to be shown in
a vase, there were eleven entries, Mr. W. Alstrom being'
fh-st with Mme. Melanie Soupert. Mr. G. Haward was
second with Mme. Jules Gravereaux, and Jlr. A. J. Collins-

third, Dean Hole being his variety.
In a similar class for growers of fewer than fifty plants,

as per list, Mr. L. R. Goddard was flrst, his blooms of
Miss Cynthia Forde and Lady Alice Stanley being very
fine. Mr. G. Haward was second, and Mr. W. Markham
thh-d.

BIetropolitan Classes. .

For twelve blooms, distinct varieties, foxu: boxes were
staged, the premier one coming from BIr. R. de Escofet,
Dulwich. He had a magnifloent bloom of William Shean,
wiuch secured the medal for the best flower shown in
Classes 26 to 31. BIr. A. E. Clarke, Kent, was second,
and BIr. A. E. Coxhead third.

The class for six blooms, distinct varieties, brought
forth seven competitors, BIr. A. E. Stanger, Streatham
Park, BIr. W. A. Shipley and BIr. A. Wilkinson winning
in the order named.
For three blooms, distinct varieties, to be shown in a

vase, ten vases were staged, BIr. W. Alstrom being flrst,

followed by BIr. W. E. Winstone and BIr. R. S. Fitter.

Inner Suburbs.
For nine blooms, distinct varieties, the trophy went

to BIr. R. de Escofet, Dulwich, who had good, clean blooms.
BIr, A. W. Burgess, Honor Oak, and BIr. W. A. Shipley,,

East Dulwich, were second and third respectively.

Decorative Roses.
For twelve bunches, distinct varieties, there were

three entries, the first prize, including the decorative
championship trophy, going to BIr. A. C. Turner, 29,.

Great St. Helens, E.C., for a most creditable lot of flowers.
Ills La Tosca calling for special mention. BIr. H. L.
Wettern had a very fine lot of blooms in his second prize
group, but evidently lost points in arrangement. Thu"d
prize went to BIr. G. Gaily.
For six bunches there were also tlu"ee entries, BIr.

A. C. Brown coming first with some very beautiful and
well-arranged flowers. BIr. J. Walter Smith was second,
and BIr. A. E. Clarke tliird.

For three bunches BIr. H. P. Page was flrst out of
four competitors, his Aglaia being very charming. BIi'.

R. Woosnam and Mr. A. G. Warren followed in the order
given

.
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For nine vases, distinct varieties, ill. H. L. Wettern

and Mr, A. C, Turner were tlie only competitors, winning

first and second prizes respectively. Mr, Wettern's

lluwers were exceptionally well coloured, his Lady Hilling-

don and Warrior calling for special mention.
For three vases Mr. P. L. Goddard was a good first m

strong competition, staging Mme. Edouard Herriot,

Mme Leon Pain and Richmond in good condition.

Ladies' .Artistic Classes.

For a bowl of cut Roses with Rose foliage there were

seven competitors, the Ladies' Challenge Vase being won
by Sirs. A. C. Brown, Brakes Lodge. Ueigate. with a very

light and graceful bowl. Sirs. Alex. Robinson, Park
Hill, Carshalton, was second, and Mrs. L. Courtenay
Page, Enfield, third.

For a vase of cut Roses Mrs. A. C. Brown was agam
first out of five competitors, her vase being very lightly

and artistically arranged. Mrs. A. P. Page was second,

and llrs. H. Straker tliird.

Special Ofes Classes for Amateurs.
Class 40 was for nine vases of Roses, distinct varieties,

not more than seven or fewer than five in a vase. There

were five entries, the Red Cross Cup going to >lr. G. C.

Sawdav, Beeehfleld, Wevbridge, who was a good first with

magnificent blooms, his Mrs. J. H. Welch callmg for

special mention. Mr. H. L. Wettern was a close second,

his G. C. Waud bemg exceptionally good. 5Ir. G. Marriott

was third. . ^
Class 41 was for five vases. The Rev. F. R. Burnsidc

was first in strong competition, Ms JIme. Melanie Soupert

and Bettv being wonderfully well coloured. Mr. C. A. L.

Brown was second, and Mr. A. E. Passingham third

The Best Blooms is the Show.
Classes 1 to 6, Killarney, shown by Messrs. B. K. Cant

and Sons.
Classes 9 to 17, Marechal Siel, shown by Mr. J. Hart.

Classes 18 to 23, George Dickson, shown by Sir. Winstone.

Classes 26 to 31, William Shean. shown by Jlr. Escofet.

Non-competitive Groups.
Mr. W. Easlea. Danecroft Rosery, Eastwood, Essex,

arranged a very beautiful group, comprising many new
as well as some of the older varieties. Lady Bowater, a

pale blush Hybrid Tea of grand Wgour, form and sub-

stance, attracted much attention. It is a new Rose

that exhibitors will find very useful. Mme. Edouard
Herriot, Lady Hillingdon, Irish Fireflame and Old Gold

were others that called for special mention. Gold

medal. .. ..

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford, had an artistic

group composed mainlv of the perpetual-flowering ramblers

raised bv liim in recent vears. A new one named Thisbe

is very "promising, the colour of the flowers somewhat

resembling that of William Allen Richardson. The
clusters are large and free.

Mr. E. J. Hicks, Hurst. Twyford. Berks, staged a large

collection of ramblers and bush varieties, these attractmg

much attention. Among the larger flowers the new,

very fragrant pink Mrs. George Norwood was very fine.

The new Mrs. Charles Reed, cream, flushed deep pink,

was also very good. Gold medal.
Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, had a fine

group of Violas tastefully arranged in flat bowls, with

Asparagus Sprengeri and Adiantum furnisliing the

necessary greenery.

CROYDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This vigorous society merits congratulations from several

standpoints to-day, though chiefly from the fact that

the exhibition on June 23 was the forty-eighth held under

the auspices of the society, and, with its jubilee in sight^,

is stHl going strong, and the equally important fact that

the proceeds of the show were to be devoted to the Mayor s

War RcUef Fund. Patriotic in the highest degree, we
think many, other societies might have done likewise,

thereby securing the sympathy of the pubUe and turnmg
horticulture to the best possible serMce in this hour of

the nation's need. There were many excellent exhibits

on view, though the Roses, both for ciuahty and numbers,

would be ditficult to beat.
. , ^ „

The Lady Eldridge Challenge Cup, for forty-eight Roses,

distinct, brought three competitors, Messrs. B. R. Cant,

The Old Rose Gardens, Colchester, who last year had the

honour of winning the nurserymen's challenge cup out-

right aoain occupying the premier position with an

admirable lot, from which we sc:lected Lady Helen \ inccnt,

Edward Mawlev (flne red), Mme. Melanic Soupert Juliet,

Lyon Rose, Elizabeth (very beautiful). H. \. Machin,

George Dickson, Marquise de Sinety, Dean Hole and

Killarney. Messrs. F. Cant and Co., Colchester, were

second with many good flowers, Mrs. J. Bateman, H. E
Richardson (red) and Ulrieh Brunncr being among the

bi-st. Messrs. Prior, Colchester, were third.

For twenty-four Roses, distinct, four conU'sted, Messrs.

Chaplin Brothers, Joyning's Nurseries, Waltham tross.

being placed first, having superb examples of Mrs. J. u.

Welch (pink), George Dietoon, J. B. Clark, Mildred Grant,

Mrs. C. E. Russell (pink) and Mrs. Chaplin. Mr. George

Prince, Oxford, was second.

For twelve Roses, one variety, eight competitors cntcrea,

Mr Elisha J. Hicks taking the place of honour with the

rich pink, highly fragrant Mrs. George Norwood, the

flowers being very fine ; second, B. W. Hammond Esq.,

Burgess Hill; third, Messrs. B. R. Cant, both showing

Lady Ashtown. t, t> r. *

Eighteen trebles, distinct: First, Messrs. B. K. Cant,

Colchester, who staged Lady Helen Vincent Margaret,

J. B. Clark, Mildred Grant, Mabel Drew, British Queen,

Lieutenant Oiaurc and others ; second, Messrs, aiaplm

Brothers. , . * „ it
Eii'hteen Teas or Noisettes, distinct : Iirst, Mr. Henry

Drew, Longivorth, Berks, whose best were Mrs. loley

Hobbs (silver medal), White Maman Cochet, Golden
Gate (pink). Souvenir de Pierre Notting, Mme. Constance

Soupert and F. V. Marshall (rose) ; second, Mr. G. Prince.

Twelve bunches of garden Roses : First, Mr. EUsha
Hicks, Lady Hill. Lady Pirrie, Mrs. H. Stevens and Rayon
d'Or being "the best.

For five baskets of cut Roses in five distinct varieties,

Messrs. ChapUn Brothers, Waltham Cross, were first

with Duchess of Wellington, Mme. Edouard Herriot

(very flne colour), Mme. Segond Weber, Richmond and
Miss Cynthia Forde ; second, Mr. Henry Drew, Long-
worth. A very attractive class.

.\MATEDTis' Classes.
Twenty-four Roses, distinct : The first prize, the

Society's Challenge Cup, was won by Mr. H. L. Wettern,

Sanderstead, who had superb examples of Edward Mawley,
H, V. Maehin (red). Lady Ursula (pink), Mrs. J. Laing

and Mme. Jules Gravereaux. Dr. T. E. Pallett, Earl's Colne,

Essex, was second, his Lieutenant Chaure gaining the

silver medal.
Dr. Pallett was first for eight trebles, and secured the

Frank Cant Challenge Cup, again showing Lieutenant

Chaure admirably among others.

Dr. Pallett was again in the place of honour for eighteen

Teas and Noisettes, having The Bride, Bridesmaid, Mrs.

Foley Hobbs and \Miitc Maman Cochet.

Eighteen Roses, distinct : First, Dr. C. Lamplough,
Kirkstall, Alverstoke, Mme. Jules Gravereaux (silver

medal), George Dickson, Mme. Constance Soupert and
Mildred Grant being excellent.

Six Roses, one variety : The first prize (a piece of plate

presented by the Mayor of Croydon) went to Mr. H. L.

Wettern for a superb lot of J. B. Clark.

The finest lot of Sweet Peas came from Mr. W.
Humphrevs, Loampits, Tonbridge, his dozen including

Hercules, Marvel (an improved Margaret Atlee), Mark's

Tey (purple), Barbara (a most lovely orange), Elsie

Herbert, King Manoel, Lavender George Herbert and
others. The flowers were very flne.

Mrs. Wettern secured the first prize for a table decora-

tion of cut Roses, employing Irish Elegance and light

Rose trails to great advantage.
For a group of plants staged for effect, Mr. J. W. Colyer,

gardener to A. H. .41len, Esq., Wandle Court, Beddington,

ivas first, employing Crotons, Gloxinias, Begonias, Cala-

diums, Odontoglossums, Palms, KalanchoS flammea
and Ferns with considerable skill. Every plant, indeed,

told. The group was well finished ott with a border of

Panicum variegatum.

NOK-COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS.
In the non-competitive section Mr. Elisha J. Hicks

had a superb stand of Roses, among which Mrs. George

Norwood (flne fragrance, pink-flowered). Rayon d'Or

(verv rich in colour), Ada PauUin (a seedhng raised by

the
" exhibitor from .\nna Olivier), Lady Hillingdon,

Duchess of WeUingtou, Irish Fireflame and Princess

Mary stood out conspicuously.
Messrs. Young and Co., Cheltenham, contributed a

fine stand of Carnations .Bath's Premier (yellow). The
Geisha (fancy) and Mikado being noticeably good vases.

THE WINDSOR ROSE SHOW.

Bv kind permission of His Majesty the King, the Windsor

Rose and Horticultural Society held their twenty-fourth

annual exhibition in the private grounds at Windsor

Castle on Saturday, June 26. The exhibits were numerous

and of the highest quality, and the competition was keen

throughout. There were a large number of visitors,

and all enjoyed the excellent music supplied by the 2nd Life

Guards Band.
Open Classes.

The coveted King's Cup, presented by His Stajesty

as first prize for forty-eight blooms, distinct varieties,

was won bv Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons of Colchester ;

second, Messrs, B. Harkness and Co., Hitclun ; third,

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newton-nards; fourth,

Messrs. D. Prior and Son, Colchester.

Class 2, eighteen distinct Teas : First, Messrs. Frank

Cant and Co. ; second, Mr. Henry Drew ; third, Mr. G.

Prince, Oxford.
Class 3, twelve distinct varieties, three blooms of each ;

First, Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons ; second, Mr. Henry

Drew ; third, Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.

Class 4, twelve Hybrid Perpetuals or Hybrid Teas

;

First, ilr. A. Hartman ; second. Sir. Henry Drew ;
third,

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks with Mrs. G. Norwood.
Class 5, twelve Tea Roses : First, Messrs. D. Prior and

Son : second. Messrs. Burch, Peterborough ; thkd,

.Messrs. R. Harkness and Co. -411 tluree cxliibited Mme.
Jules Gravereaux.

Class 6, eighteen bunches of decorative Roses, distinct

varieties : First, Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons ;
second,

Jlr. Charies Turner, Slough ; tliird, Messrs. George Jack-

man.
Class 7, twelve crimson and twelve white : First, .Alessrs.

B. R. Cant and Sons \rith Edward Mawley and Mrs. A.

Carnegie ; second, Jlr. Henry Drew ; tWrd, Messrs. R.

Harkness and Co.
OPES TO Amateces.

Class 8, twenty-four distinct varieties: First and the

Windsor Challenge Oin, Jlr. F. Denniston. This exhibit

contained the best Rose in the show, to which the society s

silver-gilt medal and award of merit were given

Oberhofgartner being the variety. Second, Mr. H. L.

Wettern : tMrd, Dr, T. E. Pallett
. ,

Class 9. the Islet Challenge Cup, eight distinct varieties,

three blooms of each : First, Mr. F. Denniston ; second.

Dr. Lamplough ; tliird. Dr. T. E. Pallett

Class 10. twelve Tea Roses, distinct : First, Mrs. Henry

Balfour; second. Dr. Lamplough; third. 3. B. Fortcscue,

Esq., Dropmore.

Class 11, eighteen blooms, distinct varieties : First,

J. B. Fortescue, Esq. ; second, the Rev. J. B. Shackle.

Class 12, challenge cup presented by Lady Julia Follett

:

Furst, Dr. Lamplough ; second, Mrs. H. Balfour ; third,

J. B. Fortescue, Esq.
Class 13. twelve blooms, distinct varieties : Fu-st, Dr

Lamplough ; second, Mrs. Henry Balfour ; thud, Sir.

L. S. Pawle.
Local Classes.—Open to AsLATEtms Within Ten

JIiLEs of Windsor.
Class 14, twenty-four blooms, distinct varieties : First,

Mr. Dixon H. D"avis. This exhibit contained the best

Hybrid Tea in the local classes, for which the bronze
medal was awarded, the variety being Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt. Second, C. Romaine, Esq.

Class 15, challenge cup presented by Lady Mary Ark-
might for six blooms, distinct : Fhst, Mr. G. C. Sawday

;

second. Jlr. L. S. Pawle. This exhibit contained the

best Hybrid Perpetual Rose in the local classes, for which
the bronze medal was awarded, the variety being Hugh
Dickson. Third, Mr. G. Bishop.

Class 16, challenge cup presented by Mrs. Bevil Fortescue,

for eighteen Teas or Hybrid Teas, distinct varieties

:

First, Mr. G. C. Sawday ; second, E. G. Moeatta, E^q. ;

third, C. Romaine, Esq.
Class 17, nine Teas : First, the Rev. J. B. Shackle

;

second, the Rev. F. G. Phillips ; third, Mr. G. C. Sawday.
Class 18, six Hybrid Perpetuals or Hybrid Teas : First,

E. 6. Moeatta, E"sq, ; second. A, L. F. Cook, Esq.

Challenge cup presented by Lady Evelyn Slason for

six Tea Roses : Fnst, Sir. E. W. Bishop ; second, the

Rev. R. H. Tower ; third, Mr. R. ArknTight.
Challenge cup presented by S. Osborne, Esq., for twelve

blooms, distinct varieties : First, Jlrs. S. ilonkland

;

second. Mr. 3. G. Carey.
Challenge cup presented by Lady Dyson for the mos

tastefully decorated dinner-table : First, Miss M. Fair-

bank ; second, Jlrs. Rice.
Challenge cup presented by A. L. F. Cook, Esq., for

twelve varieties of Sweet Peas : First, Lord North

.

second, Jlajor L. Lubbock.
Clip presented by Jlrs. Fortescue for twelve varieties

of Sweet Peas : First, A. L. F. Cook, Esq. ; second, Mr.

F. A. Bishop ; third, F. Bicardo, Esq,

Vegetables.

Special prize Bffered bv Messrs. J. Carter and Co.

;

First, Lady Barry ; second. Miss Langworthy.
Special prize offered by Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Reading,

for the best collection of vegetables : First, Miss Lang-

worthy ; second, Lord North ; third. Viscountess de

Janze."
Non-competitive Exhibits.

There were several non-competitive exhibits, and these

included a very flne collection of herbaceous plants from

Jlr. Allgrove. "Langley, Bucks, among which were fine

spikes of Eremuri, Delphiniums, Primula capitata, P.

bullevana. P. beeslana, P. sikkimensis, P. vittata, Lava-

tera
"

Olbia, Lychnis grandiflora and Gaillardia Lady
Eolleston.

Other exhibits came from Jlessrs. Young, Cheltenham

;

Sir. Elisha J. Hicks ; Messrs. Jackman ; Messrs. Bide,

Farnham ; and Sir. C. Turner, Slough.

•,* The Yearly Subscriplion to T:BEGiS.DES is: Inland,

6s. Gd. : Foreign, 8s. 9d.

Mrs. PYM'S FAMOUS PLANTS
strong, sturdy, perfectly satisfactory plants, half-price

to clear. Postage extra ; 4d. for orders up to 2s. ;
5d.

for 3/- worth, and so on.

15 Antirrhinums 6d
20 Ageratum, blue ... 6d
20 Asters, mixed 6d
R Anemone jap., white,

red, or pink 6d
6 Begonias ... ... 6d
9 Calceolarias ... . . . 6q
4 Camnanulas, trailing. . . 6d
6 Chrysanths., early,

mid., or late flowering 6d
12 Dahlias 6d
6 FuchsLis, choice ... 6d
3 Geraniums, Scarlet
Cranipel, Crimson
Jacoby, or Pink Ivy,

large plants, in flower
(2/-doz.) Od

9 Impatiens. scarlet ... 6d
4 Lobelia cardiualLs ... 6d
12 Kocllia... ..-. • 6d

4 Jlarguerites, dbl. white 6d

6 Marguerites, single
wliite, or yellow ... 6d

9 Jiusk, Scarlet 6d
20 NemesLa, or Salpiglossis 6d
6 Pentstemons, in bud,
large scarlet or pink ... 6d

12 Petunias, double and
single ... ... ... 6d

20 Scliizanthus, or Zinnias 6d
12 Tansies, best 6d
6 Salvias, scarlet or blue 6d
4 Streptocarpus 6d
12 Tobacco, white or mxd. 6cl

15 Verbenas, scarlet or

mixed ... Pd
15 Violas, nice young

plants, all colours ... M
100 Wallflowers, strong

seedlings 9d

9 Pentstemon, scarlet,

Newbury Gem ... 6d

SPRINQ-SOWN.- BROCCOLI, Adams' Early W\Me,
Cattell's Eclipse. Veitehs Self-Protecting, Piurple and Wlute

Sprouting. BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Wroxton and Sutton s

ENliibltlon. CABBAGE, lianiel's Deliance, Mem s No. 1,

Nonpareil CAULIFLOWER, Early London and ^eltchs

Autumn 'oiant. KALE, Tall Curled. LEEK, Sutton s

Prizetaker and The Lyon. LETTV^^'^^';''''.'*))
"u'V Yon

Cabbage and Paris VVliite Cos. SAVOY, Best ol \11, yd. 100.

CELERY, best red or white, strong, sturdy, transplanted,

100. 1 3.

IV1RS. PYM, F.R.H.S., 10, Vine House,
WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Planting Potatoes During July.—With the

1
Societj-'s trials at Boj-ton HaU, Roxwell, Chehns-

price of almost every necessity showing a con- ' ford, and later in the day the seed-growing estab-

siderable increase, it is the duty of everyone

to grow as much wholesome food as possible.

We therefore remind readers that soimd old

Potatoes, planted now, will, if the weather proves

at all favourable, give excellent crops for lifting

and eating late in the autimin. Ground that

has been occupied by early Peas, Shallots and

salads, if forked over, might be utilised in this

way. Short Horn Carrots, Turnip-rooted Beet,

Turnips and winter Onions may all be sown during

the next three weeks mth every pros-

pect of success. The Onions may
be sown as late as the second week in

August.

A Beautiful Dwarf Erigeron.—The

award of merit granted by the Royal

Horticultural Society a fortnight ago to

Erigeron Asa Gray should tend to draw

juore attention to a useful but com-

paratively little-known race of hardy

plants. The accompanying illustration

represents one of the prettiest, and one

that can be purchased at about four-

pence a root, yet it is seldom seen in

even good gardens. A native of the

Northern United States, it has been

]£no\vn in this cotmtry for many years

imder the name of E. glabellus. As

will be sees, it forms a neat plant

about a foot in height, its lavender

purple flowers, each about an inch in

diameter, being produced in abun-

dance during Jime and early July.

It is one of the easiest plants to grow

and will thrive in almost any soil.

Pink Roses and Nepeta Mussinii.

—

A few days ago, when visiting an old-

world garden in the South of- England,

we found a long border planted with

the ordinary Pink Monthly or China

Rose and carpeted with Nepeta

Mussinii. The effect was particularly

pleasing and will not readily be for-

gotten. The Roses were like fountains of pink

rising out of a carpet of grey and pale blue, created

by the foliage and flowers of the Nepeta. We
advise readers who appreciate harmonies in the

garden to note this in their diaries, so that when
the planting season comes it may be carried into

egect.

The Sweet Pea Show.—^We would remind

readers that the annual show of the National Sweet

Pea Society is to be held in the Royal Horticultural

Hall, Vincent Square, on Tuesday next, the 13th

inst. The following day members will visit the

lishrnents of Messrs. Dobbie and Co. and Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons, Limited, Mark's Tey,

Essex. Full particulars of the exhibition can be

obtained from the secretary, Mr. H. D. TigweU,

Greenford, Middlesex.

The Windsor Rose Show.—In the report of

this show, which appeared in our issue for last

week, the first prize in Class 6 for decorative

Roses was credited to Messrs. B. R. Cant

and Sons. It was won by Messrs. Frank

ERIGERON GLABELLUS, A HARDY NORTH AMERIC.\N
PLANT WITH LAVENDER PURPLE FLOWERS.

Cant and Co., Braiswick Rose Gardens, Col-

chester.

Virginian Stock for the Autumn.—.-^y bare

places in beds or borders should be sown thinly

at once with Virginian Stock. This little annual

grows and flowers very quickly, and the result

of sowing now would be sheets of flower during

September and well into October. The seed

can be purchased very cheaply in separate or

mixed colours.

Information about Meconopsis.

—

Ml who take

more than a passing interest in this genus of

charming flowers should secure a copy of No. 4
of the Kew Bulletin for rgis. This contains a

long and comprehensive article entitled " Some
Additional Species of Meconopsis," by Sir David
Prain, Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew. A
large number of species are fully described, and the

article will certainly prove of considerable value

for reference. Copies of the bulletin may be

obtained through any bookseller, price 6d.

King Pink.—Those who appreciate refinement

and good habit in garden Pinks will extend to that

named King Pink a hearty welcome. It is, we
believe, one of Mr. James Douglas'

specialities, and is at the present time

one of the most charming plants m
the garden. The flowers, which are of

medium size and semi-double, are

borne on stiff, branching stems, which

do not require staking. The colour is

deep yet soft salmon red with a

crimson zone surrounding the stigma,

while in form the blossoms are superb.

It is a Pink worthy of a place in every

garden, on account of its unique colour

and good habit.

About Cornflowers.— With most
flowers om: seedsmen have brought about

improvements, giving us varieties with

better-coloured blooms and plants of

more robust habit. In the case of the

Cornflower, however, the opposite has

been the result. Instead of the old-

fashioned deep blue flowered plant that

used to do such excellent duty, we now
find, even in humble cottage gardens, it

is being ousted by varieties that have

blooms of duU claret or dirty grey-

white hues. We make no apology for

putting forward a plea for the old-

fashioned blue flower of our cornfields,

which, in our opinion, is better than

any of the modem garden varieties.

Rose American Pillar in Wet
Weather.— The high opinion that

we have had of this beautiful

Rambler Rose ever since its introduction has been

further enhanced since Wednesday, June 30, when
our garden was swept by a storm of almost tropical

intensity. The extraordinary rain and wind

created havoc among the Roses, and all, with the

exception of American Pillar, were ruined. This,

as most of our readers will know, has large clusters

of deep rose pink, single flowers, yet these came
through the trial practically unscathed. It is true

the blossoms were in a comparatively young state,

but those of other varieties that were equally

young looked as though they had been scalded.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for tJte opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

stock of plants this season. Judge of my surprise,

however, when recently inspecting a bed which

had been dug and sown with Platystemon

califomicus, I found it studded with seedlings of

white Mignonette. It was the bed where this

plant was grown last year.

—

Charles Comfort,

Midlothian, N.B.

Spring Flowers in Association.—I was very

pleased to notice in The Garden for June 12,

page 287, the note on White Swan Tulips and
Maggie Mott Violas as a pleasing combination

for a spring bed. A large bed planted here with

blue Hyacinths, White Swan Tulips and Maggie

Mott Violas, the whole edged with blue Aubrietia

and Muscari Heavenly Blue and M. plumosum,
has been very efiective for some time and much
admired. By adding a few plants of Antirrhinum

Nelrose, now that the Tulips are over, the bed

looks like lasting bright for some time. In the

Roses Mme. Alfred Carriere and Carmine
Pillar.—These two Roses, ni juxtaposition in

the charming gardens of Mr. Robinson-Douglas

at Orchardton, Castle Douglas, Kirkcudbright-

shire, have been affording a pleasure-giving picture

on a wall this season. Mme. Alfred CarriSre

is one of the best of white wall, pillar or trellis

Roses, and it blooms with great freedom almost

everywhere. At Orchardton it covers a good

breadth of wall, and close beside it Carmine Pillar

was giving a profusion of its brilliant blooms.

The two formed a beautiful contrast—^not too

harsh, yet quite pronounced. They looked well

against the grey walls, and aided greatly to com-
plete the general delights of the beauti-

ful garden in which they grow.—S.

Arnott.

The Viburnums, or Guelder Roses.
These now rank among the most desirable

flowering shrubs, and no collection, how-
ever small, should be formed without

including some of the best and most
distinct. The latest introductions from
China are in most cases worthy of in-

clusion. There are very many of these,

but in my opinion two of the very best,

though not new, are V. macrocephalum
and V. plicatum. This year these have
been very beautiful. I am sending a

photograph of V. macrocephalum, which
I hope you may be able to reproduce.

The charm of these plants is in the

length of time they are attractive. Even
before the trusses are fully expanded,

the plants are a conspicuous object in

the shrubbery, and almost any kind of

snil will suit them.—E. Beckett, V.M.H.,
Aldenhatn House Gardens, Elstree.

"Improved" Wallflowers.—In the

latter portion of his article, which
appears on page 328 of July 3 issue, W.
Linders Lea takes exception to my re-

marks that the Wallflower has been
almost spoiled by so-called improve-

ments. This, of course, he is quite at

liberty to do, but in the succeeding para-

graph he unwittingly supports my conten-

tion. Flowers that " appear washed-out

"

and have to be associated with others to

make them tolerable we can surely do
without. Does your correspondent contend that rockery, or, rather, stony border. Phlox canadensis
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-down to within 2 feet of the ground. No extra

wood of Irish Peach was left beyond the branches

on which the scions of Cox's Orange Pippin were

put. 4. The Irish Peach trees were about

fifteen years old. 5. To the vigorous, clean growth

which this variety (Irish Peach) usually has.

I, too, am convinced (in spite of what scientists

tell us) that canker is not caused by any external

-agents, any more than Larch canker is caused by
the same reason. Unhealthy root action is the

main cause.—E. Molyneux.
Large Vegetables.—Will you please permit

one more letter on the subject of small vegetables

for table? 1 think the mammoth vegetables

only exist in the seedmen's catalogues. They
possibly have to exaggerate slightly to attract,

and there are always those to whom the biggest

of anything is everjrthing. Most gardeners can

grow their vegetables to suit the wishes of the

particular family they provide for. A little less

manure would doubtless reduce the size enough
to satisfy " Anne Amateur " or " A. La T.," and
if one Cauliflower does outgrow the others, it is

delicious if torn to pieces when nearly cooked and
served graiinie. As a gardener of some years'

•experience, may I say I consider the system of

buying a collection of vegetable seeds an extrava-

gant one. There is sure to be too much of some
and not enough of other varieties, and some not

needed at all, and so the collection needs much
supplementing, thus bringing up the cost.

—

Grace Gardener.
Would it not be well to call a compromise

on the question of large versus small vegetables ?

When I was a boy at school, I never cared very

particularly what the Cabbage was, whether
Drumhead or otherwise. Peas were just Peas,

and I did not give points for flavour so long as

1 could get enough. Even now I would not

like to be called dainty, but advancing years

have brought a more discerning palate, and I

enjoy a Custard Marrow more than I do a slice

out of one of the " whoppers " for which there is

great competition at village shows. But I am not

narrow-minded, and it does not follow at all that

because I, in my small way, do not care for big,

flavourless things, they have not their uses

;

of course they have. Those who have the manage-
ment of large institutions have to purchase cheaply

and in quantity, and when I become the inmate
of a certain large institution which I have in my
mind, I shall, no doubt, have to be content to

devour four-pound Onions and Broad Beans
from pods 9 inches long ; but until then I hope
I may be forgiven for preferring quality to quantity.

—F. Herbert Chapman.

How to Make Perfumes.—In The Garden
for June 19, page 300, " M. H." writes enquiring

how to make ointments, soap ^nd perfumes.

I am not a member of the Pharmaceutical Society,

and regret I cannot help " M. H." with information

on the making of ointments and soap, but the

following is a recipe given me years ago by a Scotch

friend for the making of perfumes, which, although

I have not actually tried it myself, I know is used
largely in Italy and in other places abroad, as well

as by people in England, for the making of per-

fumes :
" Get a large earthenware dish (a small

' panchon ' will do very well). Into this put the

fresh petals of the flowers you wish to get the

perfume from. They may be Roses, Stocks,

or any and every other sweet-smelling flower

you like to put in, provided you have a good
number of them. But keep each sort of petal

separate, and do different flowers on different
I

days. The petals must not get dried up at all,

and should only be gathered on the morning

required. As soon as the petals are in the re-

ceptacle, melt some beeswax (or even lard will

do) in a saucepan. You should melt a good deal

if there are many petals, so as to have plenty for

the purpose. As soon as it is completely melted,

take it off the hob or fire and gently pour it into

the receptacle holding the petals. Get someone

to stir them in the wax while you pour it on, and
when it is all poured in and thoroughly mixed
with the petals, ' clean up ' the sides of the
' panchon ' and let all the wax settle to the bottom
and get cold." The perfume is now in the fat,

and the problem is to get it in a convenient form.

The recipe continues :
" Allow some days to

elapse, and then pour on to the fatty residue

alcohol or spirit unadulterated with ' methyl

'

alcohol. Stir this spirit in as weU as you can

and pour it off later. It will then contain the

perfume." I am afraid this recipe is somewhat
vague, for it gives no idea of how much wax should

be used to a definite weight of petals or how long

the wax should remain in contact with the petals,

or, again, how long the spirit should be left in

the receptacle. Perhaps other readers will give

more definite data, though it is tmlikely that
" M. H." will be able to get very full information,

as I believe the secrets of making several ancient

perfumes are carefully guarded by those who
possess them. With regard to the spirit used

for extracting the perfume from the fat or wax,

it is of the utmost importance that this should

be alcohol or spirit unadulterated with methyl.
" M. H." will, I fear, have some difficulty to get

this pure spirit, as chemists are apt to make
difficulties about selling it. She should, of course,

explain what she wants it for, or she is very likely

not to get it at all. Reason tells us at once,

however, that it is useless to use methylated

spirit for the purpose, because of its strong smell.

I can only offer one suggestion to " M. H." about
distilling the perfume to concentrate it, and I

cannot say whether this will act, for I am not a

whisky maker or distiller ! However, I should

get a small glass retort with a long neck, and
lead the neck into a fl isk surrounded by cold

water. The retort itself would contain the diluted

perfume, and would be immersed in a beaker

of water, which can be gradually brought to the

boil by a Bunsen Burner. The first part of the

material which comes over would be thrown away,
the second part kept as the concentrated spirit

or perfume, and the third part wasted. It might

be necessary to distil three or four times before

really concentrated perfume was obtained. If

the spirit or perfume distils too quickly, the tem-

perature must be reduced, and the condenser

must be kept as cold as possible (preferably by
means of running water). I hope these few notes

will be of some use to " M. H." Lastly, I may
remark that she should not try " blending

"

the perfumes without much thought and some
small experiments.—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood,

Ecclesall, Sheffield.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
July 10.—Red Cross Rose Show at Cranford,

Leamington Spa, 12 noon to 7 p.m.

July r3.—National Sweet Pea Society's Exhi-

bition, Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m.

July 16.—^The North Lonsdale Rose Society's

Show at Ulverston (two days).

ALPINES AS BORDER
PLANTS IN SCOTLAND.

SOME years ago we planted a Ion?, narrow
border here with Roses, but for some
reason these never succeeded, and two
years ago they were removed. There
was considerable discussion as to what
should be put in their place. Eventually

it was decided to have a dwarf alpine border,

but without the use of stones. This has been a

great success, and every visitor has admir«d it,

although when first planted one could not help

noticing that various people considered we were

only working for disappointment.

The border runs east and west, is about six feet

wide and 35 yards in length. A large Apple tree

occupies the centre and somewhat interferes

with the carrying out of our colour plan, as so

many plants would fail to thrive in this position.

However, we planted a large mass of Arabis

albida flore pleno under the tree, and it has been
a wonderful success. The original idea was to

plant in various sized clumps or patches, and
these in irregular shapes, and this has been rigidly

adhered to. From early April until nearly the

end of Jime it is the most interesting border in

the garden, and requires but little attention

except to pull out the few weeds that appear
and to trim back some of the plants that encroach

on their neighbours.

One or two kinds have failed us, or, rather,

we find them unsuitable for this method of

culture ; but by another year these will be removed
and more suitable subjects established. The unsuit-

able plants are Dryas octopetala, Draba aizoides,

Arenaria casspitosa aurea and Gentiana verna.

That lovely blue alpine Lithospermum pros-

tratum was finer last year than I have ever seen

it anywhere ; but, unfortunately, it suffered

dreadfully in the winter, and is now rather shabby.

Very fine are Phlox subulata and its varieties

G. F. Wilson and Perfection, and the same may
be said of Aubrietias and Saxifrages. Both named
varieties and seedlings are employed, and, if

anything, the seedlings are the more interesting.

Of the named Aubrietias, Moerheimi is probably

the best, being compact and v;ry floriferous,

while the bright pink flowers are extremely pleasing.

Arenaria montana, although inclined to overrun

its neighbours, is very beautiful. Alyssum saxa-

tile and A. s. variegata are bright and telling,

but are used somewhat sparingly, otherwise

they would overpower quieter shades. A few
clumps of Helianthemum help to prolong the

display, while at the beginning of the season

several fine clumps of Polyanthus Munstead
Strain (wliite and yellow shades), give a lively

and pleasing tone to the whole. These latter

were put in as stop-gaps at first, but are so beautiful

that they are to become permanent features,

although the sites will be changed, fresh seedlings

having been raised for the purpose.

Other plants used successfully are Candytuft

Little Gem, Gentiana acaulis (has not flowered

much yet), Dianthus integer, D. arenarius, D.

neglectus, .Arabis aubrietioides and D. albida

variegata. Many of the plants were raised from
seeds, and if good strains of the various kinds

are obtained, the results are excellent. Others

can be raised from cuttings, so that tliis form of

gardening can be indulged in at very moderate
cost. C. Blair.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow.
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NEW ROSES
"NATIONAL"

AT TH E
SHOW.

A S usual, the greatest interest to visitors

/% to the National Rose Society's metro-

/ % politan exhibition, held in London

/ % last %veek, and a report of which

A ^ appears on another page, were the

new seedling Roses. About twenty

were staged for awards, the judges finally granting

gold medals to two and certificates

of merit to eleven. Descriptions of

those that received recognition are

given. Whether all will fulfil the

expectations of the adjudicators re-

mains to be seen.

Paul's Scarlet Climber.—^This is

a large-flowered Hybrid Wichuraiana

of wonderful scarlet colour, the shape

and size of the flowers resembling

Griiss an Teplitz. The colour, how-

ever, is a much brighter scarlet-red,

and the flowers are slightly fragrant.

The fohage is leathery and deep green.

Undoubtedly this magnificent rambler

has a very brilliant future before it.

(See illustration.) Raised and shown

by Messrs. William Paul and Son,

Waltham Cross. Gold medal.

Lemon Pillar.—A large-flowered

Noisette Rose of vigorous pillar

habit, and the result of a cross

between Mar^chal Niel and Frau Karl

Druschki. The blooms are very full

and creamy white in colour, emitting

a'delightful fragrance. In appearance

they resemble those of Pemet-

Ducher's Entente Cordiale, but they

are much larger. This should prove

a very valuable large-flowered pillar

Rose. (See illustration, page 339.)

Raised and shown by Messrs. George

Paul and Son, Cheshimt. Gold medal.

Each of the following received a

certificate of merit

:

Cherry Page.—^This is a Hybrid

Tea that should prove an ex-

ceedingly useful decorative Rose. It

has a vigorous, branching habit,

blooms freely, and continues its dis-

play over a long period. The colour is quite

unique, being best described as rich glowing

cerise, shaded with golden yellow. In the bud

and half open state it is very attractive. Raised

and shown by Mr. W. Easlea, Danecroft Rosery,

Eastwood, Essex.

Cupid.—A Hybrid Tea pillar Rose with very

large single flowers beme in clusters of six to

ten. The colour is soft shell pink, the buds

flecked with flame. Habit very robust, and foliage

large and leathery. (See illustration on page 330

of last week's issue.) Raised and shown by

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Old Rose Gardens,

Colchester.

Flame of Fire.—^This is a beautiful seedling branching Hybrid

Hybrid Tea of rather small size, and specially
!

button-holes. The

flowers are of Lady Alice Stanley shape, with

some of the glow of that variety in the centre.

The general colour, however, is a deep rich pink,

and the blooms are very fragrant. Raised and

shown by Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons.

Johanna Bridge.—In general appearance this

closely resembles Margaret Molyneux, and the

flowers are of the same semi-double character.

They are very beautiful in the bud state, where the

yellow, orange and pink tint shows to perfection.

The habit is vigorous and branching. Raised

the edges. The blooms are produced in moderate-

sized clusters, and emit a slight fragrance. Habit

branching. Raised and shown by the Rev.

J. H. Pembertou.

Queen of Fragrance.—^As its name indicates,

this is a particularly fragrant Rose, and one

specially suitable for the garden. When shown

at Holland House last year, it won the cup offered

by Messrs. Clay and Son for the most fragrant

new Rose not then in commerce. The flowers

are large and soft shell pink in colour, and it is

stated to be a good autumn-flowering

variety. (See illustration on page

340.) Raised and shown by Messrs.

William Paul and Son, Waltham
Cross.

Sallie.—A large-flowered Hybrid

Tea of the Pharisaer class, but with

rather more orange blush suffused

through the petals. Habit branch-

ing and vigorous, with fine leathery

foliage. Slightly Tea-scented. Raised

and sho^vn by Messrs. B. R. Cant

and Sons.

Titania.—A China Tea seedling

of dwarf, branching habit, the blooms

being of meeiium size, such as we
find in Cr^puscule. Colour a mixture

of coppery crimson, salmon red and

yellow. In the fully open state

the petals are prettily reflexed, and

the blooms possess the Tea Rose

fragrance. It should prove a good

bedding variety, and also useful for

cutting. Shown by Messrs. William

Paul and Son, Waltham Cross.

MORAINE PLANTS
AT FLORAIRE,
GENEVA.

w
THE GOLD MEDAL ROSE SCARLET

MESSRS. WILLIAM PAUL AND
CLIMBER,
SON LAST

SHOWN
WEEK.

BY

and shown by Mr. E. J. Hicks, Twyford,

Berks.

Lady Bowater.—This is a large and beauti-

fully shaped exhibition and possibly garden Rose.

As will be seen by the illustration on page 342,

it is of conical form, with great depth and substance

of petal. The colour is creamy white often flushed

with apricot pink. The bush has a vigorous

and branching habit, and this new-comer should

prove a valuable addition to the large Roses

of this shape. Its parents are Frau Karl

Druschki and Pharisaer. Raised and shown by

Mr. W. Easlea.

Prince Charming.—This is a very free and

Tea specially suited for

flowers are small, long

recommended for bedding and garden purposes, and pointed, the colour being a sort of bright

The blooms arc of long, pointed shape and suitable orange scarlet. Foliage very glossy and green,

for button-holes. Colour deep orange yellow. Habit
;
the young leaves being deep red. Raised and

moderately vigorous and branching, and stems very , sho^vn by Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Limited, Belfast,

spiny. Slightly fragrant. Raised and shown by
]

Queen Alexandra.—A large-flowcrcd single,

Messrs. S. McGredy and Scm, Portadown, Ireland.
;

perpetual - flowering Hybrid Tea of bushy phylla. Primula Allionii and Ranunculus glacialis.

Florence Spaul.—A large-flowered seedling habit. The petals are large and shell-like, pale Now we have beautiful tufts of the deep blue

Hybrid Tea of considerable substance. The lemon in colour, with a faint siiffuscd blush at Gentiana utriculosa, a plant which is flowering

E have now in our

tourbiire — what
you probably
would call a

moraine— a rich

and very healthy

colony of Eritrichium nanum. They
were planted there last spring in the

month of April, and were old, rather ill-looking

plants. Now we have twenty-five good-sized pieces,

some being as large as my hand, and flowering as

well and richly as in the high Alps of the Valais.

Last year we could collect very good seeds from

them, and now I see that several of them are well

covered with seeds. They were, last week,

covered with flowers, quite as well and as beautiful

as in the highest Alps.

That tourbiire is for me the best solatium to

the anguish of the war. I have there a very nice

lot of the best of alpines. You will understand

it if I say that we had there in April in full flower,

and as brilliant as in the Alps, the following :

Gentiana vema, G. angulosa, G. verna alba,

G. v. cserulea, G. v. rosea, G. v. atrocserulea,

G. bavarica (quite covered with beautiful flowers

as numerous as in the highest Alps—last year it

flowered again in autumn), G. angustifolia, and

the pure white form of G. acaulis. We had, too,

the very rare G. Rostani, the slender G. brachy-
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for the first time with me, and Arnica montana,

a very common plant in the Alps, but rarely

succeeding in our Swiss gardens.

In that tourbiire I have now the whole collec-

tion of the Pinguiculas—alpina, longiflora (a rare

plant from the Maritime Alps), leptoceras, Reuteri

(a pink variety found in our Jura by the Swiss

botanist Reuter), vulgaris and graudiflora. They
are all in flower now, and are exceptionally

beautiful.

Some of the new Primulas from Professor Balfour

of Edinburgh are very healthy in the same position,

and particularly the new Chinese ones. Seedlings

of Gentiana teneUa and G. nivalis are coming up
well ; also lots of Orchids like the Nigritellas,

Calypso borealis. Orchis laxiflora, Herminium
monorchis and Liparis Lceselii. Stachys Corsica,

Anagallis teneUa, Lobelia linnxaoides and Hous-

tonias are weeds, although they are succeeding

with us for the first time.

Some delicate Ferns, such as AUosorus crispus,

Asplenium foresianum, A. germanicum and A.

septentrionale, are beautiful. But

the pearl is certainly that exquisite

Fern, Asplenium fissum, which we
found last year on the north side

of the Col de Tende. For more
than twenty-five years I tried

unsuccessfully to get the true A.

fissum. Twice I was at the

classical station and could not

find it.

Last year I came with my head

gardener to a little valley bearing

a different name, and there, facing

the burning sun, between the chalk-

stones of a very hard pierrier, the

finest of the Ferns, the queen of

them, was lying and flourishing in

numerous masses. Now it seems

to be very happy here with us,

thriving as well in the tourbiire

as in the wall and in the pots.

It is certainly the most beautiful of

all the Ferns.

This tourbidre, from which we
have obtained such good results, is

a new creation. We made several

attempts, till we finally came to

the conclusion that a large number
of the choicest of the plants must
be watered from below. For many
years I cultivated the most delicate

in Sphagnum, and had nice results.

But in pans, as we grew them, it

was rather expensive and hard

work. So three years ago I tried

to have a bed which was watered

from below. The result was ex-

ceedingly good, but not quite con-

vincing. The bed was not quite

watertight. So I made another

bed 14 metres long and ij metres

wide, with a depth of i metre.

The third part of it was covered

with rolled stones, and these were

covered with a bed of Moss or Sphagnum. Then
on this we put the soil, different in character,

according to the treatment required by the

respective plants. The results were immedi-

ately surprising for me. Now, I consider my
tourbiire bed as the first thing in my garden, and
this is the opinion of everyone who knows
anything of cultivation and botany.

Floraire, Geneva. H. Correvon.

SOME HINTS ON
WATERI NG.

T
HE operation of watering presents

many problems to gardeners, so

perhaps a little advice based on

practical knowledge will be useful

to readers. Watering is really divided

into several headings, such as watering

at the roots, " damping over " to freshen or clean

the foliage only, and feeding with liquid artificial

or animal fertiliser. In the present article I speak

only of outdoor watering in these branches, for

annuals, perennials and bedding plants. I hope

at some future date to deal with the watering of

vegetables.

There is a certain important preparation for

watering which should always be made, if possible,

and this is the hoeing and stirring of the surface

soil. If this is not done, the so'l is apt to cake,

THE NEW ROSE LEMON PILLAR, SHOWN BY MESSRS. GEORGE
PAUL AND SON AT THE NATIONAL ROSE SHOW.

{See page 338 )

and in that case most of the water runs off

(especially if applied with a coarse-rosed can).

It may be urged that it is not possible to do this

on borders filled with bedding plants or in which

annuals have been planted out. And there is

something in this also. But the difficulty is got

over by pricking up the ground with a small fork

(this can always be done unless the bedding plants

and annuals are set too thickly).

The best of all watering is, of course, watering

at the roots. Many times I have denounced

surface waterings, sprinklings and " dampings

over " to be no good at all except for giving an

external appearance of freshness to the foUage.

Damping over is done by " waving a can of water

with a fine rose lightly about over the foliage of

the plants in the borders "
! It is useful at its

proper times, i.e., when the roots are sufficiently

wet from recent rains and only the foliage wants

freshening up, but it is practically no good as

summer watering. As said previously, root

watering is the essential, but this is, of course,

modified as necessity arises by spraying the foliage

of the plants as well.

Several problems arise on this watering. The
question of the quantity to give, the sorts of roses

to use, and the question of when to apply all

claim our attention and study. " At what time

of the day is it most suitable to give water ?
"

This question is still capable of being strongly

debated, and as it is not my desire to start a

controversial correspondence in The
Garden, I will not be over-dogmatic

on the subject.

Readers will, of course, well know
that though the sun rises very early

in the summer months, it does not

get very much power (except in the

very sunny South) before eight

o'clock, or sometimes nine o'clock,

in the morning. That suggests to us

the probable advantage of watering

in the very early morning, and my
experiments have shown me that the

advantage arising out of early morn-
ing watering is very great indeed.

However, it is not always easy or

even advisable. After a roasting hot

day one's annuals, especially in the

early stage, most certainly require

water, and in this case it is certainly

better to give a thorough soaking at

night.

The question of roses to use on the

can presents a problem to many
amateurs. For my own part I have
roses for different purposes. Strong

established plants can well do with

the moderately heavy shower of rain

from a coarse rose ; but dwarf and
tender plants would be easily dam-
aged by such a thing, and the soil

(especially if they are planted on the

now old-fashioned raised borders or

beds) would probably be washed
away. A large " spray " rose is

essential for the quick watering of

large beds and borders of small

plants, but this is not much good for

penetrating to the roots of perennials

in herbaceous borders. Readers

shoiild use discretion when choosing

cans and roses.

In really dry weather, big clumps

of perennials, Lupines, Delphiniums

and many more must b3 watered. I find in a

thickly planted border it is much better to carefuUy

pour the water straight into the clumps with

care from the neck of the can in such cases.

And row we come to the quantity of water

to give, purposely left to the last of these questions

on watering, as it is vitally important. The
advice may b? summed up in two words :

" Water
thoroughly." The intentions of many readers
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who wield the water-can and the hose-pipe are

good, but they do not all know what thorough-

ness means. In watering, however, do not remain

spraying a single plant with your rose for several

minutes, or a pool will result (in a soil of our

description—coal measures). Spray each plant

for a short time, and then go on to the other

parts of the border, returning after a time to the

plants watered earlier and water again, for the

first lot of water will have soaked in. In really

<iry times it may be necessary to return two or

three times to ensure the water reaching the

roots. A mere surface watering is no good in

dry weather. Water thoroughly

if at all.

Feeding Plants.—A word must

be said of summer feeding, whicii

comes, of course, into the cate-

gory of watering. Liquid, if given

at all, should be given weak and

frequently rather than strong and

very seldom. Liquid animal manure
should be clear and almost like

weak tea. It should be kept off

the plants themselves, and given

only after watering in the strong

growing season. Everyone knows

how to make it, so I do not give

details of it here. But those who
do not for various reasons like to

have a tub of smelling liquid

manure should obtain one of the

many excellent proprietary fertili-

sers and use it in water instead.

Experiments with simple chemi-

cals, such as nitrate of soda,

sulphate of ammonia, sulphate of

potash, calcium cyananide, nitrate

of potash, nitrate of ammonia,
phosphate of ammonia, superphos-

phate of lime and many another

manure, are to be commended, as

these find out the likes and dis-

likes of plants. Such chemicals

should be handled carefully and

given in strict moderation (never

over an ounce to the gallon, and

sometimes less). The effects of

these should be carefully noted,

and clear water given between the

applications of the chemical. This

comes tmder the experimental

side of summer feeding, and I

am sure the Editor of The
Garden would be only too glad

to receive and publish the re-

sults of any such interesting

experiments.

Those with comparatively small

gardens can carry out such

experiments even better than

those who have more space at their disposal

Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.

OURISIA COCCI NEA.

SOME PROBLEMS OF CULTIVATION
HE Chilian Ourisia coccinea presents

an almost insoluble problem in the

way of cultivation in numerous gardens.

It is virtually impossible to persuade

it to flower in many places ; in others

it giVES merely a spike or two on even

a large plant ; and, worst of all, there are many,

many gardens in which it cannot even be estab-

lished. What is the cause of this ? Is it possible

T

endeavours to come to a satisfactory conclusion

regarding the causes. In one garden, in particular,

there were for years spreading masses of O.

coccinea in a border in semi-shade, and growing

in light loam, rather poor and dry. Here these

did exceedingly well, but pieces removed to

apparently more favourable conditions, to a rather

moist, peaty soil, failed to succeed and dwindled

away. In other gardens I have known apparently

healthy plants wMch would survive for a year

or two, would give a few flowers, and eventually

disappear. In others, again, after becoming
established, hardly a flower would repay .the

troubles of the cultivator. Of
course, there are some who tell us

—and that quite truly—that they

have no difficulty with the Ourisia,

and I know plants and masses of

plants which give the keenest

delight to a flower-lover as he looks

upon these wrinkled leaves sur-

mounted by many spikes b-aring

the most brilliant scarlet flowers.

A. moist, peaty soil is recom-

mended by many. Some suggf st a
heavy loam. Some, again, say,
" give it half shade and moisture."

Others recommend a gritty ptat ;

and others, again, loam, leaf-soil

and sand. Yet the fact remains,

as has been remarked by an able

cultivator, that it is " of rather

uncertain habit in cultivation,"

and he who could supply us with

the *' royal road " to success so

many ardently desire would indeed

confer a boon upon lovers of such

a charming plant as this. Mr.

Reginald Farrer, in " My Rock
Garden," tells us in an amusing
way of his Ourisia experiences. I

cannot quote this at length, but the

substance of the tale is that, after

trying all manner of recipes and
making all kinds of preparations,

a cheap lot of Ourisia planted in

a rough fashion became quite at

home and ramped about every-

where. He adds that it appears to

be most successful in shady places.

And this high up in Yorkshire in a

naturally cool atmosphere ! My
own successes—and these have

not been many—have baen in cool,

rather damp soil of a light nature

and away from the sun.

Dumfrie-i. S. Arnott.

ROSE QUEEN OF FRAGRANCE, SHOWN BY MESSRS. WILLIAM PAUL IN

LONDON LAST WEEK. IT RECEIVED A CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
(A'ee pa(ie 338.)

WAHLENBERGIA VINC^FLORA.
This is one of the best blue-flowered perennials

now in bloom. Growing, when established, i8 inches

or so high and flowering for many weeks on end,

it is one of the most profuse flowering of her-

baceous plants. It belongs to the Bellflower family,

the intensely coloured blossoms being produced

on thin, wiry stalks. It is well suited to the

rock garden, and likes deep, warm soil and a

sunny situation.

to arrive at a sound conclusion which will enable

us to find a way out of the troubles and to induce

this brilliant flower to favour us with an abundance

of its spikes of scarlet flowers ? I fear not, but

others with long experience may be able to give

us some hints to turn to advantage.

One of the puzzling things which confront us

in our endeavour to cultivate the Ourisia is the

fact that in certain situations it may succeed in

a garden, but that if removed from these precise

places to other positions in the same garden it

will pine away and finally vanish. More than

a few instances of this have come under my notice,

and I confess that I have been baffled in my

INCREASING ALPINES.
Where it is intended to increase

the stock of any of the occupants of the

rockery, a frame should be set apart for that

purpose. If cuttings are to be taken, the frame
should be made up almost entirely of sand. Many
of the Phloxes, Lithospcrmums, Pinks and
Saxifrages will root freely, and in this connection

it is not at all necessary to make the cuttings

as one would those of a Geranium. Simply
pull them off and put them in as they are,

and the chances are they will root much better.

Others, again, must be increased by division.

These had better be potted into small pots

and wintered in what sliould be the alpine

frame.
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JAPANESE IRISES.
(I. K^MPFERI.)

WHILE the genus Iris is rich in

beauty and variety, and aiiords

material for either the amateur,

professional, or enthusiast-

specialist gardener to revel in

for nearly six months of the

year, the section above named stands not only

pre-eminent of its race, but equally so among
m'j'isture-loving flowering plants at any season

•of the year. In a word, the Japanese Iris is

unique, whether viewed from the standpoint

of the plant's requirements was constant partial

submersion in water, the heavy toll paid for so

doing quickly telling the intelligent cultivator

it was wrong. Twenty-five or more years ago,

when many were urging the water-side as the

only possible way of growing these Irises, I had

them in considerable luxiuriance in richly manured
field soil, which in summer-time became dust

dry many inches deep, a near neighbour growing

them equally well in old potting soil in a worked-

out gravel pit ; hence it will be seen that the

amateur or artisan with a solitary bed may score

a success equally with the millionaire who appears

to possess conditions more approaching the ideal.

Professional cultivators, too, for some years past

success is to be ensvured, is raising the soil of the

water-side planting area a foot or more above

water-level, at which height the roots will descend

and get all the moisture the plant requires. It

is a far safer plan than the risky one of submerging,

or even of having the roots continually in wet

groimd. These, then, are the things that matter

in their cultivation ; at once those to adopt and
those to avoid.

The amateur to whom only a solitary bed is

perhaps possible should arrange the surface of

the bed slightly below the surrounding level,

so that during growth and approaching the

flowering period an occasional soaking of water

may be applied with advantage. An item worthy

A BEAUTIFUL GROUPING OF JAPANESE IRISES AND GUNNERAS. THE IRISES CAN ALSO BE GROWN IN THE BORDER.

of the splendour of the floral display and the

living pictures the flowers create in garden scenery,

or because of hardiness, amenability to the British

climate, or because of the several ways which

they may be employed with good results in gardens

regardless of their size. This much is said

advisedly, since there existed in the past—the

idea is less prevalent to-day—that these plants

could only be successfully grown at or near the

water's edge. The idea was wrong, and led

numbers into planting them in such places regard-

less of soil. In not a few instances clay of a most

uncongenial type surrounds natural water basins,

and this the Japanese Iris detests. Equally bad,

or worse—it was in many instances attended by
fatal results—among the early misconceptions

have realised the truth of the above statement,

while the fact that the plants lend themselves so well

to various positions in the garden should make
of the latter—large or small—a more beautiful

place than was possible before the whole truth

concerning the likes and dislikes of these Irises

was revealed.

True, they are moisture-loving in the highest

degree. True, too, that they associate admirably

with water areas and are specially adapted for

water-side gardening. For this they are ideal.

At the same time it should be remembered that

water is not their all-in-all. Equally important

is a rich vegetable soil in which the roots can

ramify freely ; close, tenacious soils they abhor.

Then of almost paramount importance, if perennial

of committing to memory, too, is that these

plants have a voracious appetite, the established

clumps forming huge mats of fibrous roots

;

hence a -rich soil is much to their liking. In the

case of light soils I prefer to employ a heavy dress-

ing of cow-manure, the cooling effects of which

rather than its manurial value I find excellent

for the plants. Incorporating some that is well

decayed with the soil, a further layer a foot deep is

good as a retainer of moisture and in other ways.

These Japanese Irises come to us at the end

of Jime, and a long way into July provide a rare

feast of colour beauty in the garden—white,

blue of many degrees, rich violet, crimson,

purple, rose and other shades which defy descrip-

tion, a fitting finale to a race which for months
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past has played an important part decuratively ar;d

otherwise. And while the colour effect v.ppeals

strongly, perhaps even greater do the waving pic-

turesque flowers appeal—flowers comparable to

nothing but themselves, whose beauty no pen-

picture could possibly portray. E. H. Jenkins.

A BEAUTIFUL TAMARISK.
The common Tamarisk (Tamarix anglica) is a

well-known shrub to those who reside near the

sea. Its slender stems, clothed with delicate

green leaves, render it a beautiful and conspicuous

object during the whole summer. A newer and

much more ornamental kind is that known as

T. Pallasii, a native of Afghanis-

tan, and quite suitable for growing

in all kinds of gardens in this

country. It forms a slender, up-

right shrub several feet high, and

during July is clothed with long,

pendulous spikes of small pink

flowers, which, owing to their weight,

give a drooping appearance to the

whole plant. A variety grown by

the writer, and named T. Pallasii

rosea, is even more beautiful during

its flowering period, owing to the

flowers being a brighter rose pink

colour. This Tamarisk is some-

times known as T. aestivalis rosea.

These shrubs appear to be suitable for

practically all soils, and when once

fstablished little attention is needed,

except to cut back straggling shoots

each spring. A large specimen noticed

in a small lawn bed in a garden last

year had had its stems tied up mode-

rately tight to a stout stake nearly

4 feet high, and then allowed to hang

down from the top. It formed a per-

fect weeping standard of pink.

well manured soil, and may bo

during late autumn or winter.

planl<-d a:.>- time

THE DECIDUOUS CYPRESS.
In the Deciduous Cypress of the Southern United

States we find one of the few hardy coniferous

trees that shed their leaves in winter. Apart

from this it is an interesting tree, because its

foliage gives us two distinct colour displays during

the summer and autumn months. In summer
we find a beautiful, soft, verdant hue so character-

istic of the Larch in spring, but in autumn the

leaves take on a pretty, warm shade of brown, and

usually remain in this condition for some time

GOOSEBERRY CATER-
PILLARS.

M

SOME SCARLET-FRUITED
ELDERS.

Those who only know the Elder

family by the conmion, black-fruited

shrub have no idea of the beauty

that characterises some other kinds.

The scarlet-fruited Elder, Sambucus

racemosa, is a very distinct and

handsome shrub when carrying its

usual crop of scarlet berries, and

for planting in beds in the lawn its

several varieties are excellent.

The most beautiful of these

has plume-like, golden-hued foliage,

and is listed b y nurserymen

under the rather unwieldy name of Sambucus
racemosa plumosa aurea. It is well worth growing

for its foliage alone. Another variety with scarlet

fruit is known as laciniata, the foliage of which

is very much lacerated, which gives the shrub quite

a distinct appearance. When we come to the

varieties of the common, black-fruited Eld'"r,

we find two that are worth including in all gardens

where bright foliage is appreciated, viz., the

golden variegated and that with greenish Ic.ives

margined with yellow.

To bring out this golden hue to the fullest

extent the plants should be given a sunny,

exposed position, and the two last named
associate well with the variegated Japanese

Maples. All the Elders need deeply worked ar.d

ROSE LADY BOWATER. THIS WAS SHOWN BY MR. W
AND RKCEIVED A CERTIFICATE OF MERIT AT THE N

SHOW. {See page 338.)

before falling. This Cypress is an ideal tree

for planting by the water-side ; indeed, it ap-

pears to like to push its matted roots far

into the water, and the reflection of its upright,

pyramidal head clothed with graceful foliage is

very effective.

Although so useful for the water-side, such a

position is not essential for its successful culture
;

at Kew, where the natural soil is dry and sandy,

two good-sized trees are thriving not far from

the main entrance and far away from a pool

or stream.

No doubt the beds in which the trees are

growing were filled with good soil previous

to planting, but the natural dryness of the sur-

rouneling soil must have an effect on the beds. H.

ANY complaints have been received

this year of caterpillars devouring

the leafage of Gooseberry bushes,

hence it may be of use to draw
attention to these pests, which
are difficult to get rid of. Two

distinct caterpillars attack the Gooseberry and,
in a lesser degree. Red and White Currants.

The first of these to appear is that of the magpie
moth, a pretty insect that may be seen hovering

in gardens on quiet autumn evenings. It may be

easily recognised by its broad wings,

which are white, dotted freely

with black. This lays its eggs

on the foliage early in autumn,

and these soon hatch into cater-

pillars, which feed on the foliage,

but at that time do no appreciable

damage.

After a short period of feeding

they hibernate for the winter,

usually an inch or so below the

surface, or in clusters of dead
leaves in nooks of walls. In the

spring they come forth once more,

and at that time, and in early

summer, when the leaves are com-
paratively young and succulent,

inflict much harm. The cater-

pillars, like the moth, are yellowish

white with black dots, and

about three-quarters of an inch in

length.

The other caterpillar that attacks

bushes of these fruits is that of the

sawfly, a small yellowish-coloured

insect. It usually appears in May,

and lays its eggs on the under sides

of the leaves and close to . the

veins or ribs. These quickly hatch,

and the caterpillars, which are small

and pale green in colour, will

quickly strip the bushes of their

foliage. These caterpillars after a

few weeks turn into chrysalides,

enter the soil, and subsequently

return again later in the summer as

flies. These lay more eggs, the

last batch of caterpillars remaining

in the chrysalis state i inch

or 2 inches tmder the soil for the

winter. Leaves on which eggs have

been deposited should be sought

for, picked ofi and destroyed.

Caterpillars may also be picked off

by hand and destroyed where only a few bushes

are affected.

Various washes composed of Hellebore powder

or Paris green have been foimd effective, and

dry Hellebore powder may be dusted on the leaves ;

but as both substances are poisonous, one hesitates

to recommend their general use. A safe and

moderately effective remedy is to dust the bushes

while damp with lime and soot, repeating the

applications at frequent intervals. The best

time to combat both pests is the winter, when the

soil beneath the bushes to a depth of 2 inches

should be removed and either burned or buried

very deeply in some other part of the garden

where the pests will have no chance of regaining

the surface. E. G

EASLEA
ATIONAL
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Seeds may be sown now for raising

plants to fruit in the late autumn and winter.
Endeavour to grow the plants as sturdily as possible

by potting firmly and keeping them growing
near to the glass in a light structure. The seeds
must be sown thinly, so that thare shall be no
danger of the plants becoming drawn while in the
seed-pans. Plants in fruit should be given every
encouragement to perfect their crops by watering
with stimulants and top-dressing the roots with
fresh materials,

Cucumbers.—Much attention is needed in the
thinning and regulating of Cucumbers at this

time of the year. The plants must be gone over
at least every ten days for this purpose. When
in full bearing, frequent small top-dressings of

loam and well-seasoned horse-manure will keep
the plants in a healthy condition. Plenty of

stimulants should also be afforded when watering.
Liquid farmyard manure alternated with a
sprinkling of fertiliser will be suitable.

Cucumbers in Frames.—Much care is necessary
in ventilating the frames when the weather is

cold and stormy, or mildew will attack the plants.
Keep the growths regularly thinned and stopped,
and give the plants the same liberal treatment
as advised above. Should mildew appear, dust
the leaves with flowers of sulphur.

Plants Under Glass.

Asparagus Sprengeri.—^This is a most useful
plant for cutting, and easily raised from seed.
For cutting we grow a number of plants in 6-inch
pots. Plenty of growths are then available
during the autumn and winter,

Smilax.—^The back wall of a vinery is an excellent
position in which to grow this useful plant. When
planted out, the growths will quickly reach the
top of the house. The soil must not, however,
be too rich, or the growths may grow too strong.

Lapagerias.—Plants growing in large pots or
tubs must be liberally supplied with manures.
The young growths should be regulated and tied
at intervals of a few days. Mealy bug must be
watched for, or it will quickly smother the
plants. Methylated spirit, apphed with a small
brush, is an effective remedy.

Campanula pyramidalis.—Keep the plants well
watered, or the lower leaves will fall, thus detract-
ing from the appearance of the plants. Their
blooming may be retarded by plunging the pots
in ashes behind a north wall. If not already done,
seeds may be sown for producing plants for next
season.

The Flower Garden.

Carnations.—It may be necessary in some
cases to thin the flower-buds. Keep the plants
neatly tied to stakes, or place wire supports among
them. Layering must be attended to as soon
as the plants have flowered. Next month, cuttings
of the Perpetual-flowering kinds may be inserted
for flowering in the borders. Mrs. Burnett, May
Day and Britannia are all suitable for outdoor
flowering.

Gladioli.—The flower-spikes will require the
support of stakes to prevent damage from rough
winds. A top-dressing of old Mushroom-bed
manure or something similar will be beneficial
during dry weather.

Dahlias.—Cut out the weak, useless growths
from the plants and securely stake those remain-
ing. These plant? have needed abundance of
water during the long speU of drought which we
have experienced during the greater part of Mav
and June. Beds of Dahlias should be mulched
with some moisture-retaining material.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Late Strawberries.—^The main crop of Straw-
berries has been of short duration, due to the
abnormally hot, dry weather. Those who have a
plantation in the shelter of a north wall will be
fortunate. It is a good plan to make a small
plantation every year in a cool situation. In
the event of a continuation of the drought, late
Strawberries must be carefully watered, or the
latest fruits will fail to swell.

Autumn-Fruiting Strawberries.—If the fruits

are required in the autumn, the flower-spikes
must still be kept picked off. Keep the plants free
from runners and weeds, and give plenty of water.
It is a good plan to grow a batch of plants in pots,
as then they can be grown on a shelf in a cool
house when the nights become too cold.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbage.—A sowing of Cabbage may be
made towards the end of the month, and another
early in August. Sow in drills about a foot apart
in an exposed situation. If the ground is dry at

the time of sowing, the drills must be watered.

Turnips.—It has been necessary to frequently
water this crop to prevent bolting. Well-seasoned
soot has been of great assistance, both as a
stimulant and in preventing the ravages of the
Turnip fly. A good sowing may now be made
for autumn supplies.

Winter Onions.—^These have done well this
season, and the bulbs will soon be fit to lift.

Winter Onions will keep for a considerable time
if they are lifted at the proper time, thoroughly
dried, and placed in a cool shed.

Salads.—Mustard and Cress is best grown in
a cold frame where it can be easily shaded from
bright sun. Radishes must be grown in a shady
situation and watered frequently. Sow Lettuce
and Endive regularly till the end of the month,
and prick out young plants from earlier sowings,
watering them frequently till they have recovered
from the check. It is a good plan to sow Lettuce
thinly where the plants are to mature. Thin out
the young plants as soon as they are large enough
to handle. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockings Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Malmaison Carnations.—Plants which were
layered in frames about the middle of June will

be commencing to root, and must have more air
admitted accordingly. The shading should be
put on about lo a.m. and removed about 4.30 p.m.
whenever the weather is bright. Too free a use
of the shading is apt to encourage a soft, green
growth not desirable in Malmaisons and more
liable to be attacked by rust. As soon as it is

certain the plants are sufficiently rooted, the
layers can be severed from the parent plant previous
to potting.

Climbers in both stove and greenhouse need
constant tying and regulation of growths. Clero-
dendron Balfouri when it has passed out of bloom
should have the shoots that have flowered
shortened. Streptosolen Jamesonii is a very fine

climber for the greenhouse. This plant resents
too free a use of ttie watering-can, so care is neces-
sary to get it to flower successfully.

Eupatoriums can now be potted into their
flowering pots. A cold frame will suit them up
till September if it is shaded from bright sunshine
and kept moist.

Salvia splendens may still be potted into the
final pots, but plants which were potted earlier

have the best chance to make large specimens,
as after they arc well rooted in the soil they
respond freely to liberal applications of liquid
manure. Plants which are to be grown as standards
must now be allowed to form heads, so that they
will be of a presentable size by September, when
the}' commence flowering.

The Kitchen Garden.

Carrots may still be sown if the variety chosen
is a Short Horn, which quickly matures. The
earlier-sown ones are at the stage when they are
most likely to be attacked by the Carrot fly, so
should be frequently dusted with soot to prevent this

pest from getting a footing.

Celery.—Early plants are growing apace, and
must be kept continually moist. The foliage,

when wet with dew or rain, should receive an
occasional dusting of stale soot.

Peas which are exhausted must be cleared vS,
the haulm burnt, and the ground filled up with
such vegetables as Broccoli, Savoys or ^nler
greens. If used for growing late Broccoli, the
ground need not be dug. All that will be necessary
IS to clear off the weeds and plant the Broccrli
w-ith a trowel. No matter how hard the grourd
may be, it will encourage a dwarf, firm growth,
which will more readily withstand the winter.

Mulching Peas.—In very dry weather the
cropping of Peas can be greatly assisted by apply-
ing a mulching after watering. Material from a
spent Mushroom-bed is best for the purpose

; but,
failing this, some short litter or half-rotted stable
manure will answer well enough.

Lettuces require to be sown more frequently
during hot weather, as they run to seed more
rapidly. Cos varieties, which do not turn in very
readily, should be tied up to hasten the formation
of the heart.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons in Frames.—Plants grown in frames
are usually more difficult to fertilise to get an
even set of fruit. Especially is this so if there
is a period of dull, moist weather when they are
in flower. The best course is to again pinch a
number of the laterals, in the hope that there mav
be more sunshine when flowers appear on the
sublaterals. Try to maintain a minimum tempera-
ture of 70° during the night, and ventilate very
carefully during the daytime, letting the weather
conditions decide how much air is to be admitted.

Late Peach-Houses.—Houses containing trees
which are required to fruit aslate as possible should
not be retarded too much by too free a use of the
ventilators, otherwise the trees are apt to get dried
too quickly, with the result that red spider appears.
Try to prevent this by keeping the atmosphere
sufficiently moist by syringing morning and after-
noon, and also see that there is plenty of moisture
in the borders, not forgetting to add food when
watering.

Late Vineries.—The Grapes are now at the
critical stage when stoning is in progress. This
is the time when certain varieties are very apt to
scald, so that great care is necessary, paying strict
attention to all the smaller details of cultivation.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees.-—The trees growing against walls,
naturally, do not receive their fair share of
rainfall.' It is therefore necessary lo make this
good by .artificial means. It is also noticeable
that the soil close to the wall dries up more quickly
than that in the open. After applying water, a
mulching should be given around the trees and the
hoe must be used constantly.

Netting Fruit.—This necessary guard against
attacks from wild birds should not be delayed
unduly, especially during dry weather, as it is

at such a time that some of the birds' natural
food is scarce ; consequently they commence to
feast on fruit often before it is ripe. Whenever
possible, the nets must be supported clear of the
fruit trees and bushes ; this is advantageous
in every way. If wire netting is available, the
part to be netted should be surrounded by this,

as it prevents the nets coming in contact with
the ground, where they quickly rot if the weather
IS wet. When netting wall trees, the nets should
be hung clear of all the growths and fruit by
using short stakes and supports.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—The season for budding is now here,
and the stocks which are intended for Rose bushes
can now be budded. Some varieties, of course,
may not be yet fit for operating upon

; but this
is easily ascertained when crmmcncing to remove
the bark, which, when ripe enough, should part
readily without much persuasion. The material
used for tying up the buds must not be of such a
kind as would cut or strangle the stems, which
naturally expand as growth proceeds. Standards
which are to be budded should have the support
of a stake to prevent the wind loosening them.
It is usually possible to eiiscern within a fortnight
whether the buds are going to " take " or not,
so that if looked over in time the unsuccessful
ones can be replaced by putting on others either
above or below the original bvd.

John Jeffery.
(Hrad-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

THE NATIONAL ROSE
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ALYSSUM SAXATILE FAILING (F. H.)—Wc can

only suggest that the soil is either too rich for this rock-

loving subject or that the plant, by repeatedly being

bt^dded there, lias become sick of the place and soil. In

either of these cases a dressing of lime would act as a

corrective, or a very considerable addition of old mortar

sittings might be even better. The Alyssum, owing to

the nature of its roots, does not retain much soil, and is

not one of the best subjects for transplanting : this might

prove a predisposing cause of the failure. A remedy for

this would he growing the plants in 5-inch pots, and,

raised early from seeds, sturdy examples wor.ld result.

Have you been growing the plants too liberally for the

purpose ? We ask the question advisedly, since it is

the grossly grown plant which is usually the first to fail.

Pot-growii examples would produce a more compact
gro\vth and be far more rehable and prodigal of flowering.

FLAG IRISES FAILING (M. BI. K. C.).—The list of

Irises you submit arc not all strictly of the gcrmanica

set. Two are. however ; the others belong to the sections

known as neglecta, plicata, variegata and pallida, all

of which are recognised under the general definition of

Flag or Bearded Irises, and not infrequently referred to

as Iris germaniea. The pallida section is by far the most
important, and of this your list contains but one repre-

sentative. The clumps you send are quite rotten, and

in forty years we have not seen their equal in this respect.

All such should be lifted and burnt without delay. .\s

far as can be judged by the plants and the particulars

given, we should consider the failure due in part to the

deep burying of the rhizomes, though, most of all, to the

excessively wet conditions caused by flooding in con-

junction with the heavy water-holding nature of the

soil. If you have no higher or drier ground and cannot

raise the soil of the present site so as to be immune from
the flooding, perhaps something could be done to render

the drainage more perfect, so that the water would more
quickly pass awav. Raad sweepings or any light material

would do to raise the height of the bod, and gravel and

sand liberally applied in conjunction with deep, open

trenches, if such are possible, would make the drainage

more eflicient. Lime may also be added to the soil.

It would be best to wait till early September, and at that

time make the soil as light as possible. In replanting,

employ only the freshly formed rhizome of the current

season, discarding all else which is useless to the plant

and the planter. Never replant big clumps intact ; they

are better broken up. Replant the Lupines at the same
time as the Irises : they arc equally hardy and enduring,

though what effect the " occasional flooding " will have

upon" them will depend very much upon its duration

and the severity of the weather at the time.

FRUIT GARDEN.
MELON LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (T. i.).—The

Melons are attacked badly by the root eelworm, which

has produced numerous " knots " or galls upon them
Nothing can now be done to save them, though earthing

up might prolong their life a little. As soon as they are

done with they should be rooted out and burned, and

the whole of the soil removed and cither burned or spread

on a pasture, not on the garden. The house should be

thoroughly cleansed and disinfected before any further

attempt to grow Melons, Cucumbers or Tomatoes in it.

MISCELLANEOUS.
VARIOUS QUESTIONS (Kerkq e).—'nie Apple trjes

nave been badly attacked by the leaf-curling aphis, which

has been particularly prevalent this season. The insects

on the leaves sent are, however, friends. No. 1 being

the larva of the ladybird and No. 2 that of one of the hover

dies, both devouring green flies with great avidity and
doing much to diminish the number of those pests. The
insects damaging the Strawberries are probably the black

beetles of which you speak. They may best be captured

by sinking smooth-walled jars or basins, so that the level

of the top rim coincides with the level of the soil. Bait

them with pieces of meat, of which the beetles are very

fond. It is only at this season of the year that the beetles

eat any but a flesh diet. The small millepedes are also

troublesome, and may be captured by burying pieces of

Potato near their haunts and examining them at frequent

intervals.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—Sister M. Frarcis.—Mesembry-
anthemuMi edule Boris.—1, Mme. C, Joigneaux ; 2,

Jean Cherpin; 3 .-^nd 4, Lsclia ; 5, Prince Arthur; 6,

Baroness Rothschild 7, La Rosiire. In future please

send 3 inches or 4 inches of growth E. T.— 1. Erigeron

philadelphieus—this is not obtainable In other colours

;

2, Clematis intcgrifolia ; 3, Campanula persicifolia alba.

——Min^ E. A. Pitxh — Dictamnus albus. E. H —
1, 2 and 3. Seedling garden Pinks 4, Myosotis, too poor

to recognise; 5, ^axifraga canaliculata
: 6, Doronicum

plantagine m ; 7 and 8, forms of Sedum acre ; 9, S. album
brevifolium; 10, t; lium verum H . H. Cot.—Cist s

ladaniferus mac lat 8 (Gi m Cistus). . P. H.—
1, I'rillium grandiflorum 2, Scrophularia aquatlca

viilegata; 3, Vinca minor anrea; 4. Polygon m
cuspi atum; 5, Anemone angulosa- 8, Amehmchicr
canadensis.

THE metropohtan exhibition of the National Rose Society,
[

held in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, o.i

Tuesday of last week, though not quite so large as some
:

previous shows, was exceedingly good. The quality of
,

the blooms throughout left Uttlc to be desired, and owing

to the dull weather they remained in excellent condition

until the end of the show. Table decorations were superb,

but we hope the Council will in future prevent members
of the trade displaying quantities of advertising literature

on these tables. Anything more incongruous and un-

dignified could scarcely be imagined. The descriptions

of new Knses will be found on page 338.

NtTESERYMEN.—EXHIBITION ROSES.
Champion Trophv Class.—Se\enty-two blooms, distinct

varieties : First, M.issrs. B. R. Cant and So i , Colchester,

whose superb collection contained a wonderful flower

of Coronation (pink, silver medal), and excellent examples

of Mrs. W. J. Grant, Edward Mawley, Mildred Grant,

H. V. Machin, O. Terks, Freda (pink), Mrs. G. Norwood
(fragrant, pink-flowered). Earl of Gosford (scarlet), St.

Helena, Mme. Jules Grolcz, A. Hartman, Mrs. Forde,

Fran Karl Drusehki, Ethel Malcolm, Countess of Gosford,

White Mail an Cochet, Lyon Rose, George Dickson,

Florence Forrester (a very good white), J. B. Clark,

Lady Barham, Colcestria
" (pink), Mrs. Cornwallis-

West, Ulrich Brunner, H. E. Richardson (crimson) and
Molly Sharman Cr.awford. \ formidable and powerful

lot, well away in the front place. The second prize was
taken by Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, whose
admirable lot .ncludcd George Dickson, Edward Mawley,

j

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, .Uice Lemon, Ethel Malcolm,

Lady Jlary Ward (orange), C. J. Grahame, Albatross,

General French, Dean Hole, George C. Waud, Sunburst,

Avoca, William She n and Mme. Melanie Soupert. Third,

Messrs. D. Prior and Sons, Colchester, whose best flowers

were H. V. Machin, Ladv Barham, Mrs. Charles Russell,

Florence Forrester, Etliel Malcolm, Elizabeth, Mme.
Melanie Soupert, Joseph Hill, Juliet, Mildred Grant,

Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Mrs. J. H. Welch and Mrs.

Myles Kennedy (pinky white). Fourth, Messrs. A.

Dickson and Sons, Newtownards.
Forty distinct varieties, three blooms o' each : First,

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Oilchester, whose best

were Lady Ashtown, Lohengrin, St. Helena, H. E.

Richardson (crimson), Frau Karl Drusehki, H. V. Machin
(scarlet), Ladv Helen Vincent, British Queen (white),

Mrs. Andrew' Carnegie (white). A. Hartman (scarlet),

Mrs. J. H. Welch, Yvonne Vachcrot, J. B. Clark, Mrs.

George Shawyer, Mrs. .Arthur Coxhead, Edward Mawley,

Mrs. W. J. Grant, Leslie Holland, Dean Hole, Bessie

Brown and Lady Barham were all exceptionally fine.

Second, Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards,
whose Margaret Dickson Hamill (golden), Mrs. Moyna
(pink), Mildred Grant, H. V. Machin, Mrs. J. Campbell

Hall, Mrs. George Shawyer, lady Barham (pink), Florence

Pcmberton, Mrs. W. J. Grant, George C. Waud, Bessie

Brown and Ladv Greenall were all good. Third, Messrs.

Frank Cant anil Co., Colchester, whose Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt, Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, I>ady Ashtown, Mildred

Grant, Ethel Jlalcolm, Mrs. J. H. Welch and Captain

Hayward were among the best.

China Trophy Class.—Forty-eight blooms, distinct

varieties : First, Messrs. Hugh Dickson and Sons, Royal
Nurseries, Belfast, whose Gorgeous (orange), Hugh
Dickson, British Queen (fine white), Mrs. Charles Russell,

Ml, e. Jules Gravr.reaux, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, J. B. Clark,

Mrs. Foley Hohbs (silver medal, probably tlie most
magnificent Rose bloo:.i ever seen at an exhibition).

Brilliant, Dean Hole, JIuriel Dickson, Edward Mawley,
George Dickson and Sir William Q. Ewart were superb.

Second, Mr. H. Richards, Warsash, Hants, whose Florence

Forrester, Edward Mawlcv, .Mildred Grant, Lieutenant

Chaurc (rich cerise red). Lady Ashtown, Snow Queen,

Mrs. Foley Hohbs, Mary Alexander Lippiatt, Marquise

de Sinety, Konigin Carola, J. B. Clark, Mrs. J. H. Welch
and Her Majesty were the best. Third, Mr. George

Longlev, Chapel Lane Nurseries, whose Countess of

Shaftesbury, Mrs. George Shawyer, Marquise de Sinety,

Mrs. H. Stevens (very fine white), Joseph HUl, Lyon
Rose and Colonel N. S. Williamson were very good. There

were six contestants, high-class flowers being the rule.

Twenty-four distinct varieties, three blooms of each :

First, Messrs. G. and W. H. Burch, Peterborough, who
showed Souvenir de Pierre Notting (very rich in colour),

Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mrs. J. H. Welch, Lyon Rose, Mrs.

Theodore Roosevelt, Mrs. George Shawyer, Lady Ashtown,
Ethel Malcolm, Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Edward Mawley,

H. A. Moore and Margaret in excellent condition. Second,

Messrs. J. Burrell and Co., Cambridge, who had fine

examples of Mrs. Foley Hohbs, Coronation, Mme. Melanie

Soupert, Candour Lvo naise (white), Lyon Rose and
Mme. C. Soupert. Third, Mr. J. Pigg, Royston.

Twenty-four blooms, distin t varieties : First, Mr.

Henry Drew, Longworth, Berks, who staged Dean Hole,

Lyon Rose, Mrs. J. H. Welch, MiMrcd Grant, Edward
Mawley, (Jeorge Dickson, H. V. Machin and William

Shean very finely ; second, Mr. W. R. Hammond, Burgess

Hill whose Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Mme. Constant Soupert

and Mildred Grant were excellent. Mr. J. Mattock,

Oxford, was a good third. Eight competitors staged

collections in this obviously popular class.

For twelve distinct \arieties, three blooms of each,

Mr. Henry Drew, Longworth, was again in the place of

honour with a capital set. His best examples were those

of Mildr'd Grant, Mabel Drew, J. B. Clark, George Dictaon,

Dean Hole and Mrs. Andrew Carnegie (a really superb

white). Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, was second, having

Mrs. Charles Russell, M.ldnd Grant, Mrs. George Norwood,
Dean Hole, Bessie Brown and Mrs. J. H. Welch, among
others. Third, Messrs. Chaplin Brothers, Waltham
Cross. There were four entries in this class.

Exhibition Roses, Teas and Noisettes.

D"ombrain Cup.—Twenty-four blooms, distinct varie-

ties • First Mr. George Prince, Oxford, whose best blooms

were those of Mrs. Folev Hobbs, Mrs. Edward Mawley.
Maman Cochet, Jlrs. Campbell Hall, Marfchal Niel

(verv good colour) and Mme. Constant Soupert; second,

Mr. " Henry Drew, Longworth, whose White M man
Cochet, Mrs. Edward Mawlcv, Mme. Constant Soupert,

Ethel Brownlow and Mrs. Foley Hobbs were very fine.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, were third.

Five competitors staged in this class.

Twelve blooms, distinct rarieties : First, Mr. J. Mattock,

Oxford, w showel Mrs. Folev Hobbs, White .M nimn
Cochet, Muriel Grahame and Mrs. Hawksworth (very

good) ; second, Mr. H. Richards, Warsash, Hants, his

Hugo Roller being very good ; third, Messrs. J. Burrell,

Cambridge.
Sixteen distinct varieties, three blooms of each : First,

Mr. G Prince, Oxford, who staged superb Mrs. Foley

Hobbs, Molly Sharman Crawford, Mrs. E. Mawley,

Marechal Niel, Nita Weldon, Sirs. M. Kennedy, Maman
Cochet and Mine. Melanie Soupert very finely ; second,

Mr. H. Drew, Long^vorth, whose M m m Cochet, Nita

Weldon, Comtesse de Nadaillac, White Maman Cochet

and Mme. Constant Soupert were ^ery fine; third,

Messrs. D. Prior and Son ,
Colchester, whose best t i bles

were \Vliite Maman Cochet, Mrs. Foley Hobbs and Mme.
Jules Gravereaux.

Exhibition Roses in Vases.
Twelve distinct varieties, seven blooms of each : Usually

this is one of the most effective classes in the show, and

brings many exhibitors. On this occasion only one

Arm put in an appearance—Messrs. Prior and Sons,

Colchester—and were awarded first prize for a really

"ood lot. The best vases were Richmond, Ethel Malcolm,

Mme. Edouard Herriot, Lyon Rose, General Macarthur,

Caroline Testout and M s. W. J. Grant.

For nine distinct varieties, Teas and Noisettes, seven

blooms of each, Messrs. Prior and Sons were again placed

first, showing Wliite Maman Cochet, Mme. Constant

Soupert, Jtrs. Folev Hobbs and Mme. Jules Gravereaux ;

second, Mr. George Prince, Oxford, whose Comtesse de

Nadaillac, Mrs. H. Stevens, Mrs. Dudley Cross and Nita

Weldon were all good ; third, Mr. J. Mattock.

PERPETtTAL-FLOWEKINCl DECORATIVE ROSES.

This section includes the basket classes, which, without

exception, are the most decorative of the whole show.

On this occasion the competition was keen throughout,

no fewer than six competitors staging in that for nine

baskets of Roses, distinct varieties. First, Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Limited, Belfast, who with a superb lot this

year won the Kilbec-Stuart C^p outright. Ulster

(standard, single scarlet), Irish Elegance, Ethel Malcolm

(flesh colour), Mme. Melanie Soupert, Lady Pirrie, Lyon
Rose, Jlrs. George Shawyer, Mrs. David McKee and Lady
Ashtown were the varieties staged. Messrs. Oiaphn
Brothers, Waltham Cross, were second, staging Rayon
d'Or, Mrs. Herbc^rt Stevens, Joseph Hill, General

Macarthur, Old Gold, Mme. Melanie Soupert, Lady
Hillingdon and Mrs. George Shawyer. Third, Mr. J.

Mattock, Oxford, who also had a very flne lot.

For five baskets of Hoses seven entered, and as evidence

of the keenness of the competition, equal first prizes were

awarded to Jlr. W. Easlca, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea,

and Mr George Prince, Oxford, the former showing Lady
Hilhngdon, Mme. Edou rd Herriot, Chateau de Clos

Vougeot (one of the darkest of Roses), Mrs. H. Stevens

and Louise Catherine Breslau ; the latter having Lady
Pirrie, Ijidy Hillingdon, General Macarthur, Mrs. H.

Stevens (a superb white) and Richmond. Needless to

say, both sets were in every way admirable.

Eighteen distinct varieties, in vases, not more than

seven stems of each variety : Messrs. D. Prior and Son

Colchester, and Messrs. (Dhaplin Brothers, Limited, took

first and second prizes respectively, each having a goodly

assortment. Third, Mr. G. Longley.

Nine distinct varieties, not more than seven stems

each : First, Mr. George Prince, Oxford, who staged

Josie Nicholson, Queen Mary, Mme. Edouard Herriot,

Ladv Hillingdon and G. 0. Waud as his best. Second,

Mr W. Tayler, Hampton, whose Lady Ashtown, Ecarlate,

Marquise de Sinety, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mme. Alfred

CarriSre and Mme. Melanie Soupert were very good.

Decorative Roses.

A. C. Turner Cup.—Thirty-six distinct varieties, not

less than three i or more than twelve stems of each : First,

Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, who had Irish Flame, Ecarlate,

Lady Hillingdon, Mme. Edouard Herriot, lona Herdman
(rich golden). Irish Elegance and Simplicity (single

white) Second, Messrs. F. Cant" and Co., who staged

Mrs. A. Tale, A. R. Goodwin, Rayon d'Or, Irish Beauty

(single white) and Duchess of Wellington.

Twelve distinct ^arieties, conditions as before: First,

Mr. Frank Spooner, Horsell, Woking, whose very fine

lot included Ecarlate (crimson). Lady Hillingdon, Mrs.

A Tate Irish Beauty, Mrs. H. Stevens, General .Macarthur,

and Trier (white climber). Second, Mr. C. Turner, Slough,

who had Old Gold. Mrs. H. Stevens, Simplicity, Lady

Hillingdon and Butterfly (pink single, very beautiful).

Third, Mr. G. Longlev, Rainhani, Kiiif. Seven competed.

Twelve distinct "summer-flowering Roses, Hybrid

Pcrpetuals, Hybrid Teas, Teas, Chinas and other per-

petual-flowering varieties not admissible. There were

five entries, the first prize going to Messrs. F. Cant and

Co Colchester, who had Seagull, Helena, Lady Curzon,

Rosa Mundi and Aglaia, among others. Second, Mr.

F. Spooner; third, Mr. Elisha J. Hicks.
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For nine distinct varieties of new decorative Roses
five entered, the first prize going to Mr. C. Turner, Slough,

who had Mmc, Edouard Herriot, Old Gold, Cissie Easlea,

Pearl (single white) and Queen of the Musks ; second,

Mr. ElishaJ. Hicks, whose best were Cherry Page, Princess

Mary (very fine single crimson) and lona Herdman (rich

golden) ainonR others ; third, Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.

Twelve distinct Dwarf Polyantha Roses : Furst, Mr.
Elisha J. Hicks, who had Jeanne d'Arc, Echo, Erna
Teschendorf and Ellen Poulsen ; second, Mr. G. Prince,

Oxford, whose Marie Pavic, Jessie, Pcrle d'Or and
Canarienvogel (yellow) were his best.

For twelve distinct wichuraiana varieties in vases,

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks was again first, lla^^ng Aiberic Barbier,

Shower of Gold, Aviateuf B16not, Diabolo and Gardenia

;

second, Mr. G. Prince, whose Jersey Beauty, Elise

Robichon, Shower of Gold, R6n6 Andre and Diabolo were
his best blooms.
For a representative group of Roses piaced on tlie

floor in a space of 250 square feet, two competitors appeared,
Messrs. Hobbies, Dereham, being first with a magnificent
setting of Teas and Hybrid Teas under a superb lot of

standard and weeping sorts. Tht^^ former were in basket
groups, such as Foiyon d'Or, Joukheer J. L. Mock, Mrs.

Amy Hammond, Mrs. G. Sha^\'5'er, Mrs. A. Tate, Duchess
of Wellington and Betty being admirable. Of standard
sorts, Hiawatha, Lady Gay, John Green, Delight, Lady
Godiva, Pcmberton's \vnute Rambler and ^^^lite Dorothy
were all charming and good. A pretty arch of Roses
led into the interior of a very delighlful group. Second,
Messrs. George Paul and Sons, Cheshunt, whose strength lay
in the Hybrid Teas in the front of the group. These
were very" beautiful and in great variety, some of the more
conspicuous being Duchess of Wellington, Marquise de
Sinety (both rich and good in colour), j^aiad (flesh tinted

pink, very charming), Paul's Lemon Queen, Mrs. David
McKee and Little Dorrit. Polyantha and allied sorts

were in the background.
Royal Botanic Society's Cup.—For a representative

group of cut Roses 33 feet by 3 feet, two competitors
appeared, the first prize going to Messrs. W. and J. Brown,
Peterborough ; second, Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,

both of whom staged very fine collections.

For a representative group of cut Roses on a space
not exceeding 20 feet by 3 feet, four competitors staged
exhibits, the first prize going to Messrs. George Jackman
and Sons, Woking, for a superb lot of blooms. Stands
of varying heights were employed with vases of flowers

in the foreground, and a fringe of Jessie or nearly allied

sort along the front. The best stands were those of

Melody, Lady Pirrie, Rayon d'Or, Le Progr6s, Duchess
of Wellington, Gustave Regis, Lady Hillingdon, and
Lady Ashtown. The group was well staged and of
an imposing character.' Second, Messrs. B. R. Cant
and Sons, Colchester, whose central grouping of Cupid,
a new flesh-coloured single of great freedom of flower-

ing, was charming in the extreme. A. Hartman
(cerise sc^rlnt) was quite superb, and hardly less so the
admirable stands of Autumn Tints, Betty, Countess of

Derby, Mme. Mclanic Soupert and Queen Alexandra
(a charming lemon, flushed pink single greatly admired
by Her Majesty when passing through the tents). Third,
the Rev. J. H. Pemb^rfon, Havering -attc -Bower,
who, staging a particularly good lot, also showed
not a little courage in contesting in such a class. Basket
groups of Lady Pirrie, the rich crimson scarlet Ecarlate
(a China bedding Rose 18 inches high) and Countess
of Shaftesbury were very good.

Open to Nurserymen and Amateurs.
For t^-enty-four Roses in two varieties, twelve white

and twelve crimson, five competitors staged, the premier
award going to Messrs. B. R. Cant and J-ons, Colchester,
for an admirable lot of Mrs. Andrew Carnegie and Edward
Mawley, white and crimson respectively. Messrs. W.
and J. Brown, Peterborough, were second, having Mrs.
Foley Hobbs (white) and J. B. Clark (crimson), the latter
being exceptionally fine.

Eighteen blooms of any Hybrid Perpetual, to be
shown in a basket : First, Mr. H. Drew, Longworth,
with Gloire de Chedane Guinoisseau (scarlet). Second,
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, who staged Mrs.
C. Russell (pink) in capital form. There were five

competitors.
For eighteen blooms of any Rose other than Hybrid

Perpetual, Tea or Noisette, to be shown in a basket,
no fewer than twelve exhibitors staged, the first prize
going to Mr. EUsha J. Hicks, T^vyford, for the shapely,
pink-flowered and highly fragrant Mrs. (^eorge Norwood, a
beautiful variety in every way. Second, Mr. H. Richards,
Warsash, Hants, who staged Mrs. Andrew Carnegie
(white). Third, Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. with Mrs.
D. McKee.

Eighteen blooms of any Tea or Noisette in a basket :

First, Mr. J. aiattock with Mrs. Foley Hobbs (very flne)

;

second, Messrs. Chaplin Brothers, Waltham Cross ; third,
Mr. H. Drew.

For one basket of pernet'ana Roses nine exliibitors came
to the front, Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, taking
first place with Mme. Edouard Herriot; second, Mr. J.

Mattock, who had good Rayon d'Or ; third, Messrs.
Chaplin Brothers with Mme. Edouard Herriot.

Nine blooms of any new Rose ; First, Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Sons, Colchester, who had the rich red, fragrant
A. Hartman ; second, Mr. Elisha Hicks with Mrs. G.
Norwood ; third, Sir. W. R. Hammond, Burgess Hill,

with Annie Crawford, an extra tine pink variety.
Twelve blooms of new Roses, distinct varieties : First,

Mr. Elisha Hicks, who had Candeur Lyonnaisc, Mrs. George
Norwood, H. V. IMachin and Florence Forrester; second,
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons with A. Hartman, Mrs. Andrew
Carnegie and Florence Forrester ; third, Mr. G. Prince.
Seven exhibitors competed.

Open Autistic Classes.
A decoration of cut Roses for dinner-table was a very

excellent competition, the five exhibits exemplifying
floral art very satisfactorily. First prize was awarded
to Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, Berks, for a table
decoration of his new seedling Hybrid Tea Princess Mary
(single, sweetly scented). This is a very fine Rose, and
an exquisite crimson colour. It is a really glorious flower.

During the aite.'toon this table was strewn with
j^o tcards, which quite spoiled the 1 eaiitiful effect.

A splendid decorated table of Irish Elegance secured
second prize for Sirs. Alex. Robinson, and an equal second
prize was awarded to Mrs. F. M. Bradley, Peterborough,
for a rather formal arrangement. Third prize was secured
by aiiss ChapUn, Waltham Cross, for an interesting exhibit
of Irish Fireflame.

There were eight exhibits in the class for three sprays
of Roses suitable for ladies. A pretty series won first

prize for BIrs. F. H. Cooke, Birch, Colchester. Second
prize was won by Mrs. Oakley Fisher for a richly coloured
series, and a superb set won third prize for Mrs. F. M.
Bradley, Peterborough.

For a bowl of cut Roses with fohage only and buds
flve competed, the premier award going to SCss Chaplin,
Waltham Cross, for an artistic arrangement of Bessie
Brown with coppery foliage. Equal second prizes were
awarded Rlrs. A. Bide, Farnham (who had Lady Curzon),
and Mr. Elisha J. Hicks (who arranged a fine bowl of the
single crimson Princess Slary).

Abiateurs* Classes.
The discerning visitor could scarcely fail to be impressed

by the quality of the principal exhibits. Each year the
best amateur collections bear more favourable com-
parison with those in the trade classes, and the exhibits
at Regent's Park this year show how skilful the best
amateurs have become.
The championship class was won by Mr. H. L. Wettern

with thirly-six exhibition blooms of first-rate quality.
There was not a " weak " bloom in the exhibit, which wa:^
characterised by size, perfect form and very fresh con-
dition. As being the very best, mention may be made of
Sirs. J. Laing, Lady Ashtown, Avoca, Bessie Brown,
Florence Pemberton, Elizabeth, Augustus Hartman,
George Dickson and Mrs. J. H. Welch. Dr. T. E. Pallett,

who won the trophy and gold medal last year, was an
exceed ingly good second, showing excellent blooms of
Lieutenant Chaure, Augustus Hartman, Nita Weldon
and J. B. Clark. Mr F. Dennison was third.

Mr. Wettern also won the first prize for twenty-four
exhibition blooms with another splendid exhibit, which
included bcautiliil blooms of Margaret. Ethel Blalcolm.
Florence Pemberton. Mrs. J. H. Welch. Lady Grecnall,
Lady Alice Stanley and General Superior Janssen. Dr.
T. E. Pallett was again second, and his outstanding
varieties were Mildred Grant, White Manian Cochet
and Mrs. Andrew Carnegie. Mr. G. A. Hammond was
third.

The class for trebles of twelve variet it^s is an exceedingly
trying one for amateur growers who have a limited number
of plants, but the first prize collection of Mr. F. Dennifon
was particularly rich in trios of Dean Hole, Lady Ashtown
and Bessie Brown. Mr. Conway Jones, who was awarded
second prize, had a shghtly less even exhibit, but included
dehghtful trebles of George Dickson and Coronation.

Dr. T. E. Pallett, showing Mildred Grant in splendid
condition, won the first prize for twelve blooms of any
Rose other than Tea or Noisette, and Mj. A. Hill Gray
was second.
The Hobbies Cup, ofi'ered for twenty-four exhibition

blooms, always induces a strong competition at the summer
show, and this year's was no exception. The class is

restricted to growers of fewer than 3,000 plants, and the
cup was won by Mr. W. O. Tines mth a splendid collec-

tion of twenty-four blooms, of which we selected William
Shean, George Dickson and Coronation as being the very
best. Mr. C. C. Wilhamson was placed second, and Blr.

H. R. Darlington third.

With magnificent blooms of Mildred Grant Mr. Tin es
also won the first prize for twelve blooms of any variety
other than Tea or Noisette, and here Mrs. J. B. Fortescue
was second.

In the class open only to growers of fewer than 2,000
plants the best twenty-four blooms were shown by BIr.

W. J. Thorp, who had a most praiseworthy exhibit,
of which British Queen was the outstanding variety.
The eighteen varieties were also exceedingly good, and
here Mr. R. de V. Prior with especially good blooms of
Jonkhcer J. L. Mock and William Shean won the piece
of plate, and Mr. P. T. Davies was second with a remark-
ably even set of Mrs. Andrew Carnegie.
The first prize for nine blooms of any Rose other than

Tea or Noisette was won by Mr. D. H. Davies, who also
won chief honours in the extra class for Divisions E and F,
requiring six varieties in trebles, with remarkably fine

trios of such as Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt and Dean Hole.
Mr. John Hart was second.
The Ben Cant Memorial Prize, restricted to growers

of fewer than 3,000 plants, brought a magnificent board
of twelve blooms from Dr. C. Lamplough, who won the
first prize.

Showing splendid examples of Dean Hole, Sirs. Henry
Balfour had the best nine blooms of any Rose other than
Tea or Noisette in this division.

BIr. E. B. Lehmann, who included a superb bloom
of William Shean, won the chief prize in the division for
growers of fewer than 750 plants ; and in the extra class

for the above two divisions there was an exceedingly good
competition, BIrs. Henry Balfour winning the first prize
with a splendid collection, which included a perfect bloom
of BIrs. Theodore Roosevelt.
The first prize exhibit by Dr. W. P. Panckridge among

the growers of fewer than 500 plants was also of much

more than average merit, and he also won the first prize

in the extra class which required trebles of four varieties-

with another excellent set.

In the tyro's class BIrs. R. Biffen had a magnificent
exhibit, and easily won the first prize. Her blooms of

XJlrich Brunner and George Dickson were especially good.

The metropolitan classes were well contested, and showed
that really good Roses may be grown within eight miles

of Charing Cross. Mr. Pv. de^Escofet, who is always
^uccessful at the City of London Rose Show, won the
chief prize.

Class 72 was extra for amateurs generally, and here

Dr. Pallett was decidedly first -with a splendid board
of twelve varieties, the blooms of Mildred Grant and Blrs^

Theodore Roosevelt being magnificent.
The Hammond Prize, also open to amateurs generally^

but for six blooms of new Roses, was also won by Dr.

Pallett with remarkably fine blooms of such as Augustus
Hartman and Colleen.
The Tea and Noisette Trophy and the Prince Memorial

Prize were both won by Mr. A. Hill Gray with excellent

exhibits. In the first his bloom of W. E. Smith was
exceedingly beautiful, while of the twelve Teas White-

M.tman Co^l er ami JI'man Co:l et were dehghtful.

Of the trebles of distinct varieties the best were also

shown by flir. A. Hill Gray, and here he had especially good
trios of Auguste Comte and of W. R. Smith.

In the class for growers of fewer than- 500;)^Teas an.d

Noisettes, BIrs. Henry Balfour won the chief prize, and
Dr Lamplough was similarly successful among the growers

of fewer than 200 Teas and" Noisettes.

Amateues~^lTdies'~^rtistic Classes.
For a basket of cut Roses lightly arranged, in Class 97>

there were four exhibits. The exhibit gaining premier
honours was made up of Irish Elegance and double Roses
of kindred tones of colour, and was put up by Mrs. L.

Colston Hale, Warminster. A very dainty little basket

of Lady Ashtown secured second prize for Mrs. G. W.
Cook. Wlietslone, who had lovcly'flowers of this "beautiful

pink Rose deftly disposed. A basket of Irish Elegance,

rather sparsely "arranged, won third prize for BIrs. Oakley-

Fisher, Harrow.
There were no fewer than twelve entrants in the class

for a vase of cut Rofcs lightly arranged with any Rose
fohage, and the exhibits were pleasingly varied. The
vase that gained the coveted first prize was shown by BIrs.

Howard Williams, who set up lovely blooms of BIme.

Melanic Soupert and most appropriate foliage in a very
attractive fashion. A rather formal arrangement gained

second prize for Miss E. BI. Robinson, Hornchurch, who-

used Irish Elegance exclusively. A really lovely vase

of Irish Elegance and double Roses of kindred tones of

colour gained third prize for BIrs. L. Colston Hale.

There were only lour entries in llie class for a decoration

of cut Roses for a dinner-table, lightly arranged with Rose
fohage only. First prize was won by BIrs. Oakley Fisher,

Sudhurv, Harrow, with a charming decoration of Irish

Fireflame. Good use was made of the foliage, and a few
more open flowers would have made this exhibit even
more attractive. A beautiful decoration secured second
honours for Mrs. Alex. Robimon, Canhalton, for a hght
arrangement of Irisli Elegance. Third prize was won
by BIrs. R. Allen Hope, Addleslone, Surrey, who also

UKd Irish Eletrance. A richly coloured table decoration

won fourth prize for Mrs. A. D. Ruft", Sharnbrook, Beds,
who used Irish Fireflame most elTectively.

There were eight exhibits in the class for a table decora-

tion, in which any Rose except single-flowered varieties-

was to be used, and these made a welcome feature of this

show. First prize was won by BIrs. J. B. Langton, Hcndon,
N.W., in which this well-known exhibitor used BIme.

Melanie Soupert, Gusta\e Regis and Joseph Hill. In
making a refined decoration, good use was made of Rose
foliage. Second prize was awarded to a unique table

decoration of lona Herdman (McGredy), a lovely orange
yellow Rose that is most effective. This exhibit came
from BIrs. L. Colston Hale, who deserved a better position.

Third prize was secured by BIrs. Abx. Robinson, who had
a lovely colour scheme of Lady Pirrie, but the large

flowers were used too freely. It was a handsome exhibit,

however. A very dainty iable of Blelody secured fourth

prize for BIrs. Cburtenay Page, Enfield, and there were
favourable comments on this display.

There were flve vases of exhibition Roses, all very
beautiful. A really lovely vase of Opheha easily won
first prize for BIrs. A. E. Brown, Reigate. The arrange-

ment left nothing to be desired. A vase of crimson
Roses secured second prize for BIrs. Sawday; and with

a poorly arranged vase of Ophelia, BIrs. Courtenay Page
was placed third. This exhibitor had a lovely scries of

blooms, and it was a pity she had not sufficient time to

finish the arrangement.
Class 102 was for a bowl of cut Roses (decorative),

open to lady members, and there were nine exhibitors^

A refined bowl of Mrs. Herbert Stevens, with bronze

growths of the Rose deftly disposed, won first prize for

,

BIrs. Alex. Robinson ; thfs exhibit was nicely finished.

!
Second prize was awarded to BIrs. Sawday for a bowl of

:
orange and buff Roses attractively set up. Third prize

I was secured by BIrs. J. Walter Smith, Bushey Heath,.

for a bowl of Irish Elegance that was somewhat crowded.

A really good exhibit gained fourth prize for Mrs. Tisdall,

Woodford Green, who had Lady Hillingdon splendidly

set up.
No fewer tlian eleven vases of cut Roses were shown^

making a fine display as a whole. BIrs. L. Colston\lIale

was placed first with a beautifully coloured arrangement
of Irish Elegance and double Roses of a similar "colour.

With sprays of buds and fine growths, a pretty pictiu-e

was made. Miss BI. E. West, Reigate, won second prize

with BIme. Abel Chatenay. The blooms were lightly

arranged with bronze-coloured growths most effectively.
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With Ladv Hillinadon Mrs. TisdaU was a very easy thud ;

as a matter of fact, this exhibit deserved a better award.

Fourth prize was secured by Jtrs. G. W. Cook, who had
MoUy Sharman Crawford daintily arranged.

Five exhibits in Class 104. for a basket of cut Roses,

found Mrs. L. Colston Hale leading with a richly coloured

scheme of arrangement. Iri.sh Fireflamc predominated.

K. very beautiful basket of Libertv secured second honours

for sirs. A. E. Brown. Reigate. With bronze-coloured

growths this richly coloured e.vhibit was most attractive.

Soft tones of colour won third prize for Mrs. F. Peters

Wood, Wevbridge. This was a bold arrangement of

large flowers. Fourth prize was won by Mrs. Sawday
with crimson flowers.

In Class 103, for six button-holes, there were seven

entries. A nice series won first prize for Mrs. R. Pearse,

Claygate. V \ery beautiful series was awarded second

prize this came" from Mrs. E. -Ulen Hope, and was

neatlv finished. Third prize was awarded to Mrs.

Courtenav Page, but the Bowers were unduly large.

Six exhibits in the class for a bowl of wichuraiana Roses

was not so good as usual. A lovely bowl of Francois

Juranville won first prize for Mrs. E. Allen Hope, and

was much admired. With Diabolo (single) Miss J. B.

Langton was placed second, and third prize was secured

bv Mrs. Chafllev Giddins, South Mymms.
" A bowl of decorative cut Roses was asked for in Class 108,

and there were four exhibits. A pretty bowl of Irish

Elegance set up by Jliss Vesta Cook. Whetstone, was

placed first, and deservedly so. With a bowl of Old Gold,

Miss Cherrv Courtenav Page, Enfield, was placed second,

and a capital bowl of Irish Elegance set up by Jlrs. Staflord

Charles. Stanmore, was awarded third prize.

Four table decorations in Class 107, open only to lady

amateurs, were a welcome feature in the decorative tent.

A ver^- showy table of Irish Elegance was daintily set up
by Miss Vesta Cook, gaining the first prize quite easily.

With Old Gold, Miss Cherrv Courtenav Page was second.

A lovely table of Mme. Ravarj- that deserved a better

position was placed third. This was shown
Stafford Charles. The freshness and beauty

exhibit were quite pronounced.

by Mrs
of this

THE HOLLAND
SHOW.

HOUSE

The great summer sxhibition of the Royal Horticultural

Society, held by kind permission of Mary Countess of

Ilchester in lie gio inds o. Ho land Ho i e on the Cth.

7th and 8th inst., proved a great success. Although not

quite so large or comprehensi\*e as in some former years,

the finality' throughout was good, and reflected great

credit on the exhibitors.

SWEET PEAS.
If the Holland House Sweet Pea exhibits were any

criterion, we may assuredly expect to see a remarkable

display at the National Sweet Pea Society's Show next

week.* One may safely hazard that at no pre\ious Royal
Hortictlltural Society's Summer Show has there been a

finer Sweet Pea display than on this occasion. In not

a few instances the ejihibits were remarkable, not only

for quantity, but for quality, high colour and effective

staging. In almost every instance the flowers were of

the" exhibition type, which goes to prove that however

much one may "dislike the super-exliibition methods of

culture, it is "incumbent upon exhibitors to grow their

plants on the one, two or three stem principle, otherwise

there is little hope of attracting the attention of either

judges or the general public.

Not the least important e.\liibit was that of Messrs

J. K. King and Co., Coggeshall. Strength of stem and
size of flower were noticeable feat res, while the staging

was effectively carried out. Arches covered with blooms
formed a background for the splendid x-ases in the fore-

^ound. Particularly notable varieties were King White,

Lavender G. Herbert, Czarina Spencer, Charles Foster,

King Manoel, Anglian Fairy, Walter P. Wright, Scarlet

Emperor and Royal Purple.

Two hundred square feet were covered by Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons, Xewtownards. Backed by

black velvet, which, bv the way, seemed to be an accessory

adopted by most firms, the tall pillars and elfectively

set-up vases showed up to ptrfeetion. Some of the flowers

were, perhaps, on the coar...c side ; but, taken as a whole,

the qualitv was superb. Fiery Cross and The President

were two as yet undisseminated varieties that stood out

most strongly. Hawlmark (iladys was easily among the

leiding cream pinks. Royal Purple, Elsie Herbert, Mrs.

Damerum (a new cream), John Ingman (still unbeaten),

Mrs J. Balmer (a ver>- pretty fancy), Blue Pieotee, Wedg-
wood and King \Vhitc were a few of the many good things

shown.
Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, had a very effective

display. Dispensing with pillars, the firm mounted the

va<cs "on tall rods in the rear, while the remaining spaces

were filled with well-arranged ^ases. Several seedlings,

obviously of the Mrs. Hugh Wormald type, were shown ;

but a few other telling varieties noted as we hurriedly

passed along were lavender G. Herbert. Rosabelle,

King Manoel (which, by the way, seems to have displaced

nearly all other maroons). Hercules and R. F. Felton.

We are so used to the magnificent displays of Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, that nothing they set up
nowadays surprises us. Viridity of colour is always a

strong "point, and, coupled with most skilful staging,

and Co.'s phenomenal displays. Others may have stronger

and longer stems, but stems do not count for everything.

The Scottish firm's dominating position was due largely to

the lore oing features. X few of the varieties exhibited

are hereunder mentioned, but they were not picked out

because of their super-excellence. Bobbie's Orange,

Jean Ireland (easily the finest cream-ground rieotee yet

exhibited and as" shown it confounded those ex-perts

who last season opined it to be Mrs. C. Breadmore over

again) Miss Burnie (the new blush white), Margaret Fife

(a fine rich blue), Hercules (in g eat form). Royal Purple,

Old Rose (a reallv delightful new variety), nobbie's

Cream Henrv Ohn and New Marquis. It is worth men-

tioning perhaps, that the light in the tents was mo,st

deceptive. When one was considering Sweet Peas, bright

blues became greyish mauve, and rich rose shades took

on a salmon tint.
,^ . , ..

Messrs. G. Stark and Sons. Great Ryburgh, had a pretty

little stand Purely fleld-grown blooms were shown,

but while lacking i"n stem, the flowers were large and

highly coloured. Nearly all the varieties shown were

the fl'rm's own special stocks or seedlings, and of the latter

quite a number were shown, several of them of the Duplex

tvpe Pathfinder (a fine salmon rose). Fair Maid Improved,

Lord Northclitfe, Mrs. H. Williams and many others w^ere

also shown, the centre of the stand being filled with the

new perpetual-flowered Tritomas.

Very "ood qualitv was noticed on the stand of Sir.

Jame.s" Box, I.indfii Id. No elaborate staging nor startling

novelties were shown, hut all the most popular varieties

were to be seen. An Improved Dorothy struck one as

a flrst-class mauve, and other good flowers were M's.

Gibbs Box James Box. Scarlet Empress. Orange Perfec-

tion Prince George. Charles Foster and King Whit".

A neat little display was also put up by Messrs. Jarman

and Co , Chard. 5Irs. Townsend was in very good form,

while r.lsie Herbert. King Manoel, Hercules and Mark's

Tey were others that caught the eye.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, were -well

represented "by a comprehensive though not extensively

lar»e collection. Several novelties were shown, including

Lord Fisher (a fine maroon). 5rrs. A. G. Gentle (white,

flushed rose pink) and Mrs. Aeombe (white, heavily flushed

lilac) Other varieties that were very well sho^wn were

Edith Tavlor. Norric, Princess Mary. Lady Ewlyn Eyre,

Lilian anil Maud Holmes.
Considering the fact that all his blooms were culled

from ordinary seed rows, Mr. J. Stevenson. Wimliorne,

made an excellent display. Moneymaker. Ciolden Glor\-.

Honor Bright, Peace (a 'new deep cream pink), Warrior

•(a promising red maroon). Scarlet Emperor and Hercules

were a few of the varieties on \iew.

Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall, had a very

effective display. A "central mound topped by a tall

pillar was surrounded by outer pillars, which were eor-

nected to the centre by arches, tastefully furnished. This

higlily decorative exhibit was interesting, inasmuch that,

apart' from all the popular Anglian varieties and others,

such as Hercules, King Manoel, Ac, there were also

several new seedlings, including the eream-ground Mrs.

Cuthbertson, a new and true stock of that troublesome

yet beautiful variety Audrey Crier, and Miss Burnie, or,

rather, a seedling that to all appearances was this .as yet

iindisseminated blush white.

Few, if anv, ventured to stage so many varieties as

Messrs. S. Bide and Sons. Farnham. who made a splendid

display in the Orchid tent. Well set up and carried

right "up to the roof, this exhibit was highly attractive.

A few of the many \-arieties on ^iew were Empress Eugenie,

Edivard Cowdv," Royal Purple, ZiUah Smith, Morning

Mist, Mrs. J. Balmer, Violet &abbe, Ruth Bide, Dick

Bide, Robert Sydenham and King White. Generally

speaking, this collection embraced practically all the

season's novelties and most of the popular favourites.

A remarkably fine exhibit was that staged by the Right

Hon. Lord North. Banbury (gardener, Sir. E. E. Janes).

Despite the enormous strength of the stems, the flowers

were bv no means coarse, and -we may safely hazard that

no finer private exhibit has ever been staged at a Royal

Horticultural Society's Show. Many of the latest

varieties were shown, together with a great number of

the older favourites. A most striking collection, and from

all appearances Mr. Janes is proving himself a worthy

pupil of the older exhibitors who have in the past shown
the road that leads to success.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
These were shown in their highest beauty and excel-

lence, and just as »-e look for—and are never disappointed

—extensive exhibits of >o'k "ardc-i^ nnd ite cho 'e t

alplres at the great spring -low of the society held

each year in the Hospital Gro mds at C e' ei, so do

we expect a great gathering of the finer herbaceous

plants at the summer exhibition held in the grounds of

Holland House. To this department alone some three

dozen or so firms from all parts of the country contributed,

not small or makeshift groups—some, indeed, excelled

all previous efforts—but such as might be termed

thoroughlv representative.

Far and awav the finest thing of its knnd in the exhi-

bition W.1S the combined terrace and water garden arrange-

ment by Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester, with

which was a.ssoeiated imposing groupings of Japanese

Irises, Lilies, F.remuri, a right royal feast of the newest

and choicest Water Lilies, and much besides. Each of

these practically constituted a show alone, the wealth

of blossom, contrasting here and harmonising there,

emphasising the masterly art which had so well

conceived it all and so admirably carried it into effect.

The central hature was of Japanese Irises, huge waving

blossoms of dinner-nlatc dimensions in blue, white, rose,

' pink, violet and other shades to the water's edge from a

immediate right was the terrace garden, ideally executed

and suggestive. Then followed a wealth of Eiemuri

such as ha never before been seen, hybrids all, sa^e such

as Shelford and the giant forms of Bungei (raised from

the last named) and the white-flowered Olga:. Of these

alone springing from a setting of Ferns and Funkias,

there vvere some 200 spikes—Wi'.ite Queen, Primrose

Queen, Rose Queen, with Bungei superbus, B. pallidu-

and others of orange, bronze, &c. So fine, indeed, were

those Eremuri that Sir Harry VeKch. who presided at

the Press luncheon the day before the opening, selected

them for special remark, and certainly nothing in this

great exhibition merited it more. A fine set alone and

of the highest garden \-alue, it represents a great work

among these indispensable summer flowers, whose towering

snires afford new pictures in garden scenerj-. Nor can

we omit the beauty of the Water LiUes, such as Attraction

(rich red), Moorei (yellow and rose). Formosa (rose, nilh

crimson pieotee edge), Esearboule (superb crimson),

.tfrs. Richmond (rote pink) and William Falconer

(deevvst crimson). Lilies, Delphiniums, Calochorti and

mucn more contributed ti.eir quota of beauty and

interest to one of the most imposing arrangements we
Lave seen. t, ^ u
In another dhection Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, con-

tributed a group of hardy Ferns. Larkspurs and Lihes

of exceptional m'erit, the latter quite a strong feature of

the group. Of these the outstanding kind was .\mos

Perry wliich has resulled from crossing L. Humboldti

and "L. Parrvi. It is of rich orange yellow colour, of

lar-'esiz'-and'copiously spotted crimson; in all probabihty

thc'^flnest hybrid Lily for many years. Other good Lilies

were Roezli (of which there was a magnificent group),

L pardalinum Johnstoni. L. Parryi (rich golden). L.

(i'avi, L. regale, L. eolumbianum, L. Martagon dalmati-

eum", L. par\-um luteum and L. canadense. Of L.

par\'uni luteum several spikes were carrying upwards

of forty flowers. Some good Larkspurs v.erc Queen JIary

(sky biui'), Lily A. Henslow (dark). La France (mauve)

and Rev. E. Lascelles (of which there was a handsome

group). Some hundred vari;ties of hardy Ferns occupied a

central place. „ ., _ t . i

In an adjoining tent Messrs. H. J. Jones, Limited.

Icwisham, set up a magnificent exhibit of hertaeeoils

Phloxes, tne pot-grown examples being staged in the flne!.t

condition. In addition to the plants, which were very

uuu e o 1- were some hundreds of cut spikes arranged

in the background, the whole constituting quite a

sumptuous feast of these early summer flowers. The

following were good and distinct : Mrs. Alder (new, pearl

pink), Goliath (salmon red), G. A. Strohleiu (scarlet),

Dr aiareot (lilac). Sclma (delicate pink), Elizabeth

Campbell (pink, white eye). F. A. Buchner (white) and

Baron \on Dedem (briUiant scarlet). Canterbury Bells

of many lovely shades and with giant cup-and-saucer

flowers were also on view.
, „ ,. . .

Mr K C. Noteutt, Woodbridge, had a fine showing of

Delphiniums, of which Rev. E. lascelles, Mrs. R. C

Noteutt, .Mrs. Brewster (metallic rose) and Prince Henry

Ipurphsh plum, white eye) were a few. Cut Roses in

"reat variety were also shown. Of more than ordinary

fnterest were two fine groups of Statice Smvorowi (piuk)

and S. S. alba, the peculiar inflorescences of these affording

quite a picturesque effect. „.. ,_ ^ • j
\ showy group from Jlr. G. W. MiUer, Wisbech, included

several towering spikes of Lihum giganteum, together

with a superb lot of L. pardalinum and such fine Del-

pliniums as Rev. E. Lascelles, King of Djlphiniums,

Chaucer (deep blue). Princess Mary (azure, white eye),

Gloriosa (rosy mauve) and Alake (the best de-t-p plum

^"s^-ssrs. W. H. Cutbush and Son, Highgatc, had a supi'rb

showing of Lilium Humboldti magnifica, staging two fine

groups of this handsome form. In addition was the

pretty L. Gravi, with Delpluniums, Seabiosa, Astilbes,

a lovely lot of Water Lilies in a low-placed streamlet,

and many choice water-side and other plants. Ins

ochroleuca was very fine.

Messrs. W. J. Ciodfrev and Son's (Exmouth) exhibit

contained a rich array of herbaceous Phloxes, together

with an excellent strain of Seabiosa eaucasica, the fine

Delphinium Star of Devon and others, and a particularly

choice lot of the Exmouth strain of Canterbury Bells of

the cup-and-saucer section. The mauve, rose, pink

and Ught blue tones of these, in addition to liand-

some pyramids of blossoms, made a particularly fine

show. ,, . , . ^ X 1

Messrs. Whitclcgg and Page, Chislehurst, staged a

sumptuous group of herbaceous cut flowers and plant.s.

flanked at either end with Roses and the " New Berry.

Th» former were chieflv Delphiniums in rariety, Romneya
Coultcri, fine groupings of Gaillardia Lady RoUeston

(self vellow) Ourisia coceiuea. (Enothera speciosa, (E.

Arend"sii (rose and white). Verbena chamiedrjoides

(scarlet) and Gentiana Przewalskyi (rich deep blue).

Messrs Thompson and Charman. Bushey, showed

Delphiniums verv flnelv. Thalictriim dipterocarpum.

a lovely lot of Water Lilies, as Nymphiea Marliaeea cirnea.

N. M. "chromateUa, N. gladstoneana, N. Laydekcri pur-

purea and others. _ , ., , ,., *

Messrs. A. A. Walters and Son, Bath, the raisers of that

unique Delphinium Rev. E. Lascelles, displayed that

rariety in fine style, with, in addition, Gaillardias, Phloxes,

Lychnis chalced"onica and a \-ariety of Chrysanthemnm

one perhaps gets at'the real explanation of Messrs. Dobbie foil of Bamboos. Grasses and light material. On the

maximum. „ , , „
At the end of Tent No. 2 Messrs. Kelway and Son,

Langport arranged a selection of the choicest Delphimums.

rich and \-aried in colour, handsome in spike and fine in

flower \ few of tho.se of outstanding merit were Bayard

(rich plum). Ragged Robin (light blue). Sir Edward Iry

(azure aud purple). Dusky Monarch (reddish purple, dark

eve). Monarch of AH (rich purple) and Drake (a superb

sky blue, and probably the finest of all).
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c
^' F- ^T^^Us, ]un., Slerstham, staged goodly etouds

of Gaillardia Lady EoUcston, Geum 5£rs. Bradshaw,
Delpliimum Moerheimii, D. Le Danube, D. King of Del-
phiniums, with (Enothera spcciosa rosea and others
The group was fronted by a considerable variety of
sipines. ^

_ Messrs. Rich and Co., Bath, displayed a nice lot of
i-hJoxes, Delphiniums, Gaillardias, Pentstemons and other
^ I^^ '?.

''"^on- Monarda didyma, Scabiosa caucasira.
ana (..aillardias in variety were also good

Mrs Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Ocrog, near LlanaoUen,
brought some of the newest Heucheras, which were exceed-
ingly briUiant m colour. Of th;se, perhaps the most
trilliant IS King George, though not far removed is Queen

'J-.,
Beauty, too, is very bright in colour, and Edge

'^r T
I™P''Oved is a gr;at advance on the original

1 » t S' pv^".^"™' I^°Eley, .Slough, staged an admirable
lot of Delphimums, of which Eev. E. Lascelles, Moerheimii
<whitc), Mrs. Thompson, Yvette Guilbert and Kubens
were a few. Other showy subjects included Lychnis

wnf V*
• fhalcedonica flore pleno, Verbascum JOss

AUiimott and Malva Olbia grandiflora
Messrs. Bees, Limited, Liverpool, also showed these

Lartapuj-s very finely. Belladonna grandiflora, Kin" of
Delphiniurns Dr Bergman (azure blue), Carrie (roval
purple) and Moerheimii (white) being the more noticeableOther choice things included Iris ochra-aurea. Lilium
Uan.sonii, Eodgersia pinnata rosea (a fine plant), Silenelacmata Purpusu (briUiant scarlet), Clematis rhrvsocoma
<pale pmk, qmte an alpine in character), Raiiunculiis

Primiuks
*''"^"™ teve rubrum and many choice

llessrs. Pulham and Sons, Elsenham, Essex, had quitea showy group, in which hybrid Dianthi were prominent,
lentstemons and Campanula raddeana were good

Messrs. George Biinyard and Co., Maidstobe, arrangeda representative group of the best herbaceous subjects.
«,„„"'''

?^
,a"ra<iti<'n being a magniflccnt grouping of

„'ffh^ht P''""'i™ *5"<'^° ^^''y- of sl^ bl'ie colour

yl "J^ "^l- J*- '^ " single-flowered variety of large

1,1,^"- ^'^'''.. S^auty- Early Gladiolus delieatissima
supcrbissima and Blushing Bride were all in superb g.-oups
Jinglish Irises, Eremuri and Calochorti were good of their

JS'™,^""'^' ?'"''<'* great variety of plan s contribu ed

mentSflmsh. '^ ^""'^ """''' "^ '"'"' ''"'"^'

^h^V^"S ^olwrt'ampton, had an excellent exhibit,

^r^,.^ ,
Delphmiums, arranging them in handsome

v^^^^S,
ooe colour and one variety. The Alake, Gallard,

/thZfi "J'^' .^,^'7 't
™"^' ^"O mauve). Rev. E. Lascelles

1„H ?r i
°' ?" doubles), The (Jucen Oight mauve blue)and Moerheimii (white) were among the best. The groupwas nicely finished off with Campanulas and Heucheras.

shnw'thl' S'?''^'"?''''
"I'd I^ngdon, Bath, who grow andsnow the Delphiniums so well, had an admirable exhibit

Bein^?! '??''*, '''',",'''''8 ""d backing up a superb lot ofBegonias. Dusky Monarch, Chantry Queen (rosy mauve),Persimmon (sky blue), Statuaire Rude (very fine mauve
iifj w >

'"""P '"'^y mail™) and Musis Sacrum (a niieSky blue) were among the lest of a fine lot

^nrt T^^V
"^at"".. Sons and Crisp, Limited, BagshotAna iwyford, contributed a mixed arrangement, in which

herbaceous plants, Roses, Water Lilies and water sidegardening all played a part. In the herbaceous section

tti^^^i
and Delphiniums shone out brilliantly, while

VIa ^7i*" ^''"^^ as W. Falconer, ellisiana, iladstone vnaand .Meteor gave life and charm to the water portion.
Campanulas, Saxifrages and Androsaces were notedin a fringing margin.

Messrs. George Jackinan and Sons, Woking, arrangeda goodly group of herbaceous flowers, in which Delphiniums
were a strong feature. Other notable things were Astilbes,
A. gloriosa being very fine ; Scabiosa caucasica, Thalic-xrum dipterocarpum. Salvia virgata ncmorosa, Hole-Blums and Lyt-.rum Rose Queen. These made a showy

Mr Mmrice Prichard, Cliristchurcb, had a group of
considerable extent, merit and interest. Some of thenner things were Rodgersia pinnata rosea. Campanula
carpatica Princess, Hypericum empetrifolium. Spiral
palmata and Campanula garganica in variety. Kni-
phoflas, Eremuri, Irises of sorts and the rich scarlet of
verbena ehamapdryoidcs were also noted

Me_ssrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, contributed
pelphinuims, with Roses and other things, the former
including Polar Star, Geneva (light blue), Lamartine,
K«v. E. Lascelles, Lizzie Van Veen and others. Some
good white Preonies were noted.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, had a rather
extensive exhibit of herbaceous subjects, in which the
Delphinium loomed largely. Lamartine (dark blue).
Prince Henry (purple). Blue Scndre, Statuaire Bude
(handsome mauve), Robert Cox (purple) and Orion
(bngl.t blue) were among the best Lychnis grandiflora,
with Campanu'as, Pentstenions, Scabiosa caucasica and
Silene alpestris were all noted.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C, had a
goodly corner group of hardy flowers, skilfully arranged.
Astilbes Venus and Ceres were \-crv fine : while such
«arly Gladioli as rardinalis, Charles Smith, Crimson
Queen and Caledonia were most effective. Of Liliums
Brownii and candidum there were fine groups, while
Delphiniums and a variety of other plants contributed
to a representative display.

Messrs. Harkness and 'Sons, Bedalc, Yorks, staged
Verbascums, Delphiniums and Gaillardias in much
variety and beauty. Geums and Salvia turkestaniea
were noted.

Messrs. John Forbos (Dan-ick), Limited, arranged an
outside group of Pentstemons, Phloxes and Delphiniums,
each of a highly representative character and in much
variety. Phloxes Border Beacon, Elizabeth Campbell,
Le Mahdi and Rig^stroom were all excellent. The group
was of unusual brightness.

Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborouffh, had a compact
group of Eremuri, Ostrowskia magniflca. Delphiniums,
Scabiosa caucasica, Gaillardia Lady EoUeston and
Heucheras in variety.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, contributed
Alstra;merias, Lilium Henryi, L. Browni leucanthemum.

Salvia bracteata, S. turkestaniea and an extensive lot
of the best single and double Delphiniums.
The Guildford Hardy Plant Kurscrv displayed Del-

phiniums Cleopatra (mauve blue) and Humboldtii (dark
blue), with Pentstemons. Japanese Irises, Gaillardias.
Campanulas and much else in season.

Mr. B. Ladhams, Southampton, had a goodlv show of
Gaillardias, Pinks, and Erigcron B. Ladhams. The Pinte
were rather numerous and in good variety.

Mr. Frank Lilley. Guern ey. arranged a light and graceful
table of early Gladioli, with Sparaxis pulcherrima and a
few Irises. Of the Cladoli, imignis. King Edward
(scarlet). Red Admiral. Queen Wilhclmina (soft pink),
'ardinalis and Princess Victoria we_e .-^1 own.

BEGONIAS.
As usual, Jtessrs. Blackmore and Langdon. Bath, set

up a magnificent group of tuberous-rooted Begonias
and Delphiniums. The former were represented in ideal
form and condition, the better-known varieties being
shown as finely as we have ever seen them. The better
so ts were Mrs. J. Thornton (pure white), Mrs. Reginald
CaulfeiTd (deep rose). Lord Methuen (brilliant scarlet).
Princess Victoria Jfluise (salmon pink). Chri'stabel Sp v
(flesh pink), Grand Monarch (deep crimson"). Goldfinch
(a distinct yellow), Mrs. W. Cuthbertson (fullest pink)
and Mrs. Peter Blair (white with a faint blush tinge).
Basket Begonias were very conspicuous and striking, and
being set up on stands in this handsome group their
beauty n-as most pronounced. Coronation Cup.l

Jtessrs. T. S. Ware (1912), Limited, Feltham, again ex-
celled with a very gorgeous table group of ivell-grown
plants. The large and handsome blooms were freely
disposed on plants in the pink of condition, and embraced
all that is well worth growing in these attractive green-
house plants. Double-fiowered varieties were the only
kind' shown, and the more conspicuous examples were
Mrs. Thomas Sopwith (salmon pink). Ladv Jellicoe (light
salmon), Hon. Jlrs. .Maurice Glyn (salmon orange\ Gladys
Valentine (rich salmon). Duchess of Aliereofn (rosv
scarlet). Lady Gladstone (yellow), Mrs. Hitchins (orange).
Lady Ebury (a verj- lovely rose-coloured rarietv) and
King George (a gorgeous salmon). Basket Begonias
were also shown ; the new Clorinda (rosy salmon) is

a free-flowering beauty This group was charmingly
disposed, and well maintained the high place this flrrii

have taken with this subject.

VIOLAS AND PANSIES.
Messrs. W. .\rtiiidalp and Sons. Sheffield, bad no fewer

than seventy-two large sprays of Violas, twelve blooms
in each spray, set up in attractive form amid a numlier
of other hardy flowers. Notable varieties were Archie
Grant (indigo blue). George Galium (striped on crimson
ground), .Mrs. Pasfleld (bronze), Mrs. J. .Mason (edged blue
on primrose), Glencoe (bronze). Black Knight (velvety),
Mrs. Robinson (ro.se pink). Gladys Finlav. A. J. Bastock,
JIaster Stevenson and many others.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, E.C.. fronted
their group of Dahlias with a double row of pans nf Violas
in clean, fresh condition. Kathleen, Gladys Finchara.
Admiral of the Blues. Margaret Wood, W. H. Woodgate,
Jtrs. AUsop. James Pilling, Winchmore Bedder. Kitty
Bell, Harrj- Bamlior and Jlrs. Morrison were the l)est.
Messrs. John Forbes (Hawick), Limited, edged their group

of hardy plants outside the large tent with a nice collcc-

i

Hon of Violas and Pansies. Of the former the better were
James Pilling, Kittv Bell. The Mearns, Roval Soverei-m
Primrose. Mrs. Chichester, Duchess of Sutherland, Moselev
Perfection, Duchess of Fife, Mrs. T. W. R. Johnstone",
)Irs. Davidson and Snowflake. Fancy Pansies were shown
in considerable variety and beautifully fresh, and were
very welcome.

I f;e;r n s .

A very handsome group of Ferns was exhibited by
Messrs. H. B. JLay and Sons, Upper Edmonton, embracin'g
an almost endless list of most beautiful subjects in good
form and condition. Conspicuous examples were Nephro-
Icpis Jfayii. N. .Marshallii compacta, N. Neubertii and the
moss-like N. Willmottse. N. muscosa was also very
striking. Platyceriiim Wallichii. P. Vcitchii, P. grande", 1

Lastrea patens Jfayii. Polypodium irioides penduluni
grandiceps, P. glaueum erispum, Polvstichum angulare
foliosum, Adiantum Faulkneri, A. farjevense gloriosum
Pteris serrulata gracilis and a beautiful series of the Osmun-
das, besides many other beautiful forms, made a noteworthy
group.

Ferns from Messrs. J. Hill and Son of Lower Edmonton
were, as usual, a most fascinating feature of this excellent
show. The variety seemed almost endless, and the display
comprised most of the more attractive Ferns known to
Fern-lovers. All the plants were beautifully fresh and
in good health, and both large and small specimens were
represented. A few of the more conspicuous plants were
Dicksonia antaretica, Da^'allia polvantha, D. fljiensis
robusta, Gleicbenia Mendehi, G. "Speluncae, Davallia
Veitchii. D. fljiensis elegans, Adiantum ciliatum, A.
scutum roseum, A. bessonianum. Poh-podinm erispum.
P. mandaianum, P. glaueum cristatuin. Blechnum lati-
folium, Cheilanthes elegans, Asplenium Nidus-Avis and
a glorious array of most beautiful subjects too numerous
to mention.

*,• TFc arc c mre'ed to ho'.d over until t;ext ueeh tfe\
remcindrr e/ tie Hot'iri'l Bov.'e Show; also reports of Ihel
Royal A(ir:c'jlttiral Scc'.ety, Bourremoi'th, Southampton,
and Nortfich Shows,

Our charge for advertisements tmder the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday. ^

LADY GARDENER, experienced, very ke'en'
age 26 to 40. wanted for herbaceous, rock and greenhouse
work only. Help with heavy work. Two rooms, furnished
o r un'.umished. provided in cottage on property.—Apply,
st ating salary which must be reasonable, to Mrs. OHOMEIET
E rfSEll, "Longdene," Haslemere.

Honest Foot Service
for the Gardener
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AWARDED DIPLOMA AND MEDAL AT THE ROYAL INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION- 1912

-

THE MOST PERFECT ^^^ /.-. GREENHOUSES.

PATENTED )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLT ANP CHEMICALLT PREPARED
in the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way, and (oral! purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further (1 cwt.

equalling 15 cwts.), fiives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Uorttcnltaral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley.and I am pleased
to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out in the open air."

(Sif;ned) W. Wilks. Secretary.
A btautifui Frte BookUt ^^'^ing^ full fartuulars andUstimoynals, also valuable cultural insCrudons. s-*tton receipt offostcard.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS: GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALTSIS.
Sold in Bags, 28 lbs . 2/3; 56 lbs.. 3/6: 1 cwt., 6/- ; 5 cwts.. 28/9 : 10 cwts . 55/- : we paying carriage to any station in England
and Wales, including Isle of Wight, or by carrier in London district (also, in not less than 1 cwt. lots, by London Boat to Scotland and

Ireland). Through Nurserymen, ^^eedsmen and Stores, or direct from the Manufacturers and Patentees.
WAKBLEY BROS. A CO., LTD.. 75a> BANKSIDE. LONDON.

Also WAKECEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 2/- bushel bag, carnage paid 25 miles, or 1/6 carriage forward.

^A^x% Velvas Lawn Sand
reclaims weedy and impoverished Lawns, and maintains them in
perfect condition. Vcur Lawn may be a mass of weeds and
patches, but. provided some Grass roots remain, it is still capable

- — of transformation by Velvas Lawn Sand.
that marvellous Carmona preparation
which kills weeds and restores grass

?
I

as if by magic.

Velvas your
La-Mrn, no-w.

Three to four ounces to the square
yard will destroy weeds and promote
a luxuriant growth of grass that will
occasion you the greatest pleasure.

All Seed.smen sell it. In tins, 6d.,
1/-, 2/-. 3/6 (U lbs.). In kegs, 2Slbs.,
6 '6; 56 /6s., 11/-; 112/68., 20/-.

"Feed the Brute!"
is just as true of plants as it is of men
Food is as necessary to the welfare of
fruit, flowers and vegetables as it is to
you. The soil does not contain neirly
sufficient. There is barely enough for
plants to eke out an existence. To reach
an abundant, full-yielding maturity plants
must be fed-^preferably on

CARMONA
the most e.Tst!y assimilated and nourish,
ing of all Plant Foods.

Sold by all Seedsmen in 6d., 1/-, 2/6
tins, and in bags, Hlbs., 4/6; 28lbs.,

7/6; 56lbs., 12/6; ums. 20/-

BOBINSON BROTRERS. LTD.,
WEST BROMWICH.

CASHLION CYCLES £5:5:0
or ISs.wlth order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all time.NOW FITTED WITH S-SPEED GEAR WITHOUT EXTRA
CHARGE. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised in this paper, and have made and sold over 20,000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS: Lamp, Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10
DAYS, IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and the
finest Catalogue ever printed (with coloured illustrations showing
exact machines).—GEORGE BEATSON. "Lion Cycle Works." 85,
Moseley Street, Birmlnieham.

STRAWBERRY NEHING
I do not re-
quire pay-
ment until

you have seen and approved of the netting. Others may
try to copy me, but this rgetting is the beat stout
small mesh, as supplied BY ME to the Royal
Qardens. Will not rot. Can be sent on approval. 30
Bq. yds., for Is., any length or width made. Orders over
58. car. pd. List and Samples free. I can also supply
commoner Netting at 70 sq. yds. for Is. Only address—
H. J. QASSON, The Net Works, RYE.

t>yNDIC '

GARDEN HOSE
Afa<fe in four grades, al. qiiaiitses gutranleed,H Grade No. 2 will outlast three ordinary cheap kinds. B -ft.

length, i-in. 3-ply,complete with Union and Tap Rose. 29/10.
carriaiie paid : 5/8-<n.. 36/3 ; |-in.. in 4-ply, 49/10.

Grade No. 3 (Corrugated Surface), the Best Garden HoseH made—cannot kink or unwrap- A-in.. Sd. ; s'S-in,. 9d.

;

i-in. lOd. per ft., carriage paid, In 30.ft. lengths upwardsM Cala.'CiUe of Lau' i Afo^tcs & Gardfi R.quisilc^ fos: free in
m^ 12 HOURS STOVE SYNDICATE, LTD.
^^^^ 258B. VauxhaJI Bridge Road, London. S.W.

NATIVE for VEGETABLES,
FRUITS AND
FLOWERS.

BEST AND CHEAPEST MANURE.
Price £3 10s. per ton in Bags at works.

Lots under 10 cwt., 4/- per cwt. at works; or S/- per
cwt., carriage paid to any station in England.

G. A. Wheatlev. Iltrilon. wcites: Use.) (or
tomatoes, flowers and vegetables. Results ; Very
good. By using the Guano, my garden has been
treer from til h and the crop cleaner than ^revious
years, ard better results.

For lurther particulars apply to

>fjk.'X'I've: ocjjvno co., r..m»
29

NEW BRIDQE
STREET,

LONDON, E.C. GUANO

ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED.

THE ' PATTISSON ' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST! STRONGEST! MOST ECONOMICAL!

Soles of best English Sole Leather
(Waterproofeti), with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs, or Solid Rubber
Fig. 1 can be REFITTED repeat-

edly, equal to new Boots.

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY
F,o 1 RECOMMENDED.

SILVER MEDALS ^"^^^ Horticultural Society, 1904. 1914UILILR niLUHLO ROYAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1912.
Used in the ROYAL (and in thousands

of the PRINCIPAL) GARDENS.
HUNDREI3S OF TESTIMONIALS.

Tttt FieH says; *'Ab tfood as anything
that ooald be devlBed."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H.M. THE

KING. Balmoral Castle) writes: "The boots
supplied 2 years ago are as good as ever"
GOLF COURSE REQUISITES

as used by the Principal Clubs. Fig 2.

Illmt'alid Price Liils from the Makers—

H. PATTISSON & C0.,-«3v°R''EVT"H°A'il,r8.'\J:''

COOPER
PREPARATIONS

, %tm nivcqiiallad far «fficiciicy

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
For SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation for Apple Sucker,

GrtM-Fly, &c on FRUIT and other TREES.
Qt. 3/6 : I (UlL 10/6 : 2 Galls. 20/6 : 5 Galli. SO;-

:

40 Galls. £19/10/-

^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUIL

Far ROSE. STRAWBERRY and atber MILDEWS
Par Quart 3/- ; 1 Gall. 9/- ; 2 Galls. 17i6 ; 5 Galli. 42 (

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPUiARS.

Mixei well, adheres well, remains a Ions time in sus-

peoiioa, coaU foljase uniformly, and doea not scorch

when properly prepared.

1 lb. Tin 1/. : 5 lb. Tin 4/7 ; 10 lb. Tin 7/11 50 lb. Kes 31/3

^ Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the " Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Killa WmcIs od Garden Paths and GraTcllcd Spaces.

Per Qrt. 2/- : 1 Gall 6 6 : 5 Galls. 27 6 ; 40 Calls. 160

/ gall, make* 100 galls, of effective Weedkille

i|i Cooper's TOMARITE
For PREVENTION and ERADICATION of

DISEASES AFFECTING TOMATOES.
Qrt Til 2/3; IGalLe/-: 5 Galls. 28/- : 10 Galls. £2/MI

^ COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A re-inforced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroyins INSECT PESTS in Glau-houiei.

In Bctts. @ M. ; 1/2 ; 2/6 ; S/- ; 9/- : In Tins @ 17/- ; 30/- ; 57/-

Of Agents Everywhere

•Ol.. MANUFAOTURina.

WILLm. COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkluuntttd.

IT LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA" uwt< sand,
''jl

SOILFUME Nicotine. IttSECTlCIOES FUMERS.
sprays. and other chemicals & sundries
See List Please ask your agent fortmeEubeka

' ARTICLES -They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY
DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAID

.OnlyAdiliessTOMLINSON&H&YWARD L'.> LINCOLN.

THE FORCE TO BE RELIED UPON, PRODUCING FLOWERS, FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES IN ABUNDANCE AND PERFECTION.

Sold everywhere in 6d. and 1/- Tins, and In Branded and Sealed Bags, 7 lbs., 2/6; 14 lbs., 4/8 ; 28 lbs., 7/6 ; 56 lbs., 12/6:

112 lbs., 20/-: or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order (except 6d. Tins).

CLAY'S SUCCESSFUL GARDENING (5th Edition), 552 pages. Coloured Pistes, bound in cloth.

Contributions by eminent writers. 1/-net, of Seedsmen, etc., or Post Free for the above amount direct from the Publishers:

CLAY & SON, Manure Manufacturers
and Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, London, E.

Printed by Hi.'dson & Kfars%. LnuTFD. Hat6eld Street Works. Stamford Sir. et. S.E.. and Pnblished by "Country I.ife,"
^nd by Gforgk Newnes. Limitkd. 8-U. Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.

LiMiTF-D, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C,
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Royal Horticultural Society's War

Relief Fund.—We understand that the Royal
Horticultural Society will be pleased to send a

supply of their Letters of Appeal for promises of

subscriptions to the War Horticultural Relief

Fund to horticultural societies holding flower

shows during the next month or so, in order that

they may be issued with the show schedules or

circulated in the show grounds. Will those able

to help in this way kindly make application to the

Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent

Square, Westminster, London, S.W., stating the

number of copies they wish sent ?

Seedsmen in the British Army.—Messrs.

Sutton and Sons inform us that

the number of their staff who
have now joined His Majesty's

Forces is 104, Of these we regret

to say that two have been killed

and three wounded. Mr. E. M.
Medlicott has been promoted
second lieutenant in the gtli

Royal Berks Regiment, and Mr.

R. Haigh second lieutenant in

the rst Royal Berks.

Rose Arthur R. Goodwin.—
In our issue for July 3 we
referred to this charming Rose
growing in standard form. An
artist friend has since
sent the photograph reproduced
on this page, which represents

a bed of this Rose in the Royal
Gardens, Kew. The illustration

depicts the suitabiUty of Arthur
R. Goodwin for this method of

cultivation, the thin carpeting

of while Violas effectively clothing

the soil beneath the trees.

Scarlet and White in the
Border.—One of the most
effective displays we have seen

lately in a herbaceous border

was a good group of Lychnis
chalcedonica intermixed with Achillea Ptarmica
The Pearl. The brilliant scarlet heads of the
Lychnis stood just above the graceful sprays
of the Achillea, with beautiful effect, suggesting
two suitable subjects for a large bed.

A Beautiful Hybrid Rock Rose.—The name
Cistus cyprius suggests that the subject of this

note is a native of Cyprus, but present-day authori-

ties incline to the belief that it is a hybrid between
C. ladaniferus and C. laurifolius. The large

white flowers, 3 inches across, with a crimson
blotch at the base of each petal, suggest C. ladani-

ferus, while the clusters of flowers and leaves

more resemble C. laurifolius. For hot, stmny
borders and banks of light soil, masses of this

Rock Rose are a beautiful sight in June and July.

When not in flower C. cyprius is a pleasing ever-

green, and hardier than most of the Rock Roses.

Lieutenant Bayley Balfour Killed in Action.

It is with regret that we are informed of the death

in action on June 28 at the Dardanelles of

Lieutenant Bayley Balfour, the only son of Pro-

fessor Isaac Bayley Balfour, Regius Keeper of

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, and of

Mrs. Balfour. Lieutenant Bayley Balfour was
twentj--five years of age, and was gazetted to the

Army in January last as an officer of the 14th
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible jor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Cobweb Houseleek.—^The enclosed photo-

graph may be of sufftcient interest to reproduce

in The Garden. Sempervivum arachnoideum

ONE OF THE COBWEB HOUSELEEKS GROWING
IN A READER'S GARDEN.

Lagged giganteum is not as common in gardens

as it deserves to be, for the rockery certainly

contains no more interesting or handsome plant.

The large rosette shown in the photograph measures

nearly 2J inches in diameter, and is beautifully

clothed with the cobweb threads so characteristic

of the species. Like most members of the genus,

it is easily grown, and thrives in medium soil

containing a large proportion of grit. Full sun

is, however, essential, or the leaves lose their dark

red colour.

—

Norman Boothroyd, Holmleigh,

Batley.

A Recipe for Bottling Peas.—The Peas must
be gathered while young. Choose those of a good
cooking variety, shell them, and immediately

throw them into boihng water to which some salt

has been added. Allow the Peas to boil two
minutes, then strain, and fill the bottles with the

Peas and the water in which they were boiled.

Place the glass stoppers loosely on the bottles, then

stand them in the steriliser, the water in which should

be warm, gradually bring to the boil, and allow them
to boil for five minutes. Take out the bottles and
screw down quickly.—(Mrs.) E. Beckett.

Stone Edgings to Pathway.—^The photograph
reproduced on page 3r2, issue Jime 26, of a stone

path and rock plants reminds me of some similar

in Lancashire, where stones and stone slabs are

largely used in gardens. Many of the stones

there are grey and weathered in appearance when
first put down, and give one the impression that

they have been in that particular position for

many years. The majority of the border and
rock plants, I noticed, seemed to like the stone

edgings, as they grew remarkably well and soon

spread over them. The general effect is enhanced
when, at intervals of a few feet, the stones are

so arranged as to form a small rockery encroaching

on the border itself, with suitable subjects planted

among them, 1 have used them also in a formal

maimer to enclose a narrow border a foot wide

under large trees, the drip from which soon spoiled

grass and many other edgings ; but Ivy, planted

and pegged down between the stones arranged

as before stated, was a great success.—G. G.

White Sun Roses Growing Wild.—When
visiting Weston about a fortnight ago, I spent

a day on Brean Down, a peninsula which juts

out to the west. On the north side were thousands

of clumps of Cowslips, which evidently had

flowered well earlier in the season. Just going

over, in a sort of dell, were lovely wild Hyacinths,

and among them a bright pink Campion, with

one or two paler specimens. The Bracken was

just appearing. On the rocks at the western

point were lovely tufts of pink Thrift, which

crept along gradually, getting less towards the

south side. Here was the greatest surprise of

all, for above the rocks on the stony slopes were

masses and masses of white Helianthemum, or

Sun Rose, with large flowers and grey foliage.

There was also one plant of a pale cream colour.

Among the white were clumps of yellow Stonccrop.

The whole was a perfect natural rock garden

shining in the sun.

—

Ruth B. Cannon, Painswick,

Gloucestershire.

Myosotidium nobile in Somerset.—1 enclose

a photograph of Myosotidium nobile, which may
be of interest to your readers. 1 think it the

finest plant of the Forget-me-not tribe. This

plant was put in on February 10, 1914, with only

three small leaves. The photograph was taken

fifteen months later, on May 10, 1915- It grows

in partial shade. During the winter it withstood

frosts of 8°, 10° and 12°. Twelve feet from it

I have a small pond which had over an inch of

ice on it. The plant is now covered with large

seed-pods, which I hope will ripen.—J. D. A,

Somerset.

Home-Made Ointments, Soap and Perfumes.—
With reference to the question raised by " M. H."

in the issue of The Garden for June 19, page 300,

on ' Home-made Ointments, Soap and Perfumes,"

She will find a large amount of information in

the fifth edition of " Piesse's Art of Perfumery,"

written by a member of the well-kno\vn firm of Piesse

and Lubin, formerly of New Bond Street, now of 28,

South Moltou Street, London, by whom the book

is published. I cannot state the price of the book,

but it is a thickish volume, and, as stated on the

title page, it gives *' instruction for the manu-

facture of perfumes for the handkerchief, scented

powders, odorous vinegars and salts, snuff, denti-

frices, cosmetics, perfumed' soap, &c." With

regard to preparations of a medicinal character,

some information may be obtained from Barton

and Castle's " British Flora Medica," a new edition

of which I revised in 1877, and was published by

Messrs. Chatto and Windus.

—

John R. Jackson.

Liliimi candidum : A Note from the Fighting

Line.—This year my garden knows me not, and

what that privation means to me all gardeners

will understand. I have to content myself with

the gardening papers, and in your issue of July 3

I read with interest the article by " Scientist
"

on the Lily disease. In this he expressed the hope

that those who have had experience in growing

the white Lily in chalky soil would give their

opinions. It happens that during the last few

weeks I have been in a part of our line where the

soil is exceedingly chalky, and I have been par-

ticularly struck by the healthy appearance of the

many clumps of LiUum candidum that I have

seen. In the garden of an evacuated and much-

knocked-about house, where I was quartered for

several days, the soil was more chalky than I

had ever seen anywhere in my life, and there,

among a tangle of weeds, red Poppies and Corn-

flowers, were the finest white Lilies of all. The

foliage was perfectly healthy, and showed no sign

of Botrytis cinerea.—H. V. Warrender, British

Expeditionary Force, France. [We thank our

esteemed correspondent for his interesting letter,

and hope he may soon return safely to his garden

and the flowers that he loves.

—

Ed.]

The Second Flowering of Pyrethrums.—If,

instead of allowing Pyrethrums to weaken them-

selves by permitting old flowers to remain longer

MYOSOTIDIUM NOBILE GROWING IN A SOMERSET GARDEN. THE FLOWERS ARE BLUE.
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than necessary, one will remove them and give

the plants an impetus by mulching with manure,

it will be found that a second crop of bloom will

follow, perhaps a little inferior to the first, but very

useful to those who desire variety in cut blossoms.

Particularly are the flowers of the single varieties

useful for table decorations, and any plan to

ensure a further instalment of blossoms should

be remembered. In a dry time PjTethrums

need copious supplies of water, and this duty

should not be relaxed after the first bloom if a

second crop is desired.—W. Linders Lea.

Elderflower Wine or Frontignac.—I see there

is an enquiry in The Garden, page 312, issue

June 26th, for a recipe for Elderflower wine.

I have one in an old recipe book belonging

to my mother. I know nothing about it, but

all the recipes in the book which I have tested

are very good ones, so I am sending it for your

correspondent. " To six gallons of water add

1 81b. of lump sugar. Boil it half an hour, and

when new-milk warm put to it five pints of Elder-

flowers (picked clean from the stalks), the juice

and rinds of si.x Lemons, 61b. of raisins (cut small)
;

add five tabkspoonfuls of new yeast, work it four

days, stirring it twice a day ; then put it into

the cask with half an ounce of isinglass dissolved

in a little of the liquor, and close it well up. In

about six weeks the wine will be ready to bottle.

It must be strained before it is put into the cask.

The flowers should be used the same day as they

are gathered, otherwise they will lose their colour."

—Gertrude Welby.
In reply to " Anne Amateur," I enclose

a recipe taken from a manuscript book of my
mother's. If the wine I had when a young man
was made from this recipe, as I imagine it was,

I can testify to its being extremely good, and like

sparlding Moselle. (I have some raisin wine

now which was made more than sixty-five years

ago.) " Boil i81b. of white sugar in six gallons

of water and two whites of eggs. Skim it, and

shortly before taking ofi the fire put in a quarter

of a peck of Elderflowers. When cool, stir it

and put in six spoonfuls of lemon juice and three

or four spoonfuls of yeast ; beat well into the

liquor and stir it well every day. The third day

tun it, putting 61b. of raisins into the cask. Stop

it close and bottle in six months." Another

similar recipe says it should be made from the

tree which bears white berries.—^T. W.
An Old-Time Recipe for Making Pot-Pourrl.

The gentle art of making pot-pourri requires

far more care than might at first be considered

necessary. The writer is acquainted with an

old lady whose one great joy in life seems to be

the making of pot-pourri, which gives her rooms

a delicious fragrance when the covers are removed

from old urns and Chinese jars containing the

Rose petals. For many years this lady has

followed, almost to the letter, the following recipe,

taken from " A White-Paper Garden," by S. A.

Shafer :
" Gather the Roses on a fair, clear mom-

ning after the dews have dried. Take them into

the spare chamber, on the floor of which fresh

linen sheets have been spread. Crumble the

petals gently from the hearts of the Roses, and

sprinkle the sheets thickly with them. Open
the window towards the sun until evening. The

next day the leaves will be so withered that what

filled two sheets may now be spread on one, and
freshly gathered Rose petals may be strewn on the

empty spaces. On the third morning the leaves

will be still more dried, so that you may gather

up the first day's Roses and place them in an

empty basket. Stir occasionally, and every day
add to them the petals dried to the proper texture.

When all are dried, prepare a bowl of sweet spices,

which shall contain small bits of dried Orange

and Lemon peel, sticks of Cinnamon and buds of

Allspice, Cloves and Cassia, bruised. Add a

Tonga Bean cut into fine shreds, and much violet-

smelling Orris-root, well grated. A grain of Musk
is liked by some, and amid so inany divine per-

fumes is not obtrusive. Of handfuls of Lavender

be not sparing, nor of the sweet leaves of Rose,

Geranium, and of dried sprigs of Citronella as

much as you may. Now into your Chinese jars

or old painted French urns place Rose leaves

and spices alternately until they are lightly full.

Put on the covers, which are to be removed when
the room needs refreshing."

—

Memory.
A Miniature Moraine.—It may interest your

readers to hear of a miniature moraine garden

of a novel type, which brings a tiny glimpse of

alpine loveliness within the reach of everybody.

Like the window-sill garden of which I wrote to

you half a dozen years ago, and which is stUl as

flourishing as ever, this can be enjoyed by even

those who have no plot of garden ground. A
balcony, a yard or a flight of outdoor steps would
give the only accommodation needed. Three

years ago two chimney-pots were removed from

this house, pots of the common type, in which a

short cylinder springs from a rectangular base.

I was struck with the idea of using thein in a

reversed position as a receptacle for alpines.

Each forms an oblong trough of red earthenware,

pleasantly weathered, the inside measurements

14 inches by 10 inches, standing some 14. inches

from the ground, and so raising the contents

conveniently nearer to the eye. I obtained a

small quantity of chips and sweepings from a

stonemason's yard, and with the coarser portion

the cylindrical base was first filled to afford ample
drainage. Then came a thin layer of freshly

cut turf, and above this the square trough was
filled with the usual moraine mixture of stone

chips, silver sand, a Uttle loam and peat. In

this I planted alpines of a thoroughly sun-loving

character, chiefly Sedums and Saxifrages straight

from the Swiss mountains, placing among them a

few rough pieces of mountain stone. After three

years the surface of each little moraine is com-

pletely covered. There are fine cushions of

Encrusted Saxifrages with graceful white spires.

A tussock of the Cobweb Houseleek shows ten

spikes of crimson bloom, and Semperviviuu

montanum, seventeen. The front is draped with

an overflow of trailing Sedums, covered with milky
white and golden flowers. Doubtless many
other species of alpines might be made equally

happy. These little gardens are watered perhaps

once or twice during a prolonged summer drought,

and each is covered through the winter with a

single pane of glass. The result of such little

trouble and expense is at the present moment
a charming pictiu-e of varied colour, and throughout

the year an object of unfailing interest and beauty.

—M. Kenny, Cambridge.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
July 20.—Royal Horticultural Society. Exhibi-

tion of Floweis, Plants, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Royal Horticultural Hall Vincent Square, West-
minster.

July 22.—Carnation and Picotee Show, i p.m. to

6 p.m. Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster.

ROCK PLANTS ON WALLS.

SOME weeks ago there were letters in

The Garden respecting rock plants,

and some mention was made as to their

growth on walls. Perhaps my experi-

ence as an amateur may interest

readers. I moved to my present house

at Michaelmas, 1913, and decided I would grow
as many rock plants as the small villa garden

allowed. The garden was in a very rough state,

and my first work was to put two men to root

up everything and bum it. Nothing was spared.

On the east side the neighboiuring garden is

on higher ground, so I built a rock retaining

wall to the border against that fence, which is

about 26 yards long by 2 feet high, and is built of

sandstone. At the end of the garden is an island

bed 21 feet long by 9 feet wide at one end, tapering

to 2 feet at the other and 2 feet high, and built of

sandstone. A half tub is strnk on this and filled

with water, and another in a corner is surrounded

by Ferns—such as Osmunda, Beech, Oak, Male

and Hart's-tongue, and Adiantum cuueatum

—

Primula japonica and Scillas. At the back of

the long border I have planted Phloxes, Michaelmas

Daisies, Delphiniums and similar plants ; and

on the front are my rock plants, in some cases

trailing down the face, and in others in crevices

and pocke'ts. The garden is sheltered by a high wall

on the north (covered by Roses), so is fairly warm.

The house screens the sun somewhat from the west,

but it is open to the south, and on theeast my neigh-

bour has a fence and a row of pollarded trees.

I have been more successful than perhaps I

deserve in getting a good display of colour lasting

over many months. Among some of my plants

are Daphnes Cneorum and Mezereum ; Campanulas
muralis. garganica (which I find likes squeezing

between rocks), carpatica (blue and white),

isophylla, pumila (blue and white, which ramps,

but I have not the heart to stop it) and puUa
;

Saxifragas aizoides, Clibranii, Cotyledon, cimeifolia,

sancta (which is a shy flowerer with me), hypnoides,

Rhei, Guildford Seedling, scardica, lingulata,

Bellardii, labradorica (? given me as such), incurvi-

folia (sold me as such, but not to be found in books),

Carl King, Aizoon rosea, .decipiens grandiflora,

longifoUa, Cherry Trees, WaUacei and burseriana.

These have all flowered this year. Then I have

the following Primulas, viz., Axu'icula, cashmeriana,

japonica, sikkimensis (which dies in winter if it

gets too wet, it seems), denticulata, oortusoides,

rosea, farinosa (grovm from seed), capitata (just

coming into flower), pulverulenta, frondosa,

Sieboldii, hirsuta (flowered last year, but not this)

and a white one I think must be nivaUs.

Then I have two patches of Gentiana verna,

which have flowered gloriously and have constant

care as to watering and top-dressing ; Androsaces

lanuginosa, Chumbyii and sarmentosa ; many
Dianthi, including alpinus, neglectus and Cheddar

Pink (which I can only succeed with if squeezed

in a chink).

The usual rock plants, such as Aubrietia, Alyssum,

Helianthemum and Cistus, I, of course, have. Myo-
sotis rupicola I lost, but M. Rheistonii is increasing.

I mention the names to show a few only of

the plants I am growing on my short length of

rockwork and with only the experience I am
daily gathering, which teaches one how really

gnorant I am of the habits of my treasures.

The interest lies in discovering the natural

likings of the indi\'idual plant, and not in coddling
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it. Ajiycjiie whu has the luck, (or mstanc', to

obtain a good flowering patch of Gentiana verna

is well repaid for any trouble. Surely it is better

to grow in a small patch of a town garden 154

different varieties of rock plants, flowering practi-

cally throughout the year, than the few herbaceous

plants it would be only possible to get into the space.

Dorking. Enthusiast.

RAISING FUCHSIAS
SEEDS.

FROM

I

HAVE more than once calkd attention

in the pages of The Garden to the great

interest attached to the raising

of seedling Fuchsias. Where
this is intended to be followed,

the best season for the pollina-

tion of the flower is now with us
;

hence this note. I have always found

that from flowers fertilised in early

summer not nearly so many good

seeds are obtained as if the opera-

tion is carried out in July and in the

first half of August.

As the organs of generation in the

Fuchsia are very conspicuous, and

the pollen is not shed nor the

stigma in a receptive mood till at

least a day after the flowers expand,

there is no difficulty in efiecting the

crossing of different kinds.

Whether it will be successful, how-

ever, is quite a different matter, for

although the berries may attain a

good size and ripen thoroughly, it

frequently happens that they do not

contain' a single fertile seed. Some
very promising varieties have with

me always proved to be barren,

and that is also the experience of

other raisers. The late Mr. Thomas
Todman, an old-time successful

raiser, who induced me to take up

the raising of seedling Fuchsias, told

me that such was his experience,

and advised me that once I had a

good stcd-bearer, on no account

to part with it. He quoted, for

instance, a seedling of his own
whose flowers were too poor to

render it of any value from that

standpoint. It, however, produced

plenty of seeds, and from them
several good and dissimilar varieties

were raised. Strange to say, these

were all remarkably shy in seed-

bearing.

As far as my experience fxttnds, it is usckss to

attempt to cross those varieties having while tubes

and sepals with cither the dark flowers or those

with white corolU.s. Still, some day this may
be accomplished, for in proof of the uncertainty

that prevails in such matters, I m£.y mention that

for years the various raisers attempted to cross

the varieties having white corollas with the dark

kinds. For a long lime this was unsuccessful

;

then all at once the stumbling-block seemed to

disappear, and raisers experienced no further

trouble in that direction. During the last two
decades this cross has proved to be the nu)St

prolific in fertile seeds of any that I have carried

out.

Though I have akeady mentioned that large and

promising berries are frequently devoid of fertile

seeds, there is another caution to be given to the

raiser ; this is that no disappointment must be

felt if nothing of particular merit is the result.

The pleasures of anticipation are worth something,

and the great variety to be found even among the

occupants of the same berry arc very interesting,

and furnishes ample food for reflection.

As the season advances and the berries ripen,

great care must be exercised in gathering them.

Some of the varieties change colotur long before

they are ripe, and in order to prevent a mistake

in gathering an immature fruit and thus throwing

away all chance of fertile seeds, I, whenever

possible, prefer to let the berries drop, or at all

easy matter, as there is no difficulty in distin-

guishing between them and the abortive ones.

If transferred from the point of the knife to a

piece of blotting-paper, the seeds will soon dry.

I prefer to keep the seeds till the middle of

February, when they are sown in well-drained

pots in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and sand.

In a temperature of 55° to 65° the seeds will soon

germinate, and the young plants with care grow

away freely. In order to learn something of the

natural habit of the plant, it is as well not to stop

them at all. Many of them will flower towards

the end of the first season, but it is only in the

second year that their merits can be fully deter-

mined. As several varieties of my raising are

now in general cultivation, I may claim a

certain amr^unt of success in this

direction. H. P.

THE LONG SPURRED
AQU I LEGIA IN
SCOTLAN D.

N
widely

number

THE NEW DAY LILY, HEMEROCALLIS GOLDEN BELL, SHOWN BY
MESSRS. R. WALLACE AT HOLLAND HOUSE. (See page 354.)

events to remain until the stems shrivel. When
this takes place, it is evident that all connectiem

is cut off from the plant, and the fruit will derive

no further nourishment therefrom.

In the case of many seeds that are embedded

in pulp, a practice often followed is to rub up

the berries with some dry silver sand and pick

out the seeds there frejm. I tried this, but found

that owing to the small number of fertile seeds

it was a very tedious process, and a few precious

seeds might easily be overlooked. After this

the methcd adopted was to cut open the berries

when they were quite ripe, and pick out the perfect

seeds with the point of a penknife. They being,

as a rule, but very few in number, this is a very

O oilier early summer
flower can quite compare
with the Aquilegia for

beauty and usefulness,

and I often wonder why
it is not much more

gro\vn in gardens. For a

of years we have made a

special endeavour to have this ex-

quisite flower in good conehlion, select-

ing the finest forms only, and elimi-

nating any that may appear poor in

form or colour. This year they have
made a wonderful show in the garden,

besides affording large quantities of

sprays for decoration.

U,, They are much more effective in

beds by themselves than when dotted

about the mixed border, although if

good clumps are planted they have a
distinctly pleasing effect even there.

I find, also, that the Aquilegia thrives

remarkably well in partial shade, for

the finest plants I have are growing
in a bed on the north side of a wall. I

expect on light soils this would be the

best position in which to grow them.

Their culture is fairly simple, and
is always best begun from seeds, as

the plant, in its finer forms at all

events, very much resents being

divided or disturbed. I always sow
the seeds early in spring in slight

warmth, as I consider by so doing

the plants are much stronger and bloom
well the following year; whereas, if

sown outdoors in April they sometimes require'

an extra year before doing much good. On light

soils I would, however, incline to sow early in

July in the open, scattering the seeds very thinly

and allowin;; the plants to remain in the seed-b;d

until the following spring, when they could br-

pricked oft' into nursery rows and finally planted

where they were to bloom when strong enough.

Fairly rich, well-worked soil is a necessity if

the best results are to be looked for, and in dry

weather an occasional soaking of cle ar water is meist

beneficial to the young plants. \\"hen once well

established, this watering is seldeim necessary.

These high-class Aquilegias have one serious

fault—they arc comparatively short-lived. It is
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safest, therefore, to raise a quantity eacli spring,

so tliat a full stock of vigorous plants can be

maintained at all times. When well cared for, the

iiowermg season extends to several weeks, and no

one cuuld fail to admire a really fine strain

Picslon House Garden'-, LinlUhgow C. Blair.

THE OAK TREES OF THE
WORLD.

A BEAUTIFUL AND INTERESTING
PyEONY.

In addition to being an exceedingly beautiful

hardy flower, the Paeony illustrated herewith,

and named P. officinalis lobata, is of considerable

interest. It has been known in this country

for nearly eighty years, possibly longer, because

it was illustrated in Sweet's " British Flower

Garden " as long ago as 1838. It has, undoubtedly,

been in cultivation in this country since that time,

yet it is seldom found in gardens, and

even the collection at Kew does not

at present contain a specimen. It

was brought to my notice a few weeks

ago by Mr. F. Gifford of Homchurch,

Essex, who sent an invitation to go

and see a bed of well over a hundred

plants that were carrying a total of

something like 600 flowers. Although

used to seeing beautiful flowers, I do

not remember coming across any-

thing more charming than this bed.

The blooms are about three inches in

diameter, and their colour may best

be described as glowing orange scarlet

or, in the deepest part, tomato red.

In addition to this wonderful colour

the flowers are exceedingly graceful,

and their shape is well shown in the

illustration. The foliage is finely

laciniated, and the flower-stems

attain a height of about eighteen

inches. F. W. H.

A T page 289 of The Garden, issue

/% June 12, " Hurstcot " has some his-

/ % torical notes on the Oak, using the

/ % name in a generic sense, and he inci-

* • dentally mention's that " notes regard-

ing little-known specimens would be

welcome." Almost exhaustive information on

cultivated and wild specimens of Oaks of various

kinds will be found in Elwes and Henry's " The
Trees of Great Britain and Ireland " and in Bean's
" Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the British Islands."

These are rather expensive works, but they may
be consulted either at Vincent Square (Royal

Horticultural Society) or at Kew. I do not intend

to supplement " Hurstcot's " notes on Oaks

Quercus, among them Euphorbia, with approxi-

mately r,200 species ; Eugenia, with 700 species ;

and Ficus, with 600 species. Each of these

genera is represented both by shrubby and

arboreous species, and Euphorbia by a large number
of herbaceous and fleshy. Cactus-like species

associated with a relatively small arboreous

element.

Of the many branches of botany, the present

(and past) distribution of plants over the surface

of the globe is not the least interesting. Taking

the trees of Great Britain—the Alder, Ash, Beech,

Birch, Elm, Holly, Hornbeam, Lime, Maple,

Oak, Pine, Poplar, WiUow and Yew—each genus

to wMch these trees belong presents peculiarities

in distribution, as well as in numbsr of species,

not easily explained by the student of plant

geography. Each of these elements of our woods

and forests has its climatic limits, and each

THE PLUME POPPIES.

In the wild garden, open parts of

the woodland, or even at the back of

a large herbaceous border where

plants of a bold and distinct growth

are required, the Plume Poppies,

Bocconias, should find a place. Two
are eminently suited for such posi-

tions, these being known respectively

as B. Cordatd and B. microcarpa.

Both are hardy herbaceous plants,

and during the summer each attains

a height of about nine feet, the large

shoots having a very much branched habit.

The flowers, though small, are produced in

profusion during July and August, and form

plume-like masses from which the plant

derives its popular name. The two kinds do

not differ very considerably, B. microcarpa being

the best coloured of the two. These Plume

Poppies will grow in almost any soil that has

previously been well dug, though a rather clayey

medium will give the best results. When planting

in the herbaceous border, care must be taken

not to place them near weaker-growing and choicer

plants, as they are voracious feeders and take a

vast amount of nourishment from the soil which

their roots traverse. Propagation is easily effected

by division of the roots in early sprhig, a season

when they may be transplanted. A mass of these

plants in the wild garden is very pleasing.

P.EONIA OFFiCINALIS LOBATA, A BE.iUTIFUL BUT LITTLE KNOWN HARDY FLOWER.

growing in this country, but some particulars ot

the Oaks of the world may be of interest to readers

who have not the advantages of access to compre-

hensive libraries.

One sentence in " Hurstcot's " communication

calls for comment. He says: "There is no tree

with the same number of species and vari<-ties

as the Oak." It is not quite clear what the author

means, but it may be assumed that he intends to

include all the known species of Oak—Quercus.

Even in this extended sense the statement quoted

is open to some modification. The genus Quercus

comprises at least 300 species (leaving varieties

out of the estimate) and probably as many as

350 species, large areas in China and Malaya

still awaiting botanical exploration, and it is in

these countries that Oaks find their densest con-

centration in the Old World. But with regard

to mere numbrrs of species, several genera surpass

presents biological complexities constituting un-

solved problems.

I will give in illustration of these facts and

factors the broad outUnes of the present distribution

of the genus Quercus, which girdles the northern

hemisphere and extends southward in America

to the State of Colombia, but not reaching the

Equator, and in the East to New Guinea. Oaks

are numerous in species, and spread all over

the temperate regions of North and Central America,

in diminishing numbers, in the mountain south-

ward. They are characteristic of the Atlantic

forests, but relatively rare in the Pacific forests,

where they yield to coniferse, and the species

are mostly different in the eastern and western

regions. Something like fifty species, perhaps

more, are restricted to Mexico and the other

Central American Republics. Very few have a

wide range. Quercus virens is exceptional in
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this respect, ascending from tlie sea-coast in Cuba

and the Gulf of Mexico to several thousand feet,

and latitudinally from the South-Eastern States

of North America to Cuba and Costa Rica. The

British Oak, Q. Robur, in a broad sense, has a

wide area, ranging from North Africa and Western

Asia all across Europe almost to the Arctic Circle,

and Q. Ilex extends from the Mediterranean

region to China and Japan. There is a consider-

able aggregation of species in Western Asia,

through the Himalayan mountains to China and

Japan and southward, through Burma and Malaya

eastward to New Guinea. The naturalists of

the Challenger Expedition collected acorns in

the Fly River Drift. No fewer than seventy

species, on the authority of the late

Sir Joseph Hooker, inhabit tropical

districts.

No species is recorded from Africa

south of the Atlas Mountains, and

none from Australia. Q. Guppyi

from the Solomon Islands, based on

imperfect material, is a Laurel. An
Oak, however, may almost invariably

be recognised by its fruit or acorn,

which varies in different species from

a quarter of an inch to 2i inches in

diameter, and presents a great variety

of elegant shapes. As a contrast, I

may add that the genus Fagus (Beech)

numbers about a score of species,

and belts the world in north temperate

regions, reappearing in extra-tropical

South America, New Zealand and

Australia, with no congeners or close

allies in the whole of the intervening

country. Some botanists treat the

Southern species as generically dis-

tinct, under the name of Nothofagus,

but that does not alter the fact that the

two groups of species are more closely

allied to each other than to anything

else. W. BoTTiNG Hemsley.

With Mr. Pearson, I am inclined to think that

some of Mr. Jacob's terms and illustrations are

capable of improvement, and with due deference

I mention some instances. As grown out here,

Lucifer is not regarded as a " hooded " flower.

It is at times apt to be somewhat weak in perianth,

and so to suffer in rough weather, but normally

presents a fairly flat perianth. " Elliptical," as

Mr. Pearson remarks, needs some thinking out
;

while " claw-shaped," frequently applied to a

similar character in the petals of Cactus Dahlias,

is easily understood. Similarly, the meaning of

" rectangular " is not immediately apparent,

referring also to the profile of the flower. The
definitions given of " loose," " loosely built

"

DAFFODIL NOTES
FROM NEW ZEA-
LAND.

WITH us, at the time

of writing, i.e.,

May 17. Daffodils

are beginning to

push up their green

noses, while their

avant-coureur—the Paper-White—has

been flowering in increasing numbers

since the middle of last month.

Other kinds of Polyanthus Narcissi will

take up the running into July, when
the first early yellow trumpets herald the advent and " starry " do not seem to me sufficiently

of the Narcissus proper and the coming of spring.
1
distinct, and I should regard Frank Miles as a

The Rev. J. Jacob's notes on "Technical Terms in i starry flower rather than loosely built.

Describing Daffodils" in your issue of March 13, The use of the words "rough" and "smooth"
with Mr. Pearson's rejoinder in April 3 issue, are of ! to indicate either the set of the perianth segments

general interest, and the subject is, I think, worthy
i
or the texture of them seems rather vague, and

of serious attention, and might profitably occupy ' calculated to leave one in doubt as to which was

some pages of the " Daffodil Year Book, 1915." ' intended. " Reflexed " is defined as " when the

I take it Mr. Jacob's article is tentative, some-
j

perianth bends back towards the corona." Should

thing in fhe way of a feeler to elicit opinions ' not this read " away from the corona," or " towards

and suggestions from others ; so I venture to make I
the ovary " ? I have always taken the word

a contribution, trusting that, coming from the " twisted " to indicate the form of segment

Antipodes, it will not be altogether too stale similar to a propeller blade, and it does not, I

when it reaches you. I think, properly describe the Frank Miles type
;

while "incurved," suggested by Mr. Pearson,

calls to mind the form of Chrysanthemum with

which the term is identified. May I suggest

" involute " (rolled inward from the edges) or

"partly involute" as more descriptive of the

type ? Mr. Pearson does not like " flanged,"

nor do I ; it always makes me think of a drain-

pipe. Would not the expression " rolled " or

" rolled back," used in some catalogues, suffice ?

Then, I think a word is wanted to express that

kind of trumpet mouth variously called " gashed "

(ugly word), " serrated," " lobed," &c.

Now, I expect Mr. Jacob will say I have done

nothing but criticise without helping, which I

admit. Still, I have further ventilated some

of the wants or shortcomings of

the Daffodil vocabulary, and Mr.

Jacob and his con/rires may be

entrusted to supply or remedy them.

While talking of Daffodils, I

shotild like to ask : How long does

a seedling remain a seedling ? In

other words : How long is a seed-

ling eligible for the seedling class
;

what is the difference between a
" seedling " and a new variety

;

when does the former merge in the

latter ; and when do they become

full-fledged and take their places as

standard varieties ? If I correctly

interpret the Midland Daffodil

Society's schedule, a seedling retains

that character until it goes into

commerce, when it becomes a new
variety for four years, after which,

if it survives, it is regarded as a

standard variety, though still eligible

for the Bourne and Walter Ware
Challenge Cups. I should be glad

to know if this is correct and

generally recognised, and to have

any other information on the sub-

ject that will serve for our benefit

and guidance in compiling schedules

out here. A. E. Grindrod.

Auckland, New Zealand.

ROSE COLCESTRIA, THE NEW PINK VARIETY AWARDED THE
"clay" cup at HOLLAND HOUSE FOR THE MOST FRAGRANT
NOVELTY. {See page 354.)

CANTERBURY BELLS
AND ALKANET-.

A FEW days ago, when visiting a

garden on the East Coast, I was

greatly pleased with a mag-

nificent grouping of the Dropmore

Alkanet, Anchusa italica Dropmore

variety. This was in a large mixed

border, and in front pink Canterbury

Bells were flowering profusely. The

effect created by this combina-

tion of rich blue and pink was

particularly good, and seeing that both plants

are so easily raised and gro\vn, I thought the idea

might be worth passing on. Of course, it is now

too late to sow seeds of either plant ; but seed-

lings of the Canterbury Bell can be obtained from

some nurserymen and florists, and these should

be planted out 9 inches apart without delay.

The plants can, of course, be lifted in October

and transferred to the flower border. The

Anchusa, I find, increases readily by division of

the roots during the autumn, almost any little

piece growing and making a good plant. These

divided portions do not always flower the first year,

but will certainly do so the second. S. X.
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THE CULTIVATION OF
STRAWBERRIES.

THE garden Strawberry of to-day is a

giant compared with its early type,

and as far as is known is tlie complex
result of the intercrossing of several

wild types known by the generic

name Fragaria, founded upon the

Latin word Fragum, applied by the Romans

direction. Mr. Knight only described eighteen

out of 400 seedlings, and perhaps the single one
out of all his productions which is still grown is

Elton Pine. Mr. Michael Keens of Isleworth,

Middlesex, also raised a number of seedlings

early in the century. Keens' Seedling, raised in

r823, was one of his productions. From 1840 to

i860 Mr. Myatt of Deptford raised a number of

seedlings, several of which have proved of sterling

merit, one of them being the still famous British

Queen, and justly so on account of its high flavour.
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1868, the first being Traveller, followed, after an
interval of some years, by King of the Earlies

and Noble. The crossing of these two varieties

gave him the celebrated Royal Sovereign Straw-
berry, which was sent, out in 1893, since which
period the firm of Laxton have been able to

make considerable improvement. The Laxton,
Bedford Champion, The ^Bedford, Laxton's Latest,

Utility, also King George V., The Earl, Main-
crop and The Queen are new varieties of igis.

Strawberries naturally vary in different soils

MIXED BORDERS, WITH BOLD GROUPINGS OF CANTERBURY BELLS AND ALKANET.

to the fruit of the Wood Strawberry, knovm to

them only as a wild plant. We believe that the
size has been chiefly derived from the Chilian

Strawberry, being intercrossed with the Wood,
the Alpine and the Scarlet Strawberry, but the

evolution has been slow and without any records

as to the origin of the earlier types. Definite

attempts at intercrossing the species of Fragaria
were no doubt rare, until Mr. T. A. Knight related

the results of his numerous experiments in that

Mr. J. Barnes of Bicton raised Bicton Pine about
1845. Willmott of Isleworth and Trollop of

Bath were also raisers about, that period. Mr.
Powell of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, sent out
several seedlings, of which Coxcombe was the
best. Samuel Bradley, gardener at Elton Manor,
near Nottingham, was the raiser of that fine

market variety. Sir Joseph Paxton, in 1862, and
also Dr. Hogg. The late Mr. T. Laxton commenced
his experiments with Strawberries about the year

and localities, but there are some that appear to

do well in almost any locality, notably Royal
Sovereign, The Bedford, Bedford Champion,
Sir Joseph Paxton, Givon's Late Prolific, Viscoun-
tess and Laxton's Latest. Strawberries are
gross feeders, require generous treatment, and
should be planted on land that has been well
manured and deeply dug. Rooted runners should
be planted during August time and made very
firm, as loose planting is one of the chief causes
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01 failure. Strong-growing sorts should be given
I

AWARDS OF MERIT.

2 feet 6 inches between the rows and i8 inches I Hemerocallis Golden Bell.—The rich yellow

between the plants; dwarf growers, such as flowers of this fine Day Lily have somewhat of

British Queen and Dr. Hogg, may be planted
|

the form and proportions of H. aurantiacus major.

2 feet by i8 inches. Pot plants are much to be
|

It is a very handsome sort, 3 feet to 4 feet high, and

preferred to open-ground plants, as, having been
;

very profuse flowering. From Messrs. R. W. Wallace

potted into good soil in 2j-inch pots from early
^

and Co., Colchester. (See illustration, page 350.)

runners, they are finer plants and can be lifted
j

Sweet Pea Jean Ireland.—The fl.jwer is of

without disturbing the roots. They will bear a 1 deep cream, with an irregular suffusion of rose

full crop the first season, and can safely be planted ' red colour at the tips. From Messrs. Dobbie

early, even in dry weather.

Fungoid diseases, such as mildew and shot-

hole fungus, may be prevented and cured by

spraymg with liver of sulphur, an ounce

to a gallon of water.

Selection of Varieties.-The best

Strawberries for jam are Viscountess

and Scarlet Queen ; best early.

Royal Sovereign ; best forcing. Royal

Sovereign ; best second earlies,

La'xton's Leader, Bedford Cliampion

and Laxton's Reward ; best main-

crop Strawberries, The Bedford, Sir

Joseph Paxton and Rival ; best late

Strawberries, Givon's Late Prolific,

Laxton's Latest and LaSton's

Utility ;
best flavoured Strawberries,

British Queen, The Queen, Pineapple

and Epicure.

and Co., Edinburgh.

Begonia Lord Methuen.

—

A double-flowered

variety of very large size and brilliant scarlet colour.

Begonia Mrs.^Cuthbertson.—A pink self of

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Odontoglossum Georgius Rex.—
Without a doubt the noblest Odonto-

glossum yet produced, the well-

branched inflorescence carrying no

fewer than twenty-eight magnificent

flowers. The groimd colour of the

flower is white, yet almost obliterated

by dark purple blotches. An unusually

large white margined lip characterises

the variety, which, with feathered

golden crest, rfuders it very striking.

In addition to the first-class certifi-

cate, the Lindley medal— a rare

award—was granted to this unique

novelty. E.xaibited by J. Gurney

Fowler, Esq , Brackenhurst. Pem-

bury, Kent. (See illustration.)

Cattleya Warscewiczii Mrs. E.

Ashworth.—An exquisitely chaste

flower of delicate pink throughout
;

sepals long, narrow ' and pointed
;

petals broad and well proportioned.

The large, handsome lip is touched

witli yellow in the throat. From

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayvvard's Heath.

Lilium regale.—^This noble Lily has already

received an award of merit as L. myriophyllum,

the older name, which therefore takes priority,

being as above. It is a trumpet kind from China,

with whitish, yellow-tubed flowers and golden

anthers. The buds are coloured deep rose, and this

colour is prominent on the exterior of the open

flower. Miss Willmott, who exhibited several

handsome vases of it, appears to possess a

particularly good type of this handsome species,

which, happily, also is one of the most tractable

of the trumpet class. At Warley, where it

is an unqualified success, it grows nearly seven

fiet high.

THE WONDERFUL ORCHID, ODONTOGLOSSUM GEORGIUS REX
SHOWN BY MR. GURNEY FOWLER AT HOLLAND HOUSE.

the fringed class and of giant size. These were

exhibited by Messrs. Blackniore and Langdon,

Bath.

Lilium Amos Perry.—This is perhaps the most

remarkable hybrid Lily seen for many years.

Raised from crossing the rich yellow L. Parryii

and L. Humboldtii maguifica, the greater loaning

of the flower, both in colour and form, is tow.irds

L. Parryii, though it is much less drooping than

in that well-marked kind. Rich golden, mingling

with refined orange in colour, the petals are long,

tapering to an acute point. Internally the flowers

arc copiously spotted crimson. In the specimens

showi\, the tendency to reflex in the perianth

segments—a marked characteristic of Humboldtii

—

is very slight, though the whorl-like leaf arrange-

ment is identical with that kind. It is a very

striking and beautiful novelty. From Mr. Am^s
Perry, Enfield, Middlesex.

Verbena chamsedryoides.—An old species

originally from Brazil, this during recent years

has come into greater prominence by reason of

its brilliant scarlet colour and a degree of hardi-

ness not before suspected. In favoured districts

it winters fairly well in the open. Shown by
Mr. Reginald Prichard and other hardy plant

specialists.

Erica cinerea atrorubens.—The name is

descriptive of a deep, well-coloured form of this

popular summer - flowering Heath.

From Mr. G. Reuthe, Kcston,

Kent.

Rose Queen Alexandra.—.A

single pale lemon variety, with

which colour is a suffusion of pink.

It is a bush variety of the Perpetual-

flowering class. Exhibited by the

Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-

atte-Bower, Romford.

Rose Queen of Fragrance.—This

is the remarkable pink-flowered

variety which a year ago at Holland

House Show was awarded the Clay

Cup for fragrance. Possessing this

latter in marked degree, the variety

has the attributes of colour, freede m
of flowering and constitution which

a good garden Rose should possess.

From Messrs. William Paul and Sons,

Waltham Cross.

Lselio-Cattleya Fascinator-Mossiae

var. Moonlight.— A medium-sized

flower wMeh from the front view-

is of the purest white throughout,

save for a suspicion of green in the

throat, which emphasises the white.

Externally the sepals are marked by

a faint pink line. It is an exquisitely

chaste-looking variety.

Odontoglossum crispum virgini-

aniun var. Madonna.—A handsome

white variety of great purity

and beauty. The golden crest on

the lip adds to its charm. The plant

bore a large raceme of flowers. These

.tw.o were sent by Messrs. Charles-

worth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Cattleya Paula (C. Clarka; x C.

dowiana aurea).— -A. most distinct

hybrid. Sepals and petals rosy red,

the lip of intense maroon with

purple suffusion, being succeeded by

a golden-coloured throat lined with

crimson. From Messrs. J. and A.

McBcan, Cooksbridge.

Mendelii Mrs. Smee.—Sepals ,tnd

petals of the most delicate pink, lip heavily fringed,

throat golden with crimson markings. A very hand-

some variety. Shown by Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Rfigate (gardener, Mr. Collier).

Rose Colcestria.—^This was awarded the Clay

Cup, offered for any new Rose possessing the true

old Rose scent. It is a pink-flowered variety of

consieierable merit. Raised and exhibited by

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester. (See

illustration, page 352.)

The whole of the foregoing were exhibited

befeire the Royal Horticultural Society at Holland

House Show on July 6, 7 and 8, when the awards

were madi'

Cattleya
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Orchard-House.—The final thinning of the
fruits on the late trees must not be longer dela^'ed.

Keep the centres of the trees clear of superfluous

growths, thus letting in all the light possible to

the fruits. Trees on which the fruits are finally

swelling must be well supplied with stimulants.

A surface-dressing of well-decomposed horse-

manure will also be beneficial. Drench the foliage

twice daily with rain-w*ater.

Late Grapes.—Examine carefully the bimches
and remove the surplus berries where they are

considered to be too thick. See that there is

no crowding of the berries in the centre of the
bunches. The variety Lady Downe is very
subject to scalding just before the berries com-
mence to colour ; but this can be avoided to a

great extent bj' reducing the amount of moisture
in the house and admitting plenty of air both
top and bottom. The hot-water pipes should
also be kept slightlj' warm.

Outside Fruit Borders.—Where the roots of

Vines, Peaches and other fruits are outdoors,
it will have been a difficult matter this season to

have kept them well supplied with water, unless they
were mulched with manure early in the season.

It is not too late now to mulch borders, especially

those of late Vines and Peaches.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Staking and tying will

require much attention from now onward. The
staking of decorative plants is often overdone,
far too many stakes being used. Many of the

plants need no more than one good stake to support
them, so long as the tying is done carefully. Many
of the large-flowered kinds may be showing their

flower-buds ; but these must be rubbed out,

as it is too early yet to retain the buds. SjTinge
the whole of the plants regularly with an insecti-

cide to keep them free from aphis.

Freesias.—The old bulbs which were placed
in frames to ripen can now be shaken out of the

soil. Select the most promising bulbs, and place

them in a cool room till they are required for

potting. New bulbs should be ordered at once if

required.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—The earliest

plants will now require attention to staking and
tying. Only in the case of very large specimens
is it necessary to use more than one stake. Green
Bamboo tips make the neatest supports, and if green
rafiia tape is used for tying, there will be nothing
to mar the beauty of the plant. Little fixe-heat

is necessary to grow Begonias at this time of the

year, so long as the best use is made of sun-heat.

The Flower Garden.
*

Antirrhinums.—If the plants are required to

flower in llav or June, seeds must be sown at

the end of the present month or early in August.
The seeds may be sown in boxes and placed

in a cold frame, where they can be shaded from
bright sun till they have germinated.

Violas.—^These must be frequently watered,
or they will quickly pass ^ut of flower. A little

soot or artificial manure, if sprinkled about the

roots just before watering, will help to stimulate
the plants. Keep the old flowers regularly

removed.

Roses.—Keep the dead flowers removed every
few days. If the petals are required for pot-

pourri, they should be placed on a clean base
in a dry shed. They must be turned every
day till they are quite dry. If mulching was not
done in the'spring, it may be done now, as it will

be of immense value to the autumn flowers.

Violets.—Occasional light dustings with well-

seasoned soot is an excellent preventive of

red sp:der, as well as a stimulant to the plants.

Should this pest attack the leaves, syringe them
with an insecticide late in the evening. To keep
the plants in healthy growth, they should be

sprayed with the hose-pipe every evening.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pears.—^There seems an excellent prospect of

a good crop of Pears. It will be safe now to thin

the fruits where they are too thick. Plenty of

water must be given to trees on walls, and where
liq'iid manure is available, an effort should be made
to convey this to the roots.

Newly Planted Trees.—It has been a very
trying season for trees that were planted
during the last planting season. Those well
mulched will have passed through the ordeal
safely. The roots must be regularlj' watered
during dry periods, and w^here practicable the
foliage should be sprayed late in the evening
with the garden hose.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—The latest planting of Cauli-
flowers maj' be made now. The ground should
be well prepared by deep cultivation, and the
plants must be given every encouragement to
grow freely. Give plenty of water to earlier

plants, and if liquid manure can be procured,
a little should be given to each. Examine
frequently rthe plants which are turning in. If

a cool shed or cellar is available, the heads should
be lifted when ready and placed therein, w'here
they will keep fresh for several days.

Early Potatoes.—Where the ground is required
for other crops, the tubers may be lifted and
stored in a ccol shed. The seed-tubers must be
left on the ground for a day or two to harden.
They may then be placed on shelves in an airy
shed.

Spinach.—The ground should be prepared for

the planting of winter Spinach, which may be made
towards the end of the month. The seed can
be sown in drills about fifteen inches apart.

French Beans.—Frames which have been
used for growing early Potatoes may be planted
with Dwarf Beans. Sowings can b^ made at

intervals of a week or ten days till the end of

August. E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spring Cabbage.—This crop is best sown in

two batches, as its growth very much depends
upon the weather during August. The chief and
first sowing should be made about July 23, and
followed up with another sowing ten days or a
fortnight later. If the ground where the seed is

to be sown is very dry, a watering must be given
some time previous to sowing. Flower of Spring
and Harbinger are both reliable varieties for

sowing at this season.

Savoys.—A large planting should be made
of these reliable and hardy vegetables. The
small varieties turn in quicker, and must be planted
closer together than the large sorts. The large

ones are invaluable during January and February.

Broccoli.—When planting these a fair amount
of ground should he devoted to the Purple Sprout-
ing Broccoli, which is very hardy and not particular
as to soil.

Potatoes.—Any early crops which ha\e com-
pleted their grow-th and not been used up to date
will be better if lifted and stored to make more
room for successional crops of other vegetables.

Cucumbers in bearing should be given occasional
top-dressings and have the number of fruits and
growths regulated with the object of lengthening
the supply from the existing plants. Red spider
must be kept in check by frequent syringing, also

by keeping the atmosphere as humid as possible

by damping down the floors and borders of the
pit.

Late Peas ought to have stakes placed to them
before they are too far advanced. Water should
be given if it is required, and keep the hoe well
plied whether necessary for keeping down we<ds
or not.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apples.—The summer pruning ought now to

be proceeded with, partially shortening all growths
except the leaders, which should remain and
be allowed to grow unchecked. This priming
not only admits more light to help the develop-
ment of the present crop but, further, has the

tendency to create more fruit-buds for the succeed-
ing year. Water should be given to trees requiring
it ; especially is this necessary in sandy soils.

When manure can be afforded,' now, while the
fruit is swelling, is a good time to apply it, as the
quality and weight of the crop can be improved
considerably by its use.

Budding.—Such trees as Apples, Pears and
Plums can now be budded where this is necessary.
If the weather is bright and drv, the operatio'n
should be carried out promptly,' for if the buds
are allowed to dry in the process, failure is

inevitable.

Fruit Under Glass.

Grape Muscat of Alexandria.—To get this
Grape to finish with fine colour and flavour, suit-
able conditions are necessary. Air must be
admitted freely in bright, fine weather, and a
slightly drier atmosphere maintained

; this latter
detail, however, should not be overdone. Although
harm would come from overwatering the borders
at this stage, the soil must never be allowed to
get so dry as to endanger the loss of any roots
near the surface through lack of water. A
minimum temperature of 70° to 75° at night
should prevail.

Fruit-Houses.—Trees of which the crops
have been gathered should receive every attention
as regards watering and feeding, also in keeping
the foliage sjTinged to ward off attacks from
insect pests. Mealy bug must be dealt with,
methylated spirit being applied with a small
brush wherever it is found.

The Flower Garden.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas.—All the seed
capsules found on these shrubs should be picked
off to concentrate the energy of the plants in the
formation of young growths and flower-buds
for the following season. Although these plants
resent a wet, undrained soil, they quickly suffer,
from drought, especially bushes that may have
been transplanted. Any specimens requiring
water should be attended to promptly.

Herbaceous Border.—If drought continues,
watering will have to be resorted to. Even where
hoeing has been constant, the vigorous growth of
some subjects has absorbed all the remaining
moisture. Plants which flower during the autumn
can be assisted to make better growth by the help
of manure given in liqiud form.

Plants Under Glass.

Schizanthus.—A sowing might be made by-
those who desire this annual to flower during the
autumn. At this season it quickly commences
to flower, and is therefore much dwarfer than
the autumn-sown batch which flow-ers during the
spring. The wisetonensis hybrids are mostly
favoured, but there are splendid strains of all the
sections to be had. When large enough, three
or four of the seedlings should be pricked off
in a pot, and be grown as cool as possible with a
moderate amount of shade.

Malmaison Carnations.—Plants that were
potted into S-inch and g-inch pots during the
spring should now have each growth staked
separately. Thin canes or Bamboo tips are very
suitable. When inserting the stakes, it should
be seen to that they are pushed right down to keep
them rigid when supporting the growths as the^r

become larger. The layering of the main batch
ought soon to be completed, to get well-rooted
plants before the autumn is far advanced.

Cyclamen.—The plants that were dried off

after flowering in the spring are now commencing
to make new growth, and must be partly shaken
out of their present pots and potted into slightly

larger ones. Frames which can be shaded wUl
suit them well. Careful watering and an occasional
fumigation to keep thrip in check will be all their
further needs.

Chrysanthemums.—A start can now be made
by giving top-dressings of fine soil to which has
b;'en added a fair proportion of Chrysanthemum
manure. They should be made firm without
injuring any of the lower leaves, and, when apply-
ing water afterwards, a rose should be used until
the soil becomes settled and firm.

John Jeffkev.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Tardine,

Bart.)

Casikmilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B^
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DESIRABLE GREENHOUSE
FERNS.

» S illustrating the change that has taken

/\ place in horticultural matters within

/ % the last two decades or so, it may be

/"""% mentioned that notes on Ferns, so

* ^ general at one time, are now rarely

met with. This is by no means due
to the fact that Ferns are less popular than they

were, for it is questionable if they were ever grown
in greater numbers than is the case at the present

day. True, collections are not so numerous as

they were at one time, but the best decorative

Ferns are still grown in enormous quantities

;

in fact, by thousands, or even millions, by some
of our market cultivators.

Even in the poorest florists' shops and on the

barrows of the costermongers, delightful small,

well-fumished plants can be bought very cheaply.

One drawback to many of these is that, in order

to obtain saleable plants as quickly as possible,

they are often grown in a moist, warm atmosphere,

and consequently are apt to suffer under more
adverse conditions. In purchasing Ferns this

should be borne in mind, and by subjecting them
to a gradual hardening off it is surprising the

amount of exposure they will bear without injury,

compared with that which happens if they are

taken direct from the house in which they have

been grown into a dry and draughty spot.

Ferns in rooms often suffer from neglect, whereas
- with attention they may be kept in health for a

long time. They must be well supplied with

water, though none should be allowed to remain

in the saucers in which they are stood. Too often

they may be seen just inside an open vraidow

fully exposed to the sun, which treatment is only

courting failure.

A great many Ferns are particularly suitable

for greenhouse decoration, in which structure they

serve admirably as a foil to brightly tinted blossc ms.

Where Ferns are gro^vn under these conditions,

they may be taken into the dwelUng-house for a

time without injury. If it can be managed, this

is better than treating them altogether as room
plants.

Where groups of plants are put up, either in the

greenhouse, at exhibitions or at social functions,

as is so often done, a certain number of Ferns are

absolutely indispensable, and those that have

been subjected to greenhouse treatment are more
satisfactory than those grown under warmer and
moister conditions. For hanging baskets, too,

if the greenhouse is shaded, some of the more
•drooping-habited Ferns are very suitable, as

they are seen to considerable advantage when
suspended.

The Best Soil.—With regard to the most
suitable soil for Fenis, opinions have changed

considerably within recent years. At one time

peat was considered absolutely necessary to

their well-doing ; now the majority of what
.are regarded as general decorative kinds may be,

and usually are, grown without any peat at all.

A mixture of two parts of loam to two. of good

leaf-mould, with about half a part of silver sand,

will suit all the less particular Ferns. Of course,

there are some that require peat, but for the bulk

of those usually grown it can be dispensed with.

As these plants when grovdng freely need copious

supplies of water, drainage must, of course, be

effectual, though not carried to excess. Stagnant

moisture is very injurious. Overpotting, too.

must be avoided, as Ferns seldom flourish when
they have a large mass of soil around the roots.

Ferns for Cutting.—Besides their value as

decorative plants, the fronds of many Ferns

are much appreciated for cutting, in order to

associate them with flowers in different ways.

Probably no other is grown for that purpose to

the same extent as Adiantum cuneatum, but many
kinds are very useful. For cutting, firm, well-

ripened fronds should always be chosen. In any
selection of Ferns suitable for culture in the

greenhouse, the members of two genera, namely,

Adiantum and Pteris, occupy a prominent position.

Chief among the Adiantums are A. Collisii, A.

cuneatum and its varieties, A. decorum, A.

elegantissimum, A. formosum, A. fulvum, A.

gracillimum, A. hemsleyanum, A. Lathomii,

A. Pacottii and A. pubescens. Of the Pteris the

best would include P. argyrea, P. Childsii, P.

cretica and its many varieties, P. flabellata, P.

leptophylla, P. longifoUa Mariesii, P. Reginae,

P. serrulata and its varieties, P. Summersii, P.

tremula, P. tremula Smithii, P. umbrosa and
P. Wimsettii. Others besides these are Asplenium
bulbiferum, A. Colensoi, A. lucidum. A, Nidus
(Bird's-nest Fern), A. nobilis, M zeylanicum,

Blechnum corcovadense, B. occidentale, Cyrto-

mium falcatum and varieties, Davallia bullata,

D. canariense, D. lawsoniana, D. Mariesii, D.
tenuifolia, D. Tyermannii, Dicksonia antarctica,

Doodia aspera, D. lunulata, Doryopteris geranii-

foUa, D. palmata, Lastrea aristata variegata,

L. decomposita, L. lepida, L. Richardsii multifida-

L. varia, Litobrochia vespertilionis, Lygodium
japonicum, Microlepia birta cristata, Nephro-
dium moUe, Nephrolepis of sorts, Onychium
japonicum, Osmunda palustris, Polypodium
aureum, P. Mayii, P. sporodocarpum, Tcdea
africana, Woodwardia orientalis and W. radicans.

For Baskets.—For growing in suspended
baskets the following are very desirable : Adiantum
assimile, A. cuneatum grandiceps, Asplenium
caudatum, A. flaccidum, Davalhas of sorts, Micro-

lepia hirta cristata, Nephrolepis of sorts, Wood-
wardia orientalis and W. radicans. A few of the

above are suitable both for pots and baskets.

Although it is not recommended for growing in

a basket, the Elk - horn Fern (Platycerium

Alcicome) succeeds best when suspended. It

should be fastened to a piece of virgin cork or a

block of wood, securing thereto a little peat and
sphagnum moss as a rooting medium. This is

very distinct from all other Ferns, and, as it will

thrive in the greenhouse, should on no accoimt be

omitted. Of course, the roots will require to be

kept moist. H. P.

BOOKS.
Popular Hardy Perennials.*—^This somewhat

comprehensive volume of 400 pages deals with

its subject in three parts, the main one being

devoted to an alphabetical arrangement of the

plants, with the dominant colour, average height,

suggestions as to adaptabilities and other things.

Part I. concerns " General Cultivation," " Propa-

gation " and the " Enemies of Hardy Plants," and
while some of these are all too brief, much informa-

tion of a useful kind is imparted. In the matter
of " Propagation," however, we do not see eye
to eye with the author at all times, who apparently

•
" Popular Hardy Perennials," by T. W. Sanders.

London: W. H. and L. Collin ridge; price 5s.

has a weaknc^ss for inserting not a few cuttings
" in sandy soil in small pots in a cold frairie."

It is recommended for Phlox, Dianthus, Del-

phiniums and many others, and apart from its

tediousness to the ordinary cultivator, is by no
means the safest or most satisfactory method.
Small pots very quickly become dry, and the

cuttings suffer in proportionate degree. The
large and heavy cutting of the Delphinium, too,

would frequently cause a small pot to topple over,

and generally the cuttings are infinitely safer in

sandy soil under a hand-light. Seeing, too, that

only one type of cutting is of the least service

in the case of the Delphinium, the mere statement

—

seeing that not a fe%v professional gardeners display

ignorance on the point—that these plants may be
" also increased by cuttings of the young shoots "

is more than a little vague. It does not, indeed,
" touch the spot," and we have seen these " young
cuttings " fail cent, per cent. It is in such
instances that information of a precise nature is

much needed. The " young shoot " itself is

valueless. In the case of the Iris under " Culture,"

page 203, we cannot agree that " planting is best

done in the autumn, but may also be done in

March, though the former period is best." The
" best " results ensue when this order is reversed.

The author, too, falls into the common error

as to Hellebores being " impatient of disturb-

ance." They are only so when disturbed at un-
seasonable times, and " March " is one of those

times. Generally, however, the cultural hints

afforded are correct and of a useful nature. The
considerable number of species and varieties given
after the larger genera should prove sufficient for

all purposes. Mistakes are not numerous for so

large a volume, though some might not have
appeared. We have never, for example, seen

Centaurea ruthenica (page io8) with " Fennel-
like foliage." " Macrocephela " in the same
genus requires rectifying. " Myositidium,'
" Chelidonum," " Hormineum " and " Crucinella "

also need attention. " Physostegia virginicum"

and " Cortaderia argenteum " have the specific

names incorrectly terminated. Meconopsis
" Wallichi " and " WaUichiana " are a little in-

consistent. Some few specific names, too, are

incorrectly rendered. The book is well got up
and usefully illustrated.

My Villa -Garden.*—While this little volume
professes nothing in the way of serious gardening,

and leaves to others the tedium of giving a whole
catalogue of njmes and so little of cultural value,

it yet aboimds with an interest which cannot be
gainsaid. " It is a simple record," we are told

in a prefatory note, " of some of the joys of a year
in my o^vn small garden, a garden of 25 feet wide
by roo feet long ; its mission, to lead others into

gardens of delight." Doubtless the pleasantness

of its style will do much to secure the end in view.

Obviously, for the author, the garden has interest

at all seasons, as the titles of such chapters as
" When Winter Hints at Spring," " ' Now that

April's There, The Rock Garden in May,"
" Other People's Gardens " and " Bird Life in

the Garden " may suggest. Around these and
others not a few of the pleasures of the garden
are recorded in a pleasant and readable style, so

pleasant, indeed, and so discreetly interspersed

with cultural hints that one feels disposed to pass

over the few errors which persist in showing them-
selves. Yet, for the author's benefit, it is well

to say that Saxifraga aretioides is not " one of

•"My Villa Garden," by S. Graveson. London:
Headley Brothers

;
price 23. 6d.
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the very earliest to flower." April and May is

its time, when probably a dozen or two have done

their duty for the year. " Anemone nemerosa

Robinsonia " is in error twice over, and there are

others which need not disfigure this interesting

little volume.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites^ readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they ivisk expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

a^ks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood thtt only tlie actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright unll be treated ivith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden unll alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND kYiS^^^S.—The Editor cndenvours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

qtiery is sent, each should be on a separate piece of pwper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CARNATION DISEASED (/.. G. C. S.).—Tl\c Carnation

appears to be attacked by the stem eelworm. Give the
soil a dressing of lime, and, in the spring, one of sulphate
of potash. You may pinch your single Chrysanthemums
now. and then leave them alone.

P^ONY DISEASED (5. i.).—The Pieony is attacked
by the common Pscony fungus, Botrytis einerea, a form
nearly related to the Lily fungus, of which one so often
hears. The methods of dealing with it are practically
the same as in the case of that disease, and it is especially
important to remove and burn all affected portions and
to sec that none of the soil about the plants is sour. See
article on Lily disease in our issue for July 3, page 325.

OSTROWSKIA MAGNIFICA (Lewis F. Barton}-—
You say you bought a plant of this and planted it out
in the autiiran, and after making 6 inches of growth
this spring it died. We presume you have proof of

the latter, though often freshly planted examples make
a little gT0^vth and then fail. They do not always die.

howevei-, and a year later may appear again. The plantj
which comes from Central Asia, has very brittle roots,

and mature examples resent disturbance. Autumn,
too, is not a good time to plant it. Grow the seedlings
on, potting them off singly when large enough, and subse-
quently plant them in a position sheltered from north and
east. The species, when cstabhshed, is of considerable
vigom, and gives many of its giant mauve-shaded bells.

Apart from a sheltered spot and well-drained soil, the
species is partial to old mortar or pulverised sandstone,
which should be freely mixed with good fibrous loam
to a good depth. It would be well to prepare a special

bed for it, where a dozen or a score could be put out
18 inches apart. Seedhngs will take several years to
reach the flowering stage. April and May are good months
for planting. Yon do not say how or where you have
sown the seeds, whether in the open or in pots or pans.
This Bellflower is not one of the easiest plants to grow,
and requires some patience on the part of the cultivator.

RAMONDIA PYRENAICA (K. C. Grenfe'i).—This is

one of the best known and most popular of alpine plants,
groups or colonies of it being found in every good rock
garden. The plant at flowering-time rarely exceeds
6 inches high, and in good condition is very free, well-
cultivated examples bearing as many as a score of stems
or scapes, which are usually three-flowered ; hence a
good specimen is quite an attraction. The plant is

perfectly hardy in this country, and easily cultivated
if given the correct position and soil. In the rock garden
it should he grown in a cool, sequestered spot in almost

constant shade, preferring to be associated with nearly
vertically disposed rock in very sandy soil or peat
and loam. The plant detests drought at the root
and overhead, and appreciates frequent watering dur-
ing growth. You will find large colonies of it in
the rock gardens at Kew and Wisley. Indeed, no
rock garden is complete without it. We are surprised
that you " cannot find it in any catalogues," for we have
a score or two at our elbow, every one of which includes
it. It is given, indeed, in every alpine plant catalogue,
and all dealers in hardy plants could supply it at a cheap
rate by the dozen or hundred.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
MAGNOLIA FOLIAGE FOR INSPECTION {H. W.,

Oxford).—The appearance of the Blagnoha foliage suggests
that the tree is suffering from lack of wator rather than
from the attack of a fungus, and we think it would be the
better for a mulch of well-decayed manure or anything
else likely to shield the roots from drying up.

HARDY SHRUBS FOR ROOF (Roo/).—The following
shrubs are likely to thrive under the conditions named

:

Olearia Haastii, Tree Ivies, Euonymus japouicus and
gold and silver varieties, Veronica Traversii, V. speciosa,

Aucuba japonica, Uibes sanguineum and Berberis Aqui-
fohum. The common climbing Ivy will be the most
suitable plant for the balustrade.

BEECH FOR INSPECTION (E. S. (?.).—The Beech
bark sent for examination is covered with an insect pest

known as Cryptococcus fagi. The only method of dealing

with the pest at the present time is to scrub the tree

with a wash made by dissolving lib. of soft soap in

a gallon of boiling ntiter, and while hot stirring in half

a gallon of paraffin until the whole forms a creamy liquid.

Then make up to twelve gallons with clear water and
apply with a stiff scrubbing-brush. It is an expensive
undertaking, but the best in the end. If you have a
good spraying machine, the mixture can be sprayed on
1 the bark. After the leaves have fallen a stronger mixture
can be used, for, to a similar wash, 8oz. of caustic soda
can be added to every twelve gallons. This must be used
on a calm day by the aid of a spraying machine.

FRUIT GARDEN.
GOOSEBERRIES FOR INSPECTION (S. H. E.).—

You do not cuclose your name and address according to
our rule.5, but, as tl e matter is a rerious one, we
tell you that your Gooseberries arc badly attacked
by the American Gooseberry' mildew, and you must at
once give notice to the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

8, ^Yhitehall Place. London, S.W. A severe penalty is

attached to failure to make the necessary notification.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—E. T. P.—Bog Myrtle (Myrica

Gale) E. B.—Henbane (Hyopcyamus niger). T.

Eunter.—l.Erigeron philadelphiciis"; 2, Spirtea Aruncus;

3, Rose White Pet; 4, Hicracium tridentatum : 6. (Eno-

thera taraxacifolia ; 6, Spirsea Filipcndula; 7, Catananrhe
cserulea; 8, Rose Crimson Rambler.——ii/i« Longhnrst.

—1, Campanula latiloba (grandis) ; 2, C. lactiflora; 3. C.

rhomboidalis ; 4, C. linifolia: 5, C. pusilla.

SOCIETIES.
HOLLAND HOUSE SBOW.—Conlinuej.

EOSES.
If tlierc was a Kpccisl feature at the show, the Eoses

may fairly claim that honour. The exhibits wore scattered

in every tent, so that wherever one wandered Hoses
confronted one, and with few exceptions the quality was
wonderfully pood.

Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, kept to their usual archways
and perfiola arrangement, and with some well-grown
ramblers contrived to make a very effective display.

"Weeping standards, too, were a feature. A few varieties

noted were Dorothy Perkins, Coquina, Hiawatha and
Wliite Dorothy ; Polyantha varieties, such as Jessie

and Annie Mullcr, were used to fill large rustic baskets :

while in the foreground were gathered a whole host of

the most popular bedding varieties.

In the large tent, near the entrance, where staging on
benches is almost taboo, Messrs. William Paul and Sons,

Waltham Cross, had a wonderful display. Eamblers and
tall weepers in variety were a feature, and a notable

example was the new Paul's Scarlet Climber. Beneath
the rainblers were great masses of cut blooms arranged in

baskets. Ophelia, Queen of I'Vagranee, Titania, Mme. Charles

Lutaud, Mrs. W. Christie Miller, Lady HiUingdon and
great numbers of other well-known varieties were used
in this splendid groi^p.

Messrs. George Paul and Son, Clieshunt, in the same'tent,

had a somewhat similar group ; but the cut blooms
were mostly arranged in vases. The ramblers were not
especially striking, but some capital vases of Lady A.
Stanley, Ethel Malcolm, Melanie Soupert, Mrs. Charles
Allan, Duchess of Wellington, and Walter Speed were
effectively shown.

Messrs. B. K. Cant and Sons, Colchester, can always
be depended upon to make a fine display, and their table
group was very effective. Pillars of cut ramblers, including
such varieties as Silver Moon, Stella and Thousand
Beauties, were used as a background for stands and vases
containing Irish Fireflame, Augustus Hartman, K^dTLetter
Day, Mrs. Alfred Tate, Sallie, St. Helena, Earl of Warwick
and others.
A very good display was made by Mr. G. Prince, Oxford

,

but a reccTit hailstorm had left its mark upon the flowers.

ISTevertheless, there were many excellent varieties on
show, especially Josephine Nicholson, Eayon d'Or, i\Irae.

Edouard Herriot and Mrs. H. Stevens. Pillars of Diabolo,
Edmond Proust, Gardenia and Seagull were also a feature..

A small display of cut rambler varieties in vases was
set up by Messrs. J. Cheat and Son, Crawley.
The Uev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bower, made

a very efTective stand with his various seedling climbers
and dwarf decorative Roses. Queen Alexandra, Moon-
light and others were splendidly sho%vn.

Mr. R, J. Barnes, llalvern, had a small but very bright
collection. American Pillar was a very prominent feature
which served as a background for vases of Mjne. Edouard
Herriot, Rayon d'Or and other popular sorts.

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, has become a most
powerful factor in these days, and on the tables he covered
a huge area. The exhibit was extremely effective, and
was highly creditable to the exhibitor. Numerous pillars and
arches were covered with rambler varieties, among them
three new seedlings, namely. Hurst Beauty, Hurst
Star (a small single blush) and Hurst Rambler (a very
free-flowering white). Other popular ramblers were
shown in profusion, while in the foreground were grand
boxes of Mrs. G. Norwood and pillars of Erau Karl
Druschki, Lady HiUingdon, Mrs. W. Christie Miller and
Chateau de Cl'os Vougeot. A new salmon Hybrid Tea
named Mrs. Elisha Hicks was very telling, while the centre-

piece of Princess Mary, the beautiful scarlet single, was
really charming.

Messrs. W. and J. Buroh. Peterborough, had an effective

stand embracing great numbers of popular varieties.

Exhibition flowers in boxes were a feature, while the stands

of Mme. Edouard Herriot were really good.
Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. of Colchester had

a capital display. Ramblers such as Seagull, Lady
Curzon and American Pillar served as a background
for the stands of Dean Hole, Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Mrs.

Charles Salmon (a new salmon pink single), Ethel Malcolm
and others.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards, made
a great show with tall pillars and stands of Red Letter

Day, H. E. Richardson, Duchess of Wellington, Mrs.

A. "Tate, Ladv Pirrie, Chrissie Mackcllar, James Coey,

Edward Bolia'ne, Donald MacDonald (a new rich rose

bedding Hybrid Tea) and many others.

A varied collection of all the leading sorts was exhibited

by Messrs. G. Jaekman and Sons, Woking. Melody,

Mme. Edouard Herriot, Rayon d'Or and Mrs. A. Ward
were features.

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co. Maidstone, made a very bright

display with vases of popular sorts, fronted by splendid

boxes of Hugh Dickson, Lyon, Airs D. McKee and Dean
Hole.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, are past-

masters at staging, and they made a superb effort. Mrs.

Charles Russell, Chateau de Clos Vougeot, Frau Karl

Druschki, Mrs. A. Carnegie, Claudius and Joseph Ixiwe-

were a few varieties that served to make up this beautifully

finished exhibit.

Delphiniums backed upon Mr. R. C. Notcutt's cxlubit,

which embraced great numbers of the most popular

bedding'jBoses shown in vases arranged on the ground.

Seabird, Jonkheer J. I,. Mock and G. C. Waud were

notable here.

Charming pillars and arches went to make up the

exhibit of Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, who
for a change had a ground group. The new Rosalie

Wrinch, Am'erican Pillar, Irish Elegance, Irish Fircflamc^

Hugh Dickson and Rayon d'Or were a few varieties that

caught the eye.
. , j

Messrs. J. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot, showed

a varied collection among their cosmopolitan group.

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, exhibited a very/'good

group. Ramblers on pillars and weeping standards

were a" feature: while some good stands of Lyon, Mrs.

J. H. Welch, Ethel Malcolm and others served to fill up
the intervening spaces.

Messrs. Jarman and Co., Cliard, had a very mce Uttle

collection of popular varieties.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislchurst, have come
out as rosarians." Their stand contained some finely

coloured Lyon, Chateau de Clos Vougeot and other leading

varieties.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, showed a number
of Roses with their other lines.

Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Limited, Belfast, had some
brilliant flowers on their stand, notably Ulster Standard,

Lady Pirrie, Mrs. Willie Dickson, Brilliant, Lieutenant

Broadwood and Mrs. Charles Russell. Muriel Dickson

was particularly bright ; indeed, one found great numbers

of very interesting varieties on this stand.

Caenations.
These popular flowers were scarcely so numerous as

at Chelsea, but there were, nevertheless, some excellent

displays. __ _ , . xl
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, m the

Orchid tent, had a most charming exhibit. Mrs. C. F.

Raphael, the popular giant rose variety, was splendidly

shown : while Gorgeous, Baron?ss de Brienen, Umque
(a very pretty flake)" Champion, Snowstorm, Yellow Stone,.

Princess Dagmar and several Malmaison varieties were

also strongly in evidence.
.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, embraced their

Carnations with Roses, and the combination was exceed-

ingly good. Polvantha Roses and Ramblers in such

varieties as Jessie, Mrs. Cutbush, Delight, Excclsa, &c.,

served as a splendid foil for the Carnations, which largely

consisted of Princess of Wales and other Malmaison

varieties in pots. Among the cut blooms. Lady Ingestre,

Mrs. L. Mackinnon, White Wonder and Sunstar were

prominent. Altogether this exhibit 'was a very charming
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Jtalmaisons in variety were shown hy Mr. Cliarles

Turncir, Slough, three prominent varieties being ihc

Colonel, Princess of Wales and President Viger. The

plants were very well grown.
^ ,. ,

Mr. A. F. Dutton, Ivi-r, made a magnificent display

with about fifty varieties, staged in vases. Quahty was the

keynote of this exhibit, and several very striking varitrtics

were to be noted. Chelsea easily stood out as the best

flaked Perpetual-flowering variety; while Mrs. A. !•.

Dutton, Carola, Louvain (a new rosy salmon). Snow-

storm (very fine), Ladv Jleycr. Queen Alexandra, Champion

and Scarlet Clow were also shown in splendid form, ihe

new Perpetual-flowering border variety Ivor "iellow

was also well to the fore.

No one can match Mr. James Douglas of Great Bookham
as a grower of border Carnations, and on this occasion

he made a most imposing display. Several new seedhngs

were shown, including Miss Kosc Joseph (a deep rose

terra-cotta), Henry Brett (crimson), and Terra-cotta (orange

red). Slvirmisher, The Linkman and many others were

shown in superb condition.
Messrs. Laxton Brothers, P.cdford, confined themselves

whollv to their new Bedford Belle, a very fine salmon

pink Perpetual-flowering variety. A charmingly arranged

basket and a large number of vases of this variety were

shown.
,

., ,

Mr. H. Lakeman, Thornton Heath, made a capital

display with a combination of border and Perpetual-

flowering varieties. The former wire extremely good,

a few of the most notable being Lieutenant Shackleton,

Lady Hermione, Tlie Linkman, llalfodil, Forrester and

Jlrs. I!, ir. Smith (a very fine white).

Messrs. Young and Co., Cheltenham, were accidentally

allotted more space than they reipiired ; but they, never-

theless, made a very good display with tall stands and

vases of Hon. Ladv A. Neeld, Mikado, May Day, Empire

Day, Duchess of' Devonshire (a very good crimson),

White Enchantress and others.

One usually expects a good display from Mr. H. Burnett,

Guernsey, and on this occasion he made an excellent

show Without any fancy staging, a largo number of

well-crown flowers were shown to advantage. Notable

varieties were Carola, R. F. Felton, Mandarin, Mrs. C. W.
Ward, Marmion, White Enchantress, JDkado and .Mrs.

C. F. Raphael.
ALPINE PlANT.S.

nana, a nice uaieii oi ,-jumiiniii ,,, ii,ii«,.,,.., ,."-

plants, such as AUocasias, Phyllanthns, Marantas

'andaniis, all contributed to make a most interesting

These were not numerous, and we imagine we have seen

them much finer generally.

Mary Countess of Ilchester, Holland House (gardener,

Mr. C. Di.xon), had a highly interesting lot of alpiiu-s,

chiefly Sempervivums and Saxifrages. The Cobweb
Houseleeks were verv beautiful, such as arachnoidenm

rubra. Dr. Hooker, Laggeri Housei, cenophyllum, gnapha-

loidcs and murale. The Saxifrages, too, were in interesting

variety and beauty.
The Misses Hopkins, Shcpperton-on-Thanies, showed

alpines in boxes, Genista humifusa. Campanula garganica

in variety, many Saxifrages, CEnothera speciosa rosea

and others beins noted.
Mr. Rcginald'Prichard, Christehureh. had many nuer-

esting and choice plants, the chief of which were Acantho-

limon venustnm, Wahlenbergia vinea!fiora, Primula

suffrutescens, Hypericum cuneatum (golden flowers

and reddish buds'). Campanula westmooricnsis (a hybrid

from Hookcri and Elizabcthae), C. acutangnlare (a very

d.varf, dark blue, dainty flowered kind) and C. Bowles,

Hybrid (a dark-flowered sort).

'Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, had a fine show of Orchis

foliosa, Primula littoniana, Acantholimon vennstum,

Polygonum sphajrostachyum, Hypericum empetrifolium.

Campanula punctata, C. Eaineri, C. ctcspitosa pubescens

(a very dainty pusilla-like form), C. pulla and Hypericum
cuneatum. Spigelia inarilandica. Edelweiss, a choice

lot of Saxifrages, with Ericas cinerea, atrorubens, carnea,

atropurpurca, coccinea pygmaia and others were also

noted.
, .

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, showed alpines on

rockwork, the Mountain and other Thymes affording

pretty sheets of colour. Geranium argenteura, Campanula
pulloides (very fine), C. carnica, Niercmbergia rivularis

and Potentilla JD.ss Willmott were among the more shoivy

and distinct. Campanula linifolia pallida was very

beautiful, and the great mauve bells of Ostrowskia magnihca

very clfective.

Messrs. Piper, Barnes and Bayswater, arranged a prettily

conceived alpine and rock garden, usinL' the weathered

York limestone to adrantage. Campanulas of the piisilla

ciass, C. garganica in variety, Hypericum empetrifolium,

Dianthus deltoides in variety, Origanum Uictamnus,

O. hvbridum and others were freely employed. The

group was supplemented by Astilbes, Iris Kicmpfcri,

Water Lilies and water-side plants, and constituted a

very beautiful whole.
Mr. Herbert Jones, Bath, arranged a formal garden,

in which were seen a great variety of garden ornaments,

stone scats, vases, sundials and the like. Some of the

larger vases wore occupied by plants—Lavender, Hydrangea

and others. A paved walk with stone columns for the

pergola also formed part of the arrangement, and, planted

withcliinhers, was verv suggestive of its use in the garden.

iMr. Erni^st Dixon,' Putney and Wimbledon, arranged

a terrace and wall garden, with lawn for tennis or the

like. The wall and terrare borders were well occupied

bv plant life.

Stovk and Greenhouse Plants.

Messrs. R. and O. Cuthbert, Southgate, N., set up a

group of a miscellaneous kind, representing a large

and varied array of interesting subjects. Very

pretty were Viscaria oeulata ca>rulea, V. lirilliant, Lilium

longifolium aiganteum, Streptosolen Jamesonii, Hydrau

Iw-leaved Pelargoniums, notable examples being Mine.

Crbnsse, Simmons' Scarlet, Sabina, Resplendent, Mrs.

W. H. Martin and Mrs. Hawley.
Miscellaneous stove and grrenliouse plants were shown

in most attractive form and in excellent condition by

Mr L R. Russi-U, Richmond, Sumy. Diversity of

species, forms and varieties were most noteworthy, and

we are unable to do ample instice to the merit of the

display. Nepenthes Sir W. Thiselton-Dyer, N. araesiana,

\nthurium Veitchii, Dracicna sanderiana, D. \ ictoria,

Croton Conte, C. Juliette Russell, C. russelliana, Caladium

Mrs. L. R. Russell, C. Pantia Ralli, C. William lUppart,

C Thomas Tomlinson, Phyllotaenium Lindenii, Alpinia

sanderiana, a nice batch of Solanum Wendlandii, and

other
and Pandanu!
group

Colonel the Right Hon. Mark Lockivood, C.V.O., M.P.,

Bishop's Hall, Romford, Essex, had a very larce and

comprehensive table group of Fuchsias in great variety.

The plants, which were mostly in 5-inch and 6-inch pots,

were well grown and flowering profusely. Included in

the collection were several very beautiful and novel

colours and form". Had the back rows been more elevated,

the effect would have been enhanced.

Zonal Pelargoniums were shown in large and attractive

bunches by Sfessrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford,

Kent The flowers had suffered in some measure from

the heat experienced of late, but were pleasing neverthe-

less A fi'.w good sorts were Louis Chauvin (salmon).

Golden Lion (orange), Helen Countess of Radnor (cense),

Ladv Roscoe (soft pink) and The Sirdar (scarlet).

A very bright collection of Zonal Pelargoniums in

larce bunches was shown bv Mr. Vincent Slade, Taunton.

Good singles were Golden Lion (orange). Lady \\arwick

(margined). Princess D. Singh (salmon). Lady Curzon

(soft pink, A. J. >LacseIf (rosy red), Mrs. Stirtolph (soft
i

salmon). Scarlet King (rich scarlet and Lieutenant-

Colonel Lambton (Jeanne d'Arc type). Doubles and

semi-doubles were Lane (orange). Golden Glory (vei-

milion), Chavarri Hcrmanos (scarlet). Fascinator (salmon)

and D.asata (rosi- pink).
i-, , . n„ i

Fancy and Re^al Pelargoniums made a beautiful table

"lonp a"s displayed bv Jfessrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth,

Devon The colours were bright and pleasingly varied,

and, set up with Ferns interspersed, the effect was quite

Bood Varieties worthy of special note were the follow-

in" : Beautv of Exmouth, Mrs. F. C. Hunter. Glory of

Devon Princess Marv, Topsy (very dark). Hettie, Captiva-

tion, and Bvstoek Charming. A few very interesting

seedlin" Cape or sweet-scented Pelargoniums, among which

were Godfrey's Pet, Jlrs. Galsworthy and Jonathan

Smith, were also included.
, ^, . . ,,

Hfessrs. .Tarman and Co.. Chard, staged thirty-three

bunches of Zonal Pelargoniums in fresh, clean condition.

Doubles and serai-doubles were very conspicuous. 'The

better kinds were F. Poitevine, Genitrift Lane, Joyful,

M \ Roselenr Mme. A. Mahieu, Paul Rcboux, Mnie.

biix 'and Le Luton. A charming thing in this group

was the semi-trailing variegated miniature hybrid Mrs.

Newton, beautiful for decoration, and it has long, wiry

Messrs John Peeil and Son, West Norwood, S.E.,

had a very large and comprehensive group of Caladiums,

Gloxinias and Streptocarpi, the first mentioned being

represented by larse, well-grown plants of remarkable

colour better 'than this firm have shown for years. Some

verv handsome specimens of the Caladiums were notice-

able viz.. Lady Stafford Northcote, May Archer, Silver

Queen, Rufus. John Peed, Sir Henry Irving, king

George V., Sir Julian Goldsmid, Argentine, .Mrs. W. E.

Gladstone, La Lorraine, Marquis Camden and many
dainty miniature forms, including H J. Chapman. The

Gloxinias and the Streptocarpi were very handsome

and well grown, and showed remarkable improvement

and good culture. ,„ , , , o
Two groups of Spiraias from Messrs. Walshaw and Son,

Scarboronoh, were a welcome feature in one of the tents.

\ very charming display they made, and the varieties

represented were Qiiee'n Alexandra, Supcrba, Ceres,

Salmon Queen, Philadelphia, Juno, America and Queen

Alexandra Improved. .,..., ^
The Yokohama Nursery Company, Limited, Craven

House Kingsway, W.C, made a very interesting exhibit

of dwarf trees. This display was set up in much more

attractive style than usual with exhibits of this kind,

and the specimens were in wonderfully good health and

condition.
. ,t , t^ *

Messrs. W. Cutlmsh and Son, Highgate, N., and Barnet,

Herts showed a group of their new Ivy-leaved Pelargonium

Radiance. This is a bright scarlet flower of great promise,

and is a welcome addition to the list of these plants.

A table "roup of iniseellaneons plants from Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co., F.nflc-ld. made an attractive exhibit.

The plants included specimens of Static^' imbricata, b

profusa imbricata, hybrid Streptocarpi in variety,

Be"onia Lueeriia, Oleander splendens, Lotus pehorynchus

and Solanum Wendlandii. Begonia Rex (in front) and

Adiantum cuneatum were used as an edging, and Palms

as a background.
,

Pigmy Japanese trees m a great diversity of receptacles

were shown outside the large tent by Messrs. Liberty and

Co , Limiti'd, London and Paris. This was a large collec-

tion, and well maintained the ri'pntation of this firm.

ORCHins.

A dozen groups of Orchids occupied the central staging

of Tent No. 2 this year. Perhaps one never expects at

Holland House a repetition of the brilliant' groups at

Chelsea, which are shown when the Orchid season is at

its heiuht, hut in qnalitv the plants shown here worthily

flowers to those of six weeks ago, and such plants as the

summer-ttowering Cypripediufns received promiieiiee

which was not shown then. There were not a large number
of novelties entered for certificate, but of the fllieen,

special mention should be made of Mr. Gurney Fowler's

Odontoglossum Georgius Rex, which is undoubtedly

one of the finest seedling Odontoglossums ever raised.

The staging of Messrs. Charlesworth's group deserved

special attention After gazing .at the roof of the

tent, to which exhibitors iiill climb to get a little of

everything in, it was a relief to see every plant placed

on the eye-lino, and every plant staged a spccinii-n,

set off by a groundwork of Maidenhair Fern or oM.er

greenery. It need hardly be admitted that such an

arrangement was simpler for the exhibitor, so far as putting

the plants up was concerned, but it represented the speci-

men cultivation which we should like to see more generally

imitated, and a wise restraint in the use of only the very

best plants in a collection.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, occupied an impor-

tant position at the entranoe to the tent. The central

bank of Cattleya gigas sanderiana, with its pinky sepals

and rich crimson purple lip, dominated and gave character

to the group. The snmmer-fiowering Cypripediums,

which are often so much more beautiful on account of

their mottled fohage, were notably represented. Ultor,

the very seldom seen hybrid between the Cypripediiim

and Selenipedium groups, was flowered well. C. phiiip-

pinense was another good plant well fiowered ; the se

attracted by their qnaintness. Vivid colouring was
given by tlie brilliant Odontiodas, especially Charles-

worthii and Bradshawice luminosa ; and among the

newer plants Miltonia Sanders vivicans (neat, smallish

flowers, finely blotched), Odontoglossum ^vylamense (a

lovely piece of colour), Cattleya R. Prowe (a fine white),

Lielio-Caltleya Leda (which is so beautiful for the self

colouring of its unblotched deep crimson lip) and Stanhop.'a

ti"rinum were shown well. The Dove Orchi 1 (Penstena),

Liclio-Cattleya Endymion lutea and tlie Corndoan variety

of Cypripedi'um gigas were other outstanding plants.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, always

infuse a distinctive charm into their exhibits by something

i graceful and charming in their scheme of arrangement.

There were plenty of specimen plants, Cattleya gigas

JIajestic, four beautiful forms of Lielio-Cattleya Aphrodite,

and a very lovelv set of white Cattleya Mossiie varieties,

to which 'prominence was given ; but the group owed

much of its lightness to the feather pieces of Oncidiiim

pulvinatum and O. macranthnm. One never tires, too

geas, Spiricas, l-'erns. foliage plants, and a number of
]
challenged comparison. Fresh genera had added thi ir

of such a combination of red and white as was repeated

here, Renanthcra imschootiana and Phala?nopsis nme-
stadiana, although both are si ch well-known plants and so

frequently find place together. Messrs. Low's group

was worth studying for its small Orchids, so frequently

misnamed botanical Orchids, as if their charm needed

a botanist's eve to be appreciated and as if the only appeal

to the Horist's eye was size. Brassavola tubercnlata.

Bulbopliyllum barbigerum, B. Lobbii Colossus and

Promenea eitrina were a few of those which repaid

attention. , .^ „,

In the exhibit of Messrs. Armstrong and Broivn, lun-

brid^e Wells, the pleasing use at the back of hybrid

Odontoglossums, and, perhaps, too, the rich proportion

of whites, gave a touch of individuality to a very nice

arrangement of good plants. We cannot note down half

the good plants of which we made jottings. Cypripedium

Daisv Barclay, a variety unique in its rich spot-

tinas" must suggest a collection of good Cypripediums.

Odontoglossum Chanticleer (a self-coloured chocolate

except for its white ediie) and JDltonia lambeauiana

(white, with lemon centre) must stand as representatives

for others not less fine. Odontoglossum lutco-purpureum,

Oncidium phvmatochihim and some fine plants of Cattleya

"i^as wore o'ther deserving of mention in the briefest list.

Mr. Harrv Dixon, Spencer Park Nurseries, Wandsworth

Common staged a pleasing little group of good decorative

plants ; but why cannot the average visitor receive the

help of a name" card fo the individual plants ? There

were a number of choice Odontoglossum hybrids. A
plant of Brasso-Cattlcya SLarion carried seven flowers.

La;lio-Cattleya Cowanii' (apricot sepals and cnmson lip),

L.-C. blotchleyensis (very lovely deep crimson lip), Odonto-

glossum armainviUierensis xanthotes and Cattleya Mossia'

Wagneri (two beautiful whites) were worth places (and

labels) in any collection.

Mr C F Waters, Doanland Nurseries, Balcombe,

Sussex, also showtd a small collection. Vanda teres,

Cattleva eitrina, Renanthera imschootiana and other

good plants found place here alongside a number of newer

Odontoglossum and Miltonia seedlings.

.Messrs. Charlesworth, Hayn-ard's Heath, had a quiet

L'roup, a pre-eminent group, every plant a speeimc'ii

and every plant with room enough to be seen as a specinien.

This exhibit at once appealed in its simplicity and rich-

ness There w.as a central plant of tho ciuaint Epiden-

drum prismatocarpum, with eight spikes, each ov,-r

two feet high: Odontioda keighleyeusc! earned a much-

branched spike 4 feet high. Miltonia Charlesworthu

carried seven of its fine spikes so magnificently butterfly-

blotched in deep crimson. Odontioda Chanticleer, with

sm.allish orange scarlet flowers in close spikes ;
Angrweum

eiehlerianum, with its strange-looking white and green

flowers jutting from successive leaf-axils; Cattleya

Warseewiezii Jlrs. E. Ashworth, with sepals of the tenderest

lilac pink ; Dendrobium infundibiihim, pure white

;

Odonto.'Iossum erispiini aurantiacum—but we should

have had to make a full catalogue of the group if wo

wished to mention all the bcsl plants in it. We must not

omit, however, the lovely white Cattleya Mendelu The

oueen and the fine plants of Epideiidrnm vitelhnum

majus, fifteen spikes in a par. of which the intense orange

colouring lit up the whole exhibit.
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Apart from its richness in new and little-known plants
generally, the group of Sir Jeremiah Colraan, Gatton
Park, Surrey (gardener, Jlr. J. CoUier), deserved special
attention as representative of what has been raised at
Gatton and of what can he done in the best of our private
istablishments. There was a beautiful strain of Odontioda
Papilio gattonensis (Cochhoda noetzliana x Odonto-
udossum warnhamense), some of which were most distinct
in their chestnut red markings. The Epidendrums and
Sobralias, too, were notably Gatton plants. Of course,
other good things were not neglected. Place of honour
M-as given to LEcho-Cattleya "canhamiana alba (whit?
r-epals and deep purple lip) and L.-C. Phoebe (orange
sepals and blood red lip) ; and there were many beautiful
forms of Odontioda, Oncidium, Cattleya and Lrelio-
Cattleya. We owe a debt, too. to Sir Jeremiah for having
shown his unrivalled collection of those little gems, Eria,
Pleurothallis, Sarcochilus, Platyclinis, Physisi'phon, Ac,
which the Orchid world would be poorer witliout, although
the individual flowers will never be as large as dinner-
plates, but prefer to remain perfection of detail in
miniature.

Messrs, Mansell and Hatcher, Limited, Rawdon, Leeds,
made one of the richest and largest exhibits in the show,
and the good groundwork of moss allowed one to appreciate
the merits of an individual plant which overcrowding
so frei|uent]y does not The only really flue batch of
PhalBcnopsis exhibited occupied the post of honour in
the centre, reaching out its loose sprays over Vanda teres,
C'oehlioda noetzliana, some good fliiltonias and Odonto-
glossuras. At either end were banks of Lpclio-Cattleyas,
which were hnked up with the centre by Odontoglossums.
Odontioda Sunbeam in its tawny red shades was distinct
and pleasing, and there were a number of specimen plants
up and down the group.
The very rich collection of Odontiodas from Afessrs.

J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, Sussex, was the distinc--

tive feature of the group. Crimsons, scarlets and shades
of orange, they showed a wonderful range of form and
colour, and almost overbore the good thinas round them,
f'attlcya Paula, Jliltonia Queen Alexandra and Odontioda
Brewei were excellent. La-ho-Cattleya Emmeline was a
good thing, and there were some fine forms of Cattleya
gigas and Erasso-Cattleya Yeitchii. I*lants that we
noticed here and not elsewhere were the pretty white
I)endrobiums Dearei and sanderiana.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, staged a group wliich
u'as notable for its three fine banks of Cattleyas and
L;vlio-Cattleyas in a simple but telling arrangement,
ilany of the forms were particularly line in their purity
of colouring. The distinctive plants here werethe Disaa.
A couple of good plants of D. granditlora occupied places
in the front line, and the masses of D. Lima right and
left of the central bank of Cattleyas at once claimed atten-
tion. Their only fault was that ihcy were a little too
high up to be seen, but they were lovely pieces of colour,
and are seldom seen so good.

H\RDY TUEFS AND SHRUBS.
\Vhile the exhibits of herbaceous plants and flowers

showed a marked increase, there was a regrettable falling
off in the numbers of hardy tree and shrub exhibit ors.

With one exception the coliections were grouped in the
open around the tents facing the bandstand.

jMj. L. R.. Russell, Richmond, exhibited the most varied
collection. In one large group of very pleasing outhne
he showed the splendidly t,rown Tree Ivies for which his
fsleworth nurseries are noted. Besides a great variation
of leaf form, this display was particularly noteworthy
on account of the rich golden and bright silver colour
of very many varieties. In an adjoining group there
was a wealth of rare and valuable flowering species.
Abelia ftoribunda, Cistus crispus, the true C. purpureus
(of brilliant rose purple colour), Escallonia philippiana,
and the old-time favourite Erythrina Crista-galli ar^- the
names of only a few examples in this rich exhibit.

Japanese REaples of first-rate cultivation and in great
variety were grouped the full length of the Orchid tent
by Messrs. Fromow and Co., Chiswick. The addition of
minor groups of Aralia pcnlaphylla variegata and Vitis
lieterophylla variegata were an interesting and cfl'cctivc

addition.
The Donard Jfursery Company, Newcastle, County

Down, contributed a smaller exhibit, of which the chief
interest was centred in the charming pot plants of such
Leptospermums as NichoUii, Chapmanii and Boscawenii,
which we also admired at the Chelsea Show. Other
uncommon and interesting species included Melaleuca
squarrosa, Platrianthus Lyallii and Gue\ina avellana.

Himalayan Rhododendrons (out of flower), Loniatias,
Leptospermums and Daphniphyllunis were the chief
kinds in a small group by jMr. G. Reuthe, Keston.
A large topiary exhibit from Messrs. W. Cutbush and

Sons, Highgate, and a smaller one from Messrs. J. Piper
and Son, Bayswater, showed Boxlind Yew trees in many
designs, illustrating sldlful and patient training.

Under cover Messrs, George Paul and Son, Cheshunt,
and Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, staged sprays
of many hardy trees and shrubs. In the latter's collec-
timi Ceanothuses, Hydrangeas and a red double -flowered
Rhododendron, R. Mme. J. Moser, were particularly
attractive ; while Messrs. Paul speciahsed in Castanea
chrysophylla (in fruit), Alnus glutinosa aurea, Pavia
californica and shrubby Spiraeas.

Japanese pigmy trees of apparently great age and in
many cases associated with fascinating miniature gardens
were showai by Messrs. Barr and Sons and the Yokohama
Nursery Company.

Fkuit and Vegetahles.
W. W. Astor, Esq., Cliveden, Bucks (gardener,

, Mr. \Y. Camm), sem a magnificent contribution of Black
Hamburgh Grapes and Lord Napier Nectarines. The
many bunches of Grapes were all excellent, of Sloe-

black colour and large size ; while the Nectarines were
of equally desirable appearance.
Strawberries in many varieties and of most luscious appear-

ance were shown in shallow baskets by Messrs. Laxton
Brothers of Bedford. The fruits were, of course, all late

varieties, and it wa's particularly noticeable that those of the

most tempting appearance had a deal of Waterloo blood in

them. The variety named is one of the best late sorts for

medium and light soils, where the fruits become of quite

larae size and possess the characteristic dark purple colour

which is so attractive. The varieties were Utility, Latest and
Givon's Late Prolific. Of the scarlet-fleshed varieties, Rival,

The Bedford and Fillbasket were also very good. Besides

the many baskets of Strawberries, Messrs. Laxton dis-

played fruiting branches of Red, Black and White Currants,

bearing bounteous crops of good-sized fruits.

Mr. L. Mortimer, Rowledge, Farnham, included a most
imposing collection of Sutton's Ringleader Melon with
his new" Cucumber Mortimer's Rival and Tomato Tip
Top. The last named is an exceedingly free cropper.

The fruits are of bright red colour, smooth, and of the

medium size which sells well and is economical to iise.

Sir Daniel .Gooch, Bart., Hylands, Chelmsford, also

contributed an exceedingly good collection of seasonable

vegetables. The Peas (Peerless and Edwin Bsckett),

Broad Beans (Slammoth Longpod), French Beans
(Canadian Wonder), and Cauliflowers (Sutton's Snowball)

were of first-class appearance.
Messrs, Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had a most

attractive collection of first-rate vegetables. Practically

all possible sorts were on show. Early Snowball Cauli-

flower, Pen-y-byd and Table Dainty Jlarrows, Globe
Artichokes, Early Horn, Long Surrey and New Inter-

mediate Carrots, new Potatoes and Duke of Albany
Peas were the chief vegetables ; while of salad plants,

Radishes, Lettuces, Tomatoes and Cucumbers were of

equally high quality.

BOURNEMOUTH ROSE AND SWEET PEA SHOW.
The third exhibition of Roses and Sweet Peas was held
in the Wintsr Gardens Pavilion on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, June 29 and 30, and proved a splendid success.

The summer show of Roses and Sweet Peas was initiated

by the members of the Bournemouth Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Society, of which Mr. J. B. Stevenson, the
able Superintendent of the Public Gardens, is hon.
secretary. The first show was also a success in every way.
The number of entries this year greatly exceeded those of

others. W. Child Clark, Esq.. .Alichelgrove House,
Boscorabe, Bournemouth, staged over seventy vases of

Roses, splendidly grown specimens. Messrs. G. Watts
and Sons, Limitrd, Palace Nur.series, Bournemouth, had
a fine display of Roses and Perpetual-flowering Carnations,
Mr. M, Priehard, Christchurcli, filled a stage 50 feet long
and 3 feet wide with a choice selection of herbaceous
and alpine plants. Delphiniums were good , Clematis
recta lovely, Ivniphoflas, Potentillas, Campanulas, Sedums
and other rock plants in pots very charming, Mr. J.

Stevenson, Wimbornc, staged a fine lot of Sweet Peas^
including three seedlings of great substance of petal
and pleasing colours, ~ crimson, cerise and mauve
respectively.
For a display of Roses in Class 1, W, Child Clark, Esq.,

was first, and deservedly so, even though it was the only
exhibit in this class. The plants are mainly grown under
Fir trees in Bournemouth, and reflect great credit on
Mr. Clark and his head-gardener, Mr, J. Taylor.

Mr. J. Anderson, gardener to Percy Sugden, Esq.,
Wimbornc, was flrst in the class for six vases of Roses,
Hybrid Teas or Hybrid Perpetuals, distinct. Mr. Harvey
Thomas, Jo.^eph Hill, Rhea Reid and J. B. Clark were
staged in good form.
The classes for Roses in vases ^\erc popular. Mr. W.

Weaver won in the class for three vases, distinct, haN-ing

Prince de Bulgarie, G. Nabonnand and Caroline Testout.
Mr. W. J. Hayward was second, staging Sirs, Aaron Ward,
Liberty and Marquise de Sinety.

Mr. W. Weaver was again the winner in another class

for three vases, staging Hugh Dickson, Lady Ashtown
and Frau Karl Druschki. Second, Jlr. J. Sheldon.

In the majority of the classes there were nearly a dozen
entries, the display being very fine.

The Sweet Peas were of the same high standard of
quality as the Roses. Mi', A. E. Usher, gardener to Sir

R. Baker, Bart., M.P., Ranstone House, Blandford,'waa
awarded flrst prize in the class for a display of Sweet
Peas on a table space 10 feet by 4 feet. This was the only
exhibit in the class, and a very fine one.
The table decorations of Sweet Peas were charming.

Miss A. M. Wilson, Glenfallock; Mrs. Kilmister, Bourne-
mouth ; and Mr. W. Hodson won in the order named.

Mr. A. E. Usher had the best six vases of Sweet Peas,
distinct, staging in grand condition Elsie Herbert, Mark's
Tey, Constance Hinton, Hercules, R. F. Felton and Hilda,
the latter reallv grand. Mr. W. Hodson was second.
Edith Taylor, Walter P. Wright and Lady Evelyn Eyre
being the best. Mr. W. Weaver was third.

Mr. Usher was flrst in the class for six bunches of Sweet
Peas grown from seed supplied by Messrs. E. Webb and
Sons, Wordsley, who gave the prizes.

NORWICH ROSE SHOW.
The Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Society were
favoured with a very good entn,' for this show, in spite

of the visions of pessimists. The grounds of Carrow House
and Carrow Abbey were placed at the society's disposal,

and over three thousand people attended.
In the open Rose classes the prcipier prizes were shared

by the firms of Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Sons and Messrs. J. Burrell and Co. The amateur
classes produced some fine blooms and some spirited

contests. The Rev. J, A. L. Fellowes (Bunwell), Major

Astley (Plumstead), Mr. Campbell Steward (Norwich),

Captain Francis (Stratton) and JCiss Corbould Warren
were the primary winners.

Sweet Peas did not make such a display as one expected
in tlie competitive classes. The Daniels Cup, for twenty-
four varieties, was secured by F. A. Bainbridae, Esq.,

Hethersett (gardener, 3Ir. F. Wilby), with a superb exhibit.

Lord Cozens-IIardy (gardener, i\[r. A. Woodhouse) also

had fine blooms, and was a notable winner in other classes.

From the gardens of J. A. Christie, Esq., Framingham,
near Norwich, came what might be well termed the tit-

bits of the show, the new and rare flowering shrubs
embodying four Philadelphuses and the pretty ftlagnolia

Watsonii. The Irises, too, from this garden were very
fine. a&. W. Allan, the veteran of Gunton Park, again

proved his prowess as a Carnation grower. Another
notable exhibitor in the same class was G. E. White,
Esq. There were, of course, classes for the humbler
flowers, such as "Antirrhinums, Sweet Williams. Del-

phiniums and the like, all of which were well contested.

Fruit showed a falling off in the Grapes, but the flielon

classes brought out a good contest. Mr. W. Allan won
the scarlet-fleshed Melon class with a variety of his own
named Gunton Scarlet.

Messrs, Daniels Brothers, Limited, Royal Arcade and
To^vn Close Nurseries, Norwich, made a most interesting and
comprehensive exhibit arranged upon the floor of the

large tent, included in w-hich was a charming rock garden
and Lily pond, the whole being evidence of their resources

in every phase of gardening.
Messrs. Hobbiesj Limited, devoted their energies to

Sweet Peas, and these they sho^\'ed well. Mr. George
Herbert was at the stand, and one could see already
evidences of his further skill as a raiser in the new things

staged, \nz., Mrs. Kate Hammond (a fine pink with cream
base), Lifige (a new heavdy frilled pure white) and Uheims
(a flaming fiery scarlet).

SOUTHAMPTON ROSE SHOW.
In the beautiful gardens of South Stoneham House, the

residence of Ellen Lady Swaythhng. a splendid Rose
show was held on June 30, The lioses were remark-
ably fresh, and a conspicuous feature was their rich colour-

ing. The exhibits of both trade and private growers
were numerous, and marked by general high quality

throughout. In the competitive classes Herbert E.
Molyneux, Esq.. chairman of the Council, Brantwood,
Southampton, had some lovely exlnbits of choice Roses;
also Mr. G. Eilwood, gardener to W. H. Myers, Esq.,

Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham. The blooms in the

open classes were very even in merit, Mr. Harry Richards,

a local grower, staging well in the big class, in which
Messrs. D. Prior and Sons, Colchester, won premier

honours. As usual, the general arrangements for the

comfort and convenience of exliibitors and visitors were
perfect, under the guidance of the courteous hon.
secretary, Mr. C. S. Fuidgc, and his Council.

There u-as good competition in the open class for forty-

eight blooms, distinct. Messrs. D. Prior and Sons,

Colchester, won premier position. The following were
very fine specimens . MUdred Grant, Lady Ashto^vn,

Melanie Soupert, Jlrs. W. J, Grant, Bessie Brown, Dean
Hole, Florence Pemberton, Duchess of Westminster,
Lady Barham (grand). Mrs. George Norwood, Ethsl
Malcolm, White Maman Cochet, Avoca. Joseph Hill,

Mrs. Edward JIawley, Carohne Testout, Maman Cochet,

Richmond and Lyon Rose. Mr. George Prince, Oxford,

was a close second. In this stand Mrs. G. Shawyer, Lyon
Rose, St. Helena, airs. C. Hall, Leslie Holland, Mamie and
Miss A. de Rothschild (the last named grand) ^\ere the best

blooms.
In Class 2, for twelve varieties, three trusses of each,

Mr. George Prince won. Edgar Burnett (grand), jMildred

Grant (fresh and full), Ethel Malcolm. Mrs. F. Hobbs,
Lady Ashtown and Leslie Holland were the best. The
s.'cond prize went to Messrs. Jarman and Co. J. B.
Clark, British Queen, Countess of Caledon and Lady
Ashtown were fine blooms in this stand.

In Class 3, for twelve blooms. Teas or Noisettes,

distinct, Mr. George Prince (von flrst prize and the challenge

bowl presented by the president and vice-presidents of

the socictv. He had in splendid form Mrs. Campbell
Hall, Maman Cochet, Souvenir d*un Ami, Nita Wcldon,
SIi-3. F. Hobbs, Mrs. E. Mawley and MarCchal Niel (very

good). Second, Messrs. D. Prior and Sons.

Blr. Hides was first for six blooms, one variety, yellow

or white, staging grand specimens of the new Hybrid
Perpetual Candeur Lyonnaise, which also won the silver

medal, and was selected as the premier bloom. Mr.
Hicks also won in the class for twelve vases of garden
Roses. Princess Mary, Mrs, Edward Alford, Goldfinch

(Climbing Polvantha) and Rayon d'Or were beautiful.

Second honours went to Sir. George Eilwood, who staged

Cheshunt Scarlet, Liberty, Paibin and Jlmc. Abel Chatenay,

all frer.h and highlv coloured.
Mrs, C. J. Flight. Shawford, Winchester, won first prize

and the silver cup presented by J. J. Burnet, Esq., for a

dinner table decoration of Roses. jMrs. E. Ladhams, Shirley,

and Miss Taylor, Sahsbury, were second and third re-

spectively.
Mrs. C. J. Flight had the best vase of out Roses, bci]ig

followed bv Mrs. E. Ladhams and Mrs. A. F. Tofield.

The first prize and silver cup were won by Daniel

Seaton, Esq., for eighteen blooms, distinct. Florence

Pemberton, Bessie Brown, Lady Ilchcster, JMr». J. H,
Welch, A. K. Williams and SOldrcd Grant were his best

blooms. Second, Mr. L. Barker, gardener to C.J. Flight,

Esq.; ttiird, Mr. A. Fry, aardener to R. C. W. Dixon.
i^sq-

*** The Yearly Subscription to TUE Gardtljs is : Inland,

6s. 6d. ; Foreign, 8s. Qd.
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AWARDED DIPLOMA AND MEDAL AT THE ROYAL INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION- 1912

-

THF MOST PFRFECT *_ /_ _ ^ GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED

in the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, io the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further (1 cwt.

equallint; 15 cwts.), f;ives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Hortlctiltural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and I am pleased

to report that it has proved escellent for the flower borders, fruit and vesetables grown both under glass and out in the open air."
(Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.

A beauti/ui Fret BookUt ". z'ing full farticulars andlnstitnonials, a/so valuabU cultural insCruc'io'ts. sent on receipt offcstiani.

BEWA&E OF IMITATIONS: GENTJINE OKLY IN OUR M&REED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS.
Sold in Bags, 28 lbs . 2/3; 56 lbs.. 3/6; 1 cwt.. 6/- ; 5 cwts., 28/9; 10 cwts.. 55/-; we paying carriage to any station in England
and Wales, including Jste of Wight, or by carrier in London district(also. in not less than 1 cwt. lots, by London Boat to Scotland and

Ireland). Through Nurser\-men. Seedsmen and Stores, or direct from the Manufacturers and Patentees.
VTAKELEY BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE, LONDON.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 2/- bushel bac. carriario paid 25 miles, or 1/6 carnage for\vard.

dJTnondi
Give them Carmona!

i

and your vegetables wilt bear maximum crops. ;

Every plant and every square yard of ground will •

doubl and treble its yield. Feed your flowers \

with it and ywir garden will be a blaze of colour ;

tliroughout the se;ison. Carmona provides the ;

food that pLmts need, as much as I

they need, and when they need it. •

Enrich your Seed Beds with Carmona :

and feed it to growing piants.

All See<lsmen sell it in tins, Qd., 1/-,

2/G,- baijs H lbs. i/Q : 28 /6s. 7/6;
56 lbs. 12/0; 112/65. 20/-.

ROBINSON BROS., Ld., W. Bromwich.

Already-
Quite a lot of lawn-proud people
have commenced upon the restora-
tion of their lawns. With Velvas
they are abolisliing the weeds, re-

newing the growth of the grass, and
beautifying its colour—just as you
can do—at very little cost.

VE L VAS
Lawn Sand

from Seedsmen evervwhere. Tins,
6d. 1/-, 2/-, 3/6 (14 lbs.); Kegs, 28
lbs. 6/6 ; 56 lbs. 11/- ; 112 lbs. 20 -.

Send for Booklet on the making and
maintenance of Lawns, post free.

LION CYCLES £5:5:0'*"*
or I5s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised in this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS: Lamp. Bell. Pump and everything included. Carriage
paid. VOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10
DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and the
finest Catalogue ever printed (with coloured illustrations showing
exact machines).—GEORGE BEATSON. " Lion Cycle Works.* 85.
Moseley Street. BirminRham.

I do not re-

quire pay-
ment until

STRAWBERRY NETTING
you have seen and approved of the netting. Others may
try to copy me, but this Netting is the best stout
small mesh, as supplied BY ME to the Royal
Qardens. Will not rot. Can be sent on approval. 30
Bq. yds., for Is., any length or width made. Orders over
5s. car. pd. List and Samples free. I can also supply
commoner Netting at "0 sq. yds. for 1 s. Only address

—

H. J. QASSON, The Net Works, RYE.

foudhboroudh
BOILER

31,000 IN USE
LISTS ON APPLICATION

lt«*^/^ !|

The pioneer at cheap simple and effective
he^ng for sm&II greenhouses Complete
ApDiu'atus from S.4 :4 :o. The immer\sc sale
of this boiler arxd its numerous imitations
arc the best testimoixy of its undoubted success

HESSEKCER^COMX
LOUGHBOROUGH LCICESTEflSH IR.E
London Qfrcg

. 122 VICTORIA ST S W

ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED.

THE ' PATTISSON ' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST! STRONGEST

!

MOST ECONOMICAL!

Soles of best English Sole Leather
(Waterproofed), with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs, or Solid Rubber
Fig. 1 can be REFITTED repeat-

edly, equal to new Boots.

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY
Fig 1

RECOMMENDED.

SILVER MEDALS "•**' Horticultural Society, 1904. 1914OILILR IIILUHLO ROYAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1912.
Used in tlie ROY.\L (and in tliousands

of the PRINCIPAL) G.^RDENS.
Hundreds of Testimonials.

The FieLi says : " As good as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H.M. THE

KING, Balmoral Castle) writes: "The boots
supplied 2 years at;o are as good as ever."
GOLF COURSE REQUISITES

as used by the Principal Clubs. Fig. 2.

JlUii,tyated Price Lists from the Makers—
4.6, GREYHOUND LANE

8TREATHAM, S.W.H. PATTISSON &C0.,^

COOPER
PREPARATIONS

tr«' Ufiequixllcd for efficiency

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
J'or SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation lor Apple Sucker,

Ctera-Flf, «tc, on FRUIT and other TREES.
Qt 3/6 : 1 GaU. 10/6 : 2 Galli. 20/6 : 5 Galls. W-

:

40 GallL £19/10;-

i^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID

Far ROSE, STRAWBERRY tad otker MILDEWS
Per Quarts/-: lGaa9/-; 2 Gilli. 17|6 ; S Galk. 42

1

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING IVIOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, sdberes well, remains a lone time in sus-

pension, costs foliage unifoimly, and does not scorch

when properly prepared,

1 lb. Tm !/ : 5 lb. Tin 4/7 ; 10 lb. Tin 7/11 SO lb. Kei 31/3

i^ Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After triat—Rmceivmd the " Commended'* award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Kills Wewb on Garden Paths and GraTeUed Spaces.

Per Qrt. 2/- ; 1 GalL 6/6 : 5 Gall*. 27/6 ; 40 GalU. 160,-

J gall, makem 100 galU. of effective Weedkiller

^ Cooper's TOMARITE
For PREVENTION and ERADICATION of

DISEASES AFFECTING TOMATOES.
Qrt Tb 2/3 : I Gall. 61- ; S Galls. 28/- : 10 Galls. £2/14/

^ COOPER'S FUMI6ATIN6 FLUID

A re-inforc«d NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Dctttoyina INSECT PESTS in GJass-homei.

Id Botts. @ Sa. : 1/2 : 2/6 ; 5/- ; 9/- : In Tins @ 17/. ; 30/'. ; 57/.

Of Agent* Everywhere

S01.K MANUr*OTURKH«,

WILLm. COOPER & NEPHEWS. BerUutmittd.

if LABOUR SAVERS.EUREKA" uwn sand. ^
SoiLFUME Nicotine. INSECTICIDES Fumers.
sprays. and other chemicals & sundries.

^ See List Please ask your agent for the Eureka
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Record Price for Roses.—At the Saltaire

Rose .Show, an abridged report of which appears

on another page, the whole of the proceeds were

devoted to the War Fund. A collection of sixty

Rose blooms exhibited b\' Messrs. Frank Cant

and Co. realised £25, and a smaller collection

was sold for £5.

Trials of Spring Cabbages and Perennial

Poppies at Wisley.—A trial of Spring Cabbages

will take place at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, Wisl;y,

during the coming season. Seeds of

all varieties which it is desired

should be tried should be sent

immediately to the Director, Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Wisley, Ripley, Surrey, from whom
forms of entry may be obtained. A
trial of Perennial Poppies will also

take place at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Garden, Wisley, during

1917. Plants of all varieties which
it is desired should be tried should

be sent immediately to the Director.

Rose Climbing White Pet in a
Cottage Garden.—The accompanying
illustration, from a photograph taken

in the picturesque village of Let.

combe, Berkshire, depicts this well-

known climbing Rose clothing an
archway with its large clusters of

double white flowers. The variety

appears to be quite a favourite

among cottagers, since it is often

seen in country districts. One reason

for its popularity is owing to the

fact that it continues to flower over

quite a long season, and this cannot

be said of many climbing Roses.

Moreover, it is a very strong grower,

being quite able to hold its own
even in a neglected garden.

A Beautiful Chinese Rose.—Rosa
soulieana is a vigorous-growingspecies

from Western China, beautiful and
distinct in character throughout

the year. Growing 8 feet to 10 feet

or more in height, it is a delight-

ful wild Rose for the less formal

parts of the pleasure grounds, the shrubbery

border and the boundary of the woodland. Freely

armed with spines, R. soulieana could be most
effective planted as an impenetrable hedge of

informal outline. Its interest and beauty may be

described as four-fold—the winter character,

with dense growths and branches copiously armed
with grey-grccn spines ; the light grey-green or

silvery green foliage ; the creamy white flowers,

more than an inch across, abmrdantly borne in

large, branching corymbs ; followed by orange
red fruits in the autumn.

National Sweet Pea Society's Outing.—
Following the splendid exhibition of Sweet Peas
held in London on Tuesday of last week, about
eighty members of the society visited the official

trials at Boyton Hall, Roxwell. Essex, on Wcdncs-

A ROADSIDE SCENE IN A BERKSHIRE VILLAGE.
ROSE IS CLIMBING WHITE PET.

day. In spite of the dry weather, the trials were in

excellent condition, thanks to the untiring efforts

of the trials superintendent, Mr. Reginald Christy,

and his enthusiastic daughter. After lunch the

members proceeded by motor to Mark's Tey,
near Colchester, where the seed grounds of Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons and Messrs. Dobbie and
Co. were inspected, and the magnificent Sweet

Peas and other flowers greatly admired. Tea,
at which the president. Miss Philbrick, very ably

presided, was provided by the two firms named.
Returning to London in the evening, the members
generally were of the opinion that the outing

was one of the most pleasing of the many that

have been arranged by the committee. It is

good to know that the society, notwithstanding

the war, is making good progress.

The Orphans of Gardeners.—In

past years the Royal Gardeners'

Orphan Fund has relied for its in-

come on the annual festival dinner,

held in May. This year the committee

felt compelled to abandon this, and
a special appeal is now being made
to those interested in horticulture.

This appeal we endorse with every

confidence, knowing as we do the

admirable work that the Fund has

done and is still doing. Started in

r887, it has for its object the main-

taining and starting in life of the

orphans of gardeners, an annual

income of nearly two thousand pounds

being required for this admirable pur-

pose. We appeal to those of our

readers who are now enjoying their

gardens, and especially those who have

children of their own, to send a dona-

tion to the hon. treasurer, Mr. Edward
Sherwood, and so help to brighten the

lives of those whose fathers, in their

lifetime, played their part in the great

world of horticulture. The address to

which to send money is rg, Bedford

Chambers, Covent Garden, London.

The Mount Etna Broom.—Among
the comparatively few hardy shrubs

which flower during July and early

.\ugust, the Mount Etna Broom,

Genista aetnensis, is one of the most

valuable. Growing to a height of 12 feet

to 18 feet or even more, it is a useful

subject for the back of a shrubbery

border, large beds in the pleasure

groimds, and groups in the open

woodland and park. In time, should

the position in which the plants are

growing permit, they assume the habit of small,

elegant trees the yotmg, twiggy branches being

pendulous. This Broom is sparsely furnished

with leaves, but with the rich green" of the branch-

lets this is not very noticeable. The small. Pea-

like flowers are rich golden yellow. Yomig plants

can be readily raised from seeds, which mature

freely on the plants.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
IThe Editor is not responsible- for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Deferred Query on Goldfish.—Can any reader

tell me how long it is before little goldfish get

their colour ? I have sixteen gold and silver

fish in a good-sized pond, and there are several

small brown fish which we hope are goldfish.

They are about a year old. I shall be so much

obhged for any information about goldfish being

hardy in this country.^G. M.

Flower Borders at a Cripples' Home.—The

accompanying illustration is of particular interest,

inasmuch as it represents flower borders, with

orchard in the background, at St. Vincent's

Cripples' Home, Eastcote, Middlesex. We under-

stand that most, if not all, of the gardening is

done by cripple boys, and the effect seen in the

illustration docs them credit.

enthusiastic gardener and an old pharmacist, may
I assure " M. H." that she will get no satisfaction

whatever by dabbling in laboratory work ; the

only result will be mess. She certainly cannot

produce liquid perfumes from the products of an

English garden, and no ointments are now made

from " herbs." The last survivor made with

Elderflowers is no longer used. The only product

of my own garden handed over to the pharmacy

is a little Garlic, and this is by no means a favourite

perfume.

—

John Whitfield, F.C.S.

The Cutting of Flowers.—Mr. E. T. Ellis, in writ-

ing on this subject, page 301, issue June 19, would

have done well if he had referred to the varieties

and kinds of flowers that will stand the " cut-

and-come-again " practice. Inexperienced ama-

teur cultivators may do plants harm, structurally,

beyond the mere loss of blossom through indis-

criminate cutting ; they would, in cutting off

flowers, perhaps remove buds that would supply

next year's crop of bloom, and then wonder why

FLOWER BORDERS AT ST. VINCENT'S CRIPPLES' HOME, EASTCOTE. MIDDLESEX.
THE GARDENING IS DONE BY CRIPPLE BOYS.

On Drying Herbs.—^Take care they are gathered

on a dry day, by which means they will have a

better colour when dried. Cleanse your herbs

well from dirt and dust, cut off the roots, separate

the bimches into smaller ones, and dry them by the

heat of the stove, or in a Dutch oven, in such

quantities at a time that the process may be

speedily finished, i.e., " Kill 'em quick," as a great

botanist says. By this means their flavour will

be preserved. There can be no doubt of the

propriety of drying herbs, hastily by the aid

of artificial heat rather than by the heat of the

sun. When dry remove the leaves, rub through

a sieve and bottle at once.—K. T.

How to Make Perfumes.—To anyone inclined

lor experiment in the direction indicated by Mr.

E. T. Ellis in your issue of July 10, page 337.

may I give Pimch's advice, " Don't." The only

possible result will be failure and waste of money
and materia). Will Mr. Ellis try some small

experiments and report ? I should much like

to witness the operations, having read the com-

munication with great amusement. .'Vs an

the plants were a failure—did not bloom. There

is a vast difference in dealing with flowering shrubs

and flowers on annuals such as Sweet Peas. Even

in removing faded flowers much injury can be

done unless the workman imderstands the plants

he is dealing with. Many persons cut flowers at

any hour during the day ; but when a time can

be chosen, the early hours of the morning are

best, as the stems are more charged with moisture.

—Shamrock.

Sweet Peas at Castlemilk, Scotland.—Sweet

Peas are among the specialities in the gardens of

Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine. Bart., at Castlemilk.

Lockerbie, Lady Buchanan Jardine being a great

admirer of these beautiful flowers. The new-

varieties are secured for trial, but some of the

older ones are too good to discard. This year

the Sweet Peas are very fine, the blooms being

large and well coloured. Among those i.otcd

were, Elsie Herbert, classed as picotee-edgcd with

white groimd. The picotcc edging is not so

marked as to be stiff by any means, and the

flowers at Castlemilk are superb. Robert Syden-

ham is very fine indeed, the orange scarlet blooms

being superb. Margaret Atlee, deep cream pink,

is magnificently grown at Castlemilk, and, although

some criticise the colour, it is not easily surpassed.

Royal Purple, seen in a few blooms only, does

not look nearly so well as in a bunch, when the

colour shows splendidly. It is by far the best

of its colour. Morning Mist is likely to make its

way into favour for decorative work. It is a

delightful combination of French grey on a cream

groiuidwork. Pathfinder is capital ; and R. F.

Felton, as grown at Castlemilk, is not surpassed

by any of its shade of lavender. King Manoel

is the favourite among the maroons. Mr. John

Jeffrey, Sir Robert's gardener, gives Maud Holmes

the preference among the crimsons, and grows

it magnificently. Melba is favoured, and Boadicea

is very satisfactory.—Ess.

The Deciduous Cypress.—I was much in-

terested in the note on this grand tree by " H."

in the issue for July 10, page 342. In a Hampshire

garden there is a fine specimen growing about

twenty feet from the edge of a pond, a gravel

path and sloping lawn intervening. The " knees "

of the roots, since they were not cut, have become

very conspicuous. In some cases I have heard

of the knees growing to a height of about eighteen

inches above the level of the groimd. When I

first took charge of the garden I foimd that the

scythe had been used in the cutting of the grass,

and the exposed roots were cut, too. Thismutila-

tiem I stopped. When I measured the tree about

fifteen years ago it was more than one himeired

feet high, and 14 feet round the trunk at

4 feet from the groimd. The trunk was branchless

to a height of about twelve feet.—G. G.

New Potatoes.—^The appeal by the Board of

Agriculture, urging the public to refrain from

consuming the new crop of Potatoes while so large

a stock of old Potatoes remains available and in

good condition for the table, deserves the careful

attention of everyone at the present moment.

May I, however, remind your readers that the

old Potatoes on hand can also be put to another

use ? In response to the advice given last August,

considerable quantities of new Potatoes were

then planted, which gave excellent returns, and

visitors to the Royal Horticultural Society's

exhibition in November last saw splendid examples

of Potatoes grown from tubers planted in August.

But even better results can be assured if old

Potatoes are planted during the next four weeks.

All that is needed is to choose the soundest tubers,

and either plant them at once on any freshly dug

ground or set them up on end for a fortnight to

encourage " sprouting," and then plant. New
Potatoes in November and December are always

acceptable, and the addition to the national food

supply would be very great if the present planting

of old Potatoes were generally adopted. Whether

the public buy new Potatoes now or not, it is-

almost certain that growers who depend upon the

early market for the remunerative prices obtained

will still lift their crops, as in many cases the land

thus cleared is wanted immediately for sowing

some " catch crop," which in its turn helps to

swell the national food supply. The public cannot

be too often reminded that great additions to the

food supply can be ensured by sowing in July and

August many valuable vegetable crops, such as Cab-

bage, Carrot, Onion. Lettuce, Dwarf Beans, Globe

Beet, Peas, Spinach. &c.

—

Arthur W. Sutton.

[We publish with pleasure Mr. Sutton's letter,

which supplements the advice we have been giving

readers for several weeks past.

—

Ed.]
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The Gooseberry Caterpillars.—In your issue

of July 10, page 342, you have an article on
Gooseberry caterpillars. For some years the

«ominon green caterpillar, which comes in the

spring, did great damage here, and we turned

on all hands to pick them off. Seeing how easily

they fell of! if the bushes were shaken, we
surrounded the stem of each bush %vith soot.

Every morning a man went roimd with a

forked stick and gave each bush one sudden
shake. Within a day or two there were no
caterpillars left on the bushes. They some-
times got back on the bushes by passing

over the dead bodies of those which had crawled

over the soot ; but that only needed watch-
ing and more soot added. We are now quite

free from caterpillars.

—

^Thackeray Turner,
Godalming.

Narcissus Santa Maria in New Zealand.

—

In The Garden of April 17, on page 188, re the

Rev. Joseph Jacob's notes on Daffodils at Vincent

Square on March 29, he wonders whether Santa

Maria is known and grown in New Zealand. I

may say it is, and in three different lists before me
it is for sale ; but I have not seen it on any of the

exhibition stands for the last four or five years,

and about that time I discarded it as not worth
growing for exhibition, as it was too small. The
colour was all right, but the perianth was no
good. So far as I remember, it was a good grower

and increaser.—R. Gibson, Riverlea, New Zealand.

In " Daffodil Notes," in your issue of

April 17, the Rev. Joseph Jacob enquires whether
Narcissus Santa Maria is grown and known in

New Zealand or Australia. Yes ; this variety has

been known here, arovmd Auckland at any rate,

for many years ; but, unfortunately, it is not

a " good doer." In the earlier days it appeared

at times on the show tables, and though now
altogether out of date in this respect, it is stiU

retained in many gardens and prized for its intense

colouring. On page 90 of the Year Book, 1913,

mention is made by Mr. Lowe of the flowering of

a seedling yellow trumpet at Christchurch on
June 4, 1912, which is very early, that part of

New Zealand being quite three weeks later than
Auckland. I recently saw a yellow trumpet seed-

ling in Mr. H. BuU's garden at Epsom (a suburb),

wliich bloomed on May 24. It reminded me
of an old variety grown here under the name of

Primrose Dame, and is the earliest bloomer that

has so far come under my notice.—A. E.

Grindrod.

Rose Neige d'Avril.—Last year I wrote a note

in The Garden drawing attention to this climber

as one of the finest of early flowering varieties.

Another year's trial induces me to send a further

note emphasising its value. My plant is growing
in a border next a wall, trained up a pole. The
uppermost branches were bent over towards the

pole, forming a huge weeping head some 10 feet

high. The great freedom in which its pure white

blooms in clusters are produced the first week in

June renders the variety especially valuable.

The opening stages of the blooms display deep
yellow anthers, which gradually pass away from
the semi-double flowers. The growth and
foliage, too, are aU that could be desired.—E.

MOLYNEU-X.

Cypripedium Calceolus in Switzerland.—

I

had the pleasure of finding last spring in it.= wild

state a flourishing colony of Cypripedium Calceolus,

and the habitat is interesting in view of its

rarity. The plants were growing on a steep northern

slope, among thick sphagnum and under the

shade of Firs, and an eminent Swiss authority

tells me this is their typical habitat. This fact

may interest your correspondent " C. Q.." from

whom you published a letter on June 13, 1914
as he mentions having been told to look for the

plant " in turf in very gritty, fibrous limestone

soil in full sun." This beautiful Orchid is, un
fortunately, becoming rare in Switzerland, owing
to its having been so much sought after, so I am
hoping that the site of my colony may long remain

a secret.

—

Lucy Joshua, La Corbiere, Estavazer

le Lac, Fribourg.

Railway Botany.—The railway traveller with

a taste for natural beauty may often find agree-

able occupation in observing the vegetation

of the railway banks. A monograph on railway

botany would be an entertaining book, and useful,

especially to those who travel by the more leisurely

lines. The floral display of Centranthus ruber,

the Red Valerian, on the railway banks near

Gravesend, and to a lesser extent on the London,
Chatham and Dover Railway, is most impressive,

and is much remarked upon. It appears in dense

masses, almost clothing the whole bank in places,

but is often seen in large patches, contrasting

beautifully with Whitethorn, dwarf Elder, grasses

and other wild growth. These banks are worth
studying as an object-lesson in wild gardening.

This Valerian is one of the best subjects for growing
under trees, where any covering of the ground
is difScult and Ivy objected to. Its ample dark,

glossy leaves make it a featmre even out of bloom.

I have never seen this Valerian on railway-sides

in the North. Earlier in the year Wallflowers

are a feature on the same railway, though only

where the chalk is so exposed as to make rank
vegetation impossible. It has been asserted that

Wallflowers were first cultivated from plants

obtained from the rocks of Edinburgh Castle,

but the railway banks prove it indigenous wherever

similar conditions are foimd. [Such examples
may be estrays from neighbouring gardens.

—

Ed.]

The presence of Colutea arborescens on rail-

way banks in the East of London and within

City limits is very striking. This Bladder
Senna is a handsome shrub of about fifteen

feet high when well grown. Its presence on
the railway-sides in so unfavoturablc an atmo-
sphere proves its adaptability to sites where better

subjects would fail. Its curious seed-pods, which
succeed the yellow flowers and are borne in such

profusion as to almost cover the plant, give a

quaint appearance. Introduced from the Continent

in the sixteenth century, there are six species of

Colutea in cultivation, though all are somewhat
neglected. They can be readily raised from
seed. Heaths in several varieties are quite a
railway-side feature in the uplands of Surrey

and Hants, as well as in the northern regions

where Heath is prevalent. On the line near

Swanley it is abimdant, and associated with
Silver Birch the effect is very pleasing. That
railway banks are worth scientific planting would
have been demonstrated long ago but for the

conflict of interests in their proprietorship. As
it is, they are pleasing evidence of Nature's tendency
to invest with beauty what the hand of man
has made unsightly.

—

Hurstcot.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
August 4.—Royal Horticultural Society's Fort-

nightly Meeting and Exhibition, Vincent Square,

Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m.

August 7. — Societe Franfa'se d'Horticulture

de Londres, Monthly Meeting.

THOUGHTS AFTER
HOLLAND HOUSE SHOW.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

JUST
as the ladies of a house-party love

to gather together for a good talk after

the last guest has gone and before they
" turn in " for what is left of the morning,

so for the keen gardener the talking

over what has been seen and the com-
paring of notes are the finishing touches to his

enjoyment of a big show.

I met a friend who had bsen to the

Holland House Show as I was journeying to

my sister's after the second day, and we at

once fell to work. The one Paul's Scarlet

Climber Rose, and the other Paul's soft pink

single Rose Butterfly had taken his fancy

;

had I seen them ? Yes, I had. Had he seen

what I thought one of the prettiest and most
striking bits in the whole of the five large tents

—

E. J. Hicks' magnificent set-out of Princess

Mary, the rich bright crimson single—the Rose

that, if it behaves well, must be one of the greatest

of all bush Roses in the future ? No, he had
not. Had I seen Bunyard and Sons' splendid

light blue Delphinium Queen Marj- ? I had,

and I had thought it very fine, and coming to Hol-

land House fresh after a long Delphinium morning
at Wisbech, I marvtUed when I saw it liad received

no award. When, later on, I saw the " silver-

gilt Flora " given to as fine a lot of hardy Ferns

as anyone need wish to see, I came to the con-

clusion that tliese Council signs of approbation are

very like the wind, for no one can tell whence they

come or wliither they will go. Enough ; I have exer-

cised my Englisliman's right of a growl, and I now
pass on to what I hav,; to say, much reUeved.

One of the great men of ancient histoiy once

searched the city in which he lived for an honest

man, but in vain. He should have been at Holland

House. " What jolly old stone vases you have,

Mr. Jones !
" I remarked as I saw the extremely

pretty pergola, pigeon-cote, vases and seats

exhibited from Horsecomba, near Bath. " Fakes,

Sir, nothing but fakes. I assure you, Sir, that

that hundred year old seat was not half made
when we began to pack our truck last Monday
evening." Mr. Herbert Jones may not have the

secret of perpetual youth, but he undoubtedly

knows how to give the impression of age. I

thought I recognised an old friend. Readers

will do the same when I tell them it was tlie stone

that Messrs. Carter and Wallace use so much in

tlie " formal garden " displays.

Bath, "Beaus" and Begonias.—Blackmore

and Langdon's beautiful batch of brilliant Begonias

were the " beaus " of the show. The Coronation

Cup went home with them. Such a display was
only possible because a hanging-on character

has been slowly evolved, and we need no longer

be afraid to look at a flower. What beauties

some of them were ! Lord Methuen, scarlet
;

Mrs. Cuthbertson, pink ; Lady Cromer, pink,

edged pale blush ; Mrs. W. L. Ainslie, yellow
;

iVIrs. R. Caulfield, deep rose ; Mrs. James Thornton,

white ; and Irene Tambling, orange. What a

hybrid Lily Amos Perry was ! Grove, the Lily

king, is reported to be more than satisfied witli

the new-comer. Roughly speaking, it is a magni-

fied and refined Hansonii, quite Jersey butter

yellow and much spotted. The daily Press

fixed on Mr. Gumey Fowler's Odontoglossum

Georgius Rex as the flower or plant of the show.
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but I am inclined to think they were vrrong. and

that they should have come here.

I did like Wallace's Eremuri. Twenty years'

work was in that small group—Bungei and Olga,

the old parents, and all their grandchildren and

great-grandchildren around them. How proud

the parents must have been to see how Shelford,

Sir Michael, Primrose Queen and White Oiieen

have got on in the world ! ;

Miss Willmott's garden must be like a con-

juror's hat^quite as inexhaustible and as full

of surprises. Some lovely vases of the beautiful

Lilium regale came from there. It is like a

shortened Lilium Harrisii with delightful broad

rose markings do-wTi the centre of the exterior

of each petal or segment, which

in this variety are joined together.

Miss Wilhnott told me it did not

like peat, and that it was perfectly

hardy and would grow in any good,

well-drained garden soil. If only

it is a " doer " like testaceum or

pardalintim, we have in r.egale a

most useful and ornamental plant.

The most out of the common

exhibit was that of Macdonald's

fancy Grasses. There is an opening

in this direction. Few and far

between are the gardens where

much attention is paid to them

or where any but the most ordi-

nary are to be found Glyceriaspec-

tabilis, .'to'henatlKnmi bulbosum

variegatum, Aira atropurpurea,

Elymus glaucus and the semi-hardy

Eulalia graciUima were among

the more striking. Bees always

have a more or less quantity of

new or rare flowers. The white

Erigeron Edina cannot help being

very good for cutting. It is a

rather small counterpart of the

well-known speciosus.

Sweet Peas were ver\- much in

evidence. The supply of novel-

ties is well-nigh inexhaustible.

It is not -Dften that such a dis-

tinct colour turns up as that found

in last year's Royal Purple.

Cream grounds seem to be still the

rage, and deiinty, fresh-looking

flowers like Mrs. A. G. Gentle

are overlooked.

But who saw the last new

PrimiJa, I wonder — Primula

nutans ? It was found by George

Forrest in China, and is very, very-

new indeed. P. capitata with the

flower-head elongated may give an

idea of the looks of the new-comer. Hemerocallis

Golden Bell is a decided step in the right direction.

The individual flowers are like yellow Madonna

Lilies and as large as a good-sized coffee cup.

Lakeman's Carnation Lieutenant Shackleton

(apricot, spotted and flushed with rose) and

Dutton's rose and white Perpetual-flowering one

are both down on my list ; so, too, is a short note

about the rich crimson Thj-me, Thymus Serpyllum

coccinea major. A patch on rockwork shows up

well. With Hedera dentata variegata, the fine

large variegated, heart-shaped leaved Ivy shown

by Mr. L. R. Russell, I must conclude, hoping that

tliese few stray thoughts and notes may be found

useful and interesting when read in conjunction

with the full account in last week's issue.

SEASONABLE NOTES
CARNATIONS.

ON

Layering.—The propagation by layers of

Malmaisons and of border and show kinds of

Carnations and Picotees now engages the attention

of growers. There is no accepted date when any

of these are propagated, some layering at the

earliest moment, once the shoots are hard enough

to manipulate, and these invariably form roots

in a shorter time than those which are deferred.

The best cultivator of Malmaisons I know does

not layer his plants till well into August, but the

general run of growers would hesitate to wait so

4
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A NOBLE SPECIMEN OF THE MANNA ASH, FRAXINUS ORNUS,
IN AN ESSEX GARDEN.

long. The now accepted method with Malmaisons

is to turn the plants out of their pots in order

to plunge the balls in a bed of soil in a cold frame,

each ball being inclined so that the shoots may
with the greatest facility be operated on. It

facilitates the work to make the cuts before plung-

ing the plants, and the best, which are not always

the largest, shoots should be selected. One way
of re-establishing stock whicli has become un-

healthy is to root only the ends of the shoots,

preser\'ing no more than enough to provide a

piece that will form roots. Once established, these

small pieces grow in a much faster ratio than

larger pieces, especially if disease is present.

My own plan for many years was to layer into

small flower-pots instead of into a bed of soil.

which is the usual practice. Each method has
its advantages.

Tlie b?tter class of Picotees and show Carnations
are usually cultivated in pots, and though these

may be propagated in the same manner as Mal-
maisons, though the protection of a frame is not
essential, the old method of layering in the pots
in which the plants are growing is as useful as any.

It lias the one drawback that shoots growing up
the stem cannot be layered, whereas, when the

balls are plunged, every shoot can be brought
close to the rooting medium. There being little

space on the surface of the pot plants to introduce

a little light compost to promote the production
of roots, I inch or 2 inches in depth must be

removed from the outer circumfer-

ence of the ball, and the space filled

with compost, into wliich the layers

are pegged. Now, one of the chief

means whereby the tyro incurs loss

in layering is by breaking t!te

shoots partly or altogether off the

parent plant. On the other hand,
it is a rare occurrence for an adept
to lose any. Each, no doubt, has
his own method ; but perhaps the

simplest and not the least suc-

cessful is to twist the part of the

shoot between the bit to be layered

and the stem of the plant, just .

enough to make it easy to move in

any direction on the part twisted-,

and so obviating breakage any-
wliere. The operation requires

both hands. The fingers and thumb
of one liold the shoot immovable
while those of the other are making
the twist that renders the shoot

amenable to disposal. Some are apt

to slit the stem to such a length

that the tongue is far too long.

Half an inch at the most is quite

enough. Some kinds root so freely

that a mere notch, to be covered

with soil, is sufficient.

I liave seen a market -grower pro-

pagate a large number by notching

and merely fastening each layer to

the surface of the soil by means of

astone. All he wanted was just afew
roots, and his end was gained satis-

factorily in the manner described.

Though layering is the recognised

method of propagating a new stock

of plants, cuttings of the right sort

root freely if inserted in October,

provided a little bottom-heat is

allowed and the rooting medium
kept so moist that the leaves

never droop. This is a rapid way of increasing

stock, and in this year, when garden labour is

so generally short, it may well be adopted where

time cannot be spared to layer the required

number. R. P. Brotherston.

THE MANNA ASH.
(Fraxinus Ornus.)

The accompanying illustration represents a fine

specimen of Fraxinus Omus, a little-known but

very beautiful hardy Ash. It is a native of Southern

Europe and Asia Minor, and has been cultivated

in this country since early in the eighteenth cen-

tury. Notwithstanding its early introduction, one

seldom finds really good specimens in gardens.
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As will be seen by the illustration, it makes a noble

tree 50 feet or more in height, and during May
it is covered with large, creamy white inflorescences.

These are particularly graceful, and a tree in full

bloom is a very beautiful sight. According to

Mr. Bean in his new work on trees and shrubs,

-Manna sugar is obtained from the stems by incision.

The tree illustrated stands in the grounds of

Br'inklands House, Romford, the residence of

Mr, G, Dunball, It is nearly fifty feet high,

and the trunk has a diameter of nearly two feet.

It will thrive in almost any good, well-drained soil.

A BEAUTIFUL CHILIAN SHRUB,

{EUCRVPHU PIXNATIFOLH.)

Among the many choice shrubs liardy in the

favoured West and South-West Covmties, few

are more beautiful or highly prized than the

subject of this note. It was introduced to

this country from Chile as long ago as 1859,

and until quite recently the original plant

stood in the Coomba Wood nursery of Jlessrs.

James Veitch and Sons, thus proving that when

well established it is really much hardier in

the London district than many suppose.

Its flowering season is July-.\ugust, when its

large, pure white blossoms make a charming

feature in the garden. The young plants are

rather difficult to establish, and shotild b?

given soil composed mainly of peat and leaf-

soil. Mr. Bean states that at Kew they

have b;en most successful in establishing

young specimens by planting them in

b;ds of Heather, the latter screening the

roots from scorching sun. It is such a

b?autiful shrub that, once established, it

will fully repay any trouble entailed in

its early stages.

STREPTOCARPi AND THEIR
CULTIVATION.

CLARKIAS FOR THE
CONSERVATORY.

Varieties of Clarkia elegans, especially

Firefly and Salmon Queen, have now-

become very popular as conservatory

plants. The usual practice is to sow in the

autimin, winter the plants in a greenhouse in

small pots, and finally shift them into 7-inch

or 8-inch pots. By this method very fine a
specimens can be raised, the only drawback

to the system being that the young seedlings

are very apt to damp off dmring the dull days of

winter. However, they are so beautiful and

fresh-looking during late spring that they are

well worth the trouble entailed. Free ventilation

on all favourable occasions will do much towards

dispelling damp,

A method of obviating damping oft' is to sow in

the spring instead of the autumn. Seed should

be sown in a pan or box in early February and

germinated in very gentle heat. As soon as the

seedlings can be conveniently handled, they should

either be pricked ofi into 5-inch pots, five in a

pot, and in due course be shifted into 7-inch

pots, or be pricked off into 6-inch pots and

flowered in them.

As soon as they have taken to the soil

in the pots, they should be transferred to a cool

greenhouse and kept near the glass. Treated

thus, the plants will begin to flower early

in June, at least six weeks before those sown in the

ordinary way in the open garden. Caledonia.

THE advent of the red-flowered Strepto-

carpus Dimuii, which was discovered

in the Transvaal in 1884 and first

bloomed in May, 1886, proved to be

of very great importance to horti-

culture in general. It was a happy
thought of Mr. Watson of Kew to cross this species

with Streptocarpus Rexii and S. parviflorus.

From the Rexii cross was obtained S, kewensis.

and from parx-iflorus was raised S, Watsonii.

Both of these were given first-class certificates

by the Royal Horticultural Society in 1887,

Thus was the foundation-stone laid of the Strepto-

carpi of to-day, though some of the several

species introduced since that time have been to

a certain extent employed by the hybridist
;

but none has exercised so great an influence as

kinds Ml Streptocarpus is that from seed

sown in heat early in the year, plants may be

obtained which will flower throughout the

summer and, imder favourable conditions, well

on into the autumn. The flowers last well in a cut

state, and for some kinds of decoration are very
useful. If cut with stems as long as possible, they
are very light and elegant in appearance.

CultiTation.—Seeds should be sown during the

first half of February, as then the young plants

will have a long growing season before them.
Whether sown in pans or pots, the utmost care

must be taken in carrying this out, as the seeds

are very minute, and the seedlings at first corre-

spondingly delicate. The pans or pots must be
quite clean, weU drained, and filled to within

a third of an inch of the rims with a good light

compost. Most gesneraceous plants are very

fond of a liberal quantity of leaf-mould in the soil

they grow in, and the several forms of Strepto-

carpus form no exception to the rule. A suitable

FLOWERING BRANCH OF EUCRYPHIA PINNATIFOLIA. A BE.\UTIFUL SHRUB FROM CHILE.

S. Dunnii, w-ith its marked break away in colour

from what had hitherto been a genus of white

or blue flowered plants.

Several raisers have played a part in the pro-

duction of the present-day race, which now in

peipularity vies with the Gloxinia; indeed, by
some the Streptocarpi are preferred to the others,

though on this point opinions will, of course,

differ. In place of a practically unknown! and
imdeveloped race of plants, which was the case

a little over a generation ago, we have now an
exceedingly useful group where a display of flowers

has to be kept up at all seasons.

The best forms now are exccedinglv floriferous,

with compact masses of large, bold blossoms.

The range in colour is very great, varying from
pure white through different shades of pink and
carmine to deep red or crimson, while in many
the blue, violet and purple tints are delightful.

Not the least attractive are those of a pure white,

pencilled mainly in the throat with carmine or

purple. A feature in favo-jr of these hybrid

compirst in which to sow the seeds may be made
up -if one part loam to two of leaf-mould, and about

half a part of silver sand. It is a good plan to

sterilise the soil before use, after which it should
be sifted through a sieve with a quarter of an
inch mesh, putting the rougher portions that

do not pass through the sieve on one side to place

immediately over the crocks. The soil should

then be pressed down moderately firm and made
quite level.

;
Before sowing the seed, the soil should be

moistened either by watering through a very fine

rose or by standing th? receptacle nearly to the rim
in a vessel of water, which will enter through the

hole in the bottom and thus wet the whole of tbe

soil without disturbing the surface. Placed then

in a shaded part of a warm structure, that is,

where a temperature of 60° to 65° is maintained,

the yoimg plants will in due time make their appear-

ance. Until this happens a pane of glass shoidd

be laid over the pot, in order to inaintain a tmifonn

state of moisture. The seed is so minute that
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when it is sown some cultivators do not cover it at

all except with ihe glass, while others sprinkle just

a little dry silver sand on the surface, It is most

essential to take care that the seed is sown very

thinly. It may be noted that it sometimes

germinates in a rather irregular manner. When
the young plants are large enough to conveniently

handle, they may be pricked off into pans or

boxes, using much the same kind of compost

as that in which the seeds were sown. From the

deUcate nature of the young plants this must

be carefully done. The temperature of a warm
house and a shady spot therein are necessary for

the young plants. When sufficiently advanced,

they may be potted oft singly into 2j-inch pots,

from which the strongest-growing plants may in

due course be shifted into pots 4 inches to 4 J inches

in diameter.

During the winter the plants should be put

m a temperature of 50° to 55° and the soil kept

moderately dry, though on no account must

they be parched up, as, xmiike Gloxinias, they

do not form a soUd tuber. Then, about the end

of February or early in March, they may be potted,

equal parts of loam and leaf-mould with a little

sand being very suitable. Under the influence

of additional heat they will soon start into growth.

TOTLEY HALL, DERBY-
SHIRE.

DOWN the swiftly fluwu days uf

i bygone years come memories of

I ancient pleasaimces, where in peace-
' ful fashion the old-world flowers

blossomed from year to year ever

the same. Here the white Jessa-

mine spread its fragrance on the summer breeze,

and below it the Fuchsia bush drooped graceful

boughs perennially over the sweet-scented Musk.

Though generations of happy and contented

owners passed along the garden paths, well pleased

with the display, yet the years in their flight

brought little change to the flowers. " Men may
come, and men may go," but the garden brought

forth its changeless beauties in an abiding peace.

Not so with the garden of to-day ! The solitary

toiler of old with his scythe in the early hours of

the May morning is seen no more. His labours on

the lawn are perchance rushed through by a rapid

and noisy engine, and his leisurely work among
the flower borders is replaced by the efforts of

a staff of gardeners skilled in different branches

of their profession. In the garden of to-day

with vistas of powdery white stalks, erect as

maypoles and crowned with dazzling whorls of

blossom. To those who, like William Blake,

can see
' The world in a grain of sand.

And heaven in a wild flower,"

this little rock and herbaceous garden is indeed,

like all other blessed places where flowers flourish,

a Paradise on earth. M. E. M. W.

SOME INTERESTING
ORCHIDS AT KEW.

TOTLEY HALL, DERBYSHIRE : A SMALL PORTION OF THE SPRING GARDEN.

when they may for the summer be removed to

the greenhouse. An : occasional stimulant will

at that time be beneficial, and, in order to prolong

the flowering period, all the old blooms should

be picked off unless seed is required. After the

second year's flowering the plants may be thrown

away.

As seedlings are now flowering, this is the

best time to select those for growing on another

year. This is the reason for giving the present

article, at what might therwise be considered an

tmseasonable time. H. P.

we strive after ever new treasures of colour and

form, and we realise the truth of the words,

" If little labour, little are our gains,

Man's fortunes are according to his pains."

Then surely the much-loved, much-coaxed garden

here depicted should truly " blossom as the Rose "
;

and, indeed, it does return the watchful care

bestowed on it.

Among its treasures are many hybrid bulbs

and plants, and this year it produced a stately

army of Primulas—no warriors in hues of drab,

but a flaunting array of vermilion and crimson.

THE current issue of the Orchid Review,

published by Frank Leslie and Co.,

12, Lawn Crescent, Kew, contains

the following article on Orchids at

Kew. This, we feel sure, will be

read with interest by all Orchid-lovers.

" Several very interesting Orchids are in bloom

in the Kew collection. A plant of the rare Central

American Epidendrum porpax is flowering very

freely, its short-scaped, solitary purple flowers

recalling to some extent the smaller E. Matthewsii,

both of them belonging to the section Nanodes.

Camarotis obtusa is another rarity, a

native of the Himalayan district, and
recalling somewhat C. purpurea, but

bearing elrooping spikes of light rosy

flowers with a large orange-coloured

crest on the lip, which gives it a

very distinct appearance. Oncidium

Waluewa is a charming little thing,

bearing a short panicle of flowcis

barred with purple on a white ground.

It was made a distinct genus by
Kegel, but the flowers are almost

identical in shape with those of the

Oncidium pubes set. Eulophia pani-

culata is a distinct Madagascar

plant, bearing rather narrow, some-

what mottled leaves, and a tall

panicle, nearly si.x feet high, of light

green flowers, ^vith some white and
purple on the lip. Pleurothallis lilacina

is a Brazilian species having broad,

fleshy leaves and a profusion of short

spikes of lilac purple flowers, the

whole plant only a few inches high.

Listrostachys forcipata is bearing five

spikes of its very pretty semi-pellucid

white flowers, and its cquitant leaves

recall those of Oncidium iridifolium,

to which it bears some resemblance

in habit.

" Megaclinium minutum is one

( of the smallest species in the genus,

and is bearing several spikes of

its red-purple flowers, situated on
either side of a curious flattened

rachis of similar colour, making
it quite an attractive little plant. Nephela-

phyllum pulchrum var. sikldmense is the Sikkim

form of a Malayan species, from which it differs

somewhat in its stouter habit. The leaves are

variegated, and the flowers are borne in a short,

erect spike. Schomburgkia thompsoniana, a

1 ccies from the Cayman Islands in the West
Indies, is producing a panicle of yellowish flowers

with the front lobe of the lip blackish purple in

colour. Another rare and interesting plant is

Latasetimi Bungerothii aureum, one of the hand-

somest of the Catasetums, now bearing several
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huge light yellow flowers. A plant of Bulbo-

phyllum viridifolium is bearing a fine umbel of

large green flowers, and the way they radiate in

a whorl, with the dorsal sepals thrown back and

forming a pyramid in the centre, is very striking.

The yellow Trichopilia galeottiana is one of the

rare kinds, and is in bloom near a plant of

T. tortilis, while hanging up near by are

plants of Stanhopea gibbosa and Cor>'anthes

macrantha, one of the largest and most remark-

able species of this quaint genus. Many others

could be enumerated, and there is a fine

display of the usual showy species of

the season."

THE HEATH GARDEN IN
LATE SUMMER.

THE dry weather experienced during the

early part of the summer was very

trying for hard)' Heaths in many parts

of the Southern Counties, but the

plants have now recovered, and there

are some interesting kinds to be noticed among
them. Very prominent is the Irish Heath,

proper, has some botanical differences, the chief

being that the small leaves are closely packed
together in four lines up the stems, thus giving the

latter a four-angled appearance.

There are a great many varieties of the Ling,

and these are very useful during August and
September. The White Heather of Scotland is

a white-flowered form of it. There are several

with white flowers, the best being alba, alba

rigida and alba Serlei, all of vigorous habit ; and
alba pumila, of dwarf, tufted growth. Alportii and

POLYANTHUSES AND
PRIMROSES.

I

NOTED with pleasure the most in-

teresting and instructive article on

these flowers on page 308 of the

issue for June 19. It should be

most helpful to all who need assist-

ance in cultivating plants of the

greatest value to brighten the open garden

in the first five months of the year.

During the past thirty-five years I have

grown these plants by the thousand every

year, both in private gardens and other-

wise, and in widely diverse localities and

soils. I am convinced there is no other

low-growing plant that gives the amount

of colour at so smafl a cost when raised

from seed.

In Mr. Jenkins' practical notes he directs

attention to their meriting universal popu-

larity, and deplores their being so often

seen in such poor health compared with

those grown and exhibited by those who
grow them on a definite system, whether

they are amateurs or otherwise.

Under "Division of the Plants" Mr.

Jenkins makes some strong statements.

I can fully endorse all he says, and I am
convinced for general purposes nothing is

more unwise and expensive than dividing

old plants. I am aware it can be done,

and is to be recommended in cases of new or very

choice lands. Then it pays to keep them on to

work up stock by seed ; but, as is stated, they

are far less vigorous, and are generally in poor

health compared with seedlings

Some thirty-five years ago I took the Polyanthus

in hand, and have been working at it ever since.

During that time I have tried many tilings, and

I am sure nothing has done so much to bring these

into such prominence as raising them from seed.

Neither can the seed be considered expensive.

From a shilling packet a large number of plants

can be obtained, enough for a small garden:.

I quite endorse all that is stated as to the import

ance of obtaining the seed from the very best

strains. This high standard can only be obtained

by continual selection. During my years of grow-

ing and selecting I have proved this many times.

Mention is made as to Polyanthuses growing

in soils of a varied nature. In the West the soil

is of quite an opposite nature to our Cambsrley

soil, which is light and sandy. Still, last spring

I saw in two private gardens in this parish from

2,000 to 3,000 plants as vigorous as any I ever

grew in the West, and these were sown the

March previous. I could name many others

SEA PURSLANE, ARENARIA PEPLOIDES, GROWING ON SHINGLY SEA BEACH.
(From " Plant Life," see page 368.)

equally good. J. Crook.

Daboecia polifolia, with its comparatively large,

balloon - shaped flowers of rosy purple hue.

Grouped in a boM mass with the white variety,

the plants create a welcome splash of colour at this

time. A good 'variety noticed at Kew the other

day is named erecta atropurpurea, the growths

being more erect than those of the typical Irish

Heath, and the flowers of richer rose purple colour.

The Cross-leaved Heath, Erica Tetralix, in its

several forms is also flowering well now. One of

its most interesting varieties is named mackayana
flore pleno, the dainty rose-coloured blossoms being

double and of lasting quality. It is a very prostrate

plant. Alba, as its name implies, has white flowers,

and is closely resembled by mollis, which has,

however, rather softer leaves. The Cornish Heath,

Erica vagans, is just opening its whitish-coloured

flowers on its long, slender shoots. It is a graceful,

free-growing Heath that might be more freely

planted. Erica stricta, which will make a large

bush 5 feet high or more, has foliage and growth

similar to the Cornish Heath, but its flowers are

larger, of a decided rose pink colour, and are borne

in rather dense clusters towards the ends of the

shoots. It is a good one for the distant parts of

the Heath garden. The common Ling, Calluna

vu'garis, although closely resembling the Heaths

rubra have red flowers ; rosea, rose co'ourcd
; and

rosea flore pleno, double red blossoms. A rather

remarkable variety is known as cuprea, the foliage

and stems being copper coloured. These forms ot

the common Ling are amenable to the same treat-

ment as the hardy Heaths proper, and flower at

a time when their blossoms are especially welcome.

It does not seem to be generally known that

hardy Heaths can be readily increased by means of

cuttings, this method having several advantages
over the usual system of layering. August is the

best time to take the cuttings, which must be made
from young, moderately firm, half-ripened shoots -

about three inches long. If given a sharp, down-
ward pull, these will easily slip ofi the plant with a

small " heel " of the older wood. This " heel
'"

has to be cut smooth with a sharp knife, the lower

leaves removed, and the cuttings then planted

about one and a-half inches apart in pots of finely

sifted peat and sand, two parts of the former to

one of the latter. The pots should be half filled

with, drainage first, then filled up with the sifted

material, which must be made very firm. Before

planting the cuttings some silver sand should

be spread on the surface of the soU. The cuttings

need planting about an inch deep and very firmly,

and each pot must be subsequently covered with
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a bell-glass, plunged in Cocoanut fibre in a cool

greenhouse or frame, and be well shaded. By the

following spring the cuttings will be well rooted

and ready for potting off separately into small

pots, whence they can be transferred to the outdoor

garden the following autumn.

PRU^JING THE JAPANESE
ROSES.

work thatT OT the least important

will demand attention in the Rose

I ^L I garden during the

I ^1 next few weeks is

^ 1 the pruning of the

many beautiful

fprms of the Japanese Rose,

which are now so extensively

grown, and represented, by

the pink - flowered Dorothy

Perkins . and the newer

single variety Hiawatha.

It is characteristic of these

Ffnses to produce new, straight

shoots from the bases of the

plants each year, arid it is

from these shoots that the

best blooms will be obtained

next summer, always provid-

nig that they are well ripened

the preceding atitumn.

It is with this ripening in

view that we must soon

attend to the thinning of the

mass of growths which have

been made during the summer,

so that air and sunlight may
have free access to those

shoots which are retained.

Many growers cut away en-

tirely the old stems which

have given the current
season's display of flowers,

and where a sufficient num-

ber of new basal branches

have been produced to take

their place, the practice is a

sound one.

It frequently happens, how-

ever, that the new shoots

are not sufficient, and some

of the old growths must of

necessity be left. When this

is desirable, some old rods will

usually be found which have

sent out long, young, non-

flowering growths, and these

are the ones to leave, cutting

the old stem back to the

point whence the new
shoot emanated. After the old wood has been

cut out, the shoots retained ought to be loosely

lied in position, so that they are fully exposed

to wind and sun on all sides.

The above remarks apply with equal force

to this class of Roses when grown as weep-

ing standards, except, of course, that instead

of the new shoots being produced at the base of

the plant, they will emanate from the apex

(f the main stem where budding was originally

done. With those that were only planted last winter

it is a good plan to cut away a'l the old wood
immediately the flowers are over, as this will throw

all the energy of the Briar into the young growths.

NEW SWEET PEAS OF
THE YEAR.

week in London was the Sweet Pea

week of the year. On the Tuesday,

as our show reports indicate, the

National Sweet Pea Society held its

annual exhibition, and the following

day about eighty members visited the

oiBcial trials at Boyton Hall, Roxwell, Essex,

and subsequently the seed grounds of Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons. and .Messrs. Dobb> and

c

THE ENGLISH STONECROP. SEDUM AN'GI-ICUM
(From ' Plant Lite," sec page 36S.)

Co. at Mark's Tey, near Colchester. It is to this

London exhibition and the society's trials that

the enthusiast looks for novelties, and usually he

is not disappointed. In giving particulars of what

we consider the best, we do not expect that every-

one who saw them will agree on this point. The
variety that we admired most of all was

Mrs. E. Wright.—Mr. Robert Bolton had a

wonderful bunch on his stand, and also a fine vase

of it in the special class for fragrance. It is a

large, beautifully waved flower with pure white

ground. Wings and standard are all very daintily

edged deep lavender blue, and this colour is also

lightly suffused with the white ground. The

blooms are very fragrant. Next in our estimation

was

Old Rose.—This was on Messrs. Dobbie and

Co.'s stand, and we also saw- it at their seed grounds.

It is a moderately large flower of pleasing, soft,

old rose colour. For table decorations it will

be very charming indeed.

Tea Rose, a variety that secured an award of

merit at the trials, we did not think a great deal

of as staged at the show, but growing at the trials

it was very good and beautiful. Its colour is

similar to that of the delightful old Tea Rose

Gloire de Dijon, and we hope on some futiure

occasion to see a table decorated

with Old Rose and Tea Rose.

The President.—This is

undoubtedly the most striking

variety of the orange scarlet

Sweet Peas. When Mr. Hugh
Dickson of Messrs. Alex. Dick-

son and Sons, Hawlmark. Bel-

fast, showed us a small bunch

at Holland House Show last year,

we were much impressed by the

intense purity of its colour.

This year the firm had a large

central group on their stand,

where it attracted much atten-

tion. At the trials it was good,

and the flowers showed but very

slight traces of " burning."

Dora (Messrs. Dobbie and

Co.).—This was an award of

merit variety at the trials. It

b. longs to the bicolor section,

and for decorative purposes

should prove very useful. The

flower is of medium size only, the

deep cream ground b?ing heavily

flusehd with rather bright red.

Cream Ground Mrs. Cuth-

bertson.— .-Vs shown on Messrs.

E. W. King's stand at the ex-

hibition, this was a very pleasing

variety. We have always re-

garded Mrs. Cuthb:rtson as one

of the most beautiful of ail Sweet

Peas for garden decoration

;

hence we welcome the cream

ground variation of it. Apple-

blossom red over the cream

colour brst describes this

charming variety.

Constance Acomb.—This is a

rather quaint, but to us pleas-

ing Sweet Pea. A large stand of

it occupied a rather prominent

position in Robert Sydenham's,

Limited, group. It is a

big, very waved, c r e a m-
ground flower, the standard, and

in lesser degree, the wings being heavily suffused

with lilac. Though by no means showy, it is

interesting, and denot< s a decided co'our break.

Miss Burnie.—Messrs. Dobb'e and Co. have

in this variety a pleasing Sweet Pe.r that in the

opinion of many just masses being first class.

It appealed to us strong'y at the show, and our

opinion was strengthened when we saw it growing

at the trials. It is a large, waved flower of sp'endid

habit, the pure white segments having just the

faintest suspicion of lilac rose b'ush running through

them. With age this tint a'most disappears.

For decorative purposes it s'lou'd prove a very

charming va''iety indeed.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vines.—If the rods are infested with
mealy bug, attention must be given to the
pest as soon as all the Grapes have been
cut. If this work is persevered in at intervals
from now till the Vines are again started into
growth, much time will be saved during the busy
season of spring. The borders must be well
soaked with water as soon as the crop has been
cleared, and if in good condition, diluted liquid
manure will be of great benefit. Borders which
require renovating may be attended to now.
If they are both inside and out, the inside
borders only should be dealt with this season.
The whole of the roots inside may be lifted and
replanted in new soil, and if the work is done care-
fully and expeditiously, there need be no fear
for next season's crop.

Strawberries.—The layering of Strawberries
will now be finished, and attention must be
given to the potting of the most forward plants.
These may now be removed from the parent plants
.and placed on a bed of ashes in a shady position.
The soil must be prepared for potting the whole
of the plants and placed under cover. Loam
mixed with a little old Mushroom-bed manure,
wood-ashes, soot and crushed bones make a
suitable compost for Str.awberries. Let the plants
be potted firmly and not too deep.

Plants Under Glass.

Ferns.—Well-grown specimen Ferns are always
useful for decorative purposes, either for grouping
or as single specimens for vases. The plants
which were potted in the spring mustjbe given
plenty of room to allow them to de,velop into
shapely plants. The newer varieties of- Nephro-
lepis are most desirable subjects for indoor
decoration.

Anthurium crystallinum.—This makes a hand-
some plant when well grown. The plants must
be given every encouragement to develop their
large leaves. Plenty of heat and moisture are
required, and abundance of water must be
afforded while growth is active. To prevent
damage, the leaves should be carefully secured
to stakes.

Browallia speciosa.—Batches of this beautiful
greenhouse annual may be had in flower during
the whole of the summer and autumn. Another
sowing may be made now for flowering in the
autumn. I^lants which are coming into f^o\^'er

may have their flowering shoots pinched back
if they are not wanted to bloom now.
Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.—The earliest

plants will now be well established in their flowering
pots. These may be given a little Clay's Fertilizer,
but stimulants must not be used too freely till

the pots are full of roots. An occasional syringing
with a rust specific will help to keep them free
from this pest.

Coleus thyrsoideus.—A batch of cuttings
rooted now will make useful plants for flowering
in small pots. The tops of the older plants may
be removed for this purpose. Pot them smgly
into 2 J-inch pots, and when well rooted repot thern
into those of 3 inches.

The Flower Garden.
Sweet Peas.—Plants in tubs must be liberally

supplied with stimulants, and dead flowers shoiild
be removed daily. The plants which are being
grown for supplying cut flowers must have their
flowers cut regularly, or they will quickly show
signs of exhaustion. Sprinkle soot or artificial

manure between the rows before watering, and
use the hoe frequently.

Summer Bedding Plants.—it has been necessarv
to water all bedding plants frequently. The
constant watering with clear water quickly im-
poverishes the soil, therefore it is necessary to
sprinkle a little artificial manure or soot between
the plants previous to watering.

Lawns.—During long spells of drought it is

a good plan to remove the grass-box from the
mower when mowing, thus allowing the grass
cuttings to remain on the surface. Newly laid furl
must be watered, where this is practicable, also
lawns which were sown in the spring.

Ivy-Leaved Pelargoniums.—Large specimens
which are growing in- tubs or large pc>ts require
plenty of stimulants all through the summer.
They must be gone over regularly for the purpose
of regulating and tying the new growths. At the
same time dead flowers should be removed.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.—Every precaution must be taken to
protect the ripening fruits from the ravages of
insects. Wasps can be trapped by placing jars half
filled with beer and sugar about the trees. Earwigs
are as destructive as wasps. They may be trapped
in beanstalks placed among the' brartches. The
traps must be examined every morning and the
insects blown into a jar of parafim.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The early varieties
will now be ripening, and will need the same
protective measures against insects as advised
for .\pricots. The fruits must be examined
every morning when ripening, and gathered before
they become too ripe. Give plenty of stimulants
to midseason and late kinds, and regularlv remove
all superfluous growth.

The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichokes.—The heads r,f these may
be cut when ready and placed in water in
a cool shed if they are not required for immediate
use. The plants must be well supplied with
liquid manure, or the heads will be small and of
little use.

Asparagus.— Plenty of stimulants must be
given till growth is completed. During showery
weather some suitable fertiliser sprinkled over
the beds will, , Ije. ,of considerable benefit. Keep
the beds free ffbm weeds, and see that the growths
do not get daWaged by strong wind or heavy
rains.

Turnips.— .'\ good sowing of Turnips mav be
made now for winter supplies. Grouna which
has been cleared of Potatoes may be used for this
crop. Give the surface a good" dusting of soot

;

then lightly fork and level the ground. Rake the
surface fine

; then sow the seeds in drills about
fifteen inches apart. Green Top Stone and Red
Globe are both excellent varieties to grow for
winter nse. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to I.adv Wantage.)
Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—The flowers will be
approaching their best, and must be kept upright
by the use of stakes, as many varieties, particularly
the older ones, have very weak stems. Layering
should now commence, as the 3'oung growths, or
grass, is now ready for this work. After stripping
sufficient foliage from the growths which are to
be layered, small hillocks of new soil containing
plenty of sand should be put around each plant.
After pegging down the layers, watering when
necessary will be the only further attention
required until planting-time.

Hedges.—^The clipping of '5,'ew and other hedges
ought to be proceeded with, as a second growth
is not likely to .appear after this dale and so cause
the work to be redone.

Wallflowers.—The pricking out should be done
before ;he plants become overgro-wn in the seed-
beds. Taking out a shallow trench with a spade
and line is far better and more expeditious than
dibbling them individually. After pricking out,
Ihey require to he well watered.

Plants Under Glass.

Ferns.—As most of the plants have now com-
pleted the formation of their fronds for this season,
care must be taken that there is no over-
crowding, as the foliage will stand much better
during the short days in winter if the plants are
given ample space to harden and mature their new
growth. Maidenhair Ferns, if overcrowded, are
very subject to damping. Ferns grown in baskets
should have their roots submerged in v.ater for
a few seconds in preference to applying it with the
watering-can.

Bulbs.—Frecsias which were grown on after
flowering in the spring should now be shaken out
of their pots, the best bulbs graded out and
repotted, then kept shaded in a shallow frame
until growth has recommenced. Thev must
not be covered with ashes, as in the case' of most
other bulbs. Orders should now be placed for
all bulbs, as Roman Hyacinths and Narcissus
Paper-White will soon be "on the market.
Winter-Flowering Begonias.—if cuttings were

rooted during March and .April, the re'sultant
pl.ants should be ready for their final shift into
flowering pots. The compost must be of an
open and light nature, containing a fair percentage
of peat and leaf-mould. Do not pot firmlv as
required by most other plants. Fumigate
frequently to check and lull insect pesls. '

.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—The m.ain crop now being over
the oldest .md most exhatisted beds should be'
trenched. If weeds are^ troublesome—and this
is often the case owing^' to the quantity of
hay seeds that are found among the litter used
previously for mulching—the plants should first
be cut over -with a spade and the whole burn;.
The ground must then be treated to a liberal
dressing of farmyard manure before trenching.

Preparations for Planting.—A good system
which should always be practised is to make a
new plantation of young Strawberries each year
The experience of the late frost in May has taught
me the value of such late sorts as Bountiful
While such varieties as Roval Sovereign and
Garibaldi were in full flower, "Bountiful wrs not
far enough advanced to be injured by frost, the
res.lit being a full crop on this variety. Plants
layered in pots are now rooting freely, "and must
be regularly attended to as regards watering.

Loganberries.—The plants are making vigorous
growths, and now require to have the young
shoots or canes tied up, but not in such a way
as to shade the ripening fruit. Usually the birds
do not trouble this fruit, but in dry "weather it

is safer to protect it with nets.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Vines.—Both yearling Vines raised frnm
eyes in February and cut-back canes have com-
pleted the bulk of their growth, so that the aim
after this date should be to encourage a thorough
ripening of the wood. Unless a well-ventilated
house can be set apart for them, they will be better
removed to some position outdoors where they
will get full benefit from the sunshine. Waterin'g
should be performed carefully, and some fertilisers
or liquid manure must still be given to help the
foliage to keep as healthy a colour as possible
and also assist in encouraging the formation of
good plump buds. The pinching of sublaterals
should continue as long as they appear.

Young Vines planted this season should now
be encouraged to ripen their wood as much as
possible. More ventilation must be given and less
moisture, but not restricted in such a way as to
encourage red spider.

The Kitchen Garden.

Turnips.—A good breadth should now be
sown for autumn and winter use. If the weather
is very dry, a better and more regular germination
of the seeds will be assured if the drills are watered
an hour or two pre\-ious to sowing. Ground which
has been used for such crops as earlv Potatoes
or Strawberries will be available for this crop if

first dug over.

Runner Beans.—To keep the plants in bearing,
they must never want for plenty of moisture at
the roots, and while this is being 'given them some
quickly assimil.ated fertihser should be added to
the water. While growing, some shoots become
detached from the stakes

; these should be tied
up to hold them in position until thev again support
thcmsel\-es by entwining around tjie supports.

Broad Beans.—The main crop ought now to
have the tops removed to help on the development
of the existing pods. Some support is necessary,
but a few stout stakes, with strong twine strained
between, are generally sufficient. This is more
necessary where other crops might be injured if

the Bean plants were allowed to overgrow them.
John Jeffrey. ,

(Head-gardener to Sir R. W:. Buchanan Jardine,
Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens. Lockerbie, N.B.
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BOOKS.

Plant Life.*—Excellent photographs, faithful

coloured plates, readable print, good paper,

accurate and interesting text, and artistic binding

combine to make a book which we can recom-

mend to all who desire to gain something more

than a passing acquaintance with the outside of

that most interesting study, plant life.

Beginning with an accoimt of protoplasm,

easy to read and understand, and of the simplest

of living things as seen in Amceba, the author

describes the structure and mode of life of organisms

successively higher in the scale of life imtil the

highly organised flowering plant is reached. He
shows how the protoplasm which is the funda-

mental basis of all living things has its food require-

ments, its air supply and so on, maintained in all

the different forms which plants assume. Bacteria,

fungi, Algas, Mosses, Liverworts, Ferns and their

allies, and fossil plants all claim a share of atten-

tion, but more than half the book deals with

flowering plants. A general account of the last

is given, and then the separate divisions, Gymno-
sperms. Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons are

discussed and their increasing complexity of

structure traced.

Such a study of plants in sequence as we have

outlined would be but fragmentary if the fossil

remains which have been unearthed and investi-

gated during the past century were ignored, and

the chapter on " Fossil Plants " fills the gap

so far as it can be filled at present. Owing to

their delicate texture, plants have left fewer traces

of their history in the rocks than have animals
;

but still, many interesting d'scoveries have been

made and much light has been thrown upon the

sequence of plant life on the earth. This aspect

of the study of plant life is almost always ignored

in botany books, and is, perhaps, to be counted

as of little value in understanding how to grow

plants. Nevertheless, it is a study well worthy

of attention, if only for the aid it is to the earnest

student in imderstanding the significance of

various structures in plants, the meaning of which

would otherwise be very obscure.

The latter part of the book deals with the plant's

relation to its environment, and contains, per-

haps, the chapters which are likely to appeal

strongest to most readers. The rather difficult

question of food supply is admirably dealt with,

and the part water plays in furthering it, together

with the complex relations of plants to their water

supply, are all carefully gone into. This question,

naturally, leads up to the relation of the plant to

light, and this, again, to climbing plants, leaf

mosaics and the like, and, by a consideration of

these and similar points, the significance of the

green leaf in the life of the plant is made clear.

As with animals, if a plant cannot get precisely

what it wants in any ordinary situation, it may
have to take what it can get in one less suited to

it. Plants do not grow in Nature where they

can grow best, but where they are able to compete

with others and win water, light and food in the

struggle. Some arc driven by this struggle out

of good situations, and have become so specialised

in structure in the new situations which they have

colonised that they are now restricted to these

curious habitats. Water plants, xerophytic (or

• "Plant Life." bv Charles A Hall, F.U M.S. With
74 full page illus ra ions, 24 being fiom photog aphs bv
the a'nhor and 50 in colour from drawrngs by C. F,
Newall 4to. xi + 380pp. London : A. and C. Black,
1915 ; prire 20s. net.

dry coimtry) plants, carnivorous plants, sapro-

phytes (or plants which obtain their nutriment

from decaying matter), and parasites are cases in

point, and all are dealt with by the author in a

masterly manner.

All plants finally settle down to form a more or

less constant "formation" or "association"

in Natiure, based on mutual accommodation, and

depending upon a nice balance between the

various forces which act upon the plants. These

associations come in for their share of considera-

tion, and the author clearly shows how, when
the balance between the forces is altered in any

degree, the association tends to change. He
discusses, too, the means by which plants increase

in Nature, and shows how this frequently depends

upon a variety of environmental circumstances

beyond the control of the individual plant.

Altogether the author has produced a book

which cannot but be of value to all students of

plant life, among whom gardeners, amateur and

professional, are by no means the least—a book

which we can commend heartily to all seeking

a reliable and intelligible account of plant life in

general.

The book is singularly free from orthographical

errors ; indeed, we have noticed only one or

two (e.g., " Hippophae" for Hippophag), and one

illustration, that of " Raffiesia Amoldi," on

page 295, appears to be inverted. We mention

these very slight oversights merely to emphasise

the book's freedom from the mistakes that too

often disfigure the pages of popular books on

plants.

If we were asked to pick out one point in which

the book particularly e.xcels, it would not be \rery

easy ; but we think our choice would fall upon

the photographs of plants in their native habitats,

most of which are beyond praise—there is not

an indifferent one among them. (See pages 365-6.)

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

rate, the flesh turuiny to a dark and uupleasaut-looking
colour after being cooked. However, it sells well and
is much ^own. A better Apple than this as a cooker is

Newton Wonder, a cross between Wellington and Blen-
heim Orange. It is as large and handsome as the latter
in colouring. When cooked, the flesh is snow white,
and practically as good as Wellington, than which there
is none better. We advise you to try two of our compara-
tively new dessert Apples (both ceitiflcated by the Royal
Horticuliural So^'iety), viz., Ellison's Orange, ripe a
month or six weeks earlier than Cox's Orange Pippin,
and Wilham Crump. The former is a cross between
Cox's Orange Pippin and Calville Blanche, and the latter
a cross between Cox's Orange Pippin and Worcester
Pearmain. This is in season at Christmas. It has yellow
and sweet flesh like Cox's Orange Pippin, and the high
colour of Worcester Pearmain, but is considerably larger
The former is a deliciously flavoured early Apple, and the
tree a free and healthy grower and good cropper. As
regards the new American varieties you speak of, you
must have your " weather eye " open not to miss a rea
good thing ; but it is well to remember that it takes
more than two or even three years to determine the value
and character of a new Apple. Try a few by all means ;

but let someone else plant such largely and you benefit,
or take \varning, as the case may be, from such experience.
As regards prices in our markets, they vary so much,
according to the supply, sample and variety, that it is

impossible to give a trustworthy estimate ; but of one
thing you may rest assured, namely, that the best samples
will always realise satisfactory prices, and Cox's Orange
Pippin several shillings a bushel more than any other
if we except, perhaps, good samples of American Newtown
Pippin. After the war, we fear many of our young
fellows will not again settle down to office or sedentary
work, but will want to lead a freer outdoor life in our
Colonies. From what you say of the climate and soil

of Nova Scotia, it would be Paradise for such men. It

would be interesting to them to hear from you through
The Garden, giving particulars of the industry of fruit-

growing, climate, price of land and facilities for obtaining
the same, whether there is a market for labour, and the
nature of remuneration.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—/?. W. C—We regret we cannot
name the Peach fro u the specimen sent, tan you send a
more typical fruit with a lealy shoot ?

NAMES OF PLANTS.

—

Boris.—1, Polygonum cuspida-
tum; 2, Ulmus species, too poor to identify; 3, Sambucus
nigra ; 4, S. species, probably S. racemosa ; 5, cannot
identify, too scrappy ; 6, Diervilla species, probably
rosea ; 7, Fagus sylvatica ; 8, Populus tremula ; 9,

P. canescens ; 10, Sedum album ; 11, Cotoneaster species

12, Sedum anglicum. C. C. F.—1, Sedum. cannot
identify from scrap sent ; 2, Desmodium canescens.
L. Blackith.—1, Heliclu-ysum rosmarinifolium ; 2, Spiriea

Menziesii. W. C. Amey. — 1, Campanula lactiflora ;

2, C. Rapunculus ; 3, Salvia Grahamii (liardy in sheltered
places). F. B. J.—The Rose is De la Grifferaie, one
of the Multiflora varieties often used as a stock, especially

by Dutch growers. C. B. A.—1, Climbing Cecile

Brunner probably, but flowers had fallen ; 2, Psyche ;

3, Souvenir de L. Viennot ; 4, Goldfinch ; 5, Blush ,

Rambler ; 6, Duchesse do Morny ; 7. Paul NcjTon ;

7a. Francois Louvat ; 8, Gene al Jacqueminot; slu-ub.

Spiraea opulifolia lutea. R. M. E. Y.—1, Leopoldine
d'Orleans ; 2. Captain Christy ; 3. J. B. Clark. Tobur
Mhuire.—The Tiumpet Flower, Tecoma riiuicans.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TWELVE PILLAR ROSES FOR PROMINENT POSI-

TIONS (ticero).—Excelsa, Shower of Gold, Miss Hclyett,
Silver Moon, Aviateur B16riot, Sodenia, American Pdlar,
Blush liambler, Grafln Ada Bredow, Tea Rambler, Lady
Godiva and Lady Gay^.

AZALEAS DISEASED {Mn. Boni).—The Azaleas are
attacked by the Azalea gall fungus, Exobasidium japoni-
cum. This fungus causes galls on Azalea indica, and is

of comparatively recent introduction. The only remedy
is to pick olf the galls as soon as they are observed and
burn them. The fungus docs not usually spread very far.

GREEN GAGE TREE NOT FRUITING (iMts.F.) —
There are many varieties of the Gage Plum. Some
of them are shy bearers. Yours may be one of these.

Even so, after replanting twice, the tree ought to bear

by this time. There is no more etfeetive way to bring

about fertility in barren trees than this. Plum blo.'som

is the most tender of all fruit tree blossom. Is your
garden subject to spring frosts ? These are annual
unwelcome visitors, and may be the delinquent in your
case. It may be that the flowers are infertile. Would you
mind sending us a sample next spring ? Were the tree

ours, we would lift and replant agam this autumn, cutting

back all the strong roots to within 16 inches of the stem
and sUghtly shortening all other roots.

APPLE-GROWING IN NOVA SCOTIA (A. C. Wyatt).—
Wliere the soil and climate appear so excellent and in

which Apple Cox's Orange Pippin appears to grow with
the same freedom and vigour as does Bramley's Seedling,

we should not hesitate to make a sheet-anchor of this

variety and plant it largely, especially as the crop is

intended for English markets, where the Apple is so weh
known, so much liked, and where it will always command
tip-top prices. On warm soils of fair depth it does well

in this country, and the tree lives to be old ; but on cold,

heavy soils it will canker, and is not profitable to grow
for market on such soils. Bramley's Seedling and Lane's
Prince Albert are both well known for their heavy and
consistent bearing qualities ; but the cooking qualities

of Lane's Prince Albert, in our opinion, is only second-

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The outstaudiny? features of tliis meetinR, held at Vlnceut

Square on July 20, were the excellent groups of herbaceous
plants, and of these the Phlo.\es dominated the whole.

In addition, there was a masniflcent exliibit of Goose-

berries from Langley, and fine coUeetions of culinary

Peas and vegetables. Orchids were but sparsely shown,
though there was much of interest and beauty in the

groups staged.

FiORAi Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messis

E. A. Bowles, F. \V. Harvey, J. Green, \V. J. Bean, G.

R«uthe. G. Harrow, J. W. Moorman, C. R. Fielder, J. F.

McLeod. J, Jennings, C. Dixon, H. J. Jones, C. E. Shea,

C. E. Pearson, J. T. Bennett-Poe, \V. P. Thomson, E.

H. Jenkins, G. Paul. R. C. Notcutt and J. Hudson.
Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, filled an

entire table with liardy herbaceous plants and Lavender
bushes in one or two distinct varieties, the former includ-

ing the best of the herbaceous Phloxes, with Gladioli,

Gaillardias, Scabiosa caucasica in variety, Pentstemons,

Eremurns Bungei and other good things. Campanula
Standsfieldii, in small pots, was very well flowered; it is

an excellent rock plant. Of the Gladioli, Pink Beauty

was conspicuous ; it is coloured rose with crimson blotches.

Hypericum empetrifolium was full of its small golden

yellow flowers. Hardy flowering shrubs and Lavenders

in variety were also noted, the nana or dwarf growmg
sorts being prominent.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Limited, Bagshot and

Twyford, staged an admirable lot of herbaceous Phloxes

in the leading varieties, arranging them in imposing

groups in a very effective manner. Helenium striatum,

Eryngium oliverianum (rich blue stems and bracts). Cam-
panula longistyla (big drooping bells of rich purple), Cata-

nanchc cserulea, Campanula White Star, Potentilla mtida

alba (silvery leaves and white flowers),Malvastrumlateritum

I
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Daphne arbuscula, Pelargonium endlicherianum and
Asclepias tuberosa (rich orange) were all noted in an
excellent group. Sphseralcea munroana (with rose-coloured

flowers) and Santohna pinnata (white flower-heads) were
also noteworthy.
A new Folyantha Rose with silvery variegated foliage

and rose crimson flowers from Messrs. George Paul and
Son. Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, was named Silver Gem. It

is pretty and would be effective as a bedding plant.

Messrs. ^tuait Low and Co., Enfield, Middlesex, showed
some excellent stands of Roses. Such as Louise Catherine
Breslau, Rayon d'Or (fine golden, in splendid condition),

Chateau de Clos Vougcot (dark crimson), Slme. E. Herriot,
George Dickson, Louise Lilla (rich crimson), H. E. Richard-
son and Ophelia (flesh and cream) were all superbly staged.
The Rev. J. H. Pcmberton, Romford, showed new

seedling Roses, as MoonUght (wliite with golden-coloured
anthers), Danae (yellow and cream), Queen Alexandra
(single cream, rose-tinted very beautifully), Callisto (yellow,

very charming), Pemberton's "WTiite Rambler, Autumn
Glory (dull reddish tone), and (Hytemnestra (a pretty
double-flowered sort of apricot and buff tone, very effective

in the mass).
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, arranged a

table of Rex Begonias, Hydrangeas, Lantanas and Ferns,
the latter chiefly varieties of Osmunda palustris, 0. regalis

and 0. gracilis. In addition there were many Fuchsias,
hybrids of F. fulgens and F. triphylla, of which CoraUie,
Mary, Thalia and Queen of the Belgians were all distinct
and good.

Mr. J. Douglas, Great Bookham, staged a superb lot

of border Carnations. Such excellent sorts as Ehzabeth
Sbiffner, BookliamJClove, Hercules (a magnificent crimson),
Annie Laurie (a most charming pink) Kate Nickleby
(white, flesh tinted), BIrs. EUiot Douglas (flne yellow),
Ziska (cinn bar red), and Dora (richest apricot) are a
selection of the best.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, had some very
fine Roses in stands and baskets, such as Irish Fircflame,
Mrs. Alfred Tate, Lady HilUngdon, A. Hartman (a grand
red), British Queen (superb white), Mme. Edouard
Herriot, Rayon d'Or and Lyon Rose all being superbly
represented.
Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, contributed a collection

of herbaceous Phloxes in some dozen or more leading
sorts.

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, Hants, exliibited
many of the showier herbaceous plants, the newer Astilbes,
as Juno, Pink Pearl, Opal and Gloria (a fine red), being
prominent. Coriaria terminalis, C. japonica and Podo-
phyllum Emodii major (all in fruit) were highly orna-
mental. Romneya Coulteri, Poterium obtusum (reddish),
Spigelia marilandica and Campanula White Star were
among other noteworthy subjects. Alstroemeria revoluta
is of an intense rich orange tone.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, showed

alpines in boxes with Polyantha Roses and other things.
Mr. Clarence Elliott, "Stevenage, Herts, had a few

charming alpines in pots, the best of which were Campanula
waldsteiniana, PotentiUa nitida; P. n. alba ,Epilobium
Dodoncei, Sedum leibmannianum, S. sexangulare, (Enothera
mexicana, Campanula Hendersonii and Pentstcmon
isophyllus, the last of brilliant scarlet colour and very
elegant habit.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, filled a full-
length table with the bolder herbaceous plants, of which
Phloxes in great variety. Campanula grandifiora,
Heleniums and Scabiosa caucasica were the chief.
Eryngium oliverianum was also very flne, and Sparaxis
pulcherrima delightful in the extreme.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, displayed an interesting
group of Lilies, Astilbes, Water Lilies, Phloxes and the
bolder herbaceous plants, associated with Ferns. Lilium
dalmaticum. L. Humboldtii, L. superbum, L. Roczlii
and L. pardalinum were all good. Phloxes Mrs. E. H.
Jenkins (snow white) and General von Heutz^; (scarlet)
were very fine.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, showed a mixed collection
of hardy plants, which included many seasonable things.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, had an extensive exhibit
of alpine and other plants, such gems as Dianthus
microlepis, Hypericum laivc rubrum (rich red), Saxifraga
mandschurica (very distinct), Primula littoniana. Cam-
panula Raincri and C. aeutangulare being very beautiful.
Desfontainea spinosa, Berberidopsis corallina and Tricus-
pidaria lanceolata were all noted.

Mr. James Box, Hayward's Heath, staged a glorious
bank of Phloxes in the leading varieties, arranging them
in bold, imposing masses. Rijnstroom (rose pink),
Colonel Mangin (scarlet), Jules Sandeau (salmon), Mrs.
E. H. Jenkins (snow white), America (white, cherry red
eye), Albert Vandel (the finest blue), Le Mahdi (violet
purple), Tapis Blanc (dwarf white) and Elizabeth Campbell
(pink) were among the best. Sparaxis pulcherrima alba
and Tropgeolum speciosum (scarlet) were very" finely
shown among many others.

Messrs. H. J. Jones. Limited, Lewisbam, arranged an
avenue of Phloxes in imposing masses in stands and in
the best varieties. G. A. Strohlein (scarlet), Ehzabeth
Campbell (pink and white), Rijnstroom (rosy scarlet),
Le Mahdi (violet). M6t6ore (rosy scarlet), Frau A. Buchner
(white), Mme. Paul Dutrie (pinky white) and Boule de
Feu were some of the best in a magnificent lot.

Messrs. J. Chcal and Sons, Crawley, arranged a collec-
tion of Phloxes and other seasonable herbaceous fiowers,
together with cut shrubs in variety. Among these latter
the Ceanothuses were very interesting.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, staged
a capital lot of Carnations, such as Wivelsfield White,
Fairmount, Gorgeous, Salmon' Enchantress. Benora (white-
ground fancy), Princess Dagmar (crimson) and Champion
being noted.

Colonel the Hon. Mark Lockwood, C.V.O., M.P., Bishop's
Hall, Romford, Essex (gardener, Mr. G. Craddock),
arranged a table of single and double Fuchsias grown as
bush plants in some fifty or more varieties, the plants
being well grown and abundantly flowered. In another
group Trachelium ceerulcum and its white variety were
well shown, the 3-feet high examples carrying handsome
heads of flowers.

Messrs. Thomas Grove and Son, Sutton Coldflcld,

near Birmingham, showed a group of Campanula Norman
Grove, a pretty hybrid between White Star and tomassini-
ana, with blue horizontal bells. The plant was about
six inches high and full of flower.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : Owen Thomas, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

W. Bates, E. Beckett, W. Pope, H. Markham, H. J.
Wright, A. Bullock, P. D. Tuckett, E. A. Bunyard, A.
Grubb and A R. Allan.

Sir. J. C. AUgrove, Langley, near Slough, exhibited
about a hundred dishes and plants of Gooseberries, ^vith

(^irrants in variety. Of the former there were double and
triple cordons and standards, all bearing handsome crops
of fruits. Keepsake, May Duke and Whitesmith (all

standard grown) carried amazing crops, while
Langley Beauty, Surprise, Langley Gage and Lancashire
Lad were among notable dishes. CHiampagne Red
(?urrant is a very distinct sort and a great bearer. A
gold medal was deservedly awarded this magnificent
exhibit.

Mr. S. Mortimer, Farnham, exhibited boxes and fruiting
sprays of his new Tomato Tip-top. It is of a rich scarlet
colour and a big cropper. The fruits are of medium
size.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, staged forty
varieties of culinary Peas in early, midseason and late
soits. William I., Laxtonian, Quite Content. Duke of
Albany, Gladstone, Veitch's Perfection, Ne Plus Ultra,
Alderman, Gradus and Senator were noted in a
large lot.

The Misses Tate and Tanner, Caldecote Towers, Bushey
Heath, Herts (gardener, Mr. F. Streeter), staged an admir-
able collection of vegetables, which included flne
Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Carrots, Cauliflowers, Peas,
Lettuce, Potatoes, Beet, Onions, Marrows, Tomatoes
(both yellow and red) and excellent Cabbage. A really
superb gathering of the finest;;; produce. Silver-gilt
Knight ian medal.

Okchid Committee.
Present : Sir Harry J. Veitch (chairman), and Messrs.

J. O'Brien, W. Bolton, W. H. White, A. Dye. W. H.
Hatcher, C. H. Curtis, J. Charlesworth, Pantia Ralli,
J. WUson Potter, R. A. Rolfe and S. W. Flory.

Messrs. Stuart Low and (To., Enfield, showed Vanda
CEerulea. Aerides odoratum album, Epidendmm vitellinum
majus, Cattleya o'brieniana alba, with Miltonias and
Dendrobium clavatum.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, showed the
brilliant Odontioda Charlesworthii, O. lambeauiana.
O. Thwaitesii (of rosy red colour), O. Diana (very brilliant
red), and the yellow and crimson Odontoglossum Hye
de Crom.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, showed Bulbo-
phyllum balfourianum, Anguloa Cliftonii (golden),
Ccelogyne dayana (with yard-long trails of buff yellow
and crimson flowers), Odontiodas, Cattleya gipas sanderiana
and others.

SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
Summer Show.

Carnations, Sweet Peas, Roses, hardy herbaceous flowers,
fruits and vegetables were exhibited in splendid condition
on Tuesday and Wednesday, July; 13 and 14, in a large
tent on the pier and in the pier pavilion at Southampton.
The general arrangements for the convenience of the
exhibitors and the pubUc are always as near perfection
as it is possible to have them, under thejable management
of the courteous secretary, Mr. C. S. Fuidge. Not only
are the exhibits placed in good order, but with a \icw to
securing a good general effect. Roses andrcut) herbaceous
fiowers were well shown by Messrs. W. H. Rogers and
Son, Limited, Southampton. A charming display of
hardy border flowers and Water Lilies was made by
Messrs. B. Ladhams, Limited, ofTShirley; also by Mr.
M. Prichard, Christchurch. Roses^were splendidly shown
by &Ir. Harry Richards, Warsash, Hampshire. Stove
and greenliouse plants by Mr. Wills, Southampton, fiUcd
a large stage in front of the orchestra; and Pcrpetual-
fiowering Carnations staged by Messrs. Allwood Brothers.
Hay^vard's Heath, and Messrs. Wills and Hesketh. Warsash

^

looked charming, the colours being** verv noticeable on
account of their richness. Mr. James Douglas. Great
Bookliam ; Messrs. A. R. Brown, Limited, Birmingham:
and j\Ir. R. Morton, Woodside Park, London, were very
prominent exhibitors in the classes for border Carnations.
Mr. A. E. Usher, gardener to Sir Randolt Baker, Bart.,
M.P., Blandford, won all the principal prizes in the open
Sweet Pea classes

: and Mr. G. Ellwood. gardener to W. H.
Myers, Esq., Swanmorc Park, Bishop's Waltham, led with
high-class produce in the fruit and vegetable classes.

CojiPETiTiVE Classes.
Carnations.—Mr. J. Douglas won in Class 1 for twelve

vases of selfs, fancies and yellow-ground Picotees ; he
had Pasquin, Togo, Daffodil, The King, Santa Claus,
Queen Eleanor, Elizabeth Shiffner, A. B. Stewart, Lord
Steyne, Rose de Mai, Onward and Mrs. J. J. Keen. Second
honours went to Messrs. A. R, Brown, Limited, King's
Norton, who staged fine blooms, Mandarin, Rosy Morn
and Cardinal being the best. Third, Mr. R. Morton'
Woodside Park, London. \

In Class 2, for four vases of Carnations, selfs, Mr. J.
Douglas_ again led. The" best blooms were The King.

Pink Clove (grand), Ehzabeth Shiffner and Bookham
Scarlet (fine). Second, Mr. R. Morton, who had Gordon
Douglas (good) ; third, Messrs. A. R. Brown, Limited.

For four vases of Carnations, fancies, Mr. J. Douglas
won, John Ridd, Queen Eleanor, Lord Steyne and
Skirmisher being staged. Messrs. A. R. Brown was
placed second. In this stand Queen Eleanor and

j

Skirmisher were beautiful.
I In Class 4 Mr. Douglas once more led with Millie, Mrs.

I

J. W. Owen, Daisy Walker and Lord Kitchener ; second,
I
Messrs. A. R. Brown, Limited.

j

Mr. R. Morton had the best four vases of Picotees,.
\ yellow ground, with John Ruskin, Echpse, Santa Claus

I

and Onward ; second, Mr. Douglas, Her Majesty being

I

a fine bloom in this collection ; third, Messrs. A. R.
j
Brown, Limited.

I
In the classes for dressed blooms, shown on cards, for

;
twelve blooms on each stand of flakes and bizarres

' (distinct). Carnations and fancies, i^rnations (selfs),

yellow-ground Picotees and white-ground Picotees, Messrs-
A. R. Brown, Limited, were the only exhibitors, but the

!
flowers staged were very flne ones. This flcrm had also-

' as a result the monopoly of premier blooms. Those
selected were Gordon Lewis, Robert Hargrave, Prairie
Belle, Professor Burston, Queenie and Margaret. The
handsome challenge cup, presented by the president,.

Lord SwaythUng, to the exhibitor securing the most
points in Division I., was also won by Messrs. A. R. Brown,
Limited.
For six vases of selfs, fancies and yellow-ground Picotee&

Mr. H. W. Frostick, Woodville Road, Thornton Heath,.
London, S.E., was first. Lord Steyne, Onward and Blue
Gem were flne flowers. Mr. Frostick had also the best
four vases of Carnations (selfs), Basuto being very good.
Mr. G. Cousins, gardener to J. A. Fort, Esq., The CoUege,.
Winchester, was second.
Mr. Frostick won in the class for one vase, fancy, other

than white ground, with Lord Steyne ; second, Mr. G.
Cousins ; third, Mr. A. F, Tofield, Chandler's Ford,.
Hampshire.

Mr. Cousins had the best single vase, one variety,,

showing Bookham "VS'liite ; second, Mr. Frostick.
Rosy Morn won for Mr. Cousins in the class for one vase,

blush or pink.
Messrs. Frostick and G. Cousins won in the order named

for one vase of crimson or scarlet self ; and for a vase
of buff or terra-cotta self the same exhibitors won in
the reverse order of their names.
The variety Eclipse won first prize for Mr. Cousins

in the class for one vase, yellow ground, Mr. Frostick
being second here and again flrst in the class for one vase,
white ground, followed by Mr. Cousins.

For dressed blooms shown on cards, Mr. Cousins won
in the class for six blooms of Carnations, fancies. My
Fancy and Rhea were good specimens. This exliibitor

had the \vinning six blooms of Carnations, selfs, Mrs.
R. Percy Smith and Bookham White being good. He
again won in the class for six blooms of yellow-ground
Picotees. Mr. J. J. Keen, Southampton, was a close
second. In the latter exhibitor's stand the variety
Cl>'tic was selected as premier bloom. Mr. Keen also
had the \vinning stand of six blooms of white-ground
Picotees.

Some lovely blooms were staged in the classes for vases
of Perpetual-flowering Carnations. For flve vases, three
blooms of a distinct variety in a vase, Mr. A. E. Usher,.

gardener to Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., M.P., was flrst.

He staged Carola, Benora, Enchantress, Mrs. C. W. Ward
and White Wonder. Second, Mr. T. Hall, gardener to-

Ellen Lady Swaj-thling, South Stoneham House ; third.
Sir. G. Ellwood, gardener to W. H. Myers, Esq., Swanmore
Park, Bishop's Waltham.

Mr. T. Hall was the winner in the class for a vase of

Carnations, Tree or border varieties, arranged for effect

with any kind of light foliage. Second honours went
to Mr. E. F. Hart, gardener to H. Trimmer, Esq., Twyford,.
Hampshire ; third, Mr. G. Cousins.

Sweet Peas.—The first prize, presented by the hon.
treasurer, for six vases of Sweet Peas, distinct varieties,,

was won by Mr. S. T. White. Eastleigh. Margaret Atlee,
Tennant Spencer and Sunproof Crimson were the best.
Second, Mr. A. F. Tofield. The last-named exhibitor
won in another class for six vases.

Messrs. Toogood and Sous. Southampton, offered prizes-

for nine distinct varieties. Here Mr. A. E. Usher won
with a grand collection, namely, King Manoel, Slinnie
Toogood, Elsie Herbert. W. P. Wright, Mark's Tey and
Edrom Beauty (very fine). Mr. W. Hodson, gardener
to Mrs. Glemson, Milford-on-Sea, was a good second.
Helen Lewis, Etta Dyke and Countess Spencer were the
best blooms. Third, Mr. H. E. Wallis, gardener to Eustace
Palmer, Esq., Basingstoke.

In another class for six distinct varieties, Mr. 0. Nicklen,.
gardener to Mrs. Alan Searle, Bassett, Hants, was first.

Margaret Atlee, Maud Holmes, BIrs. Cuthbertson and
R. F. Felton were the best. Second, 3Ir. A. Maple

;

third, Mr. E. F. Hart..

Mr. Usher won the first prize offered by Messrs. Sutton
and Sons for six bunches of Sweet Peas. He staged a
very flne collection, consisting of Thomas Stevenson,.
Anglian White, King Manoel. Clara Ctotis, Don Alvar
and Edith Taylor. Second, Mr. W. Hodson, the class
being well filled.

Mr. Usher also won in the class for eight bunches, the
prizes being offered by Messrs. Webb and Sons, Sincerity
(a good crimson), Mark's Tey, Anglian White, Nubian,
Audrey Crier, King Manoel, Elfrida Pearson (extra good)
and Lavender George Herbert being staged. Mr. Hodson
was again second.

Blr. Usher also won the first prize offered by Robert
Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, for six varieties,
distinct- He had Helen Lewis and Robert Sydenham
very fine.
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Miscellaneous Section.—Sir. C Hosey, gardcin'r to
3. C- E. D'Esterre, Esq.. Southampton, had the best
single specimen stove plant and the six best Zonal Pelar-
goniums, Mr. T. Hall was second in each class.

Mr. E. Wills, Southampton, staged the best Palms, and
Mr. T. Hall the six best Caladiunis.

Mr. G. Ellwood won in the class for a bowl of hardy
llowers, one variety, and also for a bowl of border flowers,
mixed.

Messrs. B. Ladhams. Limited. Shirley, won in the class
for twelve bunches of border fiowers. Mr. F. JI. Yokes,
.Sholing, Hants, was second.

Decorative Classes.—Mrs. E. Ladhams, Shirley, had the
best table decoration. Carnation or Picotee blooms only
to be used ; second, Mrs. A. Maple ; third. Miss Tavlor.
Bemerton Rectory, Salisbury.

Miss Maple, Shirley, was the winner in the class for a
dinner-table decoration, Sweet Peas onlv to be used

;

second. Mrs. E. Ladhams ; thurd, Jliss Taylor.
JMrs. E. Ladhams had the best spray of Carnations,

and also won in the class for an epergneof Carnations.
Miss Maple had the first-prize button-holes of Carnations.
Fruit Section.—^Mr. Ellwood had the winning collection

of fruit, four dishes, staging grand bunches of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, a splendid Melon, and fine dishes of Figs
and Peaches, Mi-. T. Hall was second.

Sir. Ellwood had even finer bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes in the class for two bunches. Mr. T. Hall was
second \rith well-finished Madresfleld Court. Grapes.

Mr. Ellwood staged the beat-flavoured Melon.
Vegetable Sectimi.~^ii. Ellwood won all the first prizes

in the classes for collections of vegetables, six kinds in
each case.

Prizes were offered by Messrs. Toogood and Sons,
Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Messrs. James Carter and Co.
and Messrs. Webb and Sons. The silver challenge cup
offered by Messrs. James Carter and Co., Raynes Park.
S.W., was won by Mr. Ellwood. who staged produce of
liigh quality throughout. Mr. W. Hodson was second
in each class referred to, and put up very fine dishes.

Jlr. Ellwood had the winning brace of Cucumbers,
and Mr. Usher the best dish of Tomatoes.

XON-COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS.
Gold Meduls.—Messrs. Allwood Brothers for Carnations ;

Mr. Maurice Prichard for hardy herbaceous fiowers

;

Messrs. B. Ladhams, Limited, for hardy herbaceous
itowei-s. Lilies and Roses ; and Messrs. W. H. Rogers
and Son, Limited, for Roses and herbaceous fiowers.

Silver-gilt Medals.—Mr. E. Wills for stove and greenhouse
plants ; and Mr. Harry Richards for Roses,

Messrs. Wills and Hesketh received an award of merit
for a lovely collection of Tree Carnation blooms.

SALTAIRE ROSE SHOW.
OF the thirteenth annual show of the Saltaire Rose Society,
held recently in Saltaire Park, no more appropriate
description probably could be given than that applied
to it by the president of the society, Mr. Oswald Partington,
M.P. Speaking at the luncheon table, he said that he
had attended many similar exhibitions, but he did not
think he had ever seen a more gorgeous display of colour.
In extent the show was below the high-water mark
attained on some previous occasions, but there was still

such a richness and delicacy and wealth of colour as should
satisfy the most fastidious or the most cosmopolitan of
rosarians.

Perhaps the highest testimony that could be given
of the solidity and progress in importance of the society's
exhibitions is to say that this show was of little less
excellence than its forerunners, in spite of the fact that
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Soas, Limited, of Newtownards,
who have in the previous twelve years consistently carried
off all the premier awards, found it inconvenient to .*end
more than a few specimens on this occasion.
A request had been made to Rose growers throughout

the district to make gifts of flowers in order that these
might be sold in the streets of Bradford, as well as in
Saltaire Park, to swell the receipts, which are to be given,
after payment of expenses, to the war relief funds. So
generous was the response that some ten thousand blooms
were given for this purpose. In addition an auction sale
of flowers was conducted at Saltaire by Mr. H. Abbott
of London. Ko less a sum than £50 was raised by this
means in the large marquee immediately after luncheon.
The class for sixty cut Roses, for which the 100-guinea
challenge bowl is offered, was dropped on this occasion,
but Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. of Colchester had sent
a fine e.xliibit of sixty blooms, and the flowers were greatly

,

admired. This collection was the first to be put under
1

the hammer, in the language of the auction-room, and 1

the first and only bid for it was £25, at which figure Mr.
j

Partington became the owner. Later the Mi^mber for :

Shipley requested the secretary, Mr. E. Wright, to have
|

the Rosjs sent to Sir Titus Salt's Hospital. To Mr. '

G. C. Waud was knocked down for £5 the collection of
Roses shown by Messrs. Harkness and Co., Hitchin, in
the class for twenty-four blooms, and these he handed
back to be sold again. A single bloom was sold to Mrs.
F. Foster for £1, while other purchases were made bv Mr.
J. J. Oddy and Mr. H. Sutcliffe Smith at £3 each. During
the afternoon and evening the auction sale was continued 1

briskly out of doors, and the various means adopted of
'

collecting money should result in a considerable b.ilance
being available for the war funds.

Some of the Prize-winners.
In all open classes the entries were much fewer than

has been usual in recent years. For this various reasons 1

may be assigned, an unfavourable season, limited transport
facilities and the absence of manv gentlemen's gardeners
im military duty being the chief. Violent hailstorms
Jiave gieatly damaged many of M'^ssrs. Dickson's blooms.

In the absence practically of their uubeatable competition
the principal awards went to Messrs. D. Prior and Sons.
Colchester; Messis. Chaplin Brothers, Waltham Cross:
and Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. Colchester. The arrange-
ment of distinct varieties of Roses in round baskets is

found an excellent one, all the beautiful features of the
fiowers being well displayed.

For seven baskets the first prize fell to Messr?. Prior
and Sons, who showed beautiful groups of Duchess of
Wellington, Mme. Soupert, General Macarthur, Leslie
Holland, William Allen Richardson, Chateau de Clos
Vougeot and that perennial favourite the Lyon Rose.
The group placed second, that of Slessrs. Chaplin Brothers,
was little inferior, .some of their prettiest groups being
composed of the fine deep red Lieutenant Chaure. Lyon
Rose, the velvety scarlet General Macarthur and the chaste
ivory white Ethel Malcolm.

In Messrs. Dickson's set were included the well-named
Irish Firertame (which arrests the attention of everyone),
and the almost equally charming Red Letter Day.

Mr. A. H. Rigg showed some good examples' of Lady
Pirrie (of a red almost indefinable). Lady Ashtown. Hugh
Dickson and Caroline Testout.

Messrs. Frank Cant aud Co, secured the first award
for sixteen varieties of Roses, sho^yinjg some wonderfully
fine blooms of Mildred Grant, Dean Hole, Mrs. Andrew
Carnegie, George Dickson and Mrs. Joseph H. Welch.
These blooms were so large that visitors were to bo heard
declaring *' they are too huge I

" Space would not allow
of mention being made of a tithe of the finest blooms shown,
but am,ong some of the most impressive were Rayon d'Or
(a lovely shade of gold), Irish Elegance (a bronzy orange
in the bud, opening to single flowers of various charming
shades), Mrs, Rosalie Wrinch and Mme. Edouard Herriot.
The display of Sweet Peas was excellent throughout

in quantity and bi^auty of shading, Mr. Robert Bolton
had a grand exhibit, including Rowena (an apple blossom
pink). Surprise (shrimp pink) and Mrs. E. Wright (white,
edged with blue).
The most successful amateur exhibitor was Lord North

of Wroxton Abbey, Banbury,
Among successful local amateurs exhibiting Roses were

Mr, A, W, Hoffmann. Mr. F. Holmes. Mr. H." H. Spencer.
Mr. W. A. \Vhitehead, Mr. J. W. Dracup and Mrs. G.
Nicholson.

Carnations formed a very pleasing feature in the ex-
hibition. Here Mr. G. C. Waud scored in two classes.
The trade exhibits were, as usual, of a high class and

charming character.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA SOCIETY.
If the fifteenth exhibition of this society, held on the
l;ith inst., does not establish a record for numbers of
entries, it will still rank high for flower qnality and general
excellence, whili* it is to the great credit of exhibitors
and society alike that so representative a gathering
was brought together at this time of national stress.

That enthusiasm prevailed was nwnil'csted by exhibits
from Wales. Glasgow, Ireland. Liverpool and other distant
places, both amateurs and professional gardeners acquit-
ting themselves well. The trade also gave both of its

strongest and best. Novelties of outstanding excellence
were not observed, though four received awards of merit.
Following is a detailed report of the show.

Ilimru Eckfonl Memorial Class.—For twelve bunches
of Sweet Peas, distinct, to consist of named varieties in
commerce, the first prize—the Henry Eckford Memorial
Challenge Cup, the gold medal of the society and 40s.
in cash—was awarded to Lord North, Wroxton Abbey.
Banbury (gardener, -Mr. E. R. .lanes) for a superb lot

of flowers, consisting of Rosabelle. Dohbie's Cream,
Constance Hinton (white). Mark's Tey, Maud Holmes,
May Unwiu, E. Cowdy (scarlet), Agricola (pink). King
Manoel, R. F. Felton (mauve, very fine), Audrey
Crier and Orange Perfection ; a really telling lot.

Second, Mr. W. H. Holloway. Post Hill, Shrewsbury,
whose very flue lot contained Agricola, Dobbie's Cream.
Lavender George Herbeit, Edna May, Edrom Beauty,
Hercules, Elfrida Pearson, Mark's Tey. Sunproof Crimson.
Mrs. C. W, Breadmore, Mrs, Cutbbertson and Slav
Campbell : third. Sir Randolf Baker, Bart.. M.P.. Bland-
ford (gardener, Sir. A. E. Usher), who staged Barbara,
Princess Victoria, R. F. Felton, Slark's Tey, Agricola
and Prnice George, among others. Nine comp'-titors
staged collections in this fine class,

Sutton Cup Class.—lor eighteen bunches of Sweet
Peas, distinct varieties, to be selected from the Classifi-

jcation List, the first prize—the Sutton Silver Challenge
Chip, the gold medal of the society and 15s. in cash—was
awarded to Lord North, Wroxton \bbey, Banbury
(gardener, Mr. E. R. Janes), who again staged flowers
of fine quality. His varieties were as follows : Hercules.
Rosabelle, White Queen. Robert Sydenham, Royal Purple,
Princess Victoria, Barbara (good in eolour). Slay Unwiu,
Dorothy (fine rosy mauve), Margaret Atlee. Helen Willianis
(cream and pink). King Manoel, Slaud Holmes, Agricola.
Sirs. Jessop (light scarlet), Dobbie's Cream and Edrom
Beauty. Second. Sir Randolf Baker. Bart., Blandford,
whose best vases were R. F. Felton. White Queen. King
Manoel. Barbara. Slark's Tey, Sirs. Breadmore. Hercules.
Sirs. Cuthbertson, Maud Holmes, Elsie Herbert, Royal
Purple. New Marquis. May Unwin. Dobbie's Cream and
Edrom Beauty; third Sirs. L. CooKson. Wem, Shrop-
shire. Three only competed in this important class.

For six bunches of new Sweet Peas, distinct, four coll"c-

tions were staged, the premier prize going to Sir Kundolf
|

Baker, Bart, (eardener. Mr. E. A. Usher), for Sirs. Hamerum
,

(cream), Alfred Watkins (lavender). Royal Purple, Path-
'

finder, Norvic (white) and Austin Frederick (mauve) ;

second, Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, who had Oobbif's
|

OrRnge,lMrs. J. Palmer (rose and cream). E. Cowdy

(scarlet), Don Ah.ar (mauve) and Duchess of Portland
(pink and cream) : third. Mr. L. Webb. Lower Terrace,
Welslipool.

Clafiitiftcftfiou (' (/-V.S.- Eighteen bunches, distinct : Firat,
Mr. J. Smellie. Bu::by. near Glasgow, who stag-^d very
finely Rosabelle, Duchess of Portland, King Slanoel.
Lady Evelvu Eyre (pink). King Alfred (scarlet), Elsie
Herbert. Slargaret Atlee, King White. John Ingman.
Mrs. C. W. Breadmore (nreamy buff). Slav Cnwin. R. F.
Felton. Sirs. Cuthbertson, Royal Purple. Agricola,
Hercules. Dobbie's Cream and Maud Holmes (reddish
scarlet) ; second. Sir. William Bond. Formby, near
Liverpool, whose T. Stevenson. Ladv Evelyn Eyre.
Margaret Atlee. Dobbie's Cream. Ladv' Sliller '(.salmon).
King Slanoel. R. F. Felton. King White and Elfrida
Pearson were very good. Sir. H. Tyson. The [,odge.
Bedford, was third. Five competed in this important
class, the quality being excellent throughout.

Twelve bunches of" Sweet Peas, distinct, limited to
growers of not more than 1.000 plants: First. Sir. F. \V.
Franks. Loanipits. Tunbridge. Wells (gardener. Sir. W.
Humphrey), whose fine lot contained Barbara. Hercules.
King Slanoel, J. Ingman. J-avender George Herbert.
Sirs. Breadmore, New Marquis. Elsie Herbert, Thonuvs
Stevenson. Elfrida Pearson, Sunproof Crimson and Doris
Csher. The flowers were of superb quality. Second.
Sir. Arnold Hitchcock. Brook House. Tiptree. whose
best were Dobbie's Scarlet, Illuminator, Royal Purple.
Barbara, Hercules, Thomas Stevenson. Dobbie's Cream,
Agricola. Duplex. R. F. Felton, Edrom Beauty and King
White. This also was a strong and good lot. Third^
Major Slolson, Goring Hall, Goriug-by-Sea, Suasex,
Nine competitors staged, the majority showing fiowers
of high quality.

For one bunch of a seedling Sweet Pea not in commerc*-,
fifteen comi)etitors entered novelties, the prize, a silver-
gilt medal, being a^^a^ded to Dr. Hammond T. Hinton.
Heytesbury. Wilts, for .1. B. Lowe, a handsome variety
with scarlet standards and pink-coloured wings

E. W. King Challenge Cup.—For twelve bundles of
Sweet Peas, distinct varieties in conmierce, the first

prize, a challenge cup and gold medal, was awarded to
Sir. Robert Stanford, Barton Mills, SUldenhall, Suffolk,
who staged R. F. Felton, Sirs. C. W. Breadmore. Hercules,
Juliet. New Slarquis, King Slanoel. Orange Perfection.
Maud Holmes. Elsie Herbert, Mark's Tey and Lavender
George Herbert ; a most beautiful and refined lot of
flowers. Second, Mr. E. Broad, Trezenger, Fowey. who
had Mrs. Cuthbertson. Elsie Herbert, Lady Miller, Royal
Purple. Illuminator, Rosina, King White, King Manoel,
Dobbie's Cream, Slelba and Hercules. These were much
too grossly grown, the tall, gaunt stems without graci-

or beauty. Third. Slajor Geoftrey Lubbock, Greenhiil.
Warminster, Wilts, who showed smaller Howei-s. yet full

of refinement and charm. Nine collections were staged
in this important class.

Burpee Cup.—For a display of waved Sweet Peas,
space permitted 8 feet by 3 feet, only one competitor.
Sliss Baird, St. James, West Malvern, entered, her exhibit
being awarded first prize. Lavender George Herbert.
Mrs. Cuthbertson. Lady Miller, Scarlet Emperor, Mark's
Tey. Clara Curtis (cream), Rosabelle. King White and
Elsie Herbert were good kinds.

Londov Class.—Six bunches, distinct : First. Sir. W.
Raven, ;iO, Berkslme Gardens, Wood Green, who had
Dobbie's C^ream. Princess Victoria. Sunproof Crimson.
Thomas Stevenson, Hercules and Royal Purple ; second.
Sir. Robert J. Baker, Muswell Hill, who .staged Mrs.
Cuthbertson, Nora Unwin. Rosabelle. Loyalty (white,
flaked royal blue) and King Manoel : third. Sir. (J. M.
Slorewood, Brentford. Six groups were staged.

Scottish Class. — Six bunches, distinct : First. Mr.
James Kew. M'estmount, Stewarton, Ayrshire, whose
excellent lot coutnined Rowena. Dobbie's Cream, B. F.
Felton, J. Loader (crimson). Edna Slay Improved aud
Slay Unwin. These were of very flne quality. No
second prize was awarded, the third prize going to the
Rev. J. C. Gillies Coh'in, Manse of Hoddam. Ecclefechan

Irish Cla^s.—For nine bunches of Sweet Peas, distinct.
Sir. Edward Cowdy, Grceahall, Loughgall. County Armagh,
WHS the only competitor, being awarded first prize.
.A.udrcy Crier, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Rosina. King NA^hite,

Lavender George Herbert. Hercules, Slarvel, Elsie Herbert
and Slay Campbell comprised his lot.

}yelsh Class.— For nine bunches, distinct, there were
two entrants, the premier award going to Mr. T. Jones,
Ruabon, for excellent vases of Agricola. Duchess of Port-
land. Stark's Tey, Lavender George Herbert, Dobbie's
Orange, Sirs. C. W. Breadmore. Prince George, May
Campbell and Edrom Beauty : a particularly good and
refined lot. Second, Sir. L. Webb, Lower Terrace, Welsh-
pool, who had New Slarquis. Agricola. R. F. Felton.
Princess Mary and Duchess of Portland, among others.
Northern Counties Cla^s. —Tor nine bunches of Sweet

Peas again only two collections were staged, the premier
award going to Dr. Roy Appleton. Beverley. Kast Yorks
(gardener, Sir. H. Walmsley), who had a superb lot of
ttowers. May Unwin. Slark's Tey. Elsie Herbct. Mrs.
Cuthbertson, Pathfinder (salmon scarlet), R. F. Felton.
U. Sydenham, Royal Purple and Hercules comprised hi-*

set. Second, Mr. W. Bond. White Cottage, Formby.
near Liverpool, who had Pathfinder. Roy.-xl Purple. E.
Cowdy and Rosabelle as his best.

Wt stern Counties Class.—Nine bunches, distinct :

First. Sir. W. Phillips, Astley House, near Shrewsbury
(gardener, Sir, R. Goliah), whose Slay Campbell, Mrs.
Dainerum (cream). Duchess of Portland, Slark's Toy,
Edna Slay Improved and Elfrida I'earson were excellent:
second, Sir Rjindolf Baker. Bart., who staged Queen Mary,
Constance Hinton (white). Slarvel (salmon and cream).
Hilda and E. Cowdy. arnons othi-rs : third. Mr. E. Broail
Trezenger. Fowev.

'
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Eastern Counties Class.— W\iw bunclii s. disfiiirt :

First, Major E. W. Denny, Fjvlcolstonc Hall. Norvvirh,

who had excellent vases of Knyvctt Wilson (salmon
pink), Mrs. Ballam (cream, edged pink). King Manoel,
May TJnwin (scarlet) and liosabelle (cerise) as his best

;

second, Mr. A. W. Kalph, Kempstnn. Beds, whose Hner
v.asep were Margaret Atlee. Constance Hinton (white).

Duchess of Portland (salmon pink). Jland Holmes (scarlet)

and Clara Curtis (cream) ; third. Mr. H. Tyson. The Lodge,
Bedford.

Midland Counties Class.—Nine bunches, distinct :

First, lord North, Wroxton Abbey, Banbury (gardener,

Mr. E. E,. Janes), who had Norvic (white). Eoyal Purple,

Audrey Crier, Lady Evelyn Eyre (pink), Barbara (very

good),' New Marquis. Dorothy (heliotrope). Hercules

and ilrs. Jessop (cerise pink) : second, ilr. F. Carter,

Thorpe Mandeville, near Banbury, whose Norvic. Barbara,
Marvel, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes "(delicate blush pink) and
R. F. Felton (mauve) were very good.

Southern Counties Class.—Nine bunches, distinct :

First, Mr. McMurdie, Wobuin Park, Weybridge (gardener,

Mr. Basile), who staged fine vases of R. F. Felton. Elfrida

Pearson, Don Alvar, Florence Wright Spencer, Maud
Holmes, Eoyal Purple, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Rosabelle

and King Manoel ; second, Sir, F. W. Franks, Loampits,
Tunbridge Wells, who had Debbie's Frilled Pink, Barbara
(orange), Don Alvar (mauve). Marvel (salmon). Mark's
Tey. R. F. Felton, Bobbie's Orange, White Queen
and Illuminator ; thu-d. Major Geoffrey Lubbock, War-
minster.

Division foe Sinule-handed Gaudeners.

Bide Challenge Class.—Twelve bunches, distinct

:

First, Mr. J. A. Bishop, Elmhurst,Windsor, whose best vases

were E. F. Felton, Audrey Crier, King Manoel and
Hercules ; second, Mr. C. Hopton, Tlie Cottage, Greeuford,

whose Elsie Herbert, R. F. Felton and Thomas Stevenson
were good and strong.

Perkin Challenge Class.—For nine bunches, distinct,

only one competitor, Mr. W. Fowler, Irvington, Mill

Hill, N.W., came forward, his lot, which took the

prize, containing Agricola, Hercules (pink). Queen of

Norway (heliotrope), Elsie Herbert, John Ingman and
Nora Unwin, among others.

Breadmore Challenge Class.—For six bunches, distinct,

the first prize went to Mr. W. Phillips, Astley, near Shrews-
bury, whose best were Elfrida Pearson (pink). Sunproof
Crimson, Audrey Crier (rose pink), Mark's Tey and May
Campbell (cream, splashed rose) ; second, Mr. Robert
Baker, Rookfleld Avenue, Muswell Hill.

For three bunches of Sweet Peas Mr. W. Phillips was
again first, his set being Debbie's Cream, Hercules and
New Marquis. These were of excellent quality. Second,
Jlr. Osborne Abbott, .'Vrdene, Lower Bourne, Surrey, who
liad Bobbie's Cream, Duchess of Portland and Royal
Purple.

Special Division for Amateitrs.
Hawlmark Challenge Cup.—Twelve bunches of Sweet

Peas, distinct ; First, Mr. T. Jones, Bryn Penylan, Ruabon,
with an admu-able lot of flowers. Melba (orange). Lavender
George Herbert., Agricola (pink), Rosabelle (cerise),

Mrs. Bamerum (cream). King Manoel (maroon), Elsie

Herbert (wliite, suffused pink). Sunproof CMmson and
New Marquis were the best. Second, Mr. E. Daniels,

Oreenford Green, Harrow, who had very good Illuminator

(rose). Duchess of Portland, King Wliite and Eosabelle
;

third, Mr. G. M. Morewood. Noeldeue, Brentford.

Six launches, distinct : First, ftlr. L. Webb, Welshpool,
wlio set up Mark's Tey. Elsie Herbert. Constance Hinton,
(white) and Sultan (maroon) very good ; second, Mr.
W. G. Abney, Hadlow Road, Tonbridge, who staged
James Box (orange), Elsie Herbert, Sunproof Crimson
and May Unwiil very well.

For three bunches, -distiuct. Mr. L. Webb was again

first, staging Mrs. Fred Kelley (white, splashed mauve),
Hercules and King Manoel : second, .Mr. W. G. jVbney,

Tonbridge. Five competitors entered.

Special Division for Small Growers.

For twelve bunches, distinct, the first prize, a challenge

cup value five guineas, was awarded to Mr. Claude R.
Jaggs, Hertford Heath, who staged Mark's Tey, Mrs.

Cuthbertson, Constance Hinton, Eobert Sydenham,
Orchid (fine mauve), Bobbie's Picotee, Eosabelle, Royal
Purple and King Manoel, among others ; second, Mr. E.

Willis, Swindon, who had excellent vases of Illuminator,

Bertrand Deal (heliotrope), Margaret Atlee, Blue Pleotee,

-Mrs. Cuthbertson and King Manoel ; third, Mr. Pryor,
Preston, near Hitchin. Five competed.

Walter Voss Challenge Cup.—For six bunches, distinct,

there were ten collections staged, the first prize going

to Mr. E. Willis, Swindon, for an admirable set com-
prising Elfrida Pearson, Constance Hinton (white), Sun-
proof Crimson, Rosabelle, Mark's Tey and King Manoel

;

second, Mr. W. G. James, Kempston Hoo, Beds, who
had Mis. Cuthbertson, Lavender George Herbert, King
Manoel, Rosabelle, Elfrida Pearson and Maud Holmes

;

third, Mr. Claude R. Jaggs, Hertford.
Three bunches, distinct, from varieties put into commerce

in the autumn, 1914, or spring, 1915 : First, Mr. W. G.

James, Kempston Hoo, Beds, who had Robert Sydenham,
Marvel (salmon pink) and Royal Purple ; second, Mr.
C. R. Jaggs, Hertford, who staged the same varieties

;

third, Mr. J. B. Robinson, Great Barford, Sandy.
For six distinct bunches Mr. W. G. James, Kempston

Hoo, was again in the leading place, having Nora Unwin,
Dorothy (lilac). May Campbell, May Unwin (orange),

Dobbie's Cream and King Mauve ; second, Mr. Claude K.
Jaggs, his best bemg Mrs. C'. W. Breadmore, E. Cowdy
(scarlet) and Edith Taylor (rose pink).

Three bunches, distinct ; First, Mr. McKerrell, Ordon
Cottage, Ayrshire. The varieties were not named.
.Second, Mr. J. Randall, Leamington Spa : third, Mr.

J. B. Robinson, Sandy. There were nijie competing.
For two bunches, distinct, nine competitors again

entered, the first prize going to Mr. Allen, Formby, near
Liverpool, whose varieties were Orange Perfection and
Dorothy ; second, Mr. J. B. Robinson. Sandy, who staged

K. F. Felton and Illuminator ; third. Trooper T. W.
Prince (Royal Horse Guards), Englefield Green.
One bunch of Sweet Peas, mixed : First, Mr. J. B.

Robinson ; second. Mr. J. Randall ; third. Mr. Harry F.
Claydon.

Special Class.—For the most fragrant bunch of Sweet
Peas a large number entered, the prize being eventually

awarded to Mr. H. S. Bartleet, Shooter's Hill, for Mother
o' Pearl, a hooded variety of grey mauve tone.

j

Ladies Only.

Table Class.—Seven competed in this interesting class,

Mrs. .\lex. Robinson. Carshalton. being first, arranging

pink and cerise shades of Sweet Peas with light touches

of Asparagus. Selaginella caesia and frail sprays of Muehlen-
beckia complexa ; second. Sirs. A. D. Ruff. Sharnbrook,
Beds, with rose, salmon and scarlet Sweet Peas and
Asparagus. This was arranged too low. we thought.

Third. Mrs. A. R. Bide. Farnham, who had Sweet Pea
Mrs. H. Wonuald (salmon and cream) with light sprays

of .4sparagus. Maidenhair Fern, .Ampelopsis and Muehlen-
beckia varians.
For an epergne of Sweet Peas. Jlrs. A. G. Gentle, Little

Gaddesden. was first, having cream-coloured Sweet
Peas with .k paragus Fern and light Grasses ; second,

Mrs. A. R. Bide, who used red and cream Sweet Peas
with light foliage and Grasses ; third. Mrs. A. D. Ruff.

For a vase of mixed Sweet Peas, Mrs. M. Holloway,
Shrewsbury, was first ; second, Jlrs. Arnold Hitchcock,

Brook, Tiptree ; third, Mrs. A. G. Geutle.

Non-co^lpetitive Exhibits.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh, might fairly be

accredited with having in this section the finest Sweet
Peas in the show, a group at once remarkable for high

quality and artistic staging. In all there were about
three dozen varieties in vases and stands, the whole con-

stituting quite a feast of the best, .\mong the more
imposing vases were those of Jean Ireland (pink and
cream). Lavender George Herbert, Elfrida Pearson (pink).

Duchess of Portland (cream and pink). Illuminator

(rosy scarlet), Dobbie's Cream, Dobbie's Orange, King
Whfte, Miss Burnie (white, blush pink). Royal Purple,

Margaret .Wlee and New Marquis—a dozen that should

satisfy any lover of these flowers. Large gold medal.

.Mr.' H. J. Damerum. Hayling Island. Hants, showed
a small group, in which Lord Kitchener (scarlet). Alfred

Watkins (mauve), Rosabelle (cerise). iMrs. H. J Damerum
(cream-coloured novelty for 1915) and Duchess of Portland

(pink) were among the best. Silver medal.
Messrs. Bide and Sons, Farnham, arranged a very

charming exhibit of Sweet Peas in tall vases on a white

ground with black velvet blackground. The flowers,

too, were of high quality and in considerable variety.

Some good ones were Prince Edward of Wales (salmon
pink). Side's Cream, R. F. Felton (lavender), Mark's
Tey, Mrs. Stewart Champion (pink and cream). Phyllis

Bide (rich orange). Ruth Bide (light scarlet). Phyllis

(scarlet and white) and Queen Slary. Gold medal.
Messrs. John K. King and Sons. Coggeshall, arranged

many vases of flowers of the highest quality, in this respect

equal to any in the show. Loyalty (splashed blue),

Rosabelle, Empire (white), Mrs. C. W. Breadmore (pmk
and cream). Blue Picotee, Lavender George Herbert,

Edith Taylor, Princess Mary, Margaret .\tlee. Coral

Gem (bulT and pink) and May Campbell (scarlet and
cream) were all very fine. Large silver-gilt Flora medal.

Robert Sydenham, Limited. Birmingham, showed
|

excellent vases of flowers, of which Orion, Princess Mary,
[

Lilian (pink). Clara Curtis (cream). Constance Acomb
,

(mauve and cream, a remarkably distinct variety). Lady '

Evelyn Eyre (pale pink) and MiUie JIaslin Spencer weie
very good'. Silver medal.

Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall. E.ssex. had a

rather highly built arrangement against a background of

velvet, flue tall columns being arranged in the back-
ground with intervening vases ill triplicate. Morning
Mist, Lilian (pink and cream), Hercules, AngUaii Cream.
Anglian White, Frilled Cream. Anglian Fairy (cream

ground), Mrs. Ciithbertfon and Robert Sydenham were
excellent. Gold medal.

Mcrsrs. Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, exhibited their

flowers in tall vases, a few of the more notable being

Hobbic's' Cream, Mrs. Cuthbertson. Maud Holmes (crimson).

King .\lfred (scarlet). Lavender George Herbert, Hercules,

Mrs. Hugh Wormald (distiuct, salmon and cream) and
Rheims (scarlet). Silver-gilt medal.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons. Belfast, staged a sur-

prisingly good lot of flowers and arranged them artistically.

Fiery Cross (a grand scarlet). Mrs. Cuthbertson, Wedg-
wood. Hercules, The President (rich scarlet), Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore. Elsie Herbert. Lavender George Herbert,

Robert Sydenham (orange). R. F. Felton (lavender).

Hawlmark (cream), Orchid (the best rosy mauve). Blue
Picotee and King White were the best in a handsome
lot. Gold medal.

Mr. James Box. Hayward's Heath, had an excellent

collection, though the flowers had apparently suffered

from heavy storms. Scarlet Monarch. R. F. Felton.

Margaret A'tlee, King White. Mauve Beauty. Edith Taylor,
j

Bobbie's Cream and Hercules were well represented.
I

Silver medal.

Messrs. Jarman and Co.. Chard, also showed a goodly
j

assortment. Hercules, E. F. Felton. King Manoel. :

Mrs. Cuthbertson. Mrs. Townsend (mauve and white).

Lavender. Melba and Charles Foster were among the

notable varieties. Silver-gilt medal.

.Messrs. G. Stark and Son, Great Rybiugh, Norfolk,

staged quite a modest collection of Sweet Peas in small

vases.

Mr. J. Stevenson. Wimborne. Hants, staged an excellent

lot of flowers in imposing vases, his best being Victory

(scarlet). Moneymaker (white), Margaret Atlee, Scarlet

Emperor, Warrior (maroon), Mrs. Cuthbertson, Royal
Purple (very distinct). Blue Picotee and Mrs. Hugh
Wormald. SHver-gilt medal,

|

Mr. Robert Bolton, Warton, Carnforth, had a glorious
j

exhibit, equalling the best in the show and superbly

arranged. Rowena (cream and rose, very lovely), R. F.

Felton, Mrs. E. Wright (white ground, washed and edged
blue, a most exquisite novelty), Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes,

Thomas Stevenson, Ivory King (buff cream). Surprise

(salmon novelty), Don Alvar (mauve), Bolton's Orange
and King Alfred were superb. Large gold medal.

Awards of Merit.

Tea Hose, buff and deep cream.
Margaret Fife, heliotrope with blue wings. Both of

these came from Mr. A. Malcolm, Duns.
Victory, mauve. From Mr. R. Bolton.
Dora, scarlet and cream. From Messrs. Dobbie and Co.

The Bournemouth Show and Southampton Rose Show.—
We regret that the reforts of these shows which appeared in
our last issue had, at the tuht moment, to be considerably
curtailed. This was to e'.y on account 0/ limited space, and
was not the fan t of our ,ocal representative

OBITUARY.

ALEXANDER DONALD MACKENZIE-

We have to record the death, on July ij, at his

Edinburgh residence, 14, GreenhUl Park, of Mr.

Alexander Donald Mackenzie, head of the well-

known firm of Messrs. Mackenzie and Moncur,

horticultural builders and heating engineers.

Mr. Mackenzie had attained the ripe age of seventy-

nine, despite a strenuous business life, in which

he never spared himself, and a useful public

career for a number of years as a member of Edin-

burgh Towii Council. Mr. Mackenzie was a native

of ."Vppin, Argyllshire, and came to Edinburgh

about 1856. In conjunction with Mr. Moncur,

a fellow workman, Mr. Mackenzie began business

as a horticultural builder, and by their energy,

ability and the excellence of their workmanship
the firm became one of the leading concents

of its kind in the world. It may be said that the

work of the firm is known all over the three

kingdoms and in other parts of the world, and

that some of the finest horticultural structures,

including those in the Royal Gardens, are monu-
ments of the skill of Mr. Mackenzie and his partners.

In his carter as a Town Councillor, Mr. Mackenzie

proved of the utmost value to the City of Edin-

burgh. For fourteen years he served the com-

munity on the Town Council, carrying into his

public work the spirit of thoroughness which

marked his conduct of his private business. He
was a magistrate for the term of three years,

served as a member of the Dean of Guild Court,

the Water Trust, the Leith Dock Commission

and other municipal affairs. As the first convener

of the Electric Light Committee he did incalculable

Hervice to the city, and it is universally recognised

hat his work iirthat capacity is mainly responsible

for the high success attained in the introduction

;"nd working of the electric lighting of Edinburgh.

He was a persona grata with the late King Edward,

i
And many of the nobility and others in high position

held him in high regard. Mrs. Mackenzie, by

whom he is survived, and the three sons and

three daughters of his family will, we are assured,

have the hearty sympatliy of our readers.

*„* The Yearly Subscription to '£w.^G\K\iES is : Inland,
ti-s. Qd. ; Foreign, S-s. 9rf.

Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

Od. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. PresB

day Friday.

GARDENER wanted, ineligible for Army.
Good wages, bothy; principally inside.—Apply THE
Gardener, Ormerod House, Burnley.

WANTED, a thoroughly capable useful
Gardener; under man kept. Wages £1 2s. and cottage.—
Mrs. Scott. "The Teak House," Branksome, Bournemoutli.
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SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED
in the form of a leaf-mouM, ready for use at any time, in the same way, and <oraU purposes that sta'ile manure !s put. Goes further (1 cwt.

equalling 15 cwts.), gives better results, is clean to hanlle. sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Hortlctiltural Society. " Vour Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and I am pleased
to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out in the open air."

(Sii;Ded) W. WiLKS, Secretary.
A beautifitl Free Foo/kUt ^ ^ineJull farticuliirs and ffstimonia!^. a.'sc valuablfcuitu*at instruc-ions_ s nt an receipt f/posUard.

BEWARE OP lUXTATXONS: GENUINE ONLT IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONrAINISG GUARANTEED AMALYSIS.
Sold in Bags, 28 lbs . 2/3: 56 Ihs., 3/6; 1 cwt., 6/-; 5 cwts.. 28/9: 10 cwts , 55/-: we paying carriage to any station in England
and Wales, including Iste of Wij^ht, or by carrier in London district <also. in not less than 1 cwt. lots, by London Boat to Scotland and

Ireland). Through Nurserj-raen. Seedsmen and Stores, or direct from the Manufacturers and Patentees,
WAKELEY BROS. & CO-. LTD.. TSa. BANKSIDE. LONDON.

.Mso WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 2/- bushel bag. carriage paid 25 miles, or 1/6 carriage forward.

Ca rm on a
The maximum yield of flowers, vege-

tables and fruits attend the feedmg of

plants with Carmona. Prep.ire vour

seed-beds with it. Dig it into the soil

belore sowing or planting.

Feed your rose trees and herba-

ceous plants with it. Give it

to all your garden, and when
the time comes to gather

its genuine produce you will

be so glad.

All Seedsmen sell it in
tiiw. ed.. 1

'-, 2/6. Bays.
Ulbs.. 4/6,- 2slbs.. 7 6;
aGlbs.. 12/6; 112»s., 20 -

ROBINSON BROTHERS,
Ltd.,

WEST BROMI/VICH.

LION CYCLES £5:5:0 CASH

TENNIS COURT BORDER NETS, good
colour, especially prepared, with strong line attached to net
at top and bottom ; easy to erect or take away ; will not rot.
can be left out in all weathers ; 25 yds. by 2 yds., 6/6 : by
3 yds., 7/6 ; by 4 yds.. 9/6 ; any size made. Standards for

same, lOft. high, 1/- each. Garden Netting, 30 sq. yds. for
1/-. Orders over 5/- carriage paid. List of Fancv Tents
free. Write for FLAG List.—H. -T. PASSoy. Net Works. Rye. '

ONC^ TRIED ALWAYS USED,
|

THE ' PATTISSON ' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST ! STRONGEST ! MOST ECONOMICAL

!

Soles f f best English Sole Leather
(Waterproofed), with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs, or Solid Rubber
F\s. 1 can be REFITTED repeat- !

edly, equal to new Boots
|

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY
Pj^ I

RECOMMENDED.
j

SILVFR MFRAIf^ ^°^^^ Horticultural Society, 1904. 1914 !OILILn IIILUHLO ROYALINTERNATIONALEXHIBITION, 1912. I

Used in the ROYAL (and in thousands
of the PRINCIPAI ) GARDENS.

HuNDREi>s OF Testimonials.
7'h€ Fieii says: "As (Food as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardeoer to H.M. THE

KING, Balmoral Castle) writes: "The boots
supplied 2 years ago are as f^ood as ever."
GOLF COURSE REQUISITES „ ^

as ased by the Principal Clubs. *^'G. 2.

j

IHu^tyated Price Lists from the Makers—

H. PATTISSON & C0.,--3' ----°,^;i:'-

or I5s. with order aod monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I hav(
aavertlsed in this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 MachinesNO EXTRAS: Lamp. Bell, Pump and everything included. Carrlace
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR "in
DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and the
finest Catalogue ever printed (with coloured illustrations showir-c
exact machines).—GEORGE BEATSON, "Lion Cycle Works." 85
Moseley Street. Birmingham.

SANKEYS^S^^POTS
*^ Che BEST and Cheapesh.
5l«ie quanlUy of »«ch liie reouired and hm^ c " tmrriagt pud "

i^uotallon ("carriaje" Irequrnllt amiiunt- to halt *«Iue ol '

Jtftitils). or writP tor Pri^r l-isi. Irer. !

SPECIAL POTS o( all Jescriptinn*. Bulb tt..»l* and Ftrn

P«n» from 2d. •ch.

f?/CHARD SANKSyA SON, LT9. i

I «ijlwell PoHeries. hlOTTIl^GHAM. '

STRAWBERRY NETTING
1 do not re-
quire pay-
ment until

you nave seen and approved of the netting. Others may
try to copy me, but this Netting is the best stout
small mesh, as supplied BY ME to the Royal
Qardens. Will not rot. Can be sent on approval. 30
eq. yds., for Is., any length or width made. Orders over
58. car. pd. List and Samples free. I can also supply
commoner Netting at 70 sq. yds. for Is. Only address—
H. J. QA8SON, The Net UVorks, RYE.

BEST GARDEN NETS, 50 yds. by 4 yds.,
25 by 8 yds., 8/- piece ; approval before payment. Special
square nets bound with cords, guaranteed cover exact
measurements ; stout Jin. mesh, 2d. sq. yd. ; lin. medium IJd-
sq. yd. ; any size to order. List, samples, free ; all carriage
paid.—W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Worlts, Porthleven.
Cornwall. Goods sent passenger train receipt of order.

COOPER
PREPARATIONS

are unequalled for efficiency

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID

FOR SUMMER SPRAYING
A Nicotine Preparation for Apple Sucker.

Gr^en-Fly, 8cr., on FRUIT and other TREES.

4" MILDEW (V2K) FLUID
For ROSE. STRAWBERRY and other MILDEWS

^ ARSENATE of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.
Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in sus-

pension, coats foliage uniformly, and does not scorch
when properly prepared.

WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the " Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society

Kills Weeds on Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces

TOMARITE
For PREVENTION and ERADICATION of

DISEASES AFFECTING TOMATOES

1^ FUMIGATING FLUID
A re-intorced NICOTINE PREPARATION fo

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses,

Prices and full particulars of these preparations are given

in COOP;R'S HORTICULTURAL GUIDE, a copy of

which will be sent free on application.

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE
Sole Manu'acturers,

WILUAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamsted.

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT,

// LABOUR SAVERS.- EUREKA" lawn sand.
SoiLFUME NICOTINE. Insecticides Fumebs.
sprays ano other chemicals & sundries

^ See List Please ask your agent for the Eureka

/ ARIICLES- They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY
» DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAID

.MyAiIiIiksTOHLINSOH&HAYWARD t" LINCOLN

NIGOTICIDE
FUMIGATING COMPOUND.

KilJs all Greenhouse Insects without injury to plants in one application,
i gall, sufficient ror 160.000 cubic ft. £3 each

No. 1 size Tin— I pint .. 40 000 „ 15/- S .

No. :; size Tin—1 pjot ,. 20.000 . 7^6 [ B~
No. 3sizeBot.—6oz. .. 12.000 ., 4/6 "

f ti^
No. 4 tize Bot.—4 oz. .. g.OOO . 3/- " ANo. 4i size Bot.—2oz. ,, 4,000 1/8 .'. f

FUMIQATINQ LAMPS. 1/- each, for 5,000 cubic feet.

LAWN i SAND
Entirely Eradlcatp<: Daisies. Weeds and Moss, and Invlftor-
atea the Grass. C8 lb. will dress 100 sq. yds. Jcwt.t^'-: tc\vt..ll/-;

1 cwt. 20/- Carriage paid ; and in 6d. 1/-, and 2/- tins.
-Jjf* iou^ '\eedsfnan /or the a/f'^e.

HUNTER & QOW, Ltd., 35, Thomaa St., Liverpool.

o^'^^^j

TRADE MARK
,/ {^ '7 EVERY GENUINE

THE FORCE TO BE RELIED UPON, PRODUCING FLOWERS, FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES IN ABUNDANCE AND PERFECTION.

Sold everywhere in 6d. and 1/- Tins, and in Branded and Sealed Bags, 7 lbs., 2/6; 14 lbs., 4/6 : 28 lbs., 7/6 ; 56 lbs., 12/6;

112 lbs., !0/-: or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid in the United Kingdom (or Cash with Order (except Bd. TinsX

CLAY'S SUCCESSFUL GARDENING (5tH Edition), 332 pages. Coloured Plates, bound in clotli.

Contributions by eminent writers. 1/- net, of Seedsmen, etc., or Post Free for tlie above amount direct from the Publishers:

^^1 A ^^ Hi ^^%KI Manure Manufacturers
*>'^** t* wVFI^f and Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, London, E.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Roses Minnehaha and Hiawatha.—We were of H. patulum. it is an excellent subject for

agreeably surprised, when visiting a friend's garden the front of the shrubbery, or for a bed which is

a few days ago, fo find these two well-known
|

filled with spring-flowering bulbs.

Rambler Roses growing together. The growths
j

Correction in the Boyal Horticultural

of one %vere intermingling with those of the other,
\

Society's Diary.—The Rev. W. Wilks wxites

and the flowers of both made quite a charming
,

us as follows :
" In the Royal Horticultural

picture. The combination of these two colours Society's Diary for the present year a fortnightly

was rather a daring one, Jliunehaha having pink
|

show and meeting has been entered for Wednes-

blooms similar to those of Dorothy Perkins,
|
day, August i8 ; this should be Tuesday,

while the single blooms of Hiawatha

are bright crimson, with a small white

centre to each.

A Good Bush Honeysuckle.—^The

Lonicera or Honeysuckle family consists

of a varied class of plants, many of

which are very decorative. One of the

best is Lonicera grata, a free-flowering

shrub bearing at the present time masses

of fragrant reddish flowers, which are

borne in the axils of the upper leaves

or leaf-like bracts. It somewhat
resembles the common Honeysuckle of

our woods, except that, instead o£ being

of a rambling nature, it forms compact

bushes, and is therefore valuable where

space is limited. Although introduced

from North America in 1720, it is a

plant not very well known.

An Interesting New Zealand Shrub.

Notospartium Carmichaelise is a dainty

leguminous shrub, a native of New Zea-

land. On the borderland of hardiness,

the plants pass unharmed through an

ordinary winter, yet as they invari-

ably succumb in the open during hard

winters, it is desirable to have them
in sheltered positions, where also, if

necessary, a little additional protection

may be afforded. The green, twiggy

branches suggest those of Broom or

"Carex. The small purplish pink flowers

are closely arranged in racemes an inch

or more in length. This note is

suggested by several plants, 2 feet to

2 J feet in height, flowering at Kew
in the LeguminosEe collection near

the Rose DcU.

A Beautiful St. John's Wort.—One of the

most attractive shrubs of recent introduction

is Hypericum patulum Henrj'i. It is larger and

more robust in flower, leaf and stem than the type,

and is better in every way, bearing its large

golden flowers in great profusion for a long period.

A native of China, whence it was introduced

in rSgS by Professor Henry, after whom it was
named, it somewhat resembles the beautiful

H. hookeriana, but has the two-edged branchlets

EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD LAVENDER BUSHES IX

COTSWOLD GARDEN.

August 17. Would Fellows and exhibitors

please make the correction."

Sweet Lavender in the Garden.—^.-Vlthough

Lavender is highly appreciated by everyone for the

sake of its perfume, it is sometimes rather

difficult to grow successfully. In some gardens,

however, and especially those where the soil is of

a rather sandy character, and therefore well

drained, the plants live to a considerable age.

Those shown in the illustration are growing in a

garden in the Cotswolds, and have been in their

present position for eighteen years. When the

photograph was taken a week or two ago the

flower-heads were not quite fully developed, but

b • this time they will be ready for cutting

and drying.

Coreopsis grandiflora and Madonna Lilies.

—

Few herbaceous plants can surpass Coreopsis

grandiflora for decorating the garden or for cutting,

and even when many other flowers

are suffering from drought, this plant

remains quite fresh. The beautiful,

large golden yellow blossoms are

produced very abtmdautly on long,

slender stalks, making them extremely

valuable for cutting. We recently

saw a large vase filled with Madonna
Lilies and this Coreopsis, and the effect

was very beautiful, while it is equally as

effective in small vases with Gypsophila.

C. grandiflora is a true perennial, but

much better flowers are obtained when

it is treated as a biennial, sowing the

seed in the spring.

The Californian Mock Orange.—
One of the latest species to flower,

Philadelphus califomicus is among the

most beautiful of the vigorous-growing

Mock Oranges cultivated in our gardens.

Ultimately some ten feet or twelve feet

high, and even more in diameter, lawn

bushes may become a conspicuous

feature of the pleasure groimds during

July, while for the back of the shrub-

bery border and on the edge of the

woodland this species is deserving cf

attention. The ptu^e white flowers are

fragrant, fidly an inch across, and borne in

panicles up to a dozen or more in each.

Clematis Hendersonii.—^This is pro-

bably one of the first hybrid Clematises

raised in om: gardens, 1830 being

given as the date of raising by a Mr.

Henderson, who lived at St. John's

-^ Wood. The reputed parents are C.

ViticeUa and C. integrifolia. Free .in

growth and profuse flowering, for the

flower garden and pleasure grounds it is one of

the most beautiful Clematises. The e\idence of

C. integrifoUa is seen from the fact that the plants

die down to the ground in winter, pushing up

voimg growths freely in spring, which reach a

height of 6 feet or 7 feet, requiring the support

of rough poles or Pea-sticks. The dark bluish

purple flowers are some two and a half inches

across, produced in quantity from early July

until September.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bottle - Brush Tree Flowering in Surrey.

—

Perhaps it may be interesting to some of your

readers to know that the Australian Bottle-brush

Tree, Metrosideros (Callistemonspeciosus), which is

not very common out of Cornwall, is flowering well

against a south wall on the gravelly sand of West
Surrey. It is about four feet high, and has nearly

thirty spikes of rich red flowers. It has been

some years in the garden, but has never flowered

so freely as this season. Mandevilla suaveolens

and Plumbago capensis are also flowering well,

and Exogonium (Ipomoea) Purga will soon be a

sheet of flowers.

—

William Tidy, Clare Lodge,

Rowledge, Farnkam.

Gardening in South Australia.—I have pleasure

in forwarding you two photographs which may
be of interest to your readers. One is of Furcrsea

longseva, which, after twenty-two years, has

this summer thrown up a flower-spike 20 feet

this case Papaver umbrosura (or coramutatum)
was employed, and with a very fine result indeed.

Until I was quite near the bed I did not realise they
were Poppies, but thought they were scarlet

Tulips. Of course, the bright colour was observ-

able a considerable distance from the bed, thus

intensifying one's curiosity. I do not remember
reading a comment on this arrangement any-

where.—C. Turner. [Our correspondent does not

read his Garden closely. The Poppies were
referred to on page 287 of our issue for June 12.

—

Ed.]

Plagianthus Lyallii Flowering at Kew.—
This beautiful New Zealand shrub is now in flower

in the Berberis Dell at Kew, and the two large

bushes of it are well worthy a visit, as it is not

every year that it can be seen to perfection. The
white Malva-like flowers—Plagianthus is a genus

of Malvaceae—are about one and a-half inches

across, borne on stems about one and a-half

inches long, and are produced in threes on the

previous year's wood, so that a fine autumn with

plenty of sunshine to ripen the wood is essential

to the production of flowers the following season.

FOLIAGE PLANTS EFFECTIVELY GROUPED IN AN AUSTRALIAN GARDEN.

high, the stem 10 feet high, the plant dying in

the effort. The other photograph is of a clump
of Grasses, Japanese and Chinese Bamboos,
Yuccas and Dracaena, the combination of which

is very effective.

—

Francis H. Swain, Aldgate,

South Australia. [The photograph of Furcraea

showed a magnificent plant, but, unfortunately,

was not suitable for reproduction.

—

Ed.]

Annuals Between Shrubs.—Early in the

season there appeared in The Garden an article

and illustration of annuals (Godetias) among
shrubs. Just recently I came across an excellent

example of Marigolds so placed in the public

grounds of Primrose Hill, N.W. They looked so

well and the plan is so practical that other public

shrubberies might be so treated, were the idea

more generally knowi. In addition, too, there

are many rough borders and shrubberies in private

places which would be much improved by
scattering among them some such dwarf annual.

I might add that a still better effect was to be seen

towards the end of May in a very large bed of

shrubs at Kew situated near the Tea House. In

The leaves are 2 inches to 3 inches long, broadly

cordate in shape, dull green above and paler

beneath. The plant is one of the few New Zealand

shrubs that can be grown outdoors in the London
district, and even there req lires a sheltered

position and full exposure to sunshine to ensure

the best results.—J. C.

Cassia corymbosa at Eastbourne.—The note

on the Mount Etna Broom in The Garden for

July 24, page 359, was interesting, as we have

numerous plants growing in the public gardens

in Eastbourne. Following the many spring-

flowering shrubs, they flower at a most welcome

time, and contrast well with the many varieties

of Veronicas which are at home in this seaside

resort. I was attracted the other day, when in

the neighbourhood of Carlisle Road, by the scent

of Cassia corymbosa, which is growing in the

gardens of Mrs. Morrison. The plants, which

have attained large dimensions, are quite at home
here, although I do not know of any other instance

where they are grown successfully MJtdoors. As
the scent of this shrub is so sweet, and reminds

one of a combination of Violets and Primroses,

I think it well worth knowing by residents on our
South Coast, so that they may try it, and so

increase the many sweet-scented outdoor subjects

which for so many years have been starved in

pots. The colour, of course, is yellow, and the

habit of the plant is similar to our Jessamine.

The fact of it being a native of South America shows
that it would thrive only in our Southern Counties

and in sheltered positions.

—

George Burrows.
Antirrhinum Asarina.—^This interesting trail-

ing Snapdragon has large, cream-coloured flowers

in pairs. It thrives in light soils, and generally

seeds itself abundantly. It is useful for covering

rocks and bare groimd. Seedlings grow rapidly,

and soon make a pretty carpet. The old plants,

if they survive the winter (which they rarely do
in heavy soils), are not nearly so attractive as
young ones. Planted in a hanging basket in a

cool conservatory, the stems hang down and are very
pretty. Twenty-five years ago A. Asarina was
hardly known in this country. In the year 1892

I brought some plants from the Eastern Pyrenees,

and in the following year gave plants and seeds

to many botanists and gardeners, including the

late Mr. WoUey-Dod. None of them had ever

seen or heard of the plant. It is flow cultivated

pretty generally. The Director of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew, has favoured me with the

following particulars of its history :
" The state-

ment that Antirrhinum Asarina was introduced

in 1699 appears to have been based on information

given in Aiton's ' Hortus Kewensis,' 1789, where
' cult. 1699 by Mr. Jacob Bobart ' occurs. Bobart,

who was Superintendent of the Oxford Botanic

Garden, edited the third part of Morison's
' Historia Plantarum Oxoniensis,' published in

1699, in which a description of the plant is given,

with the statement that seeds were sent by
Sherard. Mrs. Loudon, in 1844, said that it

appeared to have been a popular plant for some

time about the middle of the eighteenth century,

but was afterwards lost to cultivation. However,

it was cultivated again at the end of the eighteenth

century, and was figured in the Botanical Magazine

early in the nineteenth century (1806), but it

was considered rare then and apparently remained

so."—G. R. Jebb.

The Toad in the Garden.—Certain people

have a great aversion to the presence of toads

in their gardens. They think that toads are

" horrid things," that they do great harm in the

garden, and, in consequence, make every effort

to banish them. Now, this state of things results

from ignorance and lack of observation ; hence

my reason for sending this plea on behalf of

the toad. True, it is somewhat of a surprise,

not to say a shock, to suddenly discover one

of these benevolent creatures close to your

hand when you are weeding your annuals, if you

were not expecting to discover one ; but the

shock is quickly got over. Of course, the

assertion that toads are " horrid things " is true

when made by some people, for these say they

feel unwell, or, to put it in their own words, are

" tarned sick" at the sight of a toad. However,

such excuse ought not to be the reason for banish-

ing toads from the garden. The assertion that

they do great harm in the garden is not true.

At any rate, they are perfectly harmless ; and

experience shows me that they are not merely

harmless, but capital friends of the gardener.

Nearly every summer we have one or two here

(sometimes several), and only a few days ago I
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found one enjoying a cool and damp retreat under

some foliage up in the top garden. Toads are

benevolent because they eat many of the

gardener's foes, which are with us quite plentiful

enough even in the summer. Some people say

that they work destruction because they " eat

up the young growths of annuals and other

plants." I cannot, of course, be certain that they do

not, but I can say very definitely that I have

never found nor traced them doing any such thing.

I have found them to be the gardener's friends,

so readers should think long before they banish

them from their gardens,—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood,

Ecclesall, Sheffield-

Single Rose Miss Rosalie Wrincli.—This

Rose, sent out in 1914 by Messrs. Brown of Peter-

borough, bids fair to become one of the most

popular early flowering varieties we have. My
plant was, on June 5, in full flower and making

a conspicuous object in the garden, rambling over

an old tree stem. The blooms are 5 inches in

diameter, ranging from six to nine petals, with

generally a crinkled edge and deep yellow stamens.

The colour is the pleasing feature ; the buds are

a deep rosy red, gradually fading to a rich pink

when fully developed. The blooms are freely

produced.—E. Molyneux.
Paeonia officinalis lobata.—I was pleased to

see a note in your issue of the 17th inst., page 351,

anent this plant. I have visited many well-

known gardens, but I have never yet seen a speci-

men of it. Moreover, it is seldom mentioned

in modern horticultural works ; in fact, the only

mention of it I have come across is in the " Cottage

Gardeners' Dictionary." Kew is not the only

place where one would expect to find this plant

and where it is missing, as there is not one in

the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Wisley. It is a kindly subject to grow, and

different from Peeonia sinensis, which generally

takes some years to thoroughly establish. P.

lobata flowers the first season after planting.

At least, that is my experience. Your correspon-

dent very accurately describes the colour of the

flowers and the attractiveness of this plant. So

far as I know, there is no other colour in the garden

quite like it. Noble as the varieties of P. sinensis

are, the subject of this note is far more refined

and elegant, while it does not occupy the great

space required for the stronger-growing plant.

—

Alpinist, Weybridge.

Three Useful Recipes.—^The following old

recipes may perhaps be of some use and

interest to other readers : Syrup of Gilliflowers

(Yorkshire, 1769). — Take 5 pints of dipt

Clove Gilliflowers, and put to them 2 pints of

boiling water ; then put them in an earthen

pot to infuse a night and a day. Take a

strainer and strain them out ; to a quart of your

liquor put ijlb, of loaf sugar, boil it over a slow

fire, and skim it while any scum rises. When it

is cold, bottle it for use. Elder Rob (eighteenth

century, about 1750).—Gather your Elderberries

full ripe, pick them clean from the stalks, put them

in large stew-jars and tie paper over them. Let

them stand two hours in a moderate oven. Then

put them in a thin, coarse cloth and squeeze out

all the juice you can get. Put 8 quarts into a

preserving pan, set it over a slow fire, let it boil

till it be reduced to i quart. When it is near

done, keep stirring it to prevent it burning. Then

put it into pots, let it stand two or three

•days in the sun ; then dip a paper, the size

of your pot, in sweet oil, lay it on, tie it down
with a bladder, and keep it in a very dry place.

Balm Wine (Yorkshire, 1769).—Put a peck of Balm

leaves in a tub or large jar, heat 4 gallons of water

scalding hot, ready to boil, then pour it upon the

leaves. Let it stand all night, then strain it ofi

through a hair sieve. To every gallon of liquid

put 2lb. of fine sugar and stir up very well. Take

the whites of four or five eggs, beat them very

well, put them into a pan with the liquor. Whisk

it well before it be overhot. When the scum

begins to rise, take it ofi, and keep it skimmed

all the time it is boUing. Let it boU three-quarters

of an hour ; then put it into the tub. When it

is cold, put a little new yeast upon it, and beat

it in every two hours, that it may head the better.

So work it for two days ; then put it into a sweet

keg, bung it up close, and when it is clear, bottle.

—

Boris.

Dianthus Spencer Bickliam.—I was pleased

to observe the illustration of Dianthus Spencer

Bickham, together with the paragraph regarding

it, on page 324 of The Garden. It is a delightful

little Pink, of which I happen to possess the true

form mentioned by you. The flowers, as you

remark, " are of a brilhant rose red," and are

freely borne a little above a close mat of small

foliage. I grow it best here in a moraine of

crushed road chips and lime, and it is increasing

well and evidently thriving. It is universally

admired by those who see it, and is one of the

choicest of such hybrid Pinks.—S. A.

Gentiana acaulis.—I can quite corroborate

what Mr. Jenkins says on page 336, issue July 10,

regarding Gentiana acaulis on a sandy soil. It

is a little difficult to forecast whether it will succeed

in any particular place or not, but I know that

I have been successful with it in sandy soil, and

that I have frequently seen it flourishing and

flowering freely in such a medium. I find that

my best results in my present garden are obtained

in a border of poor soil with gravel in it, and in

full sun. The position is fully exposed, and the

plants are hard and firm. It is always unsafe

to ofier any theory regarding G. acaulis, and to

say that this will be found to work out well in

any particular garden. Long experience and

observation have convinced me of this. When
I say that I have seen G. acaulis flowering and

spreading well on a fairly good loam, with 2 inches

of animal (cow or horse) manure almost imme-

diately underneath, it will be seen that this remark

is not without foundation. Another example of

its success was in a garden where it grew in good

loam immediately in front of a border occupied

in the summer by Dahlias and other gross-

feeding subjects, for whose benefit the border

was heavily manured anhually. The border

sloped well to the front, and the Gentianclla

must have received a considerable amoimt of

nourishment in consequence. It formed a long

line about two feet across, and was a picture of

beauty in its flowering season. In another garden

where G. acaulis is a success it is planted in a

broad line at the front of a border of herbaceous

plants, again in good loam. It was shy of flowering

for some time, and was subjected to the apparently

harsh treatment of running the garden roller

over it, with the happiest results in the shape

of plenty of flowers. This operation is performed

annually, and the brilliance of the blue flowers

of the Gentianella, borne in abundance, is con-

sidered a justification for this severe treatment.

" Sweet are the uses of adversity ! " Yet, on

the whole, my conclusion is that a light, dry soil

is the most conducive to blooming and gives the

best plants.—S. Arnott, Dumfries.

RECIPES FOR HOME-MADE
SOAP AND PERFUMES.

I

NOTICE in your issue for June 19,

page 300, " M. H." asks for recipes for

home-made soap, ointments and perfumes.

I hope the following will be of some use :

A Fine Scented Wash-Ball (Perfumed
Soap).—Take of the best white soap Jib.,

shave it into thin slices with a knife ; then take

2J0Z. of Florentine Orris, Joz. Calamus aro-

maticus, |oz. Elderflowers, Joz. Cloves and
dried Rose leaves, idr. Coriander seeds, Lavender
and Bay leaves, and 3dr. storax. Reduce the

whole in a mortar to a fine powder, sift finely

through muslin, knead into the paste of soap,

softening the paste with oil of Almonds. Make
into round balls and set to dry. The above
recipe ends ; " Too much cannot be said in favour

of this wash-ball with regard to its cleansing

and cosmetic property."

Cold Cream.—Take white wax and sper-

maceti, idr. ; oil of Sweet Almonds, 20Z. ; spring

water, ijoz. Melt the wax, spermaceti and oil

of Almonds in a glazed pipkin, put in a pan of

hot water. When melted, pour into a mortar

and stir it about with the pestle till it gets cold

and quite smooth ; then add the water gradually

and keep stirring until the whole is incorporated.

This pomatum resembles cream. Use rose-water

instead of spring water to give it a Rose scent.

Cucumber Cream.—^Three small Cucumbers,

loz. of white wax, 6oz. of Sweet Almond oil, loz. of

Cocoa butter, and two teaspoonfuls of tincture

of benzoin. Cut the Cucumbers (rind as well)

into inch blocks and put in a saucepan with the

Almond oil. Let it simmer four or five hours
;

strain and press as much of the juice of Cucumber
as you can get ; then add the wax and Cocoa
butter. Put in a pan and heat until thoroughly

melted and mixed. Take off the fire, heat it

gently, adding the benzoin till it is well mixed.

Add a few drops of Spinach juice to give it a

delicate green colour, pour into jars and tie down.

Lavender Cream.—Six oimces of Almond oil,>

lOz. of white wax. Jib. of Lavender flowers (Rose

leaves or Jasmine can be used instead). Put

the oil, wax and Lavender into a pipkin, put a

lid on the pipkin, and stand it in a cool oven for

three or four hours. Remove and let it cool.

Next day strain, remove the flowers, add fresh

ones, and again warm in the oven. Second day

strain and pour into jars.

Hungary Water.—Take 40Z. of Rosemary
flowers, I pint of spirits of wine ; infuse twelve days,

shaking the bottle well. Draw off and cork close.

Rosemary Hair Wash.—Steep Rosemary leaves

in a bottle of bay rhum ten days. Strain and

add fresh Rosemary. Keep for another ten

days, strain and use.

Absinthe.—Infuse for a fortnight 30Z. of the

flowers and tops of Wormwood, three Cloves, Joz.

stick of Cinnamon (which break) in a quart of

rectified spirits. Strain, add a pint or less of

syrup (using cane sugar and distilled water).

To give it the proper green colour, add drop by

drop Spinach juice.

A Cordial.—Put a handful of Rosemary and

Balm, Joz. of Cloves, Joz. of Nutmeg and Joz. of

Cinnamon in a quart of brandy. Let it infuse

three weeks. Add a syrup sufficient to sweeten

to taste, strain and bottle.

Peppermint Cordial.—Put a few drops of oil

of Peppermint on a lump of sugar, put it into a
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bottle of gin, add sjTup. The amount of Pepper-

mint depends on the individual taste.

"Rummel" Cordial.—infuse loz. of fresh

gathered Carraway seeds in a quart of unsweetened

gin. Let it stand two months, strain and sweeten.

Herl) Vinegar (for Salads).—Lemon Thyme,

Savory, Marjoram, Sweet Basil, 30Z. of each

;

Lemon peel and Eschalot, grated, idr. of each
;

Celery seed, idr. Infuse for ten days in the sun in

Orleans vinegar. Strain and use. K. T.

BOTTLING FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES.

THE value of bottled fruits and vegetables

to every household during the winter,

even in normal times, is generally

understood, but how much more

important it is in these strenuous times that every

effort should be made to preserve as far as

of sugar to a quart of water. Tahe care that

the fruits chosen are perfectly sound and not

overripe. Pack the fruits closely in the bottles

to within an inch of the top, cover with the syrup,

adjust the rubber ring and glass disc, and screw

down the metal collar tightly ; then stand the

bottles in the steriliser, place over a steady heat,

and allow the water to come to the boil gradually.

Remove from the fire and screw the bottles down

firmly.

Plimis, Damsons and Green Gages may be

bottled by covering with water only ;
but these

fruits are improved by the addition of a small

quantity of sugar. From 40Z. to 50Z. to a quart

of water will be sufficient.

Strawberries and Raspberries require very little

or no water, the best method being to sprinkle

sugar between the fruits and proceed as for those

above mentioned.

Of Tomatoes, choose some of a good medium

size, not overripe, taking care they are quite

America. We are told that its beauty, both at

the flowering season and in autumn when the

foliage turns bright orange and scarlet, is so im-

pressive that the tree is spared ' even ,by the

settlers.' The tree illustrated is by no means
of exceptional size. Sargent gives the height

as 40 feet to 60 feet, occasionally 100 feet. Under
cultivation in this country it is much more promis-

ing than its fellow American species—C. florida.

At Kew some plants 6 feet to 10 feet high have
flowered well for two or three years past. The
inflorescence is formed in early autumn and remains

exposed throughout the winter, the bracts develop-

ing and the flowers expanding the following May.
The bracts usucdly number six, but varj' from
four to eight ; they are 3 inches long and up to

24 inches wide, often partially overlapping. The
whole involucre (or ' flower ' as it is popularly

termed) is thus 6 inches wide and creamy white,

often tinged with pink later. The true flowers

are small, greenish, and gathered in a dense head
three-quarters of an inch wide. The species is

native of the coast region, from British Columbia
and Vancouver Island to South Carolina. We
are indebted to Mr. F. W. Godsal of Cowley,

Alberta, Canada, for the photograph of a tree of

Cornus Nuttallii growing in British Columbia
which is here reproduced."

A SPRAY OF CORNUS NUTTALLII SHOWING THE CHARACTER OF THE FLOWERS.

possible those kinds and varieties which answer

so well to this treatment.

Fortunately, there is every prospect of a

heavy crop of Plums and Damsons, two of the

most valuable fruits for this purpose, as nothing

retains its flavour and reminds one of freshly

gathered fruit more than these. Any kind of

Damson is suitable, but some of the best varie-

ties of Plums are Rivers' Early Prolific, The Czar

and Victoria, and wherever these are grown,

either in large or small quantities, one can generally

spare sufficient, if only for a few bottles.

As I have for some years taken a great interest

in the preserving of all kinds of fruit, I wU, for

the benefit of those who have had little or no

experience, relate in as brief and concise a form

as possible the methods I have, adopted with

success.

Gooseberries, Cherries and all kinds of Currants

may be bottled in syrup, allowing 602. to 8oz.

clean and not bruised. Pack closely into the

bottles, cover with clean cold water, adding a little

salt, and proceed as for sterilising fruit. Beans may

be bottled in the same way ; also small young

Carrots are useful and good. The latter must be

parboiled before bottling. (Mrs.) E. Beckett.

A BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN TREE.
(CoRNUs Nuttallii.)

Writing in the Kew Bulletin No. 4 on Cornus

NuttaUii and its allies, Mr. W. J. Bean gives the

following particulars of the species. We are

indebted to H.M. Stationery Oflice for permission

to use the illustration of the magnificent tree which

accompanies Mr. Bean's notes in the bulletin.

" The illustration we give of this, the noblest

of Cornels, enables us to appreciate the enthusiastic

terms in which this tree is invariably commented

on by ^Titers and by travellers in Western North

SNAPDRAGONS FOR PRESENT
SOWING.

Those who wish to raise Snapdragons or Antir-

rhinums for flowering early next summer should

sow the seed at once. These charming flowers

are so easily grown, and continue to blossom

over such a long period, that one has no hesitation

in putting forward a plea for their extended

cultivation.

Flowering as they do in any reasonably

good garden soil that is well drained, they

impose no difficulties on the grower, excessive

wet during the winter months being the greatest

trouble to contend with. Seed of separate coloured

varieties, such as deep crimson, yellow, pure white,

pink and flame red, is obtainable, and either dwarf,

intermediate or tall forms can be had. For most

purposes the intermediate section, with flower-

stems from 18 inches to 2 feet high, is the most

useful, the dwarf varieties being too stunted to

be pleasing, and the tall ones rather too lusty

for positions that are at all exposed. The seed

may be sown now in the open ground, but the

surface must be of fine tilth, as the seed is small

and needs but a quarter-inch covering of soil.

We prefer to sow thinly in rows a foot apart, and

then to transplant the seedlings, when about

two inches high, into beds of deeply dug but rather

firm soil. They should go about nine inches

asunder in rows at least a foot apart, and remain

there until the end of March, when they can be

transferred to their flowering positions. In very

wet and cold localities it would be advisable to

transplant the seedlings to a bed made up in a

cold frame, so that excessive rain could be guarded

against.

Any pretence at " coddling " must not, how-

ever, be allowed, as the plants are perfectly hardy

so long as they are kept reasonably dry. Where

Snapdragons are grown on rockwork or old walls,

it would be best to scatter the seeds at once where

the plants are to grow and flower, thinning them

as may be necessary when the seedlings are a

few inches high.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
AURICULAS.

IF
the plants were duly potted as suggested

in May and carefully watered, they will

now be rooting freely. Top growth will

be scarcely perceptible, but, as stated, the

roots will be active, and thus preparing

for the second period of growth. At this

stage every encouragement must be given by

admitting plenty of air, giving just sufficient water

to keep the roots on the move, and by holding in

check insect pests, of which green fly is the most

persistent.

Where the grower cannot provide the shade

of a north wall or hedge, it will be necessary

to use artificial shading for a few hours during

the middle of the day when the sun is bright and
hot.

Seed-Sowing.—In these days seed-sowing has

become a favoin-ite hobby with many amateurs,

and such work should be commended and encour-

aged, as by this means new kinds are secured

and real progress made.

When to Sow Seed.—In a previous article

I suggested the intercrossing of different varieties,

and where such work was carried out the seed

will reach matiu-ity during the present month.

Auricula seed may be sown at any time, but I

prefer to sow it directly it is gathered, because

it germinates more evenly. Even then it is some-

what irregular, and the beginner should not be

discouraged if only a few seedlings appear during

the first three or four weeks. The seed will continue

to germinate for some months ; in fact, I have

known it to lay dormant for over a year.

Seed-Pans,—^The ordinary flower-pot, box or

seed-pan may be chosen in which to sow the seed,

and one-half of their depth should be filled

with drainage, over which is placed a thin layer

of moss or rough material to ensure a free outlet

for water. A mixture of loam, leaf-mould and sand

should be prepared, and then made fairly firm

in the pans. The surface should be made even,

when it will be ready for sowing the seed. This

is sprinkled rather thinly and then covered with

a little fine soil.

After-Treatment.—An ideal position for the

seed pots or pans is in a hand-light or small frame,

which should be placed at the base of a north wall,

or wherever it is shady. For a few weeks the

pans may be covered with a thin layer of damp
moss to conserve moistiure, as the soil must never

be allowed to become dry. To maintain a close,

moist atmosphere, very little air ought to be

admitted, and then only during damp weather.

When the seedlings have made two or three tiny

leaves, they may be pricked off into pans of light

soil an inch or so apart. With ordinary care and
attention they will grow freely, providing they are

kept cool and the soil is not allowed to become
sour through overwatering. T. W. B.

A BEAUTIFUL HARDY ANNUAL.
One of the most interesting and charming annuals

flowering in the outdoor garden just now is

Collomia coccinea, a native of Chile and a plant

that is evidently but little known. Very few
seedsmen offer seeds in their catalogues, though
doubtless they could supply them if ordered.

The plants flowering now were self-sown seedlings

last autumn, and have stood the winter through
without any protection ; hence one may fairly

claim that this Collomia is perfectly hardy, a

rather interesting fact when we remember its

habitat. It forms a neat, rather dense, branching
bush from 12 inches to 15 inches high, and each
growth is terminated by a cluster of small vermilion
flowers, the reverse of which is bright golden
yellow. In general appearance the flower-heads

resemble those of the smaller Bouvardias. This
annual is not fastidious as to soil or position.

and would be qmte a good temporary plant for

the rock garden where a reasonable depth tf

soil is available. As already indicated, it seeds

and sows itself freely, and although by no means
weedy, is not likely to be lost when once it has
been allowed to seed. Seeds could be sown either

in August or September, or in April. The plant

continues to flower for some weeks.

A MAGNIFICENT TREE OF CORNUS NUTTALLII GROWING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
(From the Kew Bulletin. See page 374.)
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SOME SIMPLE PLANTS
FOR EDGINGS.

WITH so many beautiful new plants

before us that have been col-

lected from temperate regions,

and especially the western and

northern parts of China, I am
afraid that we do not always

appreciate, or give so much attention to, the old

favourites as their merits deserve. No one %vith

PINKS AS EDGINGS TO A PATHWAY. THE WALK IS TOO
NARROW FOR THE PLANTS.

a broad outlook on gardening would say that a

plant, simply because it is old-fashioned, should

be retained in prominent positions in our gardens

if a newe:* one better adapted for the purpose is

available in quantity. But there are a good many
old, or comparatively old, flowers that for certain

positions have yet to be surpassed. Take edgings

to pathways for an example. In- many gardens

one finds these occupied by plants quite unsuited

for the purpose, and in others the pathway is

devoid of edgings at all. Yet these features,

if planned with a little forethought and sound

judgment, add considerably to the charm of the

garden, and yield not a little pleasure to the

owner.

The illustrations that accompany this article,

reproduced from photographs taken in the garden of

Mrs. Dill at Londonderry, will serve to show what I

mean. In the one we have that useful, if somewhat

aggressive, old plant, London Pride or Saxifraga

umbrosa, making a broad yet neat and beautiful

margin to the pathway ; while, in the other,

garden Pinks are used for the purpose. The

last-named picture has its fault, inasmuch as the

pathway, being narrow, has become too much
overhung by the plants. The primary object

of a pathway is for walking upon, and anything

that hinders this, or renders progress uncomfort-

able, is not good gardening. Properly placed,

these garden Pinks make one of the best permanent

edgings that I know, though one would prefer

the smaller-flowered
varieties to the large ones

seen in the illustration.

At all seasons the neat,

glaucous-tinted foliage of

Pinks is pleasing, and

during the flowering
period, which, unfortu-

nately, is rather a short

one, the deliciously

fragrant blossoms are

appreciated by everyone.

The present is an oppor-

tune time to write of these

Pinks, because there is no

better season for propa-

gation. The young shoots

that are to be found in

abundance on the old

plants just now, if pulled

off witli or without a

"heel" and dibbled in

rather thickly in a bed

of sandy soil and leaf-

mould, and then Covered

with a cold frame, will

root almost as freely as

weeds, and make neat

little tufts for planting as

edgings during October or

early November. These

Pinks will thrive in very

poor soil, hence they are

particularly useful for

those whose gardens are

mainly composed of sand.

In similarly poor soil

there are few better plants

than the Thrift or Sea

Pink, Armeria vulgaris.

All the year through this

has neat, bright green,

grass-like foliage, and

during June, July and

August it never fails to produce its quaint, globular

heads of rosy pink flowers in abundance. A
variety of it named lancheana has blossoms of

a deeper hue and is equally useful for edgings.

To increase the plants, one has only to lift and

divide them early in the autumn. London Pride,

already referred to, is one of the best natured

plants that we have, and is only despised by those

who regard it .as " common." Although its

specific name indicates that it is shade-loving,

it will grow practically anywhere—in deep shade

or full sun—and gives no trouble at all except

to occasionally, during autumn, lift the old plants,

when they are extending too far, or becoming

thin in the centres, and replant some of the young,

outer rosettes.

Of a more dainty character, but equally as

easily grown, are the Aubrietias, Where a path-

way has a rough edging of stone, there is nothing

better for scrambling over it, and during spring,

and frequently well into the summer, the plants

will provide sheets of lavender, blue or rose coloured

flowers, according to the variety that is selected.

The plants are easily increased by division during

wet weather as soon after flowering as possible,

selecting the young, rooted growths for replanting.

Equally useful is Arabis albida or alpina, which

gives its white flowers in such profusion during

the spring. In recent years the double-flowered

variety has been extensively used for edgings,

but I prefer the older single-blossomed plant,

which is neater and more pleasing, at least as an

edging. It is readily increased in the same way
as the Aubrietia, and is a plant that will give

but very Uttl§ trouble.

Harking back to gardens composed mainly of

sandy soil, one would like to see the Sun Roses

or Helianthemums more extensively used for

edgings. Of a semi-shrubby nature, these plants

revel in sunshine, and although, if left to their

own resources, they become rather ragged-looking

in a few years, this can, to a large extent, be

obviated by cutting back some of the growths

immediately after flowering. There are very

beautiful colours among them, and some of

the plants have foliage of a pretty glaucous tint.

Their propagation, which is not exactly easy,

is best effected by means of cuttings made from

young growths during the next few weeks. These

should be planted in pots of very sandy soil, each

receptacle plunged in Cocoanut fibre in a cold

frame, and then covered with a bell-glass.

Where the soil is naturally peaty, or contains

a large percentage of humus, and is free from lime,

no better edging could be found than one of the

dwarf Ericas or hardy Heaths. Erica camea is

ideal for the purpose, and it flowers profusely

from January to April. A little taller, but quite

suitable for a broad edging, is E. mediterranea

hybrida, or E. darleyensis as it is now to be known.

It flowers in December and continues until May,

its rose pink blossoms being highly appreciated

for cutting. It is not at all an old plant, but is

included here as a beautiful representative of an

old family. Those who prefer a summer-flowering

Heath as a margin to the pathway should select

the Scotch or Grey Heath, E. cinerea. Its bright

purple flowers are very charming, and it always

keeps dwarf. The garden varieties of this Heath,

beautiful though they are, ought not to be selected

for the purpose now under consideration, as,

generally speaking, they do not possess the vigour

of the type. For a flagged pathway there is no

better margin than Lavender—one of the dwarf

varieties obtainable from any really good nursery-

man. The maximum height of these is about

fifteen inches, and at all seasons they are pleasing.

If Catmint, Nepeta Mussinii, can be sandwiched

between, the effect will be particularly good, the

soft blue flowers and grey foliage harmonising

splendidly with the Lavender.

There are, of course, a great many other simple

plants that could be used as permanent edgings

to pathways, according to the desire of the owner

of the garden, and the locality, but enough has

been said to draw attention to a phase of gardening

that is too often neglected. In planting these

edgings it should be remembered that a fairly

broad belt gives a much better effect than a very

narrow one. Its actual width will, of course,

be determined very largely by the width and length

of the pathway. A comparatively narrow walk,

if of considerable length, would need quite a broad

edging—one at least a foot wide—while a wider
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pathway that is short would be best fur-

nished by one g inches in diameter. It

must also be remembered that the tendency of

all the plants named is to increase in width,

and some little allowance must be made for

this, though in most cases judicious cutting back

will keep them within a few inches of their

original sphere. F. W. H., in Country Life.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

Broccoli.—^The plants are now growing freely.

The groimd between the plants should be kept

quite clean by hoeing, or, where the soil has become
soddeued by trampling upon it during wet weather

or other causes, it should be forked over, thus

admitting air to the roots.

French Beans sown in frames during the early

part of July should be thinned if too crowded,

staked, and mulched with leaf-mould or

spent Mushroom-bed manure, which will feed

the surface roots. Gather the Beans directly

they are ready, thus removing any imdue
strain on the plants. Do not use the lights

on the frames until the end of August, and
then only at night, giving abundance of air at

the same time.

Runner Beans are now podding freely.

Pick the Beans early, and disbud to two
on a bunch if specially long pods are

required. Mulch freely with long litter and
water -copiously, occasionally with weak liquid

manure if available.

Brussels Sprouts should receive supports

if of the Exhibition type, which are likely

to grow 4 feet high. One stout stake to

each plant, thrust into the groimd on the

south-western side, will support the plant

if loosely tied. When plants are blown about

by strong winds at the end of August, they

•cannot right themselves, and for the purpose

of exhibition as a whole plant they would
be unstiitable if crooked. Slightly earth

them up to protect the lower part of the

stems.

Carrots.—Now is a good time to make a

sowing in a frame that has been used for

French Beans, Turnips or early Potatoes,

ehoosing one of the Short Horn varieties.

In prepared soil on a south border a

sowing of the same type should be made.

The small roots are always appreciated

dmring the winter or early spring.

Endive.—Plants should be put out as

fast as they are ready in drills 15 inches

wide, allowing a foot between the plants.

Make a final sowing on a warm border,

or, what is better, in a temporary frame.

Assurance of good plants is then certain.

Autumn Onions.—Preparation should be

made for sowing this crop the first or

second week in August. Well manure and
deeply dig a plot that has been occupied

by Potatoes, Peas or Broad Beans, for

example. If prepared at once, the soil

will settle down firmly by the time it is

required. The present season's crop is

now ready for harvesting. Pull up the

bulbs, clean off any soil, and lay them in

a sunny spot to dry and mature thoroughly,

turning them over occasionally.

Spinacll.—Prepare a piece of ground by digging
it deeply to ensure good drainage for a batch to

stand the winter. Groimd previously trenched
and cropped with Potatoes or last season's Celery
should suffice. As a rule, the end of July or

early in August is a good time to sow. Early
rather than late is the best, as the plants
get a good start before the autumn and
stand the winter better than those sown late,

which have not time to become strong. One
variety is sufficient, and that is Long Stand-
ing Prickly, although the ordinary round kind
answers very well in the majority of seasons.

Turnips.—Continue the fortnightly sowings
of Snowball, All the Year Roimd, Green Top
White and Red Globe to ensure a regular supply
of succulent roots. Sow in watered drills if

the weather is dry at the time, to ensure quick
germination of the seed. Cover the drills with
short grass to guard against the attacks of Turnip
fly. Directly the plants are above the ground,
dust with soot and wood-ashes.

Potatoes.—The early and second-early varieties
should be lifted as they become ripe, selected,

dried and stored for seed. Pick out tubers
about 20Z. in weight, as these are the best for
planting. The old-fashioned plan of greening
seed Potatoes is quite urmecessary. Thoroughly
dry them and store thinly in a shed or
cellar.

Cabbage.—Sow seed of such early varieties as
Harbinger, Ellam's, Springtide and Flower of
Spring in well-dug soil in an open site, well water-
ing the soil first if it is dry. Cover the seed
thinly and apply some shade until the plants
show through the soil, when full exposure should
be given to ensure stocky growth. A cold frame
is the best place in which to ensure quick growth
and freedom from fly attack, as the seed is more
under control. The advantage of the glass covering
is valuable until the seedlings appear through
the soil, when fuU exposure should be given to
ensure sturdy gro-wth.

Swanmore Park, Hants. E. Molyneux.

LONDON PRIDE AS AN EDGING TO A GARDEN PATH.
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THE ROSE SEASON IN
SCOTLAND.

OWIXG to the long continuance of

k almost tropical heat, followed,

I providentially, by an abimdance of

f rain, the Rose season in Southern

Scotland has been much finer than

usual this year. Among Roses of

quite recent origin and introduction, some of the

most florally effective have been Lady Clanwilliam,

Majestic, Mrs. Wemyss Quin, Edgar M. Burnett,

Florence Forrester (an immense, pure white Rose),

Josephine (with "Gloire" attributes, but more
replete with central petals), Mrs. Archie Gray (of

exquisite apricot yellow complexion), Mrs. James
L\'nas (rivalling in beauty Lady Clanwilliam, and
shell-like in its lustrous petals) and Lady

firm has hitherto produced. Majestic is un-

questionably one of the finest garden Roses
hitherto sent out by Messrs. William Paul and Sons

of Waltham Cross, and I am sincerely glad that,

like Lady Clamvilliam and Augustus Hartmann,
it has had the distinction of being awarded the

gold medal of the National Rose Society.

I have George Dickson and H. V. Machin,

two glorious crimsons from far-famed New-
townards, flowering in the new garden at

Kirk House, Kirkmaiden, where I now reside.

The former is somewhat sparing of its flowers,

which, however, are large, and grandly impressive

alike in colour and formation. As both of these

varieties were only planted in the beginning of

March, they are not yet entirely established, and
will probably be more florally effusive—if that is

a possibility—during the early autumn months.

Where they can be grown by the hundred, as they

Gray, Mrs. Cooper (already characterised) and the

luminous Brilliant are also at present superbly

effective, and their value for garden decoration

—

as I already know from experience—can hardly

be over-estimated.

Mr. S. McGredy is one of the most emin-

ently successful of British rosarians ; he

rivals M. Pemet-Ducher, and his most recent

creations amply sustain his great reputation.

Pre-eminent among these is lona Herdmaim (a

greater acquisition than Mrs. Charles E. Pearson),

Florence Forrester (which, being a splendid piure

white Rose of abnormal dimensions, is certain to

become a valuable variety for exhibition). Colleen

(expressively described as " a glorified Killamcy ")

and Edgar M. Burnett (which may be described,

not inexpressively, as an advance, especially in

bright colour, on the hitherto almost incom-

parable La France). David R. Williamson.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

CAMPANULA ARVATICA (ACUTANGULA). THIS RECEIVED A?; AWARD OF MERIT
LAST WEEK.

Plymouth (almost equally endowed, and a

splendid representative of the Maman Crchet

family).

In addition to these, in the recently made garden

here 1 have William Cooper (intensely bright

in colour and richly fragrant), H. V. Machin and
George Dickson (rivals in renown). Colleen, Mrs.

-Ambrose Ricardo, lona Herdmann, Irish Fire-

flame, Mme. Edouard Herriot and the pictur-

esquely coloured Queen Mary (worthy of such an
exalted name). I am gratified to leam from

previous issues of The Garden that Mr. Herbert

Molyneux, whom I cannot but regard as an
authority on Rose culture in all its aspects, has

such a very high opinion of this Rose. Augustus

Hartmann I have not yet acquired, but from what
I have heard of its characteristics and achieve-

ments, I have no hesitation in regarding it as

the grandest variety the distinguished Colchester

are in the great rosariums, they must be of in-

estimable value for exhibition. One of the

greatest acquisitions from Ne^\'townards is Mrs.

Wemyss Quin, which here is a very brilliant

apricot in hue, extremely floriferous, and with

fascinating, Marechal Niel-like fragrance, which

outrivals, particularly in exquisite complexion

and artistic form, its gracious predecessor. Miss

.Mice de Rothschild.

Unquestionable acquisitions are also the latest

intrcductions or creations of that renowned
rosarian, Mr. Hugh Dickson of Belmont Nurseries,

Belfast. Among these, in my estimation,

supremely shines Lady Clanwilliam. which—to

myself at least—is somewhat reminiscent of

Mme. Melanic Soupert, the favourite Rose of

Queen Alexandra, though I cannot but think

that the Irish Rose is a notable advance on that

splendid variety. Mrs.- James Lxiias, Jlrs. Archie

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Campanula Meteor.—From the garden stand-

point we consider this a much inferior plant to

C. White Star, to which it is in some measure

related. A year ago C. Norman Grove received

an award of merit, it having been raised from

crossing C. White Star and C. tommasiniana,

C. Meteor being one of several seedlings resulting

from the selfing of the hybrid above named. It

is white-flowered with a sufiusion of blue, virtually

a modified White Star. From Messrs. Grove and

Son, Sutton Coldfield.

Campanula arvatica (acutangula).—in flower

effect this is an enlarged C. waldsteiniana of the

same, or slightly deeper, violaceous blue, with

violet purple base. Dainty as a whole, the erect,

solitary flowers are freely produced on 3-inch

high peduncles from a spreading carpet of miniature,

almost Ivy-like leafage. Quite one of the choicest

of the alpine set, it promises well for the rock

garden or moraine. Although shown imder the

name of acutangula, we believe the Kew authorities

name it arvatica. (See illustration.) Shown by
Mr. M. Prichard, Christchiurch, and Mr. G. Reuthe,

Keston, Kent.

Pelai^onium Kathleen Bunyard.—^An Ivy-

leaved sort of rich scarlet colour and a great

bloomer. Plants 15 inches high were full of

bloom. From Mr. M. Billinghurst, West Croydon,

Bulbophyllum balfourianum.—An interesting

Orchid flowering for the first time. The hooded

flowers have a groundwork of greenish yellow,

copiously spotted mth brownish crimson, the

lip being of richer crimson. The example had
two flowers, these appearing from the pseudo-

bulbs on a level with the soil. The Phalcenopsis-

like leaves are large, green, and out of all proportion

to the other parts of the plant. A most curious

and interesting species. Exhibited by Messrs.

Sander and Sons, St. Albans.

Cherry Waterloo.—A very old variety, and

still one of the best for any purpose. The colour

is dark reddish purple, almost black.

Gooseberry Roseberry.—^The fruits are small,

green, and of excellent flavour.

Gooseberry Whinham's Industry.—This well-

known and popular red sort needs no description.

These were exhibited by Messrs. G. Bunyard and

Co., Maidstone.

The foregoing plants and fruits were exhibited

before the Royal Horticultural Society on July 20,

when the awards were made.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.—As soon as

all the fruits have been gathered, attention must
be given to the ripening of the young growths.

All old fruiting wood must be removed unless it

is necessary to leave it for extension. Old branches
which are becoming bare at the base may be cut

out if there are sufBcient young growths to take their

place. All young growths may be loosened from
the treUis to expose them as much as possible to

light and air. The roots must not suffer for

lack of moisture. Old-established trees will

benefit by occasional applications of liquid

mauture.

Early Pot Trees.—^The trees which were forced

early in the vear may now be repotted. They
will then have" time to make plenty of fresh roots

before they are again started into growth. In

many cases the trees may be repotted into the

same pots, but young trees may be given a shghtly

larger shift. In all cases the roots must be care-

fully shaken out, thus reducing the ball of soil

so that there will be plenty of room to ram the new
material firmly about the roots. A good compost
consists of loam, lime rubble, crushed bones,

wood-ashes and soot. Place the trees in a shady
position for a few days after potting, and water
with "care till the roots are again active.

Midseason Trees.— Lose no time in soaking
the roots with water as soon as all the fruits have
been gathered. Drench the fohage with an
insecticide to destroy all insect life. Prune them
as advised above, and carefully examine the

ties on yoimg trees to see that they are not too

tight.

Plants Under Glass.

Humea elegans.—Pot on the young plants

as they become sufficiently well rooted. Use a

light compost, and see that the pots are efficiently

drained. Do not attempt to hasten the growth
of the plants, or many may be lost through the

wnter. Keep them close to the light and shade
from bright sun.

Cinerarias.—Keep these growing in a cold

frame in a shady position. They are liable to

attacks of green fly at any time. To keep them
free from this pest, a light fumigating with a
nicotine compound should be given them about
once a fortnight.

Calceolarias.—These may be grown in a cool

house on a gravel or ash bottom. Late-sown
plants may be potted up singly into small pots
when large enough. Keep them shaded from
bright sun, and admit plenty of air to the house
at all times.

Abutilon Savitzii.— This makes excellent

plants for grouping when well grown. Quite
large specimens may be grown by potting on
into 7-inch pots. Cuttings may be struck at

almost any time when available.

The Flower Garden.

Pentstemons.—^The flowering season of Pent-
stemons may be somewhat extended by affording

the plants plenty of water, which may be supple-

mented occasionally with diluted liquid manure.
If the flowers are not already supported with
stakes, no time must be lost in doing so.

Begonias.—^The beds must be gone over
regularly to remove dead flowers and seed-vessels.

The varieties Hampton Coturt and Major Hope
are two of the best bedding Begonias I know.
The flowers need a little support to keep them
clear of the ground.

Spiraeas (Astilbes).—The plants which have
flowered in the conservatory or cool greenhouse
may be made use of by the margin of pools or

streams. The pink varieties are most useful for

this purpose.

Lavender.—Hedges of Lavender require to

be cut back occasionally to keep them within
bounds. This may be done when they have
flowered. If flowers are required for use indoors,

they must be cut before they are too far advanced
and placed on a sheet in a dry place. A stage

in a vinery which has been cleared of the fruit

is suitable for this purpose.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Morello Cherries.—The fruits will soon be
ripening, and will need protection from birds.

The nets applied to protect Strawberries may be
used for Cherries. Supports must be given to

carry the nets clear of the young growths.

Sweet Cherries.—^When the fruits are all

gathered, the trees should be given a good drench-
ing with an insecticide to clear them of insect

pests. Trees on walls will need plenty of water.

Strawberries.—The ground for the planting
of Strawberries' should be prepared at once, so
that there shall be no delay when the plants are

ready to put out. For late supplies a border at

the foot of a north wall is most suitable. Royal
Sovereign is still largely grown for the early and
main crop. For late supplies, Waterloo, Givon's
Late Prolific and Laxton's Latest are all excellent.

The Kitchen Garden.

Autumn-Sown Onions.—Prepare a piece of

ground for this crop. A good dressing of soot
should be dug into it, and if of a heavy character,
wood-ashes also may be added. Last year we
made a good sowing of Cranston's Excelsior on
August 10, which gave a splendid return long
before the ordinary winter varieties were ready.

Celery.—Earth up the early plants as they
become ready. It is better to do this work a

little at a time than to put large quantities of soil

round the plants at one time. The planting of

late Celery should be completed now.

Endive.—Make a sowing for use during the
winter months. Water the drills previous to

sowing if the ground is dry ; and to assist germina-
tion the ground must be damped with a rosed can
occasionally.

Herbs.—Small sowings of Chervil may be made
in rows about nine inches apart. Basil often fails

to grow outdoors, and it is necessary to grow it

under glass. A sowing may be made now in

pans. When large enough, the seedlings may
be pricked into 6-inch pots, putting about three
or four plants in a pot. Marjoram, Mint, Sage
and Thyme may be cut now and hung in an airy
shed to dry for winter use.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Fruit.—^The earlier fruits of Apples, Pears
and Plums having now been gathered, the trees

should be partly plunged and a fair amount of

food given when applying water. Where insect

pests exist, they ought to be promptly dealt with.

Trees bearing fruit, having been removed outdoors
to coloiu:, must be shaded from very bright sun-
shine, and the syringe used freely in dry and bright
weather.

Strawberries.—Preparations should be made
for potting the Strawberry runners into their

fruiting pots as soon as they are sufficiently rooted.

For the earliest batch to be forced, use 5-inch

pots ; but for the general lot, 6-inch is the best

size. The potting compost should not be made
too fine, but must contain plenty of lime refuse,

bone-meal and other artificial manures of a lasting

nature. When potted, stand them on an ash-bed
with full exposure to the sun and keep well syringed.

Early Figs in pots, and which have now ripened
two crops of fruit, should not be allowed to matture

any more fruit this season, or it will weaken the
trees and possibly cripple the first crop for next
year. Any requiring potting on should have
attention before they finish their growth for the
season. Figs growing in borders must also have
an application of manure when watering.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Insect Pests.—Trees growing against walls,

and especially Plums, are likely to be infested
with insects, which disfigure and injure the young
growths. A dull day should be chosen for applying
insecticides to cleanse the trees.

Suckers arising from the stocks or roots of

fruit trees must be pulled or twisted off as soon

as thej- appear. Old trees which are sowing signs

of exhaustion are most likely to produce suckers,

although some yoimg trees, even in good health

,

give trouble in this respect.

Plants Under Glass.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Plants which are grow-
ing in frames for flowering during the winter
should have the lights kept constantly off, except
when there is a prolonged spell of wet weather.
Flower-buds must be kept picked off, and a little

manure should be added to the water when
applying it.

Violets.—As the dew gets more plentiful

during the night-time, these plants appear to grow
more rapidly. If the weather is dry, they should
still be freely syringed to keep the foliage clear

of insect life. Either soot or Clay's Fertilizer

should now be applied to get good, vigorous
plants ; but, at the same time, overlarge plants
are not desirable, as they are apt to encourage
the damping of flower-buds after removal to the

frames. The runners will now be appearing
faster than ever, and will need to be kept picked
off to centre the energy in the crowns of the plants.

Tree Carnations.—^The plants now establishing

in flowering pots should be staked. Green-
painted wooden stakes 3 feet in length are best.

The young growth's should be looped up separately,

as it avoids breakages when cutting the blocms.
Fine hemp twine is more dturable and has a more
tidy appearance than raffia used on these plants.

Continue to damp among the pots and on the

floors and paths of the houses on all fine days.

Heating Apparatus.—^This is a good time of

the year to have any repairs or changes made
to the heating system. In any case, the pipes
and boilers shotild have the water drained from
them to get rid of any accumulation of sediment.
Where much mineral or chalk is in the water,

this should not be done too often, especially where
sectional boilers are in use.

The Kitchen Garden.

Mushrooms.—Where a supply has to be kept
up from the autumn and on through the winter
months, a start should now be made to prepare
beds for the Mushroom-house. Beds made up
now will commence bearing in early October.

Watercress.—If one has not got the nattural

conditions for growing this subject—^that is, in a
stream of running water—a quantity of seed might
be sown in cold frames or boxes and kept well shaded
from sunshine. If protected from severe frost

later on, excellent 'Watercress may be had all the
winter from plants groi\'n in this manner.

Cardoons, like Celery, must never be allowed
to suffer from lack of moistmre. When large

enough, they should be tied and earthed up by'
gradual stages.

Lettuce.—After this date sowings need not be
so frequent, but larger in quantity. In wet
weather slugs devour the yoimg seedlings as soon as
they appear through the surface. To prevent
this, scatter soot or wood-ashes where they are

sown.

Tomatoes for late autumn fruiting should be
got into their fruiting pots. Sufficient space must
be left for applying top-dressings. If white fly

is troublesome, fumigate on two successive nights,

they quickly become exhausted.

Peas.—If the weather is dry, late Peas should
be watered, to extend the season of supply as long
as possible. If allowed to suffer from drought.

The Flower Garden.

MyoSOtis.—The plants raised from seed sown
in June are ready for transplanting to their flowering
quarters. As mildew if often a great trouble

with this plant, a site should be chosen which
will not encourage the disease. If attacked very
badly, 'tise a reliable mildew specific.

Roses.—^The first and best display of the Hybrid
Tea Roses being now over, encouragement should
be given to the bushes now making their second
growth, which will produce blooms through the

autunm. Where one has a good supply of liquid

manure from a farmyard, there is nothing to

equal it if used at the proper strength during
showery weather. In dry weather the beds
should be watered first before applying the manure.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jareiine,

Bart.)

Casilemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE USE OF VARIEGATED
TREES AND SHRUBS.

IN
no class of ornamental planting is more

judgment and discrimination required than

in the use of variegated and coloured trees

and shrubs, as these plants can easily be

overdone and a patchwork landscape be

evolved that is never entirely satisfactory.

The first thing to remember when planting is

that Nature's colour is green, and, in every class

of plant, green of some shade or other is the pre-

dominating colour. More than half the beauty

of flowers or coloured foliage would be lost if

there were no green to act as a foil to what without

it wotJd be harsh and glaring. In looking at a

:garden gay with flowers in the summer-time, it

is pleasant after a while to rest the eye on a cool

stretch of grass or the rustling leaves of trees.

The colours of the flowers are not dimmed, but

enhanced by the contrast. The eye, however,

is rested by the change from the dazzle of reds,

blues, pinks, &c., to the cool green of Nature.

A certain proportion of coloured foliage, however,

is necessary in the garden, especially during the

winter months, when the green of Nature is

practically one uniformly deep tint, and a certain

number of coloured evergreens is necessary to

brighten the landscape. The following list com-

prises only the best and most easily grown varie-

gated and coloured trees and shrubs. The heights

given are only approximate, but will be found

useful to the planter. Deciduous and evergreen

subjects are treated separately as being more
convenient for reference.

NATIONAL DIPLOMA OF
HORTICULTURE EX-
AMINATIONS.

THE 1915 Examinations for the National

Diploma in Horticulture—established

by the Royal Horticultural Society

in conjunction with, and by the ap-

proval of, H.M. Government—were
held at the Society's Gardens at

Wisley in June. At their meeting on the 6thinst.

the Council approved the recommendations of the

examiners that the diploma should be bestowed
upon the following, who have satisfactorily

passed the Final Examination :

Section 1.—W. Chislett, Oaklcigh, Bishopsworth,
near Bristol ; Gertrude Cope, Manor House
Gardens, Northfield, Birmingham ; Sylvia E.

Cornelius-Wheeler, Elmwood School of Gardening,
Cosham

; F. W. Costin, Clemsford, Shinfield,

Reading ; William C. Crisp, Woodcote Grove
Cottage, Coulsdon, Surrey; John James Green,
Higher King Street, Hurst, Ashton-under-Lyne

;

H. L. Jones, The Gardens, Clerk Hill, Whalley,
neijr Blackburn ; Alfred B. Melles, 39, Bushwood
Road, Kew, Surrey ; William Stewart, Oakleigh,

Bishopsworth, near Bristol ; C. C. Titchmarsh,
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley,
Ripley ; and William C. White, 46, Frederick's

Road, Beccles, East Suffolk.

Section ic {Fruit-grounng Under Glass and in

the Open).~Frank A. Griffiths, South View,
Alverstone, Brading, Isle of Wight ; and George
Stuart, 13, George Square, Edinburgh.

DECIDUOUS TREES AND SHRUBS.
Name.

Acanthopanax splnosum var. variegatum .

.

Acer Negundo var. variegatum
„ ,, ,. aureum ..

„ palmatum vars. atropurpureum, purpureum and sanguinenm
,, platanoides var. Schwedleri .

.

„ Paeudo-platanus var. brilliantissima .

.

Comas alba var. sibirica variegata.

.

„ „ ,, Spsethii aurea
,, Mas var. variegata .

.

Corylus maxima var. atropurpurea .

.

Fagus sylvatica var. piurpurea
„ Zlatia

Fopulos deltoidea var. aurea
I^runuB Pissardii
Quercus Concordia
Sambucu3 racemosa var. plumosa aurea .

.

Ulmus Dampierl aurea
,, Louis van Houtte

Weigela amabilis var. Looymansii .

.

„ „ ,, variegata

Height in
Feet.

4
12
12

6-S
25

6-10
4
4
S
6

60
20
12
20
12

Colour and Englir.h Name.

White variegated '

6-8
25
5
5

Golden yellow
Shades of deep purple and red
Bronzy red
Terra-cotta, red in spring
White variegated
Yellow
White
Purple Hazel
Purple Beech
Golden Beech
Golden Poplar
Purple Plum
Golden Oak
Golden plumose Elder
Dwarf Golden Elm
Large Golden Elm
Golden yellow
White variegated

EVERGREEN
Nam,e.

Arundinaria auricoma (pretty dwarf Bamboo)
,,

Fortune! (pretty dwarf Bamboo)
Atriplex Halimus
Buxus sempLTvirens var. aurea

,, elegantissima
Cassinia fulvida
Cedrus atlantica var. aurea .

.

„ „ „ glauca .

.

Cupressus lawsoniana var. lutea

„ ,, Triomphe de Boskoop
., raacrocarpa var. lutea

„ obtusa var. Plifera aurea

, ,, „ nana aurea .

.

pisifera var. plumosa aurea
„ ,, ,. squarrosa

Elseagnus pungens va«. Siraonii aurea
Euonymus japonicus var. ovatus aureus ,

.

Hedera arboreaccns (Tree Ivy)
Ilex Aquifolium (Holly) vara. Golden Queen, Golden

Variegated and wateroriana
Junlperus chinensis var. al bo-variegata

,, .. ,, aurea
Ligustrum ovalifolium var. aureum.

.

Picea pungens var. glauca
Pinus sylvestris var. aurea ..

Santolina Chameecyparissus .

.

Taxus baccata var. aurea
„ ,, ., fastigiata aurea.

.

Thuya Lobbii var. zebrina

TREES AND SHRUBS.

Feet!^ ^^^(^^ ^'"^ English N.ime.

3 Yellow variegatfd
2 White
3 Silvery grey
4 Golden Box
3 Silver Box
3 Feathery golden foliage

20 Golden Cedar
30 Blue Cedar

.. .. .. 15 Golden yellow
20- Bright glaucous blue
40 Golden
10 Feathery yellow
6 Bright

20 Feathery golden foliage
20 Feathery blue
8 Yellow vaViegated
5 ,, ,,

4 Gold and silver variegated
King, Silver King, Silver

10-20 All specially bright in winter
20 Irregularly marked white
10 Golden foliage
G Golden Privet

12 Blue Spruce
8 Golden Scotcli Pine

2-3 Silvery grey
12 Golden English Yew
12 Golden Irish Yew
30 Yellow variegated and striped

J. c.

Section 2 (Hardy Fruit-growing for Market).—
Charles W. B. Wright, 7, St. Vincent Street,
Edinburgh

; and Henry Goude, Elvin Road,
East Dereham, Norfolk.

Section 3/ {Market Gardening, Outdoor).—
Florence M, VerraU, Letheringsett, Holt, Norfolk.

Section 7 {Horticultural Inspection).—Thomas
Richardson, 106, Fairholm Road, Benwell Grove,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Further, the following candidates satisfied the
examiners' requirements in the Preliminary
Examination :

Division A.—A. D. Turner, Madryn Castle
Farm School, Pwllheli, North Wales.

Division £.—Robert Gibson, The Spital Gardens,
near Hexham; Edna M. Gunnell, Horticultural
College, Swanley, Kent ; and Thomas Payne,
223, Bramford Road, Ipswich.

Division C.—David G. Henry, 3, Meadowbank
Crescent, Edinburgh ; Archibald Macey, Rufford
Abbey Gardens, OUerton ; Alfred B. Moody,
28, Drake Street, Enfield

; Joseph E. Simms,
44. New Road, Grays, Essex; Henry A. Smith,
The Castle Gardens, Bothwell, Lanarkshire

;

and Hilda M. B. Thrupp, 24, Woroxzow Road,
St. John's Wood, N.W.
These candidates are accordingly eligible to

take the Final Examination in 1916 if they have
then spent six years in regular garden work, or
as soon thereafter as they can satisfy this

requirement.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND kHiViZVLi.—The Editor endeavotn to

make The Gakden help/ul to all readers who desire assist-

ance, n» matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications shoidd be
clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the Editok of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covenl Garden, London, W.C. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to sertd

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters
on business should be sent to the Pdblisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
LILY BULB FOR INSPECTION (/.. W. 5.).—The bulb

of Lilium auratum platyphyllum which you send is too
far gone to enable us to say deflnitely what is the cause of
I he decay. The grubs in it include the small Narcissus
fly, Eumerus stiigatus, which is thought to be the cause
of the decay of Narcissus bulbs, &c., and also some larvw
of a fungus fly belonging to the genus Sciara. We think
it quite probable that the former may have been the
source of the trouble, whicli has certainly been increased
by the entry of bacteria and the like, leading to the complete
decay of tlie bulb.

HOLLYHOCK LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (H. D.).—
Your Hollyhocks are attacked by the insidious Holly-
hock disease (Puccinia malvaccarum). We advise you
to cut off and burn all badly attacked leaves, and then
adopt the following treatment recommended by Messrs.
Webb and Brand, the well-known Hollyhock specialists :

Slake a bushel of lime and, when cool, add a bushel of
soot, 41b. of flowers of sulphur and 2oz. of sulphate of
copper, finely powdered. Pass the mixture through a flne-
meslicd sieve and dust the plants well over with it, when
the leaves arc damp, three or four times during the growing
season. You can, of course, make up a smaller quantity,
so long as you observe the correct proportions of each
constituent.

BULBS FAILING (B. i.).—We imagine that the soil
conditions to which you refer area great factor in the case,
to an even greater extent, probably, than those of the
atmosphere by which you are surrounded. Usually,
quite a variety of bulbous plants will succeed fairly well
in smoky districts if the soil is generously cultivated

;
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but if, in addition to the drawbacks of the locality, the

soil cultivation is neglected or inadequately done, the

crops referred to are doubly handicapped. Try what
trenching of the soil, with thorough manuring and adding
lime at the rate of two bushels per rod of ground, will

do, with, if possible, an abundant supply of grit. This

should greatly improve the heavy soil and render it more
fit. In such soil you should be able to grow the following

Daffodils : Emperor, Sir Watkin, Barri conspicuus

(double yellow), double Poeticus, and others. Lilium

croceum, L. umbellatum and, if sunny, L. candidum
might be tried also. Muscari, Lily of the Valley, Crown
Imperials and Fritillaria Meleagris also usually succeed

in such a soil. The whole of these may remain permanently
planted ; there is no real need to lift them.

LILIUM CANDIDUM (If. F. Qlydon).—This unique

Lily thrives best in rather poor soil, and in such and in

a warm position may remain in good condition for years.

The soil best suited to it, perhaps, is one of hght or

moderately holding loam to which sand, burnt clay and
old mortar to the extent of one-third have been added.

A trench of this a foot wide and deep should answer well.

If available, we should for preference select old mortar

—

old ceiling plaster would answer just as well. The plant is

not of a gross-feeding nature, and manure should not

be added, or, if added, not in greater proportion than that

of one-sixth of the soil if the latter be very poor. Any
manure must be well incorporated with the soil, and
should be thoroughly decomposed. The hottest position

you can command should be selected, and the bulbs

buried not more than 3 inches deep. The end of July

or quite early in August is the best time to replant.

The position should be well drained.

ORANGE, SCARLET, AND YELLOW BORDER
FLOWERS (Edward Swalen).—TrolUus asiaticus, T.

Fortunei flore pleno, T. Orange Globe, Lilium croceum,

Asclepias tuberosa, Erigeron aurantiacus, Geum Heldreichi,

G. H. splendens, Heliopsis iGevis superbus, HemerocalHs
aurantiaca major, H. aureole and Inula glandulosa are

all of orange shade, and could be supplemented by border

Chrysanthemums if more were required. Of scarlet,

you might have Lychnis chalcedonica, L. Viscaria rubra

plena, Zauschneria californica, Armeria Cephalotes rubra,

Anemone fulgens, Aquilegia Sldnneri (scarlet and yellow),

Geum Mrs. Bradshaw (a glorious plant), Dianthus bar-

batus magniflcus, Gaillardias of crimson and scarlet,

Oriental Poppies (crimson and scarlet), Monarda didyma,
M. d. Cambridge (scarlet). Lobelia cardinahs (intense

scarlet), L. Firefly (rich scarlet), Hcuchera sanguinea,

H. s. splendens, H. Flambeau, H. Walkeri and others,

double crimson Pseony (Paeonia tenuifolia flore pleno),

. Pentstemon barbatus Torreyi, Phloxes Flambeau, CoqueU-
cot, coccinea and others, with much besides. Of deep
yellow, Coreopsis lanccolata, Gaillardia Lady Rolleston,

Alyssum saxatile compactum, Hemerocallis Dumortieri,

H. flava, Helenium Hoopesii, H. pumihim magniflcum,

Iris auiea, I. Monnieri, Scnccio Doronicum, Sohdago
Virgaurea auiea, S. Golden Wings, HeUanthus multi-

flonis, H. m. major, H. m. grandiplcnus, H. m. anemonse-
florus plenus and many more. Border Chrysanthemums
in this colour could also be added if desired ; hence you
will see there is no scarcity of the colours you require.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TRANSPLANTING BAMBOOS {Trehawhe H. Eekeuich).

—In the event of the weather being moderately wet,

the Bamboos mentioned can be transplanted in August
or September, providing the roots are not unduly pulled

about. That time, however, is not so good as May for

the purpose, for in the event of their not becoming estab-

lished quickly in their new quarters, many of the leaves

are likely to turn brown, and will continue so throughout
the winter, whereas the leaves are falling naturally in May,
and new leaves are soon produced. Should the weather
be dry and hot during August and September, it would
be inadvisable to start the work. October is rather late

for transplanting Bamboos.
FLOWERS FOR EDITOR'S TABLE {J. M. N.).—

The specimens kindly sent for the Editor's table are

Callistemon salignus. Metrosideros florida, or, correctly,

M. robusta, is an allied plant, but it has much larger

leaves, and is easily distinguished. All the pruning
required is to cut the branches back a little after flowering

and thin out some of the weak wood. We are interested

to know that it is flowering so well with you out of doors
at Tunbridge Wells. Fabiana imbricata does not require

much pruning. Simply remove the points of the shoots
to keep the plant bushy. We do not know of any book
that deals specially with the semi-tender plants you
mention. Many of them are, however, included in
" Trees and Shrubs for English Gardens," by E. T. Cook,
obtainable from this oflace, price 12s. net.

ROSE GARDEN.
MAKING A SMALL ROSE GARDEN {Quaniock).—

In the plot of ground wherein you propose to form a
Rose garden the Apple trees will preclude you making
a really good, effective design. Perhaps you could remove
the tree that stands in the centre of the plot, and this

would allow you to have a series of circular and parallel

beds. The circular beds may be from 5 feet to 6 feet

in diameter, and the parallelogram beds any length, but
about four feet over. The stems of the fruit trees could
have a Kimbler Rose planted against each, and would
produce a fine effect. One or two weeping Roses inter-

spersed here and there would add considerably to the beauty
of the whole. A few arches placed over the path leading
to the stables would make a pleasing picture when well

covered with ramblers, and you could possibly arrange
for one leading from this path on to the proposed Rose
garden. Some climbing Roses upon the wall, especially
the Hybrid Teas and Teas, woiild give you an almost
perpetual supply of flowers in your beautiful country.

TWELVE GOOD EXHIBITION ROSES (Comtant
Reader),—William Shean, Mrs. A. E. Coxhead, Lady
Ashtown, Frau Karl Bnischki, Florence Pemberton,
J. B. Clark, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mildred Grant, Mrs. A.
Hammond, Melanie Soupert, George Dickson and Mrs.
Foley Hobbs.

THE GREENHOUSE.
SMALL UNHEATED GREENHOUSE {Lancashire).—

A great deal will depend upon the situation of your small
structure, as, if in the open, the plants will suffer nearly
as much as in the open ground in the event of a severe
frost. Probably, however, you could make arrangements
to cover it if needed. Cuttings of Pentstemons may be
put in whenever young, sturdy shoots at the base are
available, so that they will be well rooted before the
winter. They will strike better in a frame or hand-
light kept close and shaded till roots are produced, when
they may be taken into your greenhouse, giving them
plenty of air whenever the weather is mild. They can
be wintered in pots 3 inches or 4 inches in diameter,
giving them a shift into larger ones with the return of
spring. The same remarks will apply to Antirrhinums
if you intend to strike them from cuttings. If you wish
to raise them from seeds, they may be sown now, and
the young plants wintered in small pots. In the case
of ClarkJas and annual Larkspurs, your best plan will

be to wait till the end of February, and, considering the
small size of your structure, Antirrhinum seeds would
probably be most satisfactory if sown then. You must
be careful not to overcrowd, or to give an excess of water
during the winter.

FRUIT GARDEN.
RUST ON VINE LEAVES AND BERRIES (M.M. P.).—

The Vines are attacked by thrips, for which the best remedy
will be fumigation. More ventilation of the vinery is

also called for. as the fohage is showing signs of scorcliing.

GRAPES FOR INSPECTION (A. H.).—The Grapes
appear to us to be suffering from water having lodged
upon them, and from the atmosphere being too moist.
It would be well to ventilate a little more. No fungus
is visible at present, but, if they become worse, send us
some more berries.

RASPBERRIES FAILING (S. A.W.).—V?g can flnd no
fungus or insects about the Raspberries to account for
the failure of the fruiting, and think that they are probably
suffering from the late spring frosts, which play strange
pranks at times, damaging one plant here and another
there in the rows, and letting the others between go scot
free.

PEAR LEAVES EATEN (A. E. 7'\).—The Pears arc
attacked by the Pear slugworni, the larva of a sawfly.
The best treatment is to throw freshly slaked lime over the
tree, and two days later repeat the dose. This inducrs
the grub to try to cast its skin twice rapidly and kills

it. Or the tree may be sprayed with lead arsenate,
lib. to 15 gallons of water.

RASPBERRY CANES FOR INSPECTION {Milton).—
You will flnd pale grey blotches on the Raspberry canes,
and on these small black spots, the fruits of the fungus
Hendersonia rubi. This fungus appears to be spreading,
and the best method of dealing with it is to cut out all

the diseased canes, or diseased parts of them, and spray
the remainder with Bordeaux mixture.

VINE LEAVES FOR INSPECTION {A Constant Reader).
—Some Vines are subject to the leaf-scorch, which yours
show, especially when the atmospheric conditions are
not quite all they should be. Careful examination of
the leaves sent shows the presence of minute warts on
their lower surface, and these indicate that at some time
during their development the air has been too moist.
The leaves, naturally, suffer when ventilation is given
freely when in this condition, for they have been formed
for moister conditions.

PEARS DISEASED (Oawi).—The Pears are attacked
by the fungus Fusicladium pyrinum, causing Pear scab.
It is too late to do anything this season except to spray
now with Bordeaux mixture. In the winter remove
all the branches and spurs which appear to have cracks
in the bark, and spray the rest of the tree with a solution
of lib. of copper sulphate in 25 gallons of water. Do
this while the trees are dormant. Spray with Bordeaux
mixture just before the buds burst, again just after the
petals fall, and once more about the first week in June.
This treatment may appear troublesome, but if carried out
will result in the harvesting of clean and healthy fruit.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CUCUMBERS BITTER (J. McB.).—The bitterness is

due to seed variation, and is incurable, as it does not
depend upon any cultural conditions. Such variations
occur even when the greatest care is taken in saving seed,
and no one is to blame for them, for, as far as we can see,

they are purely accidental.

than the Plum, and may be planted in the position, though
in all probability another Plum may for some time remain-
immune from attack. If possible, you should discard
the sod. where the old trees have grown, replacing it with
sound chalky loam to a depth of 2i feet, with good drainage
below. Should this prove impracticabis, thoroughly"
dress the positions now with freshly slaked lime, forkins
over the soil once or twice before replanting. Lihes of

the stem-rooting class should always be planted 6 inches
to 8 inches deep. The non-reappearance of the plants
is not due to the depth of planting, but to basal decay
setting up in the bulbs, and in all probability it was
chiefly the stem-roots of the plants that contributed to-

your last year's success. Had you examined the positions,

you would doubtless have found a decaying mass of
scales only existing. You do not say what the LiUes
were. The Snake's-head or Widow Iris, I. tuberosa,
is not difficult to grow and flower in light, dry, perfectly-

drained soils and positions. In such we flower it annually..

Wet and cold soils it dislikes. If the soil is not dry and
warm, you should make it so by the addition of light loam
and sand, and lift and give the tubers a three months'"
rest in sand after flowering.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— E. S. Maran.— Probably
Lilium Martagon, but flowers were quite gone when-
received. E. M. D.—SyringaEmodi. N. Strickland.

—Deutzia crenata flore pleno purpurea (quite hardy)^
C.C.F.—Orobanchc minor ; Linariaarcnaria.

—

—Miss
Butler. — Common Thyme, Thymus Serpyllum. J.
Smith.—Alstroemeria hsemantha.

SOCIETIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PLANTING WALL TREE AND LILIES (Grace Gardener).
-The Apricot is somewhat less hable to silrer-leaf disease

MIDLAND CARNATION AND PIOOTEE SOCIETY.

The elements were decidedly unfavourable to the twenty -

fifth annual show of this society, which was held in the

Edgbaston Botanic Gardens on July 23 and 24. A
late season prevented many of the usual exhibitors from,

competing, and heavy thunderstorms during the opening
day adversely affected the attendance. But although

the show was smaller than usual, there were many beautiful,

flowers, especially among the sells and yellow-ground

fancies, to admire. Jlr. T. Humphreys, the well-known
Curator of the Gardens, who is also hon. secretary of

the Midland Carnation Society, made excellent arrange-

ments, and the judges are also to be congratulated on
their work.

Open Ciasses.

Flowers on Cards.—Messrs. A. E.. Brown, Limited,.

King's Norton, won the first prizes for twelve sells, for

twelve fancy Carnations and for twelve yellow-ground

Picotees with very even sets of good blooms. Their selfs

were admirable, and of these Furthest North, Mrs. Elliott

Douglas, Eosy Morn, Bob Acres and Ann Hathaway
were the very best. The fancies were really excellent,,

and each bloom deserved mention ; but we must content

omselves with naming Becky Sharp, Bombardier, Charles

Chappell, Butterfiy, Sir Olaf and Mandarin. Of their

yellow-ground Picotees such light-edged sorts as Onward,.

Mrs. C. F. Bundenberg and Queenie were admirable,

as also were the heavy-edged varieties Margaret Lennox
and Pure Gem. Mr. C. H. Herbert, Acock's Green, was
second in his class, and he included many desirable fiowcrs,

of which Mrs. George Marshall, Daffodil, Bookham White
(selfs), Alice B. Stewart, Queen Eleanor, Edenside (fancy),

Prmcess, Gloria and Exquisite (Picotees) are a repre-

sentative selection. Mr. Bruce Waite, Harborne, won
the third prizes in these classes.

Mr. Herbert won the first prizes for twelve white-

ground Picotees and twelve bizarre or flake Carnations-

with quite good Picotees, but oiJy moderate quality

Carnations. The best Picotees were Ganymede, Mrs^

Twist (heavy edged), Fortrose and Fak Maiden (light

edged). Of his Carnations the bizarres were better than

the flakes. Mr. Waite was second in the Picotee class,

showing m Silas Osbaldeston, Margaret and E. Shorthouse-

three good heavy-edged varieties. Mr. Waite won the

second prize for Carnations, and Messrs. Brown were-

third in both classes.

Flowers in Vases.—In these classes three blooms ot

six distinct varieties were required. Messrs. Brown,

won easUy for selfs and fancies with splendid exhibits. The
fancies were excellent, and of these we selected Becky
Sharp, Alice Byion Stewart, Queen Helena and Ltakman,.

and of the selfs Eosy Morn, Britannia and Mrs. George

Marshall as being especially worthy of mention. In the

self class there was a close fight for second place, which.

fell to Mi. E. 6. Eudd, King's Heath, who had Furthest

North and Solfaterre particularly good. Mr. Waite won
the second prize for fancies, of which he showed fine-

blooms of Becky Sharp and Skirmisher. Mr. J. Bayliss,

Walsall, won both third prizes. S«
In the two Picotee classes Mr. Waite was the chief

winner. The heavy-edged sorts were the best among,
his yellow grounds, such as Corona, Mrs. J. J. Keen and-

NeU Kenyon being admirable. Mrs. Hammond, Maud.
Brown and Mrs. Openshaw were the pick of the white-

ground varieties. Messrs. Brown were awarded the second,

prize for yellow-ground varieties, and a similar honour
fell to Mr. Herbert for white-ground Picotees.

AMATEtms' Classes.

Flowers on Cards.—The competition in these classes,

which required six blooms of distinct varieties, was poor.

There were only two exhibits in the first three, and one
each in the last two classes. There was little to chooser
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between the Hev. t. A. Gottwaltz, Dioitwich, and Mr.
J. W. Tranter, Solihull, in the class for seifs ; but the
former's exiiibit was slightly the better. His best blooms
were of Albion, Wyatt and John Pope ; while Mr. Tranter
showed good examples of Fujiyama and Furthest North.

Mr. Tranter was awarded the first prizes for fancy
-and for flake or bizarre Carnations, and for yellow-ground
Picotees. He had especially good blooms of Linkman,
Skirmisher (fancy), Meteor and Black Diamond (bizarre

Carnations), John Ruskin, Onward and Mrs. J. J. Keen
•(j'ellow-ground Picotees). Mr. Gottwaltz's second-prize
fancy Carnations were large, but a trifle coarse, though
Bombardier was very good. Of his yellow-ground
Picotees, Exquisite and Corona were quite good. With
such sorts as Pride of Leyton, Lucy and Georgina he
was awarded the first prize for white-ground Picotees.

Flowers in Vases.—Sir. A. H. Birchley, Selly Oak,
swept the board' in the four classes, which each required
three blooms of three distinct varieties, with excellent
sets. Of his selfs Daffodil, Gordon Douglas and Bob
Acres were delightful. John Kidd and Linkman (fancies)

Togo and Neil Kenyon (yellow-ground Picotees), Fair
Maiden and Lavinia (white-ground Picotees) were also
admirable. Mr. Tranter won the second prizes for selfs

and fancies, and Mr. Gottwaltz was similarly successful
in the Picotoe classes.

Division III.
In the classes for smaller growers the competition was

much better, and many of the flowers were highly credit-
^able. Mr. E. Kenwriglit, Smethwick, was the most
successful exhibitor of flowers on cards.

Mr. P. J. Brookes, Bearwood, won first prizes for self

and fancy Carnations and yellow-ground Picotees in
vases.

Mr. F. Woodward, Bournville, took firsts for fancy
•Carnations on cards, for fancies, and white-ground Picotees
in vases.

Jlr. A. Hall, Harborne, won chief honours for self

Carnations in vases.
In the novice classes Mr. A. J. Hill, Handsworth, won

all four classes with admirable exhibits. His six Car-
nations on cards were among^the best in the show, and
if he continues he will be a competitor to reckon with.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, provided a
special class for nine varieties of Sweet Peas, in which
Mr. A. Duncombe, Oswestry, won the first prize with a
splendid exhibit of such sorts as Mrs. C. W. Breadmore,
Prince George, Constance Oliver, Etta Dyke and Hercules.
IVIr. J. Sceaney, Harborne. was second with smaller spikes
arranged very attractively.

Premier Blooms.
Carnations on Cards.—Bizarre : blaster Fred, shown bv

Ml-. C. H. Herbert. Flake : J. J. Keen, by Mr. Herbert.
Self: Jean Douglas, by Messrs. A. R. Brown, Limited.

Picotees on Cards.—Heavy edged white ground

:

Edmund Shorthouse, by Mr. R. B. Waite. Light edged
white ground : Fair Maiden, by Mr. Herbert. Heavy
-edged yellow ground : Togo, by Messrs. Brown. Light
edged white ground : Eclipse, by Mr. Herbert.

aiEDAL Awards.
In Divisions I. and II. medals were offered by the

Birmingham Botanical and Horticult\iral Society for
the tughest and second highest aggregates of points. The
silver medal in Division I. was won by Messrs. A. R.
Brown, and the bronze by Mr. R. B. Waite. The silver
medal in Division II. was won by the Rev. C. A. Gott-
waltz, and the bronze by Mr. Tranter.

The W. Waiters Butler silver meda! for the highest
aggregate in Division III. was won by Mr. F. Woodward.
The Midland Carnation Society awarded a silver-gilt

meda! to Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sous, Birmingham,
for a collection of hardv border flowers and culinary
Peas.
A silver medal was awarded to Mr. C. H. Herbert,

-Acock's Green, for border flowers.

^ A bronze medal was awarded to Mr. R. G. Rudd, King's
Xorton, for Carnations and Picotees.

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE SOCIETY
(SOUTHERN SECTION).

THIS society held its thirty-ninth exhibition in the Royal
Horticultural Society's Hall on July 22, a much smaller
show than usual being got together. Generally, how-
ever, the quality of the flowers was high. As usual,
Mr. Douglas was a chief prize-winner, his exhibits taking
the lead in the first ten classes. Following are particulars
of the more important classes.

Division I.

—

Open.
Flowers Shown on Cards.—For a stand of twelve blooms

each of bizarres and flakes, selfs. fancies, white-ground
a,nd yellow-ground Picotees, Mr. J. Douglas. Great Book-
ham, was first in each case, his stronger lot being the
fancies, in which he was the only exhibitor. Pasquin,
Linkman, Sam Weiler, Queen Eleanor and A. B. Stewart
were among the best.

Flowers in Vases.—Four selfs : First, Mr. J. Douglas,
who staged Daffodil (yellow), Pink Clove, Cardinal and
Furthest North (white) ; a particularly good set. Second.
Mr. H. Lakeman, Thornton Heath, who had Bookham
White, Rosy Morn and Mrs. G. Marshall (crimson).
Four Carnations (fancies) ; First. Mr. Douglas, his

set comprising Pasquin. Edenside, Liberty and A. B.
"Stewart ; second, Mr. Lakeman. These two exhibitors
occupied similar positions in the classes for white-ground
and yellow-ground Picotees, and were the only exhibitors.

For nine distinct varieties, selfs, fancies and yellow-
ground Picotees, tlu"ee blooms of each, Mr. Douglas and
Mr. Lakeman were again the only competitors, taking
first and second prizes respectively. The fornuT had
Pasquin, J. Ruskin. Edenside. Daffodil. Elizabeth Shiffner.

Bookham White and Exquisite. Jlr. Lakeman's best

were Pasquin, Daffodil, Lord Steyne and Thomas ^ Becket.

The flowers were very fine throughout.

Ajlatetjrs.
Flowers on Cards.—Six blooms, flakes and bizarres :

First, Mr. J. Fairlee, Acton, who staged J. S. Hedderly,
Robert Houlgrave, Slcstor and others ; second, Mj.
J. J. Keen, Southampton.

Six selfs, distinct : First, Mr. H. R. Taylor, Cheam,
whose Tubal (crimson) was awarded a premier prize.

Ambition, Mrs. R. T. Smith (pink) and Daffodil were
also good. Second, Mr. J. A. Fort. Winchester.

For six fancies Mr. H. R. Taylor was again first, having
Pasquin. Mrs. Leo Hunter, Hidalgo, Linkman, Lord
Steyne and Queen Eleanor ; second, Mr. J. A. Fort,

Winchester.
Six wliite-ground Picotees : First, Sir. J. J. Keen,

Southampton, who showed Favourite, John Smith,
Clytre, Lady Louisa, Lottie and Fair Maiden ; second,

Mr. H. R. Taylor, Cheam. Four competed.
For six yellow-ground Picotees Mr. H. R. Taylor was

first with Gloria, Corona, J. Ruskin, Eclipse and others.

Flowers in Vases Without Cards.—Tiiree blooms, one
variety, pink or rose self : First, Miss Shiffner. Lewes,
with Rosy Morn. White self : Fhst, Mr. H. W. Frostick,

Thornton Heath. Five exhibited, all showing Bookham
White. Dark red or maroon self : Five again competed,
Mr. J. E. Gray, Leyton, being first ; Mr. R. Morton,
Woodside Park, second, both having Mrs. George Marshall
(maroon). Yellow self : The last two exhibitors named
were in the same order, both showing Daffodil in capital

form. Scarlet self : Mr. R. Morton was first \vith

Fujiyama. iNIr. Morton was also flrst for three yellow-

ground Picotees, having Onward (light edge). Buff or

terra-cotta self : First, Mr. J. A. Fort ; second. Miss
Shiffner, both showing Elizabeth Shiffner ; third, Mr.
J. E. Gray with Dora Blick.

Six distinct varieties, three of each, selfs, fancies and
vellow-ground Picotees : First, Bliss Shiffner, Lewes, who
had Cardinal, J. Rudd, Togo, Margaret Lennox, Rosy
Morn and Rony Buchanan ; Second, Mr. J. A. Fort,

Winchester, who had Dora Bhck, Lord Steyne and
Hercules (very good). Four good collections were staged.

Six selfs (Division III.) : First, Mr. E. W. Painter,

Brentford, wth Booktiam White, Rosy Morn, Daffodil,

Tubal, Etna and Hildegarde. This exhibitor was also

flrst for six fancies, staging Lord Steyne, Queen Eleanor,
Skirmisher, Rhea, Sam W^eller and Father O'Flynn. Six

competed iu each class.

Open to All.
Flowers in Vases Without Cards. Nine blooms, one

variety only in each, of the following classes : Pink or

rose self : First, Mr. Douglas ; second, Mr. H. Lakeman,
both showing Innocence (soft pink). White self : Mr,
Lakeman was flrst, having a magnificent vase of Bookham
White ; second, Mr. Douglas, with the reflned Mrs. Hen-
wood. Dark red or maroon self (four competed) : First,

Mr. Lakeman : second, Mr. Douglas, with Mrs. George
Marshall and The King respectively. Yellow self (four

again staged, all showing Daffodil), Mr. Lakeman having
a superb vase in the flrst place ; Mr. Douglas was a good
second. Scarlet self : Mr. Douglas flrst with a grand
vase of Fujiyama. Buff or terra-cotta self : Mr. Lakeman
and Mr. Douglas scored in the order named, both showing
Elizabeth Shiffner well. The class for yellow or buff

ground fancies was splendidly contested, Mr. Lakeman
flrst, having a superb vase of Pasquin ; Mr. Douglas
second with very flue Lord Steyne ; MTr. R. Morton having
Edenside in the third place. Five competitors staged,

all showing well. Nine blooms, fancies, other than yellow
or buff ground : First, Mr. Douglas with a handsome
vase of Daisy Walker (white ground) ; second, Mr. I^ake-

man, who staged The Bride.
Cup Winners.— TtWhion I., Mr. J. Douglas ; Division II.,

Miss Shiffner. Cartwright Cup : Mr. Lakeman. Martin
Smith Cup : Mr. E. W. Painter, Brentford.

Premier Blooms.—Dressed : Master Fred (bizarre), Mr.
J. J. Lea ; Gordon Lennox (flaked), Mr. J. Fairlee ; Tubal
(self), Mr. H. R. Taylor ; Edenside (fancy), Mr. Douglas ;

J. Smith (H.E.W.G.), Mr. J. J. Keen ; Mrs. Hammond
(L.E.W.G.), Mr. C. Blick: Her Majesty (H.E.Y.P.).
Mr. C. Blick; Eclipse (L.E.Y.P.), Mr. J. J. Keen.
Undressed : Bookham Wliite (self), Mr. Lakeman ; Lord
Steyne (fancy), Mr. Douglas : Onward (L.E. Picotee),

Mr. Fort; Togo (H.E. Picotee), Mr. R. Morton; Othello

(W.G. fancy), Mr. Douglas.

THE SUMMER EXHIBITION OF THE ROSE SOCIETY
OF ONTARIO, CANADA.

The third summer exhibition of Roses was held by the

Rose Society of Ontario on Friday, June 25, at the
Margaret Eaton Hall, Toronto. It may be said that in

every way the show was a marked improvement upon
those of the two preceding years of the society's life,

and a very satisfactory feature was the presence in larger

numbers of exhibitors iu the amateur class, whose
encouragemimt is one of the main objects of the society.

There were in all seventy-flve exhibits and thirty exhibitors,

of whom twenty were in the amateur class. The early

part of June was cool, with an abundance of rain, and
as the showery days alternated with days of brilliant

.sunshine, the weather was unusually favourable for the

Roses, causing an exceptional brilliance in colour, with
great vigour, stoutness of habit, and a far better ti'xture

in the flower than can usually be obtained here.

The names of the professional exhibitors were as follows :

Mr. J. T. Moore, Moore Park ; Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Thomas
Manton and Mr. Mu.•^ton of the Toronto Horticultural

Company.
Mr. J. T. Moore is the owner of large Rose plantations

in North Toronto. Hi.« Roses are >inder the practical

care of his able superintendent, Mr. James Bryson, and
his exhibit of Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas was especially

fine. Among many hundreds of others, the later favourites,

such as Juliet, Betty, Bessie Brown, Lyon Rose, Mrs.
Wallace Rowe, General Janssen, Miss Alice de Rothschild

and Lady AUce Stanley, found places upon his benches.
Mr. J. T. Moore was sole exhibitor in the novelty class.

This always popular exhibit included beautiful buds
of Old Gold, Willowmere, Mrs. Ambrose Ricardo, Florence
Forrester, Mrs. F. W. Vanderbilt, Mrs. Charles Pearson,
M^s. James Lynas, Colleen and Mme. Edouard Herriot.

fllr. Thomas Manton, who is one of Toronto's oldest

established and most beautiful decorators, has always
at all shows added to the cultivator's skill the talent of

the artist, and his representation, by means of single

Roses and foliage fastened to the wall, of a chmbing and
fully blooming Rose was a great attraction.

Mr, La'wrence showed a fine exliihit of that magniflceut

crimson Hybrid Tea Hadley, for whose popularity he is

responsible in Toronto.
Mr. Muston showed a very dainty arrangement of

Roses in vases, in a space permitted for such an exhibition.

The semi-professional exhibitors were Sir Edmund
Osier, M.P., and Mr. Alexander McPherson, Superintendent
of Alexandra Park Gardens.
The semi-amateurs were Mrs. A. Patterson, the president

(Mrs, Allen Balnes) and Mr. L. McCarthy.
The amateurs were ilrs. W. H. B. Aikens, Dr. Bodding-

ton, Mrs. Barr, Mrs. Stayner, Blr. Reginald Northcote,

Mrs. Herbert Mason, Mrs, Ruddy (Brantford, Ontario).

Mrs. Watt (Brantford), Jlrs. E. P. Smith, Mr. McMichael,
Mr. Raymond, Dr, Temple, Mrs. Charles Temple, Dr.
Rolph, Miss Ridout, Miss Armour (hon. secretary), Mrs.

Ward and Mrs. George Wilson.
It would be impossible to give detailed Usts of all the

exhibits. The collections of Mrs. Ruddy and of Mrs.

Watt of Brantford included Sunburst, Lady AUce Stanley,

Florence Pemberton, Evelyn Dauntesey, Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt, Dean Hole and BLabcl Drew, and everywhere
there were signs of a desire to make and to keep acquaint-

ance with the new-comers among the Hybrid Teas, For
the rest, it may be said that they formed a collection

of very fine, well-chosen and wcll-cared-for Hybrid
Perpetuals, Hybrid Teas, Teas and Bourbons, and among
them old friends' faces, such as La France, Caroline Testout

and Souvenir de la Malmaison, lost nothing by comparison
with the newer shades and newer kinds of Hybrid Tea
Roses. The general effect was very brilliant.

The Rose Society of Ontario tries with respect and
affection to follow in the footsteps of its great leader,

the National Rose Society of the homeland. Therefore

its stands are of the same pattern, and its method of

exhibition Is in tubes let into the stands and surrounded
by leaf moss. These long lines of dazzUng colour were
thrown into relief against the table decorations at the

end of the hall ; while beyond these again, upon a raised

platform, were the beautifully decorated tea-tables, with
the Red Cross as their sign and symbol, which were
organised and arranged by Mrs. Reginald Northcote,

assisted by a very wilhng band of young workers; for

amid these days of dreadful war in which our dear land

is batthng for freedom and for honour, the Rose Society

did not forget its part. How would this be possible,

seeing that its very purpose is to spread throughout
the length and breadth of Canada the love of England's
emblematic fiower, whose attractions of exquisite form,

colour and perfume find deepest response in every British

heart ? Therefore it was agreed that all the proceeds

of the tea-tables and half the door money should be given

to the Canadian Red Cross Fund, while in the evening
the Roses were most successfully sold by auction by Mr.

Bryon in aid of a fund to provide comforts for the

Canadian Grenadiers.
The exliibition was opened at half-past two by Sir

Edmund Osier, M.P., and both in the afternoon and
evening there was a crowded attendance. The growing
enthusiasm of the amateurs found practical expression

in the generous gift of two extra amateur prizes for next

year's schedule by Mr. McMichael, himself an amateur,
whose exhibit, especially of magnificent specimens of

Captain Hayward, proved his skill.

CHURCH ARMY "CITY GARDENS.**

The annual distribution of prizes to successful plotholder.-

of the Church Army *' City Gardens " took place on
Saturday, the 17th inst.. at 4 p.m. One of the actual

gardens in Elverton Street, Westminster (at the rear of

the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall), was chosen

for the ceremony ; but the rain necessitated holding it

at the Church Army Labour Yard in Artillery Row.
3tfr, W. Paynter, chairman of the City Gardens Depart-

ment, presided, and briefly reviewed the successful

progress of this venture, started in 1909, mentioning

that the society intended to open up another garden

at Hammersmith. The hon. secretary. Mr. H. T. Bennett,

then read a letter from a plotholder now in the trenches,

and afterwards the report on the gardens, which Mr.

Basil Holmes of the Public Gardens Association had
drawn up. This contained an account of the best plots

at the eight gardens—three in Westminster, two in

Walworth, and one each in the Brixton, Kensington and
Regent's Park districts, having a total of eighty-five plots.

Many showed considerable improvement on last year,

while the championship plot, in Elverton Street, was
particularly good. Victoria Lady Templemore pre-

sented certificates to the winners or their relations

—

for eighteen of the men were at the Front—and received

a basket of various vegetables, together with a bunch of

Dahhas, grown on the best plot, from the holder himself.

The proceedings closed with short speeches from Bishop

Thornton, Mis? Burn and others.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Pathological Laboratory at Kew.—^We under-

stand that a laboratory for the exclusive investi-

gation of problems in plant pathology has recently

been equipped at Kew. The attention of the staff

will be devoted primarily to the investigation

of diseases of plants caused by fungi, both at home
and in our Colonies.

Queries from Anonymous Correspondents.

—

During the last few months we have received a

number of requests for information from

anonymous correspondents. As stated in

our rules, we cannot undertake to name
plants or answer questions unless the

full name and address of the sender are

enclosed. This name is not necessarily for

publication, any pseudonym that a

'reader desires being used for that

purpose.

Rose Reve d'Or on a Stable Wall.—
Rose Rfive d'Or might appropriately be

called a double-event variety, for its

pretty, deep yellow blooms are gorgeous

in June, and it flowers again freely in

the autumn. For growing on walls, per-

golas and arches it is splendid, and can

hardly be surpassed. It is such a' fast-

growing variety, very free and perfectly

hardy. The illustration on this page

shows a gable end, about twenty-four

feet in height, clothed with this delight-

ful Rose. The photograph was taken in

Mr. George Prince's famous Rose garden

at Longworth, near Oxford. The gable

is facing east, and the Rose, which gives

a double display of bloom every year, is

about seven years old.

A Monograph on Sansevieria.—The
Kew Bulletin No. 5, just published by
H.M. Stationery Office, and obtainable

through Messrs. Wyman and Sons, con-

tains an extensive monograph' by Mr.

N. E. Brown on the genus Sansevieria.

All the known species are included, a

number being illustrated by drawings, and

S. Dawei by two half-tone blocks.

A Hardy Veronica. — One of our

most beautiful July flowering shrubs

is Veronica Traversii, which appears to

be about the most hairdy species in cultivation.

A native of New Zealand, it forms a dense, com-

pact bush of rounded habit some 5 feet or rather

more in height and fully as much in diameter.

Travers' Speedwell is a useful specimen bush

for the lawn of the suburban and villa garden,

for beds in the pleasure groimds, and groups in

the shrubbery border. During the winter as an

evergreen bush it is attractive. The racemes of

flowers produce a picture of snowy white in July,

the shade on closer examination being perhaps

best described as starchy white.

Rose Queen.—This is one of the best of all

Roses for bedding. It only asks for good culti-

vation, and it will bring forth its large, semi-

double deep pink blooms in great profusion for

a long period. It is a Hybrid Tea raised in

America by Mr. E. G. Hill. We have seen it used

ROSE REVE d'OR GROWING OVER THE END OF
STABLE IN BERKSHIRE.

in the orthodox way for ordinary bedding, and

also as an edging to a kitchen garden walk, in

which position it was most attractive and some-

what of a novelty. The variety has very pretty

buds. In the National Rose Society's Official

Catalogue it is said to be good under glass.

Philadelphus coronarius Virginal. — This

beautiful double variety of the popular " Syringa,"

as this family of sweet-scented garden shrubs

is generally called, is bound to have a great future

when its claims are better known. It was first

sent out by Lemoine of Nancy a year or two before

the beginning of the war, so it has hardly had

sufficient time to have made itself a name. It

is quite as easy to grow as the old variety, and

has much the same habit. Instead of single

blooms, the branches are covered with little

bunches of double flowers, which look like pure

white glorified Scotch Roses. It is very

sweet-scented.

t^Phacelia^eampanularia.—The dry spell

between Chelsea and Holland House Shows

has suited this magnificent annual exceed-

ingly well. When all else was at a stand-

still or going back, this little plant grew and

grew, and, from seed sown in the last week

in April, flowers were produced in mid-June,

and the plants increased in their rich, quiet

beauty until a rough, wet, cold spell in the

third week of July sent them home. The

marbled grey-green, soft pale claret-edged

foliage and the deep gentian blue, bell-

shaped flowers give this small Chilian plant

a distinctness all its own among half-hardy

annuals. It revels in a hot, dry time if

seed is sownjin a well-prepared bed.

A Good Herbaceous Flower for Cut-

ting.—One of the most useful perenniad

plants that we know for providing cut

flowers is Helenium pumilum magnificum.

It forms a neat, bushy plants about eighteen

inches high, and from mid-July until the

end of August produces its large yellow

blossoms in profusion. As these are in

branching'"sprays, with stout, erect stems,

they are particularly easy to arrange in

vases or bowls. It is also a splendid border

plant, thriving in almost any reasonably

good soil. Plants can be bought cheaply

from any good firm that makes a speciality

of herbaceous plants.

Rose Excelsa.—This beautiful Rambler

Rose is doing splendidly again this year,

the large trusses of bright crimson flowers

A providing a welcome splash of colour

during the rainy days of July. Raised

in America by Mr. M. H. Walsh, it

was first put into commerce in 1909, yet it is

only now coming into general cultivation in this

country. It is a wichuraiana hybrid, and, unlike

Dorothy Perkins and Hiawatha, does not appear

to be subject to mildew. The flowers also retain

theur-colour until they drop ; hence it is a far

better variety than Crimson Rambler, the blooms

of which turn an objectionable magenta hue

with age.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

of perfumes, so, of course, we have to do the

best we can with apparatus that we have. " M. H."

will, of course, realise that home-made perfumes

are never so good as those bought, for obvious

reasons ; but it is perfectly possible to make
How to Make Perfumes.—it is somewhat of them if care be taken. — E. T. Ellis, Wceiwood,

a pleasure to me to know of the " great amuse- Ecclesall, Sheffield.

ment " my letter on the above subject has fur- I have read with interest the correspondence

nished Mr. John Whitfield, F.C.S., according in The G.^rdex] dealing with the making of per-

to his letter in The Garden of July 24. ^~"i^»«-.
He, regarding my recipe, gives Punch's

advice to " M. H." :
" Don't." But I

think he will agree with me that Punch

would express no such opinion unless he

possessed very definite information. I will

thus ask Mr. Whitfield to spare a few

minutes to read my letter again, and if

you will allow me, Mr. Editor, I will add

a few remarks. Mr. Whitfield will notice

on page 300, issue for June 19, that the

Editor said that if any readers possessed

recipes on the subjects enquired for by
" M. H.," he would be very glad to publish

them, and I, having the recipe for per-

fimies, sent it. As I said in my letter,

" I have not actually tried it myself," but

it was given me years ago by a Scotch

friend who was no mean authority on the

subject, and I fancy, thus, there must be

more in it than Mr. Whitfield is willing to

admit. Beeswax is, according to another

friend, largely used in Italy for the pur-

pose, and the perfume extracted with

spirit. As I said in the letter, the recipe

I offered was vague, but I am looking

with interest for other readers to send

on some definite data. Mr. Whitfield asks

me to try some small experiments

and report. These things, I regret, are

impossible at present, as I am exceedingly busy, fumes, &c. In reading the article on the subject by
Other more leisured readers may perhaps try, ' Mr. Whitfield in the issue for July 24, I see he

but it is quite possible that failure may result,
|

sa>s a liquid perfume cannot be made from the

for the art of making perfumes is not learnt in
;

products of an English garden. I venture to say
a day. 1 sent the letter in case " M. H." should

1
he is wrong, although I have no knowledge of

like to try it, not guaranteeing success in any
,

pharmacy. I remember as a boy at school we
way, for all I did was to pass on the information ' were sho%vn how to make scent by distilling it

given to me. Mr. Whitfield goes on to advise from the petals of flowers by means of glass flasks

" M. H." not to dabble in laboratory work. Very and tubing. The water was boiled in one flask,

gocd advice indeed; but I think she will be able and the steam conducted by means of a tube
to carry out the few simple directions I gave to the bottom of another containing the petals.

without " dabbling in it." No mess will result ' From this flask the scented steam was led through
if care is taken. The writer goes on to say that 1 a condenser, which was a small tube inside a large

liquid perfimies cannot be made from the products I one, with the space between filled with cold water,

of an English garden. To this I must confess or, better stiU, fixed to a tap, and the water
I cannot agree. Of com-se, a South country

,

allowed to flow through. A vessel was put to

garden is desirable, for then flowers will grow
j
catch the scent as it came from the condenser.

—

and bloom freely. Sweet-smelling plants should W. J. "W.

A TWO YEAR OLD PLANT OF VIBURNUM PLICA
IN A HAMPSHIRE GARDEN.

alone be cultivated, and some, of course, grow
practically wild. Lists of plants with sweet-

smelling leaves and flowers most people possess,

so it is unnecessary to write a lot of names down
here. But I may inform Mr. Whitfield that

Viburnum plicatum in Hampshire.—Mr. E.

Beckett's note on this hardy shrub, page 336,

issue July 10, is not too flattering. I

quite agree that it is one of the very best of the

whole family. It is good to " look on " at all

liquid perfumes can be, and have been, produced i periods of the year ; it retains its foliage until

from the products of English gardens. Turning ' the new leaves push off the old ones. The photo-

to my letter again, I may say that I intended to
;

graph enclosed shows how beautiful the foliage

mention the question of expense. Spirit is expen-
i
is, apart from its flowers, which are produced in

sive, and so makes the perfume expensive, and. ' a kind of double row the whole length of the

of cotirse, a great nimiber of flowers have to be ! branch ; and in the autumn the rich coloiu: tints

dealt with to get a little perfimie. I do not possess

any books containing very old recipes myself,

but several have been referred to in The Garden,
and for my own part I cannot see why they should
not act, with slight modifications. In the twentieth
century we do not possess the old apparatus
used by housewives long ago for the making

the leaves take on render it equally effective.

It is well worth a place in any garden ; but this

should not be found in an already possibly crowded

shrubbery, but in an isolated position where it

can be seen. The plant photographed is only two

years old, and carried over seventy trusses of its

creamy white flowers.

—

Herbert E. Molyneux.

The Extermination of Rare Native Plants.

—

An important county association—to give it its

full title, The Devonshire Association for the

Advancement of Science, Literature and Art

—

has recently been holding its fifty-fourth annual
meeting in Exeter, and among the variety of

subjects discussed was that relating to the extermi-

nation of rare native plants, chiefly by children

attending the County Council Schools. The
matter was referred to in the Report of the

Botany Committee presented by Mr. W. P.

Hiem, F.R.S., F.L.S., who is not only a

well-known botanist resident in the county,

but is also chciirman of the Education

Committee of the County Council. To pro-

mote an interest in the children in the

products of Nature, which so closely

surrounds them in the fertile fields and
hedgerows of Devon, is one thing that

should be encouraged, but the annihila-

tion of rare species is another, and one

that should be carefully watched. The
Devon Coimty Council has been, and is

still, doing an excellent work in promot-

ing by lectures and practical demonstra-

tions the encouragement of an interest

in practical gardening in the minds of

the young boys of the villages, and the

school staffs are inculcating a love for,

and admiration of, the numberless

beauties and usefulness of the vegetable

kingdom ; but a warning should be

given to gather freely from our hedge-

rows and fields only such plants as are

abundantly produced.

—

John R. Jackson.

A Beautiful Hardy Annual.—Under this

rUM heading on page 375 of last week's issue,

I was pleased to see an appreciative note

on CoUomia coccinea. I have grown it

for years and advise other readers to sow some
seed towards the end of September.—A. B. Essex.

The Korway Spruce as a Hedge Plant.—
Over thirty years ago it fell to my lot to convert

a portion of a field into a pleasure groimd, and
the question of shelter had to be faced, especially

from the west winds. Ova plan was as follows :

With a quantity of available subsoil, covered by
the soil taken from the line of the intended walks,

we formed a ridge with a moderate slope to a

height of about three feet above the groimd-

level, and this border we planted with shrubs.

These do not form a perfect shelter in a day,

however, so from a neighbouring plantation

requiring thinning we lifted young trees of Norway
Spruce of a height of from 5 feet to 7 feet,

and with these we formed a hedge round the

outside of the shrubbery border. The trees

succeeded admirably, and fulfilled their purpose

for the time being. Since the time indicated

I have not seen the Spruce thus utihsed till, pass-

ing through the village of Echt, Aberdeenshire,

recently, I came upon a series of pretty cottages

having their gardens separated by hedges of

Norway Spruce. The plants had been put in

about a dozen years ago, while in a small state, at

6 inches or 8 inches apart, and have been clipped

annually since, and they now form a bright

evergreen hedge about four feet high. In favoiu-ed

localities, where you may safely plant " a hedge

of sorts," a Spruce hedge may seem a tame affair,

but there are other localities where even the

Beech hedge is not immime from the ravages of

Jack Frost, and to those living under these con-

ditions a Spruce hedge might make some appeal.

—

Charles Comfort.
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Lilium candidum.—It is impossible to dogma-
tise on the question of the treatment of Lilium

candidum. The finest group of this lovely Lily

I have ever seen was in a cottage garden, which

was under my observation for upwards of twenty

years. The soil was light and sandy, with a subsoil

of pure sand and gravel. Here L. candidum
flowered splendidly, and was absolutely free from

disease. There was no lime in the soil, and I

could only attribute its success to the weekly

soaldng of soapsuds and water from the tubs

at the family washings. This soaking was regularly

applied.—S. A.

Infonnation about Goldfish.—In reply to
" G. M.," goldfish are perfectly hardy, in the

southern parts of this country at least. When
once established, they will breed so fast that it

will be found necessary to reduce them. They
are not particular as to the pureness of the water,

provided there is enough of it. I must, however,

say that the better the water the more lively the

fish. Feeding is not necessary, for they live

upon the green algae always present in the water.

If one wants to feed them, there is

nothing that I know of equal to

bread. With regard to colour, I

have handled hundreds, have had
others under personal observation,

and have no hesitation in saying

they never change their colour.

From a dozen fish (all gold, by the

way) in the course of time some
thousands were bred, some silver,

some black, and every colour from

gold to black ; in fact, one might

say no two could be found pre-

cisely alike.—S. G. S., Newbury.

The Kihnarnock Orchis.—I saw

a handsome plant of this fine Orchis

in the garden of Mr. James Davidson,

SummerviUe, Maxwelltown, the other

day. It was not only full of flower,

but the many spikes were of great

length, densely flowered, and of fine

colour. This noble variety of O.

maculata is to be met vrith under

different names, O. maculata superba

being, I suppose, its correct Latin

title. I believe it is the same plant

known sometimes as the Glasnevin

variety, probably having been dis-

tributed from that home of all kinds

of good things so carefully fostered

by Sir F. W. Moore. Mr. A. D.

Webster tells us that he was informed

by the Rev. C. WoUey-Dod that it

was found, or rather detected, by

Miss Hope in a cottage garden at

KUmamock. It was originally, I

believe, discovered wild near there,

and probably transferred to the

cottage garden in question. It

received the name of Miss Hope's

Orchid, but is not much known
by that name in Scotland, so

far as I know. It is really considered to be a

hybrid between O. maculata and O. latifoUa. It is

exceedingly handsome, of sturdy, erect habit,

with stiff, thickly spotted leaves, spikes often

more than a foot high, and fine purple flowers.

It makes an excellent border plant, and at Summer-
viUe is grown in ordinary loam in the border.

At Kirkconnel, Newabbey, it is also exceedingly

well grown, and handsome spikes are to be seen

there every year.—S. Arnott, Dumfries.

BULBS THAT OUGHT TO
BE POTTED IN AUGUST.

By the Rev. Joseph J.a.cob.

wHEN August is well in, the time

has arrived when certain bulbs

should be " potted up " %vith

as little delay as possible.

The longer I hve the more

impressed do I become with

the value of early planting for anything that is

to be forced by artificial means into a premature

bloom. To plant late and then to try to get early

January flowers is like burning the candle at

both ends, and the inevitable result is disaster.

The only exception that might be urged against

this dictum is that of Roman Hyacinths, which

are the most accommodating of bulbs in this

respect, even November potting being less harmful

for them than it would be for others. As, however,

they are not gifted with 'the flowering property

of the Monarch of the East (Arum comutum or

CORNUS MACROPHYLLA AT COMBE WOOD.
SEVENTEEN FEET HIGH.

THIS IS OVER

Sauromatum guttatum), even they must be potted

before they flower, and if late November or early

December bloom is required, August potting is

essential.

I am uncertain if the Editor intended me to

mention Nerines or Guernsey LiUes. Their normal

time of flowering in English greenhouses is Sep-

tember and October ; hence we should get our

supply in at once. Nerine FothergilU and Fother-

gilli elegans are the most reliable. Their brilhant

scarlet-crimson umbels, which in sunlight look

as if they were powdered with diamond dust,

are the admiration of all who see them. Samiensis,

which is the original Guernsey lily, is a vivid

carmine, and, together with coruscans major and the

before-mentioned FothergilU and F. elegans, should

be included in every iirst attempt with this fascinat-

ing genus. With this reminder about Nerines, which

are so essentially August-to-be-bought plants,

I pass on to say a little about those bulbs which
are more usually associated with very early

planting. Roman Hyacinths, if potted in August,

may easily be had in bloom from November
onwards. These may be followed by " prepared"

Hyacinths, which with ordinary treatment can

be had in flower about a week or ten days before

the same varieties not st) treated. Albertine

(white), L'lunoceuce (white), Garibaldi (crimson),

Schotel (Ught blue), Lady Derby (pink), Oranje

Bovep (ruddy apricot) and Grand Maftre (medium
blue) are among those that have been found to be

the most responsive. If, however, these are heavily

shaded and kept in a temperature of from 55°

to 60° until the flower-spike is well

up, they may be had in full bloom
in the middle of December. It

should be noted that every year

these prepared bulbs are becoming
more reUable, as their preparation is

becoming better understood. These
should be obtained and potted as

soon as possible.

Freesias are bulbs which suffer

very considerably unless they can be

started early. I try to get aU mine
in pots between August 10 and
August 20 ; the earlier the better.

We can rely upon the three old stock

varieties, Leichtlini, refracta and
refracta alba. The first is a pale

primrose, the second white with a

yellow blotch, and the third pure

white. A new variety named Purity

(pure white) has lately been intro-

duced, for which great things are

claimed ; but I cannot speak of it

as yet from personal experience. I

hope it wiU be found to be more
satisfactory than Excelsior, which

is too dwarf for my liking and too

weak in the stem. The new coloured

varieties Uke Conquest, Le Phare

and Dainty are aU the more satis-

factory if potted in August, but at

present they are too expensive to

grow on a large scale.

This leads up to the aU-important

question of what the garden-loving

pubUc are likely to buy this autumn
in the way of bulbs. The day before

these words were written, a partner

in one of our large firms asked me
how many bulbs they should order

—a half ? a third of what they

usually order ? or how many ? No
one can teU. One would Uke, however, to express

the hope that although everyone wiU want to save

for something more important than the bulb order,

yet that this wiU not be entirely withheld, but

that some bulbs will be bought, either of cheaper

varieties or a smaUer quantity. There are a

greater or a less number of employfe in

every firm who must Uve, war or no war.

Now, if ever, a purchase wiU benefit ''oth

those who buy and those who seU. Everyone
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realises that it is impossible to " carry on

"

as usual, and that " somehow " will be about as

much as very many will be able to manage.

Beginning with Daffodils, no one can do better

than stick to the old favourites Golden Spur,

obvallaris and princeps. The last two mentioned

are too often passed over ; but good princeps

are very charming, and obvallaris is as early as,

or earlier than, Golden Spur and, if smaller, of

exquisite shape. Henry Irving, potted or boxed

in August, can comfortably be had in bloom by

January i, and with a like treatment the others

wiU not be far behind. Queen Bess is the best

of the short cups for early work, and it is one of

the cheapest. Of the Polyanthus type there are

the Paper-White, the double Roman and the rich

yellow Soleil d'Or. Lastly, a few Jonquils might

well be started as soon as the bulbs are procurable.

They will come in about early February.

With regard to Tulips, unless bottom-heat

and very deep shade or darkness can be given,

my advice is, " Wait a little." They are not to

be reconunended for very early planting and

forcing, except every convenience is at hand for

providing these two necessaries. Scarlet Due

van Thols are much the earliest. Far better,

but later, is VermUion Brilliant. Then, for a

succession, Prince de Ligny and Prince of Austria. Of

late years the last named grand TuMp has become

so much lower in price that it is now within

everybody's reach who can afford to buy at all.

A reminder may usefully be given about Lache-

nalias. A great factor in their successful culti-

vation is August potting. I know of no bulbs

which are more benefited by very early planting

than these. True, they are, comparatively speak-

ing, of much higher price than any I have men-

tioned, but there should be no difficulty in every-

one growing their own from year to year if care

is given after flowering. Pendula (red) may be

had in bloom about Christmas ; Nelsonii, Cawston

Gem and luteola maculata in early February. I

must not omit altogether the ordinary Hyacinths.

Some few first or second sized biUbs might be

bought, but as the miniature ones are

much less money, I would advise giving

them a trial. They are really young bulbs of

ordinary varieties that if grown on for another

year or two would then become first sized. Put

three miniatures in a 5-inch pot or five in a 6-inch.

Possibly this year, on account of diminished sales

in Holland, they wiU be larger than usual.

L'Innocence (white), Schotel (light blue). Grand

Maltre (pretty medium blue), General de Wet
(pale pink), Lady Derby (pale rose) and Oranje

Boven (ruddy apricot) are all excellent in their

respective shades.

JAPANESE TREES AT
COOMBE WOOD.

Fl
EW deciduous trees have a greater value

for ornamental planting than that

elegant group of plants popularly

known to gardeners as " Japanese

Maples." These are foliage varieties

of two species. Ace' palmatum and

A. japonicum, introduced from the Far East

by Messrs. Veitch in the early sixties, although

the type of A, palmatum found a place in English

gardens as long ago as 1820. During the last

fifty years many new and pretty forms have been
introduced, distinguished by their elegantly

dissected, richly coloured foliage and graceful

habit. The finest specimen I have seen is at

Coombe Wood, where many rare and interesting

Maples from the East have been in cultivation.

It was sent home from Japan in 1861 by John
Gould Veitch, and in 1904 had attained a height

of 25 feet with a diameter of 26 feet. In summer,
when its dense crown of delicate greenery is fully

developed, it is a very handsome tree. Mr.

Wallis' excellent photograph brings out well

the characteristic habit of the species.

Growing in close proximity to this Maple is

a fine example of one of the Evergreen Oaks of

Japan, Quercus acuta. It was planted in its

present position shortly after its introduction

by the Veitchian collector, Maries, in 1877.

Although growing in an exposed situation on a

cold clay soil, it has made vigorous growth and
has attained a height of over twenty feet, and
appears to be in perfect health. This species,

which is perfectly hardy in cultivation, is now
becoming more frequent in collections, being

valued on account of its evergreen habit ; but it

is usually bushy in this country, and I do not

know of any other specimens so large as the one

here illustrated. The thick, leathery leaves

resemble a Holly in general appearance, but they

are duller in colour and entire in margin. The
specimen of Cornus macrophylla is also an unusually

fine one, being over seventeen feet high and

twelve feet through. This species, which is the

largest of all the hardy Cornels, is a

very ornamental shrub when in flower,

which was, unfortunately, not the

case when the photograph was taken.

Messrs. Veitch state that the Coombe
Wood specimen flowers very freely in

alternate seasons, the flower-heads

being from 2 J inches to 5 inches

across. In its native state Cornus

macrophylla has a wide distribution,

occurring from the North-west

Himalayas eastward to China and

Japan, and is usually 15 feet to 30 feet

in height, but examples up to 50 feet

high are on record. It is to be hoped

that steps will be taken to preserve

these interesting trees from
destruction. A. Bruce Jackson.

THE ECONOMY OF
ROCKWORK.

M

A LITTLE-KNOWN EVERGREEN OAK: QUERCUS ACUTA.

Y Villa Garden,"

reviewed in The
Garden for July 17

(page 356), and three

other articles referring

to rockwork, show that

department of gardening very much
to the front just now, despite war

and the preoccupation of its many
issues. But few publications give

the rockery its economic place and

value. The rockery appeals, and

should appeal, because it is the

method of culture giving the maxi-

mum result in plant cultivation on

any given area of ground, especially

an area incapable of ordinary
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cultivation. Too much is usually

made of the rockery itself and too

little of the growth it accommo-

dates. Any garden in this respect

is on the same footing as a library.

It is desirable to have the library

well fitted in all respects, but the

one essential is books. The

essential of the garden is plants,

and the place of greatest concen-

tration the rockery. In this respect

the great rockery at Kew always

disappoints. It has been constructed

as if stones were the essential of a

rockery, not plants, though the col-

lection of these there is far from

despicable. At Edinburgh Botanic

Gardens a rockery admirably con-

structed for the growth and display

of plants has been removed in

favour of one in which, as at Kew,

stones appear an essential, instead of

plants.

In the garden, as in the library,

the pleasure is very much in col-

lecting. By eliminating the inferior

and preserving only the choice, both

the library and garden may accrue

enormous value in very limited space.

It is here that the rockery scores and

enables the villa garden to vie with

the many-acred domain, where plants

are few in variety but immense in

number and display. But to give the

small garden its superiority through

the rockery, the Kew model of

rockwork must not be accepted.

Whatever the material, it must be

adapted to a numerous colony of

plants and as secondary to the

growth. It must also be acces-

sible both for working and observation. This

may be secured in various ways, but the most

essential is flights of steps at an easy gradient

intersecting the rockery in various directions.

These should be of the same material as the rockery,

and built simply with soil. Numerous plants will

then naturalise themselves on such steps and
give a pleasing, natural effect. The objection

that such steps are insecure only applies to bad
construction. Stones, brick burrs or other material

should always be carefully ledged one on another

from the bottom upwards.

I have just constructed a rockery in a garden

similar to that described in " My Villa Garden."

The garden slopes steeply to the west, and this

rockery is made at the upper end on what was
a grass bank. Though only an area of about

twenty feet each way, it has a winding flight of

stone steps intersecting it, and will contain, when
fully planted, about two hundred and fifty varieties

of alpines. Of course, to concentrate that number,

many minute species will be selected and rampant
growth excluded. Method as to this must be

observed, just as there must be method in the

library. A genus should be represented by all

suitable varieties, as nearly as possible. Cam-
panulas thus could only find a place in the recherche

rockery by dwarf varieties such as carpatica.

Even such charming subjects as Aubrietias would

require to be very limited as to space if the rockery

is to be of the best. The rockery should always

provide for plants requiring a dry wall-like surface,

and those of more generous habits as well. I saw a

rockery constructed lately at considerable expense

A FINE SPECIMEN OF JAPANESE MAPLE, ACER PALMATUM, AT COOMBE WOOD.

which could only be termed such by courtesy. A long

bank some 15 feet deep was covered with stones

showing perfect uniformity from end to end. Such is

neither pleasing nor economical. Kurstcot.

[While we agree with " Kurstcot " as to the

economy of the rock garden, we do not think his

criticism of the newly-constructed portions of the

rockery at Kew justified. T^e plants there are

scarcely established yet.

—

Ed.]

CROCUSES OF AUTUMN.

UNLIKE most of the other bulbous

plants that gladden our ' hearts in

the early months of the year, the

genus Crocus contains a number of

species that give us their curious,

balloon-shaped blossoms during the

shortening and ofttimes dull days of autumn.

How far the general association of the Crocus with

the spring months is responsible for the autumn-

flowering kinds receiving such scant consideration

as they do from the average gardener is difficult

to say ; but I think it is to some extent responsible.

Or can it be that our artistic tastes have been

dulled by the floral pageant of summer and that

these little gems of autumn possess no charms

for the multitude of garden-lovers ? Although

not suitable for every locality and position, some at

least of them could, with a little trouble, be induced

to flower well, if not very freely, in the majority

of gardens. There is no duubt they appreciate

soil of rather light yet rich texture, and perfect

drainage is essential. For this reason they are

charming little plants for forming colonies in

nooks in the rock garden, or for planting in sunny
spots towards the front of the shrubbery where
the conns can be left undisturbed year after year.

These autumn-flowering Crocuses are, I find,

so often confused with the Colchicums and Stem-
bergias—-similar plants in appearance, but with a

botanical difference—that it is necessary to state

here that true Crocuses are meant.

As early in August as the corms can be obtained

they ought to be planted, and it is best, for most
purposes, to form irregular colonies of one kind,

the size of these depending largely on the sur-

roundings and the space available. Six inches

apart is a good distance for the conns, and shallow

planting only must be adopted. Much of the

non-flowering of spring as well as of autmnn
Crocuses is due to too deep planting, a disappoint-

ment for which the nurseryman is too often

wrongly blamed. An inch thickness of soil over

the corms of autumn Crocuses is ample, though-

in very sandy or loose soil an extra half an inch-

is allowable.

Probably the best known of the autiuim kinds,,

although by no means the easiest to establish,,

is the Saffron Crocus (Crocus sativus), a plant that

was at one time grown largely in the Saffron Walden-

district of Essex for the dye it yielded. This was.

secured from the dried orange-scarlet stigmata

of the flower, and the growing of this species-

for the purpose named is, I believe, still an industry,

though probably a dying one, in some parts of

the Continent. The blossoms are of rather large
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size, -pvirplish lilac in coloui and feathered witli

violet. It does not flower at all well until

thoroughly established. The prettiest and easiest

of all to grow is, I think, the one known as speciosus-

This is a strong, comparatively tall-growing plant,

and never looks so charming as when planted in

grass, or in the rock garden, ?r brdir'ne: an old

pathway, where its large blue flowers m.'.':° a

welcome change from the yellow that predomin- tes

in our gardens in autumn. Zonatus is a rather

delicate-looking flower of rose lilac hue, with ai

orange yellow zone of spots on the inner siurface

of the segments. It is essentially a flower for a

sunny, sheltered nook in the rock garden, where

AN EAST COAST GARDEN
" Mine are the wild sea-swallows, the sparrow-

hawk that towers,

The Hallow and the Poppy, and all clifl-loving

flowers."

THE other day, when staying in a small

village on the East Coast, I was taken

by friends to see one of the most

fascinating gardens on a small scale

that I have ever come across. I

could not help thinking how satisfacti ry

it was that the charm of a garden depends so

FLOWER BORDERS IN AN EAST COAST GARDEN.

boisterous winds cannot so easily sully its refined

beauty, although the plant itself is hardy enough
in the open. Once established, it is not likely

to be lost, as it increases rapidly. Of somewhat
similar colour, but having rather larger flowers,

IS longiflorus (or odorus, as it is sometimes known).
Like zonatus, it is a Crocus for the sheltered rock

garden nook, although I have seen it flowering

moderately well in more exposed situations.

Asturicus is a charming Crocus, and one that does

well in many gardens, its delightful, though some-
what variable flowers providing a delicate mist-

like patch of pale or purplish mauve in the autumn
garden. In pulchellus we have a Crocus of quiet

yet, in some ways, distinct beauty, the white

anthers imparting a striking note to the pale

lavender of the petaloid segments. Iridiflorus or

byzantinus has a unique appearance, inasmuch
as the flowers resemble those of a small Iris, the

three inner segments being small, pale lilac in

colour and pointed, while the larg3 outer segments
are of deeper hues. In addition to the above there

are a number of species and varieties, many of them
very beautiful indeed, that flower in the autumn

;

but at present they are expensive. Those men-
tioned are reasonable in price. H.

little on its extent. All that could be desired

in the way of variety and beaut\' was to be found

on this windswept two acres.

Perched high on a hill, just out of the village,

almost under the shadow of a fine old perpendicular

church, this delightful garden has every advantage

that surroundings can give. Walking along the

road, visitors notice a circle of trees in striking

contrast to the rest of the bare open cliff. Black

Poplars, Sycamores and Wych Elms, just the

trees that can best stand the wind and salt sea

breezes, were planted as a living screen many
years ago. A glance through the white, seven-

barred gate shows a glimpse of the old gabled,

lattice-windowed house, standing like some
beneficent spider within its leafy web.

The peculiarity of this garden is the number
of hedges and banks, which have been put up
from time to time to give still more protection

from the searching north-east winds. In early

spring these banks are yellow with Daffodils and
Primroses, and the little copse under the trees

is carpeted first with Crocuses, and then with
delicate wild Hyacinths, blue and pink. A smooth
green lawn stretches along the south-east frontage

of the house ; then come the herbaceous borders,

brilliant as a rainbow. Each flower seems to glow

with a special depth and vividness of colouring,

owing, no doubt, to the sea-salt in the air.

Nowhere else can such bright crimson Poppies be

seen as on the sea-washed cliffs of Poppyland.

Passing round the house, against which Honey-
suckle, Roses and Rosemary climb, each vying

which shall smell the sweetest, the rock garden

is reached, and a small gate in the thicket of trees

leads through a sunk path in the meadow to the

sea. This sunk path, bordered by Grasses and
wild flowers, is regarded with a certain amount
of awe by the village children, as here, tradition

says, walks the spirit of the brave young nurse

who long ago lost her life on the

beach below in rescuing her young
charges from the waves.

The long strip of kitchen garden

»g is adorned with a patch of Shurley

Poppies at one end, and bluest of

blue Cornflowers at the other, and
this opens upon a particularly

sheltered nook, protected on three

sides by banks and hedges ; this

is the herb garden. On a hot sum-
mer's day it is here the bees and
butterflies love to fly about in the

sun, the blue sky above them,

: limpses of sea, no less blue, shining

through the hedge. The air is full

of an aromatic fragrance, drawn by
the heat from each dainty plant.

" Excellent Herbs had our fathers

of old,

Excellent Herbs to heal their

pain."

What a joy to find them in a

modern garden ! In colour the herb

garden is chiefly a harmony of soft

greens and mauves. though the

Bergamot has a handsome crimson

flower, and the blooms ot the

Valerian (the Spikenard of Scripture)

are white or red. Some of the plants

grow low, the Golden, Lemon and
Creeping Thymes, which some say

should always be planted round a

sundial, the moss-like Camomile,
and the Pennyroyal, once used

to purify stagnant water. Other herbs, like

Horehound, Angelica and Catmint, are fine,

effective plants. There must be few housewives

nowadays who are able to enjoy the old-time

pleasure of candying their own Angelica ! For this

herb garden is grown for use as well as beauty,

and the cook enjoys a run into the fresh air to

gather a sprig of Sweet Marjoram, Savory,

Thyme, or Chive; which will give a piquancy to

her soups and salads. But the two herbs most

attractive to me were the Hyssop, growing in

Broom-like shape (no wonder it was at one time

used to sweep the altars in Holy Church), and the

Vervain, which clergymen always linger over.

It is the most sacred herb that grows.
" Hallowed be thou Vervain

As thou growest on the ground.

For in the Mount of Calvary

There thou wast first found."

Even now some of the French peasants breathe

a prayer as they pick the spiky purple blooms.

The "look out," raised high above the herb

garden, offers a wide view over meadow and

North Sea. Our hostess told us of strange war-

like scenes being witnessed from here at the close

of last summer. One Sunday evening especially
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lingered in her memory. It was so calm and

peaceful in the ^arden, yet overhead an aeroplane

was rapidly patrolling the coast, and, looking out

to sea, three destroyers could be seen hovering

round a good-sized trading vessel, which was

eventually towed off to Yarmouth, a prize of war,

the crew being taken prisoners. Such sights

must have seemed to bring the enemy very close,

and I was glad, but almost surprised, not to find

a carefully hollowed-out cave in some secluded

corner, a " dug-out " in which to shelter, if neces-

sary, being a somewhat disturbing feature this

year of many an East Coast garden.

There are other gardens along the clifi, large

and famous, and full of beauty ; but I am sure

that many would agree with me in thinking that

this quaint demesne, with its trees and its herbs,

comes second to none in individuality and

charm. Dora Bardswell.

VEGETABLES FOR SOWING
DURING AUGUST.

UNDER normal conditions the end of

the third week in August marks
the finish of the sowing season for

vegetables. In a great

many gardens this work
is brought to a conclu-

sion much earlier, partly through lack

of knowledge and partly indifference

on the part of owner and gardener.

At ordinary times this is not very

serious, but now that we are rightly

being urged to grow as much whole-

some food as possible, and to econo-

mise with existing suppUes, it is the

duty of everyone to adopt unusual

or little-known measures with those

ends in view. The amount of success

attained with the late sowings that I

will advocate mil depend to a large

extent on the season and, in lesser

degree, the kind of soil one has to

contend with and the amount of care

that can be given to the crops. Even
with highly unfavourable circum-

stances partial and useful crops will

be obtained, and it is impossible to

place too strongly before those who
have ground .ind seed available the

desirability of attempting something

at least on the lines indicated.

Potatoes.—These, our most im-

portant root crop, have received con-

siderable attention from the Board of

Agriculture during the last few weeks. ^^
It is far more profitable to plant them
late than to throw them away or feed

them to pigs. Even at this date, if

the tubers are sound, they should be

planted, with every likelihood of

yielding good crops for use at the end of October
or early November. Where old tubers are not

available 1 would not hesitate to plant new ones,

selecting these from the most matured plants.

Carrots.—Next to Potatoes these are the most
useful vegetable to sow now for winter use. A
well-drained plot of moderately rich and thoroughly
tilled ground should form the seed-bed, and a

stump-rooted Carrot ought to be chosen, as this

type matures more quickly than the longer ones.

Young roots from this sowing will be available

for use from the end of October onwards.

Turnips.—.After the outbreak of war last year

: 1 made a sowing of Early Snowball, and the result

was an excellent crop for use during the winter.

Thin sowing, in rows a foot apart, and early thin-

ning, so that the plants stand 9 inches asunder,

are essential.

Beetroot.—This is a rather risky crop to sow
now, yet if seed of a Turnip-rooted variety is

available, and a warm, weU-drained piece of

ground is vacant, it is worth trying.

Radishes.—Seed of French Breakfast variety,

scattered thinly and lightly covered with soil,

will yield some useful salad in a very short time.

Lettuces.—These used to be sown between

the newly planted Strawberries, or else in a separate

bed, and the seedlings transplanted there later

on. They were cleared in May, just when the

Strawberries were commencing to flower. Hardy
Hammersmith for a Cabbage variety and Black-

seeded Bath Cos for an erect sort were the

varieties chosen. Sow end of August.

Onions.—The present is a good time to sow
seeds of winter or spring Onions. These have
to stand through the winter, and are either pulled

and used green at the end of March or during

April, or transplanted at the end of October for

growing on into large bulbs for use in July of

depend on the varietj'. Harbinger, which, I think, is

the best and earliest of all, is a rather small Cabbage,
and needs but 18 inches between the rows and a

foot between the plants. F. W. H.

A BEAUTIFUL ROCK G.\RDEN
PLANT: SILENF, HOOKERI.

This handsome species is a native of California,

and was first flowered in this country by the late

Mi-. Thompson of Ipswich. For some reason the

plant was soon lost, but a few years ago it was
reintroduced by Mr. Carl Purdy, and now is fairly

plentiful in gardens.

S. Hookeri is one of a small group, all natives

of CaUfomia and the Western United States,

remarkable for their brilliantly coloured flowers.

Others of this group are the scarlet S. laciniata,

of which the best form is Purpusii, and S.

califomica, also with scarlet flowers. The plant

illustrated is usually found growing on wooded
hillsides, and is described as ha\'iag both white

and rose-coloured flowers. It is of tufted habit,

with lax stems only a few inches long, each bearing

a single large flower. The leaves are about two
inches long, and the whole plant is softly pubescent

or almost woolly. The rose-coloured or pink

SILENE HOOKERI, A DWARF SPECIES WITH ROSE-PINK FLOWERS.

next year. As a catch crop the growing of these

Onions for salad is one of the most profitable

for market gardeners. A system that I used to

adopt largely was to sow a row between every

two rows of newly planted Strawberries. The
Onions were cleared in April, and did not do the

slightest harm to the Strawberries.

Spring Cabbages.—From .August I to August 12

is the period for sowing seeds of this important

crop. They are scattered thinly in rows a foot

apart, and when a few inches high transplanted to

their permanent positions. The distance apart will

flowers are over two inches across, each petal

being foiu" cleft, while the under side of the flower

is of a light buff shade. In a sheltered position,

planted in peaty soil, it survived the last mild

winter, and during June it flowered very freely.

As it sets seeds freely, these afford a ready

means of increase. These may be sovm as

soon as ripe, in which case plants may be

obtained ready for planting out in the following

spring, or the seeds may be kept till the spring

before sowing. Light, sandy, well drained soil

is essential. W. I.
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LATE TRANSPLANTING.

ITS EFFECTS ON

1

PERENNIALS.
to readers of The

Lupinis also began much earlier than usual,

and in consequence were too much " over " to

take to a flower service which is always held

every year on the second Sunday in July. Last

year many fine spikes were cut for this purpose.T may be of interest

Garden to hear about some of the effects
;

This year, also, there is only prospect of a very

observed up to the moment of writing i small second crop from the plants planted late,

concerning certain perennials which were
j

The Polemonium forms another interesting case.

unavoidably planted in very late March Planted late this subject gave a few stray flowers

and well on in April, and not weeks earlier in early May. Then there was a gap of several

as they should have been. From the planting-

time onwards there has been much to observe

about them, and careful notes have been kept.

The perennials planted were Alyssum saxatile,

Anchusas, Achillea Ptarmica, Doronicuras,

Erigeron speciosum superbum,

Campanula persicifolia, Polemo-

nium caeruleum, Inulas, Lupinus

poli'phyllus, Pyrethrums, Chrysan-

themum maximum, Trollius,

Verbascums, Valerians, Aconitum

bicolor, and one or two others.

They were put into a couple of

borders, one of which I expected

we should fill with annuals ;
but as

the family did not want so many
annuals this year, we filled it with

perennials pretty well as late on as

we dared.

In April and May we had to water

generously, for the plants felt the

heat and their removal, which

was only natural, seeing how late

we had l o put them in. They soon,

however, took hold of their new

quarters, and we have watched and

tended them anxiously enough.

I have taken various notes from

April to the present time (mid-

July), and the first thing which we

could not help observing was the fact

that the flowering period altered

and became much earlier. I have

not calculated how much, because,

of course, to do such a thing would

be difficult, seeing that the seasons

vary each year to some extent.

But there was a really big differ-

ence—that no one could deny—and

we got flowers in consequence much
earlier. As a matter of fact, we

are continuing to get earlier flowers

up to the time of writing.

Of course, we think nothing of

early Doronicums, for sometimes

they are in bloom in late March

—

just starting—if the season is very

mild. In our border, planted late,

many of them shot up and flowered

at once. These are now over. But

certain of them which were planted late, showing

merely leaf only, did not begin to flower tiU late

June— I think it was somewhere about June 24—
and are now over.

In an extensive nursery near here I was able

to observe the effects of late transplanting and

division of Pyrethrums (single and double), as

well as the efiects of merely late transplanting

in the garden here. In both cases the plants

came into bloom much earlier, the flower-spikes

were not so tall, there were fewer of them, and the

flowers themselves were small and not of excellent

quality. Here we do not expect Pyrethrums

before mid-June, but we got them very early in

the month.

late June and from then to the

t has thrown up freely some fine

weeks, and i

present time

flowers.

With Anchusas, again, we noted earlier flowering

;

and the same may be said of Erigerons, only in

The Achillea and the Campanula did not flower

earlier. They are only just out now. The Achillea

felt the very hot spell we had here the last week
in April, in spite of careful watering.

With regard to Chrysanthemum maximum,
I had an experience last year when we planted

a few roots very late to fill in a gap, and this

bids fair to be repeated this year also, for the

plants have been showing buds for some time.

Instead of flowering in late August and through-

out September, as they normally should, they
started to flower in late July, and were over by
the end of August. (I think they will not begin

till August I this year, however.)

I think now I have put down jottings on most
of the plants grovvn in our late-

planted border, I will sum up
before closing. The greatest point

is that here late transplanting has
meant the earlier flowering of all

the plants tried, except one or two.

Next to this comes the question of

quality and quantity. The An-
chusas and Valerians have been,

and are still, covered with bloom,

though the first is getting over. The
late-planted Lupines have not been

remarkably prolific, and some have
dropped their buds badly. Chry-

santhemum maximum will be

covered with bloom later. But with

these exceptions we must admit
that late transplanting has greatly

impaired both the quality and
quantity of the bloom so far

obtained, and has in many of the

cases kept the plants much dwarfer

in stature, which means it has

weakened them. Succession of

bloom we shall, of coiu^e, have on
many of them ; but we shall cut the

flowers off a": soon as they aie op>.n

from our late border to avoid

weakening the plants further. Of
course, the experiment has been

interesting, but it is not worth re-

peating. Now that the efiects of

late transplanting are known, I

hope others may be warned not to

plant late, for it does not pay, and
this is my reason for writing so

lengthy a contribution on the

subject. E. T. Ellis.

Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

THE TRUE IRIS FILIFOLIA SHOWN IN LONDON A FEW WEEKS
AGO BY MR. W. R. DYKES.

this case the plants did not reach the expected

height. The Inulas, planted later, were very

dwarf, and showed buds very soon after they

were planted ; they are now over. The Verbascums
behaved similarly to the Erigerons, only, of course,

in the case of plants (necessarily small) of Ver-

bascums, only a single main spike was given,

supplemented with one or two very small ones.

A RARE AND
BEAUTIFUL IRIS
The true Iris filifolia, as described

by Boissier, is still rarely seen

in cultivation, nor is it widely distributed in

Nature, being only found in a few scattered

localities in Southern Spain and on the north

coast of Africa. It has long been confused

with an early flowering form of Iris Xiphium,

which still appears in some catalogues under the

name of filifolia. But it is easy to distinguish

the true plant, for it has a linear perianth tube

This main spike on each plant did not reach the > half an inch or more in length between the ovary

height usual for Verbascums

The Trollius in our late-planted border came
out very early, and so did the Aconitum. This

last, however, is extremely strong and healthy,

and is throwing up several spikes of no mean size,

which will open shortly.

and the base of the segments of the flower, while

no form of I. Xiphium has any such tube. The
colour is a rich red purple, with a broad central

patch of yellow, surrounded by a more or less

conspicuous halo of blue where the yellow is

merged in the purple.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Muscat Grapes.—When only a few
bunches are left in the house, it is wise to cut them
and place them in bottles in the fruit-room. The
Vines may then be syringed with an insecticide
to destroy any pests which may be present. Give
the border a thorough soaking of clear water,
which can be followed with diluted liquid manure.

Late Muscat Grapes.—The bunches must be
exposed to the light in order to ripen them per-
fectly. Keep lateral growths regularly removed
before they become too large. Use fire-heat
sparingly at all times. When the weather is

quite warm, fire-heat may be dispensed with

;

but during these periods the damping of the floors

must not be done to excess.

Other Late Grapes.—Lady Downe's Seedling,

Gros Colmar and Lady Hutt require a long season
to ripen their bunches perfectly, and should be
grown, if possible, in a house by themselves.
The latter variety is inferior to Muscat of Alex-
andria in every way, and should not be grown
extensively. During the process of ripening,

late Grapes require plenty of air, and the ventilators

must be open day and night, more or less, according
to outside conditions.

Plants Under Glass.

Retarded Bulbs lor Autumn and Winter
Flowering.—Lilium speciosum rubrum, L. s.

album and L. longiflorum are most useful subjects

for decorative purposes during the autumn and
winter. The bulbs may be potted at intervals

of a fortnight or three weeks to keep up a con-

tinuous display. An occasional light fumigation
with a nicotine compound will keep them free

from aphis.

Roman Hyacinths.—These may now be pro-

cured and potted, or planted in boxes for cutting.

Early Narcissi may also be potted now. When
potted, plunge them in ashes in a cold frame.

Mignonette.—For flowering in the spring months
a sowing may be made now in 3-inch pots. The
plants will require to be potted into 5-inch pots to

flower. Further sowings may be made at intervals

to keep up a successional supply of this delightfully

fragrant flower.

The Heating Apparatus.—All boilers and
hot-water pipes should be thoroughly overhauled
before the cold nights set in, as it is now possible

for fire-heat to be dispensed with for a week or two.

The Flower Garden.

Gladioli.—^The flower-spUces will require the
support of a neat stake. Plenty of water must
be afiorded during long spells of drought, and,
where possible, a mulch of some suitable material
will be appreciated by the plants.

Narcissi.—Where these are grown in large
clumps, it is necessary to lift them when they
show signs of weakening. This work may
be done now, as the foliage has naturally decayed.
When lifted, select the large bulbs for replanting
again in their flowering quarters ; but before
this is done, the ground must be thoroughly
prepared by deep cultivation and manuring.
If necessary, the smaller bulbs may be planted
in the reserve garden, where they will eventually
attain sufficient strength for flowering.

The Rock Garden.—^The propagation of various
plants must be attended to after flowering. Cam-
panulas are easily propagated either from cuttings

or seed. There are many beautiful varieties

flowering at the present time which are suitable for

small rock gardens and probably the most beauti-

ful of all is the variety Warley. Dianthi may
be increased by cuttings inserted in sandy soil

in a frame or hand-light. Geums may be propa-
gated from seed sown now in boxes and placed
in a cold frame. Bulbs planted in rockeries

require to be overhauled, replanting those which
are becoming too thick. Special attention must
be paid to the watering of rock gardens during
long periods of dry weather, or many valuable
plants may be lost.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Outdoor Vines.—Now that the berries are

swelling, the roots must be well supplied with water.

Stimulants, such as liquid manure and some
approved fertiliser, must also be given till the
Grapes are nearly ripe. Keep all lateral growth
removed as it appears, thus diverting all the energy
of the Vines to the maturing of the fruit. Mildew
is almost certain to appear on the berries, but this
may be kept in check by dusting flowers of sulphur
about them.

Black Currants.—^When the fruits have all

been cleared, attention must be given to the
ripening of the young growths. First cut away
all the old fruiting wood ; then thin out the young
growths so that light and air can penetrate right
through the bushes.

The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—If a heated pit is available,
a good sowing of these should be made towards
the end of the month. A little fire-heat is neces-
sary during the dull, damp days of late autumn
to dispel moisture. If the ground is prepared
now, it will be in proper condition when the time
for sowing arrives.

Cucumbers.—A batch of plants may be raised
now for fruiting in the late autumn and winter.
For this purpose the young plants must be grown
as sturdily as possible, therefore keep them near
the glass in a temperature of 65° or 70°. The
plants growing in cold frames must be gone over
once a week for the removal of surplus growths.

Mushrooms.—The materials for a bed for pro-
ducing Mushrooms in the autumn may be pre-
pared. The horse-manure must be put in a

dry place* as it is collected, and turned every
two or three days. If a proper Mushroom-house
is not available, a bed may be made in a shed
and covered with straw when spawned. I have
grown Mushrooms successfully in a bam right

to the end of the year.

Runner Beans.—Plenty of water must be given
the plants now that they are fruiting. Liquid
manure from the farmyard is an excellent stimu-
lant, as also is soot, which must be dusted between
the plants previous to watering. When the
plants have reached the tops of the stakes, the
points of the growths may be pinched out.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

LocMngc Gardens. Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Violets.—-Many growers get their stock by
splitting up the plants which have finished flower-

ing during May. This is certainly an easy method,
but far better results are obtained by propagating
from runners put in this month. If a few old

plants were retained in the reserve garden, sufiicient

stock can be got from these without having to

take any from the young plants. The frame to

receive them should be made up to within 8 inches

of the glass with a good mixture of turf and leaf-

soil, and covered with quite an inch of sand. If

kept air-tight and shaded for three weeks, the
runners will be found to root freely. After they
are rooted, the syringe must be used freely to

prevent red spider from attacking them.

Chrysanthemums.—Buds can now be taken
where flowers are needed in October and onwards.
Laterals must be kept pinched off to divert all the

energy to the growths with buds forming. Top-
dressings should be slight, but rich in composition,
and applied as soon as it can be seen that the
previous application has been assimilated and
taken possession of by the roots. Weeds must
not be allowed to grow in the pots.

Bulbs.—Pot up all bulbs as soon as they are

received, so as to get them well rooted before

attempting to force them. With the exception of

Freesias, they should all be covered by a depth
of 4 inches of ashes after potting. Roman
Hyacinths, Freesias and Paper-white Narcissi

should all be on the market by this date.

The Kitchen Garden.

Carrots.—If small Carrots are desired for

late use, a sowing can still be made of a short-

rooted variety. Unlike the earlier sowings, there

is more chance of this late crop escaping the
dreaded fly.

Celery.—^The early plants should be earthed
up as far as the state of growth will permit. An
occasional dusting of soot will keep the Celery
fly in check ; and if earthworms are very trouble-
some, a slight dusting of Vaporite in the bottom
of the trench will help to remove them.

Endive.—A good sowing should now be made
for use in the late autumn or early winter. The
Round-leaved Batavian is the most reliable and
hardy variety to grow.

Corn Salad is another subject which should
be grown largfely by those who have not much
frame accommodation for other salads. Sow in
shallow drills a foot apart.

Vegetable Marrows should be cut regularly
to encourage the formation of more young fruits.
If the Marrows are permitted to mature, the
plants will not continue to produce any great
number of young fruits.

Tomatoes growing outdoors must now be
stopped, to try to encourage the fruit already
formed to swell and ripen. Expose them to
all sunshine by tying the foliage aside.

Winter Onions.—The ground should be pre-
pared in advance for these, as it is better for the
soil to be in a firm, settled condition before sowing.

The Flower Garden.

The Herbaceous Border.—Frequent attention
must be directed to this portion of the garden
to keep it as attractive as possible by removing
dead and withered flowers. Seed-pods of such
plants as Delphiniums must be cut oil and the
flowered stems of Papavers and Spirjea Aruncus
taken away, as they give the border an untidy
appearance while they remain. Michaelmas
Daisies and other autumn-flowering subjects will
require additional ties to stakes as they develop.

Phlox decussata.—To obtain free-flowering,
vigorous plants, herbaceous Phloxes should be
propagated from cuttings during this month.
If young growths are selected from the base
of the plants or from the flowering stems and
dibbled closely in some sandy soil in an
air-tight and shaded frame, they will root
within a month and make useful plants for next
season.

Propagation Preparations.—Frames, boxes and
soil must be got ready for cuttings of several
of the \-ery tender bedding plants, which will
soon have to be taken.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—Unless red spider is still in
existence, slightly less humid conditions should
now prevail to assist in the maturing of the wood
and foliage. This, howe\er, must not be unduly
hastened by excessively dry treatment. If any
extension of the border is to be made either outside-
or inside, this is an ideal time to do it, as the roots,
will get nicely started in the new soil before the
Vines go to rest for the winter.

Other Vineries are likely to be troubled by
wasps from now until the first se\'ere autumn
frost. These. howe\er. are not difficult to exclude
if there is plenty of materiaj available for the-

purpose. Tiffany or gauze may be used, but the
special wasp netting is best for the purpose, as.

it permits a free circulation of air through the-
ventilators. The system of ventilation must
decide whether the netting should be fixed out-
doors or inside the vineries.

Late Grapes.—Fruit which is to be kept late-

in the winter should be looked over to see if there-

is any crowding of the berries. To keep late Grapes
successfully, it is important that each berry haa
ample room for development

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Fruit Nets should not be allowed to remain
on bushes or trees after the fruit has been gathered.
Apart from injuring the nets, many good growths,
are sometimes spoilt by this neglect.

Late Gooseberries, also Morello Cherries,

growing on north walls, which are required to.

supply fruit as late as possible, should have all

the growths required for extension neatly tied,

into position before putting on the nets.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardir.e,.

Bart.)
Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

" Taking " Buds.—From the first week in

August till the middle of September cultivators

who require large blooms for exhibition or for

grouping in greenhouses and conservatories will

be very busy "taking" or securing the best

buds for the purpose. Complaints have reached

me of persistent bud formation in the case of

certain varieties in various parts of the country,

and where this occurs it is often rather difficult

to get the right bud at the right time. In the

case of those varieties showing buds persistently,

I find it best to take the buds that appear about

the middle of August. A few days earlier or

later does not matter. Usually, if a bud forms

late in July, it would be useless if taken. The

next bud forms about a fortnight later, rather

sooner than a terminal bud does following the

removal of a crown bud. It is a fact that the

buds taken between August lo and August 25

generally develop into very clean, well formed

and highly coloured blooms, but the latter are

rather smaller.

"Taking" Crown Buds.—A crown bud is

one which forms and causes a number of young

shoots to grow below it. If left untouched, these

young shoots would grow apace and soon overcome

the bud, and while the latter dwindled in size,

the shoots would grow rapidly and, in due course,

bear clusters of buds, termed " terminal buds."

The removal of the shoots results in the rapid

swelling of the crown bud and, in proportion,

of the top main leaves and stem.

It is unwise, however, to pinch off all the sur-

rounding shoots at one operation. We will

presume that, after the cultivator has pinched

off shoots in the axils of the leaves from time

to time, there will now remain from ihree to

seven small shoots to be removed. The bud is

taken by pinching off these small shoots at the

rate of one every day until all are removed.

Robbing the Crown Buds.—Some cultivators

leave one shoot to grow on for a time, so as to

retard a forward bud. The shoot selected is

generally the one next to the bud. I do not

favour such a course, as the bud is seriously

crippled, being checked too much and robbed

unduly by the shoot. The best plan is to gradually

pinch off all the buds as they become large enough

to handle and to be removed without in any way

damaging the main stem. If the latter is peeled,

punctured, or any other kind of incised wound

is made in it, probably the bud will develop

unevenly, one side or one half possessing shorter

flower petals than the other half.

When the buds are taken and it is found that

some are too forward, remove the plants to a

cooler position, but not one that is shaded, as all

the light possible must reach both leaves and

buds. Others that may not be forward enough

should be hastened by a somewhat fuller exposure

of the plants to the sunshine and air. This can

be done by spacing out the plants a little more,

and also by giving them the following dose of

nitrate of soda : One teaspoonful dissolved in

two gallons of rain-water, or, if the rain-water

cannot be obtained, in tank or pump water in

which ordinary washing soda has been dissolved

at the rate of loz. to three gallons, and then allowed

to stand for twenty-four hours before being used.

I would here warn inexperienced cultivators

not to be tempted to use, at this stage, more

nitrate of soda than is specified. I remember one

cultivator who, to hasten on some backward
buds, gave the plants several rather strong doses

of nitrate, with the result that the flower-stems

were nearly two feet long and the blooms useless.

Judiciously used, the nitrate has a beneficial

effect, especially in the case of buds with rather

hard stems, as then the latter swell freely as well

as the flower-bud.

Feeding.—Having removed the shoots and
taken the bud, watch the latter closely, and as

soon as it can be seen that the bud has begun to

swell, recommence the feeding of the plant. To
be successful, it is well to go to the trouble of

picking out the plants and not to treat all alike.

If soot-water is used, it must be very clear,

else the pores of the soil will get clogged. Liquid

manure from tanks or from tubs of water in which

manure in bags has been placed should also be

used in a clear state after an initial soaking of at

least two days and several violent movements of

the manure bag to and fro in the water. When
using artificial manures, it is advisable to give

water in a clear state for two days previously.

Do not exceed the strength recommended by the

vendors of the chemical manures.

The rich top-dressing material should be put

on as usual while the liquid food is being applied.

As the time is short between the taking of the

bud and the full development of the bloom, clear

water should only be given in the intervals between

applying liquid and concentrated manures as

referred to above.

Syringing.—On fine days syringing the leaves

and buds will be beneficial if done about four

o'clock in the afternoon. But it is not wise to

syringe on dull days or in cool weather. Keep
the foliage and buds free from insects, and especially

guard against earwigs, as they eat the buds, also

the stems of the buds. Avon.

SUMMER PRUNING OF
HARDY FRUIT.

LONG
since recognised as an operation of

prime importance in the case of wall

or similarly trained fruit, there is yet

some want of appreciation of the

usefulness of such work as simimer

pruning where fruit in the open ground

is concerned. Many growers of small areas of

fruit, though they do essay to summer prune,

are often at fault in their method of putting the

operation into effect. Some prune too early,

and cause the trees to waste their vigour in

secondary growth of a comparatively weak and

useless character ; others defeat their object

in a similar way by pruning too severely, even

going so far as to cut off a good part of every

shoot ; while others fail to discriminate in their

treatment of growths of varying vigour. Such

errors as these have in no small degree contributed to

the disheartening appearances many small plots of

bush Apples, and other fruits, present at this time.

Summer pruning will not in itself cause an

unfruitful tree to become fruitful, but it will

contribute to symmetrical development and the

economical use of space and plant vigour.

Apples and Other Tree Fruit.—Where these

are grown as standards in the garden or orchard,

summer pruning is not practicable nor necessar>'.

The following remarks apply to specimens trained

on wall or trellis, or grown in bush or pyramid

form in the cultivated open ground. From the

first fortnight in August in the South to the last

fortnight of the same month in the North of

England is the best time in normal seasons for

the work. The chief objects in view are the

economical and profitable use of space and the

maturation and full development of fruit - buds.

Most varieties of tree fruit grown in a trained or

a bush form are very wasteful in the matter of

space. Examining an average extension or a

main lateral growth in the autumn, one invariably

finds the plump fruit-buds occupying the central

portion, and separated from the old wood from
which the shoot sprang by several inches of young
wood bearing small, flat buds. With these latter

buds we are mainly concerned. If we neglect

to prune the shoot in the summer and winter,

these wood-buds will in all probability remain
dormant, thus conducing to a loose and rampant,
even if fairly fruitful, bush.

Again, should summer pruning be neglected and
the grower, under the impression that winter prun-

ing is essential, prunes back to the normal 4 inches

or 5 inches, these basal wood-buds will almost all

produce strong shoots, which renders the tree a

veritable thicket the following summer It is far

better, where summer pruning of open - ground
fruit is not attempted, to merely remove to the

base two-thirds of these growths at winter pruning,

leaving the rest to bear fruit. Some varieties

do, indeed, bear best when treated in this manner,
such, for instance, as Lord Derby, Domino, Irish

Peach and Cornish Gilliflower. Coupled with
the removal of weak, useless shoots in the summer,
the method of merely thinning in winter may
be commended to market growers, with whom
shape and space are of less importance than the

saving of labour and early production of fruit.

With the exception of those varieties mentioned,

there are very few others which will not respond

successfully to summer pruning as it is generally

understood and practised. At the time men-
tioned, all new growth except the main extension

growths must be cut or pinched back to an average

of six buds (generally approximating to 4 inches

to 6 inches from the base). In the case of Plums
on walls, &c., this may be slightly severer, and
where much breast - wood is made, preceded at

an earlier date by judicious wholesale thinning.

In clay soils and damp autumns the bud imme-
diately below the cut may "push" i inch or

2 inches. This does not matter, however, since all

summer-pruned growths are cut back one, two
or three buds further at winter pruning, according

to the strength or need of the growth.

The effect of this method of pruning is to cause
the basal wood - buds to develop the following

summer. One or two will produce wood growths,

while from one to three will produce short fruiting

spurs. The reader must bear in mind that this

severe method of pruning applies only to lateral

and other subsidiary growth. The extension

shoots are pruned only in winter, and then only

slightly, if there is ample room for development.

Bush Fruit.—Under the influence of good
cultivation, bush fruit is prone to grow luxuriantly

and densely, such growth being in consequence

drawn and imperfectly ripened. The pruning

needed is more in the nature of thinning, and can
most advantageously be carried out from now
onwards as occasion requires, rather than be
performed at any special period.

Red Currants are generally the first to need

attention, producing abundance of breast-wood

when grown on walls, or laterals vying in strength

with the leaders when grown in the open ground.
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This superabundance must be removed by the

shortening of all but the extension shoots back
to within i inch or 2 inches of the old wood.
This cutting back must be modified in those

instances where serious leaf reduction appears

possible under the full treatment.

Black Currants, when growing strongly, need a

slight thinning of the young shoots to admit of

short-jointed, well-ripened wood for fruiting

next year. A percentage of the old wood can also

often be advantageously removed as soon as the

fruit is gathered.

Gooseberries are prodigious shoot producers,

and even moderate pruning aggravates the evil..

The judicious thinning of entire shoots will,

however, do much good and help to prevent or

repress American Gooseberry mildew.

Raspberries are pruned when fruiting is finished

by the entire removal of old canes. Sometimes,

however, where the young growth arises thickly,

much benefit will accrue to the elimination of

the weakest canes. C. W. Mayhew.

MULTIFLORA AND WICHURAIANA
ROSES IN POTS.

[In Answer to a Correspondent.]

If these are desired for exhibiting next spring,

it would be advisable to procure pot-grown plants

this autumn and pot them on into larger pots.

But I presume that your correspondent is desirous

of potting up plants from the open ground, which
is the most economical plan, although they would
not give much bloom the first year.

Procure in October good strong, field-grown

plants with well-ripened growths. Pot these

into 8-inch or g-inch pots. Cut back the roots

considerably and pot firmly, using a compost of

two parts good loam, one part well-rotted manure,
and add a 6-inch potful of bone-flour to two
bushels of compost. Shorten the growths of the

plants to about five feet and stake them ; then

plunge the pots outdoors in a bed of ashes or

other plunging material. Keep them there until

February, when, if a warm greenhouse is available,

they can be placed therein. The soft g-owths

should be pruned back to within 3 inches or

4 inches of their base, retaining merely one or two
well-ripened shoots about five feet high. Start

the plants in a temperature of about 45° by night

and 50° by day, and increase gradually to 55°

by night and 60° by day.

The syringe should be applied freely on fine

days, the object being to encourage new growths

from the base as early as possible, as it is from
these the next season that the best trusses of

bloom will be obtained. These ramblers need
abundance of water when growing freely, also

well syringing ; but they do best in rather small

pots, so that 8-inch or g-inch will be ample. By
September, or even August, the plants may be
hardened oH and placed outdoors, tying their

growths to the front of the greenhouse in order

to induce a thorough ripening of the wood. Should
a greenhouse not be available, the plants can be
grown outdoors, but in this case they must not

be pruned quite so severely. The plants can be
set out in full sun at the end of May and kept well

watered, when they wiU furnish themselves with

good growths during the summer. A dozen
splendid VEirieties are : Multiflora.—Mrs. Flight,

Tausendschon, Crimson Rambler, Blush Rambler
and Goldfinch. Wichuraiana.—Dorothy Perkins,

Lady Gay, Lady Godiva, Excelsa, Sodenia,

Sander's White and Hiawatha. Danecroft.

BOOKS.
The Book of Hardy Flowers.*—This is a

bulky volume, running into nearly five himdred
pages ; one, moreover, whose contents are not

to be gauged by the name on the cover, though in

this connection, if the purchaser gets more than
he bargained for, he at least should be satisfied.

Under the above-named title, indeed, are to be

found all sorts of plants, from the wealth of hardy
plants now in vogue to half-hardy annuals, Acers,

conifers. Pines, Juglans, and such well-kno-wn stove

and greenhouse plants as Abutilon, Altemanthera,

Ageratum, Ardisia, Acalypha and others which
have not the least claim to hardiness. It is in

these circumstances that we are surprised a

more suitable title was not found for a book
which certainly teems with sound practical matter.

Assisted by several writers of repute, the author

has produced a really excellent volume, which
will be valuable because of its comprehensive

character. The many genera embraced are treated

in alphabetical order and brief information given,

though in the case of an important family like

LiUum we could have wished for much more of a

practical nature. Lilium chalcedonicum, for ex-

ample, is not likely to give of its best " in ordinary

ground in a sunny border." Nor is the reader told

that L. longiflorum is of little good for the open

garden permanently. Such discrimination is of the

greatest help to those whose knowledge of a subject

is little more than elementary. No reference is

made, so far as we observed, to the swamp-loving

Lilies, and moisture-lovers are indiscriminately

associated with others that do well in ordinary

borders. So unique a genus merited special

treatment. For transplanting the Christmas Rose,

"July" is a most unhappy choice, and though

we are told that most agree that that time is

" most suitable," we candidly confess we have

never seen it recommended before. " March

"

for Flag Irises is far happier, and, moreover,

correct. Generally, however, the information

given, though very brief, is reliable. The book
is well got up and nicely illustrated, and, for so

considerable a volume of matter, exceptionally

free from errors.

The Hobby Gardener.f—Of a hundred or so

pages this is one of a type of books whose title-

page belies its contents. Judged by the former,

one would expect to find it dealing with a few

speciaUties from which the " hobby gardener

"

might take his choice. As a matter of fact, no
single "hobby" of the gardening profession is

touched upon, and instead, a smattering of this

and that of a more or less indefinite kind.

Diagrams and illustrations abound, but of a type

which we see daily, and which become wearisome

by repetition. The year's work is divided into

months, a sample of that given for January being
" The Feeding of the Lavm," " Planting Shallots "

—without a qualifying word—and " Seed Cata-

logues." In this latter connection the " hobbyist "

is seriously assured that "it is the customer who
orders first who invariably secures the pick of

the seed." We have heard of the " early bird

getting the worm," but not till now did we know
that it was the first customer who stood the only

chance of getting the "pick" out of, say, a few

tons of grass seeds or Sweet Peas. It is statements

of this kind which bring such books into well-

merited ridicule. Moreover, they are as absurd
as they are untrue. Occasionally, as in "August,"
the illustrations possess some teaching value,

though the extravagant idea of " How to Make
a Potato Clamp" (page 85), and in which even
the gardener of a millionaire would hardly indulge,

will scarcely appeal to a suburban dweller whose
garden, often enough, is not much larger than the

sitting-room of his dwelling.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of horiicvZiure is represented in THE
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon tvMeh they tvish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. Al£
reasonable care, hoiverer, will be taken, and where stamps
are en-closed, he will endeavcnir to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated witii.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden ivill alone
be recognised aS acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND MtlVlERs.—The Editor endenoms to

make The Garden helpful to all readers ivko desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with thai object m'tkes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tanstock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and fioivering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps thai are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

' "The Book of Hardy Flowers," by H H. Thomas.
London : Cassell and Co., Limited

;
price 12s. 6d.

t " The Hobby Gardener," bj A. C. Marshall. London :

C. A. Pearson, Limited price Is.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEAS DISEASED (iliss S. R. i?.).—There

is some trace of root rot, due to the attack of Thielavia

basicola, and this is no doubt the cause of the trouble

with the Sweet Peas. It would be well to give the soil

where it is intended to grow the Sweet Peas next year
a good dressing of wood-ashes or potash salts if they can

;
be obtained.

i

INFORMATION ABOUT VERBASCUMS (J. H.).—
The only safe way would be to treat V. Miss Willmott and
Harkness Hybrid as biennials, and by sowing seeds each
year keep up a succession. Even the other kinds should

be tried on the biennial plan, as. thus grown, the plants

are much finer at flowering-time. To get the best results

from tliis, the seeds should be sown in January or February
in the greenhouse, growing the seedhngs on singly in

,
pots and planting tlicm out in May. In this way you
get a good leaf development in the first year, which results

in a proportionately good flowering the next. There
are only two ways to account for the failure of the seed

—

either it is infertile or has perished in the soil. Try
sowing under glass as suggested above, or even late in

I

autumn, soon after the seed is harvested, in a cold frame.
I Few plants generally are less fastidious than these.

!
CUTTING DOWN LILIES (iV. M. if.).—It is better in

t all cases to allow the stems to mature before cutting

them down, though in no instance should seed-pods be

allowed to form. With plants of weakly growth, bulb
development may be assisted by the early removal of the

flower-buds. In this way the whole energies of the plant

are directed to growth and bulb development. Con-
versely, the bulb may be weakened by the immediate
removal at ground-level of the stem after flowering,

its fullest development being in no small measure due
to the vital forces of the plant remaining unimpaired
to the end. For example, a plant early suffering from
disease is bereft of the functions of leaf and stem—small
bulb gro\vth the ine\'itable result. Much the same thing,

though in lesser degree, perhaps, would ensue by the
wholesale removal of the plant's growth at the moment
of its highest development.
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PELARGONIUMS AND SWEET PEAS {Miss B.B.M.).
—Part of the trouble with thi- rflargoniums is that they
are attacked bj' green fly, but some mistake has also been
made with the watering, and this is mostly accountable
for the discoloration of the leaves. It is quite true that
Sweet Peas are fertilised before the flowers open, fjenerally

about three days before, and it is essential in hybridising

them that they should be pollinated t?efore this. To
doit, one must open the buds while yet four days too
youns to open naturally, remove the unopened anthers,
pollinate the stigma, and cover with a bag to exclude
foreign pollen.

TREES AND SHRUUS.
LEAVES OF BIRD CHERRY EATEN (Ro ebunfc).—

The Bird Cherry is very badly attacked by the lesser

•ermine moth (Hyponomeuta padiella). The webs are
made by tlie caterpillars in order to afford protection
for them in wet weather and at night, and this

habit of hiding in webs gives the opportunity of dealing
with them wliich ought not to be missed, viz., jcutting out
the webs while the caterpillars are resting in them, and
dropping them into a pail of water with a little paraffin

on the top. The only other mode of dealing with the
pest is to spray the trees with lead arsenate at the rate

of lib. to 15 gallons of water ; but it will be difficult to
wet the whole of the tree with the material, since the
webs are so numerous and so copious.

REPLANTING A SHRUBBERY (A. U. R.).—When
replanting your shrubbery, it would be advisable to conflne

your background of conifers to kinds that do not spread
widely. The Deodar, although a very beautiful tree,

is better fitted for an isolated specimen on a lawn or in

a park, or for grouping in a park, than for planting at the
iaack of a shrubbery, on account of the wide spread of its

branches. There are, however, many desirable coniferous
plants, such as Pines in variety. Thuya plicata. T.
orientaUs, Cupressus lawsoniana and varieties, C. pisifera,

C. obtusa, C. nootkatensis, C. macrocarpa, Prumnopitys
elegans, Tsuga Sieboldii, Libocedrus decurrens, &c.,

-which may be used. The flowering trees, such as you
suggest, should not be used as a distinct line in front of the
conifers. Ratlmr let the two kinds of trees intermingle,

and allow the small ones to stand well forward here and
there. A few good flowering trees are Prunus serrulata

James H. Veitch, P. s, watereriana, P. Avium flore pleno,

P. Padus flore pleno, P. subhirtella, P. Amygdalus, Pyrus
«pectabilis flore pleno, P. floribunda atrosanguinea,
Iilagnolia couspicua, Laburnum alpinum, L. Watereri,
Robinia Kelseyi and double-flowered Thorns. The
decision as to large or small groups of shrubs must depend
largely upon whether you prefer broad displays of a few
subjects or a larger collection of shrubs. A shrubbery
composed of a large number of small groups of shrubs
is infinitely more interesting than one composed of a
small number of kinds of plants arranged in large groups.
Very often three plants are sufficient for a group,
but in the case of very small-growing ones it may be
necessary to use ten or twelve. By using a large number
of kinds of plants it is possible to have some in flower
over about nine months of the year, commencing with
Hamamelis mollis and Erica mediterranea hybrida in

January, and ending with Arbutus Unedo in the autumn.
Pretty combinations can be made by using coloured fohage
shrubs in distinct groups, such as Prunus Pissardii, purple
and golden leaved Nuts, Japanese Maples, variegated-
leaved Euonymus japonicus, Acer Negundo variegata,
Santolina Chamtecyparissus, Cornus Spathii, &q. Then
Magnolia stellata may be planted near Forsythia suspensa.
Spiraea arguta is a good companion for Prunus triloba
flore pleno. Cytisus albus and C. scoparius andreanus
may be planted together. Laburnums or Pyrus speeta-
bilis flore pleno may be grown above any of the spring-
flowering Spirpeas. A good summer group can be formed
by planting Spiraea japonica Anthony Waterer with dot
plants of S. salicifolia, and so on. The Cotoneasters
should be included on accoimt of their berries, particularly
C. frigida (a tall-growing species) and C. rotundifolia
(which grows about four feet high).

ROCK GARDB.NJ.
PLANTS FOR RETAINING WALL (A. T ).—We are

afraid few plants will thrivi' under the Pine tree shade,
though Watlflowers and Antirrhinums will endure drought
as well as most plants. We know of no " copper coloured
leaved" plant suitable for the top of the wall, though
Ajuga reptans purpurea is a good dark-leaved subject.
Mauve colour would be best represented by Aubrietia
Lavender, which is of a very charming shade. Orange
you would get in Helianthemum cupreum and Potentilla
Tongei, the first being the best for the wall. For the rest

you might specialise in Aubrietias, as T>r. Mules, Fire
King, Lloyd Edwards, tauricola. Souvenir de W. Ingram
and others, all of which arc cood, easily grown and free

flowering. Campanula pusilla, C. p. alba, C. p. Miss
Willmott (silvery sky blue). C. garganica in three shades
and C. isophylla alba would be also valuable. White-
flowered plants are Achillea rupt^stris, A. serbica, A.
Clavennae, A. argentea, A. leueophylla and A. umb^Uata,
all but the flr.*;t also having silvery foliage. These plants
are usually pood in dry. sunny walls. The Cobweb
Houselcek (Seniperviviim arachnoideum) would be excel-
lent if freely planted, and many of the silvery Rockfoils
(Saxifrages) would do quite well. We are pleased to
know that The Garden has been so helpful to you.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CULTURE OF STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA {F. O. B.).

•—if the tuinirauni tenipTiitur'- during tlie winter is a

no time below 55", Stephanotis floribunda can be success-
fully wintered. You do not say under what conditions
you intend to grow the plant, whether in a pot or planted
out, or the size of the structure available. For a large
house the most satisfactory way is to plant the specimen
in a prepared bed, in which provision is made for ample
drainage. The soil should be taken out to a depth of
2 feet, in the bottom of which 6 inches or so of broken
brick rubble, broken crocks, &.C., should be placed in
order to allow the water to run away freely. A suitable
soil may be made up of three part's turfy loam to one
part of peat and one of good leaf-mould, with nearly one
part of silver sand. If izrown in a pot, the same kind of

soil will be suitable. With regard to watering it requires
a liberal amount of moisture during the growing season

;

but in winter especially, where subjected to a minimum
temperature of 55", it needs at that season to be kept
moderately dry. Concerning pruning, it will depend
to a great extent upon the roof space that is available,

for, until it is covered, very little pruning will be needed.
Wlien it has furnished the whole of the available space,
any old and exhausted shoots may be cut out early in

the year, thus making way for young and vigorous ones.
Whe"n the plants are growing freely, care must be taken
to keep the shoots regularly trained, as. if allowed to
become entangled it is very difficult to straiehten them
again. This Stephanotis is very liable to be attacked
by raealy bug, so that especial care must be taken to
keep the pest in check. An occasional sponging with soft

soap and warm water will do much towards this end.

Juniperus reeurva ; 2, Salix, probably triandra ; 3, Podo*
carpus drupacea ; 4. Abies nobilis ; 5, Pseudotsuga
Oougliisii ; 6, P. albertiana ; 7, Fagus sylvatica quercoides;
8, Taxodium distiehum. Bori-^.—Rhus Cotinus.

FRUIT GARDEN.
MELONS FAILING (R. -/.).—Something has been amiss

with the cultivation of your Melon plants. The leaves
plainly show that atmospheric conditions have not been
suitable, and ask for greater attention to moisture require-
ments and ventilation. "Scorching," as often as not,
results from inattention to ventilation.

R ASPBERRIES UNSATISFACTORY (E. M. N.).—
There is nothing on the pieces of cane sent to enable
us to say what is amiss with the Raspberries. It is

possible that the flowers have been damaged by the
Raspberry beetle (Byturus tomentosus), but it may be
that the canes are attacked lower do^VIl by a fungus,
which is very prevalent in certain places, called Hendersonia
Rubi, which forms grey, black-spotted patches on the
stems. There is not much that you can do with the
Gooseberry bushes while the baves are on. Write us
again about them at the end of October.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
PEA PODS DISCOLOURED (/. Smitfi).~The Peas

are attacked by the Pea Ihrip, a very destructive pest
when it is abundant. It would be well to spray the
affected plants with paraffin emulsion when the yellow or
black insects are seen on the pods. Old sticks "probably
harbour them, and should be burned.

PEAS FOR INSPECTION (.yir B. F.).—We think that
your plants must have Teceived a check during the past
dry weather, for watering c^n never take the place of rain,
as it does not alter the conditions of the atmosphere to
anything like the extent to which rain alters it. The
farmyard manure would be likely to encourage the growth
of the root-rot fungus, which is able to seize upon the
roots of Peas weakened by any cause. Potash manures
are the most likely to counteract any conditions tending
to the attack.

CARROTS UNHEALTHY iCliffe).~The Carrots are
badly attacked by tlie Carrot fly, Psila rosae. This,
which is a small black fly with two wings, lays its eggs
near the roots of the Carrots or on them, and sprinkling
sand moistened with paraffin along the rows is an aid
to checking the egg-laying. Another important thing
is to take care in thinning the Carrots that the earth
is not disturbed too much, and that all thinnings are
removed from near the plants as completely as possible,
as they are apt to attract the flies.

HINTS ON GROWING POTATOES (H. Batten).^
The Potato will succeed in any well-cultivated and fairly

manured soil, but it succeeds best in deep loam of a
light sandy texture. The best way to manure the soil

for Potatoes is to lay a moderate amount of farmyard
manure in the furrows before planting. It is now late
to plant Potatoes; but later sorts may still be planted
with fair prospect of success, so long as the tubers planted
are sound and fertile. Plant in rows 2 feet apart
and the sets a foot apart in the rows, covering them
with soil 6 inches deep. The b"st varieties to plant are
Up to Date and Factor. The t ibcrs of the formerare the
cheapest. Do not plant near the Oak. The shade from
the tree and its roots robbing the soil will effectively prevent
the crop being satisfactory.

MISCEI.LANHOUS.
CLOVER ON LAWN {E. H. /'.).—You may drees your

lawn with sulphate of ammonia at the rate of a pound
to the square rod, not more. This will discourage ("lover

if done year after year, and encourage grass. The Anti-
Clover Manure sold by Messrs. Pearson of Lowdham,
Notts, we have found very useful for ridding law as of
Clover.

NAMES OF PhAmS.—Dundag.—We cannot name
plants for anonymous correspondents : see rules. If

you will send fresh specimens, witli your full name and
address, not necessarily for publication, we shall be
pleased to assist you. R. M. E. Y.—White Dorothy
Perkins. M. G. R.—Hiawatha. We are glad to know
that you appre-''iate The Garden. Nature Lover.—1,

SOCIETIES.
DUNFERMLINE ROSE SHOW.

The annual Rose show, under the auspices of the
Carnegie Dunfermline Trust, was held in Dunferm-
line on July 22. It was a marked success, despite the
dislocation of horticultural affairs caused by the war

—

a success which was a tribute to the management and the
enterprise of trade and other exhioitors. It was sur-
prising to find that the entries, wliich numbered 630,
staged by over one hundred and twenty exhibitors,
exceeded those of last year. The quality, too, was of
remarkable merit. Roses were superb, so were Sweet
Peas, and the herbaceous flowers were of magnificent
quality. The whole show merited the description given
as " the finest ever held in the district,"

The leading prize for Roses, the Carnegie Championship
for seventy-two blooms in thirty-six varieties, was won
by Messrs. R. Harkness and Co., Hitchin, Herts, with
llowers which were generally of superb quality and
embraced the leading varieties of the day. In the classes

for thirty-six and twenty-four cut blooms, Mr. W. H.
Frettingham was the winner. The National Rose Society's

medal for the best Hybrid Perpetual or Hybrid Tea Rose
was won by Messrs. D. and W. Croll, Dundee, with Snow
Queen. Mj. J. Pigg, Royston, won a similar award
for a Tea with Mrs. E. Mawley.

In the amateur classes Florence Pemberton was the best
Hybrid Tea or Hybrid Perpetual, and Mrs. E. Mawley
the best Tea, Mr. J. Ireland being the exhibitor. The
other Rose classes were excellent.

The principal class for herbaceous plants was the open
one for a display, for which a prize of £10 was offered.

Here Messrs. J. Cock'-jr and Sons, Aberdeen, again carried

off the leading honour, thus making the record win of
this class for twelve years in succession. The exhibit was
of specially noteworthy merit.
The Sweet Pea classes were well contested. First-

class certificates were given to Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh, for Jean Ireland, Tea Rose and Old Rose.

Seedsmen In the Army.—Messrs. Kelway and Son

of Langport, Somerset, send us a list of their em-

ployes who have enlisted in the Army or Navy
since the commencement of the war. The total

is thirty-three, or about 23 per cent, of men, women
and boys employed by the firm on August i, 1914.

Visit to the Kinver Trial Grounds.—On the

28th ult. the foremen of the various parks of the

City of Birmingham, accompanied by the Chief

Officer, Mr. William H. Morter, journeyed by motor-

bus to the 1 rial grounds of Messrs. Edward Webb and

Sons (Stourbridge), Limited. After a tour of the

grounds, in which the keene t interest was evinced,

the party adjourned for luncheon provided by

Messrs. Webb, and later a visit was paid to the

famous Kinver Edge, also the property of the firm,

from which a magnificent view of the surrounding

country is obtained. Favoured with delightful

weather, the outing proved a great success

Wargrave and District Gardeners' Associa-

tion.—By the kind invitation of Messrs. Sutton

and Sons the members of this association visited

their seed stores and trial grounds on July 22.

The party was met at the head office by Messrs.

Albury, Blaxell and Taylor, who conducted them

through the various offices, seed stores and order

rooms, explaining the uses of the many machines

for winnowing, cleaning and grading the seeds

received from the growers. On visiting the seed-

testing and germinating house the members

were much impressed by the careful and systematic

way in which this work was carried out. The

range of greenhouses at the trial grounds was

next visited, where fine hatches of Begonias,

Cyclainen, &c., were giving promise of an excellent

display of bloom. The party was kindly

entertained to tea by Messrs. Sutton, and a vote

of thanks was unanimously passed to them and

suitably acknowledged by Mr. Albury on behalf

of Messrs. Sutton and Sons.

•,• The yearly Subscription to The Gakden is : Inland,

6«. ed. ; Foreign, 8s. Od.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Carlisle and Cumberland Horticultural

Association,—The show arranged in connection

with this association, which was to be held on

August 25 and 26, has been abandoned.

Shirley Poppies as Cut Flowers.—Full-blown

flowers of Shirley Poppies are of little use as cut

blooms, owing to their fleeting beauty ;
but when

cut in the bud state, before the hairy green sepals

have fallen, the petals eventually unfold and the

flowers remain in their fresh, full beauty for several

days. If full buds are cut in the evening and

placed in water, they will unfold by the following

morning, and there is every

reason why this method should

be practised when Poppies are

required for home decoration.

Mr. A. Garnett Leaves for

Tasmania.— On August 6 Mr.

Arthur Garnett left England on

the Arawa for Tasmania, where

he will join a friend on a fruit

farm near Hobart. Mr. Garnett

had been employed at the Royal

Gardens, Kew, as a technical

assistant for about ten years.

In his new venture he takes

with him the best wishes of a

very wide circle of literary and

botanical friends.

The Giant Sea Holly.—One
of the most attractive hardy

plants at this season is the

Giant Sea Holly, Eryngium
giganteum. As will be seen in

the accompanying illustration,

it makes a sturdy, branching

plant some 3 feet to 4 feet

high, its heads of Teasel-like

flowers, as well as the stems,

being coloured a brilliant shade

of steel blue. It is this unique

colour that renders it so valu-

able a plant at this season. A
native of the Caucasus, it was
introduced to this country in

1820. Like other members of the family, in-

cluding our native Sea Holly, E. maritimum, it

appreciates soil that is of a porous or sandy

character.

Planting Strawberries.—We would remind

readers that the present is the best time of the

whole year for making new Strawberry-beds.

Owing to the wet weather, runners are excep-

tionally good this year, and the earlier they are

planted the better. If put in during the next

week or two, they will be well established before

the winter, and will give good crops of fruit next

j

year. Several nurserymen issue special lists of

! plants, and most varieties are inexpensive to

I buy. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Royal
' Sovereign, Bedford Champion, The Bedford and
Givon's Late Prolific, ripening in the order named,
are all excellent.

Death of IMr. T. A. H. Rivers.—Just as this

issue was going to press we received news of the

death of Mr. T. A. H. Rivers, of the well-known

firm of Messrs. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth. The
deceased was only taken ill on Wednesday of last

week, and passed away on Friday, the 6th inst.

A NOBLE STEEL BLUE, HARDY PLANT : ERYNGIUM GIGANTEUM

All who were privileged to know him will learn

of his sudden demise with the deepest regret.

The funeral took place at Sawbridgeworth Church

at 3 p.m. on Monday last.

An Attractive Annual for the Rock Garden.

—

At the present time, when the rock garden is not

looking so bright as it was a few weeks ago, a nice

patch of Grammanthes geutianoides is very

welcome. This bright little annual, with its

orange-red shaded flowers 3 inches high, is now
looking very bright. It is allied to the Sedums
It should be raised in pots in March, and when

large enough planted in full sun in light, sandy
soil.

The Evening Primrose.—Now that we have
so many other beautiful flowers, the common
Evening Primrose gets somewhat neglected.

This is undoubtedly partly due to it closing up
during the day, and also it is thought too common

;

but there are many spots in most gardens where
it could be an object of beauty. A group of the

large-flowered form known as CEnothera lamarcki-

ana that we recently saw growing on the shady

I
side of a large shrubbery looked very beautiful

during the early morning and

evening, the spikes of large

yellow flowers standing out

boldly against the dark green

background.

In the Primula Dell at

Clandon.—It is hardly to be

expected that hardy Primulas

should flower so late in the year

as August, yet there is one

Primula still making bright

splashes of colour with its

whorls of reddish purple flowers.

The Primula in question is P.

Poissonii, which annually pro-

duces flowers right through the

summer until the autumn. Tali

spikes of the beautiful Blue

Poppy, Meconopsis Wallichii

enhance the beauty of the dell.

The gardens are much enjoyed

by wounded soldiers who are in

hospital in the Earl of Onslow's

mansion at Clandon Park.

The Herb Lily.—Beautiful

and attractive as are the Alstroe-

merias, they are a class of plants

that seem very much neglected.

Although perhaps some of them

are of doubtful hardiness, such

is not the case with A. auran-

tiaca, which is one of the freest

and most beautiful plants

flowering at the present time. They are no trouble

when once established. Plant the roots deeply

and leave them alone, for if we would have its full

beauty it must remain imdisturbed, and each

year it will increase. Although growing a yard

high, this plant needs no support, its shoots being

stiff and strong and well clothed with ample foliage.

Each growth terminates in an umbel of from

twelve to fifteen flowers of a deep orange colour,

and continues to bloom for the greater part of the

summer. It is highly effective, both upon the plant

and in a cut state, remaining fresh for a long time.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Myosotidium nobile in Scotland.—The Chatham

Island Forget-me-not is seldom met with doing

well in Scotland. It is, however, successfully

cultivated in the exquisite and interesting gardens

of Mr. Kenneth McDouall of Logan, Wigtownshire.

There it received a slight protection with straw

in the winter—a'^'precaution'well repaid by the

handsome leaves and flowers which are

obtained in due course.—S. Arnott.

A Beautiful Plant.^Lythrum virga-

tum presents a beautiful sight on the

banks of the River Avon at Keynsham,

growing in a wild'~state, with its

elegant branching, fairy-Iilce spikes

massed between the wild Achilleas and

Lythrums. and as one walks along the

towing path towards Bath the plants

are still growing freely on the banks.

—

Joseph Ettle.

Rose Minnehaha.—This Wirhuraiana

Rose, raised by Walsh in 1905, is not

grown nearly as much as its merits

deser\'e, which cover a wide sphere of

commendation-—vigorous growth, free-

dom of flower, panicle-like sprays of

bloom 18 inches in length, double, dark

rose in colour, very conspicuous among
other Roses, as its colour is quite

distinct from all other sorts, and, above

all, the foliage is immune from any

insect or mildew attack. Grown as a

pillar is the most effective method of

displaying its virtues. Those who see

it for the first time are delighted with

its appearance.—E. M.

Snapdragons for Present Sowing.—
The note on these beautiful and ex-

tremely useful flower garden plants,

page 374, issue July 31, is timely and
very encouraging to those cultivators

who wish to haveearly flowering plants

next year. The*.Reference to the very

dwarf and tall growing sections, re-

spectively, is quite a'~correct one, as

they would be rather"; 'disappointing

except in special circumstances. The
intermediate section, if

' transplanted

twice before their final shift to the

flowering quarters, grow very bushy and
make a splendid display in due course.

These plants thrive well in soil in

which some old mortar rubble has been
mixed-—about a spadeful to a bushel

of soil when transplanting in the seed-

ling stage.-

—

Avon.

Paeonia officinalis lobata.—This,
which has recently been mentioned
in two previous numbers" of The Garden, is

certainly one of [the most beautiful of the
whole genus, the_^ colour being very pleasing

and quite distinct, while the plant is elegant

and compact, and far superior to many others
that are often grown in gardens. It was first

received in this country from the Royal
Gardens in Paris by a Mr. Alexander Macleay,
in whose garden it flowered in 1821. It was
considered, according to Mr. Sabina, who had
probably the largest collection of Paeonies at that

time, a distinct species, under the name of P.

lobata
; but it has since been classed as a variety

of P. officinalis, its origin being unknown. •

—

F. G. Preston.

Small Bedding Dahlias.—The Mignon Dahlias

sent out by Messrs. Cheal of Crawley are charming

little plants for bedding. They are being tried

here this year for the first time, and are a great

success. They may be had in assorted shades,

and all come quite true to colour. As the season

advances, provided dead blooms are picked off,

they are covered with a profusion of small, single,

well-displayed flowers, and the plants are dwarf

and of ideal bedding habit. As they become

LILIUM GIGANTEUM FLOWERING IN THE GARDENS AT
CASTLEFORD, CHEPSTOW, GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

better known I am certain they will he made
extensive use of.-—F. Herbert Chapman, Rye.

An Autumn Rockery Note.—The summer
and later flow ering occupants of the rockery

never seem to get that public notice which their

early flowering relatives do, yet there are many
good plants to be had by those who so desire.

On July 31 the modest collection here contained

the following in flower ; Anomatheca cruenta,

Asperula hirta, Arabis albida flore pleno (second

flowering), Berbcris Wilsonii, Campanula pulla,

C. Miss Willmott, Convolvulus mauritanicus.

Dianthus graniticus, D. superbus and D. del-

toides (seedlings), Erigeron mucronatus, Erodium
corsicum, Erythrasa Massonii, Chrysogonura vir-

ginictmi. Fuchsia Tom Thumb, Mentha Requienii,

Oxalis rosea, CEnothera eximia, CE Arendsii,

Parochetus communis (in bud), Pratia angulata

repens. Scabiosa graminiflora, Sedum kamts-
chaticum, Statice incana nana. Tunica Saxi-

fraga, T. S. flore pleno. Verbena chamsedrifolia,

Wahlenbergia gentianoides, Viola Papilio and
several annuals.—C. Turner, Highgate.

Lilium giganteiun in Gloucestershire.—^The

flowering of this remarkable Lily always creates

a certain amount of interest, and the

conditions under which the plant

illustrated bloomed may not only be

interesting, but perhaps helpful to

not a few readers of The Garden. It

was planted a year ago, being removed
from another position, and this season

produced a spike 5 feet high with

seven flowers, which were pure white,

the tinge of green associated with

this species being conspicuous by its

absence. The foliage was healthy

down to the base. The plant was
grown practically in dense shade,

about eight feet from the grass verge,

and surrounded by shrubs except for

an opening between 3 feet and 4 feet

wide and 9 feet high. It was top-

dressed with rotten manure and leaf-

soil, and occasionally watered when-
ever the weather was dry and
hot. The photograph was taken by
Mrs. Lysaght in the fine gardens of

W. R. Lysaght, Esq., Castleford,

Chepstow, Gloucestershire, where many
choice and rare plants find a home.

L. giganteum is a native of the Hima-
layas, and is said to be hardy only in

favoured localities ; but if it will succeed

in other gardens under the conditions

stated above, there appears to be no
reason why its cultivation should not

be extended to other parts of the

country which are often referred to

as unsuitable.'—B.

Watering Melons.—When one reads

instructions as to the treatment of

Melons, they generally include some-

thing similar to the following :
" Keep

the soil quite dry (or perfectly dry)

near the stem " ; or " Place a collar

round the stem to keep the soil dry

there." Those instructions also refer to

atmospheric moisture :
" Syringe the

plants and damp the floors of the houses

thoroughly "
; often, " several times

each day." Now, I am firmly convinced

that Melon plants are coddled too much
and unduly forced. Throughout a long

gardening career I have never hesitated

to water the soil right up to the stems of the

plants, and have never lost a single plant through

doing so. After gaining certain experience I

refrained from maintaining so much atmospheric

moisture, and have given the plants more air

than is usual, with the result that my plants

would grow on and bear second crops of fruits

if needed. This is proof enough of their healthy

condition throughout. The soil I prefer is a good

stiff loam, without any leaf-soil, sand or manure,

made quite firm. The feeding is done after the

fruits are set. Fruits cut from healthy, not

collapsed, plants always possess the best flavour.
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according to variety. Early in the season less

water and less air are needed ; later, more water

and more air ; but the prevailing weather con-

ditions must always be duly considered. I have

seen many plants in large pots freely watered,

without regard to the water touching the stems,

mature splendid crops.—G. G.

How to Grow Gentiana aeaulis.—I was very

interested in reading, on page 373. issue July 31,

e.xperieiices on growing Gentiana aeaulis on sandy

soil. My trouble has been to get it to flower

on my light, sandy soil here, and I have tried

various recipes, most of them consisting of a

nourishing diet, but I still fail. Now I belie\e

your correspondent has solved the difficulty for

me. It does not require coddling and feeding

up, but rather starvation. Two days ago I spent

an interesting and instructive afternoon in a lady's

rock garden. There she told me she could flower

Gentiana aeaulis anywhere, although it is in

a part of the country where Pine trees and Heather

abound. Her seiret was, on the Ie\'el to dig a

trench about nine inches deep and fill it with small

pieces of stone, sifting a little soil among them,

and planting the roots between the stones and

surfai ing with ordinary soil, the whole being

made very firm and the plants trodden in. They
must be in full sun. In one part of her rock garden

was a slope at an angle of 45°, having the appear-

ance of a conglomerate mass of sand rock ; but

from every crevice the plants were growing, and

from their heads of seed one could see what a

fine display of colour there must have been.

—

Enthusiast, Dorking.

The Cutting of Flowers. — ' Shamrock,"

writing on the above subject on page 360, issue

July 24 says I should have given a list

in my letter in your issue for June 19, page 30T,

of plants which will stand the " cut-and-come-

again " practice. I am very glad to do so, as he

asks for a list ; but my reason for withholding

one was because I thought gardeners would

realise that most plants stand this practice—in

moderation, of course. However, here is a list

of plants which grow and blow more freely the

more they are cut : Calendula grandiflora,

Centranthus ruber (Valerian), Aconitum hicolor,

Dimorphotheca aurantiaca hybrida, Eschscholtzia

californica, Sweet Peas, Everlasting Peas,

Galega officinalis. Coreopsis, and Shirley Pop-

pies. The following is a list of plants which do

not stand so much of the practice, but which

can, nevertheless, be cut from remarkably freely,

and will either bloom again later or continue to

bloom for some time : Erigeron speciosus superbus,

Chrysanthemum maximum, Lupinus arboreus

(white and yellow), L. polyphyjlus, Clarkia elegans

and others, Godetia The Bride and others. Antir-

rhinum majus and others. Stocks, Dahlias, Nigella,

Foxgloves, Potentillas, Geums, Heleniums, Pole-

moniums. Sunflowers, Pyrethrums, Doronicum
austriacum, Anchusa italica Dropmore variety,

Inulas, Gaillardias, Verbascxmis, Campanula
glomerata and others, Acroolinium roseum, and

Asters. Many of these throw up first one or more
main shoots or flower-spikes ; but after these

are removed, others of smaller size are given.

Very many other plants might be named, but

these must suffice. In my letter I was not thinking

of flowering shrubs at all, but only border plants

;

hence it is not possible, if any care be taken, " to

,
remove buds that would supply next year's

bloom" On border plants these "buds" are

seldom formed as early as June tg.—E. T. Ellis,

Weetwooi, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

The Toad in the Garden.—^.As far as my
experience goes, very few people, I find, regard

the toad as a harmful creature in the garden

;

quite the reverse. The natural aversion felt

by many persons cannot be well overcome, and,

where it exists, there should be no hesitation

on the part of the owner of a garden in having

the toad removed from the glass structure or

garden, as repeated shocks do more harm to people

than the toad does good in the case of plants

by eating insects, &c. Personally, I have a great

aversion to the toad at close quarters, and have

just taken one out of my vinery owing to the

many shocks it has given me. To those who
like the toad, or are indifferent to its presence,

I say, " Retain it by all means." There are so

many efficacious insecticides advertised in our

gardening journals now that, if rightly used, there

will be little need for a toad or toads to be kept

at close quarters in our gardens. The toad seems
to be a somewhat intelligent creature, too. When
my brother was in Messrs. Dickson's nurseries

at Chester many years ago, he said there was a

veteran toad kept in one of the propagating-houses.

It had lost the use of one eye. Every evening

it went for a co.nstitutional walk, hop, skip or

jump, but always returned to the propagating-

house. If -by chance it had not returned early

enough to be admitted the same evening, it was
there at the door the following morning, and
came in directly the door was opened. This

toad was a general favourite with the workmen.
Rarely does anyone see a toad actually eat insects,

because of the rapidity with which it darts out

its tongue and the insect disappears. I have
never heard of toads eatjng seedlings of any kind,

as referred to by Mr. E. T. Ellis, pa^e 373. issue

July 31.

—

George Gar.mer.

Everything that your correspondent, Mr.

E. T. Ellis, page 37s, states in favour of the toad I

can fully endorse ; indeed, I will go even further.

In the first place, toads do not eat any plants,

however tender they mav be, for the toad is in

no ways a vegetable feeder, and, what is more
it will only eat living insects, and even then not

until they move. It is very interesting to watch
it feed, for should an insect sham death, as

so many of them do, the toad will watch its

prey for some time, and at the least sign of move-
ment the long, glutinous tongue of the toad is

protruded with a snap and the insect disappears.

All this is done so quickly that the eye can scarcely

follow the action. I had a large toad in my garden

for a couple of years which lived in a cool retreat

made of a few bricks. It would come when I

whistled, and gobble up any moving insect I gave
it. Some of the ways of my toad were very

interesting to visitors, especially the manner in

which it would dispose of wasps. Being a cold-

blooded reptile, their stings did not affect it in

any way. To illustrate this, I would confine

some wasps under a bell-glass and slip the toad

underneath. One by one they were quickly

disposed of. I grant that at a superficial

glance the toad does not score much on the

point of beauty ; but close inspection will

reveal the fact that the eyes are really beautiful.

—H. P.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE
NEWER SWEET PEAS.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
August 17.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Fortnightly Exhibition and Meeting, Vincent

Square, Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m. Lecture at

3 p.m.

SOME lucky person, who was able to go

to the trials and accept the kind

hospitality of Messrs. Dobbie and Co.

and Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons at

Mark's Tey, sent a very interesting list

to The Garden for July 24 of the

new Sweet Peas that struck him. As I also

made some notes of what he saw at Holland House
and the " National," although he was unable to

join in the outing, a comparison may be of interest.

To the remarks of the " unknown one " with
regard to Mrs. E. Wright, I thoroughly agree.

Its dainty heliotrope wire edge with its delicate

flushing of palest purple gave it a most pleas-

ing refinement. No one can fail to be charmed
with it.

Here we part company for a time, for no
mention is made in The Garden list of Sir R.

Biker's intense deep blue-purple which was staged

in the class for three home-raised seedlings. Since

it appeared in public for the first time on the same
day as the announcement of the result of the

War Loan ; since, to compare small things to

great, it is of a colour badly wanted ; and since

several keen judges, like my friend Mr. Mackereth
of Ulverston, voted it a great success (is not this

the last word?), would the worthy baronet and
his gardener, Mr. Usher, be offended if War Loan
were suggested as a not inappropriate name ?

Again, no mention is made of Mrs. Gentle,

a singularly clean and taking flower with its

pretty rosy pink standard and more light-toned

wings.

Cream ground Mrs. Cuthbertson does not seem
to have caught my eye. Neither the " unknown "

nor myself ha". Jean Ireland down—he because

he probably thought it too well known to mention,

I for the same reason that cream-ground Mrs. C.

was unnoticed. Personally, I am fed up with

cream grounds. Once I could look at nothing

else, but our eyes, like our " little Marys," relish

a change of diet. Old Rose. Yes ; very nice.

So, too, is Tea Rose, which I see is likely to become
Sylvia [?

—

Ed.]. Both are good, and would make
delightful companions in a vase. Trial visitors

speak highly of the latter as they saw it growius.

It is, in my humble opinion, far and away the

best of the four picked out for prospective awards :

the only one, in fact, that, in popular language,

I would give a sixpence for.

Dora, another of the four, I remember as a poor

bicolor, with nothing at all wonderful about it
;

while Margaret Fife and Victory are only useful

to swell the lists of the too-much-alikes.

Possibly someone will say, " How about Mrs.

Gentle and Eric Harvey ? " Yes ; but where is

poor Eric now ? Constance Acomb ; why.
certainly. But how came it that the most striking

—and to me the most fascinating—characteristic

of the big bunch on Sydenham's stand was missed ?

Like Aldersey s Dragon Fly, the young blooms are

quite a different colour .0 the older ones. In

this variety they are a soft grey primrose, while

those more fully developed are a pretty lilac.

Possibly the two colours were taboo. They are

with some people. When I ventured to say to

Mr. Ireland that his rosy pink and cerise vase

of Illuminator was as near perfection as anything

one need wish to see, the look that came over

his face was like that which comes over Mr. James
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Bentley's when some poor uninitiated one expresses

a liking for a Tulip with a dirty base. He quietly

said such diversity of tone ought not to be. Well,

we each have our opinion.

Miss Bumie;—um ! possibly yes. Bui 1 do

like a little more substantiality in the charms of

a beauty. " Too delicate to live " was my com-

ment. I read " the colour soon goes, and the

flower becomes practically a white," or something

to this effect in the " unknown's " note of what

he saw at the outing. Dickson's President no

AN ARTISTIC LITTLE
GARDEN.

IT

is a great art in gardening to know how to

make the best use of a small space and

plan it out to the best advantage. We
doubt if there can be seen a more artistic

little garden than that we have lately

visited on the edge of om' Berkshire downs. In

the fresh, pure air, from the corner of a fertile

not but admire the good taste that knew how to

plant profusely and never overcrowd.

Add to all this the advantage of a fine peep at

the distant downs and a background of grand old

Elms, and we shall be agreed that the dwellers in

this little home have cause to love it greatly.

And perhaps the secret of it is : Do not try to do
too much ; do not make your tiny space look

still tinier by cutting it up into many little beds

and then crowding into it as many as possible oi

the plants in your nurseryman's catalogue. But
let your flower-beds be real borders, i.e., follow

the lines of house and paths and waU, and fill

up with a lawn to set it all off and give one room
to sit down and look at it.

DELPHINIUMS AND PINKS IN A LITTLE GARDEN.

one could pass over. It is a truly glorious bit of

colour. Mrs. Kate Hammond (Hobbies) is

quite high up on my list as pink—unqualified
|

pink. Honor Bright as a pale cerise looked very

pretty. One remembered it so well from Chelsea

Show, and the good impression then left behind

was now renewed.

Morning M.st (a curious pale grey slate colour)

and Mrs. Hugh Wormald (pale yellow wings

with a buff pink standard) are noted as two out-

of-lhe-common varieties. Until I looked at my
"ejaculations" in the last Swcel Pea Annual, in

the course of wTiting these reflections, I had no
idea I had spotted " them last year. Although

of a certain age, I must put in a word for

Wenvoe Castle, the exquisite shot blue and
ruddy mauve ; and Princess Mary, which is

generally very safely described as a medium
blue.

Said the Norfolk Justice to the countryman

witness :
" Now, tell me what sized stone was

thrown ? " After failing, after several tries, to

get more than that it was a middling-sized stone,

his Honour had a brilliant inspiration. " Tell

jue, my man, something it was like." After

much thought the words slowly came out :
" It

was the same size as a middling-sized lump of

chalk." Having read my little tale, what, Mr.

Catalogue Maker, is a medium blue ?

field, less than a quarter of an acre has been made
beautiful to garnish the environment of a pictur-

esque cottage designed by Messrs. Boulton and

Paul. The gabled dwelling stands on a slight

eminence, and is approached by a sloping palh

of brick tiles, edged by rockwork planted, and a

delight at all seasons. On one side the tiny lawn

is deeply sunk, and flowers shelter snugly in sunny

nooks upon the narrow beds and banks. A trellis,

well covered with climbing Roses envelops the

whole area, which is bounded by an ancient wall

bearing a succession of the charming plants which

love a crannied resting-place. Wallflowers, House-

leeks, Valerians, Arabis and many another make
the outer boundary of this tiny pleasaunce a joy

to passers-by. To add to their pleasure, where

the flowering wall extends along the uncultivated

1 field, a strip of ground has been fenced off for

flowering trees and shrubs of various kinds, so

this hosp.table little garden is a beauty spot to

all the hillside.

I

Nor have we yet exhausted its charms, for we

have still to notice Rose Blush Rambler, rc.enlly in

perfection, arching the brick steps at the head of

I

the slope ; and we have not explored the tiled path

I

continued all round the house, with beds of blossom

on every side, producing a delicious effect from

every low window. Not a comer has been

I
neglected, yet none is overstocked. We could

GOOD YELLOW-TINTED
ROSES.

WERE I asked to-day which I

consider the bast yellow-

tinted Rose, I should undoubt-

edly say Hybrid Tea Reine

Mere d'ltalie. Grown in

bush form, it is difficult to

describe its real beauty. The colour some-

what reminds me of Soleil d'Or, but has many
improvements.

The first two years we grew it in Hertfordshire

I was disappointed with its behaviour, so much
so that I determined to lift it and replant ; and,

b;aring in mind its distinct colouring, decided

to mix a little peat, Cocoanut fibre and leaf-soil

with the natural soil, which is heavy, retentive

clay on chalk. The effects of the iron in the peat

and the assistance to the root action by the other

constituents were quite pronounced last season,

both by the high tones in the colouring of the

flowers and the growth of the plants. It has

beautiful ovoid buds, carried on erect and rigid

stems, lovely on opening, of a seductive apricot

yellow ochre. The flowers when open are of good

size, likewise apricot yellow ochre, washed in

the centre with a mixture of yellow and Nilson

rose.

Marquise de Sinety is disappointing in its

growth. Some plants have done better than

others, but the bed has an untidy look and is

anything but even. The flowers when open are

large and full ; colour, Roman ochre, shaded with

fiery red ; the buds are carmine ochre. Being

a somewhat heavy rooter, it suggests a friable

soil and fairly heavy mulch.

Mrs. Aaron Ward is an excellent variety, a good

grower, and carries two good crops of flowers which

are beautiful in the bud and when expanded, but

require shade to maintain their pleasing tints

of Indian yellow and salmon pink.

Paul Lede has a distinct yellow tint and, grown

side by side with Harry Kirk and Mrs. Peter Blair,

is very effective. All three varieties respond

well to a little encouragement in the way of

Cocoanut fibre when planting.

Mrs. Joseph Hill occupies a bed to itself, and

proves itself worthy of its position every year.

It is a rampant grower, and requires fairly hard

pruning in late March and when tlie first flowers

are over. The second crop is far and away the

better of the two, some of the strong stalks carrying

as many as nine good-sized flowers, shapely and

of fine substance. Its colour is really salmon

pink, shaded with yellow, the outside of the petals

being tinged with coppery pink.
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Mme. Melanie Soupert is admired by everyone

and possesses many charms. I had it growing

among pale pink and flesh coloured varieties

;

but, however much the others flower, this charming

variety always stands out prominent and seems

to demand admiration. Its colour is saffron

yellow on a carmine pink ground. Its growth is

made easier in heavy soil with the help of a little

loaf-soil or any thoroughly decayed vegetable

matter.

Rayon d'Or I have not had sufficiently long

to be able to recommend or condemn. It certainly

has a colour somewhat stronger than any other

we have, which makes it difficult to place. I

can imagine that a small bed of it between two

crimson varieties would be very effective.

Mme. Ravary is too well known to need

any comment here. We have it and love it,

both for its behaviour and the charming flowers

it produces.

.\inong the many yellow-tinted Teas which

are good doers, I am in favour of Mme. Chedane

Guinoisseau, having grown it now for twenty

years or more with marked success. It makes

a splendid bush when not pruned too heavily,

and is a constant flowerer from June till November.

The blooms are beautiful in shape and of a

sulphur canary yellow. G. B.

HE NATIVE LADY'S
SLIPPER ORCHID.

(Cypripedium Calceolus.)

IH.WE
been interested by the letters of

your correspondents " C. Q." and " Lucy

Joshua " on page 361, issue July 24,

describing the habitat of C. Calceolus in

Switzerland. It is clear from these letters

that the plant will grow in the wild state

under very different conditions. I have for some
half-dozen years known of several patches of the

plant growing in an open wood of Spruce, Birch,

Aspen and Hazel, on the floor of a valley only

a few feet above the river, at an altitude of

about 3,500 feet. I have referred to my notes,

and find that the plants were rooted in 4 inches

or 5 inches of loose leaf-soil, which was filled with

the fibrous-growing rootlets of Ferns, coarse

grasses, and of adjacent shrubs. Below the whole

were slabs and cobbles of limestone (evidently

tlie old river bed). The roots of the Cypri-

pedium barely entered the stratum of sand, and

were spread horizontally through the leaf-soil.

Overliead was a thicket of Hazel. I have visited

this patch and two others since discovered in

the same wood three times in the last six years.

I have never found a single seed-pod on all those

plants, so no wonder that the plant is rare, also

that it is easily exterminated in any particular

locality.

After losing many plants purchased and planted

as recommended in the text-books " in clayey

loam, wedged in fissures of limestone," &c., I

and a friend, who studied carefully the conditions

under which these Swiss plants above mentioned

were growing, have had no difi&culty in cultivating

the plant in our gardens in perfection.

Select a pocket weU up off the ground, facing

east or north-west, and remove the soil to a depth

of 18 inches. At the bottom of the pocket lay

rough 4-inch cubes of stone or brick, and on the

top of these lay inverted turf, say, 3 inches thick.

Mix a compost of a third coarse river sand, a

thirdsifted, well-decayed leaf soil, and a third fibrous

loam torn into smaU fragments. Add enough

half-inch hmestone chippings to keep the compost

open. Lay 8 inches of the latter on the turves,

and then take the plants and carefully spread

out the rootlets horizontally, finally covering up

with the same soil.

Before and after winter it may be necessary to

top-dress ; but both at that time and when first

planting take care to avoid burying the dormant

growths too deeply, which is a common cause 0!

" damping off." Lightly cover up with Fir or

Yew branches for the winter, removing them
before the young growths are at all drawn by them,

which in the North of England will probably be

necessar}' about the end of April.

To show how such methods suit this Orchid,

I may mention that I moved a plant in the late

summer of 191 3, as its position seemed insuf5ciently

drained and it was not doing well. It only carried

two flowers that season, and consisted of seven

or eight growths. I replanted it in the maimer
before described, and last year it greatly improved

and made many strong growths, though the

flowers were Itilled by a late May frost. This

season it pushed up nineteen growths, and they

carried twenty-one fine flowers. I have never

seen C. Calceolus growing so freely as this when
planted as so often recommended.

As regards the best position, whether in sun or

shade, I can only say that such plants as I have

seen growing in the wild state have been in open,

airy woods, but with a canopy of shade over-

head. I find by a note written in July, 191 o.

HYBRID LILIES.

THE appearance of a good hybrid Lily

(Amos Perry) at the recent Holland

House Show is sufficiently rare to call

for a few general remarks on hybrid

Lilies. Some very fine and interest-

ing crosses have been obtained, but

the bulbs, in a few cases at least, have been wanting

in constitution, so that instead of becoming
permanent occupants of our gardens, they have
in time died out.

A case in point is furnished by Lilium Park-

maimii, a hybrid Lily, which in its day aroused

a great amoimt of interest. It was raised in the

United States of America by a Mr. Parkman,

and is said to have resulted from the crossing of

L. am-atimi and a deep-coloured variety of L.

speciosum, the latter being the seed parent.

Some fifty seedlings were obtained, but only one

proved to be distinct from L. speciosum. This

one, which first flowered in 1869, partook greatly

of the character of L. auratum, with a good deal

of the colour of the best form of rubro-vittatum

or cruentum. To this fine Lily the name of

Parkmannii was given, in honour of the" raiser

thereof. Working up a stock was, of course, a

slow process, so that it did not cross the .Atlantic

for some years. When it did so, however, the

entire stock passed into the hands of Mr. Anthony
Waterer of the Knap Hill Nurseries, whence il

was several times, exhibited, and on August 24,

1880, was given a first-class certificate by the

A VIEW IN A SMALL GARDEN IN BERKSHIRE.

that the only growths which had flowered that

season on those patches referred to in the begin-

ning of this article were well under a Hazel bush.

The plants more exposed to the sun had not

flowered that year. W. H. St. Quintin.

Scanipston Hall, Rillington, York.

Royal Horticultural Society. It would; however,

appear to have inherited some of the erratic

character ot L. auratum itself, for it gradually

weakened, and in time died out altogether. 1

I have a note of seeing it at one of the meetings

I

of the Royal Horticultural Society in 1890, but
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do not remember seeing it since. Some years

ago, on application to the firm, I was courteously

informed that, as far as they knew, it was quite

lost to cultivation.

L. kewense is another hybrid Lily that must,

I think, be now spoken of in the past tense. This

was an exceedingly interesting Lily, though not

particularly showy, at least in the same sense as

L. Parkmannii. The parents of L. kewense

were L. Henryii and L. Brownii Chlofaster, this

last being the seed bearer. Strange to say, the

flowers were a good deal like those of a small

L. auratum, being of a creamy white, becoming

paler with age, and having a suspicion of yellow

down the centre of each petal. This was raised

from seed, the result" of a cross made in 1897,

and the first flower opened three years later.

Of hybrid Lilies that have come to stay, and

which are now well distributed in gardens, may
be mentioned L. Marhan and its improved form

It is a vigorous-growing yet exceedingly graceful

species, whose colour is well expressed by its

popular name of the Nankeen Lily. The bright

red anthers afford a marked contrast to the rest

of the flower.

, L. Beerensii is a very pretty hybrid Lily that

I saw in flower at Messrs. Ware's just twenty

years ago. It was the result of a cross between

L. chalcedonicum and L. testaceum. The flowers

were about the size of the last named, but of a

brighter tone , of colour. I have not seen L.

Beerensii since, but a friend tells me he flowered

the same cross last year, and that it quite agreed

with my description of two decades since.

There is but little doubt that the members
of the Isolirion, or upright-flowered, group cross

with each other. At all events, some of the garden

forms appear to me to be of mixed parentage.

L. Golden Gleam, which came to us from across

the Atlantic, is said to be the result of a cross

The foregoing does not profess to be a com-
plete account of the different hybrid Lilies, but

simply a few disconnected notes on some of the

most important of those that have at one time or

another come under my notice. H. P.

SAXIFRAGA LANTOSCANA
SUPERBA.

BOTANICALLY, tliis is placed under

S. lingulata, from which it differs

in its shorter, blunter leaves, which
\ are also less conspicuously en-

crusted, the size of the flowers,

and the handsome, arching racemes.

S. lingulata (type) is characterised by excep-

tionally long, linear-acute, somewhat ascending

leaves with conspicuously encrusted margin,

that above named having shorter

leaves, less encrusted ; while the

rosettes incline to reflex slightly.

Taken all in all, it is one of the best

of the June-flowering kinds, a good

free-flowering sort, and generally one

of the most desirable and tra' table.

The flowers are pure white, pro-

duced in dense, arching racemes from

6 inches to 12 inches in length, the

latter rare rather than general. By
reason of this arching character the

plant is especially well suited to

ornament highly placed ledges of

rock, where, if colonised, it would

show to advantage. It is also ex-

cellent for a rocky slope if placed

near the line of vision. Without
fastidiousness, it should be grown in

very gritty loam, or this associated

with broken limestone or sandstone,

a good depth of which, with perfect

drainage, suits the plant. About two
months ago Mr. J. C. .VUgrove,

Langley, near Slough, exhibited the

plant at one of the meetings of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and from
this plant the accompanying illustra-

tion was prepared. E. H. Jenkins.

A MAGNIFICENT PLANT OF SAXIFRAGA LANTOSCANA SUPERBA.

EUen Willmott. L. Marhan is the result of crossing

L. Martagon album with the Japanese L. Hansonii,

both of which are among the most desirable of

our garden LiLes. In L. Marhan the flowers are

of a clear orange yellow, with reddish brown

spots and streaks. An older hybrid, in the pro-

duction of which L. Hansonii played a part, is

L. Da'hansonii, the other parent being the dark-

coloured form of Martagon known as dalmaticum.

In this the main characters of the parents are

blended in a curious way, the colour being yellow,

heavily clouded with reddish brown. This has

certainly become scarcer of late years. Though

the early history of one of the finest of all outdoor

Lilies, L. testaceum, known also as L. excelsum,

is unknown, it is commonly regarded as a hybrid

between L. candidum (Madonna Lily) and L.

chalcedonicum (Scarlet Turk's-cap). It appears

to have made its way to this country from Erfurt

in the forties of the last century, since when it

has become a permanent occupant of our gardens.

between L. tenuifolium and one of the Martagons.

Though showing a considerable leaning to L.

tenuifolium, it is more floriferous and robust,

while the elegantly reflexed flowers are of a pure

apricot yellow colour.

Under the name of L. Burbankii a mixed lot

of Lilies was sent here from America about fifteen

years ago. Traces of L. pardalinum, L. Parryii,

L. superbum and L. washingtonianum may be

found among them. Some are really good, but

they should have been selected before they were

put into commerce.

The last to refer to is that mentioned at the head

of this article, namely, Amos Perry, which was
raised from LJ Parryii and L. Humboldtii magnifica.

It shows, perhaps, more of the influence of the

last-named parent, but the part played by
L. Parryii is also markedly evident. The flowers

are of a rich golden yellow colour, spotted inside

with crimson. In the whorl-like arrangement

of the leaves this hybrid resembles L. Humboldtii.

LADY LARPENT'S LEAD-
WORT.

This is the attractive alliterative title

of a charming late-flowering perennial. To botanists

it is now known as Ceratostigma plumbaginoides,

but in gardens it is still familiar as Plumbago
Larpentae. It is a native of China, and was first

introduced from the neighbourhood of Shanghai.

It is so late in flowering, generally blooming in the

colder districts in September and October, that

it ought to have a warm and sunny situation. In

these cold districts it is best on a sunny rockery

or wall, and there, especially if between stones

on rockwork, it should do better than anywhere

else. The flowers are of a most delightful shade

of blue, and as they come just before the plant

assumes the most beautiful autumn tints in its

foliage, the combination of the two attractions

at the end of the season is exceedingly charming.

In some places it does not prove hardy, and

occasionally disappears through the effects of a

cold spring. Sandy loam and peat, or, failing the

latter, some well-decayed leaf-soil, will form a

capital compost. S. Arnott.
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SOME NATIVE PLANTS FOR
THE WATERSIDE.

DURING the scorching days of summer
and early autumn, when our lawns

I are seared and almost devoid of

foliage, and plants in beds and

borders are showing obvious signs

of distress, there are few more
restful and interesting garden features than a

stream or pool. Just how much quiet pleasure

the owner of such a garden feature wiU derive

from it wiU depend very largely on the vegetation

that clothes its banlis and runs down even

into the water itself. During recent years

considerable attention has been given to water-

side gardening, but I am disposed to think

that it has not all been in the right direc-

tion. The introduction of so many hardy

plants that are obviously more at home in

moist places than the herbaceous border has

led to their extended use in places of wild or

semi-wild character, quite irrespective of their

natural habit of growth or the colour of their

flowers, the result too often being garish

patches of colour, and awkward stems and
leafage, that cannot, by any stretch of

imagination, be said to harmonise with their

surroundings. This criticism must not be

taken as an indication that I do not consider

exotic plants suitable for the waterside

—

many are admirably adapted for such posi-

tions—but there are signs that sufficient

restraint and care are not being exercised in

their selection and planting.

A ramble through some marshy country-

side a week or two ago, and the accompany-

ing illustration, served to remind me that

among our native plants we have a goodly host

that are capable of creating beautiful pictures

on the damp margins of our garden pools and
streams, especially where these are of a

natural and informal character. It may be

urged by some that these wildings are weedy
and difficult to keep within bounds, but

practical experience does not bear this out.

The painstaking gardener will see to it that

one does not encroach too much on its

neighbours, and will also be careful not to

plant such kinds as the Willow-herb, which

are certainly very hard to keep within pre-

scribed areas. The plants shown in flower in

the illustration are those of the Purple

Loosestrife, Lythrum Salicaria, a beautiful

native of oiu: marshlands and damp hedge-

rows. Like a number of other simple hardy

plants, it is most elfective when planted in

fairly large colonies, and, once a few roots are

obtained, it is quite an easy matter to

increase them by division at practically any

time during the winter. A better garden plant

than the wilding is named L. S. rosea.

Instead of the purplish hue, we get in the

flowers a pleasing shade of deep rose, while

the sturdy, yet graceful, habit is fuUy

maintained.

A curious fact about quite a number of

waterside plants is that they wiU adapt

themselves to ordinary border cultivation.

The Loosestrifes mentioned are a case in

point. Both will grow and flower quite well

far away from water, though there is no

gainsaying the fact that they are more at

home by the margins of ditches, pools, or

sluggish streams. For several years I have

watched with interest some plants of the common
Water Flag, Iris Pseudacorus, that are growing

in a suburban front garden. There, planted

close up to a brick burr wall, where the soil must

be more often dry than wet, these plants have

flowered each year for the last three years, and
possibly longer. It is, however, better by the

waterside, where its stately, sword-like foliage and

yellow flowers fit in so well with other vegetation.

Another beautiful native plant for the purpose

now under consideration is the Loosestrife known
as Lysimachia thyrsiflora. It grows about two

feet or rather more high, and during July is always

beautiful with its dense clusters of yellow blossoms.

It is a true sub-aquatic, and far better suited for

the water edge than many of the exotics used

for the purpose. The common yellow Loose-

strife, L. vulgaris, though often grown in borders

and comparatively dry parts of the wild garden,

also thrives well by the waterside. In general

appearance it is very much like thyrsiflora, but

grows a foot taller. A dwarf member of this

family, and one that will grow either in

moisture or drought, is the Moneywort, L.

Nummularia. It spreads rapidly over the soil,

and from spring until well into the autumn is

seldom without its large, bright yellow blossoms.

THE PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE EFFECTIVELY GROUPED BY THE WATERSIDE.
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For the spring months there is not a more
beautiful and pleasing plant than our native

Forget-me-not, Myosotis palustris. It loves the

moist soil by the water's edge, and once established

will seed freely and perpetuate itself without

further trouble, except to see that ranker vegetation

does not, during late summer and autumn, smother

the seedlings. Its blue flowers, peeping shyly

through a loosely tangled mass of green stems

and foliage, never fail to attract attention, and
surely so lovely a wilding deserves a place in our

water gardens. Flowering at much the same
season, but in a more brazen manner, is the Marsh
Marigold or Kingcup, Caltha palustris. Both

its brilliant yellow flowers and large, glistening

green foliage are handsome, and it is too well

known to need any detailed description. The
double-flowereu variety should, however, be

left well alone. It is not nearly so pleasing as

foliage, surmounted during July and August

by large, plume-like heads of creamy white

and deliciously fragrant flowers, creates such a

pictiu-e of quiet beauty as few other plants, even

the most expensive, are capable of.

Then what shall we say of the Bulrush, T\'pha

latifolia ? In a few good gardens one does see

it thriving with its roots well into the water,

but too often it is missing. Its tall, sword-like

foliage is very handsome, and the dark brown
inflorescences, produced so freely in autumn,
are a source of attraction for a long period.

The Flowering Rush, Butomus umbeUatus,
with its umbellate heads of rose-coloiu'ed flowers,

is another good native for the waterside ; while

everyone would surely wish to include the Sweet
Flag, Acorus Calamus, the roots and leaves of

which are deliciously fragrant. The Arrowheads,

or Sagittarias, and the wild Campion are other

THE NEW CAMPANULA ABUNDANCE SHOWN IN LONDON LAST WEEK.

the wild plant, and provides an excellent example
of a good flower spoiled.

Cowslips also ought to have a place by the

margin of our . pond or stream. Plant them
rather high up on the sloping bank, so that they

do not get flooded during the winter, and they

w.ll yield flowers nearly twice the size and with

much longer stems than those growing wild by
the wayside. Natiu-e teaches us this when she

encourages Cowslips in damp pastiu'es, where
Ihey are always finer than in similar situations

where the soil is dry. Our native Primrose

also m'ght well be associated with the Cowslips,

and would in many cases be more appropriate

to the surroundings than the vivid purple and
orange exotic species now so largely used as semi-

aquatics. In the Meadowsweet, Spira?a Ulmaria,

we have a native that is quite at home with its

roots touching the water. Its beautiful pinnate

native plants that occur to me as being eminently
suited for positions such as are now under
consideration. F. W. H.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.
Cattleya Sybil ScintiUant (C. iridescensx

C. aurea) —The sepals and petals of this hand-

some hybrid are coloured old rose, the front lobe
'

of the lip rich purplish maroon, whiih, ending
abruptly, is continued in deep orange. A very

beautiful and striking variety.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Laelio-Cattleya Thyone Fowler's Variety (L.-

C. Ophir X C- aurea).—In this the sepals and petals

are of golden hue, the heavily fringed lip reddish

crimson, lined and reticulated with golden in the
throat.

Cattleya Harold Fowler's Variety.—This is

a very beautiful variety, sepals and petals being
of the purest white, the bold, fringed lip broadly
margined white, with conspicuous rosy purple
blotch and yellow-touched throat. The whole
of the foregoing were from Mr. J. Gurney Fowler's
fine collection at Pembury, Tunbridge Wells.

Campanula Abundance.—The general effect

of this is an enlarged Norman Grove, to which
probably it has affinity. The plant is 6 inches

high, the blue flowers, which are produced with

considerable freedom, horizontally disposed above
a modified C. carpatica habit of growth. From
Messrs. J. B. Grove and Son, Sutton Coldfield.

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal
Horticultural Society on August 4, when the

awards were made.

THE AUTUMN TREATMENT
OF LOGANBERRIES AND
RASPBERRIES.

DURING the last year or two the valuf

of the Loganberry for preserving

I purposes has been fully realised,

and it is by no means unusual to

find the fruits offered for sale in

shops as " Giant " and " Egyptian

Raspberries." The plant is a rampant grower

and will thrive in almost any soil, yet the majority

of those who attempt to cultivate it do not get

anything like the crop that a properly tended

plant is capable of producing. This is due more
to ignorance than to any wilful lack of attention.

It should be fully realised that the fruit next year

will be borne on the lusty young growths or rods

that are being pushed up from the base this summer.

The better these are ripened before the winter the

better will be the crop next year, hence anythins

that can be done to bring that about ought not

to be neglected. The growths that are fruiting

this year have completed their work when the

berries have all been gathered, and the sooner

they are cut right out the better it will be for the

young ones that remain. Too often they are

allowed to remain until the winter, all the time

deriving a certain amount of nourishment from

the roots, and impeding the progress of light and

air to the new shoots. After cutting away the

eld rods the cultivator will probably find that

there are more new ones than can be accommo-

dated. If this is so the weakest ought to be cut

away, retaining only sufficient of the sturdiest to

furnish whatever support is available.

With Raspberries the same methods apply with

even greater force. Too often I receive complaints

of Raspberries being small and hard, the flowers

in some instances refusing to set, and in others

collapse of the canes after the flowering stage has

been reached. In nearly every case this can be

traced to immature rods or. in other words, only

partial ripening the previous autumn. For many
years now I have made a practice of going over

the Raspberries early in June, cutting away the

obviously weak and unwanted new shoots, leaving

only the strongest and best. Then, immediately

all the fruit has been gathered, the old canes are

cut out and the new ones loosely tied in their

places. The result by the winter is short, hard

canes of a beautiful brown colour, and a heavy

crop of luscious fruit the following year. H.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Figs.—With careful attention there should be
no difficulty in keeping up a supply of fruit till

late autumn. If the wood is kept well thinned
out and the fruits thinned where they are too
thick, the second crop will be of excellent quality,

though smaller in size than the first crop. Keep
the roots well supplied with moisture, but the
atmosphere iii the house must be kept dry when
the fruits are ripening.

Pot Fig Trees.—The trees which are required
for very early forcing must now be overhauled.
In some cases repotting will be necessary, but
overpotting must be avoided. Where the trees

are in very large pots or tubs, they will go for

se\'eral years without being disturbed, except
removing as much of the surface soil as possible

to make room for a top-dressing. A compost of

loam, lime rubble, wood-ashes and crushed bones
will be suitable. Ample drainage and firm potting

are two important points to remember when
carrying out this work.

Pot Vines.—The Vines which have been grown
for fruiting next year will have made considerable
progress, and attention must now be given to

the ripening of the canes. Plenty of air, both
top and bottom, must be given them during warm,
congenial weather. Should a long spell of wet,
sunless weather set in, it is advisal>le to use a
little fire-heat to assist the ripening. When the
Vines have made satisfactory progress, they
may be placed outdoors in a sunny situation,

plunging the pots in ashes. It is important to

keep the foliage clean, therefore syringe with an
insecticide' occasionally.

Plants Under Glass.

Violets.—The soil may now be prepared for

the planting of Violets in their winter quarters.
Chopped loam and leaf-soil which has decayed
naturally makes an excellent compost for the
Violet. Oak or Beech leaves make the best
leaf-soil. Keep all runners and weeds removed,
and hoe between the plants frequently.

Pelargoniums.—The plants requured for flower-
ing during the late autumn and winter will now
be well rooted, and a little stimulant may be
given, but this must not be applied too freely
till the flowering season arrives. Keep the
flower-buds removed, and stop extra strong shoots.

Schizanthuses.—A small sowing may be made
for raising plants for flowering in the early spring.
Schizanthuses require cool treatment throughout,
and, if possible, the pots should be stood on a
base of ashes. There are now several types of
this beautiful annual, and each has its claims
for recognition.

The Flower Garden.

Hollyhocks.—The disease which is more or
less always present on these stately plants may
be prevented to some extent by raising plants
annually from seed. The seed may either be
sown in the spring or at the present time. If

sown now, the seedlings may be wintered in cold
frames and planted out in the spring.

Violas.—To keep the plants flowering all through
the season, the dead blooms must be regularlv
removed. A sprinkling of well-seasoned soot
or artificial manure during showery weather or
previous to watering will assist them to flower.
Cuttings may be inserted now in sandy soil in a
cold frame. Keep the frame close and shaded
till the cuttings are rooted ; then gradually
inure them to light and air.

Pelargoniums.—Cuttings of these must now
be taken for next season's stock. If care is exercised
in removing the growths, the beds need not he
unduly robbed of their beauty. The cuttings
may be inserted in boxes of sandy soil and placed
outdoors in a position which is sheltered from
the midday sun.

The Water Garden.—Dead flowers and leaves
must be regularly removed. Weeds usually grow
rampant in and around ponds containing choice
water plants, and if not rooted out early they
will quickly smother the plants. Seeds of Primula

japonica and P. pulverulenta may be sown when
ripe. In suitable soils and situations these
Primulas will become naturalised.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—When all the fruits have been
cleared, cut out all the old fruiting canes so that
the young growths may become thoroughly ripe.

The young growths will also require thinning
where they are too thick. The autumn-fruiting
varieties must he well supplied with water, and
if not already done, a mulch of rich manure should
be placed over the roots.

The Kitchen Garden.

Late Peas.—Plenty of water must be gjven
to Peas at this season, or the pods will fail to fill.

If late Peas are not mulched, an efiort should be
made to do this now, as then there will not be so
much water needed. After a hot day it is a good
practice to sprinkle the plants with rain-water
late in the afternoon.

Spinach.—Make sowings of this valuable
vegetable at intervals till the end of the month.
This crop needs a deeply tilled and well manured
piece of ground. The surface must be well broken
up and thoroughly raked over before sowing
the seed.

Cabbage.—The last sowing of Cabbage may
now be made. An open situation should be chosen
for this purpose. It is sometimes necessary to
place netting over the seed-bed to keep oil birds.

Lettuce.—Small sowings of Lettuce must be
made till the end of the month. Brown Cos and
Hardy Hammersmith are two of the most reliable

varieties for late sowing.

Endive.—If rough frames are available, a
sowing of Endive may be made now for the winter.
Shallow frames are the best for this purpose.

Parsley.— A sowing of Parsley may be made
now for pricking into cold frames.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens. Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Pinks.—If fresh stock is required, cuttings
should be got in now. If a close frame is avail-
able, they are not difficult to root. Fill the frame
with soil to within 6 inches or 8 inches of the
top and cover with sand. After dibbling in the
cuttings closely together, keep them shaded and
fairly moist. Somegrowerslayer Pinks, but as they
are so easily propagated from cuttings, this system
would mean endless time spent on a very tedious
operation.

Climbing Roses.—-4ny which have finished
flowering should now be pruned, cutting out
any old growths which can he replaced by young
shoots. Do not tie in too many, but leave suffi-

cient space for each to ripen and where it may have
room to show off its flowers another season.
Tarred twine of medium thickness should be used

;

it will then remain in good condition for two
years and will not quickly rot or decay.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—A. start should be made
by taking cuttings for next season. Where large
numbers are required, they are best put in boxes,
as these are more easily handled if, during the
winter, circumstances necessitate their remo\'al.
The soil used ought to contain plenty of sand.
Place in frames if the weather is wet, but do not
shade. If the weather is fine, simply place them
out of doors in full sun.

Plants Under Glass.

Mignonette.—Seed should now be sown if

Mignonette is to be had in flower during March
and April, a time when this fragrant flower is

usually appreciated. If cultivated with ordinary
care, it is not difficult to manage if one has got
a cool and frost-proof greenhouse where it can
be well ventilated during mild weather. It

resents much artificial heat, and is, therefore,
best kept in a cold frame until November. Much
time will he saved by sowing the seed thinly
in 3-inch pots and thinning out when the seeds

have germinated. Matchet is the most suitable
variety for cultivation in pots.

Cinerarias must not be allowed to starve in
the 3-inch pots, but be moved on as soon as readv
into their flowering pots, either 6-inch or 7-inch
being the size generally used. If insect
life is present, either spray with insecticides or
fumigate.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Trees which were
cleared of their fruit in June and are to be restarted
in December for another season must now be well
looked after if next year's crops are to be a success.
The growths should be allowed ample space to
ripen and develop the buds, which can onlv take
place where the foliage is not crowded. Water
must be given frequently, as these trees requirt
a copious supply until the leaves show signs of
ripening. Insect pests must be kept in check,
so that the trees may start with a clean growth
in the spring.

Houses Containing Ripe Fruit should be
kept somewhat drier, and water onlv applied
to the roots if necessary. Too free a use of water
at this stage ruins the flavour of the fruit. Picking
the fruits daily as they ripen is much better than
erecting nets to catch the dropping fruits, which
more often than not become marked and, there-
fore, ruined for dessert.

Early Vinery.—To assist in the ripening of
the wood, the laterals can be shortened back to
about half their length. This, of course, is not
necessary when the wood is already well ripened.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—The planting of young Straw-

berries should be procrtded with as soon as they
are ready to be detached from the parent
plants. If the runners were pegged down in
pots early, fruit may be expected from this planta-
tion in the first season. Be careful not to cover
the crowns of the plants, as this is harmful.
Unless the weather is moist, the plants require
water frequently until they become established
in their permanent quarters.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—A good number of varieties are readv
for lifting. As it is important that every avail-
able piece of ground should be planted or sown
with winter vegetables this year, there should
be no delay in lifting the crop as soon as it is
ready. A dry day should be chosen if possible,
so that the tubers can be collected as free of the
soil as possible. If the weather is unsettled,
no more should be unearthed on any one dav
than can be got under cover. Diseased tubers
must be carefully picked out and taken awav
from the garden, when there will be no danger
of contamination.

Onions.—The feeding should now cease, in
order to allow the bulbs to mature in readiness
for lifting later or.. Any not showing signs of
maturity should have the foliage bent over care-
fully to help in the checking of further growth.
The hoe should still be used freely and all weeds
removed, as this will be a useful piete of ground
on which spring Cabbages may be planted next
month.

CauliQowers.—Sow some seed to produce
plants for wintering in frames for earlv spring
planting. Choose a piece of ground which is
not very rich, as small plants invariably survive
the winter best. This must be followed up by
another sowing ten or fourteen days later.

Spinach.—A large breadth must now be sown
with Winter Spinach. It is very important
that the plants should not suffer for want of
moisture. If the ground is dry at the time of
sowing, water the drills before putting in the
seed. The ground should be fairlv rich, and
must be well dug over in advance.

Lettuces.—Good sowings must now be made
to obtain plants to stand the winter. Brown Dutch,
Bath Cos and Stanstead Park are all varieties
which are both hardy and reliable. As slugs,
get very troublesome at this season, means ol
prevention must be adopted.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine.

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardais, Lockerbie, N.B.
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HOW TO SUCCEED WITH
PERSIAN CYCLAMEN.

THIS is not an easy plant to manage,

but the pleasure of having a really

fine display more than compensates

for the trouble entailed in its culture

For quite a number of years I have

enjoyed ver\' fair success, and perhaps

a few details regarding my cultural methods

may be helpful to some of the readers of The
Garden. I am fully convinced that in a great

number of cases the seeds are sown at the wrong

fime, and this seriously handicaps the grower

from the start.

When to Sow.—After many experiments I

am certain that about the middle of August

is the ideal time for this. Select clean 9-inch pans,

crock with extra care, and use fairly light soil.

Personally, I favour a mixture made up of three

parts of fresh loam, two parts of brown peat, one part

tif sweet leaf-mould, ;-nd one and a-half parts of

<lean sharp sand. Some small pieces of charcoal

should also be added, which help materially

in keeping all sweet. Pass through a quarter-

inch riddle and place a good layer of the rough

portion over the crocks. Make the compost only

moderately firm.

Sowing the Seeds.—Make the surface quite

level ; then scatter the seeds very thinly and

e%enly. Indeed, it is as well to plant the seeds

singly about an inch apart, as this ensures the

seedlings having abundance of room from the

first. Cover to a depth of about a quarter of an

inch, and press down gently but evenly, leaving

the surface smooth and level. Give a good.waterirg

through a fine rose, or else dip the pans to the brun

n a bucket of water for a few minutes. Co\-er each

pan with a sheet of glass and a piece of paper,

and set in a moist pit with a temperature of 65°

to 70°. As soon as gennination takes place

remove the paper and tilt the glass a little. In

a short time the glass can be removed entirely

and the pans set on a shelf near the glass, but

shade from bright sunshine for a time. The
pans should be wintered in the same, or a trifle

low er, temperature ; but by the middle of January

it is advisable to remove to a house having a night

temperature of about 55°.

Pricking Ofl.—This must not be attempted

too early. As a rule, it is best to postpone the

operation until the little plants have each pro-

duced four leaves. Very similar soil shou d be used

and clean 2-inch pots. A slight sprinkling of

Ichthemic Guano may be added to the soil. Pot

very lightly, and see that the little bulb is half

out of the soil. The little pots should be stood

in shallow boxes, with a layer of sifted leaf-mould

m the bottoms to ensure a cool and moist base.

Give a good watering thruugh a fine rose to settle

the soil, and afterwards sprinkle lightly overhead

morning and evening with tepid clean water.

Repotting.—As soon as the little pots are well

filled with roots, but before they are actually pot-

bound, a shift should be given, the strongest

plants into the 4-inch size and the others into

3-inch pots. Similar compost, but used in a

slightly rougher state, and with the addition of

some bone-meal and a little of Thomson's Plant

Manure, will be excellent. Continue to sprinkle

overhead twice daily, and shade carefully from

all direct sunshine.

The Final Potting.—After the roots are running

freely round the sides of the pots, the final shift

must be given, as it is unwise to allow anything
like a check, which might ensue if the plants become
potbound. Use very fibrous loam and brown
peat in nearly equal proportions, with a little

sweet leaf-mould and sharp coarse sand. The
addition of a small quantitj- of dry cow-manure
is an improvement ; while a 6-inch potful of

bone-meal and a 5-inch potful of Thomson's
Plant Manure should not be omitted. The idea

is to produce a nice light, springy compost and
the avoidance of too much sand, as the latter

has a tendency to encourage the attacks of the

Begonia mite. Pot lightly and keep the tops of

the bulbs well above the soil. Water thoroughly

and return to the same house for a few weeks,

sprinkling overhead twice a day as before. Per-

sonally, I prefer to keep the plants in a pit or

greenhouse, where they are constantly under the

eye ; but a cold frame is an excellent place for

them during June. July and August. Shading

is of the greatest importance, but it must not be

too dense, and it is not advisable to have it of a

permanent nature. While overwatering must be

carefully avoided, at no time should the soil be

allowed to become dry.

Subsequent Treatment.—After the flowering

pots are well filled with roots, very gentle feeding

should be systematically given. Weak liquid

manure made from sheep-manure is excellent,

and nothing is better for the Cyclamen than liquid

made from Ichthemic Guano. .A tablespoonful

well stirred into a gallon of water is the proper

quantity, and may be given twice a week. The
Cyclamen, although it resents cold draughts,

must have abundance of fresh air on every

favourable occasion.

If the cultural details here given be scrupulously

carried out, there is but small chance of vermin
attacking the plants. The most to be feared

are the Begonia mite and thrip. Green fly, too.

is sometimes troublesome. An occasional vaporis-

ing with XL All will keep all these at bay, and
as it is always easier to keep plants clean than to

make them clean after the enemy has secured a

footing, this periodical vaporising is a very-

economical proceeding. Plants treated as

advised will come into bloom in November or

December and continue in beauty until March
or April. C. Blair.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow.

NEW PERPETUAL-
FLOWERING CARNATIONS.

THE following varieties have been

registered with the Perpetual-flowering

Carnation Society during the past

half year

:

General JoSre. — A scarlet sport

from Lady Northcliffe. Raised by
Mr. G. Clarke, Leighton Buzzard.

Chelsea.—A seedling, white, pencilled pink.

Raised by Mr. .\. F. Dutton, Iver.

King Albert.—A seedling, deep satin pink.

Raised by Mr. A. F. Dutton.

Lord Kitchener.—A seedling, purple, striped

crimson. Raised by Mr. E. H. Coleman, Bognor
King of the Belgians.— A seedling, deep

crimson. Raised by Mr. E. H. Coleman.

Peace.—A pure white sport from Lady Meyer.

Raised by The Newport Nurseries, Essex.

Louvain.—.A seedling, bright rosy salmon.

Raised bv Mr. A. F. Dutton.

Mrs. W. L. Ainslie.—A seedling, salmon
pink. Raised by Mr. W. Hemus, Hanworth,
Flaming June.—A sport from Mikado, geranium

cerise- Raised by Messrs. Young and Co.,

Cheltenham.

Souvenir.—A seedling, pale rose sa'mon.
Raised by Messrs. Young and Co.

Shepherdess.—A seedling, rich salmon. Raised
by Messrs. Young and Co.

Golden Flag.—.A seedUng, yaiow, pncillcd
red. Raised by Messrs. Young and Co.

Mrs. J. L. Cross.—A sport from R. F. Felton,

pink, flaked deeper pink. Raised by Mr. W. J.

Dance, Calthorpe Tower Gardens, Rugby.
Provisional registration

:

Averill Furness.—A sport of R. F. Felton,

blush, suffused and flaked rosy cerise. Raised

by Mr. R. Barnett, Grantley Hall Gardens, Ripon.

Arrangements for the show on December 8

are now in hand, and the schedules will be pub-
lished as soon as possible. By joining at this

date, new members are entitled to all privileges

until November, 1916. Subscriptions from unpaid

members are urgently needed.

Orpington. T. A. Weston. Hon. Secretary.

HORTICULTURAL RELIEF
FOR SERBIA.

IN
accordance with the recommendation of

Mr. Henman, the society's Special Com-
missioner to Serbia, the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society decided at

its last meeting to send out to Serbia

seeds to the value of £500. The order

for the seeds was placed with Messrs. Hurst and
Son, and, thanks to the personal interest which
Mr. Edward Sherwood has taken in the scheme
for relief, the total of seeds sent, as will be
seen from the following Kst, is a very consider-

able one. The seeds were sent out by a boat

belonging to the Johnstone Line on August 8,

and are consigned to the President of the Co-

operative Union in Serbia. This gentleman has

given a strict undertaking to see that the ship is

met by a trustworthy agent at Salonika, and to

use the resources of the Co-operative Union for

the impartial and thorough distribution among
the small Serbian farmers. It is largely owing
to the energetic action of Mr. Arthur Sutton,

the Rev. W. Wilks, and other members
of the sub - committee appointed to deal

with the immediate needs of Serbia, that

the task of discovering exactly what the needs

were and of contributing towards their satisfac-

tion has been discharged so promptly. When
it is remembered that the needs of other of our

Allies—for example, Belgium—are even greater,

there is good hope that the appeal of the Royal
Horticultural Society for contributions to the

Allies War Relief Fund will continue to meet

with an increasing measm-e of support. Sub-

scriptions, large or small, to this Fund may be

sent to the Treasurer, Royal Horticultural Society,

Vincent Square, S.W.

List of seeds sent to Serbia : zocwt. of Mangel

Long Red, and locwt. each of Mangel Yellow

Intermediate and Mangel Yellow Globe ; 10 bushels

each of the following Peas—Bountiful, Pilot, Essex

Star, Fillbasket, Senator, Alderman and Ne Plus

Ultra ; 6olb. of Broccoli Purple Sprouting, 251b. of

Broccoli Self - Protecting, and ijlb. of Broccoli

Late Queen
;

5olb. of Brussels Sprouts Covent
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Garden ; 251b. each of the following Cabbage

—

Offenham, Rainham, Leeds Market and Enfield

Market
;

5olb. each of Cabbage Small Drumhead
and Cabbage Large Drumhead ; 251b. each of

Cauliflower Walcheren and Cauliflower Autumn
Giant

;
jolb. each of Carrot Nantes and Carrot

St. Valery
;

jolb. of Kohl Rabi Fine Top Green,

2Cwt. of Spinach Long-Standing Prickly, 2Cwt.

of Onion White Spanish and icwt. of Onion Flat

White Tripoli, icwt. of Leek Flag, 2cwt. of Kale

Thousand-headed, icwt. of Beet Turnip-rooted,

2cwt. of Turnip Green Globe, icwt. of Turnip

Fosterton Hybrid, ^cwt. of Onion Giant Rocca,

1 3qr. of Wheat, 6qr. of Barley, loqr. of Oats, 6cwt.

of Red Clover, 4cwt. of Lucerne, 5cwt. of Italian

Rye-grass, 6cwt. of Winter Tares, icwt. of Spinach

Beet, and 6cwt. of Perennial Rye-grass.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWETRS.

—

The Editor endenours to

make THE Garden kelpfid to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with thai object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All cominunicatioTis should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and fioioering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Pxjbusher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CARNATIONS FAILING {E. T.)-—The Carnations

are attacked by the spotted snake millepede, which is

feeding inside the stems and completely destroying their

tissues. No doubt it has gained an entrance from the
new soil, and it would be unwise to propagate them from
the stock which is infested. Liming the soil is an important
aid in keeping it free from the pest,

PROPAGATING ECHEVERIA METALLICA {F. W. B.).—If you have two or three old plants of Echeveria metallica
and grow them on in a sunny part of the greenliouse,

they will probably flower. Then, if care is taken to
pollinate the blossoms, seeds will in time be produced,
from which young plants can be readily raised. By
this means large quantities can be obtained, but in order
to get a limited number there is another course which can
be followed. If the plant is tall, the top may be taken off,

potted into some sandy soil, and stood on the greenhouse
shelf till rooted. The soil must be kept shghtly moist,
but care should be taken not to give too much water.
From the old stem young shoots will be pushed out,
which, when large enough, may be taken off as cuttings.
Furthermore, single leaves will in time form plants if they
are stripped off from the stem with a side pull. They
must then be dibbled into pots of sandy soil exactly as
cuttings are treated, and stood on a shelf in the greenhouse,
being very careful as regards watering. In time a
young plant will be produced from the base oi the leaf,

and it may then be grown on in the usual way.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
FORSYTHIA NOT FLOWERING (/.. Couper).—It is

probable that the flower-buds of your Forsythia suspensa
are picked out by birds during the winter, or the plants
may have been pruned at the wrong time. Pruning
should be done about the end of April, as soon as the
flowers fade, and when plants are growing against walls
or trellises it is usual to cut the flowering branches back
to within two or three buds of the base. The new shoots
should be left full length. Pipings of Pinks may be
taken at any time between the death of the flowers and
the end of August, the earlier the better. Dibble them
into sandy soil in a close frame, or cover them with a
hand-light.

RHUS NOT FLOWERING (T. Q.).—The specimen sent
for examination is the Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cotinus).
The inflorescence is quite normal for the present time of
the year. The flowers are really over. They are very
small, and have doubtless passed unnoticed. After the
fall of the flowers the hair-like stalks, together with
numerous flowerless fibres, develop into a large feathery

head, among the fibres of which the small seeds are borne.
In many respects these feathery heads of old fiower-stalks
are the most decorative feature of the plant. As a rule,
male and female flowers are borne on the same specimen
in this species, but not in all kinds of Rhus. By reason
of the large heads of fibrous flower-stalks the plant has
been known as the Wig Tree.

ROSE GARDEN.
PERNETIANA ROSES iCicero).~We presume you

mean this group, as you mention Juhet. You will find
the following first-rate : Mme. Edouard Herriot, Cissie
Easlea, Louise Catherine Breslau, Arthur R,. Goodwin,
J. F. Barry and Willowmere,
GROWTH ON DOG ROSE (A/iss JV. H.).—The Rose

has the curious gall called the Bedeguar gall upon it,

sometimes also called Robin's Pincushion. It is due
to the laying of eggs by a gall fly in the Rose shoot, which
not only causes a swelling in which the larvse which hatch
from the eggs live and feed, but the growth of numerous
hairs over the surface of the swelling, which, turning
red in autumn, form a very pretty object in the hedgerows,
quite common in many districts.

SOCIETIES.

THE GREENHOUSE.
|

OPINION ON HYDRANGEA (ir. S. P.).—The Hydrangea
I

of which a flowering spray was sent is not tie ordinary !

kind, but the variety japonica. In this last the largo
\

sterile blossoms, which form the most conspicuous feature
|

of the inflorescence, are limited to a scattered few, whereas '

in the case of the common Hydrangea (H. Hortensia)
they form a compact head or cluster. If you desire this
last, it will be useless to take cuttings from your plant

i

of japonica, as this variety will simply be reproduced.
|

There is no malformation in the specimen sent, it being
,

characteristic of the variety japonica. ;

INSECTS ON ROOTS OF CACTI (F. W. Eidl).—If i

your Cacti are firmly potted, it is very probable that the
!

woolly aphis is limited to the roots that are on the outside i

of the ball of earth. So situated, they congregate in the
)

spaces that are sure to occur between the soil and the
side of the pot. If so, they may be destroyed by turning i

the plant out of its pot mthout disturbing the b-iU of
earth, and applying a httle methylated spirit by means
of a soft brush. As the eggs are often deposited in the
irregularities mtbin the pots, they should be scalded
out befcre the roots are again replaced. Should the roots '

in the centre of the ball of earth hi affected, the plants
I

must be shaken clear of the old soil, the roots cleaned with
|

methylated spirit, and the plants repotted in fresh compost.
There are different soil fumigants that may be safely used
in the open ground, but we should hesitate before recom-
mending their employment in a case like this.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CUCUMBERS GOING YELLOW (A. P.).—We suspect

something -wrong at the roots of the plants, preventing
the free absorption of water, or insufficient or improper
ventilation, to be the cause of the yellowing of the
Cucumbers,

TOMATOES A BAD COLOUR {Dorothy, Edge Hi!}).~
The Tomatoes are ripening irregularly owing to lack of
potash in the soil. Potash is essential to the proper
ripening of fruits of all kinds, and it would be well to
water the soil in which your plants are gromng with a
solution of potassium sulphate at the rate of half an
ounce to the gallon of water once a week. In making
up your compost another time, the addition of wood-
ashes would be an advantage.

MISCELLANEOUF.
WEED ON LAWN (Dr. G. Hales P^rry).—The weed

sent for identification is the common Yarrow or Milfoil
(Achillea Jfillefolium). It cannot be easily destroyed

,

and the best method to adopt is to remove turves in the
worst areas and make up Tilth clean new turves. Else-
where, weed out as much as possible and remove young
plants as they appear. Three tons of marl ^vill make a
good dressing for your la^n. It ought to be applied
during early autumn, or as soon as play is ended for the
year.

GARLIC IN WOODS (Woodland).~-The best way to
kill the Garlic in your woods is to chop the leaves do^wn

jwith a hoe as soon as they appear above the ground.
I

By doing this several times during the spring and early
I

summer the plants will be weakened and gradually killed,
i

To be effective, however, the leaves must* never
j

be allowed to grow to full size. As you evidently nish
i

to prune your Holhes fairly severely, it would be advisable
i

to do the work in spring. April is a good time, for young
i

shoots will then be formed quickly. If pruning were
done in the autumn, the bushes would look ugly all the
winter.

NAME OF FRUIT.— 7?. M. E. F.—The Gooseberry
is Roseberj', a variety that ought to be better kno-rni.

NAMES OF FLMiTS.—Winia7n Grant.—1, Cimicifuga
racemosa ; 2, Verbascum Thapsus ; 3, Stachys grandi-
flora ; 4, Campanula rapunculoides ; 5. Geranium san-
guineum ; 6, Rose, probably Duke of Edinburgh.
Arbutus.—1. Pyrus torminalis ; 2, Tilia tomentosa

;

3, Abies nobilis. C. C. F.—1, Juncus maritimus

:

2, J. glaucus : 3, Scirpus lacustris ; 4. S. maritimus.
C. W. D.—Ptitice sinuata. E. F. Chmma:—Mitraria
coccinei. quite hardy in sheltered yositions. M. P.

—

Tulip Tree (Lirioiendron tulipifera). Satnmia.—
Hedera Hehx var, conglonierata.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
In no sense was the fortnightly meeting of the 4th inst.
of an overflow character, though there was much to-

interest and admire. Most interesting, perhaps, was
the almost unique collection of scented Pelargoniums
from Elstree, while the Gladioli from Langport consti-
tuted a feature alone. Apart from these were great
banks of herbaceous Phloxes, and in all probability these
sho^yy summer flowers have never been better staged.
Fruit (Apples) was represented by collections from New
Zealand and Hounslow. There were three collections
ofOrchids and several good novelties on view.

FLOKAL COMmTTEE.
Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

C. T. Drucry, E'. A. Bowles. J. Green, F. W. Harvey,.
G. Reuthe, G. Harrow, J. W. Moorman, W. Howe, J. F.
McLeod, T. Stevenson. J. Jennings, C. Dixon, J. Dickson,.
H. J. Jones, A. Turner, C. E. Shea, C. E. Pearson, W. P.
Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. Cuth-
bertson, G. Paul, W. G. Baker, J. Hudson, C. R. Fielder
and W. J. Bean.

Quite a unique exliibit of the scented Pelargoniums
c^me from the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Elstree, Herts (gardener,.
ilr. E. Beckett). Arranged on the floor opposite the
entrance, it attracted attention by its variety, complete-
ness and extent, the latter running into some 400 superficial
feet. Practically every known kind in cultivation was
to be found in the group in eitt er standard or bush form,,
and, margined by the wcll-knowii and popular silver-

leaved variety Lady Plymouth, constituted an interesting:
feature of the meeting. Prized for their leaf fragrance
rather than for flower l«auty, many find pleasure in
cultivating the more select kinds for the purpose named,,
and they are certainly among the oldest of greenhouse
favourites^ A large collection was staged, and we have
no desire to publish a lontr li^t of the many varieties
shown ; hence a few name of the more distinct mustsuffice.
Of these we take at once the very interesting, though
almost leafless, P. tetragonum, whose curious stem growth-
renders it striking and distinct, though not beautiful;
P. betulinum, P. echinatum, P. artemisisefoha, P. Shottii
(with woolly leaves and crimson flowers), P. saxifragoides
(a trailing species with pink flowers, for which the specific-

name of " hedersefolia " would, we think, be far more
appropriate), P. glaucum (almost Corydalis-like in leaf
and with greenish yellow flowers) and P. terebcntha-
n-; the more conspicuous examples. P. tomentosum,
P. Clorinda, P. RoUisson's Unique (an old, mueh-cstecmed
sort), P. denticulata, P. citriodorum, P. crispum iui

variety, P. pinnatum and the " Pheasant's Foot " were
otliers of beauty and interest. A silver-gilt Flora medal
was awarded.

Messrs. James Kelway and Son, Langport, displayed
a superb avenue of Gladioli, the extent of the exhibit,

in conjunction with almost endless variety, constituting"

quite a feature. We were particularly strrck by the
beauty and grace of the new primulinus hybrids, to which
the group name of "Lang-prim"—of rather doubtful
euphony—has been given. Some of the best of these
wore Ella Kelway, Wrath, Sylph, Friendship, T. W.
Sanders, Mrs. Crane, Josephine Kelway and Banshee.
Of the large-flowered set (hybrids of nanceianus, Childsii

and Lcmoinei) Mrs, F. Field (cream, blotched crimson)^
Blotch (white and crimson), Queen Mary (ivory white
with dark blotch) and Mrs. Asquith (a very distinct

blotched variety) were among the best. Others of merit
and distinction included Dido (of intense crimson hue),

Cecilia Kelway (salmon, rose, crimson and yellow, very
distinct). Crown Jewel, Indomitable, Indiana (deep maroou)j.
Dick (mauve, violet and purple), Happy Match, Golden
Ray, and Favour (scarlet, freckled with white). Silver-gilt

Banksian medal.
The MisFcs Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Tbames, showed

a small collection of alpines and herbaceous plants with
Violas.

Messrs. H. B. May and Son, Edmonton, contributed
an excellent table of Ferns and flowering plants, the
firmer largely in the majority. Of these the varied forms-

of Ncphrolepis were much in C'vidence, such well-marked
sorts as N. elegantissima compacta and K. Wredii appear-
ing in prominent groups. N. Willmottsp, the most mossy
aud diminutive of all, was particularly^ well shown, with
Adiantums and many others. WhitP and red Lapagerias-

were very finely displayed. Silver Banksian medal.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfleld, staged an excellent

exhibit of Streptocarpi and Gloxinias, together mth a
fine grouping of Nerine Fothergillii major. Solanum
Wendlandii was also' good, and Clethra arborea variegata
pleasing in flower.

Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookbam, again staged a
superb lot of Carnations. Bookham White, Mrs. GriflBth

Jones (buff), Mrs. George Marshall (crimson), Pasquin
(fancy). Daffodil (the best yellow), Ehzabeth Shiffner,

Solfatcrra (yellow), Linkman (good yellow-ground fancy>
and Edenside were among thejbest. Silver Flora medal.

Mr. Reginald R. Cory, Duffryn, sentj^a collection of

Pseony-flou'ered Dahlias. Myrtus Luna (syn. Eugenia
apiculata) came from the same source. It forms a hand-
some bush, covered with white-cupped flowers. A
cultural commendation was awarded.
Campanula R. B. Loder is a pretty semi-double flowered

hybrid of very dwarf habit and great freedom. It was
sent by Mr, Reginald Prichard, West Moors, Dorset,,

and is full of promise.
Some charming flowering examples of Tecoma grandi-

flora were sent by H.R.H. the'Duchess of Albany, Clare-

mont (gardener, Mr. J. S. Kelly). They were greatly-

admired. A cultural commendation vras. awarded.
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Messrs. Rich and Co., Bath, displayed a Ub?ral collec-

tion of Phloxes, of which Meteor, Le Mahdi, Frau A.
Buchner and Europa were among the best.

Messrs. W, Cutbush and Son, Highgate, N., had an
excellent exliibit of the new Iv'y-leaved Pelargonium
Radiance. It is very brilliant in colour and profusely
flowered.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, had an interesting lot

of plants, both alpine and shrub. Of the former, Cam-
panula Tymosii, C. Raineri and C. Stansfleldii were very
beautiful. Astilbe simpUcifolia was most charming.
Desfontainea spinosa {in scarlet and gold), Bravoa geniini-
flora, Sparaxis pulcherrima and Veratrum nigrum were
other notable plants. Bronze Banksian medal.

Messrs. H. J. Jonc?, Limited, Lewisham, larought an
excellent exhibit of herbaceous Phloxes, for which a
silver-gilt Bank.>^iun medal was awarded. The trusses were
particularly clean and fresh-looking. Among new varieties,
Mrs. A. W. Alder (shell pink) and Violet Guest (rich salmon,
dark eye) were the best. Widar (Parma Violet blue),
Rijnstroom (salmon scarlet). The Queen (white, purple
eye), Mme. Paul Dutric (soft pink), Goliath (carmine,
immense size) and General van Heutsz (very brilliant)

were all excellent.
Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Middle Green, Langley, had an

extensive exhibit of Roses—quite a remarkable grouping,
considering the wet that had been experienced. Lyon
Rose, Mme. Ravary, General Macarthur, filrs. A. Ward,
Rayon d'Or (quite a glorious display), Mme. Edouard
Herriot, Lady Hillingdon and Mme. Abel Chatenay
were among the finer sorts. A feature of the group
was a delightful lot of the violet-coloured Tlialictrum
dipterocarpum, without doubt one of the finest hardy
plants extant. Silver Flora medal.

ftlr. James Box. Lindfield Nurseries, Hayward's Heath,
had a superb grouping of herbaceous Phloxes, probably
one of the finest seen this year. Arranged in formidable
groups, the whole constituted a bank of colour such as
is rarely seen. Albert Vandel (violet blue), Arthur Rane
(salmon), Dr. Kbnigshofer (brilliant orange scarlet),
Sofle Cordes (soft lilac), Jules Sandeau (cerise), Le Blahdi
(wliich variety formed a huge centre-piece), Mrs. E. H.
Jenkins, Frau Antoniii Buchner, Fraulein von Lassberg
(the finest whites) and Dr. Charcot (dark violet) were some
of the finer in a very imposing display.

Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, also had a capital exhibit
of Phloxes, such as Dr. Konigshofer, Le Mahdi, Europa,
Selma, Meteor, G. A. Strohlein, Frau Antonin Buchner,
Elizabeth Campbell and other excellent sorts being well
staged.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : A. H. Pearson, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

J. Cheal, George Woodward, G. Keif, A. Bullock, P. D.
Tuckett, J. Jaques, Owen Thomas, E. A. Bunyard, Edwin
Beckett, J. Harrison, A. R. Allan and H. H. Williams.

Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons, Hounslow, showed a select
lot of Apples, such as Early Victoria, Red Quarrenden,
Early Red Margaret, Beauty of Bath, Lady Sudeley,
Gladstone, Ruddy (a fine-looking sort), Irish Peach,
Worcester Pearmain, White Transparent and many
others. A dish of fruits of the Strawberry-Raspberry
was also on view.
The Tonkins Trustees, Treliske Orchard, Ettrick,

Otago, New Zealand, also staged an exhibit of Apples,
remarkable for size and good colouring. Scarlet
Nonpareil, Cleopatra (yellow-skinned variety), Esopus
Spitzenbcrg (very richly coloured), Jonathan, Delicious,
Muuroe's Favourite and Rome Beauty were among the
more conspicuous in a very telling lot.

Orchid Committee.
Present : J. Gurncy Fowler, Esq. (chairman), and

Messrs. J. O'Brien, Gurney Wilson, W. Bolton, R. Brooman
White, Pantia Ralli, R. Thwaites, J. Charlesworth, Arthur
Dye, S. W. Flory and F. Sander.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had many inter-
esting Orchids, among which the rarely seen trio of
Anguloas—A. Cliftonii (golden), A. uniflora (pink) and
A. eburnea (white)—^were conspicuous. Others of note
included an unknown species of Maxillaria with yellow
flowers, the pure white Coelogyne mooreana, a superb
Laeho-Cattleya wistonensis, Epidendrum radiatum (vanilla-
scented) and the remarkable Brassia lawrcnceana longis-
sima, whose nearly foot-long, tapering, orange-coloured
sepals and deep cream coloured lip rendered it very
striking amid the rest. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, had some nice
examples of Vanda CBerulea, Aerides maculosum Schroderse,
Cattleya dowiana, Miltonia Queen Alexandra, Phalaenopsis
rimestadiana, with Odontiodas and others. Silver
Banksian medal.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
staged some excellent Cattleya dowiana, C. gaskelliana
alba (very fine), the intensely coloured Odontioda Brewii
and O. Wilsonii (pinky), together with Odontoglossum
Ossulstonii (heavily pink spotted), O. Doris (rich chocolate
markings) and O. crispum harryanum, among others.
Silver Banksian medal.

culture, and Mr. J. Highgate, gardener to the Marquis
of Linlithgow, Hopetoun House Gardens. The flr.st

prize, a ijold medal, was awarded to Mr. Walter Fleming,
Mount Melville Gardens, St. Andrews, who had a capital
paper on " The Cultivation of the Potato." Miss May
White, Edinburgh, won the second prize with an excellent
paper on " Insect Pests on the Apple." The third prize
was awarded to Mr. John G. Kerr, Barcaldine Gardens,
Ledaig, Argyllshire, for a good paper on " The Potato."
The papers were well received. Mr. Pirie made an
appropriate reference to the death of Mr. A. D.
Mackenzie, of the firm of Messrs. Mackenzie and Moncur,
who was at one time a president of the association. It
was agreed to record in the minutes an expression of
regret, and to send aletterof condolence to Mr. Mackenzie's
widow and family.
The exliibits were of considerable merit and beauty,

and included a display of new frilled Pansies and of double
and single Pelargoniums, sent by Messrs. Dobbie and Co..
The Royal Nurseries, Edinburgh ; a capital exhibit of
Larkspurs, Spirsea Vesta, Erythrina Crista-galli and
other plants from the Edinburgh Public Parks Depart-
ment, sent by Mr. J. W. M'Hattie, superintendent

;

Strawberries from Muricston Farm Colony, exhibited by
Mr. R. Cairns, superintendent ; and Sweet Peas from
Miss Burton, New Saughton Hall, Polton,

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The usual monthly meeting of tliis association was held
in the Goold Hall, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on
the evening of August 3. Tlu^ chair was occupied by
the president, Mr. W. G. Pirie, Dalhousie Castle Gardens.
The evening was principally devoted to the reading of
papers sent in by junior members in connection with
the association's annual prize competition for these.
On account of the war and the absence of several junior
members with the Forces, the number of papers was
smaller than usual, but those submitted were generally
excellent. The adjudicators were Mr. J. S. Chisholm
of the Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agri-

HAYWARD'S HEATH AND MID-SUSSEX HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

The twenty-seventh annual exhibition took place on
August 2 in Victoria Park, and it was arranged that the
proceeds should benefit exclusively the Horticultural
War Relief Fund. To this end also tlie trade at the close
of the show sold their exhibits, thus tending considerably
to augment the amount for such a useful purpose. Though
incomparable to others of preceding years, the exhibition
was, nevertheless, a very creditable one, although in no
classes save those of the cottagers was competition
actually keen.
The Right Hon. Lord North, Banbury, who was the

only exhibitor in the class for eighteen vases of Sweet
Peas, was awarded the challenge trophy (to be held for
one year) offered in this class—a well-deserved award,
as the blooms were of excellent quahty and very finely
displayed. Mr. H. M. Knight, Hayward's Heath, was
similarly successful in the class for a display of Perpetual-
flowering Carnations. The same exliibitor scored for
six pots of Streptocarpus. W. A. Sturdy, Esq., Lindfield,
was successful for a collection of hardy perennials,
also for a table of fr^t 6 feet by 4 feet, arranged for effect
with cut fiowers or foliage. In the class for a collection
of vegetables, eight kinds, the honour fell to Lord North
with 48 points, as against 42 obtained by Mr. L. E. Smith,
Handcross.

The greatest charm of the exliibition was furnished
by the exlubits from the trads, which were magnificent
in their quality and splendour of display, and comprised
a large stand of Carnations from Messrs. Allwood Brothers,
Hayward's Heath. A grand display of Roses was staged
by Mr. Elisha Hicks, Twyford, Berks, whose new single
Hybrid Tea Princess Mary evoked incessant admiration,
not only on account of its quality of blooms and grandeur
of colour, but also for its remarkable perfume, ftfi. James
Box, Lindfield, and Mr. Gibbs Box, Burgess Hill, both
had brilliant displays of Phloxes, Gladioli and other
herbaceous flowering subjects. To all the foregoing
well-deserved gold medals were awarded. A silver-
gilt medal was awarded to Mr. Frank WooUard, Brighton,
for a stand of Roses ; also to a non-competitive exhibit
from His Grace the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon,
Balcombe, who, in addition to a fine table of fruit, inter-
spersed with small vases of Orchids, staged also a fine
exhibit of vegetables and a stand of Begonias. Colonel
Stephenson R. Clarke, Borde Hill, was awarded a certificate
of merit for a most interesting collection of hardy flowering
shrubs.

ROYAL LANCASHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The hortictiltural section of this society continues to
grow in favour. On the opening day, July 29, the
pavilion was crowded with a host of dehghted visitors.

That the Council acted wisely when adding a horticultural
section with a liberal prize-list has been abundantly
proved. This season's exhibition was held in Witton
Park, Blackburn, and although a smaller domain than
is generally accorded to this important show, the grounds
and surroundings were ample and delightful. To give
a full report of a show of this magnitude requires more
space than can be allotted, and owing to this our
notice must be brief and some exhibits passed over,
although deserving of recognition.
To begin with the Queen of Flowers, Messrs. Alex.

Dickson and Sons, Hawlmark, Belfast, secured the society's
large gold medal for a contribution extensive in size

and of great charm. Two new Roses were honoured.
Lord Kitchener receiving a first-class certificate and
(jeueral French an award of merit. Mr. R. Bolton of
Caniforth also gained a g>ld medal for a charming array
of Sweet Peas arranged in an easy and delightful manner,
with a tinge of greenery that added to the effect. Messrs.
Alex. Dicfeon (gold medallists) also had an extensive
display of this popular fiower.

The King's Acre Nursery Company. Hereford, con-
tributed an imposing and valuable display of fruit with
tempting forms of many kinds, including huge Pears,
rosy Apples and bright Peaches. The Lancashire County
Council displayed a valuable collection, proving its good
educational work, including growing Tomatoes (a promis-
ing seedling), culinary and Sweet Peas, Apples in pots^

and various kinds of well-growu vegetables. Messrs
Little and Ballantyne showed well-grown conifers and
trees, artistically arranged, at the entrance of the tent.
Messrs. W. Artindale aiid Sons, Sheffield, had a charming
display of Violas, which delighted visitors. Messrs.
S. Broadhead and Son, Huddersfield, had an interesting
display of alpines naturally planted in a rockery.
Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, Devon, set up huge
bunches of the favourite Phlox, Gladioli, &c. Mr. George
Mathews, gardener to A. Leaver, Esq., Brierclitfe, staged
a pleasing lot of cut Begonia blooms. Tliese various
exhibits were each acknowledged by the award of the
society's gold medal.

Turning to the competitive exliibits, we have the
greater section, althougli shown in a much smaller space.
Mr. S. Barker, gardener to the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber,
Worksop, proved himself a past-master in fruit culture,
attaining to the premier position for twelve dishes,
including monster Melons, enticing Grapes, rich Peaches
and Nectarines. In addition to this honour the four
leading awards in the Grape classes all went to this excel-
lent cultivator, air. J. E. Hathaway, gardener to John
Brennand, Esq.^ Thirsk ; and Mr. J. E. Newman, gardener
to R. A. Tatton, Esq., Preston, were also first pri2e
winner-i in this section.

Sweet Peas require more than a passing notice, nine
classes being devoted to them. Mr. William Bond,
Formby, excelled in this particular sphere, winning in
the premier class for eighteen vases, and also in two other
classes, staging long stems with large, well-coloured
fiowers. Other winners of first prizes were Mr. E. R.
Janes, Banbury; Mr. G. E. Kitchens, Wem, Salop;
iMr. V. Booth, Gatley, Cheshire ; and Mr. J. A. Whittaker
(two). Tarn House, Skipton.

Dinner-tables consisted of about two dozen, providing
plenty of material for educational purposes in varied
fioral forms, including the aristocratic Orchid, thi queenly
Rose, the popular Sweet Pea, the pleasing Gerbera, the
quaint Gloriosa and many others. The leading awards
went to Mrs. John Nixon, Alderley Edge ; Miss Newsham,
Ormskirk ; and Mrs. W. Garner, Hale, all well known
for their artistic capabilities.

Turning to the plant section, there were four classes,
and those renowned exhibitors, Messrs. James Cypher
of Cheltenliam, took the leading award in three of the
classes, \1z., for a group of miscellaneous plants in a
space of 300 square feet ; twelve stove or greenhouse
plants, not fewer than seven to be in bloom ; and a like
number in pots not exceeding 10 inches. Messrs. Black-
more and Langdon of Bath contributed a group of tuberous
Begonias in the remaining class, and possibly this entry
caused a greater surprise than any other in the show.
The form was that of an in\'erted saucer, broken up by
a Palm in the centre and hanging baskets at intervals.
The delicacy and colouring of the massive and symmetrical
blooms and the artistic staging gained hosts of admirers
and words of commendation.

Other cut-flower classes included one for an exhibit
in a. pace of 100 square feet, Mr. W. H. Garner securin ,'

the leading award, staging Gladioli, Phloxes, Carnations,
Roses, ttc.

The Carnation-lover was gratified by the exhibit of
Messrs. C. H. Taude\in, Willaston, who staged fine
blooms, pleasingly grouped.

Roses were shown by Mr. Gerald Garnett (Wyreside)
and Mr. J. W. G. Smith, staging well-formed blooms,
ani these exhibitors obtained first prizes.

Mr. Frank Reader and Horticultural Exhibi-

tors.—At the Royal Horticultural Hall on
August 4, Mr. Frank Reader, chief cashier of the

Royal Horticultural Society, was presented with

a solid silver salver and a purse of gold. These
had been subscribed for by horticultural exhibitors

as an appreciation of the unfailing courtesy shown
towards them, and assistance so willingly rendered,

by Mr. Reader during the past twenty-five years.

The presentation was made in the presence of

a large and representative gathering by Mr.

Harold Beale, who, in a business-lilie speech,

stated that nothing ever seemed a trouble to the

recipient. No matter what an exhibitor wanted,

Mr. Reader was the man to go to. In replying,

Mr. Reader stated that it was always a pleasure

to do anything for members of the horticultura/

trade, and he hoped the good feeling that existed

not only between those present and himself,

but also between exhibitors and the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, would long continue. Mr. F.

Herbert Chapman, who had acted as secretary

and treasurer, was cordially thanked for his

services. The salver, which is suitably engraved,

is a very handsome example of the silversmith's

art.

*,• The Yearly Subscription to The Qardeih is : Inland^
s. iid. ; Foreign, 8s. 9d.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Lieutenant H. M. WooUey.—it was a rei-ent

and unexpected pleasure to meet Mr. H. M.

WooUey, a keen horticulturist, whose home
address is Old Riffhams, Danbury, Essex. Mr.

WooUey left the Royal Gardens, Kew, in March,

1908, to take up an appointment on a rubber

plantation in Borneo, and he has returned to

England to join the Colom"s. It will be remem-

bered that his brother, then Lieutenant Woolley

of the gth London Regiment, was awarded the

V.C. for gallantry on Hill 60, since when he has

been promoted to captain. Lieutenant H. M.

Woolley has been gazetted to the 12th Essex

Reserve Battalion.

The Plantain Lilies.

—

Owing to their bold foliage

and vigorous habit, the larger

of the Plantain Lilies or

Funkias are excellent for

forming broad edgings to

shaded pathways, as shown

in the illustration.
They appreciate well-drained

but rich soil, when they will

quickly make large tufts of

striking, ornamental foliage,

surmounted, in their respec-

tive seasons, by the rather

small, pendulous, bell-shaped

flowers. The best known
are F. Sieboldii, with very

large, glaucous leaves and

creamy lilac flowers ; F.

grandiflora, with compara-

tively large, pure white and

sweetly scented flowers

;

and F. ovata, with very

large, deep green leaves and

lilac blue flowers. There are

also several variegated varie-

ties of these species. F. tardi-

flora flowers during late

October and November, when its pale purple

blossoms are much appreciated in the outdoor

garden.

Bottled Fruits and Vegetables.^—The Royal

Agricultural Society of England, realising the

desirability of encouraging everyone to preserve

as much food as possible, are offering prizes

for bottled fruits and vegetables at their Man-

chester show next year. These prizes are offered

both to amateurs who bottle fruits and vegetables for

their own use, and not specially for the purposes

of sale ; and to fruit preservers who bottle the fruits

which they offer for sale. Full particulars and

conditions of entry can be obtained from the

Secretary, 16, Bedford Square, London, W.C.

Lime Wood Attacked by Fungus.—.-Vt a recent

meeting of the scientific committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society, Mr. Bowles showed a

specimen of Lirae from a branch which had fallen

from a tree in the avenue at Forty Hall, Enfield,

in which the annual rings of wood were separated

from one another. This separation had e%'idently

been brought about by a fungus, the mycelium

of which could be discerned as a thin pellicle

between the rings, but could not be further

identified until fruit was obtainable.

Lobelia ramosa.—^This makes an excellent

pot plant for conser\'atory decoration in early

PLANTAIN LILIES BORDERING A SHADED PATHWAY.

summer. We saw some veny good examples

of it this year in a Hampshire garden. Under

glass, with a minimum of heat, the growth is

upright and but little branched. It flowers

freely, but not in such profusion as to hide all the

stems and leaves. On the contrary, these are

\'ery much in evidence, and serve as a delightful

foil for the large blue flowers. Tenuifolia is

another somewhat similar Lobelia which may be

grown for the sanie purpose. It is taller in growth

and of a deeper shade of blue, but it does not

make such a nice compact plant as ramosa

Pink and White Mallows.—Among the many
hardy annuals that are flowering just now, none

is more highly appreciated than the pink Mallow.

This makes a fine, branching bush 3 feet or rather

more in height, the large, funnel-shaped blossoms

being produced in great profusion. These are a

charming shade of rose pink, with darker

venations. Both in the garden and as cut flowers

for the house these Mallows are beautiful and

useful, and deserve to be more extensively grown.

The white Mallow is also very pretty, and when
grown in association with the pink, in the

proportion of about one white to three pink,

the effect is particularly good. Readers

should make a note of these now in their

diaries, so that seeds may be ordered early

next year for sowing outdoors

the first week in April.

Rose Betty.—For a strong-

growing and continuous-

flowering garden Rose we
do not know of a better

variety than this. Raised by

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and

Sons, and first put into com-

merce in 1905, it quickly

became a great favourite,

its large clusters of long-

petalled, fragrant flowers

never failing to elicit ad-

miration. The colour is

coppery rose, shaded yellow,

the combination creating a

Aery charming effect. It

makes a large, rather

spreading bush, the stout,

spiny stems withstanding

the fiercest gales. Although

rather too vigorous for beds,

except those of large size,

it is excellent as a large

specimen in the mixed

border or, indeed, any
situation where plenty of

space is available.

Collarette Dahlias.—It may surprise a good

many who are not familiar with Dahlia-growing

to learn that this type, the Collarettes, may not

only very easily be raised from seed, but that they

are just as much annuals (if by that is meant that

they bloom the same year as that in which

they are sown) as China Asters. In fact,

treated in the same way and under exactly

the same conditions, some of them are as

likely as not to be in bloom the first. A
good strain provides a great variety of colour,

and in few of the resultant plants will the little

disc of petals round the yellow composite centre

be wanting. A si.xpenny or a shilling packet is

full of potentiality.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Large Fungus.—On August 10, in a small

shrabbery in my garden, a fungus—I believe,

Lycoperdon giganteum—was taken up measuring

43 inches in circumference and lo inches in height,

weighing 5lb. 140Z.—C. L.

Recipe for Bottling Green Figs Wanted.—
I would be glad if any reader could gi\e recipes

for bottling or preser\-ing green Figs When
should they be gathered and how treated ? Can

they be kept green and clear-looking in the bottles,

as one sometimes sees them, or must they go dark ?

—C. E. C.

British versus Dutch Bulbs.—Let e%eryone

who contemplates buying bulbs pause to think

before they hastily buy the usual dumped Dutch

for Mr. Jeffrey, Captain Hope's gardener, believes

in good cultivation for his Roses and carries his

ideals into practice.

—

Sub Rosa.

Euphorbia Sibthorpii.—Few of the hardy

species of Euphorbia possess much ornamental

value, but of the small number which are worth

a situation in the garden E. Sibthorpii takes a high

place. It is a native of Greece, and though long

known to botanists, is seldom seen in gardens.

Of extremely robust habit, it pushes up numerous

sturdy stems, which rise to a height of some 5 feet

or 6 feet. The stems—at least the upper portions

—

are densely clothed with narrow, pointed, bluish

green leaves, each quite 5 inches long. The plant

is at its best during March and April, and at that

time the terminal shoot of each stem consists of

an inflorescence, the conspicuous portion of which

is the bracts, in the centre of which the incon-

spicuous flowers are carried. In this Spurge

the bracts .ire of a bright greenish yellow, so that

EUPHORBIA SIBTHORPII IN THE GLASNEVIN BOTANIC GARDENS.

produce. The great British bulb-growing centres

—Guernsey. Ireland and the many large bulb

farms in England—^grow bulbs equal to any Dutch

produce. These British firms have not only sent

their best manhood to support our Armies, but

they also employ British labour, which should

at all costs be supported.—C. H. Taudevik.

Rose Rambling Rector.—But seldom found

in catalogues or in gardens. Rose Ranrbling Rector

is yet one which deserves the consideration of

those who take pleasure in climbing Roses with

small flowers. I saw a pillar of this in the gardens

of Captain Hope at St. Mary's Isle, Kirkcud-

brightshire, the other day. It was superb—

a

perfect mass of small Ranunculus-like white

flowers, much more freely produced than on Thalia

and of purer white. In big bunches, these, com-
bined with the free growth which covered a tall

pillar, made a picture of great beauty. It is

almost superfluous to say that it was well grown.

a large plant carrying many flower-heads presents

a highly ornamental appearance. E. Sibthorpii

is perfectly hardy at Glasnevin. where it is growing

in a ratlier exposed position, so that it should be

hardy in most parts of the country. It succeeds in

any ordinary garden soil.—S. Rose.

Bulb Notes.—As a great admirer of that excel-

lent Tulip Prince of Austria, it was with pleasure

that I noticed the Rev. Joseph Jacob's able pen,

on page 3S5, issue August 7, recommending it

for pots. It is unquestionably good, and as a

second early \ery difficult to improve upon to

those who appreciate its colour. While serving

\vith the late Mr. W. Fyfe at Lockinge I well

remember the favourable in^pression he formed of

it both growing inside and outside, and said it would

undoubtedly be much more largely grown when

its good points were recognised and the price of

it came down a little. I would also urge the

claims to a place, for use in pots, of Proserpine

and Thomas Moore. Xo praise is too high

for either of these varieties, for they respond

quite well to forcing treatment or otherwise

;

while for massing outdoors we ha\e but few more

effective in their respecti\e shades of silky carmine

rose and buff orange. — H. Tvrn'er, Serlby

Gardens, Bawtry.

Toads in the Garden.—Re article on toads

in The Garden of July 31, Mr. E. T. Ellis does

right in calling attention to the good these creatures

do. But surely he is wrong when he says, " Some
people think they eat young growths of annuals

and other plants." Now, I wonder if these

people ever saw a toad making a meal off plants.

The natural food of toads are insects ; and after

taming a toad to come at a %vhistle and feed out

of your hand, surely one can speak of their habits.

Woodlice are a pest to the gardener, and these are

their favourite food. After some years of observa-

tion, I never saw a toad take any insect when
stiU, but always when on the move.

I go so far as to say they never take

anything unless moving. Offer the

most dainty morsel to the toad and

watch him put his head on one side.

Directly the insect moves away it is

snapped up by the tongue quicker

than the eye can foUow. Some-

times one can induce the creature to

take food by poking it about with a

twig. I have seen a small portion of

a plant rolled up and moved about

with a stick. The toad will take it
;

but watch the creature's efforts to

get rid of it. This alone should be

sufficient proof that toads never take

vegetable food in any way.—S. G. S.,

Newbury.

Some Beautiful Flower-Beds.

—

The flower borders in the Bourne-

mouth Public Gardens look, as usual,

very beautiful. The majority of

them are very large, and contain

many plants. Carpet bedding, bed-

ding-out as it obtained about twenty-

five years ago,and subtropical bedding

are all represented, and all find

favour with the public. It would

take up too much space to note

the features of all the beds as

planted this year, but three of

them may be explained. No hard-

and-fast rule is adhered to by Mr.

J. B. Ste\enson, the able superin-

tendent, and he always has some-

thing fresh for the visitors to enjoy every year.

Geranium Golden Harry Hieover and blue Lobelia

were e\enly mixed in one case with dot plants

of Fuchsias and a bordering of Alyssmn maritinum

Zonal Pelargonium Maxime Kovalevsky (orange-

co'.oured flowers or orange red) with dot plants

of Liliums and an edging of Centaureas looked

grand in other beds. A very striking bed was

one filled in the centre with Alyssum maritinum,

dot plants of Fuchsias, and a very broad edging

of that grand old garden plant, Gazania splendens.

Of course, there are plenty of Fir trees in and

near the Bournemouth PubUc Gardens. There are

not many kinds of plants that will succeed under

these trees. Funkias were thriving under many
Firs, however, and even the old favourite Sweet

William was a success. I have never seen Funkias

do better. They should be more extensively

used in gardens than they are, as both flowers

and foliage are attractive.—G. G.
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Goldfish Changing Colour.—My experience

of the golden carp does not entirely agree with

that of " S. G. S., Xewbury," in his reply to the

query from " G. M." on page 385, issue August 7.

For many years I had gold and silver fish in a

large tropical Water Lily tank, and also in two
tanks outdoors. There were over a hundred
fish in all, and many thousands were hatched

every year ; but the old fish are such cannibals

that unless the babies were isolated, very few

reached maturity. When hatched they were
invariably of dark brown colour (I have never

seen a black carp), and retained this colour for

the first season. Early in the next spring a pro-

portion (usually about seven out of twelve) would
change colour, some becoming gold, a few silver,

and others parti-coloured. The remainder con-

tinued brown for the rest of their lives. Generally

speaking, there was no change in colour or marking
among the sports ; but in some of those which
became red and brown-—popularly called black

and gold—the gold patches would increase a

little at the expense of the black for a few years.

If there is plenty of water, artificial feeding is

not necessary ; but with a limited supply it is

necessary to supplement their natural food, and
then, as " S. G. S." says, bread is one of the best

foods, though the fish like a dry, iiaky biscuit,

such as Toast or Cream Crackers. These fish are

very easily tamed, and will soon swim to the

side of the tank and feed on a piece of bread

held in one's fingers. As with plants, hardiness

can only be relative. The individual which is

hardy at one place may be tender a mile away,

so it is not safe to particularise any locality.

Besides, much depends on the character of the

pond or tank, as well as its position. In my
experience goldfish do not thrive in slate tanks,

even in warm districts. The water becomes too

cold and hard, whereas in adjoining tanks of

concrete the fish are quite happy. These fish

love the sun, and will lie for hours basking in the

sun-warmed water close to the surface. During
very cold springs goldfish in open-air tanks and

ponds are often attacked by a fungoid disease

under the scales. This is generally fatal, and

1 am not aware of any cure, except that if the

disease is seen in its early stages and the fish can

be isolated in warm water, it frequently disappears,

though the disease sometimes attacks fish that

are in heated tanks, in which case the affected

fish should be immediately caught and destroyed,

as the disease is contagious.

—

Cecil B.\rtlett.

The Economy of Bockwork.—I have just

been reading the article by " Kurstcot " in The
Garden for August 7, page 386, and cannot help

thinking that there is much therein that will

prove misleading to the average reader. In the

first place, your contributor claims that the
' rockery appeals, and should appeal, because it

is the method of culture giving the maximum
result in plant cultivation on any given area of

ground." In this he is wrong, and if mere economy
of space is the only recommendation for the intro-

duction of a rock garden, then he and everyone

else will be well advised to abandon the idea.

Even for the cultivation of alpine plants (and
' Kurstcot " apparently extends his claim to all

garden subjects) it is not the most economical

;

and if mere collections of plants are required,

and these to occupy the smallest possible area,

then by far the best method of cultivation is to

grow them in pots or pans, as they can then

be moved as desirable, and instead of the 250

mentioned by " Kurstcot," . at least 400 species

can be well grown. Far, far better this than the

sort of rockery he describes with its " stone burr

bricks and other material." What harmony of

association is there between burr bricks and
alpine plants ? What is there beautiful in a burr

brick that we should desire it ? Why uiill people

talk of burr bricks and gardens in the same breath ?

If there is anything of beauty in a rock garden,

surely it is in the natural association of the plants

v.ith a reproduction—as far as may be—of

their natural environment. Nor does a burr

brick assist in cultivation ; rather the reverse, in

fact. Many plants avoid as carefully as they can

the partially vitrified surface, some decline to

grow near burr bricks at all, and none really likes

them. The coarser plants certainly co\er them,

but they will do that with any other rubbish.

Another quotation from " Kurstcot" is scarcely

the idea that many of us hold. He says: "Too much
is usually made of the rockery itself and too little

of the growth it accommodates." The failure

of the average rock garden is due to ignoring

the true place that the stone should occupy in

the scheme. So much is this the case that the

stone is often so obtrusively ugly that one is

tempted to overlook the plants altogether. This

is rather because not enough instead of too much
has been made of it. After all the volumes that

have been written on the subject, it would appear

to be unnecessary to reiterate the fact that the

rock garden to be successful must be something

more than a place to cultivate plants ; indeed,

for this purpose alone it is unnecessary. The
true place of the rock garden is to reproduce those

natural conditions and effects one finds in rock

districts, and then, having reproduced as nearly

as may be such features as make the strongest

appeal to our sense of the picturesque, to plant

them as nearly as possible with the \egetation

we should find in such conditions in Nature.

The essence of the art of rock gardening is its

realism. There is nothing either realistic or

picturesque in heaps of stones, bricks, or broken

concrete, however thickly they may be planted

with alpine or any other plants
; moreover, the

argument frequently used that it does not matter

what material is used, because it will soon be

covered, is a foolish one.

At the Royal Horticultural Society's show held

at Chelsea last May a series of rock gardens were

exhibited, each of which occupied less space than

that mentioned by " Kurstcot." In nearly every

case some particular example of natural formation

was adopted, all were different, and I think it

will be conceded that many of them were beautiful

because they looked natural. I was on the grounds

throughout the whole of the time they were in

the course of construction, and can say without

hesitation that all of them could have been

reconstructed under normal gardening conditions

in such a way that they would have made ideal

homes for alpines, and yet lose nothing of the

actual beauty of the stone used, or the realism of

its arrangement.

Frankly. I had hoped that after the advice

so frequently given in your columns by many
writers of experience and proved ability in this

department of horticulture (without consider-

ing my own efforts in this respect), advice and

instruction that you have extended over

many years, the idea of constructing a rock

garden of "bricks and other material" than

natural' stone was as dead as a certain king, and

that, as of him, it might be said, " none were left

so poor as to do it honour."

—

George Dillistone.

THE CULTIVATION OF
FUCHSIAS.

{In Answer to a Correspondent.]

THERE are very few classes of plants

that can be put to as many different

uses as the numerous forms of Fuchsia

which we have now in our gardens.

For the embellishment of the green-

house or conservatory they may be

grown either as bushes, pyramids or standards,

according to individual taste. The tendency

to train them in standard form is decidedly on
the increase, and certainly the flowers, owing to

their drooping nature, are seen to considerable

advantage when grown in this way. The looser-

habited kinds are also very pretty when trained

to roof or rafter, under which conditions they

wiU keep up a display of bloom throughout the

entire season.

Outdoors during the summer they are invaluable,

either as large specimens sunk in the turf or grouped

in a bed, thickly or thinly, according to individual

fancy. When disposed over the surface of a

bed at such a distance that each individual has

space to show its true character, and the ground

underneath is clothed with some low-growing

flowering plant, such as the bedding Violas or

Harrison's Musk, a very pretty effect is produced.

Some of the dwarf-growing Fuchsias themselves

may, if preferred, be used for carpeting purposes.

In any enumeration of the uses to which Fuchsias

may be put, the hardy kinds must on no account

be passed over, as they flower profusely during

the latter part of the summer, and their small,

gracefully reflexed blossoms are by some preferred

to the larger ones.

A desirable feature of the different Fuchsias

is their simple cultural requirements, which stands

them in good stead in cottage gardens as well

as in more pretentious establishments. The

named varieties are readily increased by cuttings,

which may be taken at anj' time during the growing

season. The best time, however, is in the spring

months, when the plants, just awakened from

their winter's sleep, push out new shoots. As

soon as these shoots are from 2\ inches to 3 inches

long, they form very , suitable cuttings. If the

bottom pair of leaves is removed and the cuttings

inserted into pots of light, sandy soil, they will,

in a close propagating-case in a gentle heat, strike

root in about a fortnight. In the summer they

wiU strike readily without any artificial heat,

provided they are kept close and shaded.

When rooted, they must be potted singly

and shifted into larger pots as required. A
suitable compost for all Fuchsias may be made
up of two parts of loam to one part each of leaf-

mould and weU-decayed cow-manure, with about

half a part of sand, the whole being thoroughly

incorporated together. If the loam is of a rather

light nature, more of it may be used. This compost

may be broken up finely for the small plants,

using it rougher for the larger ones. On no

account should it be sifted.

If the young plants are intended to be grown

as bushes, they should have the growing points

pinched out in order to induce the formation of

side shoots ; if as pj-ramds, be tied to an upright

stick and the development of side branches

encouraged ; while for standards a good stake

is necessary, and the removal of all side shoots

till the required height is attained. The pots
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should be well drained, as Fuchsias need a liberal

quantity of water during the growing season, yet

at the same time they very much resent stagnant

moisture. When the pots are well furnished with

roots, an occasional stimulant will be beneficial,

but there will be sufficient manure in the compost
before recommended to last during the earlier

stages.

In the winter, Fuchsias lose their leaves, so

that they may be readily kept at that season

anywhere just safe from frost. They need then

little or no water. Taken into the greenhouse

in the spring and watered, they will, imder the

influence of light, air and moisture, quickly start

into growth. When taken from their winter

quarters, any straggling shoots may be shortened

back in order to ensure good shapely specimens.

A few good varieties for growing into pyramidal

shape are :

Single, dark-coloured flowers : Charming, De-

light, President, Royal Purple, Scarcity, Valiant

and Wave of Life.

Single, with white tube and sepals and
coloured corrllas : Amy Lye, Beauty of

Trowbridge, Jubilee Queen, Lady Heytesbury

and Mrs. Marshall.

Single, white corolla : Flocon de Neige.

Double, white corolla : Ballet Girl, Duchess of

Edinburgh, Molesworth and Mrs. E. G. Hill.

Double, dark corolla ; Avalanche, Brilliant,

Comte Leon Tolstoi, La France and Phenomenal.

Single, yellowish or buff-coloured flowers

:

Earl of Beaconsfield and Mrs. Rundell.

There is such a small demand for the original

species that very few gro\Yers keep them in stock.

It is, however, probable that your correspondent

might obtain them from Messrs. H. Cannell and
Sons, Eynsford, Kent.

A very interesting group of Fuchsias showing
a marked departure from the ordinary garden

forms was sent here from the Continent about
ten years ago. Some of them have since then

become popular, though the markedly Teutonic

names of a few will not be in their favour now.
The best known are Andenken an H. Henkel,

Clio, Coralle, Eros, Fiirst O. von Wernigerode,

Gartenmeister Bonstadt, Gotingen, Perle and
Thalia. These appear to be of mixed parentage,

and I should say that Fuchsia cor\-mbiflora, F.

fulgens and F. triphylla had played a part in their

production.

A very pretty little hybrid which should be

of especial interest to your correspondent is

Benita, which has been several times shown by
Messrs. W. H. Rogers and Son, Red Lodge Nursery,

Southampton, by whom it was raised. The
flowers are about an inch long, while the tube and
sepals, which do not reflex, are of a rosy scarlet

colour. The petals are bright orange scarlet.

This variety is very floriferous. The parents are

said to be Gartenmeister Bonstadt and Fuchsia

splendens. H. P.

SEASONABLE NOTES
AURICULAS.

ON

THE Auriculas will soon commence their

second season of growth, and it is

most ^important that they should

be encouraged to make all the headway
possible during the present and two
succeeding months. Auricula fanciers

always like to see a good autumn growth,

as much depends upon this point ; in fact, it is

most essential if we are to secure fine heads of

bloom next spring. We must also have in %ievv

the two most critical months for the Auricula,

viz., November and December ; but if the plants

are not coddled in any way, there will be little

to fear in this direction. Full exposure to the

air both night and day should be the rule, and a

little rain will do the alpine Auriculas no harm
;

but the show varieties, on account of the farina,

will need protection from hea\\- showers.

Each plant should be afforded suffi-

cient water to keep the soil just moist,

but this must not be overdone, and
we must also remember that both
extremes are detrimental to the Auri-

cula. Moderation should be the kev-

note. A sharp watch must be kept
for insect pests, especially green fly.

and, directly any are seen, the frames
should be vaporised without delay.

Examine the collection at intervals, and
remove all dead leaves and weeds.

Offsets or Side Shoots.—The bulk

of the offsets are taken in February,

but any that were not large enough
for removal at that date may now be
given a separate existence. If the

variety is a common one and addi-

tional stock is not required, they may
be planted in a small nursery bed
and eventually transferred to the rock

garden, flower border, or any shady
position. With a new or rare kind

we should endeavour to secure all the

offsets available, and I always get a

duplicate of any rare plant as soon as

possible, because there is the possi-

bility of the plant dying and the

variety being lost, a serious matter if

it happens to be the only example in

cultivation. Each offset is removed with a

few roots, and it is then placed in a

small pot, which should have one-third of

its depth filled with drainage. The rooting

medium consists of good quality loam, leaf-mould,

and a sprinkling of silver sand. For a week or

so the frame should be kept rather close ; but once

root action is e\'ident, more air can be admitted

and the lights finally removed. Some of the

offsets that were potted off in February are making
nice sturdy plants, and the pots are filled with

roots ; consequently they enjoy copious supplies

of water whenever the weather is dry and hot.

A few of the strongest will be given a receptacle

two sizes larger, and the operation will he carried

out at once. The same kind of soil will be employed

as ad\ised in the article that appeared in Ma>'.

Careful watering must be practised until the

plants are re-established. All the plants should

be looked o\'er, and if the surface soil has become
hard or sour, it may he pricked up with a pointed

stick, a proceeding which is beneficial to the

plants as it admits air to tlie soil and thereby

sweetens it.

Sickly Plants.—In all collections a few examples

w ill lie found that do not make so much progress

as we desire, and where they exist it is best to

place them together, when they can receive

individual attention. The cause may be over-

watering or the other extreme, stem rot. or the

brown grub, but, happily, this pest does not

often make its appearance where a clean compost

is used. Sickly plants, as a general rule, should

be turned out of their pots and the stem examined.

If this is decayed, it must be cut back to living

tissue, when it can be easily ascertained if the

grub is present. It should, however, be pointed

out that the gruh is not in every instance responsible

for stem decay ; but. at the same time, it is just

as well to watch for it. Before repotting in

fresh soil a thorough cleansing of the stem and

roots is needed, and in all probability a smaller

pot will suffice. Very large pots should always

be avoided for plants that are not in robuvr

health. W. B.
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WORK AMONG THE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The Incurved Section.—Some of the finest

blooms develop when the buds are "taken"

during the first week in September. There are

a few varieties, however, that resemble some of

the Japanese, as they require a long time to

properly de\elop from the bud stage. The buds

of these are best taken about Augusf 20, but if

taken earlier the petals are coarse, short and do

not incurve neatly, but often reflex or grow straight.

I strongly advise cultivators who may now possess

such buds, with shoots growing from the stems

lower down, to discard the buds and retain the

shoots, as the latter will bear small flowers suit-

able for \'ases or for greenhouse decoration. The

inexperienced cultivator may tell which buds

will prove unsatisfactory by noting the following :

The centres of such buds are scaly and hard

;

the outer petals are more forward in proportion

than the inner ones, are more irregular, and borne

on a short, thin, hard stem.

How to "Take" Good Buds.—it will be

found that some of the buds will be surrounded

by shoots, and others by smaller buds and small

leaves, but not real shoots that would grow again

if left. Such buds are similar to terminals, and

form thus through the plants forming buds instead

of free growths during the summer season. The

buds should be taken now, as they will develop

freely and form beautiful blooms in due course.

The buds with shoots growing near them are

crowns, and must be taken in the same way
as recommended in the ease of crown buds of

the Japanese. Let the bud to be retained be

quite free of all surrounding shoots or smaller

buds before the latter are pinched oft. It is impor-

tant that the stem of the retained bud be not

damaged at all, else the bloom wilt open freer

on one side than the other. I need

only say, further, take the buds

gradualh-, removing one shoot or

one bud each day until all are

pinched off.

Terminal and Late-Crown Buds.

Terminal buds of the Japanese

section will be in fit condition to

be taken now, also very late-

crown buds. The first will not de-

velop and form large blooms, but

specimens that will be liighly coloured

and useful. The latter will, in some

cases, form very nice, compact

blooms, refined and well coloured.

All of them will be valuable for

decorati\'e purposes during Novem-
ber, and some of them will be good

enough to exhibit.

Surface Mulching.—As long as

there is space for watering and

top-dressings, continue to put on

the very thin sprinklings of rich,

finely sifted composts as the new
roots show on the surface of the

old soil.

Suckers.—Some varieties produce

suckers from the base more freely

than others. Except in a few

instances, where the varieties may
be scarce, all these suckers must

be carefully removed. If left to .

grow, they will be i foot to r8 inches

high bv the time the blooms are

developed. Of course, they will be useless for the

purpose of cuttings, and will ha^-e robbed the plants

of much nutriment. Furthermore, by lea\'ing them

so long untouched, the cultivator will have done

much to prevent the free growth of sturdy suckers

in November and December, just when such are

required. Remove all suckers regularly until

the blooms are half developed. In taking out

these suckers be careful not to cut, oft roots. Insert

the knife close to each sucker and sever it just

below the surface of the soil. New ones will

grow in due time and be very useful for insertion

as cuttings.

Tying Up the Shoots.—The Chrysanthemum

grows ver}"" freely in the early part of the autumn.

I now refer chiefly to late-flowering varieties

;

but even shoots bearing terminal or late-crown

buds grow very rapidly, and so the cultivator

must be ever on the watch and tie them up before

the winds break off the precious buds.

Earwigs.—In some districts these pests are

very numerous, and will do a great deal of harm
to buds if not checked. All well-known means
should be adopted to trap them. The keen culti-

vator w.U not rely solely on traps, but spend a

short time every evening in looking for and killing

them. Earwigs remain quite still directly a

light shines on them. If the plant is touched or

shaken, they drop down suddenly. Many may be

caught by hand and destroyed late at night.

When this work is done, tap the stems of the

plants sharply. Any insects overlooked or lurking

among the leaves will be shaken to the floor,

when a number can be thus caught, and, even

if they are not, they will not again go near the buds

that night. I have found this course result in

saving the buds from serious injury year after

year.

Border Varieties.—Owing chiefly to the intro-

duction of new varieties dwarf in habit, bushy,

free flowering, and bearing varied and richly

coloured blooms, our borders are gayer with

Chrysanthemums than was the case a few years

ago. The older and taUer-growing sorts were

often unsightly objects when tied up like so many
sheaves of Corn. That was the fault of the culti-

vator. Do not let us be charged with such neglect,

now, but stake and tie out the stems neatly and

in as natural a manner as possible. This ought

not to be difficult, as the habit of the plants is

so good.

Plants in all stages of development from the

bud stage should be freely watered, with diluted

manure-water about twice a week. This attention

will not only improve the quality of the blooms,

but the leaves also. It is not necessary to apply

mulches to bqrder plants at this season, but it

is necessary to hoe the soil around the plants

and keep down weeds. While the plants are

flowering they should be relabelled if the old

labels are decaying. The removal of faded basal

leaves not only takes away convenient hiding-

places for earwigs, but makes the appearance of

the plants all the more attractive. Avon.

AN INTERESTING SURREY
GARDEN.

THERE are some drawbacks to gardening

on the very light, sandy soil of the

West Surrey Hills. Drought is often'

badly felt, and the constant need of

liberal manuring is a serious drain

on the horticultural exchequer. But

there are compensations, one of the most distinct

being the way the soil can be worked at all times

of the year and in nearly all weathers ; not, as

in heavy land, being baked to a brick-like surface

in dry times, or becoming a pasty mass when wet

that can neither be worked nor trodden on.

THE LITTLE KITCHEN IN MR. THACKFR.^V TURNERS GARDEN.
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instance of good invention is shown

in the chimney of a little garden

kitchen, where the daughters of the

house practise cookery and teach it

to members of a girls' club. The
short chimney is cleverly built up
of roofing tiles. Hip tiles form the

angles, while four ridge tiles, set

up on end with one to cap them,

make what local builders call a

"bonnet" at the top. How well

poverty of soil is overcome by good

cultivation is well shown by the

growth of the giant Rheum, and

especially by that of Verbascum

olympicum, which form promi-

nent features in th-s garden. When
they are at their' best their enormous

candelabra-like spikes are a sight to

see.

Gertrude Jekvll, in Country Life.

THE SYRIAN
H i B I SC U S.

T
A SIMPLE OPENING THROUGH THE GARDEN WALL.

Another advantage is that, while in stronger

soils, plants make o\'er-abundant height and leaf-

mass, here the growth is moderate and the bloom
abundant, so that, whereas we often wish for a

better soil, we comfort ourselves by the reflection

that, after all, we should not wish to live in

any other. So it is that, when the character

of the ground is recognised and the right ways
adopted, one of the chief of which is

deep cultivation, there may be successful

gardens such as the beautiful one that Mr.

Thackeray Turner has made at Westbrook,

close to Godalraing, the garden having, from
the beginning, the inestimable advantage of

being designed and carried out by an artist who
is in close sympathy with all that is best in the

way of hardy flowers.

The main feature of the place is a sunk garden

on three concentric levels, wide flights of steps

<oming down on all four sides to a green space

with a large octagonal central tank. This is

approached by several paths, some of grass and
some of sand, each having its own intention

and aspect, the flanking flower borders being

differently treated. Yew hedges, now well grown,

separate some of the main compartments. One
path leads to the walled winter garden, a pleasant

small space whose solid walls of Bargate stone

are high enough to gi\c complete seclusion and
protection from wind and any cold draughts,

but are not so high as to shut out even the low
winter sun, and whose seat, in a hooded stone-

built recess, is a pleasant place of rest on any
fine days of the months of winter and earliest

spring. No draught comes in by the arched

opening, as the path of approach is walled on each
side and turns just before the entrance is reached.

The sunk garden is at its best during late

summer, when the lircling mass of tall plants

on the upper level—Delphinium, Hollyhock and

so on—cut the bounding walls of Yew with

massed peaks of splendid bloom.

The southern way out of the sunk garden passes

through well-grouped masses of shrubs and trees

and a space of home orchard, the path leading on,

as e\erywhere in this good garden, with the giving

of that sense of expectancy, that charm of mystery,

that is the best quality with which a pleasure ground

can be indued. One thinks, in painful contrast,

of the many widespread gardens of the duller

kind of formal type, that show everything all at

once, leaving nothing more to expect, nothing

more to hope for. Here there are ordered lines

and yet^a new delight, at every turn.

The stone arch in the wall that separates the

inner from the outer garden shows a simple and

dignified way of passing through a garden wall.

The way the Rose is led is also a good lesson

in training ; the arch is adorned, but not smothered.

At the middle point of another side of the garden

wall the way from the lawn to the kitchen garden

passes through a gabled summer-house ; in the

kitchen garden itself some quarters of useful

planting are hidden by a splendid mass of Oriental

and Shirley Poppies.

One of the many pleasures of a garden is the

planning and invention of various devices to suit

the needs of special plants and places, and at

the same time to be in harmony with what is near.

It is not every garden that has, in an easily

accessible and easily visible spot, a space of damp
ground such as is wanted for the well-being of

the gorgeous forms of Mimulus. At 'Westbrook

they have been exactly accommodated in a raised

bed that shows in the picture of the steps up to

a brick-paved terrace, just behind ^ plain-shaped

pot of .A.gapanthus not yet in bloom. The bed

is kept moist by a trickle of water from an unob-

trusive tap, and, being raised, the brilliant beauty

of the plants is shown to perfection. .\nother

HE Syrian Hibiscus is

one of those unfortunate

plants that are known

under various names.

It is sometimes met

with in gardens under

the name of Althea frutex, although

it is correctly known as Hibiscus

s>riacus, and it is said to have been introduced

to this country during the latter end of the

sixteenth century.

Considering that it has been known for

such a very long time, it is rather surprising

that it has. not made greater strides in public

favour. It is a hardy deciduous shrub pos-

sessing many good points that have been sadly

overlooked. As a sun-loving plant it has,

indeed, been put to a severe test this season.

So far as the writer's observations are concerned,

it has withstood the wet far better than most

other outdoor shrubs, and gives promise of shortly

making a brave show of flowers.

The best time to see the blooms is in the

early morning. It is the flower of a day ; in

bright weather the blossoms begin to close

about noon, and by the evening they are faded,

never to open again However, so numerous

are the flower-buds produced that each faded

flower may be replaced by a fresh one until

a.l are exhausted.

There are many varieties of great diversity

in colour, the bushes varyin;; in size from

4 feet to 20 feet in height, so that they are

very accommodating subjects for informal plant-

ing. A warm position in a light, sandy soil

seems to suit this Hibiscus best, although it is

not f.istidious as to its surroundings, for it is one

jf the few flowering shrubs that will succeed

almost in the heart of London. It is not,

however, by any means a rapid grower, and

in that respect is excellent for small gardens

where space is limited.

A few of the most approved varieties are alba,

single wtiite, and its double form ; pa;oniflorus,

doul'le pink ; Leopoldii, large flowers 'ight

crimson ; Hamabo. single pink, dark centre

;

( luleste, single blue; Violet Clair, double: and

Pompon Rouge. H. C.
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THE COLOMBIAN ODONTO
GLOSSUMS.

THIS group embraces some of the best

in the varied genus Odontoglossum,

whether we view them from an easily

cultivated point or judge them for

their decorative value. They are

cool-growing Orchids, and any house

where a minimum temperature of 50° Fahr.

can be maintained will suit them. Blinds will

be necessary throughout the spring and summer

months, and the house ought to b? provided

with sufficient ventilators, both top and bottom.

The atmosphere must be kept moist by sprinkling

the stages and floors with water whenever they are

dry, but in winter less atmospheric moisture is

needed.

Rain-water should always be used, both for

watering the plants and for spraying overhead

whenever the weather is dry and hot. Ventila-

tion is an important factor in the cultivation

of all plants, and when dealing with Orchids

cold draughts must always be avoided. These

can b2 prevented by opening the top ventilators

slightly and keeping the bottom ones closed,

or vice versd. When the temperature outside

is above 50°, both sets may be open if needed, and

a few ventilators may remain open during the night.

Shade will be required directly the sun begins

to raise the inside temperature, and the blinds

may b; rolled up again about half an hour before

the sun ceases to shine on the glass. Insect

pests must be held in check by vaporising the

house about every third week, or when the presence

of thrip is noticed.

Where a quantity of Odontoglossums are grown,

a few will need repotting at intervals throughoui

the year ; but the ,bulk will require attention

in August and September. All those should b?

repotted that need more root space, also any

that may ba sickly, or where the soil has bscome

sour through ovenvatering.

Healthy examples, if in small pots, can ba

moved on without much disturbance beyond

removing the drainage and a little of the surface

soil where it is in a bad condition. Larger speci-

mens which, perhaps, are exhausted must be

overhauled, cutting away all the dead roots

and most of the leafless back pseudo-bulbs. Two
or three behind each lead or growing point are

ample.

In growing these Orchids, ordinary flower-pots

are employed, and one-third of their depth

is filled with drainage, over which is placed a

thin layer of moss to ensure a free passage

for water. The soil consists of Osmunda fibre

one-half, good fibrous peat one-fourth, and

sphagnum moss one-fourth, to which is added

a sprinkling of sand or finely crushed crocks.

The whole is cut up tolerably fine, and all the

dusty particles are removed by sifting through

a sieve ; then it is thoroughly mixed a few days

prior to it b;ing used. The compost is pressed

moderately firm, and on no account must it be

elevated above the rim of the receptacle. For

a month or six weeks careful watering is necessary
;

but when root action is evident, the supply can

be increased.

It should be stated that the proper time

to repot an Orchid is when roots are seen at

the base of the new growth. With some

Orchids the stage of growth at which roots

appear varies, but with Odontoglossums the shoot

is partly developed.

The Colombian section of Odontoglossums

includes the beautiful O. crispum with the host

of its charming varieties and hybrids, O. trium-

phans, O. andersonianum, O. harryanum, O.

neevium, O. luteo-purpureum, O. Pescatorei and

O. gloriosum. The varieties and hybrids of

O. crispum alone are a numerous host, and as

most are quite easily managed it is difficult to

understand why they are not more often found

in gardens. T. W. B.

POPPIES AND SUMMER-HOUSE FROM THE KITCHEN GARDEN AT WESTBROOK, SURREY.
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

» S fast as the ground is cleared and suc-

/\ ceeding crops arranged, it is a good

/ \ plan to prepare .the soil as time

/ % permits by trenching, or deep digging,

* ^ and manuring. For instance, where

Broad Beans are to follow early

Potatoes. Carrots, or Tripoli Onions, and to be sown

early in November, it will be an advantage to

prepare the ground while dry. especially if it is

heavy in character. The clearance, too, of Pea

and Potato haulm, burning it at once, is a good

plan, as not only are objectionable disease spores

got rid of. but the ashes resulting are valuable

Celery.—The present is a busy time with this

crop, as growth is rapid, and the sundry details

should be carried out promptly. Too often

Celery does not get enough moisture at the roots
;

this leads to hard " stringy " material at digging-

time, instead of firm, succulent, tender leaf stems.

During dry weather it is difficult to give Celery

plants liberally with liquid manure to swell the

fruits to their full size.

Cardoons, where required early, should be pre-

pared for blanching, which cannot be done in less

than eight weeks. Wind brown paper around the

stem, over this clean haybands, and bank up with

soil the length required to be blanched. The leaves

should be tied together at the top, keeping them

straight.

Shallots should be lifted without dela\'. and

laid on a hurdle on a warm border to dry and

I
thoroughly ripen otf.

I

Leeks.—Continue to feed the plants with

liquid manure. Draw the brown paper collars

up gradually as growth proceeds and blanching

below takes place, gradually filling in the space

below with fine soil.

Cauliflowers are abundant at this season ; they

well repay for any extra attention in the way of

liquid manure, a mulching of long strawy

I manure, and ample space given to each plant.

Directly the heads form, they should be covered

to prevent them being discoloured by the sun.

Crack the midrib of the nearest leaf, bending it

A VIEW OF THE RACECOURSE GARDENS AT AUCKLAND. NEW ZEALAND.

too much water ; the growth cannot w ell be too

luxuriant. The present method of bleaching with

brown paper enables the watering to be much
longer continued than when soil is used. Six

weeks should be allowed for the blanching with

paper ; two more weeks are required when soil

is used.

Seakale should be kept quite free from weeds
;

the growth is accelerated by frequent hoeing.

Examine the crowns, removing all side shoots,

leaving one, or at the most two, crowns to each

plant.

Peas.—Late sown varieties like -Autocrat are

growing sturdily and well. Keep them well

mulched with manure, and supplied with water

during dry weather. Generally, birds of the tit

tribe are more troublesome than any other

to late-growing Peas. Place small - meshed
netting over the rows. If mildew makes its

appearance on the haulm, syringe at once with

Seride

Tomatoes under glass and those in the open

should have all side shoots removed, and the leaves

shortened back where they cover the fruits, to

enable the sun to ripen them quickly. Feed the

over the head; in this way it forms an effective

screen, and is more easily done than drawing the

leaves together at the top with bast.

Lettuce.—The final sowing for immediate use

should be made in drills on a sheltered border,

leav'ing the plants to mature where sown ; this

is so much quicker than transplanting them.

Later sowings of such sorts as Brown Cos and
Black-seeded Bath, with All the Year Round and

Commodore Nutt, Cabbage varieties, should be

made for planting out in frames for winter and
spring use, and also in sheltered places in the

open.

Radishes.—Sow Turnip-rooted varieties in

freshly watered drills if the weather is dry, and
protect from birds directly the plants show through

the soil.

Parsley.—A sowing in a cold frame should be

made to secure plants for winter and spring use,

as in some localities Parsley does not succeed in

the open.

Mushrooms.—Preparation should be made for

the first beds in the Mushroom house, shed, or

cellar, or even in the open at the foot of a north

wall. Collect fresh horse-manure, retaining

all the short straw to assist fermentation. An
open shed is the best place to prepare the manure,
as it can be kept dry, the rank steam from the
heated manure can readily pass away, and the

manure become sweetened by frequent turnings

A fortnight will be required to collect and prepare
the heap for a good-sized bed. Whatever shape
the bed is to be. fiat or ridge, the former should
be fully 2 feet thick, the latter 3 feet high, with a

base 4 feet wide. Build the manure quite firmly

together to induce it to develop a temperature of

at least 75° to 80°. As the heat declines to the

former temperature, the spawn should be inserted

in pieces 2 inches square about 9 inches apart, and
2 inches deep in the manure, making the latter

quite firm on the surface. The surface of the bed
will require soiling over in a week's time after

spawning. Well-decayed turfy loam, passed
through a half-inch mesh sieve, answers well

;

this should be put on 2 inches thick and made
quite firm. Cover the soil with straw, or stable

litter, to prevent it drying too quickly. If it does

this, the moisture escapes through the fissures,

which is all against success.

Sttatimore. Hants. E. Molvneux.

RACECOURSE GARDENING
IN NEW ZEALAND.

ISEXD
you a photograph of the gardens

and lawns at the Ellerslie Racecourse,

some five miles from the city. The Auck-
land Raring Club's premises are spacious,

beautifully situated, and well appointed

and maintained, the horticultural depart-

ment coming in for very liberal treatment. The
principal entrame, nearly 200 yards long, consists

of a wide central path for pedestrians, separated

by continuous beds from side drives for horses

and vehicles, these two drives being flanked by
wide borders planted with flowering shrubs

backed by native evergreen trees. The lawns

are sheltered by handsome trees and Palms,

both native and exotic, and brightened by large

flower-beds.

At the time this photograph was takeu

the gardens were very showy in their autumn
garb, among the subjects used for bedding being

Cannas. Dahlias. Pentstemons, Cosmeas, " Bonfire
"

Salvias, Begonias, Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemum
frutescens. Bouvardias, Veronicas, Hydrangeas
and Roses, also various rockwork and carpet

bedding plants. Some beds, whiih shortly before

had been gay with tuberous Begonias, had just

been replanted with Cyclamens and other,

spring-flowering plants, and the lawns presented

a beautiful sward, having fully recovered from the

unusually long dry summer we have just experi-

enced. The Bouvardias were in great variety,

their profusion of white, pink and scarlet starry

flowers being very effective ; while the heads of

many of the Hydrangeas were quite a yard in

circumference.

The grounds are thrown open at all times except

during race meetings, and the residents and general

public freely avail themselves of the privilege thus

ottered.

The gardens make a fine addition to the publii

parks, with which Auckland is well furnished,

and which of late years have been greatly

improved by the city authorities.

Auckland, K.Z. A. E. Grindrod.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Melons in Frames.—Much care is necessary
in the management of Melons growing in cold

frames, especially during cold, stormy weather.
During these periods it is wise to discontinue

wetting the foliage with the syringe. Now that

the fruits are swelling, plent}- of stimulants must
be given. Air must be admitted to the plants
with discretion during bad weather. When the

fruits commence to ripen, a little air should be

left on the frames at all tinies.

Cucumbers in Frames.—The advice given for

Melons in frames in regard to airing may be applied

here. The plants must be gone over regularly

for the removal of superfluous growth. Cut the
fruits before they become too large, and place
them in a cool cellar. The plants must be liberally

watered, giving plenty of stimulants while they
are fruiting. An occasional light dusting of

sulphur will keep the plants free from mildew.

The Early Vinery.^If the Vines are to be
started early in November, some of the growth
must now be removed, to encourage the wood
to be perfectly matured before pruning-time.

Persevere in the cleansing of the rods, especially

if mealy bug is present.

Plants Under Glass.

Calanthes.—The deciduous Calanthes are now
full of roots, and their pseudo-bulbs are fast

developing. They must now be liberally supplied

with water at the roots. Admit plenty of air

to the house, and keep the plants well up to the
light. They will need shading from the fierce

rays of the midday sun, but shading must not be
o\'erdone.

Malmaison Carnations.—The young layers

should now be sufficiently well rooted to be severed
from the parent plants. Leave them a day or

two after severing before potting them. A
compost of loam, naturally decayed leaf-soil,

wood-ashes and coarse sand will he suitable for

this potting. Pot firmly and water the plants

in at once. A stage near to the light in a cool

house will suit them well now. Some of the

most promising of last year's struck plants should
be potted into larger pots.

Azaleas.—To help the flower-buds to develop,

some kind of stimulant is necessary. Diluted
liquid manure, soot-water and some approved
artificial fertiliser may be applied alternately.

Give the plants a vigorous syringing late in the
afternoon during hot weather.

Camellia reticulata.—^This beautiful Camellia
is now forming its flower-buds, and must be given
plenty of water at the roots. A little artificial

manure, such as Clay's Fertilizer, alternated with
soot-water, will be beneficial during this important
stage. Where the buds are forming in pairs,

one of them should be rubbed out.

Cyclamen.—^Towards the end of the month
seeds may be sown for raising a fresh batch of

plants. Sow in pans of light, sandy soil, placing

the seeds about an inch apart. Cover the pans
with sheets of glass, and place them in a house
of moderate warmth.

The Flower Garden.

Bamboos. -— Large specimens of these need
water at the roots to assist the development of

their new canes. To make sure that the roots

get thoroughly soaked, water from the hose-pipe

should be allowed to run over them for several

hours.

Vases.—Now that the plants ha\-e filled the

\-ases with roots, more attention must be given

to watering, for if the soil becomes thoroughly

dry, the plants are sure to suffer. Some form
of stimulant should be afforded at least once a

week.

Plants in Tubs.—Attention must be given to

watering and feeding, or the plants will not

continue to flower throughout the season. Remove
seed-pods, dead flowers and leaves, and secure the

growths to their supports, or they will be damaged
by autumnal gales.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.— These

are now showing their flower-buds, and must be

afforded plenty of stimulants. Examine the
plants carefully for aphis, and syringe with an
insecticide as a precaution against this pest,

which is unusually plentiful this season.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Early Pears.—Some of the early varieties are
now ripening, and care must be exercised in

sending them in the best condition to the table.

Such varieties as Jargonelle and Clapp's Favourite
may be used directly they are taken from the trees.

Early Apples.—Such varieties as Irish Peach.
Mr. Gladstone and White Joaneting are best

eaten from the tree. Lady Sudeley. Devonshire
Quarrenden and Beauty of Bath will not keep
for any length of time, and it is wise not to grow
such kinds extensively for private use.

Figs.—These must be frequently attended to
for the removal of superfluous growths. Cut
out extra strong growths, retaining those of

medium strength and short-jointed. When the
fruits commence to ripen, they will need protec-

tion from birds and insects. Trees growing against
walls must have abundance of water at the roots.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—In this district these are promis-
ing a heavy crop. All early varieties should no*
be lifted and placed in a cool shed. Tubers which
are needed for sets must be left on the ground
for a day or two before storing them for the winter.

Beet.—This crop can now be lifted if the roots
are considered large enough. They may be
stored in sand or ashes in the open. The heaps
must not be made too large, or they will become
heated.

Carrots.—Attend to the thinning of young
Carrots as soon as they are large enough. About
four inches apart should be ample space for Carrots

now. Light dustings of soot during shower^'
weather will enhance their progress, as well as

keep them free from pests.

Winter Onions.—This valuable crop should
now be sown. Sow the seeds in drills about a

foot apart. It must he seen to that the ground
is quite firm before sowing. Giant Lemon Rocca,
Blood Red Rocca and Leviathan may all be
relied upon for present sowing.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Fuchsias.—Where an increase of stock is neces-
sary, cuttings may he put in now. Young plants
invariably grow with more vigour and flower freely,

so that propagation should take place annually.

Gloxinias.—As the plants pass out of flower,
remove from the show house and place in a light
position in some frame or on a shelf, where they
will be allowed to mature. Water should be
withheld gradually. If it is desired to increase
any particular variety, a few leaves may be taken
off and put in sandy soil, where they will produce
corms, which in turn will form plants to flower
next season.

Clerodendron fallax.—As this usually produces
seed freely, the plants should be looked over
twice a week and the seeds picked as they ripen.
Plants in flower must be kept supplied with
stimulants to retain vigour and lengthen the season
of flowering.

Tree Carnations.—Keep the young shoots
neatly tied up as growth proceeds. Undue delay
often means broken growths, which seriously
cripple the plants. Thrip is still a possible pest
to contend with, and, if present, fumigations
on two successive nights should be given If

red spider is troublesome, some weak salt

water sprayed on the plants will usually be sufficient

to keep it in check.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wasps.—During some seasons these insects

are very destructive among most kinds of fruit.

The surrounding ground should he examined for

nests, which are usually not very difficult to
discover if the course taken by the insects when

flying is watched. The nests must be destroyed
during the late evening, when all the wasps are
in them. The old method of destroying them
with gas-tar is still the safest.

Fruit-Room.—As early Apples and other
fruits are now ripening, this building must be
thoroughly cleaned out before any fruit is admitted.
It should also be well ventilated to ensure a whole-
some atmosphere.

Strawberries.—Unless required for stock, the
runners should all be kept closely picked ofif the
growing plants, as they quickly impoverish the
crowns. Weeds, too, must be well kept under,
as they also rob the plants of much of their nourish-
ment. Where circumstances do not allow of a
new planting being made at this season, the
runners should be carefully taken off and wintered
in a border, where they will not occupy much room,
until planting-time in the spring.

Fruit Under Glass.

Renovating Vine Borders.—As soon as the
fruit is all cut, any Vines which are showing signs
of exhaustion should receive attention, as, if

given now, the roots will get nicely established
in the new soil before the leaves fall. The
Vines will then break more freely into growth,
and be able to carry an average crop next season.
First of all, shade the vinery ; then commence
lifting the roots carefully, taking extreme care
of the small fibrous ones. During the operation
keep them constantly syringed and covered with
mats. The drainage must be examined and
put in proper order before adding the new soil.

Keep the vinery closed and well syringed for a
fortnight or three weeks afterwards.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cucumbers.—If a crop is required during the
winter-time, a few seeds must be sown now.
The beds where they are to grow will require to
be made up of slightly lighter soil than was used
for the summer crops. Plenty of leaf-soil with
a little lime refuse will help to keep it open.

Tomatoes should now be encouraged to set

as many fruits as possible before the days shorten,
as the fruit ripens much slower and will hang
for a good length of time when ripe. Carter's
Sunrise is a very reliable and free-setting variety
for winter work. Outdoor Tomatoes do not
ripen freely if the weather is wet and cold, so that
they are sometimes better cut and hung in a glass
house to finish maturing.

Parsley which was sown in the spring should
be partly cut over to encourage new leaves to
form for use in the winter. If some of the oldest
leaves are removed, it will generally be found
sufficient. The crops which were sown during
June and July ought now to be thinned, and be
given a small quantity of fertiliser if they are not
making satisfactory progress.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—Being quick growers, these plants
need tying frequently. The growths, too.

require regulating and reducing in number if

extra fine flowers are desired. There are now so
many sections of Dahlias that all tastes can be
satisfied. In selecting varieties at this season
for another year, it is well not to be entirely

guided by blooms exhibited at shows. These
are sometimes misleading, as many exhibition
varieties make poor garden Dahlias.

Roses.—Mildew is usually bad at this season,
and steps should be taken to prevent it developing
whenever it is first noticed. There are several

very reliable mildew- specifics on the market, and
they are not very expensive to use if applied with a
sprayer. Suckers must be removed as soon as
they appear, and all dead flowers picked off.

Violas.—Cuttings should be put in as soon as

possible, as when they are rooted early the lights

can be removed lor a time during October and
November ; this hardens the young plants.

They are then not so liable to damp off or die during
the winter. To be successful, the site of the frame
is rather important. It must have a south aspect,

where it will get all the sunshine there is during
the winter. The young shoots arising from the
bases of the plants which have not flowered root
more readily and make the best plants.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Castlcmilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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VEGETABLE AND FRUlt CROPS IN

HOLLAND.
The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries ha\e

received a further report, dated July 17, on the

condition of fruit and vegetable crops in Holland

from His Britannic Majesty's Consul-General

in Rotterdam. The prospects of the fruit crops

were, on the whole, satisfactory.

Apples were excellent or very good in most

parts of the country. Only from the north-east

of Groningen and some districts of Utrecht were

moderate reports received.

Pears were very good in the Bommelerwaard,

in Lower Betuwe and in Liraburg, moderate in

Groningen and Friesland, and good to fairly good

elsewhere.

Plums.'—Only Limburg and the southern parts

of Utrecht reported favourably, conditions in

the other provinces being from bad to moderate.

Grapes under glass were fairly good in Gelder-

I'and and in Overyssel, and good to very good

elsewhere.

Peaches under glass were very good at Nijmegen.

moderate at Groningen, and good in Gelderland

north of the Rhine, Overyssel, Utrecht and in

the Westland district ; while the open-air fruit

varied from moderate to fairly good.

Raspberries were good or very good everywhere.

Onions were fairly good in Groningen, Leeu-

warden, Gelderland north of the Rhine and

Overyssel ; . very good near Winschoten, Utrecht

and Leiden, and good elsewhere.

Peas were very good at Beverwyk and Leiden,

and moderate to good in other parts of the country.

Beans were fairly good in Groningen. Friesland.

Upper .Betuwe, Zealand and Limburg, and good

elsewhere.

Tomatoes were good or very good in most

provinces, fairly good in Groningen and Limburg,

and moderate near Leiden.

and then be immersed in water for two hours.

Treated thus, they seldom fail to take up suffi-

cient moisture when placed in vases to keep them

fresh for several days. Unless this or some other

special treatment is given, the flowers have a

tantalising habit of drooping when cut and placed

in water.

THE SOPHORA TREE.
One of the most interesting of our hardy trees

during September is Sophora japonica. Although

this was introduced to this country as long ago

as 1753, it dots not appear to have become very

popular, as it is seldom that really good spsciraens

may be seen. It forms a large, spreading tree of

symmetrical form, and during September is

covered with its racemes of creamy white, Pea-

shaped blossoms. This year, in common with

many other little-known trees and shrubs, it is

giving promise of a good display. The dark

green pinnate foliage provides a pleasant setting

to the delicate-coloured blossoms, the buds of

which are sometimes used by the Chinese for

dyeing materials yellow. A much newer Sophora

to this country, and one that also hails from

China, is viciifolia. This has much smaller and

more finely cut pinnate leaves, and the racemes

of flowers are also on a smaller scale, these being

pale lavender or mauve in colour. Plants at

present in this country have only attained the

dimensions of large, spreading, slightly spiny

shrubs, and it is doubtful if they will ever make
large trees. These Sophoras appear to appreciate

w^ell -drained, warm soil. H.

THE PERENNIAL SUNFLOWER'S.
I.\ years of scorched and withered vegetation

the perennial Sunflowers always prove their claim

to a place in the herbaceous border. In years

of plenty we arc apt to look upon these flowers

as coarse and scarcely worthy of consideration
;

but now, when the Phloxes have shed their fuga-

cious blooms and the bulk of the Michaelmas

Daisies and early Chrysanthemums are in the

bud stage, we are only too clad to welcome the

bright yellow blosscms of the perennial Sun-

flowers. That refined, tall and graceful variety

Miss Mellish is, always a beautiful sight, and in

common with other members ot the family appears

to have been quite happy during the protracted lieat

and drought of June and the subsequent rainy spell.

H. G. Moon, though not so well known, is equally

good, and possesses the additional merit of a dwarfer

habit, attaining a height of about four feet. True,

its flower-stems arc not quite so long, but as a

border plant it is almost unequalled in its kind.

Of similar height is Helianthus rigidus grandi-

florus, the Prairie Sunflower, the beautiful golden

yellow flowers with their central boss of brownish

crimson creating a bright patch of colour even

when planted in the poorest soil. Apart from

their value in the garden during a dry season

these perennial Sunflowers are admirably

adapted for indoor decorations. They sliould,

however, be cut early in the morning, have
their stems slit upwards for about two inches.

BOOKS.
School Gardening.*—During the past twenty

years a great change has come over our system

of education. The three " R's" only a few years

ago were considered the Alpha and Omega on
school work. The system, however, that finds

me)rc favour to-day is learning by doing. The
kindergarten system is largely responsible for

the advance of this method of teaching, and the

introduction of woodwork, domestic subjects and
gardening is simply an extension of handwork
from the lower to the higher standards. Gardening

has not been introduced into schools with the

idea of turning out thousands of gardeners every

year ; but it has for its object the training of the

hand and eye, and more particularly the training

of the powers of observation, without which no
child can make real progress in any subject.

Gardening has its utilitarian side, too, and many
a future gardener and small holder will be grateful

for the practical training he received at school

;

and in many cases the first desire for gardening

as a profession may be traced to the school lessons

in this special subject. Mr. Logan, in the book
under review, has grasped the true meaning of

school gardening as distinct from gardening in

the broader sense. The lessons are well thought

out, and teachers will find very much to help

them, not only in the management of the garden,

but in the science lessons of the classroom. The
questions given at the end of each chapter are

excellent, and the children should be encouraged
to answer these from their own observations.

Gardening, if taught on the lines suggested by

Mr. Logan, should not (as some people still imagme)

hinder progress in such subjects as drawing, brush-

work, arithmetic and composition, but should

make these more practical and real.

Generally speaking, the book is well written

and free from errors ; but he would be a clever

man indeed who could produce a perfect work.

On page 38 children are advised to make drills

for small seeds with the fingers or small wooden

pegs. We think this is unpractical. Again, we
fail to see why it is necessary to obtain a seed

catalogue for school work from a wholesale firm,

as advised on page 36. We cannot agree with

the list of tools for twenty boys as given in the

appendix, even on the score of economy. To
quote one example, ten Dutch hoes are recom-

mended for twenty boys, or one between two

workers. Mr. Logan in another part of the book

emphasises the necessity for constant stirring

of the surface soil during the summer, and our

experience shows that there is no better tool for

this purpose than the Dutch hoe.

The Mutation Factor in Evolution, with

Particular Reference to ffinothera.*—How do

new plants arise ? What is the real origin of

new characters in plants and animals ? These

questions have puzzled men since the beginning

of intelligent acquaintance with living things.

Many are the theories which have been brought

forward, great the volume of words which have

flowed, and are we yet any nearer to the solution of

the mystery ? Lamarck, Darwm, Weissmann,

de Vries, Mende]—all have been hailed as the

discoverers of the true source of origin of species.

None has proved sufficient to explain all things,

but each has stimulated thought and experiment,

and perhaps each has brought nearer the day

when we shall be able to imderstand why and how
plants take on new forms ; but the full knowledge

is not ours yet. The author of this lucid exposition

of one of the factors of evolution—" the mutation

factor " as its developer, de Vries, called it—has

done much to clear up difficulties in the way of

accepting the idea he explains, for he has shown

that the " mutations " (which are almost the

same as sports, perhaps exactly the same, but

arising from seed) are an outward expression of

profound changes in the constitution of the most

intimate parts of the cell, and he his produced

a most interesting and instructive book which

no student of plant life from an evolutionary

standpoint and no breeder of plants along scientific

lines can afford to ignore or pass with scant concern.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

• "School Gardening." bv Alexander Logan. London:
Macmillan an 1 Co.; p.ite Is. ed.

Buddleia Colvillei from Middlesex.—Mr. F. U.

Elgood of The Close, Northwood, R.S.O., Middle-

sex, sends a flowering spray of Buddleia Colvillei.

This certainly does not flower very freely, except

in the Southern and Western Counties, although

we have seen it al one or two places in SuSolk.

Mr. Elgood writes :
" I send for your table a .

spray of Buddleia Colvillei from a plant which

has been in my garden for three years, but has

not previously flowered. It appears to be the

only flower this year on the plant, which is now
about six feet high and as much across. A native

of the Sikkim Himalaya, the shrub was discovered

by Sir Joseph Hooker in 1849, who described it

• " The Mutation Factor in Evolution, with Pa.tipular
Kcfcrence to OSnothpra," by R. RuL'glcs Gates. Ph.Ii..
F.L.S. Svo. xiv. -+ 353 pp. London : .Macmillan and
Co , 1013; pri:'e 10.s. net.
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as ' the handsomest of all Hinialaj'an shrubs

'

{vide Mr. W. J. Bean's book). As it is probably

unusual for it to flower in England north of the

Thames, I thought you might be interested to

see it. The plant is growing quite in the open,

unprotected, except by other shrubs, and the

subsoil is clay."

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of liorticvlture is represented in The
Gaeden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards pftotographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated tvith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or I iterary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence thai an
article is accepted. Publication in THE Gaeden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND AHSWERS.— The Editor {nde!iioiir.-i to

make The Gakden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no maiter what the branch of gardening may be, and

ivith that object maka a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and co)icisely ivritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
DIVIDING VIOLETS {R. y. S.).—li you will take our

advicej you will not rely on divided examples of these
plants at all, and lor preference make cuttings of the
unflowered runners that are so plentiful in September
or thereabouts. By inserting these 2 inches asunder
in sandy soil in a frame at that season, they make ideal

plants for putting out the following early April in well-
cultivated ground. Divided stock at any season is

starting with partially exhausted stock ; whereas the
unflowered runner, apart from the advantages of youth
and vigour, possesses the additional advantage wliich

the concentration of the entire energies of the plant
to a solitary crown affords, and. while not inconsider-
able, also ensures perpetual youth if indulged in from
year to year. Moreover, it is both a simple and easy

—

it is also the bcst^—means of propagating these plants.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
BUDDLEIA VARIABILIS MAGNIFICA (An Incompe-

tent Gardener).—The best way to treat this shrub is to
cut it hard back in the spriDg, say, about the second week
in March. This will induce it to form strong young
growths, which will flower in the August of the same year.

If pruned in the autumn, new growth is apt to be forn;cd
rather too early in the spring, and is liable to become
damaged.
INFORMATION ABOUT ROBINIA (E. J., Balham).—

The Kobinia shoot described in your letter is evidently
a shoot of R. Pseudacaoia, K. hispida being frequently
worked upon it. It ought to be removed at once. R.
Pseudacacia is, of course, the False Acacia of gardens.
The Manna Ash bears a seed similar in shape to that
of the common Ash, but it is smaller and borne in larger
clusters than the fruits of the ordinary AA\. The Manna
Ash can be procured from any of the principal nurserymen
in this country.

TRIMMING A HOLLY (C. E. C.).—Yes ; it is possible
to trim an old Holly into shape. The best time for the

work is April, for if it is cut fairly hard at that time and
many of the leaves are removed, new shoots will soon
appear ; whereas if it is cut hard back now, it will remain
leafless and ugly till the winter, and the ends of some of

the cut branches will most likely die. Hedges, however,
that simply require clipping may be pruned now. It

is umvise to clip specimen Hollies severely ; they present

a much better appearance if the branches are left free

and natural. We therefore advise you to remove the
inequalities of growth and tie some of the lower branches
into position to help to fill the space made by the crowding
of other shrubs, but not to try to secure a hard, format
outline. As a rule, the inequalities can be reduced by
thinning the branches well in the places where they are
ovcrgro\vn.

INFORMATION ABOUT YEW HEDGE (C. E. C.).—
Providing your Yew hedge appears to be well established
it may be lightly clipped at the present time ; but if it

is not very ragged, it would be as well to defer the work
until next April. The top ought certainly to be cut
back a little, for that will tend to thicken up the lower
parts of the hedge ; in fact, your main object for two or
three years should be to encourage the fllling up of gaps.

Branches tied across openings will usually accomplish
that. After you have once secured a well-furnished
base, the addition of height growth will become a very
simple matter. As soon as the flowers of a Lavender
hedge are over, the flower-stalks should be cut back
to the branches. A little pruning should be done in

February to regulate growth, but no other pruning will

be necessary. Pruned in such a way, ihe flowering will

not suffer.

ABOUT CLIMBING PLANTS (5«6>cri6f/-).—Hydrangea
petiolaris is a self-clinging, close-growing climber that
would do very well against either your house or tbe other
wall ; it is, however, deciduous. There are few close-

growing evergreen climbers outside the Ivy, most of the
plants used for the purpose being busby plants adapted
for walls. Pyracantha coccinea is a very useful and
beautiful evergreen. It flowers well in May, and produces
orange scarlet fruit in the autumn. We advise you
to use that with a plant of Wistaria multijuga alba if

you have room for it. There are many nurserymen
who make a speciality of chmbing plants, but most of

them deal in small plants only. Any nurserymen who
advertise in The Garden can be depended upon.

IVY PLANTS FOR NEW WALLS {M. C.).—Any good
loamy soil will be quite suitable for your Ivy plants.

Big the ground over for a space of 2 feet square, and have
a space of 9 inch:^s to 12 inches left clear round the base
of each plant wlicn the pavement is put down. The
distance apart to place the plants will depend entirely
upon the size of those you procure. About three feet

apart would, however, do very well. Plants in pots
can be procured, and they could be planted at once.
Water well until tliey are established and new roots formed.
Do not make the ground very hard at planting-time,
although it must be well firmed about the roots. If the
soil is good, there is no necessity to add manure to it.

If poor, however, well-decayed farmyard maniure should
be used.

THE GREENHOUSE.
GERANIUM BLOSSOMS BRANCHING {M. Ji.).—We

cannot give information to anonymous correspondents (see

rules), if you send yoiu- name and address and repeat
questions we shall be phrased to assist you.

PANCRATIUM FRAGRANS LOSING FRAGRANCE (7.

S.).—We have never met with a case of Pancratium fragraus
becoming less frag ant year by year, and can, unfortu-
nately, throw no light' on the matter. Furthermore,
we have taken the opinion of successful cultivators of
these plants, and as such an experience has not faUen to
their share, they are unable to enlighten us. Are you
sure that the individual plants which throw lip such
enormous flower-heads are those whose fragrance used
to be so remarkable ? If so, the case of your Pancratiums
must be put down as parallel with that of the common
Musk, which in most districts seems to have lost its

old-time perfume.

CLIMBING PLANTS FOR VINERY WALL {Enquirer).—
Plumbago capensis stands fairly well when cut, but we
think the great objection to it is that it flowers in

the summer, when the Vines are at their densest. You
ask for other Geraniums, and we would suggest Souvenir
de Charles Turner (Ivy-leaved) and one of the strong-

growing members of the Zonal section, such as Le Colosse,

clear red, semi-double. Under the conditions named
you would have no more continuous-blooming subjects
than Abutilons, of wliich Boule de Ncige (white) and
Golden Fleece (yellow) can be especially recommended.
Clematis indivisa. whi. h bears a great profusion of star-

like white blossoms in the spring, might suit your purpose,
or Rhynchospermum jasmiuoides, whose wliite. Jasmine-
like, highly fragi-ant blossoms are borne early in the year.

This last will in time clothe a wall beautifully, but in its

earlier stages it is of rather slow gro^vth.

CARNATION MRS. H. BURNETT SPORTING (./. 7. C).
—The blooms of the Perpetual-flowering Carnation
Mrs. Burnett are not affected by any disease, but you
have simply obtained a sport, and have undoubtedly
lost your true stock by propagating the sport. Danvin
said, "of all the causes which induce variability, excess
of food, whether or not changed by Nature, is probably
the most powerful." Jilany of our best varieties in com-
merce to-day are sports ; for instance, Salmon Enchantress
and Enchantr^^ss Supreme. As a ruh, a variety throws
off these sports when it is becoming old. In some cases

they are valuable, but in your case useless, being much
inferior to their parent. Furthermore, it is quite common
for Carnation Mrs. Burnett to behave in the manner it has
done with you. Lady Northchffe and Empire Day are
both superior varieties to Mrs. Burnett.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE SHOOT WITH RING (Ce/iyneft).—The ring is

a ring of eggs of the lackey moth. This moth always
lays her eggs on the caterpillars' food plant in this bracelet

fashion. All such rings should be cut off and promptly
burned.

NECTARINE RIVERS* EARLY SPLITTING {J. H.).—
The following are the chief causes of Nectarines splitting :

(1) Heavy watering at the time the fruits aie reaching
maturity, causing too rapid a circulation of sap for the
moment. The last heavy watering should be applied
before they arrive at this stage, applying at the same time
a mulching of half-decayed manure to the surface of the
soil over the roots. By doing this the soil will retain

sufficient moisture to carry the tree through until the
fruit has been gathered. (2) Too high a temperature and
too close and moist an atmosphere at this stage "will

have the same result. (3) Wet, close and muggy weather,
such as we have had for so long, unless the precaution is

taken of occasionally drying the air when it is very bad
by applying heat to the hot-water pipes. (4) Sometimes
too light a crop is responsible, especially on young and
vigorous trees, the roots pumping up more sap than the
fruit can assimilate.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
MAKING A KITCHEN GARDEN PATH (B. M. Wild).—

A fairly satisfactoryiPath can be made of tar and clinkers

or cinders. After making a pood bottom of hard material,

such as bricks or large chnkers, take cinders or clinkers

broken into about inch pieces and remove the dust

;

then mix the whole with boiUng tar and spread while hot.

Roll with a wet roller, and on the surface place about
halt an inch of flucr cinders mixed with tar in the same
way. Koll it well, and, when set, spray the surface with

boiling tar, over which fine sand should be sown at once

and then rolled. Do not use the path until it is well set.

Should the surface fracture in a year's time, spray again

with hot tar and cover with sand.

HERBS AND THEIR CULTIVATION (C. E. C.).—
Herbs can be grown in any good kitchen garden soil.

It is usual to give up a border to them, as they are more
easily looked after when grown together. Each kind

should be isolated, and the weaker ones should be so

placed that they arc not likely to be crowded by coarser-

growing neighbours. It is wise to renew the plants

occasionally, as voung plants are usually more satis-

factorv than old ones. The crop may be gathered when
fullv developed. As a rule, when flowers are shoiving

is a" suitable time. Tic the stems in small bundles and
hang them up against a wall or in an airy shed to dry.

Those that arc hung outdoors should be removed to shelter

on the approach of wet wcatlicr. When thoroughly dry,

they may be powdered and placed in jars, or be hung up
in a dry room for winter use.

INFORMATION ABOUT VEGETABLES (A/rs. G. HI V.).

—Giant Rocca Onions should be pulled up now and
ripened on tlio ground in the sun like ordinary Onions.

You will find they will not keep very long, and should

be used or sold before the winter. Tripoli and White
Italian Onions may be sown now. Plant out as many
as you require in October or any time during the autumn.
These will stand the winter where planted, and come
into use next year the same time as the Giant Rocca
is doing this year. After you have planted all you want,
thin out those left in the seed-bed to within 10 inches

apart. They will come in at the same time. The
thinnings may be bunched and sold, or given away.
They will be of no use for pickling. Onions sown now
tor pulling in a green state through the autumn and winter

would be saleable it bunched and marketed. In that

case they would not require thinning in the ordinary way,
but should be pulled up, bunched and sold as soon as

large enough. There is nothing better than the Giant

Rocca for this purpose. As regards Brussels Sprouts,

the larger and stronger the plants are, the better. Do
not cut them in any way.

MISCELLANEOUS.
KEEPING CATS OFF PLANTS (Hall).—We do not

laiow of any preparation that will keep cats off plants

if the animals can get into the garden. We keep a well-

traincd Irish terrier, who docs the duty efl'ectively.

Perhaps some reader may have found some substance

that can be effectively sprayed over the plants : if so,

,ve shall be glad to publish it. A tax on cat* would be

welcomed by garden-lovers.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—Mrs. iVoiv is.—Dendrobiuni
moschatum ; seedling Geranium, cannot match.
G. P. P.—Nicotiana rustica (Syrian Tobacco), not native ;

Galinsoga parviflora, introduced from North America.

L. H.—1. Thuya plicata (Lobbii) ; 2 and 3, Cuprcssus law;-

soniana ; 4, juniperus virginiana ; 5, Cupressus lawsoni-

ana ; 0. C. pisifera ; 7, C. p. squarrosa ; 8, C. lawsoniana

9, C. lawsoniana variety; 10, Cydonia japonica ; 11,

Crateegus Pyracantha ; 12, Yucca gloriosa. If. H. S.—
1, Cupressus macrocarpa ; 2, Deutzia scabra flore pleno ;

3, Abies nobilis glauca : 4, Olearia Haastii ; .5, Dcsfon-
tainea spinosa ; 6, Begonia fuchsioides ; 7, Sedum
spectabile.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The outstanding feature of this meetinsi, held ou August 17,
was the remarkable exhibit of vegetables Ironi Elstree,
which has probably never been equalled. Hardy flowers
were prominent and good. Orchids were in a minority,
though sever.al excellent novelties were on view and
received awards.

Floral Committee.

P^isent : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
«. H. Page, J. w. Moorman, George Harrow, J. \V.
Barr, W. J. Bean. E. A. Bowles, John Green, G. Efuthe,
r. Stevenson, J. F. McLeod, J. Jennings, Charles Dixon,
Arthur Turner, Charbs E. Shea, J. T. Bennett-Poc,
t. E. Pearson. G. Paul, J. Hudson, E. H. Jenkins. W. P.
Ihomson, J. Dickwn and K. Hooper Pearson.
As demonstrating the exceeding splendour, value and

longevity of the herbaceous Phloxes in a year congenial
to their needs, Mr. James Box, Lindfleld Nurseries,
Hayward's Heath, again staged a superb bank of them
in the highest perfection. Though of the greatest decora-
;'™ ™li<' in the garden, they are highly ornamental
in the exhibition arena, and of exceptional value when
cut for home decoration ; hence are among the indis-
pensables of the garden. Some of the more imposing
masses ware Widar (Parma violet, with white centre) Dr
Eonigshofer (brilliant orange scarlet), Frau Ant. Buchner
(white, immense truss), Mrs. E. H. Jenkins (snow white),
Tapis Blanc (one of the purest whites, and dwarf withal).
Fort de France (rosy salmon) Violetta (very large),
Gloire de JIaroc (fine late purple). M6t6ore (salmon
pink, white centre, one of the best). General van
Heutsz (scarlet). Dr. Charcot (\-iolet, with lighter
centre), Arthur Rauc (fine salmon) and Mme.
\ opelius (white, suffused salmon). Mr. Box also staged
seedling varieties of great promise. In another group
were staged a considerable variety of herbaceous
plants, such good things as Asclepias tuberosa Sparaxis
pulcherrima, Stcnanthium robustum (with graceful white
plumes), Potentilla Gibson's Scarlet, nnl Delphiniums
being well shown. The group was bordered with hardy
Heaths in variety.

Messrs. W. Cuthbert and Sons, Highgate, N., were
responsible for a flowering group of herbaceous plants,
arranging imposing masses of many seasonable things
inclusive of Gladioli and Lilies.

' Of the latter we
notecl good flowering examples of L. Henryii. Of
Gladioli, the pink-flowered America rose up in a great
pyramid in the centre, and with Artemisia lactiflora and
Bamboos constituted quite a featiu-e. Dracocephalum
imbricatum (spikes of rose-coloiu-eu flowers) and Veronica
verticiUata (white) were also noted. Phloxes were
well shown, and Crinum Powellii was in excellent con-
dition.

.Mj. J. C. Allgrovc. .\[iddle Green, Langlev, Slou>'h,
staged a superb gathering of Thalictrum Delavay'ii, without
<loubt the most elegant new hardy plant seen for manv
years. Four feet or flve feet high and endowed with
elegant Fern-like foliage, the wealth and profusion of
Its deep mauve coloured flowers render it both graceful and
unique. Podophyllum Emodii and P. E. Purdom's
variety were both sho-ivn.

-Messrs. J. Cheat and Sons, Crawley, fllled a table with
c.xamples of cut shrubs and herbaceous plants, the former
including Buddleia variabilis magnifica, B. v, amplissima,
and B. v. veitchiana. Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles,
C. Ceres, C. Arnoldii, and the rather uncommon C. albus
plenus, which, by the way, is of a pinky shade, were all
beautiful. Hypericum moserianum Henryii (ricli golden)
forms a lovely bush 4 feet high, covered with golden
orange flowers. Catalpa bignonioides purpurea was also
interesting and good. Hippophae salicifolia and H. rham-
noidcs were both on view. Tricuspidaria dependens
<wnite flowered) was also noteworthy. The herbaceous
section included Phloxes and the Crawley Dahlias in
variety.

Mr. John Pigg, Boyston, Herts, staged a splendid lot of
Roses, arranging a great centre of Mme. Edouard Herriot,
of splendid colour and in the pink of condition. Duchess
of Wellington (rich yellow), Mrs. .\ndrew Carnegie (white)
.Mine. Hoste (creamy white). Lady Pirrie, and Rayon d'Or
<rieh golden) were also in imposing groups. Irish Elegance
was also very charming among many sorts.

.Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, arranged a
table of greenhon.sc plants and flowers, the dominant
feature of which were i,roupings of well-grown Bouvardias
in variety. The best of these were Hogarth fl. pi
Humboldtii corymbiflora. President Garflcld, Elegans
<searlet). President Cleveland (rich scarlet). Prior Beauty
fine pink), and Princess of Wabs. The compact bushes
were covered with flowers.

-Messrs. John Peed and Sons, West Norwood, S.E., had
an excellent table of tuberous Begonias, evidencing a
capital strain of these popular greenhouse flowers. Excel-
lent in vartety, good cultivation was also demonstrated.
White, yellow, salmon, orange, scarlet, and crimson were
among the chief colours shown.

Mr. W. Wells, jun.. Merstham. filled a table with cut
spikes of Delphiniums, the result jointlv of a second
flowering and spring-divided stock. It was an object-
lesson of some importance to the gardener, and tho.se
desiring a succession of these indispensable garden flowers
should not overlook it.

Messrs. James Kelway and Son, Langport. again showed
an excellent lot of Gladioli, arranging a double table, which
formed a great attraction. The large-flowered kinds were
inuch in evidence, and in their great varietv. constituted
a feature of the exhibition. Prince of Orangi-, Mrs

.\squith (creamy white), Empoclus (salmon scarlet). White
Swan, Eugen Sandow (scarlet, white throat), Flame of
War, Lady Aberdeen (yellow, cream and rose). Golden
.Measure (very handsome). Mrs. G. W. WiUock (white,
suffused rose), and Lady Muriel Digby (soft primrose,
crimson feathered base), were among the more important.
The hybrids from priniulinus were also a noteworthy

1 feature.

! The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, displayed
alpine and hardy plants in season.

ifr. G. W. Miller. Wisbech, displayed an extensive

I

collection of herbaceous and bulbous plants. Notable
things included Lilium Henryii, Commelina eoelestis (rich
blue), Origanum pulchrum, A'eronica subsessilis. Eecomis

I punctata. Veratrura nigrum. Delphinium Belladonna
giganteum and Agapanthus albus. Hybrid Verbascums
were well shown, as were also Phloxes.

I

Phloxes, Senecio veitchiana, S. Clivorum. Veronica
i subsessilis, Giiillardias, Geums and Cimicifuga simplex
were the chief of an exhibit from Messrs. Rich and Co.,
Bath. Crinum intermedium was also well shown.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston. contributed a variety of hardy
plants, alpines and shrubs. Escallonia orega'na (pink),
Berberidopsis corallina. Erica m,aweana, Astilbe simpli-
cifolia (fairy racemes of pinky white flowers). Origanum
Sipyleum (a very charming plant), Magnolia fusca, Eucry-
phia pinnatifoha. Erica ciliaris and Crinums were among
important things.

Jle.ssrs. R. H. Bath, Wisbech, had a superb exhibit
of Lobelia cardinalis de Brinsen, a delightful variety with
coppery foliage and brilliant rosy carmine spikes of flowers;
a glorious plant for the summer garden in cool, moist
places.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : J. Cheat, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. W.
Bates, J. Willard, Edwin Beckett, A. Grubb, A. R. Allan.
A. Bullock. J. Jaqucs, E. .\. Bunyard, Owen Thomas and
W. Poupart.

Messrs. Bids and Sons, Alma Nurseries, Farnham,
showed Tomato The Recruit in very fine form. Of
moderate size, it is also of good colour, and bv the bunches
shown is'a great cropper.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree

(gardener, Mr. E. Beckett), sent a superb collection of
vegetables, every item of which was the acme of per-
fection. Comprehensive and embracing in the highest
degree, the excellence of the exhibits commanded attention
before all else, and it is doubtful if even Mr. Beckett
has ever displayed flner produce. Everything the garden
is capable of producing was contained in the exhibit,
though we may select Peas .Uderman, Quite Content,
Gladstone and Duke of Albany as representative of this
great race. Tomatoc^s Pcachblow (of a novel colour).
Perfection, Duke of York, and Coronation (golden) were
very fine. Intermediate and Long Carrots were superb

;

while Leeks, Marrows, Onions and much more was in
high excellence. A feature of the exhibit was the remark-
able colour effect produced, and in this respect we do not
remember to have seen anything half so fine. This was
chiefly produced by Capsicums, Tomatoes, Beans, Carrots
and other things, the perfect blending of all constituting
one great harmnnious \vhole. A gold medal was deservedly
awarded, with a Lindley medal for culture.

ORCHID COMJnTTEE.

Present : Sir Harry J. Veitch (chairman). Sir Jeremiah
Colnian, and Jtessrs. J. O'Brien, Gurney Wilson, W. Bolton
R. A. Rolfe, R. Thwaites, Pantia Ralli, T. Armstrong,
Walter Cobb, J. Charlesworth, W. H. Hatcher J. E
Shill, C. H. Cnrtis. W. P. Bound, Arthur Dye, W- H.
White and S. W. Flory.

Messrs. Sander and Sons. St. .\lbaiis, showed Angiiloa
Cliftonii, Brassia fol getiana. Caff leya aurea, Lselio-Cattlcya
Irenus, Vanda teres .\ndersonii, .Vnguloae bnrnea (white)
and Ccelogyne mooreana among manv interesting kinds.

.Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfleld, had excellent
examples of Cattleya gigas, Cattleya hardvana His
Majesty, .\erides Fieldingii and Odontogloss'um nebii-
losum (white, dark spotted at base) with Odontiodas and
others.

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Tunbridge Weils, had an
exceedingly choice lot of novelties, Cattleyas being pro-
minent. Odontoglossura President Poincar^ is an
exceptionally dark variety with white-lobed lip.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, had
some lovely Odontiodas and Odontoglossums, with Cattleya
gaskelliana alba and others.

Messrs. Hass.all and Co.. Soiithgate, N., showed three
excellent forms of Cattleya Sybil, crosses between C. aurea
and C. iridescens."\ They were very beautiful and distinct.

AUCHENCAIRN FLOWER SHOW.
Despite the war conditions, a bright little flower show
was held at the seaside watering-place of Anchencairn,
Kirkcudbright, a few days ago. and commanded a good
measure of support from exhibitors and \nsitors. The
entries were .almost up to the usual : the quality was
high

: and the only weak section seemed to he that for
pot plants, which were neither strong in numbers nor in
quality. Vegetables were an excellent feature, and
Potatoes, Peas, Cabbages, and Onions were capitally
shown. Fruit was flner than usual ; and cut flowers
were excellent, especially the Sweet Peas and Roses,
though the competition in the latter was small. It is
unnecessary to detail the prizes, but it may be said that
Mr. W. Haining, Drungans, was the most successful in
the show, and that the same exhibitor won the prize for
the best basket of flve varieties of vegetables. Other
leading winners were Ht. R. Clark, .^r^. J. .AfSherry,
Mr. W. Alexander, ,Mr. J. E. Jtnndie, ytr. A. Campbell.
.Mrs. Carnochan, and Mr. J. .MKie.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
There was a good attendance of the members of this
association ou Monday, August 9, when Mr. W. Marjoram,
gardener to Sir Alfred Cooper, Osscmsley Manor, gave a
lecture on " The Shanking and Shrivelling of Grapes."
The lecturer first referred to neglected Vines, old ones
with roots growing in a cold subsoil, and advocated
lifting of the roots in the autumn, keeping them moist
while exposed, wrapped in wet mats, spreading them
out in iiew fibrous loam near the surface, and making
the soil very firm. All long, bare roots should be notched
before they are replanted. Mr. JIarjoram advocated
narrow borders not more than 4 feet wide for young Vines
the first year. There must be good drainage, and the
soil should be well firmed. Organic manure should not
be put in, but wood-ashes. The new rods should be
short-jointed, of medium thickness, and well ripened.
The lecturer said he gave very little front ventilation
before the Grapes began to ripen, and not much air at
night, except m the case of Madresfield Court; but in all
cases he urged the need for early morning ventilation
His object was to prevent the Grapes being chilled, and
for this reason, too, he used water that had been exposed
to the temperature of the house for a time, and not from
underground wells.

There was a free discussion at the close of the lecture,
Mr. Marjor.am ably answering numerous questions put
to him. Messrs. W. Goddard, W. Weaver, G. Garner
Griffin, Rogers, J. Murray and E. Bell took part in the
discussion. Votes of thanks were cordially passed to
the lectiurer and the chairman, Mr. Cuell.

East Anglian Horticultural Club.—.\t the
-August meeting of this club a paper was given
by Mr. T. Xotley, gardener to E. Gurney Buxton,
Esq., Catton Hall, which he styled " Melon Notes."
It did not take long for the hearers to grasp the
fact that Mr. Notley was dealing with the subject
in a most practical manner and from e\ery point
of cultivation. The matter was afterwards threshed
out more fully by an excellent discussion. There was
a good exhibition, a class for the true old type of
Crimson Clove Carnations being a notable feature.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provident
Society.—The monthly meeting of this society
was held at the Royal Horticultural Society's
Hall on Monday. August 9, Mr. Charles H. Curtis
in the chair. Three new members were elected.

One member withdrew £2 14s. rod., double the
amount of interest. The sum of £74 6s. gd.

was passed for pa\-ment to the nominee of a
deceased member, and one member was granted
5S. a week for life from the Distress Fimd. The
sick pay for the month on the ordinary side

amounted to £56 los. 3d., on the State Section
to £24 15s.. and maternity claims to £12. Two
hundred and ten members are now serving with
the Forces, and an important new rule is under
discussion regarding the contributions and benefits

of these members.

The Countess of Selkirk's Garden Prizes.—
The Countess of Selkirk having again continued
her prizes for the best-kept gardens in the Kirk-

cudbright district of the late Earl of Selkirk's

estates, they were awarded the other day. Jlr.

William Hutchinson, gardener to C. E. Galbraith,

Esq.. Terregles. with the co-operation of .Mr.

W. M'Ciuffog. Lady Selkirk's gardener, acted as

judge. The gardens were, as a rule, in excellent

condition, and reflected much credit on the com-
petitors. The prizes in the St. Mary's Isle section

went as follows : First, Mrs. Dorrance, Mute
Hill

; second, Mrs.' Grahame. .Aucheniieur ; third,

Mrs. Tait, Mute Hill ; fourth, .Mrs. Kelly, Burn-
foot ; very highly commended, Mrs. Dorrance,

The Stell ; highly commended Miss Dickson, The
Doon ; commended, Jlrs. Johnstone. Mrs. Thomson,
Mrs. M'Lellan and .Mrs. Mitligan. Balmae section :

First, Mrs. Boyle. Craikness ; second, Mrs. Caldow,
Dromore ; third, .Mrs. .M'Lellan. Dromore

;

fourth, Mrs. Beattie, Balmae Stables.

*,* Tlie Yearly Subscription to TBEGULVEm is; Inland,
IS. M. ; Foreign, 8s, M.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
" The Garden " in the Fighting Line.—

On page 421 we publish a letter from Private

H. W. Bennett, gardener to Colonel Parker,

Chapel-en-le-Frith, Derbyshire, in which he

describes a very interesting method that he used

to adopt to obtain new Potatoes during the winter

months. We think it speaks well for the spirit

of our soldiers that they should, while engaged

in fighting for their country, still retain a keen

interest in matters relating to horticulture. It

will be noticed that Mr. Bennett states that copies

of The Garden would be welcome to a great

many of the men at the Front, if people in this

country would send them out. We are having

some copies despatched to our friend, and we hope

all our readers who have friends

or relatives at the Front who
are interested in horticulture

will post copies to them regu-

larly.

Narcissus minimus.—At once

the smallest and dwarfest of

trumpet Daffodils, and probably

also the earliest to flower, this

dainty miniature kind always

commands attention when, from

almost grassy blades at 3 inches

or so high, the rich golden yellow

flowers appear in February or

March. As perfectly modelled

as the finest of its race, it is as

worthy the attention of the culti-

vator as the best, though its

sphere of usefulness would not

lay in the same direction. For

the alpine house or rock garden,

however, it is one of the most

fascinating of early flowering

plants, and as such receives a

fair share of admiration. By
reason of its dwarfness and
small size it should be freely

colonised in the rock garden and allowed to become

established. The late Peter Barr, on a tour in Spain

in 1887, found it growing among Gorse ; hence rich

soils would not appear to be to its liking. It is,

however, not greatly fastidious, and thrives in sandy

ioam, or this mingled with peat. Flowering so

early in the year, it is important to plant early—

•

not later than September. Happily, it is one of

the cheapest, and may be indulged in by the

hundred or thousand at small cost.

Viola bosniaca.—^This small Viola is a new
species from Bosnia. It is very floriferous and

is easily raised from seed, from which it evidently

cotnes quite true, or with so little variation as

" makes no matter." It blooms the same season

as it is sown. Although we have not wintered I make charming subjects as pot plants in early

it, it is given in seed lists as a hardy perennial

Its colour may be described as a rose with just

a suspicion of blue in it. When the flowers first

open, they have a small white eye ; but it dies

out with age. It grows about two inches in

height and spreads quickly. It ought to be as

popular as the famous V. gracilis.

An Early Sunflower.—Heiianthus Nuttallii.

a little-known species of Sunflower, is the earliest

to flower in our gardens, and for this reason

should be more often seen. About three feet

high, the stems are sufficiently substantial for

exposed sites without tying. It is very orna-

mental, not particular in its requirements, and is

AN ESTABLISHED COLONY OF NARCISSUS MINIMUS.
BE PLANTED NOW.

very valuable for cutting, its golden flowers

commencing to come in June and continuing

until September. It is a native of North-West

America, whence it was introduced in 1899.

Schizanthus retusus.— No Schizanthus is

better adapted for growing as a pot plant for early

flowering under glass than retusus. Yet it is not

nearly so much grown as are the hybrid forms of

pinnatus and wisetonensis. The colour of the

type is what might be described as a glowing rose,

with a rich orange blotch on the prominent upper

petal. There are, however, varietal forms, one of

which is a pure rose self, while another is a

pure white, and, a third, a white with a similar

orange blotch to that of the type. All of them

spring, and thej' are among the most satisfactory

of flowers for cutting, as they last so well in watci,

and their erect, non-branching habit lends itself

admirably to effective arrangement. The most

pleasing of the four varieties is the white and

orange, which is known in lists as S. retusus

albus. It comes fairly true from seed. Seed

for pot work in spring should be sown at any time

now.

A Good Early Dessert Apple.—Why is it

that so many good varieties of fruits, vegetables

and Roses e.xist tor years without getting better

known ? How many of our readers know or

grow Apple Langley Pippin ? A tree that we
planted about five years ago on

the advice of Mr. J. C. Allgrove,

who has now taken over the fruit

nursery of Messrs. J. Veitch and

Sons at Langley, is this year

carr>'ing a crop of about a

bushel of excellent dessert

fruits. These are of medium
size, pale yellow, striped with

red, very crisp and sweet.

They commence to ripen the

second week in August, and

continue until about the middle

of September. When sent out

by Messrs. Veitch, this splendid

early Apple, said to be the

result of crossing Cox's Orange

Pippin with the variety Mr.

Gladstone, received an award

of merit. It is the best early

dessert variety we know.

Nemesias.—These may fairly

be classed amongmodern annuals.

Not only is it a comparatively

short time since the strumosa

hybrids were first put into

commerce, but no flower has had
more improvements made in it by careful selec-

tion, crossing or hybridisation with new species.

We have lately noticed in several gardens that

some varieties have stood the wet weather of

July and August very well. We hope our experi-

ence is general, for no annual is more pleasing,

and not many are more lasting. The pretty little

dainty Blue Gem is charming where pale blue

flowers are wanted ; while the orange of the more
robust and manly looking Orange Prince makes
a very striking and eflective patch of gay colour.

These are two of the best of the named selections.

In one garden we were told that next year the

two are to be planted in combination, the orange

in the centre and the rather dwarfer blue round it.

BULBS MAY
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Cypripedium Calceolus.—In a letter from me
which you inserted in your issue of August 14

upon CjTJripedium Calceolus, there is an omission

in the middle of line 16, page 399 (no doubt my
fault). After " adjacent shrubs " and before

" Below the whole " there should have been
" Beneath this (the leaf-soil) were 4 inches of

rough river sand.—W. H. St. Quintin.

Rambling Rose Sander's White.—^This is a

delightful Rose, and one of the best of the small-

flowered white varieties. At Castlemilk, the

fine garden of Sir Robert W. Buchanan

Jardine, Bart., it is doing splendidly, and

is much admired because of its free

flowering and the beauty of the small

white flowers. It has been sent out by

Messrs. Sander and Sons of St. Albans,

and that they think highly of it is evi-

denced by the name.—Ess.

A Lavender Harvest.—I am enclosing

a photograph of^ our Lavender harvest,

which may interest some of your readers.

It is not often so much of it is grown in

a private garden. It flourishes exceedingly

with us, was cut on July 14, and brought

down to the granary on a large farm

cart. It was there spread out to dry, and

is now in process of being shredded from

the stems.—M. B. Mirehouse, The Hall,

Angle, Pembroke.

Chrysanthemuni maximum Caledonia.

This handsome Marguerite is larger than

King Edward, but is not so large as to be

clumsy, while it is made more graceful by

the laciniation of the ray petals. It is a

good grower, flowers freely, and is pure

white. It was raised by Mr. William Angus
of Penicuik, and has done very well in my
garden since its introduction a few years

ago. We have too many varieties, but

Caledonia deserves a place, I think, in the

number chosen for retention when making
a reduction of one's plants.—S. A.

A Gentian Note.—It seems most

remarkable how Gentiana acaulis sut-

ceeds in some places while in others it

is an absolute failure. I have tried it

in different positions, but have not so far

succeeded in growing it satisfactorily, so A
it is hard to say when a flower will be

seen. Yet it may interest some to know
that G. vema flowers with me—is in flower

now. Is not this usually considered the more
difficult of the two, thus making their vagaries

the more pronounced ? G. vema is planted

in sandy soil in full sun. Incidentally, a

friend of mine in the Midlands, who succeeds

admirably with G. acaulis, told me his secret was
to see that it had plenty of moisture during
February and March. The conditions reported

by " Enthusiast " on page 397 of a successful

cultivator would appear to be the very opposite

of those of my friend.—C. Turner.
The Toad in the Garden.—Since writing my

note on this subject I have had some further

experience with my own special toad. On Wednes-
day afternoon I was in the vinery and saw a toad
that greatly resembled the one 1 had taken from
the structure a week or two ago. Once more the

toad was taken to a hedge bank across the garden

and a corner of a field about 300 feet from the

door of the vinery. About an hour afterwards,

while watering some young Strawberry plants,

1 was surprised to meet the toad on his way
back to the vinery. I pointed him out to my
wife, and we watched, without in any way inter-

fering with the toad. He walked along the path,

turned off at right angles, and went straight to

the vinery door. I opened the latter and he

went in. I think this time he shall stay and

enjoy the haunts he evidently favours and takes

so much trouble to gain.

—

George Garner.

Linaria aparinoides splendens and Annuals

in General.—There are some lovely species

and varieties among the Toadflaxes. Linaria

alpina is an ornament to any rocker\', annuals

Olearia Haastii.—After a considerable test

of the hardiness of the Olearias, I find that O.

Haastii and O. stellulata, with O. nummulari-

folia, are the hardiest with me. All of them,

however, were cut to the ground about two winters

ago, but both O. Haastii and O. stellulata broke

away from the base, while 0. ilicifolia and several

others were killed outright. O. Haastii is a most

valuable plant. In spring and summer its glossy

leaves make a pretty bush, and in late July and

early August it gives a wealth of flowers, borne

in such profusion in August that a good plant

may be seen so covered with flowers that hardly

a leaf is visible because of the multitude of creamy

white blooms. This Daisy Bush is a plant of

real worth, easily raised by means of cuttings,

and plentiful in nurseries, though not so common
in the \'illa and cottage garden as it

ought to be, well known though it is to

gardeners. As a shrub for the many it

takes a high place.—S. Arnott.

AUGUST, 9 P.M.

Indigo islets of beautiful form

Float upon sea green and peach-tinted

seas
;

Black stands our group of tall, towering

Elms,

O'er which we watch lovelyVenus arise.

Suddenly near us the young owls float by
Restlessly calling as darkness enthralls

;

Lustrous the heavens are spangled on

high;

Swift through their mazes a leonid falls.

Lilies, entangled in pale Passion Flower,

Mingle their sweets with the Jasmine

above

;

Purest of pleasures, at night-time to

roam.

Led by white blossoms, in garden we
love. M. C. S

LAVENDER HARVEST IN A READER'S GARDEN
AT PEMBROKE.

barred, notwithstanding. So is the one we have

seen grown under the above long name for the

herbaceous border, annuals barred, notwith-

standing. Why on earth, when Nature mixes

up annuals, biennials and perennials, should man
be so chan,- about doing it ? St. Paul's dictum

about the different parts of the human body,

saying they do not want each other, comes in

here. Why are perennials so stand-offish when

they are taken a little notice of ? This long-

named Toadflax is a medley of all manner of

colours, blue and scarlet being absentees It

grows from i foot to 18 inches in height, it is

very easily raised from seed, and when it has

done its " bit " it can be rooted up and its place

be no more found," for a skilful manipulator

will so arrange matters that the growth of a

neighbour will hide it —Joseph Jacob.

Erica cinerea coccinea.—There are

several good varieties of the well-known

British Heath, Erica cinerea, but anyone

who has seen E. c. coccinea must admit

that it is an easy first of the species, with

its profusion of flowers of what I might

term " fiery purple." These dwarf Heaths,

to see them to full advantage, should be

planted in good-sized clumps, as I saw
this excellent variety in the rock garden

at the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

Ferula communis.—^This noble herba-

ceous plant, equally suitable for the wild

garden, the back of the wide herbaceous border, or

as a specimen on the lawn, is not so well known as it

descries to be. Attaining a height of about ten

feet and flowering in June or July, it will be seen

that it is a rapid grower, and consequently re-

quires liberal treatment. Its finely cut foliage

alone entitles it to a place in any garden, but its

great golden umbels towering aloft lift it quite

out of the ordinary level, both figuratively and

literally. Like the whole of the species, it is

indigenous to the Mediterranean region, and

pro\es quite hardy even in Scotland. F. tingitana,

the Algiers Ferula, although not quite so striking

as the common species, is more refined-looking.

Nicholson suggests that the generic name of these

Giant Fennels may have been derived from " ferio,"

to strike, the Orientals sometimes using the stout

stems as rods.

—

Caledonia.
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Loganberries and Raspberries in the Autumn.
" H.," page 402, issue August 14, gives a valuable

reminder to cultivators of these plants as to what

they should do to them now. In this district

there are many plantations altogether over-

crowded, and the plants deteriorate every year

instead of maintaining a normal strength, as

they undoubtedly would do if given correct

treatment. Loganberries do remarkably well

when planted and trained in a sunny position

and treated as advised by " H." A cultivator

assured me recently that in his case they were more

remunerative than Raspberries.

—

Avon.

Eucalyptus in Flower in Norfolk.—As I

write this I have before me some sprays of

Eucalyptus globulus profusely covered with

their quaint flowers. These were grown in the

garden of Herbert Day, Esq., Newmarket Road,

Norwich. Mr. W. Coan, the gardener, tells me
he planted the tree about ten years ago,

when it was one year old from seed. There are

several good specimens about the grounds, but

this one seems to ha\'e done the best, and has

reached 20 feet high. No protection is given

them in winter. The fact of it flowering has

created quite a keen local interest. I was wonder-

ing if such an event had been chronicled before,

north of the Thames at least.

—

Aytch Pea.

Shirley Poppies as Cut Flowers.—I was

interested to see the note on this subject on the

front page of a recent issue of The Garden.

I am sure many readers will welcome a recipe

for making these lovely flowers last in water.

There are several other ways of making them

last, which I give in case they may be of interest,

but the duration of the flowers is in every case

not so long, one or two days being the maximum.
The first method is to cut when nearly full blown

and immediately seal the end of the stem by

putting it into a gas flame for a minute or two.

The second method is similar. Dip the ends into

boiling water to seal them. The third method,

•which I have heard is also very good, is to

Toll the ends of the stems in fine dust as soon

as they start to exude. This last method is

said to give the longest duration. In this garden

we have many fresh Poppies out in bloom every

day, and each morning it is necessary to go round

with a knife and cut off a number of seed-vessels.

My own opinion is that this is one of the prettiest

and most charming of all our hardy annuals.

—

E. T. Ellis, Weetwood, Ecclcsall, Sheffield.

Border Carnations : Autumn Planting versus

Spring Planting.—I suppose each of these systems

has its advocates, and while I have no theory

on the subject, I may be allowed to record a

very recent experience. Until the present

season I had invariably practised spring plant-

ing, with fairly successful results, my method
being that of potting up the rooted layers

in autumn and wintering them in a shallow-

cold frame with the lights well tilted up back

and front continuously. During the winter of

I9r3-i4, however, we had a week or so of frosty

weather, and a mat was thrown over the Car-

nations. On removing the mat I was shocked

to find that the mice had decapitated about

75 per cent, of the entire stock. This determined

me to give autumn planting a trial. Being unable

to clear the quarter intended for them of summer
flowers till late in September, we were unable to

plant the layers till the first week in October,

yet, notwithstanding the late date of planting,

we have stronger and more healthy " grass

"

and finer flowers than ever we had before. About

5 per cent, of the plants failed to grow. I should

perhaps add that our soil is naturally a heavy
yellow clay, but the top soil has been improved
to a considerable depth by the addition of sand,

old potting soil, and other material.

—

Charles
Comfort, Broomfield Gardens, Midlothian.

The New Rose Hadley.—The recent report

of the Ontario Rose Society's Show made reference

to the new American variety Hadley, and having

flowered it outdoors this season, a note regarding

it may be of interest. Hadley is the outcome
of a well-known Rose forcer's efforts to produce

an ideal red forcing Rose. It is not put forward

as filling the bill, but it is, nevertheless, a very

fine variety. Its merits as a forcer have already

been proved, but it is chiefly as a garden Rose
that it will win or fail in this country. My own
plants were not received until May, after a full

month in the packing case, due to the great con-

gestion at the Liverpool Docks. Being very

small and on their own roots, the plants were
nursed in a frame until the end of June. Since

they were planted out they have made wonder-

fully good growth, and have produced several

small but charming flowers. The colour is wonder-
fully rich, reminding one of some of the famous
old Hybrid Perpetuals, and I venture to hazard
that when available as budded stock, Hadley
will make its way into popular favour. I may
mention also that Hoosier Beauty, the American
novelty which gained a National Rose Society's

gold medal last spring, promises well as an
outdoor variety. It is a wonderful colour, and
the perfume is delightful. Several other varieties

from the United States of America under test

will, I think, in the future attract public atten-

tion, judging by their beha\'iour after the severe

treatment they had been subjected to.—T. A. W.
New Potatoes in Winter : A Letter from

the Front.—I ha\e read with great interest

your article in The Garden for July 24 re Potatoes

for autumn. A very favourite way of mine
at home used to be as follows : When lifting the

early crops, such as Early Regent and Sutton's

.\shleaf, I picked out seed size and good
stores ; then what are often called pig Potatoes,

which included small and bad- shaped or green ones,

were placed on a bed of leaf-mould in some
warm comer of the estate or paddock, and covered

with dry leaves and bottle straw ; or I have
even chopped Oat straw till all were covered

about a foot deep. I allowed them to draw their

own moisture from the ground they were on. When
frost set in, litter was added to keep it out

or too much wet. This work I always had
finished by the end of August. I omitted to say

the tubers were laid about two inches apart on the

bed, and, providing one had a nice breadth of

ground, quite a decent supply of new Potatoes

could be had for Christmas and the New Year. When
commencing to " lift " the crop (which is a very

interesting game), start at one corner of the bed
and do the lifting and picking with the hands.

I have had dishes of very sweet little Potatoes

well into March, which are far more creditable

than the so-called sand Potatoes. While doing

my " bit " out here, I have to thank my friend, R. T.

Barratt, Esq., Chapel-en-le-Frith, for supplying the

paper, as I am a regular reader of The Garden
when at home. Plenty of garden-lo\'ers w-ould

be pleased of surplus copies of the paper if people

at home only realised how short we are of some-

thing interesting.—2369 Private H. W. Bennett,
A Company, 6th Sherwood Foresters, British

Expeditionary Force.

THE ECONOMY OF ROCK-
WORK.

IN
the excellent article under this title in

your issue of August 7, " Kurstcot

"

alludes but slightly to the economy of a

rock garden, and does not say where he
thinks it comes in. I do not agree that

you get a greater result in plant cultivation

in a given space. Rock plants are mostly smaE,
and therefore you can get a greater number of

different kinds into a small space ; but you can
get a much greater number of similar-sized plants

into the same space on a border not encumbered
with pieces of rock, and therefore a much finer

display of colour.

If there really is economy in rockwork, it surely

hes in the labour, the saving of digging and feeding

a border, the propagation and planting out of

young plants, necessary even in the case of

perennials, or the mowing of lawns or verges.

A good deal of labour is, however, required in

rockwork if it is not to become a wilderness,

with all the best things smothered ; but rock
labour can be done at almost any time, and
therefore the amateur can, and generally does,

work far more in it himself.

I am a very keen amateur gardener myself,

and keener on rockwork than on the rest, though
not to the exclusion of proper border effects-,

&c. If I, therefore, criticise some of " Kurst-

cot's " further remarks, I reflect my oivn experience

and my own fancy, which, naturally, must differ

from that of other people at times. But I know
1 can claim some success to justify myself.

First, then, I do not agree that rockery steps

should be made simply with soil. Steps and
little paths go together, and should, in my opinion,

be made of something, preferably slabs of rock,

in which no plants can grow. I refer to the centre,

of course, whatever happens at the sides, and I

say that centre ought to average not less than

2 feet, even in a small rockery, and stiff-growing

plants ought to be put at the sides, not trailers

or spreading plants, because it goes to one's heart

to put one's foot on to little favourites, and still

more so when other people do it whom one is

showing round. If there is good soil below,

there is sure to be a large crop of seedlings or

runners coming up between the stones very quickly.

I am just now trying to get rid of a maze of Cam-
panulas, Gentians, Primulas, &c., in just such a

place, so I speak feelingly.

The next point is perhaps more a matter of

opinion, and that is the remark that there will

be 250 varieties of plants in a space 20 feet square,

coupled with the further remark that a genus

should be represented by all suitable species.

The allusion to the library can surely not hold

here. In the latter case, the great point is the

quahty of the matter in the books which may
appeal to the individual brain, whereas the garden

can only appeal through the eye. Or if the eye

has to be struck by the method of a library, the

desired effect would not be attained by collecting

all the different works of some favourite author

in all sorts of editions and different coloured

bindings, and then arranging them methodically

side by side on the same shelf ! A sadly restless

effect would be the result, which is exactly what
happens in a garden when too many different

kinds of plants are put into too small a space.

Besides, there is the difficulty of very different
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requirements of the different species, no doubt

covered by the word " suitable," which, however,

will probably be overlooked by most collecting

amateurs. I am constantly doing it myself.

Finally, it is surely better for amateiurs to get to

know how to treat a few species successfully

and with the proper gardening effect of peaceful-

too sharp to retain as borders. Such are best

terraced, and undoubtedly rocks are vastly better

than terrace walls. These can be made to look

very like natural rock cropping out of the surface
;

but the faces must have enough stone to look like

rock, which can still be made to hold a crowd

of small things. The tops of the terraces require

A WHITE-FLOWERED FIGWORT, MESEMBRYANTHEMUM CRASSULINUM,
CAMBRIDGE BOTANIC GARDEN.

ness than to have a big collection, largely of

labels recording failures.

I maintain there should be comparatively

broad stretches of well-blended colours to be

pleasing. Then an occasional gap in which some-

thing new has been tried, singly at first, and failed

does not matter. If it is a success, it should be

propagated and made to replace some less satis-

factory section of the rock garden. I know,

of course, that, even this way, a large number

of species can be put into 20 square feet, but they

would not come to more than forty or fifty, with

perhaps another thirty thrown in for single speci-

mens, either on trial or as landmarks in special

places.

Finally, at the risk of making this article too

long, I cannot agree with the remark that

the essential part of a garden is plants—at

least, not in all rock gardens. Such dogmas

have misled many a beginner, and valuable

time and grovmd has been wasted, which

in a rock garden it is heartbreaking work to

correct.

Rock gardens might be classified into three

groups, two of them necessary to get the best

effect out of a given piece of land, and one of

them unnecessary, because it is only the wish

to have a rock garden in a certain spot where

any other scheme would do perfectly well. This

I dismiss, not in the least from lack of sympathy,

but because it is beside the question.

Of the two necessary ones, the first is evidently

the one which has led " Kurstcot " to build his.

I refer to sharp slopes, too difficult to mow and

no stones, or only a few, according as to whether

the owner think the faces enough for small rock

plants and has larger bushy stuff on the flats,

or wants nothing but small alpines. But the

faces must appear solid rock, with "fissures and
broken bits, or the effect will be a rockery and
not a rock garden.

The second necessary rock garden is brought

about by your being on the rock and having,

perhaps, an ugly piece of quarried face to negotiate.

People say, " How delightful to have the rock

garden ready formed !
" Let them try. Nothing

wiU come of it till you have built up a great deal.

But that rock face is a feature, and you must

preserve a good deal of it. So a lot of rock must
show. It can be covered by hanging Aubrietias,

Lithospermum, Genista sagittata, &c. ; but much
rock must always show, and will look much better

than it would do if you had made a pudding

of it and started ever so far from the base, build-

ing up in an even slope so as not to show much
rock.

I have all these things to contend with in my
garden, but it is the pleasure of my spare time

to do it. It is, however, hard work, and especially

hard thinking, so I hope " Kurstcot " will forgive

my criticism. I hope some day to write again

and tell how I have got over some great troubles

which my rock has caused me (it is on the

surface in many places, and only 12 inches to

18 inches below in others) ; but I am always

glad and never ashamed to show anyone the

result.

Alder-ley Edge. C. H. S.

[August 28,

A CHARMING SUCCULENT-LEAVED
PLANT.

{MESEMBRYANTHEMUM CRASSULINUM.)

Although several members of the Figwort

family may be used with good effect on the rock

garden, none is more suitable than Mesembry-

anthemum crassulinum. It is of neat, compact

habit, forming quite a thick cushion of succulent

foliage, above which are borne its pure white

flowers, an inch in diameter, during June and July,

and will often continue until late autumn, making

it a valuable plant for the rockery. It is a native

of South Africa, and a plant seldom seen. The
illustration is of a plant growing on the rock garden

in the Botanic Garden, Cambridge, where it

has grown now for several years without any pro-

tection. It appears to be quite hardy and is

one of the best of the genus. F. G. Preston.

THE PICTORIAL USE OF
BEDDING PLANTS.

SOME thirty years ago, what we commonly
call bedding plants, meaning tender

things put out for siunmer use, were

almost in exclusive use in our gardens,

usurping the place of the good hardy

plants in places of small and moderate

size, and even invading the little roadside gardens

of labourers' cottages. Then carce the much-

needed revolution and the restoration to favour

of the fine hardy plants that we have now learnt

to know and use so well. But in some cases the

influence of the change has done injustice to

some of the best garden plants of the late summer.

It was not the fault of the scarlet Geraniiun.

yellow Calceolaria and blue Lobelia, to name
three showy things that were formerly forced

upon our view in a wearisome repetition that

ended by becoming detestable, especially when
displayed in the form of a target-like circular

bed, or, still worse, a senselessly waved ribbon

border. The plants themselves, put to better

use, are still among the best of our summer orna-

ments, and capable of giving delight in the place

of something nearly approaching disgust. The
whole difference consists in the matter of arrange-

ment and of good grouping for colour effect.

Some notes on a recent experimental planting,

with good hope of further bettering within the

next year or two, may be of use to some of those

whose gardens are of such a calibre that, without

undue strain, they can house and propagate

the needful plants. These will b&—to name
some of the more important—Dahlias, Cannas,

Gladioli, Geraniums, Salvias, Begonias, Verbenas,

Calceolarias and Heliotrope, with Pentstemons,

Snapdragons and Lobelia cardinalis, and half-

hardy annuals, of these the most useful being

the various kinds and colours of African Marigolds

and some of the dwarf French Marigolds, China

Asters in a very restricted range of colouring,

and Ageratum.

Though all these fine things are in place in the

formal parterre, yet their more enjoyable use

is in free groups in wide flower-borders. The
purpose of such a border or garden space is to

have a brilliant display from the middle of July

to the end of September. So long as this is

attained, it does not matter how it is done ; that

is a question of ways and means that will largely

be answered by the skill, taste and ingenuity

of either the gardener or the owner, or, best of
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all, by the two in frequent council. A certain

number of the plants should be in pots for plunging,

such as Fuchsias, Bouvardias, Campanula pyra-

midalis, Plumbago capensis, Daturas, Hydrangeas

and the three indispensable Lilies, namely, longi-

florum, speciosum and auratum, with an amply

overlapping quantity in reserve for any shifts

that may be desirable. Of Lilium speciosum,

one of the most beautiful kinds, and one that is

generally neglected, is the variety punctatum,

whose general effect is a pale pink. This neglect

is probably owing to the prominent pushing in

trade catalogues of the strouger-coloiured kinds
;

but the pure white and this delicate pink are not

only more charming in themselves, but are also more

easy to use in association with the colours of other

plants. As a suggestion for the use of the late

summer flowers, it may be assumed that some

wide borders have to be treated, such as those

of the present e.xperiment. In this case the

further portions are a little raised, and there is

a rather bold permanent planting of Yuccas

of the three most useful kinds, namely, gloriosa,

recurva and filamentosa, the first two being of

large size ; also of the large Euphorbia Wulfenii.

These masses of grey foliage are an excellent

groundwork for white Snapdragons and nearly

white Pentstemons, also for the pinks and purples

of pink Verbena and Ivy Geranium Mme. Crousse

and Heliotrope. There are also drifts of pale

foliage of the small variegated sweet Geranium

and of a capital old garden plant that is much
neglected, the variegated form of Mentha rotundi-

folia ; it is of extreme value, with

flowers of white, pale yellow, pale

pink or purple colourings, quite hardy

but all the better for being used as a

summer bedding plant from autumn-

struck cuttings.

The flowers are arranged in bold

drifts, running in the direction of a

rather acute diagonal with the line of

the path. This has an advantage

over any kind of block-shaped group-

ing, giving a greater sense of freedom

in the use of the plants and larger

effects of colour mass when seen from

either end. The strongest colour

comes about midway in the length,

the plants here being the fine dark-

leaved Canna Adrien Rubini with

crimson-leaved Amarantus, inter-

drifted with scarlet Lobelia and
Gladiolus brenchleyensis. At the

front edge, for some 2 feet in width,

and running back here and there for

a yard or so, always in th> same

direction as the diagonals, are the

splendid scarlet Geraniums Paul

Crampel and Raspail Improved

—

Paul Crampel slightly the better of

the two, for though it is equally

brilliant, it has a softer quality and

is less violent. Geraniums of softer

scarlet foUow^a fine one is Mrs.

Bartleman ; this eases down the

colour to the salmon shade of

Geranium King of Denmark. Here

are Cannas of moderate scarlet and soft

flame colour, and the fine Gladiolus William

Faulkner, nearly matching King of Denmark.
Red Pentstemons and Snapdragons are here inter-

grouped. Following are the lighter salmon

Geraniums Wilhelmina and Countess of Osterwitz,

softening down to the still paler Mme. Lemoine,

a fine old Geranium with handsomely zoned leaf,

and the quite pale, almost blush white Lady
Harwich and Bridal Bouquet. All these Gera-

niums form a thick bordering, and here and there

run up between the drifts of taller plants. But
among the pale Geraniums comes again the varie-

gated Mint, associating charmingly both with
them and with the Hydrangeas plunged in the

border further back, and the bold groups of the

lovely pale Gladioli La Parisienne, Leo Errera

and some with yellow grounds. Here, also,

are yellow Cannas with bright green foliage,

white Lilies (speciosum following longiflorum),

and, at the back, variegated Maize and LUimu
auratum. Between some of the drifts of scarlet

flowers is a considerable planting of a most useful

plant, a garden variety of the rather large, native

Sedum Telephium. Its greyish mass is first useful

as a foil to the strong colours, and, as the season

advances, the widespread heads of bloom turn

to a quiet chocolate red that harmonises delight-

fully with the brilliant colouring near. The use

of such between-plants is of great value—a value

that becomes more and more apparent every

succeeding year that it is practised. It is

impossible, within the limits of an article of

reasonable length, to describe all the desirable

combinations of the summer flowers ; but these

notes may give some useful suggestions for treat-

ment which will become all the more interesting

when worked out by those who are in sympathy
with such ways of gardening. Suffice it to repeat

that, though for gardens in general hardy perenra'al

A BEAUTIFUL GLOBE DAISY.
(Globularia incanescens.)

With one exception (the shrubby G. Alypum) all

the Globe Daisies are dwarf hardy perennials
of an evergreen character. The flowers are borne
in round heads, from which character the common
name is derived, and they are usually blue or

white in colom-. There are about a dozen kinds
found in Europe, mostly in the Mediterranean,
regi.in, one of the best known and widely spread
species being G. cordifolia, forming a mat of

neat foliage and producing small heads of blue

flowers on stalks 2 inches or 3 inches long. The
smallest is G. nana from the Pyrenees, a choice

little plant, but sometimes difficult to keep.

G. incanescens, the most charming plant in

the genus, comes from the Pennine Alps, and
forms cushions of dark green foliage, the leaves

of which are oval and less than half an inch across.

As may be seen in the illustration, the flowers, which
are pale blue and half an inch in diameter, are pro-

duced freely and last for a long time in perfection.

It is a first-rate rock plant, either for the moraine
or a well-drained pocket. It may be increased

by division in the early autumn or spring. W. I.

ANNUAL FLOWERS FOR
AUTUMN SOWING.

By far too many keen lovers of hardy flowers

those kinds of annual duration are looked uDon as

THE CHARMING LITTLE GLOBE DAISY, GLOBULARIA INCANESCENS.

plants are by far the most desirable, yet, when
the conditions are favourable and the resources

of the garden are not overstrained, pictures of

flower beauty of a more brilliant and, within a

season, more durable nature can be made with

the fine plants that are suited for putting out in

summer. G. Jekyll, in Country Life.

plants only suitable for sowing during the genial'

days of spring. It is true that not a few of our
annuals, including many classed by seedsmen as
" hardy," cannot be successfully reared if the

seeds are sown at any other time ; but, on the

other hand, there are a number of kinds that will

provide us with glorious drifts of colour from
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May onwards, providing the seeds are sown

during the next few weeks.

The success of such, however, depends very

largely upon circumstances, much more so, indetd,

than cultural skill, though necessarily this is to

some extent brought into play. Soil, locality,

altitude, and the weather experienced during

the trying days of winter all act their part in

determining the success or otherwise of autumn-

sown annuals. Thus it would be folly to commit

seeds of such plants to soil that is naturally

retentive of moisture, and which during practically

the whole of the winter is in a state of saturation.

In such soil many perennial plants succumb,

and the small annuals are bound to " go under."

Localities that are naturally damp,

such as the West Coast of England

and Scotland, are also bad for

the majority of annuals during the

winter months, and the same

applies with equal force to low-

lying districts that are frequently

visited by cold, dank fogs. From
the foregoing negatives it will be

seen that to grow autumn-sown

annuals successftilly, well-drained

and naturally dry soU is necessary,

together with a reasonably dry

atmosphere and an open position.

In many chalky and sandy soils,

which are comparatively dry in

winter and almost devoid of

moisture in summer, it is well-nigh

impossible to secure annual flowers

from spring sowings, and here it is

that the advantage of autumn

sowing comes in. In addition we
get a floral display some weeks in

advance of that obtained from

spring-sown plants, and at a time

when a hiatus occurs between the

flowering of the spring bulbs and

the hardy herbaceous plants.

In many seedrooms there will be

partly filled packets of annual

seeds that were left over from the

spring sowing, and such of these as

may be suitable ought to be con-

signed to Mother Earth during the

next few weeks, early September

b:-ing a good time for most localities.

Some of our leading seedsmen make
a speciality of flower seeds for

autumn sowing, so that no great

difiiculty need be encountered in

procuring a supply. When sowing

these flowers in spring, it is of the

greatest importance to scatter the

seeds thinly, but it is even more
essential in the case of those sown
at the present time. Of equal importance is a

thin covering of soil. The seeds of most annual

flowers are small, and although they may in the

spring months, when growth is very active, force

their way through 2 inches of soil, they are not

likely to do so now. Just sufficient soil to keep

the seeds from blowing away is enough, and lest

anyone may doubt this I would remind them of

Nature's way ; self-sown seeds have no covering,

except a little dust or other refuse that may be

washed or blown on to them. Sweet Peas, with

their larger seeds, are, however, an exception

to this shallow sowing, although even these will

do with an inch-thick covering of soil. At the

outset reference was made to the necessity

for choosing suitable kinds of annuals for autumn
sowing, and I will name some that may bs relied

upon to give a good account of themselves in

those gardens where the conditions, as before

enumerated, are favourable. There are many
other kinds that would probably do well in certain

localities, and it is well worth while proceeding

tentatively with any that are known to withstand

a moderate amount of frost and damp. The
Sweet Pea has already been mentioned, and so

well does this do when so'wn in autumn that most

growers prefer tliis season to the spring. Nemo-
phila insignis, Cornflowers, Larkspurs, Candytuft,

Silene pendula and its double form, Bartonia

aurea, Poppies, Clarkias, Godetias, Virginian

summer months, when it puts forth its profusion

of lavender blue blossoms, it is particularly

pleasing. Grown as an edging to a pathway,

as shown in the illustration, it makes a charming

garden feature, and its beauty is enhanced if the

path itself is of genuine York paving stone. In

recent years Mr. G. DilLstone has made excellent

use of this Nepeta in many gardens that his firm

has designed and laid out, mixing it freely with

pink China Roses. Where a more temporary

association of pink is desired, one would suggest

dwarf pink Mallows, the colour of which harmonises

beautifully with the foliage and flowers of the

Nepeta. The latter is quite easy to grow, and

succeeds well in sandy or loamy soil, propagation

being readily effected by division

during the autumn or early spring.

ANNUAL FLOWERS
FOR THE GREEN-
HOUSE.

" A RE

A

NEPETA MUSSINII AS A PATHWAY EDGING. THE FOLIAGE
GREY AND THE FLOWERS BLUE.

Stock, Eschscholtzias, pot Marigolds, Chrysanthe-

mum segetum. Coreopsis, Erysimum arkansanum,

Limnanthes Douglasii and Saponaria calabrica are

all good. H.

NEPETA MUSSINII AS A PATHWAY
EDGING.

I r would be difficult to find a more generally useful

plant than that shown in the accompanying

illustration. This is Nepeta Mussinii, a very old

inhabitant of our gardens, and one that deserves

to be more widely grown than it is at present.

At all seasons of the year its neat tufts of silvery

grey foliage are attractive, while during the

the merits of some
annuals sufficiently re-

cogni s e d ? " is a

question of some im-

portance when, com-

bined with the produc-

tion of a wealth of bloom, strict

economy has to be practised, as

in many gardens to-day, owing to

the exceptional circumstances

employers of labour have to face.

The usefulness of the Schizanthus

needs no comment, but some other

annuals almost equally desirable as

pot plants may justly claim more

attention. The following varieties

can be safely recommended, and

where it is only convenient 10

grow a few, those marked with

an asterisk should receive first

consideration :

Alonsoas.—^Those with orange

and scarlet shades of colour are

best.

'Antirrhinums.— The Inter-

mediate strain is most suitable.

Some pale shades are apt to be

a little " washy." The new pink

Nelrose is very nice.

Asters.—Useful for the autumn.

Grow in the reserve garden and

transfer to flowering pots.

Candytuft.—The tall ones make
excellent edging plants for groups.

'Clarkias.—Impossible to speak

too highly of. (Elegans variety

preferable.) These and Schizanthuses make a

wonderful display together.

'Godetias.—Another extremely useful and

showy family. [^
Larkspurs.—^The taller varieties give the best

results. A bold group of rich blue is very telling.

'Nasturtiums.—These give a mass of flowers

if not grown, in too rich a soil. The small-foliaged

ones should be chosen and those having decided

tones of colour.

Nicotianas.—Sutton's Miniature White is a

gem for pot culture. Affinis and Sanderie are

also useful.

'Nemesias. — Wonderfully free and showy.

Effective for groundwork or edging.
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Phlox Drummondii.—I can only speak of one

as proved, and that is Sutton's Purity.

*Salpiglossis.—Owing to the many brilliant

shades, this is probably one of the coming plants

for pots.

Stocks.—The lovely scent emitted from a few

flowering plants is of itself sufficient recommen-
dation.

Venidium calandulaceum.—^A plant which

•does well in pots. It is bright yellow with an

orange tone, and perhaps somewhat resembles

Gazania. Very free flowering.

425

dampness and fog must be guarded against, the latter

especially so.

From the seedling stage to the flowering one
nearly all annuals appreciate a light and open
rooting medium and only moderately firm potting.

If there is added to the compost for the final pot-

ting a little soot, wood-ash and bone-meal, the

results therefrom will be beneficial. Unless for some
definite purpose, large pots should be avoided,

for some wonderful plants may be grown in 5-inch

and 6-inch pots. Alonsoas, Phlox Purity and
Nemesias may well be grown in 4j-inch pots.

though it may be a trifle untidy, for this is much
to be preferred to violating Nature altogether.

Serlby Hall Gardens, Bawtry. . H. Turner.

ROSE ALBERIC BARBIER.
I DO not suppose that the famous French raiser,

M. Barbier, when he secured this charming
Rambler Rose, imagined for one moment that

it was destined to become one of the greatest

favourites of Rose-lovers in this country. Although
sent out so comparatively recently as 1900, it

THE EARLY-FLOWERING WICHURAIANA ROSE ALBERIC BARBIER ON POSTS AND CHAINS.

Cultural Hints.—For a spring display a pinch
of seed should be sown in August, September
and October in a cold frame, using a light compost
over some well-drained pots or pans. The seed-

lings may remain in the cold frame on a bed of

ashes close to the glass after being pricked off,

until atmospheric conditions render it necessary

to remove them to safer and drier quarters.

Only a few are so fortunate as to be able to devote

an entire structure to annuals during the winter,

so shelves in Carnation and fruit houses must
be made use of, as a rule. Coddling of the plants

is not at all necessary, but at the same time

Stocks, to look well, should have three allowed

to a 4j-inch pot, and five are not too many for a

6-inch pot. This does not apply to Brompton
Stocks. It is advisable to pinch Clarkias once

or twice during the early stages of growth, as

then a better habit is obtained. Should specimen

plants be required, grow three or five tcgethei,

finally using for them 7-inch and 8-inch pots

respectively. Stimulants are not necessary for

annuals until the flowering pot is well filled with

rDots. When staking, use the least possible

number of stakes, and fry to allow each plant

to retain something of its natural habit, even

may now be found in eight gardens out of ten

where any serious attempt at Rose-growing is

made, a fact that speaks in eloquent terms for

the variety. Although a wichuraiana hybrid, it

is among those that bloom early, its long, graceful

shoots and glossy green foliage being surmounted

towards the end of June by its beautiful, creamy

yellow blooms, which are produced in great pro-

fusion. For clothing a rough pergola or forming

a screen it is excellent, as it is a very rapid grower

and quickly fulfils the desired object. Unfortu-

nately, it flowers but once during the year, but

this is, after all, a little fault. S. S.
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SOME HINTS ON PENT-
STEMONS.

IN
but few instances during the last few years

has a race of plants become as popular as

the above. This is due to the species being

quite outclassed for decorative effect by

the introduction of numerous florist or

garden varieties. The majority of these are

now recognised as being in the front rank of

bedding plants, while for planting in the mixed

flower border, or in the foreground of the shrubbery,

few subjects are more useful. When in flower

they are all remarkably handsome, their massive

spikes being freely produced in the richest and

most delicate hues. For cutting they are invalu-

able, and worthy of planting in quantity where

effect is not the chief consideration.

The Species.-—Although not so frequently met
with, the species are very beautiful, but they are

rather more fastidious in their requirements than

those that can justly claim attention is South-

gate Gem. In this Pentstemon we have probably

the finest yet sent out. When not overcrowded

and in a good position it presents a striking

picture with its light, graceful flower-spikes of

brilliant scarlet, the throat being almost white.

It rarely extends over 3 feet in height, and its habit

of growth bears a near approach to perfection. A
fitting companion to it is Pink Bedder, the colour

of which is a delightful shade of salmon pink.

White Bedder is of dwarfer habit than the fore-

going, but it is very compact, and fine for massing.

In Newbury Gem w-e have a very hardy variety

of neat branching habit, with freedom of growth and

flowering, and a lengthy season of beauty. In

colour it is a brilliant glowing scarlet, and whether

intended to be grown solely for cutting or for

bedding purposes, it seldom fails to give the desired

satisfaction. White and Pink Newbury Gem
possess similar good qualities.

Varieties more robust and bearing somewhat

larger flowers are very conspicuous when planted

further shift into pots two sizes larger when the

roots show signs of wanting more space. When
the weather is favourable in April they are best

planted out about twelve inches apart in soil that

has been dug in winter, and liberally enriched

with well-rotted manure. F. J. Townend.
The Gardens, Byentwood, Moorgaie, Rolherham,

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.
Cattleya hardyana variety His Majesty.—

A remarkably handsome variety, rich in colour

and of the largest size. The rosy purple sepals

and petals are very telling in tone, the rich crimson
purple lip conspicuously marked by golden-coloured

blotches at the sides. From Messrs. Low and
Co., Jarvisbrook, Sussex.

Odontoglossum President Poincare.— The
flowers of this striking novelty are characterised

by rare substance, with, in addition, well-imbri-

cated sepals, which adds weight to its

other good qualities. Save for the

white-tipped sepals and petals and
a large white lip, the flower is wholly

coloured dark heliotrope, which
renders it very distinct. The petals,

too, are distinctly toothed at the

margin.

Odontonia Charleswortliii

Fowler's Variety (Odontoglossum

Uro-Skinneri x Miltonia vexillaria).

This distinct bi-generic hybrid leans

largely to the last-named genus in

form, a modified Miltonia, indeed,

coloured rosy purple and copiously

freclded with white.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Cattleya drapsiana vinosa (C.

dowiana aurea x C. Mrs. Pitt).

—

Only the plant remained of this, the

inflorescence having been removed.

Cattleya Sybil variety rotundo-

belllim (C. iridescens x C. aurea).

—

The sepals and petals are bufl-

coloured with salmon suffusion, lip

crimson purple, and golden-coloured

throat. These four excellent novel-

ties were shown by J. Gurney
Fowler, Esq., Pembury, Kent.

Laelio-Cattleya Golden Queen.

—

The sepals and petals are of apricot or

in bold groups or large beds. In Crimson Gem we ^ deep buff tone, the heavily fringed, undulated lip

have a most suitable variety for either purpose.
1
of rich purple and freely lined with gold at the

When well grown it is perhaps the finest of its throat. From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough,

type, the massive pyramidal flower-spikes of crim- 1 Poterium obtusatiun.—A striking " Burnet "

son-scarlet, often 3 feet in length, being most
\
novelty from Japan, which will be welcome at

THE I MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES SHOWN BY MR. E. BECKETT IN LONDON LAST
WEEK. AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AND A LINDLEY MEDAL FOR CULTURE.

the garden forms. In districts where the soil is

heavy and retentive of moisture, they do not

flourish well when treated strictly as perennials.

In all but the most favoured localities a warm,

sheltered position, such as at the foot of a south wall,

must be provided for them. Usually the best results

are obtained where the soil is naturally light or chalky

and spring planting out is preferable even then.

One of the best species is P. barbata, grow-

ing about 2 J feet high and bearing spikes of

bright red, tubular flowers over a lengthy period.

A richly coloured form of this is P. coccinea.

Of dwarfer habit is P. glaber and P. Menziesii,

both producing violet or purple flowers with per-

fect freedom. P. roseus is a charming rose-flowered

form of P. glaber. P. Scouleri is noteworthy for

its long spikes of violet blue flowers, but it must be

planted in a w-arm sunny position, where it will

attain a height of 4 feet when in flower.

Garden Varieties.—Among the florist varieties

the greatest difficulty is which not to grow, so

numerous are the really good forms. One of

effective in any position. Another handsome
crimson is King George V. This Pentstemon,

though not exactly a self colour, as the last named,

is nevertheless very charming with the few white

stripes in'the throat.

Propagation.—The usual method of increasing

the stock of these plants is by taking cuttings about

the last week in September and inserting them in

sandy soil in a cold frame. After watering them
thoroughly, put on the lights and keep them
close till rooted, taking care in the meantime to

shade from bright sunshine. Throughout the

winter endeavour to keep them sturdy by admit-

ting all the fresh air possible ; very little water will

be needed until the turn of the year. Where very

large specimens are required, it is a good plan to

pot them up when rooted, and, if possible, give a

this season for the warmth of its long, rosy red

inflorescences. These are gracefully arching,

columnar in outline, and quite distinct from any

other of its tribe. Height, 2J feet to 3 feet. A
useful addition to hardy border plants. From
Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C.

Dahlia Patrol (Collarette).—The outer florets

are coloured ruby crimson, the inner ones nearly

pure white. A shapely and distinct variety.

Dahlia Geraldine Edwards (Cactus).—A refined

and distinct variety of delicate blush pink colour

with long, narrow, almost thread-like florets.

These were from Messrs. James Stredwick and

Son, St. Leonards, Sussex.

The whole of the foregoing novelties were

exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society

on August 17, when the awards were made.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Fruit Trees.—This method of growing
fruit under glass is becoming more popular every
year. The selection of varieties is of the utmost
importance, as some kinds are quite unsuit-
able for growing in pots. Peaches, Nectarines
and Plums are the most useful and profitable to
grow. Of Peaches, Peregrine, Dr. Hogg and
Marchioness of Downshire are all suitable for
pot culture. Of Nectarines, Cardinal, Early
Rivers', Dryden, Pine-apple and Humboldt are
thoroughly reliable. Plums may be represented
by Early Transparent Gage, Jefferson Gage,
Green Gage, Denniston's Superb Gage and Kirke's
Blue. A cultural point which needs special
mention at this time of year is the treatment of
the trees after they have fruited. They require
just as much care in regard to watering when
they have fruited as they did while the fruits

were maturing. Trees which are required for
forcing must be repotted now, and every encourage-
ment given them to mature their buds, or failure
will be sure to ensue.

Plants Under Glass.

Perpetual - Flowering Carnations.— Plants
growing outdoors must be placed under glass
should the weather become cold and wet. A
light, airy structure is necessary for their well-
being during the dull winter months. Fumigate
them occasionally to keep them free from aphis

;

and should there be evidence of rust, syringe
them once a week with one of the specifics recom-
mended for this purpose.

Caladiums.—As the foliage of these plants
begins to show signs of exhaustion, water
should be given less frequently than hitherto.
The plants must now be gradually induced to
rest.

Crotons.—Some of the plants which are becoming
too large can be discarded. All growth suitable
for cuttings may be made use of. Cuttings
will root readily in the propagating-case, pro-
viding there is a sharp bottom-heat. The plants
in the stove must now be well exposed to
the sun, or their foliage will be deficient in
colour.

Dracaenas.—-These are always useful where
large quantities of plants are needed for house
decoration. A batch of young plants should be
propagated annually. The best method of propa-
gation is by cutting up the stems of old plants
and laying them in boxes of sand. Place the
boxes in heat and keep the sand moist, when
young shoots will soon be forthcoming.

Salvia splendens.—^This useful plant will

now be well rooted, and must be liberally supplied
with stimulants. The flower-spikes will soon
be developing, and care must be taken that they
are free from aphis and red spider. Before bring-
ing the plants indoors, lay them on their sides
and syringe them with an insecticide.

The Flower Garden.

The Flower Border.—^Those annuals which
are required for flowering early next summer
should be sown now in boxes and placed in a cold
frame. Annuals flowering at the present time
require regular attention to tying and the removal
of dead flowers and foliage. In the event of a
continued spell of drought, all flower borders
must be watered at least once a week.

Climbing Plants.—Those growing against walls
require regular attention to watering, as heavy
rains often fail to reach the roots. A mulch of

some moisture-retaining material will be of con-
siderable benefit to plants growing on walls.

Many climbing plants are often disfigured by
attacks of red spider, but these can be prevented
by syringing with an insecticide.

Polyanthuses.—^These are among the most useful
spring bedding plants we have. Give the young
seedlings every encouragement to make strong
plants before bedding-time arrives. The plants
which were pricked into boxes should now be
ready to plant in the open. After planting,
sprinkle them every evening when the weather
is dry and hot to promote a healthy growth.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Morello Cherries.—When the fruits have
been cleared from the trees, all surplus growth
may be removed. If this work is done now,
there will be little pruning required during the
winter. The advantage of pruning now is that
the remaining growth will have a better chance
to mature. It is a common mistake to leave too
much growth in the trees ; a distance of 6 inches
is none too much between the shoots. After
pruning, the foliage should be thoroughly washed
with an insecticide.

The Fruit-Room.—^This important structure
requires a thorough cleaning annuallv, and, if

not already cleaned, it should be done at once. The
shelves and all woodwork must be well washed
\yith soapy water, and the walls cleansed and
limewashed- I have seen paper or straw used
on the shelves on which to lay the fruit, but this
is a mistake. So long as the shelves are perfectlv
clean, nothing is needed on which to lay the fruit.

The Kitchen Garden.

Leeks.—These may still be planted where
ground is available. Bearing in mind that all

vegetables will be of double their usual value
during the coming winter and spring, there must
be no vacant ground left anywhere. The Leek
should be specially favoured in this respect,
as it keeps so long in good condition.

Vegetable lUarrows.—At no time do Marrows
require so much attention to watering and feeding
as the present, for there are usually many fruits
maturing on the plants at this time of year.
Liquid manure should be given frequently. Cut
the fruits before they have grown too large, and
remove all growth which is not wanted.

General Work.—Small sowings of Mustard
and Cress may be made frequently in cold frames,
or in a sheltered position outdoors. Radishes
must also be sown frequently to keep up a regular
supply of fresh roots. Celery must be watered
with liquid manure, as also must Runner Beans
and Peas. Exhausted crops should not be
allowed to remain on the ground. A good fire

will consume almost everj'thing, and the ashes are
always useful. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardefts, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Lilium candidum.—Bulbs of this charming
Lily are now on the market, and should be planted
without delay, so that they may get well rooted
and be allowed to develop their autumnal growth
before winter arrives. This Lilium resents frequent
disturbance at the root, but on some soils it quickly
deteriorates, and it becomes necessary to replant.

Some well-rotted manure and leaf-soil should
be put in the soil first, but not in such a manner
that the actual bulbs will come in contact with
it. Planted in the herbaceous border, they brighten
up the garden at a period when there is a gap
between summer and autumn subjects. For
cutting purposes they should be planted in

different sites or aspects to get a longer season
of flower.

Heliotropes. — If plants are required as
standards, there must be no delay after this

date in getting the cuttings put in, especially

if tall plants are needed. Apart from this, it is

safer to secure the cuttings now, as a very few
degrees of frost kill the plants.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gathering Fruit.—^The early varieties of Apples
and Pears are in season, and should be gathered
before they fall off. Some varieties of Apples
are much better if used at once, while others are
improved by being kept a few days in the fruit-

room. It is very important that the fruit is dry
and thoroughly ripe when gathered.

Raspberries.—Excepting the late autumn-
fruiting varieties, the young canes should be
reduced to the number needed for fruiting next
year. This should be done at once, at the same
time removing the old canes which have finished

fruiting. To assist in the ripening of the young
canes, they should be spread out and tied singly
to the wires.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—The potting of any late-layered
plants which are to be forced must now be soon
completed if they are to be a success, as it is
essential for them to become well established
in their pots before being introduced to heat.
All runners must be kept closely picked off as soon
as they appear. During dry weather the plants
should be well syringed to ward off attacks from
red spider.

Late Vineries.—The Grapes now ripening
should be given the necessary treatment for them to
develop a high finish and colour. Some varieties,
such as Gros Colmar and Mrs. Pince's Muscat, are
rather difficult to get entirely black, as one likes
to see them. This is sometimes owing to the
lack of certain essentials in the soil, such as iron.
Where this is the case, a note should now be
made of it, so that it can be applied in the form
of sulphate of iron when the Vines are dormant.
The bad or exhausted condition of a border,
also overcropping, are very often the cause of
Grapes not colouring properly. Keep a moderate
amount of heat in the pipes during sunless weather,
and ventilate freely on all favourable occasions.

The Kitchen Garden.

Lettuces.—A good number of plants should
be pricked out in a sheltered border for use during
October and throughout November. The length
of time they will keep will largely depend upon
the weather ; but, if possible, they should be
protected from continuous rains to prevent
damping.

Celery.—^The main crop will now be ready
for the first earthing-up, and should be first of all
cleared of any small outside leaves, then tied
with some material, such as thin raffia, which
will decay after the soil has settled. If worms
are troublesome, a light sprinkling of Vaporite,
if applied before earthing-up commences, will tend
to keep them out of the plants.

Cauliflower plants should be looked over
occasionally, and any heads which have grown
nearly large enough for use can be covered by
bending over one or two of the inner leaves to
keep them white.

French Beans.—If these are required during
winter, a start should now be made bv sowing
either in pots or in beds in heated pits. Osborne's
Forcing and Canadian Wonder are both good
varieties for winter. Climbing French Beans could
likewise be sown where these are favoured.

Spinach.—More should be sown to furnish
leaves during early spring. The earlier-sown
lot should now be thinned, leaving a space of
4 inches or 5 inches between the plants.

Onions.—Make a sowing of some varieties
recommended to be sown at this season, such
as Giant Rocca or any of the Tripoli varieties.
These are very useful during spring and onwards.

Plants Under Glass.

Caladiums.—As the majority of these plants
are fast losing colour and showing signs of matur-
ing their foliage, they will be better removed
to a drier atmosphere than where they have been
growing. Withhold water by degrees, but not
sufficiently to shrivel the plants excessively.
The corms should be left in the soil and wintered
in a fairly dry shed where the temperature does
not fall below 50°.

Salvia splendens.—If there is accommodation
indoors, these plants should now be taken in,

away from danger of frost. They must still be
fed liberally until they are in full flower.
Those which have been planted outdoors should
be gone round with a spade some days previous
to lifting. After being potted, stand in the shade
of a wall and keep well syringed.

Arum Lilies.—Whether planted out or left
in their flowering pots, these Lilies will now be
showing signs of active growth, and should be
immediately potted up in good, new soil. After
potting, stand in a frame for a time, where they
can be readily protected if frost should threaten.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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SOME GOOD HARDY
SHRUBS.

DURING recent years hardy flowering

L shrubs have become highly popular

I on account of their usefulness as

' decorative subjects in the flower

garden or pleasure grounds. Once

they are plantedin asuitable position,

they require a minimum of attention, and season

after season they continue to produce a rich display

of beautiful blossoms. Of course, a little attention

in the way of pruning and manuring will be amply

repaid by a much finer display than would be the

case if they were left to their own sweet will. It

is in the matter of pruning that many amateurs,

and gardeners too, feel a good deal at sea, as

different shrubs require to be differently treated.

The season for planting will soon be with us, and

perhaps it may not be altogether inopportune

if I just mention a few shrubs which I have

found satisfactory in every way.

Escallonia philippiana is one of the choicest

hardy dwarf shrubs we have, growing freely in

any fairly good soil. It has small shining green

leaves, among which the white flowers are closely

studded along the whole length of the shoots.

It may be grown as a bush in the open or trained

against a wall, and in either position it is exceedingly

attractive.

Escalltmia langleyensis is, if i mistake not,

a hybrid, its parents being the variety just named

and E. macrantha, and it has the growth and style

of flowering of E. philippiana and the colour of

E. macrantha, a bright rosy carmine. These two

varieties make excellent companions, and succeed

under similar treatment.

CeanothUS azureus is a Mexican shrub of great

beauty, and well worthy of the attention of all

hardy plant lovers. The flowers are quite small,

but are produced in great quantities on an elongated

thyrse in such a manner that they, at a short

distance away, look like hairy brushes, pale blue

in colour. The Ceanothuses succeed best on a

warm wall, in which position they continue to

flower till frost sets in. The variety Gloire de

Versailles is perhaps the most desirable.

Choisya ternata (the Mexican Orange Flower) is

a very distinct and beautiful evergreen shrub, with

pure white, fragrant flowers resembling Orange

blossom, and borne in large clusters. This excellent

shrub requires to be planted in a sheltered spot,

especially in the North, as it is of doubtful hardi-

ness. It also requires good compost in which to

grow. A mixture of good loam, leaf-mould and

sand seems to suit its needs.

Buddleia variabilis is another splendid shrub,

especially where autumn display is required.

The varieties magnifica, superba and veitchiana

are excellent, and few shrubs are more effective

when in flower. The flowers are carried on densely

packed spikes often i8 inches in length. The

colours are deep violet and rosy purple, each

flower having an orange yellow centre. The plants

require a good deal of room, as they are rampant

growers, often reaching 8 feet or 9 feet in height, and

carry their graceful plumes at the extremities of the

shoots. They require to be cut down hard every

spring so as to get good, strong growths.

Robinia hispida (the Rose Acacia) is a beautiful

flower ; but, unfortunately, the habit of the plant

is somewhat ungainly, which to a certain extent

mars its beauty. However, it is well worthy of

consideration on account of its lovely flowers,

which are produced in long, graceful racemes

rosy pink in colour. The branches of the Robinia

are exceedingly brittle ; therefore it should never

be planted in exposed situations.

South Ayrshire. W. L.

STONE SPLITTING IN

PEACHES AND NECTARINES

THERE are two reasons, one or both of

which may be responsible for this

evil ; an unsuitable border may be

one, while the other may be due to

sudden fluctuations of temperature

diu'ing the early stages of fruit

forming. Of the two, it is usually the first named

which is at fault, in which case all other efforts

to keep the tree in order are of no avail, as every-

thing depends on the roots being vigorous and

plentiful in soil that suits them.

But, on the other hand, judicious management

must accompany the best of borders, or stone

splitting will be an evil to reckon with. This

for the main part consists of avoiding sudden

rises of temperature. The importance of this is

the more easily understood when it is realised

how tender the walls of the stones are in their

early stages of growth, and consequently quite

unable to withstand any sudden expanding force

within them, such as takes place when rapid

rises in temperature are allowed. The prevention

of this dtu-ing the early part of the year is not an

easy matter, as it often happens that the days

which favour us with sudden bursts of sunshine

also give us more than is agreeable of biting winds.

To open the ventilators on such days without

causing disaster to the tender foliage requires

more than usual care ; but still, it is only by such

means and the regulating of the heat in the hot-

water pipes that the temperatiu-e can be kept

anything like steady.

Watering is also a detail that calls for good

judgment, and while it is not good practice to

allow the border to become too dry at this stage,

it is equally as injm-ious if it should be kept too

wet. In fact, diu-ing the stoning period it is the

better plan to practise moderation, to keep the

tree from becoming tmduly excited. Along with

a free circulation of air, it is advisab'e to aim at

a lower rather than a higher temperature, to give

the walls of the stones time to harden, so that

they will not suffer from the pressure that is within

them, which, providing the action of the tree is

normal, will be slow and in accordance with

Nature, where stone splitting is not an evil to

reckon with.

With such precautionary measiu-es as these

—

and the stoning period shows no signs of being

improved upon—it is practically safe to lay the

blame on to an imhealthy root action. For this

the border is responsible in most cases, and where

there are no sure groimds for thinking otherwise,

the best plan is to remake it at the earliest oppor-

tunity.

Renovating Borders.—It may, perhaps, be useful

to set out briefly a few of the necessary details.

Formerly it was the custom to make very wide and

deep borders, and it must be said of these that the

returns were not so unsatisfactory as the present-

day style would lead one to expect. But time has

proved that they were a waste of good tiurf and

labour, and that better results are obtained when the

roots are confined in a smaller space, where feed-

ing and top-dressing can be effectively carried

out during the period of crop developing. In

making a new border, the dimensions I should

adhere to would be about ten feet wide and three

feet deep, with a slope of a few inches to the sun.

This depth provides for a 6-inch layer of broken

brickbats and rough stones for drainage purposes.

To confine the roots to this space, it is advisable

to build a retaining wall 9 inches thick, and tmless

the substratum is of chalk or limestone, a base of

concrete about three inches thick should be

provided. This base should have a fall to the

front of not less than half an inch to the foot,

and terminate in a main drain level with the

surface, having a fall sufficient to empty itself

freely into a tank laid for the purpose, and from

which a quantity of valuable liquid manure will

be available for the garden during a season. The

drainage material should be covered with thin

tiu'ves, gi'ass side downwards, so as to prevent the

fine soil being washed into the drainage.

In regard to the compost, the plainer it is the

better. Manures, except in the form of phosphates,

should be avoided, but lime is absolutely necessary

for the successful management of all stone fruits,

and particularly in the case of Peaches and

Nectarines, as these have a greater demand on

lime than any other similar fruits, on accoimt of

their large stones. A good compost for these

trees is one that consists mainly of good fibrous

loam. It should be chopped into pieces about

three inches square, and to every five cartloads f

this add a load of screened old lime rubble and

half a load of wood-ashes. Unless the soil be of

very poor quality, no organic manure should be

used
;
but should it be necessary, it may be given in

the form of stable manure, without straw, at the

rate of one load to five loads of soil. This will not be

required in every case, but there are few soils

that will not benefit from crushed bones g ven

in the proportion of about two and a half himdred-

weight to an average cartloads of soil. All

these ingredients should be well mixed together

and protected from heavy rains till required

;

but it is well to remember that the earlier the

border is made, the warmer is the soil, and once

in the house it remains in that condition, which

means much to the tree in early spring. A border

made on these lines is well drained and free

from all matter that tends to incite sappy growth.

But this is not all. F.uctuations of temperature

must be avoided, or stone splitting will still be

troublesome. F. J. T.

TWO GOOD YELLOW-FLOWERED
SHRUBS.

During the latter part of July and well into

.August, when flowering shrubs are none too

plentiful, there are two which are perfectly hardy

and ought to be more extensively grown. The

least known of the two is the Mount Etna Broom,

Cytisus aetnensis. It is the quickest grower of

all the Brooms, two specimens that I have, which

were planted from 5-inch pots less than four

years ago, now standing 8 feet high. The stems

are long and slender, of semi-pendulous habit,

and a pleasing shade of green ; hence even in the

winter the shrubs are by no means unattractive.

For several weeks these shrubs have been cascades

of yellow, the rather small, pea-shaped flowers

being produced very lavishly. Although they

open so comparatively late in the season, seeds
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ripen well in normal years, and seedlings spring

up in large quantities if the soil beneath the shrubs

is cultivated. The other good yellow-flowered

shrub that I have in mind is the Spanish Broom,

Spartium junceum. This is a very old plant

in our gardens, having been introduced to this

country from Southern Europe as long ago as

1548. If left alone it will make a rather gaunt

shrub from 8 feet to 12 feet high, its large and

brilliant yeUowflowers being produced in abundance

from the end of June until nearly the end of

August. The stems are cylindrical and Rush-

like, and leaves small and few in number. Both

this and the Mount Etna Broom are excellent

for planting in sandy soil, where few other shrubs

will grow, though both will make large specimens

more rapidly in soil of better character. Planting

should be done while the seedlings are small,

and these are best obtained in pots, as the shrubs

resent any disturbance of their roots, particularly

when they are several years old. F. W. H.

COLOUR CHA RTS.

A REPLY FROM AMERICA.

IN
discussing the mooted question of colour

standardisation and colour charts in The
Garden for March 27 and April 3, Mr
George Di listone sets forth a number of

objections to the use of a colour chart,

which, it would seem, may be answered

and overcome by the use of a little common sense

To begin with, Mr. Dillistone mentions the

substitution by the Royal Horticultural Society

of Dr. Robert Ridgway's chart, " Colour Standards

and Nomenclature," for the once recommended
" Repertoire des Couleurs," and says that, when
he se^s Dr. Ridgway's chart and compares it

with the French one, he expects to find many
discrepancies. He will. They differ almost

entirely in nomenclature, and there are fewer

colours in the Ridgway chart.

As to the difference in colour perception, Dr.

Ridgway's colours are combined by the use of

the spectral discs, and are compiled by formula,

and not " by eye." When it comes to the " match-

ing up " of colour and flower, there will, of course,

often be differences of opinion ; but this is one

of the points where common sense must come into

play. If one considered the vagaries of the

colour blind or the colour dull, there would be

no colour standard and no colour nomenclature,

any more than there would be a standard of

musical pitch if we relied upon the varying opinions

of the tone deaf. The compared opinions of a

few good garden colorists ought to determine

the standard colour of a flower quite as satis-

factorily as the compared opinions of any other

group of scientists can determine any other

standard.

Now, in regard to all the fussy details of bright

or cloudy days, different soils, the difference in

hue of the same variety of flower at different

flowering seasons, &c., there is but the one answer :

Let us do the best we can. Mr. Dillistone objects

that no one will want to purchase flowers from

a description such as " ' R6p. des Coul.,
'

p. 221; Nos. 2 to 3; Centre, p. ir." Of
course not. But could you not imagine buying

a Phlox described as follows :
" Eosine pink

(16) ; mass effect, a little paler." Or, if a more
detailed description were desired, as it might be

.n a technical catalogue, " Hemerocallls fulva.

English red (7i), marked Morocco red (5k), throat

deep chrome yellow {17b) ; mass effect, Brazil

red (si)." That is, if one must have the " pickling
"

markings; in the main, "mass effect" is best.

Quite true, one can no more describe the bloom

on a Tulip, the glistening tones of the Fleur-de-

Lys, the velvet of the deepest red Sweet William,

than one can put a name to that " livelier Iris
"

which " changes on the burnished dove." Why
try ? No more can one compare the texture of

the petal, which has so much to do with its apparent

colour, with that of any paper. Why hope to

do so ? Spectrum red is spectrum red, whether

of velvet, paper, or glass ; the same with aU true

colours. No two flowers on the same plant,

even, will be identical in hue and tone throughout.

The very best that can be done is for students

of colour in all countries to match up the flowers

to a good chart (we hope, Ridgway's) as accurately

as they can in a clear light, not fuU sunlight,

compare the mass effect to the very best of their

ability, and " let it go at that." Under no circum-

stance of light or shade would we then have

everything of a rose hue listed as " crimson,"

from Bee Balm (which is nearly pure spectrum

red) to Lychnis Viscaria splendens and Spiraea

Anthony Waterer ; nor would the pale violet

Violas or Phlox divaricata be sold to the imwary
as " blue."

One American dealer asserts " you cannot

have a standard of nomenclature." Why not ?

He describes the Darwin Tulip Philippe de Com-
mines as " velvety maroon purple." Is it any
harder to call it " velvety violet carmine, very

dark " ? Or to call the Cottage Tulip Miss Ellen

Willmott " palest baryta yellow," which it is,

according to Ridgway; instead of " soft primrose

yellow," which it is not, as the primrose is a

much greener yellow ? Or, if " baryta " is a

strange term, to call it, for simplification, the

" palest tint of lemon chrome," which is the same
thing ? We call coloiurs by some name, why
not by a standard, and correct name ? One
person may now call " crimson " the same hue

that another calls " carmine," and a third " cherry

colour," which is foolish on the face of it.

Mr. Dillistone speaks of the difficulty of correct

colour printing. Dr.- Ridgway's chart is pre-

pared as follows (for example, and speaking

briefly) : It is found by years of experiment

that proportion A of standard dye No. r (names,

&c., are all given in the preface to the chart)

mixed with proportion B of dye No. 2 will give

spectrum red, as measured by the colour wheel

and the Maxwell discs, not by any guesswork.

This pigment is then evenly applied by hand to

a very large sheet of paper, which has a soft

and not a shiny finish. This sheet is then cut

into as many small sections as there are numbers
of copies of the chart in an edition, and mounted
on grey paper for binding ; hence there is no
" colour printing," and the colours are accurate.

The question of expense is also brought up.

The regular Ridgway chart costs 8dol. This

is a large price for the average individual to pay,

but Dr. Ridgway will sell 500 copies of the work,

in a lot, to garden clubs or similar organisations

for 4dol. each. Clubs or horticultural societies

could easily combine to order such a number
if the chart were generally adopted, and dealers

could easily afford the 8dol. At present Messrs.

Kelway and Son advertise in their catalogue

that they have in their office a copy of the Royal
Horticultural Society's chart, and that customers

wishing to order by colour number from this

chart may do so. The Ridgway chart could be

used in the same manner. Should England and

America combine to use this chart, other nations-

would soon adopt it (as it is by far the simplest

chart yet shown), and the nomenclature could be

literally translated.

Mr. DiUistones o^vn confession concerning the

confusion of colour names is in itself a plea for

a standard of nomenclature, and when so simple,

compact and scientifically correct a chart is already

on the market, why go all around Robin Hood's

barn, waste time, energy and language, and

hopelessly retard artistic and scientific colour

scheming in the garden by hunting aimlessly

for another one ? Mary Youngs.

(Secretary, Shedowa Garden Club.)

Long Island, U.S.A.

THE NATIVE LADY'S
SLIPPER.

(Cypripedium Calceolus.)

IN

"The Flora of the Alps" Mr. A. W.
Bennett says this is one of the most striking

of European plants, and, further, that it

is met with occasionally in stony woods

at a moderately high elevation in Switzer-

land, Jura, Tyrol, Lombardy, Dauphiny

and the Pyrenees, but is nowhere abundant.

It is well known to botanists that this most inter-

esting plant is occasionally to be found in this

country. While botanising recently in the York-

shire highlands I had the good fortune to find

this plant growing in considerable abundance,

one patch alone consisting of at least twenty plants.

For upwards of thirty years I have been on the

look-out for this plant in its native habitat, York-

shire, the first records of which we find in the

books of Parkinson (1640) and Ray (1670).

Ingleborough appears to be the centre of distri-

bution of this delightful British plant. Its

habitat was known to the late Abraham Stansfield,

the celebrated British Fern grower of Todmorden,

and also to John Nowell, a well-known crypto-

gamic botanist. It was also known to James

Percival, a working man botanist ; and two other

persons well loiown to me knew of the habitat

of this rare British plant. In each case it has a

different station. It has also been recorded

from Durham and Westmorland, always upon

the same geological formation, Yoredale or

mountain limestone, with Ingleborough as the

centre of distribution. It must, therefore, be

interesting to the numerous readers of The
Garden to know that this plant is still to be

found wild in our Yorkshire highlands.

As far as I can learn, it is always found growing

under similar conditions, viz., in shady woods

in rough, rocky ground, and nearly always growing

with Lily of the Valley. Now, these two plants

are very much alike in a wild state, and he must

be a very keen-sighted person who happens to

find this, " Our Lady's Slipper," as it was known

in the days before the Reformation.

The plants that I saw could not be lifted without

a pickaxe, so that will give one an idea as to the

ground in which they were growing. I have

made three journeys to see if the plants would

flower this season. At first sight they had every

appearance of blooming this year. But not a

single flower appeared ; indeed, I am told that

in its European habitats it seldom flowers. But

if it should do so, the blooms last on the plant
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for from thirty to forty days. This, then, is some

compensation for its shyness in blooming

Your correspondent Lucy Joshua, on page 361,

in your issue of July 24, describes this plant

as growing in sphagnum. This must be a mistake,

as the sphagnum is not usually a limestone plant.

One of the well-known stations for this plant

is in some woods near Engelberg. I have several

times looked for it in these woods, but have

not had the good fortune to see it growing

there. The conditions there, however, are exactly

similar to those which obtain in our Yorkshire

highlands—the same sorts of trees, the same

undergrowth tilled with Lily of the Valley and

Dog's Mercury.

In regard to the cultivation of this plant, which

is said to prefer limestone, I have seen it grown,

and successfully grown, here in Southport,

flowering well each succeeding year on the top

of a dry rockery composed chiefly of sandy soil.

Here at Kew it does equally well in ordinary

peaty soil. The only extra attention which the

plant receives is a little shade during the flowering

period. My soil is almost devoid of lime, so it

is at once apparent Ihat lime is not an essential

element in the cultivation of this, the most interest-

ing of all our European plants.

W. H. SxANSFIELn.

Brantwood, Kew, Southport.

HOW TO PROLONG THE
STRAWBERRY SEASON.

THE arrival of several nurserymen's

lists of Strawberry plants ser\-es as

a reminder that during the next week

or two is the best time of the year

for making new beds of this useful

fruit. Strong runners planted at this

time become well established before the winter,

and will, if the elements prove normal, give a

good crop of berries during June and July of

next year. This, really, is the great advantage

of early autumn planting. If the work is deferred

until the spring, very little fruit will be available

next year, and a loss of practically twelve months
will result. Any reasonably good soil will grow

excellent Strawberries, but it must be deeply

dug and well manured, especially if the plants

are to remain for two or three years. Treading

afterwards to consolidate the surface before

planting also is essential, as the plants appreciate

a firm rooting medium. The distance apart to

set them will depend upon the time they are to

remain. If the one year system is adopted, i.e.,

a new bed is made every August and destroyed

the following year after the fruit has been gathered,

2 feet between the rows and 15 inches between

the plants will suffice ; but for more permanent

beds, 2 feet 6 inches and 18 inches respectively

must be allowed. Of varieties there are now a

large number, yet for nearly all purposes four,

or at the most five, will suffice. For a good all-

round and early Strawberry, Royal Sovereign

has not yet been surpassed. It thrives nearly

anywhere, always crops well and, as the fruit is

firm, it is excellent for market. Its rather acid

flavour is a point against it, though many prefer

this to the sweeter varieties. Vicomtesse Hericart

de Thury is a good early Strawberry. It is rather

small, but a heavy iropper, and the frui* is sweet

and of excellent flavour. To follow this and

Royal Sovereign, either The Bedford or Bedford

Champion should be selected. My experience

of the former is that it does well the first year,

but cannot be relied upon after that ; hence to

get it good a new bed should be made each year.

Bedford Champion is slightly earlier, a heavy

cropper, and does well during the first, second

and third years. The quality of both leaves

nothing to be desired. For a late variety choose

Laxton's Latest or Givon's Late Prolific. Both

are excellent in every way. With the varieties

named it is easily possible to have good Straw-

berries for at least two months, instead of only

a fortnight or three weeks, where only one variety

is grown. One would think that market growers

would find it pay them well to grow the late

varieties named, as prices, when the fruits were

ready, would be much higher than at the height

of the season. F. W. 11.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND k^S^El^S.—The Editor e.ndeavoumo

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

ivith that object makei a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistoclc

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each shordd be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or inoss, not cotton-wool, and ftoivering

shoots, wliere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
OAK SEEDLINGS (/?. F. C.).—The Oak seedlings can

be lifted and planted in nursery rows, but it would be

as well to leave them where they are until early October.
Take them up carefully and plant them in rows a foot

apart, and the plants 6 inches apart in the rows. After
two years in that position they should be lifted and either

planted out permanently or replanted in the nursery,

giving more room between the rows and plants. If any
roots are broken, cut them off beyond the wounds with
a sharp knife. Should any of the plants become stunted,
cut them back to the ground line. New shoots will then
be formed, and the strongest and straightest can be reserved

for the future trees, the others b3ing removed when a
few inches long.

MAGNOLIA STEMS UNHEALTHY (ff. T.).—We
do not know of any particular bark disease that attacks

Magnolias. M. grandiflora, when growing against a
warm wall, is sometimes attacked by mealy bug, and
is cleaned by syringing with a paraffin wash. From what
is said of the disease, we imagine that it must be a species

of chermes, such as attacks various kinds of conifers

or is closely allied to those species. It would be advisable

to scrub the trunk with a strong soft soap solution into

which a little paraffin has been mixed ; then syringe

the remainder of the plant with a similar wash. The
present year is a particularly bad one for insect pests

on trees, many kinds that are usually quite free from
insects being badly infested at the present time. On
the other hand, the eruptions may be due to some other
cause, and the best plan would be to send a small section

of bark if you do not think that they are due to insect

agency.

inured to the ordinary atmosphere of the structure-
Then they should be potted singly into small pots in a
compost made up of equal parts of peat and loam, with
about half a part of sand. When the roots have taken
hold of the new soil, the tops of the plants should be
pinched out in order to ensure a bushy habit of growth.
Established plants may be treated much as Azaleas;
that is to say, after flowering, any straggling shoots may
be shortened back and the plants encouraged to grow.
During the summer they may be stood out of doors.
Annual repotting is by no means necessary, but an
occasional stimulant will be beneficial. They need a
minimum temperature of 45° in the winter.

THE GREENHOUSE.
THE BOTTLE-BRUSH FLOWER (F. B., Lanes).—

The Bottlo-brush Flower is commonly known as Metro-
sideros floribunda. but its correct name is Callistemon
salignus. It is a native of Australia, whence it was
introduced during the early years of the last century.

This Callistemon is propagated by cuttings of the half-

ripened shoots taken off at a length of about three inches

anil dibbled into well-dr.iined pots flllel firmly with a mix-
ture of peat and sand sifted through a quarter-inch mesh
sieve. They must then be placed in a structure in which a
temperature somewhat above that of an ordinary green-
bouse is maintained, and covered with a bell-glass, or

put into a propagating-case. The cuttings will take a
coupU'of monthsorsoto root, when they must be gradually

FRUIT GARDEN.
CHERRY SHOOT FOR EXAMINATION (C. TF. L.).—

The shoot sent is not suflftcient to enable us to say to
what the trouble with the Cherries is due. It appears
to lie behind the part from which the twig was cut, and
possibly may be the result of gumming.
PEACHES DROPPING THEIR FRUIT {A. Dawson).-^

The kernels of the Peach stones are decayed, and no doubt
this is the cause of the fruit dropping off prematurely.
The decayed condition of the kernels, we beheve, is due
to the defective fertilisation of the flowers. To guard
against this trouble in future, be mindful of fertilising
the blossom of your trees with the pollen of some other
healthy growing one which may be in bloom at the same
time, or by its own if no other is to be had.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WOODEN TRAYS AND STANDS FOR STORING

APPLES AND POTATOES {T. H. Thomely).—Messrs.
H, Blacknell. Fleet Saw ADUs, Fleet, Hants, will give
you all particulars and prices relating to these. Saturate
the haybands in a strong solution of Tobacco water.

CELERY LEAVES ATTACKED (fm'ti^ort/i).—The Celery
leaves are badly attacked by the Celery leaf rust, due to the
fungus Septoria petroselini var. Apii. Spraying with
Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture will be the best method
of checking it so long as it has not made much headway
on the plants ; but if it has progressed far, it will be
useless to attempt much now, we fear. Spraying should
have been commenced in May.

OBITUARY.
MATTHEW CAMPBELL, BLANTYRE.
We have received with much regret the information

that Mr. Matthew Campbell, oi the firm of Messrs.

M. Campbell and Sons, Blantyre, Lanarkshire,

died on August 20. Mr. Campbell, who was in

his eightieth year, was one of the best known of

Scottish nurserymen, especially among exhibitors

and frequenters of shows, where his familiar figure

was always welcome and where liis presence as a

judge or as an exhibitor was received with pleasure

and satisfaction. At the Auchinraith Nurseries

florist's flowers were a leading feature and the

quality and cultivation were of the highest kind, as

was evidenced by the awards gained at the principal

shows and by the magnificent displays made of

collections of Dahlias, Carnations, &c. As a

judge Mr. Campbell was held in high esteem,

everyone feeling that he was one with a full

acquaintance with the classes he took in hand, and

that each and every exhibit would have justice

done to it. He was much respected in business and

private life. Before beginning business he had

a long experience in private gardens, and was

gardener at Mauldslie Castle before going to Blan-

tyre.

TRADB NOTB.

Now that readers will be busy potting up bulbs for flower-

ing during the winter months, we would draw attention

to the special bulb catalogue which is i.ssued by Robert
Sydenham, Limited, Tenby Street, Birmingham. In

addition to prices of all kinds of suitable bulbs, there

are valuable particulars included concerning the growing
of bulbs in fibre, a feature for which this firm has for many
years hoen renowned. This year we are interested to

notice that they are putting on the market Professor

Bottomley's manure named Humogen. This is stated to

be a particularly good fertiliser for bulbs, and it certainly

is well worth giving a trial. We understand that a copy
of this interesting catalogue will be sent post free to any
reader who cares to apply for it.

*,• The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland,

68. 6d. ; Foreign, Ss. Orf.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Death of Mr. F. W. Harvey.—Just as

we go to press we learn, with infinite regret, of tlie

sudden deatli of our Editor, Mr. F. W. Harvey,

Mr. Harvey tiad been ailing slightly for a few

days, when his illness was diagnosed as an

abscess on the brain. An immediate operation

was necessary, from which he did not long rally,

and he succumbed, a week later, on Tuesday,

August 31. An appreciation of Mr. Harvey's life

and career will appear in our next issue. In the

meantime we feel sure that our readers

and Mr. Harvey's innumerable friends in

the horticultural world will echo our

feelings of sincere regret at his untimely

end. He was a most lovable, upright

and conscientious man, and with his

death a deal of valuable knowledge goes

out of the world.

A Gardener's Son Wins the V.C.—in
the recently issued lists of Naval V.C."s

wiU be seen the name of Able Seaman
W. C. WiUiams of H.M.S. Hussar. He
was a son of Mr. W. Williams, a foreman

in Messrs. PiUinger's Nursery, Chepstow,

a position he has held for upwards of

twenty-seven years. W. C. Williams won
his V.C. at the historic landing at " V."

Beach in Gallipoli. The lighters which

were to form the bridge had broken

adrift, and WiUiams, in assisting, held

on to a line in the water for over an

hour under heavy fire until killed. Much
sympathy will be extended to Mr. Williams

in his sad loss.

Flower Seeds for the Front.—Messrs.

Webb and Sons, Limited, Seedsmen,

Stourbridge, recently received the follow-

ing communication from the Commandant
of one of the large base camps for

British troops in France :
" I write to

thank you again for the flower seeds

you sent for the soldiers ; they all came
up and have made a splendid show."

Messrs. Webb say the seeds were not

sown until June, so the result testifies

both to the favourable climatic condi-

tions of the district and the cultiural skill of our

soldiers.

A Dwarf Bedding Dahlia.—In several of the

Liverpool parks and the Botanic Garden the

dwarf red Dahlia Aggie Hutt is freely used as a

bedding plant. Bushy in growth and only from
rj feet to 2 feet high, it is effectively planted in

association with Fuchsias, Geranimus, and the

general run of bedding plants. As a companion
to Chrysanthemimi (Double White Marguerite)

Mrs. F. Sander, Dahlia Aggie Hutt is particularly

effective. In both form, size and colour the

flowers resemble a one-time popular favourite.

Glare of the Garden, while it has also the

free-flowering quality of that variety, and displays

the blooms well above the foliage.

Delphiniums.— The fine display of secondary
spikes of Delphiniums which Mr. W. Wells
put up at Vincent Square on August 17 was
useful from several points of view. One was
the difference in the type of spikes and their

THE LATE MR. F. W. HARVEY.

greater or less fitness for garden decoration or

for cutting for the house. Putting on one side the

exceptional cases of extra large receptacles, there

is no doubt but that the looser spikes are far the

most pleasing in what may be called everybody's
sized vases. Three varieties stood out in the

collection as being especially adapted for such
purposes : Moerheimii, which is a pure white sport

from the old and well-known lovely light blue
Belladonna

; Capri, an extremely taking very pale

blue with an ivory white eye ; and Mrs. Thompson.

a rich^deep pure blue with a light grey-brown

eye. In each case the arrangement of the blooms
on the spike was loose and light-looking, and just

what ladies like for cutting.

Rose Sander's White.—As stated by "Ess,"
page 420, this is a desirable free-flowering, late

climbing Rose of excellent quality. While the

blooms are young, each carries a tinge of yellow in

the centre, and, what is of great importance, has

a lovely perfume given out by the central anthers.

The Colour of Eryngium giganteum.
Respecting the excellent illustration of

Eryngiiun giganteum on page 395 of

The Garden, August 14, Messrs. Bees,

Limited, Mill Street, Liverpool, very

kindly point out that the colour is not

steely blue, but ivory white, sometimes
shaded pale biscuit or buff. Possibly our

contributor had Oliver's Sea Holly in mind,

or E. alpinum, an even more magnificent

plant. A feature worth mentioning is the

facility with which Sea Hollies can be
dried for winter decoration without losing

their attractiveness.

A Handsome Japanese Windflawer.
There are many varieties of Anemone
japonica, and of them none can excel the

variety Kentish White. We are reminded

of the refined beauty of this variety

by the arrival of a box of medium-
sized blooms sent by the raisers,

.Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Limited,

The Royal Nurseries, Maidstone. The
flowers are inclined to petalody, and the

larger they are, the more double they

appear. It is well to note that this

variety requires a dry situation in

winter, since it is a little tender com-

pared to any of the other japonica

\^arieties. However, it is well worth the

slight extra care that is necessary.

A Useful Late-Flowering Shrub.

—

Clethra alnifolia, the Sweet Pepper Bush,

is an attractive hardy shrub, a native

of Eastern North America. A deciduous

shrub some 4 feet to 6 feet or more
in height, the bushes are very conspicuous at the

present time, being freely clothed with racemes

of white flowers. Members of the Natural Order

Ericaceae, the Clethras thrive under somewhat
similar conditions to Rhododendrons, including a

peaty soil. Seeds, cuttings and layering each

provide a ready means of propagation. Clethra

alnifolia paniculata is an equally desirable

plant with slightly longer flower-spikes ; it is

rather stronger in growth and a little later in

flowering.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Good Wall Plant.—Let me advise your

correspondent " Subscriber " to grow Lardiz-

CARPENTERIA CALIFORNICA IN A SCOTTISH

abala biternata, a very handsome evergreen

and a capital wall plant. Buddleia Colvillei

will certainly thrive a long way north of the

Southern Counties. It flowers freely here and
grows with amazing quickness.—F. A. Sturge,

Wrexham.

Some Notes on Endive.—This is a vegetable

which one does not often see in gardens, so I offer

no excuse for sending up this little note about it.

It is one of the easiest vegetables to grow, though,

like Spinach, it is apt to run to seed, and may be

used, blanched, as an addition to the salad-bowl,

or, unblanched, may be cooked (boiled) in the

same manner as Lettuce. This vegetable does

best on land well dressed with stable manure,
and although sowings may with advantage be

made in the spring, the present is undoubtedly

a suitable time to sow. The position chosen

should be one of light shade, and the seed sown in

shallow drills g inches apart. When the young
plants are of a convenient size, plant them out

singly. 6 inches apart, in rows a foot asunder in

sena-shade again, and keep the hoe and water-

pot going in dry weather. Blanch by tying up,

or by putting a slate on to the plants. Endive,

like Lettuce, must be grown quickly and be well

supplied with water, or it will bolt to seed. If

sown in September, it can be used in the very late

autumn or during the following winter and spring.

The best sorts to grow for summer consumption
are Digswell's Prize and White Curled ; and the

best for winter, Green Curled and Batavian.

—

E. E. T.

Cats in Gardens.—On page 417 of The Garden,
issue August 21, there is a reply to " Hall " on
the subject of keeping cats off plants. The
advice i;iven is :

" We keep a well-trained Irish

terrier, who does the duty effect! velv." While

asking pardon for questioning this advice, I

think " Hall " would be well advised to think

carefully before he adopts it. I can well ima^iine

the exciting chases which would take place during

the first few days alter the terrier had been intro-

duced, and the consequent damage. I think if

"HaU" sinks some wide-necked bottles up to

the rims in the ground and puts a

little strong ammonia in each (put-

ting the bottles, if possible, near the

place or places where the cats enter

the garden), he wiU have no more

trouble. Experience shows that

when cats have smelt the ammonia,
they do not return to the garden in

a hurry, and th ' is generally the

most safe and sure plan to adopt.-

—

E. T. Ellis, Weeiwood. Ecclesall,

Sheffield.

Rose Blush Rambler and Car-

penteria. — The enclosed photo-

graphs may Interest you. Rose Blush

Rambler is the plant of which I

sent you a photograph last year

and was not suitable for repro-

duction. The Carpenteria, except

for the shelter of the wall, gets no

protection of any kind in winter.

1 have had it for eight or nine

years, and it flowers freely every

year. It is not usually considered

very hardy, but it might be grown
more generally than it is, and is

one of the most beautiful of

flowering shrubs. We are 450 feet

GARDEN. above sea level and thirty-six miles

from it.—R., Galashiels.

Tomato Plants Diseased.—Plants grown under

glass and forced on through not ventilating the

structures amply up to the middle of July developed

the disease in the leaves very badly indeed during

the last week in July. Other plants,

more freely ventilated by day and
much less at night, have not

suffered much from the disease.

Outside plants, which were care-

fully hardened before being planted

out, have not been touched by it.

The specimens first referred to were

rendered very tender through lack

of ventilation, and then, when the

cold nights and very moist atmo-

sphere of July came, the leaves

were soon attacked. The hardily

grown plants throughout withstood

the disease much better. Since the

warmer nights of August came, and
the greater amount of sunshine, the

worst affected plants have recovered,

especially where lateral shoots have
been allowed to grow near the top.

These observations refer to plants

grown in the same district.—G. G.

An Interesting Surrey Garden.
The article by Miss Gertrude Jekyll

and the charming photographs which
appeared in The Garden for

August 21 are very interesting and
instructive. I have recently visited

some old gardens where arches, walls

and suitable flowering subjects

harmonise as they do in the garden
at Westbrook. Surrey. Such notes

and photographs are highly educa-

tional, especially in these days when ROSE

so many lovers of gardens are doing their best to in-

troduce similar features. In doing this in many
modern gardens, much careful forethought is need-

ful, else failure will result. There is, on the other

hand, a splendid opportunity in many old-world

gardens to make such features more prominent by
the judicious planting of hardy subjects and by
minor alterations and additions, without in the least

spoiling their general appearance, and the time for

carrying out such work is fast approaching.

—

Avon.

The Crinums.—These are much hardier

than is generally supposed. Our stock plants

in the open have never been killed by frost, and
we only protect them with ashes or Cocoanut

fibre when severe weather sets in
;

just now they

are splendid. C. PoweUii, rosy, is 3 feet to 4 feet,

and C. P. album is 3 feet, with stout stems and
exquisite white bell-shaped flowers, the plants

giving dozens of spikes. Our soil is light, over

greensand stone. In heavier land some drainage

would be needed, but generally they should be

largely grown in the Southern Counties with

success. They are most welcome in mid-.'Vugust.

—George Bunyard, Maidstone.

A Beautiful Perennial.—I must write in praise

of the beautiful perennial Hunnemannia fumariae-

folia. Early and late the golden blossoms shine

bright. All the plants in one bed were from a plant

that seeded with me. The foliage is so uncommon.
I grow it in sunshine—ordinary soil suits it. Sir

F. Moore tells me that it does not " do " at the

Glasnevin Gardens. For fear of a hard winter

it might be well to pot a few plants in late autumn
and shelter them in a cool greenhouse, sowing

their seeds. For those Rose-growers who have

plenty of space, I recommend them to plant

Betty and Duchess of Wellington.

—

Frederick
Lawless, Maretimo, Blackrock, County Dublin.

Rose Gloire des Rosomanes.—^This old pillar

Rose has been pretty well relegated to the rear

rank by such varieties as Ards Pillar and Carmine

'%^^

BLUSH RAMBLER CLOTHING A WALL.
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Pillar, although several nurserymen still ofEer

it for sale. To the younger men who may not

know it, I would r-ecommend Gloire des Rosomanes

as a very desirable semi-double crimson of great

vigour and coming early into flower. With us

it generally shows flower about the first week in

June, but it was a week later this year.—Charles

Comfort, Midlothian.

The Single Sweet Rockets.—Although perhaps

not admissible in the select mixed border as the

double varieties are, yet the single Sweet Rockets

have much to recommend them, and should fijtd

a place either in the informal garden or the strictly

wild garden if for nothing else but their delicious

perfume. I would like to point out that it is

necessary to get seed from a reliable source, as

there are some forms much superior to others

as regards the density of the flower-spikes, and,

in the case of the purple variety, as to the shade

of colour, some forms being a dull, soulless purple,

while others are a bright purple. Like most other

biennials, the best results are obtained when the

plants are transferred to their flowering quarters

in the autumn.

—

Caledonia.

Birds and Ripe Fruits.—Now that various

kinds of Pears are ripening, no doubt the birds

will do their best to get more than their share.

Ni t only do birds eat great quantities of fruit

every year, but they spoil quite as much by pecking

and rendering it unfit for use bj^ the owners.

I have frequently been assiured that if I put down
vessels of water, the birds would not touch the

fruit. Having a Mulberry tree growing by the

side of a large pond, I once asked, when the old

tale was repeated to me, why it was that the birds

preferred the Mulberries to the water in the pond ?

I well remember an enthusiastic amateur gardener

pointing out a splendid Cherry tree on the end

of a building. He had also been advised to pro-

vide plenty of water for the birds and save his

Cherries ; but neither the vessels of water, care-

fully put about, nor a little faulty net kept away
the birds. " No," he said, " they leave the

water and creep in under the net." I think

it would be the best policy to trust to sound nets,

well fixed,, and not to water. Usually the good

people who advocate the water remedy have

no fruit for the birds to eat.—G. G.

Labels in Flower Borders.—^There is generally

most grumbling when plants are not labelled

and visitors admire the flowers but cannot find

out what kinds they are. I am now taking excep-

tion to the labels themselves, which may, in

my humble opinion, be an eyesore. I lately

visited a large garden in which there was recently

made a magnificent water garden and rockery.

It seemed to me that nearly every plant was

labelled. I did not object to that feature, but

the labels were placed with such regularity that

one could see scores of them from one point,

arranged in such precise order as to draw

one's attention away from the plants to them

generally. Surely some better plan could have

been adopted. The labels to the plants could

have been placed in a prominent position enough

to permit of all visitors reading the names on them

when standing in front of the specimens, but not

so that they could see a whole army of them

from the same spot and practically all facing

the same direction.-

—

Avon.

Spiraea Aitchisonii.—For some years I regretted

the purchase of Spirsa Aitchsonii, which refused

to bloom, much to my disappointment. It was,

indeed, under contemplation to eject it from the

garden as " a cumberer of the ground." How-

ever, it received a respite, and a few years ago

proved that it was worthy of this consideration,

as it then began to yield its flat heads of white

flowers in considerable quantities. From that

time S. Aitchisonii has gone on increasing in

beauty and favour, and now is looked upon as

a shrub well recompensing me for the space it

occupies. In a comer by a 6-foot wall it has

long overtopped the wall, and this year is upwards

of 12 feet high. It looks well with its good foliage,

reminding one of that of an Ash, but is still finer

when it is in flower. It now blooms quite freely

every year. During July it gave many heads of

flowers, and on August 9 was still in bloom,

although its pristine beauty of blossom was much
reduced. It has plenty of sun, and is in a fairly

dry soil.—S. Arnott, Dumfries.

Wichuraiana Rose Debutante for Arches.

—

Going through a capital collection of Rambler

Roses—wichuraiana and Polyantha—in the gardens

of Captain Hope at St. Mary's Isle. Kirkcudbright-

shire, the other day, undoubtedly the finest sight of

all was presented by an arch of Debutante. It

is almost impossible to do justice to the beauty

of this arch, which spanned one of the broad

paths in the gardens and was absolutely laden

with clusters of soft pink flowers. It is a Rose

which I have known for a long time (it was sent

out by Mr. M. H. Walsh in 1905), but I have never

seen it in such perfect beauty as on this occasion.

What gives it much of its value for an arch does

not appear so well on a pillar. This is the pendent

habit of the clusters of flowers, which hang down
from the arch in a charming way, reminding

one of the Wistaria in this feature. Debutante

is also a very free grower, and will soon co\'er an

arch. Mr. Jeffrey, Captain Hope's gardener, grows

it over an arch built up of iron tubes, attached

to each other by wire. He is of opinion that

these are preferable to solid iron rods, and that

Roses on these are not so liable to be injured

by frost as on the latter.

—

Sub Rosa.

Preserving Green Figs.—A correspondent in

The Garden of August 21 asks for a way of

bottling and preserving Green Figs, and I send her

a recipe. If you care for details of bottling. I shall

be pleased to send them. The Fig preserve is an

original recipe and has been well tested. The
following is the recipe: "There are several ways

of dealing with this fruit. If the Figs have attained

their full size and are nearly ripe, they can be

bottled in the ordinary way, using a weak syrup.

Or they may be made into a delicious preserve.

Have ready a pan of boiling water in which a small

pinch of bicarbonate of soda has been dissolved.

Dip the Figs in this and allow them to boil for

five minutes. Take them out and leave them to

drain on a sieve. Weigh the fruit, and allow three-

quarters of a pound of sugar for each pound of fruit.

Take a quarter of the sugar and dissolve it in a

pint of water to every four pounds of fruit. Boil

the syrup and. when it is clear, place the Figs in

it and simmer gently for fifteen minutes ; then

remove from the fire and leave till the next day.

Drain off the syrup, boil it up with the rest of the

sugar, and simmer the Figs till they look clear
;

then set aside for six hours and boil them for half

an hour, very slowly. Place the Figs in jars, boil

the syrup until it is thick and ' syrupy ' looking, and

pour it over the Figs. This is a delicious preserve,

but it must not be eaten until it has been kept for

six months. The Figs, if nearly ripe, can be made
into a delicious jam. Greener fruit can be stewed,

flavoured %vith ginger, and eaten with cus-

tard."—H. T. C.

LACHENALIAS.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

THIS is the time when the bulbs of these

attractive little flowers should be

potted. Between the coming of the

grouse and 'the partridge is the ideal

fortnight for the operation. Every

week that passes after that is a nail

in their coffin. How seldom one sees well-grown

plants, and what caricatures are the miserable-

looking cut blooms that traders sometimes treat

us to at the Royal Horticultural Society's Tuesday

meetings in the early months of the year I No
plants need good and proper treatment more than

these. Their requirements are very simple, but

very necessary, and, if these cannot be given, their

culture should not be attempted.

The three bed-rock essentials are : (i) Early

planting. Do not attempt it after September is

past. (2) Cool and airy quarters during the winter

months. The temperature may vary between

38° to 40° at night to 50° to 55° in the daytime.

Plenty of air, but no cold draughts. (3) Thorough

ripening of the bulbs in the summer. The other

points which contribute to their well-being are

rich, light, well-drained soil ; keeping the pots as

long as possible in a perfectly cold frame (only at

the approach of frost should they be housed) ; and

feeding the plants in January and onwards with a

weak stimulant. Pendula is an exception, and

should be housed earlier than the others, as it

may easily be had in flower for Christmas, when
red flowers always seem peculiarly appropriate.

Tricolor and quadricolor are now far surpassed

by many of the newer varieties ; but I do not think

pendula gigantea (syn. aureliana) is such a pleasing

shade of colour as the old pendula.

My selections are : (i) Pendula, dull orange

red (r4i.i in the "Repertoire des Couleurs").

(2) Nelsoni, rich yellow. (3) Cawston Gem,
greenish yellow, with narrow red edge to bells.

(4) Ruth Lane, palish yellow bells, open-mouthed,

with a narrow margin of bright claret. (5) His

Reverence, the best of the greenish yellow sells.

(5) Brightness, rich yellow, with a wide edge of

claret ; red tops to the spikes. There are several

more very good indeed, such as Rose Barton,

Shiner, W. E. Gumbleton, John Geoghegan,

luteola maculata and St. Patrick, but I am a little

doubtful if all are in commerce.

A GOOD GREENHOUSE BEGONIA.
Few warm-house plants are more delightful than

Begonia President Carnot when well grown, and

few bloom for such an extended period. I have

cultivated it here for the last ten years, with con-

siderable success, and so a few notes on my methods

of treatment may be of interest to others who
are thinking of trying it. The cuttings are par-

ticularly easy to root, and may be inserted at almost

any time. Personally, I strike a few each winter

at the time I cut back the plants, and scarcely one

fails to root. The soil for the cuttings is of no

great account, any light, sandy material sufiicing

;

but a mixture of peat, loam and sand will favour

rapid striking. I insert three or four cuttings

round the edge of a 5-inch pot, and as soon

as they are well rooted, pot off singly into

4-inch pots, soil of much the same kind being

employed.

When these small pots are well filled with roots,

give a shift into the 7-inch size, using richer and
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rougher compost. A good mixture for the purpose is

equal parts of good fibrous loam and fibrous brown

peat, with half a part of leaf-mould and sufficient

coarse sharp sand to ensure the other ingredients

being kept sweet. As with all other Begonias,

however, too much sand must be avoided, or the

niite may prove troublesome. Should the loam

be of poor quality, add a small quantity of dry

manure and a good dusting of bone-meal. As a

rule, this shift will suffice for the first year. As

growth advances, stake and tie the shoots neatly,

and in due time fine bunches of bloom will appear,

these lasting for some time.

In the beginning of the following year the plants

should be kept on the dry side for ten days, and

then be cut back to about nine inches from the

pot. As soon as growth starts again, give a shift

into pots 10 inches in diameter, using the same

kind of compost. As growth advances, strong

stakes 6 feet in length must be provided, and the

shoots loosely but securely fastened thereto.

By the month of July gentle feeding with weak

liquid manure, or, better still, liquid made with

Ichthemic Guano, should be administered twice

a week. If these hints are followed, there will

be a fine show of bloom right up till Christmas or

longer.

Subsequent treatment consists in cutting the

plants down to from 12 inches to 15 inches from the

sou each spring and top-dressing liberally with

fresh soil and Thomson's Plant Manure, allowing

a tablespoonful of the latter to each plant. Other

small details of culture are to provide a little

shade—if not for the tops, at least for the pots

and the lower parts of the stems—and careful

watering, as dryness at the roots is apt to cause

the flowers to drop and the foliage to become

yellow. I have sometimes seen this Begonia

trained as a climber, but have seldom seen it

succeed thus. Here I train it to 6-feet Bamboos,

and set the plants close to a cement back wall

of a lean-to stove, or, rather, intermediate house.

and in this position they thrive and bloom

luxuriantly.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgcw. C. Blair.

THE VERONICAS
SPEEDWELLS.

T
HE plants that are members of this

family are a large and widespread host,

and among them we find some of the

most interesting and useful of our

outdoor garden flowers. They natu-

rally divide themselves into two dis-

tinct sections, the one comprising those that are

of a decidedly shrubby character, and the other

those that have stems of a succulent, and therefore

less enduring nature. The shrubby Speedwells

are, perhaps, the best known, most of them hailing

from New Zealand. They are evergreen, and

among them we find some exceedingly useful

winter-flowering subjects. For instance, V.

speciosa and V. Andersonii, with their several

varieties, frequently continue their floral display

until well into January, the spikes of purple,

rose, or deep blue blossoms showing up well above

the dull green foliage. All the shrubby Veronicas

must, however, be given soil that is perfectly

drained and contains a good percentage of sand.

They all, with the exception of the tall-growing

V. Traversii, ought to be planted in positions

sheltered from cold north or east winds, as they

are none too hardy during severe spells of hard

weather. V. Traversii is, however, quite hardy

in the London district, where it will quickly make
a neat bush about 4 feet high and nearly as much
n diameter, its rather small spikes of very pale

lilac flowers being produced in great profusion

during June and July.

The Willow-leaved Speedwell, V. salicifolia,

is also a good dwarf shrub for warm places. It

grows about 2 feet high and has

long, narrow leaves, and flowers of

white or purplish hue. The
variegated-leaved form of V. Ander-

sonii is among the most beautiful

of the few really good variegated

plants, and one finds it extensively,

and alas ! indiscriminately used

for summer bedding effects in the

London parks. In its place it is

excellent, but too often it is

obviously misplaced.

These shrubby Veronicas are

not difficult to propagate. Cut-

tings made during the next few

weeks from young shoots, and

planted in sandy soil in a cold

frame in a manner similar to that

adopted for bedding Calceolarias

and Pentstemons, will quickly root

and soon form nice little shrubs.

A good number ought to be rooted

every autumn, so that if a severe

winter is experienced and casual-

ties among the older plants

heavy, there will be sufficient

;-oung ones to take their places.

When we come to the soft-

wooded section of the Speedwells,

He find a great deal of variation

in stature and habit. Thus, such

species as V. repens and V. rupes-

tris are trailing plants admirably

adapted for the rock garden ; while V. longifolia

and its variety subsessilis attain a height of 2 feet

or even more, and are among the best of our blue

flowers for the mixed border. Like the shrubby

species, these herbaceous Speedwells appreciate

soil that is of a porous character, though the stronger-

growing kinds, such as longifolia, will not give of

their best imless the soil has been well manured.

Most of them seed freely, and if this is allowed to

ripen and fall, plenty of seedlings can usually

be found near the old plants.

The accompanying illustrations, from photo-

graphs taken a few weeks ago. represent two

beautiful Speedwells growing in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's gardens at Wisley. One is

V. spicata, a charming plant with pale blue flowers,

these, however, varying in their intensity on dif-

ferent plants. It is growing in a position facing east

and is now about a foot high. The other illus-

tration shows its white variety, V. spicata alba.

This plant faces south-west and is about 18 inches

high. Both species and variety continue to

flower over a long period, and may be regarded

as two of the most useful summer-flowering plants

that are available for the rock garden. As an

indication of their rapid growth, it may be interest-

ing to mention that both were planted only a

little more than a year ago.

The type plant, V. spicata, is really a native of

Britain, though its habitat is limited to a few locali-

ties. It has been found in Suffolk, Cambridge-

shire and Wales, and possibly in one or two other

counties, but it is known to very few botanists

except as a garden plant. In a wild state its

flower-spikes seldom attain a height of more

than 6 inches, and even under cultivation it is

not often that they grow so tall as those on the

plant illustrated.

Another very beautiful Speedwell is V. incana.

This has stems and foliage of a charming silvery

grey hue, and in June, when producing its spikes

of deep purple flowers, is as handsome a plant as

OR
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one could wish for. It is good for either a border

or a prominent position in the rock garden, and

is best increased by division early in the spring.

In addition to repens and rupestris, already

mentioned, V. gentianoides, with greyish-coloured

flowers ; V. prostrata, with spreading, neat tufts

of deep green foliage and deep blue blossoms

;

V. saxatilis, a plant sometimes found wild in

Scotland, its blue, striped violet flowers being

very attractive ; and V. taurica, a dense tufty

plant with gentian blue blossoms, are all excellent

for the rock garden. Most have proved variable

under cultivation, and varieties with flowers of

colours other than those named can be obtained

if required.

Practically all the Speedwells are to be had
from any good nursery firra, and as they are by
no means expensive, one has no hesitation in

puttint' forth a plea for their extended cultivation.

As already indicated, none calls for any special

skill on the part of the cultivator, hence they are

excellent plants for the novice to secure. Except

for the removal of old flower-heads as soon as the

blossoms fade, the shrubby kinds do not require

pruning, unless an odd branch or two have to be

shortened to prevent them encroaching too much
on other plants. F. W. H.

PERGOLAS OF ROSES AND
OTHER CLIMBERS.

THE Rose pergola has become such a

popular feature of the up-to-date

garden that we are inclined to wonder
how our fathers got on without it,

but it is questionable whether planting

a pergola entirely with Roses is the

most economical or the best way of utilising such

a structure. For three or fom: weeks during the

latter part of June and during July, when the

Roses are in full bloom, a Rose-

clad pergola is certainly a wonderful

sight, and it would be difficult to

imagine anything more beautiful,

but the season of beauty is soon

over, for many of the best kinds bear

all their flowers at one time, and, at

the outside, are in good condition for

three weeks or a month, the re-

mainder of the year being given

up to foliage or bare stems. But

by clothing a pergola with a mix-

ture of Roses and other climbers it

is possible to secure flowers, oma-
men al fruit or coloured foliage over

a considerable portion of the yerj,

although at no particular period

may the effect be quite sn entranc-

ing as that of a pergola of Roses

about the end of June. General

interest will, however, compensate

for this defect.

The planting of a mixed pergola

needs some considerable forethought

regarding a suitable mixture of

Roses and other plants, and here

the dimensions of the structure play

an important part, for on a fairly

high and moderately wide pergola

many more plants can be grown

than on one which is cramped for

space. Length, of course, must

determine height and width to a

certain extent, a long structure calling for greater

height and width than a short one. While no
hard-and-fast rule can be laid down, a minimum
height and width of 8 feet may be allowed for a

pergola up to 50 feet long, while 12 feet in height

and width would be required for a structure

between 50 yards and roo yards in length.

In arranging plants to provide an effective

display over as long a period as possible, it might
be argued that the best plan would be to plant

a Rose and some other climber in companionship

at each pillar, so that one plant would bloom in

advance of the other. In theory such an arrange-

ment would be quite correct, but in practice it

is not very feasible, for the two plants are likely

to require attention at different times of the year,

and to prune one may injure the flowering wood
of the other ; moreover, the branches may become
so intertwined that it wiU be impossible to control

one without injuring the other. Therefore it

is better to give each arch up to Roses or other

plants
;
but there is no reason why two Roses

or two kinds of Clematis should not appear on
each arch, one from each pillar, if the maximum
variety of plants is desired. Alternate arches

of Roses and other climbers may be tried with

good results. One point to consider when plant-

ing is the provision of really good soil, for

the plants can only be expected to give their best

when they are treated in a generous manner.
Suitable subjects for clothing pergolas are as

follows : Commencing with Roses, we wiU first

consider a few kinds which have a prolonged

flowering period. The old Gloire de Dijon is

one of the best in this respect, for it blooms well

in June and again in August, while blooms may
also be found between whiles. William Allen

Richardson is another variety with a long flowering

period, and although considered to be tender in

some gardens, there are many places where it

can be grown. Longworth Rambler and Cheshunt
Hybrid are two useful red-flowered kinds with a

lengthy time of flowering ; and other useful sorts

are Ards Pillar, crimson ; Climbing Caroline

Testout, salmon pink ; Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant,

salmon pink ; Dawn, rosy pink ; and Griiss

an Teplitz, red. Among the wichuraiana Roses
are many kinds with a long flowering time, par-

ticularly those which have Tea Roses for their

male parent. Good ones are Alberic Barbier,

yellow ; Edmond Proust, coppery carmine

,

Elise Robichon, bufi yellow, shaded rose ; Franfois

Foucard, lemon ; and Paul Transon, rosy pink.

Most of these are very vigorous and require plenty

of room. Good climbing Roses with a short

flowering period, but which bloom very profusely,

are : Wichuraiana varieties—^Delight, bright

carmine ; Dorothy Perkins, pink ; Excelsa,

double red ; Gardenia, cream ; Hiawatha,
crimson

; Lady Godiva, salmon pink ; Minnehaha,

pink ; and Shower of Gold, golden. All of these

bloom in July. Other useful climbing sorts

flowering in June and early July are : Ameri-

can Pillar, rose pink ; Blush Rambler, blusli

;

Crimson Rambler, crimson ; Dawson Rose,

pink ; Electra, yellow, then cream ; Graf Zeppelin,

coral red ; H^lene, mauve with yellow base
;

Mrs. F. W. Flight, rose pink ; Philadelphia

Rambler, crimson ; Tea Rambler, pink ; The
Lion, crimson ; and Wallflower, crimson.

Other climbers suitable for pergolas are

:

Jasminum nudiflorum, a climber of moderate

growth which bears its golden blossoms from

leafless branches between November and
February. Forsythia suspensa—the form with

slender, pendent branches should be selected

for the purpose ; its long, graceful branches

are loaded with pretty beU-shaped, yeUow
blossoms during April. Cydonia japonica, although

not strictly a climber, can be trained as such,

with effective results, on the pillars and cross-bars

of a pergola. Its rich red flowers begin to expand
during midwinter, and it is at its best about March
or April. It can be used on quite small structures.

A WHITE SPEEDWELL, VERONICA SPICATA ALBA, AT WISLEY.
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as it stands pruning well. Wistaria chiuensis

is an excellent pergola plant, and the same may
be said of W. multijuga and the white variety of

each species. The racemes of fragrant mauve or

white flowers, as the case may be, never look more
pleasing than when hanging from the cross-bars of a

pergola. When once the space is well covered
with branches, a stunted, spur-like system of

growth must be encouraged, the young shoots

being repeatedly cut back.

The Clematis family offers a wide choice of

subjects. Such species as C. montana, with white
flowers, and its variety rubens, with red blossoms,

in May ; C. tangutica, with yellow flowers during
summer ; C. Flammula, with fragrant white blos-

soms, and its varie*.y rubro-marginata, with red

and white blooms during August and September
;

G. alpina, with mauve, pink or white flowers in

April and May ; and C. jouiniana, with white,

violet-tinged blossoms in August and September,
are all worth considering. Then we have the

reddish purple ; Marcel Moser. lavender with

carmine violet band ; and Nellie Moser, white
with a reddish band on each segment of the flower.

Jackmanii varietifs : Alexandra, violet blue
;

Earl of Beaconsfield, purple ; Gipsy Queen,
violet purple

; Jackmanii superba, purple ; Mme.
Grange, crimson violet ; Mme. Baron Veillard,

lilac rose ; Mme. Edouard Andre, red ; magnifica,

reddish purple ; Snow White, white ; and Ville

de Lyon, red. Viticella alba, white ; rubra, red
;

grandiflora, red ; and the type, purple, are free-

flowering kinds of the Viticella group.

Among Honeysuckles, good kinds for pergolas

are Lonicera japonica and varieties fle.xuosa and
halleana, L. Periclymenum and the new L. trago-

phylla. All bloom during summer. Jasminum
officinale is a strong-growing, summer-flowering
climber with fragrant white flowers, and J. humile
is a yellow-blossomed plant of less vigour which
also blooms in summer. The common Passion

Flower (Passiflora carulea) is suitable for pergolas

able period, but there are numerous other subjects
that can be requisitioned. As pergola plants
have usually to be severely pruned once a year,

such pruning should be done immediately after

the close of the flowering season. W. D.
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THE SHRUBBY BUCKEYE.
(^lESCULUS FARVIFLORA.)

This is one of the most distinct and valuable

Horse Chestnuts cultivated in our gardens. Its

usual habit is that of a large shrub, 7 feet to 10 feet

or more in height, and generally exceeding these

dimensions in diameter; leaflets mostly in fives;

the flowers in long, cylindrical panicles up to some
10 inches long, white, with tinted pink stamens, and
red anthers. The inflorescences last for some time

in beauty, as the flowers open in succession on the

branched panicles. The flowering season is the

second half of Jul\' and during August, a period

when comparatively few trees and
shrubs blossom in our pleasure

grounds.

The Shrubby Buckeye is usually

propagated by division, the bushes,

when established, increasing freely by
the development of suckers. It is

only occasionally that fruits mature
in this country. For lawn specimens

and groups in the shrubbery border,

or on the borderland of the pleasure

grounds and woodland, the value of

jEsculus parviflora cannot be too

highly praised. It is worth while

trenching the ground previous to

planting, and adding some good loam
if the soil is poor.

A native of the South-Eastern

United States, the Shrubby Buckeye
is said to have been first intro-

duced in r785. A. O.

WATER GARDENING
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A BEAUTIFUL AND LATE FLOWERING HORSE CHESTNUT, .5SCULUS PARVIFLORA^

wide range of garden varieties of the florida,

patens, lanuginosa, Jackmanii and Viticella types
to call upon. These offer a wide range of colour
from white to mauve, purple or red, the flowers
being large and produced freely over a long period.

The florida and patens groups bloom during May
and June and require very little pruning. A few
good ones are : Belle of Woking, silver grey,

double ; Duchess of Edinburgh, white, double
;

Fair .Rosamond, blush white ; Lady Londes-
borough, silver grey with reddish bar ; Mile. Tor-
riana, rose, flushed pale purple ; Mrs. G. Jackman,
satin white with creamy bar ; Miss Bateman,
white, double ; Proteus, purplish rose, double

;

and Sir Garnet Wolseley, blue with plum red bar.

Good varieties of the lanuginosa group are

:

Alba magna, white ; Beauty of Worcester, bluish
;

Gloire de St. Julien, lavender blue ; Grand Duchess,
lilac heliotrope ; Henryii, creamy white ; Candida,
white ; Lord Nevill, blue ; La Gaule, white

;

Louis van Houtte, violet ; Mme. van Houtte,

in the warmer parts of the country, and for similar

places the white-flowered Solanum jasminoides

is excellent, for it blooms throughout the greater

part of the summer. Akebia quinata and A. lobata

are a pair of vigorous climbers which bear reddish

purple flowers in April in advance of the leaves
;

while Celastrus articulatus is remarkable for showy
fruits during autumn and early winter. It requires

plenty of room. The Vitises are excellent for

pergolas, but they have to rely upon foliage as

an attraction. A few good ones are Coignetiae,

Labrusca, Thomsonii, armata, henryana, Thun-
bergii, leeoides and megalophylla. Aristolochia

Sipho is also more remarkable for its large rounded
leaves than for its flowers. Polygonum bald-

schuanicum is a very vigorous climber which pro-

duces white flowers and fruits with great freedom.

It should only be planted, however, where it can
have abundance of room. The plants mentioned
will be sufficient to enable anyone to furnish a

pergola so that it will be of interest for a consider-

S an adjunct to the garden

proper, water gardening

as we know it to-day is

quite a modern idea.

Forty or so years ago it

was a rarity in any form

in gardens large or small, while its

introduction into gardens of limited

size is, probably, not yet a couple of decades

old. Formerly, the aquatic department of a

hardy plant nursery was, doubtless, the least

profitable, its neglected condition telling its own
tale. To-day, as for some years past, a different

storj' could be told, the attention bestowed upon

the plants and the special receptacles for their

cultivation affording proof that all is well. In a

large degree, doubtless, this change has been

brought about by the advent of the new Marliac

Water Lilies some years ago, their irresistible beauty

fascinating all who saw them. Then, by degrees,

water gardening, like rock gardening, crept into

the exhibition arena, where, either well done or

suggestively, its possibilities, its added beauty and

interest, presented to thousands of garden-lovers

at first hand, assiured it an immediate as well as

growing future. Quite naturally, the coming of

the water garden made way for waterside gardening

also, a combination of the two, as the illustration

on the next page so well portrays, often attended
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Willi the happiest results,

of the dual style referred

various. In the first place.
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The advantages

to are many and

a new and inter-

esting feature is added to the garden, and not

infrequently, also, to a portion where probably

nothing but disorder or neglect existed before.

If amid suitable environment, even though on a

small scale, picture-making effects, like those

shown in the illustration, mil be readily secured.

In addition, not a few

plants hitherto excluded

from the garden by force

of circumstances, or

carrying on a wretched

existence amid alien con-

ditions, will find their true

home, and, while revelling

in their new surround-

ings and affording
pleasure, provide that

touch of repose so much
to be desired in this par-

ticular phase of garden-

ing. Hence as much of

Nature as is possible

should enter into the

scheme, to the masking of

all that is artificial and

obtrusive to the eye.

In a large number of in-

stances the water garden,

of necessity, will be a

purely artificial thing,

albeit it may be the intent

of its owner to make it

look quite natural. To
achieve thisend, the opera-

tor cannot do better than

consult Nature, from
whom the best object-

lessons are obtainable, free

of cost. Take a walk

beside a rivulet or stream-

let and noteits meandering

informal outline. Mark

the way Nature has gar-

nished it with turf or herb-

age to the water's edge.

Make a little sketch of the

scene or carry the picture

away in the mind's eye.

It is all that is wanted as

the basis of a good start.

Where it is desired to

grow a few Water Lilies, a

depth of 2 feet of water

wiU be found ample for

many ; frequentlylessthan

this suffices. Its form can

only be decided by indi-

vidual circumstances, but

whether it be a miniature

pool or rivulet, it is es-

sential that it be made
watertight. In some dis-

tricts puddled clay will do

quite well. In the main,

however, good cement con-

crete ™ll be found the

most reliable, therefore

cheapest in the long run.

In Nature, lake, pond, or

streamlet occ u p i e s a

depression amid its sur-

roundings. Its artificial

counterpart should, as far as possible, be similarly

circumstanced. Where this is so, it is quite easy to

garnish the sides and to arrange for a partial flood-

ing or saturating of the slightly raised banks near.

For small water areas Nymphaea odorata and

its varieties should be grown, though N. Marliacea

carnea, N. M. Chromatella and others succeed well

for a time. For the rest, between Gunnera and Bog

Pimpernel there is a great host. Sites devoid of

tree life near may be rendered more natural by

planting tall graceful Bamboos, Meadow-sweets,

Knotgrass and like things. The Royal Fern

(Osmunda) is productive of fine effect. In the

wettest places, American Swamp Lilies, bog-loving

Primulas, Siberian Irises and Cardinal Flower

(Lobelia) should all find places. Grouping rather

than much variety is most to be desired ; repeti-

tions should be avoided. E. H. Jenkins.

WATER LILIES IN A STREAMSIDE GARDEN.
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CULTURAL NOTES ON
VIOLAS.

T

BEAUTIFUL NATIVE
ORCHIS.

^HE Violas, which are closely allied to the

Pansics, form most delightful plants

for any part of the garden, and, as they

are perfectly hardy, there is no reason

whatever why they should not play

an important part in the garden.

There are a vast number of varieties in existence,

the colours ranging from pure white to a very

dark blue. Viola gracilis (deep violet m colour,

and V. g. Snowdrift (white) produce very small

but numerous flow ers, and the plants themselves

have an exceedingly dwarf habit. These two

varieties are very suitable for rockery

work. Viola Maggie Mott (light

mauve), V. White Swan (pure white),

V. Mrs. Chichester (a mixtvure of

white and blue) and V. Moseley

Perfection (yellow) are four very

good varieties worth growing ;
these

have -much larger flowers and are

more robust growing than V. gracilis,

and are very suitable for beds,

borders and other places.

Practically all the Violas will grow-

in any soil, but light sandy soil is more

essential to their growth, for in that of

a heavy nature the roots cannot grow-

so freely.

Propagation. — There are three

ways of increasing a stock of Violas,

viz., by seeds, layers and cuttings.

The former method cannot be relied

on. as seedlings do not always come

true ; but the last two will be found

reliable ways of increasing them.

Layers can be obtained by simply

pressing the long grow-ths in the soil

and leaving them for a few weeks,

when they can be severed from the

old plants and planted out where

required.

When propagating these Violas from

cuttings it is advisable to procure

the young growths thrown up from

the base, as these strike more readily

than the old ones. October and

November are the best months to

take them. When the cuttings are

about to be taken, and there are no

young shoots at the base, the old

ones should be cut back about

I J inches from the base; then,

if the plant is healthy, it will

put forth young growths vigor-

ously. When these are from 2 inches

to 3 inches in length they can be slipped off as

low as possible, and cut square just below a leaf

joint, cutting off the leaves with the exception of

just a few at the tip. These cuttings when pro-

cured should be placed in rows in a cold frame

about half filled with equal parts of soil and leaf-

mould, with a little silver sand added.

A distance of 3 inches between the rows and

2 inches to 3 inches between the cuttings will

be found to be none too much. If these cuttings

are looked after during the winter and plenty of

air is admitted on mild days, by early spring

they should have made nice sturdy plants,

which can be planted out where required.

F. J. Clark.

Dropmore Gardens, Maidenhead, Berks.

w HEN writing of native plants

for the waterside in The
&.\RDEN dated August 7,

I very stupidly omitted to

mention the beautiful Marsh

Orchis, O. latifolia. It would be

difficult indeed to find a wild plant more interesting

or possessing more charm than this, and owing

to its preference for damp, marshy spots it is

essentially a plant for the waterside. That its

merits have been appreciated by good gardeners

is shown bv the fact that one more often finds

vegetation. It has proved a variable plant under

cultivation, but for the waterside in semi-wild

places the native plant is best. As most nursery-

men have stocks of this Orchis, there is no difficulty

in obtaining plants and no excuse for rooting up

wild ones for transference to the garden.

THE DOUBLE-FLOWERED HEATHER.
It is not generally known that a double-flowered

form of the common Ling or Heather (Calluna

vulgaris) can be obtained from a few sources.

It is a very charming little hard-wooded plant

of moderately vigorous habit, and can be relied

upon to do well where a fair amount of peat or

leaf-soil is incorporated with the natural soil,

pro-viding the latter is well drained

and free from lime. This double-

flowered Heather possesses the same
habit as the common form, and the

flowers are the same colour, but quite

double, each forming a tiny, full-

centred rosette. It is known to

botanists under the name of Calluna

vulgaris flore pleno. Those who wish

to grow a good white Heather can

scarcely make a better selection than

the one known as C. v. alba Serlei.

This flowers freely, is quite hardy, and

the blossoms are pure white. Another

v.ariety with good white flowers is

alba toraentosa, a rather tall-grow-

ing, partly erect plant of distinct

habit. An interesting form of the

common Heather, prmcipally on ac-

count of its foliage, is cuprea. This,

as its name implies, has foliage of a

bronzy copper tint, and makes a wel-

come change where hardy Heaths and

Ling are growm on anything like an

extensive scale.

ORCHIS LATIFOLIA, A BEAUTIFUL NATIVE PLANT WITH
PURPLE FLOWERS.

it as a cultivated plant in gardens than as a native

in our marshland, though it is by no means un-

common in the wild state. Some idea of its

loveliness under cultivation—where, by the way,

its flow-er-spikes are usually much larger than on

the wildings—will be gleaned from the accompany-

ing illustration, which represents a colony of this

Orchis in the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens

at Wisley. The roots were planted a little over

three years ago in a damp, peaty spot with a north-

w-est exposure, and the magnificent flower-spikes

testify to the success of this treatment. The

spikes, when the photograph was taken early

in July, were about 18 inches high, the bright

purple flowers creating a welcome bit of colour

amid the deep green foliage of surrounding

THE AUSTRALIAN BLUE-

BELL CREEPER.

.-Vlthough the beautiful shrub known

under the above popular name
cannot be regarded as entirely hardy

in this country, it is more so than

is generally supposed, and in many
localities in the Southern and

Western Counties it can be induced

to thrive if given the protection of

a wall or close-boarded fence.

Blue-flowered shrubs in the outdoor

garden are by no means plentiful
;

hence any trouble that is taken to

induce this shrub to flower well

is fully repaid. Lender the botanical name of

Sollya heterophylla it has been known in this

country for some years, but its common name

adequately describes the character of its flowers,

which resemble closely, in general outline and

delicate poise, the common Harebell of our fields

and hedgerows. They are, however, of a deeper

shade of sky blue, and a well-grown plant in full

blossom is a sight worth going a long wa>- to see,

even during a hot July day, this being the month

in which it flowers. Owing to its semi-rambling

nature, this shrub is well adapted for training on

walls, and, where possible, a southern or western

aspect should be chosen. The most suitable soil

is a mixture of good loam and peat, and thorough

drainage is essential. H.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries in Pots.—Should the weather
continue wet for a long spell, the pots must be
placed on their sides to prevent the soil becoming
too wet. Give the plants plenty of room, so that
the crowns may become thoroughly matured by
the autumn. Remove all side growths and
runners. At the same time turn the pots to
prevent the roots from growing through the
drainage holes. The earliest-potted plants will

now be in need of a little stimulant. As a preven-
tive against mildew and red spider, the foliage should
be syringed with soft soapy water and sulphur.

Tomatoes.—^Plants which are standing out-
doors must now be placed under glass. If they
have set three or four trusses of fruits, the leading
growth should be stopped. At this stage a top-
dressing of some rich soil will be necessary to
assist the fruits to mature. Some of the largest
leaves may be removed to expose the fruits to the
light. The %vinter-fniiting plants should now
be ready for their final pots, or they may be
planted out if convenient houses are available.
This latter method is the most satisfacton,', as
the plants will continue to fruit for a much longer
period than when grown in pots. Fumigate occa-
sionally to keep them free from white fly.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—The most forward of the
large-flowered kinds must now be placed indoors,
as too much moisture will cause decay of the
petals. If they are not wanted early, a house
with a northern aspect will suit them best. Shelter
will soon be needed for the main batch of plants,
and this should be prepared so that there shall

be little delay should frost be imminent. The
late varieties must be left outdoors as long as
possible, but a temporary protection should be
ready for emergencies.

Climbing Roses.—The plants which are required
for early flowering must be given every encourage-
ment to ripen their growth. All growth which
is not wanted should be cut out regularly, so
that the flowering wood may be well exposed
to the light. Give the roots plenty of stimulants,
and, if not already done, top-dress them with
horse or cow manure.

Gloriosa superba.—This beautiful climber will

soon be past its best, and the plants must then
be induced to rest. Water ought to be given
less frequently, and when the foliage has died
down, the pots may be placed in a dry situation
for the winter.

The Flower Garden.

Fuchsias.—^These must be liberally treated
in the matter of watering and feeding, or they
will fail to flower till the end of the season. Cut-
tings may be inserted now for next season's stock.
The variety Mrs. Rundell is excellent for vases,
and old plants of this may be used effectively
if plunged in grass in suitable places. The cuttings
need a little warmth from a hot-bed to help them
to root freely.

Standard Fuchsias.—^These are most effective
when employed with suitable subjects. We
have used the variety Mrs. Rundell this season
with Begonia Major Hope and a groundwork
of Alyssum Snow Carpet, the whole making a
very striking bed. For standards the most
promising cuttings must be selected and grown
on gently all through the winter.

General Work.—Persevere with the work of

striking cuttings of the various bedding plants.
Calceolarias, Veronica Andersonii, Violas, Pansies,
Lavender, Mesembryanthemums, Phloxes and
Pentstemons must all be inserted now. Cold
frames will be suitable to protect all these plants
during the winter. It is a waste of time to grow
Antirrhinums from cuttings, as seedlings may
be relied upon for almost any purpose.

Sweet Peas.—The early batches of Sweet
Peas may now be cleared from the ground. Any
seed which it is intended to save must be put
in a dry place till it is thoroughly ripe. The
ground must be prepared at once for autumn
sowing.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Vines.—The season has been very unfavour-
able for the maturing of outdoor Grapes, and
unless all the minor cultural details are regularly
attended to, the fruit will fail to ripen. MUdew
has been very prevalent, owing, no doubt, to the
continued spell of dull, wet weather. Keep all

growths regularly pinched, so that all the light

possible may reach the fruits.

Strawberries.—^The autumn-fruiting kinds will

need constant attention to keep them fruiting

till the end of the season. It may be necessary'

to place a little fresh, clean straw under the fruits.

Keep a sharp look-out for slugs, which are always
abundant at this time of the year, and remove
runners and weeds.

Figs.—The fruits must he protected from birds
and insects. Fish-netting should be placed over
the trees to keep out birds, and to trap wasps and
flies jars of sweetened beer may be hung about the
trees. Trees growing against walls need plenty
of water.

The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—In the event of dull, wet
weather, the plants in cold pits must be covered
with lights, or the flowers will damp oS. If the
plants are too crowded, the foliage may with
advantage be thinned.

Onions.—The main crop of Onions may now
be lilted. Let them remain on the ground till they
are thoroughly dry before placing them in the
store. For storing for the winter, select only the
bulbs which give promise of keeping well. The
remainder may be used first.

Winter Spinach.—To promote a healthy
growth, well-seasoned soot maybe dusted between
the plants previous to hoeing. Thin the plants
to 6 inches apart when large enough.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Pentstemons.—The chief batch of cuttings
should now be put in. As some varieties do
not produce freely the suitable growths for propa-
gation, pinching is necessar>' to obtain sufficient

stock. By propagating now, the plants grow
sufficiently during the autumn to allow of them
being pinched ; this ensures a much greater
number of flowering growths the following season.
It is possible, however, to strike Pentstemons
until the short winter days.

Antirrhinums.—More vigorous plants are un-
doubtedly obtained from seedlings, but when a
variety has to be produced true to colour, cuttings
can be put in cold frames similarly to the Pent-
stemons. Shade and keep the frames closed
until the cuttings have rooted ; then admit air

gradually.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums. — Many
varieties being now in full flower, it is sometimes
most disappointing to have them mined by a
single nights frost, especially when there is some-
times no return of it for several weeks. If wires
and stakes are put up neatly, they are not un-
sightly ; these prevent the plants becoming broken
when they are bein.g covered to protect them
from frost.

Bulbs.—^The planting season now being at hand,
orders should be placed to ensure early delivery.

Many of the old bulbs which were lifted will again
do service, but a finer display is ensured by adding
new bulbs.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—More staking
and tying becomes necessary as the plants develop
their growths. Green raffia, not being so con-
spicuous as other tying materials, should be used
when tying. Fumigate at frequent inter\'als

to keep down insect life, and continue to remove
flower-buds as they appear, unless the plants are
required for use during October. Now that the
pots are getting full of roots, stimulants may be
given with more freedom, taking care not to

injure or disfigure the foliage when applying them.

The plants will require shading for a few weeks
longer.

Freesias should be removed to a shelf near
the glass, or placed in a shallow frame, as soon
as growth on all the bulbs has started. This
will encourage strong, sturdy growths, eventuallv
producing better flowers. These plants to flower
well must be kept cool and watered with care.
Later batches of bulbs should be potted up to
ensure a longer succession of flowers.

Show Pelargonimns.—If these plants were
pruned after flowering and rested, thev will now
be ready for repotting. Shake off most of the
old soil and repot into similar-sized pots, using
a good compost of loam, leaf-mould and sand.
The plants should be syringed for a time to
encourage them to break freely.

Chrysanthemums now forming buds should
be frequently top-dressed as soon as it is seen
the previous application has been taken possession
of by the roots. Only a very light dressing of
soil ought to be given at one time, but it should
be rich in plant food. Any growths appearing
at the base of the plants should be removed when
disbudding, as they absorb^ energv from the
plants.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—The completion of planting
young plants should be hastened, to allow them
to become well established before winter arrives.
Runners must be kept closely picked off and the
hoe used freely. If the older plants have had
all the runners removed, the ground between the
plants could be lightly forked over, taking care
not in any way to injure the roots.

Peaches.—Should the young growths not
have been tied in by this date, it will be necessarv
to tie any growths aside which may be shading
the ripening fruit. To protect from birds, it

will be necessary to cover the trees with nets.
Water the borders well if there is anv suspicion
of dryness at the roots.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—With the shortening days and reduced
sun power, more artificial heat is required for the
late crops. Especially is this the case during
any wet period. Try to maintain a night tempera-
ture of from 65° to 70°, and be more sparing in
the application of water, both at the roots and
when damping down. When saving seed from
any special Melon, great care is necessarv that
the flowers are fertilised by pollen taken from
the same variety.

Pot Figs.—If the plants have finished ripening
their fruit, the maturing of the wood will now
be greatly helped if they are removed to a
sunny position outdoors. If mealy bug is in
existence, go over the trees with mefhvlated
spirit, applying it with a small brush. Water
should now be applied with discretion, and as
soon as severe frosts threaten, the plants must
be removed indoors.

TheJKitchen Garden.

Cauliflower.—Make a good sowing of Early
London or Early Erfurt Cauliflower for use next
June and July. Do not sow on a \'ery rich piece
of ground. As soon as large enough to handle,
prick out the seedlings in cold frames, and do not
coddle the plants. Slugs are likely to be trouble-
some, so that a dusting of soot will be necessarv to
protect the plants.

Beetroot.-—The earliest-sown crop should now
be lifted. After being pulled up, give the tops
a slight twist to remove the leaves. Do not
cut them with a knife, or the roots will be ruined.

Carrots.—^The late-sown crops should be thinned
slightly to allow larger roots to form on the remain-
ing plants. Earlier crops could be lifted and
stored, in order to clear the ground.

Turnips, too. which were lately sown must
be thinned, and the hoe used freely to encourage a
quick growth.

Endive.—When the plants get large enough
to handle, prick out in cold frames where they
can be protected during severe frost. A distance
of 7 inches or 8 inches apart will be sufficient to
leave between the plants, and dust with soot to
protect them from slugs.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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TRIALS OF PEAS AND
PHLOXES AT WISLEY.

THE Council of the Royal Horticultural

Societj- have approved the following

recommendations of the fruit and

vegetable committee for awards to

early Peas, and of the floral com-

mittee for awards to herbaceous

Phloxes, tried this season at the Society's

Gardens at Wisley. The names in parentheses

indicate the present senders.

PEAS.
PREVIOUS AWARDS CONFIRMED.

First-class Certificate, given in 1S72 to William

[. (Messrs. Sutton, Barr).

Award 0/ Merit, given in 1901 to Sutton's

Harbinger (Messrs. Sutton) ; 1908 to Dawn (Messrs.

Carter) ; 1901 to Duchess of York (Messrs. Sutton)
;

1898 to Thomas Laxton (Messrs. Barr).

NEW AWARDS.
Award of Merit.-—A 1 (Messrs. Sutton and Sons)

;

First of the Season (Messrs. Cooper Taber) ; World's

Record (Messrs. Sutton) ; Giant Express (Messrs.

Carter).

Highly Commended.—.American Wonder (Messrs.

Sutton) ; Bobbie's Express (Messrs. Dobbie and

Co.) : The Pilot, Hawlmark Selection (Messrs.

Alex. Dickson) ; Kelvedon Wonder (Messrs.

Hurst) ; Chantecler (Messrs. Hurst) ; Model

(Messrs. Hurst) ; May Queen (Messrs. Sutton) ;

Early Queen (Messrs. Barr and Sons) ; Bountiful

(Messrs. Sutton) ; British Lion (Messrs. Alex.

Dickson) ; Sixty Days (Messrs. Carter and Co.).

HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.
PREVIOUS AWARDS CONFIRMED.

Award of Merit, given in 1897 to Coquelicot

(Messrs. Wells, Barr, Box, Forbes) ; igio to

Elizabeth Campbell (Messrs. Pfitzer, Wells, Barr,

Box, Forbes, Ruys, Jones) ; 1910 to Frau Antonin

Buchner (Messrs. Wells, Barr, Box, Ruys, Forbes,

Jones) ; 1907 to George A. Strohlein (Messrs. Barr,

Box, Forbes, Jones) ; 1899 to Le Mahdi (Messrs.

Wells, Barr, Box, Jones) ; 1897 to Miss Pemberton

(Messrs. Forbes) : 1906 to Tapis Blanc (Messrs.

.Aldersey, Barr, Box, Forbes, Jones).

Highly Commended, given in 1892 to Henri

Miirger (Messrs. Barr) ; 1908 to Jules Cambon

(Messrs. Barr, Box, Jones) ; 1892 to Paul Bert

(Messrs. Barr, Forbes) ; 1892 to William Robin-

son (Messrs. Barr).

Commended, given in 1S92 to John Forbes

(Messrs. Forbes) ; 1892 to Pantheon (Messrs.

Barr, Box).
NEW AWARDS.

Award of Merit.—Antonin Mercie (.Messrs.

Wells, Barr, Box, Jones) ; .\ubrey .Mder (.Messrs.

Wells) ; Esperance (Messrs. Wells) ; Europe

(Messrs. Pfitzer, Box, Ruys, Jones) ; Lady Grisel

(Messrs. Barr) ; La Neige (Messrs. Forbes, Box) ;

Meteore (Messrs. Barr, Box, Jones) ; Selma

(Messrs. Wells, Barr, Box, Ruys, Jones).

Highly Commended.—.^egir (Messrs. Jones) ;

Arthur Ranc (Messrs. Wells, Box, Forbes, Jones) ;

Aurora (Messrs. Box, Forbes, Jones)' ; Baron \-on

Dedem (Messrs. Wells, Box, Ruys, Forbes, Jones) ;

Braga (Messrs. Box, Jones) ; Derviche (Messrs.

Wells, Barr) ; Distinction (Messrs. Wells, Jones) ;

Dr. Konigshofer (Messrs. Pfitzer, Box, Ruys, Jones)

;

Fort de France (Messrs. Wells, Barr, Box) ; Frau

Grimm (Messrs. Pfitzer) ; General van Heutsz

(Messrs. Wells, Barr, Box, Ruys, Forbes, Jones) ;

Goliath (Messrs. Barr, Box, Ruys, Jones) ; Helmuth

Hirth (Messrs. Pfitzer)
; J. E. Suckling (Messrs.

Wells)
;

Jules Sandeau (Messrs. Box, Ruys)
;

Lady Satanella (Messrs. Wells, Barr) ; Lady Tate

(Messrs. Forbes) ; Mrs. E. H. Jenkins (Messrs.

Box, Forbes) ; Pharaon (Messrs. Barr, Box) ;

Rose Queen (Messrs. Wells, Jones) ; Seduction

(Messrs. Forbes) ; Sergent Lovy (Messrs. Barr.

Forbes) ; Sheriff Ivory (Messrs. W'ells. Box)
;

\'iktor Stoessel (Messrs. Pfitzer) ; Widar (.Messrs.

Box. Jones).

Commended.—Champignol (Messrs. Barr) ; Daniel

Leseuer (Messrs. Wells, Box. Forbes) ; Flora

Hornung (Messrs. Wells, Box, Forbes)
;
Josephine

Gerbaux (Messrs. Box, Jones) ; L'Aiglon (Messrs.

Barr. Jones) ; Marvel (Messrs. Forbes) ; Oculata

(.Messrs. Jones) ; Reichsgraf von Hochberg (Messrs.

Barr, Box, Ruys, Forbes) ; William Scott (Messrs.

Forbes). W. WiLKS, Secretary.

THE ROME CONVENTION
AND THE HORTICULTURAL
INDUSTRY.

A T a Conference held in Rome in 191 4,

/% representatives of this country signed

/ % a convention setting forth restriciions

/""% on the trade in plants that they were
* *• prepared to recommend their Govern-

ments to carry out. ,The restrictions,

if agreed to, will very seriously affect the

horticultural trade of this country. They have,

liowever, not yet been carried out, nor has this

country assented to them, but sooner or later the

subject will come up again, and it behoves the

horticultural industry in this country to be ready

for that time.

If tliis country assents to this convention, how
will it affect the trade ? First, all nurseries

and establishments supplying plants, seeds, &c.,

vfiW be registered, licensed and inspected.

Secondly, all nurseries will have to notify at once

the appearance of certain scheduled diseases.

Thirdly, they will have to adopt standard methods
of dealing with certain diseases, spraying,

fumigating, tipping or the like. Fourthly, their

methods of packing and transport will be inspected

and controlled. Fifthly, they will have to obtain,

for each consignment of living plants destined

for sale or for export, a certificate from an in-

spector as to its freedom from certain diseases, or as

to the nursery itself being free from certain diseases.

This last will, perhaps, be the most trouble-

some, as it involves the inspection of each con-

signment by an inspector before it is packed and
after it is packed. The consignment must be

packed according to the instructions, and the

certificate specifying its contents must go with it.

A further clause in the convention lays down
that plants cannot be imported from any countrj-

that either does not adhere to the convention or

that has no service of officials for giving certifi-

cates, so that all importation of any plant at all,

say, from China or Tibet, would appear to be

absolutely stopped.

There is no question but that this procedure

is going to be troublesome. Is it worth it ? If

this country does not adhere to the convention,

what will happen ? Its export trade in plants

with adhering countries will cease to a large ex-

tent, if not wholly. It will be unable to send

any living plants into any of the twenty-five

countries that have joined the convention. It

will be able to send plants to the United States,

but only by carrying out a similar procedure in

order to satisfy their requirements. Whether to

adhere or not is evidently a very^ difficult question,

and a joint committee, formed under the auspices

of the Royal Horticultural Society, has been

engaged on this problem. Clearly there are many
things to be taken into account. What diseases

are there which we do not desire to be admitted

into this country ? Where do they come from

and how ? Have we suffered in the past from

introduced diseases ? Will the convention's re-

strictions keep diseases out, or will they simply

restrict trade and be of no use ?

To answer these questions we must have in-

formation, and we are using this interval to get

that information, so that when the time arrives

for discussion the trade can take up a definite

position and back it with facts. We have col-

lected information about the diseases and pests

which have been carried from country to country

in the past and what carried them. We have in-

formation about the restrictions on trade at pre-

sent in force. We have information about the

diseases which do not exist in this country and

which we do not want admitted ; but we have no

information as to the trade itself in this country,

and this is a necessary part of the enquiry.

Particularly we require this : What is the

position of the industry as regards imports and

exports respectively ? What are these, where

do they go to, where do they come from ? Are the

imports of new wild plants from, say, China, more

important that the imports of cultivated new
varieties from Europe ? If a clause in the con-

vention concerns, let us say, the importation of

Japanese Maples and deciduous nursery stock

from Japan, are we affected or not ?

There are countless points of this sort which

can only be answered by a knowledge of what

the imports and exports are, what kinds of plants,

of what value and amount, where from and where

to, and whether the imported plants are from the

forest or jungle or from foreign nurseries.

In the hope of getting this information the

Royal Horticultural Society has addressed a

letter to every firm dealing in live plants. At-

tached are forms so prepared that each firm may
give, with the least trouble, the information that

the committee wants, and the committee very

strongly urges all members of the trade to give

the information asked for. Sooner or later a

decision will have to be taken.

The Board of .Agriculture has intimated that

it wiU not adhere to the convention if it be against

the interests of the trade, and it is extremely

important that the trade should have the necessary

information on which to judge whether to recom-

mend adliesion to the convention, whether to stand

aside, or whether to ask the Government to seek

to modify it.

It is impossible in a single article to make
clear what the effect of the convention mil be,

but I propose in the next to explain the regula-

tions already adopted in France in anticipation

of this convention being adopted. Whether this

country adheres or not, the effect will be far-

reaching, and we hope the trade will give the

committee the help it needs by filling up the

forms and returning them when completed to

the Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society. The

information will be treated as strictly confiden-

tial, and the only use made of it will be to com-

pile tables of the total imports and exports of

living plants, with the countries of origin or

destination. H. M. Lefroy.
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BOOKS.
The Principles ol Agriculture Through the

School and Home Garden.*—The author is

Supervisor of Agricultural Nature Study and

Director of Rural School Extension, Chico State

Normal School, California (title-page). His con-

ception of the place of the school is a high one,

but probably a sound one, so far as we are able

to follow it in the preface, and we fully agree

with his hope that teachers wiU " use the garden,

not for the sake of the garden itself, but that it

may lead the children into the life of the State."

The book itself sets out to teach principles

not processes, of agriculture, and one finds many
suggestions for experiments demonstrating prin-

ciples ; but at the same time a large part of the

book gives directions concerning common garden

processes, many of which are illustrated. Still,

the directions are often not sufficiently explicit

to be really useful to the beginner. Little details

which make all the difference between neat and

effective and slovenly and indifferent work are

often omitted. Not only is the garden considered,

but the rural home, too, comes in for its share of

attention. The weather, the cow, poultry and

pigeon raising, public health, and the mosquito

and house fly all have chapters devoted to them.

The older children in primary schools would

undoubtedly benefit greatly by studying the book

and reading it with a sympathetic teacher, alfo by

making the experiments it suggests, and carefully

carrying out the instri ctions it gives for growing

plants, under efficient supervision. Teachers them-

selves are likely to profit, too, by the perusal of

the book, for it is in many places very suggestive

and helpful, not only for the persons for whom
it is immediately intended—the youngsters in

American rural schools—but for all teachers of

young people ever5T\'here.

There has recently appeared in the public Press

correspondence urging the entire cessation of aU

garden expenditure, and though the letters have

more pointedly aimed at public parks and gardens,

such expressions are apt to be dangerous, inasmuch

as the gardening public at large may be likely to

interpret and apply them to themselves indi-

vidually. Indeed, that this is happening is evident

from correspondence recently received on the

subject from prominent and well-known firms, who

teU us that their trade is very seriously depressed,

and who point out that an entire cessation of

trade means not only temporary financial loss, but

the irretrievable sacrifice of many years of labour

spent in introducing new and improving older

fruits and vegetables for our use, and flowers,

trees and shrubs for our solace and enjoyment.

They rightly feel that, as they have catered for

our highest happiness in times past, it is hardly

right that they should now be brought to a posi-

tion in which they can no longer even retain their

employes' services. Most of their younger men

have enlisted, and they ask, not for the usual

trade, but for just sufficient support to keep them

going and to meet current expenses which cannot

be suspended.

The President and Council feel that in

drawing the attention of Fellows to this trade

aspect of the question they are but again

advising that medium policy which, in the

long rim, is always the wisest, and Fellows

are urged not to forget this when framing their

economies. W. Wilks, Secretary.

A LETTER FROM THE
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

are sure to be late and thus keep them back.

Customers eager to plant early often say, " Never

mind about the bulbs being dried or cleaned

;

send them as they are." Have these ardent ones

ever considered the enormous amount of extra

time it takes to himt out even a small number of

bulbs from some hundreds or thousands of trays

before the stocks have been cleaned, sorted and

properly arranged for despatch work ? If they

have not, I would say that it may take quite

fom: times as long to execute an order thus pre-

maturely as it would under proper conditions.

What is difficult and hindering in normal seasons

is this year simply impossible, for what with the

great shortage of labour owing to the war, and the

an-ful weather experienced during the lifting and

harvesting time, the preparation of bulbs for sale

has unavoidably been delayed later than usual.

I would therefore beg of all who are impatiently

awaiting the arrival of their bulbs to take into

consideration the difficulties the poor bulb grower

or merchant has to contend with, especially in

the present troublous times, and to exercise as

much patience and forbearance as lie in their

power. One of the Harassed Growers.

A
YEAR ago the President and Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society

expressed to the Fellows their opinion

I that in troublous times, such as we
^ are at present passing through,

counsels of perfection cannot always

be carried into effect, .^t the same time it is

none the less the duty of those who are placed in

a responsible position, and who can exercise any

influence in the country, to give the best advice

in their power, leaving it to the judgment of

individuals to act upon it as far as they are able

and see fit.

The letter further went on to say that it was

already evident that not only actual gardeners,

but all who in any way were dependent for a

living upon horticiilture will be certain to suffer

seriously from the indirect effects of the war.

It is known how loyally Fellows of the society

responded to this appeal, and nurserymen and

seedsmen throughout the country have been

deeply grateful for the effort Fellows have made
to maintain, as far as they reasonably could, the

upkeep of their gardens, adjusted to the times.

EARLY PLANTING
BULBS.

OF

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

* "The Principles of Agriculture Through the School and
Home Garden," by C. A. Stebbins, M.S. 8vo, xxviii--i-

380 pp. New York : The MacmiUan Company, 1913 ;
price

4s. 6d. netj

FOR
many years various writers have

urged the necessity of planting and

potting certain bulbs as early as

possible. The advice was quite sound,

but, unfortxmately, many amateurs

have gone from one extreme to another,

for while in the past they often neglected to place

their orders until after the proper time for planting

had gone by, they now demand from the poor

harassed grower or merchant delivery of bulbs

before it is possible to despatch them. I feel

sure that no one who is not conversant with the

work of growing, cleaning and sorting large stocks

of bulbs can have any idea of the time which

must elapse between the lifting of the bulbs and

getting them ready to send out. .'\gain, supposing

a grower has managed to get all his own stocks

ready for despatch in good time—say, the third

week in August—he will certainly be kept waiting

by other growers who have not been able to get

through their work so promptly. For it must not

be supposed that the cleverest growers with the

best of soil are able to grow every variety (even

of one class of bulb) to perfection. He must,

if he aims at supplying the best of everything,

purchase from others all that he cannot grow to

the best advantage. As an illustration, though

growing a very large collection of Daffodils, I

find it necessary to buy from some fifteen other

growers in England, Holland and the Channel

Islands, in order to have the best bulbs of each

variety.

It will thus be seen that all bulb merchants

are more or less dependent upon others, and

although their own stocks may be ready in good

time, some of the growers with whom they deal

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TA* Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with thai object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. Whin more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ujool , and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publishes.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CAMPANULA ARVATICA (C. H. S., Alderley Edge).—

This Spanish species is quite distinct from the Scotch-

raised hybrid, C. haylodgensis. in many ways, though more
particularly colour, habit, flower production—solitary in

arvatica and several on a stem in haylodgemis—and form
of flower and leaf. The nearest approach to C. arvatica

is C. waldstoiniana, and while in flower, form, colour and
general effect it migl^t ft-ell be described as a glorified form
of it, the two are widely distinct in their leaf characteristics

and in other ways. Had you sent a small flowering

example of what you have as C. haylodgensis, we could

have told you whether you possessed the true plant or

not. You might probably like to do this even now and
so clear the matter up.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUBS FOR ISLAND BED (4. W. B.).—The following

plants are likely to give satisfactory results in your island

bed. If you prefer Laburnums to other trees, plant
Laburnum Watereri ; but if you do not mind odd trees;

use Laburnum Watereri, Prunus serrulata James H.
Veitch and P. Avium flore pleno. Large-gromng Lilacs

such as Marie Legraye (white), Charles X. (reddish Ulac)

and Souvenir de Louis Spath (dark red) will do very well

towards the centre, and further forward you might use
Berberis stenophylla (orange), B. Darwinii (orange),

Ribes sanguineum splendens (red). Spiraea arguta (white),

Diervilla Abel Carriire (red), D. Eva Eathke (red).

Azaleas in variety, Viburnum tomentosum plicatum

(white), Cytisus scoparius andreanus (gold and brown).

Spiraea japonica Anthony Waterer (red, dwarf). Erica

mediterranea hybrida (reddish, d^\-arf), Daphne Mezereum
(red) and Hamamelis mollis (yellow). Any JRhododendrons

you may wish to use could be intermixed. With such

a bed it would probably be advisable to include a larger

number of species, rather than form large groups

of a few kinds, as the interestlcouldibe spread over a

longer period.
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^ SPECIMEN FOR IDENTIFICATION (F- E. R. P.).—
The specimen sent for identification is Thuya plicatA,
sometimes called T. gigantea and T, Lobbii. Plants
8 feet high will be difficult to transplant, and the work
can only be done successfully by exercising great care.
Much depends upon tlie character of the soil, for if it is

moderately firm it will adhere to the roots much better
than if it is very light: and a great aid to success is to
keep a considerable amount of soil attached to the roots.
The work may be attempted during late September or
€arly October. Dig round the plants at a distance of
3 feet from the stems, and then fork the soil away from the
ball until roots are found. Bind the soil round with a
piece of canvas, then undermine half the ball, roll a piece
of canvas and pass it under the ball, tilt the plant over
and draw the roll of canvas through. Lift the plant by
means of the canvas and c^rry it to its new home. If
the ball seems loose, leave the canvas beneath, unwrap
the sides, and All the soil in carefully. Water well, and
stake to keep the plant from being blown about. If

you find that the soil cannot be kept to the roots of the
first plant, it would be inadvisable to attempt to move
the others. In moving the plant keep it as upright as
possible.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SOOT FOR SLUGS (J. G'j&son).—This is a very good

article to dress your soil with, but we should advise applying
it in spring. Give the soil a good dressing of lime in Octo-
ber. That known as slaked lime is best. About si\ ounces
to a square yard would be a good dressing. The soot can
be dusted on the ground until the latter is quite black, and
you can thru fork it lightly in.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—5. BroT;(.—Phormium lenax
veitchianim. A. E. >'.—Pyrus Aria {White Beam)

Bon< —Arenaria peploides (Sea Purslane).
Tfi'mis H. Honill —a. (ieraniiim pratense flore pleno

;

B. Taxi s ba'(ata (Yew) ; c, Juniperus chinensis.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—r W. H'.nt.— 'lhc Apple
is White Astrachau. an i tliis variety ani so t e of the
Co dins will root in the mannc: vou t'escribe,
R. M. E. I'.— 1. Williams' Favourite; 2. Lemon Pippin;
a, lied Ingestre.

SOCIETIES.
R0;YAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Thk fortnightly meeting held on August 31 was a small
one, the outstanding feature being a unique collection
of shrubs from Elstree. Montbretias from Norfolk and
a collection of fruit from Welwyn were other items of
importance in a rather spare gathering.

Floral Committee.
Present: H. B. iMay, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

J. Green, G. Harrow, G. Keuthe, J. W. Moorman, J. I".
McLeod, W. Howe, J. Jennings, W. H. Page, C. Dixon
H. J. Jones, C. E. Pearson, C. E. Shea, J. T. Bennett-Poe,
W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, T. Stevenson, A. Turner
and James Hudson.
The outstanding feature of this meeting was the unique

collection of new shrubs which occupied the whole of the
northern side of the hall, and which came from the equally
unique collection of the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Elstree,
Herts (gardener, Mr. E. Beckett). Without doubt it was
the finest thing of the kind yet seen at one of these
exhibitions, and while rich in variety was equally so
in novelties as yet practically unknown. Some idea
of the extent of the collection mav be gathered from
the fact that nearly 300 species were included in it,

and in the majority of instances in specimen form, givint;
a good idea of their value. Not many things were in
flower, yet, despite this, their ornamental character and
importance could not be gainsaid From so compre-
hensive a collection it is only possible to give a few
notable kinds, and of these we select at a glance
Cunninghamia lanceolata, an Araucaria-like subject ol
distinction. Others of note included Cotoneaster hori-
zontalis pur-pusilla, which forms a prostrate bush covered
witli red berries, suited to bold rockwork. Lonicera
nitida, various species of Jasniimim, Xauthoxylon sp.,
unnamed: Cydonia Mallardi, full of big green fruits;
Potcntilla Veitchi, Rosa sericea, Vitis Henryii, Philostegia
viburnoides, Bcrberis Wilsonse, B. aggregata, Viburnum
cinnamonifolium, very distinct ; Ilex Pernyii and Coto-
neaster obscura were among important things. Of bolder
form were Ailantus vilmoriniana, Actinidia chinensis
and Liriodendron chinense. An admirable collection, for
which a gold me lal was deservedly awarded.

Messrs. J. Peed and Son, West Norwood, S.E., dis-
played a remarkable table of Streptocarpi, an excellent
.strain, in which there were rose, purple, violet, pink,
pure white and other shades freely staged in groups.
.Some mottled or variegated varieties were very charming.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, displayed a
table of Bouvardias and Ferns, the former including
Priory Beauty (pink), Hogarth ft. pi. (scarlet). President
Cleveland (brilliant scarlet), elegans and Princess of
Wales (pale pink). Polypodinm aureum var. mandaianum,
P. glaucum var. Mayi cristatum, with Nephrolepis in
variety and choice Palms, contributed to an attractive
and interesting group.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Kcslon, Kent, had a most interesting
lot of hardy plants, of wl'ich Crinums in variety, Eucry-
phia pinnatiflda, Buddleias of sorts. Cyclamen hecIersE-
folium album, Lilium Henryii, Conandron ramondioides,
parnassias, Liatris pycnostachya, I. spicata, Senecio

pulcher and Phygelius capensis were among the most
important. Diantha cserulea is a new Chinese plant
with violet - coloured, cup - formed blossoms. It is

a charming plant. Lapagerias from the open were very
fine.

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bower, Rom-
forJ, showed some charming roses, the best ot which were
Clytemnestra, Danae (creamy yellow), Queen Alexandra
(a lovely single), Moonlight (white), and Clarissa (yellow

^

and cream). All save Queen Alexandra are of the Cluster ';

and Perpetual-flowering sorts. Lady Pirrie, Hugh Dickson !

and General Macarthur were well shown.
Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, showed a nice lot of

Delphiniums in the cut state, chiefly the result of secondary .

spikes. Many popular varieties, as Queen Wilhelmina, ,

Mrs, Creighton, Emily; La France, The Alake, K«v. E.
Lascelles and Merstham Glory (fine light blue) were all

I

well shown.
|

The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, displayed
a small collection of alpines, of which Sempervivum
arachnoideum, Sedum putchellum, Ixibelias, hardy Heaths
and Teucriums were a few.

Mr. G. W. Miller. Wisbech, showed an interesting lot
of herbaceous plants in the cut state. Pyrethrums, Tri-
tomas. Delphiniums, the newer Astilbes, Montbretia
Star of the East, Eucomis punctata, Heucheras, Gladiolus
princcps and others wore all well shown. Apple Red
Victoria, Late Gooseberry Omega, and the Strawberry-
Raspberry were included in the group.

S. Morris. Esq., Earlham Hall, Norvvich (gardener,
Mr. G. Henley), staged an excellent table of Montbretias
in many beautiful varieties. Queen Elizabeth, Queen
Anne (light orange), Westwick (dark orange with ring of
deeper orange), Pageant (clear orange) and Queen Adelaide
(very dark orangi^) were among the best.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Son, Crawley, exliibited the
Star Dahlias very finely ; White Star, Crawley Star (cerise)
and Yellow Star were among the more important. Single
Dahlias and Cactus varieties in many forms were all
well staged. F. W. Fellowes (orange) and Mary Furrier
(crimson) were very fine. The exhibit also included a
variety of Pompon and some Collarette varieties. Cut
shrubs were also a feature.

Orchid Committee.
Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (chairman), Sir

Harry J. Veitch, Sir Jeremiah Colman, aud Messrs. J.
O'Brien, R. A. Rolfe, Pantia Ralli, T. Armstrong, A.
McBean, Walter Cobb; W. H. Hatcher, C. H. Curtis,
J. E. Shill, W. H. White, S. W. Flory, W. Bolton and
Gurney Wilson.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
showed Odontoglossum wilckeanum, Vanda caeruloa,
Cattleya gaskelliana alba, C. dowiana aurea, Sophro-
Cattleya Laconia (very deep coloured) and Odontioda
Red Cross. Odontoglossum Aireworth and Lselia Bella
were very charming.

Messrs. Hassail and Co., Southgate, N., showed a few
nice things. Cattleya Sybil.. C. Lord Rothschild alba (a
lovely combination of white, gold and purple, with heavily
fringed lip) and C. Adula (rosy salmon and purple lip)

were included.
air. R. G. XhwalteB, Streatham Hill, showed plants of

Odontioda Vuylstekese, O. chessingtonensis, O. devos-
siana (a richly coloured, well-branched form), together
with choice Cattleyas.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, showed Brasso-
Cattleya Miquel and B.-C. Andre Maron, two very fine

and imposing varieties.

Fruit andjVegetable Committee.

Present ; J. Clical, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. W.
Bates, J. Willard, E. Beckett, W. Pope, H. Markham.
A. R. Allan, H.'J. Wright, A. Bullock, A. W. Metcalfe,
P. C. M. Veitch, E. A. Bunyard, Owen^Thomas and
W. Poupart.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, had an extraordinary
collection of Runner Beans, some thirty or so varieties

being staged. Sutton's Best of All, with 16-inch long
pods, formed a grand centre-piece, while Sutton's A 1,

Sutton's Scarlet, Ne Plus Ultra, Hackwood Park, Sutton's
Prizewinner and Veitch 's Scarlet were of exceptional
merit. There were many varieties of ornamental value,
while a further series showed the development of the
Runner Bean through many years.

Messrs. S. Spooner and . Sons, Hounslow, showed a
capital collection of Apples, James Grieve, Cardinal,
Domino, Red Quarrenden, Itougemont, Red Hawthornden,
Lady Sudeley (very rich in colour), Stirling Castle, Williams'
Favourite. Duchess' Favourite and Baron Wolseley being
noted among many sorts. Blackberries, Strawberry-
Raspberry and other fruits were shown.

Baskets of Tomato Peachblow came from Mr. F. Herbert
Qiapman, Rye. The fruits exhibited a remarkable
variation, with leanings or reversions to the originals from
which they came. They were most interesting and
attractive.

A compreheneive collection of fruit, for which a silver-

gilt Knightian medal was awarded, came from C. A. Cain,
Esq., The Node, Welwyn (gardener, Mr. T. Pateman).
Morello Cherries, Kirke's Plum (one of the finest dessert
sorts). Lord Napier and Pine-apple Nectarines, Green
Gage and Transparent Gage Phmis, Nectarine Violette

Hative, Royal George and Bellegarde Peaches, v,\i\\

Figs, were admirably shown. Madresflcld Court, Muscat
Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria and Appley Tower
Grapes were admirable.

Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Langley Green, Slough, had Plum
Allgrovc's Superb (in excellent^ condition), with fruiting

trees of the same. Apples Lady Sudeley. James Grieve,
and St. Everard were also on view. Pears Clapp's
Favourite and Dr. Jules Guyot were also noted. AH
were in excellent condition.

DUMFRIES AMD DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual show of this society was originally intended
to last over two days, but the continuance of the war
led to a reconsideration of the arrangements. It was
ultimately decided to hold the exhibition on the first,

and a sale for war relief funds on the second, day. This
proved a success, as the show and sale held in St. Mary's
Hall, Dumfries, on August 27 and 28 were both successful.
Trade and other exhibits had to be restricted in numbers
and space, the only larger hall being occupied by the mili-
tary. Trade exhibits were those of Messrs. Barr and Hun-
ter, MaxAvelltown ; Mr. John Croall, Dumfries ; Messrs.
R. B. Laird, Dickson and Co., Edinburgh ; and Messrs.
J. Palmer and Son, Annan. Gold medals were awarded
to the first three and a silver medal to Messrs. Palmer.
A gold medal was also awarded to Mr. J. Jeffrey, gardener
to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine, Bart., Castlemilk, for a
superb exliibit of Sweet Peas. In most of the competi-
tive classes there was a strong competition. The most
successful exhibitor in the whole show was Mr. R. A.
Grigor, Dalswinton, who thus won, for the second time in
succession, the large silver cup of the society. There was
a good competition in the class for dinner-table decorations,
Mr. G. F. Hallett, Netherby, Longtown, coming first,

In other open classes, Mr. Grigor, Mr. J. Henderson,
Elmbank, Dumfries ; and Mr. J. Houliston, Northfield, were
the most successful. In the gardeners' and amateurs'
classes for pot plants, Mr. Grigor, Mr. D. J. Maxwell,
Nefrtonairds ; BIr. J. Houliston and Mr. Henderson were
the leading winners in a rather small section. Cut flowers
were among the finest ever shown in Dumfries. Mr.
J. M'Gill, Kirkconnel, Newabbey, won for a table of
flowers cut from the open, and Mr. D. Campbell, Cape-
noch, led with herbaceous plants. The other first prizes

in this section fell to Mr. D. J. Maxwell, Newtonairds

;

Mr. Campbell ; Mr. D. Whitelaw, Locharbriggs ; Mr.
M*Gill, Mr. Henderson and Mr. Grigor, Fruit was very
good, Grapes being specially fine. Mr. Campbell had the
best collection of fruit and the best Plums. Mr. J. Cluckie,
Arbigland, won for Muscat Grapes ; the other firsts for

Grapes going to Mr. Grigor. Mr. Hallett led with Peaches
;

Mr. Grigor with j Nectarine^ ; Mr. W. Scott, Drumpark,
with Melons, dessert Pears and dessert Apples. Mr.
Grigor had the best collection of Apples, and Mr. J. A.
Mather, Hastings Hall, won with cuUnary Apples. Vege-
tables formed a capital section, Mr. Hallett ha\ing the
best collection and Mr. Grigor the best Potatoes. Other
first prizes were won by Mr. Maxwell, Mr. Grigor, Mr.
J. Chalmers, Steilston ; Mr. J. Cluckie, and Mr. W. Kerr,
Dalswinton Village.
Sweet Peas were the finest feature of the show and were

of exceptional merit. Mr. G. L. Moffat, Mayfleld, Lockerbie,
was most successful with several magnificent exhibits.

The other first prizes were princii>ally won by Mr. Grigor.
Amateurs showed well in classes confined to themselves,
but space does not permit of details. Mrs. Johnstone-
Douglas, Comlongau Castle, opened the show. Sir James
Crichton-Browne presiding. The sale on the second day
wae highly successful. Sir Geoffrey Barton performing the
opening ceremony.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.

E, HUNTLY Hooper, Esq,, J.P., and Lady Maud Hooper
extended a cordial invitation to the members of this asso-
ciation to visit their residence. Shelly Hill, to tea and
gam '3 on August 25. The weather was fine and Ihe
mU'tor of members a full one. Mr. E. T. Griffin, the able
head-gardener, received them at his residence and first

conducted them round the kitchen and fruit garden and
the hothouses. iHere Potatoes and Runner Beans, Celery

and Onions were splendid crops, and the batch of strong
Chrysanthemums gave promise of a good display of

blossom in due course. Mr. Huntly Hooper met the
members on the lawn and conducted them round thi;

pleasure grounds. The Rose garden was gay with clean,

highly coloured blooms; the Liliums.were strong and
stately, bearing large flowers; the herbaceous plants and
the annuals were at their best and made a charming
display. Lady Maud Hooper favours large misses of

colours, distinct, confining the colours to sepante beds;
there are blue borders, scarlet borders, &c., -ind these

surround clumps of shrubs which form capita! back-
grouu'ls. The terrace garden was gay with bedding-
out subjects. Heliotrope, flbrous-rooted Begonias, "ntir-

rhinums and Calceolarias being particularly noteworthy.

Mr. W. Sturrock, who has for some years

been manager at Larchfield Nurseries, Dumfries,

for Messrs. W. Learmont and Son, has relin-

quished his appointment to proceed to the United

States to enter upon fruit farming. Mr. Sturrock

has been a general favourite among his horti-

cultural and other friends in and around Dum-
fries, and has done good service in the operations

of the Dumfries and District Horticultural Society

and the Dumfries and Galloway Gardeners'

Association, of both of which bodies he was an

active member and office-bearer. The good wishes

of the many who regret his departure will go with

Mr. and Mrs. Sturrock for their happiness and

prosperity in their new enterprise.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The War Horticultural Relief Fund.—This

fund is being promoted by the Royal Horticultural

Society to assist horticulturists in the countries

of our AUies, whose gardens and nurseries have

been devastated by the enemy, to rebuild their

businesses on conclusion of hostilities. It is

gratifying to learn, that this fund is making pro-

gress, and that a total of £5,234 i8s. has been

received as a result of the appeal made to Fellows

of the society. More funds, however, are required,

and it is now hoped that a wider garden-

ing public will respond. Donations may
either be paid at once to the Treasurer

of the Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent

Square, Westminster (to the account of

the War Horticultural Relief Fund), or

they may be promised only and actual

payment delayed until Peace is in sight.

Wanted : More Exhibitors of Vege-

tables,-—It is very remarkable that while

exhibitors of hardy and greenhouse flowers

are innmiierable, the exhibitors of the

kitchen garden produce are few and far

between. Utility, especially at this time,

should take first place, as Mr. Herbert

Chapman ably points out in his interest-

ing article on " E.\hibiting Vegetables" on

page 446 of this issue. Good e.xhibits of

vegetables are an incentive to the sormd

cultivation of vegetable crops, and we
look for fresh names among the e.xhibitors

at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show
ofvegetables to be held at Vincent Square

on September 28.

Linaria alpina.—^This is classed as an

annual by the Rev. J. Jacob in his note in

The Garden for August 28. It is, how-
ever, a true perennial, though it is not

included in the " Kew Hand List of

Herbaceous Plants." Doubtless it is liable

to be killed off in winter, but 50 per

cent, survive on a retaining wall, and I

have marked one plant of the rose-coloured

variety which is at least six [years old

and going strong.

—

Herbert Maxwell
Hloiireitli. THE
A Potato Trial.—^At a recent meeting

of the Highclifie Gardeners' Association,

Mr. W. Weaver, hon, secretary, brought samples

of five varieties of Potatoes grown on a trial plot

in the Chewton Glen Gardens. In each case r4lb. of

sets were planted. The following was the yield

of the crops : The Factor, 2661b. ; Up-to-

Date, tgfilb. ; Acquisition, 2501b. ; Duchess

of Cornwall, 2241b. ; and White City, 220lb.

The samples showed excellent quality through-

out.

Humboldt's Lily.—^We are reminded of the

exquisite beauty of this Californian Lily by the

arrival of a photograph (unfortunately not suitable

for reproduction) sent by D. F. Alderson, Esq.,

Park House, Worksop. The flower-spikes are

shown carrying more than twenty blooms each.

LUium Hvunboldtii has flowers of a magnifi-

cent reddish golden colour, spotted purple. Our
correspondent is successful in growing this Lily

in 12-inch pots without heat, but in favoured

TRUMPET DAFFODIL OLYMPIA. MAG.N'IFIC

IN FORM, COLOUR AND SIZE.

gardens it will thrive in a cool, moist, half-shaded

peaty site among dwarf sLrubs, and the same may
he said of Liliura pardaUnura and L. superhnm.

Slate Grey or Blue Poppies.—Remembering,
after reading in The Garden last year of some
slate grey or blue Poppies, I was much interested

to see a vase of them on a dinner-table lately.

They looked so beautiful on the white table-

cloth and toned in so well with the usual table

appointments that I think your readers may like

to know of their effect. Their colour, being so

unusual and unreal, did not recommend them to

me when I first read about them, but, having seen

them used, I am converted.—W.
Daffodil Olympia.—^This is a remarkably

.

fine Daffodil—one of the very best. If the name

of Engleheart will go down to posterity as the

raiser of White Lady, the name of van Waveren

will very likely be remembered in like manner as

the raiser of Olympia. As the illustration

shows, it is a large trumpet variety—not

of that smooth and even appearance

which delights the heart of the exhibitor,

but of a bolder and more nigUgie look.

In colour it is of much the same shade of

yellow as Emperor ; if anything, rather

deeper. It is a good increaser, of a most

robust constitution, and equally useful as

a border or pot plant. 1 would not

advise it for early forcing like Golden

Spur, but for bringing into flower

from mid-February onwards it is a fine

subject.

Sowing Cyclamen.—-This is an exceLent

time to make a sowing of this useful

greenhouse plant, and it will be well to

observe from the outset that there must

be no coddling. Sow in shallow pans in

a mixture of good loam, leaf-mould and

sand. Make this moderately firm and

dibble the seeds in about an inch apart

and a quarter of an inch deep. Cover the

pan with a piece of glass, and shade till

germination takes place. As the seedlings

usually come up irregularly, dibble them

into 2j-inch pots as they appear. Keep
them growing on in a moist atmosphere,

and have them sufficiently close to the

glass to prevent them from becoming

drawn.

Fragrance in Mignonette.—Of all the

nany families of the floral world which

ought to be sweet scented, none would

suffer more in popular estimation than

ENT Mignonette were it to be withdrawn. The

popularity of scentless Roses and scentless

Carnations must often make thinking people

wonder if the cry for fragrance is not very largely

a creation of the horticultural writer. However

this may be, it cannot be the case with a flower

whose sweet savour won it its spurs. The modern

seed list has several varieties of this annual to

offer. A garden trial will reveal the fact that

there is a vast difference in their respective sweet-

nesses. One advertised as white is nearly devoid

of scent. Beware of white, then, when ordering.
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OUR LATE EDITOR: A FEW APPRECIATIONS.

From Mr. S. Amott.

I HAVE known Mr. Har\ey for many years, and had
the titmost admiration for his sincerity, uprightness

and consideraticMi. He was a tme friend in every

sense of the word, and I deeply mourn his earlv

death. His loss to hortictilture will be a great

ooe.

Extracts from a letter from Mr. \V. A.

Bilney.

'•In the course of a long Ufe I have known much
sadness, bn! I have never known anything sadder
than the death of Mr. Harvey. Little did I think

when I saw him. on the eve of going North, that it

woold be the last time we shonld ever meet. Mr.
Harvey was a man who deserved to succeed,

and he would have got higher up the horticulinral

ladder if he had lived. A straighter and pleasanter

man I never knew, and 1 feel his death most keenly.

Air. Harvey was not a mere journalist : he was a

real gardener who had his heart and soul in his

garden."

From Mr. F. J. Chittenden.

The news of Mr. Harvey s sadden death came as
a great surprise to me. as I had not known of the
serious nature of his illness. I have known him
many years, first as a youth eager to learn all he
could in the gardening classes at what was then
the Cotmty Technical Laboratories. Chelmsford,
and then as a painstaking and industrious gardens
in the experimental garden attached to that insti-

tution, and an earnest debater at the discussions
which formed a feature of the courses of instruc-

tion.

Where\-er his weak lay. his genial trustworthi-

ness enabled him to gain the confidence and apore-
ciaticm of those who were connected with it. and
they never found him fail. His passing, almost at the
beginning of what bid fair to be a career of great
usefulness, wfll be a great sorrow to all who knew
him, and not least to me.

From the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

EvEE since I began to write for the horticultural
Press I have been thrown into personal contact
with our late Editor, while of recent years, since he
was appointed to the proud position he held at his
death, I have seldom visited Londc«i without having
a chat. I often used to chaS bixr

i about editors
having a jcdly gotxi rime, but, all the same. I knew
how hard he wcaked for his paper. I think I may
claim for his eSorts a full measure of success. The
Gakdes has improved greatly of late years. I

know there are many readers who will bear me
out in this. He did good work for gardens and
gardeneis, for his energies and sympathies were
not coofined to his desk or to his writings.

My Loadoo visits will never be quite the same
now he is gene. There will be a gap on show Tues-
days, and a memory only will remain, bnt that
memory wfll recall a quiet, courteous, kindly,
tmassnming friend, ever ready to help anyone in a
difficulty : a man fall of love for his heme and
garden, and one with a real liking for his profes-
sion, in which, had longer Ufe been vouchsafed to
him. he would have left an even more enduring

From Mr. E. H. Jenkins.

To a large number of the readers of The G.'ir.den.

as well as to a host of intimate and admiriiig

friends, the news of the sudden death of the Editor

of this journal in the early morning of .\ugust 31

came as a staggering blow.

To The G.\rdes he was devoted in a dtial

sense that few perhaps realised, and a much larger

ntimber knew not of at all. He made his own
private garden a more than useful adjunct to hi?

journal, rendering it. indeed, in some measure at

least, a sort of stcffehouse from which infor-

mation ; nd object-l^sons. could be drawn
at wiU.

And now he is no more. A young and promising

career has been suddenly and unexpectedly ter-

minated. Respected everywhere for an upright-

ness beyond reproach, his loss will be much more
keenly felt by those who were pri\*ileged with his

friendship. To such his early death is indeed a

grtat personal loss.

From Mr. C. Wakely.

Ms. Harvey was a native of Stebbing. a quiet

countiA- village in Essex. After leaving school he
worked for ilr. Philpott, a seed and fruit

grower.

While thus engaged he joined an evening

gardening class arranged by the Local Education
Committee, his employer being the teacher. It

was there that I first met him. and ad^'is€d him
to attend the central courses of instruction in

horticulture arranged by the Essex Education
Committee at Chelmsford. This he did during

the year 1899. Here he proved an apt pupil, and
soon made good progress in work and studv.

A few months later an under-gardener was re-

quired for the County Gardens, and he was selected

for the post.

.\fter about four years spent in the County
Gardens, he proceeded to the Royal Gardens. Kew,
in order to gain a wider knowledge of plant life.

Having worked more than a year at Kew, he
obtained an appointment on the staff of the

Gardener, in July. 1905. Later he accepted the

post of Assistant Editor of The Garden. On the

resignaticm of the late Mr. E. T. Cook, Mr. Harvev
became Editor.

His career closes at an early age. His compara-
tively rapid progress to the Editor's chair serves

to prove both his abUity and application. His work
has brought him into touch with many plant-

lovers, by whom he will be missed and mourned.

From the Rev. David R. Williamson.

The late Mr. F. W. Harvey was one of my
kindest and most considerate friends. Under

his editorship it was a perfect privilege to con-

tribute to The G-\ri>ex. I seldom sent him a

contribution, that he did not at once acknowledge

He will be greaUy mourned by all contributors.

From Mr. W. Watson.

When Mr. Harvey left Kew ten years ago he
had been with us two years. He came with an
excellent recommendation from Mr. -C. Wakely of

the Essex Cotmty Cotmcil. in whose garden he had
been as second man for nearly three years, and he
more than justified it, for at Kew he was studious

as well as keen and efficient at the practical work
;

the sort of man that would make his mark in

almost any calling. He was not of the showy
type ; rather one of the kind that wait to be ptjshed

to the front, and when they get there surprise

people by revealing tmusual knowledge and
fitness. Those who knew Harvey liked and respected
him ; ceitainly I did, and 1 kn< w him verv well.

The sudden and lamentable death of Mr. F. W.
Harvey was briefly referred to in our last issue.

From the day of his appejintment as Editor of

this jotimal it was my privilege to work in

association with him as Sub-Editor, and his

death, to me, came as a great shock. Mr.

Harvey was an exceptional man, exceptional in

his devotion to duty and in his determination,

so far as it is humanly possible, to be absolutely

fair to all with whom he was brought in contact.

He took almost a personal interest in the garden-

ing troubles of any reader of this journal, and

extracted no small amount of pleasure in being able

to assist them in solving their difficulties. It is

impossible to print a tithe of the expressions of

regret that we have received from otir readers.

Mr. Wakely has kindly furnished some facts

dealing with Mr. Harvey's early life, to which

can be added some particulars of his horti-

cultural appointments and work. He was the author

of ' Froit Growing for Beginners," and he edited

" The Hardy Flower Book." " The Small Rock
Garden," and "Gardening for Beginners" (sixth

edition). He was a member of the Floral Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society ; a mem-
ber of the Council of the National Rose' Society ;

chairman of the National Sweet Pea Society in 1914;

and a member of the Committee of the Kew Guild.

His life full of promise closes at the early age of

thirty-three years. H. Cowi-EV.

The Funeral.

Mr. HjkRVEV was laid to rest in Romford
Cemeter>- on the afternoon of September 4. A
considerable ntmiber of horticultural and other

friends joined in the procession at the cemetery

gates The service was choral, the Rev. Joseph

Jacob, who made a special journey from Whit-

church. Salop, reading the Lesson, .^memg those

who gathered around ihe grave were A. C.

Bartlett. A. E. Burgess (Surrey Education Com-
mittee), F. Herbert Chapman. Rifleman H. Cowley

(.Assistant Editor of The G.*rdek). E. H. Christy

(Chairman of the National Sweet Pea Society),

H. Calkin (Country' Life), C. H. Curtis {Gardeners'

Magazine). Walter DaUimore (Royal Gardens,

Kew). Walter Easlea (National Rose Society),

E. H. Jenkins (Floral Committee. Royal Horti-

cultural Society), E. G. Quick, A. Osbom (Kew
Guild). R. Pinches (Horticultural Club), and
W. H. Young. Upwards of thirty beautiful floral

tributes were sent. and. apart from those from

his widow and son and his relatives, were others

from the staff of Country Life and The Gardes,
C. H. Curtis and family. Messrs. Barr and Sons,

F. Herbert Chapman, the Floral Committee of the

Royal Horticulttiral Society, E. H. Jenkins and

family, the National Sweet Pea Society. W. H.

Voung. Friends of the 8.44 " (Mr. Har\-e>-'s usual

train). A. C. Bartlett. Walter Easlea, the Kew
Guild, and the Gidea Park Horticultural Societv
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TREE LEAVES. BEAUTIFUL ORCHID.
Renasiheka Storiei.

HOW TO

I

N

MAKE GOOD USE OF
THEM.

districts where tree leaves are to be had

in abundance throughout the autumn,

they should be more appreciated this

winter than usual. .-^ a rule, sufficient are

stored to supply the demands for leaf-soil

for potting and similar purposes, the

remainder being scattered about in woods and

odd places. In one large garden I had charge

of. I generally had carted in more than a hundred

tons of freshly fallen leaves every winter ; it would

not have been difficult to have had carted in

twice the weight. The leaves were used for the

forcing of Rhubarb and Seakale, for early Potatoes

in frames, also for early Carrots in frames ; and

for leaf - mould. Oak and Beech leaves were

selected. Many tons of leaves were also spread

in the stock yards and, in due

course, were converted into excellent

manure.

One autumn I had an idea of

making still further tise of the leaves

—I always had three distinct heaps :

one of well rotted, one of partially

rotted, and one of fresh leaves—^by

levelling the surface of the last two

heaps and raising early Potatoes

and Carrots, on them, th<is utilising

the gentle heat they engendered.

On the surface of the leaves, ordinary

soil was wheeled and spread out

about 9 inches deep.

Movable frames were placed

on the choicer vegetables, and

dry litter spread on the Potatoes

in frosty weather. The heat arising

from the bed of leaves kept the

crops safe from about 6° of frost

without any covering. The planting

of the tubers and the sowing of

seeds were carried out in January

and early in February. All this

work did not interfere with the

decomposition of the leaves ; in

fact, it hastened it for other uses

afterwards.

Cultivators who can should

not neglect the ingathering of

tree leaves this autunm ; they

may be mixed with the old leaves of last autunm
that have not rotted. Old potting and other

soils should also be placed in a heap in readiness

for spreading out on the leaves in due course.

Make the heap, in the first instance, about 5 feet

high ; as the leaves heat they will settle down, and
the soil placed on them will also cause them to

sink down.

In addition to Potatoes and Carrots, early Tur-

nips, Lettuces and Radishes may be raised. When
these are gathered, put on a couple of inches of

soil and grow Spinach, Lettuces and Radishes

throughout the summer of 1916; also Vegetable

Marrows and Ridge Cucumbers.

If carefully managed, the cultivator will be

astonished at the amotmt of useful and high-class

produce he will secure. Oak leaves certainly

make the best quality leaf mould, and where

these are not obtainable preference should be

given to Beech leaves. Leaf mould is a necessity

in gardens, and no opportunity should be missed

in laying in a store during the autumn. G. G.

T

FEW HINTS ABOUT
ROSE MILDEW.

By Edward Mawxev. V.M.H.

HIS rare and beautiful Orchid is now
]

flowering for the first time in the

Kew collection, where it has been

much admired by many %-isitors

who have passed through the Orchid-

houses. Although seldom seen in

cultivation, it is by no means a new plant,

as it was first described by Reichenbach in 1880,

and is also recorded as flowering in the late

Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection at Burford in

June, 1896.

The plant in question is 4 feet high, while the

branching inflorescence is bearing forty-six flowers.

Individually, the flowers are zi inches long and

2 inches broad, the dorsal sepals of an orange

red colour, mottled with crimson, the lower sepals

dark erimson with velvety, blood red blotches.

M
ILDEW is one of the greatest and most

persistent enanies that it falls to

the lot of the earnest rosarian to

contend against. For years I fought

it successfully with flowers of

sulphur, by dnsting it lightly ovei

the foliage in the evening from a small bag made of

fine muslin. As years went on I came across

seme sulphur bellows, which enabled me to get over

the work more qtiickly and made it more eSectnal,

as the lower surfaces of the leaves were reached

by the sulphur as well as the upper. The m<»e
modem plan is to use some form of liquid fungicide

and spray the plants with it. This olan has

certainly the advantage of not disfigtmng the

loiiage and flowas. But afts all, the sulphur

AN INTERESTING ORCHID. RENANTHERA STORIEI. FLOWERING AT KEW FOR THE FIRST TIME.

and the gTnall crimson lip is marked with

yellow bars. The dark green, fleshy leaves are

from S inches to 10 inches long, and i^ inches

broad.

This Renanthera should be given the same
treatment imder which Vandas thrive, that is,

a fairly high temperature, with an abundance

of moisture during the summer months, but only

sufficient water should be given to prevent the

stems and leaves from shrivelling in winter. At

all times the plant should be exposed to as much
light as possible, shading only during the

hottest simshine. It should be potted in equal

parts of Osmunda fibre and sphagnum, with an

abundance of drainage.

R. Storiei is closely allied to the better-known

R. coccinea, but it is a much finer species in

having larger flowers, which are more brilliantly

coloured. Like R. coccinea, it is very shy in

producing flowers. It is a native of the

Philippine Islands, and is figured in the Botanical

^fagaI^ni, t. 7537. W. T. Kew.

treatment has its advantages, too. i<x on the next

and following days after its application, whenever

the sun is shining, the whole of the Rose garden

and all parts of each plant became enveloped in

a subtle solphtirous atmosphere which I found

proved very detrimental to the progress erf the

enemy.

Towards the end of the Icmg drought in the

early summer of the present year, a bad attack of

mildew set in all at once in my Rose garden. I

could not undsstand why this should be ontil

I looked at the trace taken from my thsoaograph.

when I found that on sevaal nights tke tanpera-

ture had beoi steadily falling until 6 a m , and

had afterwards risen rapidly as the day advanced.

On the coldest of these nights the thermometer

on the grass fell to freezing pant. I at once

mixed up some V2 K. a local remedy for mildew

prepared by Messrs. William Cooper and X^hews
of Berkhamsted- This I applied by means of

the Boundary Chemical Company's " Demon

"

Sprayer to the whole of my 2.000 Rose plants.
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taking care that no part of any of them should be

missed.

After all this trouble had been taken, the next

day I visited a friend's garden only a few

hundred yards away, at the same level and on

the same side of the hill as my own, where I found

he Roses were only ver\' slightly troubled with

mildew. I afterwards descended to the church-

yard just below this garden, and there, too, the

Roses I had planted some years ago were in the

same happy condition. The lesson to be learnt

from this contrast is, of course, that a Rose garden

like my own, surrounded on all sides by shrubs

or trees, although apparently sufficiently open,

owing to its closer atmosphere favours mildew and

other kindred ailments to which most of our

rulti\'ated Roses are heir ; whereas a freely

exposed position is far better for their well-being,

although it may not display their beauties to

the same advantage. On the other hand, where

possible, all extreme conditions should be avoided,

for a cold draughty site is even worse than a

moderately sheltered one.

But to return to mildew and its remedies. It

is often thought that one really good spraying,

such as I have previously described, with a suitable

remedy is sufficient to last for pretty well the w hole
i

year , whereas the spraying should be repeated at

al! events every ten days or a fortnight afterwards

throughout the rest of the Rose season, if any

satisfactory results are to be obtained. I once

went to see a friend's Rose garden at Shepperton

where there was not a speck of mildew any%vhere

to be seen. On enquiring the reason, the lady

informed me that she herself sprayed the whole

of her 200 Roses every evening. I do not

remember what remedy she used, but it certainly

did not appear to have any ill-effects upon the

plants themselves, which looked remarkably

healthy and strong. Not only should the spraying

be continued at regular intervals throughout the

season, but the most important point of all is that

it should be begun directly after the plants

have been pruned in the spring.

In order to show that spraying will restore

even Rose plants badly affected with mildew to

comparative health, I may state that at the bottom

of my Rose garden is a shrubbery, on the other or

south side of which is the drive to the house.

Along the edge of this shrubbery, on that side, are

scattered here and there a dozen or more plants of

the Old Red Damask Rose, peeping out here and

there from under the shrubs. After spraying

my Rose garden as before described, I happened

to catch sight of these Damask Roses, and a piti-

able sight they presented, for much of the foliage

was absolutely white with mildew—^just as if it

had been dusted over with flour. I at once set

to work and sprayed them—drenched them, I

should say—with a strong solution of V2 K.

In about a week's time I gave them a similar dose,

and in a fortnight from the date of the first spraying

they were virtually restored to health and flowered

freely. No doubt the tougher foliage of these

Damask Roses, as compared with that of most of

our modem Roses, enabled them to withstand the

drastic treatment I had dealt out to them.

There is one point about spraying that 1 had

almost forgotten to mention, and yet which is of

considerable importance, as it tends to prolong

the life of the sprayer and keeps it in really good

working order, and that is, as soon as the spraying

is finished, some clear water—if hot, so much the

better—or, even better still, some petrol, should be

Jrawn up by the sprayer and sprayed through it.

in order to get rid of any sediment from the

spraying fluid that may have been left in it. The
sprayer should then be hung up in a clean and

dry place until again wanted.

EXHIBITING VEGETABLES.

EXHIBITS of vegetables have been few

at this year's leading shows. One
scarcely knows why, for in this war-

time one would imagine that utility

would take a first place, and undoubt-

edly the recent seed trade in vegetables

has been a useful item. It is curious that, although

exhibitors of flowers and flowering plants are

legion, the leading and regular exhibitors of

vegetables may perhaps be counted on the

fingers of one, or, at most, of both hands. I

ha\e often racked my brains as to why this is.

Mr. Edwin Beckett (ably seconded by his

lieutenant, Mr. Pritchard) has been, perhaps, the

first man to reduce the exhibiting of vegetables

to a fine art ; and I can well understand the

foreign visitors at the International Show at

Chelsea a few years back standing and marvelling,

as I saw them, before his beautifully displayed

selection of choice and perfectly grown esculents,

especially as their own things were put up so very

indifferently, the French being, to me, the worst

offenders and my greatest disappointment, after

all I had heard and read of French vegetable

gardening. It absolutely pained me to go into

the French tent and see the way their produce,

lavish enough in quantity, was simply lumped

upon the tables.

I have sometimes been asked what is the secret

of successful vegetable exhibiting, and what is

the method to pursue. I always reply that I

do not know how it is done, but that the man
who is most successful in making his produce

look appetising is the surest to get home. My friend

Mr. Beckett has a knack of putting up his things, so

that when I come and survey them, they (the salad

items especially) instantly make me feel hungry.

Of course, nearly everyone has now for a

long time been aware that mere size is only

a comparative factor. Flavour should, of

course, be the great desideratum ; but as we
cannot taste the good tilings, am I not right in

saying that the important point is to make them

look as appetising as possible on the stage ?

There can, of course, he no rule-of-thumb method

in doing this, and practice and experience are

the only guides.

Colour is a difficult thing to get satisfactory.

When one comes to think of it, it is remarkable

what a small proportion of our vegetables exhibit

bright colours, and a few judiciously distributed

dishes, such as of Tomatoes and Capsicums,

always light up and give brightness to the other-

wise prevailing shades of green. There are doubts

as to the strict legitimacy, perhaps, of using

Ornamental Beet, but, after all, it is a vegetable

garnish, and I myself see no objection to it from

that point of view, while it is undoubtedly a very

helpful adjunct where bits of bold colour are

wanted here and there.

I am looking forward with intense interest to

the forthcoming large show of vegetable produce

at the Royal Horticultural Hall this month.

Perhaps it will be the means of obtaining a few

useful recruits to the at present somewhat small

corps of outstanding exhibitors of vegetables.

One hopes so. F. Herbert Chapman.

SEASONABLE NOTES ON
VEGETABLES.

French Beans growing in frames should have

protection at night, as at this time of the year

the temperature falls nearly to freezing point, which

would cause a check to the growth of the plants.

Ifthere is danger of the plants becoming too crowded,

thin them either by removing a whole plant here

and there or by reducing their size. Keep the

roots well supplied with water—those in bearing

would be benefited by occasional soakings with

liquid manure—cease syringing the plants at night,

and close the frames early to conserve solar heat.

Cabbage.—^The main batch of plants may now
be put out on ground specially prepared for them

by digging, or on ground previously occupied

by Onions, which, having been well prepared

for that crop, is in good condition to carry a green

crop like Cabbage. Clear the ground of weeds by

hoeing, and draw drills 2 inches deep in which to

put the plants. Here they are easUy watered,

should a spell of dr^' weather prevail after

planting. Plant thickly with a view to economis-

ing space ; alternate plants can be removed early

in the spring, thus giving an extra early crop.

Where slugs are troublesome, sprinkle finely sifted

coal ashes around each plant ; these are the best

preventive of these pests.

Carrots.—Towards the end of the month the

main crop should be lifted and stored in ashes

or sand in the open, or in a shed or cellar. Do not

put too many roots in a heap, especially if they

are large. The later-sown batch, if they have not

attained full size, may remain. If they are left

in the ground after they are fully matured, they

commence a second growth by emitting roots all

over the Carrot itself, which weakens the flavour

and, naturally, deteriotates the quality. Thin

those sown in frames directly they are large

enough to handle ; this will induce the stockier

growth of those remaining.

Endive.—^The earliest-growing plants in the

open should be blanched at once, either by lifting

and placing them in beds of soil in the Mushroom,

house or shed, or in frames, where light must be ex-

cluded by closely covering the glass with mats. An
inverted flower-pot with the hole covered, turned

over the plants, will suffice in the open, or long

slates or boards may be placed on the top of the

plants. The largest plants may be tied up in the

centre, covering the hearts with the outer leaves.

A later batch should be pricked out in frames

and encouraged to grow rapidly for winter and

spring use.

Onions.—^The early main crop should now be

lifted, laid on the surface to dry for a few days

the bulbs may then be placed on a dry gravel

path, boards, or wattle hurdles. This is a good

method of thoroughly drying them off, as air passes

under them, maturing the skins, which is all-

important for their future keeping. The larger

bulbs of the Ailsa Craig type should be lifted

with a fork, as their roots will have penetrated

deep into the soil. Any bulbs not quite matured

may be hastened by partially lifting, thus giving

a check to further growth. Handle carefully

to avoid bruising the skin. If the weather is

dry, leave the bulbs in the open for a few days.

Afterwards place them in boxes on wood wool in

a greenhouse or vinery to thoroughly mature.

As the necks die down, tie them neatly as near to

the bulbs as possible, making the necks look quite

small.
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Potatoes.—The haulm that a short time since was

so vigorous has rapidly decayed, owing to an attack

of disease. Whether the tubers will suffer seriously

in consequence cannot yet be determined. In

any case it is wise to take all possible steps to

prevent such a catastrophe. All early and second-

early varieties should be carefully lifted at once,

removing any tubers that show the slightest

sign of decay. Thoroughly dry them by exposure

before storing them away in sheds, cellars, or

clamps. Select tubers for next year's planting
;

those weighing about 20z. are regarded as the most

suitable. Late varieties should have their tops

pulled up where the tubers are not sufiiciently

ripe for lifting, as the removal of the haulm may
prevent the spores of disease reaching the tubers.

If, howe\-er, the skin of the tubers is firm and not

easily' removed by handling, it would be wise to

lift the whole batch, carefully looking them over

to detect any diseased parts.

Spinach.'—Make another, the final, sowing

of the Prickly variety in drills a foot apart. Well

surface stir the ground in which

earlier-sewn batches are growing

to accelerate and firmly estab-

lish the growth before winter

arrives. If previous sown batches

of plants are too thick, remove

the weaker ones to enco\irage

a sturdier growth to those |re-

maining.

Turnips.—A final sowmg sjiould

be made of the usual winter

and spring varieties, such as

Prizetaker, Chirk Castle and Black

Stone.

Asparagus.-—The newly planted

roots are still growing vigorously,

even throwing up heads now.

Firmly secure the tops so that

they will not be broken off at the

neck.. The easiest way of doing

this is to run wire or string about

3 feet high around the bed, or

firmly thrust in the ground among
the plants short Pea stakes, which

prevent the swaying of the plants, no r.iatter

how heavy they become.

Swanmore. E. Molvneu.x.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Catasetum Bungerothii.—A particulariy well-

grown example of this rarely seen species, bearing

a nine-flowered raceme, was shown. The hand-
some, somewhat cupped flowers are of a fine ivory

white, with the faintest suspicion of pink in the

centre. From Sir Jeremiah Colman, Reigate

(Cardener, Mr. W. Collier).

Cattleya Sybil variety W. R. Lee (C. iride:-

cens X C. aurea). — A remarkably handsome
hybrid of quite unique colouring. The sepals

and petals are orange coloured, reticulated with
salmon, thus affording an almost unique com-
bination. The handsome lip is of crimson purple,

and self coloured save for the delicate veins and
lines of yellow near the throat. Exhibited by
W. R. Lee, Esq., Pliunpton Hall, Heywood
(gardener, Mr. Branch).

Sophro-Cattleya Sylvia (S.-C. Doris x Cattleya
hardyana).—^This remarkable hybrid onlv carried

coloured base. Shown by S. Morris, Esq., Earl-

ham House, Norwich.

Cydonia Mallardi.—A 13-feet high example of

this was shoivn in fruit. The fruits are of large

egg size and of ol've green colour.

Berberis Sargentiae.—A highly ornamental
evergreen species, and valuable on that account.

It is also distinct. The 3-inch long leaves are

ovate-lanceolate, toothed, and firm and leathery

to the touch. It is well armed with pale yellow,

nearly 2-inch long spines. These two novelties

were from the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham
House, Elstree (gardener, Mr. E. Beckett).

Dahlia Caprice.—A decorative variety, single,

pure white, and strikingly bordered with crimson.

It is very distinct. From Mr. Charles Turner.

Slough.

Dahlia Warneford (Decorative).—.\ pure white
variety of handsome proportions. From Mr.

J. T. West, Brentwood.

Dahlia Primrose Queen (Collarette).—Of pale

yellow colour with white inner florets. Quite

'» .

>m^':W':^
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CLEMATISES AND THEIR
CULTIVATION.

ALTHOUGH these plants provide us

with some of the most beautiful

cUmbers that are hardy in this country,

k their cultivation does not seem to

^ be well understood. It is true that

m some gardens Clematises will,

when once planted, romp away in a delightful,

free-and-easy manner, and give but little trouble

to their owners, but in others any amount of

coaxing will not induce them to

do more than eke out a miser-

able existence. Even when
they are established, their

management appears to be but

little understood, and for this

oeason we propose to draw

attention to a few of the more
salient points in their cultiva-

tion.

Naturally, the soil in which

they are to grow must be the

first consideration, and here a

lesson may be taken from the

wild Clematis, or Traveller's Joy
of our hedgerows, a plant that

is largely used as a stock on

which to graft the many beauti-

ful garden varieties that are in

existence. This wild Clematis is

usually found growing in the

banks of hedgerows where

thorough drainage is assured,

and where its roots are shaded

during the hot days of summer
from the direct rays of the sun.

The character of the soil in

such positions may, and fre-

quently does, vary considerably,

but almost invariably it will be

found to contain a fairly large

percentage of lime. This, then,

may reasonably lead us to sup-

pose that the Clematises of our

gardens require soil that is

exceptionally well drained, and

which also contains a fair pro-

portion of lime, a supposition

that is borne' out in practice.

It does not seem to matter

much what the bulk of the soil

is, providing it is not excessiveh-

poor or abnormal in some other

way, so long as it is deeph

worked, well drained and con-

tains a sufficiency of lime. A
good form in which to add this

substance is as old mortar ; a

peck or two well mixed with the soil for each

plant will not be too much.

Planting, again, is another serious cultural

detail, as on its successful completion success will

largely depend. We ha\'c no doubt that one of the

chief reasons for these plants dying off suddenly

after they have apparently become established

and are growing away freely is too deep planting,

and possibly grafting instead of layering being

the method of propagation. The roots should be

carefully spread out, and ought not to be covered

with more than 2 inches of soil, even less being

sufficient where that of a clayey texture exists.

The season for planting may be autumn or spring.

but we prefer the latter, the end of February or early

March being a good time. Growth at that season

is about to commence, and the plants soon make
themselves at home in the new soil. The positions

in which Clematises are planted will, of course,

depend largely on individual tastes, but if against

a south wall, some provision for shading the soil

over the roots during very hot weather should be

made. A low-growing annual, such as Mignonette

or Alyssum maritimum, may be sown over the

roots for this purpose without fear of injuring

the climbers. But Clematises look far better

when allowed to s'-ramble naturally over rustic

open in May and June, Belle of Woking being a
notable example. The flowers of this set are borne
on wood that was formed the previous year

;

hence it will be readily seen that to cut away
growth in autumn or spring would mean the destruc-
tion of many embryo flowers. Any thinning out
of old wood that is necessary may be done immedi-
ately after flowering without any danger of cutting
away incipient buds. Similar treatment should
be given to those which have originated from
C. patens, a native of China and Japan. These
also flower in June. Fair Rosamond being a well-

known member of this set. When we come to

the large-flowered varieties of

C. lanuginosa, which flower from
July onwards well into the

autumn, we find they are pro-

duced mostly on young shoots,

and the proper method ot

pruning these is to cut back
fairly close all side shoots in

February. A few of the main
stems may also be cut to within

I foot or 2 feet of the soil if

desired
; this will induce young

shoots to spring up from the

base and so hide the bare stems
that are rather characteristic of

these large-flowered Clematises,

of which Lord Nevill and Louis
van Houtte are examples. The
Jackmannii varieties need
similar treatment ; but such

early flowering species as

montana and its variety rubra

only need an occasional thin-

ning of the old wood after

flowering.

CLEMATIS OVER A GARDEN ARCH.

poles or fences, nr e\en over i5ld evergreens or

deciduous trees.

Probably the least understood phase in the

cultivation of Clematises is their pruning. In

the majority of gardens they are allowed to follow

their own sweet will, and this certainly is prefer-

able to cutting them in a haphazard way and with-

out full knowledge of their flowering period.

Roughly, our garden Clematises may be divided

into five sections, and if we know to which section

a plant belongs, its pruning will be a simple matter.

In the florida section, i.e., varieties that have

originated from the Japanese Clematis florida.

we get white, blue, and rosp-purple flowers, that

ORIENTAL LILIES IN
SCOTLAND.

Owing to the long prevalence

of almost tropical heat in the

month of June, Oriental and
Occidental Lilies did not attain

this season, in South - West
Scotland at least, to their

normal dimensions. In all

probability they would have

proved a disastrous failure but

for- the beneficent rains that

came quite providentially for

agriculture and for horticultiu-e

in the beginning of July.

It is entirely owing to their

influence that late varieties, like

those of the auratum and specio-

sum species, have so greatly

improved. Here at Kirk House,

in the beautiful Wigtownshire

Parish of Kirkmaiden, I have grown the longi-

florums and speciosums for the most part in a

small conservatory, where such splendid repre-

sentatives of these as longiflorum giganteum and

speciosum Kraetzcri and raagnificum have been a

greatly gratifying success, the flowers being at

once numerous and commanding in their size.

In Logan Gardens a glorious group of parda-

linum hybrids, of fascinating aspect and intensely

glowing colours, attracted my attention when

last I was there. Lilium giganteum (from the

Himalayas) also, though not, perhaps, quite so

lofty in stature as in former seasons, presented

quite an impressive appearance.
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These fine Lilies, like the Magnolias, which also

luxuriate in those gardens, receive every possible

attention from Mr. Kenneth A. McDouaU and
his highly capable head-gardener, Mr. R. Findlay.

About two months ago I had the privilege of visiting

the gardens at Lochinch Castle. At that time the

Lilies were suffering from drought, but the Countess

of Stair recently wrote me that since then,

owing to the advent of the rain, they have, like the

Roses and herbaceous plants, greatly improved.

Lilium giganteum and L. aiuratum platy-

phyUum, grown in a wood, usually attain there to

a quite abnormal height. The finest Lilies this

season in Kirkmaiden Manse Garden have been

candidum, Hansonii, pardalinum var. Burbankii,

and szovitzianum. David R. Williamson.

SWEET LAVENDER.

OE of the old street cries of London
that may still be heard during the

season is " Sweet Lavender," for at

the present time a few housewives

still adhere to the custom of

putting some spikes of its dried

flowers in the linen closet, and in this way impart

a pleasing perfume to its contents. The plant

itself is not so well known to the Londoner,

though large quantities are grown in the neigh-

bourhoods of Mitcham and Hitchin. The flowers

there produced are not only retailed in a dry
state, but many of them are distilled in order to

obtain the Old English Lavender water.

Planted as a hedge it forms a really delightful

feature, not only during the flowering period,

but also throughout the year, as the greyish tone

of its foliage ser^^es in the summer as a foil to

bright-coloured flowers. Not only as a hedge
plant is it seen to advantage, but in many other

parts of the garden it is equally effective.

Associated %vith dark - leaved evergreens the

Lavender, from its direct contrast, is most
striking. Being fond of a well-drained situation

it is well fitted for the bolder parts of a sunny
rockwork, while a bed or mass of Lavender alone

is always attractive. From the sober tone of its

foliage it harmonises well with old walls, and
where such exist in a garden a suitable spot for

the Lavender may be at once suggested. In the

same respect it is equally in keeping with ancient

dwellings, old ruins and similar places. It was
once my good fortune to see the sloping banks on
either side of a sunken path completely clothed

with Lavender, and at all times, but particularly

during the eve of a hot summer's day, it formed
a most delightful and soothing retreat, %vhile its

flowers were much sought after for indoor use.

With regard to the flowers and the time for

cutting, they must not be too fully expanded
before separating them from the plant, otherwise
many of the blooms will very quickly drop. As
might be expected from a native of Southern

Europe, the La\ender prefers a well-drained, warm
soil, rather than a cold and heavy one ; in fact,

stagnant moisture of any kind is quickly injurious

to it. On sloping banks and similar positions,

especially where fully exposed to the sun, Lavender
will thrive better than most shrubs, for a shrub
indeed it is, though not of so lasting a nature as

many of them are. Old plants are liable to die

off suddenly, and e\en when this does not happen
both the foliage and flowers are inferior to those

on younger and more vigorous specimens. In a

general way, after the La\-ender has reached the

age of six years it is more satisfactory to replace

the old plants by younger ones.

There is no difficulty about this, as cuttings

strike root verj- readily if put into a cold frame
in August or in a warm, sheltered border out of

doors in September. The border should be well

dug, and the cuttings, from 8 inches to i foot in

length, must be firmly inserted in the ground for

half that distance. The buried portion should

have the leaves cut oii with a sharp knife or pair

of scissors.

The following autumn these cuttings will be
well rooted and ready to transplant into their

permanent quarters, or put in nursery beds
for another season. Cuttings put in the frame
can be planted out the following spring. A good
deal may be done to extend the life of the

Lavender longer than if allowed to grow
untouched by pruning it back moderately directh-

after the flowering season is over.

A LOW LAVENDER HEDGE IN A SURREY GARDEN.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Any trees which

have been unsatisfactory in cropping should be

examined at the roots, and, if necessary, they

should be lifted or partially lifted and planted

in fresh soil. If the work is carried out carefully,

next year's crop will be considerably improved.

A trench about 3 feet wide should first be taken

out as far away from the stem of the trees as

possible. The soil may then be carefulh removed
from about the roots with a fork. If it is necessary

to lift the whole of the roots, great care must be

taken so that as few as possible are damaged.

See that the drainage is in good order before

putting in the new soil. To facilitate the work

of planting, have all the materials at hand
before the work commences. Do not add more
soil than is absolutely necessary at one time, and

see that it is rammed quite firmly.

Young Trees.—Trees which have been planted

in recent vears need lifting occasionally to encour-

age the formation of fibrous roots. The soil must
not be too wet or too dry when this work is to be

done, or the lifting will not be done satisfactorily.

Carefully reduce the ball of roots to a convenient

size for lifting, cutting well back all strong-growing

roots. Before replanting the trees, see that the

soil directlv beneath them is made quite firm, and

allow 2 inches or 3 inches for sinking. When
finished, give the soil a thorough watering and

syringe the foliage twp or three times a day. Trees

which have been very much disturbed at the roots

should be shaded till'they have recovered from the

check.

Plants Under Class.

Tulips.—To be successful with the forcing of

Tulips the bulbs must be potted as soon as they

can be procured. When potted, plunge them in

ashes in the open. Some of the most useful

varieties for pot culture are the Due Van Thols,

Proserpine. Vermilion Brilliant, Mon Tresor,

Rose Gris-de-lin. Pink Beauty, Prince of .Austria,

La Candeur and Murillo. For late fiowermg

some of the Darwin varieties are excellent. Clara

Butt Orange King and Mr. Farncombe Sanders

may all be relied upon for this purpose, but they

must not be forced too hard.

Narcissi.—These must also be potted early if

they are required to flower early. Varieties of

known merit must be selected for forcing, or

disappointment will follow. Paper-White, Golden

Spur, Emperor, Empress Sir Watkin, Mme.
deOraaff, Barriiconspicuus, Mrs. Langtry, Poeticus

ornatus and Poetaz Elvira are all useful for pot

culture. The latter variety must not be forced

too early.

Liliums.—L. Harrisii and L. longiflonim may
be potted singlv into 6-inch pots, leaving room

for a top-dressing of soil when the pots are full of

roots Place the pots closely together in a cold

frame and cover them with fibre. When growth

has commenced they may be placed near to the

glass in a cool house

Fuchsias.—Few plants are more useful than

the Fuchsia for the summer decoration of the

conservatory. A batch of cuttings should be rooted

annually. Choose those shoots which are free

from flower -buds and insert them in a sandy

compost around the sides of 5-inch pots. Plunge

the pots in a hotbed of moderate warmth, and

shade them from bright sun till rooted.

Housing Plants.—The houses used for shelter-

ing plants which are at present in cold frames

must be prepared for their reception. The

glass must be washed both inside and out. .Such

subjects as Cyclamen, Primulas, Bouvardias and

Pelargoniums must be placed quite near the glass

in a light structure. Admit plenty of air whenever

outdoor conditions will allow.

The Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—Where it is intended to

plant these out in the autumn, the ground must

be prepared at once. A heavy soil should have a

quantity of light materials dug into it. Leaf-

mould, burnt garden refuse, or old potting soil

will considerably improve a heavy, retentive soil.

\ border facing south or west which does not

lie too wet will suit the Carnation. Here %ve

find it best to pot up the plants and winter them in

cold frames.

Next Season's Bedding.—Certain modifications
and alterations are annually needed in the flower
garden, and the present is perhaps the most
suitable time to map out next season's programme.
The months of July and .August were con-
tinuously wet, causing many plants to make much
growth and little flower. Antirrhinums were
little affected by the rain, and now that they can
be relied upon to come true from seed, they should
be planted largely, as they revel in almost any kind
of weather. Begonias, too, have done remark-
ably w*ell, likewise Salvia Glory of Zurich
and S. Blue Beard. Pelargoniums, except those
which are planted in vases, have done badly, as
is usual in a wet season.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The fruits must
be examined carefully every morning and gathered
before they are too ripe. The late varieties must
be \vell exposed to the light, or they will fail to

ripen perfectly. The trees which have been
cleared of their fruits may have all the old fruiting

wood removed, except that which is required for

extension. This will help the remaining young
wood to ripen.

Apples.—The varieties which are perfectly
ripe must be gathered, or many of the fruits will

be spoiled by insects. Most of the early cooking sorts

should be gathered by this date. They will

keep best in the fruit-room. The latest varieties

must not be gathered before they are ripe, or

they will not keep well. The seeds of the fruits

should become brown before it can safely be
said that the fruits are ripe enough to gather.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—The continued wet weather will, no
doubt, favour disease, especially on heavy land.

When the haulm has ripened, lose no time in

burning it. It the crop is ready for lifting,

this should be done at once and the tubers

placed carefully in their winter quarters.

Cabbage.—When the plants of the first sowing

are large enough to put out, let this be done
before they become drawn. Plant about 15 inches

apart each way. An open situation is the

best on which to plant Cabbage at this time of

year. To promote healthy gro\vth. the soil must
be moved with the hoe at regular intervals,

E, Harriss,
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage,)

Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Violets.—If the best results are to be obtained

with Violets during winter, it is essential that

they become well established in their flowering

quarters before the very short days arrive.

Plenty of light and abundance of ventilation are

the two chief factors. Artificial heat is not

necessary. Before commencing to lift the plants,

the soilin the frames should be brought up to

within 6 inches or 8 inches of the lights, where

double varieties are to be planted ; and in the case of

single sorts, such as Princess of Wales, it will require

to be left about a foot from the glass. The plants

should be lifted intact with a good ball of soil, and

watered well after plantmg. The frames must

be shaded and kept shut for a few days, using the

syringe freelv in bright weather. Afterwards

remove the lights until severe frost or heavy rains

compel them to be put on again.

Chrysanthemums.—Any forward plants which

have buds showing colour will be better removed

indoors to a well-ventilated greenhouse, whatever

the weather mav be, as either rain or dew will

tend to cause the petals to damp. Feeding should

be discontinued when plants reach this stage.

If mildew is troublesome, sulphur must be

applied.

Malmaison and Tree Carnations must be given

all the light possible, .ind not b° shaded unless they

show signs of flagging. .Although abundance of air

is necessary, it should be seen that the tempera-
ture is not allowed to drop below 50°. During
cold nights more heat should be turned on,
and the ventilators slightly opened to prevent a
stagnant or too damp atmosphere.

Permanent Shading on most glass houses
can be removed, unless there is any prospect of

continued sunshine, when it may remain a few
days longer. Blinds need not be taken down
yet, as they are sometimes needed during the
middle of the day when the sun is most powerful.

The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—The late-sown crops will need
some protection in the event of frost coming, as a
very few degrees are sufficient to ruin the plants.

Frames are best and more easily handled, but
mats or other light covering materials are generally
sufficient protection from the slight frosts which
usually occur in late September and during
October.

Tomatoes which have been growing outdoors
in pots must be removed under glass, where they
will have better conditions for ripening their

fruit. .Ample ventilation must be given. Con-
tinue to give additional food to assist in the
swelling of more fruit.

Onions.—If the weather should be wet, it will

be best to put all Onions under cover in some
open or well-ventilated shed. Should fine weather
prevail, the Onions will benefit from lying ex-

posed to the sun several days before being taken
indoors.

The Flower Garden.

Naturalised Bulbs in Grass.—Most Narcissi

are quite at home when planted in grass where
they can be allowed to mature their foliage.

The present is the best time to plant, before the

rush of spring bedding time arrives. To get the

best effect they must be planted in bold masses of

separate varieties, and not in formal clumps.

Seeds.—Where seed of annuals or any flowering

plants has to be saved, care should be taken

that it is secured in dry weather and before any
has been allowed to drop. After gathering,

expose to the sun outdoors for a few hours each

day to get it thoroughly ripe and dry.

Propagation by cuttings of practically all

plants required must be hastened before the

season gets too far advanced. Cuttings already

rooted must be given an abundance of air. In

many cases the lights are better removed altogether,

only using them during heavy rains or when frost

threatens.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Plums.—Where the crop is very heavy, the

quality of the remaining fruit will be much
improved if the trees are relie%ed of a number of

the fruits before ripening actually takes place.

These, although not ripe, can be used in the

kit chen. Particularly does this apply to free-bearing

varieties, such as Victoria. It is an excellent

Plum for bottling before it is quite ripe.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries in Pots.—The eariiest - potted

plants are developing their crowns, and where

very early fruit is required, a selection should be

made of the best for this purpose. Every encour-

agement should be given to aid development

by keeping off aU runners and applying food

judiciously. In very wet weather it sometirhes

becomes necessary to lay the plants on their

sides until the rain ceases, otherwise they become
waterlogged and thereby injured.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Most trees having

now been cleared of their fruit, every encourage-

ment should be given to assist in the thorough

ripening of the young wood. Plenty of venti-

lation is necessary. With increased ventilation

and the fullv developed foliage the trees at this

season absorb an enormous quantity of moisture

at the roots, so that where, earlier in the season,

a watering would have served the trees for a

month, it may now be necessary to apply the

same every ten days or a fortnight. Neglect of

this means bud dropping and consequent failure

of next veai's crop.
John Jeffrey.

(Head-eardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardinc,
Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens. Lockerbie, N.B.
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THE BULB ORDER IN 1915
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

ONE of the annual events of the

k gardener's year is, in all weU-

I regulated establishments, the

f making out and the giving of the

bulb order. That term, by general

consent, is understood to refer

primarily, at all events, to the flowers of winter,

spring and early summer, whose resting states

are bulbs, conns, or, less frequently, tubers.

The bulb catalogues arrive from various parts

of Great Britain, Ireland and Holland. Lists are

carefuUy made out and the orders duly despatched.

This autumn, however, presents an entirely

new factor, which must be taken into considera-

tion. It is nothing less than " Should a bulb

order be given at all ? " In other words, " Must

doing without bulbs be one of my economies ?
"

I hold no brief for the dealers, but the following

considerations have convinced me that the proper

answer to the question is " No, cer-

tainly not ; but (and I fear it is a big -r.^.;

' but ') no money should be sent out

of the United Kingdom."

However well in times past foreign

firms have served us, in this period

of stress and strain we must husband

our resources and keep all the money
we can at home. Let us leave it to

our dealers to do all the necessary-

buying from elsewhere ; but let

amateurs give all their orders to their

own countrymen. No one knows what

money may yet have to be found for

.the war, but whatever it is, we will

have to produce it ourselves. Hence,

if an order is to be given, we must

buy at home.

Again, few people, except those

who have actually been brought into

personal contact with its manifold

operations, know what carrying on a

bulb farm means. The labour entailed

is very great, for the yearly round of

lifting, sorting and planting must go

on. The picture of a scene I wit-

nessed last July at Messrs. R. H.

Bath's at Wisbech gives one an idea

of what has to be got through and

how it is being accomplished. Luckily

for them, they have been able to

get women to do a great part of the work,

but female labour is almost as costly as male, and

to satisfy its just claims money has to be found.

That money must come either from a depletion

of capital or the profits on trading.

Once again, take the position of our horticul-

tural firms. Their profits are dependent on the

sales of seeds and bulbs. Take this latter source

away, and "carrying on" becomes a very serious

problem, more especially when it is borne in mind

that supplies have been purchased to meet a

presumed demand. Hence, wherever possible,

let some sort of an order be given. Any pleasure

that the flowers bring will be intensified when it is

remembered that the money spent upon them has

helped with the wages.

Lastly, suppose a decision has been made to

buy, as I hope it will have been, the problem will

be how to make one pound go as far as two. It

will accordingly be good news to hear that both

Hyacinths and Darwin Tulips are much reduced

in price, and that with regard to most other bulbs

the same is true to a lesser extent.

This will be one help. The only other thing

to be done is to buy cheap varieties. Some of

the best Hyacinths, Tulips and Daffodils are

among the lowest in price. Readers of The

Garden know the name of Mr. E. M. Crosfield.

We were standing before Thalictrum diptero-

carpum at the last Holland House Show. Had he

got it ? "I never buy a difficult thing." Now,

if ever, with the labour shortage must we avoid

difficult things. Now, if ever, must we go in for

whatever is easiest to manage and whatever will

,grow with a minimum of care. Very many cheap

bulbs not only fulfil these requirements, but are

pleasing in themselves. Appended are a few

suggestions which may be useful.

Hyacinths.—Grand Maitre (porcelain blue)

and Schotel (light blue). General de Wet (pale

pink) and Lady Derby (rose). L'Innocence (pure

white) and Princess Metternich (double blush).

Early Tulips.—Rose Gris-de-lin (rose and

white), Thomas Moore (orange and terra-cotta.

Second List : White Lady, Blackwell, Horace,

Lucifer, Glory of Leiden and Mme. de Graafi.

I have in both lists only indicated varieties

which are good doers and which in any good garden

soil will take care of themselves.

KNIPHOFIAS OR TORCH LILIES.

These plants are known by various names, such

as Tritomas, Torch Lilies and Red-hot Pokers.

They are of great value as hardy border plants,

and deserve to be much more extensively grown

than they are by amateur cultivators. Usually

one sees them grown in huge cltunps, and very

effective they are ; but when left to attain to

large dimensions, the centre portion becomes

exhausted, and this deterioration results in a

shortage of flower-spikes and in diminished strength

and brilliancy of colour of those that grow.

Where space is available, a grand effect is obtained

by grouping the Pampas Grass, the Kniphofia and

Prunus Pissardii, the latter as standards i8 feet

apart, the Pampas Grass and Kniphofias filling up

A VIEW 01- MESSRS. R. H. BATH'S BULB FARM AT WISBECH.

good for cutting especially), Artus (red, fine for

bedding). Prince de Ligny (yellow, for cutting),

Yellow Prince (yellow) and Prince of Austria

(orange scarlet).

Darwin Tulips.—The following are a real

good cheap six : Fra Augelico (dark shining

maroon), Clara Butt (pink). King Harold (maroon),

Baronne de la Tonnaye (rose, edged blush), Mar-

garet (blush with pink interior) and Pride of

Haarlem (cerise). If a more brilliant colour is

wanted than that of King Harold, Loveliness (a

pretty, clear rosy scarlet) might be substituted.

Daffodils.—Perhaps the most useful thing to

do will be to give the names of six varieties, none

of which costs more than a shilling a dozen, and

then a second list of six which might be used to

supplement the first and which are rather more

costly, but none of which exceeds five shillings for

twelve.

First List : Emperor, Empress, Barrii con-

spicuus. Sir Watkin. Aspasia and Poeticus recurvus.

the available space in such a way as to al'ow oi

every specimen being distinctly seen. Large beds on

lawns or park groimds, measuring 50 feet or more
across, are the most suitable for arrangements of

the kind ref"rred to. In hardy plant borders small

clumps are desirable ; individual plants should

be planted i foot or a little more apart. Three

and five plants, respectively, would form small' r

clumps, and all should be lifted and replanted

after the soil has been trenched, before they

get very much matted together. These plants

possess immense masses of roots and thrive best

in a deep, light loam.

The following Kniphofias are good varieties to

plant : K. grandiflora, K. grandis, coral, shaded

orange; K. nobilis, scarlet and yellow; K.

Sandersonii, orange red ; K. Leichtlinii, vermilion

red and yellow ; K. Northiae, pale yellow and

tinted red ; K. carnosa, yellow ; and K. praecox.

scarlet and yellow. The last two are splendid

for autumn flowering. .A.von.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Hardiness of Salvia rutilans.—^The Pine-

apple-scented Salvia is a very attractive plant,

either grown indoors for its bright red flowers

ir planted out in the summer for the sake of its

Pineapple-scented leaves. It is grown here for

the latter purpose, the plants being thrown away
in the autumn like other half-hardy plants. Last

autumn, however, a few plants were allowed

to remain in the groimd in a small detached garden

chiefly planted with scented flowers. I was much
surprised in the spring to find that these plants

had survived the winter and were making young
growth. The little garden is sheltered from the

north by a hedge. The winter was an open one, but

we had 12° of frost or more on one or two occasions.

—Ch.^rles Comfokt, Broomfield, Midlothian.

Recipe for Bottling Green Figs.—In your
issue of August 21, page 408, " C. E. C." enquires

whether any reader can give recipes for the

bottling of green Figs. I find Figs can quite easily

be preserved by the sterilisation

process, provided the vacuum
bottle is used. In proceeding to

bottle Figs, gather them before

they are quite ripe, unripe fruit

being better for this purpose.

Pack them firmly in the bottles

by pressing them down with a

glass rod about 12 inches long,

and cover with cold water up to

the neck or shoulder ; then adjust

•the rubber rings, glass stoppers

and spring clips. The bottles and

£ontents are then ready for sterilis-

ing. Place them in any vessel

with a false bottom and cover

with water. The vessel should

Jhen be put over a fire and

.the temperature raised slowly

—

never more than 2° per minute

—imtil it reaches 150° Fahr.

After the temperature has reached

150°, let it remain at this for

an hour, when the bottles are

then ready to store away in a

dark cupboard. When a syrup is used to cover the

fruit, dissolve lib. or alb. of sugar in a quart of cold

water ; sugar should never be placed among the

fruit undissolved, or the result would be a cloudy

liquid. When dissolved, before pouring it over

the fruit, the liquid will be quite clear and trans-

parent after sterilising. Sometimes Figs and

other fruits become dark in colour and the

liquid cloudy, which is due to the bottles not

being hermetically sealed, or it may be owing to

the temperature having been brought up too

rapidly and too high.—G. W. Stuart. [Green

Figs may also be made into a delicious preserve,

3S explained by our correspondent " H. T. C."

in The G.^rden. of last week, page 433.

—

Ed.]

Rambler Rose Debutante.—The Wichuraiana

Rambler Debutante, although not a novelty,

is not well enough known as a Rose for arches.

It is charming on a pillar, but its true place is

on an arch. The delightful pink flowers are in

large bunches, and the slenderness of the branches

on which they are borne makes these droop in

the most elegant way from the arch ; in fact,

a keen flower authority said in the writer's presence

ihat the habit of growth when in flower reminded

him of that of the Wistaria. It should be men-
tioned that this habit renders it necessary that

the arches should be of good height, otherwise

the pendent flowers would be in the way of passers

along the path. Debutante is very lovely, and

one of the freest flowerering of a floriferous section

of- Roses.—S. .\\E.

Double White Poeticus Narcissus.—I have

a small patch of this lovely flower, and the plants

passed out of blossom the end of the first week in

June. They might with advantage, I claim, be

more freely planted in gardens, for they are most

valuable for cutting, and scarcely any flower is more
sweetly scented. The snowy whiteness of the

blossoms as noted in groups or drifts is very telling.

Gardeiua-hke and Gardenia-flowered are terms

used—and rightly so—to denote the purity and
beauty of this Narcissus. To get good flowers it

is necessary to plant in thoroughly deep, good soil,'

and to see that the bulbs when growing do not suffer

for want of water, otherwise some of the buds

go blind and do not open. A further help to their

successful management and prolongation of

flowering is to plant the bulbs in a cool position.

when in flower, so lovely is it at other times. It

does well here on rockwork, or, better still, on a

limestone moraine.—S. Arnott, Dutnfries.

A Neglected Article of Food.—Now that

economy in housekeeping is a subject that is

before most of us, may I utter a protest against

a form of egregious destruction and waste, and
incidentally put in a plea for a very cheap and
wholesome food ? Just at this time the Giant
Puff Ball (Lycoperdon giganteum) is at its prime
and offers many excellent and inexpensive meals
to country dwellers ; but it is seldom indeed

that its merits are appreciated. Our school-

children are instructed as to the history of alliga-

tors and giraffes, but of the practical gifts of

Nature that lie outside their own doors they are

taught nothing. As I write, the fragments of a

splendid Puff Ball, that might have provided a

free meal for a family, lie on the road outside,

where someone has trampled it under as " rank
p'isen." This fungus, if picked while it is young
and white fleshed, is perfectly wholesome, and, if

cut into slices and fried, it makes a delicious and
satisfying {"ish. Care, however, must be taken

GIANT PUFF BALLS. NOW AT THEIR BEST, OFFER
SATISFYING DISH TO COUNTRY DWELLERS.

A north border, if the flowers are to be grown
,

not to eat it when the flesh shows a yellow tinge.

Curtis wrote, "It has not the high

aroma of some others, but it has a

delicacy of flavour that makes it

superior to any omelette I have ever

eaten. It seems, furthermore, to be

so digestible as to adapt itself to the

most delicate stomachs. It is the

South Down of mushrooms."

—

Maud
D. H.-vviLAND, in Country Life.

Shirley Poppies.—The methods
for making these lo%'ely flowers last

in water, given on page 42r, August

28, are good, but an even more ex-

cellent way is to gather them when
the buds stand up straight on their

stems and put thfem in the vases,

where they will open in the course

of the next day. and remain in good

condition for nearly a week in rooms

where there is no gas ; or, if first

stood up to their necks for a few

hours in a tall jug full of water, they

can be packed and posted to friends

with most satisfactory results,

especially if sent by the evening post

for cut purposes, is an ideal place, and the same to arrive at their destination the next morning,

aspect should be secured in the pleasure grotmd I greatly delight in Shirley Poppies, and every

by planting on the northern side of trees or year when they reappear I breathe a blessing

hedges.—C. Turner, Highgate. on the name of the Rev. W. Wilks. who has added so

Saxifraga paradoxa.—A good deal of time great a gift to my garden. I sow them thinly

has been spent in the endeavour to put the ; broadcast, mixed with blue Cornflowers, round

Saxifrage known in gardens as Saxifraga para- clumps of tlie old-fashioned striped Ribbon Grass,

doxa in its precise position, but it cannot be This autumn I intend to steal a few of my donkey's

said that "the best" authorities agree on
i

Oats to sow with them (I do not' think Angelina

the question. Garden-lovers will, therefore, will miss them) in the long border, where I (holding

content themselves with calling this Saxifrage the same views as the Rev. J. Jacob and old

simply Saxifraga paradoxa. It will be prized for Mother Nature) mix up annuals, bieimials and

its beauty at all seasons. It is one of the neatest perennials, so my Queen Atme border shows

and daintiest of a class of Saxifrages of wonderful some flowers almost all the year round. I hate

beauty—the Silvery Rockfoils, of which there bare spaces of brown earth, and (still following

are legions of species, hybrids or varieties. It Mother Nature, always try to co\er them up as

makes nice, medium-sized rosettes of narrow, quickly as I can. In a very hot suimy border I

symmetrically arranged leathery leaves, all let Creeping Jeimy run round the roots every-

daintily braided with silver in the most exquisite where ; it makes a lovely low carpet of green and

way, so that a study of a plant composed of several gold, keeps the soil cool and moist, and clashes

rosettes gives a most pleasurable feeling. The with nothuig, and when I want to plant anything

flowers are a little disappointing, as the white
]

I simply clear a space. Of course, I know this

petals are dulled by the yellowish colouring at is absolutely shocking from a gardener's point

and towards the base. But S. paradoxa can of view, but it is successful and satisfactory in

afford to be less beautiful than manv of its sisters fulfilling the aim of

—

.\nne Amateur.
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H I NTS ON TABLE
DECORATION.

THE decoration of tables is a genial

task, as it is not one of those that

are governed by any hard-and-fast

rules. In fact, the more the changes,

the more is the operator's work
likely to be appreciated. It is often

said that anyone can do decorating if they have

at hand the necessary items. This is true to a

certain extent, as the mere act of placing flowers

in water will serve to answer their purpose. But

to decorate lightly and with effect can rarely be

accomplished in this manner, though it must

be acknowledged that at some of the leading

exhibitions where table decoration is much in

evidence, this haphazard method often finds

favour. This is to be regretted, as it is very mis-

leading in more ways than one to those who visit

flower shows not merely for pleasure, but for

education, as in actual practice the style some-

times adopted would never be permitted, for

very often one is led to believe that everything

must give way to the flowers, which is just the

reverse of what is necessary.

In decorating a dinner-table it is not necessary

to employ a quantity of flowers, as the effect is

more pleasing when they are lightly arranged, and

any overcrowding tends to prevent this. As a

general rule, anything is to be avoided that obstructs

the view across the table, as for obvious reasons

the diners prefer to see one another. Therefore,

whatever receptacles are used for the centre,

they should be either low enough to be easily

seen over, or tall enough to allow of a clear view

beneath them. In the majority of cases tall

receptacles are only essential when the table

is a very long one, when perhaps three may be

necessary, and for the intervening spaces some

smaller ones will be needful. The arranging of

these centre-pieces is considerably simplified

when the branching type of flower-holder is

favoured. They are also made in smaller sizes,

and are very convenient for the positions suitable

to them. When these are employed, much labour

is saved in wiring the flowers ; in fact, the entire

process presents none of the difficulties that the

ordinary vases and bowls do, as the tubes are

arranged at different heights to set each flower

to its best advantage.

These, however, are not favoured by all. Many
prefer the older type in silver and glass, in which

case a little more care is necessary to place the

flowers to give the best effect. Many varieties in

winter, among them the Perpetual-flowering Car-

nations, require wiring neatly to hold them erect,

even in narrow vases ; while for bowls, in addition

to this precaution, it is advisable to use the small

flower tubes, packing as many as possible tightly

in their places with some fresh green moss. This

arrangement is better than the wire generally

made use of, as there is no danger of the effect

being upset if they are accidentally moved. With
some flowers it is possible to use their own foliage,

but where this is not convenient. Asparagus and

Maidenhair Fern should be used. Sometimes

it may be advisable to lay a few flowers and a

small quantity of foliage on the cloth, but in

so doing the temptation to be too extravagant

must be avoided. A few trails of Smilax

and a flower dotted here and there without

having any set design is all that is necessary.

Anything approaching stiffness should be avoided.

The lighter the style, the more charming will

be the result. Generally speaking, a mixture

of colours are not admired, as a more pleasing

effect is gained by the use of two or three, unless

an exception be made during the autumn, when
the foliage is at its best. At this period of the year

red is always admired, and if white be the only

other colour used, a charming contrast results.

Pink in its various shades is always pleasing

under artificial light, and very often it requires no

other colour beyond the green of its foliage ; but

if another shade is desired, mauve is the best.

In the choice of flowers, one is not lacking during

the winter season with plenty of Perpetual-

flowering Carnations and winter-flowering Begonias,

which for all indoor work are quite indispensable.

Wherever possible, a little of their own foliage

adds much to the effect of these two. Poinsettias

for their brilliant scarlet are most valuable, while

Salvias and the scarlet Plumbagos are equally

so, the latter, especially to associate with Roman
Hyacinths, being particularly pleasing. Azaleas

and Camellias are useful for laying on the cloth,

and when the table is a large one the arching

spikes of Odontoglossums and Calanthes are seen

to good effect. Forced bulbs, especially the

earUest Tulips and Narcissi, one finds useful,

while the charming Lily of the Valley is quite

indispensable. Well-berried sprays of Holly are

appreciated, but they must be very small. A
good plan to secure the same effect is to take the

single leaves and stick the berries on the spines.

These, when placed at intervals on the cloth, are

generally admired. F. J. Townend.
The Gardens, Brentwood, Moorgate, Rotherham.

BOOKS.
Fungoid Diseases of Field and Garden Crops.*

—The title of this book may be misleading to

many, for it does not deal with garden plants as

the ordinary amateur knows them ; there are

none of the diseases of the Rose, the Carnation,

the Hollyhock, the Lily and so on that so often

worry us, nor do Lettuce, Spinach, Onions, Celery

and several other garden crops very commonly
grown find any mention. On the other hand,

there is a chapter devoted to the fungoid diseases

of animals. The bulk of the book is given up

to an account of the diseases of the Potato, grain

crops, leguminous plants, the Cabbage family, and

Beets and Mangels, and is therefore much more

concerned with the farm than with the garden.

The early part of the book (pages i to 38) gives

an account of fungi in general and their relation to

other members of the vegetable kingdom, the

making of sprays and their application, and the

conditions favouring the spread of these diseases.

Only one statement in this part of the book
' calls for criticism. We read that soda-Bordeaux

mixture offers no advantage over ordinary Bor-

I

deaux mixture, and that therefore no recipe for

the making of it is given. It has this very great

advantage, to gardeners at any rate : the materials

can be pmrchased anywhere in the kingdom, and

they offer no difficulties in storing, such as quick-

lime does. If the same care is exercised in mixing

I

the ingredients and in testing the mixture as is

I

essential in the making of ordinary Bordeaux

I
mixture, the making of it presents no difficulties,

i and the results obtained by its use seem to be at

• " Fungoid Diseases of Field and Garden Crops," by T,
Milburn and E. A. Bessey. 8yo, \\i. + 118 pp. London:
Longmans. Green and Co., 1915; price 2s. net.

least as good as those got b\ the use - that most
generally usefid mixture. It is made by dis-

solving in soft water, in separate wooden vessels,

9J0Z. of copper sulphate and iioz. of washing
soda. The two solutions, which must be cold,

are then mixed, and the mixture made up to

three gallons with soft water.

Turning to the later chapters nf the book, we
find that the main diseases of farm crops are

reviewed, the symptoms, causes, and preventive

and remedial measures all coming in for their

share of attention. We find, however, a certain

looseness of expression here and there, which will

be confusing to those who know nothing of the

subject of which the book treats ; e.g., in the

section deaUng with club-root of Cabbages,

we read that the symptoms of the attack are :

" Abnormal tuberous swellings appear, of no fixed

form, which gradually become rotten and give off a

very disagreeable smell. While this is going on,

the leaves lose their waxy bloom and healthy

green appearance, turning yellow and stunted in

growth. Finally, the whole root and leaves may
become one mass of putrefaction." We might

criticise this on several points, but one will suffice r

we are not told where these swellings occur !

In the preventive measures recommended for this,

disease we find an admirable list, but the most,

important one of them is inadequately dealt with..

After stating that the disease is most prevalent

on sour land, we are directed to apply " about

2 tons or more of lime per acre, immediately the-

Turnip crop is removed, and extra quantities,

where the disease was worst. Gas lime is of

little value for the piurpose." Turnips are not the

only crop to suffer, even on farms. Our own.

experience teaches us that gas lime (even when

it can be obtained) is of no value whatever for

this purpose, and the only form in which lime is

of value in this connection is that of fresh burnt

lime, quicklime, live lime, unslaked lime, builder's

lime, or stone lime as it is variously called. This

surely ought to have been made clear, for there

is no worse disease in gardens than this, and

probably none more prevalent.

Turning now to the diseases of Peas, we expected

to find some mention at least of the streak disease

which has spread so much during recent years,

but are disappointed. Similarly, we thought to

find mention of the value of potash manures in

strengthening plants against the attack of fungi,

e.g.. Beet rust, but we cannot find it.

On the whole we think this book will prove of

value to those concerned with farm crops ; but

the almost entire absence of reference to fruits

(Gooseberries are mentioned once, but not referred

to in the index), flowers and many common garden

vegetables reduces its value very greatly as an

aid to gardeners.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

EveTu department of horticulture is represented iti The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they icish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he ivill endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-^

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated unth.

The Editor tcill not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions ivhick he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE GARDEN will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
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TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—Tfe Editor endeamurs

to make THE Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20. Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on bu.sincss should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS FOR CLAY SOIL (.Susan).—If

the soil is well cultivated, ie., trenched 2 feet deep, well
manured and limed at the outset, a clay soil over a gravel
subsoil will suit many things, and in such we should
without hesitation plant Delphinium, Phlox, Flag and
other Irises, Sunflowers, border Campanulas, Pgeonies,
Pyrethrum, Potentilla, Eryngium, Echinops, Kniphofia
(Red-hot Poker), Michaelmas Daisy, Day Lily, Globe-
flower, Gaillardia, Pentstemon, Eudbeckia, Helenium,
such Lilies as (andidum, croceum, umbeilatum, Hansonii,
excelsum, colchicum, tigrinum in variety, and, indeed,
any of the stronger-groiving types of these plants. In
semi-shade, Hepatica and Christmas Rose should do well.
Of bulbous things, Crown Imperials, Alstro?meria aurea
(if given a place apart), English and Spanish Irises, and
strong-growing Daffodils as Emperor, Sir Watkin, Barrii
conspicuus, SIme, Plerap, JIme. de Graafl, maximus,
with many other-s. RIake a good start, and there should
be little cause for failure.

WALL FLOWERS (£. H., Oxford).—It would have been
helpful had you given the heigjit and extent of the walls
for which the plants are required. Walls of crumbUng
cement and limestone are rare, and we can only assume
that the cement was of very poor quality and very much
in the minority. Cement is, however, ill-suited to vege-
table life generally, and if the walls through and through
are formed of this, it would be well to make holes and
insert a little soil to give the plants or seeds a start. If
the walls are high, 7 feet to 8 feet or more, good eflect
could be secured by grouping, i.e., setting out one
kind of plant thinly over a superficial area of 3 feet or
more, so that when established a naturally formed colony
would result. By repeating this in distinctive colours,
whether of harmonious or sharply contrasting lines, a
good effect may be secured. The best planting time is

early autumn, September or October. You have not
stated the aspect of the wall, which is important. The
plants named, however, are suited for sunny walls, and
if yours are not so circumstanced, you had better write
us again. If the walls are quite vertical and were origi-
nally built as boundary or other fences, some little trouble
may bo experienced in establishing the plants, though in
the case of moderately large building blocks of stone this
would be modified. Aubrietia Dr. Mules froyal purple),
A. Lavender, A. Moerheimii (pink), and A. Pri'ehard's A 1

(purple) are distinct. These would be best obtained in
plants if distinctive colours are required. Any of the
alpine Pinks, •Dianthus deltoides, D. csesius, D. alpinus
and others, Achillea umbellata, A. Huteri, A. (31avennae,
and A. serbica (white leaved and white flowered). Corydalis
lutea (Fern-like foliage, yellow flowers), *Erinus in variety
(Ulac, white, Ac), 'Iberis scmpervirens (white), •Alyssuin
saxatile (yellow), •Wallflowers. 'Antirrhinum, 'Cfentran-
thus ruber and Campanula miu-alis all flower during
spring and early summer. There are many others flowering
later, however. Where plants are u.sed, small piece* are
best. Those marked by an asterisk may be introduced
by means of seeds, which should first be mingled with a
little moist soil, and in this way inserted into crack or
cranny.

FRUIT GARDEN.
CORDON APPLE TREES DISEASED (Fraser).—The

trees have been very badly attacked by winter moth.
Spraying with h^ad arsenate next spring—the end of April
will see the eggs hatched in the position you name, in all
probability—will be the best method of dealing -with them.
PEAR TREE DAMAGED (Mrs. A . C.).—It is as you sav

most extraordinary that the tree should have been damaged
so thoroughly and so suddenly, and we cannot but think
that some poisonous matter must have found its way to
the tree, either poisonous fumes or weed-killer, or some-
thing of that sort. The appearance suggests fumigation
with sulphur or something equally deleterious.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LITHOGRAPHIC LIMESTONE AS A FERTILISER

./. />.).—You may use thi' pow.l'ivd stone for any purposi-

for which powdered chalk may be used, but its actual
fertilising value is small.

TRANSPLANTING RHODODENDRON (Rhode'i). —
The work could be done early in October or somewhat
before that period. These plants prefer heath soil, and
where this does not exist naturally, a mixture equally

of finely broken peat, with leaf-soil and loam, is the best.

Of this it would be well to make a bed 3 feet or so

across and not less than 2i feet in depth. In such
a soil, rightly placed, a good growth should ensue
next summer with a flowering to follow in 1917. The
flagging you refer to might prevent the forming of flower-

buds this year. If so, no flowers will follow next
summer.
PLANTS FOR SMALL ROCKERY IN GREENHOUSE

(Learner).—Achillea argentea, Arenaria balearica. Cam-
panula pusilla, C. garganica, C. fragilis, Draba aizoides,

Erodium supracanum, Gypsophila cerastioides, Heeria
elegans, Helxine Solierolii, Herniaria alpina, Cotula
dioica, Linaria alpina, Matthiola valesiaca, Onosma alba
rosea, Pratia angulata, Raonlia glabra, Sagina glabra,

Saxifraga Guildford Seedling, S. Aizoon rosea, S. A.
balearica, S. paradoxa and S, apiculata, Sedum album,
S. dasyphyllum and S. spathulifolium. Sempervivum
AUionii, S. arachnoideum, S. Funckii, Silene acaulis,

and Stachys Corsica.

PRUNING ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS (/. Gibson).—
This and most of the wichuraiana Koses should have some
of the oldest growths entirely removed every year soon
after flowering. Do not prune any laterals until March.
Be careful to preserve all new grol;^ths, and it is a good
plan to tic them out to rods so that they receive all the sun
and air possible. You will obtain far better results if

you relieve the plant of a good lot of the old growths,
but, of course, yon must not overdo it, as some of these
old shoots are good for two or three years. All laterals

on such old gro^vths are best pruned fairly hard back in

March, leaving the strongest laterals about 12 inches long
and others in proportion to their vigour, even cutting some
back to 2 inches or 3 inches.

NAME OF FRUIT,—J. 3/.—Plum Kirke's Blue.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—7. M.—Tall plant, wild Mignon-
ette : we cannot name the other plant without a flower.

SOCIETIES.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual show of the above society was held in the
Exhibition Hall, New City Eoad, Glasgow. It proved
very successful and amply justified the directors in deciding
to hold it as usual. Entries were almost equal to the
usual, and the quality quite up to the high standard of
this society's shows, and the lar^e hall bore auite a brilliant

aspect. Lady Stirling-Maxwell of Pollok opened the
show, Sir John Stirling-MaxTi'ell (president) presiding.

Trade exhibits were numerous and good. Messrs.
Sutton and Sons, Beading, set up one of their effective

displays of vegetables, and received a gold medal. Mr. W.
Leighton, Glasgow, received a similar award for a charm-
ingly arranged display of Carnations. Messrs. Austin
and McAslan, Glascow, sent a fine group of plants and
flowers (cold medalV Messrs. John Forbes (Hawick),
Limited, had a fine table of Phloxes, Carnations and other
specialities.

From Messrs. James Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, came
a large display of Roses and hardy flowers (gold medal),
Messrs. Hugh Bickson, Belfast, had Roses of their usual
high quality ("silver medal). Messrs, Hogg and Robertson,
Dublin, exhibited Gladioli, &c-.. in many fine varieties

(silver medal). Mr. D. MeOmish, Crieff, staged hardy
flowers. Mr. A. Brown, Blantyre, exhibited Dahlias and
other florist flowers. Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstliam, set

up a fine display of Delphiniums (silver medal). Messrs.
Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, exhibited admirable groups
of Sweet Peas, Dahlias, and Roses, (gold medal). Good
Roses came from Messrs. J. Fairley and Co., Cairncyhill,
Fife. Messrs. Williamson, Gemmel and Co., Glasgow,
showed an efTective group of plants and flowers. Messrs.
AUwood Brothers secured a gold medal for grand Carna-
tions. Mr. John Hood, Beith. exhibited Pausies, Toma-
toes, Ac. Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Bath, sent
their magnificent Begonias (gold medal). Mr. D. G.
Puidie, Glasgow, showed plants and flowers (sold medal).
Messrs. Sander and Sons had good Orchids (silver medal).
Pot plants were not so flne as in some fcrmer years,

hut. in many cases, exceptionally good plants were shown.
Mr. J. Hood, Dalmore, Helensburgh, had the best group
of plants: second, Mr. A. E. Davidson, Craignure. The
other leading flrst prizes in this section were won bv Mr. J.

Temnleton. Mr. T. Nelson, Mr, R. J. Clark, Mr. D. Halliday,
Mr. W. P. Bell, Mr. C. Jenkins, Mr. T. McLean, and others.
The cut flowers were of grand quality, and in most cases

the competition was very keen. In the leading class for
Gladioli, Mci^isrs. T. Mair and Son, Prestwick, had perhaps
the flnest twenty-four ever showm in Scotland. For
twentv-four Roses, Messrs. Hush Dickson led with beau-
tiful blooms; for eighteen, Mr. G. A. Turnbull : for
twelve, Mr, R. S. Aitken. Mr. R. C, Ferguson, Dunferm-
line, had the best nine vases of decorative Roses. Messrs.
Hugh Dickson, Limited, were first for six vases of Koscs.
These classes were very flne.

Dahlias were well shown in all classes. In the leading
one for Cactus, Mr. J. Smith led, Mr. Smellie being
first for twelve vases. The best Collarettes came from
Mr. J. Paul, and Mr. G. A. Turnbull had the best Pompons.

Carnations were excellent. Mr. J. Smellie being first in

the jargi'st class.

Sweet Peas were great features, Mr. J. Smellie winning
for eighteen vases. The Scottish Challenge Cup of the
National Sweet Pea Society was won by Mi. James Paul.

Mr. J. Smellie was first for twelve vases of early
Chrysanthemums.

Air. C. Shaw led in a good competition for twelve vases
ot herbaceous flowers and for twelve vases of flowers from
the open border.

Mr. G. A. Turnbull had the flnest twelve vases of
annuals.

Begonias were superb, Mr. R. Watson having the best
twelve blooms.

Pansies and Violas were numerous and good. Mr. A.
Ollar was first for twenty-four Pansies and twenty-four
Violas.

Baskets and bouquets, were flne as a rule.

Mr. D. Kidd, Carberry Tower, had the best decorated
dinner-table.

Fruit was a magnificent display in almost every class.

Mr. W. Brown, Houston, won first prize for twelve dishes
in twelve varieties. Mr. J. Middleton, Callender House,
led for eight bunches of Grapes. The finest collection of

Pears came from Mr. A. Harvey : of Plums, from Mr.
W. A. Staward ; of Apples, from Mr. D. A. M'Intosh,
Rathgar, Dublin.
Vegetables constituted an outstanding feature, and

Mr. C. Shawns winning collection could hardly be sur-
passed. Mr. J. Devoy was flrst for the other collection.

We regret that the exingencies of space prevent further
details of this grand show being published.

OBITUARY.

JOSEPH POWLEY.
The funeral took place on .\iigust 28 at The Rosary.

Norwich, of Mr. Joseph Powley, one of the old

school of gardeners, whose prowess as a grower

and an exhibitor was well known in days gone

by. He left private service and started as a

market grower at The Nurseries, Philadelphia

Lane, Norwich, in 1881. Mr. Powley was well known
among horticulturists throughout Norfolk and

district by the fact that he was assistant secretary

of the Norfolk and Nor%vich Horticultural Society

from 1887 to 1913, and president of the East

Anglian Horticultural Club from rSgS to 1909.

Of this latter club he was one of its earliest pro-

moters, and to the last took the keenest interest

in every phase of its work. His experienced

knowledge and advice were always at the disposal

of the committee, and he liberally augmented
its prize funds. During the past year he had

been suffering from a malady which confined

him to his house. He will be greatly missed by
the gardening fraternity in the district. At the

graveside, to pay a last respect, were a large

number of friends and horticulturists, among
whom were Messrs. J. E. T. Pollard, G. Davison,

H. Perry, R. Holmes, James Everett, A. Reeves,

H. Batchelor, W. H. Woods, W. Cowell, F. W.
Wilby, W. Shoesmith, W. Rush and W. L. Wallis.

The War Horticultural Belief Fund.—The
National Rose Society at their last meeting voted

the sum of £25 towards the War Horticultural

Relief Fund which is being raised by the Royal

Horticultural Society. May the hope be expressed

that other societies will see their way to follow

the lead the National Rose Society have thus

given !—W. W.
Plum Allgrove's Superb.—It is interesting to

note that this variety, which recently obtained a

unanimous award of merit from the fruit com-

mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society, is a

sport from the well-known and rich-flavoured

variety Jefferson. It is an admirable dessert

Plum, with large, deep purple fruits covered with

a rich bloom. The flesh is juicy and of delicious

flavour, wliile the. tree is of robust growth, good

liabit, and free bearing. Both gathered fruits and

trees, carrying heavy crops, were shown by Mr.

.'\llgrove, Lang'ey Nurseries, near Slough.

*.* The Ye<irly Subscription to The Gi'RDEV is : Inland,
lis. Od. ; Fcreign, .S.-. 9rf.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Gifts to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution.—It gives us much pleasure to an-

nounce that Mr. Joseph Rochford, a member of

the committee of Ihe Gardeners' Royal Benevo-

lent Institution, has generously given to its funds

the^sum of £600 in War Loan 4^ Per Cent. Stock.

This kind gift is unconditional, except that the

interest therefrom is to be considered as Mr.

Rochford' s annual donation during his lifetime.

The committee of this Institution also gratefully

acknowledge the receipt of £20 from the

committee of " Queen Alexandra Day."

Galanthus nivalis Scharlokii.—The
Snowdrop family, in addition to species

and sub-species, is also divided into colour

classes, of which there are three—white,

yellow, and green. That illustrated belongs

to the " green " section, though its

flowers are by no means wholly, or even

largely, green in colour. The same is true

of the " yellow " class. In both, however,

there is a sufficient amount of the colour

named to render their classification

interesting. This variety is a comparative

rarity. Snowdrops are lovers of cool

places, affording pretty effects on grassy

slopes and delight in the root companion-

ship of herbs and other plants. They
should be planted now.—E. H. J.

A Fine Hardy Perennial.—A plant

that well pays for its room is Erigeron

speciosum superbum. With me it comes

into bloom in June, the flowers lasting for

weeks. Before they are quite past, new
growth is pushed up, and a fresh crop of

bloom follows after the old stems are cut

away. At the present time (September 4)

I have a plant carrying huge trusses of

beautiful blue flowers, well over a yard

high, and I believe I am correct in stating

that this plant has never been without

flower during the past three months.

—

T. A. W.
Rose Mme. E. Herriot.—One more

season's trial proves this Rose to be one ^
of the best of garden varieties. Truly

this is perpetual-flowering. Directly one

crop is past, new growth is made, with abund-

ance of bloom even of richer colour as the

autumn advances than that in summer, if

possible. The flowers, too, when cut in a

young state develop nicely in water. The
foliage also is all that could be desired.

A Good Creeper for Warm Gardens.—Solanum
;;asminoides is a pretty climbing plant which

produces its large clusters of starry white flowers

en great profusion from August to November. It is

quite a common plant in Devon and Comwal!, and
some fine examples can be obt ained in other counties
where a warm waU exists in a sheltered sarden.

Another good Solanum is S. crispum, which has
blue flowers, and is well adapted either for a

south or south-west wall. It is a strong grower
and requires fairly hard pruning in November.
A Free-Flowering Violet.—For continuous

flowering few Violets can equal Viola Rydbergii,
a little-known species from North America. The

RARE AND BEAUTIFUL SNOWDROP, GALANTHUS
NIVALIS SCHARLOKII. PLANT NOW.

flowers, which are white, slightly tinged with
purple on the back of the petals, and have a con-

spicuous yellow eye with veins of rich purple,

are borne in great profusion from early spring

throughout the summer, and at the present time it

is looking as gay as it has done at any other part

of the season.

National Sweet Pea Society's Novelty Trials, i raised beds form a good substitute.

ties to be grown for trial must send thirty seeds of

each variety, placed in a plain packet which is

enclosed in another packet. The outer packet
must bear the sender's name, also the name or

description of the novelty and colour. A fee of

2S. 6d. must accompany each trial and should
reach the secretary, Mr. Henry D. Tigwell, not
later than October i, 1915.

The Danger of Elm Trees. — On the

afternoon of September 10 a young man,
H. Littleton of North Road, Kew Gardens,
was IdUed by the falling of a branch while
sitting under an Elm tree. The branch
broke with a short fractiure from near the
top of a very large tree of Ulmus major in

Kew Gardens ;; near to the Cumberland
Gate. The dangerous nature of the Elm
is ordy too well known, and it is a matter
for surprise that at Kew, of all places, a

seat should have been placed immediately
under the largest Elm tree in the Gardens.

Tender Flowers at Hampton Court.—In
the beds and borders of the historic gardens
at Hampton Court are to be seen many
tender flowering and foliage plants. These
plants are all very well in their place—that

is, in the stove or greenhouse—but they
naturally appear very unhappy in the open
borders. With an abundance of hardy
herbaceous flowers in September, such as

Michaelmas Daisies, Kniphofias, Gladioli,

Heleniums, Hyacinthus candicans, Salvia

nemorosa. Mallows in variety, Phloxes,

Scabiosa caucasica. Anemone japonica and
Sedum spectabile, all of which are grown
at Hampton Court, surely there is no
need to resort to the use of exotics like

BougainviUeas, Exaciuns, Dracaenas, Strobi-

lanthes dyerianus and Acalyphas that

would be far happier under glass, and, to

say the least, are instances of gross

extravagance in the flower border.

The Crinums.—I was interested in the

note on these plants, page 432, issue

September 4, by Mr. George Bunyard.
More of these plants should be grown
than is the case at the present time.

Mr. Bunyard refers to their successful culture in

the Southern Counties, and rightly so. In a

H mpshire garden where the soil is fairly heavy
and retentive of moisture, the Crinums are very
well grown and flowered on gently sloping banks
without any further drainage. Banks are not

available, however, in every garden, but slightly

Some Bracken
1916.—The above society wUI hold trials of novel- or rough litter is, in many instances, laid on
ties in 1916 as usual, and members who wish novel- the ground during the depth of winter.

—

Solent.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Cotoneaster Simonsii as a Wall Plant.—
This Cotoneaster, being of erect habit, is usually

given a place in the shrubbery, where it thrives

well and usually produces a good crop of its bright

orange berries. It, however, yields its fruits

most plentifully when grown on a south wall

;

moreover, the berries assume amuchricherhue under
these conditions. I have noticed this in a plant

growing on the south front of a farmhouse near

here, and the fact was again impressed upon

me by seeing, in the early summer of this year,

the United Free Church at Torphins, Aberdeen-

shire, having its south wall covered with this

Cotoneaster, the plant being still thickly studded

with its bright berries, (Here the birds usually

make short work of the berries as soon as winter

sets in.) On the north side of the church the

Cotoneaster was holding its own with the Ivy,

by means of which it was supporting itself to a

height of about twenty feet ; surely an unusual

height for this plant.

—

Charles Comfort, Broom-

field, Midlothian.

Nepeta Mussinii.—The praise accorded to this

homely plant on page 424, issue August 28, is

richly deser\-ed. Not only is it useful for the pur-
;

pose named, but also for a variety of other pur-
[

poses. I have carpeted a border of mixed Roses

with it, and am well satisfied with the result. This

year I filled a fairly wide border with Sweet
William Pink Beauty, giving it a double edging of

Nepeta. The combination and the floral results

obtained were in every way so satisfactory that

I shall repeat it when opportunity offers. It is

valuable in the rock garden, and can be prettily

associated with the pink Tamarix. In the herba-

ceous border it looks well when grown near a few
dumps of pink Heucheras. But I think it looks

prettiest of all in a dry wall, where it will form a

thick drapery of a delightfully informal character.

In a sunk garden where there are dry walls and
where Roses abound, no better plant could be
chosen. It can be propagated easily from cuttings

in the summer or early autumn, either outside

or in a frame. On our heavy soil I find the young
plants do not thrive when planted in the autumn,
so I make a point of rooting cuttings in a frame
early in September and planting them out in April.

It relishes dr>' conditions, and dampness of soil and
situation must be regarded as an enemy.

—

William
F. ROWLES.

The Hardiness of Viola bosniaca.—In your
issue of August 28 a correspondent asks if this

charming plant is hardy in the North. As no one
else has replied, and as I can partly answer the

question, I write to say that I brought the plant

through last winter ; but it had been growing
in the moraine all the summer and was covered

with glass. I know it died out with a friend living

close to the coast where the climate is less cold,

hut possibly damper ; the soil in that garden is

little better than sand. I think the colour of

Viola bosniaca is better in the moraine (watered

underground) than in richer garden soil, there

being less suspicion of blue in the pink. The plant

seeds itself and has to be weeded ruthlessly,

else it would soon smother other things. The seed-

lings, I find, vary considerably in tone of colour,

and only the best shade should be kept. I am
using it this year as an edging plant, and it is a
promising subject for this purpose, a big stock being

easily raised from cuttings or from seed. It is

not an expensive plant now—I saw it listed at 6d.

in one catalogue—and if planted in a suitable

situation yields a large return. It has been de-

scribed as a difficult plant to do well.

—

William
Low, Balmahewan, Marykirk, Kincardineshire,

N.B.

Recipes for Cooking Wild Rose Hips.—
I think some of your readers may possibly be

interested in these recipes. The " Form of Cury "

was a roll of English cooking compiled about

1390 by the master cooks of Richard II., who
had about two thousand cooks ; it was a vellum

roll containing 196 recipes. Out of this (modern-
ised) is the following recipe for Saracen sauce :

" Take Rose hips and clean them (by taking out

the seeds). Take (the same amount of) blanched

almonds, fry them in oil and bray them with the

hips in a mortar. Boil them up with red wine,

and put in sufficient sugar and powdered hot spices

(such as ginger, pepper, &c.). Mix it stiff with

rice-flour, colour it with alkanet, and ser%'e." (This

is to be used with meat, and can be diluted with

chicken broth.) The next is a recipe for a tart

of Rose hips (seventeenth century) :
" Take some

hips, cut them and take out the seeds very clean.

Wash them, season with sugar, cinnamon and gin-

ger. Cover the tart and bake it, ice it, sprinkle

sugar on, and ser\e it." Compote of Rose hips

(this is sold by the bucketful in the Continental

markets).—"Take a quantity of wild Rose hips,

boil them down with as little water as possible

till quite tender and mashy ; then pulp them
through a fine sieve. None of the seeds or hairs

must go through (some people open the hips

first and remove the seeds and hairs, and they

wear gloves to do so, as the hairs are horribly

irritating if they get under one's finger-nails).

Add sugar in the proportion of three-quarters of

a poimd to every pound of pulp. Put the mixture
into a preserving pan, let it boil up quickly until

the sugar is entirely dissolved ; then remove it

from the fire and bottle it when it becomes
coolish. "

—

Boris.

Destruction of Wasps.—A reader very kindly

brings to our notice the following remedy for

destroying wasps, which appeared in Nature of

September 2. " You may be interested to know
that while starting up a motor-cycle a few days
since I accidentally discovered that benzol sprayed

over a wasp instantly killed it. I tried the same
experiment with petrol, with the same result.

Knowing of two nests in the neighbourhood,

I went that night and with a small oil gun
injected two or three ounces of benzol into each

nest. In the morning I found the two nests

entirely destroyed. Next night I visited an open
nest which had been partly destroyed by another

means, and in which several hundred wasps were
still living. They covered an area as large as a

cheese plate, and on lighting them up showed signs

of activity. One squirt full of petrol was hastily

sprayed over them, and the whole lot were in-

stantly killed. This method is so safe, simple and
efifective that I feel it should be generally known.
The petrol or benzol acts entirely by vaporisation,

and produces asphyxiation. It is not fired in any

way."—A. H. Mitchell, Horn's Green, Knock-

holt, Kent.

Violas from Layers and Cuttings.^I was
somewhat surprised to read the recommendation
of Mr. F. J. Clark, psg.? 438, issue S'ptimbcr 4,

about propagating Violas from layers, and that

portion in particular recommending the employing
of the " long growths " for the purpose. Usually,

these long growths take a considerable time
to root, and when rooted constitute indifferent

and tmreliable stock. Such growths cannot be
other than old flowering branches, and as such
would be more or less exhausted. Moreover,
devoid as such growths usually are of the crowd
of latent eyes or buds with which the youthful,

unflowered branches are in\ariably endowed at

their bases, it is next to impossible to secure the

I

healthy tufts these latter, with correct treatment,
' ensure. Again, these long growths are un-

! necessary, as the wealth of material suited to

propagation at the centre of a plant plainly shows.

Hence from more than one point of view they are

not to be desired.

Nor is Mr. Clark quite up-to-date in recom-
mending " October and November as the best

months " to take cuttings, and he will pro-

bably be surprised to learn that for many
years I made a point of planting my specimen
beds during the first week of the former month

—

the only real way of ensuring an early flowering.

The plants at that time were compact tufts of

several shoots each, and were made possible by
the following simple method. With the great

flush of summer flower beauty past, the plants were
pruned close back, divested, in fact, of all growth
that had for months been flowering. The soil

about the plants was pricked up, watered, and a
mulch of rich soil added, finer soil of the same
kind being lightly strewn into Ihc centre. From
this time the plants, failing rain, were watered

almost daily, the result being, at the end of three

weeks or so, a crowd of young shoots pushing freely.

As a direct result of the mulching and watering to

every one of these young shoots, root fibres were

attached, and, a sharp upward pull detaching

them, they were ready for transplanting. Thus,

without the maldng of a single cutting, rooted

plants were available in abundance in a month,

and of a type—every one being of basal growth

—

that cannot be surpassed. In this way I have
raised many thousands, all without the tedium

that attends the making of cuttings. The system

itself is not only good and sound and applicable

to large growers and small ; it is a great time-

saver, while giving the operator the finest possible

material for planting. By pulling out the most

forward shoots as made, opportunity was afforded

for a maximum production, the surprise being

the number that was possible from a single

plant.

Transplanted to a bed of sandy soil and cared for,

the young plants soon made headway, and with

new growth apparent were pinched back. This

caused them to bush and make the " compact

tufts " for October planting already referred to.

By the end of the year these young plants were

bristling with shoots over a 6-inch area, their

progress often being a mat t er for surprise. By March
the same plants were getting ready to bloom.

I have even had them bristling with flower-buds

while snow remained. An additional advantage

accruing from the system is the hold the plants

get on the soil, a hold which enables them to endure

in times of drought. Mr. Clark is apparently

i taking his cuttings when most people have plants

;
for sale, though it is in the interests of the general

' reader of The Garden that I take exception to

his remarks. The Viola or Tufted Pansy in

' its best forms is one of the finest hardy plants

we possess. None is more suited to our gardens,

none so prodigal of flowering or capable of giving

so much for so little outlay, none riiore worthy,

indeed, of our best endeavours.—E. H. Jenkins.
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About Buddleia Colvillei.—In The Garden
of August 21 the statement is made that the above

plant rarely flowers north of the Thames. As

a matter of fact, this plant, if not so hardy as

globosa and variabilis and its improved varieties,

will withstand over 20° of frost without suffering.

Unlike most Buddleias in cultivation, Colvillei

does not flower here till five or six years old. When
once the flowering period has been reached, the

number of sprays increases annually. Un like

other Buddleias, it should, if necessary, have the

lightest pruning, but is better left to itself.

—

Archibald Buchan-Hepburn, East Lothian.

Treatment for Gentians.—Perhaps the condi-

tions I named on page 397, issue August r4, are

not so opposite as they appear, and the fact of

planting Gentiana acaulis among lumps of sand-

stone may supply the moisture it requires, the

stone holding the moisture for a considerable

time. I so far have the same difficulty as Mr.

Turner. I can flower G. verna, but not G. acaulis.

I mean, however, to replant the latter on the

plan mentioned as above.

—

Enthusiast.

An Ayrshire Garden.—The accompanying

illustration shows a small corner of our garden,

which we are beautifying by replacing the edgings

of wood with live edgings of Saxifrage, Thyme,

Pinks and white Arabis. The Saxifrage in the

picture is a yard in width and was greatly adm ired

in the month of June. The stone edging encloses

the Viola border, which is mixed with Carnations.

On the rustic paling are Ayrshire Roses coming into

bloom.—J. E. Blyth, Dairy Ayrshire.

Birds and Ripe Fruit.—Is-G. G." quite sure

that birds are always the culprits ? Personally I

turn all my animosity upon the wasps. These

insrcts put birds to shame when it comes to

fruit eating. This season I could well spare a

few Plums, but not content with these, the wasps

attacked all my Apples, compelling me to pick

them before they were nearly ripe, and have now
started on my Pears. The pests do not wait for

ripeness, for they are attacking the bullet-like fruits

of Fertility, Louise Bonne of Jersey and other

varieties. Dozens of wasp nests have been de-

stroyed, yet the damage is heart-breaking. Messrs.

Bunyard and Co.'s man informed me recently, that

they have been swarmed with wasps, and this despite

the destruction of nearly one hundred nests.

—

T. A. W.
Rose Alberic Barbier. — In The Garden,

August 28 issue, page 425, there is a very fine

picture of Alberic Barbier from " S. S." with his

appreciation of that splendid wichuraiana. My
own specimen, which I procured as a small rooted

cutting from an uncle in Hampshire a few years

ago, has proved to be a perfect octopus and has

thrown out its branches in five or six different

directions, over walls, fences and trees, and re-

quires practically no looking after beyond the

usual cutting out of dead twigs and giving the

new growth a lead. The Rose does well also as

a low fence, as might have been noticed by many in

the Sunk Garden at Hampton Court. I would
recommend " S. S." to try it also as a covering

for a sloping bank. Robert Craig, a near relation

of Alberic Barbier, is another splendid variety

of similar habits, with perhaps not so pretty a

bud, but a finer full-blown flower. " S. S." might

try it as I have done, very successfully.—H. G. B.,

Forest Hill.

Calceolaria Cuttings.—Many people make the

great mistake of putting in frameloads of Cal-

ceolaria and Pentstemon cuttings in early Sep-

tember. The result is that they strike root

and begin to make soft, sappy growth during
the autumn. Then fo'lows the cold weather
and frost, which no amount of coddling can
prevent, and the plants are either frost-bitten

and entirely killed or damaged enough to make
them useless. Here we never put in any cuttings

until the end of September, and sometimes it is

October. They are put firmly into sandj' soil

and kept close for a time, and then given air on
suitable occasions. We never lose our plants by
winter frosts, because they are put in so late that

they can make no sappy growth. So those who
would be early, let them beware, for it does not
pay. Cuttings so struck will stand several degrees

of frost, and mats are only put on the frames in

severe weather. Coddling must be rigorously

avoided if sturdy plants are required.—E. T.

Ellis, Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Antirrliinums in the Bournemouth Public
Gardens.—Judging from the splendid way in

which these plants have flowered in the above-

named gardens during the present summer, and

ANNUAL FLOWERS FOR
AUTUMN SOWING.

IN
a great many gardens, particularly where
the soil is of a sandy or very porous char-

acter, annual flowers from seed sown in the
spring seldom give good results, o\ving to
the fact that the soil becomes parched
before they have had time to make sufiicient

roots to send out in search of moisture. In such
gardens the sowing of seeds in autumn possesses

several obvious advantages. But even where
spring-sown annuals do well, there is no reason why
some suitable kinds should not be sown in autumn,
as they flower earlier and usually better than
when sown in March and April. In those gardens
where the soil is heavy clay, or usually lies very
wet during the winter months, it would be folly to

sow seeds of annuals at present ; the plants

would be practically certain to succumb to wet
and cold, excessive moisture being far more

A VIEW IN MRS. BLYTH'S GARDEN AT DALRY. AYRSHIRE.

also in some private gardens in the district, one
should not be surprised if their cultivation is

increased considerably next year. In the garden
fronting the Bournemouth Municipal College the
Antirrhinums have been beautiful indeed. Scarcely

a faulty plant could be found in the long lines of

them growing there. Mr. J. B. Stevenson, the
able superintendent, has also made good use of

them in other parts under his extensive
charge. In one private garden here there are
two oval-shaped beds filled with dark crimson
and pure white flowered Antirrhinums, the crim-
son in the centre. The strains seem to be so fine

that it would be wise on the part of the owner to

propagate cuttings as well as save seeds. In the
same garden there are two beds filled with
Carnation Britannia.—G. G.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
October 5. — Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of British Grown Fruit, Vincent
Square, Westminster. First day, i to 6 p.m.

;

second day, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

injurious than frost. It is, of course, necessary
to select suitable kinds for autumn sowing. Some,
such as the Tropieolums or so-called Nastur-
tiums, cannot withstand z' of frost, and
these must be ruled out of court. The fol-

lowing are all quite hardy, and under anything
like favourable conditions would give good returns :

Virginian Stocks, Godetias, Candytuft, Sweet
Peas, Pot Marigolds, Cornflowers, Coreopsis tinc-

toria, Alpine, Iceland and Shirley Poppies, Esch-
scholtzias, Lininanthes Douglasii, Bartonia aurea,

Gilia tricolor, Nigella damascena, Clarkias (the old-

fashioned sorts), CoUinsia bicolor. Sweet Sultan,

Silene pendula compacta, Saponaria calabrica,

Nemophila insignis. Larkspurs, Sweet Alyssum
and CoUomia coccinea. September is an excellent

month in which to sow, and if the weather is

very dry, artificial watering must bs resorted to,

as it is necessary to get well-rooted plants before

winter sets in. Thin sowing and early thinning

of the seedlings are other points that must be
borne in mind, as a sturdy, well-hardened plant is

much better able to withstand cold, wet and the
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THE CULINARY APPLE BISMARCK, A LATE-KEEPING
VARIETY AND AN ABUNDANT CROPPER.

" vexatious." I should explain

that these remarks refer chiefly

to T. Pavonia and its

varieties or hybrids, as of

some of the other species I

have had no practical ex-

perience.

The following are all well

worth growing : T. Pavonia

(Peacock Tiger Iris).—None of

its varieties equals this in

vigour ; it has a large golden

orange perianth, spotted bright

scarlet. T. P. alba (the white

Tiger Iris) has a pure white

perianth, spotted rich crimson.

T. P. carminea is almost

self-coloured, being a lovely

carmine suffused with orange.

T. P. lutea immaculata. —
This variety, as its name
suggests, is also a self, the

shade being a nankeen yellow.

T. P. rosea.— I find this

variety of vigorous constitu-

tion, and a persistent bloomer.

Its colours are somewhat

difficult to describe, and can,

perhaps, best be done in the

words of a Continental grower,

as follows : " Petals pure
white, suffused and lined with

bright rose towards the edge;

centre maroon with dark

spots." T. conchiflora,
although classed as a dis-

tinct species by some, is, I

believe, a variety of T. Pavo-

nia. It is familiarly known
as the Shell Plant ; it has

a deep yellow groundwork.

trees worked on Crab stock should be planted.

Worked on this stock, it will also do well in standard

form. This handsome and free cropping cooking

Apple came to England from New Zealand about

thirty-five years ago. Apple Charles Ross is a

\ery handsome dessert variety of large size and

good flavour It bears very freely and succeeds

well in any form. Its growth is vigorous and

distinct. It was raised by Mr C. Ross, when
gardener at Welford Park, by crossing Cox's

Orange Pippin with Peasgood's Nonsuch. It is

in season during October and November

STORING THE APPLE CROP

ravages of slugs than a weak, attenuated one.

Jt is, however, advisable to leave about twice as

many seedlings as are likely to be subsequently

required.

THE TIGER IRIS.
(Tir.RIDIAS OR Ferrarias

)

THE Tigridia, or Mexican Tiger Iris,

is, I fear, but little known, and less

cultivated, by British horticulturists,

and it is on this account that I am
constrained to say a word in its favour.

For beauty it takes its place in the

Iront rank, comparing not unfavourably with

many of our highly prized and highly priced

Orchids.

It is not absolutely hardy, but if planted

in well-drained, light soil at the foot of a

wall or in front of a hothouse it will stand

12° of frost vrith impunity. Some authorities

advocate lifting the bulbs in autumn, drying and

storing them, and replanting in spring. I have

never tried this plan, as with a slight covering

of some dry, loose litter I find they stand our

severest winters in such a position as I have

indicated. The only real objection that can be

raised against the Tigridia is that the individual

flowers only last a brief day, but when it is re-

membered that a good, healthy plant will open

one or more of its blooms almost daily for several

weeks on end, ' this objection must be ruled

spotted bright red. T. P.

immaculata is, as its name indicates, a pure

white self. I have had no success with this

variety, having planted bulbs of it twice with-

out any results. I should say that newly

purchased bulbs had better not be planted out

till spring. Any of the foregoing can be

bought for a few pence each.

Midlothian. Charles Comfort.

APPLES FRUITING ON YOUNG TREES
Certain Apples are often passed over at planting-

time, as they are reputed to be very slow in

coming into bearing. Instances have been

cited where trees of Blenheim Orange have not

borne fruit until attaining the age of twenty

years. While this may be true of standard

trees grown upon Crab stock, it cannot apply

to bush trees grown upon Paradise stock and

annually transplanted. The two accompanying

illustrations are of young trees grown by Mr.

J. C. .\llgrove. Middle Green, Langley, Slough.

These trees, lifted from the open for exhibition

purposes are less than 4 feet in height, and

each carried over a dozen handsome fruits,

while the age of the trees is only four years

!

The x'arieties are Bismarck and Charles Ross.

The former is a first-class culinary variety, keeping

well until March. When worked on Paradise

stock, the tree is of short, sturdy growth, and

succeeds well either as a cordon, espalier,

pyramid, or bush tree. It prefers a rich soil, well

drained. Should tlie soil he of a poor nature.

Gathering Fruit : A Warning.—In Kent, as in

some other coimties, there is more than a passing

sign of a plenitude of maggot this year, and all

fruits affected will sooner or later fall to the ground.

Such fruits are only of service for immediate

use. It so happens, however, that the tminitiated,

seeing that a few fruits are brought to earth by

the wind, concludes that the time is ripe for gather-

ing the crop, and acts without ftirther ado. Now,
there is no more fertile cause of failure than the

gathering of fruit before it is fully matured.

The Test of Maturity.-
—

" How am I to know
when the fruits are ready ? " asks the amateur, and

the enquiry is a reasonable and natural one. The
professional gardener and the expert fruit-grower

know by long experience ; they are also acquainted

with the ripening periods of many of the fruits.

Not so the amateur, who, seeing the crop falling

to the ground, decides that it is time to gather.

Here, however, is a simple test. Cut open a fruit

and examine the pips. If these are of a white

colour or just assuming a brown tone they are not

ripe for gathering ; but if the pips are of a dark

brown colour they have arrived at the mature

stage, and may be gathered at any time. Even
then, however, there need be no undue haste in

the matter, for the fruits will continue to swell for

some time yet. Moreover, ripe fruit readily parts

from the tree if raised slightly from its natural

position. All fruits should be quite dry when
gathered ; it is essential to reject any that are

in the least degree damaged. Place the fruits in

shallow baskets or trays as they are gathered.

If deep baskets are used, the under fruits are liable

to get bruised by Ui" wtigiit uf the fruit on the

top. Late-keeping varieties of Apples, such as

Bismarck and Lane's Prince Albert, should not be

gathered till well into the month of October.

The Penalty of Early Gathering.—This

might be sinnmed up in a few words, viz., im-

mature and flavourless fruits. This is, of course, but

the penalty of inexperience in these matters, and

those interested in them cannot do better than

consult a good book, such as" The Fruit Garden,"

by Messrs. Owen Thomas and George Bunyard.

Storing the Fruits.—Of an importance not

surpassed by the above is the storing of the fruits

when gathered. The ideal fruit-storing room is

a heavily thatched building of wood and reeds,

with possibly a straw or heather roof. In such a

place uniformly cool and moist conditions prevail,

and which are absolutely essential to success.

Ventilation must be provided at several places

rotmd the lower part of the building, i.e., below

the lowest shelf and also at each end near the

ridge, to permit a free current of air to pass right

through the building. The floor should be of

natural earth, which should be sprinkled with
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water occasionally. This is very important to

ensure keeping late fruits in good condition and

prevent them from shrivelling. The shelves

should be made of battens (of white deal), the edges

of which should be rounded off to prevent them

from mirking the base of heavy fruits. The
battens should be 2 J inches wide, and placed half an

inch apart to allow a free passage of air. The
shelves should not be more than 2J feet deep,

otherwise there is a difficulty in attending to the

fruit at the back of the shelf when looking it over.

Windows should be provided at each end of the

"fruit-room to give sufficient light when looking

over the fruit or doing any other ivork required,

but shutters must be placed over them so that all

light is excluded, except when work is going on.

Wire gauze should also be placed over the

ventilators to exclude wasps. Extremes of great

dryness and changeableness of atmosphere are

fatal to the successful keeping of fruits. So, too,

are closeness and warmth. Fruits may be well

kept in cool, moderately moist sheds or cellars

where the above conditions prevail and where

darkness is secured. Place the fruits singly on

the shelves," keeping the early and late varieties

apart, and do not fail to inspect them from time to

time' as required.

ROSES IN YORKSHIRE.

WHEN the tragedy of August,

1914, came upon us, there must
have been many hundreds of

amateurs who, like myself, had
already placed orders for new
and experimental varieties of

Roses. I hope that most of these orders remained

and were executed, both for the sake of the nur-

serymen and the feast of bloom that has rewarded

us this season.

We hoped that the appearance of bloom would

coincide with a world peace, and although

that desirable consummation is still to come, we
know that it will come, as surely as the choicest

blooms follow the hard pruning that at the time

appears to be such a ruthless operation.

Juliet as a Fan-Shaped Bush.—The out-

standing feature of my own garden in June was

Juliet, which I had pegged down into a fan-shaped

bush. This commenced to bloom on June 8,

very early for Yorkshire, and quite three weeks

earlier than the same tree bloomed as a maiden

in 1914 ; while by June 18 I had no 'fewer

than sixty-three blooms either fully out or in the

half opened bud state. It was a glorious sight,

and many of my friends came into the garden to

inspect it ; and even now, early Sep'emb2r,

there are two or three buds that will develop.

Needless to say, the bush has received generous

treatment from the manure heap, but it is obvious

that it rewards us on the same scale.

Ten Good Roses.—Before passing to the newer

varieties that have justified their place in the garden,

1 should like to mention again two or three varieties

which I recommended in articles under this heading

last year, and which have with me so abun-

dantly justified that opinion that they ought to

be mentioned again for the benefit of amateurs in

this district. If I were limited to ten varieties

only, I would unhesitatingly plant quantities of

Lieutenant Chaure, General Macarthur and Fisher

Holmes in the reds ; while Mme. Ravary, Duchess of

Wellington and Betty cannot be beaten for the

yellow and copper tones. From these six one

gets not only quantities of bloom, but quality

also. For three representative pinks I go for

Lady Ashtown, Mrs. George Shawyer and, of course,

Mme. Abel Chatenay : while the tenth variety, and

in some respects it is the most attractive of the

whole lot, is Mrs. David JIcKee, with huge creamy

yellow blooms of perfect shape that last well on

the plants.

Some Newer Varieties.—Passing direct to

some of the newer and, to my experience, quite

new varieties, I commence with

Chateau de Clos Vougeot, a velvety scarlet

of rich colour and fine texture. It appears to me
to be sunproof ; its colour is retained in heat or

wet, and is a good grower and abundant bloomer.

It has a tendency to produce horizontal shoots

that are a little awkward in a well-filled bed, but it

is one of the best and darkest reds I have yet grown.

GeoilTey Henslow, another red of an orange

crimson tone, is a splendid garden Rose, globular

in shape, though not of uniform shape with me.

Yet it must be named because of its exquisite

perfume. It is one of the sweetest and most

powerfully perfmned Roses I know, even for a red.

We want more new varieties with thisquality of scent.

Dora van Tets is a beautiful

little red Rose somewhat resembling

Richmond and as effective in colour,

but with a most fascinating perfume

and a bloom that lasts well on the

plant or when cut. The flowers are

produced on slender, graceful stems

that are the better for some slight

support. The fault of this variety is

itsdwarf habit of growth, which debars

it from a good position in the bed.

Mrs. Edward Powell is a fine

scarlet Rose that with me is an

excellent grower, and is obviously

of great merit as a bedder. The
foliage is very attractive, a vigorous

reddish tint, quite free from mildew.

This variety gives promise of

abundant autumn bloom.

Mrs. Arthur Coxhead is another

good variety. It lias large flowers of

perfect form, is continually in bloom

and full of scent. The colour is

not a favourite shade—a pale claret

red that will not accord with other

reds. It demands a bed to itself, and

would then be better appreciated.

H. E. Richardson, a lovely dark

red, has well-formed flowers of great

fragrance ; it is also of value as a

Rose that lasts well on the tree.

King George V., by the same

raisers (Messrs. Hugh Dickson), has

also done well with me. A fine dark

red. It has a touch of violet now
and again that does not really

improve it, but the blooms are .of

good shape, and I consider it of

value as an exhibition variety.

Laurent Carle is another Rose that

I would plant more of. It is a fine

garden Rose, a brilliant carmine,

quite distinct, and the flowers are

produced on extra long and strong

stems, a great quality in bedding

Roses. This variety never needs

support of any kind.

Mrs. Charles E. Allen.^This
is another delightful Rose that

is perhaps not generally well

known among amateurs. Although almost a new
variety (1911), it is within reach of the most

modest pocket. The colour is a delicate or pale

orange, changing to salmon buff. I have had some
perfect blooms, both in shape and colour, which are

perfumed. It is one of those varieties which we wil-

lingly increase at the expense of the many very

moderate growers, because, in addition to its

other virtues, it makes good, clean foliage and is

with me free from mildew.

Roundhay. E. Waters.

CULTIVATION OF FREESIAS

T
HOSE who are fond of the Freesia

should procure their bulbs and pot

them at once, for September is the

latest month to get them into their

flowering quarters. August, it is

true, is better still, and even July is

not too early. They shrivel and deteriorate

badly when left unplanted until late in

the autumn, and the careful grower will take

time by the forelock.

APPLE CHARLES KOSS, AN INDISPENSABLE DESSERT
VARIETY.
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MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

A
this time of tlie year, when the flower-

borders, if not quite done for, are at

least at their last stage before final

dissolution, it is a joy to come upon a

well-planted border of the perennial

Asters, with their clear, fresh colouring

For the extension

If I am asked what to plant, I reply that if the

common sorts are going to suffice the enquirer,

such things as refracta, refracta alba, and Leicht-

linii are probabh' essential, as they are vigorous

and also cheap. But when buying LeichtUnii.

one may get any sort of thing, and I must confess

that after many years' experience I cannot recom-

mend a reliable source from which one can get
j

this plant true to name. I am amused, though,

to notice that the everyday Press writer rarely ' all the more accentuated by contrast i.vith the

goes further than to recommend the several general sombre rustiness of the greater part of

varieties I have named above. He seems to have the neighbouring vegetation

forgotten that hybridists have been

at work, and of late years some

very charming new varieties have

appeared, resulting from their

labours. Account should be talien

of such sorts as Chapmanii.

(yellow). Excelsior (a very large

and solid cream-coloured flower).

Tubergeni', Tubergenii Amethyst,

Le Phare. and others which are

now quite moderate in price, for

the Freesia, like the rabbit, multi-

plies very freely under favourable

conditions, and bulbs which were

quoted at so much each a very

few years back may now be had at

the same price, or less, per dozen.

I notice that Mr. Van Tubergen

in his this year's list quotes no

fewer than a score of new coloured

varieties of his own raising, while

other breeders are at work, and

among new Freesias exhibited at

the meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society there are fre-

quently some pretty and interesting

ones on the stand of Messrs. Barr

and Sons, one named Orange

Queen, in particular, having struck

the eye of the writer. This is a

very fine rich deep yellow flower,

with every appearance of vigour,

but not in commerce yet. I think.

The few essential points in con-

nection with the successful cultixa-

tion of the Freesia are now (ailv

well known, but will bear repeti-

,tion. I had to find them all out

for myself, for when I began to

grow Freesias years ago I was just

content to watch my neighbours'

methods, which I now know were

nearly all wrong.

The main secret of successful

Freesia-growing, then, appears to

me to be the avoidance of coddling

in all its shapes and forms.

After potting, do not house your

plants until frosts begin to

threaten. When housed, give

FREESIA CHAPM

YELLOW HYBRID

by using not more than twelve to fifteen kinds in

bold drifts than by having a larger number in

lesser patches.

A limited number of good Idnds having been

secured, the whole effect of the borders will depend

upon good arrangement and good stalling. It

is much best." as in all other flower-border work,

to do it by a plan on paper. If space can be given

for a border or double border for September and

another for October, both should be carefully

planned ; then a good range of kinds, both early

and late, can be used to advantage. There are

such borders in the present writer's

garden. As the one for September

has a greater length than the later

one, some other colours and kinds

of plants are introduced, though

the main effects are of the early

Daisies. Here are Asters acris

and Amellus, with low plants of

whitish or glaucous foliage, chiefly

Stachys and white Pink, near the

path, with a rather thick inter-

planting of Ageratum ; then the

moderate - sized vimineus, the

pretty, smallish CoUerette blanche

and some seedlings of good short

habit, and, further back, the taller

kinds derived mostly from Novi-

Belgii and Novae-Angliae. It may
be as well to remind readers that

Novi-Belgii accounts for the

greater number of the tall and

medium tall kinds with smooth

stems and leaves, and that Novse-

Angliie is the parent of those, also

tall and of middle height, that

have the stems and leaves rough

and hairy and a rather strong,

characteristic scent, the varieties

of Novi-Belgii being much the

more numerous.

To return to the early Daisy

border, among the lands of

nitdium height are the splendid

N.-.\. Ryecroft Purple and another

of the same family named
Mitchellii. At the back is one of

the best, the grand puniceus, with

its' large, closely clustered heads of

palest grey-lilac, and a number

of the tall varieties of Novi-

Belgii, with some groups of white

Dahlias and in front of these the

newer Aster Mrs Tynam about

3 feet high, of pinkish mauve
colouring. Throughout the borders

are groups of plants with grey

foliage, such as Phlomis fruticosus,

Lyme-grass and Euphorbia Chara-

cias, pleasantly breaking the

flowery masses. Some groups of

flowers of pink colouring are

-r

them as much air as possible and

a reasonable abundance of water, varied in the of the time of enjoyment of hardy flowers, as weU admittcdinthisdoiible border— Japanese Anemone

later stages with plant stimulants of a reliable , as for their own beauti,-, it is well worth while

kind. Finally, let the staking of the plants be to have them in a separate border in some place

as unapparent as possible, the thinner the sticks

the better, and let such tying as is required be

done with thin green bas' or Rafiiatape.

A houseful of tlie newer Freesias. in their varied

shades of white, mauve, yellow, crimson and rose,

45. one of the most charming sights imaginable.

rather away from other gardening. If a double

border can be given to them alone, it is all the

better, and it will add another month to the life

of the hardy flower garden. In fact, it is desirable

to have two separate double borders of Michaelmas

Daisies. in different places. There are now such

and even just a few plants, carefully grown, will ' large numbers of desirable kinds that the difficulty

give a great deal Of pleasure and delight to the ' is to choose few enough, for, unless a Daisy border

double Soapwort and the large Stonecrop Sedupi

speciosum, the las;t always covered with bees

and butterflies. Near the middle of the length

of the border on both sides is a break of palest

yellow. Here the flowers arc Dalilia Lady

Primrose, pale sulphur African Marigold, lempn

white Snapdragon and flowering Golden Feather

Feverfew at the foot.

By the time the Septtmb-r borders begin to

look a little overrun, the onts for tbe later kinds

I ultivator. C. '

is of tmusual size or length, a better effect is gained ' are brilliant with th:ir dear, fresh brauty. Here
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there are no other coloured flowers ; the Starworts

are alone, with the sole inclusion of the great

white Daisy Pyrethrum uliginosum, whose time

ot flowering, being intermediate, serves equallj'

in the borders of the two seasons. Here is again

AmeUus, a rather later variety being chosen

;

then the low-growing pinkish Jlme. Soynuce, a

late dwarf Novi-Belgii seedling and a latish

vimineus, again with Ageratum and Stachys next the

path. Then J. Dickson and Archer Hind, both of

moderate growth ; Flora, a home-grown seedling of

pale mauve-lilac ; cordifolius elegans and its lovely

variant Diana, raised by the late Rev. C. WoUey-

Dod ; the fine old Robert Parker, Top Sawyer,

Ella, and three of the late Novaj-Anglis, nameh-,

J. Bowman (reddish purple), Constance (violet-

purple) and a pale pink Nov^-Anglije ruber.

There are now several varieties of this in deeper

pink colourings, but there is always a danger in

the reddish colouring of Michaelmas Daisies

;

ii is apt to come of a heavy quality, neither good

in itself nor easily employable from the artist's

point of view among the fresher lilacs and purples.

The olderpale pink ruber is especially beautiful with

the large white Daisy Pyrethrum uliginosum,

and is purposely trained through and among it.

Asters Thomsonii and Hon. Edith Gibbs are two

beautiful kinds that should not be omitted.

In addition to those, or as alternatives, some of

the fine newer Asters should be grown ; the

grand Climax, the doub.'c Beauty of Co'.wa'l

;

the still more recent Queen, Magnet H. Adams,

and the two Novae-Angaaj Lil Fardell and

Ryecroft Pink. Among shorter-growing new
kinds there should be Lady Lloyd, Esther and

Lovely.

In soils of a light character, and possibly in

all, it is well to divide and replant the Asters every

year, freshly preparing and manuring the ground. If

they are left for two or three years they spread con-

siderably ; then the outward overgrowth, which

contains the best material for replanting, is

chopped off with the spade, leaving only the less

profitable part of the plant.

At the same time, some of the bolder-growing

lands and any of the white Daisies that come
rather forsvard can be pinched back to half their

length. This keeps them shorter and causes

them to branch without delaying the flowering

season. Only varieties of cordifolius and Novs-
Anglias are not pinched, because the graceful

arching form of cordifolius would be disturbed

and because Novas-AngUje is found to be shy of

blooming after being cut back. Before any

shortening, the borders should be surveyed from
end to end and the pinching done where the eye

requires that the plant should go back. It may
be done a little more boldly than the appearance

of the border actually demands in June, as the

flowering sprays are apt to come forwarder thai^

one anticipates when they are loaded with bloom
and sometimes burdened mth rain. G. Jekyll.

ORCHID NOTES.

CYMBIDIUMS.

THESE are showy terrestrial Orchids

which may be grown in the inter-

mediate house or among the Cattleyas,

and I have also seen some fine

examples of C. lowianum and C.

grandiflorum growing in the cool

greenhouse. The majority are vigorous-gro-ning

subjects, and are not adapted for small houses
;

but they are very useful for a corridor or where

there is a central stage. They are free blooming,

and the graceful arching sprays remain in full

beauty for some weeks, either on the plant or in a

A BORDER OF MICHAELMAS DAISIES.
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cut state, providing the water is periodically

changed. If given careful attention, Cymbidiums

will soon grow into nice, compact specimens, and

a plant with upwards of a dozen scapes is a grand

sight. In growing Cymbidiums and terrestrial

Orchids generally, it should be borne in mind that

a stibstantial and generous rooting medium must

be supplied, while ample root accommodation is

also essential. For large and well-rooted examples.

a pot of suitable dimensions must be chosen, and,

as a rule, one, two or three sizes larger will be

needed, while, for exceptionally big specimens,

wooden tubs are employed. The compost consists

of good fibrous loam, one-half; peat or Osmunda
fibre, one fourth ; and partly decayed Oak leaves,

one-fourth, with a fair sprinkling of finely crushed

crocks added. This must be well mixed and used

in a hmipy state for the large . plants ; but for

seedlings it ought to be cut up rather finely imtil

they require a pot 4 inches in diameter. During

the greater part of the year Cymbidiums enjoy a

fair quantity of water at the base, and when the

which the beautiful C. insigne figures as one

parent embrace Alexanderi, Doris, gottianum,

glebelandense and Schlegelii. T. W. B.

THE HEATH GARDEN AT WISLEY.

Pi.vE woods and Heather form the leading vege-

tation of the country surrounding the Royal 1

Horticultural Society's Gardens at Wisley. It 1

needs but a glance at the bright patches of Ling,

or Heather, of this Surrey moorland to convince

one that this is an ideal site for a Heath garden.

Backed by Rhododendrons and over-shadowed by
Oaks and coniferous trees, the Heaths never fail

to give satisfaction in these congenial siu'roundings.

At almost any season of the year a certain amount

of flower may be seen, but it is doubtful if any season

is brighter than the present. Several of the Heaths

now flowering are seedlings, some of them of many
years' standing, and their history islost in obscurity.

Numerous self-sown seedlings appear each year,

A CORNER IN THE HEATH GARDEN AT WISLET.

repotting is finished, the surface of the soil should

be 2 inches below the rim. As winter approaches,
|

less moisture in the atmosphere and at the root
J

will be needed, but at no time must Cymbidiums '

suffer from drought to the extent of causing the ;

pseudo-bulbs to shrivel.

A Selection of Species and Hybrids.

—

Cymbidiums have always been popular, but their

popularity has considerably increased since the

rcintroduction of that superb species C. insigne,

of which there are several fine varieties. Then
we have among the better-known plants C. tracey-

anum, G. lowianum, C. ebumetmi, C. giganteum,

C. devonianum and C. tigrinum, the last two being

characterised by their pendent scapes. Of the

hybrids, C. ebumeo-lowianura and C. winnianum
are both distinct and handsome, while those in

some of them no doubt hybrids. Of those now
flowering, the varieties of Erica vulgaris, the

Cornish Heath (E. vagans), E. Tetralix and E.

carnea are noticeable. The Dorset Heath (E.

ciliaris) is one of the best of the dwarf Heathers

that flower at this season, while the Scotch Heather

(E. cinerea), is a gem among hardy Heaths. But

the most distinct, and perhaps the most effective,

of all the Heaths in these gardens now is St.

Dabeoc's or the Irish Heath, whose name has

been changed by botanists from Erica to Daboecia

and Menziesia polifolia. The crimson-purple blooms

of the Irish Heath are freely borne in drooping

racemes, while its white counterpart is equally

profuse. Both forms may be seen encroaching

over a narrow pathway, as much at home as they

could be on the edge of an Irish moorland. H C.

THE POMEGRANATE.
(PUXICA GRANATUM.)

ONE of the special attractions in the

, autumnal garden is the double
Pomegranate, covered at this time
with its waxen blossoms in the

purest scarlet. This semi-tropical

shrub, too rarely seen in Britain,

is probably far more hardy than it obtains credit

for, and if planted in a sheltered position or

against a south wall, it does not appear to suffer

any harm from our winters. This may be
accounted for from the fact that it starts into

fresh growth very late in the spring, and if only
its wood is thoroughly ripened during the previous
summer, it is not affected by the frosts of winter.

About the end of April the first shoots appear,
clothing each twig with neat, shining leaves in the

red tint of port wine, which makes the foliage very
distinct and handsome until it gradually develops

into bright green leaves. The globular

scarlet buds, produced in abund-
ance on the terminal sprays, first

appear towards the end of July,

and during August and September
they open into the exquisite flowers

which we usually associate witfi

Eastern climes. Fruit, however,

does not ripen well without th?

sunshine of the Tropics. The chil)

of winter comes too quickly for the

Pomegranate in our gardens, though

it may be possible to grow this

fruit in specially warm houses.

However, as a fruit Pomegranates

are as disappointing as their flowers

are channing, and—except in the

great heat of India, when the acid

water the fruit contains is refresh-

ing—they are not worth the trouble

of eating. In October the latest

flower, sheltered in a comer, may
be found, and then the foliage turns

yellow and drops before any se\ere

frosts afiect it, after which the plant

rests for nearly six months before it

again starts into life. No pruning is

required, for its natural shape is neat

and bushy, while i.t is fatal to the

prospect of flowers to remove the tips

of the branches, on which the buds

should appear the following season.

Even where the Pomegranate covers

a wall it should not be cut back to

the conventional flat surface if

flowers are required, and it does

seem a pity to sacrifice such rare blossoms to

the craze for absolute tidiness which arms so

many gardeners with the ruthless shears.

Young plants of this beautiful shrub should

not be placed in the border until they are well

furnished with ripened wood, unless they can

be sheltered by a frame-light (fixed in .•' slanting

position over them in November) during their

first winter in the garden. The position for this

shrub should not only be sheltered from the

north and east, but fully exposed to the sun-

shine, with a well-drained and deep soil, to whi.ch

a mulch of old hot-bed material can be added

each year in April. The height it has attained in the

writer's garden is about seven feet, having flourished

in the same position on a sheltered southern terrace

for fifteen years. I. L. Richmond.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Late Grapes.—-There was a considerable shortage
of sunshine during July and August which some-
what retarded the development of late Grapes.
It will be necessary now to give them all the
assistance possible to get them perfectly finished
before the dull autumn weather sets in. Ventilate
the houses with care and keep a little heat in the
pipes whenever the weather is cold and dull. If

the inside borders need water, choose a fine dry
day, when the ventilators can be opened to their
full extent. In the event of very heavy rains,
the outside borders should be protected, but the
protecting materials must be removed when the
weather is fine.

Midseason Vines.—Any Vines which have
been cleared of their crop may now be partially
pruned, thus facilitating the ripening of the wood
and the plumping up of the basal buds. Healthy
Vines which have carried heavy crops of fruit
may be given a thorough soaking of diluted farm-
yard drainings. Borders which need renovating
may be attended to at any time now.

Melons.—These plants will need more careful
attention to cultural details than is the case
earlier in the season. Plants on which the fruits
are approaching the ripening stage will not need
so much atmospheric moisture, or the netting
on the fruits will be coarse, which renders them liable
to crack. Syringing should be discontinued alto-
gether, and a little air must be admitted to the
house at all times. A minimum temperature of
70" should be maintained till the fruits commence
to ripen.

Plants Under Glass.

Schizanthus.—Another batch of this useful
plant may now be raised. Seeds may be sown in
small pots or pans and placed in a cool house till

they have germinated, after which they may be
grown in a cold frame till there is danger of
frost.

Clarkias.—^These may also be sown and given
similar treatment to the above. Clarkias make
solendid plants for the conservatory when given
liberal treatment. Specimens 5 feet and 6 feet
high may easily be grown if required. They must
be grown under very cool conditions all through
the winter months.

Mignonette.—Another sowing of Mignonette
may also be made in small pots. If sown in 3-inch
pots they may be potted into those in which they
are to flower when ready. The plants will flower
in 5-inch or 6-inch pots. They require the same
cool conditions as advised above.

Bouvardias which are planted in a border
outdoors must now be potted up and placed
under glass. Take them up with a good ball
of roots and pot them into 6-inch or 7-inch
pots. Keep them close and shaded till they have
recovered from the check, and syringe them two
or three times a day.

Coleus thyrsoideus.—Plants should now be well
rooted in their flowering pots, and must be given
some form of stimulant, increasing this in strength
as growth develops. Admit plenty of air during
congenial weather, leaving the ventilators open a
little on the top of the house all through the
night. A minimum temperature of 55° or 60°
will suit them till they are in flower.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Bulbs.—The planting of many kinds
of bulbs in grass is annually becoming more
popular, and rightly so, for many species of bulbous
plants look more at home when grown in this
manner. No time should be lost in planting the
bulbs when they are to hand. A quantity of
Tulips and Narcissi should be grown in the reserve
garden for ijutting.

Climbing Roses.—^The young growths must be
given every chance to get well matvured before the
winter. Cut away all useless growth, so that light
and air can penetrate right through the plants.
Give them plenty of water when necessary, for
growth is still active. If mildew is present, syringe
with a specific.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Late Plums.—Wasps are unusually numerous
this season, and unless late -keeping Plums are
protected from these pests, very few fruits will
be left to ripen. Jars of sweetened beer hung about
the trees will trap many of the insects, but the
most effective method of dealing with young
trees is to tie sheets of tiffany over them. See
that the trees on walls are well supplied with water
at the roots.

Strawberries.—Plants which have fruited
this season and which are to fruit next year should
be mulched with farmyard manure. This will
strengthen the crowns for another season. Dust-
ings of well-seasoned soot will also be beneficial
in this direction, as well as destroying slugs and
snails. Runners must be kept removed as they
appear. During dry weather, plants which have
been put out this season must not be neglected
in the matter of watering.

The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichokes.—Fresh plantations of these
useful vegetables must be made every two or
three years. The potting of suckers in the autumn
forms the best method of propagation. Carefully
remove the young growths from the old plants,
pot them into 6-inch or 7-inch pots, and
plunge them in ashes in a cold frame. They will
make excellent plants for putting out in the spring.

Turnips.—Thin out the young plants as soon
as they can be handled and run the hoe between
the rows. Light dustings of soot or wood-asU
will keep the Turnip fly in check and act as a
stimulant to the plants, especially in showery
weather. If necessary, another sowing might
still be made on a warm border.

Cauliflowers.—A sowing may now be made in
cold frames for spring supplies. Sow the seed
thinly in poor soil and prick out the young plants
as soon as they are large enough. To encourage
a sturdy growth, admit plenty of air at all times,
removing the lights altogether when the weather
is favourable.

Mushrooms.—If a suitable house is avaitSible,
beds should be made up every two or three weeks.
The materials must be collected in a dry shed and
turned every two or three days to get them into
condition. When the manure is ready, make the
bed by ramming the materials fimrly together. Do
not spawn the bed till the temperature has declined
below 80°. After putting in the spawn, cover the
bed with an inch or 2 inches of soil.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—As most of the plants will
be housed within the next fortnight, it will become
necessary to protect the late-flowering varieties,
which should, if possible, be allowed to remain
outside until they have set their buds. Where they
can be protected by erecting spars to hold up the
covering material clear of the plants, fewer weak
and drawn up flowering stems are the result.
If possible, avoid overcrowding the plants, both
outdoors and under glass.

Primulas and Cinerarias.—The later plants
should be put into their flowering pots before
becoming starved for want of pot room. Do not
overpot. Any fly or other insect pests can be got
rid of by fumigation, which should not be given
very strong in the case of these plants or when
the foliage is damp.
Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.-Where plants

are required to be early in flower, the picking of
flower-buds must cease. Tying requires to be done
every two or three weeks. With less evaporation
taking place, less water must be used in damping
the floors of the houses, and syringing of the
plants must be discontinued after this date.
Avoid a close atmosphere and continue to use the
blinds during bright weather.

Malmaison Carnations.—Layers which were
potted in August—in fact, all Malmaisons—should

now be removed from the cold frames to the Carna-
tion-houses where there is pipe heat to dispel any
over-abundance of moisture. Plants left outside
after this period are almost certain to fall victims
to the dreaded Carnation rust.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Any tubers which may still be left
in the ground should be lifted without further
delay, as there is nothing to be gained by leaving
them longer. They may be stored either in a
cool shed or pit, but where rats are troublesome
it will be necessarj' to make them secure against
attacks.

Cucumbers.—Another sowing may be made to
raise plants which will fruit in late winter, re-
membering to grow them in a much lighter com-
post than that used for the summer crop.

Spinach.—Later-sown crops should be thinned
as they become large enough, and if the soil is
not very rich, some artificial manure can be hoed
in to encourage a free growth.

Celery.—The earlier crops are ready for another
earthing up, which should not be delayed if good
heads are required for next month.

Beetroot.—If there is any danger of this
crop growing too large, the roots should be pulled
up without further delay and stored. Every
care must be exercised in handling the roots,
otherwise, if at all bruised, they are ruined for
kitchen use.

The Flower Garden.

Calceolarias.—The different varieties of Cal-
ceolaria ought now to be propagated in cold frames.
If the cuttings are put in fairly thick, they take up
less frame space, and consequently need less cover-
ing material during severe weather. Then it is
easy to replant early in spring, when, by giving
them more room, they develop into large plants.
Tender Plants which have been used out-

doors for subtropical bedding must be placed in-
doors when there is any danger of frost. The plants
which have been plunged should be closely ex-
amined to see that the drainage is in perfect order
before removing them to their winter quarters.
The Grass under and around trees, which

caimot be mown with machines, should be cut
over before the leaves fall in any quantity. If
left any later, the work is more difficult and cannot
be done so well.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Vineries.—The conditions prevailing when
ripe fruit is hanging must be much drier than has
been the rule up to this stage. Air should be
admitted freely on all favourable occasions,
although a low temperature must be avoided by
keeping a circulation of heat in the pipes, regu-
lating this in accordance with outdoor conditions.
During wet weather much more pipe heat should
be used. The borders when requiring water
should be dealt with early on a sunny day, so that
most of the surface moisture may escape through
the ventilators before night.

Fruit Houses at Rest, such as early vineries and
Peach-houses, should be kept clear of other occu-
pants as far as possible. This is not practicable
in many establishments, owing to the demand on
space under glass. Where Chrysanthemiuns and
other plants have to be admitted, they should be
placed as thinly as possible and clear of the trees.
Another objection against the practice of housing
plants in fruit houses is that vermin is in many
cases introduced with them, which is a permanent
source of trouble to the grower.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Autumn-Fruiting Raspberries.—When there
is danger of frost injuring the blossom, it will be
necessary to protect the plants with some light
covering material. As the fruit ripens, it is even
more liable to be devoured by birds than the
summer fruit, and should therefore be well
protected with nets.

Loganberries and similar fruits should have
all the old canes removed as soon as the crop is

over, and the young growths may then be secured
in their permanent positions. The plants then
need no further attention except the application of
manure during winter.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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WANTED: GOOD HOMES.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

I

HAVE a great many old and more newly

acquired friends for which I would like to

find good homes. At present they are in

their boxes or bags wondering what is

going to happen to them. Jermy is one,

and Jenny is lucky, for when such a

powerful patron as the great firm of J. R. Pearson

and Sons of Lowdham backs me up, and, as it

were, vouches for anyone's proper behaviour, that

friend's future is well provided for. Who is Jenny ?

What is she ? The sweetest and brightest of early

Tulips, who only asks for a little

pot room to be perfectly happy,

but who, good little soul, is so

accommodating that, although she

appears to prefer pots, can make

herself quite contented out of doors.

That mass of^ lovely, lively pinky

rose down the garden did come

in for some nice remarks

last spring and no mistake. Then

there is Jenny's near relative.

President Lincoln, splendidly

named, the white base of the

flower typifying the stainless

soul of the hero, and the

delicate, retiring purplish mauve

of its petals his quiet strength.

He asks for a home. Who wiU

give him one ? Kitchener has not

had — magnificent as it is—

a

greater reply than President

Lincoln had when he appealed

to Congress. Pardon me for

quoting it again, but it is war-

time, and I love to think of the

gardener's response.

We are coming, we are coming,
As our fathers did of yore ;

We are coming, Father Abraham,
Ten hundred thousand more.

Cerise Gris-de-lin begs for a

few cubic inches of earth in some

kind person's greenhouse.

Somewhere in Horace, if I don't forget.

a nice " pocket " on some weU-cared-for rockery.
Will not someone have pity on them ? They are

such good little people—very many of them—and so
little trouble. Sieberi, susianus, biflorus, tom-
masinianus and Imperati are real beauties, and yet
most of the big firms of the British Isles treat

them as if they were poor plain Wallflowers
and leave them severely alone. Go where they
are to be found—to Barrs, for example—and
offer them a home ; their smiles soon after

Snowdrop-time will amply repay you. .Ml they
ask for is a quiet, sheltered nook. I wonder if Mr.
" Bard " or Mr. • Ireland " would help the little

people with a grand display next spring

!

" Please, sirs, do, do."

We find a wealthy man.
Whose wardrobe did five thousand suits

contain

;

He counted that a vast prodigious store.

But I that number have twice told and
more.

The " raspberry and cream

"

red of Cerise Gris-de-lin's coat,

with its lapels of fawn ; the

rich dark blood red crimson of

Couleur Cardinal ; the screaming,

almost vulgar, red and yellow—if

a flower ever can be vulgar—of Keizerskroon ; the

soft Tea Rose yellow of the semi-double Safrano
;

and the strange pink-toned claret of La Remarqu-

able are samples quoted to prove the truth

of the words Cowley put into the Tulip's mouth.

Personally, I like them all but Keizerskroon. It

is so aggressive and, figuratively, uses such bad

language when anyone tries to be neighbourly

that I would ask for a place in my readers' glass-

houses for Hector instead. Keizerskroon and

Hector might be labelled " vulgarity and

refinement."

The claims of Cottage and Darwin Tulips may
be reserved for a later date. I am more anxious

about some of my other friends now—the jolly

little species Crocus, which are just longing for

ORNITHOGALUM ARABICUM. A USEFUL SUBJECT FOR CUTTING.
THE FLOWERS IN THIS VASE LASTED FOUR WEEKS.

My good old friend Mr. Mallender tells me you
can have too much of a good thing. When he
was head-gardener at Hodsock Priory, Miss Mellish

got him to plant Omithogalum nutans in the gar-

den, and he tells me they have been trj'ing to get

rid of it ever since. Forewarned is forearmed. A
home is being found for a hundred at Whitewell
Rectory this autumn. The vases of it in Bath's

group at the last Chelsea Exhibition were among the

belles of the show. It may have been the proxi-

mity to the gay colours of the Tulips that brought
their delightful shiny, silvery green and white
flower-spikes into such prominence ; but, however
it was, the fact remains that the suggestion a

titled lady who frequently visits the Wisbech
nurseries made to Mr. Leak bore good fruit, and

many are the gardens which are waiting to give

it a welcome this autumn.
Ornithogalum arabicum, first cousin to the

foregoir.g, is of an entirely different disposition.

It is a somewhat shy customer and needs the

warmth of a Guernsey or a Southern sun to prepare

it for a display, but as the transfer from a dealer's

storeroom to a reader's glass house can be effected

by a ver\- small expenditure of silver shillings, it

is well worth the offer of a home. The blooms
are like exquisite large, pure white Buttercups,

with a shining black pearl in the centre of each.

They are arranged on the stems in a sort of umbel,

and t-o add to their other charms they have a sweet

Hawthorn scent which is just strong enough to

be pleasant. Like the flowers

of a Gladiolus or a Lavatera,

they all open in water in

orderly sequence, without any
hustling one another out of the

way before it has had a real

good " blow " The ancients,

according to .Parkinson, must
have been too much taken up
in settling whether it was a

Lily, a Hyacinth, or a Star-flower,

that they neglected the chance

of giving it one of those grand,

long, many-worded names which

its many excellences might well

have suggested. Perhaps, after

all, they did well to concen-

trate on arabicum, for, alas ! it

is " very impatient of our cold

winters, so that it seldom pros-

pereth or abideth with us."

Tritonia Prince of Orange is

a Guemsey-bom bulb that is

anxious to seek its fortune

abroad. Crocata, its brother,

has already made the attempt,

but owing to a provoking habit

which it has of consistently

refusing to do itself full justice

except in sunshine, it has not

been so widely welcomed as

otherwise it might have been.

Prince of Orange is a much
more taking person. Sun or

no sun, its bright scarlet orange

blooms remain expanded and

brighten its adopted homes.

It asks for pot room in a

cool greenhouse, as it is a

very chilly subject and cannot

stand cold.

The last plant on whose

behalf I am going to plead for a

good home is that fine old border

gentleman. Thunderbolt, the best stUl of all the

Xiphium Irises. I have seen the beautiful crea-

tions of Van Tubergen of Haarlem and of Chapman
of Rye, but none of their children surpasses this

old favourite in quiet elegance. It is the Louis

XIV. of the Spanish and Dutch Iris tribe, inasmuch

as the rich combination of deep purple and bronze

that is found in that Tulip is reproduced in

the Iris. By the way, I like its name ; it

seems singularly appropriate for some reason

that is not quite clear Perhaps it is due to its

peculiar colour, deep purple and bronze, weird

and yet how beautiful ! Who will provide the

warm, light, rich soil that it delights in ? With
such accommodation as this secured, it will

flourish and multiply.
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THE BLACK OR BERRY-
BEARING ALDER FOR
GUNPOWDER.

THE following article, by Mr. W. Dalli-

more, which appears in the Kew
Bulletin, No. 6, will, we think, be

of special interest now that explosives

are so much in demand :

" A good many complaints have

been made during recent years regarding the

poor prices obtained for coppice wood and the

difficulty experienced in finding a market for

some kinds, yet there are certain coppice woods

that arc not produced in sufficient quantity to

supply the demand, and adequate steps do not

appear to have been taken to replace plantations

of unremunerative trees by more promising species.

Rhamnus Frangula is a case in point, for,

although wild in the southern parts of the British

Isles and at one time cultivated to some extent,

it has been impossible for many years to secure

the required quantity of wood in this country,

and importations have been made from Belgium

and Germany. The value of the wood at the

present time will be appreciated from the fact

that when carbonised, the charcoal is recognised

as one of the most important of all charcoals

used in the manufacture of explosives, its in-

flammable character making it peculiarly useful

as an ingredient for smokeless powder.

Even before the commencement of the present

war, manufacturers experienced a difficulty in

securing the necessary amount of wood ; therefore

there appears to be good reason for landowners

in this country, and particularly in the Home
Counties, laying down plantations to replace

coppice, which at present hardly pays working

expenses.

Under normal conditions R. Frangula is found

as a bush 6 feet to 15 feet high, %vith upright

branches, or sometimes as a small tree 20 feet

high, with a trunk 6 inches to 9 inches in diameter.

The leaves are deciduous, bright green, oval,

and 2 inches to 3 inches long by i inch to li inches

wide. The flowers are greenish yellow and borne

in May, and they are followed by small, round

fruits, which are alternately red and black when

ripening.

TaU, straight shoots with few side branches

are most approved for charcoal, and such shoots

may be from half an inch to 2 inches in diameter
;

larger wood can be used, but it is usually passed

over in favour of the smaller sizes. The wood

is either cut in spring when the sap is flowing

freely, or in winter when at rest. In the former

case the bark is peeled off at once, as is done

with spring-cut Willows ; but in the other instance

the wood is boiled or steamed before peeling.

Great care is taken to keep the newly peeled wood
free from dirt, and provision is made so that

it does not come in contact with the ground,

for any foreign matter has to be thoroughly

cleaned away before the wood can be used. The

wood is usually sold to the powder factories as

soon as it is peeled, and in normal times the pur-

chasers keep it for a period varying from one to

three years before turning it into charcoal. To
keep it clean during the process of seasoning,

it is often stacked and thatched, in the same way
as hay or corn, as soon as it arrives at the factories.

The exclusion of particles of sand and grit from

the charcoal is of vital importance ; therefore,

after being thoroughly cleaned, the wood is placed

in a closed cylinder for carbonisation, hnat being

applied from outside. It is difficult to say what

the wood is worth at the present moment, but

a few years ago it was quoted at from jfio to £14

a ton.

The most suitable soil for R. Frangula is a

moderately good loam, but as a rule it may be

expected to thrive where the Hazel grows well.

Propagation should be conducted by means of

seeds sown in boxes in a cold frame, or in beds of

well-drained soil out of doors. The young plants

should be placed 6 inches apart in nursery rows

a foot apart, and, when about nine inches high,

they should be cut back to induce several branches

to appear from near the ground line. When the

young plants are from 12 inches to 18 inches

high, place them in permanent positions at intervals

of from 4 feet to 5 feet, on ground that has been

well broken up. From six to eight years' rotation

will probably be foimd most suitable for the

crop, though position and soil may make a year

or two difference either way. An open position

exposed to south or west is considered to be most

favourable. When cutting a plantation over,

care should be taken to cut the branches as close

as possible to the rootstock ; otherwise long,

objectionable spurs will be formed. In the

event of a large number of shoots being pro-

duced from cut-over plants, it is wise to remove

all unnecessary ones during the first year. Growth

is facilitated by keeping the ground free from

coarse weeds, and by working between the plants

occasionally ivith a cultivator while they are small.

Should signs of deterioration appear in the vigour

of the branches, a dressing of bone or some other

manure may be applied to the land, for a little

money spent in this way will be amply repaid

by increased yield.

It is doubtful whether a large stock of plants

could be procured in the British Isles at the present

time, and the catalogue price for single plants

places the few which are available outside tlie

bounds of practical forestry. It .would therefore

appear likely that anyone wishing to undertake

the cultivation of this plant would need to com-

mence by sowing seeds. The fruits may be

collected during August or September and placed

in sand to separate the seed? from the flesh, sowing

the seeds and sand together during the early

spring. People who already possess large or

small plantations might find the present time

an excellent one for marketing the produce.

In some parts of the country R. Frangula is

known as Dogwood, but it is quite distinct from

the true Dogwood (Cornus), which makes an

inferior charcoal, and the two plants must not

be confused."

A NEW CLASSIFICATION
OF ROSES.

There has been some talk about a new classifi-

cation of Roses. The promoters of the scheme

are' of opinion that the barriers which at one time

separated the Hybrid Perpetuals from the Hybrid

Teas, and the Hybrid Teas from the Teas, have

long been broken down, and that it is next to

impossible to assign new Roses to their rightful

groups. It is also claimed that the Hybrid Tea

group has become very unwieldy, and that it

includes varieties of Roses which are widely

diversified, so much so that there are Roses to

be found among Hybrid Teas which are totally

unlike one another for practical purposes, such
as association in the same bed.

It has also been pointed out that the old desig-
nations are useless to the amateur who desires to
know for what purpose any particular Rose is
best suited

;
and to meet these several disadvan-

tages it has been suggested that Roses be divided
into what we may perhaps term " economic
groups." That is to say, there shall be an exhi-
bition group, a bedding group, a general purposes
group, a fragrant group, a town garden group and
a buttonhole group, besides similar groups of
varieties suitable for decoration, cutting, green-
house, walls, pillars and pergolas.

Cleariy this is a step m the right direction.
But if it is intended to place in each group all the
suitable varieties, then the names of a great many
Roses must go into three or four difierent groups,
thus causing a great deal of overlapping or cross
references.

It seems to us that the National Rose Society's
" Selections of Roses for Various Purposes

"

provide a more practical solution of the problem.
Let the Hybrid Tea, Hybrid Perpetual and all

the other more or less artfficial divisions go, but
let us keep to an alphabetical list, and place to
each name a sign or letter indicating for which
economic group or groups the variety is recom-
mended.

It will not be news to many of j'our readers to
hear that we have carried out the spirit of this
idea for many years past. But two years ago we
commenced to do more. We realised the desure
of the amateur for some means, other than the
more or less indefinite descriptions, whereby he
might readily gain an idea of the character of a
Rose before deciding to purchase, and the resources
of colour photography and colour printing were
brought into use.

The plan adopted was to take typical blooms of
six, twelve or twenty-four of the varieties recom-
mended by the National Rose Society for various
purposes, set them up on the usual show boards
for convenience of photographing, and thus
secure natural colour records for inclusion in the
catalogue. This year there are no fewer than
nineteen different economic groups represented in

colours as nearly natural as the highest skill of
the printer can commercially produce them.
The great point, of course, is that it is the

selection committee of the National Rose Society,

and not ourselves, who are responsible for the com-
position of these economic Rose groups, which
are varied from year to year within the limits

prescribed in the National Rose Society's catalogue
of Roses. We shall be pleased to send a copy of

our Rose book to any of your readers who desire

to see it.

Liverpool. Bees, Limited.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in queMion»
relating to matters upon which they ivish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,
biU he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contribidions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price reqxdred for reproduction be plainly staled.
It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated udth.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of ariistio
or literary contributions which he may not be able to tise, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Gakden will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
VIOLAS ATTACKED (./. P.).—The enemy is no doubt

the spotted snake millepede. Trap it by placing halved
Potatoes just beneath the soil, examining them and
destroying the pests every day.

MONTBRETIA FAILING (H. B. Brooking).—Ttie
Montbretia sent is apparently suffering from the attack

of a bacillus which destroys the foliage and sometimes
the corms of Gladioli as well as Montbretias. We think,

however, the plants will grow out of it another year,

though it would be wise to lift them and replant in a fresh

place.

PERENNIALS FOR DRY BORDER (.H. B. Biooking).
—The Rose of Sharon would do quite well, but few other
plants would thrive in its company. If, however, you
desire a mixed arrangement of low-growing subjects, a
considerable display of flower could be secured by planting
several distinct Aubrietias, as Dr. Mules, Pricliard's A 1,

Lavender, Souv. de W. Ingram and Moerlieimii, also Saxi-
frages such as apiculata and those of the Mossy section,

e.ij., 'Wallacci, Guildford Seedling and rubra sanguinea.
By arranging these as carpeters for the front, with Cam-
panula muralis, you might also plant Lilium candidum,
Belladonna Lilies and Alstroemeria aurantiaca along the
back in groups, and so secure a gay flowering atone or two
periods of the year. If the position is a sunny one, the
Aubrietias would be the better, particularly if you incline

to one kind of plant, employing the varieties above named
in groups.

ROSE GARDEN.
CRIMSON HOSE FOR BEDDING (.M. M. K. C.).—

Neither George Dickson, Hugli Dickson nor King George V.
would make a good bed, as they are too vigorous in growth
for this purpose. Should you desire a tall, vigorous
grower, then of the three we should advise Hugh
Dickson. You could partially bend over the shoots
and thus induce a more free blossoming. We would advise
as really good crimson bedders either Lieutenant Cbaurfi,
Mrs. Edward Powell, Louise Lillia or Florence Haswell
Veitch. This latter is vigorous, but practically every
growth will blossom.

RAMBLER HOSES ON HOUSE WALLS (.Pangbourne).—We do not think the fact that the house possesses a
stucco front would affect the Koses or induce mildew.
It is more a question of root action and insufficient moisture
at the roots. Koses on walls should be well watered
twice a week from iMay to August, with occasional water-
ings of liquid manure. The soil should have been dug
to a depth of 3 feet prior to planting. If you think
this was not done, it would be a good plan to dig round
the plants in November to the depth named. This can
be done without disturbing the roots to any great extent,
if care is exercised in carrying out the work. Strictly
speaking, Bambler Roses should not be planted against
houses. Rather would we advise the fast-growing Hybrid
Teas, Teas, and Noisettes. Their foliage, being mostly
of a glistening nature, enables them to withstand fungoid
attacks. Of course, there are some Ramblers, such as
American Pillar, Alberic Barbier, Miss Helyett, Gerbe
Rose, Jessie, Tausendschon, &c., whose foliage is rarely
attacked by mildew, but Dorothy Perkins and Crimson
Rambler are generally failures if planted against hot walls.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF FRDIT.

—

B. L. M. JoAn?.—Both of the
Apples sent are Cox's Oranijo Pippin. The Tomatoes are
attacked by Phytophttiora infestans. a fungoid disease
ttiat attacks Potatoes and wiiich is very prevalent
this year. C. W. Taylor.—1, Jolly Bcggir; 2 an! 7,
Worcester Pearmain; 3, Welliniton: 4, too poor to
recognise; 5, Duchess of Oldenburg; 8, Duchess of
Gloucester; 8, Gloria Mundi; 9, Be irr6 CUirgeiu; 10,
Princess ; 11 and 12, Louise Bonne of Jersey.^

—

Wm. J.
Tull.—], The Queen; 2, 8 and 9, Cox's Oranse Pippin;
3 and 14, Golden Noble; 4, Braddick's Noapareil; 5,
Stirling Castle ; 6, Mank's Co.Uin; 7, Cellini; 10, Lane's
Prince Albert ; 11, Round Winter Nonsuh; 12, Winter
Quarrenden; 13, Bamack Beiuty ; 15, Wellington- 16
and 21, Bramley's Seerllini! ; 17, Potts' SeefUing; 18,
Cox's Pomona; 19, Belle Dubois; 20, La-ly Henniker;
23, Beauty of Kent; 22, Pe.ir Louise Bonne of Jersey.
E. L.—Peach Noblesse and Branriy Apple. J. ,V.
rotinj.—Both Grapes arc Black Hamburgh. There are
several forms of Black Hamburgh. No. 2 is the form
known as Frankenthal ; the other is Dutch Hamburgh.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—i(7rfj/ Muriel Close.—CiaXxso-

Mespilus grandiflora. Mrs. /yiine.—Rhus typhina.
L. A. Riley.—EscjUonia flovibunda (E. montevidensis).

Boris.—Melilotus indica. Robins.—Phvsostegia
virginiana

; it is quite hirdv and will grow In any border.
A Subscriber.— 1, Veronica Andersonii varie-

gata ; 2, flowers sometimes in late summer. X. T. Z.
—1, Hypolepis millefolia ; 2, Helichrysiim arenarium

;

3, (Ei:othera biennis. J. w. Young.—i, Pelargonium
Emile Lenioine; 4, LiUum speciosum (L lancifolium); 5,
Begonia, cannot ideutify from flowers alone ; 6, Begonia
furhsioides. Boris—The name of the Carnation is
Pasquin. Fin.—1, Acer platanoidei ; 2, Populns alba;
3, Platanus orientalis. H. N.—a, Pyrus salicifolia •

B, Hypericum calycinum.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual lortuightly meeting held on September 14
teemed with biauty and interest. The Dalilia was iu high
festival, tiie Daliiiu sliow being held in conjunction with
the ordinary meeting. In other directions fruit trees in
pots from Laugley, rich in variety and of high excellence
demonstrated the possibilities of this branch of horti-
culture, and m justice it may be said that no finer similar
exhibit has ever been staged. Sweet Peas from
Edinburgh were very flue, wliUe Perpetual-flowering
Caruatious, lierbaceous plants and Roses—the latter
very good from Waltham Cross—added not a little to
the variety, beauty and interest of the meeting

Fkuit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. W. J.

Jefferies, J. WiUard, A. K. Allan, H. J. Wright, A. Bullock,
J. Udale, J. Jaques, A. E. Bunvard, PCM Veitch
W. Poupart, Owen Thomas, John Harrison G. Keif
James Vert, F. G. Treseder and James Gibson
The superb fruit tree exhibit in pots from Mr. J. C.

AUgrove, Middle Green, Langley, Slough, was the out-
standing feature of the meeting, a replica, as it were, of the
best of the Vcitchian exhibits of these things, which in
fullest measure it perpetuates in more than one sense.
Arranged immediately at the right on entering, the group
attracted by reason of the variety and the excellence of the
display. Fruit trees m pots and gathered fruit have rarely
been flner, to say which is a considerable tribute to British
horticulture. Of a comprehensive character the group
comprised Apples, Pears, Plums, Crabs of high ornament,
Bullaces and other traits sufficient, indeed, for all to admire
and to spur to emulation. Of the Apples we were greatly
struck by the splendid examples of Rev. W. Wilks of wliich
maiden trees of last year carried several handsome fruits.
Others a year older were very fine. For cuUnary purposes
this is calculated to prove a standard kind : it is also a good
and reliable cropper. Peasgood's Nonsuch, Newton
Wonder, Lane s Prince .\lbert, Blenlieim Orange, Bramley's
Seedling, Wealthy (a good sort, of rich colouring). Cox's
Orange Pippin, James Grieve (a ycUow skinned variety).
Warner's King and Stirling Castle were all seen in notable
examples. Of Pears, Souvenir du CongrSs, Marguerite
MariUat, Clapp s Favourite, WilUams' Bon Chretien and
Iriomphe de Vienne were very fine. Of Plums, many
lieavily cropped trees of the Langley BuUace (a cross
Irom the l-'arleigh Damson and Black Orleans Plum)
were loaded with fine fruits. It is a valuable addition to
the hardy Iruit garden. Kirke's, Grand Duke, Jefferson,
Monarch, Ponds Seedling, President and Early Trans-
parent Gage were also excellent. Dessert Apple St. Evcrard
and the lale-kecping Pear Mrs. Seden were also noteworthy.
Crab Apples Veitch's Scarlet, Montreal Beauty (yellow
irmted) and John Downie were of high ornament aiid beauty
The baskets of gathered fruits were superb. A great attrac-
tion to an excellent exhibit.
The Marquis of Ripon, Coombe Court, Kingston HiU

(gardener, Mr. T. Smith), contributed a table of gathered
fruits in dishes, including Apples Emperor Alexander,
Stirling Castle, Cellim, The Queen, Newton Wonder,
New Hawthornden, Dutch CodUn and others. Pears
were represented by Beurrfc Hardy, WiUiams' Bon Chretien,
Doyenne du Cornice, Souvenir du CongrSs and Marguerite
Marillat, all of wnich were very fine

Messrs. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, contributed
dishes of Damsons and FUberts, the former comprising
such as Damson Prune, Merryweather, langley Black
Frogmore Prolific, Bradley's King and Damascene of
Worcester. The Filberts included Purple Nut, Garibaldi,
Bergeri (very large), and Kent Cob (of the largest size),
tnese being some of the best.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst, Kent, showed
the Merryweather Damson in capital form.

Jlr. Charles Turner, Slough, exhibited dishes and fruiting
sprays of Crab Apples in variety. Yellow Siberian, Dart-
mouth, John Downie, Transcendent, Montreal Beauty,
lied tjiberian, niedwetzkiana and Hvslop being noted in
a rather good lot. . ^ =

Messrs Laxton Brothers, Bedford, showed Plums
Bedford Prolific, Superb Gage, Bullaco Gage, Delight and
Bramley s King Damson. A variety of new seedling
Pears were also shown.

Floral Committee.
Present

: H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
,. ,, ^^"'-''y. Cliarles E. Shea, C. E. Pearson, G. Paul,
G. Reuthe, c. R. Fielder, J. F. McLeod, W. Howe, J. W.
JUoorman, H. J. Jones, W. Bain, C. Dixon, J. Dickson,
„', S''"

* Cuthbertson, J. T. Bennett-Po6, W. G.
„„.'''„,•„* Bowles, R. C. Kotcutt, George Harrow,
R. VV. WaUace and E. H. Jenkins.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, contributed a
table ol greenhouse Ferns and Bouvardias, the latter
comprising such good sorts as President Cleveland, Elegaus,
Priory Beauty, President Garfield, Hogarth fl.-pl.. King
ot Scarlets, Vreelandii (wliite), and Mrs. Robert Green
(pink). The Ferns were also very good.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
tarnations very finely. BriUiant (white ground) and
Kosabnd (yellow ground) are novelties of merit and
quite new in this type of the flower. Fairmount, Gorgeous,
Bishton Wonder, Triumph, Mikado and Salmon Enchan-
tress wore others of note in an important lot.

Messrs. William Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, staged
an admirable lot of Boses, baskets of each variety being
shown in excellent condition. Among the best were
Queen of Fragrance, Mme. Segond Weber, Arthur R.
Goodwin (fine yellow), Imogen (cream and yellow).
Sunburst (yellow). Rayon d'Or (goldenj, Ophelia (fiesh

and pink, a glorious Rose for this season). Lady Pirrie.

Duchess of Wellington (rich in colour), Mme. Edouard
Herriot, Titania and Lyon. Marcella (cream) and
Waltham Scarlet were especially meritorious.

Slessrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, staged a remark-
able exhibit of Sweet Peas, remarkable in the sense that
the flowers would have done credit to an exhibitor at
anv season. They were also in great variety as well as
excellence. King White, Seedling Pink, Elsie Herbert,
Margaret Atlee, Jean Ireland, Orchid (mauve). Lavender
George Herbert, Dobbie's Cream (very rich in colour),

Dobbie's Orange (a grand colour now), Alfred Watkins
(mauve to blue) and Princess Victoria were all very fine.

In addition Gladioli were very finely shown, a strain

labelled as Mair's Pedigree Seedling Gladioli at once
remarkable for variety, handsome spikes and fine flowers.

In not a few instances a dozen or fourteen flowers were
expanded on a single spike.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, contributed hardy '

flowers in variety, of which Colchicums, Lapageria rosea,

Liatris, Erica pilosa in variety, Berberidopsis corallina,

Stobaea purpurea and others were freely shown.
Messrs. Dobbie, Edinburgh, staged a wondrous variety

of Dahhas, largely of the Ctollarette class. Inchcape
(maroon and white), Doon (gold and vermilion), Cloch
(mauve and white). Scarlet Queen, Thames (maroon and
yellow), and ciarron (scarlet and gold), were very distinct.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed cut shrubs in

variety, examples of Oak, Betula, Quercus, HippophaS,
CratEegus, Salix rosmarinifolia, Symphoricaiipus, Olearia,

Pittosporum and Liriodcndron being noted in a capital

lot.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,

had a nice lot of Statice profusa with Cannas, Hseman-
thus coccineus and other plants.

Mr. J. B. Riding, Chingford, showed Dahlias in variety,

the Parisian singles, decorative. Collarette, Pseony-
flowered and Pompon sorts being shown in quantity.
From Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, came

a flne lot of C)ollarette Dahlias in many diverse colours ;

also Pompon and Cactus sorts in variety, with the very
showy Pieony-flowered sorts, which appear annually to

grow in favour.
Messrs. J Cheal and Son, Crawley, showed Transcen-

dent Crabs, Pyrus prunifolia coccinea, hardy Heaths,
Tamarisk, Veronica and other interesting things.

Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, staged an excellent
lot of Delphiniums, the mass of rich blue spikes being
extraordinarily flne. Lizzie, King of Delphiniums, Mrs.
Creighton, Capri and Rev. E. LasceUes being notable
among many.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Limited, Lewisham, filled a table

with Michaelmas Daisies and Phloxes, both in considerable
variety, though the Asters we shall see again, we hope,
in still better form.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, had an

exhibit of seasonable hardy flowers, Gaillardias, Italian

Starworts, Colchicums and other hardy fiowers in variety.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.,

arranged a sho\vy group of herbaceous plants on the floor.

Lilies, Pentstemons, Michaelmas Daisies and the like

being in abundance.
Oeohid Committee.

Present : J. G. Fowler, Esq. (chairman). Sir Harry
J. Veitch and Messrs. J. O'Brien, W. Bolton, Giirney
Wilson. J. Wilson Potter, Stuart Low, F. Sander, F. J.

Hanbury, T. Armstrong, W. Ck)bb, J. Charleswortb, W. H.
Hatcher, W. A. Bound, Arthur Oye, W. H. White, S. W.
Flory and R. A. Rolfe.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, showed Khynco-
stylis rettisa, CsLttleya. dowiana auiea, Brasso-Cattleya
Marguerite Fournie.-, with .Cypripediums and Odontiodas.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfleld, had good plants

of Cattleya gaskelliana Blue Lip, C. g. alba, Vanda
caerulea and others.

Messrs. Charleswortb and Co , Hayward s Heath, con-

tributed Cattleya Fauna, C. Adula, C. Venus var. Princess

Mary and Sophro-LEelia heatonensis, among others.

Messrs. J. and A. MacBean, Cooksbridge, showed many
beautiful Orchids, Cattleyas, Oncidiums and Odontiodas
being freely interspersed among the whole.

Dahlia s—Competi tive.

Nhrseeymen Oklt.

Show and fancy DahUas are not shown so freely nowa-
days as formerly.

Class 1, for twenty-four blooms, distinct, show Dahlias

only, was represented by one exhibit only. This came
from Messrs. W. Treseder, Limited, The Nurseries, Cardiff,

and they were a very good lot. Purple Prince, Chieftain,

Mr. Chamberlain, Warrior, David Johnston, Charles Wood,
Miss Ormcrod, A. Rawlings, George Rawlings and Willie

Garratt were some of the best blooms.
Class 2, for twelve blooms, distinct, fancy Dahlias only,

like the preceding dass, found again only one
exliibit, Messrs. W. Treseder, Limited, again being

awarded first prize for a fair lot of fiowers. Mrs, Saunders,
Frank Pearce, Rev. J. B. M. Camm and Nansen were
the more noteworthy sorts.

Cactus Dahlias, as usual, were splendidly shown. The
leading class for eighteen varieties, distinct, six blooms of

each, in bunches, was a battle of the giants. A glorious

display secured premier honoiu-s for Messrs. James Stred-

wick and Son, St. Leonards-on-Sea. Washington, Perseus,

Searchlight, Gigantic, Fearless, A. R. Perry, Miss

Stredwick, F. W. Fellowes, Dorothy Hawes,
Pierrot, Miss Judd, Phenomenal, Invincible, Gossamer
and Adventure were especially good and noteworthy.
Messrs. J. Burrell and Co., Cambridge, were second with

a quite interesting scries of bunches, John Riding,

Constance, Esm^e, Cygnet, George Schofleld and Golden
Crown being the better sorts.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
A Letter from the Front.—We have received

the following letter of appreciation from Private

H. W. Bennett. 2369 A Company, 6th Sherwood

Foresters, British Expeditionary Force : "Thank

you so much for copies of The Garden, which

were very much appreciated by myself and friends.

I should also like to thank, through the columns

of your paper, the many kind people who

have sent me copies of The Garden for

distribution, as well as very acceptable gifts

of cigarettes, &c., for my gardening friends,

with whom I am fighting side by side."

Crocus speciosus in the Grass.

—

We have a small group of plants flowering

just now, and extremely pretty they are

among the green carpet of grass.

Apart from the general effect in the grass,

the individual flowers are very telling

when viewed separately. Perhaps the

flowers may be described as bluish mauve,

suffused with purplish veins, in the centre

of which stands a much-divided stigma

of a rich deep orange shade, the two

colours forming a really beautiful con-

trast.—C. T., Highgate.

Wichuraiana Rose The Farquhar.—At

Rouken Glen Park, Glasgow, the Wichu-

raiana Rose The Farquhar, sent out by

Messrs. Farquhar and Co. in 1903, is one

of the best of the pink-coloured Roses

in the old walled garden, which is so

attractive now that it has been devoted

to flowers and opened to the public. The
Farquhar Rose is one of the finest there, with

its numerous clusters of pink flowers, which

pass off almost white.—S. A.

Potato Disease.—Favoured by moist

weather in August, Potato disease (Phytoph-

thora infestans) has destroyed the haulm

of Potato crops in many parts of the

country. The dead haulm, if allowed to

In

of

the past few weeks, it is probable that

as yet relatively few tubers have been

attacked, and, consequently, that the

immediate removal of diseased haulm would

minimise risk of infection. As a further pre-

caution, however, all crops should be lifted as

soon as possible and carefully stored. Further

particulars of this disease, with suggestions as to tlie

storage of the crop, will be found in Special Leaflet

No. 39 (Potato Disease), to be had, gratis and post

free, on application to the Secretary, Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, Whitehall Place, S.W.

Use of Braclcen as Litter.—In certain districts

where straw is scarce or where it m-av be

profitably fed to stock, farmers and stock-owners

should consider the possibility of using Bracken
for litter. A special leaflet giving a short account

of the use of Bracken has just been issued by the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, who will

send a copy to any applicant on receipt of an

unstamped post-card addressed to them at White-

hall Place, London, S.W.

Storing Late Apples.—Constant attention must
be given to the gathering of Apples. Varieties

whi'h are known to hang longest must, of course.

lie on the soil, may infect the tubers,

view, however, of the drier weather

THE NEW GOLD MEDAL ROSE MODESTY. (See page

be left till last. When storing late-keeping .Apples,

care must be taken that all fruits which have
been bruised or damaged by insects are removed
from the good ones. The Apple crop promises

to be heavy in most districts. In parts of

Nottinghamshire the crop of Bramley's Seed-

ling is a record one, and it may be a difficult

matter to store all the fruits in the ordinary

fruit room. The best-keeping varieties may be

placed in heaps in a cellar or any other cool chamber
which is not too stuiifv.

Stachys Corsica and Asperula suberosa.

—

No rock garden or alpine lover should be without
these two charming fplants. The low-growing

habit of Stachys Corsica, with its long season

of flowering, makes it indispensable. Especially will

it appeal to the plant lover with a small moraine
or rock garden ; its habit is no neat and with us it has

flowered continuously since June. Asperula sub-

erosa is another charming plant this season. It is

still in flower here, and it first opened in June.
Us lovely grey foliage, soft pink flowers and tidy

habit make this one ot the gems of the

rock garden. It should be planted on a

slope where it gets ample drainage.

—

G. G. W., Chislehursl.

The Old Quarry at Springburn Park,
Glasgow.—One of the brightest of the

Glasgow parks is that at Springburn,

where Mr. Thompson, Mr. Whitton's

lieutenant in charge, always has a display

of bloom, if not outside, at least under
glass. During spring, summer and autumn
the old quarry, which has been converted

into a rock and water garden, has been
delightful and an object of pleasure to the

many. The rock plants, shrubs and water-

loving subjects have been planted in good
masses, as is appropriate to a place of its

size, and they have been exceedingly good.

If they have a failing, it is one which
would not be expected in a district such
as that—too rapid growth, as a rule.

Nymphaeas and other aquatics have been

excellent ; moisture-loving and other

Primulas have thriven well ; and Saxi-

frages and many other alpines have
proved their \-alue, even in a Glasgow-

park.—S. A.

Aquilegias in Pots.—Although there

are many gardens where a regular practice

has been made for a long time of potting

up Aquilegias for the decoration of the con-

servatory in late spring, there must be a

considerable number in which it is never

477.) done Plants which are " rising two " are

the most satisfactory, but the strongest of

the seedlings sown last February may be used with

good effect in 6-inch pots, two or three, according

to size, being put into each. Pot up at once and
place them in shade, keeping the soil moist, not wet,

so as to encourage the growth of new root fibres.

They should be grown in a cold frame with abun-

dance of air on every possible occasion, and in the

last week in February or the first week in March
introduced into gentle heat where they can still

have plenty of air. The . long-spurred varieties

make very elegant specimens.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Eastern Europe and Western Asia.

—

Ed.]. I

tried to get a bulb, but found they were a

good way down in the earth, or, rather, leaf-

mould. The flowers were as fine as any I have

seen in England, and, if anything, longer on

the stem."

Eucalyptus in a Norfolk Garden.—Seeing

in a recent issue of The Garde.n' a correspondent

writing of Eucalyptus globulus in a Norfolk

garden, I enclose a specimen of Eucalyptus which

is now in full flower with us, and has flowered

regularly and profusely for the last five or six

years. The tree is now about eleven years old and

about 16 feet high. It was planted here when

about 18 inches or 2 feet high, and was given by

Mr. Henry Elwes of Colesborne.-—(Mrs.) E.

Elwes, Cougham Hrus.c. King's Lynn. [The

Solanum crispum.—Concerning the pruning

of this beautiful shrub. Sir Herbert Maxwell,

Bart., Monrcith, writes: "The advice given in a

note in The Garden of September 18, page 455,

to prune this fine shrub ' fairly hard in November

'

is likely to lead to disappointment for those who

follow it. As the flowers are borne on the pre-

\ious year's growth, the only time to prune it,

if pruned it be, is immediately after flowering in

July. But it is never so lavish of flower as when

left unpruned. In mild districts it does not require

the protection of a wall, and should be planted in

<uch a place as it may fill with its rampant

t,rowth."

The Flowering of Wulfenia corintliiaca.—

Xon inserted a note of mine on May 29 on the

flowering of Wulfenia corinthiaca. It may be

of interest to state that the same crown that flowered

so well in that month had a second flowering in

July of seven fine spikes (or heads). These have

duly seeded, and now in September two more

spikes have flowered. This seems rather an un-

l.lushing record for so shy a subject..

Linaria alpina.—With regard to Linaria alpina,

to the perennial nature of which Sir Herbert Maxwell

testifies in your issue of September 11, page 443>

it seeds itself so freely on my rockery as to be a

(delightful) weed, and has made a solid mat of

2 feet square on a tiny moraine. On two occasions

I have collected (on a Pyrenean moraine) a very

attractive "form of it with lemon-coloured lip

instead of the usual orange. On a third occasion

I failed to find a plant of it. I shall be glad to

know if this is a distinct species or merely a sport.

L. H. Evans, Goodneslone, Canterbury.

A Rare British Plant.—I recently found in

a field near Chessington Church, Surrey, a pure

white variety of the red Bartsia (Bartsia

Odontites), and as I can find no mention

of it having been found in either the Floras

of Surrey or Kent, or by Hooker, Bentham or

Babington in their Floras of the British Isles,

I think it must be of rare occurrence, and shall be

glad to hear through The Garden if any of your

readers have met with it in their rambles.—H.

Charman, i„ Mill's Road. Hersham. Walton-on-

Thames. [We know of no record of this having

been found, and it is evidently very rare.-

—

Ed.]

"Somewhere in France."—Our soldiers are

mindful of their peaceful pursuits even in time of

war, and when relieved from the trenches there is

nothing, to those who are interested, half so

refreshing as the study of flowers and gardens.

In the wreckage of gardens are seen plants of

interest that bring to the warrior thoughts of
j
spray sent is that of Eucalyptus Gumiii. It is

home, as instanced in the following observations
]

probably the hardiest of the various Eucalypts, and

sent to us by Sergeant G. Cowley, 2186
]
in a young state, at all events, is certainly hardier

D Company 8th Royal Sussex Pioneers British 1 than E. globulus, the subject of our previous note.

A FRUITING SPRAY OF THE
EUCALYPTUS GUNNII.

Expeditionary Force ;
" There are many gardens

round here. It was only this afternoon, when I

was in charge of a party making dug-outs, that I

strolled round a garden and found some beautiful

Gourds. I see they have been cut now. Close by

was an Almond tree laden with fine large Almonds.

While working in a fresh wood yesterday, I was

very much surprised to find the mauve Crocus

speciosub growing wild in large quantities.

Is this the home of this Crocus? [It has probably

been cultivated there, or it may be an estray

We are indebted to the correspondents who have

informed us of the flowering of Eucalypts in Nor-

folk, for such records about plants usually asso-

ciated with the South and South-Western Counties

are always interesting.

—

Ed.]

Tulip Notes.—In The Garden for August 21,

I made mention of three good Tulips, either for

forcing purposes or planting outdoors. I would

now like to add a few more names of varieties

which have given excellent results here outdoors,

where many thousands of bulbs have been planted

from a garden. Crocus speciosus is a native of during the last few seasons, .\mong the single

earlies Golden Queen, Goldfinch, Golden Prince.

King of Yellows, La Grandeur, Gr^ce Darling,

Couleur Cardinal and Keizerskroon have, as before

stated, all been excellent. Couleur Cardinal

is grand for massing. The best Cottage Tulips

have been Mrs. Moon, Leghorn Bonnet, Moon-

light, Primrose Beauty, retroflexa. Orange King,

vitellina and Prince of Orange. The usefulness

of some of these charming varieties for vase

decoration gives them an added claim to recog-

nition for extensive plantmg. Among our later

friends the Darwins, the following were all good :

Baronne de la Tonnaye, Clara Butt, Edmee,

Fanny, General Kohler, Kate Greenaway, Peter

Barr, Pride of Haarlem, Psyche, Rev. H. Ewbank
and Suzon.—H. Turner, Serlby Gardens, Bawtry.

The Pomegranate.—The interesting and in-

structive note by I. L. Richmond on page 462 of

the issue of The Garden for September 18 stirs

me up to put forward the claims of another form

of Pomegranate. This is the Dwarf Pomegranate,

Pmiica Granatum nana, a charming miniature

form. It is so neat in habit, and so much freer

in flowering than the double form, that for a small

space on a well-sheltered south wall few plants are

more suitable or make a more brilliant display

from August until the sharp frosts come. I grow

it here on the wall of an Orchid-house, and as the

path is rather narrow there, we have to keep the

Pomegranate very close to the wall and shorten

back more shoots than we and the plant like, and

therefore in a season after it has been shorn back

we lose many flowering shoots. Even then the

tops of all shoots tied in bear bunches of the

glowing scarlet flowers. It also makes a good

pot plant for the conservatory, or for standing out

in a vase or on a terrace in summer.—E. A. B.,

Waltham Cross.

Exhibiting Vegetables.—The remarks on this

subject by Mr. Chapman, page 446, issue Sep-

tember II, are interesting. I do not think it is

difficult to find a reason why vegetables are not

more prominent at shows, especially this year.

The reason is lack of labour, coupled with a lack

of interest by employers. There is no disputing

the fact that to produce vegetables in the manner
alluded to by Mr. Chapman means an outlay in

seed, labour and space, and as long as employers

obtain what they require for their personal use,

the matter ends. When this occurs, a gardener

is much hampered in his resources, even though

he would be and is enthusiastic in his endeavours

to emulate the few whose produce appears on the

exhibition tables at leading shows. If these

reasons are correct, then there is small prospect

of an increase in the number of exhibitors of vege-

tables in the near future. It is quite true that

prominent men in the vegetable world can be

counted on the fingers of two hands ; more is the

pity, because I am positive there is a future before

any youthful aspirant in this phase of horticulture

who has cultural knowledge, convenience, and an

aptitude for the raising of new varieties of vege-

tables. Although many may say we have quite

enough Peas, Potatoes and so forth, there is

ample room for more variety in almost every

section. There has been, and always will be, a

difference of opinion as to what constitutes quality

iu vegetables ; so many persons (mainly those

who do not grow them) argue that a large Onion

is not equal to a small one, and in the same manner,

,hat large-podded Peas are not equal to those bearing

half the number of Peas in a pod. True, Cauli-

flowers, Cabbages, Vegetable Marrows and Carrots

may be grown so large as to be objectionable, but'
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no expert would err in this manner. .Arranging

the various collections attractively is important,

and no doubt this phase is much further developed

now than formerly, thanks mainly to Mr. Beckett,

who can safely be ca'led the pioneer in this

respect. When one thinks of the crude methods

of exhibiting thirty years ago, when all collections

were crowded into a flat box, where they could

barely be seen, and compares them with what can

be seen at the leading shows, especially those dis-

plays under the auspices of the Royal Horticultural

So(iety, one wonders how such could have been

tolerated so long.—E. Molyneux, Swaiimore.

The Water Elder,—^Just now (the second week

in September) there is nothing more hej.u'ifn' in

the garden than the thickly

berried branches of the Water

Elder (Viburnum Op lus), of which

I send some examples. They ha%e

not yet attained their full beauty,

for in a week or ten days their

fine red colouring will be deeper

still and the berries will have a

translucent quality like that of

ripe Red Currants. The berries

are unusually large and abundant

this year ; the end of every

: wig is heavily loaded, and the

bushes would be broken down if

we had not propped them in time.

In some of the bunches of fruit

from a single cyme there are as

many as eighty berries, each

berry having a diameter of fully

three-eighths of an inch ; some

are nearly half an inch. It is

a native shrub or small tree,

growing in damp ground and by

wet ditches in water-meadows,

but is so accommodating that it

seems to thrive equally well on

our dry, sandy hill. Everyone

knows the Guelder Rose (the garden

variety of the same shrub), with

its great white balls of bloom in

May. The wild plant has a flat

bloom, with the conspicuous sterile

florets forming an outer ring to

the smaller, less showy fertile

florets within. In the Guelder Rose

all the florets are sterile, and as

they are larger than the fertile,

the flower has to take a ball

form in order to give them

space. Every garden should

have both ; the Guelder Rose

for early summer bloom and

the Water Elder for glory of

autrnnn fruit.—G. Jekyll.

Daffodil Olympia.— This,

figured and described in The
September ii, page 443, is

monster and striking variety, but I consider

it rather too much to say that the name of

Van Waveren will go down to posterity

because of Olympia. Even the most ordinary

individual objects to the wasting, pinched appear-

ance of three of the perianth segments. I admire

the ragged trumpet, but the perianth takes away
half its beauty. If Van Waveren is to be remem-
bered by any one of his Daffodils in commerce,

surely Cornelia holds the palm. To me Cornelia

is a gem among the lower-priced trumpets, and
last season six bulbs in a clump in my front garden

produced tweh'e flowers of such striking superiority

that even the most casual passers-by remarked
upon it. Doubtless many thought it was Emperor
or some such variety that is popular, but all with
any glimmer of garden knowledge instantly

realised that it was something out of the ordinary.

—T. A. W.
How to Store Vegetable Marrows.—^The crop

of this most useful vegetable comes in when there

are numerous summer and autumn vegetables for

the table. Many people do not know that Marrows
will keep ver}' well, and so they cut and use them,

allowing themore valuable Peas, Beans, &c., to

grow too tough and coarse to eat. To store Marrows
is easy, and here from extensive trial we find the

following method good : Cut the fruit when it is

STORING VEGETABLES FOR
WINTER USE.

A

A WELL-BERRIED BRANCH OF THE WATER ELDER.

Garden for

certainly a

just turning yellow (a sign of ripeness), on
an afternoon when it is dry. If at all damp,
wipe with a cloth. Spread out the fruits on a
shelf in a light and cool airy room, and turn them
over occasionally during the next month or two.
The room we use gets afternoon sun, and the
Marrows are not harmed in the least if the sun
rjachcs them. We find they will keep till nearly
Christmas, though, of course, they are used as

required in the autumn and winter months. The
only difference is that the flesh of the stored fruit

is yellower than that cut straight from the bed
and used, but the flavour is not impaired in the
slightest. I hope this advice may be useful to

readers who are not " in the know."—E. T. Ellis.

CORRESPONDENT who has a large,

dark cellar at his disposal asks for

information concerning the storing of

vegetables therein for use during the
winter months. For a number of

vegetables a cellar is quite a good
store. It is generally frost-proof except in very
severe and prolonged spells, and even then can
usually be rendered suitable by covering any
vegetables that are susceptible to frost with coarse
mats or sacks, taking care, however, to remove

these immediately all danger is

past.

Undoubtedly the most import-
ant vegetable to be stored for

winter use is the Potato, and for

this a dark, frost-proof cellar pos-

sesses several advantages over the

outeloor clamp, though many
growers prefer the latter. In the
cellar, however, the Potatoes are

always available for use, whereas
in very frosty weather it would
be dangerous to break open the

clamp. Also, owing to the fact

that the tubers are kept dry, any
disease that is present will not

develop so rapidly as under the

damper conditions that exist in

the outdoor store. Before placing

Potatoes in a cellar they should

be exposed to wind and sun for a

few hours. Not only does this dry
up external moisture, but appre-

ciably hardens the skins. The
tubers are best placed in one
heap, keeping them away from
the wall of the cellar, so that, if

necessary, mats or straw can be
placed between them and the wall.

.V little fresh air-slaked lime shaken

between the Potatoes as they are

stored will assist to dispel unwanted
moisture, and possibly prevent the

spread of disease. The cellar must
be well ventilated for two or

three weeks after the Potatoes

are placed in it.

Carrots, Beetroots and Turnips

can all be successfully stored in a

cellar, and will keep fresh and

good for months if properly

managed. Unlike Potatoes, they

do not need preliminary drying.

It is essential, however, that

all the leaves be cut off, other

wise they will decay. Carrots and Turnips can

be cut close to the root, but with Beetroots

it is advisable to leave about an inch of the

leaf-stalks. Where only comparatively small

quantities of each are required, it will be found

more convenient to store them in flat boxes, such

as empty champagne cases or egg cases. A layer

of sand or finely sifted earth ought to be first placed

in the box ; then a layer of roots, packed in neatly

and closely ; then another layer of sand or earth,

the process of alternate layers being repeated until

the box is full. Of course, a heap could be formed

in a similar manner on the floor, but the boxes

are much cleaner and more convenient The use

of sand or earth in this way prevents the roots
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shrivelling and piesen'es their flavour. Salsify.

Scorzonera and Celeriac are other vegetables that

can be successfully treated in the same way.

So also could Jerusalem Artichokes and Parsnips,

but both are best left in the grornid where they are

growing, sufficient being lifted for. use as required.

Where this plan is adopted, however, it will be

necessary to cover the beds with a thick layer of

straw, bracken, or other dry rubbish during very

frosty weather, otherwise it will be impossible to

lift the roots when the soil is frozen hard.

A cellar is not. usually, a good place in which to

store Onions. These keep best when tied in

bunches or ropes and hung in a light, airy shed, but

protected from frost. If bunching or ropinj; cannot

be adopted, the Onions should be laid out thinly

in shallow boxes or trays. Whichever method is

adopted, it is essential that they be given plenty

of fresh air. Leeks and Celery keep best

where they are grown if given protec-

tion from severe frosts. Both may,
however, be successfully stored for some
weeks in moist earth or sandin a cellar.

The leaves should be trimmed off. but

the roots left intact and stored as advised

for Carrots, Turnips and Beetroots.

Cauliflowers that are ready for cutting

may be kept good for several weeks if

lifted with a good mass of roots to each.

The roughest outside leaves ought to be

removed and the roots embedded in

moist earth, which, for convenience, may
be in a large, flat box. It must be

remembered, however, that Cauliflowers,

in common with other members of the

Brassica family, emit a rather pungent

odour that would probably be un-

pleasant in a cellar.

Essential points to remember in stor-

ing all kinds of vegetables are to see

that they are quite free from any disease

or signs of decay ; that Cauliflowers.

Celery and Leeks are dry when put into

the store ; and that frequent inspection

of these succulent kinds is desirable so

that any decay which appears can be

promptly removed.

GRAPE VINES IN

AUTUMN.
EARLY

A FT

A
FTER expending much thought and

labour on the watering, feeding and

training of the Vines from spring to

the end of the summer months, it

is very annoying to lose some of the

Grapes through not knowing how to

manage the structure in the autumn. An amateur

cultivator said one day lately, " I have some

Black Hamburgh Grapes ; the o her morning I

noticed a few of them were cracked ; again, as

each day passed, more berries cracked . What was

the cause ?
"

The cracking was caused by too much atmo-

spheric moisture and lack of ventilation. If this

LATE-FLOWERING
BUDDLEI AS.

BuDDLEiA VARIABILIS IS One of the most

attractive of late-flowering shrubs. It

was first discovered by Professor Henry
in the mountains north of Ychang in 1893,

and few gardens are now without this

ornamental plant or one or more of its

beautiful varieties. In general appearance it

little resembles the well-known Orange Ball (B.

globosa), which usually flowers in great pro-

fusion earlier than this, when its rich orange,

honey-scented blossoms form a striking feature
;

whereas the flowers of B. variabilis are arranged

in elongated, pyramidal-shaped racemes, and, as the

specific name indicates, are somewhat variable,

but usually pinkish lilac with yellow throat.

There are several varieties, but two of the best

are B. v. veitchiana, with large, handsome

spikes of flower, and B. v. magnifica, which is

still larger and of a much deeper colour. They
appear to be a great attraction for butterflies,

which arc constantly to be found on them,

and undoubtedly this is one of the means by which

poll ination is assisted. These shrubs should be

cut back hard in spring.

were started sufficiently early and the crop is not

too heavy.

If there is much colouring necessary after the

iirst week in October, the process is very slow and
rarely quite satisfactor>-. A black Grape, when
perfectly coloured, should not show red in the

least when a lighted candle is held behind the bunch
at night. Ever>' berry should show a deep purple-

black.

Very careful ventilation and a little fire-heat

at night should be the rule if the berries are not

finished by September 25. Every day from that

date onwards is of much importance.

Watering.—Feeding should cease after the

berries are three-parts coloured, but some watering
with clear water is necessary. The border soil

must not be allowed to approach dryness ; keep
it in a medium state of moisture, and, when water

is needed, give it in sufficient quantity
to percolate through to the drainage,

applying it early on a very fine day.

The Leaves and the Laterals.—The
welfare of the crop for next year must
be a matter for consideration no«'.

-All surplus shoots must be cut off

while they are young ; healthy Vines
will continue to produce these small

sublaterals imtil the end of October. If

left on the \'ines they would obstruct the

light and the passage of air through
the foliage, and so interfere with the
due ripening of the basal buds on the
side shoots, which contain the embryo
fruit for next year's crop. G. G.

PINUS ARMANDII. A NEW AND ORNAMENTAL PINE
NOW COXING AT KEW.

cultivator had left the top ventilators open a little

all night and a chink of air on at the front, and

then opened all the ventilators more very early in

the morning, he would have lost no berries of

this variety through cracking, even if the atmo-

spheric moisture had been too great. After the

Grapes are ripe, only sufficient atmospheric

moisture should be maintained to keep the leaves

in a healthy condition ; and if amateur cultivators,

generally, will pay close attention to these details,

they will not lose the fruits of their labour.

The Colouring of Xate Grapes.—Few late

black Grapes colour satisfactorily after the second

week in October. To keep long and well, black

Grapes, such as Alicante and Gros Colmar, should

be thoroughly coloured by September 25. Usually,

the process of colotiring is very steady and
complete by the date named if the Vines

A BEAUTIFUL PINF.
PiNus Arma.vdii.

This ornamental Chinese Pine is coning

quite freely at Kew. It has now been in

cultivation in this country about eigh-

teen years, the trees being large enough
to judge of their value for the beautify-

ing of our pleasure grounds and parks.

Herbarium specimens had been collected

by previous travellers in China, but the

honour of first iutroducing the tree to

British gardens belongs to Mr. Augustine

Henry, who forwarded seeds to Kew in

1897. The trees raised from these seeds

are now about nineteen feet in height,

and produced cones for the first time in

1909. There are several cones on one

of the trees this year containing, ap-

parently, good seeds. A French missioT^-

ary, P6re Farges, sent seeds to fll.

Maurice L. de Vilmorin in 1895, and more
Mr. E. H. Wilson consigned seeds to

the Arnold .\rboretum, so that young trees are

now fairly easy to procure. P. Armandii is one

of the five-leaved Pines. In appearance the

tree resembles the Himalayan or Bhotan Pine,

P. excelsa, and P. Ayacahuite, the Hickory Pine

of Mexico. The cones of P. Armandii are shorter

and broader than either of the two named, cylindri-

cal, 6 inches to 8 inches long, and 3 inches to

4 inches in diameter. The leaves are shorter

than those of P. excelsa, rather lighter in coloiu',

i
and 4 inches to 6 inches long. Armand's

Pine is widely distributed on the mountains of

Western China, where it reaches a height of 50 feet

1 to 60 feet. Altogether it promises to become a

very ornamental Pine, particularly for lawn

j

specimens, the rich green grass forming a pleasing

foil to the silvery hue of the leaves.

recently
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THE JAPANESE WIND-
FLOWERS.

IN
the waning days of autumn, when the

morning and evening mists have enshrouded

the flowers of the outdoor garden and, in

too many instances, marred their beauty,

we appreciate those that come out of the

ordeal imscathed. Among the most beau-

tiful of these are the

Japanese Windflowers or

Anemones, tall yet grace-

ful flowers, quite unlike

the dainty little native

species that bespangles

the greensward of our

coppices in the gusty days

of spring. These Japanese

Anemones, by their very

jtature and bearing, are

admirably adapted for

grouping in the herbaceous

border, in large lawn beds,

the edges of shrubberies,

or by the side of a pond

or lake. They are never

seen to better advantage,

particularly the varieties

with white blossoms,
than when massed, in

large bold groups,
with a backgroimd of

dark green foliaged trees,

these serving to accentuate

the glistening purity of the

daintily poised blossoms.

When to the trees water

is added, in which the

flowers are reflected with

a shimmer of light and

shade, we begin to realise

bow indispensable these

hardy plants are in the

garden at this season.

Nor must we overlook their

usefulness for cutting. It

is almost impossible to

arrange them inartistic-

ally, their long stems and

light, graceful flowers

enabling the veriest tyro

to create a picture of

sublime beauty with these

and autiunn foliage.

Fortunately, the cultiva-

tion of the Japanese

Anemones does not pre-

sent any great difficulties.

What they do appreciate

is deeply cultivated and

well-manured soil, and

that with a good propor-

tion of clay in it. One
is often asked to name
plants that will thrive

Japanese Windflower is one of the best.

As the roots are long and thick, with but few

fibres, transplanting is not advisable more often

than is absolutely necessary ; indeed, a good rule

to follow is to disturb the plants as little as possible.

In forming new beds or groups in borders, the plant-

ing may be done in late autumn or early spring,

and pieces of root with as many fibres as possible

should be given preference to those of a less

fibrous character.

Contrary to a widespread belief, the original

species has rose-coloured flowers with large, bold

foliage, and a very useful plant it is. A variety

named Honorine Joubert has piure white flowers,

and is still one of the best for general purposes.

Others with white blossoms are Whirlwind, very

large and semi-double ; and sylvestris, smaller

and earlier, with dwarfer habit. There are several

beautiful varieties with pink or rose coloured

flowers, notably, Queen Charlotte, very large

;

JAPANESE ANEMONE QUEEN CHARLOTTE WITH LARGE PINK FLOWERS.

("lay soil, and the rosea, semi-doubie ; Autumn Queen, crispifolia,

elegans and Lady ArdUaun.

NOTES ON HARDY BALSAMS.
Along the banks of the Mereway near Twicken-

ham, large colonies of the Tawny Balsam :
rich and highly manured soil, it is inclined to make

may be seen flowering at the present time,
j

very sappy growth at the expense of blossom.

The plants, attaining a height of about four
|

The flowers are variously striped and spotted,

feet, are growing both on the dry banks and i
and range in colour from crimson to white, rose,

by the water's edge in marshy ground and in buff, mauve and violet. C. Q.

close association with Bulrushes and Sedges.

The botanical name of the Tawny Balsam is

Impatiens fulva, and although it is not a British

plant in the strict sense of the term, it is an estray

that has so far naturalised here within the last

half century that it is now spreading rapidly in

certain localities. Its singularly pretty flowers,

borne on slender stalks and nodding in the breeze,

cannot fail to attract attention. The flowers

are orange-coloured, heavily marked with reddish

brown spots, with the open

mouth of the hom-shaped
sepal turning inward. The
leaves are oval or ovate and

coarsely toothed. From a

botanical point of view,

the most interesting fea-

ture of this Impatiens—
^

and the same applies to

other species—is seen in its

wonderful fruits or seed-

pods. These, when ripe,

are pear-shaped and turgid,

and if gently touched the

seeds are discharged with

surprising force, owing to

the elasticity of the valves

of the seed-pod. This

peculiarity has given our

native species the appro-

priate name I. Noli-me-

tangere or Touch-me-not,

while the very name
Impatiens is derived from

impatient, in reference to

the elasticity of the valves

of the seed-pod. The
Tawny Balsam, although

so much at home in and

around our waterways, is

really a native of North

America, while the yellow

Touch-me-not, I. Noli-me-

tangere, grows wild in

various parts of Europe.

There is another Impa-

tiens often seen in cottage

gardens and growing any-

thing from 5 feet to 10 feet

in height ; the flowers are

purple or rose and some-

times almost white. This

is Impatiens Roylei, once

figured in the Botanical

Magazine as I. glandulifera,

which it closely resembles.

It is an attractive plant,

but owing to its rampant

growth is apt to become a

nuisance if left unchecked

in the flower garden and

shrubbery. All of the

Impatiens named are

hardy, and all of them
annuals. Seed may be sown

either this month or in the spring, and once these

interesting annuals are established, self-sown

seedlings may be relied upon in succeeding years.

The garden Balsam, I. Balsamina, with flowers

quite as double as a perfect Camellia, requires to

be raised in frames and transplanted. If given a
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SEASONABLE NOTES
CARNATIONS.

ON

T
1 HE tiuie has again arrived when Per-

petuals must be transferred to the

structure in which tliey are to bloom
during winter and spring. It is

_^
^needless to remark that tlie pots

should be scrubbed and the wood-
work and glass of the Carnation-house cleaned.

Few of us neglect these simple sanitary

operations. Shoots that require tying should

be seen to, and if the soil requires it, a

sprinkling of Carnation manure be

applied to the surface soil of each

plant. One of the greatest

mistakes where continuous bloom

is expected is to arrange the

plants close together. It is true

that close grouping makes a more
efiective display through the late

autumn months, but the later

flowering shoots are so weakened

that they are really worthless

;

vhereas, given ample space and

ight, these will be almost as

vigorous as the shoots formed during

summer. Abundant ventilation

while the weather permits is also

important. It is very remarkable

that there are still people who treat

Carnations as semi-tender plants.

and even through the simmer
months in northern parts there are

growers who shut down the venti-

lators nightly, and as a result

disappoint their hopes without

knowing whence the disappoint-

ment has proceeded.

Every Carnation grower knows
how very important it is that the

supply of water shall be regulated

with the greatest nicety, and that a

workman who errs in applying

slightly too little does infinitely less

harm than he who goes to the

opposite extreme. Much the same
applies to manurial dressings. A
little may be very efiective in

increasing tlie size of bloom and
deepening the colour, while a little

too much will produce flabby petals

and split calyces without number.

As a rule, very few flowers will ha\e

split calyces provided the treatment

is correct, the newer varieties being

particularly notable for their strong

calyces.

Some growers keep young Mal-

maisons through the winter in small

pots ; others give them a shift

in autumn. The best period for this operation

is from the middle to the end of September ; and
it may be noted here that drainage composed of

very small bits of potsherd gives better results

than moderately large nodules. The shift should

not be large at this tune, and if the compost is

very firmly pressed into the pots little water
will be needed till about the end of January,
that is, of course, provided the plants are wintered

in a cool and dry structure. Though the plants

do not appear to progress much, if at all, they are

really building up a stout, thick stem, with abund-
ance of roots slowly ramifying in the soil, and when
spring comes they are in the very best condition

to leap into vigorous growth. A watch should be

kept for the appearance of green fly, a pinch or

a puff of tobacco powder, if caught in time, being

sufficient to keep it under.

This is the proper time, too, to plant out border

varieties. It must be remembered that the

earlier they are planted, once well rooted, the

better will they be established when winter comes,

and consequently less liable to suffer from the vicissi-

tudes of the weather. Wet or damp is the only thing

inimical to the border Carnation. It is accordingly

a good plan not to plant deeply. Keep the stem

up, and, if a strong plant, support it with a short

stick, rather than set it deeper and risk disease. In

THE MEADOW SAFFRON.

c

THE MEADOW SAFFRON (COLCHICUM SPECIOSUM

soil naturally conservative of moisture, the beds

should be slightly rounded instead of flat, and lune

in some form laid over the surface will be of value.

Plants to be potted up should not be delayed either,

having regard to the habit of the \'ariety and seeing

that strong-growing kinds shall have ample root

room and the less vigorous ones not so much.

I make it a practice, when new varieties are intro-

duced at this time of year, to invariably grow

these in pots. No matter how careful the \endor

may be in lifting and packing, the layers receive

a check, which is ox'ercome with no loss when they

are placed in pots, but tliis can hardly he expected

if planted out. R. P. Bkotherston.

O L C H I C U M SPECIOSUM is,

without exception, the finest of all

the coloured forms of this pretty

and acceptable group of hardy

autumn bulbous flowers. It is,

indeed, like the noble Emperor
Daffodil among its fellows, calculated to excite

the admiration of anyone, and in particular

those making the acquaintance of it for the

first time. Like the DaSodil just named, the

Meadow Saffron is also the possessor of a bold

and vigorous constitution that fits

it for a great variety of soils and
aspects. Not that the latter will

bear comparison with the Daffodil

in the matter of multiplication, yet

with care and discreet management
a good stock may soon be obtainedj

and certainly no others of the

genus are more worthy of all this

care.

.\s for soils and the position most
likely to suit the plant, and en-

courage also that rapid increase

to which I ha\e briefly referred, I have found
the following the most suitable : A bed of

rather holding loam, with one-fourth of good halt-

decayed leaves and the same proportion of year

old cow-manure. By adding good sharp grit or

charcoal^dust to the same extent, one has an
excellent compost.

It is a curious fact that rare or choice things are

usually given a niLxture with a percentage of peat

as likely to be the most useful. J have, however,

never observed any benefit from doing so. In

ight soil, with the better kinds I have used cow-
manure freely, and in this way : Digging out

6 inches of the soil and running the manure on
to the bed, to be deeply dug in

below the corms, then levelling up
the soil, and finally planting

4 inches deep. In this way and
in a light, almost always workable

soil the Colchicums thrive remark-

ably well, and give leafage that

also is a guarantee of their suc-

cess. I prefer to employ manure
thus deeply turned in because

of its cooling nature, and also

because the leafage of these

.Meadow Saffrons, coming m spring-

tinre, shall not suffer or be brought

too quickly to an end by the first

heat of the year. Given a deep

and cool rooting medium, and, if

possible, a partially shaded spot,

their progress will be sure to

give satisfaction. Of course, these

Meadow Saffrons may be grown in

oil in the shrubbery, the border, and
but the better kinds of Colchicum

amply repay greater care in then: cultivation. To
increase them, lift every third season and divide and

replant as soon as the foliage is fully matured. These

plants are not benefited by a long season out of tiie

ground ; rather do they lose vigour when this is con-

tinued for any leng;h of time. It should be stated

that the example in the illustration is greatly re-

duced in size, and that the plant when well grown

is fully 9 inches high. The handsome purplish rose

flowers are strong and deep supporting. The typical

species comes from the Caucasus, but there is also

a pure white form in cultivation. J. E.

quite ordinar\'

;

similar places.
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BULBS FOR GRASS AND
WOODLAND.

IN

the early days of spring, when we have

tired of looking upon broad expanses

of seared greensward and beds of naked
shrubs, we welcome with more than usual

warmth those bright little heralds of

spring, the so-called Winter Aconites,

each of which has its golden. Buttercup-like

flower set in a frilled collar of greenery that always

reminds ns of the rufls of the Elizabethan period.

THE GARDEN.

since Kew gave the lead some years ago, and
where planting has been done with proper regard

to effect and suitability or otherwise of the position

selected for the various kinds, the result has

invariably proved satisfactory. A word of warn-
ing is necessary to those who would plant bulbs

in grass. This must not be cut until the foliage

of the bulbs takes on a rusty or yellow appearance.

The Winter Aconite has already been mentioned,

and where a sheet of yellow is desired in the month
of January, this should be planted in quantity

at once. It will thrive in grass, or in cultivated

spots in the shrubbery, and, once established, I
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is G. Elwesii. A charming efiect can be obtained
by planting Snowdrops and the beautiful little

blue Squills, Scilla sibirica and S. bifolia, together.

Mention of the Squills reminds one of that

charming little denizen of the Alps s6 aptly named
Glory of the Snow, but known to botanists as

Chionodoxa Luciliae. This is brilUant blue,

each flower having a white centre. It is suitable

either for planting in grass ' or the shrubberj',

and many use it as an effective carpet for beds of

shrubs. A somewhat rarer and even richer-

coloured kind is C. sardensis, its blossoms having
that intense blue colour that we find in the Gentians.

DAFFODILS NATURALISED UNDER TREES. BULBS SHOULD BE PLANTED NOW.

Following closely on these Aconites, and sometimes

keeping them company, come the Snowdrops,

and from then onwards until the Wood Hyacinths

have finished their display, and the virgin beauty

of the Beech foliage has departed, the woodland
and shrubberies may be kept bright and interesting

with bulbous plants alone.

As planting-time is with us,
~ ihere is good reason

for drawing attention to the lesser-known bulb

best suited for growing in grass, under the shade

of large trees, for shrubberies and large beds

of deciduous shrubs such as the Lilacs. The
system of naturalising bulbs in such positions

as those mentioned above has been widely adopted

seeds and perpetuates itself freely. Snowdrops

are rather more diflicult to accommodate, and

if gro^vn in grass, where they look exceedingly

pretty, and where their flowers do not get soiled

so easily, it may be, and often is, necessary to

plant a few fresh bulbs each year, otherwise,

and particularly on sandy soils, they will most

likely die out in the course of a few j'ears. Cool,

loamy soil in the shrubbery or large beds is an ideal

spot for them. If the soil is of a sandy character,

plant the bulbs at least 6 inches deep. For

naturalising, the common Snowdrop, Galanthus

nivalis, is best ; but a larger-flowered variety

that maj' be used for more favourable positions

At present it is rather expensive for uatmralising,

but it might well be utilised in moderate quantities

for large beds. For the same pmrpose the large-

flowered C. gigantea, or grandiflora as it is some-

times called, is most effective. The flowers of

this are twice the size of those of the well-kno%vn

Glory of the Snow, pale lavender blue in colour,

and the habit of the plant more robust.

From the Chionodoxas it is but a short step

to the Anemones or Windflowers, among which

we find several eminently suited for our purpose.

One of the most beautiful of these is the Mountain

Windflower, A. apennina, a dainty little plant

some 6 inches high that transforms the pla. e
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wherein it dwells into a dense, waving mass of

starlike, sky blue blossoms. Similar in form,

and rather deeper in colour, is the Grecian Wind-

flower, A. blanda. It flowers several weeks in

advance of A. apennina. Of our native Wood
Anemone, A. nemorosa, there are several excellent

forms, the most charming of all being robinsoniana.

This has large single flowers of pale lavender

colour, and should be planted in large drifts.

Allenii and Blue Bonnet, both having blue flowers,

and bracteata flore pleno, or Jack-in-the-Green

as it is often called, a double white variety, may

all be planted freely. Those Windflowers delight

INTERIOR OF MESSRS. GEORGE BUNYARD S FRUIT ROOM.

in a shady position, and thrive well under large

trees, especially where the soil receives some

slight cultural attention. t -j

The ordinary florist's Crocuses in yellow, white

and varying shades of blue are frequently used

for planting in grass, but there are two lesser-

known kinds with more refined flowers. One

that opens its flowers early is C. susianus, or

Cloth of Gold as it is known to some. When the

flower-buds appear, and before they open, their

colour is a rich glossy brown ; but when the petals

fall back and reveal the golden interior, the plants

do, indeed, form a carpet of gold. This Crocus

may be planted freely in grass or in the shrubbery.

Flowering at nearly the same time, but in some

localities rather later, we have in tommasinianus

a Crocus of more than ordinary beauty and

a plant for naturalising in the grass. The

flowers are clear lavender blue, with a silvery

sheen on the exterior, the beautiful orange

stigma in the centre adding not a little to its

charm.

For planting among hardy Ferns, where these

are grown under tall trees, the dainty little hardy

Cyclamens, which blossom in spring, are available,

and their small but curiously shaped flowers

form a pleasing contrast to the russety brown

foliage of the Ferns, which all good gardeners

allow to remain until new fronds are seen in

spring. Two that may be planted freely are C.

Coum and C. ibericum. There is little difference I

in the flowers, but the foliage varies, the former

having plain green leaves and the latter a silver

zone to each leaf. Of ibericum there are varj-ing

shades of colour, ranging from a white flower

with a crimson eye

to blossoms of rich

crimson. The Ivy-

leaved Cyclamen,
though it flowers in

autumn before the

foliage appears, is of

interest in the spring,

as its tufts of leaves

are marbled with

charming silvery

tracings. The roots

of these Cyclamen

should be planted

about two inches deep,

and a fair proportion

of leaf-soil ought to

be present in the

ground in which they

are planted.

An article on bulbs

for the woodland

would not be com-

plete without mention

of the Muscaris or

Grape Hyacinths, the

prettiest of all being

Heavenly Blue. At

Dafiodil-time this will

transform banks or

shrubbery into a verit-

alile cloud of sky

blue. Plant freely

and in large colonies,

as a bold effect is

desirable. Other good

Muscaris are comosum
and plumosum. A
charming little flower

that one seldom meets

is Puschkinia libanotica, or the Lebanon Squill.

It grows about six inches high and forms

clusters of dainty flowers, which are, perhaps,

scarcely bright enough for bold effects, but

which are, nevertheless, beautiful in the front

part of the shrubbery, where they can be

seen at close range. The blossoms are semi-

transparent and white, each segment being

striped with blue, resembling a piece of old china.

Allium Moly and A. neapolitanum, with yellow and

white flowers respectively, and the Snake's-head

Fritillary (Fritillaria Meleagris), a native plant

suitable for a damp, grassy situation, must com-

plete our list for the present, though many more

might be added. Daffodils have been purposely

omitted, as their merits and requirements are

now well kno^vn. In planting bulbs for naturai

or bold effects, anything approaching formality

of arrangement must be strictly avoided. In

grass a large colony of one kind should be planted,

and a few odd plants may well lead us on, as it

were, to another cluster of good dimensions.

BULB PLANTING AND
TRIAL GARDENS.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

SPEAKING in a general way, there are
three parts of an ordinary garden in

which bulbs may be planted : (i) the
mixed border, (2) the parterre, where
there is a collection of formal beds
arranged in a more or less complicated

design, and (3) the larger or smaller isolated beds,

which more often than not are cut out of grass.

Although it is the custom to write of bedding

arrangements in the autumn, it must be ver>'

tantalising reading for many ; for the greater the
success of the writer in describing effective com-
binations and displays, the more he is able to make
people's mouths water by putting the delights of

a well-considered garden before them, the greater

the aggravation to feel that all these joys are

impossible without the previous preparation of

the necessary little plants which under modern
I taste are an inseparable adjunct of the bulbs

;

or without a very serious expenditure upon young
seedlings or newly struck cuttings. The purchase

of Arabis, Aubr^etias and Cerastimn tomentosum.

to name three of the most usual and useful of the

plants employed, would be a large item where there

is any considerable space or number of beds to fill.

On the principle of look before you leap, it seems
to me that I might be doing a \'ery useful thing if

j

I were to suggest the formation of a hiial garden

where two or three of all sorts and conditions of

' hardy bulbs, annuals and perennials might be

gathered together for reference and study, I have
recently been reading a newly published book by
Mrs. Frances King of Michigan. U.S.A. called

\

" The Well-considered Garden." It is a paean

on the joys of harmonious colour blending in

gardens, and although it is, naturally, written from
an American standpoint, there is one chapter

I

which insists upon a practice w'hich in its far-

reaching usefulness is most truly catholic ; for is

not such an adjunct of use, as Vincentius wrote,

everywhere, at all tinres and for all people ?

A deliberately planned trial garden is a rare

thing to find. Yet if one wishes to ensure a har-

monious blending of the occupants of our beds and
borders, no suggestion can be more practical.

There under our own eyes we will see samples of

everything that seeks for admission, and we can

note its shade or tone of colour and how it would
look were this or that its bed-fellow ; and what is

of equal importance, we can test their relative

times of opening, this last observation being

perhaps of more particular utility with regard to

spring arrangements and formal bedding. These

are the questions which the trial garden will

answer : Will there be sufficient of the foliage of

Funkia sieboldiana abo\e ground to act as a

carpet to some deep crimson Darwin Tulip like

Millet ? Will a pale blue Forget-me-not like

Queen Victoria or a rich dark one like Indigo Queen
or Sutton's Royal Blue, set off the orange brick

red of Tulip Prince of Austria ? Which of the

pale Aubrieiias, like Bridesmaid or Lavender,

will act as the best foil to a dark Tulip like Viking ?

Is there any difference in the time of blooming

between Chionodoxas Lucilia^, Boissieri and

Tmolusii ? How does Agapanthus mubellatus do
if left out all the winter ? The questions that might

be asked are more in number than the sands of

the seashore. Every gardener, according to his.

knowledge and inclinations, will have different
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ones to submit. The trial garden will answer

them all.

All the time that the old stock favourites are

being used in the parterre or in the isolated beds

on our lawns, we can in this testing station be

preparing fresh surprises for our friends and new
and greater pleasures for ourselves.

The time to establish such a garden is the

autumn. Its size will be determined by the work
that will be given it to do and the class of

vegetation with which it will be filled. For testing

blending, timing and doing it is, and always must

be, invaluable. How is it, then, that we so seldom

"find one even in our large establishments ?

It may be because such an idea has never

occurred to the owners or managers ; it may be

because they have never realised its possibilities

or the deep interest which it is bound to create
;

it may be that journal writings and catalogue

descriptions are too slavishly relied upon.

But have these never failed you ? Have you
never had surprising jars of colour when you have

gone entirely by a list ? Or, when you have seen

the self-same arrangement for the fourth or fifth

time, has not the idea of a change ever occurred ?

Has not " let well alone" sometimes palled upon

you ? Try, then, a trial garden. Here failures

instruct and lessons enthuse.

FRUIT ROOMS.

NEXT to careful growing and develop-

ment of fruit is the preservation of

it for use over a long period. For
this purpose no better form of

fruit room can be desired than the

one we now illustrate, which is

inexpensive, and yet answers so well that Messrs.

Bunyard's exhibits of late-kept fruit at the Chelsea

Show have become a feature of that meeting.

The main points are to use the natural earth

for the floor, in order to keep it just damp ; when
tliis is secured, the timber used does not cause

the fruit to shrivel. Pears are kept from July

to April, and Apples from July to June. Cut

flowers, &c., can be kept fresh in the summer
in the house, but no Potatoes or Onions should

be stored in it, as they are apt to flavour the

fruit. Large fruit is lai4 in single layers ; the

smaller dessert fruit can be three or four deep,

as late sorts keep sounder in this way.

Tile fruit house illustrated is at the Langley

Nursery, near Slougli, and was used for many years

by the late firm of Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons,

It is about 35 feet long, 13 feet wide, 6 feet

high to eaves, and 10 feet to ridge (inside

measurements) ; the sides and roof are thatched

with straw, with heather on the outside,

arid are about i foot to 18 inches thick.

It is provided with padded shutters to the

windows and ventilators, and an outside door

of the same material about 5 inches thick, as

non-conductors to heat and cold. It is entered

by double doors, over which and at the opposite

end are windows with ventilators, all of which
have also shutters on the inside to control

the light and air. The whole of the inside is

lined with match-boarding. There are four tiers

of stages around the sides, 2 feet 6 inches wide

and I foot 6 inches apart, formed of battens

similar to a greenhouse stage. In the centre is an
exhibition table 3 feet high and 3 feet wide. The
paths are 2 feet 5 inches wide. The whole of

the interior lining and stages is of white deal.

ROSES IN YORKSHIRE.

ONE of the problems confronting

amateurs with limited means, and
yet with some claims to artistic

taste and sense of colour, is the

difliculty of adding various new-

Roses and yet preserving that

balance of colour, blending of tones and shades,

that ultimately make or mar the general effect

of the whole garden, be it large or small. This

is always my own problem when I pay that annual

visit to the nursery and see long rows of one

variety after another, well aware that I cannot

plant six each of ail the newest and best. However,

success is all the sweeter after having made and
subsequently remedied mistakes of this sort.

One of the varieties that seems to ask for a bed
to itself is

Lyon, for either in the garden or vase its rich

tones of salmon pink and lobster red seem to defy

competition, and cause other fine colours to appear
at a disadvantage. One or two varieties, however,

I find may be planted in conjunction with Lyon,
with pleasing results. One of these is

Lady Pirrie, a deep copper>' salmon with a

suspicion of fawn, a delightful combination of

colour. This variety has pro\cd a very free and
abimdant bloomer here.

Mrs. Alfred Tate, .the colour of which is very
similar to Lady Pirrie, but copper>' red rather

than salmon tone, is also an excellent bedding
Rose, with the form and habit of Betty, and is

invaluable for table decoration. It is a great

pleasure to see such a dainty type of Rose

few Roses with many petals that opened well

throughout the very showery July and August.

Mrs. Herbert Hawksworth, ivory white,

with large, globular flowers, was continuously in

bloom. This is undoubtedly one of the very
best of the whites or creams. Its habit of growth
is very vigorous and of great value here in York-
shire, where comparatively few white Roses

repay the grower. Second only to this is

Mrs. Herbert Stevens, another white of very
graceful growth and a prolific bloomer, giving us

quantities of long, pointed blooms of perfect

shape. Moreover, it blooms in spite of rain.

Mabel Drew is another successful Rose. Its

colour is deep cream, and has large, full and well-

formed flowers of refined shape.. It blooms with

me as freely as Mrs. David McKee, and is a welcome
acquisition to the garden.

Lady Greenall.—Here is a Rose that worthily

upholds the reputation of " Newtownards." The
colour is pale buff, opening to deep yellow ; very
large and handsome flowers, held on long, erect

stems ; the foliage is an attractive bronze, and
with me free from mildew'.

Lady Downe.—^This variety I planted last

autumn on the recommendation of a friend, and
it has fully justified its place in the garden. The
colour is a deep buff, passing to a still deeper
yellow, which, however, pales off very much in

the fully opened blooms. It is very fragrant and
also appears mildew-proof. It reminds one very
much of Mme. Ravary, a variety which it rivals

in its freedom of growth. Another charming
little Rose that must be mentioned here is

Mrs. Peter Blair, a pure lemon yellow, producing
quantities of perfect-shaped flowers in great

THE FRUIT HOUSE AT THE LANGLEY NURSERY, NEAR SLOUGH.

succeeding in this strenuous climate. Yet another

Rose of the Lyon type is

Willowmere, a lovely deep peach pink, a sturdy

and erect grower that has produced perfect blooms

here in abundance. This, in my opinion, is a

Rose that will become very popular when better

known.

Mrs. Amy Hammond.—This is a Rose that

pleases me very much. Its colour is a very pale

creamy salmon, but with such large and finely

built blooms and delicate scent. It is one of the

profusion. It is evidently a very hardy variety,

and for that reason alone is worthy of note by

growers who have a cold and exposed situation to

contend with.

Mrs. Frank Bray.—This is considered by some
growers to be an improvement upon Mme. Ravary
(an opinion I do not share), yet it is a most excel-

lent Rose, a deep coppery ecru with the faintest

suspicion of shell pink, and worth growing for the

beautiful buds. A fine buttonhole variety.

RoHiidhay. E. Waters.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Frnit Under Glass.

Strawberries in Pots.—During times of hot,

dry weather the plants will need close attention

to watering. Stimulants also must be more fre-

quently afforded now that the pots are full of

roots. Soot-water is an excellent stimulant for

the Strawberry, and may be given at least once a

week. If the plants are too crowded, they should

be thinned out, for it is essential that they get all

the sunshine and air possible in order to thoroughly

ripen the crowns. A spraying once a week with a

mildew speciBc will keep the foliage free from this

pest.

Early Pot Vines.—The Vines which have been

grown for suppU-ing fruit eariy next May should

now be thoroughly matured, .\bout the begmnmg
of next month they may be shortened to the

desired length. They may then be placed m an

exposed position outdoors till the begmnmg of

November, when they must be placed m the

forcing-house. The Vines which are likely to

give the best results are those of medium strength

and with short-jointed growths.

Early Permanent Vines.—The Vines which

are to be started into growth eariy in November

should be readv for pruning the first week in

October Old-established Vines give the best

results for very eariy forcing. It is not prudent

to prune very old Vines back too hard ;
in all

rases three or four good buds should be left after

pruning Where there is room to lay m young

growths, this should be done, as it is from such

that the best bunches will be obtained. The

Vines should be subjected to a thorough cleanmg.

If mealy bug is troublesome, all the loose bark must

be removed before scrubbing the rods with a

strong insecticide. The house must also be well

washed and the walls limewashed. The borders

must then be relieved of 2 inches or 3 inches of the

surface soU, replacing this with fresh materials.

Plants Under Glass.

Violets.—The plants must now be placed in

their winter quarters. .\ shaUow pit is the most

suitable structure in which to grow Violets in

the winter. Chopped loam and naturally decayed

Oak or Beech leaves make an excellent compost.

The materials must be elevated quite near to the

glass as the plants require all the light possible.

Before planting, dip the foliage in an msecticide as a

precaution against red spider. Plant firmly and

thoroughlv soak the materials when finished.

Keep the frames close for a few days tUl the roots

are again active, then gradually inure the plants

to cooler conditions, eventually removing the hghts

altogether, except when sharp frost is immment.

Tree Carnations.—^These plants must now be

"iven a mean temperature of 50° or 55°. The

earliest batch will now be in need of a little stimu-

lant but this must not be overdone. Syringe

between the plants on fine days, but do not drench

the foliage. If cuttings are available, a batch may
be struck now.

Spiraea.—Retarded roots of this useful plant

mav now be started into growth. A moderate

temperature is necessary till growth is well advanced.

They may then be placed in a warm, moist atmo-

sphere. These plants need abundance of water at

the roots.

Coleuses.—Where these are grown from cuttings,

no time must now be lost in getting these rooted.

Insert the shoots around the sides of small pots

and place them in the propagating-case. They
must be examined every morning, removing dead

leaves, or many of the cuttings will be lost through

damping.
Tlie Flower Garden.

Ancliusa italica.—To keep a true stock of this

beautiful Borage, the old plants should be lifted

every two vears, retaining the most promising

roots for replanting. It is wise to pot up some of

the pieces and winter them in a cold frame, planting

them out in the spring. The plants left out in

the border must be protected by placing ashes

around them.

Dahlias.—Beds of these beautiful flowers are

often spoilt by early frost. . Where practicable, the

beds should be protected with tiffany or something

similar. See that the plants are well supported

with strong stakes as a precaution against autumnal
gales.

Heucheras.—These useful plants may be in-

creased by inserting cuttings, which are now-

plentiful. A batch should be struck every year,

as old plants do not flower so freely as young ones.

The cuttings will readily root in boxes of sandy
soil. Keep them close in a cold frame till they
are rooted, then gradually harden them off. They
may be wintered in frames and planted out in the
spring.

The Bock Garden.

Bulbs.—Many of these may now be planted in

the rock garden. The smaller-growing Narcissi,

Muscari, Chionodoxa and Scillas, may all be grown
in small rock gardens. In bold schemes of rock
gardening many of the May-flowering Tulips may
be planted. The beautiful Habranthus pratensis

may be planted in sheltered nooks, but it must be
exposed to full sunshine. Anemones must be planted
freely among the rocks. A. apennina. A. blanda
and A. alpina are very showy subjects for the rock
garden.

The Kitchen Garden.

Late Peas.—A good watering with diluted

drainings from the farmyard will considerably

enhance the filling of the pods. Tits are often
verj' destructive among late Peas, but they may
easily be prevented by covering the rows with
fish netting.

Carrots.—The main crop of Carrots must now
be lifted. The roots should be carefully lifted

with a fork, and, after they have been carefully

selected, the best may be placed in their winter
quarters, leaving those which are blemished for

immediate use.

French Beans.—.A. sowing of a good forcing

variety, such as Osborne's Forcing or The Belfast,

may be made now in pots. Place the pots in a

warm, moist house, and when the Beans are

through the soil keep them near to the light and
syringe them twice daily.

Beet.—If this valuable crop has not already

been taken up, no time must be lost in doing so.

Take up the roots with great care, as the least

damage will spoil them. They may be stored in

sand in a cool shed. E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—In wet districts the

layers are much better lifted and either potted or

planted fairly closely together in cold frames, where
they should remain until March, giving plenty of

fresh air at all times, except during hard frost.

This work should now be attended to. After

potting or planting, very little water will be re-

quired, and, as it encourages rust, care should be
taken that it does not touch any part of the

foUage.

Roses.—Where Roses are required to be grown
on their own roots (and this has its advantages
in many cases), cuttings should now be put in

sandy soil in frames. Some varieties, such as

Dorothy Perkins, root very readily, while others

are more difficult to strike. In all cases it is best

to get cuttings with a heel attached, choosing
medium-sized growths which are fairly firm or

ripe.

Spring Bedding.—As most of the summer-
flowering plants are becoming very untidy, they

had better be removed without further delay, even if

they have not been actually cut down by frost. The
spring-flowering plants can then be put in their

permanent quarters before the more severe weather
arrives, which very often prevents this work being

carried out expeditiously.

Rock Garden.—Many subjects having a her-

baceous habit are quite ripe and ready to be cut

over. This should be done and a general overhaul

given to maintain a tidy appearance. Bulbs
which are to be planted in this garden should be
got in as soon as procured.

Zonal Pelargoniums are now liable to be
injured by frost, so if any cuttings are not yet

under glass, they will be safer if removed without
delay. Keep in houses where there is an abundance
of ventilation.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflower.—There is usually a glut of this
vegetable at this season, and also a danger of it

being injured by an early frost. In view of this,

any which are ready for use and cannot be con-
sumed could be lifted and hung up in a damp
cellar or shed until required. .\ny plants inclined
to be late in forming heads might be lifted into a
cold frame if there is space available.

Runner Beans.—As long as frost does not injure
the plants, the pods should be kept closely picked
off as soon as they are large enough to use. This,
tends to encourage the production of more young
pods.

Peas.—The crops obtained from late sowings
depend very much now upon the weather for
the next few weeks. Should the ground be at all

drj'. a watering had better be given, to which
some stimulant has been added. Any exhausted
crops remaining on the ground should be cleared
up and burnt on the spot, after the Pea stakes have
been gathered and putin store ready for use another
year.

Lettuce.—During a very wet period these are
liable to be spoilt through many of the leaves
damping. Where portable frames are available,

these should be placed over them, and the lights
kept tilted to admit all air possible.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Fruit Trees.—Before the leaves fall is the
best time to repot and generally overhaul the trees.

The small trees in lo-inch to 12-inch pots must be
repotted aimuaUy. Larger ones do not require
disturbance for several seasons if the drainage is

kept in order and a top-dressing given to keep the
surface roots active. The soil used must be good
fibrous loam, well enriched with artificial manure
of a lasting nature. To this should be added a

good proportion of lime refuse and charcoal to
keep the soil open and sweet.

Peaches and Nectarines growing in borders
which are unsatisfactory should be attended to as
soon as the wood is sufficiently ripened, as it is

much better to transplant before the foliage

drops. Before commencing, the trees should be
shaded if the weather is at all bright. If the
drainage is at fault, this must be put right before
replacing any of the soil, .^dd plenty of lime
refuse when making up the border, as this is a

very important ingredient where any stone fruit

is concerned. .Ml through the operation, when
the roots are exposed, keep them well moistened
with the s^Tinge and also covered with mats.

Plants Under Glass.

Amaryllis plants should now be sufficiently

ripened off, so further watering will not be neces-

sary ; in fact, it would he harmful. Remove them
to a sunny shelf in some cool house where there is

plenty of ventilation. Later, place them under some
plant-house stage, laying the pots on their sides

to prevent any danger from moisture dripping on
them. It is well to examine the plants for mealy-
bug, as this is sometimes troublesome when it

finds a hiding-place under the scales of the bulbs.

Liliums.—Both L. auratum and L. lancifolium
varieties will be worth keeping for another season
if the plants have not been forced in any way. The
pots containing the bulbs should be stood outdoors
in a sunny position until the growths havecompleted
ripening. When this has taken place, the pots
should be removed indoors and laid on their sides,

eventually shaking the bulbs out and repotting for

next season's display.

Housing Tender Plants.—Many subjects which
may grow well in cold frames during the summer
months quickly show the ill-effects through
receiving a check owing to a low temperature,
which is always possible at this time. Cyclamen,
Cinerarias, Primulas and Pelargoniums, among
others, should therefore be removed to houses and
pits where artificial heat can be used either during
cold or very damp weather. The latter is equally
as harmful as frost, so that a gentle warmth
should be kept in the pipes, sufficient to dispel an
overabundance of atmospheric moisture.

John Jeffrey..
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Cattleya Venus Princess Mary (C. Iris x C.

aurea).—A ven' handsome hybrid ; sepals and

petals bronzy yellow, lip crimson purple. The

plant bore a two-flowered scape and was a great

attraction. Shown by Messrs. Charlesworth and

Co., Hayward's Heath.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Dendrobium hookerianum Fowler's Variety.

The pseudo-bulbs of this variety were 2^ feet.

high ; the flowers, which are borne near the summit,

are coloured rich golden, with

heavily fringed lip, and marked
with a big blotch of maroon at the

base.

Cattleya amabilis Fowler's

Variety (C. labiata x C. War-

scewiczii).—^The sepals and petals

are rose coloured, lip crimson

purple. A very handsome variety.

These two were e.xhibited by

Mr. J. Gumey Fowler, Pembury.

Kent.

Polypodium Dryopteris plumo-
sum. — The varietal name is

des< riptive of a very charming

and beautiful form of the well-

known Oak Fern, which, we
believe, has not hitherto shown

any tendency to sport. The
above, however, will be welcomed

by all lovers of the Fern tribe,

as, independently of its plumose

character, it is decidedly taller

and more vigorous. It is both

an addition and acquisition. From
Mr. T. G. H. Elley, Burgess Hill,

Sussex.

Ceanothus Fantaisie.—A very

beautiful and distinct variety

with erect pyramids of rosy

lilac flowers. It is said to be

very freely flowered and excel-

lent for bedding. Height, 2J feet

or thereabouts. Sent by Elizabeth

Lady Lawrence, Dorking (gardener,

Mr. W. Bain).

Strawberry St. Fiacre.—.\n

autumn-fruiting variety of good

size, which, if of good flavour,

will meet with a great welcome.

The fruits are light scarlet in

colour. From Messrs. Bunyard

and Co., Maidstone.'"

The foregoing novelties were

exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society,

at Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W., on

September 14, when the awards were made.

Coyness (Cactus).—Pink, white centre. These

were shown by Messrs. Burrell and Co.,

Cambridge-
[

Sappho (Decorative Single). — -A. handsome
|

and distinct sort. Coloured buff and edged
[

white.
1

Don Juan (Collarette).—Of crimson and yellow-

colour.

Tipperary (Single).—Crimson with white tips.

These were shown by Mr. Reginald Con.'. Duffryn,

South Wales.

Blaze (Decorative).—A richly coloured variety,

as the name suggests. From Messrs. Carter and

Co., Ravnes Park.

NEW DAHLIAS.
Vanesse (Pompon).—Pure white, of quite

model form and great purity.

Cresset (Collarette).—Maroon guard florets,

white collar.

Curlew (Cactus).—Good form, coloured rosy

mauve.

Esmee (Cactus).—Clear pale yellow self.

Constance (Cactus).—Clear rose pink, distinct

and good.

THE NEW DECORATIVE SINGLE DAHLIA SAPPHO

Gossamer (Cactus). — The colour is orange
|

yellow.

A. R. Perry (Cactus).—Ruby red and tipped

golden.

Shannon Crescent (Cactus).—Pale primrose

and pink. These were from Messrs. J. Stredwick

and Son, St. Leonards.

William Pound (Pompon).

—

A model flower of

primrose yellow colour. Shown by ^Ir. S. H.

Cooper, Chippenhtmi.

The above-named Dahlias were adjudicated upon

by a joint committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society and the National Dahlia Society, and carry

the a%vard of merit of the former and first-class cer-

tificate of the latter. The large decorative sing'e

novelties were particulary striking.

NEW ROSES.
There were some very beautiful novelties placed

before the New Seedling Committee of the National

Rose Society on September 16.

GOLD MEDAL3.

Modesty.—A deUghtful Hybrid Tea of great

depth of blossom and perfect form. This must
become a grand exhibition variety, as well as a

good garden Rose. (See illustration, page 467.) It

is somewhat on the lines of Countess Clanwilliam

in tinting, but a more creamy shade, and a mixture

of fawn and pink. It possesses huge winged

outer petals that add much to

the beauty of the very elongated

centres.

Golden Emblem.— .\t first

sight we thought an extra fine

basket of Rayon d'Or was on
view, but on closer inspection

we found a fuller flower and
more superb buds, with the in-

tense Marechal Niel yellow so

much admired and so difficult

to produce in Roses of quality.

We have hopes that in the

near future there will be evolved

a truly dwarf Marechal Niel,

for, however much we admire

these Pemetiana Roses, they

leave something to be desired in

a fuller and more elongated

centre. The growth of Golden

Emblem is splendid. Both of

th'se gold medal varieties were

shown by Messrs. S. McGredy
and Son.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.

Tipperary. — A Hybrid Tea
Rose of a colour that reminded

us of Melody, with just a

shading of the glorious golden

yellow of Lady Hillingdon, and the

form more like Souvenir de G. Prat.

Shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and

Son.

Ulster Volunteer.— A grand

single Hybrid Tea, something

like a glorified Sheilagh Wilson,

but with more bushy habit

and really perpetual. The
flowers shown were immense^

and the two year old plant

was a marvel of vigorous bushi-

ness, giving one some idea of

its decorative value. Shown by
Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Limited.

National Emblem.—A very rich velvety crim-

son Hybrid Tea, open flowers, reminiscent of our

old friend Charles Lefebvre. It is a little weak in

the shortness of the centre petals, but it is a very

fine kind, and will be planted largely until a better

one comes along. Raisers seem to be a long time

giving us a good crimson Hybrid Tea with the

Hybrid P^rpetua' form. An .Alfred Colomb

with the colour and freedom of National

Emblem would be great. Mr. McGredy in-

formed the writer that he has a seedling of the

form and colour of Prince C. de Rohan, only

double its size, such a seedling would be

welcomed by all rosarians, and one becomes

imipatient to possess such a beauty. Shown by
Messrs. S. McGredy and Son.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

io make THE Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

io Correspondents " columns. All comrnunications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be dearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the PuDtiSHEK.

probHbly too late to do much for your plants now, but it

yon have any free from the trouble it would be well to

spray them; indeed, it would be a wise precaution (or

everyone to take at the present timOj if they would keep
their plants free from the disease, pven though they have
seen nothing of the trouble so far.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE SHOOTS WITHERING (P. O'Brien).—The

damage to the trees is due to cold winds or some similar

cause which reduces their vitality.

PEAR LEAVES DISEASED (Bo-is).—The Pear foliaga

is attacked by the Pear leaf-blister mite, -which winters
between the bud scales. It is important to deal with it

in winter by spraying with the Oregon wash, a recipe for

which has been given in our " Answers to Correspondents
"

columns frequently.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ASTERS FAILING (27. B. Brooking) .—The Asters are

attacked by a " damping o(f " fungus, which has recently
been shown to bo a species of Phytophthora. This
fungus enters the plant from the soil and does considerabJc
<iamage to Asters. It would be well another season
to sow seed only in soil which has been steamed, in order to
kill the spores which are likely to be in it, and to plant
the Asters on a fresh site.

DAFFODILS IN WOODLAND (A. W. J?|/d<m).—We
cannot bold out much hope of success for planting these
in a woodland walk where the ground is rather hard, and
the first essential is that it should be broken up suflBciently

to give the bulbs a fair chance. The Poeticus Narcissus
also prefers moisture and a cool rooting medium. All

woodland planting should be naturally done, and not a
bad way is to strew the bulbs thinly broadcast and plant
them where they fall in as informally a manner as possible.

Avoid continuous planting ; a break is at once a change
and a rest. Small slopes should appear as though the
bulbs had seeded down the bank. Field-mice rarely

touch Daffodils, but are fond of Crocuses and other bulbs.
Snowdrops and Chionodoxa should not be too near tree

trunks, and the same rules of planting apply to all. A
thousand would not make a very big show, but it would at
least c-onstitute a beginning.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOK ON BULB FORCING (fl. M.).—We regret that

we do not know of any book dealing fully with the forcing

of bulbs for the Christmas trade.

INSECT FOR IDENTIFICATION (J. H. H., Cardiff).—
The creature sent is either the Australian or the American
cockroach, but arrived too much battered to enable us
to be sure. We have found the " V.T.H." Slug Trap excel-

lent for catching these pests : or one may use poisoned
bait of the kinds frequently advertised in our columns,
or beer put at the bottom of a smooth-sided vessel with
a piece of wood leaning against it to form a bridge for

the insects.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—iV/v. Fanke-.—Juncus supinus.
H. G. R.—1, Veronica spicata; 2, V. longifolia; :J,

Ericeron macranthus variety 4. In patiens Koylni : 5.

Polygonum euspidatum; 6,' Thalictium minus variety.

-Mifs C. C, Inuerleithin.—Rose Burgmeister Christen,

Clematis integrifolia Duraniii, lathyrus 1 ttfohus albus
Queen of the West, and Buphlhalmum salicifolixun

F. C. B., County Antrim. — Solamim nigrum variety:
looks like the Wonderberry
NAMES OF FRUIT.—E. A.. Copm'inf^o'-fe.—l, Wor-

cester Peirm^.in; 2, Cox's Pomo-a; 3, Duchess of

Oldentur'; 4. Stirling Castle : 5, E I>linviIIe: tt. Cox's
Orange Pippin; 7. Lord Suffield; 8, Alfriston; 9. Lime's
Prince Alhert.

SOCIETIES.

ROSE GARDEN,
ROSE CHATEAU DE CLOS VOUGEOT SPORTING

< G. Smith).—We have not seen this Kose sport a pink
flower, but most varieties sport at some time during
their career.

ROSA RUGOSA AS HEDGE (F. E. R. P.).—Rosa
rugosa can be used for a hedge of an informal character.
Plants can be inserted about lA feet apart, and they will

form a good hedge in the course of two years. They may
be pruned fairly hard in March, but little pruning is

advisable at other times. The type is the best kind for

the purpose, but the hybrids Conrad F. Meyer and Blanc
Double de Coubert can also be used, particularly the
last named.
TWENTY-FOUR GARDEN ROSES OF FREE GROWTH

AND FREE BLOOMING HABIT (/. (?i&son).—Omitting
the varieties you name, we can highly recommend the
following : Hugh Dickson, Ophelia, Lady Ashtown,
Mme. Segond Weber, Mme. Leon Pain, G. Nabonnand,
Mme. A. Chatenay, Mme. A. Mari, Prince de Bulgario,
Amateur Tcyssicr, G. Grunerwald, Joseph Hill, Mrs. H.
Brocrtlebank, Lady Hillingdon, Duchess of Wellington,
Molly S. Crawford, Lady A. Stanley, Lieutenant Chauie;
Mrs. H. Stevens, Mrs. E. Powell, Countess of Shaftes-
bury, Cissic Easlca, Mme. £. Herriot and Louise G.
Breslau.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CYCLAMEN EATEN {Mrs. H. C.).—The little creatures

devouring the roots ol your Cyclamen are not slugs, as
you suppose, but the grubs of a beetle with totally differ-

ent habits and life-history. It is a weevil, a species of
Otiorhynchus, which, when mature, feeds on the foliage of
various greenhouse plants. It lays its eggs in the Boil,

and the larvae often feed on a variety of plants under
glass, but sometime.^ in the open. Your best plan will be
to turn the plants out of their pots and pick the weevils
out, though pouring a small quantity of carbon bisulphide
into a hole made in the soil, so long a» it does not touch
the roots themselves, would probably kill the larvte.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CELERY LEAVES DISEASED (M. R. P,).—The Celery

leaves are attacked by the Celery leaf-spot fungus, Septoria
petroselini var. Apii. This fungus has been very prevalent
during most seasons recently, arid is likely to be this, as it is

so wet. It is carried from place to place by the seed, and is

best kept in check by spraying with Bordeaux mixture.
This spraying should be commenced in May, and it is

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S SHOW.
'. From every point of ^iew the society's autumn exhibition

I

held at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

j

on September 16 must be pronounced a great success, if,

I

indeed, for the season of the year it does not establish a
record. Everywhere the huge banks of flowers demon-

1
stiated the wealth of the Rose in autumn, given a favourable

1 opirortunity. Incidentally, it was an object-lesson of

I

surpassing valMc to the lover of the flower—and who docs
not appreciate a good Rose at any season?—as to what to

plant, the difficulty being to limit the choice. There were
! Roses galore from the leading English growers, from
i

Newtownards, Belfast, far-off Aberdeen and other places,
: and the great hall was redolent with their perfume. The
day, however, was oppressively hot, and many flowers

I had opened their " eyes " in wonder. Twti novelties

were deemed worthy of the gold medal, and these came
! from Ireland. Following is a report of the more important
classes.

Nurserymen.' '
*

For thirty-six exhibition blooms, distinct, varieties,

nine entered, the first prize being awarded to Messrs. Alex
Dickson and Sons, Newtownards, Ireland, for a capital

lot, Mrs. George Norwood (pink, very fragrant), Alex-
ander Hill Gray (yellow), Edward Bohane. Snow Queen,
Hugh Dicle^on (fine red), Gloire de Oiedaiie Guinoisscau
(vermilion red), George Dickson (red, very handsome),
and Bertha Gaulis being among the best. Second,
Messrs. J. Cocker and Son, Aberdeen, whose best blooms
wore Gloire de diedane Guinoisseau (silver medal), Snow
Queen, Coronation (flesh colour), Avoca (fine red), Charles

J. Grahame, Hugh Dickson, Mrs. S. Clark and A. H.
Hartman, all of high colour. Third, Messrs. B. R. Cant,
Colchester, whose flowers wore smaller though neat and
good. Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Dr. O'Donel Browne (carmine)
and George Dickson were superb in this lot.

Twelve exhibition Roses, Teas and Noisettes : First,

Mr. G. Prince, Oxford, who had Mme. Constance Soupert
(yellow, pink tinged), Mme. Jean Dupuy (yellow), Alex-
ander Hill Gray (silver medal) and Molly Sharman Craw-
ford as the best. Second, Mr. J. Pigg, Royston, Herts,
whose best were Mme. Cochet, Mar6chal Niel and W. R.
Smith (white). Mr. G. Longley, Rainham, Kent, third.

His Miss A. do Rothschild (deep yellow) was very good.
For five baskets of exhibition Roses, distinct varieties,

the first prize went to Messrs. Chaplin Brothers, Waltham
Cross, whose set comprised Alexander Hill Gray, Hugh
Diclfflon, Snow Queen, Caroline Testout and George
Dickson. Second, Messrs. J. Cocker and Son, Aberdeen,
who staged Avoca, Mrs. J. Laing and Ck>ronation (fiesh),

Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, third.

For twelve blooms of any Rose in a basket Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Limited, Belfast, were first, staging Hugh Dickson
very finely. Second, Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, who had
a superb dozen of Mrs. Foley Hobbs. Third, Mr. G.

Louglcy, Ramham, Kent, with Snow Queen., There
were ten competing.

For twelve distinct varieties of Perpetual-flowering

decorative sorts, not more than seven sterns of each,

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards. were first,

having Duchess of Wellington, Mrs. Wemvss Quin.
lied Letter Day, Mrs. A. Tate, Old Gold and Harry Kirk
as the best. Second, Messrs. Hugh Dickson. Lin.itod,

Belfast, whosp Duchess of Welhngtou, Oriflau me,
Darkness, Nellie Parker (cream) and Prince Charming

I were good. Third, Mr. G. Longley.

j

Six distinct varieties as above : First, Jlr. EHsha
Hicks, Twyford, Berks, whose Mme. Antoine Mari,
Florence Haswell Veitch (fine red). Old Gold, L. C. Brcs-lau

!
and Mrs. John Foster (Hybrid Tea, red) were excellent.

' Second, Mr. G. Lilley, Yiewsley, Middlesex, whose Mrs.
George Shawyer, Lyon and Mrs. A. R. Waddell were very
good. Mr. G. Prince, third.

The class for nine baskets of cut Roses, distinct, was
one of the features of the show, four exhibitors staging
in excellent form. Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltrruted, Belfast,

were first with a superb lot comprising Lady Pirrie, Princess

Charming, Golden Spray, Mme. Edouard Herriot (very

good colour), H-ish Elegance, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, Mrs.
Robert Watson, Ulster Standard and Mrs. George Shawyer
Second, Messrs, Chaplin Brothers, Waltham Cross, who
staged Lyon Rose, Mrs. H. Stevens (fine white), Ophelia
(very beautiful), Louise C. Breslau and Duchess of Welling-
ton very finely. Third, Messr.'j. A. Dickson and Sons,
Newtownards.

In the class for five baskets of cut Roses, distinct, there
were eight competitors," filr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twj'ford,
taking the lead with Joanna Bridge (cream), Irish Elegance,
a glorious ba.^ket of the single crimson Princess filary,

Marie, van Houtte and Comtesse du Cayla (very charming).
Second, BIr. Walter Easlea, Eastwood, Essex, whose Lady
Hillingdon, Lady Pirrie, Mme. Edouard Herriot, Mrs.
H. Stevens and Ophelia (salmon flesh) were all good.
Third, Mr, G. Prince.

For twenty-four distinct varieties, decorative sorts, only
two entered, Mr. J. Mattock, Oxford, being first with a
good lot. Irish Elegance, Marquise de Sinety, Ix)uisL' C.
Breslau, Beaut6 de Lyon, IVf. Paul Lede, Mme. Edouard
Herriot, Irish Glory, Marie van Houtte, Maharajah.
Irish Flame and Sunburst were the best. Second, Messrs.
F. Cant and Co., Braiswick Rose Gardens, Colchester.
Twelve distinct varieties as above : First, Mr. Frank

Spooner, Horsell, Woking, who staged Sunburst, Ecarlate,
Ilayon d*Or, Lady Pirrie (very good colour), Airs. H.
Stevens (fine white), Chateau de Clos Vougeot and Florence
Haswell Veitch very well. Second, Mr. Elisha J. Hicks,

;
Twyford, whose Princess Mary (single, crimson), Lady

t

Hillingdon and Duchess of Wellington were excellent.
: Mr. G. Prince was third. Five competed.

'• Twelve distinct varieties of Dwarf Polyantha Roses :

First, Messrs. F. Cant and Ck)., Colchester, who had Eugenie
Lamesch (orange yellow), Leonie Lamesch (orange and
red), Frau Cecile Walter (white, cream centre) and
Etoile de Mai (cream). Second, Mr. Elisha J. Hicks.

Groups of Roses.—Nurserymen.
For a repri?sentative group of Roses on a fioor space

not exceeding 150 square feet, only one exlubitor, Messrs.
Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, staged, and were awarded
first prize for an admirable lot. The arrangement con-
sisted of a groundwork of Dwarf Polyantha sorts, with bold
vases and stands and groups margined with Isolcpis
gracilis and Ferns. Rayon d'Or, Pharisier, Mrs. A. Tate,
Snow Queen, Lady Hillingdon, Sunburst, Lady Pirrie,

Florence Haswell Veitch, IVIme. Edouard Herriot, Melody,
with handsome vases of Effective and George Dickson,
were among the finer items.

For a representative group of cut Roses, space 18 feet by
6 feet, for which the first prize was the society's gold medal
and 40s. cash, Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough,
were first with a superb bank of flowers, chiefly in vases
and stands. Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Lady Pirrie, Mmr.
Edouard Herriot, Mrs. H. Stevens (white), Duchess of

Wellington (rich yellow and Lady Hillingdon were among
the most telling. Second, Mr. John Pigg, Royston, Herts,
who made a great central display of Mme. Edouard Herriot

,

employing several hundred flowers, across which a wind-
mill-like arrangement of Molly Sharman Crawford was
placed. Third, the R^v. J. H. Pemberton, whose group
comprised Polyantha sorts, largely of his own raising.

For a representative group of cut Roses, on staging space
20 leet by 3 feet, three competitors entered, the lead-

ing prize being secured by Messrs. G. Jackman and Son,
Woking, for an admirable lot. A few good things were
Willowmere (salmon pink), Mme. Jean Dupuy, Mme.
Edouard Herriot, Peace (deep cream), Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria and Lady Hillingdon. Second, Messrs. B. R.
Cant, Colchester, whose stand of George Dickson was very
fine. Red Letter Day and Alexandra Zarifi- (single, of
poach and cream colour), were also good. Third, Messrs.
Harknesfi and Co., Hitchin.

Miscellaneous.—Nurserymen.
Thirty-six distinct varieties, not fewer than three stems

of each : First, Messrs. F. Cant and Co., Colchester, whose
superb lot included Rayon d'Or, Richmond, Joseph
Hill, Lady Hillingdon, Arthur R. Goodwin, Alexander
Hill Gray and Ecarlate, all very fine. Second, Mr. J.

Mattock, whose best were Marie van Houtte, La Tosea,
Marquise de Sinety, W. R. Smith (cream, pink tinted),

and Harry Kirk (good yellow). Third, Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Sons.
Twelve distinct varieties as above : First, Mr. Elisha

Hicks, who had a grand lot of fiowers, particularly uf

Princess ftlary, Lady Hillingdon, Mrs. Wakefield Christie-

Miller (fine pink), La Tosca (pink), and Mrs. Charles Reed
(flesh and cream.) Second, BIr. G. Prince, Oxford. Third.

Mr. C. Turner, Slough, Mme. Jean Dupuy being very

good.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

APPOINTMENT OF
MR. HERBERT COWLEY.

Cowley.

OUR NEW EDITOR. Wasps and Late Plums.—These insects are

I

very troublesome with late Plums which may be
left hanging outdoors. To try to prevent them

i being so destructive, bottles containing beer or

syrup and water should be hung on the trees.

This generally reduces their numbers considerably.

THE Proprietors of The Garden An Autumn-Flowering Sea Pink.—One of

have pleasure in announcing the most delightful plants for the rock garden in

that the vacancy in

the editorial chair has
been filled by the ap-

pointment of Mr. Herbert
As Assistant Editor

he has been for five years an able
coadjutor to the late Mr. Harvey,
and may be relied upon to main-
tain the high traditions of horti-

cultural journalism which have
always marked the conduct of The
Garden.

Mr. Cowley has been serving
with the " London Rangers " 12th
County of London Regiment since

the outbreak of war, and lately

returned from the Front with a
wound, which has, happily, healed.
It has left him, however, with a stiff

leg, which will prevent him again
going on active service, and the
military authorities have now
" demobilised " him. His varied
and successful career will be known
to many, and it has been of a
nature to fit him peculiarly for his

responsible post, because it has
covered many activities both in the
theoretical and practical sides of

horticulture.

Associated for many years with
the work at the Royal Gardens
at Windsor and the National
Establishment at Kew, Mr. Cowley
studied at Swanley Horticultural

College in the days before it was
wholly devoted to lady students,

and has travelled in Eastern Europe
making an extensive tour throughout
Bulgaria in 191 1 in search of new and rare

plants. The Proprietors therefore feel that
Mr. Cowley is assured of a very hearty
welcome from the readers and correspon
dents of The Garden, and hope that they
will make full use of his services by
applying to The Garden freely for

advice in any problems that may arise,

no matter what the branch of gardening
Hiay be.

A PRETTY AUTUMN-FLOWERING SEA PINK, ARMERIA
FASCICULATA, NATIVE OF SARDINIA.

autumn is Anueria fasciculata. From a dense
tuft of greenery peculiar to Thrift or Sea Pink
arise long, slender stems, bearing heads of lovely

soft pink flowers. Our illustration is reproduced
from a photograph taken in the rock garden at

Kew late in September. It is a native of Sardinia,

and, although little known, is certainly one of

the prettiest of the Sea Pinks.

"Horticultural Directory" for 1916.— The

requested to notify any change of address since

the 1915 edition was published to the Editor of

the " Horticultural Directory," lo, Essex Street,

Strand, London, W.C.

The Chaste Tree (Vitex Agnus - castus).—
Having the popular name of the Chaste Tree,

this shrub is a native of the Mediterranean region.

In the South and West it is hardy in the open,

but in many localities the protection

of a south or west wall is desirable.

At the present time the plants are

clothed with slender racemes of pale

mauve or violet blossoms, which are pleas-

ingly fragrant. A light loamy soil is desir-

able, and this should be well drained.

Increase is by cuttings and layers. Vitex

Agnus-castus belongs to the Natural

Order Verbenaceae, and is allied to the

Scented Verbena or Lemon Plant (Aloysia

citriodora).

Vegetable Trials at Reading.—By
way of demonstrating the great value

of growing vegetables from seed sown
late in the year, Messrs. Sutton and Sons

are conducting experiments of a very

instructive nature in their trial grounds

at Reading. There are splendid rows of

Cabbage Lettuce, Endive, Radishes, Onions,

Beetroot, Turnips, Peas and Carrots, all

of which have been grown from seed sown
on July 31. From the time of sowing

the plants had received no special treat-

ment beyond thinning ; they had not

been transplanted or watered. True,

the season has been favourable, but the

weight and quality of the produce within

eight weeks of the time of sowing are quite

remarkable.

War Horticultural Relief Fund.

—

This fund to assist horticulturists in the

countries of our Allies to re-establish their

businesses when Peace is restored is mak-
ing quiet progress. It is rather an inter-

esting fact that to-day (September 23) the

total amount received in donations and
promises of donations is £5,555 5s. 5d.

WiLKS, Secretary, Royal Horticultural—W.
Society.

Apples and Pears for Wounded Soldiers.

—

Last year we inserted an appeal for Apples for

the Victoria Hospital, which met with a most
generous response from our readers. We learn

from a contributor that .\pples and Pears, for

eating or cooking, would be very much appre-

ciated by the wounded soldiers. Any gifts

"Horticultural Directory" for rgie is now in course
[

addressed to the Matron, Victoria Hospital, Tite

of preparation, and head-gardeners are respectfully
[
Street, Chelsea, will be gratefully acknowledged.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Covered Chains for Roses.—When visiting

a garden in Gloucestershire a few days ago, I

noticed in the Rose garden a large circle of

Roses with Fir posts, and chains from one post to

the other. These chains were hidden bj' short

sections of hollow wood, Bamboo or Birch, each

section being about 6 inches long. Do you con-

sider this to be any improvement on the ordinary

chain for Rose growing ?

—

West Country.

[Iron chains may be harmful to the growth of

Roses in very hot or in very cold weather, although

we are not aware that such is the case. We
welcome correspondence on a subject of so much
importance to all who grow Roses.-

—

Ed.]

Cotoneaster Simonsii. — As a hedge plant

this Cotoneaster is not used as extensively as it

deserves to be. When trained it makes a fine

wall plant, and the one referred to by Mr. Charles

Comfort in The Garden, issue September i8,

page 456, which has attained a height of 20 feet,

proves its worth for the furnishing of high, exposed

walls. In the Southern Counties there are some
beautiful hedges of it. For use as ornamental

division hedges in gardens this Cotoneaster is !

most serviceable. The plants make fibrous roots

freely, and so it is necessary to deeply trench the

soil in which they are to be grown. I have seen

fine hedges of the plants growing in almost pure

sand.

—

Solent.

Economy of Rockwork and Garden Litera-

ture.—" C. H. S., Alderley Edge," in replying to my
" Economy of Rockwork" in a recent issue,

contrasts a garden and a library, and asserts the

garden appeals only through the eye. All horti-

cultural literature disproves this. Gardening is

as much a cult of the mind as any other cult not

purely abstract. It pleases the eye, no doubt,

but it is equally true that it pleases the mind when
the eye is not in action, and literature is an inter-

mediary which assists both. The original success

of The Garden was due to the realisation of the

true place of literature in the garden. The
Garden met the mind and made all accessories

secondary. It gave plants as the essentia), not

news about them. The Garden opposed the

exotic system of a maximum display to the eye

and a m inimum to the mind, which the bedding out

of the early seventies involved. Since then much
has changed, but the present popularity of rock-

work is a legitimate development of The Garden's
original programme.

—

Hurstcot.

Birds and Ripe Fruit.—When I wrote my
note on this subject the wasp season had not

commenced. I mainly referred to birds and soft

fruits. But I quite agree with " T. A. W.,"

page 457, issue September 18, that the wasps are

terrors. The birds, I find, generally peck such

fruits as Apples and Pears on the side or near the

fruit-stalk first, and then the wasps get busy there

also. But in the case of Plimis, Grapes, Peaches and

Nectarines they do not wait for birds to make an

inroad first, but mal<e it themselves. Wasps
are, in some years, much more numerous than in

others, and this is one that appears to be generally

favourable to them throughout the country.

The queen wasps, I am told, are bred during the

last six weeks of their season of nesting, so that

all nests now should be destroyed. I use a piece

of rag rolled to the size of one's finger, soak it in

turpentine, place it in the entrance hole of the nest,

and put on a spadeful of earth after sunset. All

wasps at home remain there.—G. G.

Antirrhinums as Bedding Plants.—It was

with pleasure that we read " G. G.'s " note (issue

September 18, page 457) on Antirrhinums being so

largely used in the Bournemouth Public Gardens

and district. He is quite right in his surmise

about " their cultivation being increased con-

siderably next year," for we unhesitatingly say

they are to be the bedding plants of the near future

now they can be had in so many beautiful art

shades, and may be relied upon to come true

from seed when obtained from a reliable source.

There is one point, however, with which we must

disagree ; that is, the proposal of saving the seeds

of the very fine strains in the private garden. It

was this haphazard method of seed saving that

kept these beautiful flowers so much in the back-

ground ; one never knew what to expect, for they

will not produce any true colour form unless

specially bred. This is our experience of years of

labour. We strongly advise amateurs not to

save the seed, or they will be terribly disappointed

with the results. By all means take cuttings

;

these will bloom much earlier in the year, but

will not make such fine plants as seedlings or give

such a succession of bloom.—W. H. Simpson and

Sons, Birmingham,

Meconopsis heterophylla.—This is said to be

the only species of that genus from the New World,

being found in America. It is one of the most

lovely of the genus—and, as so often happens

with the beauty of the family, is a " pemicketty "

tempered, easily offended creature. So long as

this Poppy gets its own way, it smiles and is a

joy to see ; but if you interfere with it, sulks and

pouts wDl certainly be produced. All goes well

with it if it is allowed to sow itself and it does

not get crowded out by stronger-growing plants.

Then there should be a mass of the glorious deep

orange flowers throughout May and June, of a

colour that is as rare as it is beautiful. Each

flower has a deep maroon eye that greatly adds to

its beauty. This season the heavy rains of July

have caused seedlings to spring up earlier than

usual, and the warm, sunny days of the last month

have induced them to run up into flower. We
are enjoying a second crop of the brilliant flowers,

and are rather afraid that we shall have few, if

any, non-flowering rosettes that will go through

the winter to bloom next year. Spring-sown

seeds never do so well as autmnn self-sown ones,

and if raised in pots it is most difficult to plant

out the young plants unless the whole potful can

be put in without distmbing any of the roots.

—

E. A. Bowles, WaUharn Cross.

The Dwarf Pomegranate.—In the interesting

article on the Pomegranate which appeared in

The Garden, September 18, page 462, no mention

is made of the dwarf form. [It has since been

referred to by Mr. E. A. Bowles on page 468,

issue September 25.

—

Ed.] It is one of the most

distinct and fioriferous of all the varieties, and,

owing to the fact that it blooms freely in a small

state, a place may be found for it in gardens where

the ordinary form grows too tall. The Dwarf

Pomegranate, the botanical name of which is Punica

Granatum nanum, forms a dense twiggy bush

from 3 feet to 5 feet in height, clothed with small

leaves, which in the autumn, just before they

drop, change to a bright golden yellow tint, but

they do not long remain in that stage. The

flowers in the bud state_ are of a bright red colour

and wax-like substance, but, when expanded, the

exposed interior is of a rich glowing orange tint.

Towards the end of the summer and early autumn
this Pomegranate is very attractive, as the blossoms

are borne with great freedom. According to

Loudon, the Dwarf Pomegranate was introduced

in 1723, but it is not very generally met with.

Plenty of sunshine is necessary to its well-doing.

From its lowly stature it may be trained against

the wall of a hothouse facing south. In such a

position a very fine specimen stood for years in the

Ashbumham Park Nursery of the late Mr. William

Bull at Chelsea, but the spot is now covered with

dwelling-houses.—H. P.

The " Daily Mail " Show of Vegetables.

I came away from this wonderful show with

very mixed impressions. For the life of me I

could not understand why none of the varieties

were allowed to be named. This fact made the

exhibits of small educational value to those who
came to see the show. The fact that the exhibit

of Mr. Tom Jones, one of the ;!,ioo prize winners,

had to be staged in an ugly box made it look far

less impressive than it would have done had he

had as much exhibition latitude as was accorded

the professional gardeners in their class, though

his material was certainly nothing inferior to theirs

in quality. Among a lot of good things shown

were the Carrots from Mr. T. Rule Owen of The
Glen, Haverfordwest. In a fairly long experi-

ence. I must say I never saw anything quite so

fine, so even, so clean, and so beautifully grown.

A well-known vegetable grower who was examin-

ing them with me hazarded the opinion that they

were perhaps the best lot of Carrots ever put up

at any show, and I think he was probably right.

Here, again, I wonder what the variety was. I

suspect, but I do not know.—F. Herbert
Chapman.

Solanum jasminoides.—Although usually re-

ferred to as a greenhouse climber, I propose in

the present note to call readers' attention to it as

an outside plant. It cannot be claimed as hardy

in every part of the United Kingdom, but there

are many counties and a host of positions where

it would thrive. I recently saw a beautiful sight

in Gloucestershire, where this Solanum and Vitis

Coignetiae were growing intermixed around an

old tree. The pretty clusters of almost white

flowers of S. jasminoides among the bold foliage

of the Vitis were most efiective. To secure the

finest results a southern aspect should be chosen,

and for preference a light, warm soil. The position

has much to do with success or otherwise, because

the more sunshine the plant receives, the riper the

wood becomes, and it is not so liable to be injured by

frost. Little pnining is required beyond cutting out a

small portion of the old wood if the growth is too

thick. S. jasminoides begins to bloom in early

summer, and at the present time it is still a mass

of flower. In fact, it will continue more or less until

cut down by frost. The pity is that it is not quite

hardy, but if allowed to ramble at will over a

warm wall, or grown in association with other

climbers it is a charming plant.—B.

Changing the Botanical Names of Plants.—

I had occasion recently to refer to the list issued

by the Royal Horticultural Society of the " Plants

&c.. Certified by the Society from 1859 to 1910

inclusive." The names of the Ferns contained

therein furnish a good illustration of the chopping

and changing about that is so frequently indulged

in by some botanical authorities, and the super-

seding of old and established names by new ones.

The average horticulturist is apt to look upon

it as designed either to puzzle those outside of the
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scientific world or to enable the author to pose as

the authority for the various changes. That the

common Brake or Bracken is no longer a Pteris,

but a Pteridum, and in the case of the Hart's-

tongue Fern, Scolopendrium is superseded by

Phyllitis, will be news to many. This, however,

is not all, as the Male Fern is now a member of

the genus Doryopteris, while Todea is changed to

Leptopteris. Those pretty hardy Ferns Onoclea

and Struthiopteris have now a fresh genus made
for them in the awkward-sounding word Matteuccia.

In the preface it is stated that in the Ferns Carl

Christensen's " Index Filicum " has been followed.

Surely the Royal Horticultural

Society should have been patriotic

enough to retain the names

given by those good English

botanists who have made a

special study of Ferns.—H. P.

Crinums.—It is interesting to

notice that these plants are

gradually gaining favour. We
have been successful in flower-

ing Crinums the first season.

Large, well-ripened, dormant bxilbs

were purchased early in April, 1914.

These were potted into 8J-inch

pots, which were just large enough

to allow a small quantity of good

loam to be rammed around the

bulbs, but the upper half remained

fully exposed. The pots were then

buried in a border under a south

wall, and soil was heaped up

over the exposed portion of the

bulbs. Growth of leaves quickly

commenced. Water was applied

copiously during dry weather, and

by the middle of August the first

flowers appeared. Some of the

roots produced two spikes of

flowers, while not one failed to

produce abundance of healthy

foliage and at least one fine head

of flowers. During October the

plants were lifted for removal to

their permanent quarters. It was

found that the pots were full of

roots, but very few had reached

the soil surrounding the upper

half of the bulbs. They were

removed from the pots and

planted in a narrow border hav-

ing a south aspect. The soil is

a light rich loam. There has been

an abimdance of flowers during

August and early September.

Deep planting (as the term is

generally understood) has not been

practised ; the base of the lower

leaves is resting on the surface

of the ioil. The above remarks

apply to the variety Powellii album.—C. Ruse,
Folly Farm Gardens, Sulhamstead, Berks.

Crocus Species.—How Mr. A. Ireland must
have chuckled when he saw the appeal of the

Rev. Joseph Jacob to grow such Crocus species

as Sieberi, biflorus, &c. (issue September i8, page

464.) ! Mr. Jacob is so innocent of such matters

that he does not realise that Mr. Ireland and the

firm he represents, to say nothing of Mr. Bard,

are in the habit of exliibiting not merely for the

love of the thing, but for business. That being so,

it stands to reason that firms are not going to

make a big splash with things that cannot pay
their way. Even granting that Crocus species are

beautiful, they cannot match the large-flowered

Dutch type.—T. A. W.
Burning Leaves.—I was very glad to see the

article by " G. G.," on page 445, issue Septem-
ber rr, on " Tree Leaves." It is a most wasteful

thing to bum any leaves which will make
tolerable leaf-mould, or which can be used for the

making of hot-beds and other garden purposes,

but, of course, leaves of such trees as Poplars.

Sycamores and Planes, which are quite useless for

most purposes, should be burnt to get rid of them,

and the ash, which is valuable, stored in sacks

in a shed before it gets wet. Shrub leaves also

STERNBERGIA LUTEA.

V

LILY OF THE FIELD.

(STERNBERGIA LUTEA),

must be burnt, as they are useless, and, with the

leaves, hard rubbish from the borders and weeds
which are seeding should also be got rid of. Here
we find that leaves may be mixed with soft garden

rubbish, and, after this has rotted a few months,

good vegetable manure is formed. But we sha'l

not waste many leaves in this way this winter

(if it can be called waste), for we shall want to use

up all possible leaves for the making of leaf-mould.

Leaf-mould and semi-rotted leaves will be more
than ever in demand as manure, both during this

and next year, for stable manure will be hard to

get with so many horses being taken out of England
to serve at the Front.—E. T. E., Sheffield.

FIOLLOWING closely upon the heels of

the Meadow Saffron and Autumn
Crocus are the Stembergias— of

which S. lutea is the supposed " Lily

of the Field " of Scripture—a small

though valuable group of autumn-
flowering bulbous plants belonging to Amaryl-
lides. The undoubted beauty of the plants—and
those best known in particular, chief interest

being invariably centred in S. lutea—commend
Stembergias to all who see them.
Some are spring and others

autumn flowering, though the

former by no means compare
with the latter in point of popu-
larity. The spring-flowering form
of S. lutea, known as fischeri-

ana, is a plant very much like

some of the ordinary forms of

S. lutea, but it is a spring-

flowering kind. At the same
time, it does not command the
attention that is sure to be given
to autumn-flowering forms. We
well remember the interest that a
small exhibit of S. lutea created

some years ago when shown by
Mr. Hudson, gardener to Mr.
Leopold de Rothschild, at one of

the meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. The way these

were set up was excellent, because
it was an object-lesson of how
small groups of these plants

, appear in Nature.

All who would care to grow
Stembergias will be pleased to

know that the plants offer but
very few cultural difficulties.

The chief one, and hard to over-

come, is a certain shyness of

flowering, to which the plants on
certain soils are prone. Not un-

naturally, we have largely, if not,

indeed, entirely, to depend upon
imported bulbs of these plants

year by year, and as these are
invariably small in size, cultiva-

tors should be made aware of the

fact that probably three years
are required before these may be
called fully established. In all

probability the first year no foliage

will appear, a most weakening
influence on the bulb, to say the
least. Still, with the knowledge
that the subject is weU planted,

it would be unwise to disturb

them at this time and for this

cause. In the Thames Valley, on a light and
well-drained soil, a soil extremely dry, too, in sum-
mer, the Stembergia gives little trouble, the imported
roots becoming well established in a couple of

seasons, and from this time dates the increase

of the bulbs below ground. Where the soil is

heavy and inclined to clay, it is best considerably

lightened by grit, leaf-soil and the like, and this

to a good depth. In all cases the bulbs of these

should be planted deeply, 6 inches below the sur-

face not being a bit too deep, and when planted

leave them alone, for few plants are more opposed
to frequent disturbance than these winter Daffo-

dils, as thev are called. In view of this it i;
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A

a good plan to place them in positions not exposed i T||
to yearly interference, and among worthy places

warm, sunny banks or slopes may be named,
|

for here it would be not only possible, but quite

easy to establish them. It may be well to dig out

and replace the original with fresh soil in such

places, but much depends on the material itself

and a good medium, as before described. A
good time for planting dry bulbs is early in August.

There is a form of S. lutea called angustifolia

which is less shy in its flowering, and, indeed,

when established may be regarded fairly reliable

in this respect.

S. lutea, of which a small group appears in

the illustration on the previous page,

is among the oldest of cultivated garden

flowers. There are several varieties, the one

named above and S. 1. major being the best

of the autumn-flowering section. The last

named has flowers of the richest yellow and

does not remain in the cup form, but, casting

first one segment and then another, opens

eventually into a large bloom of rather flat

shape, save for the slightly upturned

margins. S. 1. fischeriana is an early-

flowering kind, often appearing in February

or soon after. All the autumn-flowering forms

of S. lutea produce the foliage at the time of

flowering. Another very important species is

S. macrantha ; this also flowers in autumn,

and sends up the leaves in early spring. It

is a large and bold-flowering kind, less refined,

perhaps, than lutea forms generally, though

quite double the size. It is possible it is

less hardy than some, as a small planting

made a year or two back never came up

again," though planted at much the usual

depth for such things. The bulb of this is

also very large. Another species not usually

seen in cultivation is S. colchiciflora. This

is also an autumn-flowering kind, though of

diminutive growth when compared with the

forms of lutea. The flowers are rich yellow

in colour, and the perianth segments little

more than an inch long.

BEST BERRIED TREES
AND SHRUBS.

this season of the year, when our

hedgerows are resplendent with tlie

brilliant fruits of the Wayfaring and

Spindle Trees or the more sombre

hues of the common Hawthorn, it

seems opportune to draw attention to

the goodly host of shrubs that are worth including

effects are usually obtained by grouping tlie

smaller-growling kinds in masses instead of plant-

ing them as isolated specimens.

The most interesting family of all is the Sym-
phoricarpus, or Snowberry, of which, until quite

recently, racemosus was the best example ; but a

year or two ago one named occidentalis, with

much larger fruits, was shown. Both have glisten-

ing white berries, that look very charming just

now, particularly if the shrubs are grouped in

front of some dark-hued evergreens such as Yews.

Crataegus Pyracantha Lelandii, though usually

A NARCISSUS FOR THE ROCK
GARDEN.

During the early days of spruig Narcissus

minimus is one of the daintiest flowers in the

rock garden, and one that never fails to create

interest among visitors. This is a perfect

little trumpet Daffodil in every respect, yet it

seldom grows more than 3 inches high and

the flowers do not exceed three-quarters of

an inch in diameter. The colour is golden

yellow, and the plant is by no means diffi-

cult to grow. The bulbs, which are about

the same size as those of the ordinary Snow-

drop, should be planted 2 inches to 3 inches

deep givmg them a well-drained nook in the rock

garden. This little Daffodil needs well-dramed l<>ara

for a rooting medium, and the bulbs should be

planted now in colonies of a dozen or more, accord-

ing to the space available. Isolated plants lose half

their charm. It was, I believe, first found growing

wild in Spain by the late Peter Barr about thirty

years ago. As most of the bulbs sold now arc

collected from their native places, they cannot

all be relied upon to flower the first year, though

a good many of them do. Once established, they

come up and flower year after year in many gardens,

though in a few instances one hears of th<m

dying out. H.

in our gardens for the sake of their fruits alone.

It is a curious trait of Nature that many of our I grown on a wall, is much more effective as a free

best berried trees and shrubs, notably t]ie Holly shrub, in which form its large clusters of orange

scarlet fruits give a pleasing pendulous habit

lo the branches. To crucify this plant on

a red brick wall, as is so often done, is the

acme of bad taste, and ought not to be

tolerated in any garden.

The Sea Buckthorn, already referred to, is

one of the most beautiful of all our fruiting

shrubs, though perhaps its semi-transparent,

pale orange berries are more appreciated in

the winter. In planting this we must re-

member that male and female flowers are

produced on separate bushes, and to get a

display of fruits one poUen plant to about

three of the other sex must be included.

This also applies to the Skimmias and Aucubas,

both of which will give us scarlet fruits in

abundance if this little, though important,

law of Nature is attended to. The I'otone-

aster family isparticularly rich in ornamental

fruiting shrubs, and, common though it is, the

one named Simonsii is the best that I know
for retaining its berries through the winter.

C. frigida makes a tall shrub some 20 feet

high, but is very beautifid just now with its

good-sized bunches of red fruits. A new-

species named C. applanata gives promise of

being particularly useful on account of the

freedom with which it produces its fruits.

.Among the Berberises, or Barberries, there

are several well worth growing for the fruits

that they bear. The common species found

in our hedgerows, and named vulgaris, is very

handsome with its pendulous clusters of

coral red, sausage-shaped berries ; but the

newer Wilsonje is even more charming, as it

has a graceful, semi-pendulous habit and

long spines that render it attractive at any

season of the year. Another new species

that is very beautiful at Kew just now is

B. brevipaniculata. It has large clusters of

alniost globular, small fruits, the colour of

which is a curious combination of orange,

scarlet and crimson. It forms a neat shrub,

and will doubtless be extensively planted

wlien better known.

In the Prickly Heath (Pernettya mucro-

nata) we have a dwarf evergreen shrub that

likes peat in the soil, and which, if well grown,

will give us a wealth of globular berries. Some

of these are a delicate shade of rose pink, others

nearly crimson, and others, again, ivory white,

these variations at times being found on the

same plant. If grouped among such shrubs as

Rhododendrons the Prickly Heath makes a

charming feature at this season. Among Roses,

there are several well worth growing for their

fruit alone, one of the best being Rosa Moye-ii,

a rather new single-flowered species, the fruits nf

which are Pear-shaped and of a brilliant red hue.

The rugosa Roses and the common Sweet Briar

are others that come to mind as useful in lending

THE NEW BERBERIS BREVIPANICULATA WITH
CLUSTERS OF ORANGE AND CRIMSON FRUITS.

and Sea Buckthorn, have flowers of an incon-

spicuous character ; hence, were it not for their

fruits or foUage, one would find but Little use

for them, even in the largest shrubberies. The

autumnal and winter beauty of such shrubs has

not in the past been considered so fully as it

might have been, and too often little more than a

passing thought is given them when planting is

done. Yet they have their value from now
onwards, when the autumn flush of flowers is on

the wane; and some of the best are mentioned

here as a reminder to those who anticipate plant-

ing slurubs this autumn. Generally speaking, they

will thrive in any good garden soil, but the best
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gleams of colour to the landscape from now
onwards well into the winter. In addition to the

shrubs now named there are many which have

ornamental fruits ; but enough has been said to

draw attention to a class of plants that is, in the
j

at the very top. From a well-grown plant.

rush for those with brilliant flowers, too often

overlooked.

specimen is completely lost, besides being a most
wasteful practice, as, instead of each main stem
having vigorous side shoots down to the ground,

there is nothing worth cutting but inferior bunches

THE MICHAELMAS DAISIES

THE thanks of all lovers of autumn
flowers are due to those enthusiasts

who must have given much of their

time and patience to bring about

such a great improvement in this

indispensable race of hardy plants.

It seems but a few j'ears ago since the plants were

considered of such little importance that it was

seldom they were given much promi-

nence, their chief use in many
instances being to block out unsightly

corners, and to dump them down in

the shrubbery wherever they could

be placed without much trouble.

This course was to a certain extent

understandable on account of the

inferior quality of the then known
varieties. But "pBor as they were in

comparison with some popular

varieties to-day, they had not a

chance to show what effect they were

capable of producing, as there were

few who thought it worth while to

devote a little time with the spade,

and least of all anything in the shape

of manure, to their surroundings.

This haphazard method has, how-

ever, altered with the improvement

of the race, and, even in places

where they were slow to import the

new additions, the effect of well dug

and manured ground became evident

on the old stock when, in respond-

ing to the demand for the more

gorgeous of hardy plants, a few

were made use of to fill in the

background of a newly made border,

which was, of course, duly prepared

in a proper manner. Thus, in not a

few cases the merits of the Starworts

came to be realised, and the demand

was there for the newer forms as they

were introduced. .A.t Kew .-^ster

Robert Parker and the Italian Star-

wort {.\. amellus bessarabicus) are naturalised in

bold groups in the woodland with telling effect.

In addition to the position usually allotted to

them in the herbaceous border, the opportunity

of massing them alone and in conjunction with

the border Chrysanthemum has been seized, the

result being an effect equal to any of the season, as

both flower at the same time, and the bright colours

of the Chrysanthemum, especially the Masse

family, are seen to great advantage, on rising

ground particularly, among the blue and violet

shades of the Daisies. For this or any other

scheme of planting to be successful, it must be

understood that all the Starworts appreciate

a good deep soil that has been well enriched with

manure, as they are very vigorous in their root

action. They must also have ample space, so

that each shoot may appear to the best advantage.

It is a poor method to have a plant tied in the

middle like a wheatsheaf ; the beauty in such a

one to three shoots neatly staked out will give a

far better return in a more graceful manner than

three times their number badly grown and over-

crowded. This method entaUs a severe thinning

out of the shoots in early spring, which may perhaps

appear rather wasteful to those who have not

as yet experienced the effect in September ; but

once it is tried, the superiority' of the sprays

that are available for cutting will alone render

the old bunching-up process a thing of the past.

When alluding to these plants in their different

species and varieties, one often hears a distinct

murmur to the effect that all of them take after

one another, or, in other words, are too much alike

—

trusses and reaches a height of about four feet.

In A. ericoides we have a section of special value

for cutting, on account of its long and graceful

spraj-s being available in colours that are always

in demand. A beautiful pink is A. e. Charmer,
growing some three feet high. A. e. Enchantress

is a white that passes to pink with age. A beautiful

shade of lavender is A. e. superbus, while A. e.

The Pearl, blush white, is indispensable.

Of quite a distinct appearance from the fore-

going are the varieties of Novae-Angliae. They are

of a more vigorous habit and the flowers are larger
;

they can also be relied upon to bloom right up
to November, and what is perhaps not their least

interesting feature is their considerable diversity

of colom:, crimson shades especially being most
prominent in the varieties Brilliant, Mrs. S. T.

Wright and W. Bowman. Blue and purple

shades are seen to great advantage in Damosel,

ASTER ROBERT PARKER N.^TURALISED IN THE WOODLAXD.

that if one possesses a few he can almost safely

say he has them all. That there is ground for

this charge cannot be denied, one reason being

the ease with which they can be raised from seed.

But beyond the Novi-Belgii spacies the charge

has not a sure foundation, as among other species

and varieties there exist a number that show
great distinction, a few of which are here given.

These are bound to be admired wherever perennial

Asters are appreciated.

In the .\mellus section three varieties are of

outstanding merit. A. A. Admiration is a dwarf

grower, and carries immense masses of lovely

mauve pink flowers. A. A. Beaute Parfait is

perhaps the finest of the section, with fine clusters

of rich dark violet flowers with a yellow centre.

A. A. Perry's Favourite, with rose-coloured flowers,

is a charming variety and, like the last named,

is of medium height. A. cordifolius Edwin
Beckett has fine mauve flowers borne in pyramidal

Duchess of Albany and Climax. All these average

about four feet in height. A beautiful white

variety is Amity, growing some two feet high.

In the Novi-Belgii varieties are some interesting

forms, chief among them being the double-flowered

Beauty of Colwall. The flowers are a pleasing

shade of lavender and are produced with the

greatest freedom on robust-growmg stems that

average about four feet in height. Brightness,

rosy lilac, produced in elegant sprays, is most
useful. Eileen is a fine deep blue, and for a paler

form Margaret is worthy of note. White Queen
stands well out among the whites, and for a beauti-

ful shade of pink Perry's Favourite should not be

overlooked. There are other Michaelmas Daisies,

but with a selection of the foregoing the garden

in autumn will not be wanting in colour, nor the

•\-ases indoors be empty, so long as severe weatjier

remains at a distance.

RoUtcyham. F. J. Tow.n'end.
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BLUE - FLOWERED BULBS
FOR AUTUMN PLANTING.

THOSE whose business or hobby it is

to study the colour blending of flowers

for pictorial effect realise only too

well the paucity of really good blue

flowers that exists. Spring is, per-

haps, the most bountiftil of the seasons

in this colour,.as in addition to the many charming

little alpincs of herbaceous or sub-shrubby habit,

there is quite a host of bulbs that give us their

quota of blue at that season. As with most

other things relating to gardening, and floriculture

in particular, the term blue is a very elastic one,

and embraces many colour shades that the artist

would find other names for. Yet it is in this

very elasticity that the average flower-lover

finds much enjoyment—pleasure that would be

lost were every flowtr tabu-

lated under a strict colour

chart. Uiing the term blue,

then, in its broadest garden-

ing sense, there is no

lack of bulbs that may be

planted during the next few

weeks for the purpose of

providing us with drifts and

clouds of blue next spring.

The most charming of

these is, -to ray mind, the

beautiful little Chionodoxa

sardensis. a rich gentian

blue flower, only aftw inches

high, that follows closely on

the last of the Snowdrops. It

is comparatively rare yet,

though no more expensi\'e

than the better-known C.

Lucilia?, or Glory of the Snow, .\ltltough the latter

has blossoms of a paler colour, it forms a very pretty

companion to the richer-hutd sardensis. Other

and larger-flowered members of the family are

grandiflora and Tmolusii ; but the last named
is still rather too expensive for planting freely.

Grass and woodland, shrubbery and rock garden,

may be transformed into a fairyland of blue at

a comparatively small cost by the free planting

of the .first two species named. Of very similar

habit, and bearing flowers of true blue a little

later in the season, is the dainty little Siberian

Squill (Scilla sibirica). I have often seen this

recommended for planting with Snowdrops, so

that a contrast of white and blue might be obtained
;

but my experience is that the whiteness of the

Snowdrops has departed before the blue of the

Squill appears, especially the first season after

the bulbs were planted. The Two-leaved Squi

(Scilla bifolia) has blossoms of rather paler colour,

and flowers with the Chionodoxas. Both sibirica

and bifolia are excellent for the positions recom-

mended for the Cliionodoxas. While dwelling,

upon the Scillas, it may be permissible to mention

those that flower later in the spring, usually about

the month of May, wlien the Tulips are painting

the garden with their gorgeous colours. S. nutans

is our wild Bluebell, and needs no further descrip-

tion ; hispanica or campanulata and its variety

compacta, and patula major are three others

that are very similar in habit and gentral

appearance.

The Grape Hyacinths, or Afuscaris, are a genus

of bulbous-rooted plants to which we are indebted

for some of our best blue flowers of spring.

Azureum, sometimes known as Hyacinthus

azureum, is the earliest to flower, and forms a

sheet of Cambridge blue colour in border or wood-

land as early as February. Marcli brings us

the Italian Grape Hyacinth (Muscari botryoides

csruleum). with its dark blue flowers that always

remind one of old-time gardens, and before it has

several years ago will live long in my memory.

These Grape Hyacinths do not seem to thrive so

well in grass as in the border or shrubbery, though

they can be induced to flower fairly well in turf

by renewing the bulbs occasionally. The variety

Heavenly Blue, in addition to its exceptional

value as a garden flower, is charming in a cut

state, and mil last a considerable time in water,

its fragrant flowers always

being greatly admired when
used in this way. The two

Tassel Hyacinths (Muscari

comosum and M. Heldreichii)

both have deep blue flowers,

but neither is suitable for

creating anything like a

bold display in the garden.

In writing of blue-flowered

spring bulbs, the ordinary

1)1;^ beddingor Dutch Hyacinths

must not be omitted. In

such varieties as Czar Peter,

Blondin and Queen of

the Blues we find pale

shades of this colour, while the varieties

Charles Dickens, Grand Maitre and King

of the Blues give us flowers of darker hue.

If we stretch our colour so as to include

violet, the ordinary bedding Crocuses of

that colour may be considered in any scheme

of blue that may be desired during the

early months of the year. Instead of striv-

ing for a blue border at one season only, as

is too often the case, an effort should be

made to have it at least presentable during

spring, summer and autumn, and by a free,

though judicious, use of the bulbs named,

first of the three seasons would not

present many difiiculties. All will thrive in any

reasonably good garden soil, a trait that is not

yet developed in many blue-flowered plants of a

non-bulbous character. H. W.

CHIO.NODO.XA LUCILI.r.

SARDENSIS.

(Natural size.)

departed the most beautiful member of the whole

family, kno'w-n as Heavenly Blue, expands its

blc>ssoms with a freedom that we find in few plants.

I know of no flower capable of creating such a

wonderful and beautiful display in the garden

as this Grape Hyacinth, and the sight of a long,

narrow border filled with it that I saw in Surrev

THE ROSE PROSPECTS OF AUTUMN.
The th'.)rnugh ripening of the first wood which

many of our Roses experienced during the hot

summer days has, no doubt, had much to do with

the glowing prospects for autumn flowers. Trim

away what old wood can be spared, cutting

back to the most promising young breaks' and
removing all spent flower-trusses. This will be

found a great help towards the better development

of late bloom. The following are most promising

here, and cannot well fail to give us a grand show

if ordinary weather prevails : Betty, Rayon
d'Or, ChSteau de Clos Vougeot, Lady Hillingdon,

A. R. Waddell, Mrs. David McKee, Doroth>-

Ratcliff, Lyon Rose, Sunburst, Lady Pirrie,

Irish Elegance, Irish Beauty, Mme. Abel Chatenay,

Mmc. Falcot, Marie van Houtte, Simset, Mrs.

Alfred Tate, George C. Waud, Richmond, Lady
Battersea and Simplicity. This is but a short

list of the best, and it could easily be doubled.

Snow Queen, Victor Hugo and General

Jacqueminot promise best among the Hybrid

Perpetuals, and Zephyrine Drouhin is sure to be

there. Among the best all through the season,

and likely to continue so, are the Dwarf Poly-

anthas, the following being especially notice-

able : Ph\-llis, Aschenbrodel, Mrs. W. H. Cutbush,

Jessie, Orleans, Rodhatte and Erna Teschendorff.

I am sorry to see so much mildew upon the

stems and foliage of our Moss Roses.

Uckfield. A. P.
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NOTES ON TULIPS.
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

WERE old Mrs. Malaprop ever to

take to writing on the Tulip, she

would very likely, among her

other observations, say that it

was a " paddlebox." The flower

is such a strange bundle of con-

tradictions. It was grown by Gerard, Parkinson

and Rea, and yet it is only " coming in." It is

quite easy to manage, and yet needs great care

when it is growing. It is never perfect until it is

" .broken." It entirely vanishes, but is " all there
"

when lifted. It is known and unknown. Bright

and dull. The foregoing are sufficient enigmas to

introduce as hors-d'oeuvre to the more practical

fare which is to follow.

First, about the uses or

purposes to which Tulips

may be applied : Bed

ding, clumps in borders,

rockwork, and beds in

the reserve garden for

cutting are those foi

which they are generally

employed. Why, however,

should not a collection

be formed ? I am a

great believer in every

gardener having a definit

object or objects in

their gardening, over and

above the more general

one of having a nice

bright show of flowers or

a good crop of vegetables.

It gives a zest which I

can only compare to the

effect of a long march

on the saucy appetite of

a recruit. The pleasur

of anticipation, of order

ing varieties that ar^

unknown, is great and

alluring, and when it can

he indulged in with a

small expenditure o f

money it must appeal to

a fairly wide circle o

gardening enthusiasts.

Pearsons of Lowdham
catalogue thirty-two

varieties of Cottage and

thii-ty-one of Darwin
Tulips. Of the whole sixty-three, only one

(Louis XIV.) runs into double figures of

shillings per dozen ; and only eight. Including the

above, touch or are over half a crown.

Somewhere about a guinea would purchase

-three bulbs of each of the fifty-five remaining

varieties. There must be many readers to whom
this would not be a very great extravagance, even

in war-time, and such an expenditure would be

quite in accord with the recent encyclical letter of

the Royal Horticultural Society. It will help to

" keep firms going and to meet current expenses

which cannot be suspended."

-

Let me try to enumerate some of the utilities of

a collection. To begin with, there is the joy of

expectancy and the pleasure of comparison, which,

once the start is made, may easily develop into

hardy annuals by the yearly addition of new

varieties. Then, if Tulips are required elsewhere,

it is an easier matter to select the most appropriate

colours, or the shades one likes best, with the

flowers under one's eyes, than it we were obliged

to rely on written descriptions.

Cheap Varieties.—In my notes in The Garden-

for September ir I gave a list of six good

cheap Darwins (Fra .\ngelico, Clara Butt, Pride

of Haarlem, Margaret, Baronne de la Tonnaye,

and King Harold or Loveliness). A companion

list of Cottage varieties would be : La Merveille

(orange scarlet), gesneriana spathulata (brilliant

cochineal red). Golden Crown (golden yellow, edged

and flushed red), Picotee (pointed white, edged and

flushed rose), Bouton d'Or (deep rich yellow, a

Tulip that grows very much when in bloom) and

Rosalind (rose).

Hammer Hales and Boadicea.—Readers of

The Garden will know that there have been very

signified that it had sown its wild oats, and that

henceforth it was going to settle down. But our

flower is such a " paddlebox" that that is what it

did not do, although to the casual observer it

would appear as if it had done so. The " curious
"

are still nearly driven mad with its vagaries.

They have evolved with much patience a hard and

fast set of requirements, and every bloom must be

prepared to fill them or to be put on one side.

Now what is so perplexing is to have Annie

Macgregor or Trip to Stockport quite all right

one season, while the next they will display all

manner of bad habits, such as " flushing " or

" skipping." The modern Darwin grower is like-

wise seriously troubled from time to time with the

vagaries of his flowers, but in a different way.

He has bought or planted what he took to be a

self-coloured varietv, but when blooraing-time

COTTAGE TULIPS IN AN OLD ENGLISH GARDEN.

extensive trials of Tulips, both this year and last,

at Wisley Gardens, culminating in the all-Tulip

Show at Vincent Square on May 13 and 14.

I then became aware that there are two varieties

called Hammer Hales in commerce—one, large,

ill-conditioned looking and egg-shaped ; the other,

smart, shapely and somewhat pointed. No wonder
Mr. Wallace asked me how I could " crack up "

Hammer Hales in the way I do, when he had the

poor one in his mind's eye. What I ha\e pre-

viously called Hammer Hales is the same as his

Boadicea, so all that I have ever said about Hammer
Hales must be transferred to that variety. In

future I only know Boadicea. It is one of the

finest and most satisfactory Tulips grown.

Breaking.—The old florists' idea of a Tulip was
that it was in a kind of hobbledehoy state until it

(to use a technical word) "broke" or became
" rectified." Its donning a coat of many colours

comes round he is mortified to find that it has

become striped. Sometimes the dealer is blamed

for sending an untrue stock, but this is unfair.

The stock %vould be true enough, only a certain

proportion have suddenly become striped or

rectified when they were not wanted to do so.

No one can tell why, and no one can tell when,

such a change will take place. That is what is

so aggravating. Numerous theories have been

suggested, but not one of them seems to work.

Is it lime ? Is it poor soil ? Is it the use of

chemical manure of some kind ? Is it a too

frequent change of soil ? When did or does the

alteration take place ?

In the seventeenth century a man in Brussels

is said to have made a regular business of

"breaking" Tulips. There is a substantial

reward waiting to-day f<5r the man who will do

the reverse, i.e., keep them in their self condition.
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WORK AMONG
THE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Plants for Lifting.—There are many cultivators

of Chrysanthemums who do not grow large num-
bers in flower-pots during the spring and sununer

months, but grow them in boxes in the spring and
then plant them in the open borders, finally

lifting and potting the specimens in the autumn.
There' are others who cultivate many in pots as

well as in the borders for lifting later on, as stated

above. Where possible and con\enient. the plants

to be lifted should be in the bud stage when this

work is done : that is, the flower-buds should be

formed when the plants are lifted and potted.

It is advisable to lift and pot a few at a time

if a regular supply of blooms is the object, and, as

we now possess so many excellent varieties, early,

late and medium, there should be no diffi-

culty experienced in securing an unbroken supply

of fresh blooms.

I>o not lift any 'plants from a dry soil, as they
wotild fade very much for a long time after being

potted, however carefully they may be treated.

If the weather is dry and the plants are ready
for lifting, thoroughly soak the soil at least twenty-

four hours prior to lifting. If this is done, the

stems and leaxes will become well charged with

moisture, the soil will be in a fit state to handle,

and the plants will not show signs of distress

afterwards. If lifted before the buds are formed
and placed in houses forthwith, the stems of the

plants grow extra long, are weakly, and do not

b:ar flowers of high merit.

Have the pots in readiness, clean and of various

sizes, so as to accommodate plants with many
roots and those possessing fewer. With a garden
fork lift the plants, preserx-ing the roots and
retaining some of the garden soil with them.

Pass some good compost through a i-inch mesh
sieve and add to it some well-rotted manure

;

sand is not needed. In the bottom of each pot

put a single hollow crock and sortie half-rotted

leaves or rough pieces of fibrous loam, as all the space

possible will b? needed for the roots and new soil,

which cannot be in great bulk in any case. Pot

firmly, give water once and also syringe the leaves,

then put the plants in a shed, or in a glass-house,

and shade heavily for two days, syringing th?

foliage twice each day. Leave the plants in the

shed two days, or on the north side of a wall or

hedge a similar time, then place them in the glass

s'ructure. If the soil in the pots is kept in a medium
\

state of moisture, new roots will soon take posses- !

sion, when freer ventilation of the house, less I

syringing of the foliage, and shading will be re-

quired. All this careful treatment will result in

the retention of the basal leaves as well as in the

production of nice flowers. Lifted plants, so

treated, are very beautiful and useful.

The Single-Flowered Varieties.—Unlike the

late-flowered Japanese, the singles bear beautiful

blooms on late growths, that is, shoots that grow
after the middle of August. The flowers are of

good form, of fair size and very rich in colour, and,

furthermore, from three to five blooms can b;

obtained from each main stem, as they grow so

freely after a crown bud has formed and b?en
pinched out. Cultivators who are growing the

single-flowered varieties for the first time this year
need not be over-anxious as to the flowering of the

plants ; the blooms will not be unduly late, as

the buds open so quickly. Nearly all the plants

of this section grow more than 4 feet high.

When blooming on terminal shoots they generally

average 5 feet in height, so that space for them
under glass should be got ready accordingly.

Suckers.—These, too, are growing rapidly, and
they are stronger and more numerous on the

singles than any others, unless it be the border

varieties. Remove them w-liile they are small

and without damaging or even disturbing the

main roots of the plants in the surface soil.

Feeding.—During dull and wet w-eather give

artificia' manures (not liquid manure) in small

doses and not too frequently, By_ so doing

th" judicious feeding of the plants can be continued

even while it is unwise to apply stimulants in liquid

A SPRAY OF THE LITTLE KNOWN SHRUB
PLAGIANTHUS LYALLI.

form. Mix the artificial manures with finely

sifted rich loam, and put on the mixture in very

thin layers and frequently—twice a week at this

stage.

Hardening the Stems. — The plants at this

stage cannot be exposed too much to the sun

and air, because they grow so rapidly, and when
once they are placed under glass the new wood
does not harden very much ; this must be done in

the op:'n air.

Plants with Forward Buds.—Some of the

Japanese varieties are rather for^vard and must

be duly protected. The blooms are not improved,

but marred, if the petals which are now showing
colour are exposed to the dews or to rain. Make
preparations for placing the plants in a cool,

well-ventilated greenhouse, conser\'atory or Peach-
house at once. The blooms will be fully developed
by the third week in October, and will be useful in

a cut state for tall vases when outdoor flowers are

becoming scarce, as well as for prolonging the

display of blossom in the greenhouse. Feed these

plants liberally. .'Vvon.

IXIAS AND SPARAXIS.
The merits of these pretty South African bulbous
plants for the embellishment of the greenhouse

are too frequently overlooked. A group of flower-

ing examples during the latter part of the spring

is sure to arrest attention, first, for their splendid

display of bright-coloured blossoms, and, secondly,

from their distinct character. There is nothing

in the greenhouse at that time which is at all

likely to be confounded with them. My reason

for referring to them now is that no time should
be lost in potting them up, as the bulbs are small

and will quickly lose some of their vitality if

kept stored in paper bags in a warehouse. The
most suitable compost for both Ixias and Sparaxis

is loam, lightened, according to its consistency,

by sand and well-decayed leaf-mould. Good
examples may be grown in 5-inch pots, putting

six to eight bulbs in each pot. The bulb should

be buried at such a depth that the top portion

is about three-quarters of an inch below the sur-

face of the soil. After being potted they may
be placed in a frame where they are safe from
frost, or in a greenhouse from whicli frost is just

excluded, but nothing more. Very little water
will be needed till signs of growth appear, after

which the supply must be increased. These
pretty flowers, with their • thin yet firm

stems, are very useful for many purposes in a
cut state. H. P.

WHAU-WHI OR LACE BARK.

(Plagianihus Lvalh.)

Now is the best time to increase this lovely

subject. It is, to my mind, one of the best of

summer-flowering shrubs. The beautiful clusters

of pure wliite flowers, which are produced in

July, are separately borne upon a stalk about

I J inches in length. Not only is it free flowering,

but another of its merits is its lasting power.

The shrub itself has rather a spreading habit.

The cuttings should be of this year's wood, about

3 inches to 4 inches long. Prepare a pot (about

5 inches) with sandy loam, making it very firm.

Be certain that the drainage is perfect. Prepare

cuttings in the usual way and dibble them in

with a pointed stick, being very careful to make
the soil firm round the base of each. Water the

cuttings in and plunge them in a frame of Cocoa-

nut fibre with a little bottom-heat. It may also

be increased by layering, and this is quite a ready

means of propagation. Travellers tell us that

this is one of the most beautiful trees of the New
Zealand flora. It is hardy in the London district,

but in the colder parts of the country it should

be planted against a wall. The year 1871 is

given as the date of its introduction from New
Zealand, where it is popularly known as the

Lace Bark. A. A.
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NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

Celery.—The early batch should have its last

watering, thoroughly saturating the roots with

liquid manure to increase the size of the

sticks, especially if they are required for exhibi-

tion, and placing another fold of brown paper on

the top, if required, tying it round tightly to make
the blanching secure. The late batch to be blanched

with soil and kept for winter and spring use

should be well watered before earthing, assuming

it has not been earthed before. Dust the sides of

the trench and the plants with soot to prevent slug

attacks, which disfigure so many of the outer leaves.

Cauliflowers and Early Broccoli just forming

heads may be much assisted by occasional doses

of liquid manure ; or, if the ground is mulched,

clear water would suffice. Heads that are grown

quickly by giving copious root water-

ings during dry weather are much
more succulent and tender than

those that take so long to grow

during dry weather. Plants intended

for putting out early in spring should

now be pricked out in frames and kept

ilose for a few days until root action

has again started, when the lights

should be removed to induce a stocky

growth, only replacing them when
frost appears likely to occur.

Cardoons.—Continue the blancli-

ing of these as growth progresses,

being careful to wind the hay-bands

closely around the stems and keeping

the paper underneath firm.

Rhubarb.—A root should now be

lifted carefully, placing it in the

Mushroom-house or in any warm,
dark structure, covering it to exclude

light. Keep the soil moist, encourag-

ing the growth to come away
steadily.

Mushrooms.'—Continue to collect

and prepare material for the beds.

Freshly gathered horse-manure, with

a fair quantity of short straw, is the

best material to use, although for

economy a few freshly gathered leaves

will add to the bulk where horse-

raanure is not easily obtained. When
a sufficient quantity has been col-

lected for a flat bed 18 inches deep,

or a ridge bed 3 feet high, and as

much in diameter at the base, throw

it into a heap and encourage it

to ferment by adding water if the

material is too dry, and thus get rid of the

obnoxious gases.

Radishes.— Make thin sowings in frames in

light, sandy soil. As the seedlings appear, protect

the tender growth by covering the glass at night

in case of frost. Any late crops outside should have
similar protection to ensure completion of growth.

Tomatoes.—Very variable are the results of

open-air culture this season. In some localities

the wet and cold weather of July quite ruined the

prospect of a crop, the plants collapsing by dis-

ease of the stems near the surface towards the end of

August, at a time when they were nicely set

with fruit. This fact emphasises the advantage
of having fully grown plants when, put out

at the end of May. In some drier localities

the outdoor crops have been a success. Sunrise and
Holmes' Supreme, as usual, have done the best.

.\ny fruit now changing colour should be cut and

placed in a dry, warm room to finish ripening.

Plants under glass must not be over-watered

nor too freely fed. A steady growth, without too

much excitement either by heat or strong stimu-

lants, wiU be the best conditions in the end. Small

plants intended for next year's early crop should

1ie placed near the glass in a temperature of not

less than 60° by night to ensure a stocky growth.

Do not over-pot them for winter growth ; neither

should they have too much moisture.

Parsley.—In some gardens a difficulty is ex-

perienced in keeping the plants in a healthy

growing condition throughout the winter, soms

constituent in the soil being unsuitable. To
obviate this and to ensure a stock, plants raised

from seed sown in spring should be lifted and placed

in frames of prepared soil consisting largely of

charred loam, leaf-mould, wood-ashes and soot,

with same sharp sand. Keep the lights somewhat

it is the result of a cross between a Blackberry and

a Raspberry, but some are inclined to think that

it is a true natural species. However that may
be, it is one of the few usetul fruits tor which

we have to thank om: American cousins.

It is an exceedingly vigorous subject, frequently

making growths 12 feet or more long in one

season, hence it must be given plenty of head-

room. A favourite situation for it is over an

arch, where it forms a beautiful and at the same

time useful plant. It delights in a deeply worked,

rich and rather heavy loam, which will afford it

a cool root-run during the hot days of summer.

After the fruits are gathered, the growths which

have borne them are cut right out at the base, the

best of the young ones being tied in to take their

place and for bearing fruit the following year.

As will be seen^^by the illustration, the fruits

are freely produced in clarge lusters, and they

THE LOGANBERRY. THIS FRUIT SHOULD BE GROWN IN EVERY GARDEN.

close for a few days until new roots are forming
;

then ' give abundance of air, finally drawing off

the lights in favourable weather to ensure stocky

growth.

Lettuce.—Fill the spare lights with plants

6 inches apart where they are intended to heart

for autumn use. \Miere the plants are small,

dibble them thickly in frames to ensure a stock

for early planting by thinnings, leaving the stronger

ones to mature early in the frames.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

THE LOGANBERRY.
With the advent of many new hybrid berries of

the Bramble section, the merits of the Loganberry-

are apt to be overlooked, yet it is a most useful

fruit and should find a place in every garden

where a fair amount of room exists. Reputedly

much resemble large Raspberries in shape and

size, being red in colour when ripe. Owing to

a rather acid flavour, they are valued more for

preserves than for dessert, although when
thoroughly ripened they are very nice.

Propagation is easily effected by pegging down
the tips of the young, non-fruiting canes and

covering them with soil. Treated thus, they

quickly form roots, when they may be severed

from the old plants in the autumn, and either

grown for one season in a nursery bed or trans-

ferred direct to their permanent positions. As

planting-time w-ill soon be here, those who have

room and suitable soil for a plant should make
a point of securing one. Naturally, such a

fruit has quickly been made good use of by
hybridists, the Lowberry and the Laxtonberry

being two good fruits obtained by using it as

a parent.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—At this time of year sunshine may
not be so plentiful as one might desire to mature
Melons perfectly. Therefore more care is neces-

sary in the management of the plants. Less

atmospheric moisture will be necessary than
formerly, and a little heat must'ahvays be main-
tained in the pipes. The roots must not be over-

watered, especially when the fruits commence to

colour.

Plants Under Glass.

Dielytra spectabilis.—Clumps of this useful

greenhouse plant may now be potted. Pot them
into 7-inch or 8-inch pots, and plunge the pots

in ashes out of doors till growth commences.
They may then be placed in a cool house.

Azalea indica.—It will not be safe to leave the

plants of this any longer outdoors. Before placing

them under glass, lay them on their sides and give

them a thorough syringing with an insecticide

as a precaution against red spider. A house where
they can have abundance of air will suit them
till they are required for forcing.

Chrysanthemums.—Some varieties of the deco-

rative kinds will need disbudding, and this work
must not be delayed when the buds' are large

enough. The plants must not be neglected in

the matter of watering, and stimulants should be
afforded till the blooms are well advanced. The
houses where the large blooms are expanding
must be kept as dry as possible, or the petals will

damp.
Calanthes.—The useful Calanthe Veitchiiis now

finishing its growth, and in order to ripen the bulbs

perfectly, give them plenty of room so that all the

light possible may reach the bulbs. A good cir-

culation of air, combined with a brisk heat in the

pipes, will create suitable atmospheric conditions.

Keep the roots well supplied with water till the

foliage begins to die down.

The Flower Garden.

Wintering Bedding Plants.—The"! housing of

arge bedding plants requires very careful fore-

thought where glass accommodation is on a limited

scale. In most gardens, fruit-houses which have
been cleared of their crops have to be made use

[

of for this purpose. Plants which have to be

dug up and repotted should be first placed in a

warm, moist house for a week or so, and kept shaded
till they have recovered from the check. They may
then be placed in a vinery or Peach-house for the

winter. Hydrangea hortensis, Cannas and Fuchsias

may be stored in a frost-proof shed. Sweet
Verbenas may be given similar treatment. Here
we have several very large specimens which are

wintered in a barn. Tuberous-rooted Begonias

should be lifted and placed in a frame till the

foliage has died down ; they must then be placed

in boxes and stored in a frost-proof shed. Eche-
veria secunda glauca may be planted closely to-

gether in a cold frame. Lobelia cardinalis may be
lifted and placed closely together in boxes, covering

the roots with soil. They will be safe in cold frames,

providing the glass is covered with mats during

very severe frost.

Sweet Peas.—If autumn sowing is contemplated,

it should be done as soon as the condition of the

ground will allow. The seed should be sown in

shallow trenches. If the ground is inclined to

be heavy, a little old potting soil will be of con-

siderable benefit. Mice must be guarded against by
setting traps along the rows, and as soon as the

seedlings are through the soil, strands of black

cotton placed over the rows will keep off birds.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Figs.—If the weather continiies favourable, the

fiiiits will still ripen, providing the trees are

not congested with growth. If the growth is

too crowded, it should be liberally thinned, as

this will also facilitate the ripening of the wood.

Peaches and Nectarines.—-When all the fruits

have been gathered, all the old fruiting wood may
be removed so that that required for next year may
have every chance to become thoroughly matured.
Give the trees a thorough drenching with an in-

secticide, and should the roots need water, give

them a soaking with the hose-pipe. Young trees

which are inclined to be too strong must be
lifted and replanted, using plenty of old brick

rubble in the process.

Planting Fruit Trees.—The new stations may
now be prepared for the planting of young trees,

as this will greatly facilitate the work when the
trees arrive from the nursery. Be careful in the
selection of varieties, for much disappointment
may easily be caused by neglect in this matter.
The lifting and root pruning of young trees may be
proceeded with now. Most of this work should
be done before the turn of the year.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—Take advantage of a wet day to look
over the main stock of Onions and remove those
which are blemished. These may be put aside
for immediate use. The method of roping Onions
for long keeping is a good one, as not only do they
keep better, but when hung over the roof of a shed
the decayed bulbsmay easily be detected. Autumn-
sown Onions will now be sufficiently advanced to
permit of the hoe being run between the rows.
Light dustings of soot will be beneficial prior to

hoeing.

Tomatoes.—^The winter-fruiting plants will now
be setting their fruits, and during dull, sunless

weather it may be necessary to keep a little heat
in the pipes continuously. Admit plenty of air

on all favourable occasions and keep the atmo-
sphere dry. A little fresh material placed over the
roots occasionally will considerably enhance the
swelling of the fruits.

Chicory.—If suitable roots are available, a few
may be introduced to the forcing-house. The
roots may be planted in large pots or boxes and
covered to exclude light.

Mustard and Cress.—A supply of this useful
salad may be kept up by sowing frequently in

boxes. It is better to make small sowings fre-

quently than to sow large quantities at one time,

which often results in a great deal of wastage.
E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas.—Seeds should be sown in small
pots as soon as they can be got, it being generally
admitted that finer plants of most varieties result

from auttmin sowing. If, however, they cannot be
sown before the first week in November, they are

better left over till January, when they germinate
more strongly. Sweet Peas at no time should be
subjected to strong heat ; in fact, if they are
simply kept from being frozen it will suit them,
but ample ventilation is essential together with
careful watering.

Roses.—Many of the strong-growing varieties,

having made long growths, are likely to become
loosened at the neck by wind and thereby
injured. The longest shoots should be shortened,
and the plants made firm to prevent breakages.
As the planting season is at hand, lists with notes
should be made in readiness.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—^The second earthing-up of the main
crop must be proceeded with. Care should be
taken that the leaf-stalks are kept close together
while this is being done, to prevent any soil getting

between. If possible, attend to this when the soil

is in good working condition.

Cauliflower which was sown early in September
should now be pricked out in cold frames 4 inches

or 5 inches apart. As slugs are very partial to the
young leaves of this vegetable, the latter should be
dusted with soot immediately. Keep the lights

closed for a few days ; afterwards grow as hardily as

possible to better withstand the winter.

Spinach.—The late -sown plants should be
thinned out, at the same time removing all weeds,
which would not perhaps seed during winter, but
would impoverish the soil and make it present an
untidy appearance. Use the hoe when the soil

is sufficiently dry.

Watercress.—Where the grower has not the
convenience of a running stream, quite good
supplies can be obtained from frames during
winter. Plants from seed sown during August are
now ready for pricking out in frames. Protection
from frost is necessary.

Endive may still be pricked out in frames,
allowing a distance of 6 inches between the plants.
As the season is not now conducive to a qtiick
growth, less ventilation should be given to encourage
more rapid progress.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Any fruit still remaining in frames
wUl be better cut and kept in a light and warm
glasshouse in the full exposure of the sun, where
it will have a better chance of ripening. Melons
growing indoors must be watered carefully at this
season, or the flavour will be ruined. Maintain a
minimum temperature of 65° at night and do not
spill water on the floors.

Late Vineries.—Where the Grapes are not
colouring satisfactorily, help must be given by
artificial means. Keep a brisk heat in the pipes
constantly, with air on the ventilators top and
bottom sufficient to keep the atmosphere in a
fresh condition. Bad berries must be looked for
and removed at once, avoiding touching any of
the surrounding berries.

Midseason Grapes which may still be left

hanging will be much better cut and bottled, as
not only do they tax the Vines needlessly while
left hanging, but they lose colour and, in most
cases, shrivel.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Fruit Gathering.^—A great number of Apples
and Pears are ready for pulling, and should not be
left to fall. It is well, however, to go over each
tree more than once, as all the fruits may not be
quite ripe at one time. Preference of space in
the fruit-room should be given to late varieties

requiring to be kept until spring. Early sorts
may be stored in greater bulk, seeing they are to
be used so soon. On no account should fruit be
pulled before it parts readily from the tree, other-
wise shrivelling is certain to take place along with
impaired flavour. The ideal fruit-room for storing
Apples is under ground or in the shade, and not
one which dries up quickly. Pears keep better
in a freely ventilated building, which should be
dry but not too warm.

Plants Under Glass.

Hiunea elegans.—The young plants should now
be shifted into 5-inch or 6-inch pots, in which they
will remain until spring. Use a good compost
with sufficient charcoal and grit to keep it porous.
This plant quickly shows the bad effects of careless
watering, therefore discretion must be used when
applying water. Keep the plants in a cool, well-

ventilated pit to encourage a sturdy growth.

Tuberous Begonias, now having passed out of

bloom, must be given slightly drier treatment,
gradually withholding water altogether when the
foliage has ripened. Afterwards they can either

be laid on their sides in the pots or, if space is not
plentiful, shaken out of the soil and stored in a
fairly dry shed in boxes covered with Cocoanut
fibre.

Forcing Bulbs.—^The early kinds, such as

Roman Hyacinths and Paper-White Narcissus,

being late in reaching this country during the
past summer, they naturally are not so well rooted
as they otherwise would have been at this period.

It is always better to make certain there are

sufficient roots before introducing the bulbs into

heat, which should not be too brisk at first.

Malmaisons.—Young plants of varieties with
such good habits as Princess of Wales and Duchess
of Westminster, which can be flowered successfulh

during winter, should be shifted into 6-inch pots

as soon as they are sufficiently rooted. The compost
used must contain a large proportion of broken
brick or tiles, charcoal, crushed oyster shell, leaf-

mould and silver sand. The loam used must be
very fibrous. After potting, water with caution

and keep cool, not, however, allowing the tempera-
ture to drop below 50°.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Oabden, and the Editor invites readers to send in qtiestions

reUUing to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not he responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, arid tohere stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly undemtood that only the actual photo-

grapTier or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence thai an
article is accepted. Pvblicaiwn in THE Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

Therefore dig or trencli the so deeply and add well-

decayed manure and leaf-mould liberally. In planting

keep the crowns well out of sight, and arrange them singly

6 inches asunder in rows about 9 inches apart. Thus
treated, a bed with annual mulching and liquid manure
would be good for years. The finest development of this

plant we have ever seen was in a Thames-side garden,

where, in addition to the above treatment, the ground
was occasionally flooded for short periods in winter time.

The position was moderately sheltered, though suffering

much from fog and damp by reason of the close proximity

of the river. In your case the selection of a rather shel-

tered spot would be desirable.

ULIUM AURATUM FAILING (M. F. C.).—The
defective or deformed buds are primarily the result of

root inactivity, and, in all probability, if you examine
the bulbs 'you would find the basal roots deficient in

numbers or in some instances quite absent. It is largely

due to the drastic measures employed in Japan prior

to the biilbs being packed for shipment to this country,

and which includes denuding the bulbs of their existing

roots. SulKequently, for a year, they have to depend
for their existence on the stem roots and the meagre
supplies which are issued from the base of the bulbs,

and their future depends upon these being many or few.

Usually the variety platyphyllum is better behaved be-

cause of a more vigorous root action. Otherwise the culti-

vator in this country is well-nigh helpless. The only

way to destroy the fungus would be by digging out and
burning it and the affected soil area, or you may bury it

in a deep pit and cover with gas-lime or apply weed killer.

These, of course, cannot be employed among the shrubs,

though a heavy liming of the soil in addition to digging

districts, however, it either flowers irregularly or docs
not bloom at all. It does not flower in the North of Eng-
land. We know it has been tried in two South of Scotland
gardens for years, but has never produced a flower. It is a
plant requiring a mild climate and a sunny position.

Even then it is not reliable in Scotland.

FLOWERING SHRUBS FOR COLOUR AND EFFECT
(Ver<mica).—The following shrubs are likely to suit your
purpose : Spirsea arguta, 3 feet to 4 feet, white, April

;

PhiUidelphus Lemoinei erectus, 2^ feet to 4 feet, white,
should be pruned hard after flowering in June ; Cj^isus
prsecox, 3 feet to 4 feet, cream. May; Spirsea japonica
var. Anthony Waterer, 1* feet to 2 feet, red, summer

;

Diervilla Eva Kathke, 3 feet, red, June to August ; Ceano-
thus Gloire de Versailles, 3 feet, blue, July to October

;

Veronica speciosa, 2 feet to 4 feet, flowers blue, red or
white, autumn and winter; Forsythia intermedia densi-

flora, 4 feet, yellow, April; Cydonia Maulei superba,
2 feet to 2i feet, red, May and June ; Escallonia philippiana

,

3 feet to 4 feet, white, July. The following Lihums may
be grown : Henryi, candidum, pardalinum, bulbi-

ferum, chalcedonicum, auratum, croceum, Hansoni,
Martagon, szovitzianum, pyrenaicum and speciosum.

AZALEAS FAILING (T. Q.).—It is impossible to state
definitely the reason of your Azaleas behaving in the way
they have done. Several suggestions might be made,
and each wide of the mark. One thing which is very
apparent is that the sprays from the three other plants
showthat there has been nothing wrong in theirtroatment.
It is more than probable that the roots of the iinhealthy

'

plants are in a bad state, and the trouble may have started
some time before they came under your care. Then the
change into the mansion, if only for a few days, would.

out and burning the affected areas might also prove of with the dry atmosphere to which the plants were there
service.

LILIES (H. F. Syke^)^~ -The vast majority of Lilies are

to Correepondents " colun.ns. All coMmunicaiior. sHouMie
, S^SfeNtto'eTtabST^hlm'ln'sl.t^^^^^

deaHy and concisely written on one aide of the paper only, g^y nothing about your garden, -whether it is in sun or

and addressed to the Editor of The Gabden, 20, Tavistock ! shade, and not a few species are benefited by protection

Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address from late spring frosts. This is best done by planting

0/ the sender are rehired in addition to any designation he
;
\^Z^,,f,^, ?nT|arZn^Zd"elatel"?'^i''sSf!;ere^

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
^

r^j^g following are both hardy, robust of constitution,

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper. '• and well suited to your garden soil as it exists or with the

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
\

addition of a third of leaf-mould and sharp grit. Well

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
NEPETA MUSSINII (E. F. O.—li the plants have

outgrown their station, they may be cut back with impu-
nity to quite near their bases. Then, if need be, when
they have broken into fresh groAvth you may lift and
divide, or defer the operation till spring. In some soils

and districts growth is so abundant that shearing is

resorted to annually, though this is not necessary where
bold effect is desired, or in those instances where the

fuller grey tone of the plant is most appreciated. This
is usually attained by two year old plants on the let-

alone principle, and in a rather poor soil.

PROPAGATING DOUBLE-FLOWERED GYPSOPHILA
(F. Norman).—On its own roots the above may be pro-
pagated from root cuttings inserted in January, inch-

long pieces being sufficient with a greenhouse temperature
of 55". Grafted plants would probably &ive you nothing
more than the stock on which they were worked, unless
the plant had subsequently rooted on its own account,

and roots from this were taken with the rest. It may,
however, be increased by means of cuttings, those prefer-

ably secured with a heel from about the base of the plant
when about 3 inches long. Such cuttings are not

[

numerously produced, though their numbers may be i

increased by cutting back the earliest-formed shoots,

which causes them to break again.

TREE CARNATIONS (M. Robertson).—The Tree Car-

nations that flowered last winter and are still in their

pots are not likely to do you much further service, and
would be best discarded in favour of young plants. Those
you put out of doors may, if top-dressed or given liquid

manure, do somewhat better, though everything depends
upon how they have been treated: and if there are no
signs of flowering shoots this month, it is hardly likely

that any will be formed later. These plants are best

raised annually from cuttings inserted in January and
well cultivated throughout the year. Your question,
*' Ought Cacti to be repotted which have not been touched
for years ? " must be answered in the affirmative. The
time, however, is not now, and May would be much
more suitable. It is difficult to know what they are
from your description, though we imagine the white,
sweet-scented one to be one of the Pbyllocacti. The
best soil mixture for these plants is one composed of loam
and old mortar or brick rubble screenings in about equal
parts. To these add a little sand, leaf-soil or peat. They
require careful handling at such times, perfect drainage,
moderate supplies of water during growth, and little or
none during the greater part of the winter.

LILY OF THE VALLEY (FORTIN'S) FOR OUTDOORS
(A. FT.).—The Lily of the Valley in all its forms dehghts
ill rich vegetable soils, cool, partially shaded positions,

and revels in abundant moisture. A dry, sunny, border
would therefore be the worst possible place for the
plants. In the wild state the plant frequently inhabits
dry, shady woods, but in such the growth and flower-
spike is short. In the richer soils referred to, stature,
length of flower-spike and size of flower are all increased.

drained, well-cultivated soil is essential to all. L. candi-

dum, the white Madonna Lily, should have a dry, rather

sunny spot In not over-rich soil. L. croceum, L. excelsum,

L, Martagon, L. M. album, L. clialcedonicum, L. pyrenai-

cum, L. pomiwnium verum, L. umbellatum Diadem,
L. u. grandiflonim, L. u. Incomparable, 'L. colchicum,

L. bulbiferum, L. pardalinum, •£. Hansoni, the last two
preferring a little peat or plenty of leaf-soil with the staple,

and a position sheltered from hot sun. To these may be

added 'L. Henryi, *L. speciosum rubrum and cruentum,
•L. s. Melpomene and *L. s. Krsetzeri, all of which, in

addition to being planted 6 inches deep, should have a

little well-decayed manure incorporated with the lower soil.

L. tigrinum Fortune!, L. t. splendens, and L. t. flore pleno
should have light, freely drained soil, while L. auratum
platyphyllum, one of the most noble of Lilice, will repay
for a special bed of loam, leaf-mould and grit in about
equal parts. It should be planted 6 inches deep at least

in a sheltered place, the bulbs well surrounded by sand.

The Madonna Lily should be planted immediately,
the remainder as early as possible. The best

display would follow planting in groups of three or six

bulbs to each group. Those marked by an asterisk should
have a mound of ashes or Cocoanut fibre placed over
their stations for the first winter to throw off excessive

wet. The selection given are in fiower from late in May
to the end of September or later.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN CLIMBING PLANT FOR WALL WITH

NORTHERLY ASPECT (E. T. 5i.).—There is nothing
better for a wall with a northerly aspect than some of

the small-leaved kinds of Ivy, like Hedera Helix var.

donerailensis, or forms of H. H. marginata, which
have red or golden margins to the leaves.

COPPER-LEAVED PLUM FRUITING (S«n«y).—The
Copper-leaved Plum (Prunus cerasilera atropuriurea, or P.
Pissardii as it is often called) has fruited in numerous
places this year. It is not an uncommon event for it

to produce fruits, but it rarely bears a good cro^ in

this country, probably by reason of its early flowering,

cold weather being against the fertilisation of the flowers.

TREATMENT OF MUEHLENBECKIA (H. Q. 6.).—
You cannot do better than cut your plant of Muehlenbeckia
back below the point where the branches have become
twisted or bent over. It is not really necessary to cut it

back to the ground line, and it is probable that it would
start into growth again better if not cut into very old

wood. Any growth that is in the way may be removed
now, but the more severe pruning had better be left

until March or early April.

BLEACHING HEATHER (A. B. TT.).—We know
nothing of bleaching these plants, but such as the white
Scotch Heather, Erica cinerea alba, and the white-flowered

forms of the Ling, Cailuna (Erica) vulgaris, should at

least require no such treatment, since the flowers remain
effective for weeks, often months. The best of these

varieties are alba, Serlei and Hammondii, and of late

years a considerable trade has been done in them for

cutting for the Scottish and other markets.

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS {A- B.-B.). — This cannot
generally be considered a success in Scotland, though
in some South and West Scotland districts it grows well
and flowers annually. In some other gardens in those

subjected, inflict a strain on them. A succession of very
heavy rains after they were stood out of doors would then
tend to finish matters. If you examine the roots, we
expect you will find that the greater part of them are
dead. You speak of the plants being quite dwarf.
Is it possible that two plants were put together when very
young, and after growing up together for so long, one of
them has at last died ? We are sorry that we cannot
give a more decided answer, but, as above stated, wc
think the trouble commenced some time before you
took charge. The slight yellow marks noticed by you
when you came would indicate an unhealthy condition
of the roots.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE E. VEYRAT HERMANOS {Thos. H. Smith),—

We have this Rose growing in the aspect you name,
N.N.W., and it blooms well. We should advise well
preparing the border, and, if possible, training the growths
out laterally, as the variety is rather a shy bloomer, and
this induces blooming.

PRUNING WEEPING ROSES (0. G. P.).—It would
have been best had the trees been pruned soon after

flowering in July. The growths that have flowered should
be removed, or at least most of them. This will give
the new growths a better chance of developing. But it

is not too late to do the work now. Do not cut away
any of the young growths. You might pinch out the
pomts of the youngest of them in October. This would
help them to harden for the winter.

DOROTHY PERKINS AND ITS WHITE SPORT {Chas.

Comfort).—This Rose is very sportive, and probably the
reason you have two shades of the pink form is that
the plants were derived from cuttings. Possibly the dif-

ferent positions in which the plants are grown would also

account for this. As to the white variety, that known as
Cant's White is the piu-est, but even this is liable to throw
off pinkish sprays. The flesh-tinted spray sent may in

time revert to the pure white. We have budded from
such sprays, only to find the next year the plants gave
pure white clusters. Lady Godiva was a sport of Dorothy
Perkins. We have also seen both white and pink
clusters on the same plant of Dorothy Perkins.

CLIMBING ROSES WITH EXHIBITION BLOOMS
{Pro Rosa).—There are several grand Roses quite suitable

for your purpose, and we can thoroughly recommend
those named below for your arches. No. 1.—Climbing
Caroline Testout and Chmbing Lady Ashtown. No. 2.

—

Climbing M61anie Soupert and Climbing Paul Led6.
No. 3.—Hugh Dickson and J. B. Clark. No. 4.—Climb-
ng White ilaman Cochet and Climbing Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria. No. 5.—Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant and Climbing
Richmond. No. 6.—Mrs. Stewart Clark and Mme. Jules
Gravereaux. Should you desire other sorts, we can
recommend Annie Crawford, Mme. Wagram, Frau Karl
Dnischki, Candeur Lyonnaise, Coronation (Hybrid
Perpetual) and Heinrich Munch. These climbing sports
of well-lmown varieties should not be cut back hard the
first year. Allow at least 4 feet to 5 feet of their growths
to remain. Later on, when well established, you can cut
away the old wood and retain the new growths almost their

full length. Be careful to plant in deeply dug, well-

maniued soil, and do not forget to w^ter hberally with
liquid manure during early summer.

ROSE FOLIAGE SPOTTED AND DISEASED (X. Knox)

.

—The plants are attacked by the black spot fungus and
also red rust. It is useless to spray now, but we advise
you to gather up all the foUage that has fallen and
burn it; then in November transplant the Hoses either to
a new position or to their present site, taking care to well
trench the land in either case. Before removing the plants
it will be well to take away the surface soil to a depth of
about 2 inches and burn it, as the resting spores of the
fungus will abound in the surface soil. When rcmo\ing
the plants, cut this season's growths back to about 6 inches
and remove all the foliage. You can then prune in_the
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ordinary way next spring. Early next summer spray the
plants with Bordeaux mixture, and do tliis throughout the
season at intervals of about ten days. Probably you
have a lot of the old Hybrid Perpetual Eoscs, which are

(particularly susceptible to red rust and black spot ; if so,

discard them for the more desirable Hybrid Teas.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FIG TREE DROPPING ITS FRUIT (Miss Sykes).—

The fruit (on tiie sample branch sent) is on the shoot of

tills year's growth (what is commonly termed the second
crop). This second crop ripens very well on trees growing
under glass, but never on trees growing out of doors.

The fruit which ripens out of doors is always borne on
the shoots of last year's gro\\'th and should be ripe now.

INSECT ON PEAR LEAVES (B. C.).—The insect on
the Pear leaf sent is the Pear slugworm. It feeds also

on Cherry, and is the grub of a san-fly. The sawfly is a

small tour-winged fly which lays its eggs on the leaves of

Pear or Cherry, and, as you have seen, the larvae feed on
the upper surface of the leaves. Later they become
very dark green, almost black, and when they have
eaten all they can, fall to the ground, where they bury
themselves through the winter, the first brood of flies appear-
ing about June. The best means of dealing with them
is to dust the foliage wth powdered lime. This adheres
to the insect's coat, which it endeavours to change.

Dusting again within two days makes it want to elrange

its coat again, but it is unable to do so and dies. The
removal of tiie top :i inches or 4 inclies of soil during
winter would also be a good measure, for it would enable

you to burn or bury the larvK very deeply.

PEACHES DECAYING (H. H.).—The Peach was
rotten when received, and therefore served no useful

purpose in giving a clue as to the cause of its decay.
However, we gather from your letter that the cause

of the trouble has been stone splitting or decay, which
is the same thing. Judging by the enquiries we have
liad, this complaint has been general this year. We
have no certain and exact knowledge as to what is

the cause of this disease. Some attribute it to ants
finding their way to the stones through an opening
at the base of the stalk of the fruit and thus causing
the mischief. Others contend that the disease is due to
defective fertilisation of the flowers at the time they
are open. We believe this to be the true cause. Next
year be careful to fertilise the flowers artificially by im-
pregnating the stigma or centre column of the flower

with the pollen of some other variety in bloom at the
time. The best way of doing this is by rubbing a rabbit's

tail over the pollen, and then applying it to the end of the
stigma of the flower you wi«h to fertilise. This should
be done about noon on a fine day when the pollen is

dry.

the majority will not flower. To ensure these niites
being put in properly, it is best to make the bed or beds
the desired size, and then to throw the soil out before

I

planting. In this third size the rows should be
3 inches apart. These should be put into the ground as
soon as possible. With regard to your Lilies, much
depends on the nature of the soil. If light and well
drained, all three might do very well without lifting, but it

is doubtful if longiflorum would be hardy with you, so it
would be best to lift and replant. If the Lilies are planted
among shrubs, it is, of course, a great protection.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—P. P.—1 and 12, Lady Henniker
;

2, Cobhara Pippin ; 3, Easter Beurr6 ; 4, Beurri^ Diel

:

5, Keswick Codhn; 6, Williams' Bon Chretien; 7, Wel-
lington ; 8, Warner's King ; 9, Beurre Clairgeau ; 10,

;

deformed fruit, cannot recognise ; 11, Glou Uorceau :

13, .New Hawthorudcn ; 14, Blenheim Orange : 15, Lord
Grosvenor; 16, Yorkshire Beauty; 17, Marguerite
MariUat ; 18, Windsor Pear ; 19, Beurr6 Superfln : 20,
BeurrS Goubault. F. IF.—1 and 4, Marie Louise d'Uccle;
2, Pitmaston Duchess ; 3, Doyenn6 Boussoch. Miss

\ Uohnes.—1, Hank's Codlin ; 2, Bramley's Seedling

:

3 and 4, not recognised ; 5 and 6, Ribsto'n Pippin ; 7,
Lord Derby

; 8, Golden Noble ; 9. Sheep's Snout ; 10,
not recognised

; 11, Worcester Pearmain. A. T. XJ.,
Riignte.—1, Williams' Bon Chretien; 2, Swan's Egg; 3,
Emile d'Heyst; 4 and 5, Trout Pear; 6, Broom Park;
7, New Hanthornden; 8, Caillot Rosat; 9, Lord Suffleld.

: Elizabeth.—1, Thorle Pippin; 2, Kerry Pippin; 3,

I
Mank's Codlin; 4, Annie Elizabeth; 5, H-iwthomiien
Pippin

; 6, Bismarck. A. E.—1, King of the Pippins;
2, Hawthornden; 3, Golden Sjiire; 4, Emperor
Alexander; 5, The Queen; 6, Mink's Codlin. IF. P. L.—Cox's Or.mge Pippin.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—Fan.—Magnolia acuminata.
B. G. A'., Brasied.—In gardens and nurseries grown as
Kubus frutieosus flore roseo picno; the lot.inical name is

Kubus ulmifoiius flore pleno. Mrs. Bart.—Roses: 1,
Paja Goniier; 3, Lady Ashtown ; 4, Lady Battersea ; 5,
Enchantress; 6, Mme. Lamliard; 7, Countess of Gosfor.l

;

8, Admiral Dewey; 9, Souvenir de Piene :Notting ; 12,
Mirie \an Houtte. The Roses had travelled very badly,
and mo.t of them were too far advanced when cut.
S. R. S., Cork.— 1, Campanula lactiflora; 2, .0. linifolia
variety; 3, Lotus cornicula* us ; 4, cannot identify, too
scrappy; 6, Aster acris. We are not acquainted with
an Encrusted Snxifr'ge named Top-Sawer. Carious.—
1, Euputorium purpureum; 2, Helenium autumnale
cupreuni. T. C. Crackers.—1, Taxodium disticbum ; 2,
Tsugi canadensis.

SOCIETIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ANTIRRHINUM FOLIAGE DISEASED {Miss R. E.).

—We fear you wili continue to have trouble with the
bed of which you speak, as it seems thoroughly infested
with the funjtiis Botrytis, which has attacked your Lilies,

your Tulips, and apparently also the Antirrhinums. This
fungus in its various forms is very frequent, especially in

richly manured soil deficient in lime, and probably also
deficient in potash. Possibly the bed is somewhat
exposed. We think your best plan would be to remove
all the soil from it and replace wit h fresh, mixed with chalk,
and see also that the drainage is of the best. Probably
the addition of wood-ashes would also be an advantage.
It is hardly likely the Antirrhinums will recover, but
if you could take cuttings of healthy shoots about the
beginning of October, there might be a chance of keeping
them healthy in different soil.

ROSE SOIL {R. F, C).—Your soil needs enriching
with good or-^anic manure, such as cow-manure. We
advise you to have the beds well trenched, and
work in liberally good, well-rotted cow or cow and pig
manure with the lower spit of soil. You cannot well
give too much of such manure if

,
you take care it is put

well down, say, at least 18 inches from the surface. This
would form a nice cool medium for the I'oots when they
roach it next summer. At the same time work into this
lower soil some basic slag, at the rate of 6oz. to the
square yard, if you can obtain some well-decayed hot-
bed manure, you might incorporate a moderate amount of
this to the upper 18 inclies, well mixJng it as the trenching
proceeds. We advise you to make a heap of all lawn
edgings and old potting soil, and throw on this during the
winter any liquid manure you can collect. This would
make fine material to spread on the beds in May. A soil

bucb as yours needs enriching as suggested in order to
grow good quality Hoses. You must take care to plant
very firmly, and see that the roots are pressed again after
the plants have been set in position a week or so. If

you are in a position to obtain spent hops, these could be
added to the heap of mixture mentioned above with con-
siderable advantage, and would make an excellent nmlch
for summer use.

HOW TO INCREASE TULIPS AND LIFTING LILIES
(Mrs. Olossop),—Grade your Tulips into three sizes.

Plant all the large ones (such as you would expect to
buy from a dealer) in places where you want flowers
for garden decoration. Then plant the second size in
beds in the kitchen garden or elsewhere, so tliat they
can be used for cutting, as some of them will not bloom.
These should be put in before the end of September.
The third—top of your thumb—size plant at once
1^ inches deep and 1 inch between the little bulbs,
in beds. A few mil bring quite small flowers, but

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fortnightly m<^eting of this society was held
at Vincent Square, Westminster, on September 28.
Vegetables, both competitive and non-competitive, formed
the chief feature of the exhibition, while hardy flowers
were shown in great profusion.

Floral Committee.
Present: H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

C. T. Druery, E. A. Bowles. G. Harrow, R. C. Notcutt,
J. Green, J. W. Barr, W. J. Bean, It. W. Wallace, G.
lleuthc, J. W. Moorman, J. F. McLeod, W. Howe, T.
Stevenson, W. Bain, C. Dixon, A. Turner, H. J. Jones,
C. E. Shea, C. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins,
C. R. Fielder, J. Dickson, G. Paul and W. Cuthbertson.
Nothing was more finely shown or effectively displayed

than the magnificent grouping of Ixoras from Lady
Nunburnholme, Warter Priory, York (gardener, Mr. F.
Jordan), the excellent group at once a credit to cultural
skill and to a phase of indoor gardening not too frequently
seen. The group was of one kind—I. coccinea, which for
freedom bfjflowering and rich colouring is not easily
surpassed. Arranged with Palms, Crotons, Ferns and
other ornamental foliage, this constituted a great attraction.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C., showed a
considerable variety of Ncrines in many brilliant and
pretty shades of colour. Rosebud is a most charming
variety with nearly erect, deep rose-coloured flowers with
white base. It is also very distinct, which in these plants
is a highly important item.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. Braiswick Rose Gardens.
Colchester, staged a nice lot of Roses, of which Rayon
d'Or, Irish Elegance, Mrs. Christie Miller (fine pink),
Mrs. Alfred Tate, Snow Queen, Juliet, Mme. Jean Dupuy
(in delightful form), Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Alexander Hill
Giiy (deep cream, and a fine autumn Rose), Lady Hilling-
don (quite rich in colour), and Joseph Hill were a few
among many good things. Lyon Rose was also very fine.

Messrs. Dobbie and 'Co., Edinburgh, displayed a
capital assortment of early flowering Chrysanthemums.
Goacher's Crimson, Golden Diana, Tuckswood Early
(fine white), Elstob Yellow, Ethel (soft yellow), Abercorn
Beauty f(fine deep orange red), Radian'a (reddish), Mrs.
W. Sydenham ^(deep ^crimson), and Polly and (Crimson
Polly are a few among many that wen; good.

Mr. F. Bannister, Royston, Herts, showed a mis-
cellaneous group of Salvia Pride of Zurich, with Verbenas
and other things. Fans of Fern sporelings six weeks
after sowing were an interesting feature.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, displayed
a lovely lot of Uo.^es, the flowers in the main fresh, clean
and delightfully coloured. Of sucli were Lady HiUingdon,
Lyon Rose, Mme. Edouard Herriot, Rayon d'Or, Snow
Queeu, Mrs. E. Powell (fine red), George Dickson (a glorious
deep reddish crimson), Rod Letter Day-(9ne semi-double
crimson), Queen of th<' Musks (sahnmi and buff), Louise

j

Catherine Breslau (coppery tone) and Ellen Poulsen,
I all of which were charming in an excellent group.

I

Mr Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, had some excellent
vases of Roses, of which Mrs. George Norwood (pink),

I

one of the most beautiful and certainly one of the most
fragrant, was charming. Mrs. John Foster is a new red

,
raised by Mr. Hicks, a gloriously coloured Rose of pro-

I

nounced fragrance with the Hugh Dickson habit of growth

.

I

It is as full of promise as it is of beauty and fragrance.
!
Princess Mary (single crimson) and Joanna Bridge

I

(creamy yellow) were also admirably shown. This
excellent quartet was raised by Mr. Hicks.

I
Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, arranged a table of Pyre-

[

thrums, Phloxes, Kniphofias, Michaelmas Daisies, Pent-
I

stemons and other sho^s-y plants. Rudbeckia Herb-
stone was very showy.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, showed

many seasonable hardy flowers, of which Salvia uligi-

nosum and Heliauthus sparsifoUus were the more
important.

I Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, K., showed a
j

nice lot of ftlichaelmas Daisies, of which Aster cordifoUus
Ideal, a lovely mass of lilac blue, was one of the more
charming. Aster Amellus in \Tiriety was also a feature.

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham, staged a lovely
lot of Chrysanthemums, of which Golden Polly, Fram-
field Early White, Verona (hronze). Crimson Polly,
Early Buttercup, Belle (mauve), and Le Cygnc (pure
white) were the more important.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Dover, showed Michaelmas
Daisies in variety, Heliauthus sparsifoUus and other
seasonable flowers.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, staged excellent pots of
Colchicum speciosum and C. s. album, together with
Zauschneria californica, Desmodium tUia'folium, Tropaeo-
lum tuberosum. Desfontainea spinosum, Tricui-pidaria
dependens, Cyclamen hedergefolium album, Salix Bockii
(a most distinct speeji's), Gentiana Pueumonauthe and
other interesting plants.

Messrs. Allwood Brotliers, Hayward's Heath, had a
capital exhibit of Carnations, Mandarin, Champion
(scarlet), Rosalind (fancy), Rosette, Mary Allwood and
Salmon Enchantress Ix'ing amon^ the more important.

Mr. James Box, Hayward's Heath, showed an excellent
group of hardy plants in season. Aster Amellus in variety.
Delphiniums, Anemone japonica in variety, Ciraicifuga
simplex fin tine condition), Aconitum Fisheri (fine bine),

Pernettya mucronata alba and Heliauthus spaiSifoliu>>

were excellent.

I
Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., RIaidstone, showed

' such things as Heliauthus sparsifohus, Aster Peggy Ballard,
A. White Climax, Heleniums, Tritomas and other good

I

autumn-flowering subjects.
Messrs. H. B. May and Sous, Edmonton, filled a

' table with an assortment of shrubby Veronicas, Ferns
and Bouvardias. The Veronicas were very beautiful,

such as Favourite (deep purple), Diamant (reddish),
, Valifiie (violet blue), Eveline (rosy pink), Coquette (mauve)

,

j

Mauvena (deep mauve) and Gabrielle (rose pink) were
the more distinct.

Roses from the Rev. J. H. Pembcrton, Romford, were
very charming. Callisto (cream and gold), Clytemnestra

,

Trier (blush white, gold anthers), Queen Alexandra
(single white and pink), Danae (cream and yellow) and
Moonliglit (white) were all beautiful in the cluster class.

Rayon d'Or, Charles Le Lapisse (pink) and Mrs. Josepli

H. Welch (rose pink) were other good things.
Sir. Ernest Ballard, Colwall, Hereford, had a superb

table of new Michaelmas Daisies, King Albert (double
blue), Edith Goodwin (violet blue), Corona (light mauve)

,

Nancy BaUard (rosy), Rosy Morn (very pretty). Cloudy
Blue (very beautiful), Ragtime (rosy mauve) and Lady
Lloyd (deep rosy mauve) being some of the best in a
fine lot.

Air. J. B. Riding., Chingford, Essex, staged Dahlias
admirably, the decorative sorts being much in evidence.
Princess Juliana (white), Selma (pink), Mme. Caprou,
Harmony (lovely salmon pink). Mammoth (crimson),
Sulplmrea, Offenbach (golden), Geisha (very large, orange
colour) and Delice (rose pink) being all distinct and good.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Lewisiiam, tilled a complete
table with the best Michaelmas Daisies, of which Henry
Adams (good blue), ^Vllite Climax, Climax (very good),
Magnet (mauve, very beautiful), Mrs. S. T. Wright (helio-

trope), Ryecroft Fink, Colwall Pink, Avalanche (white),

R. E. Hay (rose luauvc) and Mrs. Heneage (good blue)

were among the most important.
Mr. J. T. West, Brentwood, had an excellent group,

of which Warneford (pure white) and Hornet (crimson
Collarette) were very good.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, showed some ex-
cellent Roses and Carnations, Lyon Rose, Juliet, Mme.
Edouard Herriot and Ophelia were very fine.. Constance
(yellow) was particularly good.

Messrs. J. Chcal and Sons, Crawley, displayed a table

of ciit shrubs with Crabs and other things. They
also arranged a good assortment of Dahlias, of which
Loveliness (pink) and Mrs. F. Paton (crimson) were very
fine. A large collection of Collarette and single varieties

was staged.
Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, also staged

a superb gathering of Dahlias, several sections of tlie

flower being superbly represented.
Messrs. Piper, Barnes, had an exhibit of shrubs, Cle-

matises and Vines in variety.
Messrs. W. Paul and Sons, Waltham Cross, were re-

sponsible for a gn-at gathering of Roses. Juliet, Joseph
Hill, Queen of Fragrance, Florence Haswell Veitch,
Ophelia, Rayon d'Or, Waltham Scarlet and Marcella were
particularly good.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, contributed a
representative gathering of Dahlias, Madonna, a flue

pure white decorative sort, receiving an award_,ofjinerit.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The Loss of M. Pernet-Ducher's Two Sons.— The Californian Poppy.—Romneya CouUeri

English rosarians will learn with regret that the ' has flowered unusually well, both in the middle of

famous French rosarian, M. Pemet-Ducher of

Lyons, has had the misfortune to lose both his

sons in the great war. They were both killed on

active service in the field.

Propagating Shrubs.—Many of the evergreen

and deciduous shrubs can be propagated at this

season, some of them in an open border if it is

sheltered from the north and east. Laurels and

Ivies, among others, can be increased in this way.

More tender shrubs like Buddleias and Garya

elliptica should be protected with glass. All can

be dibbled in separately, or if a

shallow trench is taken out and

sprinkled with sand, they can be

put in much quicker.

An Autumn Bee Flower:

Sedum spectabile.—This grand

perermial is flowering here in

profusion, and on bright days the

large pink heads are nearly covered

with bees. Readers on the look-

out for a late bee plant should have

this in their garden. As most

readers are aware, this is by man}'

termed a rock plant, and does very

well in the rock garden, but I like

to have large roots of it in the

perennial border, close to the

front, or have it in a prominent

position in the " rock border." It

can be planted at any time during

the autumn or in March, and is

propagated in the spring by

division of the roots, each small

shoot developing into a fine plant

before the year is out.—E. T. Ellis,

Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield.

An Autumn-Flowering Primula.

Primula capitata is still looking

very attractive in many gardens.

Its flowers of rich purple, thickly

coated with a white farina on the

outer and lower parts, are borne in

dense, globular heads from 6 inches to 9 inches above

the mealy covered leaves. It cannot be considered

a good perennial, and as it is readily raised from

seed, it is best treated as a biennial, raising

fresh plants every year, so as not to be without

this fine late-flowering species. It requires a cool,

shady position in good soil, and to be well watered in

dry weather. A native of the Himalayas, it was intro-

duced in 1850 from India by the late Sir Joseph
Hooker. Primula sphasrocephala, a Chinese.species,

introduced in 1908, is very similar to it, and may be
nothing more than a Chinese form of P. capitata.

summer and again in the third w-eek of September,

when one might count as many as fifty blossoms

on one big bush. The second burst of bloom came
at the same time as that of some bushes of the

common pink China Rose that are near them.

The combined effect is singularly charming, and

is still further enhanced by the silvery grey back-

ground provided by the Elm weather-boarding

of the bam at the back, while the top of the

picture is completed by a mass of closely clustered

bloom of Solanum jasminoides.—G. Jekvll.

SEDUM SPECTABILE, A USEFUL BEE FLOWER, IN

PERENNIAL BORDER.

The New Laboratory at Wisley.—^This building,

which has been in course of erection for about

twelve months, is - making steady progress and

nearing completion; When finished it will be

fitted with electric light and well equipped with

the necessary appliances for botanical and other

scientific investigation. From an architectural

point of view the building is very imposing and

a worthy addition to the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens. The society has been fortu-

nate in procuring sufficient old tiles from Colchester

to roof the whole building, while the walls are

built with large bricks from Holland. The Dutch
bricks and weather-worn tiles give to the building

an atmosphere of age that is quite in keeping with

the beautiful gardens and surrounding Pine

trees. Following the Surrey architecture, the

tall chimneys are more or less circular, making
the whole a large and imposing building. Early

this year it was hoped that the laboratory would
have been completed in time to be opened this

month, but this has proved impracticable owing
to the scarcity of labour.

The Double Pink-Flowered Bramble.—In bloom
from July untilSeptember, the double pink-flowered

Bramble, Rubus ulmifolius flore

pleno, or R. fruticosus flore roseo

pleno as it is known in nur-

series, is a handsome plant for

the shrubbery border and pleasure

grounds ; or if the old wood is

removed each year after flowering

in autumn, it is quite a good
subject for arches, piUars and
training to a wire or lattice screen.

So thickly are the narrow pink

petals arranged that they resemble

a double Daisy, hence the name
bellidiflorus by which it is some-

times taown. It is increased by
cuttings inserted in autumn in a

cold frame, or on a border out-

side. A companion plant is the

double white Bramble. Rubus
thyrsoideus flore pleno.

A New Chinese Leadwort.

—

In Ceratostigma willmottianum we
have a very valuable autumn
and early winter flowering plant

for the outdoor garden. Cera-

tostigma plumbaginoides, or Pluni-

bago Larpentje, does not grow
more than about r8 inches high,

while the subject of this note in

Miss WUlmott's garden at Wa'Iey
Place forms a spreading shrub

somes feet high. Other distinguish-

ing features are the brownish-red autumnal tint

of the older plant, its more hairy foliage, and

the flowers, which are a shade darker blue. The

flowering season extending from August until

November, a sheltered position is desirable. This

may be on a south or west shrubbery border, and

at the foot of a warm wall or fence. A well-

drained sandy loam forms a suitable soil, to which

should be added some flaky leaf-mould. It is

increased by cuttings inserted in a heated

propagating- frame in simimer, also by division

in spring, and layering.

THE
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Remarkable Lily.—I enclose a photograph

of a fine Lilium auratum. This Lily was 9 feet

6 inches high, the stem was 7 inches in circum-

ference about a foot above the base, and had

seventy-six flowers and buds on it. The bulb has

been planted about three years. These LiUes do

well here, being planted on the top of a bank

slightly below the edge of the lawn, where they

get full sunshine, while the edge of the lawn

shields the roots from the direct raj's of the sun.

—

W. Hutchinson, Wkitegate, Bebington, Cheshire.

Cotoneaster Simonsii as a Wall Plant.—In

South Hants this Cotoneaster succeeds admirably

as a wall plant and in almost any site, especially

an eastern position, where it produces a full crop

of richly coloured berries. On a northern site it

grows equally well, but does not berry so freely.

In Colwyn Bay, North Wales, I recently saw it

covering quite densely a high wall, and by the

aid of constant close clipping the plant was a

dense mass of leafage, but there was no promise of

berries.-

—

Swanmore.
Rose Diseases.—If, instead of notes on Rose

mildew (page 445, September 11) Mr. Edward

Mawley had detailed a method of combating

black spot, I for one would have showered blessings

upon him. This terrible disease has for the past

two seasons played havoc in my garden, and its

appearance is directly traceable to Juliet. From

this variety it passed to Beaute de Lyon and others

of the type, afterwards attacking numerous Hybrid

Teas. Neither Seride nor Bordeaux mi.xture has

had the least effect, and I am now contemplating

lifting every bush, dipping them in strong fruit

wash, and heavily liming the ground before

replanting.—T. A. W.
Vegetable Marrows.—The interesting note by

E. T. Ellis, page 469 of your issue dated Sep-

tember 25, on the proper storage of these for

winter use is most opportune ; but no mention is

made of another important use to which these

dried specimens may be put, which in these days

of economy should be welcomed by all prudent

housewives, namely, that cut up into slices they

are most useftil for mixing with Apples, where

pies are in great request and these fruits scarce or

costly to buy ; while others, having to provide

for large families, find, if a fair portion of a cut

Marrow is added to the steak, it makes a little of

the latter go a very long way.—F. R. Castle.

Apple Blenheim Orange.—On page 458, issue

September 18, you allude to the reputation of

Blenheim Orange as a shy cropper until the trees

are twenty years old. At one time I was under

this impression, but have quite changed my
opinion since treating the trees in a different manner

to the orthodox method of close pruning them when

young. By allowing an extension of the main

branches and summer pruning these as shoots

are formed, with a view to the early maturation

of growth, I have no trouble now to obtain fruit. On
dwarf trees six years grafted I annually obtain

heavy crops of highly coloured fruit.—E. M.

Wanted : A Remedy for Club in Cabbage.

—

Can any of your readers kindly tell me of a pre-

ventive of club in the Cabbage tribe ? If so, I

and manj more will be ever grateful. I tried the

well-known recipe of gas-lime without its having

any beneficial effect. On my telling this to one

who is recognised as a highly scientific authority

in the horticultural world, he advised me to use

quicklime, so quicklime was used with a lavish

hand, hut still the club is as bad as ever. Strangely

enough, on the ground which was the most limed,

the club is worse than on that lightly treated,

and I am thinking that lime and club hit it off

well together. I have heard that salt is a pre-

ventive of club. It would be interesting to hear

the result from anyone who has experimented w-ith

it. I should say this is a light, sandy soil, and

the roots of my Cabbage plants were dipped in

soot and lime water when planted. In view of

the great need for every vegetable which can be

grown at the present crisis, I was anxious to get

a good supply for the next few months, and the

result has been a great disappointment. Who-
ever can find a preventive or remedy for this

scourge will do a national service.—B., Wey-

bridge.

The Willow Gentian (Gentiana asclepiadea).

—

This beautiful plant is one of the ne\"er-failing

LILIUM AURATUM WITH SEVENTY-SIX
FLOWERS IN A READER'S GARDEN.

joys of September. Now that I have it in fair

quantity at the edges of the wide grass walks

in the wood, it is delightful to notice the variety

of the flowers, both in shape, colour and marking.

What I take to be the typical form, from its being

the most frequent, has a narrow funnel-shaped

corolla, with the ends of the five sharply pointed

lobes diverging, but scarcely recurved, and the

colour is a deep violet-blue. But in many cases

the lower part of the flower is so much swollen

that the whole bloom has a true bell shape, and

instead of the normal width of about three-eighths

of an inch, it may measure as much as five-eighths

at the swollen part and i J inches across the mouth,

and may have the sharply pointed tips of the

lobes handsomely recur\'ed. Some of the largest

flowers are of a very beautiful pale blue colour, a

grey-blue inside with the faintest tinge of green,

while the outside has the same grey-blue, slightly

suffused with the tenderest lilac. Looking into

the throat of the flower, there is always, more or

less visible, a marking of a double stripe of white,

the two stripes converging to a point a little way

within the point of the lobe. In some cases this

white marking is so broad and showy that it

gives the flower a quite distinct character. The
white marking in the plants that have pale blue

colouring is of special refinement. The flowers,

commonly twelve to si.xteen in number, stand up
in pairs at every upper joint of the stem, where
there are also a pair of Willow-like leaves, set later-

ally ; the stems grow bending over, after the manner
of Solomon's Seal, but in a lighter and more
graceful way. The lobes of the corolla are normally

five in number, but sometimes only four, while in

the case of some of the larger flowers there are

six. Probably these charming varieties have;

been obser^'ed at Wisley, where this handsome
Gentian grows so freely.—G. Jekyll. [Colour

variations in these charming flowers have occurred

at Wisley, also a beautiful white form, but the

variation in the shape of the flowers has apparently

not been observed. This Gentian loves shelte"

and shade ; it succeeds in some localities and
fails in others.

—

Ed.]

AUTUMN.
.A.UTUMN laying here and there

A fiery finger on the leaves.

Calm is the morn without a sound
Calm as to suit a calmer grief

;

.And only thro' the faded leaf

The Chestnut pattering to the ground.

The seasons bring the flowers again

And bring the firstlings of the flock.

1 can but trust that good shall fall,

At last—far off—at last, to all.

And every winter change to spring.

M. C. S.

Changing the Botanical Names of Plants.—
Even though we may be as unwilling as is " H. P."

(issue October 2, page 480) to accept new names
for old favourites, a little reflection must surely

convince us that an old name is not necessarily a

correct name, and that the ends of science are not

furthered by a " patriotism " which retains

incorrect names merely because they have been
given by " English botanists." I do not claim to

be a botanist, but the attempt to discover the

correct names of some garden plants soon showed
me that, unless there is to be endless confusion,

the naming of plants must follow certain rules,

one of which is that the correct name of any
plant is that which was first given to it. " H. P.,"

with what appears to be insular prejudice, is

presumably prepared to let the same plant have
a different botanical name in every country in

Europe. Again, if he had ever worked through

a large genus, he would have realised that some
of its first-discovered members were in the early

days either wrongly grouped or not grouped at

all. and his unwillingness to accept new names
would. seem to imply that, however great ad\ances

may have been made in our knowledge of any
genus or group of genera, the members are not

to be arranged in the groups to which they natur-

ally and obviously belong, because it may then

become necessary to change some old-established

names. Even botanists do not change names
merely for the sake of the change, and if " H. P."

objects to the " awkward-sounding " generic

name of Matteuccia, will he kindly suggest twenty
euphonious titles that he would like to see con-

ferred on the next new genera that botanists may
be obliged to establish ?—W. R. Dvkes, Charter-

house, Godalming.
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storing Late Apples.—I was much interested
|

Thalictrum dipterocarpum.—This will, I think,

in reading your reference to the storing of late
I
prove a decided acquisition to our Meadow Rue

Apples in " Notes of the Week," issue Septem- [ family. It delights in an open and sunny position,

her 25. Expensively built fruit rooms are not neces-
j

where it will then make a fine plant, throwing up

sary, though much appreciated where available.
|

an abundance of flowers on stems from 4 feet to

There are, in many establishments, sheds suitable
1
6 feet in height The colour is purplish, with a tone

for the storing of Apples, as they are fairly even as
|

of rose in it, so that, when planting it, the colour

regards temperature throughout the winter and I of its neighbours should be carefully con-

early spring months. Apples keep remarkably
j

sidered, for a purplish rose tone does not blend

well in low sheds facing north, especially if a thick I
nicely with some harsh ones. I think the most

layer of straw or Fern is placed on the roof. Again,
|

effective planting of it I have yet seen was in a

these fruits will retain their freshness if stored
|

well-chosen spot in front of some shrubs.—H.

in heaps under a thick covering of tree leaves. '. Turner, Serlby, Bawlry.

I have had them in a very somid condition, so Eucalyptus globulus and E. Gunnii.—I have

stored, as late as the following May. A naturally i had some considerable experience of Eucalyptus

dry place is selected, having a north or north- globulus and E. Gunnii. and quite agree with the

west aspect ; some dry, clean straw is laid down. ' editorial footnote, page 468, issue September 25,

on which the fruits are carefully heaped like Pota- as to the hardiness of the latter. A fine specuuen

toes ; more straw is put on, and then a layer of
|

of E. globulus grew in the gardens at Eaglehurst.

leaves about 2 feet deep ; deeper if the leaves are
^

near Southampton. It was fifteen years old.

plentiful.—G. G. ' possessed a stem about 5 inches across, and had

Solanum ciliatura.—Visitors to the Royal attained a height of 20 feet. Then came an

Horticultural Society's

meetings will remember

the fine imported fruiting

branches of this plant

shown last winter. I

am aware that it is not

a new thing, but it was

new to me. Someone

sent me a few seeds, and

I am giving them a

trial. I was tqld that it

did not ripen its fruits

outside in our climate,

so I have kept the

plants under glass, in

pots, in a moderate tem-

perature, and have given

them painstaking cultiva-

tion and good fare. From
the way the plant behaves

here, I fear that we sha 1

never get the decorative

value out of it in this

country that one had

hoped. The Tomato-

shaped berries, about

the size of a Walnut

and rich orange red

in colour, are pro-

duced very scantily,

sadly lacking in the free-

dom of fruiting which the

sprays shown by Mr. Felton exhibited. The foliage exceptionally- severe winter, the stem was frozen

is so prickly as to be almost pugnacious ; there through, and, when thawed, split badlv several

are sharp spines projecting at every point where feet up, and the tree soon died. I planted one in

one touches the plant, both on leaves and stem, a garden in Bournemouth ; it attained a height

My treatment and cultivation may be wrong,
i

of 16 feet, and was then killed in the same way.
and it would be interesting to hear a report from i though I took the precaution to wrap hay-bands
anyone else who has tried it, but my present opinion

1
round the stem to ,1 height of 4 feet or so. Euca-

is that Solanum ciliatum will be of little use grown • lyptus Gunnii was then planted, grew almost as

here.—F. Herbert Chapman, Rye.
;

rapidly as E. globulus, and soon made a fine

Buddleia Colvillei.—I lately saw this Buddleia specimen. It is very much hardier than the
flourishing in North Wales. In the gardens of I

latter variety.

—

Solent.

Penrhyn Castle, on a wall facing south-east, a

plant covers a space rs feet high and fully 10 feet
]
FORTHCOMING EVENTS,

wide, where it annually flowers quite freely.} October ri.—Royal Botanic Societv of London.
In the gardens at Bodnant Hall, North Wales, I ! Lecture by Professor W. B. Bottomley on 'The
also saw it growing equally well, if not quite such

1
Story of Soil Inoculation." 4 p.m. Fellows' Rooms

a large plant. The natural semi-drooping habit Royal Botanic Gardens Regent's Park, N.W.
of growth fits it well to grow as a wall plant,

I
October ra.—Royal Horticultural Society's

covering the space quite well. Buddleia Colvillei ' Exhibition of Flowers. Fruits, iStc, r p.m. to

is a native ot Sikkim, and one of the most
, 5 p.m. Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

striking members of this popular gen'is.—E. M. Westminster.

UTILISING THE FRUITS OF
THE JAPANESE QUINCE.

T

THE NOBLE PAMPAS GRASS WITH CEDAR OF LEBANON I.\ THE BACKGROU.ND

HE Japanese Quince (Pyrus japonica)

is this year producing exceptionally

large crops of its aromatic fruits,

and many readers have enquired

if the crop can be used in any way.
We have referred the question to

our esteemed correspondent " Anne Amateur,"
who replies that they may be preserved or made
into jelly in the same way as Quinces by follow-

ing this Kentish farmhouse recipe. Ingredients

:

Quinces, sugar and water. Method : Pare and
quarter the fruits, boil in enough water to keep
the pieces whole. When they are tender, take
them out, and to each pound of Quinces add
lib. of white sugar. Let them stand with the
sugar on until the next day, when the syrup
will be as light and clear as amber. Put them
in the pan and let them boil twenty minutes

;

they never get hard.

For Quince jelly the

water they were boiled

in may be used to
make a jelly of the
parings. Add ilb. of

white sugar to each
pint of juice and boil

f<-ir half an hour.

-Another pleasant
way of utilising them,
is to convert thera
nto jelly by the fol-

lowing simple process.

Peel, core and slice

the fruit into small
pieces. Boil for two
and a half hours in

water sufficient to

float the fruit. Strain

the liquid through a
jelly bag, and to every

pint of liquid add a
pound of sugar (good-

quality lump). Boil

again until the whole-

is a thick jelly. Place

in small pots, cover

the jelly with a piece

of white paper soaked

in brandy as a means
of preventing mould

growing on the jelly, and securely fasten down
with air-tight paper.

THE SILVERY PAMPAS GRASS
(Gynerium ARGEXTEU-M. syn. Cortaderia

.argentea.)

Froji the South American plains comes the noble

Pampas Grass, which is hard}' in most parts of

England. The grand tufts of foliage and immense
feathery blooms have long been well known and
largely used in our gardens and outer grounds.

The plant is dioecious—that is to say, the male
and female flowers are borne on difterent plants.

They vary a good deal from seed, some having,

much more fully furnished plumes ; they also vary

a good deal in colour, some being of the usual

warm white, while others are tinted with rose

colour or faint purple. It is better, therefore,

in setting up a stock to see them in bloom in the

nursery, so as to make sure of having a good strain.
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AUTUMNAL ROSES IN
SOUTHERN SCOTLAND.

By the Rev. David R. Williamsox

SOME of the most efiective of the late-

flowering Roses on September 27 were

Mrs. Wemyss Quin (bright apricot

in colour), Majestic and Lady Clan-

wllliam, three of the finest of recent

introductions ; Lady Plymouth, almost

pure white in its exquisite hue, and equally flori-

ferous. a most reliable and picturesque N-ariety for

and Irish Fireflame, the latter two varieties

lustrous single—and singular—revelations of pro-

mise unrealised when they open, and therefore

assuredly more impressive when in bud. Mr.

George Tavlor (of Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh)

was not far off the truth when he wrote to me last

January strongly recommending the culture ot

some of the China Roses of recent origination,

these being in his estimation (and now also in

mine) for purely decorative purposes among the

loveliest of all.

Especially beautiful here on September 27 were

such glorious creations as Comtesse du Cayla. Mme.

FLOWER BORDERS AT
GOODNESTONE PARK,
CANTERBURY.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS IN THEIR FIRST YEAR AT GOODNESTONE PARK.

late autumnal bloom ; Mrs. Edgar Burnett,

generally regarded by rosarians as an improved

representative or derivative of the fragrant La
France, though here at least it does not produce

such a number of flowers ; Florence Forrester, an

enormous white variety (quite unlike Snow Queen,

unless in productiveness and the dimensions of its

blooms), and with a quite perceptible fragrance; and

loiia Herdman, which does not take very kindly to

the somewhat exposed situation of my Rose

borders here in the garden of Kirk House, and

is of peculiarly dwarf and trailing habit, though

its flowers are invariably exquisitely beautiful.

I may venture to suggest to its distinguished

raiser, who is to be congratulated on the creation

of so many charmingly coloured decorative

Roses, that a variety of greater vigorousness of

habit than this veritable gem, loua Herdman,

would be a great acquisition.

But so long as we have such a splendid possession

as Mrs. Wemyss Quin, which, in addition to its

luminous aspect, is a fine grower and rich in

central petals (which, alas ! few modem decorative

varieties are), we need not complain.

Other grand Roses that have been admirable

here and elsewhere of late are the almost incom-

parable George Dickson (which has proved much
more floriferous than 1 anticipated, especially in

autumn, and whose only limitation is its pendu-

lous tendeniy), Brilliant, Mme. Edouard Herriot

Eugene Resal, Mrs. Edward Clayton and Mile,

de la Vallette.

THE WILLOW-PLATE PATTERN
TREE.

The Willow-plate Pattern Tree is botanically

known as Koelreuteria paniculata. It is a native

of N'orthern China, and was named after Joseph

G. Kcelreuter. 1 733-1 806, once Professor of Natural

History at Carlsriihe. It belongs to the same
Natural Order as the Horse Chestnut, and it is a

tree remarkable for its picturesque and irregular

habit of growth. Its long, divided leaves are hand-

some throughout the summer and in autumnal

hue. and the tree is beautiful when in flower. There

are many examples of this tree in this country, one

of the best known being that at the Chelsea Physic

Gardens.

The flowering season is June and July. The
flowers are yellow and disposed in large ter-

minal panicles, which add to the quaint appear-

ance of the tree. The flowers are followed

by three-lobed inflated fruits that are very

conspicuous in the autumn. The Willow-

plate Pattern Tree is quite hardy in this

country, and thrives in any ordinary garden

soil, although in a sheltered position it flowers

most freely.

AT Goodnestone Park, Canterbury, the resi-

ze dence of Mr. H. Fitzwalter Plumpetre,

/ ^ may be seen herbaceous borders

/ % illustrative of what may be done in

a few mouths. It had been a vege-
table garden for some two or three

hundred years, a spacious, well-walled vegetable
garden, and in a charming setting, for just beyond

the wall on one side runs an avenue
of fine Chestnuts ; on the other the

red-brown roofs of the Dower House
show against distant trees ; at the
far end the square tower of the

church rises grey against the sky;
while towards the house a space of

lawn and bright herbaceous beds
leads now to this line of loveliness,

where before it led only to Cabbages
and utility. The old garden is cut

across its length by a second wall,

the mellow colour of which was
delightful even against the greens

of Cauliflowers and Beans, but it

cried out for something more.

So the inspiration came. Openings
were made through both the end
and middle walls ; these, being

designed by a distinguished architect,

were to be flanked by pillars made
of the superfluous bricks. A wide
pathway of turf cut from the park
was laid from end to end, the

church tower closing the perspec-

live. On either side deep borders

were dug (Asparagus, Cabbages and
Beans ha\'ing found another home
in beds made where the old paths

used to run), and then followed the

pleasant task of planning the

colour scheme. Entering, the eye

falls upon a wide corner of grey ; the pale

Santolina, the silvery Cineraria maritima, the

greenish grey Phlomis, all showing soft as

a cloud against a glowing background of

Arctotis calendulacea—one solid mass of gold

—and the brilliant Tagetes. Through the first

archway, and there is, as it were, a patch

of summer sky ; Delphiniums, Sahia patens and

tall Anchusas. making a wonderful blueness

that throws into relief the delicate green spears

of the Lyme-grass and the white of the Cosmos

beyond.

And so it passes through white and palest

yellow to the deep orange of Montbretias,

Helenium grandi:ephalum striatum, the grand

Helenium .Autumnale and the blaze of Red-hot

Pokers ; while along the other side are great crimson

Hollyhocks, massed pink Gladioli and Phloxes,

Phloxes pink. Phloxes like old-fashioned chintz.

Phloxes of every shade of mauve down to the dark,

almost purple, Le Mahdi. And there is the purplish

pink of the graceful Desmodium and the dainty

blues of Gilia capitata and the annual Lupines.

Scabious in many soft uncertain tints, blue Lep-

tosiphon androsaceus, purple vehet Gladioli,

lavender-coloured Nepeta, Lobelia syphilitica

—

these are but some of the glories that make these

herbaceous borders a " joy for ever."

And all this glow of colour, this wealth of sweet-

ness, has been produced between the months of
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February and August, very much to the credit

of Mr. Woodruff, the head-gardener at Goodnestone

Park, aided by the only two men left to help him

—

the rest of the garden staff having gone to fight.

Nearly all the plants were either moved from other

parts of the garden or grown from seed, so that,

in this time of war, no money should be spent

unnecessarily ; indeed, as a symbol of the diffi-

culties and drawbacks of this time, when labour

and money alike must be given to the country

as a whole, stands the unfinished second opening,

its rough edges waiting for their pillars until more

prosperous and peaceful days.

HARDY FLOWERS IN EARLY
AUTUMN.

HERE, in a Surrey garden, the her-

baceous border lobks brighter at

the close of summer than at any

other time of the year. It is an

easy matter to have a garden bright

with the flowers of early autumn

;

there are so many from which to choose. Shades

of blue and mauve take the lead in

the garden now. These colours are

as plentiful in autumn as yello\v

flowers in spring, and the quiet

beauty of blue and mau\'e flowers

is in perfect harmony with the

tints of autumn foliage. Michael-

mas Daisies or perennial Asters are

foremost among autumnal flowers.

They look well in a border to them-

selves, backed by tall-growing

varieties like A. Novi-Belgii niveus.

a free-flowering white variety rising

over 6 feet in height ; Amethyst,

with large open blue flowers, and

its counterpart in flower, Feltham
Blue, which grows a little taller

and flowers a little earlier. A. Lil

Fardell is one of the prettiest of

the rose-coloured Michaelmas Daisies,

and Beauty of Colwall is a hand-

some double variety with mauve-
blue flowers. Among the lower-

growing Michaelmas Daisies, A.

acris and its variety linifolium

make bold masses of colour. The
Italian Starwort (A. Amellus), the

dainty A. ericoides and A. Thomp-
soni are others worthy of special

attention.

Late Phloxes and Michaelmas
Daisies are admirable subjects to fill

the gaps left by the early flower-

ing Delphiniums. It is not an eas>

matter to keep up an unbroken suc-

cession of flowers in the herbaceous

border, but it is one of the chief points

to aim for. I know a garden where
two months ago there was a very large group of

that exquisite Delphinium Persimmon. It is

!

now an equally large bare patch—quite an eye-
sore to the border. If only Michaelmas Daisies

had been planted around with late Phloxes, such
as nana ca3rulea, and the pale lavender Arendsii
Hflene in the foreground, what a difference it

would have made to the present appearance of

the border ! The handsome Monkshoods are

fine in early autumn, particularly Aconitum
Napellus and A. Fischeri. The flowers are
both beautiful and interesting, but the roots

are deadly poisonous. The blue Spider-wort,

Commelina ccelestis, flowers at this season. It

is an old-fashioned plant, but comparatively
little known, having flowers like those of the

Tradescantia. It delights in a warm border and a

light soil, and it is advisable to protect its fleshy

roots with a covering of ashes on the approach
of frost.

Scabiosa caucasica flowers well into October

;

it is mindful of the wild Scabious of the corn-

fields that flowers much earlier. It is of peren-

nial duration on light soils, but on heavy, damp
soil it is apt to die out. However, it is readily

increased from seeds in. spring or by division in

the autumn. Stokesia cyanea, with Scabious-

like flowers, is an excellent companion plant to

the former, flowering at the same time and answer-

ing to the same treatment. Eryngium dicho-

tommn, a Sea HoUy with small Thistle-like leaves

and spiky blue heads of flowers, also E. tripartitum,

look particularly handsome in the autmnn. Neither
must we omit Sedum spectabile, a favo\unte

of bees and butterflies, or the Japanese Anemone
with its numerous pink and white varieties.

Japanese Anemones are among the most delightful

'

over-manuring of herbaceous borders is one of

the commonest mistakes in the flower garden and
a frequent cause of disease. The Silver Sage
(Perowskia atriplicifolia), a half-shrubby plant
with distinct silver grey foliage and blue and
white flowers, is most effective in autumn, and it

is worthy of extended cultivation.

Meadow Saffrons or Colchicums are included
among the choicest flowers of September or

October. They are often grown in borders with
other hardy flowers, but they look far better

when planted among grass, and we cannot do better

than follow Nature's ways by growing them in

moist grassy places. A very striking picture may
be made by growing Colchicums over, or rather

through a groundwork of Mossy Saxifrages.

Veronica subsessilis. Campanula rapunculoides,

Catananche csrulea, Platycodon grandiflorum,

Cichorium Intj-bus, and, in shady places,

the Willow Gentian (Gentiana asclepiadea) are

a few blue-flowering subjects that will continue
to bloom for many weeks to come.

Lobelia Tupa is a comparatively little known
hardy plant now coming into flower. It hails

from Chili, but in Southern gardens, at least, it

AUTUMN FLOWERS AT GOODNESTONE PARK, CANTERBURY

of all the early autumn flowers, and they look

particularly effective when grown in bold groups
by the water-side. (See illustration, page 497.)

No garden, either large or small, should be without

them. The variety of the Japanese Windflower
known as hupehensis is uncommon and extremely

beautiful ; the flowers are of varying shades of

pink. Salvia nemorosa is an old-world flow'er

seen at its best in autumn, and the fine-leaved

Salvia uliginosa is likewise good at this season.

Plants of the Sage family, like Salvias and Nepetas,
'

flower far better in poor soils than in rich. The

stands our winters well. It is however, advisable

to cover the roots with ashes or otherloose material

on the approach of frost. The flowers are of a

bright brick red, and the plant grows to a height

of about 5 feet. It is a really first-rate autmnn
flower, especially for a warm corner. It is also

known as Tupa Fuelli. Dahlias for garden
decoration should be selected with care. Manv
of the Cactus varieties that look so handsome
when staged at flower shows are very disappointing

in the garden. Owing to their weak stems the

flowers are hidden under an uninteresting mass of
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dense green leafage The new decorative variety

Queen Mary, a lovely pink, and the old white

variety Kaiserin Augusta Victoria make quite a

good display as border flowers. There is grace and

elegance about the new and single Cosmea-flowered

Dahlias, of which Crawley Star is perhaps the best

known. There is certainly a future for this

new departure, but the fanciful Paeony-flowered

and Collarette Dahlias are of little or no use for

garden purposes. There are many other plants

that flower in autumn, such as Achillea Ptarmica

The Pearl, Pentstemons. Cone-flowers or Rud-

beckias, Verbena bonariensis, with Stachys-like

flowers borne well into October : Hyacinthus

candicans (Galtonia), Helenium autumnale magni-

ficum, and Hunnemannia fumariaffolia, a yellow

Poppy suitable for a sheltered C':)rner.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Ceanothus George Simon.—A beautiful form

with pyramidal spikes of pale pink flowers.

shaped, after the N. Bowdeni type, and are coloured

rich rose with white base. A plant of considerable

ornament and merit.

These were exhibited by Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, W.C.

NEW FRUIT.
Apple Edwin Beckett.—This fine culinary

Apple, the cooking qualities of which were tested by

the fruit and vegetable committee, originated among
a batch of seedlings at Elstree. It is a handsome

fruit of large size. Shown by Mr. E. Beckett,

gardener to the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Elstree. Herts.

The foregoing no\elties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on September 28

last, when the awards were made.

NEW DAHLIAS.
Madonna (Decorative).—-A. gloriously pure white

ot nia^'nihcent proportions. From Messrs. T. S

Ware. Limited, Feltham,^ Middlesex.

Erin (Cactus).—The colour is deep orange in a

remarkably fine flower. From Messrs. BurreU

and Co., Cambridee.

Tilt NLW lULI.XAI.Y APPLE EDWIN BECKETT.

l-'rom Messrs. J. Cheal

very charming

Quite a useful addition

and Sons, Crawley.

Escallonia montevidense.

—

A
shrub with shining, entire leaves and terminal '

trusses of pure white flowers. Exhibited by
j

Miss Willmott. V..M.H., Warley Place, Essex.

Aster King Albert.—A useful addition to the

best of the midseason Michaelmas Daisies. The ;

colour is lilac blue of a good tone. The flowers

are nearly fully double and of large size. Height

2i feet. Shown by Mr. Ernest Ballard, Colwall,

Hereford. .
j

Abutilon Triumph.—The largest-flowered form I

we have seen. The colour is rose of a pleasing '

shade. From Mr. Charles Turner, Slough.
I

Rose Hadley (Hybrid Tea).—This good addition

to forcing and bedding Roses hails from America,

where its forcing qualities have been fully tested .

It is of rich crimson red tone and pleasingly
:

fragrant. Shown by .Messrs. Stuart Low and

Co., Enfield.

Nerine Vivid.—^Thc colour is rich scarlet,

the form of the flower approximating to that of

N. coruscans

Nerine Rosebud.—The most distinct thing

seen for a long time. The flowers arc trumpet

These fi\e were shown by Mr. J. T. West,

Brentwood, Essex.

The foregoing Dahlias, having been adjudi-

cated upon by a joint committee of the Roya?

Horticultural Society and the National Dahlia

Society, carry the award of merit of the fonner

and the first-class certificate of the latter.

EUCALYPTS FOR ENGLISH
GARDENS.

By E. a. Bowles. M..-\., F.L.S.

Carron (Collarette).—Guard florets brilliant

scarlet, inner florets flaked scarlet and yellow.

.\ striking novelty. From Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh.

Sceptre (Cactus).—The colour is rosy purple in

a well-built flower,

Bacchante (Decorative) —Rich crimson and

white ; very eft'ective.

Garland (Collarette).—^This is of rich scarlet

tone, the inner florets soft yellow.

Ursa Major (Cactus).

—

.\ fancy variety, coloured

yellow with red markings.

Searchlight (Cactus).—Handsome yellow self.

These were exhibited by Messrs. James Stred-

wick and Sons, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Saucy (Collarette) —The whole flower is coloured

sulphur yellow.

Landmark (Collarette) —Yellow with crimson

markings.

Diamond (Decorative Single).—Intense Old Crim-

son Clove Carnation colour, with rich golden disc.

Ver\" handsome.

The Boy (Miniature Cactus).—This is of greenish

white colour.

The Girl (Miniature Cactus).—^The dominating

colour tone is pink with a suffusion of red.

THE pretty drawing and interesting

note on Eucalyptus Gunnii in your

issue of September 25, page 468, will,

I hope, induce many to try some of

the hardier Gums in sheltered nooks
in their gardens. There are several

species that are well worth a trial, and with any-

thing like luck and a little care will cert ainly
give a great deal of interest and pleasure for some
years, even though they may not survive long

enough to become giants like their forbears in

their native wilds. There is an unfortunate

and, I believe, undeserved prejudice against the

family. One of our greatest gardeners has often

told me he does not care for them and will not

grow them, as he considers them dull and dingy

compared with our native trees with their summer
greens and autumn tints.

I wish he could ha\e seen some groups and iso-

lated specimens as I did a few days ago in a beau-

tiful Sussex garden. One, E. viminalis, 20 feet

high, rising out of a group of the hardy Palm,

Trachycarpus excelsus, and backed by Oaks and
Scots Pine, looked at a first glance like a column
of blue wood smoke among the tr-ees. .-Again,

the species that does so well at Brightlingsea,

and is nowadays generally considered to be E.

Gunnii, had been planted to form a belt between

two large groupings of such tropical-looking

plants as Drinrys Winter!, Musa Basjoo, Phor-

mium. Palms and Bamboos, and the \vonderful

contrasts of colour and shape of these fine plants

were greatly enhanced by the steely blue sheen

of the Gums. Here in Middlesex I have been

admiring to-day in my own garden the gleams
I of blue foliage of E. cordata, pulverulenta and

Gunnii against the dark background of Yews and

Ue.x, and the Oaks and Limes of the park, now in

their sombre early autumn tone of green.

' I have struggled with many kinds here for

about fifteen years, and although twice during

that period a severe winter, or a sudden snap of

cold following a mild spell, has robbed me of

many of my best specimens, I have never been

left totally bereft of Eucalypts. Even sup-

posing the average life of a young tree is five

years, it would be worth while planting them.

; They grow so quickly that in their second year

they do much to show how blue they can look,

E. cordata has ripened seed here before being

overtaken by disaster, and thus left me the means

i
ot replacing it.

! Seeds should be sown in April in the open

gi'ound, and the young plants moved into per-

manent quarters in the following spring. Greater

hardiness is ensured if the plants have never been

coddled, and, if never potted up, there is no fear

of the main root becoming coiled as nearly always

happens in a pot specimen, and is then one of the

most frequent causes of trouble to the tree in

after life.
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The Brightlingsea fonn of E. Gunnii appears

to be as hardy as any, but is not quite so blue when
it takes on" mature foliage as in youth. E. pul-

verulenta is the bluest that is sufficiently hardy

to stand our ordinary winters here. E. cordata

comes next in blueness, and has more than once

survived when pulverulenta has been killed.

Our shallow soil and the underlying coarse gravel

are not suitable for deep rooting, and I find most

of my Gums blow over when they reach a height

of anything over lo feet, unless staked. Lately

I have tried cutting out the heavy tops in late

autumn, of those too tall for staking, and I

believe if this can be done for a year or two until

the main stem has become strong and thick,

many of them will finally stand without support.

than any of these, except perhaps the

beautiful viminalis, and certainly in its mature

form, with drooping, sickle-shaped leaves of a

dark greyish green, is rather dark in colour effect,

and a curious contrast to the bright blue-grey

of its juvenile form. Cordata and pulverulenta

are the only two I know^ that retain the large,

opposite and rounded leaves of their youth into

middle age, and are as blue when 20 feet high

as they were as yearlings.

Treseder of Truro used to send out a good form

as E. Beauchampiana, but I have not seen it lately.

One grew into a fine specimen here, about

15 feet high, and when the leaves took on the

mature shape and hung vertically they still

retained their blueness. Alas ! it was blown over

JAPANESE WINDFLOWERS.

NOTHING can be said too favourable

in the praise of these beauti-

ful . and elegant plants. As a

supplement to the notes on page

471, issue September 25, may I

make these remarks. The plants,

varying somewhat according to variety, are

rapidly increased by means of root cuttings, and

do not always succeed when pieces are detached

from clumps growing in borders. I find the white

varieties difficult to grow well, no doubt on account

of the soil being light and pervious. The largest

of the whites is Geant des Blanches, which lived

AN AUTUMN SCENE AT KEW. JAPANESE WINDFLOWERS BY THE LAKESIDE.

It seems rather cruel to cut three or four feet off

the top of a straight-grown tree, but it is better

than allowing it to become loosened in the

soil or blown over with every rough gale.

The portions cut off are wonderfully graceful in

large vases in the house, and last fresh in water for

several weeks, so this sort of adversity has its sweet

usages. Seed of many varieties can generally be pro-
j

cured from the firm of MM. Vilmorin, Paris, and I can

recommend the trial of any of the following species :

Hardiest.—E. Gunnii, coccifera, Stuartiana, cor-

data and urnigera. Bluest.—^E pulverulenta, cor-

data, viminalis and coccifera. Deep green with

leathery leaves.—E. obliqua, coriacea and robusta.

Pale green.—£. resinifera. The most generally

known species, E. globulus, is far less hardy

in a gale and so much strained at the roots that it

succumbed. E. ficifolia is the most gorgeous of

all when in flower, but is so tender that it will not

stand any frost, and has been badly damaged here

in an unhealed house. I saw a fine pot specimen

last week standing out in a formal garden, and it

had borne two large heads of its great scarlet

flowers. So where protection in a warm house

can be afforded it for the winter, this handsome
species is well W'Orth growing.

When next we get a three weeks' spell of skating,

it is most likely that there will be many gaps

among my EucaJypts here; but unless the cold

or a descent through thin ice does for me also, I

shall certainly begin again with all the kinds I

can lay my hands on.

only a short time. Whirlwind, the most decora-

tive of this colour, also died out after a time, and

so did the old white, a particularly handsome
border plant. The coloured forms, on the contrary,

succeed very well, and a few of them are at present

conspicuous in mixed borders for their general

attractiveness.

Queen Charlotte in heavy ground is a noble plant,

but for effect and profusion of flowers none is so

valuable as Profusion. It is of similar habit to

Whirlwind, but more abundantly flowered and is

one of the plants in our borders for which people

are constantly asking for a " little bit." A surface

dressing of compost applied during the resting season

is a valuable aid to the plants, which, as is well said,

are best left without disturbance. R. P. B.
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NOTES ON AURICULAS.

A T this period of the j-ear the amount

/\ of work among the Auriculas is not

/ \ great, but it is, nevertheless, important.

/ % If the weather is mild and dry, the

•* - treatment given last month may
continue. With the approach of the

winter the supply of water should be gradually

decreased, and all dead leaves must be removed

directly they will

readily part from

the stem. Where

the plants have

been grown in a

wooden frame, it

is now advisable

•to remove it from

LILIUM HENRVI.

{Colour soft orniigc.)

the north side of any buildings to the south or

west, where the extra light will benefit the plants

and prepare them for the winter.

The Auricula as an Amateur's Plant.—

Many plants, especially the Auricula, have been

considerably improved by men who are generally

spoken of as belonging to the working classes,

especially the Lancashire weavers, and Ben

Simonite of Sheffield, who was a working cutler.

These facts should encourage others to follow in

their footsteps, for there is no finality with such

plants where careful cross-fertilisation is carried

out and due regard is paid to selection, .\uriculas

as a whole do not require a vast amount of labour,

but the amateur or fancier must take a keen

interest in his plants ; then the necessary attention

becomes a pleasure. Where such interest and

enthusiasm exist, the various requirements are

soon discovered and carried out at the proper

time. Without this love for his flowers little

prneress will be made, but it must be understood

that the Auricula dislikes anything in the way of

coddling.

Starting a Collection.—A collection may be

started at any time, and it is always best to begin

with some of the named varieties, selecting those

with a robust constitution and that are sure to

give a good return in the way of bloom. Elaborate

and costly structures are not needed ; in fact,

the more modest they are, the better are the

results obtained. A cold frame with the sides

and ends made of brick or wood will suit Auriculas

a d m irably,

and there
are few
gardens of

any size that

do not pos-

sess at least

one of these

useful
frames. The
lights must

be well
g 1 azed, or

drip will be

verytrouble-

some just at

a time when
it is essential

for the
plants to be

kept toler-

ably dry.
For Auricu-

las a deep

frame is not

needed, and

each example should be fairly

near to the glass. So the

back rows of plants may be

raised upon inverted flower-

pots or on planks which rest

upon bricks. The aspect of

the frame should be north

during the greater part of the year, and for this

reason Auriculas will thrive where other subjects

will not grow.

A Selection of Varieties.—There are various

sections, but to me the most beautiful are the

alpines, and my dozen for a beginner would be

as follows : -Argus (a beautiful form which was

figured in the coloured plate of The Garden for

July 4, 1914), Blue Bell, Duke of York, Evelyn

Phillips, Firefly, Miss .Ashton, Mrs. Martin Smith,

Rosy Mom, Teviotdale, The Bride, Thetis and

Uranie. The whole of the above could, no doubt, be

purchased for i8s. The show or edged varieties

are a little more costly, because they do not pro-

duce offsets so freely. An interesting dozen

would include Buttercup, Mikado, Mrs. Phillips,

Mrs. Potts, Ruby and Victoria, all selfs ; Henry
Wilson, Love Bird and Mrs. Henwood, green-

edged ; George Rudd, grey-edged ; and Acme
and Heather Bell, white-edged. In compiling the

above list an eye has been kept on the cost, as it

is useless to give an amateur a list of plants

perhaps not yet in commerce or prohibitive in

price. T. W. Briscoe.

trouble, they can be increased and serve a

very useful purpose in the flower garden

again. Frost must be kept from the roots,

and it will not do to pin one's faith too exclusively

on straw. The latter material is certainly valuable

for protection against frost, but, unless plenty of

it is used, frosty winds will blow through it. This

I know from experience. A fine collection of

roots was stored in the centre t>f a floor of a

loft ; straw was placed on them, but it was not

proof against the frosty wind blowing in under

the door. These little details are sometimes

overlooked. Quite dry sand is the best material

in which to pack the roots. The crowns of each

tuber must be covered, then there wl.l be no

danger of fungus attacking the upper parts

of the tubers. Shamrock.

STORING CANNAS AND DAHLIAS.
Although Dahlias are still flowering beautifully,

it is well to look ahead and consider the question

of storing the tubers. When properly stored

the roots and tubers of Cannas and Dahlias

are available in spring, when, without much

CLEMATIS FLAMMULA IN THE
FLOWER BORDER.

This good autumn climber is usually grown against

a wall or fence, or in some rough, bushy place^

but it has another very desirable use in the care»

fully arranged flower border. Just now (the last

week of September), in a double border specially

designed for this month's beauty, it comes over

and among the earlier Michaelmas Daisies in

great foaming waves, disappears for a moment
behind a group of deep purple Daisies, and re-

appears beyond. At one point where it was
desirable to break the general height of the border,

there is a little tree of a silvery Willow, pollarded

at about 6 feet high ; it is cut back every year,

and the summer growths are thinned and restrained.

A Clematis Flammula is trained into it to run

through and tumble out again among the Daisies

below, where it first meets the fine tall Aster

puniceus. Its general effect is then taken up by
Aster paniculatus, with satisfactory pictorial effect.

In another main flower border, where towards one

end is a rather large group of Delphiniums, a

Clematis Flammula is planted behind them.

When the bloom of the Delphiniums is over, the

stems are cut just below the seed-pods, and the

growing Clematis is trained over the cut stems,

which give just the right support. G. Jekvll.

TWO CHARMING LILIES.
Bv Sir Herbert Ma.xvvell, Bart.

Lilium Henryi is one of the good things which

wc owe to Dr. Augustine Henry's exploration of

Central China, where he discovered it at the close

of the last century. It has proved to be thoroughly

adapted to vigorous and permanent life iu British

gardens, where, indeed, it sometinies attains a

stature which it has never been seen to reach in

a wild state. The blossoms, which are freely

borne when the plant is liberally treated, closely

resemble those of the Japanese L. speciosum.

except m their colour, which is a soft orange

tending to apricot. The only fault of Henry's

Lily is its sprawling habit, which should be met by

planthig it among shrubs that may give it support.

It ranks among the Lilies easiest to cultivate.

To obtain the best results the bulbs should be

planted lo inches or i foot deep in rather strong

loam with leaf-mould, adding some ground lime to

correct acidity, and giving a good mulch of well-

decayed manure and leaf-mould in early spring.

Parry's Lily (Lilium Parryi), on the other

hand, must he classed as one of the most difficult

su'ijeits the British amateur has to deal with.
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Hitherto, I caanot lay claim to any success in

growing it ; but the superlative grace and com-

manding stature which distinguish this Lily

when it is coaxed into displaying these qualities

are an ample reward for any amount of pains and

care. A native of Southern California, it is shy

of our inclement winters, resenting hard frost

equally with excessive wet. The finest examples

I have seen are in Mr. A. Grove's garden near

Henley-on-Thames, where, year after year, this

Lily swings out a profusion of golden bells on

slender, but erect, stems 8 feet high or more. It

is not in every garden that Mr. Grove's prescrip-

tion for cultivating it is easy to carry out, for it

•combines rapid drainage with a moist subsoil

—

conditions that may hardly be secirred without

subterranean irrigation. The bulbs should be

nursed in pots for the first season after importation

;

then those that manifest healthy growth may be

planted about 8 inches deep in a soil prepared

of rather sandy loam, sharp grit or small gravel,

leaf-mould and charcoal. If the garden is on

chalk, that must be completely removed before

the compost for the bulbs is laid down, and this

must be done without check to perfect drainage.

In cold districts some surface protection against

frost must be provided.

FILBERT NUTS.

THERE are many plots in gardens which

may be devoted to the cultivation

of Nuts. Besides yielding nice crops

in four years out of five, the

plants form a good screen

and shelter for other kinds of

plants which would suffer from full

exposure. A medium rich, well-

drained loam is the most suitable ; a

soil in which water lies for a long time

the most unsuitable. Nut bushes will grow

freely on sloping ground, and on dry banks,

too, if the loam is of a good holding nature.

Propagation is best

carried out by layering

and the insertion of cut-

tings through the autumn
and winter months.

Select low-growing shoots,

cut away a small portion

of the bark and wood
from the imder side, and

then peg them firmly in

the prepared soil, which

should be of a gritty

nature. Young, straight

shoots should be selected

for cuttings. They must
be about eighteen inches

long, and if stems free from

suckers are required, all

the buds must be picked

out from the portion

of.stem buried in the ground. Insert the cuttings

in a cool border 6 inches deep, and sirrround the

base of each with coarse sand. Cut off the tips

of each cutting, make the soil firm around the

base, and tread it down well after each frost.

All the pruning needed is the removal of cross-

pieces and any central wood that would cause

overcrowding. The necessary pruning should be

done about the end of February, not in the autumn,
so that there will be no danger of cutting away
the^Nut-bearing wood. G. G.

I

THE CULTIVATION OF
THE BLACKBERRY.

FROM time to time attention has been

drawn to the great value of the Black-

berry as an edible fruit. Efforts have

been made to induce growers of fruit,

particularly for preserves, to culti-

vate it extensively, but presumably

because it is a British wild fruit, growing

in quantity in the hedgerow and copse,

its e.xtensive cultivation is not thought worth

while. At the present time, when so much is

being talked and' written about the cultivation

of more ground, including the utilisation of waste

land, the merits of the Blackberr},' should receive

consideration. In giving a first-class certificate

to Blackberrj' Himalayan Giant at a recent

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, the

members of the fruit committee, it is evident,

realise the possibilities of this particular \ariety

and the Blackberries in general. Sent to Wisley

for trial in iqii by Messrs. Laxton, Himalayan

Giant was given an award of merit last year,

which, after an extended trial, has been increased

to a first-class certificate. Whether it has any-

tiiing to do with the Himalayas, as the name
suggests, is \ery doubtful. Some of the British

Blackberries, if not identical, very closely resemble

Some years ago several American varieties

were introduced, and these still find a place in fruit

catalogues, familiar names being Wilson Junior,

laciniatus, Lawton, Kittatiny, Parsley-leaved and
Mammoth. Given favourable positions and atten-

tion, these have succeeded in some gardens ; but

remembering that such good fruits and quantities

of them are produced wild, there appears to be
ample scope for the hybridist, using the best of

our wild species or subspecies, to produce sorts

with large fruits of excellent flavour, which will

grow and fruit freely in most positions—banks,

hedges and on fences, suimy, but not well suited

for other fruits. In the present necessity or

desirability to make the fullest use of everv

possible home product, railway banks have been
suggested as offering in many places e.xcellent

positions for the cultivation of the Blackberry.

Several enquiries have been made during the last

few years by one or two experimental stations

respecting the best fruiting British Blackberries. In

addition to Rubus pubescens, already mentioned,

R. dasyphyllus, R. villicaulis, R. thyrsiger, R.

Selmeri, R. radula, R. pulcherrimus and R.

nemoralis produce good fruits in quantitv,

and appear worthy of attention from the hybri-

dist.

An important point to remember is that in

autumn, when the Blackberry is in season, all

other small fruits are practically over. Already
the Blackberry is well known for its rich and
distinct flavour. Under cultivation, by hybridising

and selection the improvement of this should be
considered together with the size and quantity

of the berries produced. As a preserve they are

delicious, and there is little doubt that once the

flavour becamfe known with the masses, the

demand for Blackberry jam and jelly would be

enormous. Associated

with Apples, both in jam
and tarts, the value of

the fruits is appreciated

mostly in country
districts. Bottled for

LILIUM PARRYI. PORTION OF A SPIKE.

(Life Size.)

it, however, yet the fact that in the " Handbook of

the British Rubi," by the Rev. W. M. Rogers,

one hundred and three species and numerous
varieties are described suggests how difficult

the British Rubi are to determine. Judged by
the specimens growing at Kew, the Himalayan
Giant Blackberry is very near to, if not identical

with, the pillars labelled R. pubescens. This has

the distinct, very thick stem and young growths

r2 feet to 15 feet or more in length, with large

panicles of big purple-black fruits.

use in winter, the Blackberry deserves attention

and luscious ripe fruits served raw with cream
can be strongly recommended.
The cultivation of the Blackberry presents no

problems. Propagation is by la^'ering, cuttings

of firm young shoots in autumn, pieces of the

thick fleshy roots, and offsets or suckers. The
best method is to peg down the ends of the long

young shoots in late summer ; these soon root and
may be severed and transplanted in spring. As
with the Raspberry, the stems are biennial, and
should be cut off at the ground level after fruiting

and the young shoots tied in. Wires strained to

strong uprights provide the best means of support

for Blackberries when grown in quantity. They
will thrive in most soils and positions, which must
be sunny. The deep cultivation and manuring
of the ground is necessary if the most is expected
in the size and quantity of the fruits. A. O.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—Close attention to cultural details

is absolutely essential to keep the plants in a good
fruit-bearing condition during late autumn and
winter. The temperature of the house must be

kept as equable as possible. A minimum tem-

perature of 70° will suit the plants till the cold

weather sets in, when s" lower will be better.

The roots must be well supplied with moisture,

but not excessively so. Syringe the foliage on

fine davs with rain water, and damp the paths

and walls in the house two or three times a day.

Should the " spot " disease attack the plants,

syringing must be discontinued. Give the roots

a little fresh material when they appear on the

• surface. Plenty of light is essential to healthy

growth, therefore the glass must be kept quite

clean both inside and out. Admit air on all

fa\'uurable occasions.

Muscat Grapes.—The bunches should now be

perfectly ripe, and in order to prevent the berries

from shrivelling, the temperature must be main-
tained as equable as possible. A little heat must be

kept in the pipes continuously, except on very

bright days. The roots must not be kept too dry,

and when water is necessary choose a fine day for

affording it. A little clean straw placed over the

border will prevent moisture from rising. Out-

side borders should be protected from heavy
rains.

Plants Under Glass.

Primulas.—The late batch of plants should by
this date be ready for their final potting. Five-

inch pots are quite large enough for ordinary

purposes, but if very large specimens are desired,

6-inch pots may be used. A position near to the

glass in a light structure is necessary to promote
a healthy growth, and a little artificial heat must
be afforded when the nights are cold. The earliest

plants will now be in need of a little stimulant.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—A portion of

the batch of this useful winter-flowering Begonia

may now be allowed to flower. The flowers of

the remainder must be removed, if they are not

wanted till later. Attend to the tying of the

shoots regularly, or the plants will grow out of

shape. It is a great mistake to grow this Begonia
in too high a temperature. This not only makes
the plants grow weak and spindly, but the

colour of the flowers suffers also. Admit air on
all favourable occasions and keep the atmosphere
drier than formerly.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—As soon as the frost has destroyed
the flowers, the plants may be lifted and placed
in a shed to dry, previous to storing them away
for the winter. See that each root is carefully

and securely labelled. A dry shed is the best

place in which to store them, but they must be
made secure against severe frost.

Transplanting Trees and Shrubs.—Deciduous
trees and shrubs may be transplanted now, pro-

viding the ground is in suitable condition. Lift

them with as large a ball of roots as possible,

and plant them without delay. To lift very
large specimens successfully, the roots should be
partially lifted the previous year to encourage
the formation of fibres.

Violas.—These are most useful subjects for

summer bedding, as they will flower profusely the
whole of the season, providing they can be kept well
supplied with moisture. If cuttings are not
already inserted, no time must be lost in doing so.

A shallow frame is all that is necessary to shelter

them during the winter. Insert tlie cuttings
thickly in a sandy compost.

Herbaceous Borders.—This is the most suitable

time to overhaul borders of hardy flowers, as the
characteristics and height of the various species
can best be determined before they are cut down.
If it has been decided to replant the whole of the
border, an effort should be made to trench the
ground, and plenty of well-decomposed farmyard
manure should be dug into it. All the plants
must be carefully labelled, and those which will

require a little protection during very severe
frost must be noted. '

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees.—Materials must be got together
fur the replanting of all kinds of fruit trees on
\valls, so that there shall be no delay when condi-
tions are favourable for this work to proceed.
Fresh loam, wood-ashes and lime rubble are all

that is necessary when the work of lifting and
transplanting begins. As much of this important
work should be done every season as time and
labour will allow, and if it can be done before
the turn of the year, so much the better.

The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—Some of the lower leaves may be
remo\'ed to facilitate the ripening of the crowns.
Towards the end of the month a few crowns may
be lifted and placed in a shed for a week or two,
preparatory to forcing them. If this vegetable
is required in November, retarded crowns must
be employed.

Asparagus.—When this is ripe enough, cut it

down- and clear the beds of weeds and rubbish.
The beds should then be top-dressed with well-
decomposed manure. It is also a good practice
to sprinkle the beds with artificial manure for the
autumn rains to wash down to the roots.

Potatoes.—Disease is likely to be prevalent
among the main crop of Potatoes, especially on
heavy laud. Where time will allow, the tubers
which were placed in their winter quarters should
be overhauled, removing any which show the
slightest sign of disease. Lime sprinkled among
the tubers will be beneficial.

Runner Beans.—When frost is imminent, a
portion of this crop may be protected with tiffany
or some similar material. By this means the
supply of this valuable vegetable may be prolonged
till the end of the month.

Materials for Forcing.—Attention must now
be given to the collection of materials for forcing
early vegetables. Here we build large hot-beds of

leaves and stable litter, on which are placed rough
wooden frames, for growing all kinds of vegetables
in the spring. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Orchard-House.—Where there is permanent
trees, every help should be given to thoroughly ripen
the wood, now that all the fruit has been removed.
The borders, however, must not suffer from want
of water, especially in the case of stone fruit.

Ventilation must be ample, and when the vacant
spaces are used for housing plants, such as Chry-
santhemums at this season, care should be taken
that little or no water is spilt on the borders and
pathways.

Early Vinery.—If the wood is sufficiently

ripe and matured, the Vines must now be pruned
if they are to be started during December,
as six weeks should elapse between pruning and
closing up the vinery for starting. After pruning,
give the glass and woodwork a thorough cleaning
down with plenty of strong soapy water, washing
the glass laps well out with the full force of a hose.
A safe and reliable dressing for the Vine rods is

Gishurst Compound. Where bug is present, the
crevices may be filled with this material after
the rods have been washed with it in liquid form.
This operation over, all the loose surface soil

should be scraped off and the surface given a very
slight loosening, not endangering any of the
surface roots ; then apply a top-dressing of good
loam to which some reliable Vine manure has
been added.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apples, Plums and most other fruit trees can
now be successfully transplanted. Where it is

possible to do this work in the present month,
a decided gain is obtained, a freer growth result-
ing earlier in the following season than if the
planting was delayed till later in the winter.

The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli.—In very wet and cold districts there
is generally some trouble in wintering this vege-
table. The most common cause of failure is

growing it on ground too rich, causing a soft
growth, which quickly succumbs to frost. The
plants should now be lifted with as much soil

adhering to the roots as possible; then, if a trench
is taken out, the plants can be laid in with their
heads facing north. It is very important that as
much of the stem as possible is covered with soil,

as it is generally at the neck where the plants are
injured by frost.

Purple Sprouting Broccoli.—Uidikemost of the
other Broccolis, this is perfectly hardy ; but if it is

to succeed properly, any surrounding vegetables,
such as Peas or Beans, must be cleared off to allow
it full exposure to sun and air.

Cucumbers.—The plants which are expet ted
to bear freely during winter should not be allowed
to develop many fruits at present. Only a few
should be allowed to form ; then there are better
prospects of more being produced as the plants are
allowed to become established. Syringe freely in

fine weather to discourage red spider, which seems to
always abound where much pipe heat is present.
A little stimulant may be applied to keep the
plants a healthy colour.

Spinach. — Further thin out this by remo\ing
entire plants here and there where they are
thickest. This can be done when Spina' h is

required for use in the kitchen. The remaining
plants, by getting more exposure, will withstand
the winter better.

Plants Under Glass.

Roses.—Most of the plants having finished
their growth, encouragement should be given to
thoroughly ripen the wood. Where a house is de-
voted to climbing Roses, any needless wood should
be cut out to admit all the air and light possible.
A drier atmosphere should now exist, unless
there is any planting to be done, in which case
syringing the foliage will help the plants to recover
from the check of removal. This is also a suitable
time to make an extension to an existing Rose
border indoors.

Calanthes.—The flower-spikes on most \'arie-

ties are now developing, while the foliage is

maturing. Slightly drier conditions are necessary
than was the case when the bulbs were forming,
but this should not be overdone. Water must
be applied with discretion until all the foliage is

ripe.

SchizanthUS which was sown during Sep-
tember must now' be pricked off. putting three
or four plants round the sides of s^-inch pots.
Keep them close for a few days until they have
recovered from the check, then continue to grow
coolly to induce a sturdy habit.

Euphorbias.—Both the jacquiniaeflora and
pulcherrima varieties should be given stimulants
to assist in making a strong growth, which will

ultimately develop large bracts. Being plants
which succeed best in a restricted root run, they
must be watered with every care if the lower
leaves are to be retained.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias should not be left out in too severe frost,

as they are easily injured. The stems should be
cut to within a foot of the tubers. Stand upside
down in an open shed until they are dry enough
for storing.

Herbaceous Border.—Many of the summer-
flowering subjects are ripe enough to be cut over,

but this should not be done prematurely, other-

wise next season's growth will not be so fine.

Many Asters will continue blooming for some weeks
to come, should the weather remain open. Whert-
Gladioli or annuals have been included in thc
border for effect, the bulbs and plants should be
lifted as soon as they have done flowering, to

help in maintaining a tidy and trim border.

Propagation.—-All propagation by cuttings
should now be brought to a finish if there has been
a delay in securing cuttings. As many subjects
can be started in heat during early spring, and
then increased under better conditions, further
increasing of stock should be deferred until then.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, \'.B.
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COLOUR CHARTS.
A REPLY TO THE "REPLY FROM

AMERICA."

IN
her article in The Garden of August 28,

Miss Mary Youngs assumes an attitude of

pugnacity that I am siure is not justified

by anything I said in mine of last March
and April. If she has so far misconstrued
my remarks on those occasions as to inter-

pret them as being intentionally antagonistic

to any effort to standardise colours universally, -I

am sorry, but after carefully reading my article

again, I cannot understand wliy she should have
done so.

In the first place I referred to the substitution

of Ridgway's Chart by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society for the older " Repertoire des

Couleurs " merely to prove that what was wanted
was an authoritative pronouncement by a competent
body of experts as to which was the best chart for

general use. My contention wa5, and still is,

that the mere fact that such a society, having
sold to its members a certain number of the

•'Repertoire," and then adopting another for its

descriptions, is likely to create the utmost con-

fusion of ideas as to which is the better colour

standard of the two. Even though it may logi-

cally be assumed from the sequence of events

that Ridgway's Chart is considered the best,

the adoption of one follows so closely on the sale

of the other that it is more than likely to create

in the public mind a feeling that it is useless to

rely on any standard being finally adopted while

one is renounced so lightly, after being introduced

with such a fanfare of trumpets.

Miss Youngs' " common sense " advances as

an argument in favour of Ridgway's Chart that

it differs almost entirely in nomcnclalure from the
" Repertoire des Couleurs." What on earth is

the advantage of this ? Giving a colour another

name surely does not make it easier to create a

standard. My " common sense " tells me that

the more names it gets, the greater the confusion

is likely to be as to what is really meant by any
name. One would have thought that the simplest

method would be to adopt existing names wherever
possible, and so avoid the confusion that is likely

to arise from the realisation that what was yester-

day " eosine pink " has to-day become something
else.

" There are fewer colours in Ridgway's Chart,"

says Miss Youngs. I have already pointed out

that this is a doubtful advantage. " Inasmuch
as in most cases a floral example has been given of

each " in the " Repertoire," it would at least seem
that the number is necessary, otherwise by what
standard are these " examples " to be described ?

I am not by any means alone in my opinion that

there are still, many desirable tones missing, even

where such a vast number are given.

I am pleased to learn that some infallible method
of colour combination has been discovered that

does not depend on the eye, although, as colour

seems to me to be so essentially a matter for the

eye, I am at a loss to understand how it can be

so.

When it comes to the question of the " colour

blind " or " colour dull," as Miss Youngs chooses

to call them, my remarks were intended to point

out that this condition of affairs is a great deal

more prevalent than is generally supposed. She

suggests that it can be ignored. But you cannot

ignore it, because it is so prevalent, due possibly

to the fact that there is no colour education given

to the general student in the sanre way that musical

education is given. To-day most people are taught

the difference between A, B and C in the musical

scale ; very few of us ever think of the difference

between " eosine pink " and any other shade until

the necessity arises for " matching," and then we
find ourselves " colour dull."

If the " details of the bright or cloudy days,

different soils, the difference in hue of the same
variety of flower at different flowering seasons,

&c.," are so " fussy," why do our artists prefer

the " strong north light " and our photographers

carefully test the actinic rays on every occasion

b;fore exposure, particularly on floral subjects ?

Surely it is due to the fact that they realise the

immense difference the variations of light make
on colour. Moreover, although the " few good

garden colorists " could undoubtedly determine

the standard colour of a flower, " matching up as

accurately as possible in a clear liglit, not full

sunlight," what happens to the poor bewildered

user of the description when the effort is made to

visualise the colour of the flower so described in

" full sunlight " or any other ?

I fully agree that a description like " eosine

pink, mass effect a little paler," would be more
likely to sell a plant than the sort of prescription

of numbers and letters such as I described (with

the intention of deprecating, not advocating its

use) ; but what colour does " eosine pink " convey
to the average mind, or the possessor of some
chart other than Ridgway's ?

I quite agree with Miss Youngs that the asser-

tion of her American dealer, that " you cannot

have a standard of nomenclature," is incorrect.

You can have such a standard, but, like all other

attempts at idealism, you have first to convince

the remainder of the community that your standard

is the right one, or at least the best obtainable.

Now, let us assume that it has been indisputably

proved that Ridgway's is the best ; what is the next

step ? To bring the published descriptions of

flowers into line with it. I pointed out last March
some of the difficulties ol this, and to none of these

difficulties does Miss Youngs offer any solution.

One remark in the article throws a lurid light

on the happy position of the dealers in America,

as compared with those on this' side. I am sure

the fact that " the dealers could easily afford eight

dollars " as compared with the private purchaser's

four dollars each is something not dreamt of in

the dealer's philosophy here, where some impor-

tance is attached to the words " trade terms."

With reference to the firm who " advertise in their

catalogues that they have in their office a copy

of the Royal Horticultural Society's Chart, which

is the Royal Horticultural Society's Chart ? and

if it is the " Repertoire des Couleurs," of what

use is it to Miss Youngs, who apparently swears

by another ? Moreover, diligent search has

failed to convince me that the catalogue descrip-

tions of that firm are any more reliable than

others. I know several other firms who have a

copy of the same chart, and it is not always in

the office, but is sometimes in the nursery assisting

in the comparison and revision of descriptions.

Of course, in pointing out the discrepancies

between various descriptions as given in catalogues

I was endorsing a plea for a standard of colour

nomenclature. But why " confessions," Miss

Youngs ? I know of no reason for confessing.

I made a plain statement of things as they are,

hoping some effort would be made to overcome

them. We adopted the " Repertoire " without

realising how diflicult it would be to make it ot

any real use. The question is now : WiU it be wise

j

to scatter broadcast another, without any attempi
to meet the difficulties I have summarised, and with
no reasonable assurance that Ridgway's Chan
spells finality ? What the " dealers " require is

some surety that any reform they may undertake
will be worth the effort. What those of us who
spend our time in designing gardens and the

planting arrangements for them desire is a dic-

tionary of flowering plants with a consistent and
rehable description of colour, according to any
known standard.

Colchester. George Dillistone.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND MiS^'E^S.—The Editor endeavours to

make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire assist-

ance, i\o matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object makes a special feature of the "Ansivers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper otUy^

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistoclr

Street, Covent Garden, London, tV.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotion-wooly and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
VIOLET LEAVES {//. W. T.).~-Thc violet coloration

on the under side of the Vioift leaves is nothing to fear

;

the colour is characteristic of certain varieties under
some conditions of gro^rth. There is a little red spider
present, which shoiUd be kept down by spraying now and
then with water.

PJEONIES FROM SEED {Four Oaks).—Cut the cap-
sules or seed-pods when signs of bursting are first noticed,
and lay them out in a dry place on a sheet of paper. At
the end of a month, when all the seeds will be free, sow
them in a shallow drill of prepared soil in the open, covering
them about half an inch deep. If you possess a green-
house, the seeds might be sown in pans, and remain in
them till ready for transplanting to a nursery bed next
August or September. If of good quality, the seeds will
probably vegetate during the spring of 1916.

INCREASING GYPSOPHILA PANICULATA (17. 5.).—
If you refer to the typical kind, raising it from seeds sown
between now and the end of the year would yield the
greatest return, as for a few pence a hundred or two may
be raised. The plant, owing to the often contracted
neck of the rootstock, is difficult—sometimes impossible

—

of increase by division in the ordinary way, but is increased
by means of heel cuttings secured in spring and inserted
in sandy soil in a cold frame, and by root cuttings inserted
from November to January inclusive. The latter consist
of inch-long pieces, and should be inserted in pots or pans
and given greenhouse treatment. It is work, however,
better suited to the commercial gardener, and, generally
speaking, seedling raising will, for you, be found the better
way. In the young state the plant is a slow grower.

TULIPS AND ANEMONES {F. P.).—Without know-
ledge of the quality of the bulbs of the Tulips and the time
they were planted, both of which would have an important
bearing on the point, we should pronounce against the
fairly stiff soil as a predisposing cause. Then, in not a
few districts, exceptional and prolonged drought was
experienced last spring—in our own case the beds of Darwin
Tulips had to be repeatedly soaked with water ; and,
further, disease was rife in certain varieties, some of which,
despite large size and apparent soundness when planted,
never grew at all. In the case of partly diseased bulbs,
few, if any, root fibres would be formed, and in such case
the bulbs, drawing no support from the soil, would exhaust
themselves by their flowering. Generally, therefore, we
incline to the view that the bulbs were not absolutely
free from disease when planted, and, producing fewer root
fibres than usual, their diminished size followed as a matter
of course. Our sympathies are with you, inasmuch as
we had to discard some hundreds this year for similar
reasons, bulbs, too, that at planting-time looked sound
enough. In respect to soil, you might with advantage
add much sand to it to modify the stiffness, and plant as
early as possible. Where manure is employed, let it be
well decayed, and dig it iij some inches below the bulbs.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
BAYS NOT DOING WELL (A. B. Rydon).—Yonr

Bays are evidently suff<Ting from a combination of the

troubles vou mention. Wind, drouizht and lack of food

material all play their part in the ill-health of the plants.

Thev should b« watered resularly and fed "vvith manure
water, bone-meal, or some other fertiUser at frequent

intervals, at least once a week during the growing period

and every two or three weeks during the time when they

arc at rest. The most likely method of improving the

condition of the trees is to cut them well back in JIarch

or early April, and stand them in a light and warm gla.ss

structure where they can be syringed several times a day

and the surroundings kept moist. This, with judicious

feeding, ought to effect an improvement. Boxes and

Yews may both be used in the way you describe, while for

a position sheltered from wind the Myrtle will make a

"ood tub plant.

COVEBING WALL OF BUILDING {Eltaood Holme':).—

If it is desired merely to l!ide the stonework from view with

plants of close clinging habit, or such, at least, as would

reo'iire no nailing, you had better resort to such things as

Tvv in variety, Vitis inconstans and Euonymus radi-

cans variegata, all of which are close growing and self

supDortin". There are, of course, numerous flowering

climbers but these would require nailing and training from

time to time. If, as we understand it, a simple screen for

the wall only is reqnired. we should suggest the Vitis for

the south side, and Ivy in one or two sorts for the northern

exposure. By planting a number of young plants well,

a screen would be formed from the base of the building

If we have not met your requirements, please do not hesitate

to write us asain on the matter, with, if possible, fuller

particulars.

TRAILING SHRUBS FOR WALL (E. A. C.)—We fear

-the near proximity of the Laurel hedge, the dryness of

the position, and the narrowness of the border are opposed

to much success in the shrub line, the more serviceable

of which you appear already to have in use on the opposite

side of the drive. Cannot you repeat, with certain modifi-

<-ations what already exists on the other side ? Anything

opposed to it would be incongruous. Tliree good plants

-womd be Cotoneaster microphylla, Iberis sempervirens

oarrexiana (a fine trailing Candytuft), and Clematis

montana These are the most likely to be in agreement

with what already exists, though, of course, you might

-plant other sorts of Kock Hoses. The plants would be

a-ssisted to greater progress if a trench were dug out the

whole length of the hedge and the root fibres of the

"Laurels cut close back.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE SHOOTS FOR INSPECTION (H. E. R.l—There

"is no disease evident on the Rose shoots sent. They are

dead, but the cause of death must have operated in the

lower part of the bush.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE TREE DISEASED (C. L. ^.).—The Apple tree

is attacked bv the woolly aphis. A forcible spraying with

paraffin emul.=ion, or painting the affected parts with

methvlated spirit, would be the best thing to do, and it

should be done at once, as there are few worse pests of

Apples than this.

PEARS NOT JUICY OR SWEET (Subscriber). —
There mttst be something radically wrong with their

culture perhaps thev were gathered too soon. If it is

so, this wotild account for it, or perhaps they are growing

in soil which is too poor and dry. If the trees are not too

old, lift and replant in a border of good turfy loam, mulch-

in" the surface soil over their roots in summer with well-

decomposed manure, 4 inches deep. This will prevent

the e'\'aporation of moisture and encourage the growth

of surface roots and nourish them. Water the trees

through the manure freely in dry weather.

SEASON IN WHICH VARIOUS APPLES ARE RIPE
.(E. M. H.).—Court of Wick, valuable dessert Apple, in

use from November to February : Yorkshire Greening,

cooking Apple, in use from November to January ; Bess

Pool, a valuable Apple for cooking or dessert, in use from
Christmas to March ; Northern Greening, cooking Apple,

in use from Christmas to April; Cockle (or Nutmeg)
Pippin, dessert Apple, in use from January to April;

Miller's Seedling, not known, probably a local name.
if you send us a fmit we may be able to identify it. The
Pear is Broom Park, an excellent dessert variety, ripe in

January.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED : A SUBSTITUTE FOR KAINIT {Miss

Holmes).—There is no substitute for kainit, except btimt

wood and plant ashes ; but most heavy soils contain a

large proportion of potash, which can be rendered avail-

able by dressings of fresh air-slaked quicklime.

NAME OF PLANT.—ilrs. A. H.—Senecio tangutii ns.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—Lady Franilin.—1, Cellini ; 2,

Manks Coillin; 3, Malster; 4, Bismarck; 5, Stamford
Pippin- 6, Hawthomden; 7, Doyenn6 dn Cornice; 8,

Beurr6 Diel. H. S.—1. Clapp's Fa\otirile ; 2, Doycnnf
Boussoch ; 3, Tower of Glamis ; 4, Worcester Pearmain.

F. N., Olos.—1, Princess; 2, Ecklinville ; 3, Coe's

Golden Drop. B. H. C. T.—1, ilarie Louise d'Uccle
;

2, Marie Louise ; 3. Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 4, Winter
Nelis. A. M. C, Devon.—Hat Apple, The Queen

;

conical Apple, Lane's Prince Albert. F. E. IT.—1,

Newton Wonder ; 2, Lord Suffleld ; 3, Celliiu ; 4, Stam-
iord Pippin ; 5, Brandy Apple.

SOCIETI ES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION

OF BRITISH-GROWN FRUIT.

The annual esliibition of British-srown fruits was held
on October 5 and 6. and from many points of ^iew must
be regarded a distinct success, in certain directions,
more particularly the uxirserjTnen's open division, it is

doubtful whether finer produce has ever been staged, the
leading class, in which a table space 3(1 feet by 6 feet was
allowed, bringing out five superb collections. These, indeed,
were one of the chief attractions of the show. Hardly
less meritorious were many of the fruits in the succeeding
classes, and generally throughout the show high excellence
prevailed. The jwt-grown fruit from Hereford was
very fine, brilliant colouring being quite a feature of the
many Apples shown. Apples Charles Koss and Rev.
W. Wilks, from Langley, astonished everybody by their
size and good colour. Ripe dessert fruit in collections,

and Grapes also, we have seen more finely staged generally,
and in both of these a falling off in quality was noticeable.
The greater falling off, however, was in the single dish
classes, which hitherto have been a strong feature. All
the same, the wealth and excellence of the exhibits
reflected the highest credit on the cultivators concerned.

Drvisrox I.

Fntit Grown Under Glass or OUierwise.

For a collection of nine dishes of ripe dessert fruit

three exhibitors staged, the first prize going to the Duke
of Newcastle, Clumber. Worksop (gardener, Mr. S. Barker),
for an excellent lot. There were Grapes JIuscat of
Alexandria and iladresfield Court, DjTUond Peach,

j

Humboldt Xectarine, Hero of Lockinge Melon, Marguerite
!
Marillat and Doyenne du Cornice Pears (the former of
superb colour and size), with Wealthy and Cox's Orange
Pippin Apples. Second, Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle.

1 Ledbury, whose Black Alicante Grapes were excellent.
Apple Charles Ross was a particularly fine dish, and
Pitmaston Duchess Pears handsome and well coloured.
For a collection of six dishes of ripe dessert fruits. C. A.

Cain, Esq.. Welwyn (gardener, Mr. T. Pakeman). was
. first, his best dishes being Peaches Sea Eade and Lady
Palmerston. both of which were superb. Pear Doyenn6

' Boussoch, Melon Ringleader, and Madresfield Ck)urt and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes were also included. Second,
Major St. Slaur. Xewton Abbot.
For six distinct varieties of Grapes, two bunches of

each, only two competitors staged, the first prize going
to the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, Worksop (gardener,
5Cr. S. Barker), for an admirable lot. His centre was a
giant bunch of Gros Guillaume, the finest in the whole
show. Others of great merit were Gros Colman, Muscat
of Alexandria, Mrs. Pearson, Alicante and Madresfield
Ctourt. Lord Hillingdon. Sevenoaks. Kent (gardener,
Mr. J. Shelton), was second. Black Alicante and Muscat
of Alexandria being his finer bunches.
For four varieties of Grapes, two bunches of each,

only one exhibited, C. A. Cain, Esq., Welwyn,
being awarded first prize for fruits not of the highest
quality. The best examples were Muscat of .'\.lexandria

and Madresfield Court, both of which were well coloured.
For two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, Lord

Hillingdon, Sevenoaks, Kent (gardener, Mr. J. Shelton),
was first with well-coloured fruits. Second, Basil E.
Richardson, Esq., Ware, whose bunches were larger, but
lacking the finer finish of the first-prize lot.

Two bunches of Grape Mrs. Pince : First, The Duke of
Newcastle, Clumber. Worksop (gardener, Mr. S. Barker),
who set up a couple of admirable bunches. Second,
G. Miller, Esq., Radlett, with large bunches that would
have been improved by more liberal thinning.
Two bunches of Grape Alicante : Eight competitors

staged, the first prize going to Mrs. W. Raphael, Castle
Hill. Englefield Green (gardener, Mr. H. Brown), with
excellent, well-finished bunches. Lord Somers, Eastnor
Castle (gardener, Mr. G. Mullins), was a close second,
having larger bunches of somewhat smaller, less well-
finished fruits.

Two bunches of Grap*^ Madresfield Court : The 3Iarquis
, of Sahsbury, Hatfield House, Hatfield (gardener, >[r. H.
Prime), was first with nice bunches of this excellent sort.

Two bunches of Grape Prince of Wales : Sir Walpole
Greenwell, Bart., Marden Park, Woldingham (gardener,
Mr. W. Lintott), was first of three exhibitors, his bunches

I

being a very fair sample. Second, G. Jrayer. Esq.,

I

Woldingham.
I For two bunches of any other black Grape, the first

prize was awarded to Muscat Hamburgh, but no card
indicated ownership. Second, Viscount Enfield. Wrotbam
Park, Barnet (gardener^ iCr. H. aiarkham), whose fine
bunches of Appley Towers, well berried and highly
finished, merited, we thought, first prize. There were
seven competitors in this class.

For two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes the
first prize was awarded the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber,
Worteop (gardener, Mr. S. Barker), who staged a pair of
superbly coloured bunches. Second, C. A. C&xu, Esq.,
Welwyn (gardener, Mr. T. Pakeman), who also had
excellent examples, le.=^ finely coloured than in the first-

named set. Seven exhibitors staged.
For two bunches of any other white Grape the first

prize went to C. A. Cain, Esq., Welwj'n, for Lady Hutt :

Mr. S. sriUor, Radlett, staging the same variety and taking
second prize.

For a collection of hardy fruits, space not exceeding
12 feet by 3 feet, F, Bibby, Esq., Hardwick, Shrewsbury
(gardener, Mr. J. Taylor) was first with an admirable

collection, in which Peaches, Plums and Nectarines were
strong features. Peaches Late Devonian, Gladstone,
Late Admirable and Alexandra Noblesse were very fine,
as were al.-^o Nectarines Peach and Prince of Wales. Plums
President. :Monarch and Coe's Golden Drop, and Apples
Peasgood's Nonsuch, James Grieve, Wealthy and Charles
Ross were also of high merit. Second. Lord Somere,
Eastnor Castle (gardener, Mr. G. MuUins), whose dishes
of Apples ranked high. Royal Jubilee. . Charles Ross,
Emperor Alexander, Blenheim Orange and Gascoigne's
Scarlet were very fine. Plums, Peaches. Nectarines'and
Morello Cherries were very fine in the front row. Third,
Major Powell Cotton. Birchington (gardener, Mr. j!
Cornford), who staged Figs, Plums and Peaches excellently.
For a collection of orchard-house grown fruit and trees

in pots, space allowed 24 feet by 6 feet, only one com-
petitor. The King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford, staged,
the pot trees being the admiration of all. Of these,"
Apples Blenheim Orange, Newton Wonder, Emperor
Alexander, Gascoigne's Scarlet, Cos's Pomona and King
of Tompkins' County were all superb in colour and fruit.
A tree of Peach Golden Eagle was well fruited, while, along
the front, dishes of Apples, Pears, Plums and Peaches
were freely displayed.

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES' CHALLENGE ClTP.

The Colchester and District Gardeners* Association
were the winners of this challenge cup, awarded for Apples
and Pears. Of the Pears. Souvenir du Congr6s, Doyennfe
du (^mice and Beurr6 Die] were splendid ; likewise the
dessert Apples Cos's Orange Pippin, Bibston Pippin and
James Grieve. The Ipswich and District Gardeners'
Association contested this class well, and could onlv
have been a very few points behind the winners.

Division II.

Open to Nurserymen On!y.
For Fruit Grown Entirely Out of Doors.

This class (space allowed 30 feet by 6 feet) was the great
attraction of the show, five competitors putting up mag-
nificent collections, no fewer than three gold medals
being awarded. Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons. Eynsford.
Kent, won one of these coveted honours with a grand lot
of fruits, in which Apples. Pears and Plums of the highest
quality were staged. Plums Belle de Septembre and Coe's
Golden Drop and'Apples Wellington (regarded'by the judges
as the finest lot ever staged), Emperor Alexander, Braralev's
Seedling. Rev. W. Wilks, Coronation. Lady Sudeley
(brilliant colour), Gascoigne's Scarlet. Mrs. 'Barron, a
monster dish of Peasgood's Nonsuch, Bismarck. Potts'
Seedling and Blenheim Orange were superb. Pears
King Edward. Durondeau, Conference and Marguerite
Marillat were grand. Nearly 200 dishes were staged,
and the arrangement was admirable. Messrs. George
Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, also won a gold medal for
a superb lot of Apples, The Houblon (handsome
colour). Charles Ross. Gascoigne's Scarlet, Aillngton
Pippin, Norfolk Beauty, Lady Sudeley, Wealthy, Corona-
tion, James Grieve. The Queen. Grenadier (yellow skin)
and Ecklinville being the best. Of Pears. Beurrt-
Avalon, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Durondeau, Con-
ference, Doyenne Boussoch. Fondante Thirriott (very
handsome) and St. Luke were all fine. Damsons anil
Plums were also noted. A most arti.stic arrangement
Mr. J. C. Allgrove. Middle Green, Lansrlev, Slough
also secured a gold medal for a grand collection, his trav
of forty froita of Rev. W. Wilks eliciting the admiration
of all, some of the largest fruits weighing 26oz. Charles
Ross and Peasgood's Nonsuch were set up in like fashion,
their colour and form being a great attraction. Cox's
Orange Pippin, Lane's Prince Albert., St. Edmund Pippin,
Wealthy, Worcester Pearmain, Warner's King, King of
the Pippins, Lord Derby, Blenheim Orange and James
Grieve were the more imposing dishes. Of Pears, Beurr6
d'Anjou, Bellissime d'Hiver, Durondeau, Pitmaston
Duchess, Conference. Louise Bonne of Jersey, Autumn
Nelis and Duchesse d*Angouleme were the finer examples.
Bullace The Langley was notable among other fruits.
The arrangement was in every wav excellent, the fruits
of the highest quality.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, the well-known firm of Low-
field Nurseries, Crawley, were awarded a silver-gilt
Knightian medal for a capital displav in this class. Very
handsome were the large baskets of Lord Derbv, Warner'*
King, Lane's Prince Albert and Crawley Beauty.
A silver Knightian medal was awarded to Messrs. W.

Seabrookand Sons. Chelmsford. Their baskets of well-
coloured Charles Ross, Cellini, The Queen, Worcester
Pearmain and Duchess' Favourite were much admired.
For a collection of fruit, 20 feet bv 6 feet, Mr. R. C.

Notcutt, Woodbridge, led the wav with a superb lot of
fruits, gauiing a sUver-gilt Knightian medal. His best
Pears were St. Luke, Beurr6 Alexandre Lucas* Con-
ference, Winter Orange and Pitmaston Duchess. Of
Apples The Queen, James Grieve, Potts* Seedling, Rev.
W. Wilks, Peasgood's Nonsuch and Rivers* Codlin were
all fine.

The Bamham Nurseries, Limited, Bamham, Sussex,
showed Apples of wonderful colour, which gained for them
a silver-gilt Banksian medal. . Newton Wonder, Gas-
coigne's Scarlet, Barnack Beauty and Adam's Pearmain
were specially good.

Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons, Hoimslow, were awarded
a silver Knightian medal for a collection of Apples com-
prismg Lane's Prince Albert, Bismarck, Encore, Lord
Derby and The Sandringham. all first-rate cooking varieties.

5Ir. Charles Turner, Slough, gained a silver-gilt Bank-
sian medal for a nice lot of fruits, of which Apples were a
strong feature. Arthur Turner, Charles Ross, Warner's
King, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Potts* Seedling and Roval
Jubilee were the best. Of Pears, Louise Bonne of Jersev
and Beurrfe Hardy were very handsome.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Our Special Rose Number.—Few flowers, if

any, give so much real enjoiineiit over a long

period as the modem Rose, and there can be no

refuge so peaceful and refreshing like unto a

garden of Roses. Following our usual custom at

the commencement of the Rose planting season,

we shall devote a considerable portion of our

next issue to special articles on Roses. Mr. Edward

Mawley, V.M.H., president of the National Rose

when naturalised in the grass, we would remind

our readers that now is a good time to plant

them. Chionodoxas, Scillas, Muscaris, Crocuses

and Snowdrops are a few kinds which can be

purchased cheaply and will, during the early

spring months, brighten up such parts of the

garden as would othenvise be uninteresting.

Album ol a Famous Rosary.—The eminent
rosarian, M. Jules Gravereaux of L'Hay, has just

Society, has contributed a most instructive article published an album of his famous rosan,' at that

on " Roses for Walls." Miss Ellen Will-

mott, V.M.H., has kindly promised to

write upon "Roses in the Wild Garden."

Profusely illustrated articles on
" Standard and Pillar Roses," " New
Species from China," " Roses for Cloth-

ing Old Trees," and " The Rose Garden

of Europe " will appear, by some of the

best authorities on our national flower.

In addition, a coloured plate of a

new single Rose will be included.

The price will be one penny, as usual.

Apple Dumelow's Seedling or Wel-

lington.—This late-keeping Apple, in

season from November till March, is a

great favourite in the kitchen, as the

flesh becomes nearly transparent and it

has a refreshing, acid flavour when
cooked. Its market repute is very

high, and it is claimed to be the best of

all Apples for cooking. It is best grown

as a bush on the Paradise stock. How-
ever, on cold soils it is not a success,

as it is subject to canker, while Newton

Wonder and Bramley's Seedling are

preferable for orchard culture. It is

extensively grown in Kent, and the

basket of fruits of this variety in the

gold medal collection shown by Messrs.

H. Cannell and Sons, E>Tisford, Kent,

at the recent exhibition of British-grown

fruit was regarded by the judges as the

finest lot ever staged.

Choice Shrubs Fruiting.^ At a

recent, meeting of the scientific com-

mittee of the Royal Horticultiural

Society, Mr. E. A. Bowles showed fruits

of Davidia involucrata from Mr. Christie's garden

at Framlingham Pigot, Norfolk. The fruits were

collected from a plant growing in the open air,

but it is not certain that the seeds were properly

formed. At the same meeting Mr. C. D. Lang-

worthy of Claygate sent fruits of Fremontia

califomica from his Claygate garden, where it

is growing on a clay soil.

Bulbs in Grass.—As there are a number of

small bulbous plants that look very beautiful

A GRAND BASKET OF APPLE WELLINGTON SHOWN AT
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S RECENT

EXHIBITION OF BRITISH-GROWN FRUIT.

place. An account of it from his own pen appeared
in last year's " Rose Annual," issued by the

National Rose Society. The receipts from the

sale of this album will go towards the monmnent
to be erected in honour of the young men of

L'Hay who have fallen in the war.

Scottish Lawsuit over Poisoning by Eating
Yew Leaves.—An action was brought recently

against the minister and kirk session and the

heritors of the parish of Girtbon, in the South of

Scotland, for £ioo in name of loss caused by the

death of a horse alleged to be due to eating leaves

from a Yew. The action was raised by a farmer

whose fields adjoin the churchyard, a Yew in

which overhung one of them. The case has now
been settled by defenders paj-ing a sum of £60
and expenses.

The Quince Crop.—^The common Quince is

fast'swelling up a good crop of fruits in this district,

and unless ver>' unkind weather visits us during

October they should be of fine

quality, the warm September having

suited them admirablj'. The fruit is but

little sought for as dessert, although quite

recently a reverend gentleman told me
it was simply grand ; it was so distinct.

The latter point I readily admitted, but

otherwise we were not long in unison

over its dessert qualities. However, as

a preserve, either in the form of jelly or

marmalade, it is to be welcomed, and to

those who care for its peculiar flavour,

just a " seasoning " among Apples used

in pastry gives quite an added brisk-

ness.—H. Turner, Bawtry.

A Chinese Rose with Attractive

Fruits.—Rosa sertata is a new species

from China of outstanding merit. Form-
ing a large bush some 4 feet or

5 feet high, the long, elegant growths,

clothed with glaucous or grey green,

attract attention. In June the warm
rose coloured flowers are pleasing, these

being followed in autumn by deep red

fruits. As they hang on the bushes at

the present time, Rosa sertata, by
reason of its graceful habit, soon attracts

attention. This Rose was introduced

by Mr. E. H. Wilson in 1907 from

Central China, and is figured in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 8473.

Geum Mrs. Bradshaw.—Once again

this variety has proved its worth in the

flower border, and it must be admitted

that it is quite one of the best introduc-

tions of late years among hardy

perennials. A decided point in its

is its great usefulness in the mixed
border, or the planting of it en masse for a

bold display in the summer bedding scheme.

A really bright and harmonious bed may be

made by using the Gemu as a carpet and

relieving it with Lilium tigrinum. It may per-

haps be useful to mention that the Geum does

splendidly in pots, and really useful decorative

plants may be obtained in pots 5 inches and 6 inches

across.

favour
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Little-Known British Bartsias.—With refer-

ence to the remarks in your issue of September 25,

page 468, on the white variety of Bartsia Odontites,

I may say that I do not think it can be, as sug-

gested, of ver>' rare occurrence, as I have found it

quite often in Devon, and in more than one spot in

the neighbourhood of Padstow, Cornwall. One patch

in particular I remember, growing at the side of

a field, was very large and fine flowered. It was

also my luck to make the acquaintance of the

yellow Viscid Bartsia (B. viscosa) in Cornwall

this year, described by Sowerby as " one of our

rarest plants," found chiefly in Devon and Corn-

wall and in Argyllshire. It was growing in great

for these fascinating flowers. Who can see

Marigolds and Rosemary and not think of Shake-

speare's Perdita and her " flowers of middle

summer " ? And what of all the many flowers

mentioned by Keats and many another poet ?

Think, too, of all the legends and folk-lore inter-

woven in the garden—the dove and Olive branch,

the crown of Bay, the Parsley crown, and the

homely housewife's Lavender and herbs.

—

Anne
Amateur.

Covered Chains for Roses.—The invention

mention by " West Country " in the issue of The
Garden for October 2, page 480, seems to me an

admirable one. I am well aware that chains are

often used without any covering except paint, and I

believe they are so used at Kew Gardens, but in my
opinion something, such as Bamboo sections to

place between the iron and the growth of the Rose,

is a great advantage. Personally, I would dispense
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profusion and luxuriance in marshy land. I

hope these remarks may be of interest to your

correspondent.—E. M. Dunn, Tor Bryan Rectory,

Newton Abbot.

Garden Literature.—As I am in the midst

of the miseries of " moving house," I have not

read The Garden very carefully just recently,

but a note on garden literature by " Hurstcot,"

issue October 2, page 480, caught my attention,

though I missed that of " C. H. S., Alderley

Edge." Apparently the latter is one of those

of whom Wordsworth wrote
" A Primrose by the river's brim

A yellow Primrose was to him,

And it was nothing more "

if he asserted " the garden appeals only through

the eye." Mine appeals to the nose also, not to

mention imagination and memory. When a

Daffodil I see, I think of the poets in the spacious

days of Good Queen Bess. Tulips recall Holland

and the extraordinary mania that raged' there

TEA RAMBLER GROWING SUCCESSFULLY
OVER WELL-PAINTED IRON CHAINS.

with chain altogether and use instead stout rope,

such as that employed by fishermen. This lasts

a good long time, and when the Rose growths

are well developed they practically support

each other. The same objection to bare iron or

wirework holds good with trainers for weeping

Roses, also for stem supports for standards,

and here is an opportunity for some up-to-date

sundriesman to supply the necessary article.

I should now like to point out the very great harm
that follows the use of wired labels to Rose plants.

I refer to those that are fastened on the branches.

I have frequently found such branches quite dead

after a severe winter, and whether it is owing to

the action of frost on the copper or zinc wire I

cannot say. I would advise all Rose-growers

to banish such labels, or, if they employ them,

to use aluminium wire or tarred twine. Perhaps

some Rose amateur will favour us with his experi-

ence, for I have found it is from the amateur that

we specialists often receive most valuable hints.

—

Walter Easlea, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea.

I would like to mention that I have

found new tarred rope about ij inches or 2 inches

in circumference the best thing for training Roses

upon between poles. Chains of iron are bound to

get very hot in the sun and cold in frost, and so

the wood of Roses suffers. Rope does not vary

very much, and so the Roses can be tied quite

close to it ; they will not blow about in high winds

and fray through the tie, which so often happens

when they cannot be tied up closely, as is the case

when chains are used.—C. G. B.

Having seen Roses in great variety grow-

ing on chains without in the least suffering thereby,

I cannot think the iron directly responsible, for

any ill effects. An instance of climbing Roses

failing to give satisfaction once came under my
notice. The failure was at first attributed to the

iron supports on which the plants were growing.

Further investigation, however, revealed the

fact that other Roses trained on walls were also

in the same unsatisfactory condition. An exami-

nation of the subsoil proved that there was a

complete absence of drainage, and, of course,

the roots were dead, or dying by degrees. There

is a risk if tender shoots are secured too tightly,

especially if string is used.—C. Ruse.

Sternbergia lutea in Scotland.—It was a pleasure

to an admirer of the Stembergias to read the

excellent article on Sternbergia lutea in The
Garden of October 2, page 481. It is one of the

most interesting and practical of the contributions

which have been made on this charming bulbous

plant, and should induce many who have not

yet attempted to cultivate the alleged " Lily

of the Field " to grow it. I may, perhaps, be

permitted to refer to the point of shyness of

flowering mentioned by the writer of the article

in question. It does not present itself as a problem

of so much consequence to the cultivator in the

warmer South as in the colder Midlands and

North of England and practically the whole of

Scotland, where it is a great bar to the more general

cultivation of the Sternbergia. In many places

there it is hopeless to expect S. lutea to flower

at all well. Personally, I am inclined to attribute

this to the lack of heat in summer to ripen the

bulbs properly, but it is sometimes said to be

due to the premature decay of the foliage caused

by early frosts in autumn. I have found the

same difficulty with S. macrantha, however,

and this produces its leaves much earlier.—before

the flowers^—and premature decay of the foliage

may in this case be ruled out of court. S.

macrantha, by the way, appears, as your con-

tributor remarks, to be possibly less hardy than

some. It is extremely fine, but I have never

been able to keep it for any length of time in the

open. Of the forms of S. lutea, I have found S.

angustifolia the freest bloomer, and my best results

with it were obtained by planting in a warm,
sunny, sheltered place, and by mixing some lime

rubbish with the soU. It is so beautiful that one

would gladly plant it more largely, but its irregu-

larity of flowering is a great drawback, and it is

galling to see its leaves appear year after year

without any blooms accompanying them. The
Stembergias are so beautiful that those who
can should attempt them at least. If success-

ful in flowering them annually, the reward will

be great, and a perusal of the article referred to

will be well repaid.—S. Arnott, Dumfries.

Ixoras.—The magnificent group of Ixora

coccinea from Warter Priory which was shown
at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

on September 28 was greatly admired. Certainly

never before has such an exhibit been seen at

the Hall, for Ixoras have long rested under a cloud.

Time was when they were extensively grown
in gardens, especially in the days when specimen

plants were popular, for no collection was con-

sidered complete without a liberal percentage

of the best Ixoras. A fact perhaps not sufficiently

recognised is that neat flowering examples may
be grown in pots from 5 inches in diameter

upwards. Their cultural requirements are not
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at all exacting, for cuttings of the half-ripened

shoots root without difficulty if put into

well-drained pots of peat and sand and plunged

in a close propagating-case where there is a gentle

bottom-heat. If stopped freely during their

earlier stages, they form good, bushy plants

that win flower profusely. Established speci-

mens should be repotted when necessary during

the latter part of February, at which time the

roots commence to be active. A suitable compost

may be made up of equal parts of loam and peat,

with a good sprinkling of silver sand, and, in the

case of large specimens, a few nodules of charcoal.

No fewer than nine Ixoras were given first-class

certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society

between the years 1867 and iSpr, but only one

has been honoured since, and that obtained an

award of merit in 1905. Ixoras are readily

crossed, and the seedlings flower freely in a com-

paratively small state.—H. P.

NATURE-LORE.
In October, 191 3.

Wc cannot hope to vend our verses now,

Unless they treat of insects, birds, or flowers
;

A thought which corrugates the brainless brow

Of one poor scribbler, fond of fireside hours.

Myself, I rarely take these country walks
;

And if I do the birds will not converse

As I go by ; with me no blossom talks
;

No insect-wonders dialogues rehearse.

!

In October, 191 5. i

Yes, they were hard at work two years ago,

Successful scribblers versed in Nature-lore.

They're at it still, as weary censors l<now.

How far seems Fleet Street from that dug-out's -

floor I

j

They've watched the moths alight on Belgian

grass
;

Heard song-birds courting all round Sixty Hill.

Their rhymes (omitting place-names) always pass
;

Their Editors compete to show good-will.
j

Flowers ? Ah, believe me, they don't write on

those !

When they see flowers, it's where thoughts lie

too deep

For scribblers' rhymes, . . . where multi-

lingual prose

Tells friends and Ivinsfolk, briefly, where to weep.

Mabel Garland.

the produce in boxes was a serious mistake. Had
this all been arranged by competent persons

on slightly slanting boards, with suitable decorative

and foliage plants through the centre, I am con-

vinced a pleasing effect could have been made.
E. B.

Mr. Chapman, in commenting on the

Daily Mail Show of Vegetables, said he came
away with mixed feelings. " Great cry and
little wool " was the thought that came to me
after reading the report of the show and the great

talk of increasing the nation's food supply. Our
society has held a most successful show for the

last twenty years. This season we dropped it.

The reason given to our subscribers in a circular

sent to each one was this : That the growing
of show produce was incompatible with getting

the most out of the ground. We, however,

offered prizes to 'those who had cropped their

ground the closest. Between fifty and sixty

plots were judged. All were good, there being

The seed was sown of twenty-one of the best

varieties, of medium height, on January 22, raised

in a slight heat, pricked out into boxes when
quite small, placed near the glass in a temperature
of about 50°, properly hardened off, and planted

out in the middle of April on a piece of ground
66 feet long and 36 feet in width, allowing a
distance of 15 inches between the rows and
12 inches from plant to plant, and keeping them
in their varieties. These were neatly staked,

and the wealth of colour they gave when at their

best was dazzling. By keeping the seed-pods

removed, the plants continue to flower till quite

late in the autumn. At the time of writing

(October 2) the plants are quite gay. The varieties

came practically true from seed, and I enclose a

photograph of them, which I hope can be repro-

duced.

—

Edwin Beckett, Aldenham.

Ixias for the Rock Garden.—The note by
" H. P." on page 486, issue October 2, draws
attention to the usefulness of Ixias for the embellish-

The "Daily Mail" Show of Vegetables.

—

I am quite in agreement with your correspondent,

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman, in your issue for

October 2, page 480, in his various remarks as

to the above show. It was truly a wonderful

exhibition of kitchen garden produce, the like

of which it is safe to say has never before been

seen in this or any other country ; but I am
bound to admit that from a spectator's point of view

it was disappointing in the extreme, and as none

of the items was labelled, it was a bitter dis-

appointment to many. Had these been properly

arranged, as they unquestionably should have

been, it would have made all the difference from

the point of view of the public. No doubt the

authorities were seriously handicapped owing to

lack of space, as it was originally intended to

hold the show at Olympia ; but even in spite of

that fact, there was a wealth of splendid material

to have made an imposing exhibition. Showing

SEEDLING ANTIRRHINUMS AT ALDENHAM HOUSE GARDENS.

only I J points between the first and second prize-

winners. These plots were crammed from top

to bottom with all that is necessary for a working
man's household. The committee are satisfied

that their object, nanxely, intensive culture, has
been achieved.

—

James Smith, Hon. Secretary,

Harrow and Roxeth Allotment Society.

Antirrhinums as Bedding Plants.—I am
entirely in agreement with the remarks of your
various correspondents in relation to these as

summer bedding plants. I was first impressed

with their value a year or two ago, when an
extensive trial was made at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens, Wisley. Seen on a

fine day as I saw them and about at their best,

few things could be more beautiful. Though I

have had a warm regard for Antirrhinums
from my childhood days, and have grown them
more or less ever since, this is the first year that

I have attempted to seriously cultivate them,

and my ambition has been more than realised.

ment of the greenhouse. Some of your readers

may be interested to know that they can be grown
with success in the rock garden, where they look

particularly well, their slender stems, with brilliant

coloured flowers, rising above the carpeting plants.

As it is very cold here (Birmingham) and we are liable

to hard frosts. I bury the bulbs 2 inches to 3 inches

deep, and under a carpeting plant, such as Hutchin-
sia alpina, or, if in the open ground, give a

little straw protection. I find they do not give

very satisfactory results the second year, but as they

are so very cheap, it is well worth while to plant

a few fresh bulbs every October.—H. E. I.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
October 18.—Royal Botanic Society of London

Lecture by Professor H. B. Bottomley on " The
Discovery of Auximones," 4 p.m. Fellows'

Rooms, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

N.W.
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THE ROSES OF AUTUMN.

JUNE,
with its brilliant days and plethora

of floral beauty, has so long and so often

been quoted as the month of Roses

that the layman may well be pardoned
for looking upon it as such. Nor is

he entirely wrong in doing so, because

the majority of our Roses, especially in an early

summer such as the past undoubtedly was, unfold

the first of their blossoms at that time. But in

modem Rose-growing these early blossoms are

regarded as but the forerunners, the advance
guard as it were, of the great floral pageant that

is to come, and which is to extend into October,

or, indeed, in some green years, well into December,
before the stragglers from the rearguard bow
their heads in winter sleep. Time was, and not

so very' far distant, when such a prolonged display

would have been thought impossible. Twenty
years ago the end of July indicated, to all intents

and pm^ioses. in Southern Covmties, the comple-
tion of the Rose season, the few flowers that opened
on some of the Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas after

that date being looked upon as of little account,

and certainly not worthy of taking into con-

sideration when plamiing gardens for autumn
effect. ^,:.^

Thanks to the labours of hybridists in this

and other countries, all this has been changed, and
the Roses of autumn are rightly regarded as a feature

of the garden during the waning months, when
they are even more highly appreciated than their

more fulsome though more fleeting brethren
that open in the heyday of summer. Until the
last six years the Hybrid Tea and Hybrid Musk
Roses were the two families that we had to almost
rely upon for autumn blooms, and even now the-

form the bulk of the Roses that flood our garden?
with colour and fragrance at this season ; but
there is another race, and one that is rapidh
growing, that must be taken into account. This
is the set known as Pemetiana Hybrids, which
embraces such varieties as Lyon, Arthur R.

Goodwin, the brilliant yellow Rayon d'Or,

and others.

It may, perhaps, be useful to give the names
of some of the best autumn-flowering Roses, as
a guide to those who may contemplate planting
in the near future. .\11 are bush or standard
Roses except where indicated : Aimee Vibert,

white, climbing
; Antoine Rivoire, cream ; Arthur

R. Goodwin, bufi yellow ; Bouquet d'Or, buff,

climbing
; Camoens, deep rose and yellow ; Caro-

line Testout, pink ; Comtesse du Cayla, nastur-
tium red

; Countess of Derby, peach ; Duchess
of Wellington, saffron yeUow ; Ecarlate, scarlet

;

Snow Queen, white ; George C. Waud, crimson,
suffused orange ; General Macarthur, light

crimson
; Genera] Schablikine, rosy salmon

;

Gloire de Dijon, buff, climber ; G. Nabonnand,
pink, shaded rose ; Griiss an Teplitz, bright

crimson, pillar ; Gustav Grunerwald, carmine
pink ; Gustave Regis, nankeen yellow ; Harry
Kirk, pale yellow ; Hugh Dickson, crimson,
pillar

; Jessie, bright crimson, Polyantha ;' Lady
Alice Stanley, silver^' pink, with rose reverse to

petals ; Lady Ashtown, deep pink ; Lady Hilling-

don, orange yellow ; La France, pink ; Lady
Pirrie, coppery salmon ; La Tosca, pale rose

;

Leonie Lamesch, coppery red, Polyantha ; Long-
worth Rambler, bright crimson, climbing

; Lyon,
salmon pink and yellow ; Miss Cynthia Forde,
silvery pink

; Mme. Abel Chatenay, salmon pink
;

Mme. Eugene Resal, coppery rose ; Mme. Ravary,

pale orange ; Mrs. John Laing, pink ; Raj'on

d'Or, bright yellow ; Richmond, crimson ; Viscoun-

tess Folkestone, creaniy white and pink ; and

Warrior, crimson.

SIDALCEA CANDIDA.
A NATIVE of New Mexico, Sidalcea Candida is a

hardy, handsome herbaceous perennial growing

from 2 feet to 4 feet high, and bearing terminal

racemes of large, pure white flowers. It is a very

LATE-FLOWERING ALPINES

I

AN AUTUMN-FLOWERING MALLOW.
CANDIDA ROSY GEM.

useful and ornamental plant for the herbaceous

border, the wild garden or the shrubbery. At
all times it should be planted in large masses

;

it then makes a very bold and attractive display.

Even a bed of it in some secluded spot, providing

it is not too shady, produces a verj- fine effect

when in bloom. The flowers of Sidalcea Candida

Rosy Gem are of a deep rose colour and very

attractive. They are as large as a florin, and

HAVE often heard the complaint among
alpine-lovers of the duluess and scarcity

of flowers in their rock gardens during

September, but by a careful selection of

plants this can easily be avoided. For

the use of those plant-lovers so dis-

heartened I give a list of very showy alpine flowers

now flowering profusely upon my rock garden.

Campanula haylodgensis (syn. Profusion).—
This is now one mass of pale blue flowers, and is

certainly one of the showiest of Bellflowers. It

is of the easiest cultivation on any sunny ledge.

Campanula haylodgensis flore pleno is really

a gem, and rather rare. It needs a very gritty

soil or moraine, and is not so rampant as the

type.

Antirrhinum sempervirens is very effective

now with its pale cream flowers. It loves a vertical

position or wall and full sun.

Antirrhinum Asarina is of coarser growth

than the previous one. It is now covered with

yellow flowers. It has a trailing habit and does

splendidly as a wall plant.

Erodium corsicum.—A rather new introduction,

but a perfect gem for its continuous flowering until

late auttram. It bears clear rosy flowers, and is

a grand acquisition for any sunny spot.

DianthUS Atkinsonii.—A grand and beautiful

rock plant, with the deepest red flowers borne

in great profusion. For the benefit of the plant

it is best to stop it flowering in late autumn, to

ensure a good growth for the foIlo^ving season.

DianthUS Napoleon III. is similar to the above,

and the double flowers are of the same colour.

Full sunny position and gritty soils suit them both.

Epilobium macropus.—A rare and little-

known Willow Wefd, but one of the best of

carpeting plants for the moraine possible. It

loves a half-shady position, and is profusely

covered with clear white flowers about half an

inch wide. These, standing slightly above the

bronze foliage, are very effective this month.

Potentilla Tonguei.—This is unique among
alpines for its quaint and pretty colour-

ing of the flowers, which is a com-

bination of red and orange. It loves

a sunny position in poor soil.

Felicia abyssinica.—A miniature

shrub covered with blue, Daisy-like

flowers, reminding one of Bellis rotundi-

folia casrulescens, but with much
clearer sky blue flowers ; it loves the

hottest spot in the rock garden.

Sedum pulchelltun.—The prettiest

of the genus, I think. Its clear pink,

starry-like inflorescences, about 4 inches

wide, give a lovely patch of colour on

the rockery in autunm.

Sedum sporium atropurpureum
cannot be omitted from a list of late-

flowering alpines. It is by far the best

red Sedum grown.

Sedum popuIUolium is a very distinct shrubby

species about 9 inches in height, the flowers

opening a pm^e white, changing to a delicate shade

of pink.

Sedum middendorflaniun.—A dainty plant

with clear golden flowers and finely cut bronze

foliage. All Sedums love full sun and gritty

soil.

Convolvulus althsoides is particularly effective

on the rockery now. The flowers are of a pale

SIDALCEA

profusely borne on stems 3J feet high. It is

without doubt an excellent autumn-flowering plant, satiny pink, rising above finely cut, silvery foliage
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It is rather rampant in habit, and is an ideal

wall plant for sunny positions.

Convolvulus mauritaniCUS is another pretty

plant, having clear blue flowers. It is most

efiective as a wall plant.

Veronica corymbosa.

—

.\ very quaint and

pretty plant. The usual spike of this Veronica seems

to divide into about ten or so small ones, which

rise and form a corymb, making it quite distinct

among the Speedwells. It has dark blue flowers

and loves full sun.

SamoIUS repens.—A damp position on the

bottom of the moraine suits this dainty gem well.

Its clear white flowers studded all over the brown

foliage make it very efiective.

Veronica canescens.—A very pretty plant for

carpeting a sunny moraine. The best descrip-

tion would be the counterpart of Arenaria balearica,

but covered with pale blue flowers.

Cheltenham. E. C. Bowell.

THE BURNING BUSH.
(DlCTAMNUS .\LBUS.)

THE Fraxinella or Burning Bush is a

very old and popular inhabitant of

our gardens, having been grown in

this country for over 400 years. As
a subject for the herbaceous border

it is a beautiful and interesting plant,

interesting on account of the volatile inflammable

oil which is exuded from the flower-heads and

seed-capsules during the hot weather. If a

light be applied in the dusk of a summer evening,

the whole plant will be more or less enveloped

in a bluish flame, which is, however, only of very

short duration. The white-flowered form, which

is the type of the species, makes a bushy plant

from 2 feet to 3 feet high, with large flowers in

terminal spikes well above the foliage during the

month of June.

In the colour of its flowers the Fraxinella is

very variable, one of the finest and largest forms !

being D. a. purpureus, or caucasicus as it is some-

times called. It grows in good soil about 4 feet

high, with larger foliage and flowers varying in

colour from light to deep purple. These plants

flourish in any good garden soil or sunny position,

but resent moving. After being transplanted

they take a long time before commencing to grow

freely, so that to have good, well-flowered plants

it is necessary to leave them severely alone when
established. For this reason it is an excellent

subject for naturalising in open beds in the

wild garden, where it may be left xmdisturbed

for years.

When it is necessary to increase the stock, the

plants may be lifted carefully in early spring and

the rootstock parted, leaving several eyes to each

piece. These should be replanted firmly, if possible,

in the position they are intended to occupy per-

manently. Seeds are produced freely, and offer

another means of increase. They germinate

readily, and may either be grown on in pots till

large enough to plant out or in nursery beds.

A HYBRID JAPANESE ROSE.
{Rosa rugosa x R. macrophylla.)

The Japanese Rose (Rosa rugosa) hybridises

readily with other species and varieties, as is seen

by the number of varieties now in cultivation.

The chief object in these crosses has been to obtain

ornamental flowering plants, good examples of

which we possess in Mrs. Anthony Waterer and

Blanc Double de Coubert. The subject of this

note is chiefly remarkable for its handsome fruits.

Among the species and varieties of wild Roses,

there are many which produce highly orna-

mental hips or fruits in autumn and winter.

These varj' in colour from light orange red to

jet black.

As is only to be expected of hybrids, the seed-

lings vary in character. Two large specimens

in the Rose collection at Kew in November last

were laden w-ith hips. In one the bush resem-

bles more in habit that of R. rugosa, the female

parent, while the other is about 6 feet in height,

showing distinctly the characters of the male

parent. The fruits are rather lighter in colour

than those of the Japanese Rose, and are borne

in large clusters of twelve to fifteen or more hips,

which in many instances bear down the branches

with their weight. Individually the fruits are

I inch to ij inches in length and three-quarters

of an inch in diameter. The persistent calyx often

exceeds i inch in length. Bushes of this hybrid

make attractive lawn specimens, or are suitable

for planting as a hedge to the Rose garden and

as groups in shrubberies. A. O.

DlCTAMNUS ALBUS, THE BURNING BUSH OR CANDLE PL-i^NT, NATURALISED IN THE WILD GARDEN.
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PLANTING A CARRIAGE
DRIVE.

By Gertrude Jekyll.

IT

is perhaps the better general rule in garden

design that the planting just within the

eotrauce-gate, and from there to the house,

should be kept green and quiet, as a more

suitable introduction to a bright display

of flowers in the garden proper ; but no

one can find fault with the feeling of gracious

hospitality that prompts the planting of bright

flowers as a (.heering welcome to the visitor. A
suggestion for such a planting in a belt on each

side of the road is shown in the illustration. A
wide grass verge is next to the road. There must

necessarily be a good proportion of evergreen

shrubs, so as to secure a well-clothed appearance

in the winter months. There are, therefore,

close to the entrance, groups of green Holly,

enlivened by the silvery stems of Birches. Then
follow Rhododendrons and common Junipers,

with Pernettyas and Andromedas to the front,

and beyond them Tamarisk, a beautiful shrub

that is too much neglected in general planting.

After a good stretch of groups of shrubs of

green foliage, with suitable companions of

de<iduous habit, there comes a region where

reddish colour, both of bloom and leaf, pre-

dominates. Here the foliage, if not itself red,

is of that soft grey that either takes a pinkish

tinge or that, by its natural tenderness,

harmonises well with pink and reddish bloom
;

this will be Tamarisk, Retinospora and Rhus
Cotinus. At the far end and on the opposite

side the prospect is further varied by a glow

of golden foliage and yellow bloom. The shrubs

are planted in generous masses ; the long-

shaped drifts are important, especially where
much of the planting is viewed from a dis-

tance ; it joins one group in pleasantly with

the next, and avoids the meaningless, spotty

appearance so often seen. The position of any
of the groups of shrubs can be taken as a

suggestion for a more extended planting of the

same, or of shrubs of the same class, on the further

or garden side ; thus, the road background of Rho-

dodendron and Juniper would have more of these

and would form the back of a Rhododendron

garden ; while, further along. Arbutus. Tamarisk

and Retinospora, also added to in number and

disposition, would be an admirable background for

clumps of Azalea, Kalmia and Heaths.

A LITTLE- KNOWN SOPHORA.
(S. VICIIFOLIA

)

During the last twenty years many attractive

trees and shrubs have been introduced to our

gardens from China. Among these. Sophora

viciifolia is one of the most valuable acquisitions.

It is a deciduous shrub of elegant habit, some

4 feet to 6 feet high, or more when planted against

a wall. The pinnate leaves give to the branches

a light and graceful character. During June
the branches are laden with short racemes

of Pea-shaped blossoms, bluish white in colour,

with violet or blue calyx lobes. A sunny position

and a Avell-drained loamy soil are desirable for

the successful cultivation of this Sophora. Propa-

gation is by seeds, which ripen freely on the bush
illustrated. Until large enough for the permanent
position, S. viciifolia should be cultivated in pots,

as, except in a young state, it does not transplant

readily. If necessary, the pots can be plunged
in the ground, as is done with Ivies and Clematises

in nurseries. In China the bushes grow wild

over a wide area in Yunnan, Hupeh and Szechuan,

and have been found at an elevation of 13,500 feet

on the Tibet frontier. A. O.

THE TULIPS THAT FLOWER
IN MAY.

o all the hardy flowers that come to

us in the heyday of springtime,

few possess the quiet dignity and
quaint charm that surround our
May-flowering Tulip. As the bulbs

of these ought to be planted not

later than the end of October, and earlier if possible,

no time ought to be lost in preparing the soil.

when the first-named flowers have departed, and

when there would be a hiatus in the outdoor

display, that the full beauty and usefulness of

the IWay Tulips are appreciated.

One emphasises the word usefulness advisedly,

because these flowers are second to none for

cutting, their long, sturdy stems enabling the

veriest tyro to arrange them artistically in large

bowls or jars, preferably those of plaiii, dull

exteriors, such as the old Cornish pitchers. One
of these loosely filled with a brown or mahogany-
coloured Tulip, such as Dom Pedro, and placed

so that white or cream wall-paper forms a back-

ground to the flowers, will give a picture of floral

beauty that is scarcely obtainable in any other

way. So varied and quaint are the colours to

be found^among these Tulips that they can be

culled for all sorts of colour schemes. One of the

prettiest effects the writer has ever seen was
a large, plain Wedgwood blue vase filled with the

common blue German Iris and the mauve lilac

Darwin Tulip Rev. H. Ewbank, the sword-like

foliage of the Iris forming the necessary garniture.

There are two main distmct types of May-
flowering Tulips, one known as the Darwin, a

comparatively modern race, the origin of which

little is known except that they were raised in a

Dutch nursery. The other is the Cottage Tulip, A BORDER or MAV-FLOWLRING TUUI'S IN A READER S GARDEN.

Erguste are two lilac mauve varieties with

whirh I will close my limited list, F.

AUTUMN-FLOWERING
BULBS FOR THE ROCK
GARDEN.

PLAN SHOWING THE PLANTING OF THE CARRIAGE DRIVE BORDERS.

THE FREE-FLOWERING SOPHORA VICIIFOLIA

Deep and thorough digging is

necessary, but manure, unless

very thoroughly decayed, ought not

to be added. A good handful

of bone-meal to each square yard,

scattered on the surface and
lightly forked in after digging

is completed, will be much
better. Four inches is a good

depth to plant the bulbs. These
late Tulips must not be thought

of in conjunction with the early,

fugacious kinds that the maker
of formal beds uses so religi-

ously, but as flowers apart from

all others for grouping in masses

of one colour in the herbaceous

border, in large beds, or, indeed,

in any moderately open situation

where bold flowers of good and

distinct colours are appreciated.

Arranged in this way under young
Apple trees they create a glorious

effect, the Apple blossom opening

at the same time as the Tulips.

While the Daffodil is creating bold

splashes of gold and white in the

garden, our late Tulips do not com-

mand much attention ; it is only

so called because the bulk of the varieties that it

embraces have been rescued from cottage gardens

during the last fifty years or so. Many of these

Cottage Tulips have been found in out-of-the-

way places in Ireland, and no little romance

attaches to the discovery of some. Both sections

include some particularly fine varieties, which,

as already stated, are exceedingly useful both

for cutting and creating beautiful effects in the

garden. The charge has been laid against them

that they flower too late to enable the gardener

to fill in summer and autumn the spaces that the

Tulips now occupy. Where the ordinary bedding

plants are relied upon, this is, no doubt, a draw-

back, but there are a great many other beautiful

plants that can be utilised, particularly where

the Tulips are planted, as they should be. in hold

groups in the mixed border or in beds where a

formal effect is not desired.

The varieties of late Tulips are now exceedingly

numerous, and no two persons will agree on the

merits of all. Thus, in making a selection, indi-

vidual taste must, of necessity, play a leading

part. I must confess to a partiality for thos?

of orange, lilac, violet and maroon colours respec-

tively ; but a lady friend, who is by no means a

bad judge of colours, cannot tolerate the violet

Tulips. However, I will name a few that are

my favourites, though some of them are not

regarded as good Tulips by experts. First must

come Dom Pedro, a noble Tulip of rich red-brown

hue, the interior of the petals resembling polished

mahogany. Somewhat similar, but rather later

in flowering, is Nigrette. Faust is a beautiful rich

maroon Darwin that ought to be in every garden.

Velvet King is a beautiful dark purple ; and for a

good lighter purple, one would select The Bishop,

a stately Tulip whose dignity is quite in keeping

with its name. Viola is a tall variety of graceful

habit, the deep violet petals being slightly suffused

with rose, and Mrs, Potter Palmer has flowers of

soft rose purple. Among reds. King Harold, with

deep crimson flowers, is a favourite ; it invariably

does well and has stout stems that withstand

winds well. Orange King is a beautiful orange

scarlet; Cassandra, rose ; andMrs. W. O. Wolseley,

scarlet. Moonlight is a delightful yellow variety,

with long flowers ; and Golden Crown, a sturdy-

looking plant, is also good. Among what may be

termed fancy shades, there are a great many
beautiful Tulips to select from. Clio, biscuit

brown ; Apricot, a very beautiful shade of that

( olour ; The Fawn, pale fawn ; Clara Butt,

pale piidt, flushed deep flesh colour
;

Quaintness,

coppery orange ; Fairy Queen, interior old gold,

exterior flushed rose ; and Beauty of Bath, pale

lemon and mauve, are all w<jrthy of a place in the

best of "gardens. The Rev. H. EwbaTdi and

UMBERS of bulbous plants and
others not belonging to the same
great natural division, but which

from tubers or corms, are more
fitted for a rcH'k garden than for

miscellaneous borders, where, almost

unavoidably, they get overgrown and lost. The
time has come when we should make notes from

' the catalogues of some of the more desirable of

these for this special position. Too often we
forget that provision has to be made at this season

for the year to come, and only wake up to the

oversight when we see delectable plants in flower

in some garden not our own. To recall for a

moment some autumn-flowering bulbs, nothing

can he more brilliant in late August and Septem-

ber than the Mexican Tigridias ; but they are

seldom met with, being more often than not

killed by over-kindness. Yet they are perfectly

easy to manage, so far as the writer's experience

goes, in any of the more Southern Counties.

In planting, the growing point of the bulb should

be not less than 4 inches below the surface, and

sandy loam mixed with leaf-mould suits the

requirements of Tigridias well. On obtaining

new bulbs in the autmim, it may be a wise pre-

caution to pot them rather than to plant out of

doors at once, keeping them fairly dr>' and safe

from frost, but in a cool place where they will

not be incited to start prematurely. In April

they may be turned into their permanent quarters

outside, the planter being careful not to disturb

any root growth which may have begiui. Estab-

lished clumps may be left in the ground diu-ing

the winter, provided the soil is of a dry and porous

nature, though it is safer then to give them a good

covering of ashes. Like most bulbs, Tigridias
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require plenty of moisture during the growing

season, with complete rest and moderate dryness

after flowering. When the leaves turn yellow,

they are ready for their mound of ashes. In a

garden where this plan does not succeed, it may
be better to give up their culture, as taking up

and storing the bulbs through the winter months
seldom answers well. There are several varieties

of T. Pavonia, and the white forms with their

rich crimson-spotted cups, though possibly a

little more tender than the type, are supremely

beautiful. Though all are but flowers of a day,

a fresh one opens each morning, and thus their

blooming is prolonged for some time. As the

flowering stems do not exceed 12 inches in height,

Tigridias are ideal bulbs for planting in sheltered,

level positions in the rock garden, a little removed

from the clashing autumn colouring of the her-

baceous borders, where their brilliant orange and

scarlet tints are not wanted.

Has anyone thought of trying Belladonna Lilies

in the rock garden ? In most gardening directions

species has the character of coming up in un-

expected places and not keeping to its own quarters ;

but whether straying or no, it is never unwelcome.

There are several autumn-flowering Crocuses, and

the rock garden is the spot where they can be seen

to greatest advantage and are best preserved

from disaster. Of these, besides the one already

named, three others may be specially noted,

viz., C. byzantinus, with some superficial likeness

to an Iris, hence sometimes met with under the

name of C. iridiflorus

—

-3. large purple flower

with paler and smaller inner segments and purple

stigmata, a very beautiful species ; C. pulchellus,

varying in colour from blue lilac to white, free-

growing and easily increased ; and C. zonatus,

a small kind, the rosy lilac flowers of which are

distinguished by an orange base or zone. All

of these are charming, flowering in September

and October. There are also some white-flowered

species, more or less veined, such as C. caucellatus

and C. hadriaticus, which are well worth growing
;

nor do these exhaust the list. None of them is

THE BRILLIANT SCARLET VERBENA CHAM.^iDRIFOLIA.

the indispensable condition for their culture is

said to be planting in the outside border of a hot-

house or at the foot of a warm south wall, and

no doubt these are excellent positions. But

the Belladonna Lily is a denizen of the mountains,

and, under natural conditions, has its bulbs wedged

into crannies and crevices of the rocks, and sends

its fibres into such crumbled granite, sand and

scant peaty soil as can be found in such situations.

To come to less exacting subjects. It is when
other plants are beginning to look fatigued and

forlorn—all except the Mossy Saxifrages, which

take on a fresher green from the chill night dews

—

that the autumn Crocuses will brighten any sunny

nook we may have to give them. The best known,

as also the first to appear, is C. speciosus, with

large pencilled flowers of a fine blue-purple and

showy orange stigmata—a veritable gem which

comes to greet us unawares, so wedded together

in our minds are Crocuses with spring. This

to be confused with the larger spring-flowering

Dutch varieties, being mostly species from South
Europe and Asia Minor, but they are cheap enough

to be planted in some quantity. It is not a bad
plan in the rock garden to carpet the surface

of the autumn Crocus clumps with one of the

small Sedums, S. glau<:um or S. Lydium, as foliage is

scanty when the flowers first spear through, and it

serves to mark the spot as occupied. K. L. D.

A LATE-FLOWERING VERBENA.
(V. CHAM,EDRIFOLIA.)

During recent years hardy plant gardeners

have brought this brilliantly flowered species

into well-merited prominence by employing it

more or less freely in rock wall, terrace and rock

garden at the leading exhibitions, and probably

many of our readers will recall seeing it at the

Summer Show held this year at Holland Park.

Known to gardeners for nearly a century—the

species was introduced from Brazil in 1827—it

is possessed of a greater degree of hardiness than

many imagine, and in favoured counties may be

said to be fairly hardy, if not absolutely so. In

other districts the plant may be wintered in a

cold frame with comparative ease. In any case,

even though a certain protection were necessary,

it merits attention by reason of the brilliance of

its scarlet flowers, the profusion with which they are

borne, and generally easy cultivation. E. H. J.

THE DELPHINIUMS OR
PERENNIAL LARKSPURS.

FOR
creating bold effects in the outdoor

garden, the stately Delphiniums or

perennial Larkspurs are unsurpassed.

Ranging as they do in height from

3 feet to more than twice that stature,

according to the soil and variety,

they can easily be accommodated in beds or

borders, or any other positions that it may be

necessary to fill. Good blue flowers are not too

common—indeed, one might almost say that they

are rather scarce—hence, we should make full use

of these stately perennials, which embrace so many
shades of blue. Fortunately, their cultivation

does not call for any special skill. Good, generous

diet, and attention to a few details that I will

mention, are all that is necessary. Like every

other plant that we undertake to grow, the

Delphiniums wel' repay good cultivation, and

for that reason the soil should be well and

deeply dug, or, better still, trenched to a

depth of 2 feet, and a liberal quantity of

partially decayed manure thoroughly incorpo-

rated with it. Planting is best done in autunm.

i.e., from the third week in September until

the end of November, or during February anil

March, or the first week in April. For preference

one would select autumn, as the plants then have

an opportunity of becoming well established

before flowering-time, which is usually June and

July. As they are plants of goodly dimensions,

overcrowding must not be tolerated, and from 2 feet

to 3 feet apart is not too much space to allow.

The greatest enemy of Delphiniums, especially

those that have been recently planted, is the

ubiquitous slug. This insidious pest will, during

the winter, scoop out the dormant shoots, and so

ruin all prospects of flowers the following summer.

It is important to remember this, because to it

more failures can be attributed than to any other

source. The remedy—a very simple one—is

to cover each plant with a 2 inch thick layer of

coal ashes early in the autumn, and see that it

is well worked down between the stumps of the

old flower-stems.

Summer treatment consists of supplying copious

quantities of water during dry weather, sup-

plementing it once or twice a week with weak

liquid manure, particularly a few weeks before the

flowers open. This makes a wonderful difference

in the size, and often the colour, of the blossoms.

.A 2 inch thick mulching of short stable or farm-

yard manure over the roots of the plants will also

go a long way towards success, and is essential

where the soil is at all sandy. It is not generally

known that most Delphiniums will give a second

display of flowers if properly treated. The modus

ofit'randi is to cut the flower-spikes down close to

the ground as soon as the blossoms have faded,
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then thoroughly water the plants, and as soon as

new growth is active, feed well with weak liquid

manure and renew the mulching. If wateringis per-

sisted in during dry weather, secondary flower-spikes

will soon be formed, and, although not so large and

stately as those that opened earlier, will, never-

theless, be very welcome in the autumn months.

The simple operation of staking is, of course,

necessary, and is only referred to here because it

is so often badly done, the flower-stems being

trussed to a stake so that they form a passable

caricature of a Birch broom. Miss Jekyll has

adopted the most sensible plan that I know,

and one that preserves the natural contour of the

plants. Her method is to use natural sticks,

such as are usually employed for

supporting Peas, three or more of

these being thrust in to each plant

so that the shoots can push their

way up between the branches.

Very little tying is necessary, and

the effect is excellent.

Delphiniums from Seeds.

—

Although there are a great many
named varieties listed in cata-

logues, a packet of seed pur-

chased from a first-class firm will

give a quantity of plants that are

not very inferior, and which, for

ordinary purposes, answer quite

well. The seedlings are not diffi-

cult to raise. The best plan is to

sow the seed in shallow,well-drained

boxes or pans of sandy soil dur-

ing April, May or early June, and

place them in a cool greenhouse

or frame. When an inch or 2 incht s

high they must be transplanted to

a bed of finely pulverised and

well enriched soil, where, by the

autumn, they will have made
sturdy young plants that will give

some good flowers the following

May or June, though not so large as

may be expected another year

hence.

The following are some good

named varieties that are not too

expensive for general planting :

Belladonna.—An old variety

with sky blue flowers, which are

produced very abundantly.

Height, 3 feet.

Christine Kelway. — A tall

variety with sky blue flowers and

white eye. Considered by many to

be an improvement on Belladonna.

Langport Blue.—This is a fine

variety, 5 feet or more in height

Flowers rich bright blue.

Persimmon.—One of the prettiest of all. The
flowers are clear sky blue, and are produced in

abundance. The plant resembles Belladonna,

but has a more robust constitution. Height, 3 feet.

Rev. W. Wilks.—Deep purple, flushed plum
colour, with a prominent dark eye to each flower.

A superb variety. Height, 44 feet.

Sir George Newnes.—A semi-double variety

with beautiful cobalt blue flowers, the inner petals

flushed plum colour. Very effective when massed.

Height, 4J feet.

Sir Walter Scott.—Deep rich blue, flushed

violet, with black eye or centre. Height, 4J feet.

Althos.—Rich violet, flushed purple, with white

centre. A charming variety. Height, 5 feet to 6 feet.

King of Delphiniiuns.—Semi-double flowers

of rich gentian blue, flushed plum colour. Each

has a white eye that renders the whole very

attractive. A strong-growing variety. Height,

4i feet.

True Blue.—Perhaps the richest coloured

of all the Delphiniums, the flowers being pure

intense blue. It has a good constitution and

grows from 5 feet to 6 feet high.

General Baden-Powell.—Soft lavender, tinted

rose, with a brownish black eye. A very restful

colour in the garden. Height, 4J feet.

James Kelway.—Very rich violet blue flowers,

each with a pronounced white centre. Very

effective when massed. Height, 5 feet to 6 feet.

BORDERS OF DELPHINIUMS AND FOXGLOVES IN A KITCHEN GARDEN.

Princess Maud.—Unique in colour, which is

sky blue, veined rose pink, each flower having a

white eye. It is semi-double and of fairly robust

constitution. Height, 5i feet.

Sir Trevor Lawrence.—Sky blue, with the

inner petals flushed rose pink, white eye. Good
constitution. Height, 6 feet.

Two varieties of more recent introduction,

and consequently more expensive, are the Rev. E.

Lascelles and Statuaire Rude. The first named
has rich violet blue flowers, with a pronounced

white eye. It is tall and very erect. The second

is a very stately plant, the large spikes standing

well above the foliage. The flowers are a charming

shade of lavender blue, with a slight flush of rose.

A NEGLECTED VINE.
By Owen Thomas, V.M.H.

[In Answer to a Correspondent.]

EVIDENTLY the Vine before it came
into your possession had been over-

cropped and otherwise neglected.

Naturally, it will take some time to

recover lost ground, although the

recuperative power of the Vine is

wonderful when given reasonable treatment.

In consequence of light cropping this year and
the timely attention you have given to summer
pruning, you may reasonably hope for better

results next year. The cause of the cracking of

the berries would, no doubt, be the

blight contracted from the affected

Beans and Tomatoes near by. This

would prevent the outer cuticle (or

skin) of the berries from expand-

ing ; hence the cracking.

The first essential in the suc-

cessful culture of the Grape Vine is

to secure an ample development of

the shoots of the current year's

growth, and of fruit buds thereon,

as well as the perfect ripening of

the same in autumn. It is these

shoots which will produce the fruit

of next year. " What, then," it may
be asked, " are the essential points

of good culture it is necessary to

adopt in order to bring about the

above desiderata ?
"

1. A well-drained border com-
posed of the best Vine soil, care

being taken to keep the same clear

of weeds or any other robber crops.

Efiicient watering, and mulching

with manure in summer to prevent

drought. Removing the old top soil

in autumn down to the roots, and
replacing with a top-dressing of

best Vine soU. Cover the border

over in winter with fresh leaves to

the depth of 10 inches, or withclean

straw. Remove this at the end of

April, and mulch with a layer of

manure, 3 inches deep, as above.

2. Careful ventilation. Do not

over or under ventilate ; keep

the atmosphere sweet and just

nicely warm. Do not open the

front ventilators until the month
of April is out. Regulate the

temperature by means of the top

or back ventilators until then and

avoid draughts.

3. See to the regular stopping

of young lateral and sublateral

shoots during summer, to prevent the overcrowding

of the Vine with useless foliage during summer.

4. Do not crop too heavily ; more Vines are

ruined by this cause than by any other. Far

better have a few bunches of well-developed and

perfectly-ripened Grapes than a plethora of diseased

and sour fruit.

5. Thin the Grapes as soon as they are set.

6. Keep a moist growing atmosphere in the

vinery during the season of growth by syringing

the wall and floor twice a day.

7. Give abundance of air in autumn in favour-

able weather to ripen the wood, and where heat

is available, apply it to the pipes in damp weather,

with free admission of air for the same purpose.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Grapes.—Where there are only a few huiK hes
hanging in a vinery, they should be rut and
placed in bottles in the fruit room. The house
ran then be thrown wide open and any renovating
of the borders done. Any Vines which have been
cleared of their rrops may be partly pruned,
so that the ripening of the wood may be facili-

tated.

Plants Under Glass.

Humea elegans.—Miuh rare is necessary in
the rulture of Humcas during the winter months,
or many of the plants may be lost. Cool treat-
ment is absolutely essential from now till the spring.
Plants requiring a shift into larger pots should
be attended to at once. Pot fairly firmly and do
not overpot them.

Cannas.—The roots of these useful plants are
often unduly shrivelled through storing them
under the stages in a warm house. A cool frost-
proof shed is the best place to store Cannas during
the winter. The plants may be placed rlosely
together and watered orcasionally till the foliage
has died right down. They may' then be covered
with straw or leaves.

Chrysanthemums.—There should be no diffi-

culty now in keeping up a good supply of fiowers.
as plenty of the earlier-flowering \-arieties will
now be coming into bloom. The late varieties
must be kept outdoors as long as possible, but
they must not be crowded together, or they will
lose their foliage. Houses containing Chrvsan-
themums should be fumigated occasionally to kill

aphides.

Eucharis.—Where the plants have been resting
since completing their growth, a few may be placed
in the stove to flower. The rest may follow at
intervals to continue the supply of flowers. They
must be thoroughly watered with tepid rain water,
and when the spikes can be seen, give them plenty
of stimulants. If mealy bug is present, sponge
the leaves with strong soapy water.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Spring Flowers.—It is tujie now that
the planting of all spring-flowering plants was

]

best sorts are always the most profitable to grow,

I

and this must be bcjrne in mind when buying new
trees. Tor dessert, Early Transparent Gage,

I Green (iage, Denniston's Superb, Kirke's Blue,
.lefferson's, Rcine Claude de Bavay and Coe's
Golden Drop are all excellent. For cooking,
Belgian Purple, The Czar, Victoria, Pond's Seed-
ling and Monarch are all good and reliable.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Disease has been very prevalent
among Celery In this district, causing great damage
to the earliest batches. Continue to earth up the
later plants when the ground is suitable. In the
absence of rain this crop must still be well watered.
Mushrooms.—From now till the spring, Mush-

rooms must be grown in a house where a tempera-
ture of 50° can be maintained without having
recourse to much artificial heat. At no time must
the hot-water pipes be heated to excess. Continue
to collect the materials for making new beds, and
prepare them in a dry shed.

Lettuce.—During very wet weather, Lettuce in
cold frames should be protected bv drawing on
the lights. Forward plants out in the open mav
also be covered if lights are available. If frames
are at command, there should be no difficulty in
keeping up a supply of this useful salad all through
the winter by putting out plants in various stages
of growth.

Endive.—The most forward plants mav be tied
up. These should be ready for use in ten days
or a fortnight. Later plants may be dug
up with a good ball of roots and planted closely
together in frames. Frames may also be placed
over plants in the open ground.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

available. Here they will need no further pro-
tection, and if the winter and earlv spring
should prove mild, they turn in very early and
generally prove useful.

Seakale.—For very early supplies it is easy
to buy retarded crowns, which force very
easily and quickly. Either put them in a Mushroom
house or place them in pots and cover with an
inverted pot of the same size.

French Beans.^It should be quite easy to
keep up a supply of this vegetable for some 'time
yet from plants sown outdoors, if protected with
frames previously. They must be covered up well
when there is danger of frost, and sufficient venti-
lation kept on during the daytime to prevent
the small Beans and leaves damping.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Where there mav be
a shortage of cuttings of any particular varietv,
the old plants should be lifted, partially stripped
of their foliage and potted up in 4-inch pots.

commenced, so that thev may become well estab- ' ' "^^^ plants will also be useful for the centres
lished before severe weather sets in. The beds

' "' ^^'^^e beds or vases where taller plants are
should be manured when digging, as this will

required. Very little water will be necessary for

save a considerable amount of work in the summer i

"'^'^ """ spring.

when other work is more pressing. Wallflowers, I Bedding Stock.—As frosts are now inevitable.
Polyanthuses, Pansies, Forget-me-nots, Aubrietia,

|

i* should be seen that all tender plants are housed
Double Arabis, Alyssum and Canterbury Bells

|

where there is pipe heat or sufficient protection
may all be planted now. Let the w^ork of planting I

from frost and damp. Opportunity should be
be done as far as possible when the ground is in I

taken when removing them indoors to pick off
proper condition, so that the plants mav be made bad and decayed foliage.

quite firm

Salvia patens.—This beautiful Salvia is often
difficult to keep through the winter months. I have
tried several methods of keeping it, and the one
which has been most successful is that of lifting
the tubers and placing them closelv together in
boxes, covering them with soil which is not too
wet or too dry. They may then be placed in a
frost-proof shed and kept quite dry.

Cannas.—Before these are lifted from the
beds, see that they are carefully labelled. Only
the very best varieties should be retained, as they
are easily increased by division of the roots in the
spring.

Fallen Leaves.—To facilitate the work of raking
leaves, the long grass beneath trees should be cut
before the bulk of the leaves have fallen. All
leaves shoxild be stored either for the making of
hot-beds or to rot for making manure. Leaves
falling on lawns must be kept regularly swept up,
or worms will draw them into the ground, making
the grass appear neglected. There will be little
mowing needed on lawns after this date, but to
give them a smart appearance the roller must be
drawn over them occasionally.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Plums.—This has been almost a record season
(or Plums, and in many places I have heard that
for market purposes the crop has not paid to gather.
As is the case with almost all kinds of fruit, the

Tulips.—Both early and May flowering Tulips
should be put into their places, if this has not
already been attended to. If the bulbs are kept
out of the soil too long, the flowers will not be nearly
so fine. Darwin or May flowering Tulips should
be planted at least 5 inches below the surface;
they revel in rich soil which contains plenty of
sand.

Crocuses and Snowdrops.—Where these are
to be planted in grass—and they make a fine
successional display in spring—a start should
now be made, as they commence to emit roots
at this season. Lifting back the turf where they
are to be put is generally sufficient, if it is replaced
carefully and then lightly rolled.

The Kitchen Garden.

Root Crops.—Any crops which may still be
left should now be lifted, with the exception of
Parsnips and Salsify. These two vegetables are
quite hardy and are best allowed to remain where
growing, unless the ground is needed for other
crops. If possible, choose a fine day for the lifting
and storing of Carrots and Beetroot.

Cabbage.—.\ny blanks which may have occurred
among Cabbages which were planted out should
now be made good. The largest weeds can then
be cleared oflf, and the ground gone over with
the Dutch hoe whenever the weather permits.

Lettuces.—Late-sown Lettuces can be pricked
out at the base of a south wall, if such a site is

Plants Under Glass.

Violets.—If reasonably fine weather continues,
the lights may remain off until severe frost or
heavy rains compel them to be returned to the
frames. The lights should not be closed except
during severe weather. Want of ventilation is a
common cause of failure with Violets.

Climbers.—In plant stoves, many of the climbers
which have become a little overgrown should
now be partly pruned and tied up, to encourage
the ripening of the remaining growth and foliage.
If this is delayed, the plants growing underneath
nught possibly suffer from the dense shade caused
by the overhanging climbers. Insect pests are
also more easily kept in check by attention to
this.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine and its varieties
should now be allowed to develop their flowers,
unless they are required for very late spring, in
which case bud picking may continue for some
time yet. As the flowers open, a slightly drier
atmosphere should be maintained, but damp-
ing of the paths should continue at least once
a day.

Hard-Wooded Plants for Forcing.—After all the
bulbs have been potted up, these will next claim
attention. Lilacs, Pyrus, Prunus, Azaleas, Deut-
zia. Viburnums and Hydrangea are all easily
forced from the middle of December onwards.
The Azaleas, Pyrus and Prunus succeed best in
peaty soil. After potting, stand closelv together
outdoors and cover the pots with new' leaves to
protect them from frost. The plants themselves,
however, should be fully exposed, as they
respond to heat more freely after being subjected
to frost.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Preparing Ground for Fruit Tree Planting.
Where it has been decided to make any new-
plantations, either of trees or bushes, the ground
must be well prepared in advance. The earlier
it is done, the better condition it will be in for
planting. Keeping in view^ that it will have to
sustain the bushes or trees over a number of years,
ample manure must be trenched in. both under the
top and in the lower spits. Where the soil is known
to be devoid of the essential plant foods, a sprink-
ling of bone-meal or other nourishment should
be added as the work proceeds.

Fruit Under Glass.

Successional Trees.—Where the grower has
not sufficient space at command to nurse
young Nectarine and Peach trees for filling up
possible blanks, caused by exhausted trees having
to be discarded, some young ones should be
purchased and planted outdoors, against a south
wall for preference. These should now be planted,
and later on trained carefully, where they will
be of service in later years to take the place
indoors of older trees.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The majority of
the early trees are now fast dropping their leaves.
Sometimes, for the sake of housing Chrysanthe-
mums beneath them, they are removed prematurely.
This practice cannot be too strongly condenmed.
Still, if the foliage is thoroughly ripe, no harm
comes from removing the leaves, providing
the buds are not injured during the operation.
A light brush made of Birch twigs may be
used if it is applied in the same direction as the
branches of the trees are growing.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Casilemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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NOTES ON KITCHEN
GARDEN CROPS.

THE tropical heat experienced in many
districts during the third week in

September caused the crops of Autumn
Giant and similar varieties of Cauli-

flower to run riot. Several in our own

district started feeding pigs on speci-

mens' which, in the ordinary way, would have

fetched threepence each. What a pity the

growers did not adopt the plan, pretty general

in many gardens, of digging these up when about

three parts grown and laying the roots in damp
soil with the heads facing north. A shady

portion of a large wood often enables us to keep

surplus heads in good condition for several weeks,

while a cool, dark shed serves a useful purpose

when these turn in too rapidly for immediate

consumption. Small growers, please note. We
have now reached the fringe of the sea^n when

choice vegetables are likely to be scarce, and

quite one of the choicest among these is the

Cauliflower.

Tomatoes in Pots.—When these are no longer

on the active list, do not throw the soil on to the

rubbish heap as worthless ; there yet remains

much that will help some other crop to make a

good start in life. Certainly one of the best uses

to which this can be put is, after being sifted,

to store it in a dry shed, and next February use it for

bedding the early Peas in, also for covering them

after sowing. Failing this, use it when preparing

the seed-bed for Brassicas. Whenever possible,

let the bed of spring Cabbage contain more than

one variety, as seasons count much with this

crop. What did well last year may be quite

out of the running—as far as early heads are

concerned—next year, and as it is these we want,

avoid failure by having more than one string to

your bow. Several years ago I saw many thou-

sands of Imperial, not a bolter among them ; last

year the reverse was the case. We grew half a

dozen varieties ; four were wise and two were

foolish. Had we relied absolutely upon the two

last, what then ?

A Word to the Wise.^—Inexperienced readers

are warned against the folly, often indulged in at

this season, of destroying August-sown beds of

Turnips, simply because they have not bulbed as

early as expected. The experience of the past

twelve years proves there to be yet ample time

for what at present appears to be only greens

developing into useful Turnips before the end

of November, and even should this not be the case,

these tops may still be dug into the ground, where

they will soon decay and form maniure. Where

beds of half-developed Lettuce are growing in

such exposed positions as to cause doubt as to

their ability to withstand a sharp snap, the grower

is advised to choose the lesser evil, lifting each

with a good ball of soil and replanting a foot

away from a warm wall, watering well in. Parsley

is in constant demand throughout the winter, and

although it takes a very severe frost to kiU it,

risks should not be run ; and in the event of heavy

snow, it will be found that Parsley-hunting is not

nearly the exciting sport many of us find fox-

hunting to he. (In food, of course, Mr. Editor.)

A few old rough boards, nailed together, make a

very good temporary frame for this crop, needing

but the covering of a few bushy sticks and sacks

to prevent harm from the most severe frost.

Parsley transplants quite safely now. Get well

down to the roots, burying these deeply in the

new quarters, and always follow up the planting

by giving a good watering.

Shortly after established beds of Seakale go

to rest, i.e., lose their large leaves, lift some of

the most promising crowns and store them in a cool

shed. Next month these may be brought into

growth by introducing them to a heated house, and

this not necessarily a glass one. A dark place

in a warm kitchen will grow real good Seakale.

Grading Boot Crops.—Where, at the time of

lifting the various root crops it is usual to get

into winter quarters before the close of the present

month, the time of the grower permits it to be

done, it will be an advantageous plan if, instead

of mixing all the badly shaped, bruised, or under-

sized specimens of each and storing them together,

these latter are put aside for present use, and

only those stored away the condition of which

shows them to be dependable for keeping over a

period of many months, much unpleasantness

and loss would be spared the grower.

To show the importance of this, it should be

remembered that Parsnips showing signs of decay

at the crown soon become worthless after being

in the store. A single decayed Carrot is often

directly responsible for the loss of many scores
;

while apart from the unpleasant smell arising

from a single Onion which has lost its culinary

value, its contciminating presence with sound

bulbs cannot fail to have a detrimental effect

upon what to most growers is a ver^' important crop.

Feeding Leeks.—^The advice to discontinue

feeding, or applying stimulants, to growing crops

after the end of this month does not apply to Leeks,

for growers of large quantities of these will have

noticed that, providing we get the usual mild

autumns and early winters to which we have now

become accustomed, the amount of new growth

made by healthy plants of these, after what is

termed the end of the growing season, is truly

remarkable ; and as nothing we cultivate is more

hardy than this, and fewer supper dishes more

generally acceptable, it goes without saying that,

if it is within the power of the grower to accelerate

the growth and increase the length of stem, it

is wise for him to do so.

Speaking for ourselves, and having a very

porous soil to deal with, we never think a thorough

soaking with moderately strong liquid manure

is out of season where this crop is concerned, a

regular deluge being given to the soU between the

rows in all save the most frosty weather, the

result being I can commend the plan to others,

particularly where the soil is light, or to those

having soil which, at the time of planting the

crop, lacked the addition of those valuable and

sustaining food properties a liberal dressing of farm-

yard manure assures.

The Way to Deal with Unripe Tomatoes.

—

Where plants in the open air still carry unripe

fruits of these, it will no longer be safe to leave

them exposed to certain ruin which a spell of bad

weather assures ; but if, instead of picking these

fruits off close to the stem and laying them in boxes

as sometimes advised—which invariably means

considerable loss through decay, while others which

remain usually become so badly shrivelled as to

be of little use, save for soups, &c.—the grower is

advised to cut away a good portion of the stem

with the bunches, and hang these in a sunny

window ; here it will be found the fruits colour

more quickly, retain their plump condition and

good flavour for quite a long period, while the

losses from decay will be nil. F. R. Castle.

APPEAL TO COUNTRY PEOPLE.
The following practical suggestions, among others,

are issued by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

Whitehall Place, London, S.W. :

Produce Food for Yourselves !—Everyone

who lives in the country or has a garden can

produce something to eat—the more the better :

vegetables, fruit, poultry, eggs, rabbits, milk,

cheese. Plant at once what you can, and prepare

in all possible ways for next year's cropping.

Every plant in your garden may save you money !

Produce all you can ; buy as little as possible !

Cultivate thoroughly ! Destroy insect pests and

weeds ! Prepare manure !

Preserve and Store Your Crops with Care !

—

The finest harvesting may be rendered useless by

bad storing. Protect from the weather ! Destroy

vermin ! Store your own vegetables ! Bottle

your fruit or make jam or pulp of it ! Preserve

your eggs when abundant ! Cure your own bacon !

Eat little meat ! Replace meat by mUk, cheese.

Peas, Beans and Lentils, which are as rich in

flesh-formers as meat and much cheaper. Use

more vegetables ! Eat more fruit

!

Cook Vegetables by Steaming !—Boilmg in

water reduces their food value ! Cook Potatoes

in their skins ! Use the Hay-box Cooker; it

will save coal.

Use Less Coal !—Bum wood, peat, &c., when-

ever possible !

Save Fodder !—Use Acorns, Chestnuts and

beech-mast for stock ; Bracken for litter ; all

suitable straw for fodder ; fodder crops for

pigs. Keep pigs, poultry or rabbits to eat up house

refuse, damaged vegetables, light corn !

Waste Nothing !—Buy nothing from abroad

that can be produced at home !

BRACKEN AS LITTER.
In view of the present high cost of feeding stuffs,

it is necessary that as much as possible of their

manurial value shoiild be recovered in the manure.

The fact that the ordinary supplies of potash

are meanwhile cut off furnishes another reason

for preserving manure, especially liquid manure,

with great care ; liquid manure is rich in potash.

In districts, therefore, where straw is scarce,

or where it can be profitably fed to stock, farmers

and horse-keepers should use for litter any other

suitable material that may be available at a reason-

able cost. Bracken or " Fern " is specially

worthy of attention at the present time.

Bracken possesses considerable value as litter,

and in many places it may be obtained for the

cost of cutting and carting. Bracken harvested

while still green usually contains as much phosphoric

acid as straw, and much more nitrogen, but less

potash. If exposed to rain throughout the winter,

a considerable loss of substance is likely to result,

although Bracken cut in April has been found, on

analysis, to have a similar composition to straw.

Bracken possesses a considerable power of

absorbing ammonia and urine. To secure the full

absorptive effect, however. Bracken must be

very thoroughly trampled upon by stock.

Manure made from Bracken may be expected

to be equal in chemical composition to manure

made from straw. On the other hand, it takes

longer to decompose in the soil, the fibrous woody

stem being only slowly attacked. It therefore

opens up the soil more, and is for that reason

likely to be more useful on a heavy clay than on

a light, sandy soil. Bracken should be cut and

dried in autumn.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
VIOLA PRIMULffiFOLIA AND UNOPENED FLOWERS

(£; jj )._Thc flowtTS that never open borne by the

Violets are quite common in many species, and are known as

cleisto<»amous flowers. They usually produce quite

fertile seeds, and are formed, as a rule, in the later part

of the year, after the norma! flowers are over. The

ordinary flowers of some Violets do not seed, or but rarely,

and these cleistogamous flowers are formed for the purpose

of ensuring seed production. Possibly removing the

plants to a rather more open situation would induce them

to flower in the spring.

PROPAGATING BULBS {Fninces Mnnj Glossop).—

Unfortunately, you omit to say to what class of bulbs

vou refer, but, assuming it to be the Daffodil, you could

plant all the sinaUer divisions or offsets in a reserve plot

Sr in a nursery bed in lines, where, in well-cultivated soil,

they would be safe for two years at least. Arrange the

bulbs an inch or 2 inches apart, the lines 9 inches or a foot

asunder If they are Tnlips. a more sandy soil would

be required -nith annual lifting and resting. Should the

above not apply, please ivrite us again and say exactly

to what bulbs you refer.

OXALIS ENNEAPHYLLA AND LINARIA (James

Piilerson) It is very unusual for the Oxalis to be flowering

so late and in the good condition to which you refer,

and we are wondering whether it is the outcome and

development of a spring planting or a second flowering.

If the latter it is more unusual stiU. The Lmaria usually

behaves like a biennial, unless it is in the poorest of soils,

adjacent to rocks, or springing up in a gravel path, as

it often does from self-sown seeds. In rock fissures

it is often a good perennial, but in richer soils Uable to

die out quite suddenly. The Wulfenia delights in a cool

nook in rather rich soil, and in such is quite tractable.

We should consider soil poverty and dryness at the roots

the chief reasons why the flowers did not develop. Try

the plant in richer soil—peat, leaf-mould and loam equally

—

and in a cool or slightly moist place.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROOT-PRUNING HOSES (Rose).—Most certainly we

should ad^^se yon to transplant the bushes. Whenever

Roses appear to be declining in vigour, be they bushes

or standards, they should be transplanted, and as early

in October as the state of the soil will permit. You should

have the plants dug up, all the foliage remo\ed and cut back

hard any soft shoots. Prune the roots back fairly hard,

nreservin" as many of the small fibrous roots as possible.

The'n put^ the plants in a trench, cover the roots well

with soil, and give a good watering, if Ihis trench is in

the shade so much the better. Proceed next to overhaul

the Rose-beds, digging them 2 feet to 3 feet deep, and

work into the lower soil food manure, basic slag, and

any burnt garden refuse you may have. A little weu-

rot'ted manure may be mixed with the top foot of soil.

After allowin" the tieds to settle down for about ten days,

replant the Roses, giving each plant a handful of bone-

flour just beneath the surface soil and well scattering it

about. We thank you for your sympathetic reference to

our late Editor, who always studied to the full extent of

his power the best interests of readers.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INSECT ATTACKING LEAVES OF THE SWEET

CHESTNUT (H. 7'.).—The Sweet Chestnut foliage is

attacked by one of the leaf-mining caterpillars, which

later become minute moths. We do not anticipate

serious injury from the attack, nor do we think spraying

would alleviate it. It would be well, if the trees are small,

to collect the attacked leaves and burn them, as this

would be likclv to reduce the trouble .nnother year.

SHORTAGE OF FARMYARD MANURE (S. 0. R.).—

We quite appreciate your difliculty in the shortage of

farmyard manure, and with so many liorses at the Front

there appears little likelihood of getting a supply for

some time to come. We certainly cannot recommend
the use of so-called radium manures. They have given

negative results in experiments. As a substitute for

farmyard manure you will find Wakclcy's Hop Manure
of good value. It is a natural manure specially treated

with artificial fertilisers. It is concentrated, and needs

only to be applied as a very light dressing.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—H'. Ilnmw.—l, Aster Novi-

Belgii Perrv'.-* Pink : 2, .\ster Nov,'c-Anglia;,type probably

—

such things are almost impossible to name correctly from
a solitary flower-head ; 3, Aster Novie-Angliffi roseus.

There are several good firms in the county you name
who could supply plants* though for modern sorts a

spnrialist would be iK-st.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—y. B. Bull—I, Ecklinvillc ;

2, Stamford Pippin. U. J. S.—Apples : 1, Newton
Wonder ; 2 and 3, Hawthornden : 4, Lamb Abbey Pear-

main ; .I, Cellini. Pears: 1, Brown Beurrc ; 2, Easter

Beiirri:' ; 3, Bergamotte Esperen ; 4, Winter Nells.

Polio, Ross-shire.— 1, Warner's King ; 2, Withington
FiUbasket ; 3, Worcester Pearmain ; 4, Beauty of Bath

;

5, Ecklinville ; 6, Ixird Grosvenor ; 7, Duchess of Olden-

burg ; 8, not included; 9, Yorkshire Beauty; 10,

Cliristmas Pearmain ; 11, Wyken Pippin ; 12, Devonshire
Qaarrenden.

OBITUARY.
C. F. BALL.

Mr. C. F. Ball, who in times of peace held the

position of assistant keeper of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin, has, we are extremely

sorry to learn, heen killed in the Dardanelles.

At the outbreak of war he joined the D (Pals)

Company of the 7th Royal Dublin Fusiliers. A
life full of promise and still in the vigour of youth

has been given for his comitry and in the cause of

justice. All honour to his memory. Four years

ago, Mr. Ball, accompanied by the writer of these

notes, journeyed to Bulgaria for the purpose of

visiting the famous Rose garden of Europe, and

to collect plants from the Balkan mountains and

Rhodope Alps. He was a delightful companion,

unassuming, sincere, and a most lovable ma-i.

Seldom did any plants of interest escape his

ifi-ii?.irir
-y

mitii'j

THE LATE C. F. BALL.

keen and well-trained eye. I well remem-
ber how, one day on the Shipka Pass, his

face brightened with delight on finding the rare

albino form of Haberlea rhodopensis. As the

result of his travels Mr. Ball read a very inter-

esting paper before the Royal Horticultural

Society on the flora of Bulgaria and the Maritime

Alps, illustrated by lantern slides prepared from

many of his own photographs. Mr. Ball occasion-

ally contributed notes to these pages on hardy

plants at Glasnevin, and for the past five years

he successfully edited Irish Gardening. For

three and a half years he worked at Messrs.

Barron and Son's, Elvaston, Derby, and he was
later employed in Messrs. Barr and Sons' nursery

at Long Ditton. He ente'ed Kew in igoo, and

left in 1906, after working in the rock garden

and herbaceous grounds. He was immensely

popular, and commanded a good deal of

respect as an athlete as well as a student.

His loss is made the more pathetic since he

was married only a few months ago, and to

his widow we extend our sincere and heartfelt

sympathy.

SOCIETIES.
READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'

ASSOCIATION.

The first meetintr of the autumn session was field on
October 4 in the Abbey Hall (by kind permission of Messrs
Sutton and Sons), and was well attended. The president,
Mr. F. B. Parfitt, presided, and was supported by the
chairman and vice-chairman (Mr. H. Goodizer, Stonham
House Gardens, and Mr. E. Blackwell, FoxhiU Gardens).
The subject for the evening was " The Recent Visit to
Bear Wood Gardens," and a very interesting discussion
took place on many of the crops noticed, such as Grapes,
Melons, Tomatoes, Peas irounn'j under ^lass, and Cauli-
flowers ; also Sweet Peas in pots for flowerin : early
in the season, and blight and silver-leaf on Plums. Much
valuable information was given by Mr. J. T. Tubb, head-
sardener, Bear Wood Gardens, in answering the various
questions put by the members. Owing to the resigna-
tion of Mr LawTencc Castle from the offi eo'hon. secretary,
Mr. H. G. Cox of 80, Hamilton Road has been appointed
his successor.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

A LECTURE arranged by this society was held in the
Religious Institution Rooms, Glasgow, on the evening
of Octoljfr 6. Mr. D. G. Purdie, chairman of directors,
presided over a good attendance. The lecture of the
evening was j,iven by Mr. John Highgate, gardener to
the Marquis of Linlithgow, Hopetoun House, South
Queensferry. Mr. Highgate's subject was "The Use of
Perennial Plants in the Embellishment of Present-day
Gardens." It was dealt with in an exhaustive and
attractive manner by Mr. Highgate, as may be expected
from one who is doing such good work in this way in the
noble gardens under his charge, where hardy perennials
are utilised in a magnificent way. Mr. HigJigate dis-
cussed his subject very fully, and gave many details regard-
ing suitable plants, selecting for special prominence a
number of effective and useful subjects of a bold character,
as well as those of dwarf habit. Alpines were recom-
mended for edgings. Mr. Highgate also strongly advo-
cated the planting of flowers which would give a supply
of bloom over as extended a period as possible. He
spoke warmly in favour of planting in chimps. The
lecture was illustrated by a number of excellent views.
Mr. Highgate was heartily thanked.

NATIONAL SWEET PSA SOCIETY.
The annual general meeting of this society was held
on October 11 at tlie Royal Horticultural Society's Hall,
Vincent Square, Westminster. The meeting was presided
over by Mr. E. H. Christy, chairman of committee. From
the report of the committee it is apparent that the war
has seriously affected the society. Though eighty-three
new members have joined, seventy actual resignations

have been received, four gone away and three deceased,
while many of the affiliated societies are unable to continue
their membership, but twO new ones have joined. Many
subscriptions from members for 1915 are unpaid. But it

i^ still hoped that some of these will come in.

The Trials were held as usual. Mr. Reginald W.
Christy of Boyton Hall, Roxwell. near Chelmsford, was
appointed Trials Superintendent, and grew the stocks
there. The committee are to be congratulated on their

choice, for a finer set of trials has never been grown for

the society. The plants were healthy, robust and even,
and not a weed was to be seen. Hearty thanks to Mr.
Christy and his daughter, who has been his right hand,
were enthusiastically expressed.

The Society's Rolf of Honour.—Among those serving
their King and country are many members of the society

and the following members of the committee, viz.. Captain
Vernon T. Hill. Major Martin F. Hitchings, A. L. F.

Cook, N. S. Thornton, B. Peyraan and E. J. Gee. Among
the fallen is Major Cautley B.S.O., who was killed in

action.
Finance.—The report concludes : "Undoubtedly the

war has had a great deal to do with the financial side of

the society this year. We have had a great drop in

ttie amount paid in for members' subscriptions. Last
year we received £291 15s. 5d. ; for 1915, £209 16s. 9d. ;

and from the affiliated societies the amount received in

1914 was £f>2 4s. ; for 1915 we have only received £28 7s.

These losses in themselves are a serious matter for the
societj'. The gate money for the London show, 1015,
was £13 5s. 6d. against £19 19s. in 1914. The committee
recognised at the outset of the year that we might expect
some falling off as a natural consequence of the critical

times, and, in endeavouring to guard against this, econo-
mised in every department where it was possible, as the
financial statement will show."

Election of Oncers.—On the proposition of Mr. .T. S.

Brunton, seconded by Mr. A. Ireland, Mr. E. W. King
was unanimously elected president for the cusuing year.

Mr. J. S. Brunton was elected chairman. Mr. E. Sherwood
re-elected treasurer, and Mr. H. D. Tigwell re-elected

secretary of the society. The new members of the general

committee are Messrs. A. C. Bartlett, Herbert Cowley,
G. H. Burt and E. H. Cliristy. Messrs. R. Bolton. Cam-
forth, and J Malcolm, Dunbar, were added to the pro-

vincial corresponding members of conmiittee, while the
following specialists comprise the new floral committee

:

Messrs. A. Ireland. T. Jones, G. H. Burt, T. Stevenson,
T. A. Weston, E. H. Christy, C. H. Curtis, A. Malcolip

and A. Hallam
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The ordinary fortnightly meeting of the society, held

on the 12th inst., was full of interest and beauty
for the time of year. Hardy flowers, such as Dahlias, Koses
and Michaelmas Daisies, were in plenty and of good quality.

A chief feature of attraction was the conifers from Craw-
ley, the collection of these being of more than ordinary
interest. Nerines were very pretty. Fruit and Orchids
were in the minority, a' few distinct novelties were
granted awards.

Floral Coohttef.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

E. A. Bowles, G. Reuthe, C. Bh.k, J. W. Moorman, ^X
Howe, J. Jennings, W. H. Page, C. Dixon, H. J. Jones,

C. E. Pearson, C. E. Shea. J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. P. Thom-
son, W. G. Baker, E. H. Jenkins, R. C. Notcutt and
W. Cuthbertson.
Without doul)t the outstanding feature of the meeting

was the remarkable exhibit of shrubs and coniferous
plants arrafigetl by SEessrs. J. Cheal ar-d Sons, Crawley,
at the western end of the hall, and in all probabihty it

ranked amonj^ the finest of its kind ever staged at one of

these meetings. Full of interest and variety, it was
equally replete wi h charm and that freshness wbich charac-
terises the groT\'th of almost all plants in districts outside

the smoke area. Of a highly representative character,

the group inchrdcd many plants of merit and distinction,

such as Cupressus taraariscifolia, C. in^ertexta, C. pul-

cherrima (of a mixed golden and glaucous tint), C.

Stewartii (golden, of very distinct form), C. Shawii (of

a gracefully drooping type), C. fllifera glauca, G. alba
spica, C. forsteckiana (of dwarf, spreading habit), and C.

Wissellii (whose striking red flowers in spring render it

indispensable among these plants). Of Abies, A. arizonica,

A. nigra Domnetti, A. polita and A. hookeriana are a

quartet of the most distinct of these. Taxus baccala
adprcssa aurea is at once good, distinct and rare, while
Ketinosjora ericoides, R. obtusa pygraaea, 11 o. Crippsii

(the finest golden conifer extant) and R. lycopodioides
are others of great merit. Pines in variety, in lu'in.'

Pinus beu^Toniensis (one of the best of the piumy class),

were also well represented. In addition Liquidambar,
Cotoneaster frigida, with Cornus elegantissima, Berberis
Thunbergii (of most brilliant colour), Oak'i and other
foliage plants afforded briUiant colour tints ?o welcome
at this season. A good idea of the extent of tl.e arrange-
ment may be gathered from the fact that sonrn' 120 varieties

of conifers alone were staged.
Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, contributed

an excellent lot of Dahlias, chiefly of the Pfeony, decora-
tive, Collarette and Cactus sections. Hohnan Hunt
(crimson), Phidias (salmon) and Ap! rodite of the first-

named set were all admirable.
Messrs. Piper, Barnes and Bayswater, displayed a mixed

group of shrubs, in wiiicli Berberis Wilsona;, B. W erccta
B. trifoliata, B. Frcmontii, Ilex Pernyii, with Pernettyas
and Clematises in variety, which included C. campanile,
Pyracantha, Euonymus and the flue-leaved Vines were
among the more important. 'J'his firm also staged a
large collection of Dahlias in variety.

Messrs. Harkncss and Sons, Hitchin, showed excellent
Roses, of whicii Lady Hillingdon, Lyon Rose, Mme.
Edouard Herriot, Duche.ss of Wellington, Edu Meyer,
Snow Queen and John Hill were among the more impor-
tant.

Mr. J, B. Ridins, Chingford, Essex, had an excellent
display of Dahlias, largely of the Pjeony section. Boil-

deau (pure white), Queen Mary (pink decorative), Marianne
(orange amber), ifrs. 3. C. Vaughan (yellow), Geant of
Lyons (crimson) and Sulphurea (decorative) wore among
the more important. Representatives of the rarely
seen Anemone Dahlias were also on view. M. Gauthron
(pink) of this set was very beautiful.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, staged excellent
Roses. Rayon d*Or, Lyon Rose, Irish Elegance, Lady
Hillingdon (of glorious colour), JIme. Edouard Herriot,
A. R. Goodwin, Snow Queen, Perle d'Or, Hugh Dickson
and George Dickson were a few of those staged in superb
form.
The Roses from Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, T^\Tford, were

also very beautiful, his best stands being Florence Haswell
Veitch, Snow Queen, Joanna Bridge, Old Gold, Comtessc
du Cayla, Princess Mary (a glorious sintrle crimson),
Lady Hillingdon and Jlrs. John Foster (fire red), all

finely shown. Vases of hips of the new Chinese Rosa
Moyesii were in all probability an even greater attraction
than the stands of flowers, by reason of their higli orna-
mental beauty.

Messrs. AUwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, displayed
vases of excellent Carnations, of' which Fairmount (helio-
trope), Salmon Encliantress, Champion (scarlet), Cinderella
(fancy), Wivelsfield White and Princess Dagmar were
some of the best.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, had a most
delightful exhibit of hardy Ferns, almost wholly Scolo-
pendriums. Of these, S. vulgare crispum grande is un-
doubtedly one of the most handsome. S. v. K.elwayii
is a 2-inch high crested pigmy sort. S. v. muricato-grandi-
ceps, S. V. m. tenue, S. v. crispum flmbriatum, S. v
ramo-cristatum, S. v, undulato-cristatum and S. v.
cristato-ramosum were others of great distinction and
merit. The rich deep colour of this tribe at this season
renders it most valuable and attractive.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford, again showed

the cluster Roses Queen Alexandra, Trier, Danae, Moon-
light and Clytemnestra ; a very charming set.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, showed a

small collection of alpiucs, in which were seen a varietv
of interesting things.

Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Merstham, had a grand lot
of Chrysanthemums, of which the stands of Le^Pactole
(bronze). Crimson Polly, Early Buttercup (goldenl, Fram-
fleld Early white and Belle Mauve were all good and
distinct.

Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, showed well of .Alichaelmas
Dairies, Japanese Anemones and other good autumn
flowers. The plant of greatest charm, however, was
Gcntiana ornata.

The Misses Price and Fyfe, Birchgrove, Sussex, showed
a variety of border Chrysanthemums.

Jlr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, in a hardy plant exhibit,

had some interesting species of Crocus, also the white
forms of speciosus and pulchcllus, two very beautiful

sorts. Colchicums and Nerines were good.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, fllled a table ^Nith berried

plants. Vines, Ivies and the like.

Jlessrs. H. J. Jones, Limited, Lewisham, had a lovely

table of Michaelmas Daisies in large, handsome stands,
Henry Adams (fine blue) being one of the best. (>?rus

(rosy), Charles Seymour (grey blue), Nova?-Anglise pul-

chcllus, Lil Fardell (rich red) and Ryecroft Pink were a

few of the most beautiful in a really fine lot. Gladys
Dunelian (pale blue) was very fine

.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Dover, had a show>- group of

autumn flowers, in which Michaelmas Daisies and Rud-
beckias were the chief.

The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham, Elstree, showed an
interesting table "of cut shrubs, the more sho^^'^,• beinc
Euonymus americanus (rich scarlet), Lomaria Maackii.
Cratsegus cognata (scarlet), Hippophae rhamnoides
(very fine) and Berberis vulsaris (one of the most brillianl).

Dishes of Quince, Nuts, Crabs, Grapes, Pyrus, Rose
and other fruits constituted an interesting feature alonr
the front of the group.

ftlr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, showed well of Phloxes.
Michaelmas Daisies, Aster Amellus King George, Cimici-
fuga simplex and other good autumn flowers.

Messrs. Dobbic and Co., Edinburgh, has a superb lot

of Collarette Dahlias. St. Abbs (ruby crimson and
cream). Scarlet Queen, Diadem (rosy cerise). Maidens
(yellow) and Carron (orange red) were some of the finer
and more distinct.

Mr. John Pigg, Royston, Herts, staged some admirable
Roses. Lyon Rose, Juliet. Mme. E. Herriot, Ladv
Hillingdon (grand colour). Lady Pirrie. Souv. de Pierre
Notting, Dora van Tets (fine crimson, of rare sul>stance
and fragrance), Jonkheer J. L. Mock .^nd Pink and While
Cochet were all notable and good. La Tosca (flesh) was
al-o good.

Messr'i. W. C^itbush and Son, Highgate. N., arranged
a huge bank of Michaelmas Daisies, of which Climax,
Blue Beard, The Queen, Golden Spray and Sirius were
very fine. The varieties of rordifoliiis were also excel-
lently staged.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C., had an
exhibit of Nerines and Crocuses, one of the most charm'ne
thinsrs in the show. Of the former, coruscars maior,
Mrs. Douglas (pink), Venus (salmon). Vivid (very rich
in colour), and Countess Bathurst (two shades of pink) were
all ex'-ellent. The Crocuses were very beautiful and in
variety.
The beautiful show of the new Carnation Alice (soft

pink) was a pleasant surprise to visitors. Philadelphia,
Benora, Salmon King and Champion were other Carna-
tions shown in splendid form by Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co., Bush Hill Park, Middlesex.

Frfit and Veget.able Committee.
Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. A. R.

Allan, H. J. Wright, E. A. Bunvard, Owen Thomas and
E. Beckett.
A silver-gilt Knight ian medal was awarded to the

Barnham Nurseries, Limited, Barnham, Sussex, for a
very choice collection of dessert and cooking Apples.
Colour and quality left Uttle to be desired, and some
particularly good baskets of Cox's Pomona, Kino: of the
Pippins, Emperor Alexander and Ben's Red were noted.

Orchid Committee.
Present: J. G. Fowler, Esq.(chairman). Sir Harry J.Veitch.

an I Messrs. J. O'Brien. Gurney Wilson, W. Bolton, S. W.
inory, A. Dye, W. P. Bound, W. H. Hatcher, H. G.
Alexander, W. Cobb, T. Armstrong, A. McBean, J. Charles-
worth, Pantia RaUi, C. H. Cur; is and R. A. Rolfe.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, showed Clonia
and Balmoral, two flue Laelio-Cattleyas ; also a nice batch
of Cattleya Mantinii Sander's type, and many Orchids
of botanical interest.

A meritorious group of Odontoglossum grande was
sent by Dr. Miquel Lacroze, Roehampton Lane, S.W.
Very bright indeed were the Cattleyas, Odonliodas

and Vanda cajrulea shown by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co..
Jarvisbrook. Sussex.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, showed Cattleya
Sybil (C. aurea x C. irideseens) in an interesting and
meritorious collection.

Orcliids in season, sucli as Odontoglossum percultum
Olympia, Cattleya Fabia alba and Brasso-Cattleya Queen
Alexandra, were shown by ilessrs. Charlesworth and
Co., Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

Sergeant R. L. Corry.—We leam with deep

regret that Sergeant R. L. Corry, who was serving

with the Honourable Artillery Company, has been

killed at the Front. Sergeant Corry, aged twenty-

five years, was the youngest surviving son of

Mr. W. Longman Corry, horticultural sundries-

man, of Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden. In

a letter conveying the sad news to deceased's

father, the captain of his company concludes

:

" By his death the regiment has lost one of its

best N.C.O.'s. In B Company, where he was

everybody's friend, his loss will be most keenly

felt. He invariably carried out his duties in a

most soldierly mamier, and at the same time

in a most cheery spirit, and was beloved by all."

'* Le Jardin,"—Our Parisian contemporary

and namesake, after discontinuing its publication

for some months on the outbreak of the war.

started again a few months ago. Although a

fortnightly publication in the ordinary way,
it has been obliged to limit its appearance to one
number per month, and that, owing to circum-
stances easily understood, somewhat reduced in

size. The current number contains notes con-
cerning horticulturists killed or wounded at the

Front ; an article by one of its contributors, a

returned prisoner of war ; and a short biographical

sketch of Captain Bernet, the first Frenchman
to raise Chrysanthemums from seed.

A Booklet on Fruit Preserving.—The value
and importance of a small handbook by Mrs.

Helen Wyldon is based principally on the methods
which it advocates of preserving nearly all kinds

of fruit without the aid of sugar, a matter of con-

siderable interest, owing to the high prices ruling

for this commodity. While consumers of sugar

are naturally hoping for falling prices later on, it

is still a most helpful treatise for the present

moment, its chief merit being that small quantities

of jam can be made from time to time in the interim

from the sugarless preserve. The booklet contains

brief and concise advice, which can be followed by
all cultivators of fruit or those interested in pre-

serving, whether they be professional, amateur,

or the humble cottager, and is published at the

modest price of one shilling by Messrs. Polsue,

Limited, Gough House, Gough Square, Fleet

Street, E.C.

A Profitable Hospital Garden at Exeter.—
The garden and grounds of the Royal Devon
and Exeter Hospital, situated almost within

the shadow of the towers of Exeter Cathedral,

cover an area of about two acres. Since the

committee took the management of the garden
into its own hands, the income, year by year,

has s eadily increased, as the following four years'

returns will show : Garden produce in igri yielded

£144; in 1912, £r47 ; in 1913. £i57 ; in 1914,

£177 ; and the returns for the present year promise
to maintain or exceed the gradual increase in

revenue. Mr. P. C. M. Veitch, who is a governor
of the institution and personally superintends

the whole of the practical work of the garden,

has for some years made a liberal present of bulbs

—

Hyacinths, Tulips, Daffodils, &c.—for planting

in the borders and odd corners of the grounds.

It may be mentioned that the cropping of the

garden permits of the cultivation of many flowers

for piiking for the wards, such as Sweet Peas,

Asters. Stocks, Mignonette, and other useful

annuals for cutting.

Burhill Intensive Gardens.—These gardens
at Walton-on-Thames, under the organisation

of Mr. Elderbert F. Hawes, are now being opened
as a training centre in order to demonstrate the

enormous possibilities which exist in this country

for extending the production of our home-grown
food supplies when their cultivation is conducted
on the most modern and scientific principles.

Large and varied experiments relating to the

highly productive system of French gardening,

with its hot-beds, frames and cloches, and the

continuous methods of cropping and intercropping,

have been carried out there during the past six

years in order to ascertain its true value. This

system has now been adapted to meet the British

requirements. By deep cultivation, the liberal

and judicious uses of suitable manures, and light

shelter arrangements for the tender crops in the

earlier stages of their growth, the actual cost of

production is kept at a minimum in relation to

the great increase of produce obtained.

Catalogues Received.
Ant. Roozen and Son, Ovcrveca. Haarlem, Holland

:

Bulbs.
Charles Turner, The Royal Nurseries, Slough : Bulbs.

*** The Yearly Subscription to IHF. Gxrdeh is : Ivhind^
Gs. Orf. ,- Fo>-?ion, Ss. !>(/.
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YOUCAN SAVE MONEY
By Growing Your Own Vegetables and Fruit.

Books that will help you to do so are included in this list :

VEGETABLE GROWING MADE EASY, by OWEN THOMAS and
GEORGE WYTHES, F.R.H.S., V.M.H., and THE COOKING OF
VEGETABLES, by Mrs. FRANCES KEYZER.
In one volume of nearly 200 pages and 30 illustrations, l/- net ; cloth l/6 net ; by post 3d. extra.

" A really valuable book."

—

The Lady.

FRUIT GROWING FOR BEGINNERS. By F. W. HARVEY.
140 pages. 40 illustrations. Is. net ; cloth Is. 6d. net ; postage 3d. extra.

" An amazing amount of information is packed into this book."

—

Evening News.

ROSE GROWING MADE EASY. By E. T. COOK.
200 pages. 30 illustrations. Is. net ; cloth Is. 6d. net ; postage 3d. extra.

" Ought to be in the hands of every rose-grower."

—

Aberdeen Free Press.

THE HARDY FLOWER BOOK. By E. H. JENKINS.
50 illustrations and coloured frontispiece. 2s. 6d. net ; by post 2s. lOd.

" The amateur gardener who covets success should read ' The Hardy Flower Book.' "

—

Dailt Mail.

THE UNHEATED GREENHOUSE. By Mrs. K. L. DAVmSON.
Cheap Edition, 5s. net ; by post 5s. 4d.
" It is the function of Mrs. Davidson's book to provide hints and directions how to build an unhealed greenhouse, and how to cultivate the
plants that can be cultivated with advantage without artificial heat."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

THE ENGLISH VEGETABLE GARDEN. By Various Experts.
Cheap Edition. 5s. net ; by post 5s. 6d.
" Of a thoroughly practical nature, and covers the whole ground from the trenching of the land to the gathering of the produce."

—

Field.

ROCK AND WATER GARDENS, their Making and Planting. By F. H. MEYER, Edited by
E. T. COOK.
6s. net ; by post 6s. 4d.
" In this book the author has studied every detail of Nature's ways in order to reproduce in the garden the charms of natural scenery."—Standard.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS. By E. T. COOK.
6th Edition, revised and enlarged. Nearly 700 pages, 250 illustrations, plans, diagrams and coloured plates. 12s. 6d,

net ; by post, 13s.

"One cannot speak in too high praise of this book."

—

Morning Post.

WALL AND WATER GARDENS, with Chapters on the Rock Garden, the Heath Garden, and the
Paved Water Garden. By GERTRUDE JEKYLL.
5th Edition, revised and enlarged. 200 illustrations. 12s. 6d. net ; by post 12s. lid.
" He who will consent to follow Miss Jekyll aright will find that under her guidance the old walls, the stone steps, the rockeries, the
ponds, or streamlets of his garden will presently blossom with all kinds of flowers undrejimed of, and become marvels of varied
foliage."

—

Times.

COLOUR SCHEMES FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN. By GERTRUDE
JEKYLL.
3rd Edition. Over 100 illustrations and plsinting plans. 12s. 6d. net ; by post 13s.

"Miss Jekyll has spent a lifetime in learning how to grow and place flowers so as to make the
most beautiful and satisfying effects, and she has imparted the hMits of her experience in these
deUghtful pages."

—

Daily Mail.

"COUNTRY LIFE"

BOOKS ARE THE

CONSTANT COMPAN-

IONS OF ALL GOOD
GARDENERS.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES. By GERTRUDE
JEKYLL and LAWRENCE WEAVER.
3rd Edition, revised and enlarged. 300 qucirto pages, and over 400 superb illustrations.

15s. net ; by post 15s. 7d.
" There could be no more helpful book to consult."

—

Spectator.

These are but a few of the notable books in the " Country Life " Library. A complete Illustrated Catalogue will be sent post free

on application to the Offices of " COUNTRY LIFE." 20. Tavistock Street, Cotent Gaedeni W.C.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
New Rose Hadley.—The standard of the ideal

Rose has been much advanced during the last

decade. Roses which flower well in autumn are

among the most popular, and Hadley proved

its worth in this direction by securing the award

of merit from the Royal Horticultural Society

on September 28 for flowers cut in the open,

when it was exhibited by Messrs. Stuart Low and

Co. of Bush Hill Park, The photograph from

which our illustration was prepared is of

flowers cut during October, It is a strong

grower, free flowering, and is, indeed, of

stronger and improved Richmond habit. It

is much deeper in colour, being of a maroon
crimson shade, almost as dark as ChSteau de

Clos Vougeot. The illustration shows that

Hadley has good form ; if it could depict its

perfume, it would be very sweet indeed. It

has more of the Damask scent than is even

found in the famous General Macarthur. It

is a curious fact that many of our best

forcing Roses have been discovered in

.\merica. Ophelia, for instance, a British-

raised variety, was found to be a splendid

forcer by growers in the United States.

Hadley is a Rose which has also proved

its worth as a fine variety for forcing in

the same country.

An Effective Bedding Arrangement.
.A. series of oblong beds in Princes Street

Gardens, Edinburgh, have, during the past

summer, had a very pleasing effect with

the following arrangement : A groundwork
of Viola Maggie Mott dotted with Cen-

taurea ragusina and edged with Lobelia

Waverley Blue, the whole being thinly

dotted with a medium height dark Fuchsia

and Lobelia cardinalis Queen Victoria.

Senecio Clivorum.—This is a most
useful plant for massing in the wild

garden, especially on the banks of pools

or streams. It is easUy raised from seed

or by the division of old plants. When
once established, seedlings will be found

springing up wherever old plants have
flowered. These may be dug up and
replanted in suitable places, but it is a

gross-feeding plant and needs a moist

situation to grow it to perfection.

A Rare Oak.—Quercus pontica, the Armenian
Oak, is a distinct-looking species from North-East

.•Armenia and the Caucasus. The present habit of

growth suggests that it is a large shrub or spreading

tree of moderate height. It is deciduous and the

leaves are large, being up to 7 inches in length and

3j inches broad at the widest part, on plants

3 feet in height. .\s an ornamental specimen tree

the Armenian Oak will doubtle:s prove of real

value and interest for the lawn and pleasure grounds.

October Roses at Kew.—Owing to the mild
autumn, the beds of Roses around the Palm House
at Kew are still (October 18) exceptionally bright

with blooms of good quality. Hybrid Teas are

well to the fore, and among the best of them are

Lady Pirrie, La Tosca, Caroline Testout, Pharisaer,

Mme. Ravary, Lady Hillingdon, Liberty, La

OCTOBER BLOOMS OF HADLEV, A DEEP CRIMSON
AND SWEETLY FRAGRANT ROSE.

lit.erally smothered in bloom. Mrs. R. G. Sharman
Crawford and Frau Karl Druschki or Snow Queen
are the pick of the Hybrid Perpetuals, and William
Allen Richardson (Noisette) is likewise flowering

in profusion. In many gardens Gloire de Dijon,

the sweetest of all climbing Tea Roses, is flowering

as well now as in the days of June.

Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey.— This is an
excellent Pear for large or small gardens, as it

succeeds in so many forms of train-

ing. On a south wall, trained horizontally,

as an espalier, as a cordon in the open,
and, above all, as a bush, it succeeds
admirably. Of vigorous yet not ram-
pant growth, it crops freely, and with
judicious thinning of the fruit handsome
specimens are easily obtained. Like all

Pear trees, extra attention is needed in

the matter of mulching during dry
weather, and if given copious supplies of

sewage or liquid manure, the fruit swells

rapidly and colours richly. . This Pear was
raised about the year 1788 by M. Lon-
gueval at Avranches.—E. M.
A Beautiful Blue Greenhouse Flower.

Lisianthus russellianus-, sometimes known
as Eustoma russelliana, is one of the most
lieautiful of greenhouse flowers, although

a plant that is very rarely met with now.
At one time grand specimens of it were
exhibited, and being somewhat particular

in its requirements, it was looked upon as

a good test of the cultivator's ability.

In these days, however, when there

are so many fine subjects which can

be grown with comparative ease, plants

that require special management do not

find sufiicient favour.

A Beautiful Periwinltle.— We were
very much attracted recently by a fine

mass of Vinca diflormis growing under a

large Pine in Canon Ellacombe's garden at

Bitton, where it has been growing for a

long time. It still produces freely its

beautiful blue flowers, and will continue to

do so while the weather remains mild.

It is a native of Western and Central

Mediterranean regions, where it is

found in moist and shady places, but
France, Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Lady Ashtown, it is seldom met with in cultivation, due, un-

Mrs. A. R. Waddell, Cherry Page and Mme. Abel doubtedly, to the fact that it is not so hardy
Chatenay. Gur.tave Regis, often regarded as as the well-known Periwinkles. It is a valuable

the best 01 autumn Roses, has now passed out of

bloom. Of the Tea Roses, Mme. Lambard,
Antoine Mari, Souvenir de Pierre Notting and
General Schablikine are all flowering well ; while

plant for greenhouse decoration, where it will

keep up its succession of flowers during the dul>

months of the year. It is readily increased by
means of firm woody cuttings, and requires to

Orleans and Jessie, both Dwarf Polyanthas, are
\
be cut back in the spring to keep it compact.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is no! rispoiisibU- for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

An Autumn Bee Flower : Sedum spectabile.

A propos the note by E. T. Ellis regarding this,

on page 492, October g, I may remark that Sedum

spectabile has toxic effects on bees, and that many
of those which go to it in search of honey become

so stupefied that they cannot fly away, and

succumb.—S. Arsott.

Club in Cabbage.— ' B., Weybridge," should

try Pestite, a proprietary- compound manu-

factured by Messrs. Lang and Sons, Limited,

Hounslow, W., and used largely, if not solely,

by market growers. The firm will readily supply

information regarding Pestite, of which there are

many proofs of its wonderful efficacy as a pre-

ventive of club root in Brassicas. Personally,

I am not worried by club, but I have proved the

and the soil trodden firmly about the cuttings, they

will make good growth the next summer and an

abundance of roots, and should be replanted the

following spring. Sharp frost is often the means

of loosening the soil about the cuttings, which,

if not made firm again after a thaw, is often the

cause of a bad " strike." A mulch of coal-ashes

2 inches thick between the rows will do much to

prevent the upheaval of the cuttings.—E. M.

Japanese Windflowers.—" R. P.'s " reference

on page 497 to Japanese .\nemones invites me to

draw your readers' attention to the variety Mont

Rose, a large bed of which has been in full flower

here for the last six weeks, and its beauty is so

striking that it prompts one to urge its more

extended planting. This variety received an

award of merit from the Royal Horticultural

Society in 1900, when a small basketful was shown

by Messrs. Paul and Son at the old Drill Hall

It is generally described as dwarf, but this season

the flower-stems have been 3 feet high, and the

ANEMONE JAPONICA CRISTATA WITH SOFT PINK FLOWERS AND CRESTED FOLIAGE.

usefijlness of Pestite as an insect destroyer. The

powder merely requires digging in. Its cost

is 9s. a hundredweight, sufficient for nearly half

an acre.—^T. A. W.
Propagating Shrubs.—The note on this subject,

page 491, October 9, is opportime. Many de-

sirable subjects can be increased easily mth
but a minimum of trouble and hardly any expense.

Mention is made of Laurels ; these can be rapidly

increased, but I have seen many failures even

with so common a shrub as this, owing to taking

the WTong type of cutting—the soft top of the

current season's growth, without securing with

each a " heel," a piece of last year's wood, at the

base of the cutting. In taking cuttings of Laurels,

it is wise to slip them 08 by giving a sharp tug

in a downward direction, which secmres with each

cutting a " heel " attached to the current season's

shoot, some 8 inches or lo inches long. If these

are firmly inserted 4 inches apart in a trench

4 inches deep, with a base of sand or road grit.

whole bed crowded with spikes and smothered

with large, semi-double pink flowers, the florets

of which, being very much cut up and divided,

give the flowers a light appearance.—R. W. W ,

Colchester.

A propos the recent correspondence on

Japanese Windflowers, I wotild like to draw

attention to Anemone japonica cristata. This is

among the most striking and useful plants culti-

vated in the herbaceous border, and always

arrests attention. As its name implies, the

foliage is quite unlike an ordinary Anemone,

being beautifully crested, much resembling

some of the crested Scolopendrium Ferns, which

turn a beautiftil colour during late autumn.

At this season of the year it flowers profusely,

the colour being a beautiful soft pink.—E. Beckett,

Aldenham House Gardens, Elstree.

Changing the Botanical Names of Plants.

—

In his criticism of my note on this subject, your

correspondent .Mr. \V. R. Dykes, page 492, seems to

contradict himself, inasmuch as he sa>^ that the

correct name of any plant is that which was first

given it. To this, within reason, I entirely agree.

Then he goes on to say that botanists are per-

fectly justified in giving new names where circum-

stances warrant it. To this, of coiu'se, no exception

can be taken, as we are continually learning

;

but my original note was against the persistent

chopping and changing of names, in which, by the

way, botanists are not always in agreement,

I was not aware of my insular prejudice, and

certainly did not once dream of letting the same
plant have a difierent botanical name in every

country of Eiu-ope. I, however, do protest

against acknowledging the complete reversal

of the names of Ferns, which, supported by
botanists of long standing and recognised all

the world over, are completely upset by the con-

clusions to which one single individual has arrived.

With regard to the name of Matteuccia, why
not have allowed the generic name of Onoclea

or Struthiopteris to remain instead of coining a

new word ?

Returning once more to the question of the first

name given to the plant being the correct one,

there are, of course, limitations to this. For

instance, the delightful Magnolia grandiflora was.

I believe, first given the specific name of foetida,

as the flowers were received in a state of decay.

There was an attempt to revive t^is totally

inappropriate name some years ago in the United

States, but, fortunately, it is not recognised in

this country.

Next, anyone acquainted with our own native

Hawthorn is aware that when raised from seeds

a vast number of distinct kinds can be picked out,

yet they are all, and rightly so, looked upon as

forms of one species. In North America, on the

other hand, so rich in members of the Thorn

family, every individual variation from the type

is regarded as a species, backed up, too, by one

of the greatest authorities on the Western Conti-

nent. The words on this point by Mr. Bean

in his invaluable work, " Trees and Shrubs Hardy

in the British Isles," may as an appropriate con-

clusion be herewith quoted. The author says

:

" There has lately arisen a school of workers,

with a strong following on the Continent and in

the United States, whose aim is to subdivide

species, genera and Natural Orders to the fullest

extent. While much of this is, no doubt, the

result of a closer study and a more critical insight

than the older men practised, some of it seems to

represent a desire of change for change's sake.

At any rate, if adopted in its entirety, it would

involve such confusion and readjustment of

nomenclature as to render its acceptance by

cultivators in the last degree unlikely in this

cotmtry."

—

H. P.

Covered Chains for Roses.—.\s far as my
experience extends, iron chains are not injurious

to climbing Roses. Of course, if the chains were

galvanised, the acid therein would, as in the case

of galvanised wire, be liable to daiuage the

shoots. This trouble can, however, be easily

obviated by giving the iron two or three coats

of good lead paint ; indeed, I should be in-

clined to treat ordinary' wrought iron chains

in a similar manner before placing them in

position.—^T. K.

The subject of covered chains for Roses,

upon which you invite correspondence on page 480,

cannot well be divorced from the general question

of the use of metal in other forms. This is a

question which has interested me for many years.
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and about which I have from time to time received

much information in gardens I have visited.

All my Roses are grown on wood or against stone,

but I have found some of them quite safe if attached

to wires or wire netting against a wall. This

is only reliable in the case of the hardiest Roses,

such as the Ayrshires and kindred subjects. In

some places, however, where Roses are wired

against walls, it has been found necessary to see

that the wires are kept painted. Chains, if left

uncovered, are certainly injiurious in many places,

although this depends a good deal upon the

climate.

Some experienced growers I have kno\\Ti have

shown me the difference between Roses planted

at the same time, but some on bare chains and

others on the same covered with rope. The

latter looked much healthier as a rule, and had

made considerably more progress. I should

certainly consider that chains covered with sections

of Bamboo or wood would be much better"than

those left uncovered. I know some good gardeners

who now eschew chains and use nothing but rope,

although this requires renewal from time to time.

Roses on iron arches are frequently much injured

by frost, and I have in mind a certain garden

where even the more free-growing Roses were so

badly crippled by being grown on iron arches

that the latter had to be abandoned.

There is, however, a method of forming metal

Rose arches which is worth consideration, although

I am only suggesting it from the experience of one

of the keenest and most experienced gardeners of

my acquaintance, and one of the best informed of

my rosarian friends. This is to build up the

i* v? ?^
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Rubus Veitchii.—Quite a remarkable species.

haNiug spiny growths furnished with pinnate-

aruminate leaves 3 inches or so long, silvery

glaucous above and whitish beneath. The flowers

lor a long time. The colour is deep salmon pink.
'

uniform throughout the flower. It shotild make
'

an excellent market variety. Shown by Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co., Enfield.
'

Cattleya Ajax Primrose Dame (Cattleya

Armstrongs; x C. aurea).—Sepals and petals

primrose yellow, the heavily fringed lip pale prim-

THE PREPARATION OF
BEDS FOR ROSES.

GENTIAXA ORNATA, A LITTLE-KNOWN SPECIES WITH INTENSE BLUE FLOWERS.

are pink and double, and not very freely pro-

duced. As a foliage plant it is quite ornamental.

From Messrs. Piper. Bayswater.

Rose Mrs. John Foster (H.T.) —^This is a new

seedling and was shown in capital form. Raised

from Richmond and Alfred Colomb—the former

the seed parent—it is similar in colour to George

C. Waud, of rich vermilion hue, the flowers

sweetly scented. It promises well, both as a

garden and exhibition variety. Exhibited by the

raiser, Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Hurst, Berks.

Crocus pulchellus albus.—A pure white form

of great beauty. The cupped blossoms have

quite rounded segments, which are also of great

substance. The purity of the flowers is some-

what relieved by a slight yellow base. From
Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C,
and Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston.

Gentiana ornata.—A very beautiful species was

shown under this name, the award subject to its

being verified. The handsome flowers are sessile,

erect, nearly as large as G. acaulis, tube slightly

inflated, and striated white externally. The lobes

arc intensely blue. Quite a dwarf plant, with

acute glossy foliage on somewhat creeping stems.

Scolopendrium vulgare plumosum.—A highly

decorative form with heavily crested margins

and tasselled ends. It is of handsome proportions.

Aster Amellus Mrs. Perry.—A quite new shade

of colour in the Italian Starworts, the flower-heads

being of reddish violet. It is of capital form.

Tliese three were from Mr. Amos Perrj-, Enfield.

Carnation Alice.—Quite one of the best and
shapeliest Perpetual-flowering Carnations seen

rose at the margin, succeeded by deep yellow, the

tube of brownish crimson with gold lines. From
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

CARD OF APPRECIATION.

Odontoglossum Victory (O. crispum The
Baroness crossed with an Odontoglossum hybrid

of unknown parentage).

—

\ card of appreciation

was given to this shapely, well-marked variety.

It is characterised by huge red blotches and
margined lilac white. The lip is white fringed.

It is one of the most perfect forms yet seen.

From Messrs. Armstrong and Brown.

The whole of the foregoing plants were before

the Royal Horticultural Society on the 12th inst.,

when the awards were made.

NEW DAHLIAS.
Rainbow (Collarette).—^The colour is rose, with

yellow centre. Shown by Mr. J. B. Jarrett,

Anerley Road, S.E.

Anna Louise (Collarette) .^Of ruby red colour-

ing and ver>' good form. From Mr. J. B. Riding,

Chingford, Essex.

Leviathan (Decorative).—A distinct and good
form, in which orange salmon and terra-cotta

mingle, the dominant colour being orange.

From Messrs. J. Stredwick and Sons, St. Leonards.

These Dahlias, having been adjudicated upon
by a joint committee of the Royal Horticultural

Scxiiety and the National Dahlia Society, carry the

award of merit of the former and first-class

certificate of the latter.

EACH year, as the cultivation of Roses

becomes better understood, more im-

portance is being attached to the

preparation of the soil in which they

are to be planted. All good growers

luiw realise that it is well-nigh im-

possible, except under natural conditions that

are particularly favourable, to grow Roses of good

quality imless the soil has been previously well

and deeply tilled, drained and manured. Un-

fortunately, many wotUd-be Rose-growers have

little, if any, choice of site. They must, perforce,

make the best of existing circumstances ; and as

November is the principal month of the year for

planting, a few hints concerning the preparation

of the beds may be useful.

For all practical purposes, soils may be roughly

divided into two sections, viz., those in which clay

predominates, and knowii in garden parlance as

heavy soils, and those in which we find a preponder-

ance of sand, chalk or flints, and known as light

soils. In a few instances there may he gardens

the soil of which cannot, even by a stretch of

imagination, be classed in either of the above

categories, but such are seldom met with. Generally

speaking, heavy soil is the best for Roses,

unctuous clay, which is difiicult to till, but

which improves greatly by working, suiting all

the strong-growing kinds to perfection. Where
this naturally abounds, it is practically certain that

artificial drainage of some kind will be necessary

before the successful ciUtivation of Roses can be

undertaken. Undoubtedly the ideal plan imdcr

such circumstances is to lay pipe drains about

z feet below the surface, and so drain the whole

area. Where an outlet at a sufficiently low level

is obtainable, this is not a very difficult task,

and has the merit of being comparatively

permanent.

On the other hand, the soil, though wet,

may not be sufliciently so to demand pipe drains,

and here it is that deep tilling and judicious

manuring are brought into play. The soil ought

to be trenched to a.depth of not less than 2 J feet,

keeping the bottom soil in its original stratum,

but mixing with it a liberal supply of rather long,

partially decayed stable manure, or that from a

farmyard in which horses only have been kept.

This manure has a lightening effect on the subsoil,

and may come to within 9 inches or a foot of the

surface. Not only will it provide food for the

Roses, but it will very largely bring about that

free drainage so much desired. With the top

1 9 inches or 12 inches mix quarter-inch crushed

t bones, wood-ashes, a little old mortar, or scrapings

from a country road not frequented by motors.

This will render it more friable and in better

condition for planting. Beds formed in such soil

as this are best raised 9 inches above the surround-

I

ing level. Heavy soils are best adapted for Roses

j

budded on seedling Briar stocks, though other

stocks do very well if thorough drainage is secured.

1
Unlike heavy soils, those which come imder

our second heading call for a large amount of

ingenuity and skill if we would have Roses of the

finest quality. Here, again, deep tilling must be

adopted, not for the purpose of drainage, but,

paradoxical as it may seem, to conserve moisture.

In heavy soils it is water that descends from the

surface that wc wish to get rid of ; in light soils

it is the moisture that rises from the bowels of
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the earth, by capillary attraction, that we wish

to conserve, deep cultivation in both instances

effecting these ends. But it is not only the break-

ing up of the soil where it is poor and light that

must be attended to. Rich soil of a retentive

nature must be added to the top spit, and manure
put with that below. Here stable or horse manure

would be of little use ; that from the pigsties or

cowsheds must be used in abundance, and it

ought to be as short and decayed as possible.

It will afford a cool and nourishing rooting medium
for our Roses in the hot and trying days of summer.

Where flints or rocks abound, these must, as far

as possible, be taken out and replaced with the

best soil obtainable. Where the subsoil, a foot

or rather more below the surface, is almost pure

sand, nothing can be done except to remove it

to a depth of 2 J feet and replace it with good soil.

This is, of course, a very costly process, and one

that could not be carried out on a large scale
;

yet if Roses are to be grown, it would be found

more economical, and far more satisfactory, than

planting bushes in soil that is entirely unsuitable,

and in which they would be foredoomed to a linger-

ing and unhappy existence. Beds in light soils

are best sunk 6 inches or 9 inches below the ordinary

level. Deep cultivation, with manuring suitable

for the kind of soil that is being dealt with, are the

keynotes to the initial a;id most important stage

of Rose-growing, and it is only by the due observ-

ance of these that Roses of even moderately good

quality can be obtained.

Planting, no matter whether the soil is heavy

or light, ought not to be

done until at least a fort-

night after the beds have

been trenched, so as to

allow the soil time to

settle down. In very stiff

clay soil it is best to

prepare the beds in

autumn, leave the

surface as rough as pos-

sible, and postpone tl.e

planting imtil the fol-

lowing March. Thefrosis

and winds of winter ha\ e

a mellowing effect on the

soil and render it in

much better conditirn

fur planting.

Beaute de Lyon has bloomed beyond its repu-

tation, both early and late. Rayon d'Or has

quite left behind the weedy growth of its early

days in England, and throws up thick shoots,

with shimmering foliage crowned with large

golden yellow blooms. Our old friend the Lyon

Rose is as good as ever, looking on complacently

while her children almost make her take a back

seat. One of my successes has been Mme. Edouard

Herriot, the Daily Mail Rose. From May until

now (September 18) it has been one glorious mass

of bloom, and promises to continue tmtil King

Frost sends it to rest. No garden can be complete

without this wonderful Rose. Soleil d'Or, Soleil

d'Angers, Rodophile Gravereaux, Viscountess

Enfield and Mme. Ruau have all bloomed well.

So, too, have Johannesfeuer and Louis Barbier.

The stately Juliet—pegged down, please—has

been perfect.

Cissie Easlea has been another " great " Rose

this year. Nothing small about this. All the shoots

are thick with red thorns and shimmering foliage.

The blooms are creamy yellow, tinged with i&vm

and faint carmine, after the style of growth of

the charming Louise C. Breslau. Lady Mary

Ward, Old Gold, Mrs. F. W. Vanderbilt, Arthur

R. Goodwin and F. J. Barry seemed to have raced

Mme. John Crouch and Marie .'Adelaide Grande

Duchesse de Luxembourg, each of them full of

beauty in its own particular way. lona Herdman

has never been out of bloom. It is a vivid Rayon

d'Or yellow, not too full ; long, delightful yellow

buds, and beautiful in all stages. You must have

this. Mrs. George Beckwith is going to be a surprise

to everyone.

Many doubtful rumours have been heard about

Constance, but everyone should grow it. It is

a great advance on Rayon d'Or. The long buds

are streaked with crimson ; it has a branching

habit of growth, the usual red thorns and shimmer-

ing foliage. Now for the blooms. Several of mine

before me at the moment are sj inches across.

They are perfect in all stages of the bloom, even

after the full perfection of shape has passed away.

Plant Constance
;

you will like this, and it is

constantly in bloom. Willowmere, Mrs. Charles

E. Pearson and Autumn Tints must not be for-

gotten ; they, too, have contributed their share

of colour to the whole. The Rose year of 191

5

has proved Mme. Edouard Herriot and Constance.

Whatever other Roses you omit from your usual

order, double and treble both of these.

1 must not forget to add that a bed contain-

ing thirty-six plants of Persian Yellow was one of

the greatest treats of the year ; but as this variety

only blooms once, it should be planted where a

bed of it can act as a background of green to

other varieties, or it will spoil the coloiu: scheme

of a Rose garden. Persian Yellow arrived in

England early in the reign of Queen Victoria, and

its manners and colour won the admiration of the

rosarians of that day. Soleil d'Or and later on

the Lyon Rose, members of Persian Yellow's

family, were raised by M. Pernet-Ducher, and they

proved to be the forerunners of the Pernetiana

Ro-es. Evelyn E. Farmer.

PERNETIANA
ROSES DUR-
ING 1915.

T
> HESE Roses

have main-

tained their

reputation in

the usual
glorious
During early

and again in

coloiu"S.

summer
St. Martin's summer they

are clothed in gorgeous

array, vying with each

other which is queen. My
Pernetianas are in beds

of thirty-six plants, and

give a fair idea of the

beauty of this new race. Till'. MUSK ROSE OR ROS.\ MOSCHAT.\, THE WII-D BRIAR OF THE HIMALAYAS
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ROSES IN YORKSHIRE.

THE class of Roses known as " decora-

tive " has received a great deal of

attention during late years. The strides

made in this direction are immense,
and one has noticed that in a show
of any size they are always well

represented and universally admired. In my
opinion, one of the finest and most delightlul

additions to the ranks of the " decorative
"

Rose is

Old Gold, truly a lovely and distinctive variety.

I onh- planted this last autumn, but it has ful-

filled all that the raisers claim for it. It is semi-

double, a picture in the bud stage, old gold tinged

with scarlet, paling off somewhat as the flower

expands. The blooms are borne on strong,

stiff stems ; the foliage is ver>' free from mildew
;

while it has a fine branching habit of growth.

No one should fail to find room for it. It is a

worthy companion to Irish Fireflame. Another
"decorative" or garden Rose that must be
mentioned here is

Hilda Richardson. Although not so effective

as Old Gold in shape and style of bloom, yet its

colour is very charming—a rosy lUac on white

ground. It has a vigorous branching habit and
is extremely free flowering, right on into the

autumn ; but to me its great charm is its delicious

and powerful scent, which alone makes it worth
growing, even if it suffered from every pest and
defect known to rosarians. One cannot imagine
a more refreshing odour than that from a bowl of

this variety on the table, unless it be that from a

Rose as vet but little known, but destined

surely tu become a most popular

variety. I refer, of course, to

Mrs. George Norwood, which, in

addition to its soft pale pink (even

more delicate in colour than Mrs.

R. G. Sharman Crawford), carries

with it a fascinating perfume that

commends it to everybody. It

must have a future for shape and
perftmie alone. This is another

variety that one gives a repeat order

for, even in war-time.

Louise Catherine Breslau is a

comparatively new Rose (1912) that

I much like. It belongs, of course,

to the Pemetiana class, and is at

home in the bed containing Lyon,
its coppery orange and yellow tones

according well with the better-

known Rose. The buds are vers-

choice— tones of coral red and
chrome yellow, and the blooms last

a very long time either when over-

blown or in water. Its fault, if

any, is its habit of growth, which
is rather too horizontal. One of my
discoveries this season has been

Elise Robichon, a veritable gem
among climbers. Its colour is pinky
buff in the bud state, opening to

very pale blush, and the plant is

continually in bloom. Its foliage mk. an
is bold and glossy, and of the

character of that of Alberic Barbier.

The one Rose that has disappointed me is

Earl of Warwick, a really beautiful Rose
when well grown, but it does not seem to excel

in this climate, and it is one to do
without. Now that the planting

season is approaching, we are going

to experiment again, and hope the

winds of Yorkshire will be kind to

such varieties as H. V. Machin,

Florence Forrester, Lady Mary
Ward, lona Herdman and others

whose fair presence we impatiently

await in our gardens.

Roundhay. E. Waters.

D MRS. MAWLEY AT HOME IN THEIR ROSE
GARDEN.

standards, while for general garden effect it is one

of the most charming of the Wichuraiana Roses.

COLOURED PLATE.
PLATE 1504.

PILLARS Ol- THE NEW ROSE ETHEL.

A BEAUTIFUL PILLAR
ROSE.

1"0R pillars or pergolas Ethel is one
of the most delightful of all varieties.

It is a seedling from Dorothy Perkins,

raised three years ago by Mr. A.

Turner, The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Its semi-double flowers, clear flesh

pink in colour, are borne in large

trusses in great profusion. Its

vigorous habit of growth, and
beautiful light green foliage bring to

mind Dean Hole's famous tribute :

" Pillar Roses, some rising here and
there, like the proud standards of

victorious troops ; some meeting in

graceful conjvmction like our fore-

fathers and foremothers in the stately

minuet—bowing themselves like tall

and subtle cavaliers into arches

of courtesy." For table decoration

it is specially to be recommended, for

the flowers light up admirably under
artificial light. Few Roses are so
well adapted for making weeping

THE SINGLE ROSE PRINCESS MARY-

SINGLE Roses invariably possess a charm

peculiar to themselves. The wild Roses

of our hedgerows, which were so glorious

in the month of Jime, are now radiant

with their arching sprays of scarlet

hips, and a source of admiration to

naturalist and rosarian alike. In the new seedling

Rose Princess Mary we have a gem of the first

water that stands imrivalled in its rich deep

crimson colour. The flowers are large, with bright

golden anthers that stand out in gorgeous con-

trast to the lovely velvety sheen on the upper

side of the petals. It is indeed a flower of a most

refined finish, and, beyond all, it possesses in a

high degree the precious gift of fragrance. More-

over, it flowers over a very long season, for it is

almost as gay with flowers now as it was in the

days of Jime. In growth it is fairly compact

and upright. It is a capital bedding Rose, and

also makes a good standard. It may come as

a surprise to many to learn that it is the result

of a cross between Richmond and J. B. Clark,

both crimson Hybrid Teas, it is true, but both

have full blooms and bear no resemblance to the

five-petalled Princess Mary. Like most single

Roses, the colour of the flowers is better on the

growing plants than it is in the cut state. The foliage

is dark green, and we believe it to be practically

mildew-proof, which should add considerably

to its value. Our coloured plate is prepared from

blooms kindly supplied by the raiser, Mr. Elisha

J. Hicks of Hurst, Berks, who is to be heartily

congratulated on his production.
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ROSES ON WALLS.
By Edward Mawley, V.M.H., President

THE National Rose Society.

THERE are few ways in which climbing

Roses can be set ofi to better advan-

tage than when planted against a wall,

and lucky are those Rose-lovers who
have such walls on which to train

them. When I came to Berkhamsted
thirty years ago, I found a high wall at the top

of the kitchen garden, facing south. On this wall

were trained a few old fruit trees, and I must

itself justice. About eight years ago there was

sent me from Australia a plant of Climbing White

Maman Cochet, which I was delighted to have.

I planted it^among the Teas in the upper and

warmer part of the Rose garden, and it was given

every attention. But although it made excellent

growth and became quite a big bush, it never

flowered. Last autunm the idea occurred to me
to transfer it to the south wall in the kitchen

garden I have just mentioned, and, greatly to my
surprise and delight, it has this year flowered

splendidly.

But to turn now to the real object of this article,

which is to try to give some idea as to the best

the year. Besides being continuous flowering,

a good climbing Rose should be sufficiently hardy
and as little subject to mildew as possible. Then
there are certain ^kinds which will thrive in the

broiling sun better than others, and others, again,

that will even present a fairly gay appearance
on a north wall.

To take the latter position first ; that is to say,

the best varieties to plant against a wall facing

north. These are few in number. First, I should

place the old and tried friend which I have just

described, Bennett's Seedling. This, as I have
shown, is by no means continuous flowering

;

but if planted in conjunction with Climbing Aimee

A WEALTH OF BLOSSOM IN A HIGH HEDGE OF CLIMBING WICHURIANA ROSES.

needs regard it as the proper thing to do and

accordingly added to this collection, with the

result that I have had reason to regret doing so

ever since, for the yield of fruit has been very

precarious, and at no time worth the splendid

wall space devoted to it. I, however, did manage
to work in two Roses, a Gloire de Dijon and a

Bouquet d'Or, which it has been a pleasure to

look upon ever since. This year, notwithstanding

their age, they have flowered remarkably well

and continuously.

Then, again, it is wonderful how a warm wall

will often influence a shy-blooming variety to do

Roses to grow on walls of different aspects, whether

they be house walls or garden walls of different

heights. In the first place, a decided preference

should be given to those varieties which are

continuous flowering. To give an instance from

my own garden. I have a Bennett's Seedling

growing on my house, which, when in flower,

eclipses every other Rose I have, for when fully

out its fragrant trusses form one unbroken sheet

of piure white from the roof to the ground and

from one end of the front to the other. But,

alas ! that splendid sheet of white Roses lasts

but a few weeks, and then its glory is over for

Vibert, the latter would start flowering after

my friend had finished his burst of bloom for the

year, care being taken that they are kept fairly

well apart. Gloire de Dijon, which is one of the

most continuous-flowering Roses we have, might

also be tried. It ought to do well, considering

that during the last sixty years it has made its

appearance on more walls in the United Kingdom

of all aspects than any other Rose whatever.

For a wall facing south I would suggest Mme.
Alfred Carriere (blush white), to my mind the

most beautiful and reliable of all the so-called

continuous - flowering Roses. Reve d'Or (buff
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yellow) might be inserted to represent the yellows.

At the present time a plant of this variety is

flowering most freely on the south side of a parish

room, where I planted it many years ago. On
a dwarfer wall, Lady Waterlow, with its delightful

pale salmon blush flowers, tipped pink, would form

a cliarming object,and in such a position its autumn-

flowering proclivities would be encouraged. Here,

loo, might be planted with advantage Climbing

White Maman Cochet. before mentioned ; also

Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant (deep rosy pink),

which also is often at its best in the autumn when

many other autumn-flowering climbers are over.

For an east wall it would be well to choose

Roses whose foliage can withstand the hot sun

and cutting easterly winds so often prevailing in

the spring. For this purpose one could not do better

than start with that hardy and early, fragrant-

flowering rugosa Conrad F. Meyer, with its large,

silvery rose tinted blooms. Here, too, should

come in again our old friend Gloire de Dijon,

or, perhaps better still, Bouquet d'Or. Ards

Rover (dark crimson) is often recommended for

an east wall, but I myself should be afraid that

in such a position it would be more than usual

subject to mildew. For a pink variety Climbing

Caroline Testout might advantageously be inserted.

For clothing a west wall. Climbing Aimee Vibert

would be most appropriate, as it bears its trusses

of white flowers so late in the season. William

Allen Richardson, a well-known and favourite

Noisette, might also be used on a west wall, for

it is evidently the rapid changes that take place

in the spring and early summer which cause it

in other situations to be often so unreliable in

its first flowering. Reine Olga de WUrtemberg,

with its fine foliage and bright crimson flowers,

sliould also clothe a west wall to advantage.

THE ROSE GARDEN OF
EUROPE.

ONE summer's evening a party of

three—two friends from Ireland

and myself—were seated in the

courtyard of an orphanage in

Sofia. We were drinkmg Turkish

coffee_2,and discussing the merits

or otherwise of Bulgarian sour milk and its relation-

ship, if any, with the bacillus of long life. One

of ray Irish friends, expressing himself very strongly

on the subject, said that he preferred to die young

rather than to eat or drink sour milk. At this

juncture a carriage drove into the courtyard

and pulled up before the entrance to the orphanage.

To our surprise it came from the Royal Palace.

A messenger alighted and in perfect English

told us that King iferdinand, having heard of

the arrival of three plant collectors in Sofia,

would lUce to see us on the morrow. And so it

came about that next day,, after passing through

some of the squalid streets of Sofia, we found

ourselves in audience with the King at the Royal

Palace. That he is a clever, interesting and

cultured man, no one will gainsay. He showed

great interest in our projected tour, and gave us

valuable assistance. But he is so unlike his people.

The country is poor, and signs of poverty are

seen on all sides. The King lives in luxury in

palatial buildings with all the pomp and extrava-

gance of Court life. He loves an ostentatious

show of wealth and lavish decorations. What
a contrast to his neighbour, King Peter of Servia

—

the peasant King as he is often called ! One does

not need to be in Bulgaria long to realise that King

Ferdinand is far from popular with his subjects.

GATHERING ROSKS NEAK KAZ.\NI.I K, BtlLGAklA.

He is, in fact, an unnatural King, holding his

position by genius of intrigue, of which he is a

master hand.

We left the palace in the afternoon and pro-

ceeded on our way to the Rhodope Mountains.

Darkness was setting in when we halted outside

a peasant's hut about halfway up Mount Vitosch.

The peasant was near by, tending sheep and
goats on the mountain pastures, and his spouse,

Baba, who, by the way, was considerably over

a hundred years old, was bringing water and fuel

to the hut. We approached the shepherd, who
was clad in sheepskins and wore sandals and a

bearskin cap, and asked huu if w-e might spend

the night in his hut or in one of his cattle shelters.

On learning that we were English and Irish,

he took us to his hut and made us welcome.

Nothing could have been more crude and primitive

than this dilapidated dwelling, and yet it was the

typical home of the Bulgarian peasant. The
walls were of mud plaster, and the thatched roof

had a sieve-like appearance. Our faces lighted

up as we observed that the only attempt at decora-

tion was a portrait of Gladstone cut from a news-

paper and pasted on the wall. The name of

Gladstone is honoured abo\e all others by tlic

Bulgarian peasants and they talk fondly of him.

A Valley of Fragrant Roses.—We jomneyed
eastward to Stara Zagora, and thence to

Kazardik. Never shall I forget the scene one

early morning in Jime, when from a hilltop

we looked across a wide and fertile valley

filled with fragrant Roses. Bulgarian women,
young and old—some of the younger ones wearing

Roses m their hair—were busy gathering Roses

and taking their full baskets to the distillery near

b>-, where, after a long and tedious process, attar

of roses is prepared. The opened and half-opened

buds are gathered when the early

mornmg dew is on them. It is

only on cloudy days that picking

is continued after ten o'clock.

Roses gathered when the sun is

hot on them have a comparatively

feeble odour, and yield much
less attar. It is interesting to

observe that the Rose grown is

Rosa damascena, a variety not

known in an uncultivated con-

dition. The hedges of the planta-

tions are usually defined by a white

form of the Damask Rose, and the

flowers are usually mixed indiscrimi-

nately with those of the red Rose

when harvesting takes place. The
flowers are picked with their

sepals on ; these are not separated,

the whole flower beuig distille<L

It takes about loo.ono Roses to

yield an ounce of attar. The
Rose bushes are planted close

together, forming compact hedges

about 6 feet in height extending

as far as the eye could sec.

Our party of three left llii';

gorgeous Eastern scene hopeful that

we might return to it in the June
of another year. A strange turn of

the wheel has brought back the writer

of these notes from the trenches of

Flanders to the scene of his former

labours ; while, alas ! one of the

party, as announced in our last

issue, has found an honoured grave

in the nardanellrs. C. O.
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ROSE HEDGES.
HOW TO MAKE AND MAINTAIN

THEM.

A
MORE beautiful feature can hardly be

imagined than a good hedge of Roses

when in full liloom, yet I am often

surprised, not to say grieved, to find

such unprofitable plants as Privet,

Box or Yew occupying fine positions

that might with advantage be planted with Roses.

It is, perhaps, hardly possible to keep a Rose hedge

quite so neat and trim as the shrubs mentioned

can be kept ; but the Rose is one of the most

adaptable of plants, and if a judicious selection

of varieties is made, a hedge of almost any desired

form or size can be created.

For Low Hedges the different varieties of

Polyantha and China Roses are very useful.

Each of these classes blooms most freely and

perpetually, and would be a pretty sight right

through the summer and autumn. The common

China, especially, is an ideal hedge-maker, growing

sufficiently strong to form a compact screen

4 feet or 5 feet in height. Some of the moderate-

growing species might also be used with advantage,

such as Rosa Hugonis, R. Ec£e, and Austrian

Yellow or its lovely variety Austrian Copper,

all of which give beautiful single yellow blooms

in abundance in the early summer.

A Medium Hedge may be obtained by planting

such dwarf Roses as Hugh Dickson (crimson),

Caroline Testout (silver pink), Snow Queen

(white), La Tosca (salmon pink), and Mrae.

Abel Chatenay (salmon). Griiss an Teplitz is
[

a most effective hedge - maker, and 1 know
|

of a fine specimen in a large public Rose garden
j

which is a grand sight throughout the summer

and autumn. For freedom of flowers there is

nothing in the Perpetual classes to equal it.

The MoSs Roses and the Rugosas rubra and alba

are also valuable, especially the last two, which,

after giving a fine display of large red or white

single flowers, are covered with beautiful scarlet

fruit in the autumn.

Tall Hedges.—For a fairly tall hedge the

common Sweet Briar is quite suitable if clipped

occasionally. The scent from such a hedge is

very powerful, especially after a shower and in

the evening. I have heard it said that a real

protective hedge cannot be formed with Roses

to be as effectual as Whitethorn, but I doubt

whether any person or animal would attempt to

break through a hedge of such varieties as Flora

(Ayrshire), Una (Hybrid Briar), Aglaia (Multi-

flora), Mrs. O. G. Orpen (Hybrid China), Bennett's

Seedling (Ayrshire) or Madeline Filot (Rugosa).

These varieties are armed with most cruel hooked

spines, and would quickly make an impenetrable

hedge. On the other hand, it might be objected

that a Rose hedge planted near a walk might be

troublesome and tear the clothes of passers-by
;

but even in this case suitable varieties can be

planted, such as Morletti (Boursault) and Zephyrine

Drouhin, both of which are thornless, the latter

being also one of the sweetest Roses in cultivation,

both in colour and scent.

Supports for the taller hedges must be provided,

and substantial wood posts connected by wires

are best. Plants should be 15 inches to 18 inches

apart in the case of the dwarf growers ; 2 feet for

such as Hugh Dickson, Griiss an Teplitz, &c.
;

and 3 feet in the case of the Wichuraianas. If

a thick hedge is desired, a double row might be

planted. All the varieties

should be cut back to

about two feet the first

year to encourage bottom
growth, excepting the

Wichuraianas, which may
Ije left almost full length.

.-Vfterwards, all the prun-

ing needful is to take out

the old useless wood each

spring, in order to en-

courage fresh growth and
to keep up a healthy

appearance. Nor must
the matter of feeding be

overlooked, liquid manure
and Wakeley s Hop Manure
being most desirable. If

possible, own-root plants

should be used, especially

in the case of the climbers

proper, as the suckers

thrown up by budded
plants are often a great

nuisance. W. A. E.

FRAG RAN T
ROSES.

By the Rev. David R.

Willi AMSO.s".

1HAVE occasionally

made the incidental

observation, when
writing upon this

fascinating sub-
ject, that a Rose

without the essential

attribute or element of

fragrance was like a

beautiful woman devoid

of sweetness of nature, or what is generally

termed amiability. When I was recently asked

by a young lady of uniquely charming physical

aspect to compose some verses for her autograph

book, I sent her the following improvised lines :

" I sing not. Lady, that thy charms are rare.

For outward grace alone finds not the heart
;

But that thy nature, like some radiant air,

Born of the Dawn, bids inward clouds depart."

But when a Rose, like this highly endowed yet

quite unaffected maiden, has both characteristics,

it is as near an approximation to absolute perfection

as imagination can conceive. Varieties of the

Baroness Rothschild family, which is now an

exceedingly comprehensive one, such, for example,

as Merveille de Lyon, which made such a sensation

when it appeared, and the more recent and much

more impressive Snow Queen, though assuredly

grandly effective " introductions," are far less

valuable from an odorous point of view than the

glorious old Devoniensis (which very few modem
Tea Roses, however radiant in their colouring, com-

pletely eclipse) or the still widely cultivated and

fondly cherished Gloire de Dijon. For at least

ten or twelve years I had an unusually fine specimen

of Devoniensis growing in front of my study window

in Kirkmaiden Manse, which, chiefly by reason

of what I would venture to term its amiability

of aspect and its gentle yet subtly diffusive

fragrance, " like odours rapt from remote Para-

dise " (as Tennyson once sang in his now un-

published " Timbuctoo "), was, during that

comparatively long period of assiduous Rose

THE NEW SEEDLING ROSE FLAME OF FIRE. {See page 525.)

culture, my predominating attraction. For many
years after the death of this great favourite I

was chiefly fascinated by the odorous charms

of the still almost incomparable La France

;

and now, for similar reasons, I ana almost equally

attracted, in the terraced garden of Kirk House

here (where I am only a quarter of a mile from

the Manse), by one of its grandest derivatives,

Edgar M. Burnett, eminent among Mr. S. McGredy's

most recent—and assuredly one of his finest

—

creations. Mr. Arthur William Paul's floriferous

Majestic, which was awarded the gold medal of

the National Rose Society, and sometimes reminds

me of my English Rose namesake, also raised at

Waltham Cross, is a richly odorous acquisition.

The great majority of the China, Austrian and

Penzance Hybrid Roses are, like the old pink

Provence (parent of the beautiful Moss varieties),

extremely fragrant, many of them in foliage

not less than in flower. Perhaps of all Hybrid

Teas at present in cultivation, the most odorously

attractive are La France and General Macarthur,

the latter of which was first strongly recommended

and subsequently sent to me by Mr. Walter Easlea,

a highly accomplished English hybridist and

rosarian. Several of the finest of recently origi-

nated Irish Roses, natives of the world-renowned

nurseries of Newtownards and Belmont, are

endowed with an exceptionally refined gift of

fragrance, which has descended to them from

Mar^chal Niel. Supreme among these are such

almost peerless beauties as Miss Alice de Rothschild,

Mrs. Wemyss Quin and Mrs. Archie Gray.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Figs.—-The second crop of Figs will continue
to ripen so long as the atmospheric conditions
are suitable. Maintain a little warmth in the
pipes, and keep the ventilators open both top
and bottom. This will not only encourage the
fruits to ripen, but vdil also help to ripen the
wood, which is of great importance for the success
•if next season's crop.

Fig Trees in Pots.—If it is intended to place
the early trees into the forcing - house early in

Xovember. those which have their wood perfectly
matured must be selected. These must be pruned
and cleaned ; and should there be any doubt
about the wood being matured, keep them out
in the open for a week or two longer. The pruning
consists chiefly in thinning out the shoots where
they are too thick and removing useless spray.
Great care is necessary in the early forcing of

Figs till the growth and roots are active. For the
first few weeics no artificial heat is necessary.

Late Grapes.—^There should be no Grapes
unfinished by this date, as the weather this season
has been exceptionally favourable. It may still

he necessary to water the roots where the borders
are inside. This operation should be done on a
fine morning ; and to prevent moistmre from rising
to the bunches, thin layers of clean straw should
be scattered over the border after watering. Go
over the bunches once a week to remove bad berries

;

and where mealy bug is present, care must be
taken that these insects do not enter the bunches.

Plants Under Glass.

Roman Hyacinths.—If these were potted
as advised in a previous calendar, they should
now be ready to be taken from the ash-bed.
Place them in a cold frame to expose them to the
light. They may be taken from the frame to
force in batches as desired.

Paper -White Narcissi.—These also should
he ready to be moved- from the ashes into cold
frames. Before placing Narcissi into heat, it is

essential that the pots are fiill of roots. Do not
place them in a high temperature, or many of
the bulbs wUl fail to flower.

Primula sinensis.—The earliest plants will
now be throwing up their flowers. They wUl
need plenty of stimulants, as the pots will now
be full of roots. Soot-water given once a week
will considerably improve the colour of the flowers.
Primula obconica is a most useful plant for the
onservatory during the autumn and wintermonths.

If given liberal treatment in regard to wateriBg
and feeding, they will continue to flower during
the greater part of the winter.

Poinsettias.—These plants will now be develop-
ing their bracts, and it will be wise now to some-
what lower the temperature of the house. At
this period a circulation of air, coupled with a
little warmth in the hot-water pipes, will create
the desired atmosphere. A temperature of 50°
or 55° will be quite enough unless the outside
conditions are unusually warm. These plants
will not need so much moistvure at the roots, but
they must not suffer in this respect.

Pelargoniums.—To keep these flowering as
long as possible, the house must be well ventilated,
and during damp weather a little heat must be
turned on. The plants will require plenty of
water, but they must not be overdone in this
respect, or growth will be soft, which is not con-
ducive to good flowering.

The Flower Garden.

Replanting Herbaceous Borders.—When the
spring bedding is finished, attention should be
given to the overhauling of hardy flower borders.
Herbaceous borders need replanting eveiy two or
three years, but it is possible that many will have
to be neglected in this matter through shortage
of labour, from which every garden is more or
less suffering at present. If time will not allow
of the plants being taken up and replanted, the
clumps should be gone over and reduced where
necessary, afterwards carefully forking in some
well-rotted manure between the plants. Before
cutting down the plants, see that they ate all

correctly labelled.

Roses.—I have never seen the autumn Roses
so good as they have been this season. Mme.
Abel Chatenay, Arthur R. Goodwin. General
ilacarthur, Rayon d'Or, Lady Hillingdon, Mme.
Ravary and Mme. Jules Gravereaux have been
splendid. With favourable weather the plants
promise to supply good flowers for some time to
come. Keep the beds clean, and hoe between
the plants when the soil is in suitable condition.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Winter Dressings.—A systematic spraying
of fruit trees during the winter and spring months
is now generally recognised by all fruit-growers.
The first dressing should be given in the
autumn, when the insects are going to their winter
quarters to lay their eggs. Grease-proof bands
are excellent traps if placai in position early enough
to trap the insects when they are ascending the
trees. These are inexpensive and may be procured
ready for use.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—These must be gone over regularly,
with the object of protecting the heads from frost.
Those that are fit for use maj- be pulled up and
laid in a cool shed, where they will keep fresh for
several days. Others may be protected by their
own leaves. Later on, when severe frost is ex-
pected, those which have just commenced to
turn in may be carefully lifted with a good ball
of roots and placed closely together in cold frames,

French Beans.—Another sowing of these
may be made in 7-inch pots and placed in a warm
house. When the plants are through the soil,

place them near to the glass. The plants which
are fruiting in cold frames must be given plenty
of air. or they wiU damp.
Rhubarb.—it is time now to prepare roots

for forcing. When the foliage has died down,
lift the roots and lay them in a shed for a few
days before placing them in the forcing-pit.

Tarragon,—A supply of this useful herb may be
kept up by placing roots in a warm house every
three or four weeks. Plant the roots thickly
in cutting boxes and thoroughly soak them with
water, E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Planting Roses.—Where it is possible to do so,

this work should be commenced now, and, if

possible, completed before the severe winter
weather arrives. As Roses continue to form
roots through the winter, during open weather,
the advantage to be gained by early planting will
be readily seen. In most gardens dwarf Hybrid
Tea Roses become exhausted after three or four
years. If the plants are carefviUy lifted and
heeled in temporarily while the beds or borders
are being trenched and enriched with manure and
fresh loam, if available, they can be replanted,
and any very worn-out, weak plants replaced by
young stock. When this is completed, they
should be protected from severe frost by a covering
of straw or Bracken,

Bulbs.—.\ny of the summer-flowering bulbs,
such as Gladiolus and Hyacinthus candicans,
which may yet be remaining in the groimd, should
he lifted before there is any danger of them being
injured by frost. It is best to let the stems
thoroughly ripen before severing th?m from the
bulbs. This will take place in a few weeks' if

they are bung up in a well-ventilated shed.

Plants Under Glass.

Nerines.—These plants are now pushing up
their flower-spikes, and should be given a little

top-dressing if there is sufiicient room for applying
it. They should not be repotted more frequently
than once every third or fourth year. As growth
advances, some help may be given with liquid
manure.

Chrysanthemums.—The bulk of the late-

flowering varieties now being indoors, there is

danger of overcrowding the plants. Not only
is disease spread and encouraged by growing the

plants too closely together, but weaker blooms
and stems result. The growths at the base of
the plants ought not to be removed after this

date, as they will be available for cuttings in

a few weeks. Great care must be taken when
watering the plants not to splash any unnecessary
water on the floor or stages if there are any flowers
open, as this causes the petals to damp. In the
case of single-stemmed plants, laterals must still be
watched for closely, as they are sometimes apt
to make a quick growth quite unobser\-ed beneath
the large foliage.

Tree Carnations.—Plants which were potted
in 6-inch and 7-inch pots in July are now well
established, and call for more frequent tying of

the flowering shoots as they develop. A little

weak soot-water, also Clay's Fertilizer, given in

the water helps to encourage a free and firm
growth. Keep a little heat in the pipes to help
to dispel any abundance of moisture in the houses,
but allow it also to escape naturally by the use
of both the top and bottom ventilators.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—If the runners have been
regularly cut from the plants, and weeds well
kept down, there is not much need for forking
between the rows at this season ; but where weeds
abound, there is generally a multitude of small
seedlings, which give a Strawberry bed an untidy
appearance. Where this is so. a light forking over
should be given, but not deep enough to endanger
any of the roots. : ti'

Gathering Fruit.—Late varieties of Apples
should be pulled as they become ripe. Some
of the Greemngs are only ready after this date.
Premature gathering means shrivelled fruit with
loss of flavour.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Where there is a large batch of

Melons maturing fruit, slightly different conditions
are necessary from the usual treatment given
to summer crops. With sunshine not being so
plentiful, more pipe heat is essential. A high
temperature should rule night and day until the
fruit is quite ripe. When there are a few hours of

sunshine, opportunity should be taken to open
the top ventilators slightly, just sufficient to

allow the moisture to escape and keep the atm<!-

sphere wholesome. Watering of the plants should
cease altogether as soon as there are signs of

ripening.

Peaches and Nectarines should be looked over
frequently to see if the borders require water.
Copious waterings should be given until the leaves
fall. Neglect in this direction would mean bud-
dropping and failure of next season's crop.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—Plants which are bearing should
be given help by top-dressing, also stimulants
in the water. This, however, shoidd only be done
with discretion, as sunshine being less plentiful

and the days shorter, the plants are not able to

assimilate such quantities nor so quickly as they
would do during the summer or autumn. Venti-
lation should be given freely diu'ing fine weather,
avoiding too close an atmosphere, which would
have a bad effect on the plants.

Celery.—Take advantage of every favourable
opportunity to get the final earthing completed.
Even the latest batch of all should not be too
long deferred, or there will be a danger of getting
it destroyed by frost.

Celeriac.—Where this vegetable is grown, it

should now be lifted and stored much in the same
way as one proceeds with Carrots and other root
crops.

Digging and Manuring.—Where it is possible,

proceed with this work. It is a great advantage
to many crops if it can be done early, as then the
soil is exposed to all the beneficial influences of

the winter weather. For such crops as Onions
and Peas it is of special advantage.

Seed Potatoes which are now ready for'storing

for the winter should be looked over and any
diseased tubers removed. The best method is

to keep them spread out in trays or shallow boxes
away from frost, but cool and well ventilated,

John Jeffrey,
(Head-gardener to Sir R, W, Buchanan Jardine,

^9 L> IPK Bart.)

Castlemilk Ccrdens, Lockeriif, !^.p.
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SOME GOOD NEW ROSES.

A T the Autumn Show of the National

/\ Rose Society, held recently, there

/ \ were some ver\- good novelties ex-

/ % hibited, some of which had previously

A IL received awards, so were not included

in the list published in our issue of

September 25. Several of these are not yet

in commerce, but it will be well to note them for

further guidance, as unquestionably they will

be wanted. The names in parentheses indicate

the raisers.

Climbing Mme. Abel Chatenay.—A very

vigorous sport of this popular favourite, making,

on maiden plants as shown, growths

6 feet to 7 feet long in a season.

and no doubt under glass even of

greater length than this. This fine

sport will rank in usefulness equal

to Climbing Melanie Souperf.

Climbing Sunburst, Climbing Mrs.

Grant, &c., and cannot fail to be

largely planted when it is dis-

tributed. (Walter Easlea.)

C. K. Douglas.—A. ver>- large

petalled Hybrid Tea Rose of glori-

ous scarlet crimson colour, re-

minding one of Brilliant, only

apparently fuller and superior.

(Hugh Dickson, Limited.)

H. P. Pinkerton.—^A vigorous

Hybrid Tea Rose with nice-shaped

flowers of a coppery pink shading.

(Hugh Dickson, Limited.)

Queen Alexandra (Perpetual

Climber).—^The flowers are some-

thing like Una. only a little smaller,

with the edges of the petals on

the reverse side a blush pink.

gi\'ing a very beautiful impres-

sion in the mass. (Rev. Joseph

H. Pemberton.)

Galatea (Perpetual Climber).

—

Like a double form of Moon-

light. There does not appear to

be any room for a Rose of this

description, and those who will

plant it will be very limited in

number. Roses of this class must
be perfectly distinct and attractive

to command public attention,

and we shall soon be overburdened

with them imless discretion is

employed by raisers. (Rev.

Joseph H. Pemberton.)

Lady P. Moore (H.T.).—

A

very double and large Rose of soft blush

pink shading. In form it resembles Mrs.

ComwaUis West. Should be a good stayer to

the exhibitor.

Cheerful (H.T.).—A lovely bit of colour,

at first sight recalling a good-coloured Juliet

without the old gold suffusion on back of petals.

It is a large flower, as big as Caroline Testout,

so should prove a splendid decorative sort. (S.

McGredy and Son.)

Mrs. George Marriott (H.T.).—^A ver>- pretty

Rose with yolk of egg and pinkish colouring.

(S. McGredy and Son.)

Mrs. Franklin Dennison (H.T.).

—

.\ huge
flower of the Mildred Grant form, with a porcelain

white colouring and primrose shading at base.

Exhibitors will find this a grand sort, and as it

grows so freely it must be useful, too, in the

garden. (S. McGredy and Son.)

T. F. Crosier (H.T.).—.A very large bloom, fuU,

and of a soft cream yellow. (Hugh Dickson.)

Mrs. J. Sutherland (H.T.).—Excepting that

it has a very dull crimson pink colouring, this

should be a fine Rose, for it is quite mildew-proof

and possesses the old Cabbage Rose scent.

(Killermont N<irser>". Bearsden.)

Flame of Fire.—A seedling Hybrid Tea of rather

small size (see illustration, page 523). and specially

recommended for bedding. Colour, deep orange

yellow, and slightly fragrant. (S. McGredy

and Son.)

Callisto (Perpetual Semi-Climber).—^A nice

yellow, deeper than Danae, but not so bright.

may be acceptable to the hardy plantsman, but

we fancy Rose-growers will do without them.

(Paul and Son.)

The following kinds have produced flowers

this autumn upon shot-out buds, and we can

highly recommend them to the Rose-lover

:

Constance.—Superb in its daffodil yeUow
colour and fine egg form, making it in this last

I

respect a great advance on Rayon d'Or.

!
Hadley.—-A splendid rich crimson with velvety

shading. The flowers are upstanding, double

and shapely, and very fragrant. There is a slight

I

tendency to " blue" at times, but just now the

, colour is superb. Recently recei%-ed from America.

j
Admiral Ward.—^.A very good rich reddish

! crimson. The buds on opening are quite blackish

red, a trait the variety takes from

one of its parents, Chateau de Clos

Vougeot. The growth is erect and
vigorous. We believe it will be a

good additioru

Sallie.—-A rich yolk of egg colour-

ing in the centre of the flowers,

which resemble Joseph Hill in

form, only they are larger. The
trusses of bloom are borne erect,

a very excellent quality, which

should make this Rose a valuable

addition. Dasecroft.

A MAGNIFICENT
RAMBLER ROSE.

(American Pillar.)

1

ROSE .\MERICAX PILLAR AS A WEEPING STANDARD

and it appeared to us, as shown, not to be wanted

while we have Danae. (Rev. Joseph H. Pemberton.)

Clytemnestra (Perpetual Climber).—A very

pretty mixture of apricot and reddish colouring.

Doubtless very beautiful when seen growing,

and, being perpetual, should be very" useful.

(Rev. Joseph H. Pemberton.)

Henrietta (H.T.).—If this Rose had appeared

before Mme. Edouard Herriot, it would have

created a sensation, for it has much of its lovely

colouring, with buds not unlike Lady Battersea.

(H. Merryweather and Son.)

Silver Gem.—A variegated-leaved form of some
Dwarf Polyantha Rose, probably Phyllis. As
shown in pots the variegation was constant, but our

experience of these variegated-leaved Roses has

not been ver\- favourable. Freaks of this character

N mid-July this charming climb-

ing Rose is in fuU flower, its

enormous trusses projecting

out from the trellis-work and
arbours, forming one of the

most delightful and showy
climbers of the present day. These

trusses of bloom are home on thick

stems, sometimes 3 feet in length,

and, unlike most climbing Roses,

the flowers are not spoilt by rain

and wind. The flowers are single

and bright rose pink in colour, the

average flower being 2 inches to

3 inches in diameter.

.\s this Rose is a robust grower,

it cannot be given too much space

in which to grow. I have known
it to make shoots in one year as

long as 20 feet and nearly three-

quarters of an inch thick at the

base.

WTien pruning this rambler in the winter, all the

old growths should be cut out, providing there

are enough young shoots to occupy the space.

The new shoots should not be tied in close together

;

9 inches apart wiU be found to be none too much
when they commence to grow the following spring.

This Rose is readily propagated by cuttings taken

in the autmnn when the wood is ripe. When
taking the cuttings, the best growths can be obtained

near the base ; these should be between 6 inches

and S inches in length, and have a heel of old wood
attached if possible. In fact, these can be obtained

much easier if they are slipped off instead of cutting

them, as they strike more readily with a heel of

old wood attached than if cut otherwise. The
cuttings should then be placed in a sheltered

spot (better still if a hand-light is obtainable) in
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good turfy loam, with about a third of silver sand

mixed in it.

When these cuttings have taken root and begin

to make plenty of growth, they can be planted

out, and if placed in good stiff loam with some

cow-manure added, they will soon become well

established and amply repay for the time and

labour spent on them. F- J- Clark.

Dropmorc Gardens, Maidenhead, Berks.

AN AUDIT OF GRAPES AT
THE RECENT FRUIT SHOW

A LTHOUGH there were many desirable

/V bunches of Grapes at the recent

/ \ fruit show in the Royal Horticultural

A—\ Society's. Hall, it cannot be said that

A \. the display was more than an ordinary

one. This may be due somewhat

to the lateness in the season when the show is

held, as by that time so many of the late summer

varieties are past their best or have been consumed.

The audit which I have compiled proves that those

varieties which are of the highest quality are,

naturally, the most popular, with one exception

—

Alicante; while inferior sorts like Gros Maroc,

Gros Guillaume and Foster's Seedling are becoming

almost obsolete. The total number of varieties

staged—seventeen—still shows there is a hankering

after a long list of varieties, which is a weakness

among gardeners in the same way that it is with

all fruits. Too many sorts are grown, more than

their merits deserve.

Muscat of Alexandria heads the list, as it always

docs at this season of the year, and rightly so,

as no other Grape is equal to it in all points

—

crop and quality. It is surprising how many years

Vines of this variety will continue to bear success-

fully. Many comments were made at the show

on the first prize award. The general opinion

was that the judges were right in selecting the

riper specimens. There was, in all classes, an entire

absence of inferior specimens of this Grape, if

there were no great outstanding bunches.

Alicante comes second in numbers, but it

cannot be said there were any bunches of great

merit. So many had quite small berries, while

the bunches for this variety were distinctly small.

Madresfield Court was well represented in

berry and colour. The bunches were quite small.

but shapely.

Mrs. Pince appears to be further declining in

public favour, but eight bunches were staged

;

these were furnished with quite small berries of

fair colour.

Black Hamburgh is the most popular Grape

for all purposes, especially with the amateur.

October is late to see it in good condition. The

six bunches shown were of a desirable character.

Prince of Wales appears to be a puzzle to

growers to present it in good condition. So

many growers fail to get bunches at all, while

others fail to fertilise the berries properly. In

the first place, new wood is necessary to produce

bunches of a good size. One bunch was well

presented, being of full size, with enormous berries

which were fairly well coloured. The remaining five

bunches were quite ordinary.

Muscat Hamburgh, the finest-flavoured Grape

known, was poorly represented by four bunches.

Little in their favour can be said, although two

bunches secured the premier award in the any

other variety class.

Appley Towers was shown but four times,

which, considering this is one of the best of late

Grapes, in every way was a surprise. This Grape

is fast supers'Dding Lady Downe's, which has been

popular for the last sixty years.

Lady Hutt. -^Tbe four examples of this late

Grape were poor representations. At Aldenham

I recently saw it in prime condition. Gros

Colmar, Gros Maroc, Foster's Seedling and Gros

Guillaume were only twice represented. One of

the bunches of the latter was huge, regularly

furnished with small, well-coloured berries. The

other, wlu'ch was a smaller bunch, was infinitely

superior, but the least said about the flavour of

this Grape the better. I once saw it grandly

shown as Pennington Hall Hamburgh, but under

that name it did not make any headway.

A seedling was shown said to be the result of

a cross between Black Morocco and Cannon Hall

Muscat. To me it was much like Directeur

Tisserand, which cannot be said to possess many

qualities beyond a shapely bunch and highly

coloured berries.

Same. Bunches.

Muscat of Alexandria.

.

.. • 3'

Alicante

.

.

.

• .
.

2r

Midseason Varieties.—Award of merit to Arran

Chief, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch ; Stretton No. 20,

sent by Messrs. Milne ; and to Wolfe's Secundus,

sent by Messrs. Dobbie. \V. Wilks, Secretary.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Madresfield Court

Mrs. Pince

Black Hamburgh
Aln%vick Seedling

Prince of Wales

Lady Downe's

Lady Hutt

Muscat Hamburgh
Mrs. Pearson .

.

Appley Towers

Gros Guillaume

Gros Colmar .

.

Foster's Seedling

Gros Maroc

Seedling

Total

Swanmore.

14

8

6

6

6

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

2-

. . 122

E. MOLYNEUX.

Every department of horticulture is represented in THE
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon ichich they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he wilt not be responsible for their safe return. AU
reasonable care, however, wilt be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

Tfie Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in Tbk Garden loill alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

TRIALS AT WISLEY.
Royal Horticultural

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/ie Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers tvho desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and ivith that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Pubusher.

POTATO
A SUB-COMMITTEE of the

Society's fruit and vegetable committee examined

the early and midseason Potatoes under trial at

the Society's gardens at Wisley on July 29 and

since made the following recommendations for

awards, which were approved by the President

and Council at a recent meeting.

PREVIOUS AWARDS CONFIRMED.

First-early Varieties.—Award of merit, given in

1908 to Midlothian Early, stock under trial sent

by Messrs. Dobbie.

Second-early Varieties.—First-class certi6cate,

given in 1912 to Whitchill Seedling, sent by

Messrs. Dobbie. Award of merit, given in 1901

to Express (Sharpe's), sent by Messrs. Barr.

Award of merit, given in 1900 to Sir John Llewelyn,

sent by Messrs. Dobbie.

Midseason Varieties.—Awaxd of merit, given

in 1911 to Great Scot, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch.

to Duke
NEW AWARDS.

First-early Varieties.—Award of merit

of York, sent by Messrs. Dobbie.

Second-early Varieties.—Award of merit to

Old Yellow Ashleaf, sent by Messrs. Stark ; and

to Stirling Castle, sent by Messrs. Sutton. Com-

mended, General Joffre, sent by Messrs. Sands.

FLOWER GARDEN.
HYDRANGEAS AND OTHER QUESTIONS (Zitella).—

Estabhshed Hydranjcas flower each year if properly
treated, though a good flowering depends upon good wood
being made and thoroughly matured. The best cuttings
are formed of the tops of the shoots, and these, rooted in
spring and early summer and grown without a check,
give good heads the fohowing season. Hydrangeas
are either pink or whitish in colour naturally, though
occasionally they sport and produce blue heads of bracts.
The deeper colour is obtained by the use of a preparation
known as Cyanol, obtainable from seedsmen and others.
Sweet Sultans prefer rich, liglit, well-tilled soil, and they
are not likely to succeed if sown in ground that was
" very hard." Sow thinly in pots in October or Novem-
ber—half a dozen seeds in a 5-inch pot—grow in a cold
frame or quite cool greenliouse for the winter, and transfer

to the open in March, planting in well-cultivated ground.

ORNITHOGALUU ARABICUH (H. C. Ji.).—This
is not suited to growing out of doors permanently, though
growing plants might be plunged in a bed or border to
flower. It is unreliable for forcing. Such bulbs frequently
refuse to start after being' collected in the wild (green)
state, and fungus—^the combined product of this and
subaequent pacing and sweating—permeating the tissues,

sets up decay. It is usually of erratic behaviour. Nertera
depressa has never given us the least trouble when grown
in a cold frame in pe&t, loam and burnt earth, and
abundantly suppUed with water at all times other
than the flowering season, when it should also bo
freely ventilated. Comparative overhead dryness at
flowering-time must, however, be observed. The plant
is quite hardy if plunged in a cold frame. Stapelia is a
large and comprehensive genus, and we could not even
guess the name of the species to which you refer from a
verbal description. The largest-flowered is S. gigantea
its flowers are often 12 inches to 14 inches across. This might
be the one you refer to. S. spectabilis, S. grandiflora

and S. Asterias are very large. The last named is one of

the handsomest of these plants. The shedding of the
flowers of Salvia patens and their sparse production are

among the weaknesses of an otherwise glorious plant.

If you are acquainted with anyone who is a Fellow of

the Royal Horticultural Society, the presentation of bis

card would admit you to the Wisley Gardens, or you
may become a Fellow by subscribing one guinea annually,
which would also cntitlV you to other advantages.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Autumn Tints.—Among the many beautiful

trees and shrubs garbed in their rich autumn
colour at Kew, Parrotia persica is very prominent.

No words can adequately describe the rich colours,

a gorgeous blending of crimson orange and gold.

It is a tree of moderate size for its height, and the

Solidago Golden Wings.—The common Golden

Rod, Solidago Virgaurea, would be more highly

prized did it not come into bloom m July or .August,

when we have a wealth of Nature's best. In

S. Golden Wings, however, we have a showy
border flower blooming at the end of September,

lower brjinches are wide spreading. The clusters of , when we are inclined to be less fastidious. This

flowers with prominent red stamens are produced Golden Rod, however, is of real intrinsic worth
;

during February and March. As the name it is of medium height, and its golden flowers are

suggests, this Parrotia is a Persian tree, and though borne on graceful corjTnbs, which doubtless suggest

first introduced over seventy 3-ears

ago, is not commonly cultivated.

A Pure White Autumn Crocus.

On this page we illustrate an autumn-

flowering Crocus of rare beauty

which recently gained an award of

merit from the Royal Horticultural

Society. Mr. E. A. Bowles, on page

529, writes in praise of this beautiful

Crocus, which has cup - shaped

blossoms and rounded segments of

fine texture.

Antirrhinum Eaten by Animals.

At a recent meeting of the scientific

committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, Mr. Cuthbertson called

attention to the damage done by
some gnawing animal (possibly the

short-tailed field mouse) to the

developing fruits of Antirrhinums at

Marks Tey, Essex. The half-ripe

fruits were bitten through and

either partly or wholly devoured.

Only one variety had been attacked

out of a great number growing there,

viz.. Yellow King.

Gall on Root of Cupressus.

—

To the same meeting Mr. Finla^'

Sanderson of Chislehurst sent a large

gall (larger than a cricket ball) from

the root of a tree of Cupressus law-

soniana. Similar galls on the roots

of Cupressus and other plants have

frequently been shown before the

committee, and are probably due to

the attack upon the plant of Bacillus

tumefaciens.

Rose Cissie Easlea.—This is one of the best, if
: its name. S. Golden Sheaf is also quite showy,

not the best of the newer varieties I planted last
i
but it is too late in flowering, m Scotland at any

autumn. Its habit is very vigorous, bearing fine ' rate, more especially as it attains a height of about
shoots and handsome, leathery foliage that is 7 feet in well-cultivated soils, and consequently
immune from the slightest trace of mildew, and

,
suffers from the autumn winds. — Charles

AN AUTUMN CROCUS OF RARE BEAUTY :

ALBUS.

the blooms are well held on erect stems. The
colour is a pale bufl, with pale carmine shading in

the centre. It is a Rose that lasts well on the plant,

while as a cut bloom it retains its freshness for

a very long time. This is a variety that, once

tried, will be always grown.—E. W.

Comfort.

The Broad-Leaved Spindle Tree.—At this

season of the year EuonjTnus latifolius is very

beautiful. Charming as are the other kinds of

Spindle Trees, this exceeds them in brilliancy and
size of fruit. The leaves also lend depth of colour-

ing. How often, when this lovely tree is grown
at all, is it huddled up among larger-growing

trees, and rarely seen in the perfection it would
attain if allowed the room it deser\'es.

Plum Coe's Golden Drop.—This late dessert

Plum is not grown nearly as much as its merits

deserve. Ripening in September, the fruit wiU hang
until the end of October if the weather is not exces-

sively wet. The cropping qualities are not excelled

by any variety, seldom missing a crop if there are

Plums at all. The flavour is un-

surpassed by any variety, not except-

ing Green Gage. True, a wall is

necessary, but it does not matter in

what aspect it is planted, it is sure to

succeed. The variety has been in

cultivation over a century, and is the

result of a cross between Green Gage
and White Magnum Bonum.-—E. M.

Loganberries.—I have seen good
use made of Loganberries by forming

a dividing line between the flower

and kitchen gardens. Here, planted

on soil notorious for its hungry
nature, we have a long run of trees

planted six years ago, and never once

have we failed to get a heavy crop,

and in -a favourable season many
plants make shoots t2 feet or more
long. As it is upon these that the

next year's crop is taken, readers can

readUy understand that a ladder has

often to be pressed into service when
gathering the fruit. Another very

strong point in favour of the Logan-

berry is that birds are not so partial

to the ripe fruit as they are to the

smaller bush fruit, such as Currants

and Raspberries.—F. R. C, Oxford.

A Beautiful Tiger Lily.—Through-
out October and during the preceding

month Lilium tigrinum splendens has

been flowering freely in a bed of peat

near to the Pahn House at Kew. The
Lilies w'ere planted between the

rather low-growing Rhododendron
Keempferi of Japan. This method

of growing hardy Lilies and Rhododendrons
together has everything in its favour. The
nature of the soil and the cool conditions at the

root suit Lilies to perfection, while the flowers

are borne well above the foliage of the dwarfer

Rhododendrons. The variety splendens is prob-

ably the best of the handsome Tiger Lilies, and

certainly one of the latest to flower. It grows

to a height of 7 feet, and the large, orange flowers

are spotted with deep chocolate, almost black

spots.

PULCHELLUS
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Crinmn Powellii in a Reader's Garden.

—

The Hon. Mrs. Sidney Meade, Frankleigh House.

Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts, sends a photograph

of a well-grown Crinum Powellii in full flower

with the following note :
" It is growing in my

garden, in the open air. It has been in the same
spot for over twenty years, and is quite unprotected

in winter. It begins to flower about May, and

continues to bloom in September."

Covered Chains lor Roses.—The mention

by " C. G. B." of tarred rope for Roses prompts
the enquiry, Why not tie rope round the iron

chain ? In this way we should ^not only have
strength, but also, for those who are suspicious

of its safety, dispense with any danger "of the

Rose growths coming in contact with the

iron. I may mention that some time ago

the idea prevailed here that some iron

supports were adversely affecting some
plants of Rose Dorothy Perkins, and
good stout rope was introduced ; but the

fears proved a myth, and plenty have
since been planted and trained " round and
round " the chains without showing the

slightest ill-effects.—H. Turner, Serlby.

We do not use chains covered

with anything except good paint, and we
find the Roses do very well. We have
here a pergola consisting of three small

arches, connected on either side of the

path with iron chains. Over each arch

we grow climbing Roses, Dorothy Perkins,

Crimson Rambler, &c., and train all

available shoots along the chains to connect

the arches. As said abgve, the chains

are well painted before they are put up,

and the Roses, which have been planted

some years now, have grown and flowered

splendidly along the chains, to which they

were carefully tied. The pergola was a

much-admired sight this summer. We
have never found the chains detrimental

in the slightest degree to the growth of

the Roses, though many readers have
expressed surprise that we have not. But
if rusty chains had been put up, we should

not have had such grand results ; indeed,

I have seen that done in one garden, and
all the young shoots were spoilt. It does

not seem to matter if the chains rust

slightly when the shoots are old, tough and strong
;

it is only the fresh young shoots that are con-

siderably damaged thereby.—E. T. E.

A Bright Summer Border.—^The boua-fide

"ribbon border" is now out of fashion, and
has sometimes been rather hardly dealt with

by those whose horizon is rather narrow. I

venture to opine, however, that a border—or

rather a series of borders, for the entire length

of 100 feet is intersected by two walks—on the

roof of the Waverley Market, Edinburgh, looked

ver\- bright and attractive during the past season

with the following arrangement : An ornamental

railing at the back was partly clothed with the

two decorative Dahlias Souvenir Gustave de
Douzon and Glare of the Garden, with the follow-

ing single or double lines—Marguerite Mrs. F.

Sander, Pelargonium Paul Crampel (double line),

P. Harr5' Hieover, Lobelia Waverley Blue (double

line) and Alyssum minimum. It should be stated

that this is here the only exception to the more
popular free-and-easy style of massing, and Mr.

McHattie has, unknown to him, been often compli-

mented on his defiance of Mrs. Grundy.

—

Caledonia.

Cobs, not Filberts.—In your issue for October 9,

page 499. " G. G.'s" notes on Filberts were prob-

ably intended to include the Kent Cob Nuts, but

they were not mentioned. Allow me as a grower

of Cobs to say that either the white or red

skinned varieties of the Filbert are very uncertain

croppers. For example, I hired a fruit plantation

for fourteen years, and only once had a crop !

Therefore, except for those who can afford lean

years and who fully appreciate the Brazil Nut-

like flavour of a Filbert, I cannot advise their

culture on a paying scale. Kent Cobs, however,

seldom fail to bear, although owing to bad weather
at their season of flowering—in February and
March—the yield may be small. On an average

they crop well four years out of five. In 1913

CRINUM POWELLII IX A WILTSHIRE GARDEN
It has been in the same place for over twenty years.

I paid 2d. per pound to get the crop picked—only

4olb ; in I9r4, about i.ooolb. ; 1915, nearly

2,ooolb. ; and I have known them retailed at 3s.

per pound and as low as 3d. Jly plantation

trees are over a hundred years old, trained in the

Kentish basin shape, not over 6 feet high, and are

robust and healthy now. To get the Nuts in

perfection when dry in winter, soak them overnight

in water. In storing in jars, add a little salt

to keep them moist.

—

George Bunvard.
Verbena chamaedrifolia.—It may interest your

readers to learn that the late Captain Saville

Reid of Yalding was responsible for the reintro-

duction of this valuable species. It must be quite

seven years ago since he wrote me that he had
received from his son in South America seeds of

a scarlet creeping Verbena, and that the plants

had passed through the winter in Kent with him
imharmed by frost. I was much interested in

the plant, and could not find anyone who knew

of it in cultivation. It was introduced in 1827,

and is figured in the Botanical Magazine about
that date. Doubtless it was the parent of many
of the garden forms we enjoy to-day, but none of

which has the same brilliance of colouring.

I showed a large mass of the variety on my wall

garden at Holland House in 1913, but it was not

then honoured by an award, which was a great

disappointment to the late Captain Reid. He
was an ardent plant-lover, and his garden was full

of fine plants. He was particularly successful

in the cultivation of Lilies, L. Parryi in particular.

—R. W. Wallace, Colchester.

Tree Carnations Sporting.—Last winter I

had several plants of May Day, which sported and
produced flowers almost similar in colour to

those of the variety Marmion. I retained the

old plants, and this year they are bearing true

May Day flowers again. The plants were cut

back late last spring. Have any readers of The
Garden had a similar experience ? I pro-

pagated from the stems which produced the

sports, but, unfortunately, lost the young

plants owing to a long illness. There

now appears little chance of regaining

my lost sport,.— Shamrock.
The Breaking of Darwin Tulips.^Thc

Rev. Joseph Jacob, issue October 2,

page 485, asks a fe%v questions regarding

the above, but my own experience seems

to refute all theories. I grow the bulk

of my Tulips— some 100 varieties of

Danvin and Cottage—between the Roses.

Manure they have in plenty, water in

abundance. Lime, guano, &c., they must
of necessity get when such are applied

to the Roses. Yet last spring I lost the

entire stocks of nearly a score of varieties,

while many others, including the Cottage

sorts Fain,' Queen and Orange King, were

anything but true. The breaking is not

due to too frequent lifting, for bulbs in

the ground for the third year broke as

freely as those planted last autumn.
The bitterness of it all is that th" breaking

is not general ever^'where at one and the

same time. Last spring several friends

within a few miles of London, but at

different points, suffered as badly as

myself. A Cambridge grower informed

me that the breaks were very plentiful,

and a grower for cut bloom at Hythe
wrote me a most despairing note about the

sporting of his Darwins. Although he had
grown them for years, he had never before

seen a break, yet last spring his Pride of Haarlem,
Clara Butt and many others simply went to pieces.

On the other hand, two large growers in Essex
assured me that on their heavy soil the breaks

did not average half per cent. I do not know what
the general view is, but it appears to me that

fairly heavy, moist soil is less liable to bring breaks

than the lighter, dry soils. The most mysterious

feature of all is the fact that the breaking seems

to be confined to the pink, red and violet shades.

The yellow Cottage varieties have never shown
a break with me, nor have the maroon Darwins.

Equally mysterious is the fact that whereas there

are no pure white Darwins, all the breaks show
flakes of pure white. I might mention that in

1914 one clump of Clara Butt contained a break

which showed ochrous yellow stripes in addition

to red. Last spring, however, this break failed

to reappear, the flakes being red on pink.-^

T. A. W,
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Rose Corallina.—in the exoellent list of autumn-

flowering varieties given on page 506, issue

October 16, the above-named variety is omitted,

and, knowing this Rose so well, I would not like

to see it omitted from ever so. short a selection.

Corallina was sent out by Messrs. W. Paul and

Son in the year 1900. In colour it is deep rose,

with a pronounced flush of coral. The buds are

shapely, highly perfumed, and produced in

large nimibers.—E. M.

Crocus speciosus Bowles ' White.—This autumn

I have been enjoying for the first time the flowers

of this lovely white variety of Crocus speciosus.

It is a great improvement on the white C. speciosus

albus as procured from the trade. The latter is

invariably much thinner in substance than this

handsome variety. With the exception of a

passing flush of blue at

the base of the exterior

on first opening and a

faint lining inside, the

flowers are of a charming

white.—S. Arnott.

Apple Miller's Seed-

ling.—With reference to

Apple Miller's Seedling, of

which your expert pleads

ignorance in a reply to

a correspondent, issue
October 9, page 502, there

are two or three notes

with respect to it in the

1908 volume of The
Garden. Apparently it

gained an award of merit

in 1906 or r907, and is

well known in the New-
bury and Wantage dis-

trict, where it was first

raised. It is noted that

few firms catalogue it,

but it can be found in the

list of Messrs. Jefferies of

Cirencester. It is in season

in August.—J. C. Alsop,

Mcadowside, Marlborough

.

A Remedy for Club in

Cabbage.—In your issue

for October 9, page 492,

your correspondent " B."

asks for a remedy for

club in Cabbage. For

several years I was seri-

ously troubled with this

fungoid disease, and, like

your correspondent, tried

several ways of cultiva-

tion to combat it, but

with little result. A friend who tried Seride

No. I Grade with success ad\i?ed me to give it

a trial. Contrary to the directions for use. and

to make sure, if possible, of preventing the disease,

X watered the seedling beds of both Cauliflowers

and Cabbages about ten days after the plants

appeared above ground, and afterwards followed

the directions for use, one measure to the gallon of

water. For the past two years I have continued

this course, and have saved all Cabbage and Cauli-

flower crops. They are now absolutely free

from club, and, what is much to the point at the

present time, this has been accomplished at a

trifling cost both in labour and material.—J.

Caswell, PiggoH's Manor Gardens, Elsiree, Herts.

A Twining Shrub to Name.—I shall be so

much obliged if you will tell me what plant the

enclosed fruit and leaves belong to It is a climber

and is on a small pergola. The fruit is one of a

cluster like a small Banana " hand."

—

Enquirer.
Chilworth. Surrey. [This is a pretty twining

shrub known as Akebia quinata. It is a nati^'e

of China and Japan, and although usually given

cool greenhouse treatment, it succeeds well in

the open in the Southern and Western Counties of

England.

—

Ed.]

The Silk Pod Tree of New Zealand.—Can
you kindly give me the name of the enclosed ?

I hope it may arrive in a fit state to examine,

but though picked only an hour ago, it seems
already drooping. It is grown from seed sent

from New Zealand with the name of Silk Pod Tree,

and the seed-pod is similar to that of the Cotton
Plant.—A. L. Ford, Lynmouth. [The interesting

CROCUS PULCHELLUS
ALBUS.

By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

IF

ever a plant thoroughly deserved an award
of merit. Crocus pulchellus albus is that

one, for it has almost as many good points

as a centipede's allowance of legs. Chief

among them, though, one should rank
the fine texture and firm substance of its

blossoms, as it is owing to these qualities that

its whiteness is so pure and beautiful. It not

infrequently happens that white forms of normally
lilac flowers inherit a transparency or skim-

milk effect along with their absence of the Ulac

pigment. Tliis is especially noticeable in some

BORDERS OF DARWIN TULIPS FROM BULBS PLANTED IN NOVEMBER.

seed-pod sent for naming was that of Asclepias

fruticosus, sometimes known as Gomphocarpus
fruticosus, a small shrub, native of South .Africa,

growing about 4 feet high. It was probably intro-

duced into New Zealand from there. It is a member
of the Natural Order Asclepiadeae, and, like many
others of this Order, produces large pods of seeds

enclosed in a silky down.

—

Ed.]

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
November 3.—National Chrysanthemum Society.

Lecture by Dr. Frederick Keeble on " The
Scientific Aspects of Plant Breeding," 7 p.m.

Dickens Room, Carr's Restaurant, 264, Strand,

London, W.C.

November 9.—Royal Horticultural Society's Ex-

lubition of flowers, Fruits, &c., i p.m. to 5 p.m.

of the autumnal Crocuses, as, for instance, the

white form of speciosus and that very free-flowering

variety of sativus called in gardens var. Hauss-
knechtii, both of which are flimsy and unsatisfying

beside a good white variety. Possibly the best

of all white autumnal Crocuses is that known as

C. marathonisius, but it usually commences to

flower so late in the season that only where its

flowers can be protected by glass overhead can

one enjoy them for any length of time. Now
this white Crocus, that has lately been honoured

by the floral committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, is generally in full bloom in the early

days of October and before the rough nights have
begim their iU-treatment of such dainty blossoms.

The rich orange markings of the throat appear

even more conspicuous in this white form than
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in the typical lavender blue one, and the orange

stigmata and white stamens add another charm

of contrast to its beauties.

It has been collected now and again among the

blue form in its homes in the Near East, the

Forest of Belgrade and on both sides of the

Bosphorus, and perhaps is even now being trodden

underfoot by the armies at war on the slopes it

inhabits. The white form was rare in cultivation

until quite recently, when it has, fortunately,

I

^ 1^ Q B. Wilsonae has been most welcome to the

landscape gardener. It can be used in several

1

positions with advantage, and, unlike many plants,

produces effect the first season after planting.

WAS much interested in the article, issue In France, a few years since, large quantities of

BERRIED TREES
SH RUBS.

this Barberry- were used to carpet the ground

between masses of large-spreading Junipers which

had been planted on a mound crowned with

tall specimen Abies. The effect in October of

October 2, page 482, on " Berried Trees

and Shrubs." The introduction of so

many new hardy shrubs from Western

China, particularly of the Berberis and

Cotoneaster groups, promises to make our ;
many hundred plants glowing with scarlet berries

appeared among secdUngs from the t>-pe in more gardens of greater interest during the autumn against the dark background of Junipers and

than one garden. months. The new Chinese Barberries are a
]

Abies was most telling. I look forward with

It was a happy day for me when I first saw it wonderful race, and if used to good effect in our
;
the hope that the species will be planted as

in my seed-beds, some seven years since, and now I gardens, will give astounding and beautiful effects, freely in the future as, shall we say, the

I have in flower some of the children of the original
I
There are many forms close to the beautiful common Laurel has been in the past; and

albino, just as white and sttirdy

as their parent. For garden

effect it is best to plant it

alongside the ordinary- form,

the contrast of colouring making
it appear all the more beautiful

and interesting ; but if a good

crop of white seedlings is de-

sired from it, it will be best

to isolate it and fertilise it

with pollen from the white

form onlv.

THE LAUREL - LEAVED
RHODODENDRON.

(R. MAXIMtnj.)

Considering that this useful

evergreen Rhododendron was first

introduced into British gardens

nearly two himdred years ago
—in 1736, to be exact — it

is surprising that it is still

comparatively little grown. Pre-

sumably this is Icirgely because

so many beautiful hybrids have
been raised in gardens, which
for decorative purposes surpass

the species. The most impor-
tant and valuable trait of the

Laurel-leaved Rhododendron (R.

maximum) is the late season

of flowering. Towards the end
of June and the first half of

July, when the great majority

of Rhododendrons are over, the

subject of this note is in full

beauty. A native of the United

States of America, R. maximum
is a perfectly hardy species. In

a wild state it is met with as

a small evergreen tree some
30 feet or rather more in

height. In this country it is a shrub 8 feet

to 10 feet in height, occasionally a little

taller. The leaves are narrowly obovate to

oblong, 4 inches to 6 inches or rather more in

length, dark green above, paler beneath. The
pale rose-tinted flowers are in compact trusses,

3 inches to 4 inches across. R. maximum is

readily raised from seeds, which ripen freely

in this countrj-. The plants thrive in the

nsual peaty compost to which Rhododendrons
are partial, the roots liking a moist er

root-nm than is necessary for the free-growing
hybrids. Rhododendrons love moisture in the

growing season, both overhead and at the roots.

It may be said that the Laurel-leaved Rhodo-
dendron and its hybrids are among the mott
delightful of all hardy evergreen shrubs.

if " Chinese " Wilson had only

introduced this one shrub,

the present and future genera-

tions will be eternally grateful

to him.

Other Berberlses of beauty are

B. Loncinna, with large, pear-

shaped, scarlet berries and with

the under side of the foliage

quite white. B. verruculosa is

beautiful in its compact habit

and shining, deep green foliage.

B. aggregata is of stout growth,

smothered with scarlet fruits, and

in the opinion of a first-class

judge (1 know of none better) is

the best of its class. I under-

stand B. Veitchii is equally

good, though I have not seen

it ; also B. Prattii, young plants

of which with me are very dis-

tinct. B. sargentiana (which

received an award of merit

recently) as growing here is very

vigorous. It belongs to the

Knightti group. The young
growths are ver>- highly coloured

and it possesses most formidable

spines, and, being evergreen,

would be "a splendid hedge

plant

.

Another brilliant shrub in

autumn and all through the

winter, on account of its fruit

and foliage, is Stranvesia un-

dulata. a spreading form of

which I have grown for the

last six years. It is now not

more than 18 inches in height,

covers at least 2^ square yards

of ground, and at this season

is smothered with clusters of

berries of a particularly pleas-

ing and distinct shade of dull

Berberis Wilsonae, but all more or less distinct, such orange pink. It is practically an evergreen, and

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM, ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF
ALL H.\RDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

as subcauliata, veri,' vigorous, with glaucous foliage

and scarlet stems covered with coral red berries
;

then B. Coryn is a tall, erect-growing species

(apparently close to bre%'ipaniculata) of great

strength, covered «-ith orange scarlet fruits.

B. stapfiana is but yet little known, but may
briefly be described as a sttirdier edition of

Wilsonae. We have here another form close to

WilsoucE, but with very glaucous foliage, of George
Forrest's collecting. This looks like making a

splendid rock shrub, and its blue-grey foliage is

charming. All these species, producing much
fibrous root, are easily moved, and one

portions of the foUage turn a most lovely scarlet

during the winter months. Altogether it is a

very beautiful and ornamental shrub. I imderstand

the usual form of this shrub is more erect in

growth.

Of the many Cotoneasters, space does not permit

me to mention, except to draw special attention

to the value of the creeping C. Dammeri for the

rock garden, especially in the dull winter season.

Let the growth of this species ramble near to a

planting of the grey Spanish Savin, and when a

midwinter sun lights on the glaucous grey of the

Savin, sparkling with frost, and also on the scarlet

berries of the Cotoneaster, a wonderful picture ofother good point is their freedom in pro-

ducing fruit. I do not know their equal in this ' winter effect in the rock garden is oblained.

latter respect. Colchester. R. \\'. Waluce.
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THE DAFFODIL YEAR
BOOK, 1915.

By the Rev. G. H. Engleheart, M.A., V.M.H.

IN
a " ballad of bulbs " a recent poet in

Punch confesses how, after adhering to

a rigid economy in all other expenditure,

he suddenly fell a victim to the lure of

a bulb catalogue, and " bang went five

shillings." Every gardener has his own
best-loved flower, but the keen hunger for spring

flowers is common to all. In England the Daffodil

has come to be—perhaps always was—pre-

eminently the flower of spring, and we shall be

in sore straits when we can neither plant its bulbs

nor greet its bloom. The report of Daffodil

shows held " as tisual " in rgij, their advertise-

ment for 1916, and the present issue of the Royal

Horticultural Society's •' Daffodil Year Book " all

indicate that this will be the last flower to be

suppressed by the exigencies of the

war.

In its first intent, and in its

matter for the most part, this is a

handbook for the specialist, but will

be found pleasant to handle and dip

into by those who dwell outside the

more intimate Daffodil circle. As

to its material form, binding, paper

and type are of the best, as is the

way it lies flat open in one's hand,

as all books should, but few do.

The contents and their arrangement

are again good enough to reward

the responsible Editor, the Rev. J.

Jacob, for his great pains and to

bring him our thanks. With regard

to the illustrations— such a bcok

must necessarily have them—^it is a<;

difficult to loiow what to say as it

must have been for him to choose

and prepare them. But it is prob-

ably a just criticism to prefer the

personal portraits to those of the

flowers. It seems that colour can

be satisfactorily represented only by

over-expensive colour photography,

or by some method of screening in

plain photography which it has here

been found impracticable to use.

Accurate pen and ink outlines would

put the flowers before us quite as

intelligibly as these photographs.

For instance, the yellow and orange red Ixion,

Fig. 2, is shown just as white all over as Mr. A.

M. Wilson's pure white trumpet Centaur, Fig. 4.

And t)ie four blooms of Santa Maria, " of an ex-

ceptionally deep yellow." are shown in Fig. 5 as

four colourless ghosts. The truth is that the older

line engraving, wood, copper or steel, rendered

colour infinitely better than the modem photo-

graphic process. The long line of Empress, Fig. 12,

is surely rather a dreary- record of unimaginative

planting.

Of the contributed papers, far and away the

most interesting is " .•\mong My Seedlings,"

by Mr. G. L. Wilson, a somewhat new planet

in the Daffodil sky. He can write English, an

accomplishment not so common as is supposed,

and has a singular power of turning his pen into

a colour brush. His account of the series of

clioice lemon yellows obtained from a cross between

King .\lfred and Mme. de Graaff is admirable and

very attractive, e.g., " beautiful and decorative

very pale bicolors, with trumpets of exquisite

cool tints of greenish primrose and pale greenish

lemon, and on the backs of their petals often the

sparkling green midrib of their grandparent

maximus." This prompts a suggestion, by the

wa}% that we have not yet done enough—indeed,

we have done nothing—at our shows to foster fine

discrimination of colour. Why should we not

have classes for colour simply, independently of

form ; for instance, a prize for the best pale lemon

Daffodil ? Under the present wearisome and

John Bullish ordinance that no flower shall be

recognised unless it has the stereotyped flat,

round perianth, many and many a seedling is

thrown away as too loose or starry-, which massed

would exhibit new and delightful colouring.

Even Mr. Wilson is over-much obsessed by the

flat perianth. Would he or anyone " with half

an eye " think to improve maximus by fitting it

with the regulation cartwheel perianth in place

of its e.xquisite spiral gold petals ?

and Australia is emphasised in this issue. Besides

an article on the New Zealand shows in 1914

by Mrs. J. Maclean of Oamaru (who travelled

over 800 miles to see the flowers), there are full

I

reports of the Auckland, Canterbury' and other

New Zealand shows, and of the .Australian shows.

1
The Year Book is brimful of everi,-thing in the

way of record and statistic that the Daffodil-

lover needs or can do without, including the

irrepressible Daffodil fly, now agreeably increased

into two equally spiteful varieties, both of which

,
are well illustrated in all their stages. Pages 32,

1
33. 34' pace the Editor, are valueless. They
tabulate 172 separate crosses as "successful"

because they have produced seed, thirty-nine

as Tmsuccessful because they have not. Mr.

' N. Y. Lower, who contributes the figures, himself

observes very truly that lists of good seed and

pollen parents are not of much use, as many varie-

1

ties will seed in one district and not in another
;

I

also, it may be added, in one season and not in

\ BEAUTIFUL BORDER OF PHLO.XES. THEY MAY BE PLAXIED NOW.

The reprint of two papers read by the late

Mr. Peter Barr in .Australia is welcome as a remem-

brance of the wTiter, and contains much infor-

mation about the earlier Daffodil scientists and

growers. But 1883 is surely a mistake or misprint
;

it must have been fifteen years later that Mr.

Barr visited .Australia. Mr. E. H. Jenkins'

paper, "' Reminiscences," has the same kind of

interest, reaching back over forty years, when

Messrs. Barr and Sugden were growing the entire

ancestr>' of our present multitude of Daffodils

in a few narrow beds at Tooting. These b:ds

are fresh in the present re\-iewer's memory. There

is always a charm in anything that comes—and it

comes loo seldom—from the pen of the Royal

Horticultural Society's secretary. He writes about
• Three Small Daffodils," and propoimds the

distressing heresy that Narcissus triandrus and

N. t. calathinus are " the one so much like both

that you can't tell t'other from which." The

rapid oncoming of the Daffodil in New Zealand

another. Moreover, inscc:s are always responsible

for a percentage of results, and flowers manage

to fertilise themselves in a remarkable way,

despite the most careful depollination. .And

It is somewhat absurd to call a cross " successful

"

before the seedling has flowered.

TWELVE GOOD PHLOXES.

A
CORRESPONDENT asks for a list of

twelve good herbaceous Phloxes, with

hints on their culti\ation. ten to be

i of salmon, crimson or pink shades,

^ one blue and one white. These fine

herbaceous flowers are best planted in

the autumn, although they may also be planted

in February or JIarch, providing the soil is reason-

ably dry and free from frost. Phloxes appre-

ciate a liberal diet, and with this end in view the

soil ought to be dug at least two spits deep and well
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NEW COOKING APPLE REV. W. WILKS.
NOTE ITS FRUITFULNESS ON A VERY
YOUNG CORDON TREE.

manured in each layer, partially decayed farm-

yard or stable manure being best. Water-logged
soil is fatal, and that very sandy is almost as bad,
though in a different way, inasmuch as Phloxes
must ha\e plenty of moisture at their roots during
the growing and flowering seasons. When the

plants have been established a year, the growths,
when about 4 inches high, should be thinned
to three or four to each plant, the shoots that

are removed being suitable for cuttings, which
many contend is the best method of increasing

the plants. If the lower leaves are removed
and the shoots planted firmly in boxes of sandy
soil, they soon emit roots if kept in a close, slightly

warmed frame. These cuttings can be planted
out as soon as rooted, and most of them will

flower late in the autumn after the old plants
have finished. The young plants last in good
condition for two years more, after which, in most
instances, they are better discarded in favour
of younger and more robust specimens. During
dry weather copious supplies of water must be
afforded every day, and if this can be supplemented
once a week with weak liquid manure, so much
the better. There are now so many excellent

varieties that it is difficult to select a dozen which
would meet with everyone's approval, but the
lollowing are all first-class and reasonable in price :

.America, bright salmon pink, with camiine eye,

2j feet
; Baron von Dedem, rich scarlet, very large

fio« ers, 2 feet
; Dr. Kbnigshofer, orange scarlet,

crimson eye, 3 feet ; Embrasement, salmon scarlet,

purple eye, 3 J feet ; Etna, bright orange scarlet,

3^ {& t ; G. A. Strohlein, orange scariet, carmine

eye, 3 J fe-.t; Goliath, bright carmine, crimson

centre, 5 feet ; Le Mahdi, violet blue, suffused

bronze, 3 J feet ; Mme. Paul Dutrie, soft rose, white

centre, 3 feet ; Selma, pink, with crimson eye,

3 f' et
; Tapis Blanc, white, 2 feet ; Gruppen

Konigin. pink, carmine eye, 3 feet. The heights

given are only approximate ; they will \ary

somewhat with soil, situation and weather.

NURSERY NOTES.
MESSRS. J. CHEAL AND SONS, LTD.

ON the occasion of a recent visit to

the Lowtield Nurseries of Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons, Limited,

Crawley, Sussex, we were most
favourably impressed with the

immense stock of well-trained fruit

trees to be seen there. Both Mr. Alexander Cheal

and Mr. Joseph Cheal, the two genial principals

of this time-honoured firm, anticipate a big run

on cordon, pyramid and bush trees, and, happ.ly,

they are well prepared to meet a demand even
in e.xcess of that of last year. Standard, half-

standard, espalier and fan-trained trees are alike

represented on a very large scale, and include

every variety worth gro%ving.

The Value of Cordon Trees.—That there

should be a greater demand for cordon trees

than ever is not at all surprising when we consider

the many advantages of this system of training.

The trees come into bearing quickly. With varieties

like Rev. W. Wilks, Gloria Mundi and Charles

Ross, even maiden trees are often so heavily

cropped that their fruits have to be considerably

reduced. Then, again, cordon trees may be
successfully grown in a limited space, and when
trained upon wires or against a wall or fence

they take up little room, and, unlike standard
trees, they do not overshade the garden at the

expense of other crops. Pears and Apples are

well adapted to this system of training, while

Red Currants and Gooseberries may also be grown
in this way with marked success.

Apple Crawley Beauty.—If there was one
variety more than any other that attracted our

attention by virtue of its bright colour and very

heavy crops, it was this excellent late-cooking

Apple of local origin. Like the Wise Apple,

it is very late in flowering, thereby escaping injury

from late spring frosts. In consequence, those

who have grown it regard it as a certain and heavy
cropper. The fruits hang upon the trees quite

late in the season, and when stored they will keep
till April or May. The shapely fruits are splashed

with crimson, and they are even better in colour

than Bismarck, while it crops heavily on young
trees. Two other local Apples worthy of special

mention are Nanny and Jolly Miller, both carrying

exceptionally heavy crops of highly coloured

fruits. Neither of them appears to be very well

known outside the county of Sussex, but both

are worthy to be in every collection.

Redwing is another favourite Apple at Crawley.

It is a brilliantly coloured, medium sized fruit,

in season in October, and is useful either for

dessert or cooking purposes.

Exigencies of space prevent us from enlarg-

ing upon the fine stock of Pears, Plums, Damsons,
Cherries, Peaches, Currants, Vines and other fruits,

to say nothing of a vast collection of trees and
shrubs, which have always been a feature of this

firm, so long renowned for landscape gardening.

THE RASPBERRY-BLACK-
BERRY HYBRIDS.
By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

WITHOUT doubt many of the

hybrid and improved varieties

of the Rubus family will play

a very important part in the

future in supplying the popu-

lation with wholesome fruit.

It has long been a surprise to me that more encour-

agement has not been given in relation to the

extended cultivation of even the common English

Blackberry, when one considers that it grows
luxuriantly in almost every locality and under
the poorest conditions ; that there is always
a ready sale for the fruit, and, fortunately, that

it is one of the fruits which adapts itself for pre-

serving in many ways. But at the moment
my thoughts are centred on the newer varieties,

several of which are, I feel certain, destined to

take positions in the majority of our English

gardens. Fortunately, the majority lend them-

selves readily to cultivation in many ways. They
are excellent for covering pergolas and arches,

poles or pillars, and for training on buildings,

or planting in large beds, and if judiciously pruned

A CERTAIN CROPPER. APPLE CRAWLEY
BEAUTY.
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and trained once a year, beyond regulating the

growth and protecting the fruit when ripening,

1 his is practically all the labour required. I propose

to mention only a few of the best varieties which

have come under my notice.

Blackberry Himalayan Giant.—A large and

much-improved form which certainly strikes me

as being the finest of its kind which I have yet seen.

It is very vigorous and most prolific, the growths

being covered with immense trusses of large,

black, beautiful fruits which commence to ripen

about the middle of August. The fruit when

and Raspberry Superlative. It is of fine appear-

ance, of rich flavour, partaking much of that

of the Raspberry. It is rather pendulous

in habit, and succeeds best when trained

to stakes or trellis. It grows freely on almost

any soil, and, fortunately, is a perpetual

bearer, commencing to ripen its fruits early

in the season and continuing to do so till

late in the autumn.

The Loganberry.—^Too well known to. need

describing. With us it does splendidly, planted

in large masses in the wilderness, and the fruit

purposes, several of them being extremely

vigorous and producing large fruits, but, unfortu-

nately, the flavour of the majority is poor and

insipid.

AN IRIS FOR THE WATER SIDE.

Iris sibirica can be depended upon to grow

and flower freely if planted about the margins

of lakes, ponds or streams where the roots are

continually moist, and there are few showier

subjects when it is at its best during early June.

THE SIBERIAN IRIS BY THE LAKESIDE AT KEW.

thoroughly ripe is of a delicious flavour, and quite

worthy of a place as a dessert fruit. Messrs.

Laxton Bro.hers of Bedford worthily received a

ftrst-class certificate for this Blackberry at on'' of

the Royal Horticultural Society's meetings during

the present season.

Newberry.-—^This variety has done remarkably

well with us this year. Growing on a west border

and trained like the Raspberry, it produced a wealth

of luscious fruit much superior, in my opinion,

to t hat of the Loganberry.

The Laxtonberry.—^This most promising variety

is the result of a cross between the Loganberry

is much appreciated for cooking purposes. It

preserves splendidly.

The Lowberry.—This is another hybrid possess-

ing much merit. It should be grown in full sun

and be severely pruned.

King's Acre Berry.—This ripens early and

has the appearance of a very large Blackberry.

It has a very fine flavour.

Many of the new varieties of Rubus introduced

from China by Mr. Wilson are extremely orna-

mental, but are of little use for commercial pur-

poses. I am inclined to thuik, however, that

these will make excellent material for hybridising

Throughout the growing season the grass-like

leaves present a pleasing change from coarser

vegetation, whereas the tall, slender flower-scapes,

growing to a height of 2i feet or 3 feet, terminated

with lilac purple or bluish flowers, are most

attractive.

Added to this, it gives comparatively little

trouble, for, once established, it grows for several

years without attention other than keeping it

clear of coarse weeds. When the clumps become

overgrown, they are easily put right by dividing

up into smaller sections as soon as the flowers

fade.
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MY COTTAGE GARDEN
HAMPSHIRE.

IN

A
TINY plot of under half an acre all

told, in a Hampshire hamlet, and as

I look from the little lattice window
over a dream of " Carnation, Lily,

^ Lily, Rose," I can hardly believe that

less than two years ago a very different

view met my gaze—two square beds of decayed

vegetables edged with long-neglected herbaceous

borders, and divided by a gravel walk that ran up
the entire length, disappearing in a ditch of Ferns,

through which a neighbouring broom-maker, bent

nearly double with his ninety odd years, peered

through from his own small plot at this scene of

desolation. The cottage was commonplace and

ugly, the garden an uninterrupted dead level from

end to end, but for a bank that ran down the side

of the plot separating it from the beautiful Pine

A TRANSFORMED COTTAGE AND GARDEN.
The pathway is flagged with York stone squares and bordered

with Lilies and Roses.

wood beyond, and which was a thing of beauty,

pale gold and thick with Primroses and Daffodils,

and in this I had my dream !

It did not take long to transform the dwelling,

but the garden was a question of patient care and
attention through the first winter months, and also

not a little artistic selection in planting.

And let no one think that many hands combined
to make this labour light. To an old villager whose
" rheumatiz " was, alas ! more regular than his

hours of labour was allotted the spade work,

while the rest was a labour of love divided.

It may interest some to know what this tiny

place contains ; and that it is laid out to some ad-

vantage the accompanying illustration may prove.

All the paths are flagged wit*i York stone

squares, through which peep the modest Violet

Cress, red and white Mossy Saxifrages, and

Linaria ; and Alyssum Little Dorrit scrambles

defiantly up and down and in between the stones,

throwing up fairy bushes of snow. To relieve the

long straight line, the path is partly sunk, and a

circle made where an old sundial is to be placed
" when the war is over." I should like its shadowy
finger to mark that date of Peace for the world for

all time, and never to move again ! (But I have

yet to find the dial, and they are luxuries these

hard' times.)

The rustic arch across the path further on is

still gay ivith the cerise blooms of Rose Zephyrine

Drouhin, and the light square trellis which runs

right across the garden at right angles and

encloses a tiny rosary beyond still holds blooms

of R^ve d'Or, Mme. Pierre Cochet, Gastave Regis,

Perle d'Or, Felicite Perpetue and Stella.

At the end of the garden the ancient neighbour

has been excluded by a high double hedge of

Arbor-vitse and Ta.\us baccata, which success-

fully hides from his inquisitive gaze

the rosary, in the centre of which

stands a fine old stone bird bath, a

permanent invitation tothe feathered

intruders who certainly preside over

this little garden. Someone has

written that " a pleasure garden,

however small, should have its

presiding genius, its nymph of the

pool, the woodland, the grove or

the well, to give a personal interpre-

tation to the forces of Nature," so

that the piece of sculpture here

placed is surely a necessary adjunct

and gives a last touch of colour in

the picture. The grass plots are

broken up with Rose beds to form

a uniform design, and have b;tn gay
all the summer with Lyon Rose,

Mme. A. Chatenay, Elaine, and such

old favourites as Warrior, Irish

Elegance, Earl of Pembroke and
Caroline Testout. Two narrow beds

in front of the window are still a

mass of bloom of Mrs. W. H. Cut-

bush and Aschenbrodel, all planted

where but a little more than a year

ago flourished the Potato and Turnip

'if commerce at their own sweet will.

On either side of the long flagged

path and edging the lawns are the

Jierbaceous borders, backed with tall

Larch posts for Ramblers, placed at

intervals of about 8 feet apart. These

borders have been a succession, of

bloom, from the cloudy, early effect

of London Pride. Myosotis, Clove

Pinks and Thrift to Delphiniums in their heavenly

blues, and perennial .Asters in purple hues

The cottage itself hides behind a Vine on the

south-east side, planted many years ago ; and on

the south. Rose Fortime's Yellow, Mme. Alfred

Carriere, and Clematis Viticella kermesiana, with

its lovely trails of wine-coloured flowers. The more
familiar Jackmanni has hung its deep purple-blue

blooms over the bay window ever since June in a

dense mass.

The north side of the cottage is given over to

the growing of Gooseberries, Currants, and the

few vegetables required for the modest household

of the present owner, a musician who can delight

huge auc'i;nces in London, and who spends her

precious liours of rest in the " garden that she

lovts." B. L. S.

CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME
By the Rev. Joseph J.-^cob.

" •" "^ HARITY begins at home" is one of

M those proverbial sayings the truth

I and appositeness of which no one,

% A theoretically at any rate, disputes.

^^—^^ When, however, the opportunity

comes of putting the sentiment into

practice, a red herring is sometimes drawn across

our purpose and we go and do otherwise. By
means of a very considerable advertisement in

the papers, the Horticidtural Trades Association

of Great Britain and Ireland has lately given us

a jog about this, with regard to the buying of bulbs.

The Editor of The Garden has asked me to " say

a few words." I gladly do so, for I am pleased

to do my " bit " for our common cause in any way
I can, and I am more than glad that, unlike one

of the great dailies, which refused the advertise-

ment, our little paper has a fellow feeling for our

own horticulturists, many of whom have been

very badly hit indeed by the war. In a way, I am
an amphibious sort of person, or a sort of father

confessor, and in writing the concluding words

of the last sentence I was only saying that which

I personally know to be a fact. Our growers must

somehow keep on growing, for bulbs and plants

cannot just be put on one side and not used.

Our retail traders have working expenses going

on all the time, and they have to provide for a

custom which more likely than not has never

come. In war-time, if ever, our highest and sound-

est policy is to remember that " charity begins

at home." Misplaced sympathy is one red herring.

There are others. First, the old idea that all

Dutch-grown bulbs are better than British. On
the very afternoon of the day on which the Editor

asked about this article, I met a friend, who,

knowing nothing whatever about what we had

been saying, told me, in the course of ordinary

conversation, of a neighbour who had within tic

last week sent an order for nine pounds' worth of

bulbs to Holland, because they were so much betlir

than he could get at home.

It may have been necessary for Henry VIII. 's

last queen, Catherine Parr, to send over there for

her salads. Why, however, do some people in the

present year of grace think they must follow her

example in order to get good bulbs ?

With the exception of Hyacinths, all the great

popular spring, summer and autumn flowering

bulbs can be produced quite as well within tlie

narrow confines of oiu" islands as anywhere else,

I feel sur; oiu" growers would be doing themseK'es

and the country a real good turn if they were to

hold a show of their own home-grown produce in

late July or early .August next year. A high

official of the Royal Horticultural Society has

been approached, with the result that he has said

that if the idea is taken up by those who are in a

position to support it, and if they will undertake

to send samples of what they can do, he has

every reason to believe that the Council will

provide all necessary facilities. Accordingly, I

appeal to all growers, great and small ; to those

who live in Anglesey, Jersey and Guernsey, no

less than to the dwellers in Great Britain and Ire-

land, to " take the matter up." Write your

ideas about this at once to The Garden, and I

can promise that if support is forthcoming, " the

powers that be " shall know of it.

In these months of stress, no false scent should

be allowed to turn us from the right way.
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NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

ONE of the most valuable ingredients

k in successful vegetable culture

I
is what is known as decayed vege-

table refuse added to wood ashes,

old potting soil, road grit, decayed

leaves and spent Mushroom-bed

materials. Where the soil is heavy, it is not so

porous as other soils, but with the aid of deep

ROSE LEAF ATTACKED BY BLACK SPOT.

trenching and the annual addition of the compost
noted, it is surprising how quickly a bad plot

can be brought into a desirable condition. For

Potatoes especially is such a compost valuable
;

indeed, it is difficult to suggest a crop which it will

not benefit in some way or another. Now is the

time to collect a quantity of vegetable refuse. All

leaves of the Brassica tribe should be collected into

a heap, adding freshly gathered leaves and wood
ashes, occasionally turning over the heap and

adding at that time freshly slaked lime.

Fallen leaves, too, should be collected and kept

in a heap by themselves, to be used in the making
of hotbeds or for conversion into leaf-mould,

which is valuable to mix with soil of an uncon-

genial character when pricking out seedlings.

Autumn Onions now a couple of inches high

would be all the better with the surface soil

stirred during dry weather, first sprinkling soot

over them and the soil. If the latter is heavy, add
wood ashes, as these have an ameliorating effect

when applied to the surface and gradually mixed
with the soil about the roots. The main crop of

summer-grown bulbs should be examined, as-

suming they are in a dry shed. Remove any loose

skins and roots, and either string them on ropes

or lay them thinly on shelves in a cool, dry room.

Turnips.—Bulbs which are of full size from

earlier sowings should be lifted and stored in

sand or ashes at the back of a wall with a northern

aspect, covering the outside with long litter or

leaves in case of frost. Stir the surface soil among

growing crops and, as a protection, draw soil

over the crowns of the bulbs. This preserves their

succulence as well.

Beetroot should be lifted and carefully stored

in sand in a frost-proof shed, cutting off the leaves

to within 2 inches of the crowns.

Parsnips should remain in the ground until

required, drawing soil over the crowns to protect

them from frost, as this is liable to rot that portion.

If severe frost is apprehended, cover them with
litter as well as the soil. A few for immediate
use may be taken up and stored in sand.

Swanmore. E. Molyneu.x.

BLACK SPOT ON ROSES.
[A Reply by Mr. Edward Mawley, V.M.H., President

of the National Rose Society.']

IT
will be exceedingly interesting if Rose-

growers among your readers who have
had any experience of black spot in its

virulent form will state whether they have
met with any success in dealing with this

scourge. It is only, I imagine, during
the last two or three years that its ravages have
been so serious. Is it confined to certain districts

—

the West of England, for instance—or has it spread
all over the country ? It is not only that the

bushes become leafless, in a greater or less degree,

but the growth is stunted and the weaker plants
die away. I find all sorts of Roses are attacked.
The Pemetiana and Austrian Briars are most
susceptible, but Hybrid Perpetuals are no more
immune than Hybrid Teas, Chinas and Noisettes,

."^mong those that suffer most severely are Juliet,

Lyon, Griiss an Teplitz, Snow Queen, Francesca
Kruger, Lady Roberts, Soleil d'Or and Marie
Baumann. With regard to treatment, I found this

year that Bordeaux mixture was absolutely useless.

It was given a complete and thorough trial.

I agree with your correspondent " T. A. W."
that it will be most interesting to hear what Mr.
Edward Mawley has to say on the subject. And
one would much like to know the later experiences
of Mr. DarUngton, who contributed to the Rose
.Annual for r9r4 an exceedingly valuable article

on the subject full of interest. H. V. B.

We forwarded our correspondent's letter to

Mr. Edward Mawley, V.M.H., President of the

National Rose Society, who kindly sends the

following reply :

" This is a comparatively new enemy of the Rose,
and is supposed to have come to us some years
ago from the other side of the Atlantic. It is

only in recent years that it has made its appear-
ance in my own garden, where, however, it has
gradually secured a footing. As stated by corre-

spondents in recent issues of The Garden, it has
a great partiality for certain varieties, such as

Griiss an Teplitz and Juliet. I have up to the

present time kept black spot in check by simply
removing, as far as possible, every leaf on which
the disease made its appearance, and by picldng
up and burning aU fallen foliage which is afiected.

In this way I have managed to keep the complaint
fairly well in check. Nevertheless, every year
a few more plants fall victims to it than in the

previous year. I can, therefore, only recommend
at this time of year the removal of the worst of

the affected leaves found on or imder the plants
and bum them, and then at the end of the flowering

season to do the same.

' I wish I could afford better help, for I can plainly

see that my own Rose garden is not nearly as badly

ovemm with black spot as that of either of your
enqmrers, " H. V. B." and " T. A. W.". In fact,

not more than 5 per cent, of the Roses in my collec-

tion is affected. What I have stated may, however,
be of service to many of your readers. I have
heard of several remedies being suggested, but
have not myself tried any of them, and cannot
report on them from personal experience. I

feel sure, however, that many of your readers
would be glad to learn of any fungicide which
could be depended upon year after year to keep
a Rose garden now badly affected with black spot
free, or, at all events, comparatively free, from
this new and destructive enemy of the Rose.
It is therefore to be hoped that this correspondence
in The Garden may lead to some simple and really

effective cure of this cruel disease in our Rose
gardens being communicated to its pages."

RUST ON ROSES.
This disease is prevalent on Briar Roses.
It is caused by the fungus Phragmidium
subcorticatum, and its first appearance is quite

early in the season, in the form of bright orange
masses of spores bursting through the bark. They
leave cankerous-looking spots on the stems, and,
being carried to the foliage, attack it, producing
orange or bro^vn and in autumn black spots on the

under surfaces of the leaves. These spots arc

small masses of spores, for the fungus is out of

ROSE LEAF AND LEAFLET ATTACKED BY
" rust" DISEASE.

reach inside the leaves. Something may be done

by spraying %vith Bordeaux mixture or with a

rose red solution of potassiimi permanganate in

the spring at the time the stem stage is about

;

but the main thing to do is to destroy the dead
leaves on which the black spore masses occur in

autumn as soon as possible, and so prevent the

infection in early spring, which comes only from
these black spores. This fungus is very common
on Dog Roses in our hedges.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Forcing Strawberries.—Gardeners are some-

times called upoa to produce ripe Strawberries

in February. The first consideration must be

the ripening of the crowns. If there is any doubt
about them being well matured, they should be
left in their summer quarters as long as the weather
will permit. About the middle of November
thev may be placed in a shallow, heated pit. If

convenient, a hot-bed of moderate warmth should

be made in which to plunge the plants, and this

must be elevated quite near to the glass. For the

first two or three weeks a temperature of 45°

or 50° will be quite sufficient. This can usually

be maintained without the aid of artificial heat.

Fire-heat must be used sparingly at all times.

Plants Under Glass.

Roses in Pots.—The present is a suitable time

to procure Roses for growing in pots. A few of

the climbing varieties should be potted annually,

as these are invaluable for furnishing the con-

ser\'atorv or show houses in the spring. The
following varieties are all suitable for this purpose ;

Dorothv Perkins, Minnehaha, Hiawatha, Blush
Rambler, Goldfinch and Electra. Of dwarf
varieties there is now a wide selection, but it is

best to have a few reliable sorts, especially if

flowers are needed for table decoration. Mme.
.\bel Chatenay, Mrs. J. Laing, Liberty, Richmond,
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Sunburst and Lady
Hillingdon are all excellent for this purpose.

Some of the strong roots must be shortened before

potting. Use a compost of loam, leaf-soil and
lime rubble. If the loam is poor, add a little

crushed bone and soot. When potted, plunge
the pots in ashes in a sheltered situation.

Roses Planted Out.—Roses growing over the

roof of the greenhouse or conservatory will now
be in need of pruning or thinning. This must
be done more or less according to the variety.

In all cases the flowering wood must be well exposed

to the light. The variety Fortune's Yellow
often makes a lot of lateral growth, which requires

to be cut back to one or two buds. The roots

should still be given plenty of water, which must
be supplemented occasionally with a stimulant.

Freesias.—-^ batch of Freesias may now be
placed in a light house with a little warmth. Place

them on a shelf near to the glass, for they must
not be allowed to become drawn at this stage.

The pots will now be full of roots, and a little

stimulant will be beneficial. An occasional weak
dose of soot-water will be sufficient for a week or

two.
Achimenes.—These will now have died down,

and the pots may be placed under the stage in a

cool house. Lay them on their sides so that

water cannot reach them.

Forcing Shrubs.—There are many beautiful

shrubs suitable for forcing, and the present is

the most suitable time for potting them. Such
plants as Laburnums, Lilac, . Prunus triloba,

Staphylea, Viburnums, Spiraeas. Cerasus and
Pyruses may be dug up and potted in any ordinary

soil. When potted, plunge them in ashes till

they are required for forcing.

The Flower Garden.

Montbretias.—The corms of Montbretias should

be lifted annually and wintered in boxes of dry soil

in cold frames. Lift them as soon as the foliage

has died down, or the corms will start to grow.

It is necessary to separate the small bulbs from
the large when planting. If required, the small

bulbs may be planted in reserve beds, where they
will grow to the flowering size.

Gladioli.—Conns of Gladioli may also be
taken up and stored in a frost-proof shed. They
may first be placed closely together in boxes
till the foliage has died down. They must then
be cleaned, carefully labelled, and stored away
for the winter.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.—There
are many good varieties of Chrysanthemums
suitable for growing outdoors, and the best only
should be retained. When these have finished

flowering, they must be lifted and planted closely

together in boxes, carefully labelling each variety.

Place the boxes in cold frames till the spring,

when they will be required for propagating.

Lawns.—Anv alterations to lawns may be

done when the weather is suitable. New turf

laid now will be quite settled by the spring.

If worms have been troublesome on tennis lawns,

they may easily be destroyed now, as they are

quite near the surface. Lime-water is cheap and
efiective. This should be applied in the afternoon.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Root-Pruning.—The season has been favour-

able for ripening the wood on all fruit trees, and,

where necessarv, the sooner the work of replanting

and root-pruning is done the better. In planting

new trees on walls, the old soil should be cleared

out and replaced with new. If the subsoU is

heavy and retentive, rlenly of drainage materials

should be placed under the new soil. A quantity

of old brick rubble must be mixed with the new
materials. If the loam is good, no manure of any
kind is necessary. This can be given later on
when the trees are in bearing.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—The bulbs must be carefully looked
over at intervals tor the removal of those which
are blemished. The whole of the stock should

be moved, and those which are not likely to keep
must be placed by themselves for immediate use.

Celery.—The late plants must be earthed up
as required, but it is not wise to do this to excess

till there is danger of very severe frost. Much
care is necessary in doing this work now, so that

the soil does not fall into the centre of the plants.

Turnips.—The roots which are large enough
for use may be lifted and stored in a shed, or,

failing this convenience, covered with ashes out-

doors. Later crops must be left in the ground tUl

there is danger of severe frost.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Lobelia cardinalis.—In the more favoured
districts this brilliant subject is more or less hardy,
but undoubtedly the safest method is to winter it

in frames. If put in boxes, it wUl be more con-

venient for starting in springtime. On no account
try to increase it at this season by division, as it

resents disturbance until growth has recommenced
during the spring, when it splits up quite freely.

Violas.—Except in very severe or wet weather,

the lights may remain ofi for some days yet.

Weeds and decayed leaves should be picked off,

as, where these remain, damping is more likely

to take place. When the lights have to be replaced,

ventilate on all mild days, only closing them when
the frost is severe. Avoid coddling in any form,

as the Viola is a very hardy subject under natural
conditions.

Flower Beds and Borders.—Where there is

no spring bedding, the vacant ground should be
cleaned and made tidy for the winter. Digging
and, where necessary, trenching should be done,
so that the soil will derive all the benefits from
being exposed to the frost and rain of the coming
winter.

Sweet Peas.—^The sowing of the autumn seeds

in pots for flowering next summer should be
completed before the very short days approach,
as, if sown then, the germination is not nearly
so strong. Ventilate freely and apply water
only when really needed.

The Rock Garden.—Protect now with glass

those subjects which are known not to survive
when left exposed to the winter rains. Many
of the plants should not have their foliage cut
down, as is sometimes practised. It is in many
plants a fine and natural form of protection
from both rain and frost.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pot Strawberries.—The young plants having
now completed their growth for this season,
there is nothing to be gained by leaving them
in their present position. Some growers place

the plants on their sides and stack them with
ashes around the pots ; but as they cannot be
watered in this position, harm would come from
it through the plants becoming too dry during
windy weather. The best method is to plunge
the pots up to the rims in ashes inside cold frames

;

but where these are not available, protect with
5 inches or 6 inches of freshly fallen leaves. Care
must be taken that the foliage of the plants is

kept above and not buried when plunging them.

Vineries.—Midseason Vines should be given
every encouragement to ripen their wood, so that
it will be possible to get pruning over in good time,

and the houses cleaned early to enable the Vines
to have quite three months' rest. This resting

period is very important, and where it is not
given strict attention, the Vines quickly show
the ill-effects by poor growths and consequently
poorer fruit crops.

Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamen.—Plants commencing to flower should
have frequent applications of manure given in

the water. Weak soot-water is very suitable if

not overdone. Plants raised from seed sown in

August will soon be ready for potting off singly
into 3-inch pots. Use plenty of leaf-soil and
coarse silver sand in the compost when doing this.

Seed may still be sown for producing useful plants
which will flower in 4-inch pots during next winter.

Poinsettias.—^The bracts of these plants are

already forming, and it is from this stage onwards
that great care is necessary in watering and in

the maintaining of even temperatures if the foliage

is to be retained. The atmosphere must now be
kept somewhat drier, but a minimum tempera-
ture of 60° should be maintained. The same
treatment applies to Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora,

but this plant is usually a month later in flowering.

Lilium Harrisii.—.\s the bulbs commence
to grow, remo\'e them to a position near the glass,

where a sturdy grow-th may be expected. Grow
in an intermediate temperature, and do not top-
dress until the roots commence to appear above
the bulbs. Keep a constant watch for green fly,

and spray with an insecticide on its first

appearance.

Protection of Plants Outdoors.—Such plants
as .\zaleas and Roses, which were perhaps forced
and plunged outdoors to complete their growth,
should now be grouped closely together, and a

depth of 6 inches or 7 inches of new leaves laid

on to protect the pots from becoming cracked by
frost. Care should be taken to see that the roots
are sufficiently moist before covering with leaves,

as then they will need no further attention
until taken indoors.

The Kitchen Garden.

Lettuce.—Any blanks which have occurred
among those recently planted out should be
filled with the surplus seedlings remaining in

the seed-bed. If slugs are troublesome, a dusting
of soot should be given; or, if the weather is very
wet, some gritty material, such as sharp sand,
must be applied. This does not get washed into
the soil so quickly as soot.

Radishes.—Further supplies will now have to

be obtained by sowing either in heated frames or
pits. For economising space the seeds should be
sown broadcast, thinning out the Radishes as
required for use.

Mustard and Cress will now have to be grown
in heat to make certain of a regular supply being
kept up. Sowing thickly in boxes is the most
convenient method, and placing over pipes, where
germination quickly takes place. To have .both
ready for use simultaneously, the Cress should
be sown three days previous to the Mustard.

Weeds.—Every opportunity should be taken
to rid the garden of as many weeds as possible
before the very wet weather in winter commences.
Where annual weeds have not reached the seeding
stage, they can be dug into the ground without
any fear of reappearance at some future time.

Mushrooms.—Beds must be regularly made
up whenever suflScient material for making them
has accumulated. Those which are made up
and spawned at this date will produce Mushrooms
from Christmas onwards. The temperature in

the Mushroom-house should not be allowed to
exceed 60°. John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Castlemitk Gardens, Lockerbie, .V./?.
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PLANTING FRUIT TREES.
By George Bunyard, V.M.H.

A S November draws near, a few practical

/% hints on tliis subject may be helpful

/ % to intending planters. Where possible,

A~~^ it is best to plant before Christmas,
^ * but the work can also be done success-

fully up till April, when the soil is

friable. Owing to the war, some delay in transit

must be expected in the delivery of orders this

season, but no harm can come to packed fruit

trees. Should the roots be dry and the shoots

shrivelled on arrival, an immersion in water for

twenty-four hours will plump them up, and in

most cases where the roots only are in water.

Distance to Plant.—In order to allow for

extension, the different forms of trees should be

planted as follows : Standards in gardens, 24 feet

;

standards in orchards, 18 feet in grass ; espaliers

and. wall trees, 15 feet apart; cordons, which,

by the way, do as well upright as on angle,

2 feet apart ; bushes to form " basin " trees,

12 feet apart
;

pyramids, 10 feet, or 5 feet to

start, taking one out when needed ; Gooseberries

and Currants, 6 feet apart ; Gooseberries and
Currants (cordons), i foot apart ; Gooseberries

and Currants (if trained), according to form.

On walls there will be spaces between the fruit

trees for flat trained Cmrants or Gooseberries for

a few years, while Tomato plants can go on the

south walls between the trees.

Thinning the Fruits.—When Apples and
Pears are the size of a Nutmeg, it is best to thin

the fruits where they occur in bunches to one or

two fruits, and to regulate the fruits well over

the whole tree. In this way all the fruits produced

will be of a nice size and be of better quality than

where the trees are overloaded. Trees that crop

heavily should be mulched in May with half-

rotted manure, and be watered in dry weather.

Where manure is not available, half a pint of

Clay's Fertilizer sprinkled over a circle of 4 feet

across roimd the stem and then hoed in will

be beneficial, watering it in from time to

time. No manure should be given to trees without

fruit, as it only encourages them to form wild

wood. Fuller information can be found in the

admirable and concise directions given in the

pamphlet, " Hardy Fruit Trees," which can be

had in return for 2d. stamps from the Secretary,

Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square,

Westminster, London, S.W.

After Unpacking, examine the roots and cut

away any damaged ends ; and as it is the surface

roots which are the most valuable, any strong

roots which point downwards should be shortened

to 6 inches from the main bulk of roots ; then

dig a hole 2 feet over and i J feet deep, and below

this break up the soil, make a little mound in

the centre of the hole, and place the tree upon it.

Begin to fill in, raising the upper roots as the work

of filling in goes on. Gently press down each

layer of roots, giving the tree a little upward
shake as each layer is completed. Before finally

filling in, observe the earth mark on the stem of

the tree, and let it appear an inch above the level

for standard, espalier and wall trees ; then firmly

tread the soil in the hole. On the top of this

firm soil lay some fine soil, and the work is done,

except that in some cases a stake may be needed

to steady the tree. Bind some old sacking or

straw where the tree is tied to the stake, to

prevent rubbing of the bark. Note.—The ordinary

soil of a garden is rich enough for any fruit trees,

and no manure is needed at this stage. Now, in

the case of cordon, pyramid or bush trees which

are worked on Paradise stock for Apples and

Quince stock for Pears, it is most important to

let the jwwiion of stock and scion be 3 inches under

the surface, otherwise growth will be checked.

If planted before January, hushes, pyramids and

standards may be pruned back, say, to 6 inches

beyond the two-year growths ; but cordons and

esi-aliers are best left to be regulated in the summer.

Wall trees, such as Plums and Pears, if fan-trained,

may have their young shoots cut back to a foot

of the two previous years' growth ; but horizontally

trained wall trees are best left unpruned.

If any ill-placed, strong shoots appear on the

cordons or espaliers in the following summer,

they had better be left till August i before removal.

At this time any spray or thin shoots in the centre

of bush or pyramidal trees should he shortened

back to four leaves, and spur-pnming should

take place ; that is, on the boughs several shoots

may start which are not needed, and they should

be cut back to four eyes to form fruiting spurs

in the future, but leave the "leader" shoots

the full length. This keeps up a flow of sap

and strengthens the shoots cut for spurs. These

leaders should be cut back to 6 inches in March
;

but in no case should the leaders of cordons be

cut back, unless bare spaces occur, as it is often

difficult to get a good lead after%vards.

Do not let the jobbing gardener plant your

trees unless you superintend the work, as he

comes under Kipling's words in his poem, " The

Glory of the Garden " :

"And some can pot Begonias and some can
bud a Rose,

And some that can't be trusted with any-
thing that grows."

In planting Raspberries the roots must not

be deeper than 4 inches, and the canes must he

cut back to a foot to induce spawn canes to throw

up for the next year's fruiting.

Gooseberries should be cut back freely in plant-

ing, also Red and Black Currants. They will

then form strong shoots to make nice basin-

shaped trees. Both Red Currants and Goose-

berries can be spur-pruned in ; but Black Currants

fruit on the young wood, and must be left the

full length, merely cutting out year by year the

old shoots that have fruited. By doing this the

berries will always be large, and not hard and

full of seeds. The summer pruning of Red Currants

and Gooseberries is done in July after the fruit

is gathered, the object being to get spurs on the

main branches, and, as with Apples, &c., the

leader shoot is left full length, to be cut back in

March to extend the bushes 6 inches a year until

they are large enough. All these bush fruits

can now be supplied as flat trained trees for trellises

or as cordons, from which fine fruit is taken.

Gooseberries fruit on the young shoots, and,

if desired, the strongest shoots can be left

full length, merely cutting away ill-placed

shoots and keeping the bushes thin in growth,

as only poor berries will be produced if the bushes

are a mass of useless wood.

For the guidance of amateurs I now give a

select list of those fruits which do well, as a rule,

in any form, all being free bearers of good quality.

Apples for Eating.—Early -. Gladstone, Lady
Sudeley and Ben's Red. Midseason : James
Grieve, Allington Pippin and Cox's Orange Pippin,

Late: Cockle Pippin, Baumann's Red Reinette

and Sanspareil.

Apples for CooI(ing.— Early : Victoria,

Grenadier and Golden Spire. Midseason : Rev.

W. Wilks, Warner's King and Lord Derby. Late :

Newton Wonder, Bismarck and Alfriston.

Pears.—Early : Colmar d'Ete, Beurre d'Amanlis

and Doyenne Boussoch. Midseason : Conference,

Louise Bonne of Jersey and EmUe d'Heyst. Late :

Durondeau, Doyenne du Comice and Belle Julie.

Plums.—Early Prolific, The Czar, Denniston's

Gage, Jefferson Gage, Victoria and Belle de

Louvain.

Damson.—Bradley's King.

Cherries are of little use m villa gardens, but

Morellos make fine bushes and are indispensable

for north walls.

Black Currant.—^The Boskoop.

Red Currants.—Dutch and Knight's Sweet.

White Currant.—Dutch.

Raspberries.—Superiative Red and White
Antwerp. Autumnal : The Alexandra.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM AND ITS

ASSOCIATIONS.
The first of the series of educational lectures

organised by the National Chrysanthemum Society

for the season of 1915 was delivered on Monday,
the 4th inst., by Mr. Harman Payne at Carr's

Restaurant. The title was " A Chat about the

Golden Flower : Its Poetical, Mythical and
Romantic Associations." There was a good
attendance, especially of ladies, and the meeting

was presided over by Mr. Thomas Bevan.

Except for a short inter\'al in the middle,

the lecturer discoursed for about two hours on
the various curious and interesting stories, myths
and legends pertaining to the Chrysanthemum in

the Far East. Interspersed with these were some
translations of Chinese and Japanese poems relating

to the flower. The audience listened with the

greatest possible interest to the lecturer's remarks,

and frequently expressed their appreciation of the

way in which the subject was dealt with. It

was quite out of the ordinary run of a horticultural

discourse, and was practically a literary effort

which displayed an amount of research in a field

little dreamed of by those present.

There was a large number of lantern slides

shown, many of them quaint and original, not

the least interesting being those that depicted

some of the effigies and mythical scenes from

Japanese stories built up with living plants of

Chrysanthemiuns by the clever florists of Dango-

zaka. Beginning with Confucius and ending with

Dr. Neesima, the first Christian teacher of Japan,

who introduced Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, the famous

hairy Chrysanthemum, into America, the story

told by Mr. Harman Payne was one of absorbing

interest.

The next lecture will be by Dr. Keeble on

November 3 at the same place. Mr. Percy Cragg

gives the final lecture on December 8.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of Iiorticulture is represented in The

Gaeben, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must &« distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

Offices: 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.— TAc Editor en'?e no:- rs to

inalce THE GARDEN helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter tvhat the branch of gardenino may be, and

vith that object makes a special feature of tJte " Ansivers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and conHsely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Corent Garden, London, W.C. The na7}ie and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be vsed in the paper. When more than one

finery is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-trool, and flowering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on busi7iess should be sent to the PcbliSHEE.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PjEONIA officinalis LOBATA (C. S.).—This beauti-

ful Peeony Ts-as figured in Sweet's " British Flower Garden "

as long ago as the year 1838, and although in cultivation

since that time, does not appear to have become common
in gardens. It is of the same habit as the type, growing
18 inches to 2 feet high, and produces elegant, almost
cup-shaped flowers of a rosy pink shade.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS {A- ^.).—The Sweet Williams
should be quite trood for another year, and had they been
divided and replanted after flowering, would have shown
an increased vigour. The seed may also be sown at once
in the open ; the seedlings will provide excellent plants in

due course. The Deutzias should have been pruned to
near the ground weeks ago ; it is late for such work now,
as no new gro\vth that would be of service could follow
before frost arrived. In any case, however, the pruning
might be risked, with transplanting and division, if possible,

into a richer soil. Yes, the Persian Cyclamen are those
grown in the greenhouse. Follow the instructions given
in the article referred to. Seakale is benefited by light

dressings of salt twice or thrice yearly, and one might be
given now. Liquid manure or mulching with manure
may be given with advantane, the latter preferably in

autumn, the former from October to March inclusive.

We could not say what has caused the Currant bushes to

be stripped of their leaves without seeing them or knowing
more about them. It is probably the work of a caterpillar,

but of this there should be evidence at first haiul.

GROWING ALPINES (X. i'. Z.).—Ordinary kitchen
garden soil will require much preparation before it is

suited to growing alpines, unless you elect to grow only
the more vigorous types, e.g., Aubrietias, Arabis, the big-

leaved Saxifrages, Adonis, Arnebia, alpine Phloxes,
Hepatica, the free-growing Bell-flowers and the like.

The fact that it is also fairly hea\'y should eause
you to concentrate your attention on such as we have
named. Your enquiry, however, concerns the soil and
preparing it for planting with alpines. As it is kitchen
garden soil, it is doubtless rich in humus, a condition
which will require modification. The best way to do this

would be to apply to the surface a considerable dressing

—

it will hardly be possible to overdo it—of grit, leaf-mould
and old mortar in mixture, incorporating it with the first

6 inches of the staple soil. This dressing might extend
to a foot in thickness if the material is obtainable. If

not, any very sandy, poor, or even stony soil would make
a good substitute. You do not say whether you intend
growing alpinns in conjunction with rockwork or not. but
if so, and the arrangement took the form of a rockery
border or " flat " rockery, the stones should be first placed
in position and the lighter soil added subsequently. By
this means the need of adding soil to the whole area would
be averted. As you do not contemplate planting before
next spring, there is ample time for preparing the soil.

Meanwhile, a heavy dressing of lime should be first applied
to the surface. As you suspect insect life, gas-lime would be
best, forking it in and allowing the ground to lie idle for

a few weeks. If this is not available, secure fresh lime,
put it down in mounds of two bushels each, an I cover it with
soil to slake it. This done, it should be spread thinly and
dug in at once. The lime you refer to. if air-slaked, would
do, but would be less effective by reason of age. If it

has been exposed to rains it will not be of much use. The
gas-lime above named should not be used unless a consider-
able depth of surface soil is to be added subsequently,
and a lapse of at least four months should le allowed
between the time of application and planting Otherwise
it might prove injurious to the plants.

of the stool, put saltpetre to a depth of 3 inches or so in

the bottom of each, fill with water, and plug with wood.
The roots in the Azalea bed can do no further harm.

LAVENDER FOR PROFIT (HerbaD.—Tho essentials

to the cultivation of Lavender for profit are cheap land
and a soil that is light or sandy, or light loam overlying
chalk. Comparatively poor, stony soils are also well

suited to it ; b\it in hea\-y, retentive clay the plant is

less responsive and good, also less productive. As the

chief source of income would be from the flowers—though
much n;oney might also be made by raising young plants in

quantity for sale—cheap land is a necessity, since few
other crops could be growTi in its company. In short,

it is best to cultivate it apart from other things. For
this purpose a good strain of Lavandula Spica is the best,

though some of the dwarf French forms are earlier in

fiowerin -, and welcome on this account. Quantities are

disposed of annually in all our larger markets wheu the
plant is in flower, and much is used also for purposes of

distillation. ^^^uIe one of the most popular plants,

we should not consider it a particularly profitable one
to grow unless under the above-named conditions.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CUCUMBERS DISEASED (A Surrey Beginner).—

The Cucumbers are suffering from an attack of Cucumber
scab. Probably the house has been subject to fluctua-

tions of temperature and the ventilation has been at fault.

CELERY DISEASED {A. B. Walford).—The Celery
is attacked by the Celery leaf-spot fungus, Septoria petro-
selini var. Apii. This fungus has I een very abundant
durinit late years, and is best kept in check by spraying
with Bordeaux mixture at intervals of three weeks or so

from May onwards. The seed is very frequently inlected,

and the disease is distributed from place to place by
means of infected seed.

TO PRESERVE RUNNER BEANS (Pickle).—Select
young, tender pods, place in boiling water with a little

salt for about three minutes, after which carefully pack
in suitable bottles, fill with hot water and a little salt.

Then stand them in the boiler in water of the same tem-
perature as that put into the bottles, place rubber rings,

lids and clips on the bottles and bring to boiling heat,

w^hich should ensure them being airtight.

CELERY LEAVES DISEASED (7. W. Young).—The
Celery is attacked by the Celery leaf-spot disease, due to

the fungus Septoria petrosclini var. Apii. Destroy all

badly affected plants by burning them. Do not permit
thcni, or refuse from the plants, to find their way to the
rubbish heap. Spray the remainder with Bordeaux
mixture. It is almost too late this year to do this, but it

is well to remember that the disease is frequently spread
by the seed, which is often infected. As this is the case,

care should be taken to get clean seed, and as a precau-
tionary measure spray with Bordeaux mixture from
mid-May onwards.

POTATOES DISEASED (H. T. G.).—The Potatoes arc
attacked by the common Potato scab bacillus, which
does no harm whatever to the tubers, except that it spoils

their appearance somewhat. The disease is only skin

deep, and attacked Potatoes appear to be rather more
mealy than those which are free. The tubers may be used
next year for seed, and if it is desired to kill the parasite

they may be steeped, before sowing, for about twenty
minutes in a solution of one pint of formalin to Iwo hundred
• allons of water.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
BEECH TREE STOOL (A. M. C, Okehampton). —

The slump and roots of the Beech will gradually decay.
Unlike an Elm, the Bee h does not throw up numbers of
suckers. To prevent shoots starting round the base
of the stool, chop olf as much of the outer bark as possible
with a hatchet. To hasten decay, bore six holes 2 inches
in diameter and 9 inches deep, spread over the surface

MISCELLANEOUS,
LEAVES SENT FOR EXAMINATION {E. T. LiMfoot).—

There is nothing wrong with the Poplar or Ivy leaves,

while the injury to the Oak leaves is due to a fungus,
Capnodiura quercinum.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—Boris.—Helxine Solierolii, a
Corsican plant. M. J . C.—A form of the Scotch Elm
or Wych Elm (Ulmus montana), probably the variety
purpurea E. H.—1 , Sedum spectabile ; 2. Veronica
Teucriura var. dubia ;

'.*., Aster Kovae-Angliae var.
pulchellus ; 4. Viola cornuta ; 5. Helianthus multi-
florus flore pleno ; 6. IT. rigidus variety; 7, Krigeron
multiradiatus. D. Ff. (!.', Ivybridye.—SoWya, hetero-
phylla.-

—

'Ladi/ Muriel Close.~l, Crata;gus coccinea
;

2, Cotoneaster humifusa. G. Y.. East Yorks.—1,

probably Chloroph>-tcum elatum ; 2, Aspidium aneulare
acutum : 3. Escallonia macrantha ; 4, Pyracantha
crenulata ; 5. .\cer palmatu-n ; 0. Prunus Pissardi (P.

cerasifera var. atropurpurea).^—BoMe//.—1, Rhus Toxi-
codendron (Poison Ivy) ; 2, Verbascum Blattaria album ;

3, Ptelea trifoliata (Hop Tree) ; 4, Veronica angusti-
folia. F. W. W.— l, Lcucophjium Brownii ; 2,

Lantana salviiefolia ; 3, Begonia maculata ; 4, probably
Eriobotrya japonica (Loquat) ; 5, probably a Crinum
species ; 6, Begonia species—propagated by cuttings,
store in cool, dry house ; 7, Cissus discolor.

NAMES OF FRUIT. — It. ^.—Pear—Olivier des
Serres ; Apples— 1, Bowhill Pippin ; 2, Dutch Mignonne.

Farmer.—1, Striped Beaufin ; 2, Gold Bledal.
Dunkerry.—The Pear is true to name, and is Louise
Bonne of Jersey. H'. H., East Sheen.—I, Beauty of
Kent ; 2, Cellini ; 3, King of the Pippins. Pear decayed.

G. B. E. H., Shrewsbury.—Apit\e Withington Fii-

basket. E. IF., Surrey.— 1, King of the Pippins

;

2, New Hawthornden ; 3. Wellington ; 4, Yellow Ingestre ;

5, Wealthy"; 6. Blenheim Orange. E. II. C. T.—
1. Bismarck; 2, Brown Beurre ; 3, Beurr6 d'Anjou.
\V. F. M. C.—The Pear is Marie Louise ; the other should
be root -pruned. G. Massie.—1, Beurre d'Amanlis

;

2, General Todlebeu.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Thk ordinary fortnightly meeting of the society held
on the 2fith inst., if not characterised by the fulness of
some of the gatherings immediately preceding it, was
not without interest, \'ariety or beauty. For example,
fruit exliibits were of a seasonable nature, their high
excellence but a further tribute to British horticultural
skill, to which we have before referred. The Bunyard
collection of Pears—some seventy or eighty sorts—was
one, in some respj-ets, of the finest ever staged; while the
collections of fruit from W< hvyn and Hampton afforded
proof of the attention paid by cidtivators to this depart-
ment of horliculture generally. In other directions
the group of rock and other shrubs from Colchester was
of much merit. The early Chrysanthemums, too, joined
forces with the last of the Dahlias, and afforded evidene
of the waning days of the year. Orchids were not largely
shown, and hardy plants were practically nil. Few
novelties were on view.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. W. J.

Jefferies, W. Bates, Edwin Beckett, J. Udale, H. J. Wright,
A. Bullock, G. Reynolds, Owen Thomas, E. A. Bunyard,
J. Jaques. J. Harrison, W. S. Rivers and W. Poupart.
Without doubt the collection of Pears from Messrs.

George Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, was the most inter-
esting and instructive exhibit of the meeting, some seventy
or so varieties being staged. The collection was arranged
on an exceptional plan, groupings being made of those
raised in France, Belgium and England, the order men-
tioned being also indicative of the countries providing
the greater wealth of these fruits. France obviously
has been ever to the front in these matters, and some of
the best kinds have been raised there. In addition,
the date of introduction and, in most instances, the
raiser's name were given : hence in a dual sense the objects
of an exhibition such as this were well served. From the
French set we selected Beurr6 Alexandre Lucas (1871),
Marie Benoist (1S63), Doyenne du Comice (one of the
finest Pears, 1849), Duchesse d'Angoulfime (1809), Fon-
dante de Thirriot (1858), Duchesse de Bordeaux (1850,
one of the best late Pears), Roos Nolt (of brilliant colour
and recent introduction), Beurrfe Superfin (1846), and
CatiUac (one of the best stewing Pears, 1665) ; from
Belgium, Durondeau (of fine colour and first class for
dessert, 1811), GIou Morceau (one of the best late varieties

for dessert, 1759), Emile d'Heyst (1847, a good late sort),

Beurr6 Diel (a well-known Pear. 1810), and Josephine
de aialines (good l:ite, 3830): in the English set, Pit-
maston Duchess (1865), Conference, Uvedalc's St. (Sermain
(1698), Glastonbury (origin unknoivn), and Knight*s
Monarch (1838), as those that appealed most. The dates
in parentheses indicate the year of introduction.
An exhibit of vegetable produce to demonstrate possi-

bilities in times of need came from Messrs. Sutton and
Sons, Reading. Sown in the open at the beginning of
August and given ordinary attention and culti^'ation, it

afforded evidence of a liigh order of utility that could
not be gainsaid. In an extensive collection we noted
Carrots of the Short and Long Horn sections, Onions,
Beet, Potato Warwick Castle, Turnips, Peas, Kohl
Rabi, Beans, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Spinach, various
saladings and much besides. We have never before seen
such a remarkable collection of garden produce grown
in so short a period and in such higlj excellence. Needless
to say, the collection w^s most attractively staged, and
in this connection was a source of inspiration and instruc-
tion to many.

Mr. J. A. Nix, Tilgate, Crawley, exhibited an excellent
table of fruit. Apples being the chief, though Pears and
Grapes were abundant and of high quality. Of the latter,

Mrs. Pince, Lady Hastings, Gros Maroc (of fine finish) and
Appley Towers were all good : while Muscat of Alexandria
was above the average. Pears Doyenne du Comice,
Marie Louise, Durondeau, Bcurr6 Bosc and Broekworth
Park were aU excellent. Of Apples, Nancy Jackson
Braniley's Seedling, Warner's King, Gascoyne's Scarlet,
Newton Wonder, The Queen, Coronation, Peasgood's
Nonsuch, Lord Derby, Hollandbury and Jubilee were
among the best A Hogg Memorial silver-gilt medal
was awarded.

C. A. Cain, Esq., Welwyn, Herts, showed a superb table
of Apples and Pears, for which a silver-gilt Hogg Memorial
modal was awarded. The fruits were of high quality
throughout, thoush we select Pears Pitraaston Duchess,.
Uvedale's St. Germain, Emilc d'Hey.-^t, Conference,
Durondeau, Marie Louise de Uccle and St. Luke : and
Apples Warner's King, Rev. W. Wilks, Peasgood's
Nonsuch, Emperor Alexander, Braniley's Seedling, Charles
Ross, iMTd Derby, Lane's Prince Albert and Newton
Wonder as the best in a very fine lot.

Mr. Will Tayler, Hampton, showed excellent Pears,'
.\pplcs and Grapes in pots, the former including Beurre
Uiel, Beurr6 Clairgeau, Doyenne du Comice, Josephine
de Jlalines. Durondeau and Beurr6 Hardy ; while of

Apples, Jubilee (fine yellow colour), Bismarck, Allington
Pippin, Cox's Pomona, I-ine's Prince Albert, Annie
Elizabeth, Lord Derby, Cox's Orange Pippin, Newton
Wonder. Chark's Ross. King of the Pippins, Worcester
I'eannain and Hollandbury were some of the best. This
was a collection of all-round excellence, for which a silver-

liilt Kiiit-'Iitian medal was awarded
Orchid Committee.

Present : J. Giu-ney Fowicr, Esq. (chaurman), Sir Harry
J. Veitch, Sir Jeremiah Column, and Messrs. Stuart Low,
F. J. Hanbury. Pantia Ralli, A. A. McBean. W. Cobb.
J. Charlesworth. J. Cypher. H. G. .\lexander. Arthur
Dye. C. H. Curtis, S. \V. Flory, W. Bolton and Gurney
Wilson.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
National Chrysanthemum Society's Lectures A Beautiful Guernsey Lily.—On page 545

Postponed.—The lectures which were to have the Rev. Joseph Jacob asks, " Are Guernsey

been delivered before the members of this society Lilies coming into favour ? " and to this we reply,

on November 4 and • December 8 by Dr. " Unquestionably they are." Nearly all Daffodil-

Keeble and Mr. P. A. Cragg respectively have growers, besides others, are now taking up Nerines.

been postponed in consequence of the new light- Below we illustrate Rotherside, well known as one

ing regulations in London. of the most beautiful Nerines in cultivation,

Pinus with Juvenile and Mature Foliage.— and introduced by Messrs. Herbert Chapman,
At a recent meeting of the scientific committee Limited, Rye. The flowers of this exquisite

of the Royal Horticultural Society, Messrs. Cheal novelty are a rich orange salmon, and in bright

exhibited a plant of Pinus Pinea about 3 feet in
|

sunlight there is a delightful scintillation on the

height bearing both juvenile and mature foliage,
!

petals which reminds one of the effect of sun rays

the juvenile form being present on shoots at ' through a stained glass window. It is a strong

the base and near the top of

the tree. Sir Daniel Morris had

recently noticed a similar thing

on large trees of this species

near Bournemouth, and it not

uncommonly produces them
when cut back.

Antirrhinums Eaten by
Animals.—I was greatly in-

terested in the paragraph in

"Notes of the Week" of last

week's issue fc " Antirrhinum

Eaten by Animals," having

suffered a very heavy loss last

winter of a frame of seedling

Antirrhinums by field mice.

They were nibbled quite close

to the boxes at our sports

ground, Chingford. The shoots,

from ij inches to 2 inches

long, were buried in a corner

of the frame, prestunably as a

winter store. I have also lost

complete boxes of Lobelia

from the same source, while

Stocks and Asters remained

untouched.—^T. Baker, Hon.

Secretary, Wa'erlow and Sons'

,

Limited, Amateur Gardeners'

Association.

Rose.Iona Herdman.—^Those who are looking

for a Rose for decoration in a cut state, either for

vases or the dinner table, should procure this

seedling, sent out by Messrs. S. McGredy and Sod

in r9r4. I know of no variety that embraces

so pleasing a tint of colour—a pure clear orange

flame with a flush of ochre in the young stage of

development, which adds a charm to the colour

as a whole. The blooms, like those of many other

charming varieties for decoration, are none too

full, even when fully open ; but if caught in the

bud and three parts open state, then one has a

Rose unsurpassed in form, colour and effective-

ness.—E. M.

THE NEW NERINE ROTHERSIDE. FLOWERS RICH ORANGE SALMON.

grower, producing dense heads of flowers. On
an average there are as many as thirteen flowers

of unusual size and substance to an inflorescence,

each flower having long, protruding anthers and

delicately twisted petals.

A Little-Known St. John's Wort.—Hyperi-

cum Ascyron has large, rich yellow flowers

2 J inches across. A native of North America

and North Asia, it is a serai-herbaceous species,

the stems dying down annually to the ground.

These are erect, some 30 inches to 3^ feet high,

terminating in a corymb of showy flowers at their

best in September. Seeds are freely produced,

this forming a ready means of increase. Like

other S*. John's Worts, it thrives best in a

fibrous loamy soil.

Plum Coe's Violet White Gage.—This is a

desirable companion to Coe's Golden Gage, and

might easily be put down as a sport from Coe's

Golden Gage, as it possesses all the characteristics

of that variety except in colomr, which is shaded

purple. In flavour it is similar, yet not quite

equal. In ripening and keeping it is a facsimile,

and in the manner of cropping and adaptability

to various sites it is a desirable variety to cultivate

by those who require a coloured, high quality

dessert Plum in October,

Lithospermum prostratum.

.Vmong the plants which so

frequently fa\'Our us with late

bloom must be placed Litho-

spermum prostratum, one of

the really invaluable rock

plants, and also of supreme

value on a wall. To see a

sheet of its dark green leaves

spangled freely with its lovely

blue flowers is to witness a

sight to gladden the heart of

the flower-lover. It matters

little whether the plant is of

the typical L. prostratum or

of that lovely variety Heavenly

Blue. Either will afford the

keenest delight in October in

a good season. It is of easy

culture, as a rule, but some-

times old plants look shabby

after a fickle winter. In this

case they may be cut back,

and will generally recuperate

in a short period.

CoTonilla glauca.—Of the

various Coronillas in cultiva-

tion, this is undoubtedly the

best. At the present time it

is again furnishing a mass of

its bright yellow and fragrant blooms, which are

very effective at this period of the year. A few

isolated specimens in close proximity to the rock

garden, or in the shrub border, would be sure of a

welcome. It grows from 2 feet to 4 feet high,

and the foliage is glaucous, as indicated by the

specific name. Propagation is effected by division

in the spring, and cuttings of young wood will

root at almost any time if inserted in sandy soil

and placed in a cold frame. Seed is occasionally

produced, and when procurable it may be sown

directly it is ripe. The Pea-shaped flowers of

C. glauca are very numerous, and the same remark

applies to C. valentina, which is also in flower.—B.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Plants for the Water-side.—The clianning

illustration in your issue of October 30, page 533,

shows a pleasing display obtained from good
masses of Iris sibirica and wild Roses when grown
along the water's edge ; but few readers may be

aware of the beautiful effect obtained by growing

Lychnis Flos-cuculi, the Ragged Robin of our

meadows, among Siberian Irises, Both delight

in such a position, and the loose terminal panicles

of rosy red flowers of the Lychnis harmonise

with the blue of the Irises.—P. G. F.

October -'Flowering Rock Plants. — I was
interested in the list of alpine plants given by
Mr. E. C. Bowell on October 16, and perhaps the

following list of plants which were in flower at

Castleford, Chepstow, on October 17 may be helpfiil

to some readers of The Garden who are taking

Rose Number dated October 23, page 523 :

Queen of Fragrance (Messrs. W. Paul and Son),

the newer Colcestria (Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons),

Mrs. G. Norwood (Mr. Elisha J. Hicks), Edward
Bohaiie (Messrs. S. McGredy and Son), Juliet,

Mevrow Dora van Tets (Messrs. M. Leenders and
Co.), Mrs. Frederick W. Vanderbilt (Messrs.

S. McGredy and Son), Mrs. Frank Bray (Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons), and Melody (Messrs. Alex,

Dickson and Sons), not forgetting Edward
Mawley, quite one of the most fragrant.—E. M.

The Japanese Windflowers.—I have been

interested in the recent notes on these flowers.

In my border I have big clumps, four years estab-

lished, of the varieties Whirlwind and Queen
Charlotte, also of the common white, alba, and the

variety rosea. Whirlwind and Queen Charlotte

are certainly very strong, the flowers being well

I

over 4 feet above the ground, but the blooms
certainly do not compare with the others for size

and effectiveness. Whirlwind is very free, but

the blooms are small and far less impressive

ACHILLEA KELLERERI, A LATE-FLOWERING ALPINE WITH WHITE FLOWERS
AND SILVERY GREY FOLIAGE.

up the fascinating work of rock gardening ;

Abelia chinensis (syn. A. rupestris), Achillea

Kellereri. Buphthalmum salicifoliimi, Coronilla

glauca, Campanula rauralis, C. garganica hirsuta

alba, C. Stansfieldii, Convolvulus mauritanicus,

Caryopteris Mastacanthus, Cyclamen neapolitanum,

ChEenostoma hispida, Erigeron mucronatus, E.

Quakeress, Erica vagans, E. v. alba. Erodium
amcenum, Gaura Lindheimeri, Geranium pros-

tratum, G. sanguineum, Hypericum fragilis,

CEnothera pumila, CE. riparia, CE. mexicana,

Origanum Toumefortii, Primula Poissonii, Plum-
bago Larpenta;, Parochetus communis. Polygonum
vaccinifoliimi, P. Brunonis, Salvia patens alba,

Saxifraga Fortunei, Silene tommasiniana, Satureia

montana, Sphsralcea munroana and Zauschneria

californica.—T. W. B.

Fragrant Roses. — The Rev. David R.

Williamson should include without delay

the following varieties for their frag-

rance, which are, with two exceptions, a

long way ahead of any he names in the

than the common white. Queen Charlotte is a

washy colour, and the crop is never abundant.

On the other hand, rosea simply smothers itself

with bloom of much greater size and richer colour-

ing. Moreover, its serai-double character makes
the flowers much more lasting, so that I have

decided to dispense with Queen Charlotte and

increase my stock of rosea.—^T. A. W.
Eucalypts for English Gardens.—In your

issue of October 9, page 496, a very interesting

article appeared on " Eucalypts for English

Gardens," by Mr. E. A. Bowles, in which

he gives his experience in the growing and culture

of many varieties ; and, as he rightly says, they

give a great amount of interest and pleasure and

look so beautiful in a garden among and backed

up by other trees in sheltered positions. In the

gardens of The Cottage, Porlock Weir, West
Somerset, a residence of Mr. G. W. W. Blathwayt.

there is a fine specimen of E. beauchampiana,

which was obtained from Treseder of Truro and

planted out of a 4-inch pot in November, 1908.

It is now quite 27 feet high, and the trunk

measures 2 feet i inch in circumference at

3 feet from the ground, and at the present

time looks quite happy. I may add it is

sheltered somewhat from the south and south-

west winds, although exposed to the north

and east. E. globulus is also planted out

and grows to fine trees, but the wind serves that

variety rather badly and causes a great amount of

trouble in staking and tying. Other varieties we
have are E. resinifera, E. Gamboges, E. amygda-
lina, E. coccifera, E. robusta and E. ficifolia, all

of which we have raised from seed. Most of these

ha\e been planted out for from one to three years.

Although, in some cases, they have not made
much growth, they have proved their hardiness

in this favoured locality, and I think if they are

given better positions than some of them are in

at present they will grow away into good specimens.

—R. H. Legg, Melksham House Gardens, Melksham.

Changing the Botanical Names of Plants.—If

your correspondent " H. P.," page 516, issue Octo-

ber 23, would acquaint himself with the rules

adopted by the International Botanical Congress at

Vienna, he would see, I think, that there is no con-

tradiction in saying that the correct name of any
plant is that which was first given to it, and that

in certain circumstances botanists are justified

in changing the name. For instance, it is not

difficult to imagine cases where fresh discoveries

show that a plant formerly regarded as an out-

lying member of one genus is in reality typical

of a whole group of plants, so different from all

others as to merit a generic name. Rules have
been agreed upon which govern the changes

involved, but the changes themselves are none

the less necessary. Again, has your correspondent

reflected on the consequences of the general

adoption of his wish that names considered by

some to be "totally inappropriate" should be

dropped ? I do not, of course, mean that I

should say that Magnolia grandiflora has to me
a foetid sme'l ; but I do know that, whereas I

personally rather enjoy the scent of Fritillaria

imperialis, there are many who dislike it. If,

therefore, I had been the fortunate discoverer

of this fine plant, I might easily have recorded

in its name the scent which to me is pleasant.

Others would think it "totally inappropriate";

and who is to decide questions of taste and smell ?

The only logical course seems to be to admit the

claims of priority, even at the expense of having

occasionally to tolerate a seemingly inappropriate

name. With Mr. Bean's opinion of the American

and Continental hair-splitters I am personally

entirely in agreement, as I think I have shown
in dealing with the particular genus of plants

with which I am best acquainted ; but at the

same time I am equally conscious of the difficulties

that result from including a large number of

forms under one specific name. On the whole,

however, it seems sounder to define a species as

liable to variation within certain limits than to

take one specimen, describe it minutely with

accurate measurements, and then insist that

every variation from that type is worthy of

specific rank. The latter is, of course, by far the

easier and, at the same time, the less intelligent

plan. The minute description of one specimen

is a mere mechanical exercise for the trained

botanist, but to know the limits within which

seedlings of any particular plant may vary implies

a far more extensive and intimate knowledge

of the plants than most professional botanists

have of those which they describe.—W. R. Dykes.
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LILIUM SULPHUREUM GROWN BV
READER IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Liliums and Gladiolus tristis.—I enclose a

photograph of Lilium sulphureum showing two
spikes, the taller being 7| feet and carrying nine-

teen perfect buds and flowers. Last season

the sanie larger inflorescence bore fifteen flowers.

These bulbs are growing in the open ground,

and receive no water other than that which comes
from the clouds. A more majestic Lily would be

hard to find, but I cannot induce it to produce

seed. L. Sargentis (which appears to me to be

so close to L. sulphureum as to be merely a form

of the same) seems to have no objection to bearing

fat (and full) seed capsules, while L. nepalense

has set a large n\unber also. Can any reader

furnish a description of what is to-da\' being grown

in English gardens under the name of Gladiolus

tristis ? What I grow here has creamy, greenish-

tinted flowers, odourless during the day, but

powerfully scented at night, the foliage resembling

that of Iris tuberosa, but darker green and hard,

the flower-spike emerging therefrom at about

1 2 inches from the ground. 1 1 flowers with the latest

Daffodils. A contemporary in the United States

gives G. tristis as having tan-coloured, droopijig

flowers. — Gilbert Errev, Victoria, British

Columbia. [The photograph of Lilium sulphureum

is abundant evidence that the bulbs are growing

under genial conditions. It matters but little

that L. sulphureum does not mature seeds freely,

as bulbils are freely produced in the axils of the

leaves. With us L. Sargentise flowers at least a

month earlier than L. sulphureum. In colour

it is creamy white, whereas L. sulphureum is

a decided yellow, with a much longer tube and

more substance in the flower, also taller in growth.

At present, except in the sunny South and West,

where L. sulphureum does well, L. Sargentiae

promises to be a better border Lily for British

gardens. Our correspondent's description and

photograph fit Gladiolus tristis as grown in this

countrj-. Colour descriptions of different writers are

frequently \ariable. and this may be the cause of

the discrepancy that is pointed out.

—

Ed.]

Cottage Garden Societies and Vegetable

Shows.—I cannot agree with Mr. James Smith's

letter in your issue of October i6, page 505, wherein

he expresses such a poor opinion of exhibitors

on the score that they are not cropping their

ground to the best advantage. I should like to

say that my society has about forty members,

1

all hard-working men. and I say the more the men
show, the more the garden must produce. More-

over, the vegetables are of superior quality and

something to be proud of when grown. We
started our usual monthly meetings last October

and paid id. a point on all produce that gained it.

We had a box on the table for those who chose to

contribute ; the lowest collection was 3s., the

highest 8s. 7d. This money was sent to the British

Red Cross and- Belgian Relief Funds. At the

annual show on August 4 we made every effort,

paid the usual prize money and sent the balance,

£i2, to the Belgian Relief Fund, and 6cwt. of the

vegetables were given by the members to the

Fleet. We have started the same methods again

this season, and in addition we have decided to

send a box of vegetables each month to the Fleet.

The members with families have enough vegetables

for their own needs and to spare, and if Mr.

Smith and his society, with their intensive culture,

can make it clear that theirs is a better method
than ours, I will ask his humble apology. —
G. .A.NDREVVS {Chairman), Tilmanstoiie Collage

Garden Society.

Late - Flowering Alpines. — I was much
interested in the list of these given by Mr. E.

Bowell of Cheltenham, but was rather surprised

by his omission of a few other late flowerers of

outstanding merit. Take, for instance. Verbena

chamaedrifolia, of which, fortunately,

you had a capital illustration and

valuable note in the same issue, thus

more than atoning for its omission.

It is a really good plant for summer
and autumn flowering. E\'ery growth

hears a head of glowing scarlet flowers,

and, being a trailer, individual plants

will easily cover a circumference of

2 feet from the centre. Wahlenbergia

\inca'flora is likewise admirable for

continuous flowering, and, very grace-

ful, too, the flowers being borne on

Ihin wiry stems about a foot high.

Another lovely trailing plant in full

flower with us is Parochetus com-

munis. This bears a Pea-shaped

blossom of a pleasing blue shade,

while the foliage is of Shamrock iNqje

and prettily marked with brown
blotches. Yet another subject that

always blooms right on until it is too

cold for the buds to unfold is Oxalis

rosea. Though this plant has been

flowering for many weeks past, it is

still a mass of spikes ; but, alas

!

many of these can never open owing
to the fast declining smi power.

Erigeron mucronatus has also still

a nice show of flow'ers, and some
seedling plants of Tmiica rosea

are making a fine display, though
the old plants have passed their

best. The treatment probably ac-

counts for the late blossoming of the

seedlings. They were sown twelve

months last June or July, wintered

in a cold frame, and planted out in the spring.

—C. Turner, Highgalc.

Aster Amellus King George.—In mentioning
three outstanding Amellus Asters. Mr. F. J.

Townend overlooks the new King George, which
easily stands head and shoulders above all others

in this section. A magnificent grower of medimn
height, it bears huge trusses of mid-blue flowers

of wonderful size. This variety gained an award
of merit last year from the Royal Horticultural

Society.—T. A. W.
Antirrhinums as Bedding Plants.—Several

years since in a Hertfordshire garden two beds
were planted with Intermediate White Antir-

rhinum. The seed was sown in February, the

young plants pricked out into a cold frame when
large enough to handle, and planted out at the

end of May. These beds were always admired,

and although situated near beds containing a

variety of more gorgeous subjects, we found that

visitors made more enquiries respecting the culti-

vation of the Antirrhinums than of any other

plant. Some admire these plants, but hesitate

to use them in beds, fearing that they will not

give a succession of flowers. We find that, pro-

viding a moderately rich soil is secured and the

seed-vessels removed regularly, a display is main-
tained continuously throughout the summer
months. As border plants, few subjects prove
more useful. Many of the varieties are excellent

for introducing into various colour schemes.

The flowers are also useful for cutting.—C. Ruse.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
November 11 and 12.—Chr\santhemum Show.

First day, 12 a.m. to 5 p.m. ; second day,

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Royal Horticultural Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.

ERIGERON MUCRONATUS, SHELTERED BY ROCKS,
STILL PRODUCES ITS DAISY-LIKE FLOWERS.
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MORE ABOUT THE ROSE
GARDEN OF EUROPE.
[Bv Tni: Editor, HcRbKRT Cou'LL\".j

IT

<aiiie as a pleasant surprise, and at tlic

same time a source of gratification, tliat

my impressions of Bulgaria, published

in our Rose Number, dated October 23,

should have created such widespread

interest. I have been asked by many
readers for what reason the notes were signed
" C. Q," and in reply can only say that I

employed the pseudonym under which 1 ha\e
for years contributed to these pages.

Fields of Fragrant Roses.—Early ne.\t morning
wc were again in the Rose fields. Every opened

and half-opened flower is gathered when the

early morning dew is on them. There were Roses

everywhere as far as the eye could see, and the

air was laden with the fragrance of the Damask
Rose. The scene was almost equal to that at

Kazanlik—the centre of the attar industry. A
bevy of plum-eyed maidens, in picturesque cos-

tumes, left their baskets of Roses and gathered

round my friends from Ireland. Like the older

men and women, they were affable and good-

natured, and at all times only too ready to pose

before the camera. The peasant folk, on learning

that we were Britishers, would come forward and

BULGARIAN- GIRLS GATHERING ROSES NEAR SHIPKA.

Our Arrival at Stara-Zagora.—The fame of

our small party of plant collectors, who had been
so favourably received by King Ferdinand, pre-

ceded us, and on our arrival at Stara-Zagora we
were met by the Bishop and other dignitaries of

that town and driven off in phaetons drawn bv
ill-fed ponies. Cleanliness and godliness are not
insi parably associated by the priests of Bulgaria,

an article in the popular creed being indeed the
sinfulness of washing and hair cutting, conditions

which detract somewhat from the heroic ideals

with which the bearded priests and monks of

Bulgaria are invested in the popular mind. The
Bulgarians appear to have little idea of road
making, even in the towns, and our queer-looking

procession of carriages rattled through the
streets until -we reached the Bishop's house.

Here we were welcomed in accordance with a
curious and simple Bulgarian custom known as

"drinkee."

. Glasses of water and small dishes of over-

sweetened jam, made from the fruils of the Cor-
nelian Cherry and petals of the Madonna Lily,

are brought in, and each visitor helps himself to a
spoonful of jam and as much water as he desires.

vigorously shake hands with us. They would
make all manner of utterances in a Slavonic tongue
that was strange to us, and then e.\press surprise

among themselves that we could not understand
them. They usually enquired, so I am told,

after the health of one's family, not forgetting

uncles, aunts, cousuis and far distant relations.

Crossing the Shipka Pass. — High up on
the Sliipka Pass a general \iew of the valley of

Roses of Kazanlik is obtained, and in the fore-

ground the Russian monastery at Shipka, with
its gilded cupolas, stands out in hold relief. This

magnificent building was erected by the Russians
to commemorate the defeat of the Turks at Shipka
Pass. The Bulgarians allowed the Russians to

build this noble edifice, and then forbade the

inhabitants to use it. We attended Divine Service

here, and with the exception of our small party,

the priest and a woman caretaker were the only
other persons present.

The flora of this district proved most inter-

esting, and among the plants we came across were
the I'ishbone Thistle (Cnicus Casabonae), Honey
Balm (Melittis Melissophylluni, .\quilegia lutea,

Geum cociineum, (ieraninni macrorrhizum,

Saxifraga rotundifolia, Rhus Cotinus, Lilium

Martagon, Pulmonaria rubra, Campanula velutina

and Pinus Peukc (the Macedonian Pine). At higher

elevations we found Dianthus microlepis and its

white variety, Gentiana verna, the violet-flowered

Primula deorum, Soldanella montana and S.

pusilla. Junipers, Crocusesand Orchids in variety.

Annual Larkspurs and Love-in-a-Mist abound in

the lowland fields. It was while crossing the Shipka

i Pass that we gazed upon one of the most glorious

floral sights that we could ever hope to see. Under
the partial shade of Junipers and other low-grow-

ing trees w-ere masses of that lovely Gesnerad,

Haberlea rhodopensis. Its flowers were so abundant

that its foliage was almost hidden from view.

My late and esteemed friend C. 1'. Ball of Glas-

nevin delighted the company by discovering

among rocky boulders a pure \\'hitc form of this

beautiful plant.

.•\. few eagles were ho\ering at a great height

o\-er precipitous rocks and inaccessible places

along the Balkan Range ; and we Icarni d from two
Bulgarian shepherd boys that their sheepfolds

were occasionally disturbed by nocturnal visits

from bears.

A few years ago the Bulgarian peasants cemid

not speak too highly of the English. They knew
that the independence of their country was the

work of English hands and English hearts.

Now a bewildering change has overtaken the

people of Bulgaria, and they are driven by a Ger-

man monarch into war with the very nations who
gave them freedom from the cruel oppression of

the Turks. For a wild pledge of empire the

peasants have betrayed their traditions.

BORDER CARNATIONS.

IT

would be hard to picture an English garden

which had no spot therein devoted to the

culture of the Carnation. By tlie merit

of many virtues this plant has held the

esteem of horticulturists from the time when
tii>wers first began their refining influence

on mankind till the present day. Nor has it ever

suffered eclipse of popularity through spells of

neglect, as have so many of the so-called florists'

flowers during the last liundrcd years. And now,

in these convulsed, t'umultuous times, when many
minds dare hardly think of gardens and the sweets

of leisure, there is but little sign of any faUing off

in the demand for good Carnations. I have

claimed the merit of many attractive feattires

in the cultivation of these flowers, and when one

scans the varied uses to which they can bo put

;

the interest to be extracted from the process of

raising, flowering and propagating them ; the

prevailing good nature and hardihood of the

plants and the small amount of trouble involved

in bringing them to a successful flowering stage ;

and the extraordinary range of colour and beautiful

shape of the flowers themselves, it is small wonder
that the Rose only can compete with them in

popular acclaim.

But to get to matters practical, for these notes

are, above all, to be a reliable and practical help

to Carnation culture for all readers who desire

such, and I shall be glad at all times to answer

queries and give what help I cau to ;my who care

to ask for it.

As regards culture outdoors, there is not a

great deal to do at the moment, provided the

work is tip t.) date. Beds should have been

prepared antl planted before novv ; but if tliis
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lias not been done, no time should be lost. Both
seedlings and layers from old plants are much
stronger and better fitted to stand winter strains by
being planted early enough to form strong new-

roots before frost and cold rains chill the soil below
a temperature of 45°. If any of the layers are

tall and inclined to " legginess," they must have
some support from the buffeting of wind. Seed-

lings generally are stouter and dwarfer, and can

look after themselves in flie winter, unless, indeed,

the birds show a particular interest in one's stock

and make frequent banquets off them. In that

case, an occasional dusting with dry and weather-

exposed soot will make the leaves less palatable,

while at the same time it tends to check soil vermiil

and also acts as a valuable manure.
If only a small collection is grown, an effectual

protection against avian ravages can be secured by
stretching cotton over the plants. Layers in pots

for culture under glass will winter well in cold

frames, and will root very strongly if the pots are

plunged in ashes. This keeps the soil equably
moist, and secure against extremes of temperature.

Abundant light and ventilation must be given at

all times, even in hard weather. Carnations have
no bronchial tubes and no terrors for low readings

of the thermometer, and it cannot be too often

emphasised that coddling of hardy plants is mere
idle mischief. Water should be given with care

and temperance, as a wet, spongy rooting medium
is quite against the natural desires of the Carnation,

especially during the montlis of slow growth.

It is not too early to think of laying in a stock

of fibrous loam for potting purposes, as this must
be at least partially rotted when used. It is,

however, a great boon to growers that Mr. James
Douglas of Great Bookham is now in a position

to supply ready mixed potting soil to customers

at a very moderate charge, for potting soil from
Edenside is a vastly different product from the

all-utility mixtures sold by local dealers. My
next article will deal with collections of border

Carnations, both as to novelties and the older,

proved sorts. J. L. Gibson.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Cattleya Luegeae Fowler's Variety (C. aurea

: C. Enid).—A remarkably handsome hybrid

with broad, somewhat undulated, crescent-outlined

sepals of a rosy red, and petals of the same rich

colouring. The elaborated lip has a heavily

crested or plumose margin, the whole of crimson

purple hue, and golden, freely reticulated ground
near the throat. From Mr. J. Gurney Fowler,

Pembury, Kent. Cattleya labiata alba Princess

of Wales, which had already received a first-class

certificate, was shown beside the above.

Scolopendrium vulgare crispum speciosum.

—

A magnificent example; having a spread of fronds

3 feet or more across, and with fronds nearly

2i feet in length, was shown of this noble variety,

in all probability the handsomest of its class.

The handsome, glossy fronds, with pronouncedly

goffered or ruffled margins, render it as beautiful

as it is imposing. From Mr. W. B. Cranfield,

Enfield Chase.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cattleya Moira rubra (C. Fabia x C.

Mantinii).—The sepals and petals are rich reddish

purple, the lip of rich purple hue. It is one of

the richest coloured we have seen. From Messrs.

Hassall and Co., Southgate, N.

Chrysanthemum Charlotte E. Soyer.—A large

exhibition variety of the Japanese section, and
coloured yellow. Shown by Mr. .Martin S. Silsbury,

Shanklin, Isle of Wight.

Chrysanthemum Bertha Fairs.—A big exhi-

bition single with two or three rows of florets.

It is of teiTa-cotta shade and very showy.

Chrysanthemum Market Bronze.—.\ decora-

tive sort coloured gold and bronze, and with many
of the good attributes of a market flower, i.e.,

short peduncle or neck, and firm, crisp florets

indicative of good keeping qualities. These were

from Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield, Sussex.

Chrysanthemum General Smith-Dorrien.—
An exhibition variety of maroon crimson, and
gold reverse.

Carnation Aviator.—Not quite a novelty,

though, as shown, one of the richest scarlets we have
seen. From Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Merstham.

The whole of the foregoing novelties were before

the Royal Horticultural Society on October 26,

when the Eiwards were made.

ALLIUM KANSUENSE.
This species has received very favourable mention
lately in some deeply interesting accounts of a

search for new plants. I am not surprised at the

admiration it has excited, as it is a really charming

little bulb, excellent for the rock garden. It was
offered in catalogues a good many years ago,

and I had the pleasure of growing it for some little

time. I believe, however, that I lost it during

a prolonged winter of almost Arctic severity

which occurred some twenty or so years ago.

It is a dainty little plant, with steel blue flowers,

and is, or was with me at least, about 6 inches higli.

I am not sure that it is in the markef iiow, but it

probably will be again soon, and will be worth

securing by those who like bulbs of this size on

their rock gardens. S. Ar^'ott.

ROSE FORTUNE'S YELLOW
(ROSA CHINENSIS PSEUDO INDICA.)

By Miss Elle.v Willmott, V.M.H.

FROM time to time I have noticed refer-

ences to this Rose in The Garden.
Each correspondent has given his own
method of cultivation, all of which

are stated to have been successful.

Many habituis of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's shows will remember the beautiful

exhibits of this Rose sent up from Lockinge for

THJ; RUSSIAN MONASTERY AT SHIPKA PASS ABOVE A FERTILE VAtLEY OE ROSES.
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SO many years by the gardener, Mr. Fyfe. In

a note by his successor upon the cultivation of this

Rose at Lockinge, regret was expressed that sucli

a fine Rose sliould not have become more popular

during the many years it has been in cultivation

in England. I believe that the reason for its

scarcity is its extreme capriciousness.

Several friends who have imitated the conditions

which prevail at Lockinge, and also at Barkham,

have, nevertheless, been unsuccessful. I have

tried to grow it in both ways, and have bestowed

every care upon it, but with no better result,

so I finally made away with the plants. There is,

however, a plant here at Warley which will

compare with the Lockinge plant for its size, wealth

of bloom and fine colour. Many years ago it was

put in a corner of the orangery and forgotten.

The roots found their way through the box into

the groimd below. Beyond cutting out the old

wood from time to time, the plant has had no

attention whatever. I mention this instance to

bear out my suggestion that to its capriciousness

may be attributed its loss of popularity. It is

rarely satisfactory in the open in England

;

fun is essential to its flowering and also to the

ripening of its wood ; but when put against a

south wall it becomes fafested with red spider,

Ihrip, &c. .

In my g^dcn at TresservS'in Savoy, this Rose,

growing over the perron, is one of the glories of

ihe garden. Its wood has a better chancf of

ripening on the Continent than it has in England.

One of your correspondents suggested that it

should be calUd Fortune's Rose or Beauty of

;Cilazenwood, as Fortune's Double Yellow was a

'misnomer. Although the colour is very varied,

yellow is predominant. To call it Fortune's

Rose would create confusion, in view of the large-

flowered Banksia, which is also Fortune's Rose.

Moreover, it is only permissible to change a plant's

name when the law of prioritj' is applied.

l"or those of your readers who are interested in

the history of plants, and who may not have seen

my account of this surpassingly beautiful Rose

in " The Genus Rosa," I add the following par-

ticulars : It attracted the attention of the cele-

brated botanical collector, Robert Fortune, when.

in 1842-6, he was travelling in China in search of

new plants for the Horticultural Society of London.

While at Ningpo he paid frequent visits to the

different nurseries, and also to the gardens of the

Mandarins, which, although small, were extremeh'

gay, particularly during the early months of the

year, and contained a number of new plants of

great beauty and interest. In his narrative

(Journal of the Horticultural Society, Vol. I.,

page 218, 1846) he thus describes his first sight

of this Rose :
" On entering one of the gardens

on a tine morning in May, I was struck by a mass
of yellow flowers which completely covered a

distant part of the wall ; the colour was not a

common yellow, but had something of buff in it,

wliich gave the flowers a striking and uncommon
appearance. I immediately ran up to the place,

and to my surprise and delight found that I had
discovered a most beautiful new yellow climbing

Rose. I have no doubt from what I afterwards

learned that tliis Rose is from ,the nior«' northern

districts of the Chinese Empire, i.an(i' will prove

perfectly hardy in England." He sent plants

to Chiswick in 1845. Lindlty's description sounds

tame after Fortune's glowjng accoimt. He says

it is a straggling plant with the habit of Rosa
arvensis, Huds., and thaf with its loose petals

the whole' flower has the -aspect of a , slightly

domesticated wilding ; but he adds that Mr.

Fortrme still continues to speak highly of its

beauty in Chit\4. '

Messrs. Standish and Noble of Bagshot en-

deavoured to dispel the unfavourable opinion

of Lindley, attributing the defects of the Rose
to unsuccessful culture .ind injudicious pruning

of the previous year's growth, upon

which the flowers are produced.

They certainly proved the truth of

their remarks by exhibiting splen-

didly grown specimens, which in

June, 1852, were the admiration of

all who saw them. Since then

Fortime's Yellow has been grown in

many parts of the country, both in

the open and under glass. It is

hardy in most countries, but the

inclemenc> of our climate often

injures its blooms. Grown in the

orangery at Warley, where it has

protection against the vagaries of

our English summer, it is greatly

admired, not only for the rare

beauty of its flowers, but for the

graceful wreaths in which it pro-

duces them. For many years a

beautiful mass of its flowers has been

exhibited at the Royal Horticultural

Society's shows, sent from the garden _

of Lady Wantage at Lockinge.

As this Rose is sometimes

erroneously called Rosa fortuniana,

it is as well to explain here that

the mistake has arisen from what

was probably a clerical error in

'

Paxton's " Flower Garden," Vol. III.,

page 157*, where, under the head-

ing Rosa fortuniana, is quoted the

description of Fortune's Yellow

Rose which had previously
appeared in the Botanical Magazine. The true

Rosa fortuniana is described in the " Flower

Garden," Vol. II., page yif, and the description

is accompanied by a good black-and-white drawing.

There is no similarity between Fortune's Yellow

and the true Rosa fortuniana, which is a large-

flowered Banksian Rose, probably a hybrid of

Rosa Banksia;, Ait., and Rosa laevigata, Michx.
;

whereas Fortune's Yellow Rose, according to

Crepin, may be a garden form of Rosa gigantea,

CoUett, ex Crep.

A writer in the Gardeners^ Chronicle, June 3,

1856, describing a visit to the Horticultural

Society's garden at Chiswick, says :
" As to

Fortune's Climbing Yellow China, its rich nankeen

colour was actually glowing with salmon, the

house was piled with gigantic Roses, sweeter than

the sweetest of tlie Eastern world."

NOTES ON BORDER
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

THESE are useful in the garden for

several purposes, namely, as plants

for furnishing the borders during

the latter part of the summer and

the early part of the autumn ; for

lifting at a certain stage of growth,

potting and placing in the greenhouse, conserva-

tory, or glass porch to provide a prolonged display

of flowers there ; and also for supplying cut flowers

for vases. - They are extremely serviceable for

amateur cultivators, especially in town and
suburban gardens, as they can be grown from the

• 1832-3. Bull. .Soc. Bot. Belg., Vol. XXVU., page LiO
(188S).

t 1851-2. Bull. Soe. Bot. Bel!;.. Vol. XXVIH.,
Part li., page 11 (1889).
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cutting to the flowering stage without the aid of

artificial heat or even the use of frames. Early

flowering varieties are being used with great

success in the flower garden in place of certain

kinds of summer bedding-out subjects. In recent

years many splendid \'arieties have been raised

of dwarf habit, bearing flowers of much substance,

rich colours, some very distinct. Nearly all can

be grown naturally and without the need for

much staking.

Now we have such results as seen in the illus-

tration on page 544 of the varieties Aquitaine

and Normandie, the former salmon bronze on an

ochre ground, the latter a delicate pink. Aquitaine

possesses large, drooping petals, building up a

deep bloom, and Normandie produces very compact

flowers. The height of both is between 2 feet

and 3 feet, with branching habit. There are many
excellent varieties now available, and cultivators

are not able to resist the majority of them ; but

Ijy far the best effect is obtained by growing fewer

varieties and more plants of each.

twelve Additional Varieties.—The following

are a dozen varieties of great merit and easily

grown : Caledonia, ivory white, 2 feet ; Mme.
Marie Masse, lilac mauve, 2 feet ; Autumn Beauty,

bronzy yellov\-, 2 feet ; Cecil Wells, buttercup

yellow, 2i feet ; Dolly Reeves, deep pink, 2J feet
;

Gertie, salmon pink, 18 inches ; Horace Martin,

yellow, 2 feet ; La Somme, deep mauve pink,

2i feet ; Le Pactole, bronzy yellow, 3 feet ; Pink

Pearl, deep pink, 2 feet ; Mrs. W. Sydenham,

deep crimson, 2 feet ; and Champagne, rich ruby

red, 2 J feet.

Positions and Soil.—An open quarter with a

low shelter at a short distance away on the north

and east sides is the best, but really good results

follow when plants are grown in partially

sheltered places, such as under the shade of

high walls and trees. Clayey, gravelly and

sandy as well as good loamy soils will do if

they are deeply dug or trenched,

and it is an easy matter to feed

the growing plants. Avon.

NERINES, OR GUERNSEY
LILIES.

By the Rev. Joseph J.^cob.

ARE
Guernsey Lilies coming into favour ?

To see their flowers on a sunny day

at the end of September or in October

i in their full beauty, looking as if they

^ were powdered with diamond dust

or made of exquisite tinsel, is to see

an exceedingly lovely sight. Even without any

sun they arc very beautiful. The many flowered

pink, rose, orange red or rich crimson umbels,

daintily poised on the long, slender stems, cannot

fail to attract all but the blind. Small wonder,

then, that as a very prettily arranged display

by Messrs. Barr and Sons of Covent Garden was

one of the first things to be seen on entering

the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall on a certain

Tuesday in October, everyone "made" for them,

and in many cases notebooks were brought out

,and names taken down, which is the equivalent

of saying, " I like >'ou ; I must have you if I

can."

This particular display was especially attractive,

as Mr. Mudge had introduced a few pots of various

pale-hued autumn Crocuses in front of the bright

Lilies, and the eft'ect was fine. Why does not

everyone grow them ? What flower can touch

them in October for briglitness ? How is it

that, after being in French and British gardens

for two hundred and fifty years, it is still very much
a rara avis ? I am sorry to say there is a good

reason why it has been so in the past. The true

Guernsey Lily is a shy bloomer, and its behaviour

in this respect has worried successive generations

of florists ever since John Morin grew it in Paris

and de St. Marets (de Saumarez) in Guernsey,

and no coaxing or threatening has improved it.

Rapin, a French Jesuit, in the latter half of the

seventeenth century, wrote :

" This flower, ye skilful Florists, often plaint,

Let not our nation this fair beauty want ; .

And tho* she answers not your common care,

No cost Dor labour on her dressing spare.

For should she but Iter conquering charm?

display.

From every fair she hears the prize awa;y."

—Gardinefs translcitioii.

This still remains strictly true of the old original

Nerine sarnicnsis, the exquisite, broad-petalled,

soft rose coloured flower that has given its popular

name to the family. It is awfully shy, and any-

one who will get one in three to bloom deserves

a cultural commendation.

But better times are coming. Thanks to several

hybridists and raisers of seedUngs, new blood has

been introduced, and we have now a race which

is far more amenable to good and proper culti-

vation. There are varieties, such as corusca,

Fothergillii major. Lady Bromley, Epic, Lady de

Walden, Mrs. Harrison and others, which give us

flowers practically every year if given the right

treatment. Surely there must be some en-

thusiasts to whom difficulties to be overcome

are but the breath of life. Here, then, is yoiu"

opportunity — take up Nerines. They ask

for a cool greenhouse in which to bloom and grow,

a perfectly dry, sunny spot in which to aistivate,

and a good rich, porous loam on which to feed.

Messrs. Barr and Sons have been fortunate in

securing many gems from the famous collection

of Mr. H. J. Elwes, and these, with some additions

from Guernsey and elsewhere, made up the fine

collection which I have spoken of before. I

noticed the following : Lady Clementina Mitford

(pink). Duchess of Normandy (salmony rose).

Vivid (rich scarlet). Epic (deep rose), Mrs. Douglas

(pale rose), Venus (soft pink), Rotherside (beautiful

CHRYSANTHEMUM
ARCTICUM.

In the month of October flowers in

the rock garden are scarce, so that

a plant which makes a display at

this time is doubly welcome. In

Chrysanthentum arcticum we have

a dwarf-growing perennial Daisy of

neat, compact habit, coming into

bloom at the beginning of the month

and producing a succession of large

white flowers till the frost comes.

It is a native of Lapland and Arctic

Russia, and while, botanically, closely

allied to our native Ox-eye Daisy

(C^ Leucanthemum), it differs in

having erect, branching stems of a

more shrubby appearance. Growing

less than 12 inches high, the stems

are well furnished with dark green,

rounded leaves, while the white

flowers are 2^ inches in diameter.

It is an easy plant to grow in a

cool, partially shaded position,

planted in moist, gritty loam. Owing

to its late flowering period, seeds are

seldom matured, but propagation

may be effected by means of division

in the spring. W. I. CHRYSANTHEMUM ARCTICUM, KATIVE OF LAPLAND AND ARCTIC RUSSIA, NOW FLOWERING AT KEW.
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coral). Miss Ciceley Ehvcs (crimson and purpk),

Radiance (a deep rich cerise), Mrs. H. J. Ehvcs

(pink). Lady Lawrence (salmon). Duchess (silvery

piqk and lavender), Garibaldi (magnificent cerise).

Lady Bromley (deep rose and pale purple), and

Lady Mary Shelley (charming soft-toned pink).

AUTUMN FLOWERS.
By E. a. Bowles, M.A.. F.L.S.

THIS year St. Luke has taken charge

of the weather rather earlier than

the date of his day in the calendar

might warrant. His kindly . interfer-

ence is so thoroughly welcome, both

to me and my Crocuses, that the

longer St. Ltdve's Summer lasts the better we
shall he pleased. It seems to me that ne\'er beffire

Horticultural Society's meeting ; and my favourite

of all, a nearly white or pale I'rench grey seedling

I had the good fortune to find in my seed-beds

here one suijshiny morning five years ago. It

has retained a trace of the lilac veinings on its

inner segments, and when open in the sunshine

is a very remarkable flower.

C. caspius is very good this year, and its rich

orange throat makes it stand out, even from a

distance, as one of the best white kinds. C. medius

is better than usual, I think, and extra large. A
colony under the light shade of the Vine pergola

was singularly beautiful this morning when the

mauve flowers were half expanded, and looked

as though a flame burnt inside each cup, the

effect of the wonderfully deep scarlet of the

stigmata. C. asturicus, in pale ajid deep shades

of lavender ; Salzmannii's rather flimsy but pearly

lilac flowers ; cancellatus in every imaginable

shade between pure white, lilac and amethyst

C.^lSALPI^•I/^ GILLIESII, A LnTI.E-KNOW.X WALL SHRUB WITH YELLOW FLOWERS.

in my experience have the early and late autumn
Crocuses managed to flower so simultaneously.

As a rule, C. zonatus is almost a thing of the past

by the time pulchellus and lajvigatus put in an

appearance. All three, however, are now at their

best and revelling in the still stmny mornings.

C. speciosus is making drifts of blue in most of

the flower borders, and is fast invading many
banks of the rock garden, and with its pure white

form, its large pale variety Aitchisonii, the

x'aried blues and lil,i<-s of the type, and a specially

bright blue one I have long grown as var. globosus,

produces a charming amount of variation. The
forms that please me most are the large, pale

but richly veined variety Mr. Van Tubergeii

calls the Artabir variety ; the hybrid between

speciosus and pulchellus that, sooner or later,

is sure to appear wherever those two species

are grown side by side in any quantity, and which

M<'ssrs. Barr showed \itv well at a recent Roval

purple, and most of them richly feathered ; the

yellow and white ochroleucus ; and Clusii in many
shades of lilac, were all widely open. C. nudiflorus,

so plentiful in the Pyrenees and round Biarritz, and
so easily grown, yet so seldom seen, is one of the

richest in coloiu" of all, a warm bright purple. C.

Tournpfortii in pearly tints of lavender is exquisite,

especially if under the shelter of some overhanging
bush, for its flowers, once open, never close again,

even at ni(iht. Hadriaticns, either pure white

or with yellow and bronze markings at the throat,

is a good white one, and not too particular as to

its treatment. Some seedlings of sativus Pallasii

come very near it in form and colouring. I

used to thiuk the sativus forms lacked yellow in

the throat, and hadriaticus nearly always possessed

some ; hut the seed-beds have taught me that this

idea must be given up. C. olbanus is a queer

creature, and looks like some sativus variety

designed by Chippendale and made longer and

narrower in all its parts than an>' other Crocus

designer could have dared to devise without making
a poor, thin flower. In this case the hair-like

Iea\'es and starry blossoms are very distinct and

pleasing.

The mention of starry blossoms reminds

me that Narcissus serotinus is now in bloom,

and as it is leafless at flowering-time, I am trying

the effect of planting it among some patches

of Dianthus neglectns. It looks very happily

placed now that it is in flower, and I hope its

long leaves in spring will not annoy the Pinks.

Galanthus Olgx is this year the first of the autumn
Snowdrops, and is just at its best in a border I

cleared of summer flowers and weeds about a

month ago. Evidently the rains reached its roots

better there than in the rock garden, for there

not a nose has appeared as yet where my largest

colony should be. A canful of water poured out

as a libation a day or two ago will, I hope, soon

bring it to the surface. Four blooms of Iris

unguicularis have appeared up to the present,

and Caryopteris Mastacanthus is in full bloom.

So long may St. Luke's Summer and its precious

flowers last !

TWO HARDY C/ESALPINIAS

WHliN writing of hardy C;rsal-

pinias one can only do so with

a feeling of reservation, for

they are only hardy in certain

parts of the British Isles, and
even then they must be given

favourable positions if really satisfactory results

are desired. But they are so attracti\'*, both

in leaf and flower, that we may well put ourselves

to a little trouble in order that they may have the

best possible chance of success. They are essen-

tially sun-loving plants and should be fully exposed

to the south or south-west, with shelter from the

north and east. Rather light and well-drained

loamy soil should be provided, and it is advisable

to place young plants out of doors in spring in

order that they may become well established

during the summer months. The best known
species is C. japonica, a loose-growing Chinese

and Japanese shrub with dark red branches armed
w'ith stout thorns and bearing large, handsome,
bipinnate leaves made up of a large number of

small leaflets. The flowers are borne in racemes,

6 inches to 12 inches long, in June and July,

thirty to fortj' blossoms often occurring in each

raceme. The petals are yellow and the lon|

thread - like stamens bright red. It may be

grown on a sunny bank or against a fence or

wall in the Southern Counties, and can be increased

by root cuttings in spring.

The other species is C. Gilliesii, a native of the

Argentine Republic. It grows into a small tree

in its native comitry, but must be planted against

a wall here. The doubly pinnate leaves are divided

into a large number of dainty leaflets, which are

attractive throughout the summer ; while the erect,

ternrinal inflorescences, often 9 inches to 12 inches

long, are lovely in .August. The petals arc

large and rich yellow, while the thread-like stamens,

each 2 inches to 3 inches long, are bright red. It

stands uninjured against a wall through ordinary

winters, but may be injured by severe frost.

Propagation is usually by imported seeds. To
give the plant a proper chance of success, it should

be placed against a high wall where it will not

need to be pruned sc\erely. \V. D.
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TWO 1916 DAFFODIL
SCHEDULES.

rate, let it not be

said ; Colour, Bal-

ance and Size, these

three ; but the
greatest of these is

Size. J. J.

DAHLIAS.

N this year o£

stress I have

used a large

number of

Dahlias in

borders a u d

beds. It is true

they are rather
coarse in habit com-

pared with the vast

mass of material

which we have been

accustomed to ; but

THE
appearance of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's and the Midland

Daffodil Society's schedules is always

an event of some importance to all

who show Daffodils. To compare

small things with great, they are

perused by many Daffodilers with just as keen an

interest as the da.ly papers were on the morning

of September 23, 1915, by the British taxpayer,

who was anxious to know what the new Chan-

cellor's War Budget was like and how it affected

him personally. So it is with the advent of these

two leading schedules. The man who exhibits

turns to them to see what is in store for him next

year, for to a very large extent these are the bell-

wethers of Daffodil showdom. They arc scanned

just as keenly in Australia and New Zealand as

they arc at home ; and their influence is great.

This year, as the result of resolutions passed last

spring by the Daffod.l committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society, two very important changes

have been made. First, the Leedsii class has been

divided, so that we now get the old type, of which

Duchess of Westminster and Mrs. Langtry may be

cited as typical blooms, put into one division
;

and the newer large-cupped varieties, like White

Queen, placed in another. The determining

factor is the relative length of the perianth seg-

ments, compared with the depth of the cup.

What in the case of the yellow cups makes an
1 apart from that they

incomparab.lis, here makes a Giant Leedsii ; and

what makes a Barrii, here makes a Leedsii.

The change is one for the better, and I feel sure

it w.ll be very generally followed, as year by year

the giants arc becoming more and more numerous.

The second innovation is the introduction of what

may be convcn'ently called " Bantam " classes.

For a long time it has been patent to all observers

that the show tiers were no place for small flowers,

however refined and beautiful they might be.

Everything there had to be of the six-foot Guards

type. Now, coinciding with the appearance of

the Bigland Bantam.s, provision is made for the

small 3 inch and under DaffodiL. Why should

not they have their opportunity ? [This is a

welcome change that should have been made

years ago.

—

Ed.]

A Bantam may be as useful a soldier as a Guard,

and a little womanniay be every bit as pretty and

taking as one of greater height and more ample

proportions ; so a small bloom may have every

requisite that makes for high quality, and yet,

just because it has not the doubtful point of size,

it has up to the present more often than not

been strangled at its birth, or, if allowed to live,

it has been

"born to blush unseen,

.\nd waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Now, however, there is a chance for the Wendys

and the Pure Golds. Moreover, many a delight-

ful seedling will now be saved and cared for, and

brought to the exhibition ; and in due time

our lists and our homes will be enriched with these

gems of beauty and refinement. I am exceedingly

glad that the small flower is to be encouraged ; it

is, according to my view, only what should be, and

I have for a long time advocated something of

the sort. It has been decided that admission to

these new bantam classes should be confined to

blooms the diameter of whose perianth does not

exceed 3 inches. Time will show if the schedule

makers have hit upon the right qualification.

If they have not, unlike the laws of the Medes and

Persians, it can be altered.

In judging these classes at Loudon and Bir-

mingham, I sincerely hope " my Lords " will no

longer attach any importance to size ; in fact,

I would suggest that what holds good in Pompon

and Show Single Dahlia classes, wherd bigness is

a positive detriment, should equally hold good in

these. Here, at any

preparation and planting at g inches to I2 inches

apart.

It may be asked, How about the labour

involved in staking and tyirg ? Neither is

essential for decorative purposes ; rather are

they to be deprecated. When the Dahlia

shoots, three or four to each plant, are a

foot long, all that is needed for the season is

to fasten th* points close to the ground by means

are undoubtedly

effective to a great

degree, and as we
are likely to be more

handicapped next
year than this for

necessary labour, it

would be worth while

to consider the value

of Dahlias as a

means of saving
labour.

Nearly all the

Dahlias grown hero

are treated as tuber-

ous plants, such as

Potatoes and Arti-

chokes, and are
merely broken up

by pulling the roots

in pieces when the

buds are beginning

to push and im-

mediately planted,

setting the pieces so

that the buds are

3 inches or 4 inches

below the surface.

That s y s t e nr in

itself saves an
immense amount

of labour. It is asked, What about frost ?

Planted in April, the tops do not appear

till frosts are usually past, and, strange as it

may appear, I do not firid these hardily

grown plants in spring so susceptible

as Dahlias are on the approach of

autumn. Then, it is obvious that

that will cover a space of from 3

6 feet square must effect an enormous saving

of labour over plants that would entail the

C.ESALPLNIA JAPONICA, A HAXLiSOME SHRUB lOR A SUNNY BORDER.

of strong hooked sticks, or pieces of Snowberry

bent to form a peg, which is a simpler method.

As the time for lifting the tubers is again drawing

near, I may be permitted to add that they are

best preserved through the winter by allowing as

much soil to adhere to the tubers as possible.

There is no preservative equal to soil, and its

removal only renders the safe keeping of the

tubers a risk. Dryness and a temperature of about

45° to 50° are also advantageous. R. P. B.

to cold

cold in

a plant

feet to
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Pot Vines.—Tu obtain ripe Grapes at
the end of .-Vpril or early in May, the Vines must
now be placed in the forcing-house. A lean-to
bouse facing south is most suitable for the early
frircing of Grapes, and the house should be well
provided with hot-water pipes. The pots should
be plunged in a moderately warm hot-bed to
help root action. No fire-heat should be necessary
for the first two or three weeks; even then only
sufficient should be allowed to keep the tempera-
ture up to 50°. This may be increased as the
growth of the Vines advances. Spray the rods
twice daily when the weather is fine, using hike-
wariu rain-\vatcr.

Early Permanent Vines.— If early Grapes arc
to be obtained front permanent Vines, the house
must be closed at once, providing the wood
is perfectly ripe. The general treatment of the
Vines during the first few weeks may be similai
to that recommended for pot Vines. The
rods should not be secured permanently to the
trellis till the buds are on the point of bursting
into growth. At this stage the rods should be given
their final scrubbing.

Pot Fruit Trees.—These must now be placed
in their winter quarters, except those which will

be required for early forcing. These may remain
outdoors till the time arrives to start them into
growth. In the event of a continued spell of
wet weather, they should be placed in a cool,
airy house. The main batch of trees may be
plunged in leaves or Bracken at the foot- of a
wall facing south. Here they >vill be somewhat
sheltered from heavy rains. Pot Fig trees must
be placed in a <'ool house, wheie they will be safe
from frost.

Plants Under Glass.

Fuchsias.—The cuttings which were inserted
in August or September w'ill now need a shift

into larger pots. Pot fairly firmly in a light, rich
compost, and keep them growing steadily in a
temperature of 50" or 55°. Keep them near to
the light and afford them plenty of room. Old
plants may be gradually induced to rest by giving
thent less water at the roots. In a week or two
they may be laid on their sides beneath a stage in
a cool house.

Violets.—Decayed leaves must be removed
regularly, or damage to the flowers will result.
.\fiord the plants abtmdance of fresh air, and
during favourable weather remove the lights
altogether. When water is needed, applv it, if

possible, on a fine morning, so that the foliage
will get quite dry by night.

The Flower Garden.

Lily of the Valley.—This Jiecds lifting and
replanting every two or three years. To ensure
a good supply of flow-ers annually, only half the
bed should be dealt with at one time. The ground
must he deeply dug and well manured, taking care
that it is well cleaned in the process. Select the
strongest crowns for planting, which must be done
in rows about inches apart.

Planting Roses.—The raakuig of Jiew Kose
licds or replanting old ones should be done, il

possible, before the turn of the year. The ground
should be trenched and plenty of well-rotted
farmyard manure mixed in with- it. Lift the
plants with caie, lay the roots in the ground
on a sheltered border till the beds are readv for
planting, and plant firmly. Standards will need
the support of strong stakes as soon as they are
planted. In planting climbing Roses agaiiist a
wall or feme, make a hole large enough to take
a barrow-load of soil. Newly planted Roses
nrust be well protected during times of severe
frost.

The Rock Garden.—The work in the roik
garden at the present time consists chiefly in
keeping the plants <lear of dead foliage and leaves,
or many of the choice plants will be damaged.
When planting hulbs, take the opportunity to
cover the roots of plants which have become
exposed. Slugs and snails will be plentiful, and
must be diligently sought after.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Morello Cherries.—The trees may now be pruned
and trained. The fruits of the Morello Cherry
are borne on the previous season's growth ; there-
fore just sufficient of this must be left to tie in.

Old trees should first be carefully examined, and
any old branches that are becoming bare at the
base must be cut out, thus leaving more room
for the young wood. Before commencing to
train the trees, any cleaning which mav be necessarv
should be done.

Strawberries.— Plants which have been p\it out
this season must have all runners removed. When
the ground is dry enough, dust soot between the
plants, then carefully disturb the soil with the
hoe. A mulch of decomposed farmyard manure
will be of considerable benefit.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—Plants in fruit must be well supplied
with stimulants. Place a little fresh material on
tlie surface of the pots to encourage fresh roots.
To expose the fruits better to the light, remove a
portion of the foliage. Maintain a temperature
of 60°, and at the same time admit air to the house,
more or less according to outside conditions. A
sowing may now be made for the earliest supplies
next year.

Potatoes.—The method of growing the first
I rop of Potatoes in pots is an excellent one, as thev
may be grown quite easily in fruit-houses before
the fruit trees are too far advanced. l-"or this
purpose the tubers must now be selected and
placed singly in boxes to sprout. The time of
planting will, of course, be governed by the date
it is desirous to have new tubers ready' for use.

Globe Artichokes.—All dead foliage must now
be removed from the plants, and, as a protection
against frost, a quantity of ashes must be placed
round the base of the plants. In some districts
it will be necessary to cover them with Bracken
or litter when frost is very severe.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

I.t}ckiiigc Gurdi-iis, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Shading.— All blinds and shading should now
be taken from the roofs of glass houses, if this
has not already been done. Where the shading
has been put on in liquid form with a brush or
syringe, this will he a good opportunity f.jr washing
the entire roofs of plant houses, as dirt and soot
adhering to the glass prevent the full amount of
light reaching the plants during winter. Especially
is this the case in and around large towns. The
plants most likely to suffer in this respect are
Orchids and other flowering plants.

Freesias are now growing stronger and require
staking as the growths lengthen. Thev resent
being forced, and this should not be attempted
until the flower-buds arc visible. A cool, well-
ventilated house suits them best, so that where a
special pit is not available, a shelf near the glass
in a Tree Carnation or Malmaison house will do
nicely.

Bulbs.—Roman Hyacinths and other earlv
ludbs may be introduced to heat as soon as it is
evident they are suiflcientlv rooted. It prevents
disappointment to delay starting them for a few
davs or even weeks, rather than to he in too great
a hurry and then have failure, which is inevitable
when the bulbs are not ready for forcing. To
iTicrease the length of Roman Hvacinth stems,
place a good layer of moss over the growths after
bringing the plants indoors.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Where plants have been
grown for winter flowering, there is now a good
display, as they are \erv free flowering plants.
The most important point in their successful
cnltm-e through the winter is careful watering, as
they prefer to be kept drier than some subjects.
A temperature of from jo" to 55° should he main-
tained at night, allowing it to rise slightlv
during the day.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—As room is generally scarce indooi's

at this season, any plants which are nearly
exhausted can he stripped of what fruit may yet
remaui. The green fruit, if put on a warm, sunny
shelf in some glass house, will ripen sufficiently to
be fit for use in the kitchen. The young plants
intended for early fruiting should be grown as

sturdily as possible by keeping them fairly cool

and near the glass.

Rhubarb.—When there has been sufficient

frost, the roots can be lifted and forced. The
usual and most easy method is to place them
in a Mushroom-house. Where this is not practic-

able, they can be put near the pipes under stages,

or a special hot-bed be made up for them.

Chicory.—.^s the leaves die down, a few roots
can be lifted, either boxed or potted up, and
put in the dark, where the leaves will be produced
in a blanched condition. A. simple way is to pot
five crowns in a lo-inch pot, and cover with an
inverted pot of the same size. If put in brisk
beat, the Chicory will be ready for use in a
fortnight tft three weeks.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peach-House.—The trees in this house
will now have dropped all their foliage, so that
the house should now be prepared for starting in

December. The ties should all be undone, and the
branches sUmg from the wires in bundles so that the

washing of the glass and woodwork can be done
more easily. A strong mixture of soft soap and hot
water should be used for the scrubbing. This
o\ei , the trees should be dressed with some
insecticide, such as Gishurst Compound. Tf

disbudding has been properly attended to during
the growing season, little or no pruning will be
required, except removing bare pieces of branches
where they can be replaced by younger wood.
When the branches have been tied up in their

places, the borders must receive a liberal top-
dressing. First scrape off all loose soil ; then,
without damaging any of the surface roots,

lightly fork it over. The soil used for top-dressing
should be good fibrous loam, enriched with a

good lasting artificial manure. It is also very
important to add a quantity of lime; this is most
essential for stone fruit.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Fruit-Room.—For some time after .\pples are
gathered, there is generally an amount of sweat
or moisture gi\'en off. This should be allowed
to escaoe freely from the fruit by ample ventila-
tion. When it is seen that this has taken pl.ice and
the fruit is again quite dry, the ventilators should
not he too freely used, so long as the atmosphere
is maintained wholesome, otherwise the Apples
would shri\'el. Pears, however, keep much better
in a dry atmosphere.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Shrubs.—Deiiduous shrubs <an now
be planted with safety. The evergreens in

most cases, however, are lietter left until spring,

especially in the cases of Yew and Holly. After
planting, the importance of protecting against
damage by wind should not be forgotten.

Chrysanthemums.—Unless the weather should
be very severe, the plants can remain where they
are for some time yet. As, however, the varieties
are not easily distinguished by their foliage, it

should be seen that they are corre'tly labelled
while yet in flower, to prevent mistakes when
lifting the stock which is to he retained for pro-
ducing cuttings.

Herbaceous Border.—With the cxieption of

S(mie late .Michaelmas Daisies, this part of the
garden is now presenting a bare and imtidy
appearance where the plants have finished flower-
ing. The majority of the plants are ready for
cutting over. This means also the removal of all

stakes, which should be tied up in bundles in their
respective sizes, so that they may be put tidily

in the store for the winter.

Lawns to be kept looking trim and tidy at
this season require frequent rolling and brushing,
as leaves and worms keep them in a constant
state of untidiness.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Casllcmilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.E.
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A GOOD CULINARY APPLE.

IN
the cultivation of Apples, and particularly

those varieties that are to be used for

cooking purposes, one of the greatest-

difiSculties that besets the inexperienced

is the selection of varieties. So many
sorts of Apples are now obtainable, and

each is set forth in the nurseryman's catalogue as

bsing well worth growing, that the novice may be

excused for planting trees of sorts that are, to say

the best about them, of second quality. Bramley's

Sjcdling is undoubtedly the best of its kind for

culinary purposes, and one that may be planted

freely both for private use and market purposes.

In common with many other good things, it

was a long time bsfore fruit-growers could be

persuaded that in Bramley's Seedling they had an

Apple which is superior to any other of its class,

and one that would fill the same high position

in the culinary section as Cox's Orange Pippin

does in the dessert varieties. During the last

decade, however, up-to-date growers

have realised its possibilities, and so

great has been the demand for young

trees that nurserymen have found

it exceedingly difficult to propagate

it fast enough. We know of several

nurseries where, owing to the

enormous demand, young trees of

other varieties which have not sold

so well have been cut down and the

stocks regrafted with Bramley's

Seedling.

The history of this Apple is,

fortunately, very well known. In

common with a number of other

good fruits, it does not, so far as

can be ascertained, owe its existence

to the hybridist's skill, but origi-

nated as a chance seedling at South-

well in Nottinghamshire. Two pips

from an Apple, name unknown, were

sown in a pot by a IWiss Brailsford

of Easthorpe, Southwell. Both grew,

but one of the seedlings eventually

died. The other flourished and

was planted out in the open garden

by Miss Brailsford, and in due

course developed into a large tree, APPLE,
whence all the trees of Bramley's

Seedling now in existence—and there must be

millions—have sprung.

The lady in question eventually sold the garden,

including the Apple tree, to a Southwell butcher,

Mr. Matthew Bramley. By this time the tree

had attained a large size and was bearing good

crops of fruit. Luckily for present-day fruit-

growers, the attention of Mr. H. Merryweather,

who has extensive nurseries at Southwell, was

drawn to the Apple, and with sound judgment

he decided that it was one well worth cultivating.

In 1876 he had shown fruits before the Royal

Horticultural Society, and received a " highly

commended" certificate for them. In 1883 this

Apple received a first-class certificate, the highest

award that is granted by the society to any

new fruit, flower or vegetable.

But, as has already been stated, in spite of this

high award growers were sceptical about its

possibilities, and only a few who were more far-

seeing than the majority planted trees in quantity.

That they were justified in doing so has been

abundantly proved during recent years, as good

samples of this variety always find a ready market

at high prices, in spite of the keen Colonial com-

petition that has to be met. It has a very vigorous

constitution, makes a shapely tree, and has large,

leathery foliage that is not so susceptible to disease

as the softer leaves of many other Apples. Grown

in standard or half - standard form it is an ideal

orchard Apple, and for garden purposes it does

equally as well grafted on the Paradise stock

which has a dwarfing effect on the tree and induces

it to bear fruit while in a young state. The fruits

are in season from the end of Septemb.r until

well into the New Year.

In the nurseries of Messrs. H. Merryweather,

Southwell, there is an interesting orchard devoted

entirely to Bramley's Seedling. The trees are not

plant-ed as thickly as they might or ought to

have been, but there are seventy-five trees to

three acres of land, and this year the orchard

has produced 30 tons of Bramley's Seedling,

including all small and big fruits, of which

25 tons are fine saleable fruit of first and second

grades. Standard trees of this variety, as grown

Prominently among the late-flowered Lilies

stands Liliuni speciosum, represented in our

gardens by several fine and distinct varieties.

Supplies of this Lily reach here both from Holland

and Japan. The Dutch-grown bulbs flower two

or three weeks earlier than the Japanese, but

after a season or two in this country the flowering

period of the latter is accelerated.

The best of the Japanese bulbs are very fine

and yield a correspondingly grand display of

blossoms. In richness of colouring they are

unsurpassed, and the white-flowered variety,

Krjetreri, is by far the most vigorous of those

bearing flowers of that tint. The later blossoms

will, in the open ground, sometimes yield a display

till September is well advanced. Even when the

weather conditions are unfavourable .'or the deve-

lopment of the blossoms in the open ground they

will, if cut, taken into the dwelling-house and

placed in water, expand nicely. A good sand>"

loam is very suitable for the requirements of

Lilium speciosum, but it cannot be regarded as

in any way a fastidious Lily, whether grown in

bramley's seedling, a heavy cropper keeping well into the new vear.

in this orchard, are in their prime when between

forty and fifty years of age. A much younger

Bramley orchard, about three acres in extent,

planted nineteen years ago, and consisting of 130

half-standards, has this year produced 20 tons of

good saleable apples, and not including fallen and

small fruit.

LATE - FLOWERED LILIES.

THE Lily season out of doors extends

from the flowering of Lilium pyrenai-

cum (which takes place during the

latter part of May) till the early

autumn. Then the nights grow too

cold for the full development of the

later blossoms of those that flower at that time.

Some kinds that are, as a rule, at their best much
earlier in the season will sometimes put off their

flowering till a good deal later. An occasional

specimen of Lilium auratum will furnish a case

in point.

the open ground or in pots. These last named
are, if kept cool and allowed to flower at their

normal season, very useful for the embellishment

of the greenhouse at a time when many summer-

blooming occupants of that structure are on the

wane. One desirable feature of this Lily is that,

when subjected to pot culture, insect pests do not

give any trouble, as they do in the case of Lilium

longiflorum.

A grand late-flowering Lily for the outdoor

garden is that largely sent here from Japan under

the name of Lilium tigrinum Fortune!, or Fortunei

giganteum. The Japanese bulbs are of immense

size, and the growth is correspondingly vigorous.

The best examples will often reach a height of as

much as 6 feet, the stem being terminated by a

large pyramidal-shaped raceme of blossoms. As

many as fifty flowers are sonietimes borne on

one stem. Apart from its later-flowering qualities,

this Lily differs from the ordinary form of L.

tigrinum in the blossoms being paler and the

stems, as well as the flower-buds, clothed with a

woolly down. The ordinary Lilium tigrinum.
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with its varieties Leopoldii or splendens and flore

plena, are all earlier in flowering than this.

That noble Burmese Lily, Lilium sulphureum,

frequently flowers so late that the blossoms do not

open properly. For this reason it is often grown
in pots and treated as a greenhouse plant. Under
these conditions the tall, slender shafts, crowded
with narrow leaves and terminated by large funnel-

shaped blossoms of a rich ochre yellow inside, with a

reddish flush on the exterior, are very striking.

Another species, native of the same district,

frequently behaves in a similar manner. This is

the distinct Lilium nepalense, which created such

a furore when it was first shown in bloom some
twenty-seven years ago. The flowers of this are

reflexed, somewhat after the manner of a Martagon
Lily. The colour is a greenish yellow, with a

chocolate purple interior. Unless in particularly

favoured districts, these two Burmese species must
be regarded more in the light of greenhouse than
hardy kinds, a remark which also applies to the

now very rare Lilium neilgherrense, which is even
later in flowering than they.

Lilium longiflorum, or at all events the form
known usually as Wilsonii or grandiflorum, will

often push up secondary shoots at this season,

which each bear a solitary flower. This habit of

blooming a second time was strongly claimed for

Lilium Harrisii when the bulbs were first sent here

from Bermuda, but we heard little about it after-

wards. While the Lilies here mentioned are the

latest of those that bloom naturally in the open
ground, the practice of retarding, so generally

followed in the case of some kinds, has upset the

seasons altogether. By this means blooms of L.

longiflorum and L. speciosum, and, to a lesser extent,

others, may be had all the year round. H. P.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Evertf department of horticulture is represented in THE
G.\RDEN, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which theij wish expert advice.

The Biitor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,
but he will not be responsible for their safe return. AH
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.
As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

asks that the price required lor reproduction be plainly stated.
It must be di-slincth/ understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or oii-wr of the copyright will be trented with

Hclyctt. It is a very beautiful variety, and should bem every garden.

FUNGUS ON AUSTRIAN BRIARS (M. H.).—Tbc Rose
IS attacked by the Rose rust funi;ii<i, Phraamidium sub-
corticum, the stage on the shoot sent heina the one usually
found in spring. The fungus generally winters on the
under surfaces of fallen leaves, where its spores now form
dark, almost black, lumps. Much may be done to check
the fun^ius by gathering and burnintr fallen leaves and by
pruning out the shoots which show the red sprin" form
of the attack, and burning them. In addition to this,
sprayuiK the bushes nith a rose red solution of pot.assium
permang.inate would be a wise mea-urc.
TEA ROSES FOR EXHIBITION IN COOL HOUSE

(/?. F. C).—The varieties you name should do very well

The Editor will not be rispomible for the reiurn'ofartistic
; fn/^°'''„'"'gfJ.S'"' ^Sll *?!'?''. "''<> ^^.^ ^ady Plymouth

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Puhlieation in THE GARDEN will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Ogices : 20, Taiistock Street, Corent Garden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

POTATO DISEASE.
It has been demonstrated repeatedly that even
with varieties subject to disease, comparatively
healthy crops can be obtained if the tubers
are lifted as soon as the haulm has died down.
Apart from the risk of attack by this disease,

tubers left in heavy or water-logged soil are
liable to suffer from lack of air, with the
result that they rot quickly, either in the soil

or subsequently in the clamp. It is essential

for good keeping that the tubers should
be stored clean and dry, with their vitality un-
impaired. In a dry, well-ventilated clamp,
disease does not spread rapidly, although dead
or diseased tubers generally rot. On the other
hand, if the clamp is moist or badly ventilated,

spores from diseased tubers may infect healthy
ones. All diseased and damaged tubers should
be excluded from the clamp. Those least affected

could be boiled and fed to pigs. The clamp
should be made as narrow as practicable, and
should be covered to a depth of about 6 inches
with a layer of stout straw, through which air

can circulate freely. A thin layer of soil, sufficient

to keep the straw in position, should be put on,

followed by a thicker covering in November to
keep out frost. The crest of the clamp must be
freely ventilated. It is advisable to store seed
tubers in boxes or small lots, and not to mix them
with the " ware." In the event, however, of
much disease, a change of seed from a healthy
crop should be obtained for planting next season.
Those who desire further information on the subject
of storing Potatoes should apply for Leaflet 173
("Potato Growing"), issued by the Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries, Whitehall Place, S.W.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
question; AND ANSWERS.— r/i(! Editor eniearo'irs to

make The Gaeden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter ichat the branch of gardening may be. and
with that objeet makes a special feature of the " Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side ol the paper only,

and addressed to the EniTOR of TuE Garden, 20. Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any dejsignation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than opx
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should he sent to the Publisher.

R. Smith. We advise you to pot the plants
wilhout delay and plunge them outdoors in a shady
position well exposed. Protect from severe frost by
hoops and mats, or you could place the plants indoors until
frost is past. Keep them outdoors all the time otherwise,
excepting when showing bud ; then put them inside, keeping
the house well ventilated and shaded during bright sun-
shine. If you could arrange some glass lights on a frame-
work just to shelter the plants from rain, it would be a good
plan, allowing air all around. Prune in April and plunge
the plants in a north aspect until the middle of May, then
put them in full sun until the buds show colour. The
more natural treatment you can give the better. You
would find a small canvas tent an excellent thing to
assist retardins after the buds arc developed. This would
protect your blooms, an 1 at the same time keep the plants
cooler than glass.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
EUONYMUS NEAR TIFLIS (£. IF.).—We are not

quite sure, from your description, wh.at the trouble which
is alfccting your Euonymus ac.uallyis, though we suspect
it is due to scale insects of some kind. Torthese we think
you will And nothing better than spraying mth paraffin
emulsion whenever they are to be seen, making the paraffin
emulsion by dissoh-ing a quarter of a pound of soft soap
in boiling water, adding two and a-half pints of paraffin
(burning oil), and stirring thoroughly with a handful of
twigs for about twenty minutes, until the whole has made
a creamy mass from which tlie paraffin does not separate

;

then add uaterto make ten gallons. Spray so as to cover
all parts of the plants. There arc two other very serious
pests of Euonymus—the lesser ermine moth and the
F.uonymus mildew. The former feeds in great numbers
on the bushes, making webs in wluch the caterpillars
pass tlie night and wet days. If the webs can be cut out
while the caterpillars are at home, this is the best treat-
ment

; if not, then spraying with lead arsenate should
be resorted to, using the arsenate at the rate of lib. to
15 gallons of water. Failing this, use Paris green at the
rate of lib. to 160 gallons of water. The caterpillars are
small, and at first dirty white with black spots ujmn them
The mildew covers the ends of the branches and the youn"
leaves with a white felted mycelium, which disturbs the
gro«-th and disfigures the bushes very much. Persistent
spraying with Bordeaux mi.xture or Burgundy mixture
is probably the best way to keep this in check, or. failing
that, with pota.ssium sulphide at the rate of loz. to
3 gallons of water.

ROSE GARDEN.
PILLAR ROSES FOR EXPOSED SITUATION BYTHE SEA {Snbseriher).—We advise Conrad F Ateyer

American Pillar, Excdsa, Sander's White, Tausendschon
or Minnehaha.

ROSES FOR EXHIBITION (fi. E. T ).—Of your hst
we should recommend the following six : Mrs. R. D
McClure, Mrs. George Norwood, Jonkheer J. L. Mock
Lieutenant Chaure, Mrs. George Shawycr and Lady
Barhani. '

YELLOW ROSE TO REPLACE RAYON D'OR (Missnod ml).—Undoubtedly Constance will replace liayon
d'Or. It possesses more vigour .and is praclicallv the
same colour. Three gooii Pears tor October and Kovembe.
are Louise Bonne of Jersey, .Marie Louise and Beurrl
SuperUu. '^

CLIMBING ROSE FOR EAST WALL (H. B W) —
Tea lUmbliT would be very showy in early June, but it is
not so very h.ard.v. Gerljo Rose is fine as an individual
flower, but it is not profuse enough to make a great show.
Wc think one of the best for your purpose woiild be Mis"

THE GREENHOUSE.
BRUGMANSIA LEAVES EATEN {A. .1 . 7;.).—The

Brugmansia has been damaged by a bug piercing its
foliage while quite young, probably while still in the
bud state. Possibly spraying with paraffin emulsion at
intervals would check the damage. The Cantaloupe
leaves are suffering from something wrong with the atmo-
sphere of the house in which they are growing. It is
probably not ventilated sufficiently.

AURICULAS (C. 0. B.).—We are glad you appreciate
the Auricula notes that appear in The Garden, and we
are always ready to reply to any query that may arise in
the cultivation of these plants. At this season a few
plants often throw up a flower-spike, but no anxiety
need be felt on that score ; as a general rule the plants arc
robust, and it cannot be prevented. Directly the buds
are formed they should be pinched off, leaving'the flower-
stem to decay naturally. At this period of' the year it
is advisable to watch such plants. When the .stem is
yellow, it will readily part from the plant, and then a
little powdered charcoal should be sprinkled at the point
where the stem was removed. As a ride this will prevent
any further decay. The plants will flower again in the
spring.

SPECIMEN FOR NAME AND MODE OF PROPAGA-
TION (G. B., Amilesea).—The name of the ^pecinlen sent
is Tecoma jasminoides. It is a native of Australia,
whence it was introduced fully a century ago. This
Tecoma is propagated by cuttings, which are not at ail
difficult to root if ordinary care and attention is given.
The cuttings should be takin in the ^pring or early summer.
They must be formed of the current season's shoots,
selected when they have lost their succulent character
and become partially woody. A length of 3 inches to
4 inches is very suitable for the cuttings, which should
be separated immediately below a joint and the bottom
pair of leaves removed, when they arc ready for insertion.
The pots prepared for their reception should he clean,
well drained, and filled «-ith a mixture of loam, peat and
silver sand in equal parts, the whole being passed through
a sieve with a quarter of an inch mesh. On the top of
the soil place a thin layer of clean silver sand. Then
dibble the cuttings therein, taking care that the soil
is firmly fixed around them, .\fter this give a thorough
watering through a fine rose, and place the cuttings
in a close propagating-casc in a structure somewhat
warmer than an ordinary greenhouse. They will, of
course, need to be shaded from the sun. If you have
no propagating-case available, cover the cuttings with a
bell-glass.

TREATMENT OF EUCHARIS BULBS (Hon. Mrs. S.)

.

—We fear that your suggestion to keep the bulbs of
Eucharis in a dormant state till happier times is not
likely to prove successful. Carefully dried off and ripened,
they might be kept without deterioration for a while,
if you could ensure the "happier times" coming next
spring. To thoroughly ripen oft evergreen bulbs like the
Eucharis, it should be done gradually, which you evidently
do not contemplate, as you speak of getting flowiTs from
them yet. By the time the blossoms arc over, the dull
days will be upon us, and they are not favourable for
the ripening of vegetation of any kind. We have known
dormant bulbs of Eucharis to be kept for nearly a year
without injury, but the conditions were very different
from yours. 'They were bulbs imported from Brazil,
and under the influence of a tropical sun had been ripened
to such an extent that by the time they reached
this country they were almo.st as hard as a stone. In this
way they passed through a winter without injury. It
must, however, be borne in mind that they were kept on
a dry shelf in a structure where the thermometer ranged
from 50° to 60°. You do not say under what conditions
you purpose keeping your bulbs during the winter, but,
if without fire-heat, they will, even if dormant, be almost
sure to perish.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
A Late Border Chrysanthemum.—A recent

visit to the historic gardens at Hampton Court

revealed tlie fact that whereas most border Chry-

Banthemums are now over, or at least past their

best, Mersthara Beauty cjntinues to flower with

the greatest freedom. It is a bright single pink,

with a white ray around the yellow disc florets.

When seen in large, bold masses it is a striking

and very effective border plant.

Peach Peregrine. — I have found this a

splendid variety for a south wall. Fruits have
been produced from our tree weighing from 8oz.

to lojoz. They have a smooth, brilliant crimson

skin, the flavour is melting

and excellent, and are in

season at the end of August.

This variety is also suitable

for growing under glass.— C.

Ruse, Sulhamstead.

Sedum spectabile as a Bee
Flower.—I am not a keeper of

bees, hence I know but little

of the ways of these busy

insects. That Sedum specta-

bile is particularly attractive

to them, as well as to butter-

flies and others, when it is in

flower is well exemplified in my
own garden. The heads of

bloom are at times crowded

with bees, but the result of

imbibing the nectar is that

many of them get into quite

an intoxicated condition, so

that they cannot fly for a

time ; in fact, some of them

fall to the ground and perish.

I have sometimes wondered if

thi se that fly away with the

intention of going home are

able to distinguish their own
hives, as well-behaved bees

should. With regard to the ornamental quali-

ties of this Sedum there can be no question.

The variety atropurpureum, with its richly

colou'ed blos:oms, is also worthy of a p'ace in

every garden.—H. P.

Escallonia macrantha.—What a glorious shrub

this is for seaside planting ! In and about Colwyn

Bay it is used with good effect for hedges, wall

climbers, specimens, and even employed as stan-

dards. The deep green of its foliage, combined

with the rosy pink blossoms; which are more or

less in evidence, form a pleasing contrast, especially

as a wall climber. At the " Flagstaff," on the

western side of Colwyn, at an elevation of 450 feet

above sea-level, is one of the finest hedges of this

shrub I have yet seen. It is fully 80 yards long,

5 feet high, and as much as 15 feet in width, a

dense thicket of foliage and blossom.—E. M.

Fruit of Passiflora edulis.—This species is

a native of Brazil, and it is said to carry heavier

crops of fruit than any other Passion Flower.

Occasionally it is grown under glass in this country

for the sake of its fruits, the pulp of which has

an agreeable orange, though acid, flavour. It

is not, however, to be compared with a well-

ripened Granadilla (P. quadrangularis), a fruit

of which often weighs as much as 31b. and measures

A DISH OF FRUITS OF PASSIFLORA EDULIS.

prior to a new issue of that useful publication.

Varieties registered since the issue of 1914 will

be included in the new edition. Raisers and
distributors are reminded that the registration

fee is 2S. 6d. per variety, and those who wish

to have their newly named varieties included

in the new Classification List should apply at

once for registration forms to Mr. C. H. Curtis,

hon. secretary, ^jNarcissus Committee, Adelaide

Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

Gladiolus masonlorum.—This interesting

and distinct Gladiolus was first discovered

in Tembuland in 1910, and although

perhaps not so conspicu-

ous as some of the better-

known kinds, it is certainly

worth attention. It was sent

to the Cambridge Botanic

Garden in 1911, where it was
grown in pots, and flowered

for the first time in 1912. The
following year it was tried

outside along a border of one

of the plant-houses, where it

flowered the same year and
has done so each year since.

At the present time (Novem-
ber 6) it is bearing spikes of

soft creamy coloured flowers.

It is not likely to prove hardy

enough for cultivating in the

open, owing to its late flower-

ing, although it has stood 11°

of frost in its present posi-

tion ; but a group of this little-

known plant, flowering outdoors

early in November, is

certainly interesting.

A Useful Acacia.—Flower-

ing from now onwards
through the winter. Acacia

platyptera, the Winged
6 inches or more in diameter. The fruits of P. 1 Acacia, is one of the first species to blossom,

edulis are about the size of a hen's egg and pale and is thus a most useful plant. It may be grown
bluish in colour. The best-known Passion Flower in pots for several years, and later is useful to

plant in the greenhouse border against a wall,

to clothe a pillar, or supported with stakes when the

plants attain a height of 6 feet or more. If a

fair number of the old flowering growths are cut

out each year in spring, the plants can be grown
successfully in 6-inch, 7-inch and 8-inch pots for

some years. It is a native of the Swan River, and
the flowers are golden yellow. Acacia alata is a

useful companion plant, similar in habit, with pale

yellow or sulphur coloured blossoms, freely

produced at the present time.

in this country is undoubtedly P. csBrulea, often

seen outdoors growing over porchways and sunny
walls. The orange-coloured fruits are still hanging

freely on this hardy species, but they are not

edible as far as we are aware.

A Classified List of Daffodil Names.—
We are asked to announce that the classi-

fication sub-committee of the Royal Horti-

cultiural Society's Narcissus and Tulip committee

will meet at an early date for the purpose of

revising the " Classified List of Daffodil Names "
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Plum Coe's Golden Drop and Pear Pit-

maston Duchess.—Your correspondent " E. M.'s"

experience with Plum Coe's Golden Drop,

issue October 30, page 527, is not mine.

Here I have old trees the fruits of which

THE BLUE GUM TREE (EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS) IN NEW ZEALAND

have such tough skins and hard flesh that, not-

withstanding their sweetness and flavour, they

are not worth growing. While I ani on the subject

of fruit, why does anyone grow Pitmaston Duchess
Pears except to please the eye ? Bottled they

are excellent, but otherwise they have all the

faults Pears can have, the chief of which are acid

flavour and tender skins, which discolour on the

slightest provocation.—E. R. M., Braziers Park,

Ipsden, Oxon.

A " Rest Cure " for Certain Plants.—In past

years we have frequently noticed gaps in some of

had the curiosity to scratch down and find the

bulb, we have found it plump and healthy, just,

in fact, as if it had been set a day or two before.

For all the world it might have gone off instantly

to sleep the moment it was potted, and forgotten

to grow. What happened to these sleepers I

was anxious to find out, so certain "gentlemen"
were marked down, and last August they were

duly planted once again. They are now growing

away as strongly as anyone could wish to see.

Their rest has done

them good, or they

have got tired of doing

nothing and have

amended their ways.

Similar eccentric be-

haviour is often found

in certain members of

the Lachenalia family,

as, for example, in

the true L. aurea and

some of its immediate

offspring. Perhaps
some of your readers

who are learned in

teratology (I hope I

have got the right

word) will give us an

explanation, for doubt-

less others besides
myself who grow
Freesias and Lachena-

lias will be interested

to hear the scientific

explanation. — Joseph
Jacob.

Eucalypts for

English Gardens.—

I

have read with interest

the recent articles on
the Eucalypts, which

appeared in your
columns. Perhaps my
own experience will

be of interest. I have
often raised Euca-
lypts from seed, but

imtil recently utilised

them as house plants.

When they grew too

large to handle I threw

them away and raised

some more. Some
time ago, however, I

decided to plant out

a tree that had out-

grown the house, and
did so. This tree was
some three years old.

At the same time I

planted out a yearling.

That happened six

years ago. Now, the seven year old tree is

29 feet high and has a trunk about 6 inches

in diameter. The older tree is about 15 feet

high, with a trunk in proportion. Both are

of the same variety and both are planted in a

sheltered position with a south aspect. This

seems to prove Mr. E. A. Bowles' statement that

potted plants malve inferior garden specimens.

Though both of my trees were potted, the one which
was planted in the open when young has done
far better than the other. Unfortunately, the

gardener mixed the seeds, and I do not know

I am sending sprays cut from the larger tree to

you for identification. The trees have one pecu-
liarity : at the same time they produce differently

shaped leaves. The sickle - shaped leaves are

produced on the upper 20 feet or so ; the rotmded,
opposite type nearer the ground. Ordinary
staking I have found useless

; a tripod of 2 inch

by 2 inch beams seems the only satisfactory

method of keeping these top-heavy trees in the
ground. Here we are 300 feet to 400 feet

above sea-level, and are exposed to south-west

gales. Our soil is loam on chalk—very little loam
and lots of chalk, save where trenches have been
dug and filled with purchased soil. The Eucalypts
are not in well - trenched soil—perhaps it is

18 inches deep under the stem. Chalk should suit

the Eucalyptus, judging both from my experience

and from what I have heard from Australians.

The trees can absorb an unlimited supply of water,

and I have heard of cases %vhere they choked
drains with their roots, obtaining access thereto

through infinitesimal flaws in the masonry. Chalk
holds water like a sponge, and thus should suit

the Eucalyptus to perfection.—R. S. D., Sutton,

Surrey. [The leaves sent are those of Eucalyptus
globulus. The blue and more rounded are the

immature, and the dark and sickle-shaped ones
the final, form assumed by the tree when it reaches

flowering age. In view of the great interest now
taken in Eucalypts grown in this country, and
not with the idea of making an unfavourable

comparison, we illustrate on this page a remark-
ably fine tree of E. globulus growing in the Botanic
Gardens, Christchurch, New Zealand. —Ed.]

EPITAPH ON A GARDEN FRIEND.

This patriot, born in peace in war laid down
His doublet red for vesture earthen brown

;

But haply, patriot still, his small soul flies

To perch upon the gate of Paradise,

And greets with music all that come his way
From deck or trench, who loved thr Robin's lay.

Mary Adair Macdonald, in Country Life.

the pots of hybrid Freesias, and as often as we have
|
whftb?r the trees are E. resjnifera or E. globulus.

The Origin of the Loganberry.—I read an
article on page 487 of The Garden for October 2

in which it is said of the Loganberry, " Reputedly
it is the result of a cross between a Blackberry

and a Raspberry, but some are inclined to think

that it is a true natural species." The Logan-

berry was first introduced by and takes its name
from Judge Logan somewhere between 1890 and

1895, the result of a cross between a Blackberry

and a Raspberry. Judge Logan lived at Santa

Cruz, California, and was at the time Judge of

the Superior Court there.—R. H. Price-Dent,

Hallaton Manor, Market Harborough.

Crocus Species.—No doubt, as " T. A. W."
says, a profitable business must be the chief

object of nurserymen ; but they also, I feel sure,

find pleasure in introducing beautiful plants.

We need not compare them with the Dutch Crocus.

They bloom at a different time, and their beauty

is of a different kind. Those of your readers

who have not tried it should grow C. speciosus.

It sows itself freely and never encroaches. A
self-sown colony with about 200 blooms of this

lovely Crocus in a Rhododendron bed has been

a delight. The soft purple flowers of C. Sieberi

are charming. One complaint of our friends the

nurserymen I do wish to make : How can they

offer plants like the Calystegias, EpUobium
angustifolium and Linaria pallida without a word of

warning 1—F. A. Sturge, Coed Efa, near Wrexham.
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A Wild Daisy at the Cape of Good Hope.

—

I enclose a photograph of Dimorphotheca plu\'ialis,

an African Daisy with a tine white fiower about

li inches across. Lilce most of the family it only

opens after the sun is well up. and- closes before

sunset. This Daisy flowers in September and

grows thickly, as the photograph shows. Seen from

a little distance a bank of it resembles a drift of

snow.—.A. AIen'nie, Cape Town,

Ononis cenisia.—I should be grateful to any

of your readers who would tell me how to grow

Ononis cenisia so as to prevent its perishing

during the winter. I have found it growing

luxuriantly on the outskirts of the Pine woods

at Lanslebourg, where it must be under snow for

many months at a time. All of its companions

there that I ha\'e brought home are hardy

and complaisant enough under cultivation.

Among them are Gentiana cruciata, Scutellaria

alpina and Saponaria ocymoides, all of them

as hardy as a Dandelion, yet

this cbanning little Rest-harrow

has never yet sur\'ived the winter

here, and I know is not too easy to

keep alive at Bitton, one of the

most successful of all English

gardens in growing difficult plants.

It is so pretty in October, trailing

over grey Kentish-rag rocks, its long

sprays freely set with the dainty

pinJc and white blossoms, that I

hope someone may suggest a way
of preserving the old plants for

another season, and so save me the

necessity of starting the group again

from seedlings.—E. A. Bowles,
Wallham Cross.

Marines.—" Daffodils in the
spring, Nerines in the autumn," is

a phrase I recollect, used, I think,

by Mr. Bennett- Poe when he and I

were looking at one of Mr. r.lwes'

charming lots of Nerines, and I

have always looked back fin this

remark as an excellent " tip " for

those who (as I do) work on the

Daffodil in the spring. Nerines

give Daffodil hybridists something

to do in the autumn. A very little

glass is required. They can be

flowered and seeded even in a quite

unhealed structure. I know this

because Mr. Reuthe tells me that

he grows his entire collection in

cold frames, and the soil in the

pots is frequently frozen hard

through in the winter. At the present moment
I have a taking little batch of these plants, com-

mercial varieties and seedlings of my own raising,

flowering in a house where up to now a little heat

is only given at night, just to keep the temperature

regular. Almost every day a fresh seedling is

opening its first buds, and the interest of these

novelties serves to while away the unexciting

days of autumn. I am told that several prominent

Daffodil men are now taking up the cuIti\ation

of the Nerine, including the Rev. Joseph Jacob,

and in my dreams I sometimes visualise a Nerine

Show, held on the lines of the great Spring IDaffodil

Show, with classes for seedlings. I wonder if

it will ever become an accomplished fact.

—

Ornati'S.

A Small Garden Turned to Good Account.

—

The paragraph in Tuk (Iarden for October 16

about a profitable hospital garden at Exeter

encourages me to send you a short note upon a

smaller venture at Cambridge. Last spring our

local District Nurses' Home started a small vege-

table garden, whose dimensions are only 27 yards

by 16 yards. The expenditure upon this plot

from March to September amounted to £3 14s.

Of this sum £1 3s. was spent on seeds, and £2 2S.

represented the wages bill, the sole labour employed

being that of a man for occasional work. The

produce, of which a careful account has been kept

and valued at market prices, is estimated as

follows : June, value i6s. ; July, £1 los. ; August.

£1 IDS. ; September. los. ; vegetables in store.

£4—total, £8 6s. Considerably over £4 has thus

been saved in the course of a few months by this

experiment in growing \egetables at home, and

a small garden has been turned to good account.

Well may the Board of Agriculture remind us that

" every plant in your garden may save you

moey"'—M. Kenxy, Wcslbyc, Cambridge.

buzzards and kestrels, are annually destroyed, all

for the sake of the alien pheasant. If a pair of

stoats or weasels would only make their home
in my garden, I do not think I should be troubled

much more with either the meadow mouse or

the long-tailed field mouse, though the latter is

nothing like such a pest here as the foniier.

—

I. Bigg-Wither, Birdwood, Wells, Somerset.

As you gave a little prominence to my
experience with Antirrhuiums {issue October 30,

page 527) which I brought before the scientific

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

permit me to amplify the notice which appeared.

The spikes of Yellow King (Barr) are very tall,

3 feet or more. It is the best deep yellow tall

.\ntirrhinum on the market, and my firm has

grown it specially for seed for the last two years.

Our experience has been the same in 1914 and

1915. Some animal—we do not know what, but

it was suggested by several members of the scien-

A SEPTEMBER SCENE AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. DIMORPHOTHECA PLUVIALIS IN THE GRASS.

Antirrhinums Eaten by Animals.—I was

interested to see the note about the short-

tailed field mice eating Antirihinums. I have

been greatly troubled by these mice in my rockery

for several years past. Here they not only attack

the seeds of the Antirrhinum, but gnaw through

the stalk of the plant an inch or so above the

ground level. Last autumn I planted out a few-

dozen in different parts of the rockery, and with

one exception all were eaten down by these mice

during the winter. This autumn I find they

have commenced eatin-4 through the stems of

Ceratostigma plumbaginoides. I have caught in

this rockery alone twenty-three meadow mice

(Microtus agrestis) since the beginning of the

year. These mice seem to be much on the increase,

for which our gamekeepers are chiefly responsible
;

and personally I think it is a great pity that so

manv of ciur mouse-eating birds, such as owls

tific committee that it must be the field mouse

—

gnaws the stem through at distances varying,

from 3 inches to 12 inches above the ground, and

after the stems tumble down flat the half-ripened

pods of seed are eaten. Very clever, but quite

annoying. The Yellow King variety is the only

one that has been attacked, although between

twenty and thirty sorts are grown.—W. Cuthbert-

SON (of Dobbie and Co.).

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
November 19.—Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion's Chrysanthemum Exhibition, Wa\-crley

Market. Edinburgh (two days).

December 8.—Perpetual-Flowermg Carnation

Society's Show. 12 noon to 5 p.m., Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Hall, Vincent Square. West-

minster.
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THE NANKEEN LILY.
By Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.

THIS beautiful plant has been endowed

by various authorities wtli three

different scientific titles, namely,

Lilium excelsum, L. isabellinum and

L. testaceum, meaning, respectively,

the tall, the isabelline and the brick-

coloured Lily. Now, whereas it is tall, and its

flowers are of the soft tint kno%vn in French as

" isabelle," and are in no sense brick-coloured.

The bulbs should be planted early, not later

than the iuiddle of September. They should be

set just below the surface, in a sheltered position

moderately exposed to the sun, and with a liberal

admixture of lime in a soil composed of loam

and leaf-mould. The result in the first year

will probably be indifferent, perhaps disappointing.

Careful watch should be kept for that fell fungus

Botrytis, which is the chief enemy of this Lily,

as it is of its reputed parents. H it makes its

appearance, the foliage should be well and fre-

quently sprayed, for it is worth much pains to

get this Lily established in health. Once that is

achieved, only the lapse of years is wanted to

. W<^' ,'

\*^r%ilW

>?^

THE NANKEEN LILY (LILIUM TESTACEUM) IN THE CAMBRIDGE BOTANIC GARDEN

it is to be regretted that in the " Kew Hand List
"

it is registered under the least appropriate of these

names—Lilium testaceum. The» popular English

name for it, the Nankeen Lily, is happier, for

nankeen is a dye approaching pretty closely to

the delicate pale apricot, with just a hint of flesh

colour, that distinguishes this Lily from all others.

Nobody kno\\fs its origin, for it has not been

found in a wild state. It is said that it first

appeared among a consignment of Asiatic bulbs

more than sixty years ago, and it is supposed to

be a natural hybrid between the Madonna Lily

(L. candidum) and the scarlet L. chalcedonicum.

If that be so, the alliance must be accounted

among the most felicitous, for the offspring is

produce a group like that in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden, slmwn in the illustration herewith.

CROCUS BYZANTINUS.
By E. a. Bowles, M.A., E.L.S.

T

C. iridiflorus in scientific language ; for it is not

found in Asia Minor as its correct, because earliest,

specific name of byzantinus should imply, but

grows in Hungary, and the later and therefore

discarded specific iridiflorus is so singularly apt.

If only it were better known in our gardens, we
might call it in familiar English the Iris Crocjis.

It is because it is so seldom grown, and yet is so

well deserving of a place in every rock garden,

that I pen this note.

Tlie foot of a slope facing north or nortli-west,

on which Ramondias, Primulas, Saxifrages and
such-like treasures create colour and interest

in the spring and summer, is often bare and dull

in October, and hard to furnish

with any late-flowering plant that

is not addicted to unnia:merly habits

of " scrouging " and smothering its

neighbours. This precious Crocus

is exactly fitted for such a position,

as it loves a cooler and more shaded

home than all others save C. ScJiaro-

janii, the orange wiinder of early

.\ugust, and altlimigh its leaves in

their spring heyday are rather wide,

they are not numerous, nor does

this species form closelv crowded

colonies.

It seems to me that it increases

more by adventitious buds formed

on the edge of the rorms than in

tlie orthodox Crocus habit of pro-

ducing twins or triplets on the apex,

so that by planting a dozen corms

liere and there in the open spaces

between choice plants it is not

likely the long grassy leaves Avill

ever prove a nuisance. And the

flowers in October ! How can I

sufficiently praise them. I have

been admiring several small colonies

of them to-day (October 27) and

cannot say which I prefer—some

extra large forms raised by the late

.\fr. .Mien, famous for being the

raiser of so many good Snowdrops

and Chionoscillas ; or the wild

collected forms, not so large, but

equally lovely in colour ; or the

pure white one sent me some years back by Mr.

Van Tubergen of Haarlem.

In sunlight the three large outer segments

open out till they stand out nearly horizontally,

showing the inner segments, which are less than

a quarter as large, and often of a much paler shade.

These inner segments stand up stifily, and are

so narrow and pointed that they are no bad

imitation of the standards of some Iris.

THE CENTURY PLANT.
(.\GAVE AMERICANA.)

HERE is always a great charm added

to any flower's good points when one

of them consists of a resemblance

to some totally distinct plant. An
Anemone-flowered Chrysanthemiun, a

Cactus Dahlia or an Orchid-flowered The flowering of the Century Plant is always a

one of the lovehest of the genus, of robust con- 1 Canna appeals to our love of contrast and the ' matter of great interest, and we are much indebted

stitution, simple in its cultural requirements and,
|

unfamiliar at the first sight, and even when the
,

to Sir Thomas S. Bazley, Kilmorie. Torquay,

race is well known to us we still enjoy any increase for so kindly sending the following note, together

in their mimicry of forms not natiu-ally their with a photograph, from which our illustration

own. Those I have instanced are all florists'
|

on page 555 has been prepared,

flowers of garden origin, but there is a species of
\

" The stem of the Agave (A. americana) now in

Crocus that has such a likeness to a bloom of I
flower here became evident last April, and soon

Iris unguicularis that it attracts all who see it, looked like a gigantic Asparagus head. The

not only by its strange aspect as a Crocus, but
|

growth was rapid to begin with (in one week it

also because it possesses so mudi of the beauty was 12 inches) ; it is now 26 feet high, both by

of the Iris. It is a great pity it cannot be called measurement and calculation.

once established, sure to increase,

The usual stature of this Lily is from 4 feet to

5 feet ; the stem is stiff enough to do without

staking (no small merit), and is densely clothed

throughout its length with linear leaves spirally

set. The flowers are borne at the top of the stem

in trusses of six to twelve blooms. The scarlet

anthers form a charming contrast with the buff-

coloured petals, which are gracefully reflexed.
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"A popular delusion is tliat this species flowers

once in a hundred years, but it only flowers once

(in this instance from thirty to fifty years after

planting), and then dies, unfortunately. The

thick, succulent leaves of the plant here soon

showed signs of the demand upon them for sap

by the immense infloresi ence ; they are now flabby

and emaciated, and will no doubt perish by the

end of this year. The stem appears to remain, like

a spar, for there is an old one here, woody but \-erv

lisht, said to have been produced in

these gardens fifteen years ago.

" The flowers are peculiar, having

anthers and stamens, but no distinguish-

al>le petals, giving a tasselled appear-

ance. There are two similar plants, like-

wise flowering, about a mile distant."

must be looked for in catalogues under the head

of " species."

Louis XIV.—^This to me is one of the Tulips of

Tulips. I can imagine myself saving and scraping

in order to possess a few bulbs as Mary Jones did

for her Bible. Its rich plum purple and brown

bronze is the high water of refined and rich

colouring. Its large size is emblematic of con-

tentment and good humour, for it can take things

as they come and be happy anywhere. Why,

from £500 to £r,ooo,' Tcmpoia

LATE -FLOWERING
TULIPS.

Bv TnE RiiV. Joseph Jacob.

»' ^"W^S HE Tulip is a flower well

I known, especially the more

I common kinds thereof, but

I there are many noble

^ varieties, whose faces, as

few are acquainted with,

as with tlu'ir excellent qualities." These

are the opening words iu the chapter

dealing with Tulips in John Rea's

"b'lora" of 1665. I have chosen them

for my text, for they are equally true

in 1915. Two phrases particularly

claim our attention
—

" noble varieties
"

and " excellent qualities." We will deal

with them in the above order.

" Noble varieties."—Noble ; Rea

would have been hard put to it to

find a more appropriate epithet where-

with to describe either a bed or a

clump when these flowers are in full

bloom. There is something in their

bearing that wc habitually associate

with this word, whether we are look-

ing at the s^)mbre sumptuousness of a

Louis XIV. or the bright brilliance of

a Pelrus Hondius. There is a majesty

in the great tall flowers which few-

others have quite in the same way.

liven in those whose stature is low,

even in a flaming Golden Crown or in

a glowing Glare of the Garden, or in

soldier's red Marksman the same look

is apparent.

Few are the varieties in which it is

not found. Esen then the pale retro-

flcxa or the blushing Picotee have a

Benjamui's portion of grace, and grace-

ful carriage is next to noble bearing.

Varieties Whose Faces Few are Acquainted

With.—Here follows a list of some of those of

which the above heading is approximately true

—

garden Solomons, of course, excluded.

Dasystemon.—A dwarf, branched, low-growing

plant of from 4 inches to 6 inches in height, with

piure white flowers with large yellow centres and

pointed petals, several of which are produced on

each stem. No rockwork should be without a

few, any more than it should be without a Saxi-

frage. It is a good doer and seeds freely. It

A CENTURY PLANT, AGAVE AMERICANA, FLOWERING IN

SIR THOMAS BAZLEY'S GARDEN AT TORQUAY'.

then, is it, being as it is an old variety, so high

priced ? It is as if it were hand made—a thing

impossible to produce by any process of machinery.

It was rather a shock to see it listed m one cata-

logue at the low (for it) price of half a guinea a

dozen. In the majority it figures at a guinea or

more. But let me say that there are very few

varieties indeed that mean a pomid or more when
a dozen are bought. A small book of the year

t840, called " The Gardener's Manual," airily

states that "a prime bed of Tulips" costs

anything

mutantuy.

Prince Hendrils.—I do not wish to frighten

anvone, but this is a much more expensive variety

than the last, or, to be accurate, one should have

said will be, because as far as I know it is not to

be found in any British list. When it is, all who

appreciate refinement should buy a few bulbs, if

the contents of their ptrrses allow it. It is an

exceedingly attractive rectified byblcemen—a pure

white of fine form and large size, with

its pretty purple colouring entirely

confined to a narrow beam running

up the centre of each petal. When it

flowers next spring I wiU have wintered

and summered it, and I will then be

able to say if what is stated about its

behaviour is correct, viz., that its mark-

ings are constant. Holmes' King,

which is figured on page 161 of Sweet's

"Florist's Guide," Vol.11. (r829-i832),

is its coimterpart. It is the only one of

the type pictured in that work, which

probably means that then as now it was

\'ery uncommon.
Mrs. Kerrell.—A Cottage variety of

medium height with somewhat long

pointed flowers of a delightful warm
pnik, which has more than a suspicion

of sihery amber in its composition.

This, as Tulips go, is stUl expensive,

but as it is a good increaser, the lime will

soon come when the price will be lower.

Marksman.—A bright scarlet Cottage

Tulip which iu its own shade of colour

stands out alone. As the correspond-

ence about colour charts (The Garden,

October 9, page 5or) shows, we need

more exactness in their definition. In

the scarlet of Marksman there is a

considerable amount of orange, which

seemed to be more noticeable last

spring than usual. The plant is of

medium height, and the self-colomed

flowers are of a nice size and not given

to " brealdng." I look upon this as

one of our best Tulips.

Cassandra is another variety of

medium height (that is, from 16 inches

to 20 inches) of a most distinct tone of

bright rose or possibly carmine rose.

The flowers are self coloured and are

remarkably lasting. This \ariety does

not seem to be anything like so well

known as its merits warrant. It is not

expensive, being somewhere about 3s.

or 3s. 6d. a dozen.

Valentin is quite one of the best of the

Darwin class. It is a tall grower and

has large, round flowers of a soft grey

toned purple, which becomes consider-

ably lighter with age. It is one of the

first to bloom, followmg close upon the

heels of what might so aptly be termed,

to use an old designation, the " medios " like Lc

Re\e and Couleur Cardinal. I have an idea that

if anyone is looking out for a novel and pleasing

combmation, a bed of Valentin, bordered with

the dark glossy Fra Angelico, would he effective
;

but as one learnt from the great Tulip exhibition

at Vincent Square, one has to be most careful in

fixing up matches and contrasts in coloi r

schemes.

Eliphant, called also Oliphant (so 1 believe, at

^..st, from the descriptions which seem to tally
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with one another in the Dutch lists, aided

also by a small modicum of common sense),

is a plant with a great future, judging by
appearances. I saw it at the Wislcy trials

for the first time this year. It is very tall

and large, and on this accomit, and also

because of its very suggestive colouring,

I thiuk the name should undoubtedly be
Eliphaut—no other could be more appro-

priate ; but when
doctors differ, what
is a simple layman
to say ? Perhaps,

should these • lines

meet the eye of Mr.

Jan Roes, the Tulip

walking dictionary of

Holland, he would
kindly favour The
Garden with a note

about it.

Tara (very likely

synonymous w i t h

William Goldring) is

a tine representative

of the deep shaded

rich ruby reds.

Sturdy in appear-

ance and fairly tall

in growth, it is a

striking object in a

bed in a mixed her-

ba< eous border, or in

a mass by itself in an isolated position.

Tara is a name given to it iu Ireland, but if it is,

the <-hoice is most significant, as few other places
mean so much to the natives of our Sister Isle.

It recalls " the pride of former days " as few others
do, and Tara's halls and Tara's walls li\e and li\e

again in the contemplation of this Tulip gem.
It has a serious rival in

The International, and if fuller knowledge and
more intimate familiarity compel us to award
the palm of contest to the newer comer, I

could wish, were it pennissible, that its name
should be changed from the unmeaning mouthful
by which it is at present known to Tara's modern
successor, " Dublin "—dear dirty Dublin.

Millet is a Darwin \ariety which for some
unaccountable reason has never been " cracked
up," as the colloquial phrase goes, as it should
have been. It has a large, deep crimson flower,

very shapely and with goad lasting properties. It is

late in blooming and would make a grand contrast
with the Cottage, Leghorn Bonnet. As long since
as 1906 it received an award of merit from the
Royal Horticultural Society. From its present
obscurity it might be thought that this is one of
those marks of honour about which the least said
the better. But it is not so. The boot is on the
other leg. It is the public, and to some extent
the writers in the horticultural Press, who have
never appreciated this variety as they should have
done. It is a low-priced variety, and if those who
are on the look-out for something cheap ami good
will buy a few this year " just to try,"- I predict
the majority will give a larger order in 1916,
should the war have left us any pennies in our
purses. Tlic foregoing list includes Cottage Tulips,

Darwin Tulips and a Tulip species, all of ihcm
extremely beautiful in their way, although none of
tliem is known to anything like the exteU their

merits warrant. However, most, if not all, of them
are apprccialcd by the n-al Tulip enthusiast.

SCABIOSA CAUCASICA.

SCABIOS.\ CAUC.\SIC.\

TilE CAUCASIA.\ PINCUblllO.N 1'XOWL.K.

f

THIS is one of the hnest perennials

;

it comes into bloom at a time when
its flowers are welcome. In point

of beauty and utility, as much
from the distinct form of the

flower as for its refined and excep-
tional colour, this handsome plant occupies a
unique position. Fortunately, too, for those
who appreciate good gardening and good flowers,

there are not many obstacles in the path for those
who w^Mild do justice to this plant, and there is,

therefore, no reason why it may not be grown
with a full measure of success by all who so desire.

Perhaps the chief item—looking at the matter
merely from the cultural standpoint—is tliat of

keeping an eye upon the stock, as in some soils

more than otlicrs the plant begins to yield smaller
flowers after the second year. This is not the case

in all soils ;* indeed, it is not so in the excep-
tionally light and well-drained soils of Hampton

and district. Vet in

others I kuiiw there

is a <leeided lendencj'

in the direction I

have staled. By far

the best results are

obtained, where it is

possible to do so, l)y

raising seedlings for

one's self, and put-

ting the small plants

out in rich or good
land at quite an early

date—that is to say,

sow a sprinkling of

seed iu early autunm
as soon as fully ripe,

and grow the seed-

ling plants quickly

as well as liberally

fnmi the start. Such
seedlings will be best

grown iu a cold,

freely ventilated

frame for the winter

that follows, and if

any are large enough
they may be potted

singly. Then by the

end of February the

largest should be in

the open ground, for

it is one of (he mis-

takes of this class of

culture to keep small

seedling plants long

confined ni small pots

and a much smaller

portion of almost
,dways too dry soil.

Suih conditions

—

and they more fre-

quently exist than

many surmise, to

the detrinu'iit of

f u 1 n r <^ progress

—

should be minimised

as much as possible

as among the intoler-

able evils to success-

ful plant culture, and
equ.illy .umoying and
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disheartening to the amateur who longs to do

his bestj and yet is struggling hard against

some unseen foe. Often the seedling that is

starved and becomes hide-bound in infancy

is not a success, and the grower of it wonders

why, seeing he has faithfully followed the instruc-

tions laid down for its general cultivation. In

justice to many hardy plant specialists it must

be stated these are doing their best to help by

adopting this v^ry simple routine in growing many
plants for sale ; but then, the nurseryman has

to cater for a variety of customers, and those who
come late, often very late, do not obtain the fine

plants from the ground, but a much smaller one

in a pot. That plant may have been in that pot

for one month or a dozen, wliich nialvcs all

the difference when it is eventually planted

out. It is those and only tliose who take

care, whether it be seedling or rooted cutting,

to plant alwajs in the youthful da>'s

that know and appreciate the value of such

timely work. I make a point of impressing

its necessity here because this Scabiosa is one of

tliose things most decidedly benefited by such

timely assistance. At the same time, quite good-

sized plants of this may be transplanted if need

be. Quite naturally, the plant is better without

the shift, though if it be done quite early in the

spring, the loss will be small ; and what is true

of the beautiful niauve or lavender shaded kind

is equally true of the white kind, which for all

pm-poses is a most vahiable plant. Some have

complained tliat tlie white is not pure, which is

certainly true.

Those who have been unsuccessful in raising seed-

lings of cither white or blue kinds should remember

that great value attaches to quite ripe and fresh

seeds, the latter, when allowed to remain on tlic

plant to the " shedding " stage, being generally

most reliable in growth. The plant, too, is mucli

assisted by sliglit warmth when raising the seed-

lings. Seed of this may soon lose some of its

power if kept in a very dry and mucli heated room.

The blue Scabiosa, when well grown, will attain

nearly 3 feet in lieight, the heads of bloom appearing

on long footstalks from amid handsome, well-

marked leafage, the white variety being a counter-

part save in the matter of colour. The former

came into cultivation over a century ago, viz.,

1803, and, besides its white form, there have been

described one or two varieties which for all practical

purposes may frequently be taken from any large bed

of seedling plants. The variety magnifica, however,

is of outstanding merit. The flowers are deep

lavender blue and delightfully frilled at the margin.

This variety received an Award of Merit from the

Royal Horticultural Society when first shown by

Messrs. Cocker ofjAberdeen about two years ago.

PLANTING HARDY RHODO-
DENDRONS.

containmg

succeed in

FKVV trees and shrubs, if any, arc more

exacting in their requirements than

Rhododendrons. There are certain

conditions of the soil of which they

are most im.patient. For instance,

they will not tolerate a sour soil or one

an excess of lime, neither will they

:i soil that is liable to become too dry

on the surface. As we are now on the threshold

of the planting season, it is well that we should

give due consideration to the likes and dislikes

of these, tlie most beautiful of all hardy evergreen

slurubs. Rhododendrons love moisture and shade.

They like moisture overhead as well as at the roots.

They are shallow rooting, and if the surface of

the soil becomes parched it may be fatal to them,

while the spade and hoe should not be used near

to their roots.

In places where Birch trees. Pines and Heather

abound. Rhododendrons are almost sure to thrive.

At Bignor Park tliey grow and flower beautifully

imder the partial shade of Cedars and backed witli

Evergreen Oaks. Rhododendron ponticum is

often grown as a covert shrub. It makes a splendid

RHODODENDRONS UNDIiR THE PARTIAL SHADE OF EVERGREEN OAKS AND CEDARS AT BIGNOR PARK.
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undergrowth to Birch, Spanish Chestnut and

conifers, and is one of the few shrubs not attacked

by liares. In dense shade, however, the Rhodo-

dendron does not flower at all freely.

No one has yet been able to explain why Rho-

dodendrons show a marked dislike to the presence

of lime, althoxigh the subject has been widely

discussed. The writer is acquainted with a

garden on the slopes of the chalk do\vns of Berk-

shire, where repeated attempts have been made
to grow Rhododendrons. Before planting, large

beds were excavated and filled with peat and

Bagshot loam. For the first two years the Rho-

dodendrons grew satisfactorily, but later, when
the beds were doubtless permeated by the sur-

rounding chalk, the plants eked out a meagre

existence and were afterwards grubbed up and

burnt. Not profiting by experience, the experiment

was renewed a few years later, with the same

disastrous results. Now, to excavate beds in

unsuitable soil is an altogetlier wrong procedure,

for sooner or later the injurious element is certain

to reach the roots of the plants. A far better

plan, if Rhododendrons are to be grown on un-

suitable soils, is to raise the beds to form a bank,

making the outside secure by forming walls of

turves.

Rhododendrons grow quite well in a fibrous

loam, even without an addition of peat. Clayey

soils are improved by tiic addition of peat and

leaf-soil. It is a mistake to make up a soil with

loo much light material, such as sand and Icaf-

nujuld, which would soon become dust dry in a

spell of hot weather. Leaves form a natural

surface mulch and should always be present,

while the addition of cow-maniu'e is beneficial to

established plants.

October and Nowmbcr arc two g<jod mi_>ntlis

tor planting Rhododendrons, but they may be

planted any time up to the end of April, providing

tile weather is open, for tliey must not be lifted

on the approach of frost. The following varieties

are quite hardy ; they should be planted about

b feet apart, to save replanting a year or two later

on :

Pink.— Hink Pearl, Kate Watirer, .Jilice, Mrs.

E. C. Stirling, (iomer Waterer and b'air Rosamund.

Hcd.—Dimcaster, Charles Bagley, Jolui Watrrer

and James Marshall Brooks.

Whitf.—Baroness H. Schroder and ]\lrs. J.

Waterer.

Purple.—EvereitianuHi. tUliello, .lud fastvit sum
(of which there is a double form, fiore plenum).

Bicolour.—Sappho, Helen Waterer and Mar-

cliioness of l.ansdoxvne.

Rhododendrons should be planted to form bold,

natural groups on banks, in glens, or on the out-

skirts of the woodland. To place them in small

formal beds is to lose half the charm of these:noble

shrubs. €. -Q.

THE ITALIAN STARWORTS.
iHii flowers of the Italian Starworts are larger

than most Michaelmas Daisies and stand out

\ery conspicuous particularly when associated

with Japanese Anemones or similar subjects,

either wlien growing or as cut flowers. Being

only about 2 feet high they are very suitable

for small gardens where space will not allow the

taller Michaelmas Daisies to be grown, while bold

masses in larger gardens are very effective.

Bessarabicus, King George, latifolius Riverslea,

Perle-Rose, Perry's Favourite and Stella, are a

few of the best \arieties.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.—If a suitable
house is available for growing pot trees, this method
should be ad<}pted for producing the earliest crops.
If the wood is perfectly matured, the trees may be
pruned, cleaned, and placed in the house at once.
If the >'Oung growth was regulated and stopped
in the growing season, little pruning will be required
now beyond thinning out the weak wood and
shortening that which is extra strong. For the
first two or three weeks fire-heat must not be used.
t)ut every advantage must be taken of the little

sun-heat which is obtainable during the winter
months. Lightly spray the trees with rain-water
on fine days, and sprinkle the floors and paths
as often as necessary. Water the roots with
extreme care tUl growth is active ; but when
water is necessary, give sufficient to thoroughly
soak the soil.

Late and Midseason Trees.—The work of
pruning, cleaning aiu' training Peach trees under
glass should, if possible, be completed before the
turn of the year. Any trees which ha\e produced
unsatisfactory crops should be examined at the
roots and any defects made good. In pruning
old trees, first examine the old branches and cut
out any which are becoming bare of fruiting wood.
Before training the trees, thoroughly wash the
house with strong soapy water ; then treat the
trees in the same manner, being careful not to
damage the buds. When the trees have been
trained, renxove 2 inches or 3 inches of the siu'face
soil fnmi the borders and replace it with a mixture
of loam, wood-ashes and crushed bones. See
that the trees do not suffer for want of moistin'c
at the roots, especially where the latter arc confined
to inside borders. In order to give the trees a
thorough rest, the ventilators should be thrown
open as much as possible.

Plants Under Glass.

Luculia gratissima.—This beauliful green-
house shrub should be grown in e\'er\- garden
where a suitable house is available. A cool green-
house is the nujst suitable structme in which to
grow it. and if a restricted border can be provided
to accommodate its roots, so much the better.

After flowering, which is usually by the end of

the present mouth, the old wood must be < ut hard
back. The plants should then be induced U> rest

by keeping the roots on the dr>' side and
the house as cool as possible.

Early Flowering Bulbs.—Roman Hyaiinths
and the cari\' white Narcissus promis<' to tinwer
inin^ually eail\- tliis season. Thc\' must be kept
in cold frames unless they are requiied to flower
before Christmas. Bulbs which have been taken
from the ash-bed must be protected from rats and
mice. These pests are very destructi\e if allowed
to go unchecked.

The Flower Garden.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.— iMu^e Car-
nations are fast becoming popular for bedding.
Plants which were rooted for this purpose
a few weeks ago nrust be kept near the glass,
so that they may be as sturdy as possible.
No effort must be made to force growth till the
turn of the year. When the pots are full of roots,
shift them into ^-iuch pots.

Perennial Asters.—The mixed border Would
be dull indeed during late autunm without the
.Michaelmas Daisy, and there are so many beautiful
varieties now that the old forms are fast dying
out. To obtain the full beauty of these plants
they should be dug up and replanted every season,
selecting only the most promising pieces for re-

setting. .'\.part from includhig them in the mixed
border, there are many other places where they
may be planted with equally good effect.

Marguerite Mrs. F. Sander.—This has proved
most useful in the flower garden. There is no
white flowering subject that I know to equal
it for its long season of flowering, and it seems to
thrive in all kinds of weather. It is easily propa-
gated from cuttings, which may be inserted at
any time when available. To obtain suitable
growths for cuttings, a few old plants slionld be
potted up and partially cut bark. Place them in

a warm, moist house, M-here thev will quickly
make healthy growth.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberries.—The cuttings which were struck
last year may now be placed in their permanent
quarters. The ground should be well prepared
by trenching and manuring. Slxould the soil

be poor, a quantity of chopped loam should be
placed round each plant. The pruning of (loose-
berries may be done now ; in fact, the pruning
of all kinds of fruit trees should be forwarded as
much as possible. Old Gooseberry bushes must
be well thinned out; and where there is a young
shoot to replace an old branch, this should be left,

for it is on the young growths that the finest fruits
are obtained. The system of growing Goose-
berries on a wire trellis is excellent, as the very
best dessert fruits are obtained from this method.
The trees must, of course, be trained as cordons.
If necessary, cuttings may be inserted now fur
propagating young trees.

The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—The strongest leaves must be kept
picked off the plants to encourage fresh growth.
Keep the plants free from decaymg lca\es and
weeds, and to further encourage healthy growth,
hoe between the rows when the ground is in a
suitable condition.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Cut down the stems
of these plants and burn them. Dig up a portion
of the crop for present use and store in sand
in a cool shed.

Peas.—If Peas are required at the earliest
possible date, a batch may be grown in pots
or boxes. The seed may be sown towards the
end of this month in S-inc!i or 10-inch pots. A
compost of loam, leaf-soil and manure from an
old spent Mushroom-bed will be suitable. The
seedlings must be well thinned out when through
the soil, and b(; grown as sturdih' as possible.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockiiivc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.—.\s soou as the foliage is ripe,

the growths must be cut over, afterwards clearing
the weeds from the beds. The small pathways
between the beds should be hoetl and all rubbish
raked off. This will leave the whole tidy, as it

should be for the winter season.

Cabbage.-—Seize any favoural)lc opportunity,
when the condition of the ground will allow, to
hoc ov(!r the spring Cabbage plot. .At the same
time make secure any of the larger plants which
may have be<'onie loosened by the wind.

Seakale.—if this has been subjected to a severe
frost, there will not be the same dilSculty in forcing
it; but when the weather has been mdd. progress
will be very slow. It is therefore better to wait
until there has been frost. The Mushroom-house
is the most convenient place to grow it, but any-
where in the dark where there are heat and moisture
it will succeed.

Parsley.—The older leaves should still be freely
removed for use when required, to allow the young
leaves to develop. Where plants are lifted into
frames for the winter supph', snffi<icnt space
should be left between the plants to prevent
damping of the foliage, which is likely to happen
when there is o\'ercro"\vding.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Root -Pruning.—When < ircumstances allow,
this operation should be done at this season.
Man\' unfruitful trees can be brought into a bearing
condition by a timely pruning of the roots. There
is no hard and fast rule of the extent to be
pruned, as the size and condition of each tree
may require different treatment. In many cases
it may be offending taproots which require removal.
The improvement in fruiting will generally be
noticeable in the second season following. When
exposing the roots for this treatment, the oppor-
tunity slntuld be t.iken to add new soil; this

should consist of gootl loam aiut lime rubble.
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Fruit Under Glass.

Pjt Vines.—For supplying very early fruit in

May, it is essentia! to have stout as well as

thoroughly ripened canes. A mild bottom -heat
is necessary ; this can be obtained either with a

gentle hot-bed made up of leaves mixed with
stable litter, or by hot-water pipes arranged under
the hel or stage where they are to be grown.
Black Han\burgh is the most reliable kind, and
it also matures before any of the other better-
class varieties. After the Vines have been
got into po.sition the forcing must commence
gralually. a temperature of 50° being suffi-

cient at night ; it can be advanced to 55° and
6c.° in the daytime. In bright weather the Vines
ma\' be syringed two or three times a day, but
less freqne.itly in cold, dull weather.

Tlie Flower Garden.
Hollyhocks.—In wet and cold districts these

planU ;in- \ cry liable to be lost during a spell of

forward plants should be pinched out. Where
the stock of any particular variety is limited, tliis

can be used as cuttings, as they root readily even
at this season.

Bulbs.—Any planting of bulbs which has been
unavoidably delayed should be completed as
quickly as possible before the bulbs lose any more
of their \'itality.

Plants Under Glass.

Arums.—Since the early batch of plants is now
in flower, some encouragement should be given to
the succeeding growths to produce large spathes.
This 'is only brought about by good treatment.
Liquid manure and fertilisers should be used in

alternate applications of water, as the plants are
gross feeders. Ctreeu fly is frequently troublesome
even in the depth of winter, and, if not got rid of
in time, many flowers will be spoilt. A fumigation
should be given without delay whenever any trace
of this pest has been discovered.

on the foliage. Some growths may require tying,
but pruning, where necessary, is best left alone until
the flowering seUson is over.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Tardine,

Bart.)
Cas/Iemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.

THE SUNK GARDEN AT REGAL
LODGE, KENTFORD.

On this page we illustrate the beautiful sunk

garden as seen from the loggia in Lady de Bathe's

garden at Regal Lodge, Kentford. It has been

designed in perfect taste, and laid out with con-

summate skill. It is, in fact, an artist's corner,

LADY DE<|BATHE's SUNK GARDEN AT REGAL LODGE, KENTFORD.

severe frost. Either leave? or straw can be used
to protect them, but they should not entirely

cover the plants, merely surrounding the base of

the stems, which should now be shortened if this

has not already been done.

Rock Garden.—Many subjects in this quarter
will require some sort of protection from frost.

The most convenient to use are ashes for the small
subjects, as these not only protect from frost, but
act as a preventive against raids by slugs.

Bedding Plants which are wintering in frames
should be carefully attended to daily as regards
ventilation and. when ne^^essary. water. This
in most cases will be seldon\ required, there
being so little evaporation at this time of the
year. No risks should be run by neglecting to

cover up the plants when frost is possible.

Pentstemons.—Cuttings which were inserted in

September have now grown 3 inches or 4 inches

in height. In order to get more bushy plants for

setting out in spring, the points of all the most

Restin?
5
Plants.—Such tuberous-rooted plants

as Bec:onias, Caladiums, Achimenes and
Gloxinias having now' died down, the pots can
be laid on their sides under a greenhouse stage
where the temperature is not likely to drop much
below 50°.

Solanum Capsicastrum.—As the berries rom-
nrence to colour, the plants should be kept in a

sUghtly warmer atmosphere than that in which
they have been previously growing. Being very
subject to attacks from insect pests, these plants
should be fumigated fairly frequently.

Bouvardias.—These plants may now be kept
in a slightly higher temperature if thev are required
to flower early. The atmosphere should not be
allowed to get too drv, or red spider will become
troublesome, Bouvardias being very subject to

its attack.

Camellias.—Until the flowers commence opening,
the syringe should be used freely to help to keep
doum the various forms of filth which accumulate

perfect in point of colour and grouping, blending

unconsciously into the outer garden without

undue formality or any leaning towards over-

crowding. In the centre is a Lily pool, where

Nymphseas thrive and the stippled stems of

Scirpus lacustris zebrina are reflected in the

placid water with charming effect. It is a paved

garden, and little tufts of Sea Pinks, Saxifrages,

Thyme and Wall Campanula grow between the

large paving-stones. Beds of Roses and Lilies

edged with that lovely mauve Viola Maggie Mott

lend pleasing colour to this enchanted garden.

Large earthenware vases filled with double white

Marguerites occupy a prominent position, while

in the backgrotmd are standard Heliotropes,

large Orange trees in tubs, and pillars draped

with Roses.
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THE FOUR BEST DESSERT
APPLES.

M
ANN' of the failures ami disaiipnii'l-

mciits ainouf,' amateur fruit-growers

I ail be traced to a poor selertion

of varieties iu the first place. Too

much importance cairuot he attached

ETto a careful and judicious selertiou

of the fruits for a small garden, or much subsequent

care and labour will simply cause disappoiiitnieut.

There can be nothing more annoying to the owner

of a small garden than the discovery that the

Apple or Pear or Plum trees upon which he has

lavished so much attention and spent a certain

amount of money are of inferior or unsuitable

varieties. It is always rather an unsatisfactory

matter to recommend a few varieties, say, of

Apples, anil to say that they are the best,

for some xarictics succccil far better iu certain

localities than in others, owing to some conditions

of soil or climate, or both, that happen to suit

6 inches deep and have a diameter of at least

4 feet. A hole of this size allows of the roots

being spread out properly, and still gives some
broken ground, into which they root more easily

than in the hard, undisturbed soil. Although the

hole is made 2^ feet deep, it does not fo'low that

the tree must be put in at that depth. .\n excellent

guide as to the depth to plant is given by the

soil mark on the stem ; this shows clearly how
deep the tree has been previously, and it should

be planted at about the same depth or a little

higher so as to allow' for the settling of the tree.

To ensure this being done, sufficient fresh turfy

soil must he placed in' the bottom of the hole to

bring the tree to its proper level. It is important

that the soil be trodden firm, although it must
not be made hard. Then, having the roots care-

fully spread out (preferably in two separate layers

if they are numerous, rather than putting all

on the same level), they are covered with fresh

turfy soil, which is made firm as the work of

filling in proceeds. It is best to place fresh soil

immediately about the roots ; then the remaining

space can he filled in with the soil taken out.

T^^^ d •*«r

APPLE KING OF THE PIPPINS.

certain sorts. It is, then, in no dogmatic spirit that

the four x'arictics of dessert .-Apples shown in the

accompanying illustrations are recommended as

the best. Probably for the majority of amateur

gardeners it would be difficult to find four that

would prove more satisfactory, but, before planting,

everyone should take the precaution to find out

from son\e ueighbouriug garden whether or not

any of the Apples mentioned here are known to

be rmsuitable to the district. If all are found to

be suitable, then I venture to give these four as

the best. However, I would like to say that if

any other good variety does especially well in the

neighbomiiood—and this is sometinres the case

—

then I would suggest that it be added to the

collection. After a careful selection of varie-

ties, too much importance can hardly be placed

on the

Ground Preparation and Planting. I'ruit

trees are planted not for a year or two, hut perhaps

for generations, and it is evident that tune spent

in giving them a good start is time spent unusually

well. A large hole shfiuld be dug out for each

tree; it slmuld In- made not less than 2 feet

APPLE ALLINGTON PIPPIN

Unless the planting is firnily done, the trees will

never be seen at their best.

Time to Plant.—.\ good general guide to

the time of planting fruit trees is to be found in

the fall of the leaf. The best time is generally

admitted to be when most of the leaves have fallen,

but while a few still remain on the tree. The
trees are in this condition, as a rule, in No\eniber,

and this is the month for fruit tree planting.

It is by far the best plan to dig the hole a few

weeks before and fill it up again. The soil will

have settled by planting-time, and, so long as it

has been dug pre\'iously, the actvial hole to receive

the tree need be no larger than necessary. There

must still be room for the roots to be spread out

horizontally. ."Vll the varieties of .Apple now men-

tioned are to be grown as bush trees on the broad-

leaved Paradise or dwarfing stock. It is known as

the dwarfing stock because its characteristic is to

make a mass of fibrous roots not far from the sur-

face, and thus bring the trees into good and regular

bearing within a very few years. All nurserymen
grow luish Apple trees on this stock very largely,

and there is no dilVicultv whatever iu obtaining them.

St. Edmund's Pippin is an Apple that is not

so well known as the others named, 5'et it

has many good points. In the first place, it is

an early Apple, for it is ripe in October, and it is

of far better flavour than many early Apples.

Russet Apples are great favourites with many,
their rich Russet flavour being both distiiu't and
agreeable. St. Ecbnund's Pippin must be classed

as one of the best Russets. It is not sui h an
attractive Apple as some, being of medium size

and of dull yellow nissety colouring. St. Edmund's
Pippin fruits freely as a bush tree on the dwarfing

stock, and nray be confidently recommended for

dessert during October.

Cox's Orange Pippin.^There is no ,\pple in

culti\'afiou that is ^o richly flavoured as this,

and it is without exception a general fa\'ourite.

It thrives well as a bush tree on the Paradise stock,

and succeeds in all except cold soils. Cox's

Orange Pippin is generally at its best towards

the end of November and until Christmas. It

may be kept for some time after Christmas in

a well-constructed fruit-room, b\it as a rule the

flavour deteriorates in the new year. It is cssen-

t i a I 1 y an
.\pplc to eat

before or

about Christ-

mas-time. In

the extreme

North of

England and

iu Scotland

this delicious

Apple needs

the shelter of

a \vall to be

had at its

best, but it

is well worth

any special

attention it

may have in

this way.

Allington

Pippin.—
This is an

Apple that

has become
e x t r eme'y
popular i n

a comparatively short space of time so far

as the .age of Apples is concerned, for it

has only been on the market since 1856,

whereas ,\pple Cox's Orange Pippin was
introduced forty-two years earlier. It may be
said to rank next to Apple Cox's Orange Pippin

in sweetness and richness of flavour. It is a larger

fruit than the latter and more beautiful to look

upon. It is one of the very best .Apples for a small

garden, because not only is it a first-rate sort

so far as dessert qualities are concerned, but

it begins to bear heavy crops of fruit when the

trees are quite small ; in fact, I know of no
Apple that will give such a good crop of fruit

from young trees as Allington Pippin does. On
looking through a large collection of fruit trees

about three years old some weeks ago, this

characteristic of .'\llingtou Pippin was most

marked. This is really an excellent amateur's

fruit on the Paradise stock. It is iu season

longer than Cox's Orange Pippin, for while, as I

have said, the latter is at its best not later

than Christmas, .\llington Pippin is quite good

fniiu Ncivendier to I'pbruarv.
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King of the Pippins is an Apple that can

claim to be a most satisfactory one, since it rarely

or never fails to give a good crop. The fruits

are handsome, and command a good price in

the market. The flesh of this variety is some-

what soft and the flavour mellow rather than

sweet, and for these reasons the fruits offer a

most agreeable change from sweeter Apples,

while, of course, many actually prefer an Apple

of this kind. It should be obtained as a bush

on the Paradise stock, and then even on cold soil

will bear regularly and well. The fruits are in

season from October to Christmas, or even later.

I have not thought it worth while to mention

any very late Apples, for as a rule amateurs with

small gardens have no convenience for storing

them. Thus the four I have mentioned would

give a supply of dessert fruits throughout October,

November, December and January. I am sure

that all four would be found to give full satis-

faction. He would indeed be a man whose taste

was difficult to please if such Apples as these,

their season extending over four months, did not

meet with his approval. W.

BLACK SPOT ON ROSES.
Referring to the recent correspondence on

this subject, in my opinion this terrible disease

is increasing rapidly among the Rose plantations

in this country, owing to the fact that amateurs

and Rose growers generally fail to see the necessity

of taking measures to stamp out the disease on

its first appearance. Mr. Mawley's method of

removing and immediately burning each infected

leaf on the first appearance is a good preventive

if carried out thoroughly in every garden ; but

how few will take the trouble. It is, therefore,

up to the enthvisiast to take time by the forelock

and prevent the appearance of this and other

fungoids.

Nearly all fungoids have two stages, the

active and the resting, and it is necessary to

attack them at both periods. After much experi-

menting I have found that sulphate of iron is the

most fatal chemical to use against the resting

spores that remain on the branches and soil surface

throughout the autumn and winter months. This

should be applied in November and again in

March in liquid form, dissolving ilb. of the chemical

in 5 gallons of water free from

lime. (If the water contains

lime, 4 gallons will be sufficient.)

The' surface of the beds and

the plants should first of

all be cleared of mulchings,

dead leaves, or anything else

likely to harbour spores on

the under surface, and there-

fore likely to escape con-

tact with the iron solution

Watered through a fine-

rosed can, 5 gallons, should

roughly, cover 25 square

yards. Against active
spores I have found copper

compounds only to be effica-

cious when applied monthly

between March and October

;

but here the difficulty comes

in of what copper compounds

to use and how to cause the

copper to adhere sufficiently

long to penetrate into the

inner tissues of the foliage and stems without

at the same time injuring or disfiguring

them. I am both anxious and willing to

send free samples and full directions to every

interested grower of Roses who cares to write

me fully on the subject.

Dunbryan, Formby, Lanes. J. Lytle.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWER-.—r/ie Editor endeavo'irs

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire
assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening mag be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All cotnmunications should be
clearly and concisely icritten on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the Editoe of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securdy
packed in damp grass or 7noss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters
on business should be sent to the Publisher.

With reference to the correspondence regarding

black spot on Roses, I find that Griiss an

Teplitz and La France '89 are chiefly attacked.

I have not yet noticed it on Juliet or Soleil

d'Or.

Forest Hill, S.E. H. G. B.

FLOWER GARDEN.
YEW HEDGE AND GALVANISED IRON (B. L. F.).—

We have never tried the iron sheets with a \iew to restricting
the rooting area, and have always found that a trench
opened once in two years at 3 feet from the hedac to about
u feet deep answered every p\irpose. We should not,

j

however, hesitate to try it in circumstances where the
trench was either impossible or inconvenient, and if you
adopt it, we should advise 3 feet lontr sheets sunk in
rather more than their full depth vertically at a few feet,
thouKh not less than 3 feet, from the hedce. It the latter
is old and of considerable spread, it may be necessary to
keep further away. The iron sheets are not likely to injure
the hedse in any way. A good strong gauae of iron should
be selected.

CHRTSANTHEMUM UNSATISFACTORY (Enquirer).—
The leaves and stems of the variety Niveus which you
have sent are not affected by rust, but by yellow thrips,
which have eaten the stems and the under sides pf thJ;

leaves very ranch. The pests snck the juices of the plant

;

then the skin dries and turns to a brown colour, forming
a rough callus resembling the rust. Lay the plant on a
mat and syringe it forcibly with a soapy solution, half
an ounce of soft soap dissolved in a gallon of water.

With reference to your correspondence about

black spot on Roses, perhaps my experience

may be of interest. I never saw black

spot until three or four years ago, and then

it made its appearance on my Penzance Briars

and quickly spread to my dwarf Roses until

nearly all my Rose garden was leafless. I found

sulphide of potassium, Joz. to 2 J gallons of luke-

warm water, a good spray to protect the second

growth, but nothing has really helped my Roses

so effectually as constant spray-

ing with formaldehyde, one . -

tablespoonful to a gallon of

water. One year I was able to

do this every week, and three

times in winter I sprayed with

a double strength solution (in

the morning on a still, mild day),

with very good results. I have

never found anything to cure

black spot, but constant spray-

ing with formaldehyde and the

burning, as much as possible, of

all infected leaves will keep it in

check.

The Penzance Briars are al-

ways very badly affected with

me, and the Lyon Rose I

simply cannot grow. I have

tried over and over again and

had magnificent blooms for

a year or two, then black

spot claims its victim and

the plant dies.

Mabel A. Gordon Dill.

Lis-na-dill, Woodbury, Devon.

ROSE GARDEN.
BLACK SPOT ON ROSES (Amateur).—We arc very

glad to hear that your Roses have been so successful.
You are doing very wisely in collecting the fallen foliage

and burning it, and it would be well to continue doing
this and to remove and replace with fresh the top soil of
your bed. The bushes should be sprayed in May next
with Bordeaux mixture as a means of prevention, and
again at the first onset of tlie trouble if it. should reappear.
If it occurs a little late in the season it does not weaken
the bushes greatly ; but when it occurs early and persists
through the summer it has a very weakening effect.

MOVING ROSES AND HERBACEOUS PLANTS
(F. Whitewoy).—Unless your move next May is a local
one, we should hardly advise your undertaking to move
the plants at all, since a hundred Rosea are so e.asily

replaced that at the time of year named the plants would
suffer considerably. If, however, you are bent on taking

APPLE COX S ORANGE PJPPIN,
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them with you, the safest plan for the Roses would be
to presently lift them all anrl, ha\'inc; shortened the p^o^vth,

heel them in ncain. Then quite late in April prune thom
hard back, and so prepare them for the move. The her-

baceous plants could be moved by lifting now, detaching
the most youthful and vigorous pieces from the outside
of each clump, hcelins them in the soil again, and cutting
back in March. In this way you might save them. At
the same time, you must be prepared for an all-round
weakening effect and little, if any, flower next year.

To lift, box and plunge the plants would not only entail

considerable expense now, but would also mean additional
expense in May, and, unless the collection was of con-
siderable value" it would not be worth while.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEAR KING EDWARD DECAYING BEFORE IT IS

RIPE (R. R., Qodalming).—The one sound fruit sent
is ripe and excellent. The others are practically patrid

pulp. The only likely cause which occurs to us of this

untimely decay is that the fruit has been damaged
by rough handling in gathering, or allowed to fall from
the trees, and thus become bruised, and in consequence
decomposition has set in. Pears cannot be handled too
carefully. The slightest over-pressure of the fingers

will cause decay to set in.

GRAPE MADRESFIELD COURT CRACKING {Con-
stant Header).—This is a failing to which this splendid
Grape is subject, especially when the Vines arc young, as

in your case. Unlike Muscat Grapes generally, which
luxuriate in a higher temperature than do other Grapes,
Madresfteld Court is an exception. This succeeds best

under comparatively cool treatment, on similar lines to

the Black Hamburgh. The cause of the cracking of the
berry in the case of the Grape is now well known among
gardeners, as also is the remedy to apply. It invariably

takes place soon after the berries have stoned and the time
for colouring approaches. The way to prevent it is to

ventilate more freely, day and night, during this stage of

the Vine's growth and. practically, until the colouring time
is over. This will naturally cause the atmosphere to be
cooler, and in consequence the swelling of the berries less

rapid. Herein lies the secret of the cure. It is awkward
for the Muscat of Alexandria when growing by the side of

the Madresfield Court, and a compromise will have to be
made by giving less air on the lights opposite the former,

both top and bottom. A carpenter or handy-man can
negotiate this for you.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LEATHER-JACKETS {Brighton).—The daddy-long-legs

is always most abundant in places where water finds a
diflBculty in running away, and the drainage of such places

is an aid to keeping the pest in check. Starlings, rooks
and plover arc also useful, for they eat numbers of grubs
and flies. Manuring with sulphate of ammonia in spring,
raking, so far as is possible, and then rolling with a heavy
roller will do a goo 1 deal to check the pest; while in

summer, when the flies are about, strewing crude naphtha-
lene on the greens will probably act as a deterrent,

driving the flics off and preventing them laying their eggs.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—^ngvirer.—Bo' h the leaves of

Ampclorsis mifht have been gathered from the same
plant (A. Veit hii, syn. Vitis inrons'ans). as ihey vary a
ireat tietl. Information re Bottomley's Plant Food niay
be o! tained. from Professor Bottomley, University of

London. Kin ,'s College. It is now obtainable for

garden use.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—J. H.—Line's Prince Albert.
Boris.—1, Alfriston ; 2. Yorkshire Beauty : :i; Cellini , 4,

not rero^nised, poor sperlmen. d^onih.—1 an 1 2. New
Hawthornden ; 3. Blenheim Orange; 4, Stamforl Pippin;
5, Washington ; 6, Beurr6 Clairgeau. E. M. H.—1,

Reinettc du Canada; 2, decayed; 3, King of the Pippins;

4, Court of Wick: 5. Bcurr^ Dumont: 6, Hormrad
Pearmiin; 7, New Hawthornden; 8, Potts' Seedling; 9,

Striped Bcaufln; 10, Hall Door; 11, not in lu led ; 12,

Warner's King. ./. L. TV.— 1, l.emon Pippin; 2.

Duchess of OMenburg; 3. King of the Pippins: 4. Lord
Sufileld; 5. Bismarck: 6, Eckliiiville; 7, Hoiry Mornin ;

;

8, Hollam.bury; 9, Striped Beaufln: 10, Princess.

Mrs. PH'.ipn.—The Pear is deformed and out of

character, hut we believe it is Gilogil. E. U., Bristol.

—Pears: 1, decayed; 2, Beurr6 Diel; 3, Dujhcsse
d'An oul6me; 4, Brown Beuirfi.

SOCIETIES.
AUCHENCAIRN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of this society was held
in the Murray Hall, Aiichencairn, N.B., a few days ago.
The retiring president, the Rev. W. R. Henderson, pre-
sided over a good attendance of the members The annual
financial statement was submitted and approved of.

It was of a satisfactory nature, notwitlistanding the
abnormal conditions caused by the war. The president
and other office-bearers were re-elected. Mr. Andrew
Macfarlane, The Schoolhousc, Auchencairn, was appointed
secretary and treasurer in place of the late Mr. G. F-
Mills. After consideration, it was agreed to hold the
usual show on Aiigust 5, 1916. It was resolved that half of
the prize money and the full net proceeds of the show
should be devoted to ihc Red Cross or other war relief

funds.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting 1 eld on the ^\h inst. was
certainly one of the smallest of the present season, albeit
there were exhibits of importance. For example, the
well-grown vegetables staged by Mr. A. Dawkin? and the
superb grouping of Chrysanthemums from >[essrs. H. J.
Jones, Lewisham, were of more than ordinary merit.
Shrub group'*, Serines Carnations and a handsome lot

of winter-flowering Begonias were, among other things
well shown. Orchid exhibits were smaller than u.^ual,

and but few novelties werd on view.

Fruit and Vi;nETABLE Committee.
Present: J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. W.

Bates, E. Beckett, A. W. Metcalfe, H. J. Wright, J, G

Messrs. R. F. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square, exhibited
vases and baskets of Solanum ciliatum and Eucalyptus
globulus, the pods of the latter of a more glaucous blue
and white than is usually seen. With a background of
Palms and associated with Scarlet Oak and other foliage,
the exhibit was attractive in the extreme.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, exhibited a table of
cut shrub? to show the effects of autumn colouring. Of
these, Acer Ozakasuka, Berbeiis Thunbergii, Taxodium
distichum and Quercus pahistris were very good. Euony-
mus europaeus, Berberis Wilson* and CotoneaJ-ter friuida,
with mast-es of scarlet fruits, were all good and distinct.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, again
showed a representative collection of Carnations, such as

^ _, ^.^ ^ ^^ ,. ^^ ._ ^^ „ „_ ^..^ „, ^.
Rosalind (fancy), Champion (scarlet), Salmon Enchantress,

Wtston, 'a. BuUock,* E.' A. Bunyard, J. Jaqucs and Fairraount (the best of the heliotrope set), The Major
' (Indian red tone, quite a novel colour), Jtary Allwood,
and Brilliant (a misnomer in view of its dull crimson
and murky white tones. It is, however, quite new and
distinct). Yellowstone was also pleasing

Messrs. W, Wells and Co., ^^erstham, showed a few
novelties in Chrysanthemums, the best of which will
be given in " Nt-w and Rare Plants " in the issue for
next week. Of others. Douglas Wells (a fine yellow
incurved) and Mrs. M. Sargent (also incurved) were
remarkable.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, contributed
a table of Ferns comprising hardy Polypodiums, Scolopen-
(Iriums and Osmundas, among others. Of the former,
P. vulgare cambricum Barrowii, P. v. c. Prestonii, P. v.
trit homanoides, P. v, eornubiense and P. v. pulcherrimum
were the best. Seolnpendriums were represented by
S. vulgare crispum grande and by others of the ramo-
cristato set, of which S. v, ramo-marcrinatum and S. v.
ramo-crist.xtum gracile were among the more distinct.
Xephroleyis and others were in great variety and
beauty.

Messrs. G. nnd A. Clark. Limited, Dover, sliowed the
new pink Cho-srnthemum Pink Favourite, which is of
quite an attraeti\ e i^hade of colour.
Pot-grown exar.iples of Solanum cihatum were shown

by Mr. R. Leach', Wood Hall, Dulwicli. The seeds were
sown in March, the examples well fruited.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, had a nice display
of Carnations, the pick of the group being White Wonder,
Alice (the new pink). Lady Fuller (deep pink), and Pink
Sensation. This firm ako exhibited a table of winter-
flowering Begonias, of which Emita (deep orange), Exqui-
site (ro.se pink and white), Mrs. Heal, Elatior and Optima
were the chief. They were well shown in handsome
groups.

Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, Devon, showed a
table of single Chrysanthemums, all of which, save two,
were raised by them. Not all the varieties were named.
Captivation and Fascination (both of bronze tone),
Devonshire Lass (golden). Crimson Beauty and Golden
Utility were very good.

Orchid Committee.

Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (chairman). Sir
Harry J. Veitch and Messrs. J. O'Brien, J. Wil.'^on Potter,
K. A. Rolfe, R. Thwaites, F. J. Hanburv, Pantia Ralli,
F. M. Ogilvie, T. Armstrong, Walter Cobb, J. Cypher.
W. H. Hatcher, W. P. Bound, C. H. Curtis. Arthur Dye,
W. H White. S. W. Flory and Gurney Wilson.

Messrs. Charlrsworth and Co.. Hayward*s Heath, had
the beautiful Sophro-Catt-Ltelia Pandora, whose orange
red sepals and crimson hp render it an attraction.
Cattleya Phrygia, Odontoglossum armain\illierensis xan-
thotes, Lfelio-Cattleya Prospero, Lielio-Cattleya Golden
Oriole, and Brasso-Cattleya Thorntonii (palest mauve
sepals and golden-flushed tube, the lip heavily fringed)
were also good.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook, Su.ssex,
showed a great variety of Cattleyas, of which C. labiata
alba, C. alba Mi.ss Williams (a very fine form) and C.
Aleimeda (another beautiful white) were very good.
Snphro-Cattleya Doris (of rich scarlet orange tone)^ was
also shown, with Vanda cscrulea and some choice
Oncidiums.
From Messrs. Sander and Son, St. Albans, came Cattleya

Enid var, Albion, C. alba Princess Royal, Odontoglossum
macnabianura (yellow with dark markings), O. Alniuni
(of rich dark colouring) and Cypripedium leeanum Grat-
rixife, tosether with' many choice, Cattleyas

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridgc, Sussex, showed
Sophro-Cattleya Pearl, a unique bigeneric hybrid that
gained an award of merit ; also CattU-ya Fabia and
Cattleya hardyana.
A bright and interesting group of Orchids in season

was sent by Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham.
We observed Cattleya bowTingiana atrosanguincum,
with masses of bloom ; Cypripedium Maudiae and Dendro
bium Phalsenopsis splendens in this^flne eoUcetioD.

0»ven Thomas.
Mr. A. Dawkins, 408, King's Koad, Chelsea, staged

an exhibit of high-class vegetj-1 les immediately at the
left of the entrance, the collection, wliib of a compre-
hensive character, being also admirably displayed. From
a background of superb Leeks, Celeiy^ Kale, Sa'oy and
Cauliflower there appeared a collection of nearly six
dozen varieties the finest produce of the outdoor garden
not a little interest centring in the fact that miny were
from July-sown seeds. Of such, indeed, were Mudel and
other Carrots, ti.an which finer produce is not necessary,
Intermediate Beet, a selection from the Globe variety,
isfullof promise, while the Non-Bleeding Beet, as a novelty,
will be welcomed by many who have experienced the draw-
back of broken roots of this useful vegetable. Kohl
Rabi was here in high excellence, and we wonder Why
so excellent a suljstitute for the Turnip, and one so easily
cultivated, is not more generally grown. Rosette Cole-
wort is valuable, too, and worthy of more attention,
Walcheren Cauliflower from an April sowing was of model
size, and Celeriac, among others, was worthily presented.
In addition. Rod Globe and Ailsa Craig Onions, Lyon
Leeks, Matchless Carrot, as fine and shapely as could
be desired ; and Vim Savory, one of the most compact-
hearted, were all worthy of remark. Tomatoes, Capsi-
cums, Radishes and saladings were freely shown. Radish
China Rose is strongly recommended by the exhibitor as
a useful addition. It is of large size and requires good
cultivation. Cold medal.

Mr. Walter C. Voss, Rayleigh, Essex, exhibited a capital
table of fruit, chiefly of Apples and Pears, though a par-
ticularly good basket of Quinces was also staged. Of
the Apples, Lord Suffield, Emperor Alexander, Newton
Wonder, The Queen, Lane's Prince Albert, Garret Pippin (a
small, yellow skinned variety), Court Pendu Plat and Scarlet
Pearmain were all excellent and clean looking. Of
Pears, the more notable were Pitmaston Duchess, Beurr6
Hardy (both very flne),Beurr(' Baehelier, Durondcau and
Beurr6 Diel.

FioiiAL Committee.
Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

E. A. Bowles, R. C. Noteutt, W. J. Bean, J. Green,
G. Reuthe, J. W. Moorman, W. Howe, J. Jennings,
J. F. McLeod, C. R. Fielder, J. Dickson, C. Dixon, H. J.
Jones, A. Turner, C. E. Pearson, C. E. Shea, W. P.
Thomson, J. T. Bcnnett-Pog, E. H. Jenkins, W. G. Baker
and George Paul.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Limited, Lewisham, S.E.. arranged
exhibition and decorative Chrysanthemums in their own
inimitable way, the group, wl'ilc a study in good taste,
harmony and contrast, also demonstrating the value of
these autumn flowers when employed in imposing stands
and vases. In these directions, and with high-class
material at their disposal, the firm arranged one of those im-
posing exhibits for which for years they liave been famous.
Gold and crimson, with occasional vases of snow white,
predominated, not a few of the vases containing a dozen
or more of the finest exhibition varieties. In the back
row were seen such as Mrs. Edwards (white), EsteUc
(crimson), Mrs. R. C. Pulling (golden yellow), Seddie
Mason (single crimson), Bob Pulling (golden), Wiseman
and Willie Westlake, pink incurved and golden yellow
pompon respectively. Mrs. H. J. Jones (greenish
yellow), Maude Lousada (mauve), Mrs, T. Barnes
(single crimson). Buttercup (single yellow), Florrie
King (pink single), Mrs. MacNeice (mauve), and Excelsior
(bronze single) were other good varieties in a group
which for high excellence, superb quality and good
arrangement has rarely- been equalled and probably
never excelled.

Messrs. Piper, Barnes and Bayswater, showed an
interesting variety of shrubs and conifers in pots, of which
the recently introduced Berbcris Wilsona?, B. acuminata,
B. dietyophylla (in the way of B. Thunbergii, hut with
whitish stems^, and B. Gagnepanii, were among the more
important. Hex Pernyii, Trieuspidaria lanceolata, Pcr-
nettyas, Juniperus tamariscifolia aurea and Berberis
Bealii were ab;o on view.

BIr. J. J. Kettle, Corfc Mullen, near Wimborne, again
showed a superb lot of Sweet Violets, of which La France,
Princess of Wales, Mrs. J. J. Astor, Ascania, Mrs. J. J.
Kettle (very sweet), Marie Louise, and semperflorL-ns (of
erect carriage) were among the best in a delightful lot.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, showed cut shrubs,
late-flowering herbaceous plants, as Aster crandiflorus,
together with Nerines and other things. In addition,
there were pretty pots of Crocuses, C. longifolius, C.
ochroleucus, and C. marathonisius (white). An extensive
collection of alpines, chiefly of the choicest Saxifrages,
was also on view. Gro^vths of Decaisnea Fargesii, carrying
many of the roundish-podded, purple-coloured fruits

4 inches or so in length, Jwere among the more interesting
things in this group.
The Misses

|
Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, showed

a small collection of alpines, together with Gazanias and
Kniphoflas nicely in flower.

WARGRAVE GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.

The meeting on Wednesday evening, November 3,
took the form of competitions in vase decoration. In
the class for head-gardeners and foremen there were
eight entries, and the following were the prize-winners •

First, Mr. F, Gray; second, Mr. H. Attlcsey ; third, Mr.
J. Wixon; fourth, Mr F. Hobbs. The judges awarded
Mr T. H Pritchard a second prize in the journeymen's
class. The judges complimented the prize-winners on
the arrangement of the flowers, some of which were very
tastefiilly staged. Votes of thanks were accorded the
judges and the donors of the flowers. A cultural certi-
ficate was awarded Mr. R Doe for a Ix^autiful LEelio-
Cattleya. The flowers were despatched to the Readin;;
Hospital the following morning.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Chrysanthemums at Finsbury Park.—There

is an admirable show of Chrysanthemums in this

North London park, and for the next few weeks

the house in which they are displayed will be open

to the public. The large yellow heads of Bob

Pulling appear even more shaggy than usual

alongside the delicate pink and finely petalled

Rayonnante. Of the large Japanese varieties,

D. B. Crane (golden yellow), Mrs. R. A. Witty

(reddish terra-cotta, broad drooping

florets), Mrs. J. B. Riding (sulphur

yellow), Walter Jinks (rose pink) and

Queen Mary (pure white, a gigantic

beauty) are well rep'esented.

The Golden - Flowered Pericome

caudata.—What a pity this beautiful

plant is not better known. The

strong-scented, golden yellow flowers are

produced for a long period at this time

of the year. It is a native of Colorado,

and was introduced in 1896. By some

authorities it is spoken of as a shrub, but

in the Botanic Garden, Cambridge, where

a large clump growing in the open

flowers freely every year, it never at-

tempts] to be anything other than

herbaceous.

Nymphseas Flowering Outside in

November.—It is interesting to see

several Water Lilies which are not

hardy flowering outside at Kew when

the hardy hybrid varieties are over.

The pond where they are growing in the

Southern Pinetum is slightly heated with

condensed steam and surplus water from

the engine which maintains the supply

of water for the Gardens. Nympha^a

Lotus rosea, a beautiful rose, and William

Stone, a rich blue, are the very last

to flower. These and several other

tender sorts add considerably to the

interest and beauty of a Lily pond.

They are distinct in colour, especially the

blue, from the hardy Water Lilies, and

the flowers stand i foot to ij feet out of

the water. The tubers are found to keep

quite well in this pond during the winter,

but they start into growth late, and for this reason

are transferred to a greenhouse tank, being- re-

tm-ned to the outsidepond when the first flowers are

opening early in June.

A Rare Orchid from the Philippines.—Vanda

luzonica, wljicb gained an award of merit at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on Novem-

ber 9, was referred to in the Orchid Review last

May. Mr. Rolfe, to whom we are indebted for

t,hc illustration, says: "We have known this

species for years, but are not aware that any

description has been published. Dried specimens,

drawings and a photograph were sent to Kew by
Mr. Loher in 1906, with the remark that it is allied

to V. tricolor. The habit and floral structure are

well shown in the photograph. The flowers are

described as cream coloured, with the front lobe

of the lip amethyst. It was found at Montalban,

He is the eldest son of the late Mr. Martin John
Sutton and eldest grandson of the late Mr. Martin

Hope Sutton. He was educated at Harrow and

Christ Church, Oxford, and shortly after coming

down from the University, in the autumn of 1895,

he made a nine months' tour of South Africa,

Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania and Ceylon.

Subsequently, in the spring of 1897, he became a

in the Island of Luzon, and living plants were sent
1
partner of the firm of Sutton and Sons, and has since

directed his firm's extensive foreign trade,

A Chinese Honeysuckle.—Lonicera

trichosantha and L. ovalis are names
given to a Chinese Honeysuckle now
fruiting freely in our gardens. Though
first discovered by a Russian collector,

we are indebted to Mr. E. H. Wilson

for the introduction of the plants

which suggest the writing of this note.

Free in growth, L. trichosantha forms an

elegant deciduous bush, which is already

some 6 feet in height. A pleasing semi-

pendent habit of the secondary branches

gives this Chinese Honeysuckle a decidedly

ornamental appearance. The flowers are

yellow, not large, being only half an inch

or rather more in length, but they are

freely produced, while at the present

time the Red Currant-like fruits claim

attention. These are borne in the axils

of the leaves and usually in pairs, thus

appearing in clusters of four.

An Example Worth Following.—In

these days, when men of all classes are

seeking the best investment, it will interest

many to hear that there is at least one

man—a keen amateur to wit—whose rate

of interest, the result of a small plunge

last March, is calculated to make even

the most astute financier green with

envy. At the period named this grower

purchased a sixpenny packet of Rousham
Park Onion seed, a selection which would

have done credit to a more experienced

grower. This he sowed on land having

nothing beyond the ordinary digging

and manuring one usually associates

with the cottager. The drills were 8 inches

and the advice to sow thinly was
adhered to, yet, notwithstanding this,

overcrowding was apparent in many places,

affording a plentitude of salad for the grower and

his neighbours, Three good dressings of soot

were given from May to the end of July. The
crop was "roped" during the last week in Sep-

tember ; this amounted to over three bushels,

for which a local greengrocer gladly paid half a

sovereign.

VANDA LUZONICA, A RARE ORCHID FROM THE PHILIPPINES
WHICH RECENTLY GAINED AN AWARD OF MERIT.

to Erlangen." .The plant shown does not quite

agree with this colour description, as the flowers

were of the purest white with a crimson purple

tipped lip. Such colour variations are not un-

usual, but the flowering of this species in this

country is a matter of real interest to orchidolo-

gists.

Mr. Martin H. F. Sutton, J.P.—Congratulations

to Mr. Martin H. F. Sutton, who has just been
appointed a magistrate of the Borough of Reading.

apart,

rigidly
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Rose Earl of Warwick.—Being keen on Rose-

growing, I find The Garden much the most

interesting of all the gardening papers. Your lists

of different Roses with their particular merits

and otherwise are most interesting. My experience

of Earl of Warwick is quite different from that of

your correspondent Mr. E. Waters in his " Roses in

Yorkshire." I am only eighteen miles from

Leeds, and have only one tree of Earl of

Warwick, but it has bloomed so splendidly and

continuously that I have ordered a further supply.

But I am out of the smoke, which may account

for it.—J. V. H., Scissctt Vicarage, Htiddcrsfield.

Cassia corymbosa Flowering Outdoors.

—

Ahnost every horticulturist is familiar with this

name when associated with plants for the green-

house, where it may frequently be found used as a

roof plant either planted out or grown in pots, and

for many the latter method is preferable, as the

growth is not so rampant and may be restricted

to the rafters, so keeping the roof glass free.

Appreciated as it is inside, I think it is more so

when growing out of doors. Here at Fota Island,

the seat of Lord and Lady BarrvTnore, there is

a fine plant covering a wall some 24 feet long,

and it has been a mass of flower for weeks past.

At the time of writing (November 8) it is still

flowering freely, and promises to continue so

for some time, as there are a wealth of flower-

buds unopened. (We have had two slight frosts

sufficient to injure Vegetable Marrows.) All

through September it was a mass of bloom, and

the rich yellow flowers make the plant unmis-

takable. Doubtless in other parts of Ireland

that enjoy a good climate such as this other

PEUTZIA \lLMORIN.li IN THE BOTANIC GARDENS
ULASNEVIN.

good specimens are

to be found, as well

as on favoured walls

elsewhere. It is

interesting to note

that, according to

the " Kew Hand
List," it is a native

of Tropical America.

—E. B.. Quccnstown.

The Fruits of the

Strawberry Tree.

—

I have in my garden

two large Strawberry

Trees (Arbutus
Unedo), each bear-

ing at the present

time a fair sprinkling

of the Strawberry-

like fruits. Although

bright in colour, the

fruits are \'ery poor

in flavour. Even
birds— which are

capable judges of flavour in soft fruits—seem to

carefully avoid the Arbutus berries unless very short

of food in hard winters. It is no unusual thing for

the berries to ripen and fall to the ground untouched

by birds. Although very little can be said in

favour of the edible qualities of the fruit, yet it

should be even more extensively grown than it

is, by virtue of the fact that it is one of the most

beautiful of evergreen trees. The naturally peeled

boles of this tree in large specimens are very hand-

some, and are as much admired as the attractive

flowers and fruits. I believe that in Northern

gardens this tree is sometimes injured by severe

frosts, but here in the South the trees are seldom,

if ever, touched by the frost. As a specimen

tree for a lawn, Arbutus Unedo is much to be

commended.

—

Arbutus, Surrey.

Deutzia Vilmorinae in Ireland.

—

Many people consider this the

best of the Deutzias introduced

to our gardens during recent years.

It seems to be seldom damaged by

spring frosts, and is proving itself a

very free flowering shrub. It

reaches a height of from 6 feet to

7 feet, the rather long lanceolate

leaves closely resembling those

borne by the Philadelphus. Its

flowering season is usually early

June, and at that time its graceful

pendent shoots are liberally be-

decked with snow white flowers.

The flowers are carried in clusters,

each being almost an inch

across, the petals being prettily

crimped. D. Viimorinie is a native

of Szechuan, China, whence seeds

were sent to M. Maurice de Vilmorin

at Les Barres by the Abbe Farges

n 1897. It first flowered in this

I ountry about ten years ago.—S. R.

Erigeron philadelphicus.—The
illustration of Erigeron mucronatus,

issue November 6, page 541, calls to

mind another pretty form, as above

This charming little plant I found

growing in a cottage garden many
years ago, since when I have never

been without it. It is no trouble

whatever to grow. It does not ever

require propagating, as seedlings

A FRUITING SPRAY OF THE STRAWBERRY TREE (ARBUTUS UNEDO.)

spring up every season, which provide all the neces-

sary stock. Personally, I grow it in the border, but

its dwarf habit makes it suitable for any position,

as it is constantly sending up fresh sprays of

dainty little pink Daisy-like flowers.—T. A. W.
Changing the Botanical Names of Plants.

—

In reference to the further note on this subject

by Mr. W. R. Dykes, I, being but a plain gardener,

know nothing of the Vienna Congress. What
I do know, however, is that this continual chopping

and changing of names is a great nuisance to

everyone. It is not as if all authorities were
agreed, as the name would then have to be learnt

only once ; but as it is at present the average

individual with but a limited library cannot
keep touch with the changes. My original note

referred to the general reversal of the names
of Ferns, and a good illustration of the incon-

sistency of the whole affair is to be found in The
Garden for November 6, the same number, by
the way, in which the last letter from Mr. W. R.

Dykes appears. It is recorded on page 543
that Scolopendrium vulgare crispum speciosum

was awarded a first-class certificate at the meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society held on
October 26. As this award was made by the

floral committee, and presumably confirmed by
the Council, it would appear that both of these

bodies countenance the use of false names, for,

according to the " List of Certificated Plants." and
using the words of that publication, " Nephrodium
now becomes Dryopteris and Scolopendrium

Phyllitis." As this system of nomenclature

has been ignored by both the floral conunittee

and. presumably, by the Council, one cannot avoid

asking the question whether such a radical change
has been tried and found wanting, or whether
these bodies, being composed of practical men,
are convinced that the adoption of it will lead

to no end of confusion ? Other instances of

differences of opinion may be found, for in the " Hor-

ticultural List " Richardia Pentlandii is referred

to R. angustiloba. whereas in the recently published
" Kew Hand List of Tender Monocotyledons

"

the two are kept distinct. The " List of Certificated

Plants " gives the hardy Clerodeudron trichotomum

as a variety of the tropical C. Thomsons, a climb-

ing plant. I at first looked upon this as a simple

mistake, but in view of the upsetting of all pre-

ronieived notions, it is now at least open to doubt

what is intended..—H. P.
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Fragrant Roses.—I am muih obliged to

" E. M." for his supplementary list, issue Novem-
ber 6, page 540, of fragrant Roses, the first-men-

tioned of which, Queen of Fragrance, I have added

within the last week to my collection. In this

exquisite direction I think that such varieties as

La France, Viscountess Folkestone, and, above

all, General Macarthur will not soon be super-

seded.

—

David R. Williamson.

Bracken Roots.—Will anyone tell me where,

how, and at what price I can get some bushels

of Bracken roots ? I want to plant some amid

my little "pocket Bournemouth" plantation of

Pines and Firs. I read that in some places in

Scotland Bracken is considered a pest, and ploughed

up and destroyed. Here I prize it as a choice

vegetable in spring, a beautiful foliage pant in

summer and autumn, and a most useful " litter
"

whereon to store Apples and to protect tender

Roses and perennials in winter.

—

Anne Amateur.

Apple Lane's Prince Albert.—Is this our most

consistent cropper among the indispensable

culinary Apples ? A really good harvest of them

during three successive seasons here almost compels

me to that conclusion, at any rate where a poor

Apple soil has to be grappled with. The soil

here is very sandy, and some fruits do not take

kindly to it ; but the Apple in question does not

heed the compost at all. The trees are in several

forms and ages, but they all respond equally well,

and the fruit keeps well also. This season they

are fit for picking just about a fortnight before

last year, which I take it is due to the wonder-

ful September sunshine we have experienced

and hardly any rain. — H. Turner, Serlby

Gardens.

Two Climbing Actinidias.—The beautiful

climber Actinidia chinensis made rapid growth

this season, the young shoots and leaves being;

objects of great interest with their covering ol

bright red hairs. A. chiftensis is practically a new

species from China, and anyone thinking of planting

climbers would be well advised to include it in

their list. It has proved wonderfully hardy with

us here, growing in a very cold, stiff clay. Un-

fortunately, it has never yet flowered with us, but

I understand the flowers are borne in clusters of

yellow, succeeded by fruit which is edible and not

unlike the Gooseberry. A. polygama is another

useful species. It is a native of Japan, and differs

a good deal in appearance from A. chinensis, the

leaves in this instance being smooth, with red stalks.

Both are rampant climbers. I wonder if any of

your readers in the North have ever seen them

flower or fruit.

—

James McGran, The Gardens,

Coodham, Kilmarnock.

The Fruiting of Choice Shrubs.—Your note

in the issue of October i6, page 503, on the fruiting

of choice shrubs, is very interesting. I have this

day (October 16) gathered two dozen fruits of

Magnolia parviflora containing ripe seeds. The

fruits are deep rose coloured, and as they split

open reveal bright orange-coloured seeds. I

have never seen a Magnolia fruit before, and should

like to know if it is unusual. I also gathered

two fruits of Xanthoceras sorbifolia, each con-

taining three fu ly matured seeds. — A Grant,

New Place Gardens, Haslemere. [Magnolias of

various kinds produce fruit regularly in this

country, and in many cases they are very attrac-

tive. M. tripetala bears red, cylindrical fruits

3 inches to 4 inches long and 2 inches wide, which,

when ripe, split open and release the orange

scarlet seeds, each of which hangs from the fruit

by a slender, silk-like tbre?»d for several days

previous to fallhig to the ground. This is a

peculiarity of the seeds of other Magnolias also.

M. conspicua, M. obovata and M. soulangeana

are other kinds that bear attractive fruit fairly

regularly. Perhaps the most beautiful of all

the Magnolia fruits are thoee of M. hypoleuca,

however, for in this case they are a particularly

rich red, 4 inches to 6 inches long, and erect on
the branches. M. parviflora has borne fruit

on numerous occasions in this country, from which
plants have been raised. The fruiting of Xantho-
ceras sorbifolia is less common.

—

Ed.]

The "Daffodil Year Book, 1915."—While
agreeing with Mr. Engleheart's general appreciation

of this work and with his congratulations to the
,

Editor thereon, I think it is desirable to put in '

evidence views of " the other side" on the two
matters Mr. Engleheart concentrates his criticism

on, and I hope I may be able " to write English "

in doing so. It is somewhat of a coincidence

(and shows how sadly I fall short of perfection)

that in writing to the Editor and to another

and if that is so, why should not wc have coloured

photographs, even if we have to pay twice or four

times as much for our "Daffodil Year Book"?
But if we cannot have coloured photographs, I trust

we may still continue to have photographs of the

novelties, even if it is at the sacrifice of some
of the personal portraits. When a man who has

been a well-known worker among our favourite

flower has to pass away, I think a portrait of him
at the midday of his work absolutely appropriate

to a Year Book ; but while I have the pleasure of

seeing him from time to time I do not want his

portrait. Would Mr. Engleheart relinquish his

desire for portraits if the giving of them up
helped, by way of saving money, to our having
colour photographs ?

The second criticism of Mr. Engleheart with
which I do not entirely agree is the one in

regard to the tabulated lists of crosses, " suc-

cessful and unsuccessful." I agree that because

a certain flower we have endeavoured to fertilise

with pollen from the brush gives seed it does not

COOKING APPLE LANE's PRINCE ALBERT. IS THIS OUR MOST CONSISTENT CROPPER ?

Daffodil enthusiast in praise and criticism of the

" Daffodil Year Book," I said I thought more illus-

trations of flowers and fewer personal portraits

would ha\'e been better. Uncoloured photographs

cannot, of course, convey the general colour

effect of a flower, and as an admirer of Ixion I

particularly noticed the illustration of this flower
;

but surely a photograph, if honestly taken, depicts

the general style of the flower and with more

accuracy than many drawings do, as the tempta-

tion to make the illustration show up as a picture

so often spoils it as an accurate depiction of the

flower.

Again, surely the photograph is an invaluable

ally to " the power of turning the pen into a colour

brush." How greatly Mr. G. L. Wilson's article

is illuminated by the photograph of the two dis-

similar flowers from one cross ! But are colour

photographs "over expensive"? When I have

been tempted to make enquiries as to the price of

coloured photographs of single flowers, it seemed

to me that if a number of reproductions were

required, the cost would not be " over expensive,"

follow that the fertilisation by the brush produces

the seed, but so far as my own 1,700 " successful
"

crosses are concerned, in very few cases have the

results shown that the brush fertilisation has

clearly failed and that the flower has been other-

wise fertilised.

I

If the large majority of brush fertilised

flowers give progeny, showing the cross has

been successful, is it not interesting (especially

to the beginner, and, after all, is he not the one to

consider most) to know what others are doing and

what flowers they have found to give seeds and what

flowers have not ? Take, for instance. Dr. Lower's

! unsuccessful crosses ; in many instances they

confirm my own experience. Possibly it is the

unsuccessful crosses that are most interesting or

instructive. Always assuming that my suggestion

that most flowers after treatment with the brush,

if they give seeds have been fertilised by pollen

from the brush, is it not most interesting to see

what others have succeeded with when we have

failed ?—C. Lemesle Adams, Pendeford HaU.

Wolverhampton.
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OUTDOOR OR BORDER
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

" A ^O^'" °" page 545. issue November 6.

/\ refers to a variety named Pink

/ % Pearl, but, assuming tbere is a border

/ % \ariety (jf th s name, it will be
* * necessary when ordering to stipulate

this fart. The only Piuk Pearl I

am acquainted with is a variety of the market
decorative type. When disbudded it comes as

large as Cranfordia, and flowers as late or later,

so much so that it runs a great risk of being

damaged by frost before opening. It is, however,

a most beautiful variety and well worth protection.

In a normal season most of the

varieties mentioned by " Avon "

are September flowering. The
present season, however, is an

cx' cptiun, for with me only Roi

dcs Blancs flowered before October

was in. While I a{lmirc and
grow the small-flowered spray

varieties, I would urge everyone
to take up the large-flowered

market varieties, such as Cran-

fordia, Cranford Pink, Elsie Eadie,

Cranford Yellow, Mrs. Roots,

and Framfield Early White.

Grown well and disbudded to one
on a stem, the flowers are mag-
nificent in October.

Many labour under the im-

pression that large flowers can
only be grown under glass, but
with such varieties it is easy to

get plants carrying six to nine

flowers measuring 5 inches or

more across. At. the time of

writing (November 8) Cranfordia

is, despite the recent frost, giving

grand flowers. To ensure them
coming in as early as possible,

such varieties should be cut back
once only in June and every shoot

secured, all of which should be
restricted to one flower. They
make very good sprays, however,
but are somewhat stiff.

For sprays of high quality I

favour *Almirante {bronzy red),

*A. Barham, 'Batchelor's White,

*Coimtess, •Polly, *Crimson
Polly, Dorothy Ashley, Dolores,

Goacher's, *Mme. Drouard,

*Mme. Marques, Nina Blick,

•La Neva, •Le Cygne, •Roi
des Blancs, and Wells' Crimson.

Nearly all are suitable for dis-

budding, especially those marked
with an asterisk. I would urge

everyone to adopt disbudding in the garden,
for while it naturally reduces the crop, the
quality is so far in advance that the flowers

invariably arouse astonishment among those
familiar with border Chrysanthemums.

After all, do we not garden largely with a
view to showing our friends what we can do ?

"Grow something different and something better
than is visible anywhere about " is the motto I

like to act up to. I do not say I always succeed,
but so long as I keep up a display differing from
the other gardens around 1 am content. T. A W.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Odontoglossum Pemburyi (O. gandavensis x

O. eximium).—.\ remarkably distinct and beautiful

hybrid, and one of the darkest- coloured Odonto-

glossums we have seen. The sepals and petals,

save for a fine wire edge of white and white tips,

are wholly coloured dark maroon, the striking

contrast thus created being emphasised by the

wholly pure white lip. A robust example was
shown bearing a raceme of ten handsome flowers.

Exhibited by J. (;urney I'owler, Esq., Bracken-

hurst. Penibury, Kent.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Vanda luzonica.— An entirely new species

from the Philippine Islands. The exhibited

closely set lip being of crimson hue. From Messrs.

J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge.

Brasso-Cattleya Admiral Jellicoe Broadlands
Variety.—A variety of handsome proportions,

the sepals and petals coloured rose pink. The
frilled lip is of a somewhat deeper shade, and
with a touch of yellow in the tube. I'rom Mr.
E. R. ,\shton, Camden Park, Tunbridge Wells.

Begonia Fireflame.—A good addition to the
winter-flowering set, having orange, scarlet-suffused

flowers. The plant is of compact habit, very
free flowering and sturdy withal. Shown by
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield.

Chrysanthemum Phyllis Cooper. — Without
doubt the finest single variety to date of its colour,

which is rich orange yellow. Of large size, with
good self-supporting stems and short, stiff neck,

it will prove invaluable for decora-

tions. It leaves Buttercup, one
of the best hitherto, a long way
behind. From Mr. Philip Ladds,
Swanley.

Chrysanthemum Golden
Champion.—A Japanese exhibi-

tion variety of massive propor-

tions and rich yellow colour.

Chrysanthemum Edith Cavell.
This is also an exhibition variety
with some slight inclination to
incurve. The colour is bronzy
red, with gold reverse. These
were shown by Messrs. W. Wells
and Co., Limited, Merstham.
Solanum ciliatum.—A large

exhibit of cut fruiting sprays of

this species was on view, the
numbers of scarlet fruits, the size

of a small Tangerine Orange for

the most part, creating a great
attraction. It is quite a remark
able plant in decoration, lasting

for months in good condition.

We believe the Kew authorities

now refer to it as S. aculeatissi-

mum. Exhibited by Messrs.
R. F". Felton and Sons,- Hano\er
Square, W.

NEW SINGLE YELLOW CHRYSANTHEMUM PHYLLIS COOPER.

example, which bore a short raceme of five or six

flowers, is believed to be unique. The flowers

are of the purest white, with crimson purple tipped
lip. It is as beautiful as it is distinct. Shown by
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans. (See illus-

tration and note on " Noes of the Week" page.)

Sophro-Cattleya Pearl (Sophro-Cattleya Doris X
Cattleya Portia magnifica).—A distinct and solid-

looking variety of somewhat flatfish appearance,
caused by the lie of the broadly ovate petals, the
sepals being quite narrow by proportion. The
dominant colour is reddish purple, the sturdy.

NEW FRUIT.

Apple Madresfleld Court
(Ribston Pippin x Worcester
Pearmain). — An attractive-

looking dessert sort of conical

build and moderate size. The
flesh is slightly yellow, soft

and juicy. From the flavour

standpoint we regard it as a

second-rate variety. From Mt.

J. Carloss, Melbourne, St. Bar-
bourne, Worcester.

The whole of the foregoing

novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on November 9,

when the awards were made.

THE AUTUMN CROCUSES.
From the aesthetic point of view, there is little

doubt that C. speciosus and its varieties take
first place among the autumn Crocuses.

C. s. Aitchisonii is considerably larger than the

type, if a trifle paler, and C. s. Artabir eclipses

both the foregoing and is altogether a most
desirable Crocus. C. s. albus is quite unique, of
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course, and its white satiny flowers are very

attractive ; unlike many albinos, it has a good

constitution.

C. nudiflorus, the Naked-flowered Crocus, is

also very attractive with its pale bright purple

flowers. C. asturicus has purple lilac flowers,

striped darker towards the base. C. medius has

deep purple flowers, which show up well in the

autumn sun. C. longiflorus is a charming Crocus,

sweetly fragrant ; it has lilac flowers, their beauty

enhanced by their red pistil and yellow anthers.

The foregoing selection by no means exhausts

the list of autumn Crocuses, but I think they are

among the best. They are all quite cheap.

Autumn Crocuses should be planted not later

than the end of August. Caledonia.

LA PAG ER I A

THE Lapageria has now been familiar

to us for more than sixty years, having

been introduced from Chile in 1847.

Notwithstanding this fact, it is sur-

prising to note how comparatively

seldom one sees a plant of it flourishing

as a perfectly healthy specimen should do. This

is to be de-

plored, for the

Lapageria, unless

successfully cul-

tivated, is, per-

haps, of all

greenhouse
plants, the most

d isap p ointing.

Its culture under-

stood, however,

it undoubtedly

proves one of

the most attrac-

tive and useful

cool- house
climbers we have.

The w a X - 1 i k e

flowers, grace-

ful 1 y hanging

from the roof of,

. it may be, a

corridor, or a

small or large

conservatory,
make a display

that for refined

beauty would be

difficult to

surpass.

Thegenus
Lapageria con-

tains only the

one species,
L rosea, but the flowers of this vary con-

siderably in size and substance, accordmg as

one has a good or a bad form of it. It behoves

one therefore, to be careful in selecting one s

plants and to obtain them from a stock that can

be relied upon. An excellent way of displaymg

the flowers of the Lapageria to the best advantage

is to plant L. rosea and L. rosea alba alternately,

or say two of the former and one of the latter.

By adopting this method the beauty of both is

enhanced by the contrast produced.

Lapagerias usually succeed best when planted

out and disturbed at the roots as little as possible.

When cultivated in pots it, of course, becomes

necessary to disturb them at intervals for the

purpose of repotting, an operation that is not

conducive to their well-being. A fairly large root

run will be required, so as to ensure the non-

disturbance of the roots for several years at least.

The depth of soil need not, indeed must not be

great, or the roots will eventually descend beyond

control, perhaps into soil that is unsuitable to

them. By having the majority of the roots

comparatively near to the surface of the prepared

border, when a fresh supply

of food becomes necessary

this can easily and effectu-

ally be supplied by a top-

dressing of new and enriched

soil. That thorough drainage

should be provided for such

an amount of soil goes
without saying ; rough

sand and charcoal mixed with

the compost of peat and

loam will ensure thi«.

It is important to commence with strong and

vigorous plants, preferably obtained by layering

firm, healthy shoots. These when well rooted

can be taken up and transferred to their per-

manent quarters at once. Weak plants, even

if they do eventually succeed, which is impro-

bable, are for long a source of disappointment.

It would be interesting to hear from readers

who have had experience in the outdoor culti-

vation of Lapagerias—said to be successfully

practised in some of the warmer districts of

LAPAGERIA ROSEA, A WELL-KNOWN GREEN-

HOUSE PLANT WITH WAX-LIKE FLOWERS.

Britain— if they really grow suffii iently

well to be of value in the garden. We
have seen Lapagerias growing outside

on a warm wall in a Surrey garden.

The plants are growing moderately

well, and a-e at this very time pro-

ducing a few trusses of bloom ;
but

we liave never seen Lapagerias really happy

in an outdoor position, though it is probable

lliev would succeed in Cornwall.

TWEEDIA C^RULEA.
Bv J. T. Bennett-Poe, V.M.H.

It is often a matter for surprise why the subject

of this note has been ousted, as so many other

good and interesting plants have been, by the

craze for many years past for Pelargoniums

and Begonias. Blue flowers for the greenhouse

are none too many, and this one is of such an

exquisite turquoise blue that one wonders why

it is not often found in our greenhouses in summer-

time, when the long continuance of its blooming

season renders it valuable. It is easily grown from

seed, is a perennial of slender, semi-climbing

habit, and if cut down in the spring when young

growth from the base has well started, it soon

makes a good plant for the ensuing season. Intro-

duced more than half a century ago, it first

flowered at the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, and was

figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 3630. It

is also found under the name of Oxypetalum

1
ca;ruleum. It is a native of South America.
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GARDENS OF TO-DAY.

MARKYATE CELL, HERTS.
HIS fine old place, in the generous

hands of its present owner, William

M. Macleod, Esq., has been so wonder-

fully improved during the last few

years that it has become one of the

most delightful of English gardens.

Mr. Macleod purchased the estate some five or

six years ago, and in that short time has trans-

T

Coniferae do not thrive very well on the chalk,

and none of any size is to be met with.

The Rose Garden.—This is one of the features

at Markyate Cell, and has been very carefully

planned. The beds are filled with some originality,

for instead of, as is usual, each containing one

variety, several varietieB of nearly the same colour

are planted in each. This, besides allowing

a much larger number of varieties to be culti-

vated, also ensures a fine display every year,

as when one variety may not find the season

entirely to its lildng, another invariably does so.

MARKYATE CELL: LOOKING ACROSS THE ROSE GARDEN TO A STEPPED VEW

formed the gardens from an uninteresting wilder-

ness into a perfect and restful floral Paradise.

All this improvement, wonderful to relate, has
been carried out without changing the old-world
charm which is one of its greatest attractions.

While Mr. Macleod is passionately fond of his

beautiful garden and noble park, it is really his

gifted lady who is responsible for the planning
of the improvements. In this praiseworthy work
she is ably served by her gardener, Mr. J. W.
Forsyth, who, besides being an able, all-round

gardener, is an excellent draughtsman. Mrs.
Macleod, while taking full charge, as it were,
of the remodelling of the gardens, leaves the
working out of details to her gardener, and this

he invariably carries out in a most satisfactory

manner.

The Park.—Tliis is of generous proportions
and beautifully wooded. Of at least loo aires
in extent, it rises gradually from the public road
to the bouse. It is seldom that I have seen finer

park trees. Walnut, Elm, Sycamore, Ash, Oak
and Chestnut, all of fine growth', are the principal

kinds, and very imposing they are. Chestnuts
are of much greater height than is commonly
met with, and when in flower are very effective.

This year all varieties seemed to have found the

season favourable, for on my visit on June 30
the whole garden was a picture of beauty. It

would be wearisome to mention the names of all

the Roses used, but specially good were Molly
Sharman Crawford, Lieutenant Chaurc, General
Macarthur, Caroline Testout, Mme. Abel Chatenay,
Chateau de Clos Vougeot, Mme. Segond Weber
and Pharisaer. A large corner bed is filled with
mixed Roses, and these, too, showed up bravely.

The wall on the north side of the Rose garden is

surmounted by a narrow border and walk, as the

ground rises abruptly here. The border is planted
thickly with the pretty pink Rose Mrs. Cutbush,
and is a very effective and appropriate finish to

the garden. The stone-paved paths, with numerous
alpines growing in the joints, make a charming
change from the orthodox gravel walks.

The Flower Garden.—This is of considerable

extent, and consists of a series of terraces, all

beautifully planned and laid out. Starting at

the top or north side, we have the original garden
wall, against which has recently . been planted
a number of Peach, Apricot and Plum trees.

Some 3 feet or 4 feet from the wall is a dwarf
hedge of that pretty pink Rose Zephyrine Drouhin.

In front of this are large beds of Dwarf Polyantha

Roses in all the finest varieties. Very fine were

Jessie and Katherine Zeimet. Dotted between

these Roses are hybrid Gladioli, which in autumn
provide a fine display wdien the Roses are

over. A broad walk runs the whole length of

the garden and in front of these Rose-beds. On
the opposite side of this walk is quite a unique

feature. It consists of three rows of dwarf Tree

Box, planted hedge fashion, and with about

12 inches between the rows. At regular intervals

and at right angles one row of the same runs out

to the walk. The " bays "

thus formed are planted

with sweet-scented flowers

only, such as Stocks,

Lavender, Mignonette,

Nepeta and Heliotrope.

The Nepeta is largely

used all over the garden,

its masses of lavender-

coloured flowers being

very restful to the eye.

On the next terrace the

sloping bank is filled with
oblong masses of all the

best Antirrhinums. When
in full flower this is

quite a brilliant border.

The Pergola.—The next

terrace is entirely filled

• with an imposing pergola

and flanking broad her-

baceous borders. These
borders are filled with

great numbers of the best

perennials and biennials,

besides bulbs, &c., and
are thus wonderfully

bright from February to

November. At the time of

my visit Delphiniums,

Gaillardias, Canterbury

Bells, Violas, Nepetas,

Erigerons, English Irises,

Campanulas, Anchus.is

and many others were in

HEDGE. full glory. For late

blooming, Phloxes,

Asters, Dahlias, and Helianthuses are in large

numbers. The pergola itself is rather out

of the common, the pillars being of brick.

Roses, Honeysuckle, Clematises and other climbers

are employed to clothe this structiu'e. The effect

is very fine, and will be even better a year or two
hence when everything has made more growth.

Small square beds filled with Lilium candidum
and carpeted with Violas surround the bases of

the pil!>rs, affording a fine setting to the whole.

The Blue Border.—This is another charming

feature of this unique garden. It is not always

an easy matter to successfully lay out a one-

colour border, but I must say the one under

review is well done. The plants used are Anchusa,

Erigeron, Delphinium, Lavender, Nepeta and

several others. A patch or two of a very fine

strain of Convolvulus minor has a telling effect

in this border.

The Glass Houses.—These are all new struc-

tures, and Messrs. Weeks and Co. of Chelsea

were just putting the finishing touches to the

work. They consist of three span-roofed ranges

and are of the latest type, with some quite recent

improvements in ventilating gear. The structures

are plain, but substantial and thoroughly well
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finished. The heating is ample' and thoroughly

under control. Altogether a well-planned glass

department.

r The Dutch Garden.—This has only recently

been completed, and is, in a measure, the finishing

touch to the many satisfactory schemes under-

taken during the last year or two. This new

garden takes the place of what was truly an eyesore

when in close proximity to such a well-planned

garden. An old sawmill and other necessary

but unattractive objects have been removed

and this beautiful formal garden substituted.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

SWEET VIOLETS.

THE fresh, sweet smell of Violets on a

warm, dry bank near the house of

the writer in Buckinghamshire served

as a reminder of the exquisite varieties

that are the pride of many an English

garden—the large deep blue Princess

of Wales, the white Comte de Brazza, each flower

a perfect rosette of petals, and the pale lilac Marie

Louise. A frameful of the Violet Princess of

Wales is something to feel proud of, and the long

stems make it most acceptable for cutting. It

is only in the pure air of the country that the

Violet can be grown with any success. Fog,

smoke, and the impurities of the town air are an

abomination to it, and it is for this reason that

attempts to cultivate the plant near large towns

have been given up as certain failures. I know

of one great garden near London in which no

expense has been spared to coax the sweet flower

to behave itself, but without success, the winter

fogs, dampness and absence of sunlight quickly

turning the leaves yellow, which is the first symp-

tom of general decay. The soil should be well

prepared, and, if naturally light, should be made
heavier by incorporating with it, some time before

planting actually takes place, well-decayed manure

and leaf-mould. If, however, it is heavy, the

manure will not be necessary. A start may be

made at the end of March, when the plants may
be put out about 2 feet apart in the rows, with a

space of 15 inches between the tufts, except in

the case of the variety Princess of Wales. This

develops in one season into a tuft 18 inches across,

and therefore about 3 feet will be the correct

space. Always purchase the strongest plants
;

they may be more expensive, but the return they

will give in flowers will repay for the additional

outlay. In February the ground should, be

prepared in readiness for the plants to go out at

the time I have mentioned. Dicing the summer
months water freely when the weather is hot and

dry, and hoe occasionally between the tufts, for

the twofold purpose of keeping down weeds and

preventing the soil from becoming, as the gardener

says, " caked "—that is, too solid to allow access

of rain and air to the roots. Another way of

sheltering the plants during a very hot summer is

to spread leaf-mould or short manure between

them. This not only acts as a protection, but is

stimulating to the growth.

Perhaps one enjoys the Violet more in the winter

than at any other season of the year. Its fra-

grance brings thoughts of warmer days to come,

and a few flowers of the Princess of Wales variety

will scent a large room. Where Violets are de-

sired in winter, the plants should be removed to

cold frames or slightly heated glass pits at the end

of September ; but nothing must be attempted

in the way of forcing. The Violet loves the cool

fresh air of the wavside bank, and resents an

MARKYATE CELL : CHIEF STAIRWAY LOOKING EASTWARDS.
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overdose of artificial warmth by promptK dying.

In large gardens Cucumbers and Melons are grown
during the summer in pits, and these latter may
be made use of for the Violets, adding, if any is

required, poor soil to prevent an undue luxuriance

of foliage, to the detriment of the flowers. Wlien

digging up tlic Violets from the bed for planting

in the frames, a large ball of soil should surround

the roots, to minimise as much as possible any
check to the progress of the growth. Plant them
close together, and remove the liglits whenever

the weather is warm or showery. Tlie only

protection needed is from frost or heavy rains.

I have picked Violet flowers in winter from the

permanent bed by protecting it with a frame-

work of wood, 15 inches from the ground. Over

THE PYRACANTHAS.

THREE PVRACANTHAS.
From left lo righl : P. imgustijnlia, P. cocciiica I.alandci and P. creiudata

this mats were put, and unless the weather is ex-

ceptionally severe, the plants have not refused to

flower freely. As to varieties. Princess of Wales is

unquestionably the finest of all. Each flower

is larger than a shilling and the stems are very

long, thus enabling it to be used for table decora-

tions and in other ways. Wellsiana is smaller in

growth and bloom, but the colouring is very

pretty, a blue with a trace of bronzy red. If

only one single Violet can be grown, choose Prin-

cess of Wales ; and of the double varieties, Marie

Louise, though some prefer Lady Hume Campbell,

which blooms several weeks later. Then there

are the double white Comte de Brazza, the Nea-

politan and Mrs. Astor, all having the attributes

of fra'-'rance and pretty C()Iouring.

THE Pyracanthas are bright evergreen

shrubs allied to the Cratasgus and
Cotoneaster families, in which genera

they have been included by some
botanists. For garden purposes they

are distinguished from the Cratcegus

in being exergreen, and from the Cotoneasters in

having thorns on the branches. The Pyracanthas

thrive in well-drained garden soils of a light and
warm rather than a sticky character. Seeds

form a ready method of propagation, and cuttings,

made of shoots of the previous summer's growth,

root in a cold frame in autumn. Four species and
several varieties are

in cultivation. They
do not transplant

readily, and plants

should be grown
for a year or two in

pots, or placed in the

permanent positions

when small.

Pyracantha
angustifolia. — This

is essentially an ever-

green shrub for a

south or west weill,

except in the South

and West, being the

least hardy. In such

a position it is, how-

ever, a most beauti-

ful shrub, both when
freely clothed with

corymbs of small

white flowers in

summer, and
throughout the

winter when laden,

with orange yellow

fruits. It is very

noticeable that the

birds leave the fruits

of this species hang-

ing when practically

all other berry-hear-

ing trees and shrubs

are cleared. The
species is a native

of Western China,

and was first intro-

duced in 1899 by
Lieutenant Jones.
In the Botanical

Magazine, t. 8345,

it is figured as Coto-

neaster angustifolia.

P. COCCinea.—This is the common Pyracantha,

a native of South Europe and Asia Minor. It is

a very old garden shrub, having been first intro-

duced about 1629. In the open P. coccinea forms
a large evergreen bush of considerable height,

but it is as an evergreen climber that the plant

will be familiar to most readers. In early June
the long sprays are clothed with corymbs of white

flowers, followed in autumn by rich red fruits.

The shrub which is such a conspicuous feature

on many suburban villas at the present time is

the variety Lalandei. From coccinea it is readily

distinguished by the orange red fruits, and is

said to fruit more freely. Certainly it wovild be

diffictilt to crowd more fruits on some of the

branches at the present time. The gorgeous colour

of the fruits has evidently caused it to be known
by the popular name of the Fire Thorn. Blackbirds

and thrushes in some districts clear the bushes
so speedily when ripe that in some gardens it is

thought worth while to place nets or cotton over

them. Lalandei is a seedling variety raised about

1874 by M. Lalande of .Angers.

When pruning of Pyracanthas is necessary,

it should be done in -early spring. They stand

pruning well, but when cut hard it naturally

interferes somewhat with the flowering and
fruiting during the coming season.

P. crenulata.—This species was originally

introduced from the Temperate Himalayas, and
is known as the Nepalese Whitethorn. It is

on the borderland of hardiness and, except in the

South and West, should have the protection of a

south or west wall. The plants are not so

vigorous in growth as the other Pyracanthas,

and are thorny bushes with white flowers and
orange vellow fruits.

HART'S TONGUE FERNS
(SCOLOPENDRIUMS).

By E. H. Jenkins.

I

SUPPOSE there are few indeed who would
take exception to the remark that, among
hardy Ferns, the Hart's-tongue, as the

Scolopendrium is commonly called, occupies

a place entirely 'unique. Happy in the

cool, moist loam of many a ditch bottom
and ornamenting the sides tliereof in its own
inimitable way, this accommodating Britisher

would appear almost as content when the crown

of the once tiny sporeling, having reached a more
mature stage, is seen oozing out, as it were, from

the veriest crevice of almost vertical sandstone

rock, colonising there in its dozens or hundreds.

True, not every gardener has a ditch bottom,

or even vertical sandstone rock at liis disposal,

and, in truth, they are not essential. They serve

to show, liowever, the part played by certain

conditions, e.g., moisture and uniform coolness,

the things that really matter in the cultivation

of this fine race of Ferns, and which, m'^reover,

are not unpossible of imitation.

During recent years, on some of the more
elaborately arranged rock garden exhibits

these Hart's-tongues have been seen to advantage

in the cool recesses of rocky caves, where, sprayed

with the drip from above, they have looked their

best. Or the hardy fernery, so to speak, has

been enacted under trees, the twain suggestive

of some of the diverse uses to which these plants

may be put. Those who have neither a rock

garden nor a hardy fernery in which to grow tliem

may still cultivate the best in pots or pans with

quite a full measure of success, as the recent

exhibits of Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton,
and Mr. .\mos Perry, Enfield, have demonstrated.

Indeed, Fern-lovers owe the specialists named
no little debt of gratitude in bringing these plants

to the front, and few exhibits attract greater

attention. A great charm about the Hart's-

tongue not yet mentioned is the cool, refreshing

greenery of its fronds, than wliich nothing is more

welcome on a sultry summer's day. It is, however,

good at all seasons, though best of all perhaps

as the mature stage of the season's growth is

reached, and doubly welcome because retained

long after the more truly deciduous kinds have

completed their year's work.
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Doubtless among tlic niuuerous readers of

The Garden' there are not a few who know some-

thing of the undying interest of tile hardy fernery

under glass, and to such the value of the Hart's-

tongue Ferns will be well known. To those who
have not grown them thus it may be an encourage-

ment to' know that without firc-licat and at a

minimum of cost and labour they may be growni

to perfection in a house with preferably a north or

north-westerly aspect, where few flowering plants

would succeed owing to lack of sunlight.

Quite one of the most interesthig facts in con-

nection with the Hart's-tonguc Fern is centred

round the wealth of variety which has arisen from a

single species, and I have read somewhere that some

400 or more varieties have been described. Modern

lists for the most part are, however, content with

giving a few dozen sorts, of which the crispimi forms

are, to my mind, the most handsome. One of these,

Scolopendriunt
vulgare crispum

speciosum (see

illustration) was
exhibited before

the Royal Horti-

cultural Society

on October 26

by Mr. W. B.

Craniield, Enfield

Chase, when it

was awarded, as

it justly merited,

a first-class cer-

tificate. This
magnificent cx-

amplc, some
3 feet across,

with fronds pro-

bably 2 J feet

long, was a great

attraction, a s

much by its im-

posing character

as a whole as

the ample Eliza-

be t han-likc
ruffles which
constitutes the

margins of the

fronds.

A good com-

panion to this is

S. V. c. gi"ande,

recently well
shown by
Messrs. H. B.

May and Sons, and both are great advances

—

the topmost rung of Perfection's ladder, as it

were—on the better-known crisptmi. Latifolitmi

Robinson's variety and robustum are other bold

and handsome forms of the crispum set. Next

to these in point of popularity 1 should place the

crested forms, those of the cristatum and ramo-

cristatum sections more particularly, whose

fronds are terminated by a heavy tassel or crest.

Coolingii, Kelwayii, grandiceps, ramo-cristatum

and corynibiferuiu are some of tlie best marked
of these, and as such indispensable to any collec-

tion. There are, of course, many others, together

with divisions and subdivisions of the group,

of which the exigencies of space preclude a mention

even by name. Happily, however, the plants

retain their characteristics practically throughout

the year, and those interested may therefore

make a selection at any convenient season.

MY LITTLE GARDEN
KENSINGTON.

IN

HAVE any of my London readers dis-

covered the autumn Crocus yet ? It

has burst upon mc this year as a

revelation. I was induced by some

particularly persuasive catalogue

to include a hundred in my order

for bulbs, and was just in time to plant them,

on my return from a summer visit spent

in the country, the third week in Sep-

tember—though all the catalogues recommend

.\ugust planting. And now, as I write, a hundred 1 Who that has a

lovely blue faces smile up at me in the autumn

sunshine, having struggled each morning through

the fog without losing a particle of their beauty.

A NEW HART S-TONGUli FERN' SCOLOPENDRIUM VULGARE CRISPUM SPECIOSUM

They are lasting well, and some of the bulbs are

putting up a second and third flower. .1 bought

Crocus speciosus, since I have not yet outgrown

my passion for blue in the garden ; but I am now
willing to believe other kinds are equally beautiful,

and next year there will certainly be as many as

my small garden will accommodate. Many of the

catalogues have a separate list of autumn-flowering

bulbs, a useful idea that saves much searching in

garden books in a generally vain attempt to collect

details of time of flowering, colour, and time to

plant—all details that worry the ignorant, among

whom I myself loom large and dense. 1 see,

then, in my pet catalogue that Crocus cilicicus is

pale blue with yellow tube (the tubes are particularly

bright in the autumn Crocus) and veined pmrple,

blooms September ; Crocus hyemalis, silvery

white, striped rich blue black (does it not sound

delicious ?), blooms winter ; C. Imperati, violet

blue, shaded buff, stigmata brilliant orange ; and

so on to the extent of about twenty different kinds.

They are reasonably cheap, too, my own blue

hundred having cost me but 3s., though they vary

in price from that to as much as i8s. a dozen.

Colchicums I have also grown this year in an

odd corner near my drawing-room window, and

though each bulb did not flower, those that did

threw up about six or eight flowers in. a clump,

which made quite enough show to justify the

experiment. These should, like the autumn
Crocuses, be put in in August.

Since I am prating of bulbs, I am in danger of

becoming boring on the subject of English Iris,

which can still be planted, though earlier is best,

arden does not know the exaspera-

tion of a clump of prosperous-looking, vigorous

German Iris (other than the common purple one),

that \-ct will only give you a flower when its caprice

permits, which

might be only

once in some
years ! It is like

having a man
next you at

dinner w h m
you know to be

full of humour
and other de-

lightful charac-

teristics, who yet

sits dumb beside

you, you not

having had the

good fortune to

strike a note

that will let loose

his riches. It

seems almost too

good to be true,

then, that you

can have hun-

dreds of glowing

Irises growing

close together

with wonderful

effect in Juh',

when they give

the one necessary

touch to a sum-

mer border, and

for a ridiculously

small sum—my
own costing
2s.6d. a hundred,

each bulb giving

always two and sometimes three blooms each. Plant

these fairly deep in about 3 inches of coarse sand

and cover them well up with sand ; mulch with a

top-dressing of manure to keep them warm in

winter, and I can promise that you will be thankful

for having taken this trouble—so delicious will be

the sheet of all that is most beautiful in blues and

mauves and splashes of yellow. The Spanish Irises

do less well, every bulb not invariably flowering,

but they ha\e the advantage of flowering some ten

days earlier than the English Iris. I myself plant

them all in the same beds, which then flower

continuously from early June to well on into August,

giving a maximum of pleasure for a minimum of

labour, always an advantage in London, where

labour such as this, involving a certain amount

of knowledge, must usually be done by one's

self. Helex F. R. Sn.iRPE.

23, Pembroke Road, Kensington.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Late Muscat Grapes.—A well-uppoiiited Grape-
Dioiii is an invaluable asset in private establish-

ments. Those favoured with s\ieh a eonveniem e

can cut their Grapes any time between this dale

and tht' end of the year, and provided they are

perfectly ripe they will keep just as well in

the Grape-room as if left on the Vines. The
Vines can then receive attention in regard

to watering. Any renovation or extension to

borders can also' be attended to. Unless the

houses are needed for sheltering plants, they should

be thrown wide open, so that the Vines may have

a period of absolute rest.

Midseason Vines.—The pruning and cleaning

of Vines which are at resting must be persevered

with. Young Vines may be pruned to two
buds, but in dealing with very old Vines it

is prudent to leave three or four buds, or even

more. After pruning young Vines, the newly
made cut should be painted with styptic as a

precaution against bleeding when they are

started in the spring. Vines which are infested

with mealy bug must be given a thorough cleansing

All loose bark should be carefully removed and the

rods thoroughlv scrubbed, using a strong mixture

of soft soap aiid sulphur. The vineries may also

be fumigated with sulphur. Proceed with the work
of extending and renovating borders.

Plants Under Glass.

Richardias.—A few of the strongest plants may
be selected and placed in a warm house if they

are required to flower early, .^s a rule. Richardias

are not required until the Chrysanthemum season

is over. The main batch must be kept in a cool

house near to the glass. Fumigate them
occasionally to keep them free from aphis.

Chrysanthemums.—When these have finished

lluwcring, cut them down and place the stools

near to the glass in a light house. The object

now is to procure clean, sturdy cuttings. Carefully

go over the stock with a view to discarding

useless varieties. Prepare the soil and place it

in a heap till the time arrives for inserting the

cuttings.

The Flower Garden.

Plants in Cold Frames.—Plants which are

to winter in cold frames must be occasionally

overhauled. Remove dead and mildewed foliage,

and stir the soil between the plants with a pointed

stick. Whenever the weather will allow, the

frames must be liberally ventilated, or many
plants may be lost if this matter is neglected.

The plants, too, will suffer during severe frost

if they are not thoroughly hardened.

Protecting Tender Plants.—Plants which are

known to suffer during times of hard frost must
now be protected. A quantity of Bracken and
Heather should be put in a dry place in readi-

ness for this purpose. Some substitute for Arch-

angel mats must be found this season. Branches
of evergreen, especially those of the V'ew, may be
made use of to protect many of the less hardy
subjects. Ashes or Cocoanut fibre placed round
the base of some of the less hardy herbaceous

plants forms an adequate protection.

Christmas Roses.—These are always in favour

at Christmas-time, and an effort should be made
to have a good quantity of blooms by that date.

Place frames over them now, and during times of

severe frost put some protecting material over
the glass. Keep a sharp look-out for slugs, or

many of the flower-buds v.-ill be spoilt.

Roads and Paths.—To keep these in good order,

a portion of the work of remaking or mending
must be attended to every season. Any defects

in the drainage must also be made good now. Grass
verges must be cut and levelled where this is

necessary.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—In some districts

Peaches and Nectarines flourish out of doors,

while in others they are quite the reverse. Here,
on a chalk subsoil, they have never been a success

outdoors. Where they are known to succeed they
should be grown largely, as any surplus fruits]

may be liottled, and these will be foujid of great

value during the winter months. The present
is the most suitable time for planting trees. Have
the stations thoroughly prepared before the trees

come from the nursery, and lose no time in

planting them when they arrive. Examine the
roots carefully and cut back those which have
been d.imaged, also those which are too strong.

Plant firmly and keep the roots near the surface.

Place a mulch of short manure over the rooting
area when the planting is finished.

The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—When the foliage has died down, a

few roots may be placed in the forcing-house.

Plant the < rowns fairly close together and
thoroughly water them in. Tlie>' are not par-
ticular in regard to soil. Old potting soil or that
which has been taken from a Melon-house will

be suitable. It is necessary to have a little warmth
under the roots, which may be provided by a

hotbed or hot-water pipes. The crowns must be
kept quite dark.

Rhubarb.—.A few roots may be placed in

heat. Rhubarb may be readily forced in a .Mush-
room-house or beneath a stage in a house which
can be kept warm and moist. If two or three
roots are placed in heat every fortnight or three
weeks, a good supply will be assured.

Tomatoes.—The winter fruiting plants will

now be ripening their fruits, and in order to keep
up the supply as long as possible, every attention
must be given to cultural details. A dry atmo-
sphere with a constant circulation of air, more or

less according to outside conditions, is essential.

Some of the foliage may be rentfived if it tends
to obscure light. If there is room for a little fresh

soil on the surface of the pots, this should be given
to encourage fresh roots. A temperature of 55'

to 60° should be maintained.
E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockiiige Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Pseonies.—Where borders or beds are to be
planted with Paronies, the ground should be treated
to a very liberal dressing of farmyard manure.
As these plants do not like being disturbed fre-

quently, it should be deeply trenched and given
a quantity of bone-meal. Should frost delay
the planting at this time, try to get them put
in at the first opportunity, as they commence
emitting roots very early in spring.

Cannas which may have been lifted to make
room for spring bedding and heeled in outside
to mature their growth must now be brought
indoors for protection from frost. They ma\
be partly cut over and placed underneath a cool

greenhouse stage, or in some shed which is not
too dry or warm, which would excite the plants
into premature growth.

Bamboos.—These handsome plants are not
hardy in many districts, so that where they are
planted out in unfavourable sites temporary
protection is necessary during winter and early
spring. Wind is usually more harmful to these
plants than frost. Where the soil is very wet,
which condition suits the Bamboo during summer,
the plants are sometimes cut down by 20° of

frost. Again, in more sheltered positions-—for
instance, growing among coniferous trees—they
remain unharmed with 25° of frost. Rather
than try to cover the actual plants, a screen of ever-
green branches should be erected to surround them.

Plants Under Glass.

Azalea indica.—This can now be forced in
quantity if required for early work. If placed
in a stove where it will receive plenty of moisture
from the atmosphere, it comes quickly into bloom.
For general purposes the Indian Pearl variety is

best. Where a number of plants are grown,
those which have become too large or developed
too much bare stem should be chosen for this
work, leaving the more shapely and better plants
to flower in their natural season.

Hyacinths.—The Roman Hyacinths can now
be brought quickly into flower when placed in

heat. The Dutch varieties, however, cannot be
flowered so early, unless they are the specially

prepared bulbs which have been obtainable for

the last tw-o seasons. Where these were potted
in August, a portion of them may now be placed
in heat ; but as they can only be had in bloom at

theirearliest by Christmas, forcing should be gentle.

Tulips.—These are able to withstand more
heat than nrost bulbs when being forced. The
greatest difficulty with very early flowers is to

get a sufficiently long stem or growth. Such
fine varieties as Proserpine and Mon Tresor
give beautiful, large blooms but miserably
short stems. This trouble can be largely over-
come if, when the bulbs are put in heat, a good
thick layer of moss is placed over them to induce
the stems to lengthen. .As growth proceeds
more can be added, so long as the foliage and
flower-buds are not allowed to bleach.

The Kitchen Garden.

Rhubarb.—in view of possible frost coming,
a number of crowns should be dug up and left

lying on the surface fully exposed. Roots which
have not been subjected to frost do not respond
readily to any amount of bottom-heat.

Potatoes.—Seed Potatoes should be examined
occasionally to see there are no diseased or decay-
ing tubers allowed to remain which might con-
taminate others. The tubers which are to be
grown for very early supplies in frames or pots
should be picked out and arranged in shallow trays,

thus allowing them to develop strong sprouts.

These tubers can now be placed where they
will get slightly more light, but not where the
atmosphere is at all warm.

Broccoli.—Where there is danger of injury
by frost to any Broccoli which are developing
heads, the plants can be lifted with a fair amount
of soil attai hed to the roots and placed in deep
frames. This is more necessary in wet districts

and where the soil is of a clayey nature.

Broad Beans.—.A sowing can now be made
for the earh" crop next year. A border with some
protection is best, but the plants are able to stand
a reasonable amount of exposure. Where the
grower has plenty of available room indoors for

raising young plants during early spring, this

sowing will not be required at this date, as young,
vigorous plants resulting from an early indoor
sowing, if planted out in good time, will generally

bear as soon as. if not before, those sown outdoors
at this season.

Digging and Trenching.—For such a crop
as Onions it is of great advantage to prepare the
ground beforehand in the early winter, leaving
the soil as rough as possible, thus exposing a greater
surface to the beneficial influence of frost, rain

and snow. \ record should be kept of each part
of the garden as it is trenched, so that no
section is omitted in its turn, which should be every
third year at the least.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees.-—^Pruning can be commenced on
the trees as soon as the leaves have fallen. The
trees can then either be nailed up or, if a trellis

exists, the previous ties should be looked over
to see that all are in sound condition. Such trees

as .Morello Cherries, which call for more expert
training, should be attended to before severe
weather arrives, as then it is not an easy matter
for the person tying to train the trees as they
should be trained.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries in Pots.—To have ripe fruit

early in March, a start must be made by placing

the plants indoors by the end of the present month.
If tlie crowns are thoroughly ripened and have
been exposed to a few degrees of frost, growth
will be stronger and early. Where a house or

pit cannot be devoted to them, they may be placed
on a shelf in an early vinery or Peach-house.
Any weeds which may be growing should he re-

moved when the pots are being washed before bring-

ing them indoors. Much water will not be required
until January, after growth has fairly started.

At the same time, the plants should be looked
over frequently, as allowing them to get too dry
would be just as injurious.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Tardine,

Bart.)
Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.
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LATE-FLOWERING
ALPINES.

Bv Miss Ellen Willmott, V.M.H.

THE
interesting lists of alpines now

blossoming in various rock gardens

inspired me to look round mine to

see if it could also have any pre-

tension to gayness in early November.

I noticed the following plants with

not only a solitary one or two flowers, but

several, and in some instances many : Viola

rothomagensis, V. florairensis and others, Saxifraga

Fortunei, Omphalodes Luriliffi and O. nitida,

Geum Borisii, G. chiloense, Sedum Sieboldii,

S. tematum, S. turkestanicum, Liatris spicata,

Zauschneria californica, Erigeron mucronatus,

Saponaria ocymoides, Campanula garganica, C.

portenschlagiana, C. Stansfieldi, Erodium Manes-

cavi, E. olympicum, E. willkomianum. Lychnis

Lagasc£B, Phlox G. F. Wilson, Satureia pygma^a,

S. montana, Convolvulus sabatius, C. cantabricus,

C. lunoides. Verbena venosa, V. chamasdrifolia,

Dianthus croaticus, D. gallicus, D. inodorum,

D. aridus, D. glutinosus, D. puberulus, D. sylves-

tris, D. microlepis and D. m. alba. Geranium

grandiflorum, G. webbianum, G. wallichianum,

Oxalis lobata, O. valdiviensis, Achillea Ageratum,

A. Kellereri, A. Fraasi, A. tomentosa, Litho-

spermum graminifolium, Edraianthus divaricus,

Cyclamens, Linaria alpina and L. a. rosea, Poten-

tilla Miss Willmott, Helianthemums in many
varieties, Anthyllis Vulneraria rubra, Arctotis

aureola. Plumbago Larpentae, Ceratostigma will-

mottiana, Rosa pumila, Scabiosa graminifo'ium,

Alyssum tortuosum, Cytisus schipkaensis, C.

arleyanus, Centaurea speciosa, Alyssum ros-

tratum, Scutellaria indica japonica, Lactuca

perennis, Modiola geranioides. Tunica Saxifraga,

Ranunculus creticus, Carlina acaulis, Iberis saxa-

tilis. Primula capitata, P. lichiangensis, Sideritis

hyssopifolia, Senecio Cineraria, Origanum hy-

bridum, Silene swertiaefolia, Heliotropium anchusa;-

folium, Polygonum spha?rostachyum, P. capitatum,

Vcrbacena Purpusi, Nepeta prostrata, Urvillea

acaulis, Pratia arenaria, P. angulata, and several

others.

One of the greatest charms of a rock

garden lies in the succession of flowers always

following each other and never entirely ceasing,

however unfavourable the weather may be. The

variety of aspect and position affords such pro-

tection and encouragement that plants cannot

but respond. It is for this reason that even a

small amount of elevation and broken surface

possesses so many advantages over the flat bed.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavoiu^s

to viake The Gakhkn hrlnful to all readers ivho desire

assistance, no witter trhiif the branch of (jardeninrf may b^,

and with that object makes a spe-cial feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All cotnmunications should be

cJearlif and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of The Garden. 20, Tavistoci:

Street. Comnt Harden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper, ^yhen more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

pac.ked in damp qrass or moss, not cotton-wool, and fiowcrimj
shoots, where possible, shoidd be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Prni-ISHER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SIX VARIETIES OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS (B. F. J.).

—The followinp; varieties flower outdoors from the early part
of October to the middle of November, and all are splendid
for lifting and potting when the buds are formed

:

Caprice du Printomps, rosy pink, tipped white ; Kathleen
Thompson, chestnut crimson, tipped gold ; Pi,ed Cap,
terra-cotta red ; A\liite Cap, pure white ; Surprise, rosy
cream ; and Dr. G. Barre, reddish purple. Firms adver-
tising Chrysanthemums in The G.vrden would supply
you with good cuttings or plants.

LIFTING GLADIOLUS CHILDSII (E. M. H.).—Your
plants appear to be exceptionally late in flowering, the
resxdt, probably, of a proportionately late planting.

So long as severe frosts are not experienced, however,
and provided also that the bulbs (corras) are less than
4 inches deep, little harm will ensue at the moment,
and they may be left a week or two longer with impunity.
What is most likely to happen is that small, inferior-

sized corms will result as the outcome of the late growth
and flowering, which in turn will militate against a good
display next year. You do not say when the bulbs were
planted ; but, assuming they were planted in Jfarch

—

their proper season—^they should have been in flower
by the end of August, when all would have been well.

We can only advise you to leave them in the ground
as long as possible and protect against severe frost.

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wisli expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and note^,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, hower:er, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photograplis, if payment he desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated^

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions whicli he ynay not be able to use, and

the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

he recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Vovent Garden, ^V-C.

in winter, the tree in summer becomes overcrowded and
the branches of the present year's growth which produce
the fruit of next year fail to ripen and bear good crops
the year following in conscqacnce.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
FOHCiNG SEAKALE (P. J. .S.).~Make your ferment

inc bed a foot larger all round than your frame. This
will enable you later on to add linings of fermenting
materials round your frame to keep up its warmth.
Retarded roots are not to be bad. Good roots of this

year's growth arc available, and they i^hould now be
introduced into moderate heat. But, of course, the pro-
duce will be small and weak compared to that grown
liter under the same conditions. Your best way will be
to plant the roots close together in large pots or boxes,
and plunge in the frames as soon as the bottom-heat
has gone down to 70° Fahr. Keep up a good warmth in
the day with sun-heat, and at night by covering the frame
with mats.

THE GREENHOUSE.
AURICULAS AND PRIMULA MALACOIDES

ATTACKED {North Cotswold).—The appearance of
the leaves sent suggests the attack of thrips, but your
description suggests white fly. We do not, however,
see any of the scale-like larvae of that insect. Your
best plan would be to fumigate with one of the recognised
fumigants, and to dip the plants in a sulphur and soft

soap dip made by taking a handful of soft soap and kneading
thoroughly into it some flowers of sulphur, afterwards
dissolving tlie mixture in 1^ gallons of hot water.

MARGUERITE MRS. F. SANDER (i.).—Plants of
this Marguerite which have been bedded out this year are
not likely to jdve satisfaction if kept over for another
season. In order to obtain a stock of good bedding plants
fornoxt year, cuttings shoiUd have been taken towards the
latter part of August or the first lialf of September, at
which time they will readily root if put in a cold frame
and shaded from bright sunshine. Plants so obtained
do not take up much room during the winter months,
which is often a great consideration, and if the points arc
pinched out when large enough, by the bedding period
they form neat little specimens that wiU grow away freely

when planted out. Plants of this Chrysanthemum that
have been flowering outside during the summer are some-
times lifted and potted for winter flowering, but they arc
seldom worth the trouble taken. In any attempt to deal
with the plants so as to give them a cliance for another
season's bedding, the better way will be to lift them,
shorten the roots and tops, and put them in comparatively
small pots, giving them a good place in the greenhousi-.
The roots are, as a nUe. straggling and not well furnished
with fibres, so that they would suffer too much from the
check of removal to support the whole of their tops.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEAR LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (Sunfiou-er),—

The Pear trees arc attacked by the Pear leaf-blister mite
(Eriophyes pyri). Spray them in winter with the Oregon
wash, made with caustic soda, lime, sulphur and salt,

according to the formula we have several times given in
these columns.

SEEDLING APPLES (G. rottngr).—There is always a
special interest attached to those plants grown by
one's self from seed, and therefore we suggest; that
you graft a few and let the others (as many as you
choose) grow on their own roots. They ^\ill fruit right
enough some time, but not nearly so soon as those
grafted.

FIG TREE TO PRUNE (G. ^.).—The ,vay to prune a
Fig tree is very simple. All you have to do is to cut out
the thinnest and poorest of the shoots where they appear
to be overcrowded. The foliage of the Fig is so large that
if tlic branches are not \^ell thinned out "at pruning-time

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE SEMI-DOUBLE FLOWERED PINK PEACH (X. S.).—This is only of tise as an ornamental tree. It flowers

so early that its blossoms arc generally destroyed by
frost, so that it seldom bears fruit. We have partaken
of the fruit with no serious consequences, but generally
it is not thought of much account.

THE CAPER SPURGE AND THE TRUE CAPER
(0. G.).—The fruits of Euphorbia Lathyrus. the Caper
Spurge, possess mild poisonous properties, and certainly
cannot be used for Caper sauce. Some use was formerly
made of a drug, Euphorbium, obtained from several
species of Euphorbia, as an emetic and purgative, but,
being violent in action, is very rarely used in medicine
at the present day. The true Caper is Capparis spinosa,
a shrub cultivated in Sicily and France.

MALFORMED HONESTY, AND OTHER QUESTIONS
(/. S.).—The Ouion was too far gone to enable us to
say what the fimgus was, and no fruit was visible on the
leaves of the Canterbury Bell. The fungus on the Goat's
Rue was Cladosporium herbarum, a very common fungus.
You wiU notice the hyph^e were somewhat coloured,
not clear as in Ilamularia. The divided septa of the
Honesty are very interesting, and we must congratulate
you upon your eye for things somewhat out of the ordinary,
for tliey coidd not have been very conspicuous.

LAYING OUT A GARDEN (W. Willmott).- There is

much that you might introduce into the garden to make
it attractive, but we fear with the space at disposal there
is not much room for plants for profit, and you give us no
idea as to whether you possess any practical knowledge of
horticulture. With a 7 feet or'S feet high brick wall
on the south side, cordon or other fruit trees might be
profitably grown, with, in addition, a row of dessert
Apples in the border 8 feet or so away. We are assuming
tiie land is suitable for fruit-growing, as you suggest a
row of fruit trees, though you say nothing about the
nature of the soil or its depth. Planted 10 feet asunder;
the border would accommodate fifteen trees, say, two each
of Plums Victoria, Monarch and Langley Bidlace ; two
each of Apples Lane's Prince Albert, Allington Pippin
and Wellington, and three of Cox's Orange Pippin. The
north-west border might be planted with a collection of
herbaceous plants for cutting, with Roses, Carnations,
Pinks and Spanish Irises. The row of Poplars planted at
this side will be a drawback to the border if not kept in
check. The kitchen garden space would be best planted
with Gooseberries and Black and Red Currants at the
margin, and otherwise cropped in season with Carrots,
Turnips, Beet, French Beans, and Peas for succession.

CEANOTHUS AND LITHOSPERMUM (C. A. P. 0.).-~
The former may be increased by layers or by cuttings
of the young shoots inserted in slight heat from June to
August. It is excellent as a wall plant, and shows to
good advantage in a group on the lawn. The shrubbery
is not the best place for it, unless it be one devoted to
choice plants. The Lithospermum may be propagated
by means of inch-long unflowered pieces detached with
a heel from the parent stem and inserted in July or Au^cust,
or by means of ordinary—that is, joint-made —cuttings
of quite young w^ood. The old flowering pieces are value-
less. In the former month a cold frame or hand-light
would suffice, though they root quite well in a greenhouse
temperature of 45° or 50" if covered by a' bell-glass.

Sandy or peaty soil is best. There are two forms of this
plant—the type, which has dark-eoloured flowers, and that
known as Heavenly Blue, which, while more free in
flowering, is also of a lighter blue colour and generally the
better plant. If you could send us a sample of the water
weed in a tin box, we should be better able to advise
you concerning its destruction. Sulphate of copper
would be injurious to other water plants, and fatal to
flsh, did such exist.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—/?. H. £.—Cornish Gilliflower.

L. C. F.~CA\vi\h-- Blanche.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J.. L. N.—l, Muehlenbeckia
varians ; 2, Euea'yptus globulus ; 3, Pyracantha coccinca;
4, Leycesteria formosa; 5, Escallouia rubra; 6, Tropa>o«
lum tuberosum; 7, Ailantus glandulosus (Tree of
Heaven. C. A. P. 0.—1, Berberis acuminata- (Cliina),

3 f(;ut high at present, but likely to grow taller. It is a
new plant, and the '^ize to which it develops in this
country is not known ; 2, Berberis Hookcri (Himalaya),
3 feet to 4 feet. J. M. N.—Erica stricta, a native ot
South-Western Europe. We aie interested to know that
a large budi of this si'rcies has been in the same place for
ovc twenty years. //. C. M., Jerst'y.—Datura Stra^
monium, or the Thorn Apple.
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SOCIETIES.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

For the first time in the history of this society

the annual exhibition was held at the UoyaJ Horticultural
Society's Hall, Vincent Square, "SVestminster, S.W , on
Thursday and Friday, November 11 and 12. The
bnildinK was well filled with a b«?autiful array of
Chrysanthemums, in which all types were charmingly
represented. The Japanese and singles were especially

good, and we doubt whether they have ever been exhibited
in better form and condition. The displays of the trade
specialists were remarkably good, and were most artisti-

cally disposed. To Sir. R. A. Witty, the secretar>',

much credit is due for the excellence of the arrangements.
The show closed at six o'clock each day. owing to the
new Ughting arrangements prevailing in the MetropoHs.

Trade Displays.
The trade made an excellent framework to the show

with their very handsome groups, each exhibitor being
allowed a space of equal dimensions.

Messi-'. Oay and Sons presented a gold medal for the
best miscellaneous exhibit of Chrj'santhemums, the
contest was most keenly fought, and the judges
awarded this premier medal to Mr. Philip Ladds, Swanley
Junction, Kent His group was superbly disposed, and
included Japanese blooms of splendid quality, singles

as fine as we have ever seen them, and beautiful decora-
tive sorts. Arranged and edged with foliage plants
the effect was very striking. A large gold medal was
also awarded to this group.

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham, Surrey, also

showed extremely well, winning a large gold medal for

their bold, attractive group. Huge Japanese Chrysanthe-
mums were shown, such as Queen filary, ilxs. R. Luxford,
WiUiam Rigby, Mrs. R. C. PuUing, Mrs. E. C. Tickle,

Edith Cavell and Daily Mail. Single and decorative
sorts were also exhibited in this fine group.

Mr. Norman Davis. Framfield, Sussex, won a gold

medal for an artistically arranged group of Japanese,
singles, incurved and other types of the flower. Hand-
some foliage plants wern beautifully interr^persed, and
the effect was very fine indeed.
To H. J. Jones' Nurseries, Limited, Lewisham, S.E.,

a small gold medal was awarded for a group that seemed
to lose some of its effect by the use of a background of

white paper. I^rge Japanese, incurved, single, Poropnn
and decorative sorts were disposed in pleasing fashion.

There were many dainty things in thiw exhibit, and
everything was very fresh. This was a splendid repre-
sentative display.
A silver-gilt medal was awarded to Messrs. W. J. Godfrey

and Son, Exmouth, Devon, for a table group of singles

of a very varied and interesting character,

A small but effective table group of singles was shown
by Mr. A. Robertson, 18, Abbey Road, St. John's Wood.
N.W. The flowers were set up in Bamboo stands and
vases most effectively, and the display was awarded a
silver medal.
The Misses Price and Fyfe. Birchgrove, East Grinstead,

had a specially bright and attractive table group of single

Chrysanthemums. Sliss Doris Hilder, L. Lawrence,
Miss Goodburn and Max were especially noteworthy.
Silver medal.

Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, had a repre-

sentative group of single Chrysanthemums, Roses, Dahlias
and fruit, for which a large silver medal was awarded.
The Apples were especially handsome and of good quality.

CTT Bi.ooMS.

—

Japanese.
The class open to affiliated societies for tweh-e vases

of cut blooms found only one competitor, and first prize

Mras awarded to the Fi'nchley Chrj'santheraum Society
for a capital representation of large Japanese incurved.
Singles and Pompons were shown very well. The premier
cut blo^m class was one for thirty-six blooms of Japanese,
distinct, and there were five exhibitors. A handsome
series of blooms gainf-d tlr;^t prize for Mr. T. Stevenson,
gardener to Mr. E. G. Mocatta, Woburn Place, Addlestone,
Mrs. J. Gibson, Bob Pullint.', Master James. Lady Talbot,
Rosamund, A. F. Toflihl. Sirs. G. Drabble, Frances
Rowe, Miss A. E. Roope, Mrs. G. Lloyd Wigg, W. Turner,
.Mrs. H. Kemp, Mrs. R. Luxford, Mrs. B. C. PuRing and
many other fine varieties were exhibited. Second prize i

was "awarded to Sir. Jewell, gardener to Mr. T. H.
Mann, Rotherfield, for a heavy lot of less interesting '

blooms. Third prize wa^ secured by Mr. M. Sargent,
\

gardener to Mr. G. L. Wigg, Rock^haw, Merstham, for

a fresh lot of high qu.ility flowers.

The nine exhibitor** in the class fortwcnty-four Japanese
,

blooms, distinct, made a remarkably fine display, all
;

of the exhibitors showing well. Here again Sir. T.
Stevenson led with a very heavy lot of blooms of the
highest quality. We have never seen better Mrs. R. C.
Pulling, Mrs. H. J. Stratton, Staster James, Undaunted,
Queen Mary, Mrs. E. A. Tickle, Mrs. Thomas Stevenson,
James Gibson, Miss A. E. Roope and Mrs. G. L. Wigg.
Str. Sargent was placed second, his flowers being less

highly coloured than those in the leading exhibit. A
very commendable scries gained third prize for Mr. H.
C. Gardner, gardener to Lord Foley, Ruxley Lodge,
Claygate. Bob Pulling, Rosamund and Queen Mary were
very handsome.
The ten entries in the clasj for twelve Japanese blooms

made a good show, and here again Mr. Stevenson excelled
with a very even board of fine quality blooms, airs.

J. Gibson, Lady Talbot, 3Iiss A. E. Roope, Queen Mary
and Mrs, B. C. Pulling were superb. A splendid series

secured second prize for Mr. G. H. CTack, gardener to
Lady Esm6 Gordon, paxton Park, St. Neots Third

prize was won bv 5Lr. H. Lloyd, gardener to Captain
C. Wiener. Ewell Cattle, Ewell.
Twelve exhibitors staged in the class for six blooms

of Japanc'se, distinct, the first prize in this case being
awarded to Mr. T. Pateman, gardener to Sir. C. A. Cain,
J.P., Node Gard"-ns, Welwni'n, Herts, for a very heavy
lot of grand blooms. Second prize was awarded to Sir.

J. Limon, gardener to Sir. C. W. Mann. Ravenswood,
Bexley, for a clean lot of flowers : and to Mr. G. H. Clack
third prize was placed to his credit for handsome blooms.
The eight exliibits in the class for one vase of six blooms

of white Japanese made a ver>' welcome show of chaste
blossoms. First prize was won by Btr. T. Pateman
with lovely blooms of W, Turner ; second prize was
awarded to Mr. H. Blakeway, gardener to Sir. W. H.
.\Ilen, Bromham House Gardens, Bedford, with good
examples of Queen Slary ; and third prize was placed
to the credit of Sir. A. Smith, Convent Gardens, Roe-
hampton Lane, S.W., with Sirs. Gilbert Drabble.

Six competitors in the class for one vase of six Japanese
blooms, one variety of a yellow colour, made a distinctly
good show. Superb examples of Sirs. R. C. Pulling
gained first prize for Mr. H. Blakeway ; second prize
was secured by Sir. M. Sargent with the same variety

;

and with grand specimens of F. S. Vallis, Mr. T. Pateman
was a good third.

CtTT Blooms.—Incurved.
Three exhibits in the class for twenty-four incurved

blooms, distinct, were of fair order, by far the bcit

coming from Sir. E. Dore, gardener to Sir. H. Bennett.
Abbeyfield, Bickley, Kent, with a good series of well-
finished blooms. Slaritana, Clara Wells, Romance,
Pantia Ralli, Percy Wiseman, Slont Bmnn, Sirs. Barnard
Hankey and Charles Hall were some of the better flowers.

Singles, Pohpons, <tr.

A grand class was that for twelve vases of disbudded
blooms, and this included both double and single flowers.
Japanese were Yellow Moneymaker, T. Page, Pioneer
(incurved). Crimson King. Freda Bedford and E. Cox.
Singles were, Ceres, Merstham Jewel, Yellow Slerstham
Jewel. Slax, Molly Godfrey and Sandown Radiance

;

a superb exhibit that well deserved the first prize it gained.
This came from Messrs. Cragg, Harrison and Cragg, He.ston,
Hounslow, Middlesex. The same firm secured leading
honours for six vases of Anemone blooms, showing Aphro-
dite, their new mauve pink variety. Second prize was
won by Sir. P. J. Broom with distinct sorts, such as Sir.

H. Eland, Moreen Jones. Mrs Shimmins, J. Bunyan.
Delaware and SIme. C. Lebocqz.
Pompons were charming and there was a goodly array

of them. First prize went to Sir. J. W. Hussey, Slal-

forch Lodge, Exeter, having overlarge blooms, which
lost considerably thereby. A pretty series secured
second place for Sir. F. Fitzwater. gardener to Sir. C.
Urban, Bushey Lodge, Teddincton, Black Douglas.
Prince of Orange, SIme. Elisc Dordan and William West-
lake being charming. Sir. A. Robertson won third prize

The class for a vase of singles, arranged for decorative
effect, is always an interesting exhibit. Mr. T. Stevenson
led with a hea\-y, compact arrangement that pleased
few. A charmingly arranged \-ase of good fiowers and set

up most artistically won second prize for Mr. D. B. Crane,
Archway Road, Highgate. Many \isitors preferred the
latter. Sir. A. Robertson was third.

SOUTHAMPTON CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
.V VERY beautiful exhibition of flowers, fruits and vege-
tables was held recently in the Pier Pa^ilion. There
was a Red Cross stall ; many exhibits were also sold to
supplement this effort, and a large sum was realised.

The non-competitive exliibits of Messrs. Toogood and
Sons, Southampton, who staged a fine collection of vege-
tables ; Messrs. B. Ladhams, Limited, of Shirley, who
staged remarkably fresh herbaceous cut flowers ; Mr. E.
Wills, Southampton, who had a charming display of stove
and greenhouse plants; and Messrs. W. H. Rogers and
Son, Limited, who put up a big collection of Apples and
Pears, added much to the attractiveness of the show\

COSrPETITIVE Cl.ASSFS.
Plants.—For six plants of Chrysanthemums suitaVle

for conservatorj- decoration, Sir. S. Joj-ner; gardener
to J. C. E. D'Esterre, Esq., was first. Sir. Allan Cooper
had the best six plants of singles, and Mr. S. Joyner the
winning four bush plants ; these were also awarded the
society's first-class certificate. This exhibitior won the
cup and medal for five plants, Japanese or incurved,
hearing not fewer than four blooms on each. Again he
won in the class for three plants.

Vase Classes.—The blooms displayed were very fresh,

large and refined. SI. Gale, Esq. (gardener, Mr. W. H. Cole).

Twyford, was the winner in the class for eighteen blooms,
in six varieties ; he had Kara Dow, Sirs. Lloyd Wigg,
F. S. Vallis, Queen Slary, Fred Green and Lady Talbot,
the latter being selected as the premier bloom. Second
honours went to Captain F. J. Dalgety, Ilomsey (gardener,
Sir. W. Baxter). He had His Slajesty (grand). Queen Mary,
F. S. Vallis, Mrs. Kinsly, Sirs. Tricker and Lady Talbot.
Third, Ellen Lady Swaythling, Southampton (gardener.
Sir. T. Hall). The varieties Mrs. G. Drabble and Francis
JoUiffe were fine indeed in this collection.

In the class for four vases of decorative Clirysanthe-
mums, Mr. T. Hall wras first with Kathleen Thomp.son,
White Caprice du Printemps, Pink Caprice and Source
d'Or. Second, Mr. W. H. Cole. Sir. Cole had the first

place in the class for six vases of singles, staging Ceddie
Mason, Altrincham Yellow and Sliss M. Pope in fine con-
dition.

Mr. G. Ellwood, gardener to W H. Myers, Esq., Bishop's
Waltham. was first for one vase of blooms, not disbudded,
arranged with any foliage.

Sir. A. H.Hill won in the class for twelve blooms, Japa-
nese. R. C. Pulhng, His Majesty. T. Payne and Francis
JoUiffe were the best blooms ; a first-class certificate was
awarded to the last-named variety. Second. C. W. Green-
hill, Esq., Warsash (gardener, Mr. W. Hoare) ; third, Sir.
A, H. Tofield. Mr. A. H. Hill was first in the class for
twelve blooms, Japanese, not fewer than eight varieties.

Blooms on Boards.—SIj: W. Baxterscored in the class
f4»r eighteen blooms, very fresh. There were two each of
.Mrs. Kinsly, Sirs. T. Lunt, F. S. Vallis and Slaster James
respectively ; one each of Bessie Godfrey, I^dy Talbot,
Queen Marv, Dailv Slail, Dandv, Sirs. W, Tricker. Sirs.
G. Drabble, His Slaje^^ty. Sirs. R. Luxford and Sirs. T.
Stevenson. Second, Mr. W. H. Cole; the variety Marie
Loomes was exceptionallv fine in this stand. Third, Sir.
T. Hall. Mr. A. H. HiU was first for twelve blooms,
Japanese, distinct ; Mr. Tofield second.

Incurved blooms are still well grown and exhibited in
the Southampton district. Sir. W. Hoare scored in the
class for twelve blooms, distinct ; he had W. Pascoe.
H. W. Thorp, Frank Trestien, Sliss Thelma Hartmann,
Nellie Southam, Romance, Godfrey's EcUpse, Mrs. J. P.
Brvci , Mrs, Heygate, Mrs. P. N. Wiseman (grand), and
Mrs. G, Denyer. Second, Sir. W. H. Cole ; third, Mr.
T, Hall.
The following cups, held by the winners for one year,

were awarded as follows: The Victorian Memorial Cup,
value £40, to SI. Gale, Esq.; the Challenge Trophy for
Amateurs to A. H. Hill, Esq.; the Slazawattee Challenge
Cup to Sir. S. Joyner.

NoS-COSrpETITIVE EXHIBITS.
QoliI Medals.—Messrs. W. H. Rogers and Son, Limited,

for Apples and Pears ; Sir. E. Wills, stove and greenhouse
plants ; Messrs. Toogood and Sons, vegetables.

Silver-gilt Medals.—Slessrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, for
Apples ; Messrs. B. Ladhams, Limited, herbaceous cut
flowers.

BOURNEMOUTH AUTUMN SHOW.
This exhibition was held recently in the spacious Winter
Gardens Pavilion, which lends" itself so well to such
displays. The various competitive groups, tables and
stands of flowers, as well as the very important non-
competitive groups staged by trade growers, all com-
bined to make a very imposing and extremely attractive
show. Slessrs. James Cj-pher and Sons, Cheltenham,
and Messrs. Charlesworth, HajTvard's Heath, had lovely
tables of Orchids ; Slessrs. Stuart Low and Co.. Tree
Carnations; Slessrs. W. Watts and Sons, Limited,
Boxurnemouth, groups of Chrysanthemums and shrubs ;

Slessrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, hardy fruits ; and Messrs.
R. Veitch and Son, Exeter, hardy fruits and Carnations.
The classes for Chrysanthemums, in vases and on

boanls. were well filled with blooms of great size and
high quality. The eighteen blooms staged by Slajor
W>-ndham Pain, Bransgore House, Christchurch, were
much the best in the show ; probably their equal are
not to be found in any part of the country. They easily
won the silver challenge cup, finally.

Competitive Exhibits.
The Park Nurseries, Limited (Sir. F. W. Welch,

manager), were awarded first prize in the principal class

for groups of miscellaneous plants and cut flowers.

Sirs. Ormond, Astney Firs, Bournemouth (gardener.
Sir, C. Pearce), won the silver challenge cup in the class
for a group of Japanese and single-fiowered Chrysanthe-
mums ; second. Surgeon-General W. C. Roe (gardener,
Sir. W. Slesser), Bournemouth ; third, Mrs. Teller
(gardener, Sir. G. Galpin). Bournemouth. These were
all charming groups, well arranged.

Cut Blooms in Vases.—¥ot nine vases, three blooms
in each. Sir Randolf Baker, Bart.. M.P., Ranstou House,
Blandford (gardener, Sir. A. E. Usher), was first ; he
staged Joan Stratton, Slaster James, Sliss A. E. Roope,
Sirs. Lloyd Wigg, W. Turner. Sirs. R. C. Pulling, Mi8.s

A. E. Tickle, F. S. Vallis and Sirs. J. Gibson. Second.
pj. G. Mocatta, Esq , Addlestone. Surrey (gardener, Mr.
T, Stevenson), who staged fine blooms ; third honours
went to Major Chichester (gardener, Sir. W. Hall), for
lovely examples.

Sir. Stevenson had the best twelve vases of singles.

Sirs. Walter Hemus, Slensa, Yellow Bird, Sirs. T.
Humphrey, Sandown Radiance, Jessica. Tom Wren,
>Io!ly Godfrey, Sirs. I^o Thomson, Glorious. Portia
and Mrs. T. Page were the varieties shown. Sir. F. G.
Bealing, Southampton, was second.
Blooms on Boards.—}-li. A. E. Usher was the winner

in the class for twenty-four cut blooms, staging Sirs. J.

Gibson (2), Sirs. Lloyd Wigg, Miss A. E. Roope (2),

Undaunted, J. Stratton. Slaster James. Lady Talbot,
Miss E. D. Tickle. W. Vert, Queen Slary, Mrs. R. C.
Pulling, Francis JoUiffe, F. S. Vallis, Pockett's Crimson,
W. Turner (2), His Majesty and W. Rigby.

Flint and Vegetables.—These were extensively staged.
Mr. W. Hall was first in the classes for two bunches of

white and black Grapes, respectively, Sir. AV. Webb.
gardener to Dr. Ramsay, Bournemouth, being second
in the black Grape class with Mrs. Pincc. Sir. HalTs
Muscat of Alexandria were very fine. Sir. Webb scored
in another class for two bunches of black Grapes. Sir

G. Garner second.

Non-competitive Exhibits.
Gold Medals.—Slessrs, Toogood and Sons. Southampton,

for vegetables ; Slessrs. J. Cypher and Sons for Orchids ;

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. for Carnations . Slessrs. G.
Watts and Sons, Limited, for stove and greenhouse
plants ; Messrs. R. Veitch and Son, Exeter, for hardy
fruits ; Slessrs. Charlesworth and Co. for Orchids.

Silver Medals.—Sir. F. B. Summerbee for floral designs ;

Messrs. Jarman and Co. for App'es ; and Messrs. John
Waterer and Sons for shrubs.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
The National Chrysanthemum Society.

—

The executive committee of the National Chry-

santhemum Society have decided to hold a show

at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster, S.W., on November 9 and 10, 1916,

and the necessary arrangements with regard to

same have now been made.

Professor Lefroy's New Appointment.

—

Professor Lefroy, who has served during the

past year as entomologist to the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, has accepted an urgent invitation

from the Secretary of State for India to

proceed to the East in order to carry

out investigations of great economic

importance.

Erigeron Quakeress.—At the Novem-
ber meeting of the East Anglian

Horticultural Club, one of the members,

Mr. T. Notley, brought with him a fine

bunch of the lavender blue flowers of

Erigeron Quakeress, which he now has

blooming profusely for the second time.

This is unquestionably one of the very

best of the newer varieties, of compact

habit, requiring little staking. It is

splendid both as a border plant and for

cutting, and should not be forgotten at

the present planting season.

Protecting Early Flowering Chrysan-

themums.— Now that these valuable

plants are over, a few plants of each

variety should be lifted and placed in a

frame, covering the roots with leaves.

They need very little attention. Plants

treated in this way will give plenty

of cuttings later ; or they may be talven

out and divided as soon as the new
growths are far enough advanced.

A Beautiful Berried Tree.—^There is no

hardier tree or shrub for thriving in

town gardens than Cotoneaster frigida

;

it is certainly the most striking of all

the Cotoneasters. Its clusters of bright

red berries wreathing the branches

form quite a picture during the autumn and early

winter, sometimes remaining on the trees until

February. The tree should be kept to one stem,

removing the lower branches when young. It

will then make a pretty, round-headed tree

20 feet high, with a well-shaped trunk.

The Golden-Fruited Yew.—In the extensive

collection of Yews at Kew, several trees or large

bushes of Taxus baccata fructu luteo are con-

spicuous at the present time. They form a pleasing

divergence to the red-fruited varieties, while the

rich golden yellow colour is even more attractive.

This variety is said to have originated in Ireland

about a hundred years ago. There may be many
trees of it in cultivation, but as male and female

flowers are borne on different plants, the fruits

are not formed unless specimens of the two are in

proximity.

Seedling Trees.—Mr. J. Eraser, at a recent

meeting of the scientific committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society, stated that he had recently

found seedlings of a variety of trees on the Leather-

head Downs, twenty-seven in all, and that in one

ERIGERON QUAKERESS, A -BEAXTTIFUL BORDER PLANT
THAjf -eO-NTINUES TO FEO^ER UNTIL NOVEMBER.

gf.Sl'elrpit he had foUiid three species of Lemna 1 cost

(L.'polyrrhiza; L! minor and L. trijulca), and the

rare WolfiSa airhiza, the smallest of flowering as fodder,

plants.

"

A New Evergreen Barberry.—Among the

numerous species of Berberis introduced from

China by Mr. E. H. Wilson, B. acuminata is one

of the most distinct. Specimens were collected

in 1882 by the French missionary Abbe. Delavay,

but it was not until 1900 that seeds were sent

home by Mr. Wilson. It promises to form a fairly

large bush, and has dark green leaves nearly

6 inches long, with numerous spiny teeth round
the margins. The flowers are a dull yellow,

followed by purple black fruits in autumn. At
this season some of the older leaves turn a rich

golden yellow, flushed with red.

Bulbs for Convalescent Camps.—The President

of the Royal Horticultural Society recently appealed

to home growers of bulbs for consignments of

their surplus stock for standing and convalescent

camps in France, to interest in gardening those

men who are able to do a little work. We are

glad to hear that there has been a good

response, bulbs to the weight of over one

ton having been received and despatched

for distribution through , the medium of

the Red Cross 'Society. The contributors

are as follow : . The Edinburgh Botanic

Gardens, the iRev. J. Jacob, Messrs.

Walter T. Ware, Dickson and Robinson, A.

M. Wilson, Sutton and Sons, Carter Page

and Co., Dickson, Brown and Tait, Robert

Veitch, T. G. Brown, J. R. Pearson, W. H.

Divers, W. Poupart, and Barr and Sous.

A Plant for Mossy Walls.—A pretty

little plant for wet, mossy walls near

fountains, &c., is Laurentia tenella from

Cyprus and other parts of the Southern

Mediterranean. Its small leaflets form

pretty, bright green ^tufts among the

moss. The flowers are small and pale

mauve, but appear in great abundance

for a long succession from spring and
extending through the summer. They
are exactly like minute Lobelia flowers

in shape, to which genus Laurentia is

closely related. The plant will soon

establish itself when rightly placed, and

needs no care whatever.—A. E. B.

Collecting Horse Chestnuts.—Children

living in country districts can assist

in increasing the home production of

food in many ways. At present, if

their parents keep pigs or other live-

stock, they can help to reduce the

of feeding by collecting Acorns and

Horse Chestnuts, rough grass, &c., for use

They can also help to economise

the use of straw for litter by collecting

dried Bracken, grass, leaves and reeds. Sugges-

tions for the use of these materials are given in

leaflets issued by the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries, and while we give these suggestions

our whole-hearted support, we are interes.ed in the

use for Horse Chestnuts, which are left untouched

by most animals, except herds of deer, even in.

very hard winters.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Chrysanthemiun arcticum.—I was glad to

see the capital illustration and note on Chry-

santhemum arcticum in The Garden of Novem-

ber 6. I obtained this plant many years ago

from the late Mr. Bruce Findlay, when paying

a visit to the Manchester Botanic Gardens, then

under his charge. I have had it ever since. With

me it is not pure white, but faintly tinged with

rose. Its two faults are the form of the blooms

and its tendency to creep at the roots. This is

an advantage when propagation is

desired, but is sometimes a draw-

back to other plants in its vicinity.

—S. Arnott.

Sea Pinks as Edging to Rose Beds.

As edgings to narrow paved paths.

Thrift is delightful. The two in com-

bination give to a garden that old-

fashioned touch which so many
amateurs now desire. The round

evergreen cushions prevent the soil

from encroaching on to the paved

walks, and keep the edging neat and

prim without being exactly formal.

The form illustrated is the ordinary

deep rose variety. It is the most eco-

nomical of plants, and yet one of the

most fioriferous. When the Roses first

bloomed, every flower was cut from the

Sea Pinks, as the colour was fading.

We estimated that we cut r5,ooo

flowers from the plants—an average of

fifty to the plart, and yet a few weeks

later they were again as seen in the

photograph. The Roses have gone,

but the Sea Pinks are still in bloom, and

look as if they might continue so

until spring comes round again.

—

A. L. D., Marple.

Lapagerias Flowering Outside on

North Walls.^You ask for informa-

tion from your readers as to the out-

door cultivation'' of Lapagerias. I have

several plants, some of them lo feet

high, growing well on north walls.

They have been in flower already for

several weeks, and will continue so

until after Christmas. The white

variety is included as well as the red,

but seems less vigorous. In planting,

a little peat was mixed w-ith the

natural soil (which is green-sand). I

find that they do not do well on a

south exposure, and they seem to

require the shade of a north wall. Most of them
have been out in their present position' for six

or seven years.—L. H., Nuncham Park, Oxford.

Passiflora edulis.—The edible Passion fruit,

Passiflora'edulis, which you illustrated and com-

mended in your issue for November 13, page 551,

is, I think, too little appreciated. It is a most

pleasant fruit. I am not aware of any difficulty

in the cultivation of it, and I know that the genus

generally well repays attention under glass. I

have endeavoured to obtain plants from firms of

repute, but to my surprise there appears to be

no demand for them, therefore I am obtaining seeds

from Sydney, New South Wales, where the plant

grows to perfection and is largely grown owing to

public demand. In a part of the' State I have seen

bird sown plants growing luxuriantly on moist river

banks ; but the moisture of a well manured

and drained loam is sufficient, and when grown

in such a mediimi fruit is certain ;
that is, in a

climate where most of otir cold and temperate

house subjects grow outdoors. Given a warm
wall in a greenhouse it ought to thrive. The

fruit is not verj' ornamental, for when ripe it is

only dull purple to dark brown, but the foliage

when growing strongly is ornamental.-

—

Private

Gardener.
Remedy for Club Root in Cabliage.—I recall

some five years ago making an addition to the

garden of a very rough piece of ground which I

knew had never been broken up before. Now,

SEA PINKS BORDERING A NARROW PATHWAY

this piece was bastard-trenched and laid rough till

February, when I planted some six score of Cabbage

Winningstadt of my own sowing. To my intense

surprise the crop turned out a very poor one, and on

examination I found club root to be the cause. The
year after the ground was again dug over, and no

manure added. 1 then made a mixture of

water and clay to the consistency of cream—four

gallons of water and twenty to thirty pounds of

yellow clay, with half a pound of flowers of sulphur.

I again planted the same variety of ray own sowing.

Each plant I dipped up to the b aves in this mixture

and planted at once, taking care the mixture did not

drop off. I awaited the result, and out of six score

plants only three were bad. This is a remedy

which answered successfully with me, but I cannot

say that it will suit all soils. I might also say

that at the Chapel-en-le-Frith Horticultural Show
that autumn I took the first prize from this plot

in a strong class (open) for a pair of white Cabbages

to be shown with roots.

—

Private H. W. Bennett,

2369, A Company, 6th Sherwood Foresters,

British Expeditionary Force. France.

Late-Flowering Climbers.—Is it not rather

w-onderful at this time of year to have a Passion

Flower in full bloom ? I have one now on the

east side of this house, which gets very little sun

owing to a projecting wing, on which I counted

to-day (November 16) twenty-eight fully expanded

blossoms, besides hundreds of others half open

and in bud. Two nights ago we had over 20°

of frost, while this morning the ground

was white with snow— and mid-

Oxfordshire can hardly boast a warm
climate. I may mention besides that

on the west side, facing the Passion

Flower, I have a white Solanum,

planted only a year and a half ago,

wliich is 30 feet or more high, far

beyond the gutter and straggling over

the roof, also still smothered in bloom,

in spite of the frost above mentioned.

The courtyard both are growing in is

paved ; hence I believe their growth

and hardiness.—A. La T., The Old Hall.

Oxon. [Although the specific names of

the climbers are not given, there is little

doubt that Passiflora caerulea and So-

lanum jasminoides are intended, both of

which we have recently seen flowering

on sheltered walls and archways in

Surrey. The fact that these plants are

natives of Southern Brazil makes it all

the more remarkable that they should

continue to flower after the hard frosts

we have lately experienced.

—

Ed.]

Plum Coe's Golden Drop and Pear

Pitmaston Duchess. — There is no
questioning the fact that the Squire of

Braziers is a thorough and capable

judge of anything that is good in the

fruit or floral line, but I think future

pages of The Garden will show that

his condemnation of Plum Coe's Golden

Drop on page 552, issue November 13,

is a little severe and quite unmerited.

It is not at all a bad plan for growers

of this Plum to " forget " that it is

included in their collection, and" quite

accidentally " come across it late in

October or the early days of November.

Then I have heard the fruits likened

to " bags of nectar." What if the

skins are slightly tough ? It is the

"nectar" we are after and not the

-

and are the latter any more difficult to

dispose of than the skins of Grapes ? I am fully in

agreement that Pitmaston Duchess is not a first-rate

Pear, and the faults mentioned by your esteemed

correspondent are only too apparent ; nevertheless,

so long as Pear Pitmaston Duchess proves itself

the reliable cropper it undoubtedly is, so long

will it be grown. Size is no recommendation to

the epicure
;
yet, let anyone pit a dish of that gem

among Pears, Thompson's, against a dish of

Pitmaston Duchess at a fruit exhibition, and

you will find the latter the choice of the judges.

Pear Doyenne du Comice can frequently give

points to Pitmaston Duchess in size ; but

never yet have I heard an adverse criticism on

this account.

—

Heather Jock, Hants.

bags

'
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Black Spot on Roses.—In reply to " T. A. W."

and others, there is no cure for black spot. Pre-

ventive remedies will, however, keep it in

check, and these are: Pick off and gather all

fallen leaves until a hard frost has made the

plants dormant, then spray the plants and the

ground with freshly made Bordeaux mixture.

As soon as all the leaves are ofi the plants,

gather them up and spray again, and spray

twice a month until February, then use the

soda form of Bordeaux with treacle, as the writer

suggested in the Rose Annual for 1915, and soap

sprays during the summer. The plants must be

kept dean and free from all insect pests during the

next summer. I do not think that " T. A. W.'s "

Roses have black spot, but, instead, scale. All

the Pemetiana Roses are very susceptible

to scale; they catch it from the Briars and

have a bad attack of it. The honey-dew from

aphides and excretions from other

pests will behave in much the same

way. The treatment will be the

same as above. If not a member

of the National Rose Society, see

some friend who is, and borrow the

Annuals for 1913, 1914 and rgis

and carefully read them ; but if you

would have Roses you must cleati

up and keep clean at all times. All

dead leaves and prunings must

be promptly gathered up and burnt

at once.—^T. N. C.

A Simple Mouse-Trap for Use in

the Garden.—I see in recent issues

of The Garden complaints of the

damage done by mice. I was much
bothered by these some time ago.

I tried poison, but fresh mice came
continually, so I found a trap the

best remedy. I used old tins half

filled with water, and a tin tilt with

grease put in the middle. No. i

shows the tin buried in the soil.

No. 2, the water in the tin. No. 3.

—

At the point shown by the arrow a

hole is made in the side of the tin to

prevent the latter becoming full of

water. Nos. 4, 4 depict a lump of

grease fastened to the tilt on the

cross wire. No. 5, the cross wire.

No. 6, the tilt fastened to the latter,

with small wire on the top of the

tin. I have these traps round my
kitchen garden, and the mice are taken out

when dead. A hole must be punched in the

tin, or it will become too full of water.—A. W. A.,

Smallfield Place, Horley. Sumy. [This kind of

Magenta Flowers. — I wonder whether any

readers of The Garden can supply me with

names of good perennials of a real magenta colour.

By " real magenta " I mean, not the ugly washy
colours, but the deep rich colour found in dark

Petunias and Geranium sanguineum. I am re-

arranging a hitherto unsatisfactory portion of a

long herbaceous border, and hope to find that a

mixture of red-purples and Petunia will give

the depth and warmth of colour desired in that

particular spot. I know many people are like

Mr. Bowles and feel ill at the sight of the colour.

I have always found it much admired when
properly placed, but a certain amount depends

upon the texture of the flowers. My present stock

in trade consists of the Geranium, a few Petunia

cuttings and some Dahlias, and as my border is

very wide, I shall be grateful to anyone who can

supply me with advice and names. I find I cannot

OESALPINIA JAPONICA &
C. PULCHERRIMA.

By Miss Ellen Willmott, V.M.H.

Fl
ROM some notes upon Cffisalpinias in

The Garden, issue November 6,

page 546, your readers might gather

that C:Esalpinia japonica would only

grow in favoured localities. I believe

it is much hardier than it is

usually given credit for. I have two plants in

my garden which have stood the past twenty

winters absolutely unscathed without any sort

of protection. Originally planted against north

and south walls respectively, they have long since

grown into small trees and have made heads

above the walls, and flower and fruit freely.

THE BARBADOS PRIDE (C^ESALPINIA PULCHERRIMA), WITH ACACIA-LIKE FOLIAGE.

4. 5 6

F

trap is also useful for catching moles in their

runs, by sinking the trap below the run and

not baiting it.

—

Ed.]

obtain some of my'old friends, such as English

Iris Pharon and Lupine Ruby. The railway

company took a fancy to my plants when I moved
here.

—

Magenta.
Nerines.—The question whether Neriues are

coming into favour, which is asked in The Garden,

must in my opinion be answered in the affirmative.

The last twenty years have seen a vast improve-

(nent in the varieties brought forward, though

some of the older kinds still hold their own. Com-
plaints are by no means infrequent that Nerines

cannot be depended upon to flower well. This

is often the fault of the cultivator, who is far too

tender-hearted to give them that thorough roasting

after the leaves die off which is so necessary for

the production of flowers. 1 have heard com-

plaints that some varieties are not to be obtained

from the ordinary trade sources. This need not

occasion any surprise, as when Nerines are

raised from seeds a good deal of variation will

be found, even in the occupants of the same

pod.—H. P.

If the Cajsalpinia can thus accommodate itself

to my bleak, wind-swept garden at Warley, it

could be grown with success almost anywhere,

and it certainly merits a place in every garden.

Its Fern-like foliage and distinct growth, together

with its beautiful racemes of pale clear lemon-

coloured blossoms with long red stamens, form

a striking contrast to most of the shrubs and

small trees usually seen in English gardens.

I have a tree of C. japonica some 25 'feet high

in my garden at Tresserve in Savoy, where the

frost is of much longer duration and the winters

far more rigorous than in England ; but the

Continental sun affords the wood better oppor-

tunities of ripening, and other conditions also

differ.

Like so many of the Chinese and Japanese

trees and shrubs, the habit of growth is picturesque

and distinctive, and if pruned or lopped, much
of its character is lost. Therefore, in planting,

care should be taken to keep it well away from any
pathway, so that ample space may be allowed
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for future development, as the stout, hooked

thorns which arm its stems and leaves need to

be given a wide berth.

This genus was named in honour of Andraeus

Csesalpinus, an Italian botanist, and physician to

Pope Clement VIII. It comprises some fifty

species, mostly tropical or semi-tropical trees

or shrubs. C. pulcherrima, the Barbados Pride,

is the brightest and gayest of the genus. It

succeeds well in a cool greenhouse with me, and

if planted out in a sunny position, its beautiful

red and yellow flowers will make a strikingly

attractive feature in the border during the summer.

APPLE GASCOYNE'S SCARLET.

The accompanying illustration depicts this Apple

growing as a bush in the garden at Aldenham

House, and shows what, under good culture, a

WORK AMONG
THE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

THE harvest of blossom, after nearly a

full year's labour, is now being reaped.

Many thousands of blooms are being

sent to the hospitals, where they will

be much appreciated by our brave

defenders. Not a single flower should

be wasted ; take the greatest care of all, for what-

e\'er special purpose they may be grown.

Excessive Damp.—This is one of the worst

enemies of the flowers, and the larger the blooms

and the more substantial the petals, the more likely

they are to become victims to excessive damp.

There is one specially good point the Chrysan-

themum possesses, nariiely, its good flowering

qualities and the freshness of the flowers over a

long period without being aided by fire-heat, and as

rays will not readily reach them, the whites and

yellows being arranged in the sunniest positions.

Immediately above, very choice blooms that

are approaching full development fasten sheets

of white blotting paper ; the paper will arrest

and absorb the moisture as it falls and condenses

during the night, and thus prevents it afitcting

the petals to a serious extent.

Feeding.—The excessive feeding of the plants

at this stage is responsible for much damping of

flowers. Rely chiefly now on clear water, and

apply it early in the day. Where possible, place

the plants well apart so that air can freely pass

between them. Avon.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM
APHRODITE.

It is such an unusual occurrence for an Anemone-
flowered Chrysanthemum to receive a special

award that the card of C"mmendation
recently granted by the National

Chrysanthemum Society to the

variety Aphrodite is an incident

worthy of more than a passing

reference. The Anemone-flowered

Chrysanthemum is an old type of

flower that has, imlike the Japanese

Chrysanthemum, been almost over-

looked. The Anemone or Quilled

Aster flowered Chrysanthemum as it

used to be called has an outer

symmetrical ring or rings of strap-

like ray florets, and tubular disc

florets densely arranged in a cushiou-

like boss in the centre of the flower.

The blooms at first sight resemble

Scabious or Pincushion Flowers.

The variety Aphrodite has self

mauve pink flowers. In addition

to the honour already mentioned, the
"

exhibitors, Messrs. Cragg, Harrison

and Cragg of Heston, Hounslow,

Middlesex, also secured .with this

variety the premier award for six

vases of Anemone-flowered blooms.

APPLE GASCOVNE'S SCARLET, CARRYING A HEAVY CROP IN ALDENHAM HOUSE GARDENS.

grand Apple it is, even for those with limited

space. Considering the huge crop this tree bore,

the fruit was of full size and the colour mag-

nificent—a rich crimson, suffused with that soft

plum-like bloom this Apple is noted for. I find

in its earlier stages of growth some attention is

needed at the roots to induce fruitfulness, the

growth being vigorous. When well established

the trees crop annually, as a rule. Grown as an

espalier it succeeds admirably, or as a cordon in

the open. Its season is really November and

December for cooking. For dessert, too, there are

many worse Apples, while it is held in great

repute as a market variety and at the

present time is sold in large quantities in

Covert Garden. The variety was raised by

Mr. Gascoyne of Bapchild, Sittingboume, and

was introduced by Messrs. G. Bimyard and

Son in 1871. E. M. S.

economy in fuel is a consideration, close attention

must be paid to ventilation.

Take advantage of every hour of bright sun-

shine to admit air, especially while the atmosphere

outside is dry. Reduce the ventilation in the

afternoon to exclude damp, and almost close the

front ventilators at night. Open the top ventila-

tors early in the morning to get the petals dry

before the sun shines on them. The sun sliining

on the blooms while there is condensed moisture

on them soon causes burning and decay.

Bronze, chestnut, crimson and reddish crimson

colours suffer most from scalding, the reddish

crimson most of all. Lilac, mauve and pink

colours suffer next ; white, cream and yellow

colours suffer least. Blooms which burn and

scald soonest should be shaded more than the

others. Plants bearing flowers of these colours,

and also purples, should be placed where the sun's

HARDY CLERODENDRONS
Clerodendron Fargesii is one of

the small trees or large shrubs

introduced from Western China
some nine or ten years ago,

HERTS. and is a decided acquisition to

our gardens. If allowed to develop

naturally it forms a large bush some 10 feet or

more in height and about the same in diameter,

covered in late August and throughout September

with clusters of white, star-like flowers. The
latter are produced terminally, and are indi-

vidually a little over an inch across, five-petalled,

and have a scent strongly reminiscent of Paper-

white Narcissus. The calyces are deep pink and

the flowers are followed by china blue berries

about the size of small Peas, and are very attrac-

tive, hanging on the plant until December.

The older and better known C. trichotomum

is also in bloom at the same time, but C. Fargesii

is the better species of the two for garden purposes.

The latter is, on the whol;, hardier, also more

floriferous. Both are easily raised from seed,

which is freely produced, and cuttings of half-

ripened wood will also strike, though not very

readily. J. 0.
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BORDER CARNATIONS.
By J. L. Gibson.

I

WOULD like to discuss in this article the

formation of a small collection of border

Carnations for amateurs. One gleans from

many sources ideas and suggestions meant

to guide the uninitiated ; books on the

subject ; articles in the gardening Press
;

answers to correspondents ; hints from growers
;

they all give lists of desirable varieties, and doubt-

less many beginners have been wisely guided by

these helps. But I have seen so many obviously

indefensible lists submitted for this purpose that

I propose to make a bold bid for criticism by

declaring the following selection as a trustworthy

guide to those who, desirous of starting a small

but good collection of Carnations, have not the

experience to profit themselves to the best advan-

tage by wading through the catalogues of trade

growers.

There are, however, two points to be borne

in mind when this selection is criticised by keen-

eyed readers who may like to differ. In the

first place, many amateurs who regularly grow

Carnations in the open borders only know the

flower as there produced, fashioned and

shaped to a great extent

by the whimsical and
capricious changes of

the British climate.

Some at least of these

amateurs possess glass-

houses, and I want to

induce all who can to

cultivate a few plants

inside, and the varieties

below which are marked
with an asterisk will do
better there than they

do in the border.
Secondly, though
economy must be a

prime consideration in

these war-fraught days,

I hold that cheapness

and economy are by no

means synonymous
terms ; so, while omit-

ting the ver>- newest

varieties as being both

expensive and only par-

tially tested, I have

selected two dozen sorts

irrcspecti\'e of price,
because, I take it, most

THE NEW C.\RN'.^TION" D.\ISV W.\LKER.

ANEMONE-FLOWERED CHRYSANTHEMUM APHRODITE.

of us would feel it

unworthy if we saved

sixpence on a plant

and secured the
second best instead of

the best.

I can at least guar-

antee that the following

will give abundant satis-

faction to all who know
how to grow the Car-

nation : Beau Nash,

Bookliam Clove, Book-

ham White, Border
Yellow, *Daffodil, Daisy

Walker, E d e n s i d e
,

Elizabeth Shiffner,
*Ellen Douglas, Gordon

Douglas, Ibis, Inno-

cence, *Lie II tenant
Shackleton, Miss Rose

Josephs, *Miss WiUniott.

Mrs. Andrew Brother-

ston, Mrs. George
Marsliall, Mrs. Griffith

Jones, *Pasquin, Rosy
Morn, *Solfaterra, The
King, Zulu and Ziska.

The illustration depicts the fine new white-

ground fancy Daisy Walker, and admirably shows
the perfect shape of the flower and delicate pen-

cilling of rosy scarlet on the pure white ground.

There are many other named Carnations, of

course, that larger growers would not think of

doing without, but I am prepared for anyone who
cares to cross swords with me in a friendly bout

of argument as to the foregoing. If a wider range

can be indulged in, there are .Vmazon, a beauti-

fully formed flower of true Venetian red colour

—

quite imique ; .\nnie Laurie, flesh coloured, very

fine ; Brilliant, a dazzling scarlet and a good
doer ; Caprice, pink with rose spots, perfect

shape, a great favourite of mine ; Dora Blick, a

most beautiful flower, not too strong in the stem
;

Forester, a tine, rich-coloured fancy ; Fujiyama,

one of the best dark reds ; Greyhound, silvery

lavender ; Helen Countess of Radnor, deep

crimson, very good in the open ; Linkman, Lord
Steyne and Mandarin, good fancies ; Montrose,

white-ground fancy, excellent grower ; Mrs. H. L.

Htmt, a very delicate, sweet-looking flower, but

its constitution might be stronger ; Mrs. Robert

Morton, an apricot self that does well anywhere

:

Sweetheart and Virginia, both beautiful fancies.

Having selected one's stock, a most important

! item is to get the plants from a good source. Cheap
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offers should be shunned, as' many traps lie open

to the unwary buyer. Weak plants, disease-

infected stock and other troubles surely await

tlie innocent who so knowingly saves a few

shillings on his order.

ROSES FOR PILLARS.

Since the introduction ol Crimson Rambler

nearly twenty years ago, the cultivation of Roses

has undergone a great change, a change that has

BLUSH RAMBLER AND LAVENDER AT WARLEV PLACE, ESSEX.

added charm and beauty to gardens of all kinds
;

and although we may lament the passing

from cottage gardens of the Old Damask and
Monthly Roses, we cannot but admit that their

places have been filled by others which are even
more beautiful and pleasing. Hybridists have
been so busy with the Japanese or wichuraiana

Rose that we now have a wonderful host to select

from, a host that is almost as varied in form and
colour as the older and perhaps better known bush
Roses. It is true that they do not yet possess the

large, full blooms of such varieties as Ards Rover or

Climbing Caroline Testout ; but when we remember
what has been done during the last decade, such

flowers on wichuraiana or niultiflora hybrids are

by no means beyond the bounds of possibility.

The greatest change that these rambling Roses

have brought about in our gardens durmg
recent years is their cultivation as pillar plants.

During July I was greatly interested in many
beautiful examples in the counties of Essex

and Suffolk, plants tied loosely to posts some
8 feet or even more in height, and each

bedecked with its glorious and fragrant blooms

from base to siunmit. The effect of such plants in

a Rose garden is most beautiful and pleasing, and
no great amount of skill is required to bring into

being Rose pillars of this

description. The best
posts that I have seen

used for the purpose were

some young Scotch Pines,

about 6 inches in

diameter at the base.

WTien these were felled

the branches were left

about a foot long right up

the trunk, so that the

wands of the Roses could

be tied to them, each

pillar thus being about

2 feet in diameter before

the leaves of the Roses

were developed. When in

full growth and flower the

effect was most beautiful,

the diameter of some
strong-growing varieties,

such as Mme. d'Arblay,

being nearly 4 feet.

Apart from the unique

effect, the side branches of

the posts prevented the

growths of the Roses sway-

ing about in the wind, as

thejr are apt to do when a

smooth, round post only is

used.

In some gardens there

are old fruit or other trees

that are of no value, and

which, if left alone, are

little more than blots on

the landscape. Yet the

owner, for some reason or

other, may not wish to

have them removed, and it

is here that our pillar

Roses may be utilised.

Indeed, the effect of such

trees when clothed with

Roses is better even than

on the dead posts already

mentioned. To clothe such

trees with Roses is not

difficult, providing we select free-growing varieties

and remember to plant them some distance from
the trunks of the trees. It is also necessary to well

prepare the soil, entirely removing some of the old

and replacing it with good stiff loam. The
accompanying illustration of Blush Rambler
serves to indicate what a very beautiful effect

may be obtained without much expense. The
trees, too, have the advantage over dead posts,

inasmuch as they last for a very long time and

do not collapse just when the Roses have become
well established.

Another secret of success in growing these pillar

Roses is undoubtedly, with the majority of

varieties, light pruning. By this I do not mean
that this important operation should be entirely-

neglected, but instead of cutting the shoots hard
back, as is usually done, a thinning out of old

wood would be far more beneficial. This, too,

should, in most cases, be done as soon after the

plants have flowered as possible.

Pruning Pillar Roses.—With Crimson Rambler
it is best to cut the old wood right down
to the ground, and rely each year upon the new,
wand-like growths that are pushed up from the-

base. With the wichuraiana section, however,

this plan would not always answer, because it

frequently happens that the strongest new shoots

are produced from the old wood some distance

from the soil. But we cannot do wrong with any
rambling Rose if we sacrifice old wood to make
room for vigorous young shoots, no matter what
part of the plant these spring from. If the old

wood is cut out as early as possible after the flowers

have faded, the young growths have a good oppor-

tunity of becoming well ripened before the winter,

and are thereby better enabled to withstand

frost.

Climbing Roses with large Blooms.—Although
the rambling Roses of the multiflora and wich-

uraiana sections are very beautiful and pleasing

to most lovers of Roses, they do not find

favour with all, on account of their small blooms
;

hence recourse must be had to varieties with large

flowers. Happily, there are a number of "these

available, one of the best being Ards Rover, with

its beautiful crimson and fragrant blooms. Another

old variety that I have noticed doing well

in pillar form is Mme. Isaac Pereire. This is a

Boursault Rose, with very large and full blooms of

rose carmine colour, and one that I have a great

liking for. In common with most of its section,

it is deliciously fragrant, and for this feature alone

is well worth a place in the garden. Tea
Rambler, a beautiful climbing Tea Rose, is also

excellent in pillar form. Its flowers, thougk

not so large as those of the foregoing, aure of

good size and quite suitable for cutting, while the

charming coppery pink colour always meets with

a good reception. Billiard et Barr6 (a climbing

Tea with golden yellow flowers), Climbing Mrs.

W. J. Grant, Climbing Snow Queen Climbing

Captain Christy, Climbing La France, Griiss

an Teplitz (with crimson and fragrant flowers),

Gustave Regis (pale yellow), Lady Waterlow

(pale salmon pink), and the Thoruless Rose,

Zephyrine Drouhin, are others with large flowers

that we may utilise for our pillars.

Other Roses for Pillars are Blush Rambler,

Crimson Rambler, Carmine Pillar, Dorothy Perkins

and Hiawatha, all of them too well known to need

more than passing mention. A variety that pleased

the writer very much last season was Tausendschon.

This has bunches of glorious frilled flowers of tlie

most pleasing shade of shell pink. Goldfincli is

a very fragrant Rose with semi-double blooms.

The buds are golden yellow in character, but the

open blooms fade to deep cream. It is a splendid

pillar Rose, Rubin is another good pillar Rose

that is not much known. Its colour is described

as deep crimson, but it is of quite a different shade

to Crimson Rambler. It flowers very freely, but,

owing to its peculiar colour, ought not to be planted

near other crimson or scarlet varieties. Edmond
Proust (flesh pink with carmine centre), Elise

Robichon (pale rosy yellow), Mrs. F. W. Flight

(bright pink) and Paul Transon (salmon pink)

are all good pillar Roses that are not cultivated

so extensively as their merits demand. H.
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THE HEATH GARDEN IN

AUTUMN.

THE Cornish Heath, with its thick carpet

of purplish rose flowers, is one of the

glories of an autumn garden. It is

appropriately named Erica vagans,

meaning the Wandering Heath, for

it is seen in its happiest mood when

encroaching over a garden pathway or spreading

among Pines, Arbutuses, Tree Heaths, and other

tall-growing trees and shrubs. In a like manner

Heaths are backed by Rhododendrons, and over-;

shadowed by Oaks and coniferous trees. In

these congenial surroundings the Heaths never

fail to give satisfaction. True, the soil is naturally

suited to them, for Pine woods and Heather

form the leading vegetation of the surrounding

country, and it needs but a glance at the bright

patches of Ling or Heather of this Surrey moor-

land to convince one that this is an ideal site for

a Heath garden. To return to the Cornish Heath,

there are many varieties, but E. vagans grandiflora

is certainly the best of them. Its rosy pink

flowers are thickly set and the racemes are borne

tomentosa and tomentosa alba, with spiky inflores-

cences rising about i8 inches from the ground,

with rose and white flowers respectively, are

among the very latest of the Heaths to flower.

The garden varieties Hammondii, Searlei and

Alportii are three of the best in cultivation, and

although now past their best, are still flowering fairly

well. But the glory of the Heath garden does not

depend entirely on the Heather bloom, although

flowers are there in every month of the year.

E. lusitanica, with its tall plumes of dense green

foliage, is very beautiful ; while the low-growing

E. mediterranea hvbrida and E. camea are both

THE CORNISH HEATH ON THE MARGIN OF THE WOODLAND AT KEW.

it spreads on the moorlands of Cornwall, Ireland

and in the South of France. In Cornwall, however,

it is abimdant, and the white form, alba, also

occiurs there. It is a splendid subject for growing

in large, informal masses around the edges of the

woodland, and here let it be said that Heaths

should always be grown in natural groups and,

for preference, in close proximity to trees. Heaths

grown in beds of formal design—and, sad to relate,

they are still grown that way in many gardens

of repute—are shorn of all their natural beauty.

The Heath garden at Wisley is a good example

of what a Heath garden should be. At all times

of the year it is interesting and beautiful. The

freely. The flowers of St. Dabeoc's Heath are now

passing over, but the late and gracefully drooping

blooms in many colours, crimson, purple and

white, are especially welcome when in season.

Erica ciliaris maweana, a deep claret red variety

of the Dorset Heath, is one of the gems among
:

October-flowering Heathers. It makes low-spread-

ing tufts and is perfectly hardy. It is a native

of Portugal. The type, E. ciliaris, occurs wild

in Dorset and Cornwall, and it is one of the most

delightful of dwarf Heaths in late summer and
|

early autumn.

The common Heather of our moors, Calluna
j

vulgaris, or common Ling, and its varieties
j

full of bud, and give a wonderful promise of bloom

from January onwards.

Then there are a few peat-loving plants suitable

for growing among the Heaths, such as Kalmia

angustifolia and Cyrilla racemiflora, that flower

in autumn. The former has heads of deep rosy

flowers ; the latter shrub grows to a height of

6 feet and bears in whorls dainty racemes of

creamy white flowers. Enkiauthus campanulatus,

with its crimson and bronze foliage and its orange-

tinted fruits, curiously twisted upside down, might

also be included. Leaves may fall and flowers,

fade, but the Heath garden is the embodiment of

brightness at all times of the year. C. Q.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Propagating Young Vines.—These are readily
propagated by ruttiugs or "eyes" plantetl earlv
in the New Vear. \ow is the time to select
suitable shoots for this purpose. Shoots of
moderate strength and thoroughly matured must
be retained when pruning the old Vines. Tie
them in bundles, carefully label them, and heel
them in at the foot of a north wall.

Pot Fruit Trees.—Where a number of fruit
trees are grown in pots or tubs, it is wise to pot
up a few "maidens" every year to replace or
supplement older trees. Lose no time in potting
them up when they arrive from the nursery.
Pots 8 inches or 9 inches in diameter arc ample
for the first year or two. Cut well back the strong
roots to encourage fibre. See that the pots arc
well drained, or the soil will become water-logged
and sour before the roots have taken a firm hold.
Plunge them in ashes or Bracken in a position
which is somewhat sheltered from heavy rains.
Pruning must not be done till the spring. They
may then be cut back to four or i\\e buds.

Plants Under Glass.

Bulbs.—It will be necessary to examine bulbs
which arc plunged in ashes, and if growth is active
they must be taken from the ashes and placed !

in a cold frame. A few pots of early Tulips, 1

such as Proserpine, and some of the early Narcissi
\

may now be placed in the forcing-house if they
are well rooted. Narcissi must not be forced too
hard till the flower-buds are showing. Bulbs in
frames must be protected from rats and mice,
which are very destructive.

Poinsettias.—Keep the atmosphere dry. but
afford water to the roots as often as they require
it. When the bracts are fully developed feeding
must be discontinued. At this stage a tempera-
ture of 50° or 55° will be ample. .\ little air should
be admitted through the top ventilators whenever
the weather will allow.

Palms.—To keep Palms in a healthy condition,
it is necessary to give them a thorough cleaning
annually. In bad weather, labour can sometimes
be spared from outside for this work. Scale is

one of the worst enemies of the Palm, and if not
removed the leaves soon develop a sickly appear-
ame. This work must be done carefully, for the
fronds are easily damaged. Strong soft soapy
water and a sponge will readily remove this pest.
When all the plants have been thoroughly cleaned,
cleanse the house before rearranging the plants.

The Flower Garden.

Shrubberies.—The planting of deciduous shrubs
should be finished as soon as possible. When
this work is completed, the shrubberies should be
cleared of fallen leaves and rubbish, and the ground
dug. Leaves may with advantage be dug into
the ground. Many surplus herbaceous plants
may be made use of in front of the shrubbery.

Salvia Pitcheri.—^This beautiful Salvia deserves
to be more generally grown outdoors. It is,

however, necessary to give it a sheltered position,
such as at the foot of a wall facing south. Here we
have it interspersed with outdoor Chrysanthemums,
with admirable effect. In a sheltered situation
this plant will winter safely outdoors. It is

easily propagated by cuttings inserted in the
spring, or by division of the roots.

Tropaeolum speciosum.—if it is desired to
propagate this beautiful Tropaolum. the tubers
should be dug up, divided, and set in bo.xes or
pans and placed in a cold frame. The>" must not
be replanted till late in the spring when the young
growths are on the move. In the meantime
the ground where they are to be planted must
be well prepared by deep cultivation and manuring.
Only for the purpose of increasing the stock
should established plants be disturbed, as the
roots are impatient of rem<:n al.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pears.— Proceed with the work of pruning
these when the weather is favourable. In dealing
with wall trees the object must always be to have
the fruit-buds as near to the wall as possible for
protection. Therefore, when priming old trees.

spurs which have been allowed to grow too far
from the wall may be cut well back. The heads
of bush trees must be kept sufficientiv thin to allow
plenty of light to reach all parts of the trees.
Spurs, also must be thinned if they are too
numerous

; it is only by this means that strong,
healthy fruit-buds are formed.

Cordon Pears.—To keep these in a healthy,
fruit-bearing condition, they should te lifted
and root pruned every two or three vears. It is
only by this means that root fibres' are formed
in quantity, and if the trees are dealt with at
regular intervals, the lifting may be done without
prejudicing the following season's crop. A little
chopped loam, mixed with old lime rubble and
wood ashes, should be placed round the roots
when replanting the trees.

The Kitchen Garden.

Turnips.—The latest-sown roots should now be
lifted and placed in the store. For immediate
use a quantity may be placed in a dry shed and
covered with sand. The rest will keep quite well
if placed in heaps and covered with ashes, but the
heaps must not be made too large, or there will be
danger of " heating." ,

Parsnips.—The bulk of this crop will keep best
if left in the ground; but in case of a prolonged
spell of frost, it is advisable to lift and store a
quantity for immediate use.

Digging and Trenching.—This work must be
persevered with whenever conditions are favourable.
It is quite probable that in most gardens trenching
or double digging will have to be neglected this
season through lack of labour. It may also be
necessary in some parts of the garden to use the
plough, which would be a great saving of labour;
indeed, this method of cultivation should
considerably help to solve the question of labour
shortage which all gardeners have to face at the
present time. E. Harriss

(Head-gardener to Ladv Wantage.)
I.ockingc Gardens. Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Early Flowering Gladioli.— Such varieties as
The Pride, Peach Blossom and Blushing Bride
should be potted in quantity, where cut flowers
are in demand during the spring months. They
succeed best when grown very cool, but after
they are well advanced a certain amount of heat
will not harm them.

Lilium longiflorum.—Anv bulbs not yet
potted should now be dealt with ; if further
delayed the growths and flowers will be weak.
Cover the bulbs with an inch of soil in the
meantime, so as to leave ample room for top-
dressing later.

Pyrus and other hard-wooded plants, such as
Prunus, Lilac and Azalea mollis, .vill now be
ready for forcing. Progress will be slow at first,
but constant spraying of the buds, with a steadv
heat maintained, will excite the plants into growth.
The quality of the flowers is naturally not so
good as may be expected from plants forced at
a later date, but these plants give a little more
variety "hen one is becomint tired of the long
season of Chrysanthemums.

Lily of the Valley.—As retarded crowns become
rather weak after this date, a start should be
made to force the ordinary crowns. They force
with greater freedom after having been exposed
to severe frost. To induce a long flowering stem,
shade until growth is well advanced; then admit
light to get the foli.-ige a nice green colour by the
time the flowers are opening.

The Kitchen Garden.
Seakale.—.-is the strongest crowns are lifted

for forcmg, any small pieces of roots which are
broken ofl should be preserved for stock. These I

pieces can be cut into lengths of 4 inches, the
larger end cut straight across, and the other end
cut in a slanting direction to distinguish the roots
when being put in sand for propagation.

Cauliflower.—Where plants are wintering in
frames for planting out in spring, abundance of
air 15 required to keep them sturdy. In settled.

j

mild weather the lights should be drawn off alto-
I gether, only replacing them when rain or frost
I occurs. Slugs are troublesome, and must be
watched for carefully.

Lettuce.—Plants growing in frames should
have plenty of ventilation during fine weather.
The lights should only be left on the frames
during rain or frost, otherwise they are very

.likely to damp and thereby become spi>ilt.

I

French Beans.—.More sowings should be made
in pots as space becomes available. Do not
overcrowd by sowing too many seeds in a pot
five or six seeds being sufiicient to occupy a

j

9-inch or lo-inch pot. Crow in a minimum
,

temperature of 60°, and syringe occasionally tr>

[

prevent red spider obtaining a footing.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—This house should now be
!
closed for starting. A little heat should be turned

j

on, just enough to maintain a night temperature
j

of 50°. In mild weather this can be advanced
to 55°, allowing it to rise during the day as
the weather may influence it. With such short
days and little evaporation taking place, not
much syringing or damping of the borders and
pathways will be required for several weeks.

' Once a day will generally be sufficient, and it

I

should be done about 11 a.m. If the Vines are
:
young and have not yet been bent over and tied
down, this must be attended to, as it greatly

[

facilitates an even growth of the buds, pro-

I

viding, of course, the Vines are tied up in their
proper positions when growth has suflScientlv

i ad\'anced.

I The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Bush Fruits.—Where the ground has been
j

properly prepared—and this should be done by
trenching in sufficient farmyard manure to

I
nourish the bushes for a long period—planting

i

should now commence. Plenty of room is necessary
to obtain the best results. All the Currants should
have at least 6 feet between the bushes, while
Gooseberries will do with slightly less. Being
newly planted they had better be protected from
frost. This can be done by placing a small
quantity of decayed litter or similar material over
the roots when they have been placed in position.

Fruit Room.—Pears require frequent examina-
tion, as some decay quickly and infect others if

not removed. There is usually a glut of varieties
in season at this date, but as they deteriorate
quickly if not used when ripe, it is unwise to trv
to lengthen the supply by keeping them longer.

The Flower Garden.

Helleborus niger. — Flower -buds are now
appearing, and if the flowers are to he kept clean,
some protection from the rain will be necessary.
Spare garden lights, raised on large flower-pots,
will do ; and where slugs or snails are troublesome
a good sprinkling of sharp, gritty sand should be
put around the plants as a preventive.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.—To avoid
any risk of losing the stock by getting the plants
killed by frost, the stools should now be lifted
and placed in cold frames, covering the roots
with sufficient soil to keep them alive until
required to be brought indoors for producing
cuttings.

The Wild Garden.—With falling leaves from:
the deciduous subjects there is a certain amount
of untidiness present. Herbaceous plants, too;-
have finished their growth, and where this is not
needed for protection the whole should be cut
over. Where, however, the remains of the past
season's growth are not an objection, they may be
left until nearer spring, as, in some cases, it pre-
vents a bare appearance.

Montbretias.—In most districts, particularly
wet ones, these plants do not winter very well.
To avoid risks, the corms and stolons attached
should be lifted carefully and placed in frames,
covering the roots with leaf-soil or other light
soil. The lights should only be kept on during
severe frost or rain. As it will be noticed how
the growths commence growing during the
shortest period of mild weather, it is all the more
necessary to avoid coddling, which would weaken
the young growths produced in spring.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardenertoSirR. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Casllemilk Gardens, Lockerbie. X.B,
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GARDENS OF TO-DAY.

BODNANT HALL, DENBIGHSHIRE.

BODNANT HALL, the residence of

Lord and Lady Aberconway, is

charmingly situated in Denbighshire

I on an eminence facing south and

west, with a magnificent view of

the valley and the river Conway,

with the Pennine range of hills in the distance.

The mansion was rebuilt about the year 187& by
Henry Davis Pochin, Esq., the father of Lady
Aberconway, the present owner.

Leading from one of many terraces is the

Azalea and Tiger Lily garden. Lilium tigrinum

makes a charming autumn display, as it

luxuriates here. From this terrace we approach

by a flight of steps at each end the water

.garden or Lily terrace, some 14 feet below

the croquet terrace. Here the higher wall is

•supported by buttresses 15 feet apart, which afford

protection to more
tender subjects, such as

Magnolia Delavayi and
Acacia dealbata (Silver

Wattle), 20 feet high,

a charming specimen

•with its silvery foliage.

At the southern end of

this terrace are borders

planted with blue and
orange shaded flowers.

The corresponding bor-

ders at the north end

are filled with Roses,

mainly Hybrid Teas.

The border on the west

side of this terrace,

about 18 feet wide and
in crescent shape, con-

tains yellow, orange and
scarlet flowers in grada-

tion. Quite efiective,

too, it is, the whole

edged with Erica stricta,

4 feet in width. The
Lily tank in the centre,

becoming nicely fur-

nished, is 120 feet by .

€0 feet, with a semi-

circular front to corre-

spond with the borders.

On the buttress borders

are grand specimens of Erica codonodes, 7 feet

high and as much in diameter. What a sight

such specimens must be when in flower ! They
seed so freely, and hundreds of seedling plants

have been raised from them.

A grand specimen of Taxus Dovastonii on

the lawn attains 20 feet in height and as

much as 40 feet in diameter. Clipped Yew hedges

surround this terrace, and at each end openings in

the hedge have been made, leading to new terraces

below. Access is obtained to these by a grass

promenade, 10 feet wide, from which by two
flights of circular steps we come half way down
to a pergola for Roses, Clematises and Passifloras,

with a stone path in which herbs and flowers are

becoming established. The walls on the sides of

these steps contain Crinodendron hookerianum,

Desfontainea spinosa, Rhyncospermum jasminoides,

Eugenia apiculata and Solanum jasminoides, the

latter rambling over the stone balustrade for

about 30 feet in a glorious mass of blossom.

The walls of the lowest or Canal terrace

are planted with Lithospermum prostratum.

Campanula garganica and such like subjects

suitable for wall gardening.

The many interesting shrubs and trees which

adorn these walls and terraces I will briefly refer

to en masse: MandeviUa suaveolens, Myrtus

angustifoKus, Rhyncospermum jasminoides, Vitis

Hendersonii, a small form of V. Coignetiae) ; Eugenia

apiculata, Rosa bracteata, very fine in flower and

foliage ; Stuartia Pseudo-cameUia, r2 feet high
;

Magnolia Delavayi, which flowered this year

for the first time (is this the first note of its

flowering in England ?) ; Citrus trifoliata, Bignonia

radicans. Magnolia CampbeUi, 15 feet high

;

Eucryphia cordifolia ; Abelia rupestris, Buddleia

ColvUlei, B. amplissima, B. Forrestii and B. rosea
;

Olearia Fosteri, EscaUonia montevidensis. Hydran-

gea scandens, Tetraptera califomica, Actinidia

chinensis (20 feet high), Indigofera gerardiana,

Plagianlhus LyaUi, Viburnum odorata, Olearia

nitida, Stauntonia latifoUa, Davidia involucrata.

BODNANT HALL AS SEEN FROM THE WATER GARDEN.
The walls are clothed to a height of 40 feel with Pyracantha coccinea.

Berberidopsis corallina (heavily draped with its

showy flowers), Nandina domestica (12 feet high).

Camellia reticulata. Hydrangea quercifoUa, Rubus
bambusarum. Acacia haleana, Pittosporum Mayii,

P. Tobira, Carpenteria califomica, Fremontia

califomica in profusion, and Lapageria rosea
;

the last named is usually grown under glass.

The Hall on the west side is thickly clothed

for 40 feet high with Pyracantha coccinea, literally

smothered with berries. Ceanothuses in variety

luxuriate. Davidia involucrata, Plagianthus betu-

loides, Edwardsia macnabiana, in addition to

Magnolia Delavayi, have all flowered here for the

first time this year.

On the western side of the terraces is a prettily

constructed ravine with a charming rivulet, each

side of which is planted with alpine plants. On
each side of the stream running through the

Dell is the Pinetum, containing many notable

specimens, such as Cedrus atlantica, 50 feet, and
Wellingtonia gigantea, 50 feet — these were

planted by the late Mr. John Bright in 1876

;

Abies Douglasii, planted at the same date, 60 feet

high ; Sequoia sempervirens, 50 feet ; Abies
grandis, 55 feet ; A. Pinsapo, 40 feet ; A. nobilis,

60 feet ; A. cephalonica, 55 feet ; A. bracteata,

A. albertiana, A. poUta ; a weU-fumished speci-

men of Sciadopitys verticfllata, 16 feet ; an
AraUa Maximowiczii, with four stems, fuUy
40 feet high and as much as 30 feet in diameter •

Acer palmata rubrum, 16 feet high and 20 feet in
diameter ; and Retinospora squarrosa, 20 feet

high and as much across, the shapely specimens
of the richest golden colour I had ever .seen.

Bamboos and Chinese Rhododendrons were
recently planted in btilk on the hUlsides, and
appeared to be a success. Pemettyas of the
mucronata type in many colours berry freely.

Liriodendron tulipifera was heavily laden with seed-
pods. A broad herbaceous border on each side of
a winding path provides flowers in profusion.

The sou seems peculiarly suited to LiUes. Some
spikes of L. giganteum, 9 feet high, among Rhodo-

dendrons, were carrying

two dozen seed-pods.

The Connemara Heath
(Menziesia polifoUa) is

planted in large masses
with effect. A hedge of

Erica stricta, 4 feet

wide and fully 50 yards
long, makes a fine sight

when in flower.

Hardy Fuchsias
naturally play an im-
portant part in the
garden, as they gene-
rally do in north walls.

Here Riccartoni is

planted in niches on the
tops of the terrace

walls, where the plants

droop gracefully and
are objects of interest.

An interesting feature

of the garden is a

Laburnum-covered arch-

way over a path ; this

in spring must be a
bright spot. The glass,

kitchen and fruit garden
appears to be on a scale

in keeping with the

requirements of the
owners.

The whole of this charming garden is in excellent

condition, reflecting the highest credit on Mr. G.

Gumey, who has held the post of head-gardener

for the last nine years. E. Molyneux.

THE MERRYWEATHER DAMSON.
For the last three decades I have pinned my
faith to the Prune or Cheshire Damson for crop

and quality of fruit, but now, on further trial

of the Merryweather variety, I am forced to the

conclusion that the old favourite is at last

superseded ; not only is the fruit larger, thus

giving more flesh, but the flavour is superior.

The growth of the trees, too, is much more
vigorous, and, what is important, young trees

come into bearing so much quicker. Standard
trees planted in the autumn of 1913 have this

year given good crops of full-sized fruit, so much
so that I shall increase their number consider-

ably. D. M.
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SOME "W. G.'s" OF THE
GARDEN.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

POOR old " W. G." has gone from us.

Few men in their lifetime have had

a longer innings of fame than Grace.

Grace and Cricket have been, are,

and ever will be as inseparable as

Nelson and the British Navy, or

Samuel Johnson and Boswell.

It is the same in the world of horticulture.

There are and there have been varieties of fruit,

flower and vegetable which, like the old cricketer,

have held a position of singular supremacy for

more than one generation of garden lovers, out-

living and outdistancing many a meteoric aspirant

to fame.

Such a one among Roses is the celebrated

Gloire de Dijon. Raised somewhere in France in

1853 by a M. Jacotot, it, according to the dictum

of one who has served his turn as the official head

of Rosedom, " still remains jne of the very best."

I catch faint sounds of a chorus of many growers

echoing " And so say all of us." For a very

long time it remained in single blessedness in my
own garden, and although now the Hon. Ina

Bingham, Moyesii, Rayon d'Or and several others

bear it company, were it ever to come to pass

that necessity imposed upon me the choice of

one variety only, I fancy it would be the old

" Glory " that would stUl be there. Sixty years

of fame ! Where are its rivals ?

It is dangerous to prophesy unless you are sure.

I may be wrong, but unless I am a Dutchman

I fancy that as long as Dafiodils are known, the

name of Emperor will be intimately associated

with them. Paxton and the first Crystal Palace
;

Daffodils and Emperor. It is more than fifty

years since its raiser, William Backhouse, sent

out his new seedling. Its position in the Narcissus

world has never been more secure than it is to-day.

It will outlive the Merodon and it wiU laugh at

the Fusarium as mere pin-pricks — frighten-

ing and distressing at the time, undoubtedly

—but, after all, only occasional incidents in a long

life of which no one now living is likely to see

the end.

What, again, of the famous Ribston Pippin in

pomological circles? It may be through stupid

ignorance, but above all Apples it is the one that

to me has a name to conjure with. How many
generations of Dents have come and gone since

it first fruited in their ancient Yorkshire garden ?

How many of the more modern ones surpass it

in flavour and crispness ? Can any Worcester

Pearmain, any James Grieve, any Cox's Orange,

or even the grand old Cornish Aromatic, or the

equally old Cornish GUliflower ?

The Paul Crampel Pelargoniums round the

Victoria Memorial in front of Buckingham

Palace have set people thinking, and some

have asked, " What is Gardening ? " I answer,

"That is." There is very little doubt that

" Paul " is the Zonal of the twentieth

century, just as in the sixties and the seventies

we had Vesuvius and the celebrated tricolour

Mrs. Pollock. This last was given as an offering

to the magnificent bedding craze which cap-

tivated otir sures and grandsires. Many will

doubtless remember the sensation it caused when

its raiser, Mr. P. Grieve, introduced it in i860 or

thereabouts. What talk ! what writing in the

gardening papers ! what fashionable garden was

without it ! It is still to be met with, although

a more modern rival has almost eclipsed it. But

it has had a lengthy innings. [We cannot agree

with our esteemed correspondent that the crude

blaze of colour created year after year by masses of

this Pelargonium in front of Buckingham Palace

is a worthy example of modem gardening.

Such a sorry' scheme is devoid of grace and
dignity, and if this is the best that can be

accomplished, we would prefer to see it replaced

by verdant turf.

—

Ed.]

Turning to Lilies ; consider the long reign of

the venerable white - headed Ltlitun candidtun.

It has been a well-beloved inhabitant of gardens

great and small for three hundred years at least
;

how many more I must express by the algebraical

" X " and leave students of very ancient gardening

history to determine. It is the albiuu vulgare

of Gerard " that groweth only in gardens and hath

not been declared where it is found wild by any

that I can hear of " (Gerard in his " Herbal,"

1597. page 39). To use the expressive title that

a yotmg curate coined when he wished to record

the presence of the new Dean of Ripon at a certain

clerical meeting when he was Archdeacon of

Birmingham, her " Venerability " cannot be left

out of the team. Queen Elizabeth in all proba-

bility had it in her garden at Greenwich. It is

stiU " in."

I remember Mr. Bunyard, sen., telling me the

history of Gladiolus brenchleyensis ; how it was
raised at Brenchley in Kent in the year 1848.

Very nearly three score years and ten have gone

by, and it is still sold every year by the hundred.

It very much looks like making its century.

Were I of epicurean tastes and able to dilate

on the toothsomeness of Kohl Rabi or the

good jelly-making properties of the fruit of

Pyrus (Cydonia) japonica, I might have been

able to talk of some culinary Pea, like

Gladstone, or some Strawberry, like Sir Joseph

Paxton. (Tell it not in Gath ! The Du-ector

of Kew has kindly sent me some varieties

of the Japanese Quince for experiments. I could

not resist the recipes which lately appeared

in The Garden). But I have said enough, I

hope, to set the ball rolling. It would be nice to

hear about famous plants of past and present

renown which have had " long runs " on the

gardening stage. May I conclude by expressing a

hope that someone with the requisite knowledge

wiU do this and so give us something to think about

as we read our Garden in the winter evenmgs.

Who knows what memories and thoughts such

reminders may not stir within us ? Reveries !

Ruminations ! Perchance, the old home !

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

IN

the kitchen garden trenching the ground

is not nearly enough attended to, especially

in soils of a heavy, retentive nature.

Trenching the soil from 2 feet to 3 feet

deep not only provides a deeper rooting

space for tap-rooted vegetables especially,

but it warms the soil by the admission of air

and conserves the moisture during a spell of dry

weather in summer.

Asparagus in Beds should now have the ripened

tops removed, cutting down the grass to within

an inch or so of the soil. Clear away all weeds,

lightly fork over the surface, and cover the bed

with 2 inches of half-decayed stable manure or

the spent material from a Mushroom-bed.

French Beans.—Make a sowing of five seeds of

a good forcing variety—Superlative, for example

—

in a 4-inch pot, to be afterwards shifted into pots

8 inches in diameter. In a temperature of 65°

the plants will grow freely and sturdily if placed

on a shelf near the glass. Stockiness in the growth
of French Beans is important for their future

success.

Broccoli should now be heeled over to the north
to protect the heads from frost. Take out a spit

of soil on the northern side, heel the plant over,

and well cover the stem with soil when taking

out the spit for the next plant. The protection

of the stems from frost does much to save the
plants.

Globe Artichokes should have their bottom
leaves cut away, admitting air about the plants.

Protect this part from frost with long strawy
manure.

Lettuce recently planted in frames should

have abundance of air on favourable occasions

to prevent the leaves damping. As fast as frames

are emptied of their previous crop, fill them at

once with plants from the open.

Seakale should be lifted in batches, heeling,

them in for a time until space in the Mushroom-
house, stokehole, or in boxes imder the stages of

warm houses is available to continue the supply.

Moist conditions with complete darkness are

necessary to produce well-blanched heads.

Mustard and Cress. — Mustard should be

sown every six days, and Cress every four

days to give a succession. In pans or cutting-

boxes sow the seed thickly, but.,do not cover it,

and if kept moist it will quickly grow.

Potatoes.—Where the tubers were put in

heaps at digging-time in various sizes, work is

provided for wet weather in sorting them into

sizes for use and for planting, using the small and

scarred tubers for the pigs. Even if time does

not permit of hand picking, the heaps should be

turned over to ensure their becoming dry right

through. If put together in wet weather, the

bulk may cause some heating in the centre, which

is detrimental to long keeping. When turned and

dried, the heap should be covered with straw or

bags to prevent the tubers becoming green by
exposure. E. Molyneux.

A GOOD CLOSE-EATING POTATO.
Although, generally speaking, close-eatmg

varieties of Potato find but little favour with

the public, there still remain those who consider

the ideal tuber is one which, when cooked, more
closely resembles an Artichoke, or a lump of soap,

than the ball of flour regarded by many as the

standard by which a cooked Potato is judged.

After extended trials of many varieties, I am of

opinion that none, of either coloured skin,

has greater claims to the distinction of being the

best among these close-eaters than International

Kidney, certainly one of the handsomest

varieties in cultivation, and for this reason alone

still regarded as indispensable among a certain

class of growers, these chiefly amateurs. Some
idea of its close-eating nature may be formed

when I say that out of the many hundred varieties

—or so-called varieties—we have grown here

during the last fourteen years, this sort stands

alone, and compared with this, particularly early

in the season, many recognised close-eaters among

coloured varieties appear to be balls of flour.

Oxtmd. F. R. Castle.
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NURSERY NOTES.

MR. GEORGE PRINCE, LONGWORTH,
BERKS.

T
^HERE is a certain charm about Mr.

George Prince's Rose garden at

Longworth that makes it quite unlilte

aay other Rose garden with which

we are acquainted. It is situated

in the midst of a very beautiful old

Berkshire village some five or six miles from the

City of Oxford. Most of the land in the neigh-

bourhood is devoted to pasture and agricultural

crops, and the fertile nature of the soil, which

is a deep sandy loam, appears to suit all Roses,

and Teas in particular, as well as it does the waving

fields of Wheat which in summer-time cover many
acres in this part of Berkshire. To wander up
and down the long rows and hedges of Roses

is probably the best of yellow Roses for

walls. It is very free and flowers over a long

season.

Favourite Roses.—We have made many visits

to Longworth, and there are certain Roses

associated with this Rose garden that we always

hope to see. Among them might be mentioned

Longworth Rambler, that beautiful Noisette

with cherry red blooms produced over a long

season. It is very hardy and succeeds whe'e

many other rambling Roses might fail ; moreover,

it is nearly evergreen. Rose Fortune's Yellow,

described in detail and with so much grace by

Miss Ellen Willmott, V.M.H., in The Garden for

November 6, page 543 is almost as great a success

at Longworth as it is at Lockinge, which, by the

way, is only a few miles distant, both places

being in the historic Vale of White Horse.

It requires a warm situation, but is never so

fine as when grown under glass. Rose species

are well represented at Longworth. Rosa sinica.

A HEDGE OF ROSES THALIER AND TRIER AT LONGWORTH.

ENGLISH V. LATIN NAMES
OF PLANTS.

in an atmosphere laden with the sweetest of

perfumes reminds one of an Eastern scene where

Roses are grown on a very large scale for the

sake' of distilling attar of Roses from the blooms.

By the way, has anyone ever attempted to make
attar of Roses in this country ? There must be

a great waste of Rose blooms year after year,

especially in our large Rose nurseries. True,

it is calculated to take 100,000 blooms to make
an ounce of pure attar, but in the piping times

of peace this is sold from 30s. an ounce upwards

to even treble that price, while the smallest drop

of it is sufficient to fill a large room with the

delicious odour of Roses.

Not only are the Rose hedges so fine at Long-

worth ; the rambling Roses look exceedingly

picturesque clothing the dry stone walls which

are a feature of this old-world village, while Reve

d'Or, literally smothered with deep yellow iJowers,

looked particularly happy and effective growing

over the gable end and roof of a stable. This

the Cherokee Rose, and the variety Anemone,
with lovely soft pink flowers, provided a feast

of bloom in June last never to be forgotten. ^ :

Teas and Noisettes, with which this Rose garden

has so long been associated, are beyond doubt

the most lovely of all Roses. Marechal Niel,

still the best golden yellow Rose in cultivation,

is a great success on a warm border ; while

Princesse de Sagan, L'Ideal, General Schablikine.

Lady Roberts, Medea, Mrs. E. Mawley, White
Maman Cochet, Souv. de S. A. Prince, Mrs. Foley

Hobbs, Mme. Constant Soupert and Harry Kirk

are to be numbered in the ilite of the Rose family.

It is only fair to Mr. Prince to mention that his

successes in the leading classes for Teas and

Noisettes at the National Rose Society's exhi-

bitions and at other important Rose shows have

been quite unique, although no one would welcome
keener rivalry in these classes more than Mr.

Prince, who has the successful cultivation of all

Roses so very much at heart.

IT
is really time for a firm stand to be taken-

against the few enthusiasts who are en-

deavouring to force us to substitute

English for botanical names of plants. 1

see one suggested alternative is Whortle-
berry-lea^'ed Knot Grass for Polygonum

vaccinifoliura ; another. Bloody Rockfoil (it

sounds like a " swear " term of endearment !>

for Saxifraga sanguinea. Latin is not a difficult

language to pronounce, and as the Universities

differ in their pronunciation of it, the ordinary man
may be excused for pronouncing it almost pho-

netically.

Let us examine the " good Old English

names " themselves. Take Saxifraga umbrosa,

for instance ; this is known best as London Pride,

but it is also known as St. Patrick's Cabbage,
None-so-Pretty and Cheeky Johnnie, and possibly

there are many other examples equally confusing.

At the time the Old English names originated,

the nimiber of plants in cultivation was exceedingly

small, and consequently the number of English

names was correspondingly small. Honeysuckle
meant one particular plant, Alysson meant Alys-

suni saxatile and nothing else ; but now that almost

daily we are receiving new species from all parts

of the world, and there are many Alyssums with
yellow, white, or pink flowers, there are not

enough good Old English names to go round,

and the Anglophile enthusiast must either use a

mixture of English and Latin names or manu-
facture new " Old English" names. This sounds
impossible, but, alas ! it is the truth, and my
apology for rushing into print is a catalogue,,

just issued by a well-known nursery, which I have
read with amazement and alarm. It suggests,

in all seriousness that we should drop the botanical

names, use the " true English " names—as far as.

they are known—and where they are unknown
or do not exist, to manufacture—" supply " is>

I think, the word used—new names for them by
rough-and-ready translations of their botanical

names. Such a scheme, if ever generally approved,

is one that should be taken in hand reverently

and not hurriedly, and only by some very compe-
tent authorities.

Here are some of the results achieved by
the compiler of the new English-Latin glossary.

We are in future to call Achillea filipen-

duliaa a Dropwort Yarrow, but Achillea

Ptarraica is a Double Sneezewort ; but he also,

terms Helenium striatum a Sneezewort—a copper

one this time. Again, Armeria Cephalotes is a

Ruby Thrift, but Armeria laucheana is a Sea

Pink. Heuchera zahelina is a Hybrid Alum
Root, but H. sanguinea is a Scarlet Saxifrage.

Mertensia echioides is a Viper's Lungwort, M.
pulmonarioides a Virginian Cowslip, Omphalodei
cappadocica is a Navel-wort, while O. vema has

the choice of three names. Similar examples are

too numerous to mention, but the climax is reached

with the unfortunate Ranunculi, for R. Firaria

is a Pilewort, R. aconitifolia is Fair Maids of

France, and R. acris is Yellow Bachelors' Buttons.

A description of a new hybrid between any two
of these would he jaw-breaking enough in all

conscience !

But some of these names are already fairly

well known in some localities, and it is when
the compiler lets himself loose on the " new names "
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that he helps us to appreciate this Anglophile

movement at its full value, for in the process of

the translation many of the plants almost com-

pletely lose their identity. Thus, Campanula
pulloides is a seedling of C. pulla and its name
surely implies puUa-like, but we are to call it

Dwarf Purple Bellflower. Again, Saxifraga scar-

dica is to be Macedonian Rockfoil, notwithstanding

the fact that there is already a perfectly distinct

Saxifraga macedonica in cultivation. From these

examples the reader can judge what the Anglo-

philes would let us in for, solely in order that, by
their adoption, we may be able to drop the botanical

names ; but can we ? Even after we have striven

to learn all the local nicknames of the unfortunate

plants, in order that when we want an Achillea

we may, by ordering a Sneezewort, really get an

Achillea, and not, as seems equally possible, an

Helenium, is it possible that we can do without

the liated botanical names ? I fear not, for unless

we are to be at the mercy of any unscrupulous

supplier of plants, it is always necessary

for us to know the botanical names in order

to check what we are getting and to compare
prices.

It must be borne in mind that very large numbers
of the plants we cultivate in our gardens come from

abroad—Holland, Japan, Switzerland, and nearly

all mountainous countries supply us—and if we
know the botanical names of our plants, our path is

smooth, as the botanical names are the same in

every country. It is useless for the Anglophiles

to cumber us with hundreds of newly manufactured
" English " names for the sake of preserving the

few " good old " ones (which, by the way, include

such charming names as Bugwort, Lousewort,

Liver-wort, Pilewort and Fleabane !), when it

is quite clear that we must know the botanical

names as well.

There is a certain amount of hardship, no
doubt, in setting out to learn the botanical

nanjes, when one is not used to them, and I

disliked doing so as much as anyone, but I soon

recognised the necessity, as my garden grew, of

knowing the names of its inhabitants, and as new
plants, bearing only botanical names, came in I

soon realised that it was hopeless to try to remember
a mixture of English and Latin names. I have

for some time given up the unprofitable attempt.

This is a practical age and one's time is very fully

occupied. To ask us, therefore, to spend it in learn-

ing Old English names and acquiring newly manu-
factured ones is to compel us merely to waste it,

for they are, and must increasingly become, as

useless to us for our general knowledge of plants

as Erse would be to us for general purposes of

•conversation. Murray Hornibrook.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUi^STIONS AND ANSWERS.—T^Ae Editor enfeavours

to make The Gardes hefpful to all readers ivho desire
assiHnnce. no matter what the branch of gardening may be,
and with that obiect makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and conciseltj written on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock
Street. Covent Garden. London. W.C. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of tJie plant. Letters
on business should be sent to the Publisher.

OUR SUPPLIES OF FERTILISERS.
The President of the Board of Agriculture and
Pisheries has appointed a Departmental Committee
.to make arrangements with a view to the main-
tenance, so far as possible, of adequate supplies

-of fertilisers for the use of farmers and
gardeners in the United Kingdom. The com-
jnittee is constituted as follows : The Right
Hon. F. D. Acland, M.P. (chairman) ; Mr. R. H.
Rew, C.B., Mr. T. H. Middleton, C.B. Mr.
G. J. Stanley, C.B., C.M.G. ; Mr. J. Dundas
White, M.P. ; Mr. H. Ross Skinner; Mr. E. J.
Poley

; and Mr. R. J. Thompson. The secre-

tary is Mr. H. D. Vigor, 3, St. James' Square,
London. S.W.

FLOWER GARDEN.
VARIEGATED WALLFLOWER (/. 5.).—Such varie-

gation is not uncommon ; incidentally, too, the riant is of
little value. Being a growth tport, it could only be
perpetuated by means of cuttings, and in all probability
these with cultivation would revert to the normal con-
dition. Of no commercial value, it is entirely optional
whetlier you consider the variety of sufficient interest
or merit to attempt to increase it. You say nothing
about the colour, but, should it prove to be a yellow-
flowered variety, we should not consider it worthy of
increase. If more striking in the plant than the leaves
you send suggest, it might prove attractive grown for
leaf effect only. To do this, all flowers would have to
be suppressed and the plant increased by means of
cuttings, those preferably with a heel. For such cuttings
August and September are the best times.

PLANTS FOR TOWN GARDEN IN MAY (PT.).—You
might with advantage plant such sulijects as Anemone
sylvestris, Saxifraga cordifolia purpurea, S. Clibrani,
S. bathoniensis, S. Miss Willmott, such Aubrietias as
Dr. Mules, Lavender, Souvenir de W. Ingram, tauricola
and Prichard's A 1, Alyssum saxatile compacta, PlJoxes
verna, amcena, atropurpurea and Vi^'id, Veronica
gentianoides, Trollius asiaticus, T. Orange Globe, Primula
cashmeriana, Hepj\tic-as in red, ^vbite and blue, Iris
pumila, 1. p. c^rulea, I. nudicaule, I. germanir^ violacea,
Mrs. Darwin, Queen of May and Princess of Wales, Aster
subci"rulcus, A. salsuginosus, Dielytra formosa, Campanula
muralis. Anemone Pulsatilla and Adonis amurensis.
Single and double Pyrethrums would be good, though
May is early for them. They are qi.ite useful in early
June, and so an' the Spanish Irises, which are both
beautiful and cheap.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (./. V. H.).—Any of the soil
fxmiigants should belp to get rid of the pest to which
you refer. T .e soil tumigants would be best applied any
time when the land is vacant. The named Antirrhi-
nums would have been best perpetuated by means of
cuttings inserted in boxes or pots in September, though
you may still do so. The chances of successfully rooting
the cuttings now are, however, less than six weeks ago.
Failing the cuttings, shorten the old plants back slightly,
and lift and frame them for the winter. Your plants
appear to be of the tall type, and in a wind-swept garden
it mSy be necessary to stake them. If of the tallest-
growing type, the plants will scill incline upwards in
spite of pinching. You do not say the size of the bed for
which you require the herbaceous plants; hence, rather than
give you any hapliazard selection, we would prefer that
you repeat that query with the particulars named, in
order that a useful list of subj'^cts might be given. The
name of the plant sent is Dielytra eximea.

THALICTRUM DIPTEROCARPUM (^iv>n).—This plant
is hardly likely to be a permanent success in heavy soil,

and is better suited to a moderately rich, light mixture
of loam and leaf-soil. At the same time it prefers a rather
cool root run. It might be well in your case to pot it

for the winter and prepare 9 position on the aljove lines
for planting in March or April next year. The best
time to deal with the Red-hot Pokers is March ; they may
then be divided freely. They prefer rich and deeply
cultivated soils. From your description we sh.oulJ
suspect that the Montbretias have suffered from disease,
though this is usually kept in clieck by annual lifting.

Do you, however, replant in the same ground each year ?

If so, you are coiuting failure. Dry stored corms should
be planted singly in early April in sweet, fresli loam,
employing a score or so a few inches asunder to form a
group. If you could obtain a little chalk or lime, mingle
this with the soil a month or so before planting.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PLANTS FOR A VESTIBULE WALL {E. M. W.).—

We are doubt fid whether there is suflUcient light for
flowering climbers 10 succeed under the conditions indi-
cated by you. The most likely subjects are Abutilons,
especially Golden Fleece, but perhaps as the wall is

coloured white you would prefer a crimson kind, in which
case Sanglant is a good one. The white-flowered Solauum
jasminoides might' thrive there, and, if so, its flowering
extends over a lengthened period. There yot remains

one more subject which would perhaps give you satis-
faction, namely, Hibbertia dentata, whose yellow flowers
are borne during the flrst three months of the year. The
slender, twining shoots are • clothed with ovate leaves
from 4 inches to 5 inches long, and of a pleasing bronzy
green tint that should be very conspicuous again.st the
white background. The young leaves and points of the
shoots are tinged with crimson. Foliage plants that
would thrive there are the climbing forms of Ficus, namely,
Ficus repens and its smaller variety minima, with the larger-
growing Ficus radicans. These would clothe the wall
with a dense mass of small, deep green leaves, but no
flowers.

BEGONIA TO NAME (/?. L. 5.).—The Begonia specimen
is sueli a poor one tliat it is impossible to name it with
certainty. We, however, have but little doubt that it is
Begonia Corbeille de Feu. The derivation of the word
Calliopsis is from the Greek—Kaliistos, most beautiful;
and opsi^, an eye.

TREATMENT OF GESNERAS (J. 4.).—As the Gesneras
go out of flower less water is needed, and they will then go
gradually to rest. When dormant the soil should be kept
dry, but not allowed to become parclied up. By February
they will l>e ready to start into growth, when they may
le potted into small pots, shifting them into larger ones
when necessary. You ask if they can I e ^\-intorcd in a
cool greenhouse, which is such an elastic term that it is
diflicult to answer. In order to keep Gesneras in a satis-
factory state during the winter,rhey should be in a structure
with a minimum temperature of 50°. When they start
into gro^rth, more heat will be beneficial. They may be
wintered in the pots they are now growing in, or, in order
to economise space, they can be shaken out and laid in
boxes of fine soil. This, however, should not be done
till they are absolutely dormant.
ADVICE ON CRINUM MOOREI (4.).—Crinum Moorei

will sometimes push up more than one spike from a bulb,
and as yours gets stronger it will probably do the same. A
height of 4 feet is not unusual for the flower-spike to attain,
but this is a feature which depends to a certain extent
upon the situation of the plant. If it develops under
glass, particularly if at all shaded, the flower-stem is sure,
to be taller than if it is outside in the ci>en air. You may,
if you wish, remove the offsets when the plant is repotted,
which is best done in early spring, before growth commences.
On tlie other hand, the plant may be shifted into a larger
pot or tub and the offsets allowed to grow unchecked.
In this way the Crinum in question will form a mass or
clump, from which an increased number of flowers may
reasonably be anticipated. In the case of these estab-
lished clumps, annual repotting is by no means necessary.
In that case, when tlie pots are well furnished with roots,
an occasional stimulant during the growing season will be
beneficial. We are very pleased to learn that you have
had-sueh success with this Crinum by following our pre\iou8
advice.

ADVICE ON BEGONIAS (IF. F.).-~We presume that
the Begonias referred to by you belong to the tuberous-
rooted section. If so, they will be soon going to rest.
WHen quite dormant they must be kept almost dry.
Large or fair sized bulbs may be wintered without any
water, but as, in all probability, yours are very small
ones, tliey are likely to perish if parched up. For this
reason a little water may be given occasionally, but not
sufficient to keep the soil nearly as moist as if the plants were
in a growing state. They must be wintered where quite
safe from frost. By many, tuberous Begonias are, when
dormant, laid on their sides and stored underneath the
stage of the greenhouse. This practice does not permit
of their condition being readily ascertained, so that as
your litt'le plants need careful attention as regards water,
they will be best given a good position on the st-agc. In
Mirch. by which time the tubers will be on the point of
starting into growth, they may be shaken clear of the old
soil and repotted into small pots. A mixture of equal
parts of loam and leaf-mould, with a good sprinkling of
sand, will suit tliem well. In potting, the tuber should be
buried just below t)ie siu-face of the soil. Directly the
roots take possession of the new compost, the plants
must be shifted into larger pots, as if allowed to become
pot-bound their growth will be checked.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
FASCIATED SHRUB TO NAME (ff. T.).—The slu-ub

sent to* identification and examination is not Azara
microphyUa, but Cotoneastermicropliylla, and the branches
are in the condition known as fasciatcd. This condition
is often noticeable in plants tliat are growing vigorously,
excess of vigour apparently inducing an abnormal number
of adventitious buds, which in trying to develop cause
the fused-hke appearance of the branch. The same
thing may often be noticed in the flower-spikes of Lilium
auratum. Under normal conditions an extra number
of branches should be formed instead of the fusion in the
fasciated state.

HARDY FUCHSIAS (S. FT.).—The Fuchsia sent for
examination is F macrostemma, a native of South
America. It is quite natural for the flowers to be borne
in the manner described, and notliing can be done to make
the plant more attractive at fiowering-time. If the
shoots were staked up, they would look unnatural. The
best outdoor Fuchsia is F. Kiccartonii. This forms a
bush 6 feet to 10 feet higli in the South-West Counties,
and would probably grow into a fine bush with you,
especially if the branches were protected in frosty weather
uith Spruce br.inchcs or a little Bracken, The most
critical period is tlie first few years, before really hard
wood has been formed. The flowers of this plant are
conspicuous when in their natural position.
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KITCHEN GARDEN.
WATERCRESS (W. i.)-—The first thing to do is to

form a series of beds by throwing rouuh timber across

at intervals, fixing it in position, and puddling it on the

inside. Bring the beds up to near the level, so as to

secure the water a few inches deep. The beds may be

20 feet or 40 feet long, just as you wish, and it all depends
whether you require to cultivate the Watercress com-
mercially or only to supply your own needs. The best

quahty is secured from shallow streams of running water ;

hence you should so arrange matters that the water is con-

stantly—though of necessity only slightly—on the move.
If a stony bottom exists, a Uttle stiff loam should be
inserted at the start. You may raise plants from seeds

or by division, the latter being the better way. It should
be quite easy to secure a quantity of sets for planting.

The best of that sold for consumption would do well.

If you elect to start with seeds, you had better sow now
in shallow pans of soil and water, and plant out in March
next.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

though
Winter-

MISCELLANEOUS.
NARCISSUS FLY (H. B. He? is).—Yes ; the grub is

that of the Narcissus fly, Merodon equestris. The best

treatment for tliis is certainly to lift the bulbs in the
summer and refrain from planting them again until late

enough to feel whether there is a grub inside or not.

You cannot do it this season, so we think your best
' plan will be to lift any that fail as early as you can find

them, and to search for the chrysalis, which may possibly

'be in the soil near the bulb which was attacked and not
actually in the bulb, and in May, June and July keep
a sharp look-out for the flies themselves. They fly about
in the sun, and make a curious, sharp, humming sound,
unlike hat mule by any other fly or bee, and may be

captured by means of a butterfly net. By this means
large numbers may be taken and the attacks of the pest

very materially reduced.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (Stiidleyite).—!. The cUppings

of lawns, weeds, refuse from herbaceous borders and the
like, stacked, and especially when mi ed with lime,

make an excellent substitute for farmyard manure, and
may be dug in and used for the same crops as is that

manure. 2. We do not think Norway Spruce will take
kindly to clipping, either with secateurs or with anj'thing

else ; it is not a plant suitable for hedge making, but if

the trees are allowed to grow will make an excellent

screen for many years to come. 3. The Apple with the

dark green spot upon it is attacked by Apple scab, and
should he treated in the way recommended to several of

our correspondents recently for this trouble. The other is

not frosted, hut is suffering from " glassiness," due to the
transfusion of the sap from inside the cells into the inter-

cellular spaces. The cause is unknown, but is undoubtedly
due to some irregularity in the water supply 4. The
cost of the apparatus needful for cyaniding houses is

small, and if the hou es are suitable—all ventilators

should be able to be opened from the outside—should
be fairly easy to accomplish.

WEEDS AND SCUM IN A LILY POOL (Header).— '

Sulphate of copper is used to kill the scum that appears
on the surface of the water and to kill the flannel-hke weed
below the surface of the water, but not for clearing ponds
of ordinary plant life. In a case such as you describe,

it appears that the pond requires to be thoroughly cleaned

out, and the plant hfe reduced to the required propor-
tions during the process. This work can be commenced
at once. Next spring or summer, if scum appears, use

sulphate of copper in the proportion of 2ioz. to

10,000 gallons of water. Pissolve the chemicAl in a
little water and syringe it evenly over the surface of the

pond, or tie it in a canvas bag and draw it through the
water until dis.=olved. To find the quantity of water
in the pond, square the average diameter of the surface

in feet, multiply by the depth and then multiply the
product by 4-8947. Animals should not be allowed to

drink the water for two days after application.

A WEED IN THE WATER GARDEN (Dr. C. A. P. 0.).

—The weed sent for examination is the Duckweed (Lemna
minor). It is very difficult to eradicate from still water,
but can be destroyed by keeping the water in a constant
state of agitation, and by rcmo\'inp as much as possible

of the weed, by the use of a net, as it is ^\ashed towards
the sides of the pond. It is not possible to deal with
this weed by the aid of chemicals, as in the case of the
lower orders of plant life, for the quantity of poison
required to kill the weed would probably kill other plant

life also. A constant stream of water running through
the pond would probably keep the water clear.

NAMIS OF fttVTS.—Colonel IF. B. G.—The red

berries are the Iruiis of Cotoucaster frigida, a very orna-

mental shrub from the Himalayas. The others are
probably those ol Pyius Aria (White Beamt, but we cannot
be certain without seeing foliage.

NAMFS CF IBUIT.— B. C. M., Jirsry.—A, Alfliston !

B. Dutch Mignonnc; C. Coiuifh Gillificwer ; D. Bsmble-
don ccux Ans. Mrs. W., Eers.—Pear Durondeau.
B. J. H.—Bcurrf Baltet Pfre. C. £.—1, Potts' Seed-

ling; 2, GascoyEP's Scarlet: 3, John Apple; 4, Tower
of Glaniis ; 5. Wellington ; 6. Kcrthein Greening ; 7,

Beurrf Diel ; 8 and 9, General Todleten : 10. Duroideau.
Tin Yfirs' fi(ffcu.^l,Pe£S!Coi s'Kcniueh; 2, L'Arry

Spiie; 8, Elcrhe m Orrme. B. F. W.—I oyenr^ eu
Cornice.—-£.^. C.—1, WoreesierPe.-iin.ain : 2. liUeffs
Peaimain ; 8, WorttEl( y Pipr n ; 4, Boary Morning; 5,

Mark ' Coeilin ; 6. Striped Becufln; 7, 'VVykin riirin;
8, Pickerirg's feedlinf; 9, Emily (hildj; 10, Kee lesion

Pip] in ; 11, T uchesse c e Bore raux. The late Fits should
bepitkedoff; Ihey will rot mature.

The fortnightly meeting held on November 23

small, was not without interest or variety

flowering Begonias from Bushey were a great feature,

and commanded the attention of all. Hardy Ferns from
Enfleld were excellent ; while Carnations, berried shrubs

and the Chrysanthemums from Merstham constituted

not a little attraction.

Jlr. A. F. Button, Iver, Bucks, displayed a group
of Carnations, of which Louvain, a cerise-coloured form,

was the chief. It gained an award of merit. Chelsea,

a scarlet and white fancy, was also noted.

Messrs. H. B. May, Edmonton, showed a table of winter-

flowering Begonias, such as Optima, Mrs. Heal, Exquisiti\

Glory of Cincinnati and the various forms of Gloire de

Lorraine being wcU shown. Cyclamen persicum and the

hardy Scolopendriums and Polypodiums were alK) well

shown. A collection of eighty-four varieties of Scolo-

pendrium, shown on a board, was most interesting.

Orchid COMsniTEE.
Present : J. G. Fowler, Esq. (chairman), Sir Harry

J. Veiteh. and Messrs. J. O'Brien, J. Wikon Potter, R. A.
Rolfe. Stuart H. Low, F. J. Hanbury, Pantia Ealli, R.
Thwa'ites, W. Cobb, J- Charlesworth, J. Cypher, W. H.
Hatcher, C. H. (Curtis, H. G. Alexander, A. Dye, S. W.
Flory, W. Bolton, Gurney Wilson and R. B. ^^^lite.

Messrs. James Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, showed
an admirable lot of Cypripediums, the freshness of the

plants and their unusual vigour attracting attention at

once. From the deUphtful collection staged we selected

C. Sanderse, G. triumphans (very dark and glossy), C.

Thalia Hon. P. Wellesley (a very distinct form with large,

copiously spotted dorsal sepal), C. Maudise (green pouch
and white, green-lined dorsal sepal), C. Kossetti (yellow

and white), and C. Priam, whose chestnut red labellum

anel pronounced white dorsal
crimson, was a great attraction.

Hye was also sliown.
Mr. R. Windsor Rickards, Usk Priory, Monmouthshire,

showed a delightful lot of Cypripediums in excellent, well-

flowered examples, among which we noted C. fairrieanum

X Baron Schroder, C. Mrs. Mostyn x C. Harefleld Hall,

C. G. F. Moore x leeanum clinkaberryanum, C. Satyr
(Euryades x Beryl), C. lona (bellalulum x fairrieanum),

a strangely beautiful and dwarf form; and C. Actseus I

var. Bianca, a shapely yelloA' and white. .\ few charming
Cattleyas were also included.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, stowed
Cattleya Fabiata, Rophro-Cattleya Pearl, Cattleya hardy-

ana, and the two richly coloured Odontiodas Diana and
Gharlesworthii.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, Bucks, showed Brasso-

Cattleya Herlin (digbyana Schroderse x labiata), a lovely

self pink ; and LseUo-Cattleya Bola (C. Triana; x L.-C.

callistoglossa var. ignescens), pink sepals and crimson
maroon lip, rendered conspicuous by white blotches at

the sides. Some novelties in Odontiodas were also shown.
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had the charming

Brasso-Cattleya Pallas (of rosy pink hue with yellowish

throat), Cattleya Fabia alba (with conspicuously veined

rose and yellow lip), C. Prince John variety, C. Snow
Queen, C. Fabia 'rosy cerise and crimson) and the curious

Saccolabium calceolare (whose brownish sepals and white

Up, all in miniature on a 6-inch high plant, were most
interesting).

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's' Heath, had
an admirable display of Odontoglossums, Odontiodas
and other choice genera. Among the more important
were Trichopilia Gouldii (white, pink spotted), of which
many fine plants were shown : Odontioda Joan (very

rich and dark), Odontoglossum lamteauianum and
Odontioda Hippolyta (of rosy hue). Epidendrum vitclli-

num was very beautiful in a group.

FiOEAL Committee.
Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

C. T. Druery, E. A. Bowles. R. C. Notcult, J. Hudson,
J. Green, W. J. Bean, G. Reuthe, J. W.,Mooiman, C. R.
Fielder, J. F. McLeod, W. Howe,T. Stevenson, W. Bain,

C. Dixon, A. Turner, C. E. Pearson, W. Cuthbertson,

J. T. Bennett-Po5, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, E.
Mawley, G. Paul and the Rev. F. Page-Eoberts.

Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, Enfleld, had an

hardy alpine and rock plants, of which Galax aphyllai

was most attractive.

The JEsse* Tate and Tanner, Caldecote Towers, Bushey
Heath 'gardener, Mr. F. Streeter), arranged an imposing
group of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine that has rarely, il

ever, been excelled. With a centre of the white variety,

Turnford Hall, the sides at right and left were flanked

by glorious masses of B. Mrs. Leopold de Rothschild

and Mrs. Bedford, with baskets and arches above, which
rendered the arrangement unique. A gold medal was
deservedly awarded.

Messrs. Piper, Bavswater and Barnes, contributed a
collection of shrubs and berried plants, Pernettyas,

Berberis, C'otoneaster, Eurya latifolia, Magnolias, Ivies,

and much else of interest.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, displayed examples

of cut shrubs, Pernettyas, Sea Buckthorn, Coloneaster

frigida, Symphoricarpus, Cratsgus Crista-galli, with

dwarf rock and other shrubs.
Messrs, E. F. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square, showed

a fine lot of Solanum aculeatissimum and Eucalyptus

globulus, the scarlet fruits being most attractive.
~ Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N., had a nice

table of Pernettyas, Dracsena Braunti variegata, together

with the autumn-flowering Heaths and other plants.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, had exeeUent examples

of Cratfegus Pyracantha and C. P. Lelandii in well-fruited

specimens, together with Hedera Helix spectabihs aurea,

Aucubas and other plants.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford, Kent, displayed

a glorious lot of Zonal Pelargoniums, than wnieh no plants

are more decorative at this time. Firefly, Golden Lion,

Louis Cbau\'in, Lady Reiscoe (pink). Princess of Wales,

A. J. Bell (shrimp pink). Miss Cannell (pink) and Sir T.

Hanbury were very beautiful. Chrysanthemums Bronze

Beautv, Moncreifte Wbite, Sandown Beauty (crimson).

Miss Higgs (rose) and Gladys Durrant (yellow) were all

excellent.
Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed a

capital lot of Carnations. Niobe (pink), Gorgeous,.

epal flneiy peppered I Triumph, Champion and Wivelsfleld TiN'hite.were among

The rosy hued C. Jules
|

tbe more important.

excellent group of hardy evergreen Ferns, chiefly Poly-
sticbums, whicJi at this season are among tl;e most valuable 1

Of these, p. di\isilobum laxum, with reddish rachis and
j

a fine spread of fronds, was most attractive. P. angulare
(iivisilobnm grande, P. a. grandidens, P. a. di\isilobum
pluniosum densum (a glorious plant), P. d. productum,
P. d. foliosnm, P. angulare tripinnatum and P. divisi-

lobum stipulatum were among the best. Some sixty

distinct foims were shown. Not a few of these were of

tl-e proliferous order, reproducing themselves from axillary

bulbils on the mature fronds.

Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Merstham, showed a plorious

table of exhibition (hiysanthemims, both sinple and
double. Arranged in bold vases and stands, tley were
most attraelivp. Of the largersorls. Edill. (avell (Ironze),

Mrs G. Drabble (while, very larte). Louisa Fockelt (white

flesh t'ni'd. of eroinous size—award of merit). Queen
Mary (pure white), W. Rifby (yellow) and Salcnila
(reddisl ) were tte test. Juno (red sintle). Maiy Morriss

(bronze), BripMness (er'mson). fr'ni'on Velvet. STinsa

(pute white), Moniea Miteten (erimsor—awaid of merit)

and Arisloerat (golden) were En.ong the lest of the

sincles and semi-doubles in a most im.ros'ng exi 'bit.

Mr. G. Bcuthe, Keston, shewed a collection of Nerines

in many shades of colour, together with a collection of

EDINBURGH CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
i
The annual show of Chrysanthemums under the auspices-

of the Scottish Horticultural Association was held in the

Waverley Market. Edinburgh, on November 19 and 20.

1 It was opened on the first day by Lady Jellicoe, who
made an eloquent appeal on behalf of the HorticulturaV

1
Relief Fund, for which the sale of plants, Ac, was organised.

j

As at last year's show, a special effort had been made
to organise this sale in connection with the show, and it

met with a highly gratifying response.

Trade exhibits were very limited. An excellent display

of Chrysanthemums, including many new varieties, was
sent by Messrs. W. Wells, Liniiteel, Merstham, and a
gold medal was worthily awarded. This firm also received

a silver medal fornew Chrysanthemums not in commerce.
Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse, made one of

their notable displays of fruit trees in pots, together with

Apples, &c.. and capital Cyclamens and other plants. A
gold medal was awarded.

Mr. Da\id W. Thomson, Edinburgh, was awarded a
gold medal for an exceedingly fine and well-selected collec-

tion of fifty varieties of Apples. (' ^

A gold medal also went to the Edinburgh and East oi

Scotland College of Agriculture for a highly appreciated

exhibit of preserved fruits and vegetables, together with

a number of varieties of Potatoes not liable to the wart

disease.

An interesting exhibit came from Mr. R. G. Sinclair,

this being a collection of Apples and Pears grown for

commercial and not for exhibition, purposes. A silver-

gilt medal was awarded.
Messrs. John Forbes (Hawick), Limited, were honoured

with a silver medal for an attractive exhibit of Begonias

and other plants.
ilessrs. R. B. Laird, Dickson and Son exhibited a new

and promising Beet.

In the competitive classes, the leading class for cut

blooms (for the City of Edinburgh Queen Victoria Memorial
Prize) was the subject of much interest. Here last year's

winner, Mr. James Beats, Binrock, Dundee, repeated hift

success with a capital display of pood blooms tastefully

arranged. The second prize fell to Mr. D. Kidd, Carbeny
Tower, who also had a striking display. Mr G. Scott,

Southwood, Dundee, was third.

The contest for the Scottish Challenge Cup, for ten

vases, was a close one, only half a point giving the first

prize to Mr. G. Little, Ladykirk. Norham-on-Tweed,
over Mr. James Small, Norwood, Alloa, last year's winner.

In both exhibits the flowers were, finer than those, of

1914. Mr. L. M'Lean was third.

Mr. J. Small had the best twelve Japanese blooms,

Mr. R. Mackenzie, Dochfour, being a_ good second. Mr.

M'Lean was third. I

Mr. W. Aitchifon led for six vases of singles. Cbry-

sanihemrm plants were well shown, Mr G. Cowan winning

for six and Mr- J. Chisl olm for four Japanese.

Other plants were crcdiL-Hy si own, though not in

great nvmbers, Mr. A. MeMillan, Douglas Castle; Mr.

D. M'Lean, Baith ; Mr. A. A. law, Ehe Bouse : Mr.

D. Kidd, Carbeny lower: ard Mr. A. Robb, Dysart

House, being among the first prize winners. The first

nemea was specially successful.

Fruit was apain of hifh quabiy, though some usual

exlibilors were absent. The first prize for four bunches

of Grapes went to Mr. W. Scott, Eden Hall, Lanpwaihby,
for a grand lot. Mr. D. Kidd was second, and Mr. D.
Halliday third. In other Grape classes Mr. W. G. Pirie,

DaUousie Castle: Mr. D. BaUiday, Mr D. Kidd, Mr.

G. Anderson and Mr. W. Scott were the;^flrst prize winners..



VI. THE GARDEN. [November 27, 1915.

Mr. J. Chlsliolm had the best twelve dishes of ipplep
grown in Scotland ; and Mr. Staward the best eighteen
di-shes. Mr. C. Webster was first for Scottish-grown
Pears and Mr. G. McGlashan, Abbeyling, Queen's County,
leii in the open class for Pears.

Vegetables were very good and the coUections exceUent.
-the hrst prize for tlie coUection of nine distinct kinds
was fitly awarded to Mr, W. Harper, Tulliebelton ; second,Mr H. Cummmg, BlairhiU ; third, Mr. D. A. HiU, Kelson.

the smaUer classes were well contested, and those
confined to marliet gardeners showed the high oualitv
attained by the Edinburgh district market growers

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
On November 10 the annual autumn e.-chibltion of fruits,

IJHh n''n
^pt^I'les ™s held by the members in the

i^,„ .ii .
Ip.o^ry way it was successful, and wasthe means of raising a substantial sum of money in aid ofthe C/iristchurch Bed Cross Society.

Wi^,"';n^.-
*^<'?,'1'"'<1, gardener to General Stuart-Wortley,

Sl^fK r- ^u**':''''
™° ">e president's silver medal, otferedlor the highest number of points gained by any member

(hrkt'.h^i^^''","'^-,
^'>°'^ Tinker, Chewton Glen,

Christchurch, sent six large Pears, the weight of whichwas to be guessed by visitors, eaeli to pay sixpence. Twopounds were thus raised in aid of the lied Cross Fund.

71b moz ^"''"'' ™^ '*""•' *'^'' "'''"''' '"''*'''^' '"'''''

CoMPETiirvE Exhibits.
For a group of Chrysanthemums with an edging of

5arT;,''J?°ff''-'" S.'P'"='= ** *™* ^y 6 feet, Mr. W. Weaver,gardener to Major Tinker, Che>rton Glen, was the winner!

^nnmi Jfi k""'"F?"P- *^- '^^'^ Goddard was a goodsecond with a beautiful group.

Rri^„'':„„^'
K't'^her, gardener to M.ajor Wyndham Pain,Bransgore House, Christchurcli, had the best stand ofcut Japanese Chrysanthemum blooms ; many of thorn

Bm.tn''"" i? 'J;'*'"y '° *" splendid blooms he staged at

Tnrm.rT^ N..''"., P'""''""^ "'«'^''- 'i'»^<"» Mary, W.
inJemi7n^?*''\''''„P''™'*°°'

Reginald Vallis, F. S. VaUis

£st 1,1

''oo™);, Elsie Davis and Mrs. J. Gifeou were the

iilnH „f'^'?''-
*^''-

y-r ^^<"'^" ^s* '"'<=0'«' with a fine

d-nt °h d""""'
^' ^"'^"' =*''''""''' *" '*"* P'"'"'-

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

«,dt1vaHn^°^f T''1'°'^ ."' *°°<' production makes the

suhiZi a, tn'
"'"' ""'' ™g''ti'"e=* a most important

mt.fvi,., ,
P'"'™' '""<=• *"<• 't was therefore very

the J/'lS, h*?'s
"'"='' * '"S'' standard of cxceUence at

flower ." ,
^"^'^

,
rceeni.y. The exhibition of fruit,

coTaineH
"^ Vegetables, tne ln,st named predominating

of the Mis pf-r;"' ° ?" ""''"''' Tlie honorary exhibitsof the Misses Tate and Tanner (gardener, Mr. Streeter) and
T^ih.; ii

(fardener, Mr. J. Blin o) were greatly admired.

Mr Phtn^Pf''"','";,''-^!''''""
'^"- f- H- Watlrlow (gardener,

Brem^ef'' ^""^ "K^- ^'"^ (gardener, Jlr. Blin S) sharedpremier honours. The chaUenge cups this vear were

IZ'' Bv-if"'' i'^'T™ ^"P""'" «• Seotr(Jomyns
lent 'tn u.l S^?*''^ ?' '"'h'bits £4 Us. was able to besent to the Watford District Hospital.

Jfovemhir^^Q
™?"*'''*'

J^T*-'"' ""^ held on Tuesday,.November 9, at St. Andrew's Schools, when Mr. Vv!

Dao,^ on ••""h T,,*
"loroughly practical and interesting

A^^L? P"',*"*
"""^ Flowering Shrubs for Forcing.

•"

JimrfLrroltainer''"' '""""''' ''"' '"''"^ ™"'^'"'=

AWARDS TO AUTUMN CABBAGES
AND PARSNIPS.

A SUB-COMMITTEE of the Roval Horticultural
Society's fruit and vegetable committee met at

Wisley on August 19 and September 30 and
made the following recommendations for awards
to autumn Cabbages, which were approved by
the President and Council at their meeting on
October 26. The names in parentheses indicate
the senders

:

Red Varieties.—Erfurt Early Red (Barr),

award of merit 1895 confirmed; Barr's Miniature
Red (Barr), highly commended; Sutton's Dwarf
Blood Red (Sutton), commended ; Carter's Red
Pickling (Carter), commended.

Green Varieties.—Harbinger (Nutting), award
of merit 1911 confirmed; Best of All (Barr),

highly commended ; Enkhuizen Glory (Dobbie),
highly commended

; Gibson's 'Dwarf Drumhead
(Barr). highly commended; Hurst's Earliest

(Hurst), highly commended ; Sutton's Earliest

(Sutton), highly commended ; Sutton's Little

Gem (Sutton), highly commended ; Sutton's
Tender and True (Sutton), highly commended

;

Cooper's First (Cooper, Taber and Co.), com-
mended

; Copenhagen Market (Watkins and
Simpson), commended

; Barr's Autumn Exhibi-
tion (Barr), commended ; Express (Nutting),

commended
; Wheeler's Imperial (Watkins and

Simpson), commended ; Veitch's Earliest of All

(R. Veitch), commended.
The following awards to Parsnips were also

made :

Long Varieties.—Webb's Student (Webb),
highly commended ; Hollow Crown Improved
(Barr), commended ; Student (Dawkins), com-
mended

; Model White (Dickson), commended.

Intermediate Varieties.—Tender and True
(Barr), highly commended ; Intermediate (Watkins
and Simpson, Dawkins, Barr), highly commended

;

Lisbonnais (Barr), commended.

ROAD SCRAPINGS FRO.VI TARRED
THOROUGHFARES.

Mr. E. T. Ellis sends us the following : Extensive
-experiments have been made in using road
scrapings for lightening the soil. Experience
bas shown that it is best to let the scrapings
mellow down in a heap for two months before
digging them in, and then to dig them in deeply.
It IS essential that no fresh scrapings get on the
surface of recently dug plots (hence they are
useless for mulching), as the fresh material readily
cakes, and water runs off it. After mellowing,
iowever, it loses this property to a great extent.
The most noteworthy result of these experi-
ments is that not a single case of harmful results
accruing from the use of these scrapings has
been found. On the contrary, the disinfecting
tar has kept down vermin, and only good results
have been obtained. Moreover, by a simple
experiment it was proved that tar which had
been out in the open for a month or two was
not harmful to plants, hence it was not surprising
•to find that scrapings from tarred roads were
not in the least harmful, but very good and
useful in the garden."

A Sale of Shrubs.—Messrs. John 'Waterer,
Sons and Crisp, Limited, have jusi. held their

second sale, which was conducted at the Nurseries,

Bagshot, Surrey, by Messrs. Protheroe and Morris.

Like the first, it was very successful, and the
prices realised for various lots were very good
indeed. Although upwards of 1,500 lots were
offered at the last sale on November 16, 17
and 18, it was difficult to realise that very
little of the stock had been touched. Without
doubt the firm have a splendid collection yet of

Rhododendrons and shrubs of all descriptions

for disposal.
. - . . Ui

Urr and Dalbeattie Horticultural Society.—
This society held a show and gift sale a short tini-

ago on behalf of various war funds. The sum 01

£79 was realised, and has been distributed as

follows
: Red Cross Society, £25 ; Dalbeattie

Branch of the Red Cross Society, £10 ; Urr Parish

Work Party. £15 ; Dalbeatt.e Fund for Soldiers'

and Sailors' Families, £10 ; Kirkgunzeon Wat
Work Party, £3 ; Dalbeattie War Work Party.

£10 ; Colvend ami Buittle War Work Parties,

£3 each.

Wart Disease of Potatoes.—The following is

a list of the Potatoes recommended by the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries for planting on
infected premises and infected areas in England
and Wales for 1916: Ai (Sutton), Conquest
(Findlay), SnowballJCarter), Abundance (Sutton),

King Albert (Sands), Leinster Wonder (Sands),
The Duchess (Dobbis), Rob Roy (McAlister),

Southampton Wonder (Toogood), Jennie Deans
(Findlay), Kerr's Pink, Schoolmaster, Crofter
(Dobbie), Culdees Castle (G. R. Sharp), Provost
(Dobbie), The Admiral (Dobbie), Irish Queen
(Sands), Shamrock (Sands), St. Malo Kidney,
King George V. (Butler), Laird (Davis), Flourball
(Sutton), Golden Wonder (Brown), Langworthy
(Niven), What's Wanted (Niven), Burnhouse
Beauty (Dobbie), The Lochar (Parish), Great
Scot (McAlister), and White City (Sutton).

Narcissus Cultivation.—Until twelve or fourteen
years ago the Dutch had almost a monopoly
of the bulb trade of this country, but bulb
cultivation has recently been successfully un-
dertaken in various parts of the British Isles.

Bulb culture is one of the chief industries

in the Channel Islands, and during the spring
months tons of bloom are thence daily de-
spatched to London and other large centres,

to be followed in the summer by the further
despatch of tons of bulbs. In the South Lincoln-
shire and Cambridgeshire Fens many acres of

bulbs are now planted, several of the larger growers
having from twenty to fifty acres under cultivation.

An ideal bulb soil is found here, which, with good
culture, produces bulbs in many cases even better
than those grown in Holland, and, in addition
to supplying a home demand, a considerable
export trade is now being conducted from this

centre. It is probable, however, that there are
many other parts of England where the soil and
climate would also be found suitable, and as

Narcissus cultivation is an industry which can
be begun on a small scale, it is one which appears
to be well worth the attention of small holders
and others.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
" Re-vue Horticole," with coloured plate of Thahctrum

dipterocarpum. Published at 26, Hue Jacob, Paris.
" Les Amis ues Roses." Publislied at 67, Cours de la

Liberti?, Lyon, France.
" The Britisli Fern Gazette," edited by Charles T. Druery,

V.M.H., F.L.S. Published by Tlie British Pteridological
Society, Kendal, Westmorland.

" Journal of the North of England Horticultural Society "

for October Pubhshed at 26, Bond Street, Leeds.
Bulletin 393 of the New York Agricuhural E.\periment

Station, Geneva, N.Y. :
" Directors' Repi rt lor 1914."

Bulletin 394 :
" Seed Tests Made at the Slat.on During

1914." Bulletin 396 :
" Eltects of Various Dressings

on Pruning Wounds of f'ruit Trees." Bulletin 397

:

" Lime-Slllphiu VS. Bordeaux Mixture as a Spray
for Potatoes." Bulletin 399 :

" Tne Spindling-Spront
Disease of Potatoes." Bulletin 400 :

" Ground Lime-
stone for Acid Soils." Bulletin 401 :

" Strawberry
Varieties." Bulletin 402 :

" The Status of Spraying
Practices for Jhe Control of Plant Lice in Apple
Orchards." Bulletin 403 :

" New or Noteworthy
Fruits, III." Published by the .\gricullural Experiment
Station, New York, and by William Wesley and Son,
26, Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.

CATALoeiUES Received.
T. H. Dipnall, The Shelley Sweet Pea Farm, near Hadleigh,

Suffolk : Sweet Peas and Snapdragons.
W. and T. Samson, Kilmarnock : Trees—Forest, Orna-

mental, Fruit, and Roses.
H. /. Jones' Nurserii's, Limited, Ryecroft, Hither Green,

I.ewisham : Chrysanthemums, Michaelmas Daisies.
Zonal P'dargoniums, &c

W. J. Unwin, Sweet Pea specialist, Histon, Cambs

:

Seeds.
B. Harkuess and Co., The Rose Gardens, Hitchin, Herts :

Roses.
Bees, Limited, Mill Street, Liverpool : Hardy Plants.
George Cooling and Sons, Batheaston Nurseries, Bath

Roses and Fruit Trees.
William Watson and Sons, Limited, Clontarf Nurseries,
Dublin : Fruit Trees, Roses and Slirubs, <Sc.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country will be stopped^
ercept those sent by publishers and newsaijents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been ijranled to The Garden, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in I>enmarK-, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portuyal, Greece, and
Boumania should orrUr copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tarislock Street, Coven'. Garden. W.C
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
An Entrance Fee to Kew Gardens.—The

New Year will in all probability bring an important

change to the nation's gardens at Kew. For the

first time in the history of these gardens an

entrance fee, not yet fixed, is to be exacted. We
much regret that such a step should be taken,

and, apart from the principle, it seems very doubt-

ful if sufficient revenue will be reaped to pay

the cost of installing turnstiles and working them.

What a hue and cry there would he if a

charge were made to enter Hyde Park ; and

yet in principle it is much the same.

Perpetual - Flowering Carnation
Society. — Quite a good exhibition is

anticipated at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall on Wednesday, Decem-
ber 8. In addition to the conference in

the afternoon, a further attraction will

be the ladies' flower stall, where flowers

and plants will be sold for the benefit of

the Royal Horticultural Society's War
Horticultural Fund. Wounded soldiers and
all members of the Overseas contingents

will be admitted free.

The White Pine of Mexico.—-A.s a

lawn or park specimen this Mexican
Pine forms an effective and graceful tree

suggestive of Pinus excelsa. A tree in

the conifer collection at Kew is very

attractive with numerous cones at the

present time. It is a five-leaved Pine,

the grey-green colour of the leaves being

very effective on a carpet of grass.

Pinus Ayacahuite was first introduced

in 1840 by Hartweg, who sent home
seeds to the Royal Horticultural Society.

In its native habitat it reaches loo feet in

height. There are a number of good
specimens of Pinus Ayacahuite in this

country, mostly in the South and West,

and the largest are between 60 feet and
70 feet high, The cones are about

a foot long, usually slightly curled at

the apex.

Produce of Crops, 1915.— From the

official preliminary statement showing
the estimated total produce and yield per

acre of the Potato and root crops in

England and Wales in the year 1915, we
note that the average yield of Potatoes per acre

in England and Wales is estimated to be exactly

equal to the average of the preceding ten years
;

while the total production, although nearly 100,000

tons below that of last year, is some 180,000 tons

above the average. Tvirnips and Swedes have pro-

duced less than in r9i4 by some 1,644,000 tons,

mainly owing to the reduced acreage, although the

yield per acre is also a little below that of 1914 and

about two-fifths of a ton below the average.

Tulip Bread.—Paragraphs have lately appeared

in some of the daily papers to the effect that

owing to the scarcity of com in Holland and to

the difficulty in disposing of the usual number
of Tulip bulbs, they have been used to help out

the flour in bread-making. When Tulips first

came to Western Europe, they were regarded as

CONES AND LEAVES OF PINUS AYACAHUITE,
WHITE PINE OF MEXICO.

potentially edible. The merchant of Antwerp
who received a cargo of Tulip bulbs from the

East in 1562 promptly sampled them with oil

and vinegar, thinking them to be a new kind of

Onion. The rest of the bulbs, with the exception

of a lucky few that he gave to George Rye of

Mechlin, he planted in his kitchen garden. Even
Clusius, although he knew their value as flowers,

1 sent a hundred bulbs (c. 1601-2) to an apothecary

j

in Vienna to be candied.

\
A Culinary Raid.—When in quite modem

times Due van Thol Tulips became so abundant
that they could not be sold, a certain grower in

the neighbourhood of Haarlem made an attempt

to eat them as food, but declared he could not

manage them. The narrator of this episode

significantly adds, " perhaps he did not have the

proper recipe for their preparation and
cooking." Hence Tulip bread in rgis

will not be the first occasion on which

the good people of Holland have made
a culinary raid upon the Tulip.

Southampton Royal Horticultural

Society.—At a Council meeting of this

society, held on November 23, the

finance committee presented a report

and accounts, showing a deficit on the

year's working of between £3 and

£4. The Council are to be congratulated

on carrying through their programme of

three excellent shows, paying all prizes

in full, besides giving donations of five

guineas to each of the horticultural

benevolent institutions. At the recent

Chrysanthemum show most of the exhibits

were sold in aid of the Southampton

Division of the British Red Cross Society,

whereby the Council handed over a

cheque for £31. A special meeting of

this horticultural society is to be held

shortly to consider the programme for

next 5'ear.

A Handsome Gift of Rose Trees.—

Owing to the kindness of nurserymen,

the Croydon Horticultural Society has

been able to add a large number of Rosa

trees to the Parkhill Recreation Ground.

New and up-to-date varieties were

given ; about ten dozen presented by

Mr. George Prince, Oxford ; about eight

dozen presented by Messrs. Frank Cant

and Co., Colchester ; about six dozen

presented by Mr. Thomas Butcher,

Croydon ; about two dozen presented

by Messrs. Prior and Son, Colchester

—

a total of over 300 Rose trees in all,

the only condition being that one

unobtrusive label should be placed in

bed stating the name of the variety of

Rose and the name of the donor. In these

times generous actions for the benefit of the

public should be fully recognised. We hope

that the trees will do well under the care of a

small sub-committee that has been appointed to

look after them.

THE

small,

each
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Eilitor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Antirrhinums Eaten by Animals.—I have
read several notes lately about Antirrhinums

eaten by animals, and I would like to give readers

of The Garden our experiences in these gardens.

We have a long border of Antirrhinums each year,

Crimson King in the back lines, Pink in the

centre lines, and Yellow Prince next to the path.

Our trouble for the past two years has not been
mice, but tame pigeons picking off the flowers

of Yellow Prince, not touching those of any other

colour. I should be pleased to know if any
readers have had the same trouble.—O. W. Trill,

St. Leonards Park Gardens. Horsham, Sussex.

Lap^eria rosea alba.—It is worthy of note

that Lapageria rosea alba, the white form of the

species so beautifully portrayed in your issue

for November 20, page 567, has not been in culti-

vation so many years as might at first be imagined.

During the time that the late Mr. William Bradbury
Latham, who died less than a year ago, was at

the Jardin des Plants in Paris, the only plant in

Elirope of the white Lapageria was under his

charge, and Mr. Latham was fond of recording

how he believed he saved its life. The plant had
been sent to Paris with instructions that the soil

in which it grew was of a marly nature, and in

such a soil the Lapageria had been planted, only to

eke out a sickly and dwindling existence. Mr.

Latham had, however, early learnt the valuable

lesson that plants which in Nature might grow
in a particular kind of soil did not always succeed

in the same kind of soil when placed under culti-

vation ; and he persuaded his chief to let him
wash it out of the marly soil and pot it into rough
peaty soil with plenty of sand and crocks, following

which the plant grew luxuriantly.^if. G. /.

Scabiosa caucasica.—I was very pleased to

see the article on this hardy perennial in The
Garden for November r3, page 556. Although
the writer speaks at length on the cultivation

of Scabiosa, he omits to mention one or two points

in its favour. For the benefit of amateurs residing

at the seaside I must mention that it will grow-

strongly there ; moreover, in svmny positions

and in light soils of gardens near towns it thrives

splendidly. Its flowers are magnificent for cutting,

for they last very well in vases. Your writer

does not mention these three points, which are,

I think, rather important. We must thank him
for giving us the useful cultiural details, which
will be extremely helpful to many ; but in our
exposed district we are not successful in raising

this plant by the early autumn sowing he advocates.

We find it better to sow in a frame in the early

summer, and prick out into good rich soil as

soon as we can. When the w-inter comes on,

we lift our seedlings, which are now strong plants,

and put them in a cold frame for the winter,

planting out in March. We find we get splendid

plants by this method. The writer of the article

speaks about the deterioration of the size of the

flowers. We have found that this is remedied
by keeping the soil rich, or fairly so, and giving

a good position in the sun ; also, every second
or third year the plants have to be taken up
and divided, only the strong portions being then
returned to the soil. We do this in the spring or

the autumn. Scabiosa, when once established,

flowers here from June to September. It is a

plant that everyone should grow, for its large

" pincushion flowers " are an acquisition to any
perennial border.—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood, Ecclesall,

Sheffield.

An Iris Walk of Eastern Splendour.

—

The
Iris borders in the accompanying illustration

form a part of a large colour-scheme made some
seven or eight years ago. There are fruit trees

on either side of the grass walk. The Irises grow

between the trees, and in front of them there is

an edging of yellow Violas (Bullion), which are

in full flower at the same time as the Irises. The

has ? Mr. E. H. Wilson has, I believe, stated

that Actinidia chinensis in its native habitat

grows 40 feet or more high through trees. 1

have no idea of approaching this height, but it

is so beautiful that I should much like to get it

to grow sufficiently to cover a few feet of a pergola.

Does Mr. McGran grow his plant on a wall, or

where ?—B., Weybridge.

Eucalypts for English Gardens. — I camrot

quite agree with you (issue November 13, page

552) when you say that the more rounded leaf

is immature, and that the dark and sickle-shaped

BORDERS OF PALE BLUE IRISES IN A READER S GARDEN.

name of the Iris is germanica Celeste, a lovely

shade of lavender blue, which, together with the

Viola mentioned above, gives a very attractive

and pleasing effect. The trees provide just enough

shade for the plants, and, by keeping the ground

nice and moist, the flo%vering period, both

of the Irises and Violas is prolonged. I might say

that in the spring, as soon as growth commences,

we give the Iris clumps a slight top-dressing of

light soil, and so keep them in good health. It

may be of interest to state that this successful

colour-scheme had its origin in a Roumanian
garden some twenty miles from Bucharest. After

a dusty and exciting motor ride, taken at a speed

much beyond our British limits, over roads far

from smooth, a small party of Londoners reached

their host's country house, and on entering the

fine old garden, hidden behind high outer walls,

feasted their eyes upon a glorious border of pale

blue Irises fringing the orchard in bold clumps

of colour that matched the cloudless sky. One
of these travellers, having a garden in the making,

resolved to appropriate and transplant the idea

to Surrey, and he has never regretted doing so.

—

W. Coles.

Actinidia chinensis.—1 was interested to read

the note of Mr. James McGran, in your issue of

November 20, saying how successfully he had

grown Actinidia chinensis. I have twice tried it

here on a pergola with a south-west exposure,

but have failed with it miserably each time. I

fear it cannot withstand the droughts we have.

Will Mr. McGran kindly say the aspect his plant

one is the final. I think—from a good deal of

observation which I have made in the South of

France and in the few trees which I have seen in

England—the shape and colour of the leaf have

a great deal to do with the nature of each tree ;

also the time of the year when the tree is putting

out new leaves. There is a tendency in the spring

to throw out blue, rounded leaves, which change

as the summer goes on, especially in young trees,

into the sickle-shaped and harder leaves. The tree

grows more in the month of September, if the

weather is favourable, than any other month in the

year. Round leaves will appear each springtime on

an old tree quite high up ; for instance, the old

trees growing against the walls of the hotel at

Ilfracombe is a case in point. I have two trees

here in my garden, planted the same time from

the same seed. One has round leaves with but

few sickle-shaped ones ; this tree had the head

blown off last October. This summer it threw

out another runner, leaves round ; it is now
about r5 feet Mgh. I planted out each tree three

years ago. The other tree, growing within 2 yards

distant, has had from its earliest growth very

few round leaves ; it is 20 feet high and densely

covered with sickle-shaped leaves of a hard and

dark colour. Both trees are, of course, E. globulus.

Another tree, a fine specimen about 25 feet to

30 feet high, planted out four years, stem circum-

ference 15 inches, has some fine round leaves on

the lower branches, which I would call thoroughly

mature leaves, at least four years old ; the tree

thickly covered in sickle-shaped leaves from
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about 12 feet upwards. Unfortunately, it is

forked from about 20 feet high, and I topped it

early last September. Since then it has thrown

out a large quantity of sickle-shaped new growth.

Last September 1 saw the two finest trees of

E. globulus, I fancy, in England : one at Kingswear,

Dartmouth, and one at Paignton, the latter a noble,

beautiful specimen tree, which I was told was
fifteen years old. There is also a good tree at

Torquay in the shelter of the Rock Walk. I

have, through the kindness, I think, of your

correspondent Mr. Bowles, a number of different

Eucalypts growing in my garden, but, unfor-

tunately, my then gardener mixed up the young
plants, and I am unaware of the names of the

different species. One which I believe to be

Gunni, planted out four years, flowered well this

autumn, a similar, though smaller, blossom to

E. globulus. This tree is straggly and scraggy, but

is at least 20 feet high. E. amygdaliuus has done

well in my garden.-—^W. A. Battersbv, Freffans

Bournemouth.

[The foregoing letter was sent to Mr. E. A.

5owles, M.A., F.L.S.,frora whom we have received

the following reply :

" In using the word ' mature ' the intention
[

was to follow the use of the word in J. H. Maiden's
' Critical Revision of the Genus Eucalyptus,'

the latest and most authoritative voice on the

subject. There the leaves from mature, i.e.,

flowering shoots are always described as ' mature

leaves." It is true he uses ' juvenile leaves ' 1

as the opposite ; that is to sa^', for foliage growing
1

on shoots not yet branched into mature and
flowering form. Juvenile and immature there-

fore mean—not what Mr. Battersby takes them for

in this note, leaves of more .than one year old.

whether on growth shoots or flowering shoots

—

but those leaves produced on the branching portions

of the tree that are ready to form flower-buds.

The large globulus on the Ilfracombe Hotel illus-
j

trates this point well ; for, whene\-er it has had to

be trained back, the strong unfiowering shoots

that are thrown out to replace the growth revert

to the juvenile or immature forms with rounded

leaves, just the same as old Holly, or sometimes

CoUetia cruciata, if cut in hard, will produce the

juvenile form again on the strong shoots thrown

out just above the injury. A Mulberry also

produces deeply cleft immature or juvenile leaves

when cut in hard to old wood. Gaya Lyallii

also, and many other trees with two forms of

foliage, might be cited as so doing. The globulus I

Mr. Battersby refers to as liaving its head blown

off, of course in its new growth reverted to the

immature form of leaf ; and the other tree with

fine round leaves of four years old, naturally

enough, has them on the lower branches, that is

where they were formed before the tree branched

out into the mature siclde-shaped leaves. Refer-

ence to Maiden's work would show that it is a

general rule for the juvenile leaves of Eucalypts

to be rounded, and, in those species that have a

mature form of foliage, to be long and narrow
|

and frequently sickle-shaped. E. cordata seems
|

to be the only species that we can grow in England
I

which retains the juvenile rounded leaves on i

flowering branches. E.pulverulentasometimesdoes, ,

but a tree supposed to be that species at Myddelton

House, Waltham Cross, has in the last two seasons

produced a second form of leaf on its topmost

branches. If Mr. Battersby were to prune

severely any portion of his tree with only sickle-

shaped leaves, cut it back to stout wood, that is.

it would be as certain to bear rounded leaves

on the shoots made from the stump as a cat is

to yowl if you tread on her tail; and %vhenever

portions of an old tree have been broken by
wind or killed back by frost, round leaves are

likely to appear on the strong shoots made to

repair the injury. These bluer and rotmder leaves

of E. globulus are so much more beautiful than

the dull-coloured, sickle-shaped ones that where

several trees are grown it is worth while to prune

one back every spring to obtain the blue leaves

in abundance. Eucah'pts of many species

have set flower-buds with great freedom this

season, but it seems so probable that the one-

in-ten-years, Eucah'pt-killing winters is upon
us that it may be a case of immature leaves for

all of us next year."

—

Ed.]

APPLE LANE'S PRINCE ALBERT.
In The Garden of November 20, page 565,

Mr. H. Turner does well to draw attention to the

merits of this Apple, as it is certainly one of the

most useful of culmary varieties, and dmring

six seasons' experience in a Gloucestershire garden
I have not known it fail to bear a satisfactory

crop. The trees require special care in their

management, as the growth is very spreading

in habit and is not too vigorous. They come into

bearing at an early age, and some thinning of

the fruit is often necessary, otherwise young
trees are liable to have their growth checked,

which should be avoided, if possible. On the

before the fruits were gathered, and some bushes
planted four years ago carried splendid crops,

some of the fruits weighing ilb. each. If I could
grow only one cooking Apple, I should choose
Bramley's Seedling. If young bush specimens are

inclined to be too vigorous after they have been
planted two or three years, Uft and replant

them ; this will promote fruitful growth and
assist them to crop freely. J. G.

TH E ORIGIN OF TH
LOGANBERRY.

By Edward A. Bunyard, F.L.S.

THE Loganberry is an excellent ex-

ample of a fruit of uncertain origin

for which, %vhen it goes out into the

world, it is deemed necessary to

provide a respectable parentage. In

this case tradition has provided, as

in a recent note in The Garden, two forbears

of the highest respectability—the Blackberry
and the Raspberry. The evidence, however,

on inspection fails to substantiate this claim,

and the parents cannot, I fear, be termed other

than putative.

The known lacts are these. Judge Logan,

wishing to try all available Raspberries, Black-

berries and Dewberries, collected in his garden
at Santa Cruz a large number of these fruits.

bramley's seedling, an indispensable cooking apple.

whole I think this variety is more satisfactory'

as a bush than a standard, and trees that bear

full crops should be liberally fed to get the best

results.

I find that with us Bramley's Seedling is a

better Apple, as it is a more vigorous grower

and a particularly free cropper. This year it

has proved the best culinary Apple in the garden

as regards cropping, and whUe some varieties

were attacked by blight early in the season,

JBramley's Seedling escaped imtouched. Our
orchard trees of this variety were a perfect picture

In close proximity were plants of (a) a Dewberry
Auginbaugh (a descendant of Rubus vitifohus),

(A) Texas Early Blackberry (R. villosus ?), and
(c) a Raspberry (R. Idseus), name uncertain, but

resembling Red Antwerp. From this minage d
trois sprang the Loganberry. The only certain

fact is that the mother was the Dewberry. The
poUen parent may have been one of the neigh-

bours, or, equally, any of the other Rubi in the

garden.

It is regrettable to pry thus into a family history

of some delicacy, but science knows no scruples.
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The experimental method will alone solve this

interesting point.

It is worthy of remark that, so far as my
experience goes, seedlings of the Loganberry

come quite true. Judge Logan found otherwise.

His seedlings, while true in growth and habit,

were often inferior in fruit. None, however,

was found to revert to one or the other parent,

thus keeping the secret of their origin. It is,

therefore, quite possible that the Loganberry

may be a mutation and not a cross at all.

DRY -WALL GARDENS—I.

* PART from an extensive rock garden,

/\ nothing creates greater pleasure than

/ \ a dry wall planted with rock plants.

^"^^ The occupants simply revel in these

^ * conditions, losses are rare, expansion

is healthy and prodigal, upkeep is

neither great nor laborious, and the floral effect

transcends efforts that in other directions are often

The wall built on the ledge system commends
itself most . for arid counties. Whatever type is

selected, the stones should be laid firmly, the

joints be carefully filled with soil, and all vacant

spaces behind filled up and made thoroughly

firm as building proceeds. The soil used should

be a good loam, with plenty of grit and a quantity

of old crushed mortar rubble or chalk added,

as practically all free-growing alpines will grow

in this compost, the most notable exception

I can call to mind at the moment being Litho-

spermum prostratmn and its forms, which detest

lime.

Planting Dry Walls.—This should take place

when building. In this way larger plants can be

used, and it enables the roots to be carried well

back into the soil behind. These should not be

huddled up, but be spread out to their fullest

capacity, so that a large body of soil is thus

open for their activities. The crown of the

plant in every case should come close up to

or within the face of the wall at the time of

planting.

The type of plant that succeeds best in dry-wall

planting is worth considering, as so much of this

A WALL GARDEN IN THE MAKING.

more costly. Then, the actual work of creating
,

such a garden is well within the scope of everyone 1

who delights in laying out and arranging their

own garden. The best constructive material is

stone, although with patience and skill brick

may also be made to answer. A good stone for

plant life should neither be too hard nor too soft,

the latter especially being avoided, as it is sure to

disintegrate under the action of frost. If the edges

are fairly square, so much the better, as then the

stone is easy to lay, and it enables copious ledges

and joints to he arranged with ease and certainty.

It is important to observe, in laying the stones,

that the edge buried in the wall should be slightly

lower than the exposed edge ; in this way water

striking the face- will percolate behind to the roots.

A wall built on this system recedes sharply away
from the ground level. The incline or " batter" in

this case may be as much as 5 inches in every

foot of height obtained. In an upright wall the

set-back or " batter " need only be 2 inches to

every foot of height.

material can often be produced at home. After

much experience in this and allied work. I can

affirm that permanent success is much greater

from the use of small rooted cuttings and seedlings

than from plants that have become root-bound in

pots. The former are also the most certain and

easily managed where a dry wall has to be planted

after building, or for making good any vacancies

in established walls.

The season for building dry walls extends from

October till March, it being possible to carry on

the work at any moment when the soil works

free. When very wet or in a pasty condition,

the work of building should be suspended,

as soil put together in this condition shrinks

considerably when dry, and this opens a way

for air to penetrate into the wall, to the ruin of

the plants.

After planting is completed, little further

attention is necessary. With drier conditions in

March, growth will become active, and about this

time it is to the advantage of the plants to dSw

them over morning and evening with clean water ;

then, later in the season, should a period of drought

come, water in copious quantity may be necessary.

This is readily applied through a fine rose of

Haw's pattern, attached either to the water-pot

where the area is small, or inserted in the garden

hose where it is extensive. The water must-

be kept continually on the move, so as not

to wash the soil from the joints. It may, however,

be noted that watering is rarely necessary with

plants in established walls, and should only be
resorted to when the plants begin to exhibit

clear signs of distress.

In the method of arranging plants in dry walls

there is ample scope for artistic taste, and here

it is that picturesque combinations of leaf and

flower produce endless pleasure and admit of

variations to which there is practically no limit.

Coombe Court Gardens. Thomas Smith.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Lslio-Cattleya Alex (Lalio-Cattleya Tunis X

Cattleya aurea).—A remarkably beautiful and

distinct hybrid, having salmon-coloured sepals

and petals, and rich crimson, heavily frilled Up.

Shown by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvis

Brook, Sussex.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Laelio-Cattleya King Manoel.—The parentage

is unknown. Sepals and petals coloured reddish

orange, the rich crimson lip being conspicuously

blotched with yellow near the throat. From

J. Gurney Fow^ler, Esq., Pembury, Kent.

Cypripedium Swallowtail (C. fairrieanum x

C, Mrs. Qeburt).—The dorsal sepal of this beautiful

variety is white, heavily spotted chocolate, and

with brown slipper or pouch.

Cypripedium lona Priory Variety (C. bellatu-

lum X C. fairrieanum).—In dwarfness and habit

this shows the influence of the first-named parent-

Dorsal sepal white, heavily spotted and lined

crimson ; lip brownish crimson. A very interesting

hybrid.

Cypripedium Priory Beauty.—A Lord Tanker-

ville hybrid, the handsome broad white dorsal

sepal copiously spotted blood crimson, the incurv-

ing sepals and petals being reticulated with

brown. These three beautiful novelties came

from Mr. R. Windsor Rickards, Usk Priory,

Monmouthshire.

Carnation Louvain.—Quite a good and attrac-

tive shade of cerise with salmon. The variety

is sweetly scented. Shown by Mr. A. F. Button,

Iver, Bucks.

Chrysanthemum Louisa Pockett.—A giant

white Japanese, in all probability one of the largest

yet seen. From Messrs. W. Wells, Limited.

Merstham.

Chrysanthemum Aristocrat. — A so-called

" single " with half a dozen rows of florets. The-

colour is yellow.

Chrysanthemum Monica Mitchen (Single).

—

The florets are coloured red, the disc yellow.

These two were shown by Mr. Norman Davis,

Framfield, Sussex.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before-

the Royal Horticultural Society on November 23,.

when the awards were made.
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NOTES ON AURICULAS.

IT
has been stated that the two most critical

months for the Auricula are November and
December, but the amateur need have

no fear on this score if he just gives the

plants a little extra attention and keeps

them as dry as possible overhead. Plenty

of air must be admitted at all times, and this will

help to maintain the plants in a healthy condition.

During the months referred to very little water

at the base will be needed ; but if the weather
continues congenial and no sharp frosts occur,

it will be necessary to look through

the collection about once each week
to see if they need water. At this

season great care is required in

regard to giving water. Each
example should be studied to pre-

vent overwatering ; while, on the

other hand, it must not become
dust dry. Both extremes are detri-

mental to the well-being of the

Auricula. No water must accu-

mulate in the heart of the plant, or

the stem may decay. Some of the

lower leaves will turn yellow, and
these must be removed directly they

will readily part from the stem.

If severe weather, is experienced,

the frames may be closed at night

and a mat or two placed over the

lights for protection. This, how-
ever, is not really necessary, and
no harm is done if the plants are

frozen at this stage ; but, if

possible, I always try to keep

the frames frost-proof.

Autumn Bloom.— A correspon-

dent has raised the question of

autumn bloom ; that is, a few

plants push up a spike out of

season. No doubt this happens in

every collection ; at least, I get a

few, ana it does not appear to make
any difference to the spring crop.

The buds are pinched off as they

develop, and the stem is allowed to

die gradually ; but a watch is kept

for disease at the base, and, at the

first sign of any damp, a little

powdered charcoal or lime is

sprinlded over that part of

the plant.

Cleanliness.— This is absolutely

essential with all plants, and

Auriculas in particular. Green fly

is sometimes troublesome, but it

is easily destroyed by lightly vapo-

rising the frame directly any is

seen. It is occasionally advised to

use a brush, but this method is

never effective, and it is also a

waste of time in these days when
so many reliable fumigants can be

procured at such a cheap rate. At
this period of the year the collec-

tion should be looked over and

each plant examined. All weeds

and mossy substances on the soil

must be removed. Dirty pots

may be scrubbed, and the plants

rearranged so that each has

ample space, and then the

whole batch will present a smart and clean

appearance.

Seedlings.—In a previous article I advised

sowing the seed directly it was ripe, and where

such work was carried out, some will have germi-

nated and formed two or three tiny leaves. These

should be pricked off about an inch apart into pans

of rather light soil, kept just moist, and encour-

aged to make as much growth as possible. The
pans should be placed in the cold frame fairly

near the glass, and here they may remain undis-

turbed till the spring, when each plant should be

potted off and given a separate existence. Some
of the seeds remain dormant until the spring,

so it is not expedient to discard the seed-pans

after the first or even the second batch of

seedlings has been removed.

Auriculas in the Rock Garden and Border.

—

In September, r9i4, 1 planted a nice lot of Auriculas

in the rock garden and flower border, and in the

spring they produced a charming display. The
varieties employed were the vigorous Argus,

Thetis, Duke of York, Firefly and the beautiful

yellow Queen Alexandra. The latter is a delightful

kind and should be largely grown outdoors, while

it is also very fine as a pot plant. For outside

work the best effect is produced by planting them
in batches of one kind, and for preference where

A ROUGH STONE WALL PLANTED WITH ROCK ROSE, CERASTIUM, DIANTHUS AND VALERIAN.
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it is slightly shaded from the midday sun. An
old lady near ray residence grows quite a lot of

plants in boxes, and the display last spring was
very good. They stand on the top of a wall

some 4 feet in height, and receive a lot of sun-

shine ; but it is the only position the lady has

got for her favourites. T. W. B.

CAMPANULA PROFUSION.

I

NOTICE that Mr. E. C. BoweU, Cheltenham,

issue October i6, page 506, brackets this

pretty hybrid with C. haylodgeusis, and in

doing so falls into a common error, the true

Profusion being very distinct. C. haylodg-
' ensis was raised many years ago at

Hay Lodge, Edinburgh. Its presumed parents

are C. carpatica and C. pusilla. C. Profusion

was raised by myself about a score of years ago.

open. There is no doubt about the seed parent

—

that was a white-flowered C. pyramidalis, though

it apparently played but little part so far as

e.xtenial evidence goes. There are in commerce

as already indicated, two plants named C. Pro-

fusion, the one practically a self-coloured blue

flower, the other a sky blue, mauve-shaded variety.

It was the self-coloured variety to which the

award of merit was made. The presence of the

two plants under one name is due either to two

seedlings ha^•ing been pricked off together or to

a late vegetating seed. A few days after exhibiting

the plant I attempted a further cross, and subse-

quently sold the stock to the late Mr. Selfe Leonard,

conditionally that he should await delivery till

the seed ripened. The attempted cross was,

however, a failure, no seed being produced. In

the meantime flowers of the mauve-shaded variety

appeared, and though I tried to eliminate the

plant, some roots must have survived and, being

presently propagated, got into commerce. The

THE TRAVELLER'S JOY AS
A WAYSIDE PLANT.

traveller's joy on the pilgrim's w.\y, surrey.

and received an award of merit from the Royal

Horticultural Society in August, 1896. .\s there

has been some confusion about this plant owing

to two forms getting into circulation under the

name, its history, which I gave three >ears ago

to correct an error of .Mr. Farrer's, niight be of

interest. I had been endeavouring for several

years to obtain crosses between C. isophylla

and C. carpatica varieties as pollen parents, and

C. pyramidalis variety as the seed-bearer. I

believe I persisted for fi\e successive \ears before

getting a fertile seed. Unfortunately, in the year

of securing seed, the tags marking the parentage

became detached, and I therefore had t» make

a guess as to the pollen parent. From tlu- position

of the capsule I formed the opmion that C. carpatica

was the male parent ; but when the hybrid

developed I came to the conclusion that it was

C. isophylla. This is made more obvious by the

foliage when the plant is grown under glass, and

is less apparent when the plant is grown in the

sky blue. mauNe-shaded variety is, I believe,

the more plentiful
;

possibly, too, the most charm-

ing. Both, however, are good and free, and

valuable for their late flowering ; and both have the

characteristic trailing habit of C. isophylla. though

it is more highly developed, probably, in the self-

coloured plant, which is C. Profusion proper.

The paler form might for convenience be labelled

C. Profusion No. 2. Few late-flowering members
of the race are more worthy. The nearest

approach to my pale blue form in flower that I

have seen is known as C. Tymonsii, but its habit

of growth is distinct. E. H. Jenkins.

I

KNOW of no plant that is so well named as
the Traveller's Joy. At the present time
many a hedgerow along our country roads
is made to look more cheerful owing to
its presence. It seems to prefer a chalky
soil, for it is on hillsides and downs over-

lying chalk that this native wilding is seen at

its best. More often than not it is observed
clambering over a neglected fence or smothering
the surrounding shrubby vegetation, and although
it is, as a rule, too vigorous as a garden plant,
it is, nevertheless, an admirable subject for the
wild garden. In the accompanying illustration

it is shown growing over Juniper bushes on a
chalky hillside in Surrey, by the side of the eld
Pilgrim's Way. In the summer-time it is cherished
by virtue of its sweet almond-scented flowers

;

but at this time of year it is even
—p more to be admired, as it garlands

. ' trees and hedgerows, producing
masses of its smoky grey, feathery

seed-vessels that have earned for it

the colloquial name of Old Man's
Beard. It is, however, by the name
of Traveller's Joy that it is most
-.'enerally Ivnown, and it would be
mteresting to make sure of the origin

if this popular name. Can it be for

the reason that this wilding is

usually associated with some place

if habitation, often clambering
' iver farm buildings and fences, and
>o frequently marking the approach
to a country village ? It is so often

--een on the outskirts of villages,

.ind I have noticed the same
peculiarity in the Ncrth:of France,

where this plant was to the writer

a real joy last winter, as it in-

variably marked the approach to

an estaminet, a welcome place after

long marches across open country.

It is well known that man has

—

although, perhaps, unconsciously

—

mfluenced the distribution of many
wild flowers. Some, like Corncockle

,md Cornflower, for instance, grow
on arable land, some in ditches,

some- on tlie scene of old encamp-

ments, and others by the roadside ;

and if in olden times Clematis Vitalba occurred

on the outskirts of villages and hamlets—
and there is every reason to support this view—

-

then would the charming name. Traveller's Joy,

be full of meaning to the wanderer. C. Q.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
December 7. — Royal Horticultural Society's

j

Exh b!tion of Flowers and Fruit, r p.m. to 5 p.m.

I

V nccnt Square, Westm'nster.

; December 8.—:Perpetual- Flowering Carnation

! Show, I p.m. to 5 p.m. Royal Horticultural Hall.

Vincent Square, Westminster.

AN EVERGREEN BARBERRY.
Among the numerous species of Berberis

introduced from China by Mr. E. H. Wilson,

B. sargentiana promises to be one of the most

useful. In appearance the shrub resembles the

Indian B. Hookeri, or wallichianimr as it is

erroneously named in gardens. Sargent's Bar-

berry, however, is hardier and much more
suitable for planting extensively in the pleasure

grounds and shrubbery borders. It grows into

sturdy, thick bushes 4 feet to 5 feet or more in

height, with effective, dark green spiny leaves.

The flowers are yellow, followed in autumn by
purple black fruits.

I
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OUR NATIVE TREES AND THEIR CONGENERS.—I.

By W. Hotting Hemsley, LL.D., F.R.S., V.M.H.

N. .\ article by the writer of these lines

A on " The Oak Trees of the World,"

/ \ which appeared in the issue of The

/ \ Garden for July 17, page 351, is

1 m considered of sufficient interest to

justify the publication of a series of

short papers on the general distribution of the

arboreous genera represented in the woods and

forests of the United Kingdom. The series will

The Evergreen Element.—Unlike the forests

of wide areas in other parts of the temperate

regions of the Northern Hemisphere, evergreen

trees, except where planted, constitute a relatively

small and unimportant part of our forests, but as

gymnosperms (Coniferae, Cycadaceae and allies)

are of earlier origin, according to geological evi-

dence, than deciduous types, this element may

be considered first. According to the most

at least half a dozen species among the numerous

remarkable forms, both wild and of garden origin.

Taxus fastigiata, the Irish Yew, is one of the

most familiar and striking of cultivated Yews.

The Y'ew is of geological antiquity in the Northern

Hemisphere, but apparently not represented in

the Southern Hemisphere, either in recent or

fossil vegetation.

The Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris).—From
fossil remains it is evident that the Scotch Fir

was formerly wild in many parts of England.

It is still widely spread in the mountains of South

Europe and the plains of North Europe and Central

Asia. The genus Pinus comprises about seventy-

include some trees whose existence in these islands

is possibly, or probably, due to human agency,

but controversial points will not be discussed in

this connection. It is a known fact that more

than a quarter of the species of flowering plants

now growing wild in New Zealand are aliens,

and some of these are rapidly replacing native

species and changing the face of the vegetation

in certain localities. But of this more anon.

The arboreous elements of our woods and

forests are of two kinds, namely, evergreen and

deciduous.

t'EW HEDGES AND HERBACEOUS BORDERS.

generally accepted classification at the present

time, the Coniferae are divided into two families,

Taxacea; and Pinaceae, both of which families

are represented in our forests by one species

each.

The Yew (Taxus baccata) .—Taxus baccata

is a compi-ehensive and A'ariable species in the

eyes of many eminent botanists, and is spread

all around the Northern Hemisphere, ranging

latitudinaUy from Japan, the Himalayas, Taurus,

Atlas and the mountains of Mexico, almost to the

Arctic Circle, in places. Other botanists recognise

five species, encirclmg the Northern Hemisphere and

extending southward to the Philippine Islands,

the Mediterranean region, including the Canar\'

Islands, the West Indies and Nicaragua, Central

America. No species is known to exist in the

Southern Hemisphere, but there is a record of a

fossil Pine forest in Eastern Australia. It is,

however, uncertain to the writer what is there

meant by Piiius, because at the present time

the species of the large and characteristic

Australian" genus Callitris are called Pines. The

greatest concentration of the species is in North
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America, on the west coast, and the mountains

of Mexico, where they range from the sea-coast

to altitudes ofio.ooo feet to 14,000 feet.

The Box (Buxus sempervirens).—Although

the Box, as usually seen, both wild and in culti-

vation, is of shrubby habit, under the most favour-

able conditions it assumes tree-like proportions,

attaining a height of 30 feet to 50 feet. B. semper-

virens covers a wide geographical area, extending

from the Canaries and the South of England

through Europe and North Africa to China and

Japan. The genus Buxus comprises about a

score of species almost or quite restricted to the

Northern Hemisphere in Europe, Asia, Tropical

Norway to the Mediterranean, the Himalayas

and China. Although most commonly only a

large shrub, in favourable conditions it becomes

a tree 30 feet to 50 feet high, and exceptionally

as much as 75 feet high. Although so nrunerous in

species and so widely spread. Ilex is exceedingly

rare throughout Africa ; only one species is recorded

from Australia, and the genus is unrepresented

in New Zealand. The greatest concentration

of species is in South America, chiefly in the sub-

tropical region.

The Strawberry Tree (Arbutus Unedo).

—

The evergreen Strawberry Tree, a member of

the Ericacese, is limited, in a wild state,

within the United

Kingdom, to the
South-West of Ireland,

where it is probably

indigenous, and it

is recorded as abun-

dant in some locali-

ties. Though com-

monly cultivated in

the South of England,

it does not seem to

have established itself

in a wild state. Its

range is Western and

Southern Europe,
eastward to Asia
Minor. The genus

Arbutus numbers
about ten or a dozen

species. inhabiting

the Mediterranean

region, including the

Canaries, and North

America, from Oregon
to Guatemala. Other

genera now nearly

confined to the Medi-

terranean region and
America are Helian-

themum, L u p i n u s,

Heberdenia, Platanus

and Corema.

PEACH TREES
AND VINES.

I AM a firm believer

in early root-pruning,

that is, at this season,

rather than in Feb-

ruary. If Peaches

are making extra
strong growth and are

not fruitful, lift, root-

prune slightly, and

Absence of the replant. Use a peck ol slaked lime and two

genus from Continental America is noteworthy, pecks of old mortar rubble to each tree, mixing

B. balearica is a handsome, small tree, deserving of
I
these ingredients with the soil and making it

PEAR MARGUERITE MARILLAT AS A CORDON ON A WEST WALL.

Africa and the West Indies.

wider cultivation in the western milder parts of

the kingdom.

The Holly (Ilex Aquifolium).—The common
Holly, the pride and ornament of our woods and

gardens, belongs to a genus of some 300 species

of almost world-wide distribution in temperate

and warm countries, constituting a family in

very firm round the roots again. Next to the bare

roots put some gritty soil not containing

lime. Give water freely, lay on a surface

miUch, and syringe the branches three times

each week for two weeks. If the trees are in

houses, keep the ventilators open night and day.

Renovating Vines is often foimd to be necessar>'

surface in new loam. This work should be done
when the leaves are falling freely from the Vines,

also in November. Put mats on the glass over

the Vines ; keep the leaves and rods moist by
syringing every morning ; have the new soit

ready to replace the old ; lift the roots carefully,,

wrap them in wet sacks or mats while the new
soil is being put in ; then spread them out evenly

and cover them 4 inches deep. Here, again, a
surface mulch is beneficial, also a firm rooting

medium. Prune the Vines as soon as all the,

leaves have dropped off. G. G.

SOME RELIABLE PEARS.

itself—the Aquifoliaceje. It is the only native in the case of old Vines. Some are so useless

evergreen tree of wide dispersal in the United

Kingdom, affording a strilving contrast to the

arboreous vegetation of Japan, for example.

Outside of Britain this species ranges from South

that it is better to root them out, remove the old

soil, and plant young Vines in fresh soil. But

others are greatly benefited by lifting the roots

from a cold subsoil and relaying them near the

UNLIKE the Apple, the majority of

Pears are not remarkable for their

keeping qualities. The Pears that

are grown should be of the finest

quality ; that is, they should be of

good flavour, reliable croppers and
disease resisting.

Autumn Nelis is a really fine Pear, in season

during the early part of October. In flavour it

is somewhat similar to the well-known Winter

Nelis, but it has a better constitution and produces

larger fruits than that variety. It is best

on the Quince stock, and succeeds admirably

as a cordon on a south wall.

Louise Bonne of Jersey is too well known
to need description, in season a few days later

than the last named. It is a good old reliable

variety, is first-rate as a wall tree trained in any

form, or it will make a good standard. It is a

most reliable cropper, and in all ways a good dessert

Pear. It is best grafted on the Quince stock.

Marguerite Marillat.—Although not so good

as Doyenne du Cornice in flavour, this variety

usually crops well even on a poor soil and in a

bad Pear season. It is a large, handsome fruit

of sugary, aromatic flavour and beautifully

coloured. It is in season during September and

early October.

Fondante d'Automne is a good October Pear

when grown as a cordon on a south or west wall.

It is a most reliable cropper, and will produce

large fruit if well cultivated. Quince stock for

wall trees.

Doyenne du Cornice is undoubtedly the finest

dessert Pear. It is a free bearer and healthy,

and will succeed trained in any form or as a busb

or pj-ramid. and will bear abundantly in almost

any position. The fruit is of good size and attrac-

tive appearance, especially if wrapped in tissue

paper and placed in heat for two or three days,

previous to consumption. This variety hears

freely in an early stage when grown on the Quince

stock ; but if on the Pear stock, some years will

elapse before a good crop is realised. Ripens in

November.

Glou Morceau is a fine December Pear for a

warm wall, but is rather subject to disease on

cold soil. The tree should be sprayed regularly

to prevent fungus, or the fruit may be affected by
this disease. A large, handsome Pear of good

flavour. Quince stock.

Josephine de Malines is a fine Christmas

Pear, perhaps the very best for this season. It

succeeds on either the Quince or Pear stock,

and bears freely as a cordon, a horizontal-trained

tree, or as a bush, but t does not make a shapely

specimen. Hard pruning should not be resorted

to with this variety, but careful root-pruning is

essential.
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Thompson's is a splendid November Pear,

but, unfortvinately, is a shy setter, so it shoiild

always be planted in close proximity to a free-

setting variety in order to become fertilised.

It is at home on a south or west wall.

Beurre Hardy and Marie Louise are excellent

late October and November Pears, but are so well

known that description is needless. The former,

grown in any form or position, is especially

valuable for its free bearing. The latter prefers a

south or west wall, and both succeed on the Quince

stock. Ralph E. Arnold.

BOOKS.
The Door in the Wall, or The Story of My

Garden*.—This little book is a beautifully illus-

trated history of the making of a small suburban

garden " where four

roads meet," somewhere

near Manchester. The

authoress, Mrs. Duggan,

tells us that the design,

more or less her own,

may fairly claim to

have made much out

of little, and the ex-

cellent plan which
accompanies the text

more than bears out

her statement. We are

glad, too, to allude to

the fact that the dooi

in the wall ' is often left

open, especially on Bank
Holidays, when many
little parties enjoy a

personally conducted

tour round our corner

plot." The objects of

the book are two-fold

—

one, to encourage the

women of this country

to personally design and

cultivate their own
gardens ; and the second

and even more impor-

tant object is the an-

nouncement " that the

net proceeds resulting

from the sale of this

book are to be devoted

to founding 'The

Manchester Regiment

Beds in Roehampton
House, Queen Mary's

Convalescent Auxiliary

Hospital for Sailors

and Soldiers who have lost their limbs ' in

the war.' " The Dean of Manchester, in an
excellent preface to this little book, states

:

" Mrs. Duggan has conceived the generous

idea of raising money enough to support a bed fpr

some crippled soldier of the Manchester Regiment
in Roehampton House. It is a pleasure to give

her any help. She is an expert gardener . . .

and no act of sympathy or reverence can, I think,

be too great for the gallant regiment which has

crowned its honour in the Crimea, in Afghanistan, in

Egypt, in South Africa, and elsewhere, by its noble

service in the present dreadful war." To this we
need only add that the authoress was for many-

years the hon. secretary of the Bowdon Horti-

cultural Club, under %vhose auspices the gardens

in the neighbourhood enormously improved. It

is a little book with a great purpose.

Rock Gardens and Alpine Plants*.—Anyone
about to construct a rock garden will find this

work to be a veritable mine of information on
the subject. It will be no less valuable to those

who already possess such a garden and contem-

plate alterations therein, while the list of plants

suitable for different positions is large and com-

prehensive. Although the work is edited by
Mr. T. W. Sanders, the " Rock Garden" is dealt

with by Mr. E. H. Jenkins, and the "Moraine"
by Mr. S. Amott. Each subject is, as can be

readily understood when the experience of the

contributors is borne in ' mind, treated in a

thoroughly practical manner. The scope of the

work is shown by taking Part I., " Construction

neasters, might well have been included. Some of

the illustrations are very good, but the coloured

plates might have been omitted without lessening

the value of the book.

FLORENCE FENNEL.
This vegetable was shown at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting on November 9 by
Mr. Dawkins in his interesting exhibit of vegetables.

Although the plants were rather smcdl, they were

a reminder that they can be easily grown in this

country. In Florence, where it is known as

Finocchio, or Fenouil, it is brought to the markets

in cartloads, and is a great favourite with work-

ing people there. It is grown in other parts of

Italy as well, and also to a smaller extent in France.

It slightly resembles Celery in shape and habit

of growth, as the base swells to a large size when
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Winter Cucumbers.—In order to keep the
plants in a healthy, fruit-bearing condition, it

is essential that they are kept free from red spider.

Syringing once a week with a solution of soft

soap and sulphur \\ill keep the foliage free from
this pest. Stop and tie the shoots regularly,

and give them plenty of room. The roots will

not be in need of so much water as formerly ; a
good watering once or twice a w-eek will be ample.
An occasional sprinkling of artificial manure over
the rooting area is all that is required in the way
of stimulants. Keep an equable temperature of

about 65°. Should very severe frosts occur,
cover the glass with mats or tiffany.

Early Pot Vines.—When the buds show signs

of bursting into growth, the temperature may
be raised about 5°. increasing it as growth pro-
ceeds. Tie up the rods to their permanent
position on the trellis as soon as the buds are
breaking freely. Lose no time in removing the
surplus shoots as soon as it can be determined
which are carrying the best bunches. The
roots must be we'll soaked with water when they
are in need of it. It is a good practice to give two
waterings to ensure the ball of roots being soaked
right through. Discontinue sjTinging when all the
buds have broken into growth, but promote
a moist atmosphere by damping the walls and
paths as often as necessary. If the temperature
of the hot-bed declines too low. some fresh materials
must be added to it.

Plants Under Glass.

Malmaison Carnations.—These must be kept
cool ; only in the case of very severe frost

will artificial heat be necessary. If not already
done, the young plants may now be potted into
6-inch pots. Fibrous loam, leaf-soil, brick rubble
and coarse sand form a suitable compost. When
potted, the plants must be very carefully watered
till the roots have taken hold of the new soil.

Lily of the' Valley.—Retarded crowns must
be Bsed to keep up a supply of flowers till the
turn of the year. Clrmips may then be dug up
from a well-established bed outdoors and placed
on a hot-bed in a heated pit. Cover the roots
with soil, and water them with tepid water. Light
must be excluded from the pit till the spikes are

4 inches or 5 inches high ; the plants may then be
gradually exposed to the light.

AUamandas.—These may now be pruned, and
if growing in pots they may be placed in a cool
house for the winter and kept on the dry side.

Cut the shoots back to two or three eyes. Speci-
mens which are growing in a border may be pruned
similarly, and kept as dry as possible at the roots.

Tbe Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—After a spell of frost it

will be necessary to examine the plants in the
border, and any which have become loose must
have the soil carefully pressed around them.
The plants must be protected from birds and
mice, which often do a deal of mischief. When
the ground is dry enough, run the hoe between
the plants. Plants in frames must have abun-
dance of air, leaving the lights off altogether
whenever the weather is fa\ourable.

Montbretias.—The corms of these useful
flowering plants should be lifted annually and
stored in boxes in a cold frame. I have tried
lifting them every two years, but find they produce
better flowers when lifted every year. The ground
should be deeply dug and well manured before
replanting them in the spring.

Protecting Plants Out o( Doors.—No time
must now he lost in placing protecting materials
over plants which are not sufficiently hardy to
stand severe frost. Evergreen boughs or Bracken
will form suitable protection for many plants

;

a few ashes placed round the collars of others will
suffice.

Plants in Cold Frames.—These must be care-
•fully examined occasionally and all dead foliage
and rubbish removed, or many will be lost through
•damping. Much care will be needed in venti-
lating the frames. When the weather is very
mild the lights may be lifted off. All the light

possible must be admitted to the plants, and it

may be necessary to clean the glass should it

become obscured by dirt or fogs.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Figs.—As soon as severe weather sets in, Fig
trees outdoors must be protected. Release the
branches from the walls, tie them in bundles, and
cover them with straw or Bracken. Trees which
require root pruning may be dealt with at any
time from now till the spring when the weather is

open. To be successful with Figs, they must be
grown in a shallow, restricted border with plenty
of drainage.

Outdoor Vines.—The pruning of outdoor
Vines may be done now ; cut back the lateral
growths to two or three buds. If the rods have
been trained too closely together, some of them
should be cut out ; they should be not less than
3 feet apart. After pruning, a portion of the
surface soil may be removed and replaced with
new compost, which may consist of rich loam,
wood-ashes, brick rubble and crushed bones.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbage.—Any blanks in the beds must be
made good ; afterwards run the hoe between
the plants and draw a little soil around the stems.
Dust the plants with lime as a precaution against
slugs.

Carrots.—A sowing of Scarlet Horn Carrot
may be made at any time now. A hot-bed of
moderate warmth is necessary on which to place

I

the soil. A layer of good soil, about 9 inches
! deep, should be placed on the hot-bed and made
< moderately firm. Sow the seeds broadcast and
keep the frame close till the young plants are
through the soil. Ventilation must then be
afforded, more or less according to outside con-
ditions. E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lnrkmge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—The main batch of cuttings
of all varieties sho uld now be plnated as the shoots
become large enough for taking. They are best
when kept cool from the commencement, so that
where a pit or house can be devoted entirely to
them, very little pipe-heat, except during frost,

will be required. Air must be admitted with
'caution, or flagging will take place. If the cuttings
are to be rooted in frames or hand-lights, the
covers should be left off for some time each morning
to allow all moisture to escape from off the glass.

Gloriosas which have now thoroughly ripened
their growths can be cut over, and the pots con-
taining the tubers laid on their sides underneath
the stage of a warm greenhouse.

Tree Carnations.—A start can now be made
to propagate these plants. The small growths
which appear on the flowering stems root more
freely and eventually form better plants than
those taken from the base of the plants. Bottom-
heat, if used, must be very mild ; in fact, it is not
imperative, as cuttings root readily if kept in
small frames or hand-lights placed on a Carna-
tion-houses tage. Pure sea-sand should be
used, or if soil, then it must be very light. .\

slight shading is necessary for a short period about
midday when the sun is bright.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peach or Nectarine House.—Where
fruit is required during May, a start must be
made by closing this house. Very little pipe-
heat should be used in the early stages. The
trees may be syringed during the mornings of
bright days. If the borders were attended to in
regard to watering when the leaves were falling, no
water should be required for some time to come ; but
if there is any doubt of the borders being moist,
they had better first be watered. A temperature
of 50° will be quite high enough during the night,
allowing it to advance somewhat during the day.

Succession Houses.—The annual cleaning and
general overhauling should be done as early
as possible, so that there may be no danger of
the buds swelling before it is completed. For the

woodwork and glass use plenty of soft soapy water,
and for the trees Gishurst Compound is a reliable
dressing. Where disbudding has been done
properly, there will not be much need for pruning

;

but this must be resorted to rather than over-
crowd the wood. When there is an abundance
of young wood on vigorous trees, it is sometimes
possible to remove altogether one or two of the
older branches which become bare towards the
centre of the tree.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning.—Now that the foliage has fallen,

pruning can be proceeded with on Apple and
other trees growing in the open. Where fruit

trees are growing among other subjects and not
occupying an orchard by themselves, the system
of prurung will greatly depend upon the space
available. The common habit of planting fruit

trees in vegetable gardens has many drawbacks,
and where a separate portion can be devoted
entirely to fruit growing, better results are obtained.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—When new Rose-beds are being made,
it is of vital importance to have perfect drainage

;

especially is this so in low-lying positions situated
on either rock or clay beds. Roses thrive in
rich soils, so that where new beds or borders
are being formed, it should be seen that there is

plenty of nourishment for the trees, given in the
form of manure, tiurf and other additions which
can be made.
Herbaceous Border.—This should now be

cleared entirely of all growths. When possible
these should be burnt, the ashes being kept and
returned to the soil. All stakes should be put
away, in order to pre\'ent confusion and delay
when they are again required.

Dahlias.—The tubers which were lifted some
time ago are dry and ready to be stored away
for the winter. A fairly dry and frost-proof
place is necessary, but it is of great importance
that it should be cool.

Wild Garden.—Many subjects in this depart-
ment are not quite hardy, and will require to be
protected on the arri^•al of frost. Tritomas
and Gunneras are among the first to suffer during
a severe winter. Spruce and Yew branches are
splendid for co%ering, as they are easily removed
when mild weather returns. Some plants having
a herbaceous habit can be covered with a few
inches of ashes, which pro\'e a splendid protec-
tion in many cases.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.—The crowns should now l)e in good
condition for forcing. A mild hot-bed is equally
as good as bottom-heat produced by pipes. But,
whichever is used, it should be brisk enough to
encourage a quick growth, w'hich is necessary
to produce tender growths. These should be cut
daily as soon as they reach the proper size, and
can be kept standing in water until required.
Fresh batches should be introduced to heat, not
less frequent than every fortnight where a regular
supply has to be maintained.

Cucumbers.—This crop during the winter fre-

quently gives trouble owuig to various causes, the
most common being lack of sufficient heat and
light, combined with overcropping. The pro-

duction of fruits must be restricted, and a little

fresh air admitted whenever the conditions out-
doors will allow of it.

Chicory.—New batches should be brought into
the Mushroom-house as may be required. About
a fortnight is usually long enough to blanch the
plants ready for use.

Celery.—In view of possible severe frost, which
would do damage, some clean straw or Bracken
should be got in readiness for covering up the
plants during a storm. As this covering is apt
to retain an undue amount of moisture if left

on, which would eventually spoil the Celery, it

is best to uncover the plants on the return of open
weather.

Articholies, Parsnips and Salsify.

—

.\ quantity
may be lifted and covered with soil in some
sheltered quarter where they could be con-
veniently obtained if required during a continuation
of severe frost. John Jeffrey.

(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan lardine,
Bart.)

Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.

I
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THE 1915 "DAFFODIL
YEAR BOOK."

A S it is possible that the review of the

/% above by the Rev. G. H. Engleheart,

/ % which recently appeared in your

/ % columns, may influence the character
* * of future Year Books, I should like

to make a few remarks upon two

points whereon I think that many will differ

from the rather ex cathedra pronouncements of the

reviewer.

The first refers to the illustrations. Some, I

know, are of opinion that the " Personal Picture

Gallery " creates a less wide interest than floral

illustrations which serve to convey to those who
are not always able to visit the shows some idea

of what the latest best varieties are. But as the

remaining available material for the picture

gallery must by this time have assumed greatly

diminished proportions, and new varieties, on this

line, do not come for\vard in sufScient numbers,

the point will settle itself, and need not now be
further urged.

We certainly can do without portraits of "old

stagers " like Santa Maria, and freaks like Elfin,

also without melancholy perspectives of Empress
or any other Daffodil ; but we do want
adequate illustrations of the newer and more
important Daffodils which each season brings us.

As to the character of these illustrations I

entirely dissent from the views expressed by
Mr. Engleheart, who, obviously, is no photo-

grapher. Pen and ink outlines, however well

executed, would be but poor substitutes for the

more exact rendering given by such excellent

photographs as we have had in the Year Books.

Colour photographs would tmdoubtedly be

preferable, but expense forbids ; but, having

regard to the limited circulation of the Year

Book, hand colouring might come in, at no very

great additional cost.
,
Mr. Engleheart assumes

it to be impossible to depict a suggestion of

colour difierences in a photograph by the use of

colour screens, whereas, as a fact, it is not at

all inevitable that a flower like Ixion must be

shown " just as white all over "—to quote your
reviewer—" as Centaur." If Mr. Engleheart

studies his " DaffodU Year Books," as I hope
he does, attentively, he will have noticed in the

1913 edition an excellent photograph of

Narcissus Pedestal, also one of Touchstone,

which entirely dispose of his notion on this point.

Obviously a suitable colour screen was not, but

should have been, used on Ixion, but this does

not affect what can be done.

I hope that the editor of the Year Book will

not be influenced to discontinue his admirable

and useful series of photographic illustrations

of the newer best varieties.

The other matter which I should like to notice

is that in which Mr. Engleheart condemns as
" valueless " Dr. Lower's tabulated lists of

crosses. To a novice like myself they prove

most useful, both in the negative aspect of

warning us off supposed seed parents which
will not, or only very rarely, seed, and also,

affirmatively, by showing us what crosses will

at any rate produce seed, and the general prin-

ciples of selection of parents which have been
productive of the excellent results shown by
Dr. Lower at our exhibitions. And what are

Mr. Engleheart's objections ? Mainly that Dr.

Lower calls his crosses " successful." But they

have proved successfid within the narrow limit

stated by Dr. Lower, in that they have produced

seed. That is all he claims. But Mr. Engleheart

suggests that it is " absurd " to call a cross

" successftil " before the seedling has flowered,

attacking Dr. Lower's employment of the term

on the ground that the cross now called

" successful " may, when flowered, prove to be

but the result of the " remarkable way " in

which " flowers manage to fertilise themselves "

despite " the most complete depollination."

I think that even my own. limited experience

enables me to say that Mr. Engleheart greatly

magnifies the importance and extent of the

influence which he suggests as practically nulli-

fying the value of Dr. Lower's conclusions. I

am inclined to believe that Messrs. Cartwright and

Goodwin, in their " Latest Hobby," more accu-

rately state the true position when they say,

on page 56, " no doubt certain flowers are often

self fertilised, but in most cases we have found

that if the operation is properly carried out,

and seed is produced, the result generally shows

the desired cross to have taken place."

In my ovm case I have had, on an average,

eighty bulbs of Mme. de Graaff planted in rows

in my special Dafiodil borders. By far the larger

I
number have been eacli year " left to the

insects." As to the remainder, taking the

years igro to 1915 inclusive, cross-fertilisation

has given me 115 crosses producing seed, while

during the same six years, and under exactly

similar conditions, the other rows, the large

majority " left to the insects," gave but fifteen

seed-pods, either self or insect pollinated,

I

thus fairly establishing a ratio showing that the

proportion of Dr. Lower's 17c crosses possibly

I due to self or insect pollination, and not
'. to the inten4ed cross, is practically verj' small,

certainly totally iasufficient to justify your

reviewer's wholesale condemnation of the lists

as " valueless," or the use of the word " absurd "

' in connection with Dr. Lower's work.

I trust that, pace the Rev. G. H. Engleheart,

the editor of the Year Books will continue to

supply information of the character in question,

so very welcome to—A Novice.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

THE GREENHOUSE.
STREPTOSOLEN JAMESONII NOT FLOWERING

{E. P. D.).—It is quite impossible for us to state definitely
the reason of your plant of Streptosolen Jamesonii not
flowering You give us no idea of the way in which it

is treated, whether grown in a pot or planted out in the
greenhouse. As it has flowered so well for the last five
years, and you have doubtless continued the same
treatment, it would not appear that this is at fault.- A
possible cause is that the soil is exhausted, and the plant
has therefore not strength to flower ; while it may be
attacked by red spider, to which it is sometimes liable.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
ABNORMAL FRDIT TO NAME (A. J. B.).~The spray

enclosed with fruits is C>'donia (Pyrus) japonica. When
the flowers survive frost, the bushes fruit freely ; but
the specimen sent is quite abnormal, due to flowering
out of season, apparently in late summer.
A DIFFICULT SHRUB TO GROW: CUPRESSUS

MACROCARPA {Macrocarpa).—Cupressus macrocarpa is

one of the most difficult of all trees to establish success-
fully, but when planted in suitable situations, ?.e., the
milder counties and preferably within a few miles of the
sea, it is one of the most satisfactory of shelter trees
after it has once become estabhshed. The best results
are usually secured by planting quite small plants 9 inches
to 12 inches high in spring. Those larger than that
should be planted from pots, and a stake should be placed
to each one to keep it from being blown about, for the
branch growth is usually out of all proportion to the

root system, and mnd pressure causes the top to sway
about and loosen the roots, thereby giving them no chance
to form new root fibres. Even small plants must be
planted quite firmly to enable them to become estab-

.

lished. In the most satisfactory plantations a fair number

'

of losses must be expected.

TO PROPAGATE DOUBLE-FLOWERED FURZE
(F. C).—The best way to increase double-flowered Furze
is to take short cuttings of the current season's wood^
about 4 inches long, in August and insert them firmly
in sandy soil in a close but quite cold frame. Slake the
cuttings with a shght heel of older wood, such as is obtained
by detaching them at the junction with the older wood.
Make a bed of sandy loam and cover it with silver sand ;

then, after removing the spines and leaves from the
lower halves of the cuttings, insert the cuttings to about
a third of their depth, ^yater them as soon as inserted^
and shade them from bright sunlight. Give sufficient

water afterwards to prevent the soil from becoming
dry, and slightly damp the cuttings after a hot day^
Eeep them close until new shoots begin to grow, wlien
air may be admitted. They ought to be well rooted
by the following April, when they must be lifted carefully
and potted singly in 3-inch pots. Eeplace in the frame
and keep close for a few days. 'Wben the pots are well
filled with roots, place the plants in permanent quarters.

ROSE GARDEN.
RUST ON ROSE LEAVES {Subscribe,-).—\q\xt Roses

arc badly attacked by rust, and it would be well to gather
and biu"n the leaves as tliey fall, as far as this can be done,,
for the fungus rests on the fallen leaves through the winter
to attack the shoots in spring. The disease causes pre-
mature leaf fall, and it is therefore very desirable to check
it as far as possible. Tlie spraying of the bushes with
a rose red solution of potassium permanganate is a means
of checking the spread of the trouble.

FRUIT GARDEN.
GRAPES NOT COLOURING (G. H. i.).—Apply sulphate

of iron in the form of powder at the rate of 3oz. per
square yard, or when topdressing the Vine border mix
a 6-inch potful of it with each barrow-load of soil. Be sure,
in the firsts instance, that the soil is deficient in iron, as
overcropping is a frequent cause of poor colour.

BLACK AND RED CURRANT CUTTINGS STRUCK
LAST AUTUMN (it. P.).—Better results wiU follow by
transplanting the young trees into rows 2 feet apart,
allowing the same distance between the trees in the rows,,

and then planting in their permanent quarters next
autumn.
THE CHERRY AS A GRAFTING STOCK (E. Blinco).—

Your clean young Cherry trees may be used for graft-
ing any other variety of Cherry on, but no other kind
of fruit. How would the Morello Cherry suit you?
This variety succeeds very well in bush form, and
the birds are not so partial to it. In any case, the
bushes could be netted.

APPLE HUDSON'S SEEDLING (J. D. TF.).—We have
such a rich and excellent collection of late cooking Apples-
that the 'seedling sent has no chance of being included
among them. Therefore, from this point of view, its-

further propagation would be of no advantage. But as-

a local variety, well suited to the neighbourhood in which
it appears to do so well, the case may be quite different.

BRANCHES OF GOOSEBERRY FOR INSPECTION
{Puzzled).—Your Gooseberries have been badly attacked
by aphis during the past year. It would be well to prune
out all the malformed shoots and to spray the bushes-
before the beginning of February with caustic soda, lib.
to 12 gallons of Tvatcr. As soon as aphides make their
appearance in spring, and while they are still quite smaU,
spray the bushes with Quassia and soft soap, or -unth a
nicotine preparation.

WALNUTS WITH IMPERFECT SHELLS (TF. A'onvood).
—The imperfection in the shell of the Walnut may arise

from various causes. 1. It may be a normally very
thin-shelled variety—seedhng Walnuts differ markedly
in this character. 2. Rooks may have pecked the fruits

as they were developing, as they are very fond of doing.
3. The young fniits may have been slightly injured by
frost, which checked the growth of parts of their outer
walls. 4. Possibly there is a deficiency of lime in the
soil.

APPLE TREES NEAR THE SEA IN SANDT SOIL
(M. P.).—Without protection from high winds and storms
and a liberal admixture of loam and marly soil to the sand,
we think the prospect of success would be hopeless. The
following would be the most likely to succeed : Beauty
of Bath, dessert, ripe in August ; Devonshire Quarrenden,
dessert, September ; King of the Pippins, dessert, October

;

Aliington Pippin, dessert, November ; and Gascoyne's
Scarlet, dessert, Christmas. Grow in the form of low
bushes on the Crab stock.

INJURY TO APPLE (B. F. J.).—Your Apple is suffering
from two attacks. First, it was attacked by aphides early
in the season and their punctures have disfigured it. The
remedy for this is prompt spraying as soon as the pest*
appear in spring. Secondly, the fruit is attacked by the
trouble known as bitter-pit. This is due to some physio-
logical cause connected with irregularities in the ^^-ater

supply. The only recommendation that can be made
with regar-d to it is to endeavour to regulate the water
supply as much as possible by watering when necessary,
and especially by keeping the surface soil well stirred

during the summer. The bro\\-n spots in the fiesh are
due to this trouble.
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SALE OF WALNUTS (H. J5.).—Whether it is more
profitable to sell Walmits green for pickline, or when
ripe and ready for dessert, we have no precise informa-
tion on this point. Aaainst the former, we think that

the labour of gathering by hand would tell hca\ily. W«-

are inclined to favour marketing when ripe for dessert.

The demand for Nuts generally, we understand, is good
this year. Enjrlish Walnuts are selling at Covcnt Garden
Market at about 4d. per pound, and French at from Ss.

to 10s. 6d. per bag.

FEARS CRACKING ((?. 5.).—The Pears are attacked
by the fungus Fusicladium pirinum, which causes the
<iisease known as scab. It would be well to prune out
All the diseased portion of the tree, which may be recog-
nised by the cracks on the young shoots and spurs, and
then, just before the flowers open and again after the petals

have fallen, to spray the trees with Bordeaux mixture.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BIRDS AND PYRACANTHAS (D. G.).—The only way

of preserving the fruits is to net the bushes.

LAWN GRASS {A. -S'.).—The grass sent for identifi-

cation is the Sheep's Fescue (Festuca ovina var.) ; this

])articular variety is tenuifolia. It is one of the best of

all lawn grasses, and seed could he obtained from any
of the leading seedsmen, such as Messrs. Sutton of Reading,
3Iessrs. Carter of Eaynes Park, Messrs. Dickson of

<'hester, &c
NAMES OF TR\jn.—Tielie.-~l, Blenheim Orange

;

'2, KedJeston Pippin ; 3, Northern Greening : 8, Golden
Spire. All the others were too decayed to name.
€. B. R.—l, Court Pendu Plat ; 2, Miller's SeedUng.

SOCIETIES.
WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'

ASSOCIATION.
ON Wednesday evening, November 17, Jlr. Robert Doe
of Partwood Gardens lectured on '* Vine Culture." He
i-; a most successful Grape-grower, and his remarks were
listened to -nnth great attention as he gave the members
the benefit of his experience. First he briefly touched
on the history of the Vine and its culti^'ation in England,
mentioning a few of the most remarkable ones to be found
in this country. He then took ttie following poinis and
referred to each in detail : The kind of house best suited
for Vine-growing, heating the same, propagation by means
of layers, eyes, seedlings and cuttings ; the formation of
the Vine border, soil, planting out, manuring, forcing,
distributing the pollen, thinning, stoning and colouring.
A good discussion followed, and Mr. Doe was heartily
thanked for his lecture. 3Ir. T. Bachelor of Bolney
Court Gardens exhibited a fine collection of Perpetual-
flowering Carnations, and was awarded a cultural certificate

"by the judges.

Croydon Horticultural Society.—.A.t the annual

general meeting of this society, held on Tuesday,

November 22, at the Town Hall, Croydon,

His Worship the Mayor of Croydon in the chair,

it was unanimously agreed to hold the summer
flower show on Wednesday, Jtme 21, 1916, the

profits to be given to a war charity to be agreed

•upon at a later date. As a result of this year's

show, a cheque for £102 4s. was handed to His

Worship the Mayor of Croydon in aid of the

war relief funds.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provident

Society.—The monthly meeting of this society

was held at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Hall on Monday, November 8, Mr. Charles Curtis

presiding. Before the commencement of the

business a vote of sympathy was passed to Mr.

James Hudson, V.M.H. (senior trustee) on the death

oi his beloved wife, which was carried in silence,

all the members standing. Three new"members were

elected. One member was allowed to withdraw

£48 I2S. 3d. from his deposit account, still leaving

jfro to his credit in the society's books, and one
lapsed member withdrew £42 7s. 7d. Two members
were also assisted from the Convalescent Fund
The sick pay for the month on the ordinary side

amounted to £69 6s. 3d., on the State Section

to liq 7s. 8d., and maternity claims amounted
to £9.

7'he War Office notifies that from now onward all panerx
posted to any neutral European country will be Hopped,
except those sent by publishers and neivmgents v^ho hate
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission Acw been granted to The Gardes, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tanstock Street. Covenf Garden. W.C.

•»• The Yearly Subscription to THE GARDEN is ; Inland,
6s. Qd. : Foreign, Ss. 9rf,

LETHORION
IMPROVED METAL

VAPOUR

GONE

FUMIGATOR
INTRODUCED 1885. Registered Trade Mark. 62.957

'T' HB marvellous effect of this simple
and cheap method of Fumigating

Greenhouses is fully borne out by the
enormous increase of sales year by year.

Only a match required for the proper
starting of the cone to secure startling
results.

Cone No. i, for Frames and "Lean-to's" up to

1,000 cubic feet. Price 6d. each.

Cone No. a, for small Greenhouses up to 1,500
cubic feet. Price 8d. each.

Cone No. 3. for general use in large Greenhouses.

2,000 to 2,500 cubic feet. Price 1/- each

Fitll Directions accoiiipatty each Cone.

Ask lor list of Testimonials, of which some hundreds have
been received from the leading Gardeners In the Kingdom.

To be had from all Dealers in Hortlcultural.Sundries
throughout the Kingdom.

Manufactured by CORICy & CO.. Il.'td.
At their Bonded Chemical 'Works, Shad Thames. S.E.

Offices & Showrooms :

Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

By EDBN PHIIiLPOTTS. Cheap Edition 6/- Net, by post 6/4

Over 200 pages and 60 full-page illustratiODS.

Published at the Offices of " Coitntbt Lifb," Ltd.,

20, Tavtetock Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C.

Our charge for adTertisemente under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

WANTED by the Scottish Co-operative
Wliolesale Society, Limited, 05, Morrison Street, Glasgow,
a man to assist in superintending and developing the Society's
Agricultural Interests in West Africa ; must be of good
character, and knowledge and experience of Tropical Culture
essential. Salary, £250 per annum.—Applications to
Secretary, S.C.W.S., at above address, with testimonials
(copies only), to be received not later than Monday, 29th inst.

CLEARANCE SALE.
nwing to our works being given over to Government orders
and more space being required for additional machinery, we

are prepared to offer our stock of

_^ GREENHOUSES F iR AM ^TKURS.
J'3 GARDEN FRAMES (a tew only).

IRON AND Z'NC HAND LIGHTS, and ODD
LIGHTS FOR FRAMES

At Special Low Prices to Clear.

Clearance List on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,NORWICH.

1,000,000 TONS
OF ROCKERY STONE suitable for Parks, large or

small gardens, etc.. from 1/- per ton on rail.

CRAZY PAVING for garden paths, from 5/- per ton on rail.

STONE GARDEN ROUERS from 7/6 each.

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, RHODODENDRONS AND
FLOWERING AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS of every

description at exceedingly low prices.

Cstslogaes and Price Lists Free on applloatlon to

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., LTD.,
Quarry Proprietors & Nurserymen,

x>ji.fci:iE:'v x>a.iLiE:, x>E:R^'y8HxxcE

A SPECIALITY FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS.

POT VINES
Exceptionally fine this season. Inspection Invited.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
LOWDHAM, NOTTS.

NO W R E A D Y.

"The Door in the Wall 99

OR

The Story of My Garden.
With a Preface by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Weldon, Dean of Manchester.

Large 8vo, with double-page plan and excellent illustrations,

1/6 net, by post 4d. extra.

Mrs. DUGGAN is well-known .is an expert g.irdener, and the Story of her Garden is full

of practical suggestions and valuable hints. But the chief aim of this charmingly illustrated

little book is to raise money to support a bed for crippled soldiers of the Manchester

Regiment in Roehampton House. The book is a woman's token of undying admiration

and respect for all those brave men, who, by their devotion and self-sacrifice in answering

the call of King and Country, have added so much to the glory of the Regiment. It is

a direct appeal to all who cannot go to the war, to do something, however small, for

those maimed for life in doing so much for you !

Orders for copies of the book should be sent direct to the author,

MRS. DUGGAN, "CLEVEDON," ST. JOHN'S ROAD, ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Gardens for Little Londoners.—^The London

Children's Gardens and Recreation Fund brings

health and happiness to little Londoners. Eight

gardens have been open all the summer, and by

the generosity of an anonymous donor another

one will be added next year. The gardens are

all in the poorest districts of London. Each

child has his or her own plot of ground in which

\'egetables and flowers make a wonderfully fine

show, and great is the delight of the children when
the Carrots and Lettuces are large enough

to be taken home. Any subscriptions on

behalf of this worthy fund will be received

by the hon. secretary, Mrs. Lyons, 3,

Durham Place, Chelsea, who will gladly

give any further information.

Farmers' Red Cross Sale.—The follow-

ing account, taken from the Bedfordshire

Standard of December 3, records a splendid

price for a bouquet sold in aid of the

British Red Cross Society :
" The com-

pany had now assmned immense propor-

tions, and a ringing cheer went up as

Mr. J. A. Whitchurch handed Lady
Ampthill a magnificent bouquet of red

and white Carnations, supplied b>'

Messrs. Laxton. Bidding was brisk, until

Mr. J. Arnold Whitchurch became the

purchaser at £12 T2S., and handed the

bouquet back to her Ladyship. It was
then split up into button-holes, and Mr.

Walter Peacock was soon selling at a

lively pace ; one button-hole, sold three

times, must have realised £5, and the

average price was 30s., the bouquet realis-

ing the handsome total of £62 us."

The Hardy Yellow Jasmine.—Of all

the flowers that brave the wintry

weather, none can excel the yellow

Jasmine (Jasminum nudiflorum) for

cheerful effect. Its leafless twigs are

wreathed with bright golden yellow

flowers, and many a garden arbour or

cottage doorway is made the brighter

for its presence from December till the

end of February. Pruning should only

be carried out after the flowers are over.

Fruits of Citrus trifoliata. — Several small

fruits (containing seeds) of the hardy Citrus

trifoliata (Mg\e sepiaria) were sent by Lady
Ilchester from Holland House to a recent meeting
of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. The fruits had been produced
on a tree 9 feet high by 5 feet through, growing
in the gardens at Holland House.

Mint Within Three Weeks.—This herb is

readily forced, and is generally in much demand

throughout the year. If roots are lifted and placed

in brisk heat with plenty of moisture, they will

produce growth for cutting within three weeks.

A Useful Winter Salad.—A few roots of

Chicory may now be placed in heat. The roots

should be planted in large pots or boxes and placed

in the Mushroom-house. Bury the crowns just

below the surface of the soil. Any ordinary

garden soil will be suitable, but it must not be
too wet nor too dry.

YELLOW JASMINE GROWING OVER
DOORWAY.

COTTAGE

A Pretty Rock Garden Creeper.—Such is

Pratia repens angulata, both in flower and in

berry. The small white Lobelia-like flowers

spring out of a dense carpet of tmy foliage in

late summer and early autumn. These in turn

are followed by purplish pink berries, inclined to

Pear shape, causing the plant to be of much
interest and beauty in mid-November. Where
space allows of growing large patches of this

plant, the effect is very striking indeed.

Scabiosa cretica.—Scabiosa caucasica and its

varieties are much-appreciated hardy perennials.

For those who care for wild flowers, S. cretica

also deserves a trial. This is a native of Greece

and Sicily, where it grows on rocks and other

barren places It forms a small shrub from

2 feet to 3 feet high, with entire, whitish foliage.

The flowers are not quite so deeply coloured

as in good S. caucasica, but are large and show}',

and no doubt it could be improved in time if

taken in hand by some good culti-

vator. It should be planted in the driest

places in the rockery, or in a wall, where
it will not sutler from the wet and get

all the sun and air that is possible. In

Southern gardens it should prove a valu-

able addition, as it will flower very late

in the season and early again in spring. It

is easily propagated from seeds and
likes any sod, especially that containing

lime.

Wintering Globe Artichokes.—This

vegetable not being quite hardy in

most districts, it is well to have
covering material ready to hand
where it can be obtained conveniently,

should a hard frost come. Stable litter

or Bracken is suitable, and should be
put round the foliage of each plant.

Later on, when all the foliage has died

down, it will require rearranging to make
certain the plants are properly protected

from frost.

Dianthus gracilis.—This charming

little plant will one day probably take

the same place among the Dianthi that

Viola gracilis now holds among the

Violas. It is a plant with which to

work some of the most charming Dian-

thus pictures that ever graced . a rock

garden. The foliage is that of a super-

healthy D. caesius, and is quite as free

and more continuous than that favourite

species. The flower-stems are light

and dainty, branching lightly, and
carrying numbers of exquisite soft rosv

pink blossoms. There is a glorious

freedom about the dainty flowers and an

absolute lack of " Dianthus uniformity," there

being no stiffness or formality about the blossoms

whatever, for they are poised like hordes of tiny

pink butterflies upon the slenderest of stems,

D. gracilis will be an " every garden " plant,

as there is no uncertainty about its growth ; and

the rock gardener, be he specialist or amateur

enthusiast, will assuredly not miss this plant

once he has seen it in blossom.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor ii not responsible lor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Lilium giganteum.^I shall be happy to forward

seed of this Lily to anyone who will forward a

stamped directed envelope to me at Monreith.

A\Tiauphill, Wigto^vnshire.

—

Herbert Maxwell.
Plum Coe's Golden Drop.—if I were asked to

give a list of the best dessert Plums, I should not

hesitate a moment in placing the above in tjie

tirst three. My acquaintance with this variety

dates back to my childhood days, and I look upon

recently that he saved £20 a year by keeping two 1 reclaimed from the sea. There is a small pro-

goats; so it will be seen there is a great use for ' portion of lime in the soil, but none is added.

—

Horse Chestnuts. I will clinch the matter by
;
S. Arsott, Dumfries.

Is it Profitable to Grow V^etables for Exhi-

bition ?—As an old exhibit'ir of twenty-four

years' standing, I am a firm believer in exhibitions

' as means of stimulating interest in the cultivation

stating that I myself keep a goat-^a nanny, not

yet in milk—and nothing does she " go for

'

more than the Horse Chestnuts.

—

He.\ther

Jock, Hants.

The Nankeen Lily.—This handsome LUy, of vegetables. They are object-lessons not to

so admirably spoken of by Sir Herbert Maxwell be lightly despised, but in order to get the splendid

in his article on page 554, issue November 13, specimens seen at our shows much waste is incurred,

is a favourite in the South-West of Scot- For a proof, ask a market grower whether it would

land, where it appears to do well, and where pay him to grow vegetables of the show type.

it is generally free from the attacks of the
j
Again, to grow twelve Leeks—six for a single class,

Botr>tis, which is so disastrous to its reputed
|

six for a collection—I have had to use a piece

progenitor, Lilium candidimi. I gather from Sir
; of ground 15 feet by 4 feet 6 inches

; get out a

it as one of the most richly flavoured when properly
|
Herbert Maxwell's remarks upon this point that

|

trench ; raise my Leeks in heat or buy the plants ;

grown, and will remain on the tree fit for use longer
]
he has experience of the injiury caused by the ' and put them out in May, all to be taken up at the

than any other variety I know. Here we grow it
;
Botr>tis on L. testaceum. It is, I think, very end of September to exhibit. Now, on that same

on south, east and north walls, and it

frequently lasts in fine condition well

into November, thanks to its tough

skin, which is a minor detail. My
ad\'ice to your correspondent " E. R.

M." is to root out his old. worthless

trees and plant young ones, give

them liberal and proper treatment.

and I venture to predict he will

then form a different opinion of

this valuable Plum.

—

Edwin Beckett,
V.M.H.. .^l<lellham House. Ehtree. Herts.

A Handsome Foliage Plant.—I am
sending a photograph of Dimorphanthus
(Aralia) mandschmricus variegatus.

which is growing in my garden at

Claygate. This interesting deciduous

plant is worthy of extended cultiva-

tion. It is growing here on a clay soil

en a warm south border. It receives

no protection in winter, and has stood

outdoors for six years. It flowers

profusely every' year, and bees are

particularly fond of it. The climber

in the background is Solanum jas-

minoides. — C. D. L.ingworthy.
Beaconsfield Road, Claygate.

Sanee for the Goose.—Yes ! it was
the account of the Lord JIayor's Feast

that did it. I had not bought a
solitary book, nor bulb, nor even a

flower or plant of any kind for a

year. But when I read how M.P.s
(who preach economy to us) went
and feasted. I forthwith ordered 100
Rose trees, 500 JIay-flowering Tulips,

and several fruit trees ; and—I here
openly avow it—I feel better now !

—

Anne Amateur.
Collecting Horse Chestnuts.—i?£ the leaflets

issued by the Board of .Agriculture and Fisheries,

referred to in The Garden, issue November 27,

page 575, it may not be generally known that
goats are particularly fond of Horse Chestnuts.
Quite recently a visit to a friend revealed the
fact that he kept six goats, and in the course of

conversation he confessed that one of the " sorrows
of his life " at the present time was that Horse
Chestnuts had been so scarce this season. He showed
me his store, some half-dozen bushels, only a quarter
of the quantity he obtained last year. The Chest-
nuts are fed to the goats, whether in milk or not. I

suggested the likelihood of the milk tasting of them,
but an immediate sampling of both milk and
butter convinced me that such was not so. The
utility of the goat is beyond question, as witness
the statements of a clergyman in the daily Press

DIMORPHANTHUS MAXDSCHURICUS VARIEGATUS IN THE
WARM CORNER OF A READER'S GARDEN AT CLAYGATE.

infrequent in the South-West of Scotland to see

its ravages on the Nankeen Lily, although all

too common in the same gardens on the Madonna
Lily. -A most imorthodox method of treatment

which I have seen followed with svurprising success

is that afforded L. testaceum in a cottage garden

in this county. In common with other hardy

flowers in the border, it is lifted in spring, the

border heavily mantured with old stable manure,

and the bulbs replanted, sometimes in the clumps,

as lifted, and sometimes divided. The replanting

is effected about the time of the growths showing

above the surface, and usually in March or

April. The Nankeen Lily seems to enjoy this

treatment, and grows with a vigour and

appearance of health which are the envy of

many. I may add that the soil is poor and

sandy naturally, having been at one time

space, at far less cost, I can get a crop

of early Lettuce fit to cut in May and
lasting till July ; then, by filling up the

same plot with Leeks I should get

about 130 Lettuces and 130 Leeks.

Compare this with a row of Leeks,

at the most eighteen in all ; my late

Leeks coming in when most appre-

ciated and useful Fancy work must
be put on one side for useful, and
I assert with confidence that in the

growing of show produce there is

much waste of land, time and labour

which can be put to a better

purpose.

—

James Smith, Hon. Secre-

tary, Harrow and Roxeth Allotment

Society.

English r. Latin Plant Names.—
\\»ur correspondent <>n this subject,

issue November 27, page 585, has no
doubt voiced the feelings of many.
The giving of "" English " names to

new plants has lately rim riot to a

ridiculous extent. Nevertheless, there

are some really " Old English

"

names which have acquired such

familiarity (without the contempt

bred by the new ones) that we
could not do without them. Who
but a botanical pedant would use

the Latin (or Greek) names for

Wallflower, Rose, or Lily of the

\'alley, for instance ? A bed

planted with Cheiranthus Cheiri edged

with Bellis perennis flore pleno alba

is not to be preferred to Wall-

flower edged with double white Daisy,

as a description. Of such a pedant

one might say that

" A Primrose by the river's brim.

Primula vulgaris was to him.

And it was nothing more."

And to extend the use of botanical names to the

kitchen garden, which should logically follow,

might lead to some curious results after the cook

had given her orders to the gardener. Some of

the old coimtry names are very quaint. One old

lady in a Welsh cottage called Lychnis chalcedonica
" Scarlet of France," and another flower was
" African Buttors." It struck me that the use

of buttons was probably less prevalent in Africa,

at any rate among the natives, than in most

other countries. At another cottage a Fern

in a pot was named " Mary stitch 'em,"

which was ewdently a polite rendering of Poly-

stichum.

—

Walter de H. Birch, Wallon-lc-dale,

Lancashire.
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Veitch in 1908, the plants

ha\Tng been raised from seed

sent home by Wilson about ten

years pre\nously. Again, a flowering

specimen about 6 feet high, and

grown in a tub, was shown at

Holland Park in 1913, when a first-

class certificate was awarded it.

This Magnolia was discovered b)-

I'Abbe Delava}', but its introduc-

tion we owe to Wilson when
travelling in China on behalf of

Messrs. Veitch. It is strictly an

evergreen, but is less hardier than

the other evergreen species—M.

grandiflora, whose flowers are so

handsome. From this M. Delavayii

differs in its larger leaves, with

ven,- long stalks, while the foliage

is of a dull green above and

glaucous beneath. The flowers are

7 inches to 8 inches across, cup-

shaped, and of a creamy white

tint. They also possess a pleasing

fragrance. Though native of ele-

vated regions in Yunnan, China,

this is not hardy in the neigh-

bourhood of London, but it does

well against a wall.—H. P.

Buddleia madagascariensis. —
The Buddleias are ver>- vigorous

growers in most cases, and this

one seems to be one of the strong-

est. Although given in Nicholson's

" D ic t ionar\-

A RARE AUSTRALIAN
SHRUB.

IN

the latter half of the past century New
Holland, or Australian, plants were more
largely grown than of late. Many people

may remember the fine specimens which

tised to be exhibited, and now are so rarely

seen except at one or two of the large

pro\"incial shows, and mainly by one exhibitor.

The illustration shows one of the quaintest of

the Hakea family, which is a family so large

that it takes more than three columns of a page
in the "Index Kewensis" to enumerate all the

species known and described. This plant has

been collected at Port Jackson, near Sydney,

New South Wales. With the present craze for

English names for everything, I think anyone

in search of an English name for it might reason-

ably call it the Barbed-wire Bush, for the leaves

are as rigid and strong as wire, and at the end are

pro\-ided with a ver>' sharp spine. The illustration,

three-fourths of the actual size, is reproduced

from a water-colour drawmg made from a bush

growing oh the lie St. Honorat, off the coast of

Cannes. It is said to grow about 15 feet high

in its native locality. The flowers, peculiar in

form, produced in pairs at the axils of the leaves,

are white. It is also referred to as H. gibbosa.

of it were grown in England, it would require the

protection of a cool greenhouse, though possibly it

might exist, if it did not thrive, in the South-Western

Counties. T- T. BESNErT-PoE, V.M.H.

A WIXTER-FLOWERIXG PLANT FOR THE GREENHOUSE.

Seaweed as a Manure.—^Those readers who live

on a coast where there is much Seaweed thrown

up should not fail to use it this year as a manure.

There are two chief sorts of Seaweed, but the best

to collect is the shorter and softer kind. It should

be collected in the autmnn and mixed with half

its own bulk of good fresh, strawy manure. It

should then be thrown into a heap and timied

over once or twice, and in about eight weeks it

can be dug into any vacant ground. If stable

manure is scarce, merely collect the Seaweed and let

it rot in a big heap, but in this case a longer period

(three months or more), had better elapse, to give

it time to decompose Seaweed is an excellent

manure, and is largely used on the land near

Flamborough and Bridlington, but there it is

allowed to rot in small heaps on the beach above

high-water mark for a few months before it is

carted away. It is. of course, specially useful

for .\sparagus and Seakale. but Potatoes and
green crops thrive excellently on ground which

has been manured with Seaweed manure pre-

pared as above.—E. T. Ellis, Wceluood, Ecctesall,

Sheffield.

Magnolia Delavayi.— Your correspondent Mr. E.

Mol\-neus, referring to the flowering of Magnolia

Delavayii at Bodnant Hall, Denbighshue, in

The G.\rdex of November 27, aslis the question

whether this is the first note of its flowering in

England ? No, it is not, for it first flowered at

the Coombe Wood Nurserj- of Messrs. James

of Gardening

"

as from 3 feet

to 6 feet in

height, and in

Cassell's as

10 feet, it is now
about 43 feet

high on the roof

in the T em -

perate House at Kew, where

it is trained to one of the

pillars near the centre of the

house. The plant from which

the photograph was taken has

been in flower since Septem-

ber, and will continue to

bloom until Christmas. The
panicles are handsome, being

from a foot to 15 inches long

on the ends of the branches.

The side growths are from

8 inches to 12 inches long. The
flowers are of a pleasing

shade of orange yellow, be-

coming paler towards the ends

of the branches. The leaves

are ovate - lanceolate, finely

toothed, the upper surface a

rough dull green, and a sil-

very white colour underneath.

After flowering, the plant is

cut back in spring to within

a few inches of the pre\-ious

season's wood. The shoots

make from 6 feet to 8 feet of

growth each season. The soil

should consist of good loam
with a little peat . The growth

is always sufficiently vigorous.

—W. L. L.

HAKEA PINIFOU.\.

{From a drawing by J. T. Benneti-Poe, V.M.H.)
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OUR NATIVE TREES AND THEIR CONGENERS.— II.

By W. Hotting Hemsley, LL.D., F.R.S., V.M.H.

The Deciduous Element.—Excluding the Scotch
Fir, now existing for the greater part only as a

cultivated tree, our native woods and forests are

very largely composed of trees having deciduous
leaves, and are therefore winter-bare. These
may be roughly divided into two classes, namely,
into those having individually small, usually

greenish or yellowish, unisexual flowers— both
sexes, or at least the males, borne in catkins,

usually preceding the leaves ; and those having
more or less conspicuous white or coloured flowers,

developed later or with the leaves. Our catkin-

bearing trees belong to three families, to wit, the
Salicaceae (Poplar and Willow)

; the Betulacea

9 inches wide, and catkins 4 inches to 6 inches in

length. This would doubtless be the juvenile

condition. P. denhardtiorum, the species found
in British East Africa, is figured in the current

part of Hooker's " Icones Plantarum " (plate

3050), where it is described as a deciduous tree,

60 feet to 80 feet high, abundant on the banks of

the river Tana, from the sea-level up to an alti-

tude of 1,500 feet. It is allied to P. euphratica,

which is widely spread in warm districts of Western
Asia and Eastern Africa. Populus is absent from
the colder regions.

The Willow (Salix).—Sali.\ is a genus numerous
in species and of almost world-wide distribution,

BABYLONIAN WILLOW (SALIX BABYLONICA) BY THE WATERSIDE.

(.A.lder, Birch. Hazel and Hornbeam) ; and the

Fagaceae (Beech and Oak). They may be dealt

with in the foregoing sequence.

The Poplar (Populus).—Poplars are spread all

round the Northern Hemisphere, and are almost

confined to temperate regions in a genuine wild

state ; but at least one species inhabits Southern

Mexico, and one species occurs in British East

Africa, in localities a little south of the Equator.

They are mostly trees of large size and ample

foliage. The number of species, usually given as

below a score, has been augmented by later dis-

coveries in Central and Western China, to some-

thing approaching thirty. Populus lasiocarpa,

recently figured in the Botanical Magazine (plate

8625), is perhaps the finest species of the genus.

It was first discovered by Professor A. Henry in

Central China, and was found later by Mr. E. H.

Wilson, who sent a living plant to Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons, with whom it flowered in 1914.

It is described as having leaves 14 inches long by

yet represented by very few species in the Southern

Hemisphere, and absent from Australasia, the

Pacific Islands and other large areas. The number
of species of Willow is variously estimated as

between 150 and 200, and there are numerous
natural hybrids. Willows vary in stature from
trailing or creeping shrubs, such as the native

S. repens and S. herbacea, to tall trees, occa-

sionally 100 feet high, with massive trunks. S.

fragilis, S. alba and S. caprea are the largest kinds

indigenous in the United Kingdom. Willows are

characteristic in the vegetation of river banks and

marshy ground of the temperate and cold zones

of the Northern Heniisphere all round the world,

but the genus Sali.\ is represented in nearly all

climates, reaching the altitudinal and latitudinal

limits of flowering plants. .\t least half a dozen
species inhabit Mexico, and of these one, S.

humboldtiana. extends to the West Indies and

I

southward to Brazil and Chile. Willows are rare

throughout the great African region, though the

genus is represented north of the Atlas Mountains,
in the Nile Valley, in the Soudan, in Nigeria, and
in extra-tropical South Africa, as well as in Central

Madagascar. Several very dwarf species inhabit

the north Polar regions, where they constitute

the greater part of the woody vegetation. S.

arctica is recorded as being common everywhere,

and it has been collected as far north as 82^-25'

S. tetrasperma is an Asiatic species widely spread

in India (though absent from Ceylon), China and
Malaya, descending to the tidal forests in Burma.
Salix babylonica, the common, large Weeping
Willow, is supposed to be a native of China. It

is now widely spread in other countries, both in

a wild and cultivated condition. It is one of the

numerous alien plants naturalised in New Zealand,

where it has become common on the banks of

rivers. Indeed, it is stated that this and S.

fragilis have given a new aspect to the vegetation

of many river valleys, and one or both of these

species owe their increase in New
Zealand to vegetative propagation.

Willows generally differ from
Poplars in having smaller, narrower

leaves and erect catkins ; but S.

magnifica, a recent introduction

from China, has leaves 9 inches by
6 inches, and very long catkins.

Excluding Roses and Brambles,

mostly of rambling habit, Willows

are more numerous in species in

the vegetation of the United

Kingdom than any other genus

of shrubby and arboreous plants,

and they are more numerous and

more generally disposed in Tem-
perate and Arctic Europe and
Asia than in America.

The Alder (Alnus). — .\lnus

glutinosa is the only species of

\lder native in the United Kingdom.

This spe:ies is widely spread ii>

Europe, and it extends to North

Africa and eastward to Japan,

though unrecorded from Chuia

propel, where, however, other closely

allied species exist. Altogether

about a score of species are known,

and they are spread all around the

temperature zone of the Northern

Hemisphere, and one or more
species extend southward, in

America, through Mexico and the

Andes to Chile. One species is

naturalised in South Africa. The common Alder

attains considerably larger dimensions in some
parts of its Continental area than it does in this

country, sometimes reaching a height of 100 feet.

According to Lester E. Ward, fossil remains of

Alder, Beech. Birch, Oak and Willow have been

discovered in the tertiary deposits of Australia,

where no recent species of these genera are

indigenous. If these identifications can be

accepted, there must have been a considerable

catkin-bearing element in the Australian vegetation

of the tertiary period.

NARCISSUS VIRIDIFLORUS.
So few grow the curious little Narcissus \iridiflorus

that it is a pleasure to receive it from that ardent

flower-lover. Miss Alice G. Bickham. Laurel

Bank, Dunham Town, near Altrincham. It is

worthy of a note, if only to remind readers of the

existence of this uncommon, quaint Narcissus.

I
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It is, one must admit, not a flower which will

appeal to many, but there is about its quaint,

long-tubed, small green flowers a touch of interest.

Miss Bickham received her bulbs from Tangier,

in Morocco ; but the habit of the species is given

in the " Dictionary of Gardening " as Spain,

where it may have been introduced by the Moors.

The leaves when fully grown are about a foot in

length. The slender scape bears from one to four

flowers, which have very long tubes and abbre-

viated perianth divisions. It flowers in November

and December, and shotild, therefore, have the

protection of a frame or cool house. S. Arnott.

[Through the kindness of Messrs. Barr and

Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, we have recently

seen this curious species. The small green

flowers are of botanical interest, and their

delicious vanilla fragrance
compensates to a degree for their

more or less inconspicuous

character.

—

Ed.]

S. McGredy of Portadown, Ireland, and is being

distributed this year. It is named after the wife

of one of our keenest amateur rosarians.

Southampton. Herbert E. Molvnev.x.

THE BARBADOES PRIDE &
ITS LATIN NAME.

I
RECOGNISED an old Indian friend in your

illustration on page 577, issue November 27,

but she seems to have married again, as I

never knew her under the name of Caesal-

pinia pulcherrima. Surely her proper name is

Poinciana pulcherrima, a sister of the gorgeous

ROSE MRS. F. DENNISON.

This Rose will be found to be one

of the best of the rgrs Roses. It

has been first rate right through

the season with me here. I see

the catalogue description drags in

Mildred Grant, which is a pity,

because the two Roses have not

a single point in common beyond

the fact that they are both exhi-

bition Roses. Colour, shape, habit,

of growth, length and continuity

of flowering period, and fragrance,

not the slightest resemblance of

the one flower to the other can I

trace in any one of these parti-

culars. Then why drag in Mildred

Grant ?

It is damning a good Rose with

faint praise to compare it to a

Rose that is not everybody's money.

In its proper place Mildred Grant

is very well—but it is an exhibition

Rose pure and simple, although

the authorities at Kew had an

enormous bed of it for years and

may have still ; but I always

imagined that was intended as an

object-lesson of how not to do it !

So I should like to disabuse the

minds of your readers, and assure

them that Mrs. Franklin Dennison

is not a bit like Mildred Grant. It is

quite true that it is an exhibition

Rose of excellence ; but the habit

of growth, the shape, the colour, the freedom

of flower, and the fragrance are much nearer the

ideal Rose than Mildred Grant is. I do not call

Mildred Grant a white Rose, though the National

Rose Society's official catalogue would lead one

to suppose it is ; but Mrs. Franklin Dennison is

a good white on the outside of the petal, with

yellow shading inside. It is an excellent grower,

making many freely branching growths (instead

of the solitary pole Mildred Grant prefers as a

rule), each of which is capable of producing

a fine flower.

Altogether it is a very useful addition to the

increasing class of the " all-round Roses," and

one that can be recommended alike to the garden

Rose lover and the exhibitor. I was nearly

forgetting to mention it was raised by Messrs.

pulcherrima is generally known as the dwarf

Poinciana. It is also called ' Barbadoes Flower

Fence,' ' Barbadoes Pride ' and ' Bird of Paradise

Flower,' while the Chinese call it ' Peacock's

Crest,' and it is the ' Fleur de Paradis ' of the

French. It was introduced into Holland from

Amboyna about 1670, and was growing imder

glass in the Chelsea Physic Garden about twenty

years later. In Vol. XXV. of the Botanical

Magazine there is an excellent drawing of it

from a plant which had flowered in the collection

of the Comtesse de Vaudes.

"The Sub- Order Casalpinieae is subdivided

into seven tribes by Bentham. Under Tribe II.,

Eucassalpinieae :
' Leaves 2—pinnate. Sepals free.

Petals usually 5, subequal. Ovary-stalk free

in the bottom of the calyx-tube ; o\Tiles 3—00,

rarely i. Pellophorum, Mezoneurum,
Csesalpinia,"!? Hoffmansygia, Haema-
toxylon, Pterolobium, Gleditschia,

Poinciana, Parkinsonia.' ThePoinci-
anas are natives of the Tropics, and
were named by Tournefort in honour
of de Poinci, Prefect of the Antilles.

They have been confused with the

Ca'salpinias, but the calyx segments
are valvate, whereas they are strongly

imbricate in Csesalpinias. There are

only about six true Poincianas, viz.,

boiviniana, compressa, elata, lutea,

Playfairi and regia ; whereas there

are probably some eighty or more
Cffisalpinias. Swartz united Poin-

cianas with Ca?salpinias, and he was
followed by several authorities ; but

Giertner and also Kew kept up the

<iriginal division as now accepted.

Poinciana rcgia is often confused

with Cffisalpinia pulcherrima, but

the latter may be readily distin-

guished by its mucli imbricated

calyx segments, smaller flowers and
very long exserted stamens."

ONE OF THE BEST OF NEW ROSES :

DENNISON.
MRS. FRANKLIN

Poinciana regia ? I fetched down my old " Fir-

minger," and found I was. right :
" Poinciana

Pulcherrima—Peacock Flower—Barbadoes Pride

—

Flower Fence—Native name Krishn-churun."

" Firminger " gives Csesalpinia as quite different :

' C. coriaria, a tree= American Sumach. Grahami,

handsome very thorny shrub. Paniculata, a climber.

Sepiaria, thorny shrub for fencing." C^salpinieaj is

a Sub-Order under Leguminosae, but as a name

under that Sub-Order is confined to the four kinds

I have quoted. Edward M. Hadow.

Uffington Vicarage, Faringdon, Berks.

To these observations Miss Ellen Willmott,

F.L.S., V.M.H., the writer of the previous note,

kindly replies :

' The beautiful shrub illustrated in The Garde.n

of November 27 under the name of Caesalpinia

DOMBEYA MASTERSII.

It is only in those gardens where

a large greenhouse is available that

this plant can be grown with

advantage, for in its native

country. Tropical Alxica, it grows

into a moderate-sized tree. Fortu-

nately, with some other members

of the Order Sterculiacea;, it

stands cutting back fairly well

;

therefore it is possible to grow

a plant to the necessary age for

free flowering and yet keep its height moderately

low. It, however, requires quite as much
room as a bush Abutilon, for its branches are

rather long, and they are clotlied with leaves

6 inches to 7 inches across. The white flowers

appear from near the points of the branches in

large, round, pendulous heads, and are very attrac-

tive, for a plant of moderate size may at one

time bear from fifty to one hundred heads of

flowers.

Although not everybody's plant, it might cer-

tainly be growm by those people who have a large

conservatory, temperate house, greenhouse, or

corridor to furnish. The chief point to remember

about its culture is that it should be cut back well

in spring ; then a succession of flowers may be

obtained from July till early winter.
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DRY - WALL GARDENS.—II.

SOME SUITABLE PLANTS.

SUPPLEMENTING my last week's notes

on dr>'-wall gardens, 1 now append

lists of plants that with quite ordinary*

care can be successfully e-stablished

in dr\'-wall gardens, and that call for

the minimiun of attention afterwards.

By way of preface, let me obsene that the habit

of each must be taken into account when planting
;

for instance, those that spread into hanging mats
should not be placed too close above tufted or

erect-growing kinds ; rather reverse this arrange-

ment, so that Aubrietia, for example, is placed

below tufted Dianthus or Armeria. In this way
the plants find room for healthy expansion, and it

also frees one from the perpetual worr>- and
annoyance of finding vigorous plants smothering

out weaker or less happily placed neighbours.

'Campanula polloides.
• „ Profusion.
"Calamintha alpina.
•Dianthus caesius.
• „ craniticus.
•

,, microlepi?^.
• „ neglectus.
•

,, plumarius.
•

,. suaviv.

•Draba aizoide>.
•

,, dedeana.
•Drya? octopetala.

•Erysimum pulcbtUum.
•Edraianthus dahnaticus.
• ,. pumiliorum.

.

•G^um montanum.
*Globnlaria tricocantba.
•Gypsophila cerastioides.
•

,, repeus.
*Hutchinsia alpina.
•Hypericum Cons.
• *

,, fragili?.
•

,, rept*n>.
• .. reptan?.
IbfTis jucunda.

• '* semperviren;^ in

\-ariety,

•Iris stylos^.
•Linuro* narbonnt-nst-.
•Lithospermum Gastonii.
• „ gramini-

folium.

„ prostratum

Lithospermum prostratum
Heavenly Blue.

Lychnis Viscaria splendens.
Morisia hypogcea.
(Enothera rijiaria.

Onosma taurica.

Phlox amopna.
., reptans (verna).

, subulata in \-ariety.

Pbyteuma orbiculan'.

Papavcr alpinum.
„ nudicaule.

Plumbago Larp<?"t''p-

Saponaria ocymoide?..
Saxiiraga Aizoon varictv.

„ burseriana.

., Cotyledon.
\, lingulata.

„ longifolia.

,, marginata.
Salomonii.

Sedum b^e^'ifohum.
corsicum.
dasyphyllum.

„ kami^chaticum.

„ pulchellum.
„ rui»estre.

„ spurium.
St'mi»ervivums in variety,

Silene alpestris.

., Schafta.
Thymus Serpyllnm in

variety.

ORCHIDS FOR A
HOUSE.

COOL

1

A LOW WALL PLANTED WITH ARABIS,

Naturally, in dry walls of a semi-wild character,

one rather enjoys the rivalry- that is always more

or less in evidence and is particularly noticeable

when plants appear spontaneously, as they fre-

quently do Irom seed deposited in the wall, either

by the agency of wind or birds. No doubt the

majority of these efforts rather upset our orthodox

or preconceived notions of what we want. In

some, however, a rare beauty is discerned, and

their suggestiveness will always con\'ey some
truth to discerning minds. Except in walls of

the latter description, I would suggest that planters

be sparing in the use of such shrubby plants as

Helianthemtun and Cistus, uiJess boldly grouped in

parts by themselv^, for the reason that they soon

attain unwieldy dimensions, the foliage prevents

moisture falling upon plants below, and the roots

set up arid conditions as far as they extend

;

hence plants of finer growth do not readily succeed

in their company.

A LIST OF PLANTS FOR SUHHT WALL
GARDENS.

•Tunica Saxifra^ fl,

•Veronica Bidwellii.
• „ rupestri*.
•

,. rfp»-n>.

PLANTS FOR

•Adonii^ vemalis.
•Anemone narci.<siflora.
• „ apenniua.
• „ blanda.
•

,, neniorosa in
\-ariety.

•Arenaria balearica.
• ,. caespitosa.

•A^anim europaum.
•('ardamine tnloliata.

•Campanula carpatica.
• ., pu»illa.

•lyclamf'Ds in \-ariety.

•Dicentra formosa.
•Epimediums.
Erodimn Ri'ichardii.

•£rinu£ alpinus.
Galax aphylla.
Uabcrlea rhodopensi.*.

GYPSOPHILA, IBERIS A.VD DIANTHUS.

pi •Veronica incana.
•Viola giacilis.

•Zaiischncria californica.

Alyssnm alpestre.

., montanum.
„ i^xatile citrinnm.

fl.-pL

Androsace lanugino^.
,. ^armentosa.

-Uiemone PuUatilla.
Anthylli.^ montana.
Arabia albida fl.-pL

aubhetoides.

'.\reuaria montana,
• „ balearica.
•.\>perula hirta.
•.\ubrielias, all \-arieties.

•Cbeirantbus Allionii.

•Campanula G. F. WiLM)n
• „ carpatica.
• „ gargauica.
• „ haylodgensis.
• „ muralib.

SHADY WALL GARDENS.

•Hepaticas (.\nemone).
Mazus Pumilio.

•Myo>oti> in \-ariety.

•31t-mha Requienii.
Xieremberpia riMllaris.

•Omphalodes verna.
Ourisia coccinea.
O.vali? enneaphyUa.

•Polygala Cbamsebuxns pur-
purea.

•Primula farinosa.
• „ frondosa.
• „ cashmeriana.

„ latifoUa.
•

,, rosea.
•Ramondia pvrenaica.

„ alba.

„ serbica.

.. ,, >'atbalise.

So many small gardens occur upon land that

is of a chalky nature that I have thought it well

to draw from my own expenence of such a soil,

and to mark by an asterisk in the foregoing lists

such plants as will succeed without any special

preparation of the soil ; those immarked will

prove most satisfactory" in a mixture of peat,

loam and leaf-soil. On many limestone soils

the amotmt of lime in an active state is often

negligible, so that even granitic plants do not

resent its presence.

Coombe Court Gardens. Thomas Suith.

[In Aitstcer to a Correspondent.]

N a cool Orchid-house the average tempera-
ture during the winter months should be
30° Fahr., with a rise of io° or so in summer.
Blinds will be necessarj- to protect the
plants from aU strong sunshine, and if

wooden lath blinds are chosen, they could
also be utilised in frosty weather to economise
fire-heat. The atmosphere must be kept more or
less moist according to the season. This can hardlv
be overdone during hot, drj- weather, but in autumn
and winter much less moisture in the atmosphere
will suffice. Ventilation must be afforded on all

favourable occasions, but discretion should be
exercised to prevent a direct draught passing over
the plants. Both the top and bottom ventilators

may be used during calm, moist weather, but at

other times only one
set need be open.

Moreover, it is

better to open the

whole of the venti-

lators (either top or

bottom) an inch or

so than one or two
to their fullest ex-

tent. No one who
does not employ a
man with some
knowledge of
Orchids should
attempt to grow
them on a large

scale without first

feeling their way
by experimenting

with a few plants.

We now give a
list of Orchids
suitable for a cool

house. First and- foremost is the chaste Odonto-
glossum crispum, with the many beautiful hybrids

from this species. These should form the bulk,

and if a number of plants are grorni, a few will

be in flower practically at all seasons. Other
Odontoglossums embrace O. Edwardii. O. Hallii,

O. harrj-aniun, O. Pescatorei and O. triiunphans.

.\11 of them flower in the spring and early summer.
Hybrid Odontoglossums are ven,- numerous,
and include O. amabile, O. percultum. O. ardentissi-

mimi and O. Rolfeje. As a general rule they are

more easily grown, and bloom at various periods

of the year. Cypripedium insigne varieties,

Epidendrum vitellinum majus, Cattleya citrina,

Disa grandiflora, D. Lima, CochUoda noetzUana,

Sophronitis grandiflora, Zygopetaliun Mackayi,

Oncidiimi concolor, O. tigrintmi. O. varicosum,

O. omithon.-nchum, O. macranthum, O. super-

biens, Cymbidium lowianum, C. gigantetim,

C. eburneo-lowianum, L^-caste Skinneri, Masde-
vallia coccinea varieties, -M. ignea, M. tovarensis

and M. veitchiana grandiflora.

The Odontiodas are hybrids bet%veen any of

the Odontoglossimis and Cochlioda, usually the

scarlet C. noetzliana, and on accoimt of their

beautiful colour a few should be added. They
require the same treatment as Odontoglossums,

and the season of flowering depends upon the

parentage. A few desirable kinds are Odontioda

Charlesworthii, O. Bradshawiae, O. Cooksonse,
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O. lambeauiana, O. Vuylstekeae and O. ro5e-

fieldiensls.

Annual repotting is not ad%'ised, and the soil

is made up of Osmunda fibre, peat and chopped

sphagnum moss in equal parts. The fibre and peat

are pulled into pieces, and all the dusty particles

removed by sifting. The rejwtting shovdd be

done when the new shoot is about to root, and.

after the operation is performed, very careful

watering is necessary until the roots take posses-

sion of the new compost, when the water supply

can be increased. Ordinary flower-pots are used,

and these must have one-third of their depth filled

FOXGLOVES AND OTHER FLOWERS
IN THE WILD GARDEN.

The charming illustration from a photograph

taken in the garden of Bishop's Hall Manor House
suggest simple ways of bringing flower beauty to

unlikely spots. Here, in a cool comer, the Foxglove

is charmingly grouped, a little forest of flower-

lined spikes mingled with Irises and many other

plants that bloom at the same time. Tliis getting

awa}- from beaten tracks adds to one's interest

in gardening ; there is no sameness, but a welcome
variety in effect and the kind of plants used in

MAGENTA FLOWERS.

I

baths.

word
resort

WAS dehghtcd to see a correspondent

confessing in your issue of November 27
to a liking and a desire for magenta flowers.

In some circles it needs as much moral

hardihood to say that one likes magenta
as it does to confess that one dislikes cold

Some folk seem hardly to like to use the
' magenta," as though it were unclean, and
instead to " rosy purple." This seems as

bad as softening " cold bath " into " soapy tepid.'

FOXGLOVES, IRISES AND HARDY FERNS BY A WOODLAND PATHSIDE.

with drainage material. Thiip must be kept in check

by vaporising the house at interv-als, or the young
^owth will be damaged and progress retarded.

CAMPANULA GARGANICA HIRSUTA
A.T the present time dry-wall gardening is much in

vogue, and it is quite right that it should be. as

it is a most interesting way of growing hardy plants,

and so many beautiful subjects can be accommo-
dated in a limited space. This Campanula, with

its trailing shoots, is quite a good subject where

pa'e bh:e flowers are required.

the formation of such features. The Foxglove

gives to the woodland a fresh beauty during the

time of flowering, and perhaps our native wilding

is as charming as any form of it ; but the group

called Gloxinisflora is a distinct improvement

upon the t\-pe ; the name suggests the character

of the flowers—Gloxinia-Uke—and the beautiful

" bells " are white, with dark spots on the inside

of the segments. The wild garden should be a

garden of flowers—not, of course, set out in any
conventional way. but groups here and there of

Starworts. perennial Stmflowers and plants as

graceful, flung, as it were, from the lap of Xature.

As a matter of fact, however, real true magenta
is a ver^ rare colour among flowers. Callirhoe

pulchella is one of the truest examples, and the

glossy. silk>- texture of its petals seems to enhance

the glowing brilliance of the colour. The most
splendid examples of magenta I ha^^e ever seen

were Bougain\-illea cascading over white walls

in Madeira, and great trailing slabs of some Mesem-
br>anthemtma on the cliffs at the entrance to

the harbour of Bonifacio. But, alas ! these two
effects caimot be repeated in this coimtry, except,

perhaps, on the " Cornish Ri\-iera." I en\-y your

correspondent her magenta border. I have often
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thought I should like to try a border of strong

magentas with a good many violets and purples

and lilacs, a few pinks of the type of Lavatera

Olbia—that is, with just a suspicion of blue in

them—and perhaps a very few white flowers.

I will throw out a few suggestions, hoping that

some of the plants I name may be of use to

" Magenta." Comparatively few of them are the

true colour, yet most or all of them are reds

and pinks which would accord. Violets and

purples I will not mention. For early spring

at the front of the border there are two good

Aubrietias, viz.. Fire King and Leichtlinii. I

believe elsewhere I have called them crimson.

WeU, they are the sort of crimson which will not

quarrel with magenta. For late summer—also

at the front—there is the cool-coloured Epilobiura

Dodona?i, only 6 inches or 9 inches high, and with

plenty of character of its own. Calamintha

grandiflora, also dwarf, is perhaps a little

weak in colour, and not quite showy enough,

though it might be tried. Lythrum alatum

is dwarf and very pretty, of the right colour,

but not always quite hardy. I used to grow

Dianthus Seguieri, 9 inches to 12 inches

high, and very rich in the colour wanted.

Recently, from seed, I have obtamed an

inferior and rather mixed strain, and have

given it up.

Lychnis Viscaria splendens plena is the

plant I can more highly praise in this class

than ahuost any other. It forms good tufts

of dark, glossy foliage, and in June and

July throws up plenty of flower-heads, solid

and rich, like a double Stock, in colour

strong and brilliant, 12 inches to 18 inches

high. It is very easy to propagate—by

division—at the proper time, viz., just after

flowering. At other times I believe it is

rather diflicult to propagate. Another good

edging plant for early summer is Thymus

Serpyllum coccineus majus. This is a little

taller in flower than the ordinary T. S.

coccineus, and with larger flower-heads. The

colour is a purer crimson than some of the

flowers mentioned, but would be safe to use.

.\ rather taller plant is Betonica grandiflora

superba, 9 inches to 12 mches high, with

very handsome heads of blossom. Cortusa

Matthiolii is the right colour, but might

need cooler shade than is found in the

front of the average border ; and the same

may be said of Primula Veitchii and

P. pulverulenta, though they might be

grown in rich, cool soU under these

conditions.

Now for a few intermediate and tall plants.

Lathyrus latifolius, grown on Pea-sticks, would

give show>- clumps of what might be called magenta

pink; and if white flowers are to be admitted,

the white form of this Everlasting Pea would be

a useful companion to the type. Lavatera Olbia

is pink, but a pink which I personaUy should

admit to such a border, and near it I should grow

the lavender Catmmt (Nepeta Mussinii). The

Lavatera must have plenty of room, for it makes

a big bush 5 feet or 6 feet high and as much

through. .-Uso I should have Lythrum vu-gatum

Rose Queen, with splendid summer spires of a

strong magenta rose 4 feet to 5 feet high
;
and

L. Salicaria superbum, a good form of the British

Water Loosestrife, of a rather colder colour than

the last. Some of the Pffionies might be included,

and also the tall border Phloxes. Of the latter

I would clioose Albert Vandal, Le Mahdi,

I

Reichgraaf von Hochberg and Rosenberg among
the stronger colours ; and Eugene Danzanvilliers,

a charming " print dress " lilac and white. I do

not know what sort of a crimson Phlox pilosa

is called in catalogues, but it is a colour I would

put in the present border ; height about a foot,

and habit like that of P. divaricata. I think I

would plant a patch of the two, mixed—lilac

and cold rose. Another Phlo.x which might be

included (for the very front of the border) is

P. subulata compacta. It forms a solid mat of

rich deep rose pink, and it has just that tone

which would make it right among the magenta

clan.

Of course, there are several Pentstemons and

Carnations of a magenta tone ; but here, I fear,

I cannot advise as to exact varieties. The same

applies to the hybrid Gladioli. There are some

A HOME-GROV^'N BUNDLE OF GIANT
ASPARAGUS.

very strong, rich colours among them of magenta

persuasion, and probably described in catalogues

as crimson purple or rosy purple. But there

is a splendid species of Gladiolus, viz., G. byzan-

tinus, of a fine ruby red—pigeon's blood ruby

—

which should certainly go into the magenta

border. It grows about 3 feet high, flowers

about midsummer, and with me is quite hardy.

The well-known Bergamot would be too hot a

red, but Monarda violacea superba should certainly

be included ; height about 2 feet to 3 feet. Ver-

bena vencsa, height 12 inches to 18 inches, very

free-flowering, not quite hardy, is superb. How
shall I describe the colour ? Reddish violet ? It is

better not to try to be too accurate, but it is a grand

plant for our purpose. Personally, I should grow

it near or mixed with some such plant as the dark

Heliotrope. A rich reddish magenta when in

flower is the improvfd Honesty (Lunaria biennis

atrococci.iea). It is, of course, biennial. The
truest magenta flower of which I can think is

Callirhoe pulcheUa, an annual. Another annual

to grow at the front of tlie border would be Mesem-
bryanthemum tricolor, with starry Daisy flowers,

the rays a good tone ot rose, with a white zone

at the centre. And by "rose" of course I mean
a tone of rose which will go with riiagentas and
violets, as opposed to salmons and yellow pinks.

My last suggestion may come as a surprise to

many—Cineraria stellata. Sow the seeds under

glass about January or February, grow on in pots,

and plant out in the border in rich loam about

May, giving plenty of room, and water well in

dry weather. The plants will flower through the

middle and late summer, and astonish all be-

holders. A good mixed strain will do, for no
Cineraria that I can think of would give discord

in the " magenta " border (except the terra-

cotta C. Matador, which is not a stellata

variety). I grew Cineraria stellata in a

herbaceous border seven or eight years ago,

and the plants remained magnificent even

after the autumn frosts had made the

Michaelmas Daisies look shabby.

Stevenage. Clarenxe Elliott.

GIANT ASPARAGUS.

THE immense sticks of Asparagus
that one sees in the London
shops are usually imported at

high prices from Paris. They
may be as easily grown in this

cotmtry as they are around Paris,

provided the plants are grown in suitable

soil and manured liberally when bearing.

Many people prefer these large sticks, and

they are known in Paris as I'Asperge

d'.^rgenteuil. Many sticks attain a circum-

ference of 4i inches to 5 inches, and weigh

from looz. to 120Z. each. These fine sticks

are grown chiefly at Argenteuil and in the

environs of Paris, but are also grown in

numerous private gardens in other parts

of France.

The market growers around Paris plough

their ground about 12 inches to 14 inches

deep in autumn, after having given a

dressing of well-decayed manure of about

12 yards (square) per acre. (The manure
is usually sold by the metre cubic in France.)

This is left in as rough a state as possible

during winter to benefit from the frost.

In wine-growing districts .'Asparagus and Vines

are frequently grown in alternate rows. When
this is so, the Asparagus is planted about a yard

and a quarter apart. In places where it is grown

by itself, the single plants are put about a yard

apart both ways. They are grown like this in

private gardens as w'ell.

The best results are obtained from a moist,

sandy loam ; but where the soil is heavy, very good

results are obtained when a quantity of gritty or

sandy soil is dug in and mixed well with the soil.

Before planting, all large stones are collected

aiKi removed from the beds. Great care is exer-

cised to procure plants from a reliable stock,

as much depends on this. On the vexed question

as to whether one, two. or three year old plants

are best, it is difficult to express an opinion.

Many first-class growers make their beds from

one year old plants only, and I have seen some
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splendid results from these beds. From older

plants, of course, cutting commences earlier.

In the case of one year old plants, cutting com-

mences four years after planting, the fifth year

giving a full crop. In the warmer districts

planting takes place in March, but in cold places

the end of April is early enough.

When planting is commenced, a trench is taken

out about 4 inches deep and i8 inches wide.

The soil is put on either side and the bottom of

the trench made firm, as Asparagus prefers a

solid base. The roots are spread out and covered

with fine good soil, pressed well around. Then

a stick is put in a few inches away to protect

the young growths and to mark the place. Enough

soil is then pulled down from the sides to cover

the plants to a depth of 4 inches. The following

year some more soil is added in the same manner

in spring, with a mulching of well-rotted manure.

This is continued for two years more, when the

trenches are filled with the surround-

ing soil and the bed is level. In

the winter the soil is prdled back

from the clumps, and about 9 inches

of fine soil placed over the plants

each spring. For the first few years,

crops may be planted between, and

weeds are kept down by hoeing. In dry

weather heavy soakings of water are

given, where possible. W. L. L.

THICK V. THIN TRAINING
OF FRUIT TREES.

H
OW the training of fruit trees, both

under glass and in the open, in

gardens and orchards varies

!

Evidently there is much diversity

of opinion among fruit growers

as to the best method to adopt.

Gardeners, as a body, are prone to allow their

trees to produce and retain too much wood. It

seems strange that Apple trees. Peach trees, or

even Vines are often allowed to retain so many
branches, and yet produce but a moderate

quantity of fruit. Yet such cases are common,
and no amount of reasoning seems to have any

effect. How often do we see Peaches under glass

almost a thicket of growth, when half the number
of shoots would produce better results.

or Pear tree. Red Currant or a Gooseberry tree.

If ten main branches are sufficient to produce

a full crop of fruit, why have twenty ? Too
many persons fail to see why espalier-trained

Apple trees give more regular crops than bushes
or standards. A moment's reflection should

prove that there is not the overcrowding in an
espalier-trained tree there is in a bush. Bush
Apple trees are probably more neglected in a

systematic pruning than any other kind of tree,

if I omit open wall Peaches or Morello Cherries.

Young bush Apple trees often make vigorous

growth and at times give a little fruit ; and instead

of their being corrected at the root and the thin-

ning of the current shoots in summer, they are

allowed to retain all their gro«'th imtil the autumn,
when the trees are again hard pruned, especially

their leaders, the result the following year being

more vigorous growth still and less promise of fruit.

If those who manage their trees on what I

THE ROYAL LILY
(LILIUM REGALE).

By Sir Herbert Maxwell,

Of all the floral treasures which dili-

gent collectors have discovered in

Western China during the last

twenty years or so, none excels, very

few equal, this in beauty. It is well

named Lilium regale, the Royal Lily,

for it is a truly splendid flower. When
it was first introduced to this

country at the close of last century,

it was named L. m\Tiophyllum, in

allusion to the densely crowded linear

leaves that clothe its 3-foot stem,

but it was soon recognised as quite

distinct from Franchet's Lily of

that name. Its affinities are with

L. Brownii and the newly dis-

covered L. Sargentae ; but L.

Brownii, though peerless in beauty,

is one of the most difficult of its race to keep

in cultivation ; whereas the Royal Lily, grown
in well-drained soil with a plentiful admix-

A MAGNIFICENT DISPLAY OF THE ROYAL LILY (LILIUM REGALe) AT WARLEY PLACE.

It is the same with Peach trees on open walls.

Too often trees are found where the leaves of

one branch overlap doubly those of the next

ture of ground lime, displays the constitution
:
shoot, and if the latter is examined in the autumn

of a common Martagon. It flowers three

weeks or so earlier than L. Sargentse, and
although of inferior stature (Mrs. Sargent's

Lily exceeded 5 feet in height with me
this year) is of more graceful habit and
more delicate colouring. The ground of the

blossom is alabaster, flushed with rose outside

and with clear yellow inside ; the anthers are

golden, as distinct from the orange brown of

L. Sargentse.

The Royal Lily has proved perfectly

hardy, so far, in the open without protection

at Monreith, except that a few of the young
growths were cut by a sharp frost in May
of the present year, which injured many other

choice things.

it will be found that the bark is quite green

instead of being red. If three properly matured
current season's shoots will produce all the fruit

necessary next year to give a full crop of fruit

all over the tree, why should a dozen shoots be
retained in the same space ?

It is the same with Vines under glass. If a

single rod can carry twelve bunches, why should

that rod be allowed to have double that number
of spurs ? Again, it is not imcommon to see

spurs furnished with two or more shoots. This

is absolutely unnecessary, except, perhaps, in the

case where there is a gap on the opposite side

of the rod and two on this particular spur are

retained for the purpose of filling that space.

Take, again, a bush or a standard grown Apple

have tried to show as a wrong principle would
meditate for a moment as to the function the

leaves perform for the welfare of the tree, I think

they must see at a glance it is impossible for the

leaves to mature under such circumstances as

an almost entire absence of light. If the leaves

do not mature, how can they perform their

function of supply to the wood in the forming
of fruit-buds ? I venture to say that nineteen

out of every twenty successful Grape growers

act on the principles I have noted, namely, allow

abundant space between the rods, spurs and
growth shoots.

Too many gardeners were trained under a

wrong formula in fruit growing ; that is why
they cannot realise the advantage of opposite

methods.

How, then, can we expect amateur cultivators to

grasp all the correct principles with their re-

stricted opportunities ? E. Molyneux.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK.
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Peaches.—Trees which were started
early in Xo\'eraber may be subjected to a slightly

higher temperature, but it must be borne in mind
that the Peach is very impatient of artificial heat,
especially during the early stages of growth.
I'orcing should be done chiefly by malting the
best use of sun-heat. Admit air during the fore-

noon during bright weather, but close the house
while the sun is full on it. Spray the trees
with lukewarm rain - water on fine mornings,
and damp all bare surfaces in the house as often
as necessary. Commence disbudding the trees
when the buds are ab':tut an inch long, removing
about one-third of the buds at the first operation.
This important work should be spread ON'er several
weeks, so that the trees may not receive a check.
Before the trees come into flower, fumigate the
house with a nicotine compound. During the
flowering stage the temperature should not fall

below 55-. and the atmosphere must be kept dry.
Pollinate the flowers before noon, paying special
attention to those on the upper side of the trees.

Young Vines.—Vines which were planted
last season may now be pruned. If they have
made satisfactory growth, the main rods may
be cut back to 2 feet or 3 feet ; but if the growth
is weak, they should be cut back to two or three
buds. Vines intended for planting in the spring
must be cut back before the end of the year.
When dry, the cut surfaces should be painted with
styptic to prevent bleeding. Plunge them in
ashes outdoors till a week or two before they are
required for planting.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—The main batch will now
have passed out of flower, and attention must
now be given to the propagation of a new stock
of plants. Worthless varieties will have been
noted, and these should be discarded. When
suitable cuttings are available, they may be inserted
in pots or boxes and placed in a propagating-case.
Any varieties which are shy in producing cuttings
may be placed in one of the fruit-houses which
have just been started.

Lachenalias.—These will now be making good
progress, and must be placed on a shelf in

the greenhouse. At no time must they be hurried
by placing them in too much heat. As the pots
become filled with roots, some form of stimulant
will be necessary.

Coleus thyrsoideus.—This beautiful plant is

now developing its flowers, and with careful
attention to watering and feeding, it will

continue to flower throughout the winter. It

is essentially a stove flowering plant, but it will

continue to flower quite satisfactorily in the
greenhouse or conservatory provided the tem-
perature does not fall below 50°.

The Flower Garden.

Fuchsias.—Voung plants which were struck
n the autumn should now be potted up into
3i-inch pots and grown on in a moderately warm
atmosphere. If standards are desired, some
of the most promising plants should be selected
and grown on in the same way as Heliotropes. The
dwarf plants will require to be stopped at suitable
intervals.

Wall Plants.—Many climbing subjects may be
planted now, pro\ided the weather is open. It

is necessary to thoroughly prepare the ground
by deep cultivation and manuring. Nearly all

climbing plants may be purchased in pots. The
following are a few subjects suitable for growing
on w-alls : Ceanothus, Passiflora ca;rulea. Poly-
gonum baldschuanicum, P. multiflorum, Escallonia,
Cratsegus, Cydonia, Cotoneaster, Jasminum nudi-
florum, Chimonanthus fragrans (the last two
are now in full flower). Ivies in variety and orna-
mental \"ines.

Protecting Bulbs.—It will be wise to keep a
careful watch on bulbs which have been recently
planted. Rats and mice will do very serious
damage to various kinds of bulbs when other
food is scarce. Mice are easily caught in traps,
Ijut rats are not so easy to deal with. Where
poison can be used with safety, this is the

best means to destroy these latter pests. Pheasants
are known to be fond of Tulip bulbs.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—These may be planted as soon
as they can be procured from the nursery. The
ground should be trenched and manured, and
should it be of a heavy, retentive nature, a quantity
of burnt garden refuse or wood-ashes will be
beneficial. Should the ground be very wet at
the time of planting, a little dry soil from the
potting-shed will facilitate the work. Plant
firmly, and when finished co\'er the roots with
a coating of short litter. The variety Superlative
is one of the most reliable. Autumn-fruiting
Raspberries have done remarkably well this
year. These need replanting everj season to
grow them to perfection.

The Kitchen Garden.

Early Potatoes.—Hot-beds must now he made
up on which ti.> place rough frames for the forcing
of early vegetables. The tubers need not be
planted till the \ew Year, but if the soil is placed
in the frames and covered with glass, it will be
in good workable condition when planting-time
arri\es. Good crops of Potatoes may be grown
in pots or boxes. They may be placed in a frui'-
house which has just been closed.

Celery.—It will be necessary to place protect-
ing materials over the plants during times of
severe frost. .\ little dry Bracken will answer
the purpose well, but it must be removed as soon
as mild weather appears. The Celery disease
has been unusually prevalent in this district.

Herbs.—Supplies of herbs may easily be kept
up by placing a few roots into heat at regular
intervals. Sorrel should be lifted and potted
into large pots ; roots of Tarragon and Mint
may be planted in boxes, as also may Chives.
Another sowing of Basil may be made as soon
as the old plants show signs of exhaustion.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockingc GardLiis, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Border.—This border should be
cleared of most of its occupants about e\'erv fourth
year and trenched, putting in a liberal quantity
of farmyard manure. Some subjects, such as
Paeonies and Lupines, resent frequent disturb-
ance, and should not be interfered with. The
roots of all plants must be protected while the
trenching is being done, and, when possible, only
portions should be done at a time, in the event
of frost or snow interfering with the work. If
every advantage is taken during open weather,
this work w-ill be completed before early spring,
leaving more time for other work during that
busy season.

Bedding Stock.—Plants of the more tender
subjects, such as Ageratums, which are being kept,
to produce cuttings later on, should be kept near
the glass to pre\ent them becoming weak and
drawn. Although very little water is required
for most of the plants during the short days,
they must not be allowed to suffer from the
want of it. Geraniums are subjects which
are very easily injured by too free a use of the
watering-can.

Violas and other subjects of a more hardy
character being wintered in frames must receive
proper attention regarding ventilation and pro-
tection during severe frost. Where the soil in
which they are growing has become green on the
surface or stagnant, it should be freshened up with
a small fork. Decaying leaves or cuttings which
have damped must be at once removed.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Those being kept for seed purposes
should be looked over at interxals to remove any
doubtful or diseased tubers. During spells of
severe frost it will be well to see that the Potatoes
are sufficiently protected. The same remark applies
to other Potatoes which may be stored in outdoor
pits ; these are certain to need an additional

covenng of straw or similar protecting material
while severe weather continues.

Brussels Sprouts.—During very wet winters
Brussels Sprouts are sometimes injured through the
decay of the foliage. The plants should be looked
over, and an\' decaying leaf-stalks removed.
The tops of the plants must not be taken for use
until all the Sprouts have been gathered.

Cauliflower.—\oung plants wintering in frames
must not be allowed to damp oflt through want of
proper or sufficient ventilation. Even during
frosty periods advantage should be taken near
the middle of the day to open the lights, if only
for a short time. As slugs are troublesome, soot
or some gritty material must be sprinkled around
the plants to prevent these pests from doing harm.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Figs.—To get the earliest Figs next
season, some pot Figs should be started now.
A mild hot-bed of stable litter and leaves should
be made up in the house or pit where they are
to be grown; plunging the pots to the rims in this
after making sure that the heat in the bed has
commenced to decline. L'se the syringe on bright
days, and when water is required at the roots use
it in a tepid state ; but if the roots are in a proper
condition when the plantsare brought indoors, water
should not be required for some time. Should
the plants require top-dressing, and perhaps
the pots may already be well filled, additional
soil may be added after placing zinc bands around
the rims of the pots.

Fruit-Houses at Rest.—With the exception
of the early vinery and Peach-house, all

should be resting. This period is equally
important as the growing season. .*\bundance
of air and all possible light are needed, so that
no tree should be overshaded in any way by plants
or other subjects. Heat must only be allowed
to circulate in the pipes when there is any danger
of them being split by frost.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Training and Pruning Wall Trees.—Periods
of mild weather should he chosen for this work,
as it is only under reasonably comfortable con-
ditions that the operator can perform this
work satisfactorily. All previous ties should be
examined and renewed where necessary. No
more young wood than is absolutely necessary
ought to be trained, as o\"ercrowding is a common
cause of many failures. Newly planted trees
should not be tied or nailed into position until
the soil has settled, which will not take place
for some little time after planting.

Plants Under Glass.

Calanthes.—Most of the deciduous varieties
are in full flower, and must be kept in a fairly

dry atmosphere, yet not too warm. A minimum
temperature of 60^ should be the rule. .-Vs they
pass out of bloom the flowering stems must be
cut over ; then the bulbs placed on a dry shelf
in the stove or intermediate house, where they
will get complete rest for a time. Care must
be taken to keep them dry. Where space is a
consideration, the bulbs can he shaken out from
the pots and placed closely together in boxes,
co\'ering the roots with sand.

Violets.—Growth is very slow at present,
and the production of bloom is consequently
retarded. .-Vs many blooms damp off before
opening, the plants should be gone over occasionally
and the flower-buds lifted up carefully to the top
of the leaves, where they will open quicker with
the benefit deri\ed from the light and exposure.
Where the soil has be<x»me green, the surface
should be sfin'ed up with the point of a stick
or small hand-fork. Abundance of air must be
given on all fa\'ourable opportimities, but covering
up will be needed during frost.

House Washing.—it is very important that
all light possible should find its way to the plants
unobstructed. Near large towns it is necessary
to wash the glass outdoors several times during
the course of a season. In the interests of cleanli-

ness for the health of the plants, all glass and
woodwork indoors should be scrubbed down
with warm soapy water.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
Castlemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, !\'.B,
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HUMOGEN," OR BACTERISED PEAT.

A Review bv F. J. Chittendex, F.L.S.

The Spirit of the Soil.*—One of the most

remarkable results of scientific investigation into

the soil has been the vindication it provides of

Bottomley tells us he takes full responsibility

for the results Mr. Knox has described. The

book may therefore be taken as authoritative.

The author is firmly convinced, it is evident, ot

the value of the material, and, indeed, he is hardy

enough to state his conviction that Xitro-Bacterine

(the germ which produces nodules in Peas and (which he also devotes much space to and which

Beans) and Azotobacter chroococcimi (the chief many will remember proved a failure in general

nitrogen-fixer living free and fixing nitrogen in application in this coimtrv-) is worthy of use,

the cultural processes adopted by generations of soils), is added. After keeping for a few days at a ' smce it gave some good results, ignoring the very

the best cultivators, ignorant though they were
j

suitable temperature, Professor Bottomley finds general distribution of the Pseudomonas radicicola

of scientific facts. In no direction is this more ' that the nitrogen content of the mass has greatly which it is intended to add to the soil—a distri-

appareut than in the aid cultivation gives to the I
increased, and. after drying, the material is fit to i bution almost universal in the soils of our country,

helpful nitrogen-fixing and nitrate-making bacteria.
|

be used as a fertiliser. It is to be added to the
j

He gives many instances of good results obtained

But ever since the discovery of these organisms
j

soil, where it is said to enhance the nitrogen- by the use of Humogen, and though these will

the problem of getting even more out of them than fixing capacity, and to increase the growth and yield

the best cultivation succeeds in doing has attracted

many minds. The book under review is an

accotmt of the latest effort to turn them to pro-

fitable use, euid gives " an account " (as the sub-

title states) " of the nitrogen fixation in the soil

by bacteria and of the production of

auximoues as promoted by bacterised

peat."

I should like to take the book

chapter by chapter and discuss each,

but that is impossible within the limits

of a review, and I must content myself

with making a general comment upon

its subject ; but before doing so I

should like to say how much I have

enjoyed the perusal of the book, for 1

have rarely read a more lucid and

interesting presentation of a somewhat
difi&cult and often technical subject, and

never, since Tilden's " Chemical Philo-

sophy " intrigued my imagination, ha\e

I come across so clear an exposition of

elementary chemical conceptions as tlie

author gives in Chapter IX. This chapter

does not seem necessary to the argument,

but is rather an interpolation unconnected

with those preceding and following it ;

it is, nevertheless, a delight to read.

The main object of the book is to

give an account of bacterised peat or

Humogen, and of the remarkable effects

it is destined to produce. Humogen
is the result of a search by Professor

Bottomley, who is its patentee, for a

medium in which to cultivate nitrogen-

fixing organisms. He has, he believes

found it in peat. Now "peat" means
many things to different minds, and it is, in this case,

a very different material from that usually called

peat by gardeners. It is, indeed, nothing more nor

less than the peat-moss litter which is used so much
in towns for bedding horses. In its fresh condition

it is not suitablefor the development of thebacteria.

but Professor Bottomley moistens it and inoculates

it with humifying bacteria (the nature of which he

has not divulged), which are allowed to grow in

it for some days at a suitable temperature. The re-

sult of their growth is a great increase in the amount
of the soluble humates in the material, and it is

these soluble humates which Professor Bottomley

believes ser\'e to encourage the growth of the

nitrogen-fixing bacteria. The humifying bacteria

are killed off by steam, and a mixture of the

nitrogen-fixing germs, Pseudomonas radicicola

• " The Spirit of the Soil," by Gordon D. Knox, with
a Foreword by Professor W. B. Bottomley. Svo, xiii. +
242 pp. London : Constable and Co., Limited, 1915

;

price 2s. 6d. net.

of crops of all kinds. This increased yield is

(according to Professor Bottomley) not entirely

or even perhaps mainly due to the available nitrogen

added, but to certain bodies produced by the acti-

\itv of the bacteria, called auximones. Auximones

not for the most part satisfy scientific scrutiny as

evidence, and some of them are totally inadmis-

sible—as, for example, where four Potato tubers

(weight not stated) yielded 2lb. lojoz. of Potatoes

when grown in sterilised moss watered with

Humogen extract—yet they are sufficient to show

A SURPRISE IX COXXECTIOX WITH HCMOGEX IS THAT IT IXTEXSIFIES VARIEGATIOX AS

WELL AS DEVELOPMEXT.
TAf Colcus plant on the right leceived humogen, while the one on the left had the usual potting compost.

are said to take the place in plants which vitamines ! that the material is worth very careful trial as a

occupy with regard to animals. Feed an animal
!
fertiliser. He admits that some experiments

with all the materials in ample quantities which have shown no good results, but alludes to only

chemical analysis teUs us are necessary, and the
,

one, of which he gives a partial account. This

animal fails to thrive, unless provided also with
i

method of presenting a case for Humogen detracts

minute quantities of certain elusive substances to from the value of an otherwise admirable book,

which the name " vitamines " has been given. I have seen remarkable examples of increase

It is a fascinating idea, and quite possibly a true in growth due to Humogen, and I have seen

one, that similar substances are necessary for other cases where the difference in crops on treated

plants, and Professor Bottomley believes that he and untreated groimd has been practically negli-

has discovered them. At any rate, the most active gible. Before the material can be confidently

material in promoting growth appears to exist in recommended to take the place of farmyard

very small quantities in the Humogen, as shown 1
manure, such differences must be explained. Does

by the water-cultures described. Whatever it 1 the explanation lie in the sentence quoted

may be in the Humogen—nitrogen, auximones, or

something else—in many cases very marked results

have followed its use.

The author has been, he tells us, deeply interested

in the experiments Professor Bottomley has had

below (from page 154), and are the different

samples sent out of different values ? " Experience

shows that different samples of peat show large

differences in the quantity of soluble humus that

they yield." Or may there not be " accidents"

in hand for the past eight years. He has taken no 1 during its manufacture which result in considerable

part in'carrying out the experiments, but Professor differences in the final product ? The raw material
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is a complex one, its manufacture is complex,

and it is to be added to a very complex mixture,

the soil. Until the results it gives can be depended
upon as surely as those following the use of. say,

farmyard manure, it is not likely to be acceptable

to the general public.

Humogen, or bacterised peat, has given suffi-

cient good results to justify extended experiment,

and I hope that all who can will experiment
with it, remembering, however, that peculiar

difficulties surround garden experiments, and that

one increased yield following its use does not

justify a high estimate of the value of Humogen.
nor does one failure justify its condemnation.

Conditions which have not been taken into account

may explain the one or the other.

Professor Bottomley has made a discovery of

considerable scientific interest, and I believe of

great potential value. I understand he has

offered to hand over the discovery to the nation,

and to forgo all his patent rights in favour of the

nation for the period of the war. Exactly 'how
this generous and public-spirited offer is to be
given effect to is not yet settled ; but when details

are forthcoming and the material available for

distribution, I hope it will be widely experimented
with by gardeners, for we are badly in need of a

substitute for farmvard manure.

FRUIT GARDEN.
TIME OF RIPENING OF APPLES AND PEAHS

(B. M. H.).^With regard to the time of ripcniim of Apples
and Pears, there ia not, and cannot be, a hard and fast

ride, seasons, soils, aspects, positions and locaUties playing
their part in hastening or retarding this process, last year
specially demonstrating this fact. In the case of Pears
this was specially noticeable, many varieties being weeks,
and some even months, out of their scheduled time of

ripening. As regards the quality and flavour of both
Apples and Pears, the conditions above mentioned are

responsible for extraordinary variations in this respect.

The question of culture also, whether good or bad, as

well as the age of the trees, are important factors in

determining this matter.

APPLE BISMARCK (£n«'<irer).—No doubt you have
the true Bismarck. Your description is good and correct.

Usually the fruit is in season from October to Christmas.

BLACK ROT IN APPLES {Colonel H. il/.).—The Apples
appear to have been attacked by the fungus which causes
black rot, Sphaeropsis melorum. This is not a common
disease in this country, though we have seen it on previous
occasions. The same fundus causes leaf-spot of Apples,
and at times canker of the branches. We recomnn'nd
you to spray ttie trees in the way we have several times
recently recommended for scab, and to prune out all

cankered gro\Hhs if there are any in the tree, protecting
the wounds so made by painting them with lead paint

or with Lysol.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

of lantern slides, showing a considerable variety of suit-

able subjects, the selection of slides being specially strong
in Campanulas. Tiie lecture was well received, and on
the call of the chairman, Provost Arnott was accorded
a hearty vote of thanks, the hope being expressed by the
chairman that the lecturer would come another year,
A sood specimen of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine was
exhibited by Mr. H. Reid, Ruchill Hospital Gardens.
The chairman intimated that this lecture brought to a
close the short series arranged by the society, and expressed
his gratification at their success under the adverse
circumstances caused by the war.

THE GREENHOUSE.
INFORMATION ABOUT ASPIDISTRA {E. W .).—

The full nam(^ of the plant grown as Aspidistra is Aspidistra
lurida, a native of Cliiua, whence it was introduced
in 1822. In a state of nature it grows on the partially
shaded outskirts of forests. This gives a clue to its success"-
ful cultivation, for it should not be grown where fully
exposed to the sun. The variegated-leaved form originated
as a sport from the ordinary green kind, but the date
thereof we are unable to give. There is also a scarce
variety (punctata) in which the variegation consists of
small dots over the entire leaf. We presume vou have
seen the curious flowers of the Aspidistra, which first
make their appearance as small knobs on the surface of
the soil. When expanded they are starry in shape
and of a dull purplish brown colour ; hence the name of
lurida. Tliougb to an ordinary observer there appears
no hkeness between this plant and the beautiful pure
white Madonna Lily, they are botanicallv nearly related,
Iwth bi'ing members of the Order LiUaeese.

INJURY TO FERN (B. £.).—The Maidenhair Fern is

very badly attacked by scale ; the worst attack, indeed.
we have ever seen. You might try cutting down all
the fronds completely and dipping at intervals in a mixture
made by kneading some flowers of sulphur into a handful
of soft soap and dissolving it in li gallons of hot water.
After the mixture has cooled, dip" the plant ; but it is

probable it is too badly attacked to recover.

ROSE GARDEN.
LIQUID ARTIFICIAL MANURE FOR ROSES DURING

THE WINTER MONTHS {Maida rale).~EYei\ if vour
trees arc wlII fstablished, it is a mistake to feed them
with artificial manure such as you suggest during the
winter months, when the plants are more or less dormant.
The majority of growers wait until growth is active before
attempting to feed Kose plants. The National Rose
Society's Annual for 1915 has a symposium by half a
dozen well-known experts that woidd prove interesting
reading to you. It can be obtained from the Secretary
of the National Rose Society for 2s. 6d., and is the best
work on the subject.

LATERAL GROWTHS ON ROSES (R. L. 5.).—This
term is used when the small side shoots that spring from
the main branches are referred to. They vary in length
and stoutness. Those of small, thin, short growth upon
rambler and climbing Roses are usually cut back to one
or two eyes ; whereas the stronger opes are retained
from 4 inches to 12 inches, and even more in length.

WICHURAIANA ROSES FOR BANK (.4. W. Martin).—
Dorothy Perkins would be about the best variety you
could plant. Lady Gay is perhaps better in foliage,
and the new Chatillou Rambler would flower earlier.
Ethel, too, is very fine, but rather addicted to mildew.
American Pillar is grand, both in foliage and bloom ;

but you could not mix it with any other very well. For
real beauty of foliage you could not surpass this variety.
Shower of Gold is very beautiful as regards foliage, but
you would not obtain such a fine effect in bloom as from
Dorotliy Perkins or American Pillar.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
SEED POTATOES TO STORE ( Potato) .—Kn-jt your

seed Potatoes in a cool, airy, fairly light position. An
outbuilding or an empty room, for instance, would do.
provided "it is cool enough and at the same time
frost proof. Place the tubers in single layers on dry
boards, or in shallow boxes. You must guard against

their being excited into growth before natural growth
takes place in spring, and then let growth come on as

slowly as possible so that the sprouting frowth shall

lie short and sturdy ; at the same time give each tuber
more room. Evidently the place yours are in is too

warm, by their sprouting now. Remove these sprouts

and place the tubers in a cooler place. Seed Potatoes
will rot, whether cut or not cut, before a crop of new
ones are formed. When planting-time comes round,
take special care in handling the tubers not to injure

the sprouts ; it is from these that the crops will proceed.

FAILURE IN CARROT GROWING (S. P. TT.).—Our
correspondent says that the whole of his Carrots were
spoiled by a white worm when they were about the size

of a lead "pencil : this in spite of the land having received

a good dressing of quicklime the winter before. All the
gardens in our correspondent's neighbourhood are simi-

larly affected, so that the trouble is a serious one in that

part. The most effective remedy would be to burn the
top crust of the soil to a depth, say, of 6 inches ; it is not
so difficult or expensive a matter as many people think.

Atake a good body of fire, with a bit of coal to start with,

afterwards adding any available wood and garden refuse

that will burn ; then cover the fire over with a crust of

soil 7 inches or 8 inches de3p, let it remain on the fire

until it gets so hot that you are satisfied nothing can
live in it, then take it off. Stir up and add fuel to the

flre, and cover over again with soil until the soil of the

plot on which you propose growing Carrots has all

been done. It would be better to do this shortly before

the Carrots were sown than now. Another way is to dig

the ground now, scatter soot and lime freely over the

soil as each furrow is tnrned over, and add a very small
scattering of common salt (a handful only over a turned
furrow 3 yards long).

MISCELLANEOUS.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS RIDDLED WITH CATER-

PILLARS (A. L.).—There is no good method safe to

be used for clearing caterpillars off Brussels Sprouts
except hand-picking. You might try spraying with
water at 115° Fahr., or spraying with a 2J per cent, salt

solution. Each of these presents some hope of success,

but neither is certain.

NAME OF PLANT.

—

Boris.—Pyracantha coccinea.

SOCIETIES.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of this society was held in the Wesley
Hall, Dumfries, on the evening of November 27. In
the absence, through illness, of the president, Provost
S. Arnott, Mr. A. W. M'Ahster occupied the chair. Provost
Arnott sent a letter expressing a desire to be relieved of

the duties of president on account of the pressure: of his

municipal work ; but it was resolved to appoint a deputa-
tion to ask him to accept office again. The financial

statement was submitted by Mr. J. L. Armstrong, secre-

tary and treasurer, and was of a satisfactory nature,
showing a balance at the credit of reserve of upwards
of £)0, with one on oidinary account of upwards of £5
after paying over £55 to war relief funds. Subject to Provost
Anintt reconsidering his decision, he was reappointed
president, and the following other office-bearers and
memlHi'rs of committee were appointed ; Vice-presidents

—

Mr. W. Hutchinson (Terregles Gardens), Mr. J. Maxwell-
Gray and Mr. A. W. M'Alister ; committee—Mr. J.

Learmont, Mr. J. Croall, Mr. J. Ctormack, Mr. T. Hunter,
Mr. W. Brown, Mr. J. B. Crichton, Mj. O. Robertson
and Mr. W. Edgar ; secretary and treasurer—Mr. J. L.

Armstrong.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Under the auspices of this society a lecture on "Alpine
Flowers," with lantern illustrations, was given in the
Religious Institute Rooms, Buchanan Street, Glasgow,
on the evening of December 1. Mr. D. G. Purdie, chairman
of directors, presided over a large attendance. The
lecturer of the evening was Provost S. Arnott, Sunnymead.
Maxwelltown, who discussed the subject in a practical
manner, dealing first with the question of " Wliat is an
Alpine ? " and pointing out that horticulturally the term
included dwarf plants suitable for rock gardens, and was
not confined to those which were, strictly speaking, true
alpine flowers. He dealt with the position, material and
construction of rock, wall and moraine gardens suitable for

the cultivation of alpine flowers, passing on to give a
rapid review of a number of the most suitable genera of

alpine fiower.s. The leetnrr was iUustrated by a number

OBITUARY.

W. ATLEE BURPEE.
Bv the death of Mr. W. A. Burpee, whicli occurred

recently in Philadelphia, we mourn the loss of an

.•American horticultiirist who was particularly

well known in this country. He was a Britisher

by birth, for he was born in Canada, and was very

proud of this fact. It was in connection with the

Sweet Pea and the National Sweet Pea Society

that he was best known in this country, and he was

a familiar figure at the shows, trials and festive

gatherings of this society. His eloquence will

long be remembered, for he was a bright and

interesting after-dinner speaker. Moreover, he

had the power of making true and valuable friend-

ships, and to those who had the pri\'ilege of calling

him friend their loss will be very great, for he was

a man of immense intellect whose chief attributes

were love, sympathy and charity.

SAMUEL BIDE.
It is with deep regret that we have to record the

death of Mr. S. Bide, the head of the esteemed

firm of Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Limited, Alma

Nurseries, Famham, who passed away on Novem-

ber 25. Mr. Bide was much respected in the horti-

cultural trade, and he was looked upon as an

authority on Roses, forest trees and vegetable

crops, such as Seakale and Asparagus, which are

extensively grown at Famham. For some time

Mr. Bide had been ailin?, and his end was doubtless

hastened by the death of his wite, which occurred

only a few weeks ago. His funeral took place at

Hale Parish Church on the 29th ult., amid every

token of respect from a wide chrcle of relatives,

friends and employes.

National Rose Society.—The annual meeting,

which is of so much interest to rosarians. will be

held in the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen

Street, Kingsway, W.C, on Tuesday. December 14,

at 2.30 p.m.

•.• The Yearly Subsciiptinn to The Gardes is : Inland

6s. lid. : h'oreifin. 8s. M.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Marriage of Corporal Herbert Cowley.—On

December 8 the marriage took place between

Mr. Herbert Cowley, Editor of The Garden, and

Miss Elsie M. Hurst, the only daughter of Mr. Samuel

J. Hurst of Kingston. The wedding was solem-

nized in the Parish Church, Kingston-on-Thames,

the Rev. Joseph Jacob very kindly officiating, and

the occasion was favoured by an exceptionally

bright day. Mr. Cowley joined the 12th London
Regiment (The Rangers) on the outbreak

of war, and has twice been wounded at

Ypres. A shrapnel wound on the knee-

cap has left him unfit for active service.

Our readers will join us in wishing Mr.

and Mrs. Cowley a long and happy
future.

The Prickly Heath (Pernettya mucro-
nafa) .—This is unquestionably one of the

most beautiful of all berried shrubs for

autumn and winter effect. The berries are

usually of a bright rosy purple, but there

are varieties with crimson, white, pink,

purple black and intermediate colours,

The twiggy sprays of this low-growing

shrub are useful for decoration in the

house, while the plants look very cheerful

in the garden at this season. This Heath
is perfectly hardy, belonging to the Natural

Order Ericaceae.

Kew Gardens Protest.—In opposition

to the declared intention of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries to make charges

for admission to Kew Gardens, Councillor

Filby moved a resolution of protest at a

meeting of the Richmond Town Council on
December 14. In view of the great educa-

tional value of Kew, the tax on visitors is

greatly to be deplored. Rumour has it that

the public will be admitted at a charge of

2d. before noon and id. after noon, while

certain days are reserved for students,

artists and photographers, who will pay
an admission fee of 6d.

Show of Hardy British-Grown Flower
Bulbs.—For the encouragement of home
industries the Coimcil of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society have consented to the hold-

ing of an exhibition at Vincent Square
of hardy home-grown flower bulbs on
August I, 1916, in order to demonstrate the

e.xcellence to which such bulbs can be grown in

Great Britain and Ireland. For the purposes
of this exhibition corms and tubers, such as

Crocuses, Anemones and such lilce, may be con-

sidered as bulbs. The schedule includes classes

for amateurs and the trade. It is now ready,

and may be had on application to the Secretary,

Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square,

Westminster, S.W.

National Rose Society.—Owing to the serious

illness of Mr. Cook, the treasurer of this society,

the annual general meeting, which should have
been held on the 14th inst., was unavoidably

postponed.

Death of the Hon. John Boscawen.—Just as

we are closing our pages for press we learn with

well-berried spray of the prickly he
(pernettya mucronata).

deep regret of the sudden death, on the 12th inst.,

of the Hon. John Boscawen of Tregye. He was
at one time a member of the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society, but he wiU be best remem-
bered in connection with the gardening section

of the Royal Agricultural Society, the success of

which was largely due to his untiring efforts, and
the Truro Daffodil Society.

The Fruiting of Xanthoeeras sorbifolia.

—

The fruiting of this shrub is unusual, but Miss

Mellish, Hodsock Priory, Worksop, writes that

it has fruited very freely against a south-west

wall in her garden this summer. It is of consider-

able interest to learn of out-of-the-way shrubs

fruiting, such items being of sufficient interest to

place on record.

Agathsea eoelestis.— This charming South

African plant is one of the few blue flowers

that comes freely in the winter ; in fact, at

almost all times of the year. To obtain

the flowers at this season of the year, the

young growths should be pinched during

the summer ; these will then produce quan-

tities of the dark blue flowers for a long

time. As pot plants they will be found

most valuable, while a few of the flowers

with Ferns in specimen glasses are very

pleasing in a cut state.

Sweet Lavender.—In aid of the War
Horticultural Relief Fund, Miss Swan of

Warlingham distributed packets of

Lavender at the fortnightly meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society on
December 7, and at the Carnation Show
on December 8, at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Hall, Vincent Square, S.W.

The Lavender had been grown in her field

at Warluagham and was made up into

various devices of her own design. This

opportunity of supporting the fund met
with a ready response, there being many
purchasers for the pretty and distinctive

Christmas gifts, such as may be afforded

even in war-time.

The Garden Varieties of Ceanothus.

Much more attention is now being paid

to these beautiful autumn - flowering

shrubs. One of the earliest hybrids in-

troduced was Gloire de Versailles, and
it is no doubt largely due to the success

of this variety that they owe their rise in

popular favour. Their season of flower-

ing extends from July until November,

and even now they are quite bright.
^^H There are many shades of colour,

varying from white and pink to rich

rose, pale blue and deep purple. A
selection of sorts in addition to Gloire

de Versailles should include Indigo, Georges

Simon, Perle Rose, Gloire de Plantieres, Ceres,

Amoldii, Fantaisie and Marie Simon. The giving

of awards of merit this autumn to Fantaisie and

Georges Simon by the Royal Horticultural Society

will draw more attention to these beautiful

shrubs.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Climbing Plant from a Tuber.—I am sending a

specimen of a climbing plant which grows from a

tuber. Will you please"^tell me the name of it

through the medium of your paper ?

—

Preston.

[The plant sent for identification is Tropaeolum

tuberosum, or the Peruvian'! Nasturtium. The
tubers are freely produced, and are said to be

edible when boiled like a Potato. It is only half-

hardy, and tubers should be taken up in the

autumn and stored away like Dahlia

roots.

—

Ed.]

An Indian Garland Flower.—I am send-

ing a photograph of a very beautiful spike

of Hedychium gardnerianum. The flowers

are lemon coloured and very fragrant. I

find that it does best when planted out in

the conservatory, for its roots do not like to

be confined in pots. I have heard it stated

that this species is nearly hardy, but have

never seen it growing outside' and should

not care to risk my plants, which each

year flower so handsomely, to the fickle

climate of an English winter.—0. M. G.,

Hants.

Actinidia Chinensis. — Your correspon-

dent " B." asks what is the best aspect for

Actinidia chinensis. In my experience, shade

is essential. I have one over 20 feet high

on a north wall here, and another over

30 feet high, with a lateral spread of 15 feet, on
a west wall, but so shaded by large trees on
the south and. west that it is never touched

by the sun. It is important to remember
that a male plant should be placed near

the larger female type if fruits are desired,

though I have never"yet obtained them here.

—L. H., Nuneham Park, Oxford.

Mice in the Garden.—The correspondent

who wrote you about his yellow Antir-

rhinums beiag eaten' by mice may be inter-

ested to hear that the mice in my garden
also pick out yellow plants, but in my case

they are yellow Crocus conns. I have a

long border planted with clumps of Crocus
in four different colours at intervals down
its full length. Last winter the yellow

Crocuses were picked out all down the border,

scratched up and eaten. The result was, of

course, that last spring there was hardly a

yeUow flower to he seen, while the blues and
the whites had increased very much, having
been there about four years. We caught

seven of the mice. They were of a brown
colour, with very large eyes and ears and
long tails. We are replanting the yellow

Crocuses this autumn, and I am curious to see

if the mice will pick them out again. There
are many other bulbs in the border—Snowdrops,
Daffod,ils and Tulips, none of which is ever
touched, and which come again year after year.

—

C. L. Cox, Tanllan, Dolgclley.

The Origin of the Loganberry.—Mr. E. A.
Bunyard's note on the Loganberry is valuable as
giving us rather more detail about its origin than
we had before seen in prmt. But he seems to
me to raise larger doubts than necessary about
its parentage, which it surely bears pretty plainly
on its face, or, perhaps I should say, in its qualities.

Given the certainty that the Dewberry was its

mother, it is surely also certain that a Raspberry

was its father, for it could not conceivably have

inherited its undeniable Raspberry flavour from

any other Rubus. I have for many years interested

myself in the Rubi, and out of all that we loiow,

including the large recent additions from China,

I have never found one with the remotest aflinity

in flavour to the Raspberry. On this account,

and because of other obvious differences, I cannot

believe that any pair of Rubi excluding the Rasp-

berry could produce the Loganberry, or that the

Dewberrj' cotild possibly " mutate " into the

Loganberry. The theorj' of mutations is as yet

in such a tentative stage that it is well not to

summon it into comt when explanation is possible

FRAGRANT AND LEMON-COLOURED FLOWERS
OF HEDYCHIUM GARDNERIANUM.

without it. Many years ago in Lynton in North

Devon, on the river bank just above the well-

known " Watersmeet," I found, in a thicket

of Blackberries and wild Raspberries, growing

together, an obvious and excellent hybrid between

the two, a fruit smaller than the Loganberry,

but sweeter, and with the advantage of puUing

off the core when gathered. I have once or twice

seen the same intermediate on our Wiltshire Downs,

where wild Raspberries and Blackberries com-

monly grow together, but they were inferior.

We used to be told that the Loganberry is Black-

berry X Raspberry, and it certainly looks and

tastes like such a hybrid. Possibly the American

Dewberry is unlike our English Dewberrv* and

nearer to our Blackberry. I may mention that

here we propagate the Loganberry not by the

slow method of pegging do^vn its tips, but by
cutting the ripened canes into lengths of about

9 inches and burying them all but two eyes. We
find no difficulty in striking them. — G. H.
Englehe.\rt, Dinton, Wilts.

Is it Profltable to Grow Vegetables for Exhibi-

tion ?—I have just been reading in the pages

of The Garden, issue December 11, Mr. James
Smith's remarks on the above, and I must confess

I am rather puzzled to understand his grounds

for writing as he does, as he distinctly states he
is an old exhibitor and a firm believer in exhibitions

for stimulating interest in the cultiva-

tion of vegetables, after which, in the same
short note, he condemns the same as a

waste of land and labour which could be

put to a better purpose. Now, I suppose

none wUl deny but what any form of ex-

hibiting does entail a certain amount of

extra care, trouble and expense ; but to

hundreds of exhibitors it gives much pleasure

as well as stimulates industry. I paid a

short visit to the Smithfield Cattle Show on

Tuesday, December 7, and I remarked what

a pity it would be if such a show was
abandoned, as the amount of interest in and
trade done at such a show is remarkable. The
same applies to every form of competitive

exhibition, and especially in relation to

vegetables, as without such friendly rivalry I

doubt very much if we should be in pos-

session of such splendid types of vegetables

as we have at the present day. In many
cases market growers strive to succeed in

growing some of the finest vegetables, and
I am prepared to say these rank among
the most successful. By all means crop

and intercrop every piece of ground avail-

able, especially during such anxious times ;

but surely one should not be denied if he

thinks fit to obtain the finest produce

that the land will give. I Icnow of no
more enthusiastic secretary than Mr. Smith,

and I have had the pleasure on many
occasions of seeing the splendid pro-

duce which has been brought together

under his care, but I certainly fail to

understand his views as related in the

issue of The Garden mentioned.

—

Edwin
Beckett, V.M.H.

Lapageria rosea alba.—It may be of

interest to your correspondent " K. G. J."

to know that the specimen referred to

as growing in the Jardin des Plantes,

Paris, flowered there for the first time

in Europe in 1855. For its general

distribution in this country we are, how-

ever, indebted to Messrs. James Veitch.

whose collector, Richard Pearce, of tuberous

Begonia fame, sent home seed and living

specimens from Chile in i860, .\ccording to

" Hortus Veitchii" it flowered with Messrs.

Veitch for the first time in 1862, and was exhibited

with Lilium auratum—at that time rare—before

the Royal Horticultural Society on July 2 of that

year. The typical Lapageria rosea was first

introduced by Mr. Richard Wheelwright, who
sent a plant to the Royal Gardens, Kew,

in 1847. The next year plants were received

from William Lobb, then collecting in Chile

on behalf of Messrs. Veitch, and from that

time it gradually made its way into cultiva-

tion.—H. P.
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BANKSIA INTEGRIFOLIA, HANDSOME IN FLOWER AND
FOLIAGE.

A Late-Flowering Climber.—^In a note to my
letter of November i6 about the Passion Flower

(Passiflora cserulea) on my house being then in full

bloom after severe frosts, you called it " remark-

able," so it may interest you and others to know
that, in spite of the still harder frosts and bitter

weather at the end of last month, it is still

{December 5) in full flower, and the thick foliage

and large trails are as green and luxuriant as in

summer. It is a curious thing, too, that the

blossoms last, fully expanded, from two to three

weeks. I have never seen Passion Flowers which

remained open in summer for more than two days ;

in fact, that always seems their weal^ness, from a

decorative standpoint. That the plant likes a south

aspect or sunny situation is evidently quite a mis-

take, as one I put on the south side of a building,

in a walled garden, with its roots alone shaded, is

now, like all usually behaved Passion Flowers,

yellow and dried up.—A. la T., Oxfordshire.

Border Carnations.—I was glad to see Mr.

J. L. Gibson's article on Carnations in The Garden,
issue November z7, page 579. To my mind he

makes a remarkable statement re Dora Blick,

undoubtedly a beautiful colour, but the petals are

on the small side. My experience of this variety is

that it has a remarkably strong stem, so much so

that, when showing, it is necessary to wire the stem

so as to bend it do\vn and outward to show towards

the judge, instead of facing the ceiling. Mr.

Gibson has mentioned some good varieties and

makes a bid for criticism. However, I should be

glad if he will consider the following selection.

Sells : Bookham White or Farthest North,

Daffodil or Mrs. Elliot Douglas, Fujiyama or

General French, John Knox or Gordon Douglas,

Elizabeth Shiffner or Dora Blick, Madge or Daisy

Walker, Miss Rose Josephs or Irma. Fancies :

Linkman, Pasquin, Lieutenant Shackleton,

Lord Steyne, Skirmisher.
J. J, Keen, Fancy. Picotees

:

Mrs. J. J. Keen, Onward, Pure

Gem, Queenie, Professor Burst all.

Exquisite. If The Garden could

get a ballot of the best Carnations

from, say, twenty of the best ama-

teur Carnation growers,, it would

be most interesting, and I think

the foregoing list would be well in the

running. Most of these varieties

have received highest awards at the

various Carnation shows, and

several have not been seen at the

London Show j'et. General French

is the best scarlet I have seen ; the

same applies to Professor Burstall as

a Picotee, and J. J. Keen and Pasquin

as fancies.—H. W. Frostick.

Modern White Sweet Pea.—

A

good deal of correspondence has

been published in the gardeumg

Press this year on the respective

merits of modern w^hite Sweet Peas,

and, as far as I am concerned, I

liave plumped for Constance Hinton

every time. Mr. E. R. Janes of

Wroxton Abbey Gardens gives his

opinions in a contemporary, and

tliey are surely worthy of considera-

tion, for Mr. Janes has " done

things "
; he has almost swept the

board at the leading Sweet Pea

shows during the past season. Mr.

Janes dismisses Norvic with a

mere mention of its

name. At this I am not sur-

prised, for, although I have

seen Norvic very finely shown, the

proof of the pudding is in the eat-

ing, and when I obtained seed from

the leading distributors of it this

year, it turned out unsatisfactory,

inasmuch as a lack of rogueing was

apparent, or else it shows a liability

to sport. Anyway, I had pink and

cream as well as white in the row.

Mr. Janes has rather more to say

about Edna May Improved, but

this variety, which owes its repu-

tation principally to the booming
it has received from Mr. Walter

Wright, evidently takes quite a

minor place in Mr. Janes' affections
;

he practically sums it up as possess-

ing length of stem and little other

merit. For Constance Hinton, on

the other hand, he has nothing but

praise, and his experience coincides

with mine and with that of numer-

ous other growers with whom I

have discussed it. We do not

know what the future may give us,

but at the present moment I pro-

nounce Constance Hinton to be at

the top of the tree. As grown here

it has been a real beauty, of the

purest white, with solid, lasting

flowers of ideal shape, and so

beautifully and gracefully placed on
the stem that it would stand

as a model in this respect

for Sweet Peas of any other

colotir or variety.—F. Herbert
Chapman, Rye.

B A N KS I AS.

T
HESE Australian plants have hand-

some foliage and interesting flowers,

and they are useful plants for a large

house. Among the best species are :

Banksia collina.—^The plant shown

in the illustration below is about 6 feet

high, and is now plentifully dotted with its

curious and pretty yellow flowers. This species

comes from the hUly districts and has small leaves,

which terminate abruptly, as if bitten off. It

was introduced in r788 and is a handsome and

interesting plant.

B. integrifolia has larger leaves of a dark

green colour on the upper surface. The under

surface is a silvery white. The plant from which

the photograph was taken is about 16 feet high,

and is now in flower in the Temperate House at

Kew.

B. serrata is a dense-growing, handsome plant,

having deeply serrated leaves about 5 inches to

6 inches long. It rarely flowers in this country.

The flowers are red and about 6 inches long.

B. verticillata.—^This has large leaves of a

pleasing shade. They are dull green on the upper

side and silvery white underneath, and have

the midrib of a brownish tint. When the plants

are tall—and they grovv to a height of 18 feet or

more—the leaves, arranged in whorls of fours or

sixes, are very pretty as one looks at them from

below.

Cultivation.—^These plants may be propagated

by cuttings inserted in sand and placed under a

BANKSIA COLLINA, NOW FLOWERING IN THE
TEMPERATE HOUSE AT KEW.
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bell-glass. The cuttings should be taken oft at a

joint, and only the leaves that are to be below the

soil must be removed. The cuttings should be

put in sand only deep enough to keep them in

position. They do not like much bottom-heat.

Belonging to Proteaceae, they require ample drain-

age and careful watering. The pots ought not to be

too large, and should have one-third of the depth

filled with carefully arranged crocks. The roots run

down among these and seem to thrive better there.

The soil should consist of equal parts of good peat

and loam, with plenty of sharp sand. Banksias

do not like too much heat nor to be kept too

close. If over-watered, or if they become too dry,

they rarely recover. W. L. L.

RIVIERA NOTES.

A
FEW notes this winter, when so few

folk have dared to leave their native

land for the South of France, may
be of gardening interest. The summer

* has been a cool one, and very dry
till October came in, when there was

a great drop in the temperature, followed by rain

for the rest of the month. This cold has retarded

autumn growth and autumn-pruned Roses greatly,

so that Oranges are still far from ripe at the end
of November, and unless December and January
prove unusually fine and warm, neither Poinsettias

nor the Tree Salvias (S. frutescens) nor the Tree

Dahlias will come to perfection. After four days
of cold wind and almost frosty nights in the middle
of November, the weather has become very fine

and warm again, so gardens that are not deprived

of their masters and gardeners are fast recovering

their winter beauty.

Nerines are becoming more cultivated, and that

useful late-blooming bulb which is known as

N. Mansellii in England and N. tardiflora

out here is now in full flower. Cypripediums of

the insigne type and its best forms, such as

SanderiE, Chantinii and others, are in beauty.

C. fairrieanum and C. leeanum are, if possible,

brighter in colour and freer in flower than under

glass in England. Grown plunged in sand under

the shade of an extra thick Olive tree, they require

no care save an occasional watering all through

the year ; and I see a Laelia anceps that was
tied to an Olive branch two years ago is thriving

and throwing up more than one strong flower-

spike, which will, however, need very good

December sunshine and warmth to make it

expand freely before the new year comes in.

It is sad to see the neglected Carnation terraces,

though here and there a few blooms are grown for

the local markets ; and the terrible prices of coal

and fuel make it quite impossible for any forcing

of Roses under glass, which has been so great

an industry latterly.

That fragrant winter-flowering shrub, Buddleia

auriculata, scents the air, and Freylinia cestroides

win carry on the fragrance throughout January.

That most lovely of all the Acacias, A. podalyriae-

folia (which calls for a handier and more intelli-

gible name), is one sheet of fairy-like blossom on

silvery sprays of growth, and will last until

Acacia baileyana comes into flower in the

month of January. The well-known " Mimosa,"

Acacia dealbata, will wait till February is

well in, with the Almond trees in their glory.

Bignonia Cher^re and Bougainvillea Sanderse

are at their best now. Bignonia venusta is full

of flower-bud and has already' a few gorgeous

orange heads of flower open, but with good weather

it is at its best in the month of January, and is-

most lovely when scrambling through the branches

of the old Rose Lamarque, pruned so that both

shall flower together on a south wall in midwinter.

This autumn, for some inscrutable reason, I

have never seen such glorious blooms of that

capricious golden Rose George Schwartz as are

now open. Grafted on various stocks to see

which will prove the best, this year, at any rate.

Rosa bracteata, the Macartney Rose, has proved

the ideal stock, while the indica major stock,

which has often given good results, is nowhere.

I wish someone in England would bud it on

R. bracteata under glass and give it a trial

;

it is still by far the most sumptuous of all rich

golden Roses, with a fragrance all its owu, but.

being so capricious, it is little known or grown.

Roses generally are not promising this winter,

and Carnations, as I have said, are far below

their old standard ; so we shall have to fall back

on the flower of the country, the Anemone, which

is now springing up strongly after the abundant

autumn rains, and will in due time delight our

eyes with its vivid and glorious colouring in early

spring. Violets, I regret to say, are everywhere

less good than usual, as they are more dependent

on summer care, and cannot be left untended

as can the Anemone. E. H. Woodali-.

THE JAPANESE SNOWBALL TREE (VIBURNUM PLICATUM).

THE JAPANESE SNOWBALL TREE.

The Viburnums include many beautiful shrubs,

such as the Guelder Rose and its companion

the Wayfaring Tree ; while, at the present

time, the
fragrant ever-

green Vibur-

num Tinus or

L a urustinus

is flowering

in almost
every garden

of repute in

the country

But of all •

the Vibur-

nums none
can excel the

Japanese
Snowball
Tree (V. pli-

catum) f o r

effectiveness

.

In May it is

s m o t h e red

with clusters

of white
flowers r e-

s e mbl i n g
those of the

Guelder Rose.

It may be
planted now,

and nogarden

i s complete

without i t

,

for it is one
of the six

most beauti-

ful shrubs for

E n g 1 i s h
gardens.

I
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THE "DAFFODIL
BOOK."

YEAR

" A NC

A
NOVICE " is not pleased with what

he calls my ex cathedrd review of

the 1915 issue of this book. A
reviewer seldom pleases unless he

^vrites only to please, and he

necessarily writes ex cathedrd when

the Editor has put him into the chair. But let

me assure " A Novice " that, despite more years

at the study of this flower than I like to count,

I feel myself yearly more and more of a novice

as regards knowledge which can be formulated

into working rules. It may, however, interest

him to compare my somewhat longer experience

in the matter of artificial and self fertilisation

with what he gives as his own, and to read

it into what I was constrained to say about

that long list of " successful " but unflowered

crosses.
" A Novice " has in six consecutive years

obtamed fromMme. de Graaffartificiallyfertilisedan

amount of seed which is enormously preponderant

over the yield from the same plant left alone.

Now I have grown Mme. de Graaff, chiefly for

seed, for over twenty years, ever since its first

introduction, and for many years in breadths of

thousands, and have found its apparent law of

seeding to be exactly the converse of this. Careful

depoUination and brush fertilisation will give me

perhaps one pod in ten flowers, while a 50-yard

bed left alone will set nearly every flower. This

is so invariable in my field that we always cut

off the fading bloom in our stock beds of this variety

in order to relieve the bulbs from the strain of

seed bearing. We seem to have evidence that this

large seed crop is due to self fertilisation, seldom

to pollen carried from other varieties. I have

sown seed (i) from these " left alone " beds,

(2) harvested and sent me by a friend in Surrey

who does no crossing, and in both cases the resulting

flowers show no cross at all, but are evidently

spontaneous reproductions of Mme. de Graafi

itself. They mostly show a marked tendency to

revert to the yellow or bicolor Ajax, which was

one of Mme. de Graaff's parents, the white blood

reappearing in a much smaller proportion. More-

over (3) the percentage of seeds from flowers

which have " missed fire " in the artificial crossing

gives precisely the same range of form and

colour.

Other raisers have reported to me their similar

experience. Therefore the necessary inference is

that Mme. de Graaff is in many, possibly in most,

localities strongly self fertile. Here in South

Wilts we have reason to believe that in excep-

tionally warm, dry springs it is apt to fertilise

itself before the flower opens. I have had abundant

proof that this is so with Poeticus under such

conditions, and a thirty years' experience has

made me think, though I should be slow to dog-

matise after 300 years, that this occurs with

Daffodils at large. I do not question " A Novice's "

carefulness and accuracy, but his figures do not

invalidate what I have written. I must point

out to him that out of his six years' crossings

of Mme. de Graaff, begun only so recently as 1910,

a very small fraction can as yet have flowered,

and he cannot yet know whether any or how many

of the parent flowers were self fertilised. Messrs.

Cartwright and Goodwin, whom he quotes, were

new-comers to hybridising work when they printed

their assertion on this subject, and could scarcely
j

PRIMULA SINO-LISTERI.
have had material enough of their ovm. raising

[
This interesting plant is the Chinese form of a

to demonstrate it. Such statements carry proba-
,

Himalayan Primula which is known as P. Listen,

bility only when based upon the investigation of As in the case of the Sikkim Primrose (P. sikkim-

large quantities over long periods. For these ensis) and its Chinese form (P. Pseudo-sikkim-

PRIMULA SINO-LISTERI, A RARE SPECIES OF DOUBTFUL HARDINESS.

reasons I fear I must stiU maintain, in a quite

kindly and Pickwickian sense, that it is absurd

to call a cross successful before the arrival of the

flower. Even in this sense I do not apply the

term to Dr. Lower's own local and particular

work, but only to the citation of his work

as a universal guide for the Year Book's readers.

"A Novice's" reading is hardly as careful

as his gardening. He says :
" Mr. Engleheart

asstmies it to be impossible to depict a suggestion

of colour differences in a photograph by the use

of colour screens." I wrote the exact opposite,

viz. :
" It seems that colour can be satisfactorily

rendered only by over-expensive colour photo-

graphy or by some method of screening which

it has here been found impracticable to use,"

i.e., that though the method is well kno\vn, there

was apparently some reason against using it in

the present issue. I am all for the continuance

of the series of flower photographs, while main-

taining that a " white all over " representation

of a highly coloured flower is meaningless. Its

colour is its point, and it is pointless if its colour

is omitted.

Colour is yearly becoming more and more

important in the appraisement of new Daffodils.

In form we have nearly reached perfection
;

in colour we "are still in the crude elements. A
faithful rendering of the more subtle and delicate

colouring will, perhaps, always be impossible,

but the stronger colouring, e.g., a red cup against

a white or yellow perianth, can be suggested

even in black and white, and no doubt the

editor of the Year Book will in future contrive

this. G. H. Engleheart.

ensis), the plants from the latter region appear

to be more amenable to culture in this country,

being more vigorous in habit and with larger

flowers. The plant here illustrated was collected

by Forrest for Messrs. Bees, Limited, in 1908.

It was found growing on the Tali range in Yunnan.

Closely allied to the well-known P. obconica,

it has been found that it does not possess the

irritant hairs peculiar to that species, which is

a decided advantage. The acutely lobed leaves,

on long petioles, are produced in rosettes, and in

early spring the white flowers are borne in trusses.

These last for a long time in good condition, making
it a good plant for the cool house. Although plants

stood outdoors last winter in a sheltered position,

this species is of doubtful hardiness, and its

usefulness is confined mainly to the cool green-

house. It is easily raised from seed or propagated

by division, and may be gro^vn well in a cold

frame potted in light, rich, sandy loam.. W. I.

A BEAUTIFUL GREENHOUSE SAGE.

Salvia leucantha is a very distinct plant and

makes a handsome subject for the greenhouse

at this season of the year. This Mexican

Sage is shapely in habit, with narrow leaves

which are deep green on the upper surface,

but covered with a fine down imdemeath,

while the flowers, which are produced in long

spikes, are quite woolly in aspect. They are of

a mauve rose colour, and against the white

woolly down, are very pleasing and worthy of a

place in all greenhouses at the present time.
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A HARDY ARUM LILY.

CaLLA yETHIOPICA.

COMMONLY known as Arum Lilies

and generally met with when grown

as greenhouse plants, Callas are

invaluable and easily grown ; but

it is to their uses as water plants

and used as clumps in the herbaceous

border that I would refer. Colonies of these,

when seen flowering profusely, are a prett^^ight, and

where a sheltered position can be found for them,

a trial is well deser\ed. They are, I think, much

hardier than many imagine, and seek protection

during winter below the surface of the water.

They bloom, too, at a season when other flowering

aquatics are none too plentiful, and, once planted,

are no further trouble. A sheltered spot should,

PLANTS FOR THE WATER
EDGE.

EVERYONE who has been on a walking

or boating tour along the upper reaches

of the Thames—say, for instance,

from Walliugford to Lechlade—knows

the great beauty of our native water-

side flowers. It may be we have

passed a spot by the riverside a thousand times

without paying any special attention to it, when

one day a picture perfect in harmony comes into

view. Rosa arvensis, with long, overhanging

branches almost touching the gently flowing

stream, is smothered with pale single Roses

;

the yellow Flag Iris (I. Psendacorus) is at its best,

and around its leaves may be seen the bright blue

Water Forget-me-not (Myosotis palustris) and the

flimsy pink petals of the Ragged Robin. Wild

ARUM LILIES FLOWERING BY THE WATERSIDE.

if possible, be chosen, as rough winds are their

greatest enemy. They form a succession to those

grown in pots, and they may be cut with dis-

cretion and used for decorating without spoiling

the effect. Unfortunately, their season of flowering

is not prolonged such a length of time as those

grown and treated with stimulants indoors.

As border plants these fonn a still longer season

of growth and flower, and, where the flowers are

wanted, form a useful addition. Stock is easily

procurable where a batch of plants are grown

inside to try them in this manner, and, as might

be imagined, the plants are greatly benefited

by a liberal addition of good manure to the =oil.

Planting may be carried out at the first favourable

opportunity after the end of May, and the same

applies to those grown in the water. They are

very efiective when grown in association with

Bamboos, Globe-flowers, and last, but not least,

Gunnera maoicata.

Queenstown. E. B.

Williams or the Meadow Pink (Lychnis Flos-

cuculi). We see these wild flowers " with a child's

first pleasure," as Wordsworth saw the Daffodils by

the lakeside.

The Upper Thames, which flows through secluded

country, is fidl of interesting waterside plants,

although not remarkable for any very rare species.

One of the most interesting is the Snake's-head

Lily (Fritillaria Meleagris), or Toad's Head, as it

is known in Wiltshire. It occurs in damp meadows

around Oxford, and again between ColeshUl and

Lechlade, where the river for a short space is

bordered with Ribes nigrum. Fritillaria Meleagris

is not the easiest of plants to cultivate. Like

British Orchids, some people find them almost

impossible. The bulbs may be lifted now, but

what is of vital importance is that they

should be replanted with out delay, for if allowed

to get dry they are apt to lose their vitality. Where

it is impossible to plant at once, they should be

kept for a few days in sand or fibre.

Under Wytham Woods the meadows are marshy,

and here and there occur the Buckbean (Meny-

anthes trifoliata). ThaUctrum fla\Tim, Orchis

latifolia and the blue-flowered Geranium pratense.

Other Thames-side flowers in this neighbour-

hood are Epilobium hirsutum, E. parviflorum, the

Piu-ple Loosestrife (Lythrum Salicaria), Caltha

palustris or Marsh Marigold, Skull-cap or Hedge

Hyssop (Scutellaria galericulata), the Water Mint

(Mentha aquatica). Yellow Loosestrife (Lysimachia

vulgaris). Money-wort or Creeping Jenny (L.

Nummularia), Guelder Rose or Water Elder

(Vibiurnum Opulus), now showing rich crimson

and purple foliage, and shmmg, half transparent

berries ; the Flowering Rush (Butomus umbeUatus)

in shallow waters ; the Arrow-head (Sagittaria

sagittffifolia), the Water Plantain (Alisma Plantago

aquatica), the Water Violet (Hottonia palustris)

in soft mud banks and submerged in water ;
that

graceful Sedge, Carex pendula ; the Marsh Horse-

tail (Equisetum palustre) and the

Great Horsetail (E. maximum), most

beautiful relics of a bygone flora

;

.Marsh Helleborine (Epipactis palus-

tris), the Grass of Parnassus (Par-

nassia palustris) m marshy places

and bogs ; the Bitter Cress (Car-

damine amara), and the Cuckoo

Flower or Lady's Smock (Cardamme

pratensis). The latter, curiously

enough, rarely produces seed, but is

increased by its leaflets, which are

carried about the meadows dming

flood-time and root m the muddy soU

on the sinking of the water. The

double-flowered form is not uncom-

mon in the wild state. In the deeper

backwaters the Water Lily is com-

mon, as is also Nymphaea lutea.

Many plants, although not natives,

have become naturalised by the side

of many streams in England, such as,

for example, the Yellow Mimulus (M.

luteus) and the two Balsams or

Touch-me-nots, Impatiens Noli-me-

tangere and I. fulva. These, like our

true natives, the Purple Loosestrife,

Willow Herb and Water Forget-me-

not, are all quite easily raised from

;^"^jC seed, and it is only necessary to plant
"

'

the seedlings in muddy soil at the

water edge, when they will soon

establish themselves and spread along

the banks of streams or lakes. Plants like the

Royal Fern (Osmunda regalis), double-flowered

Meadow-sweet (Spiraea Ulmaria flore pleno), and

Arrow-head (Sagittaria sagittaefolia flore pleno) are

increased by division of the roots, and they may

either be planted now or in March.

Iris siburica, with lilac purple or bluish flowers,

makes a delightful show in early June if planted

about the margins of lakes, ponds or streams.

When the clumps become overgrowm they are

easUy put right by dividing them up mto smaUer

sections as soon as the flowers fade. I. Iffivigata,

a beautiful Iris of Japan in rich and varied colours,

requires special treatment. In Japan it is grown

in ricefields, which are heavily manured in winter

when dry, and flooded by krigation in the summer,

when the Irises are about 2 inches under water.

Here they are best planted m small mounds which

are dry in winter and submerged in summer,

although at Wisley they are growm most success-

fully without any special whiter treatment. C. Q.
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OUR NATIVE TREES AND THEIR CONGENERS.— III.

By W. Botting Hemsley, LL.D., F.R.S., V.M.H.

The Birch (Betula).— There are two native

arboreous species of Birch, though some authors

regard them as varieties of one. In addition there

is a very dwarf shrubby species, restricted, in this

country, to the mountains of Scotland. Birches

are now quite confined to the temperate and arctic

regions of the Northern Hemisphere, but certain

fossil remains of the Australian

tertiary strata have been identified

as belonging to the genus Betula.

Between thirty and forty species of

this genus have been described, and

they girdle the northern temperate

and cold zones, forming large forests,

especially in Europe and Asia.

Upwards of a dozen species are

recorded from China, half of these

being of comparatively recent dis-

covery. Betula nana, the Scottish

Mountain Birch, extends into the

Arctic regions, but it is not recorded

from the extreme limits of flowering

plants. Very dwarf tufted Willows

and Birches constitute the bulk of

Arctic woody vegetation. The so-

called Birches of New Zealand are

really Beeches, and some further

information concerning them will be

found under Fagus.

The Hazel (Corylus).—The Hazel,

Corylus Avellana, of our woods and
hedgerows rarely develops the habit

and dimensions of a tree, but it

occasionally forms a trunlc as much
as 3 feet in girth, with a crown

30 feet high. Some of the exotic

species are normally trees. Corylus

Columa, for example, grows to a

height of 60 feet, though this

species also is often bushy. Corylus

comprises eight or ten species, re-

stricted to the north temperate zone

and generally dispersed in this

region, and most numerous in China.

None of the American species reaches

so far south as Mexico. C. Avellana

has a wide distribution in Europe
and Asia, and extends to North
Africa.

The Hornbeam (Carpinus).— The
genus Carpinus comprises about a

score of species, a dozen of which

are recorded from China ; half of

these discovered within the last

quarter of a century. C. Betulus,

the common Hornbeam, is con-

sidered to be indigenous in the south-

cast of England, and it ranges from
South Sweden to the south of

Europe and West Asia. There are

several species in the mountains of

North India, and C. americana

skirts the eastern side of America,
from Canada to Florida, reappearing

in the mountains of Guatemala.

Otherwise the genus is apparently

confined to the north temperate

zone.

The Beech (Fagus : Notho-
fagus).— Beeches consist of two

sections or genera : Fagus (Eufagus), inhabiting

the temperate zone of the Northern Hemi-
sphere ; and Nothofagus, inhabiting the
Southern Hemisphere ; Chile and Fuegia

;

New Zealand and Eastern Australia ; from
Tasmaiua to Southern Queensland. Most botanists

now agree that the Southern Beeches should be

given separate generic rank, though Cheeseman,
in his " Manual of the New Zealand Flora," still

retains the Southern species under Fagus. In
this sense the genus comprises about a score of

species, a dozen of which are Southern. Fagus
sylvatica, the common Beech, is considered native
in the Midlands and Southern England, but as

an introduced tree both in Scotland and Ireland.

Closely allied species occur in North America, China
and Japan. Some of the Asiatic forms have been
described as varieties of F. sylvatica. Most of

the species inhabiting the Southern Hemisphere

*^v
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are large, handsome, evergreen trees ; some

of them constituting extensive forests and yielding

valuable timber. Two or three of the New Zealand

species attain the height of lOO feet, and F. Cun-

ninghamii, one of the chief forest trees of Tasmania,

sometimes reaches a height of 200 feet with a

girth of 90 feet. Birch is the popular name of

these trees in New Zealand, and F. Cunninghamii

was named Myrtle Tree by the early colonists in

Tasmania. Whether we consider the Northern and

Southern species as generically different or not,

the absence of the type and any close ally from

the whole of the intermediate country is a

remarkable fact in plant distribution.

The Oak (Quercus).—The dis-

tribution of the genus Quercus is

dealt with in the present volume

of The Garden, page 351. There

are two distinct Oaks wild in the

United Kingdom, namely, Quercus

pedunculata and Q. sessiliHora,

with intermediate forms, supposed

to be hybrids or seminal variations.

About seventy-five species are on

record from China alone, and

large areas are still imexplored.

Many species are indigenous

in the tropical regions of India

and Malaya, and one or more

descend to the sea-level in

Central America and Cuba.

Quercus Robur is thoroughly

naturalised in the Island of

St. Helena, where it is common
in some localities, grows to a

large size, and fruits freely.

Some Australian, fossil remains

have been referred to Quercus.

The EUn (Uhnus).—Babing-
ton, Bentham, Hooker and other

writers on the British flora agree

in defining two species of Elm.

namely the common (Ulmus

campestris) and the W y c h

(U. montana) with a number

of forms or varieties difficult

of classification. Several later

botanists have made a critical

study of the genus Ulmus, as

represented in our parks and

woods, and by experiment
have arrived at a knowledge

of the true pedigree of some,

or all, of the puzzling forms,

some of which were known
and distinguished by Philip ALOES
Miller and other writers of his

period. In consequence of the

confusion in nomenclature, the general distribution

of U. campestris and U. montana is a little tmcertain

on some points, though both, as ordinarily circimi-

scribed, have a wide area in Temperate Europe and
Asia, and also extend to North Africa. Of the genus

Ulmus nearly a score of species are on record, and
they are dispersed almost throughout the north

temperate zone. In America there is a southern

extension to the mountains of Mexico, where one

species occurs. In the Himalayas one species

descends into the subtropical districts of Sikkim,

and about eight or ten species inhabit China and
Japan.

The Ulmaceae, as an independent family, also

comprise the genera Celtis and Zelkowa. They
are, or have been, regarded by some botanists

as a tribe or sub family of the Urticaceae.

THE GARDEN OF LA MORTOLA.
By G. Frederic Lees.

Author of "Wanderings on the Italian Riviera," "A Summer in Touraine, &c."

I Mrs. Maurice Bonham-Carter is being

I spent on that idyllic little cape whicb

I juts into the Mediterranean between ' Hanbury continued to
*• Mentone and Ventimiglia once more

calls attention to the celebrated garden

of exotic plants which the late Sir Joseph Hooker
described as being " without a rival amongst the

k HE fact that the honeymoon of Mr. and
|

the finest chapters in the annals of horticulture

—lasted for seven years, until March 24, 1875 ;

and how for over thirty years longer Thomas
plant and sow until

" botanists' paradise
"

the place became that

it is to-day.

I have often pictured to myself, when wandering

amid the tropical vegetation of La Mortola and
along its flowery alleys leading

to spots whence you can obtain

exquisite views of the rugged

Italian Riviera and the turquoise

green sea, what the denuded La
Mortola must have been like when
the two brothers began their work.

Imagine them scattering the seeds

of Rhamnus Alatemus, Quercus

Ilex and Ivy among the rocks of

the valley
;

planting Roses from

their father's garden at Clapham ;

watching the growth of Passion

Flowers, Paeonies and Cedars of

Lebanon in the place of grass

and weeds ; and tending through-

out the years the exotic plants

—

including some eighty varieties of

Acacia, many kinds of Cistus,

Eucalyptus, Cupressus, Ficus,

Genista, Juniperus, Magnolia,

Melaleuca, Yucca and Wigandia

—

which they had received from the

gardens and horticultural estab-

lishments of the French Riviera

and elsewhere.

Everything that was new, or

rare, or curious in the plant

world, provided there was a

chance of it growing at La Mortola,

was obtained. From the Jardin

des Plantes, at Paris, came
several new plants, among them
two specimens of an Australian

Palm, Livistona australis, and one

of the large Chilian Palm, Jubaea

spectabilis, which are still in the

garden. The little Erigeron
mucronatus, now half wild, not

only at La Mortola, but also at

many places in the neighboiurhood,

came from Professor Planchon

of MoDtpellier ; and from Sahuts'

nursery garden at the same

principal collections of living plants in the world." I
place arrived many interesting forms of

Many of my readers have certainly already' heard Citrus, including the Bergamot. Daniel Hanbury

of La Mortola and some, perhaps, have visited
!
possessed a very wide circle of botanical friends, so

AND THE BOLE OF A GIGANTIC BLUE GUM TREE
(eucalyptus globulus) AT LA MORTOLA.

it, but one cannot tell too often—at any rate

in outline—the romantic story of how Thomas
Hanbmy, in 1867, when in his thirty-fifth year

and fresh from the East, where he had acquired

a large fortune, discovered the little peninsula

named after the MjTtle and pmchased it, with

an ancient Italian country house, the Palazzo

Orengo ; how he set to work, in collaboration

with his favourite brother, Daniel Hanbury, an

eminent botanist and pharmacologist, to accom-

plish that dream of his youth " to make a garden

in a southern clime, and to share its pleasures

and botanical interests " with that brother

;

how that beautiful collaboration—truly one of

that he was able to obtain rare and valuable

plants from SiX parts of the world. He devoted

special attention to obtaining those of economic

and. especially, pharmaceutical importance.

Thus, year after year, the two brothers sowed

and planted. As early as June, 1868, forty

difierent species of succulents are mentioned in their

note-books ; and in the autimin of the same year

the collection had doubled, thanks to specimens

from Kew, Paris, and an old friend at Reigate,

the late WiUiam Saunders. Most of the large

Agaves and Opuntias, now such a striking feature

of La Mortola, date from the very first years oi

that brotherly and touching collaboration.
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To mention but a tenth part of the plants

and trees which appeal to the botanist and garden-

lover is impossible in the limited space at my
disposal ; all that I can attempt to do is to give

the following brief notes on certain striking

species.

Most of the Acacias grow well. One that is

particularly noteworthy is the Mexican A. sphaero-

cephala, which provides an example of that

myrmecophily which Belt first pointed out in

his " Naturalist in Nicaragua." The long needles

of the plant are inhabited by ants, which obtain

food and drink from the leaves of the plant, which

they defend against herbivorous insects.

Agaves are quite at home and attain their

full growth. The largest are A. salmiana and

A. atrovirens, much cultivated in Mexico for

pulque. Next in size comes A. Franzosinii,

which the late Professor

J. G. Baker of Kew
[

called " The Prince of the

Agaves " on account of

its beautiful greyish white

or bluish leaves. The
smallest of the Agaves is

A. pumila, which never

grows taller than 2 centi-

metres to 3 centimetres.

Aloes thrive equally

well, and have become so

well acclimatised that
they have adapted their

flowering season to the

Riviera latitude. The
most beautiful species,

which flower in South

Africa during June and

July, bloom at La Mortola

from Christmas until
spring.

The Argan Tree of

Morocco was grown from

seed received from Daniel

Hanbury in 1870, and
is interesting because a

kind of oil is made from

its fruit. At La Mortola

it is a thorny shrub,

with fruit the size of

an Olive.

Among the most beau-

tiful plants in the garden

are the Buddleias, es-

pecially B. madagas-
cariensis, a huge climber

covered in spring with

hundreds of long, fine yeUow racemes. Casimiroa

edulis is represented by two fine trees,

9 metres high. In October it produces a good

crop of fruit, which the late curator, Herr Alwin

Berger, told me is delicious when eaten at

once, but becomes very bitter after a few days.

The collection of Agrumi is one of the most

complete in the world. There are even a few

small specimens of the form Bizzaria, which

Risso called " the most singular and curious

tree in the whole of the vegetable Idngdom,"

since it produces fruit bearing the characters

of Oranges, Lemons and Limes. The form Citrus

japonica, known as " Buddha's Fingers," owing

to the carpels at the top of the fruit being like

the fingers of a hand, is also there.

There were once fifty different species of

room. The largest of these trees—it is now so

gigantic a specimen that I could photograph

only a portion of it—is a specimen of E. globulus,

which measures 5-5 metres at its base and has

a height of 24-5 metres. When planted in the

spring of 1869 it was 90 centimetres high. From

this fact alone it may be judged what a change

has come over the vegetation of La Mortola since

the bare forest land of the little cape was taken

over forty-eight years ago.

ROSE MME. ALFRED CARRIERE.

This is one of the most beautiful of summer and

autumn flowering Roses. It is not a novelty, but

it is welcome everywhere, on pergola, and in

both town and country gardens. It seems

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Carnation Malcolm.—-A. Perpetual - flowering

sort of large size and rosy scarlet colouring. Shown

by the Misses Price and Fyfe, Birchgrove, East

Grinstead.

Chrysanthemum James Fraser.—An exhibi-

tion Japanese of the largest size and great depth.

The colour is best described as brassy yellow,

which, with the long drooping petals, renders it

most distinct.

Chrysanthemum Flossy.—The largest pure

white single we have seen, the colour being ex-

ceedingly pure and good. It should be most useful

in decoration. These were from Messrs. W.

Wells, Limited, Merstham.
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ROSE MME. ALFRED CARRIERE IN A SURREY GARDEN.

indifferent to its surroundings, and the large

double flowers, as shown by the photograph

sent by Mr. C. Martineau of Esher, and

taken in the garden of Mr. J. Thorneby in the

same village, are produced in great profusion.

As a writer says :
" Late in the summer and

throughout the autumn many are the Roses that

may be cut long stalked for free arrangement in

water ; but early in June there is only this one

good Rose that can be so used." Mme. Alfred

Carriere, classed as a Hybrid Noisette, has large,

pale leaves of the Tea Rose character and large,

loose flowers of a low-toned warm white, capital

to gather into a loose bunch in the hand and put

straight in water without elaborate arrangement.

It grows and blooms early, and is a Rose of much
grace and beauty. In the National Rose

Eucalyptus at La Mortola, but Thomas Hanbury 1 Society's official catalogue it is described as the

reduced the number, as they took up too much
,
best white hardy climber.

Odontioda Aphrodite.—A remarkable hybrid

novelty, the purplish, mauve-shaded sepals and

petals freely freckled with white being in fine

contrast to the golden-crested lip. Shown by

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Laelio-Cattleya St. Alban (L.-C Golden Glory

X Cattleya dowiana aurea).—A very beautiful and

distinct novelty. Sepals and petals old gold to

palest orange, the frilled lip of rich red orange,

deepening at the tube, where it is heavily lined.

From Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans.

Laelio-Cattleya Invincible var. His Majesty

(L.-C. dominiana x L.-C. bletchleyense).—The

sepals are of purplish hue, the handsome lip of rich

crimson. From Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans.

SEEDLING COMMENDATION CARD.

Odontioda Armstrongae (O. Bradshawee x

Odontoglossum Armstrongae).—A very beautiful
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variety of reddish chestnut tone, freely reticulated

wliite, the rich mauve coloured lip rendering it

very distinct. From Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on December- 7, when
the awards were made.

A SELECTION
OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

NEARLY every cultivator grows more
varieties than is desirable each

year. Those who have had much
experience reduce the number as

much as possible ; but as new
varieties are placed on the lists

every year, some of these must be tried. Many
amateurs have not the necessary space to devote

to new sorts, and so they and beginners depend

to a great extent on the results of trials made by
others who possess plenty of space, both outside

and inside the houses. The following list will

prove helpful to many readers. The varieties

named have done remarkably well during the

past season, and may be relied on by amateur

cultivators.

Twenty-Four Japanese for Exhibition.

—

Mrs. James Gibson, mauve pink, natural break,

first crown bud, 4 feet high
;
Queen Mary, white,

should be stopped early in April, first crown,

4 feet ; Miss A. E. Roope, 4 feet 6 inches, stop

plants third week in March, first crown—this is

the finest yellow ; Francis Jolliffe, creamy yellow,

petals edged light rose, natural break, first crown,

5 feet ; Mrs. Gilbert Drabble, pure white, stop

plants the third week in April, first crown, 4 feet

;

Bob Pulling, yellow, natural break, first crown,

3 feet 6 inches ; Rosamund, primrose, suffused

old rose, 4 feet ; F. S. Vallis, pale yellow, natural

break, first crown, 5 feet ; Amy Poulton, flesh

pink, stop first week in April, first crown, 3 feet

6 inches ; Lady Talbot, straw yellow, stop early

in May, first crown about August 10, then a

deep, fine bloom may be expected ; Dandy, old

rose, amber reverse, stop March 20, second crown,

4 feet ; Mr. Keith Luxford, white, slightly shaded

green, natural break, first crown, 4 feet 6 inches

;

His Majesty, velvety crimson, natural first break,

3 feet 6 inches ; H. E. Converse, reddish bronze,

gold reverse, natural break, first crown, 4 feet
;

Pockett's Crimson, a deep, rich crimson, stop

first week in May, 3 feet—if the natural break

occurs about that date, first crown buds will be

available at the right time in August ; William

Turner, pure white, stop late in May if natural

break does not occur then, 4 feet ; Mrs. R. C.

Pulling, light yellow, stop early in April, first

crown, 4 feet ; Mrs. R. Luxford, Indian red,

natural break, late first crown, 3 feet ; Master

James, chestnut red, natural break, first crown,

3 feet ; Marie Loomes, chestnut terra-cotta,

natural break, first crown, 4 feet ; Fred Chandler,

red, gold reverse, stop late in March, first crown,

3 feet 6 inches ; Miss Elsie Davis, rosy mauve,

natural break, first crown, 3 feet 6 inches ; Mrs.

Edgar A. Tickle, mauve pink, natural break,

first crown, 4 feet ; and Kara Dow, bronze, gold

reverse, natural break, first crown, 4 feet. It

should be distinctly understood that the fore-

going are Japanese varieties for exhibition

purposes. Selections of other types will be given

later. Avon.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—A sowing of Cucumbers may be
made now to replace the plants which are sup-

plying fruits during the winter months. Sow
the seeds singly in 3-inch pots and plunge the

pots in a hot-bed. The bed should be quite near
the glass, so that the seedlings may have the
benefit of its warmth till they have made some
progress. When the young plants are fairly well

rooted, transfer them into 6-inch pots, using a

compost of two-thirds fibrous loam and one-third
leaf-soil. In the meantime a hot-bed must be
prepared in a light structure, on which to grow the
plants. When ready, plant them in mounds of

loam and leaf-soil about 5 feet apart. A tempera-,

ture of 65° or 70° must be maintained, and during
times of severe frost a covering should be placed
over the glass at night to conserve the heat. The
old plants may be encouraged to mature their

fruits for some time to come by careful attention
to the regulation of young growth, watering,
and the maintenance of an equable temperature.

Late Grapes.—All late Grapes should have
been cut by this date, so that the Vines may have
their necessary rest. The borders will be in need
of a thorough soaking of water, and if they
are in a clean, healthy condition, a good soaking
of diluted farmyard drainings will be of great
benefit If the borders need attention in regard to

renovating or extending, this work should be done
at once. The pruning of all Vines must be com-
pleted without delay.

Plants Under Glass.

Mignonette.—The plants raised in the autumn
may be shifted into 5-inch pots when ready,
using a compost of loam, leaf-soil and brick rubble.

A shelf near the glass in a cool house will suit

them till they commence to flower. They will

now require the support of neat stakes.

Cyclamen.—The young plants which were
raised from seed in September are now read\'

for a shift into 2i-inch pots. A compost of loam,
leaf-soil and sand will suit them. When potted,
stand them on a shelf near the glass in a house
having a temperature of 60" or 65°. The pots
should, if possible, be stood on a moist base or
plunged in boxes of fibre. Spray them two or
three times a day with lukewarm rain water.
Old plants which are flowering must be given
plenty of stimulants.

The Flower Garden.

Newly Planted Roses.—In the event of a
severe spell of frost, no time should be lost in

protecting Roses which have been recently planted.
Strong winds will often cause newly planted Roses
to become loose in the ground, in which case
they must be made firm by pressing the soil about
the roots with the foot. Briar stocks may be
planted at any time now when the weather is open.
As a rule, suitable Briars may be found in the
neighbourhood for this purpose. Roses and
Brambles which have been planted in the wood-
land need pruning or thinning annually. In some
cases it may be necessary to cut them down to
the ground.

Carnations.—Should there be danger of the
plants being damaged by game, the beds must
be protected by placing wire netting around them.
Frequent light dustings of soot will also help to

keep game off. Examine the plants after severe
frost, and press the soil about them where it has
become loose. A handful of coal ashes placed
around the collar of each plant is an excellent
protection, should the weather be unusually
severe.

Box Edgings.—The planting of Box edgings
may be carried out at any time now when the
weather is open. Gaps may also be filled up
where these have occurred. Cuttings for this

purpose may be taken from the common Tree Box,
but they must be obtained from plants in exposed
situations.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Renovating Old Orchard Trees.—An effort

should be made to keep old orchard trees in a good
fruit-bearing condition, especially valuable varieties.

One of the chief causes of a general weakening
of the trees is neglect in pruning or thinning the
branches annually. It is not uncommon to see

trees growing in orchards literally choked with
weak, useless growth. A judicious annual thinning

of such trees would quickly bring them back
to a healthy, fruit-bearing condition. Valuable old

trees should also receive assistance in the matter
of feeding. At this time of year there is always
a plentiful supply of liquid manure in the farm-
yards, which should, if possible, be carried to the
trees. Artificial manure will also be beneficial,

but this should be scattered over the roots during
wet weather so that the rains may wash it down.

The Kitchen Garden.

Early Peas.—A sowing of Peas may be made
outdoors on a warm border when the ground is

in suitable condition. The seeds should be sown
in shallow trenches, and if the ground is on
the wet side, a little dry soil from the potting-

shed may be scattered along the trenches previous
to sowing the seed. The variety Pilot is excellent

for this sowing. Mice must be watched for till

the seedlings are through the soil. Traps should
be kept constantly set along the rows for these
pests.

French Beans.—A sowing of a dwarf \-ariety,

such as Osborne's Forcing, may be made now
in 7-inch pots. A good substantial compost must
be used, and room should be left for a top-dressing
of soil when the plants are setting their pods.

A position quite near the glass must be given

them, and a temperature of 60° or 65° maintained.

Onions.—For producing large bulbs, a sowing
may now be made either in shallow boxes or

3^-inchpots. Sow the seeds thinly, so that the seed-

lings may receive little damage to the roots when
transplanted to other boxes or pots. A compost of

loam, leaf-mould and manure from the Mushroom-
house will be found suitable. Place them on a

shelf in a Peach-house which has just been started.

Cauliflowers.—The plants in cold frames must
be given abundance of air whenever possible.

Keep a careful watch for slugs. They may be
kept off by scattering lime around the sides of the
frame. Keep dead leaves removed, and where
the plants are planted out, the soil must be moved
occasionally with a pointed stick.

E. Harriss.
(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)

Lockinge Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli.—During very severe weather it Will

be much safer to run no risks, but to protect the
plants with a light covering of clean straw or

Bracken. Upon the return of mild or wet weather
it should be at once removed.

Parsley, although fairly hardy, should be pro-

tected if good clean leaves are to be obtained con-

veniently to supply demands. Either frames or

other glass protection can be used, and where
the plants have already been well stripped, some
can be lifted and brought indoors where there

is a certain amount of warmth—just enough to

encourage a firm growth.

Potatoes.—Tubers started in heat at the present

time will produce a fair crop in March if they are

given correct treatment. Ten-inch pots should be
used, half filled with loam and leaf-soil. The
soil must be light, and yet rich enough to nourish

the crop. The pots should be placed in an early

vinery or Peach-house near the pipes, but in a

position where they are close to the glass, so that

the growth may be sturdy. May Queen is a

splendid variety to grow in this way.

Peas.—Where one has plenty of accommodation
for early vegetables indoors, a few pots of early

Peas may now be sown. Being grown so early

and during the very short days, they must not

be expected to produce anything like an outdoor
crop. A dwarf variety, such as American Wonder
or Daisy, should be grown.

The Flower Garden.

Bulbs in Grass.—Early patches of Snowdrops
will soon be appearing through the surface, and
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no time should now be lost in giving the final

brushing of any grass where they are situated.

The Rock Garden.—Additions or alterations
should be carried out, if possible, before growth
becomes active of any of the early subjects.

This could proceed in mild weather, but should
not be attempted while there is any trace of

frost remaining in the ground. Some of the
very free growing plants which have taken
possession of more than their fair share of space
ought to be lifted and replanted after having
been reduced to reasonable proportions. Examine
any plants which are of doubtful hardiness, and
attend to protection if it is necessary.

Plants Under Glass.

Schizanthuses.—Plants raised from seed sown
during autumn will in most cases require pinching
if a bushy habit is to be obtained. The final

potting must soon be done, also staking attended
to. Continue to grow fairly cool, but avoid
admitting air recklessly during cold weather.
If fly is troublesome, fumigate the house with a
nicotine compound.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—As plants
become shabby and pass out of bloom, they should
have all flowering shoots removed and be partly
cut back. If they are then kept a little drier

than previously, they will benefit from the rest

and are certain to break into growth with much
greater vigour when required to produce cuttings.

Amaryllids.—These produce their flower-spikes
very quickly if the plants have already had a

good rest. Only good bulbs which are known
to contain embryo flowers should he selected,

and before putting them in heat they can have
a little of the surface soil removed and be given
a top-dressing which should contain a certain

amount of some concentrated fertiliser-

Chrysanthemums. — .As the single-stemmed
plants pass out of bloom theii places can be taken
by the later decorative varieties. Plants after

having been cut over should not be relegated to

some out-of-the-way position in almost entire-

shade, otherwise the cuttings produced for future
stock will be of poor quality. Plants being kept

i

for producing cuttings should receive equally as

much attention as those in flower.

Pot Roses.—A start can be made by bringing
a few plants indoors if very early Rose buds are
desired. Too much heat at the commencement
would produce weak growths. The drainage
should be examined at the same time as the pots
are being washed. Only a very slight pruning
should be given if it is at all necessary.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Melons.—If the grower has plenty of
heat at command right through the winter, a
few seeds may now be sown. Where sufficient
heat cannot be depended upon, it is more profit-

able to wait until early in January, as by sowing
now in genial conditions ripe fruit can only be
had from this sowing at the earliest a few days
in advance. Sow in 2-inch pots in loam which
has already been heated to the temperature of
the house. Mice quickly discover and devour
Melon seeds, so that precautions must be taken.
As soon as germination has taken place, stand
the plants on a shelf near the glass to encourage
a sturdy growth, and see that a minimum tem-
perature of 65° is maintained.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Spraying Fruit Trees.—^This may be dealt
with during mild weather when there is an absence
of wind. If a proper spraying machine is used
for making a fine spray, there is naturally less
waste of material than when an ordinary syringe
is used. The caustic alkali washes should not
be used every season, as the bark becomes injured
by too frequent a use of them. Every second or
third year is frequent enough to remove lichen
and general parasites. Where fruit trees are
growing in vegetable quarters, care must be
taken that the spray is kept off the vegetables.

Grafting.—Where any of this work is contem-
plated, the primings of the varieties to be used
should be preserved, properly labelled, and heeled
in in some sheltered border where they will remain
in good condition until required in spring.

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,

Bart.)
CasUemilk Gardens, Lockerbie, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FLOWER GARDEN.
BORDER CHRYSANTHEMUMS (R. M.).—The foUow-

ing varieties are of flrst-class merit : Goacher's Crimson,
bright crimson, 2i feet ; Aquitaine ; Normandie ; Ethel
Blades, chestnut "scarlet, 3 feet; Dolores, terra-cotta,
2i feet ; Cranford Pink, a clear pink, 2^ feet ; Cranford
Yellow, 2^ feet ; Chaldon, reddish crimson, very suitable
Kro-ffTi as^single plants, 2^ feet; Belle Mauve, mauve,
a beauty, dwarf, 2 feet ; Patricia, mauve pink, 2 feet

;

Provence, pink, gold tips of petals, gold centre, 2^ feet

;

Hoi des Blancs, white, 2i feet ; Perle Rose, pink and rose,
2 feet ; and Mrs. E. V.' Freeman, deep crimson, 2J feet
to 3 feet. Notes on good varieties for pot culture and
exhibition will appear in due course.

ROCK GARDEN.
WANTED : RABBIT-PROOF ROCK PLANTS {Mor-

dington).—It is difficult to say which rock plants would
be proof against rabbits, but it is likely that all the
Sedums and Sempervivums would escape injury, pro-
bably also Campanulas and Saxifrages. The best plan,
however, would be to protect your rock garden with
wire netting; then you could grow whatever you wished
It is not necessary to give Grape Muscat of Alexandria
sulphate of iron in order to make it colour. As a rule it

requires a little more sun and a little higher temperature
than most Grapes in order to finish it well.

ROSE GARDEN.
BEST ARTIFICrAL MANURE FOR ROSES {Maida

Vale).—It is presumed that your Roses have not been
planted this autumn, and can therefore be looked upon
as establislied. In that event, the safest of the three
artificial manures mentioned by you to be used as an
all-round fertiliser is undoubtedly the mixture known
as Tonk's IVEanure. It can be obtained ready made
in small or large quantities from most horticultural
sundriesmen, and should be applied after the pruning is

completed, and watered in as directed. If, on the othrr
hand, your trees have only been recently planted, avoid
all artificial manures during 1916 as you'wonld poison.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FIGS NOT RIPENING (SV . //.).—When forced under

glass the Fig is one of tlie most fruitful trees we have,
always bearing two distinct crops of fruit, and sometimes
three crops, every year. The first crop i.s always borne
on the old wood of the previous year's gro'wth, tlie

second crop on the shoots of the current year's growth,
and the third crop (which is of little consequence) from
the lateral shoots which issue from the shoots of the cur-
rent year's gro^Hh. Now, in the case of outdoor Figs,
it is only the first crop (that which groups on the old shoots
of the previous year's growth) which we can ripen in this
country. That which the current year's growth produces
scarcely ever ripens, and we suspect that is the cause of
the fruit not ripening in your case. If you can send us a
shoot with the fruit on. we can tell you. Tlie way to
encourage your trees to bear on the old wood is by thinning
out the branches freely, so that sunshine and light
can play freely among them in summer, and so ripen the
wood and prepare the shoots to bear.

AMERICAN BLIGHT {M. ^arfj/er).—American blight
is one of the most troublesome pests, and not easy to
get rid of unless constant attention is paid to it. Where
a number of trees are attacked, it would probably pay to
purchase an injector and inject carbon bisulphide at the
rate of 2oz. to a tree in four places near the roots, for at
times the pest lives on the roots as well as on the shoots.
This must be combined with spraying. Caustic soda,
21b., dissolved in water, 10 gallons, is one of the best
spray materials to use, but it must be forcibly applied.
The ordinary mist-liko spray usually applied is quite
useless for the purpose of combating this pest. Paraffin
emulsion used in the same way is also good. In summer,
every spot affected should be painted with methylated
spirit; or a mixture of 4oz. of carbolic soft soap wth
a gallon of water, and a wineglassful of paraffin stirred
in, may be used. A stiff brush is best with which to rub
the stuff well into the ca%ities.

TRAINING CORDON PEACH TREES (Tim).—Peach
trees succeed very well on their own roots, but they succeed
better when worked on the Plum stock. The training of
a cordon Peach tree is a very simple and easy matter.
You say of your seedlings that some have one stem, some
have two, and some more. If we treat of a single cordon
it will be enough, as the same treatment repeated will
answer for double or treble cordons. The first thing to
do with your young seedlings is to cut each stem down
to within 9 inches of the ground. Next-spring you will
find that buds will break all over the stem of the cut-back
shoot. Select the terminal bud to form the leading
main upright shoot of next year. This must be allowed
to grow its full length without interruption. The remaining
buds on the stem should be treated as follows. Reduce
them to three (at even distances apart) on one side, and
two on the other. These side buds in due time will develop
into shoots. As soon as this is the case, and when five
leaves have been developed, these young shoots must
be stopped (meaning the pinching off with the finger and
thumb of the centre of the shoot). In consequence of
this stopping, other small shoots wiU issue from the stopped
siioots. These are termed sublaterals, each of which must
be stopped at the third leaf. Any subsequent gro\vth

which may proceed from the latter should be stopped in the
same way. The centre shoot shoidd be staked or nailed
to the waU for support as gro'wth takes place. Thi&
finishes the process of training for the first year. Second
year.—Cut back the main shoot to within 12 inches of
its base. The side shoots below should also be pruned
back, the stronger of tliem to within 3 inches of their base,
and those not so strong to within two buds of their base.
There- will, no doubt, be some flowers on these side shoots,,

and in due time possibly fruit also. Do not let a tree
bear more than two fruits the first year. The same
process of pruning will have to be continued each suc-
ceeding year until the cordon has attained to the height
desired. After that, all shoots will have to be spurred
back to within three or two buds of their base, as described
above. It is generally the ease with young Peach trees

that two or "three years after planting they develop
some gross, sappy shoots which cannot be properly ripened^
and therefore prove infertUe. Indeed, if such gro\\'th is

not arrested, in time it will prove to be the ruin of the tree.

Therefore, as soon as indications cf this sort are noticed,

take up the trees in autumn, as soon as the leaves have
fallen, cut back the strong roots by half their length,,

and slightly shorten all the smaller roots as well. This will

cause an enormous multiplication of new, small, fibrous

surface roots, which will react on the branches, com-
pelling them to be of moderate growth and productive
of fruit. The Peach is a tender tree, and sometimes its

branches are injured by hard frost during winter ; therefore
it is advisable to defer its pruning until the middle of
February.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF FRUIT.—Pi7cVo(i.—l, Grosse Calebasse ;

2, Duchesse de Bordeaux; 3, Thompson's; 4, MarSchat
de la Cour; 5, Boston Russet; 6, Royal Nonsuch; 7,

Cat's Head. F. G'., Bays.—1, Mfire du i\l(3nagc ; 2»
AUington Pippin : 3, Emperor Alexander; 4, John Apple ;

5, NeSrton Wonder. New Castle.—Emperor Alexander.
./. R., Solmwood.—Apple Newton Wonder.

Biisiolian.—1, Flander; Pippin; 2, Rambour Franc; 3,
Rival (?); 4, Bess Pool.

NAMES OF PLANTS.

—

Fish.—Ferns, Aspidium angu-
larc (woolly), Nophrotliuu dilatatum (branching), Arenaria.

IKploidcs (small white fiowers). A. L. N.—1, Cannot
i:lentify without flower^?—probably Ca anthe ; 2, Buddleia
species; 3, Selaginella kraussiana ; 4, Helsine Solierolii

:

5, Ophiopogon japonicus ; 6, Acer palmatum.

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fortnightly meeting held on December 7, the last

for tliL- present year, though below the average of such
meetings, was not without interest or variety. Chrysan-
themums from Merstham were of an imposing order,

wliile Carnations from Hayward's Heath were presented
in most artistic style. For the rest there were bright
colour patches of Begonias and interesting exl^ibits of

Fern variations from Edmonton, a fresh-looking group of

berried and other shrubs from Richmond, and delightful

exhibits of Orchids from a variety of sources. There
were no exhibits of fruit or vegetables.

Floral Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
W. G. Baker, A. Turner, C. E. Shea, W. J. Bean, J. Green,.

R. C. Notcutt, G. Reuthc, C. R. Fielder, J. W. Moorman,
W. Howe, T. Stevenson, W. Bain, J. Dickson. C. .Dixon,

J. T. Bcnnett-Poe, C. E. Pearson, J. Hudson, J. W. Barr,
E. H. Jenkins and W. P. Thomson.

Messrs. Piper, Bayswater and Barnes, again contributed
a very extensive exhibit of choice shrubs, coniferous-

plants and climbers, not a few of these being of high
ornament. Of this type were Berberis Wilsonse (fidl of
rich scarlet berries), the Pernettyas (in rose, white and
scarlet), Cotoneaster humifusa, Skimmias and others.

Giant examples of Retinospora obtusa nana were very
fine. Trochodcndron aralioides is most distinct in leaf

and branch; Berberis japonica intermedia and B. j.

Bealii, both yellow flowered, are welcome at this time for

leaf beauty, flower and fragrance ; while Juniperus tamaris-
cifoha aurea and Cryptomeria japonica elegans, the last

now in bronzy garb, afford a colour beauty by no means
common at this season.

f

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond , contributed berriedi

and other shrubs and chmbers extensively, such as-

Aucuba japonica vera, Crataegus Pyracantha and C. P.
Lelandii (rich scarlet and orange scarlet fruited respec-

tively) being most effective. Cotoneaster angusti folia,,

with yellowish, bird-proof fruits, was also good. Other
interesting plants included Hedera Helix digitata aurea
(now in bronzy attire), H. H. dentata variegata, Euony-
mus in variety and Eurya latifoUa variegata.j |i

BIr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, had a considerable
display of Nerines. Prince of Orange,' Plantii (rich scarlet),

coruscans major, flexuosa alba, itrs. Willoughby (salmon
and white), Henry Jlerritt (pale salmon), India (of Fair-

mount Carnation colour), and Romance, which is in the
same colour range as the last, were included. A few
clioice alpines aud handsome examples of Christmas
Roses were also on view.

air. George West, The Nurseries, Datchet, set upalovely
group of the new Carnation' Nora West, of lovely deep
salmon tone and remarkably free flowering. It is stated
to be a seedhng from Winsor, and is possessed of the same
free-flowering qualities.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sous, Highgate, N., exliibited

a capital group of Carnations, of which Wliitc Wonder,
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Sanstar (yellow), Lady Ingestre (salmon), Champion
(the finest scarlet), R. F. Felton (pink), "nTiite Swan,
Scarlet Carola, May Day and Carola (crimson) were very
fine. Solanum aculeatissimum (ciliatum) in fruit in pots
was also well staged amid Ferns and small Heaths.
Tbe Slisses Price and Fyfe, Birchgrove, Sussex, set

up a nice group of single and decorative Chrysanthe-
mums and Carnations. Marion, deep pink of a very
beautiful shade, is a self-coloured flower that should light
up well. It is verj' effective in the mass. Rosy Amaranth,
Mrs. Andrew "Walker (bronze) and Bronze Cheer were
other good Chrysanthemums. Of Carnations, Malcolm
(rosy scarlet), Ian (clear pink), Snowstorm, with Jean and
Alison (both of good pink) were also of note.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, displayed
winter-flowering Begonias in groups, such as >Irs. Leopold
de Rothschild, Masterpiece and Glorv of Cincinnati (all

of the Gloire de Lorraine set), with Winter Cheer (red),
Optima (palest orange) and Exquisite (salmon and rose)
of the tuberous -rooted section, all being well shown.
Cyclamen, too, were very good, while a few of the crested
and crispum Scolopendriiims were very beautiful. Of
these, grandiceps and grande were among the most
striking. A complete set of fronds of the variations of
the common Polypody, Polypodium viUgare, were of
muchintere?t. Sometwenty-sj> varietiesweresostaged,the
most comprehensive collection we remember to have seen.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, staged a very
fine lot of Carnations in amply filled stands and vases.
Some of the best were Pink Sensation. Ahce (a novelty
of merit), Mrs. Mackay Edgar (pink), Gorgeous (the best
cerise), Purple Robe, Satin Robe, Countess of Pembroke
<cherry red), Matchless (fine pure white, large and hand-
some), "White Enchantress, and Enchantress Supreme
(one of the finest pink Carnations extant).

Messrs. AUwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, arranged
with much skill and efl'ect a capital lot of Carnations
fronting a mirror background, the airangement reflecling
the use and beauty of the flowers in a two-fold degree.
Artistic and good in itself, and getting away from the
stereotyped way of showing these flowers, the exhibit,
while of educational value, also demonstiated oridnality
of thought and the possibihties of the flower when required
on a lavish scale. Vases, stands and pendent baskets
were freely employed. Mary Allwood, Cardinal (pink),
Wivelsfleld Wliite, Mrs. B. P. Cheney (scarlet and white
fancy), Rosalind, Xiobe (salmon), Carola, Triumph and
Mrs. C. W. Ward were among the varieties used in this
imposing lot. A ground^-ork of velvet and garnistiings
of Asparagus and Smilax al^o lent their aid.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, again

showed a small collection of alpine and aUied plants in
boxes.

Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Merstham, arranged a table
of superbly grown exhibition and decorative Chrysanthe-
mums, the imposing display constituting a feature of
the exhibition. Crimson Velvet, Bronze Beauty, Lady
Mowberry (yellow) and Flossy (purest white—award of
merit) are singles of high rank. Louisa Pockett is a giant
exhibition Japanese ; James Fraser, golden Japanese

;

while W. Rigby is of pale yellow tone and a sport from
Mr. G. Drabble. Some of these giants were nearly a
font across.

Orchid CostMrrrEE.

Present : J. G. Fowler, Esq. (chairman), Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Sir Harry J. Veitch, and Messrs. J. O'Brien,
Gxirney WUson, W. Bolton, J. WUson Potter, F. J. Hanburv,
Pantia Ralli, T. Armstrong, A. McBean, W. Cobb, J.
Charlesworth, J. E. ShiU, C. H. Curtis, W. P. Bound,
A. Dye, S. W. Flory and R. B. White.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge WeUs,
exhibited some exquisitely beautiful Orchid hybrids,
of which Odontioda Armstrongse (O. Bradshawje x
Odontoglossum Armstrongae) received a seedUng com-
mendation card. The sepals are of reddish chestnut
tone, reticulated white, and with deep mauve-coloured
lip. Odontoglossum Philo (O. excellens x O. eximeum)
was also very fine, and there were half a dozen other
seedhngs of merit and distinction which we shall doubtless
see again.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, had a variety of
Cyml idiums and others useful at this season.

Messrs. HassaD and Co., Southgate, showed Cypri-
pediums well, such as Thalia, Mrs. Francis Wellesley,
leeanum statTordianum, 1. Carona and Priam being noted.
Cattleya Sylvia and C. alba perfecta Miss Williams were
other important items,

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, had well-
flowered examples of Odontoglossum Charlesworthii,
with Cjmbidium Doris and a variety of Cypripediums.

Mr. Harry Dixon, Wandsworth Common, displayed
Odontoglo=;sum armainvillierense Santhotes, Cattleya
labiata alba, and Oncidium cheirophylla freely.
From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.', Hayward's Heath,

came a highly attractive grouping of LJehas, a centre
being formed of the richly coloured L. gouldeana, flanked
at right and left by L. autumnahs and L. anceps in con-
siderable quantity. Cattleya o'brieniana alba, Laelio-
Cattleya Golden ' Oriel, Odontodossums in charming
array and variety, with Cypripediums, were all in force.
The new Odontioda Aphrodite (see " JCew and Rare
Plants," page 617) was aLso in this group. It is of
much merit and distinction. The grouping was most
effectively done.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, Sussex, had a small collec-
tion of well-blotched Odontoglossums, with (Cypripediums
and others.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Tarvisbrook, Sussex,
contributed Lflplio-Catlhya luminosa (bronze pepals
and ricli crimt^on lip), Odontioda Cooksona", O. devossiana.
Cattleya Raphaela' alba. Brawo-Cattleya Imp6ratrice
de Russie and Oncidium varicosum among many others.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION SOCIETY,

The winter exhibition—the nineteenth held under the
auspices of the society—was held at the Royal Horti-
cultural Hall, Vincent Square, on December 8. From
the standpoints of extent and competitive zest—particu-

larly in the more important classes—it was one of the
smallest yet held. For example, no exhibit was staged
in Class 1 (for the Monro Challenge Cup), hitherto a leading
feature of the show, and in which only the largest growers
could compete with any iwssibte hope of success, a like

thing happening in the Brunton Challenge Cup Class,

which was for three vases, twelve blooms each, of
British novelties. These in the past, while adding
weight and prestige to the show as a whole, have contri-
buted not a little interest, together with the important
object-lesson of high cultivation and the incentive to
produce novelties at home, wliich is their respective
aims. For the American Cup only one competitor staged.
The gardeners* classes were generally strongly contested,
and good flowers shown. Only one novelty, Mrs. Mackay
Edgar (from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.) received an
award of merit. Following are the more important
exhibits.

Section A (Open).

Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Merstham, were the only
exhibitors of three vases of twelve blooms each of American
novelties distributed since January, 1912, for which the
American Carnation Society offered a challenge cup. The
varieties were Laura Webber (pink), Pink Sensation and
Champion (scarlet), an excellent trio, well grown and
staged.

CoLorR Classes.

Twenty-five blooms of any one variety. Enchantress,
Lady Me'ycr, R. F. Felton or hke shade. The latter was
staged by Mr. G. Lloyd Wigg, Rockshaw, Merstham,
who took first prize with excellent blooms : second,
Messrs. W. Wade and Sons, Parsons Drove, Wisbech

;

third, Mr. J. C. Jenner, Rayleigh, both showing
Enchantress.

Twenty-five blooms of Baroness de Brienen, Pink
Dehgl^t or like colour: First, Messrs. W. Wells, Limited,
with Lord Kitchener, a lovely shade of salmon pink

;

second, Colonel F. C. W. Rideout, Clury Carnation
Nurseries, Langley, with Baroness de Brienen ; third,

Sir. H. T. Mason, Hampton Hill, who staged Enchantress
Supreme.

In the rose pink class for a like number, Messrs. W.WeUs,
Limited, led with an excellent lot of Pink Sensation,
Mr. J. C. Jenner taking second prize with Rose Pink
Enchantress.

Tn the Lawson and Mrs. C. W. Ward class (cerise shades),
Colonel F. C. W. Rideout took the lead with the last

named variety, Mr. H. T. Mason, Hampton Hill, having
a capital vase' of Rosette in the second place. Only two
entered.
For a hke number of any one white-flowered variety,

three entered, Mr. J. C. Jenner, Rayleigh, having a
superb vase of White Enchantress in the first place,

Messrs. Wade and Sons, Wisbech, and Mr. H. T. Mason,
Hampton Hill, both staging WTiite Wonder and taking
second and third prizes respectively.

Three competitors also staged in the scarlet-flowered

class, Messrs. W. Wells, Limited, Merstham, who gained
flr«t prize, showing a very even lot of A\iator in the
pink of condition. The flower is of medium size and of
intense deep scarlet. Mr. H. T. Mason, Hampton Hill,

took second with Scarlet Glow, a more brilliant scarlet

and larger. The flowers are flatter, however, and two or
three had passed middle age. Mr. J. C. Jenner was third
with Champion.

Twenty-five tlooms, crimson or hke shade: Mr. H. T.
Mason, Hampton Hill, led the way with his crimson
seedhng. Warrior, a variety of much merit and distinction.

Sir. J. C. Jenner and Messrs. Wade and Sons staged
Triumph, and were second and tiiird respectivfly.

For twenty-five blooms in the fancy Carnation class,

Major Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., Blandford, took the
leading place witli Sunstar, yellow, lightly touched scarlet

;

Mf'ssrs. Wells being second with Mrs. T. A. Weston,
apricot with scarlet markings.

Dinner table decoration of Carnations, 8 feet by 4 feet

(no cutlery allowed) : Five competitors entered, the
first prize going to Messrs. R. F. Felton and Sons, Hanover
Square, W., who employed vases of Lady NorthcUffe,
associated with trails of bronze Ivj", Asparagus and sprays
of Azara microphylla. Second, Mrs. A. E. Brown, Reigate,
wiio had Salmon Winsor, with Croton leaves. Asparagus
and Cyjjerus : third, Mrs. Alex. Robinson, Carshalton,
the same variety being associated with Ivy, Pitlosporum,
Asparagus and Grasses. All the arrangements were low-
placed.

Section B (Gardeners and Asiateurs).

For the Lord Howard de Walden Challenge Cup and a
cash prize of £3 as first prize for a semi-circular group
of Carnation plants in flower, 25 square feet being allowed,
only one competitor, Sir Daniel F. Gooch, Bart., Hylands
Park, Chelmsford (gardener, Mr. W. Heath), entered,
occupying the corner near the annexe. Well-grown,
well-flowered, dwarf, Ughtly and neatly staked, the
perfection of cleanliness and healthy vigour, this admirable
lot would have required some beating in any competition,
hence merited high praise while standing alone. The
varieties were not named, and while a display of names
on cardboard might constitute a disfigurement in the
case, we certainly think that from the educational point
of view a side plant of each \ariety could be named without
detracting from the merit of the group. White, crimson,
rose pink and salmon shades were fairly evenly balanced.

For one vase of a British-raised seedhng, the Countess
of Derby, Sunningdale (gardener. Mr. G. Reed), was first.

Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., taking the first prize in the

foDowing class for twehe blooms from a given list of
nine American sorts. The variety staged was Pink
Perfection, the flowers very fine.

For twelve plants in bloom of three or more varieties

of Sir. Engelmann's introduction, the Engelmann Novelty
Cup and money prizes were offered, the first prize going
to Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., Blandford (cardener, Mr.
A. E. Usher), who set up well-flowered Triumph, Sunstar,
Lady Northchffe and Fanny (fancy). Second, Ms. A. H.
Hartley, Ridgmead, Englefield Green, who had Sunstar,
Harlequin, Triumph, Carola and Pioneer. The third

prize was awarded to very poor examples staged by
Mr. W. Heath, gardener to Sir Daniel F. Gooch, Bart.,
Chelmsford.

For five blooms of Enchantress, Lady Meyer, R.'F.
Felton or like shade, eight competitors staged, Mr.
G. J. C. Harter, The Grotto, Reading, being first with
R. F. Felton: Mr. G. Lloyd Wig i showing Enchantress
Supreme finely and taking second prize.

Eleven exhibitors staged in a like class, where Baroness
de Brienen. Lady Northcliffe and other colours akin were
the selected varieties. First, the Countess of Derby,
Sunningdale (gardener, Mr. W. J. Reed), who had Baroness
de Brienen ; second, Mr. W. E. Thornber, Burnley ; third,

Mr. G. J. C. Harter, Reading, the specimens in both
being unnamed. In view of Regulation 6 (page 10), that
"all flowers in the competitive classes must be plainly

and correctly labelled," and, further, that "single vases
not so named will be liable to disqualification," we wonder
why, in so well contested a class—or, indeed, any class

—

the regulation was not enforced.

In the Rose Pink Enchantress, Winsor and allied colour
shades, five blooms, seven exhibits were staged. Sir

Randoli Baker, Bart, (gardener, Mr. Usher), was first with
Good Cheer; second, Captain D. Macpherson, R.N.,
West Coker, Yeovil, who had Rose Pink Enchantress ;

third. Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart., with the same -variety.

Strs. ilackay Edgar, a pink-flowered British novelty
raised by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, was the
only variety to which an award of merit was granted.
Jt received 78 points.

NoN-coitPETinvE Exhibits.

I

Mr. A, F. Dutton, Iver, staged a very fine exhibit of
I the varieties Chelsea (fancy), and Louvain (self red),
' Mr. George West, Gables Nurseries, Datchet, arranged a
floor group of admirably grown examples of Nora West,

I of lovely salmon pink shade. Mr. J. C. Jenner, Rayleigh,
had superb vases of Snow*storm, Lady Northcliffe, En-

I
chantress Supreme, Champion, White Enchantress and
others. Messrs. Laxton Brothers, Bedford, contributed

I

well of their British-raised seedling Bedford BeUe, a
' variety of great promise, fragrant, rosy salmon in colour,

j

and of great freedom. The colour is singularly bright and
I

effective. Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath,
arranged a most artistic grouping of the flowers, Mary
Allwood and Wivelsfleld White being strongly in evidence

: among many. Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, had
an excellent lot, in which the certificated Mrs. Mackay

;
Edgar loomed largely, also Matchless and White Wonder,

' two of the leading whites.
I Anattractive and extensive exhibit, composed of Lilinms

j

longiftorum and speciosum, Lily of the Valley, Ctiry-

I

santhemums, fniit and Begonia Gloire de Lorraine, arranged

i

and given chiefly by Mr. W. H. Page, Tangley Park
! Nursery, Hampton, was presided over by the Misses

i
Page, the Misses Sherwood and Miss Dolly Mason, Wie

j

proceeds of the sale to be devoted to the Royal Horti-

I

cultural Society's War Rehef Fund. We hope this admirably
conceived project received the support it merited.

BOOKS.
The Greenhouse : Its Flowers and Manage-

ment*—This is one of the many gardening hand-

books issued by Messrs. Cassell, and that, too,

at a ver>' cheap rate. Its 151 pages are replete

with information such as the amateur requires,

commencing as it does with the construction of

the greenhouse and its heating, following on with

plants suitable for that structure and their culture.

To the amateur taking up the culture of green-

house plants this book can be confidently recom-

mended, as tbe instructions are clear and concise,

and greatly helped by the numerous illustrations.

A common error of assuming that the amateur

knows more than he really does is altogether

avoided. The book shows evidence of care in

its compilation, but a slight slip or two may be

pointed out. On page 34 the description of the

Grevillea applies to Grevillea robusta, but, as

there are so many other kinds, the specific name
should have been given. The Begonia on page 44

should read " weltoniensis," not " meltoniensis,"

while exception may be taken to Geonoma gracilis

as one of the most accommodating of Palms.

"Ihe Greenhouse: Its Flowers and Management," by
H. H. Thomas. Cassell and Co., Limited, La Belle

Sanvage, E.C. ; price Is.
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OBITUARY.

JOHN RISHTON JACKSON.

Bv the lamentable death of Mr. J. Rishton Jackson,

which occurred at his residence at Ilford on the

4th inst., the horticultural trade loses a very I

active and highly respected member. Mr. Jack-

son was a representative of Amateur Gardening

from its commencement, a position which he gave .

up about six years ago on his appointment as

advertisement manager and confidential repre-

sentative of Messrs. Clay and Son, Stratford, E.

In recent years this firm's advertisements, weU
known to all our readers, have been remarkable for

their originality, due almost wholly, if not entirely,

to his initiative. In private life Mr. Jackson took

the keenest interest in the Wesleyan cause, an

interest which may have been inherited, for he

was fond of recalling the fact that his father was

for many years a missionary in connection with

the London City Mission. Mr. Jackson, who
passed away after a prolonged iUness, was fifty-

five years of age. He leaves a widow, three daugh-

ters and two sons, both of whom are serving with

the Colours. To his relatives we extend our

deepest sympathy in their sad berea%'ement

.

The funeral took place on Thursday, December g,

and, despite the most unfavourable weather,

there was a very large attendance to pay a last

token of respect to his memory.

JOHN JARDINE.

Much regret was felt among local horticulturists

and others when the announcement was made of the

death, on December 8, of Mr. John Jardine, who
has for a number of years been gardener to Captain

and Mrs. Murray, Murraythwaite, one of the pret-

tiest of Dumfriesshire gardens. Mr. Jardine was
sixty-one years of age, and was highly respected

by all who knew him. He showed his skill as a

gardener by the excellent condition in which he

maintained the gardens at Murraythwaite, and

every confidence was justly placed in him by
everyone. He was of a quiet and unobtrusive

disposition, and his loss will be much felt by a

number of his friends.

The New Loch Lomond Park.—The estate of

Balloch, Loch Lomond, which was purchased
recently on behalf of the Corporation of Glasgow,

passed into the hands of that body towards the

end of November, and is now in charge

of the Parks Department, under Mr. James
Whitton, V.M.H. This new park, which lies in

a magnificent situation on the shores of the famous
Loch Lomond, will prove a great boon to visitors

to this favourite Scottish lake, who will thus have
free access to a considerable portion of its shores

—

a privilege which has been denied them to a great

extent, and a claim for which has led to consider-

able litigation. Through the public spirit of the

Glasgow Corporation, not only the citizens of that

city but hosts of other visitors will benefit greatly.

It is not, we believe, intended to develop the park

on the lines of the city parks, but to retain and

improve its present beautiful features without

interfering with the natural charms of the estate

and its siuroundings.

Drummond Castle and Its Gardens.—The usual

monthly meeting of the Scottish Horticultural

Association was held in the Hall, 5, St. .'Vndrew

Square, Edinburgh, on the evening of December 7.

The chair was occupied by Mr. W. G. Pirie,

Dalhousie Castle Gardens, president of the associa-

tion, when a most interesting lecture on " Dnun-
mond Castle and Its Gardens " was given by Mr,

Cook, gardener to the Earl of Ancaster at these

famous gardens. The lecture was illustrated by

a series of lantern slides, showing respective periods

and their styles, and the developments which

had taken place in these gardens from the time

of their formation in 1630. Several exhibits

increased the value of the evening. Mr. W. G.

Pirie exhibited a group of Chrysanthemums,

for which a cultural certificate was awarded,

together with a new seedling, which received an

award of merit, and fruit of Apple Ecklinville

Seedling. An exhibit also came from the Edin-

burgh Parks Department, tmderMr. J. W. M'Hattie,

and much notice was taken of a yellow sport

from Chrysanthemum Purity, also exhibited by
Mr. M'Hattie. Mr. D. Kidd, Carbery Tower
Gardens, sent Luculia gratissima.

AUCTIONS.

ROSES, BULBS,
PERENNIALS & SHRUBS

Sales by Auction
will be held every

Monday & Wednesday at 12.30.
CcHaloguei poet tree.

Lots pnichased, packed, and forwarded to all parte.

STEVENS'AUCTIONROOMS
(Established 155 Tears),

38, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS t

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,
AT ONE o'clock, at

PR0THEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 A 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.
C.-ITALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

BARR'S
CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF
SPRING - FLOWERING BULBS.

Daffodils, Tulips, Hyacinths,
Crocuses, irises, etc.

Descriptive Lists Free.

BARB & SONS. King St.,Covent Garden. London,

THE FLORAIRE FNJRSERY AT CHENE,
GENEVA (Owner, H. Correvon).;

Catalogue for seeds of Alpine and Perennial Plants is to be
sent out. Please ask for it.

Seeds of all the Alpine Plants (Androsaces, Cam-panulas, Gentians, Qeranium, Papaver, Primulas
tritrichium, Saxifragas, silenes, etc.). All fresh and

true to name. 5d. each packet.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL and LAWRENCE WEAVER

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.
300 Pages. 4S0 Illustrations 1 5i. net. By post 1 S/7

An Illustrated Prospectus of this book free on application to
CouNTPY LiFF. Ltd.. 20. Tavistock 'it Covpnf CarAen. W C

THER'S
ROSES FOR

DUALITY, CHEAPNESS
s^^^TRUE TO NAME

HER^
ROSES FOR

HE NEWEST VARIETIES
DWARFS, STANDARDS
CATALOaUES FREE

A SPECIALITY FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS.

POT VINES
Exceptionally fine this season. Inspection Invited.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
LOWDHAM, NOTTS.

EATHER'S
ROSES FOR
FORM, COLOUR
AND PERFUME

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD.
(Dept. 2).

Garden Specialists, SOUTHWELL, NOTTS.

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD.
IDept. 2),

Garden Specialists, SOUTHWELL, NOTTS.

Every Amateur Gardener should read

Gardening Made Easy
Edited by E. T. COOK
200 Pages. 23 Illustrations
PRICE 1/- NET. In Cloth, 1/6

By post, 3d. extra.

PubliBhed at the Offices of " Countky Lifk," Ltd.,
20. TaviBtock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD.
(Dept. 2).

Garden Specialists, SOUTHWELL, NOTTS.

IT IS NOTOFTEN that a leading London journal expresses
regret that a book was not published years ago.
The " Morning Post," however, did so in the case of

Gardening for

Beginners
By E. T. COOK

and added that "One cannot speak in too high praise
of the book."

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS has now
reached its SIXTH Edition.

The new and enlarged volume contains nearly 700 pages and no
less than 250 beautiful illustrations, coloured plates, plans and

diagrams.

Price 12/6 net ; by Post, 13/-.

Published at the Offices of " Codstey Life," Ltb,
20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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CLEARANCE SALE.
Owing to our works being given over to Government orders
and more space being required for additional machinery. v:e

are prepared to offer our stocli of

GREENHOUSES FdR AMATEURS.
GARDEN FRAMES (a few only).

IRON AND ZINC BAND LIGHTS, and ODD
LIGHTS FOR FRAMES

At Special Low Prices to Clear

Clearance List on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd., NORWICH.

SANKEYS^^SSo^^POTS
"^ 'Ghe BEST and Cheopesh
5l«tc quantity of each sue required and have " carriaje paid "

SPECIAL PUTS ot all dei

: r^r Price List, free.

iptinns. Butb Bowit

R/CHARO SANKEY* SON, LT?.
Bulwell Po^^cries. NOTTINOMAM.

1,000,000 TONS
OF ROCKERY STONE suitable for Parlis, large or
small gardens, etc., from 1/- per ton on rail.

CRAZY PAVING for garden paths, from 5/- per ton on rail.

STONE GARDEN ROLLERS from 7/6 each.

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, RHODODENDRONS AND
FLOWERING AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS of every
description at exceedingly low prices.

Cttalogoes and Price Lists Free on applicstion to

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., LTD.,
Quarry Proprietors A Nurserymen,

Gardeners'

APRONS
2/-

Post
Free.

Dark Blue Ponicus Twills.

Nothing to equal them for wear.
OR IN

8 Dark Blue Ponicus Serge.

4 1 Post
/ Free.

SHAW& MONTGOMERY
628, Argyle Street,

Est. 18% OLASaOW.

For Success in Your Garden

USE ^m&mj^-'^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ Tine, Plant and
Vegetable Manure, also

Special Cbrysanthemum Manure
are ever increasiue in public favi'ur

^ihey embody thL- practical experience
of KiHry yeai>in all branches of Horticulture.

prccllicinf* ^i£oroUf, liiathy, a d fruitful erc\\tb,

Writt loronrbookletcontainlnffiuefal hints on Tine Growing, etc.

PLANT AND VEGETABLE MANURE.- 1 cwt., 20/-:
cwt., 6/-: 14 lbs., 3/6; 7 lbs., 2/6; Tins. 2/6, 1/-, and 6d.

Carriage Paid on 1 c'wt. to .nny station in United Kingdom.
SPECIAL TOP-DRESSINGMANURE.—* cwt-, 20/-; icwt.. 11/- ; U lbs.. 6/- : 7 lbs. 3/6;

Tins, 1/-. CaiTiaee I'aid en i cwt. to any Station in United Kingdom.
Sold by I^'urserytiiL'tt and Seedsmen everywhere, or from Sole Makers:

THOMSON & SONS. Ltd.. CLOVENFORDS, N.B.

Awarded a GOLD MEDAL and a DIPLOMA of HONOUR for HEATING APPARATUS
AT THE

ROYAL INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1912.

Boilers,
Pipes, and

Connections.

ii
THE HEEL 99

BOILER.

THE BEST

FOR AMATEURS,
Made in i sizes.

Heating Poiirers 80 to 250ft. of Sin. pipe.

Write for prices and particulars of our complete Amateur
Heating Apparatus for Small Greenhouses.

A large variety of other Boilers and Hot Water materials

always in stock.

TheTHAMES BANK<BL>cKF.im>IRON Co
Tel. Address—

Hot-Water. Friars. London.' UPPER GROUND ST., LONDON, S.E.

., LTD.

•Phone

—

HOP 763

TRUE ECONOMY
consists in getting the " best

value for the money expended."

only 5d. per ilb., is all pure cocoa and
has been authoritatively described as "The

Highest Cocoa Value Obtainable."

Printed bv Hudson & Kearns. Limited, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E., and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 30. Tavistock Street. Strand. W,C„
and by George Newnes, Limited, t^-11, Sovithampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
To Our Readers.—With this issue we bring

to a close Vol. LXXIX. of The Garden, and

we take this opportunity of expressing our wym
thanks and appreciation to the many contributors

who help to make our pages interesting and replete

with practical suggestions. The Garden is

singularly fortunate in numbering among its

contributors the leading horticultural authorities

in the land. Our contributors include Edwin

Beckett, V.M.H., George Bunyard,

V.M.H., E. Molyneux and Owen Thomas,

V.M.H., experts on fruits and vegetables
;

Miss Jekyll, S. Arnott, W. Irving and

E. H. Jenkins on border flowers and rock

plants ; W. Easlea and Herbert E.

Molyneux on Roses ; the Rev. Joseph

Jacob, who writes exclusively for

The Garden on Tulips, Daffodils and

kindred subjects ; Sir Herbert Maxwell

on Lilies ; and W. J. Bean, W. Dallimore

and Dr. W. Botting Hemsley, F.R.S., on

trees and shrubs. Among those who have

expressed their willingness to contribute

occasional articles in coming numbers

are Miss E. Willmott, V.M.H., J, T.

Bennett-PoS, V.M.H., E. A. Bowles,

I'.L.S., E. A. Bunyard, F.L.S., F. Herbert

Chapman, F. J. Chittenden, F.L.S,, the Rev.

G. H. Engleheart, V.M.H., James Hudson,

V.M.H., E. Mawley, V.M.H., and Charles

E. Shea, V.M.H. In the New Year, Mr.

George Dillistone will commence a new
and helpful series of articles on how to lay

out a garden; and Mr. W. F. Rowles

will start a series of useful articles on the

greenhouse for food supply. A general

index, together with a title-page and

frontispiece suitable for binding all the

numbers published during I9r5, is presented

with this issue. Next week we shall

publish our Special New Year Number

;

and as there is always a large demand
for the New Year issue, we advise readers

to order their copies well in advance.

The Gardens ot Lowther Castle.—We
are indebted to the Earl of Lonsdale for TH]
kindly sending the illustrations to accom-

pany the Rev. David R. Williamson's

description of the gardens of Lowther Castle which
appears in the pages of this issue.

The Late W. Atlee Burpee.—The Rev.

David R. Williamson writes from Kirk House,

Kirkmaiden, N.B., on December i8 : "I have
been greatly grieved on hearing the sad news of

the death of that supremely gifted horticulturist,

Mr. W. Atlee Burpee of Philadelphia, who was
my kindest American friend. How I will miss

the singularly fascinating letters regarding the

latest and loveliest varieties of the Ipomceas and
Sweet Peas he used regularly to write me at

this season of the year ! His outward form has

vanished for ever, but his influence remains, a

never-dying grace, an ineffaceable possession, to

inspire us still."

Home-Grown Timber Committee.—^The Presi-

[

dent of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

AUBERGINE OR EGG PLANT. THE ATTRACTIVE
FRUITS ARE PALATABLE WHEN FRIED.

has appointed a conmiittee for the purpose of

making such arrangements as are likely to ensure
the fullest use being made of native resources in

supplying existing demands for timber. The
committee are prepared to purchase standing

timber and to make arrangements where necessary

for felling, hauling and conversion ; they will

be glad to receive particulars of timber which
landowners and others would he willing to sell for

Government purposes. All communications for

the committee should be addressed to the Secretary,

Home-grown Timber Committee, Craven House,
Northumberland Avenue, W.C.
The Aubergine or Egg Plant.—By many

the Aubergine is regarded as an article of food.

Even where its merits in this respect are not
appreciated, it forms a decidedly ornamental
feature in the greenhouse, the fruits retaining

their brightness for a considerable time,

which is a great point in favour of

the Egg Plant, as it is popularly termed.
The two commonest forms are the white
and purple, while different intermediate
shades occur among them. The most
effective is the white-fruited form, as in

its clear milk-like tone of colour it

stands out quite distinct from any other
berried or fruiting plant in the greenhouse.
It is a member of the great Solanum
family, the botanical name being Solanum
Melongena. All that is necessary in its

cultivation is to sow the seed in gentle

heat in spring, and pot on the young
plants, when required, in good soil, giving

them much the same treatment as

Tomato plants. Fruiting examples may
be grown in 5-inch, 6-inch or 7-inch pots.

A Beautiful Golden Cypress.—Cupres-
sus or Retinospora obtusa var. Crippsii is

one of the most distinct and pleasing

yellow-leaved conifers cultivated in our
gardens. Attractive at all seasons of the

year, it is especially prominent and
valuable at the present time. A tree

of moderate dimensions, Cripps' Golden
Cypress is worth planting as a lawn
specimen even in comparatively small

gardens, and in groups for extensive

pleasure grounds or wide shrubbery
borders. Cuttings provide a ready method
of propagation.

Cotoneaster rotundifolia. — First in-

troduced from the Himalayas nearly a

hundred years ago, this Cotoneaster is

)ne of the four best species cultivated in

our gardens. The bright red fruits remain
on the bushes until February or March

untouched by the birds. It is a shrub 4 feet

to 6 feet high, occasionally more, and though not

strictly evergreen, many leaves persist through

the winter, and only seem to disappear with the

development of young leaves in spring. At
Kew just now a bed of about a dozen plants

near the Orchid Houses is very effective,

porticularly when, the branches are glistening

in the sun.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
l,The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Magenta Flowers.—May I add two names

to the list of magenta flowers given by Mr. Clarence

Elliott in reply to " Magenta's " query ? Lathyrus

Sibthorpii blooms early, and is a really bright

and delicate shade of this generally unpleasing

colour ; and a variety of Primula ciliata has the

most brilliant magenta flowers, noticeable from

a good distance, and quite the best, in my mind,

of the colour. I would not call P. pulverulenta

magenta at all. Tt should surely be classed as

crimson.—H. M. B.

A Pretty Combination.—^There is a raised mound
for Yuccas with three courses of dry walling

next the path. At the top of this, and running in

2 feet or 3 feet till the smaller Yuccas are reached,

there is first a planting of Heliotrope and then

one of Ivy Geraniimi Mme. Crousse. The latter

is planted rather thinly, and is carpeted and front-

edged with Sweet Alysstma, which

is also sown in the joints of the

dry walling. The pink and white,

following the purple, has such a

charming effect that it may be

confidently recommended ; indeed,

in any place where the useful

Ivy Geranium Mme. Crousse is

employed, the addition of the

Sweet Alyssimi will be found

desirable.'—G. Jekvll.

Daffodils in December.—it

sounds early to he having Daffodils

in flower in mid-December, hut

thereby hangs a little story. Some
years ago I made some "crosses

between Tenby (obvallaris) and

pallidus precox. Some of these

have grown into little stocks, and

being of small or no commercial

value, we potted some of them

up this year and plunged them

outside in fibre early in Septem-

ber. In November they were

brought into a house kept at about

60°, and the first flowers opened on

December 15, so that from now till

next May we shall not be without

Dafiodils. An essential which flowers
should never be forgotten when

getting these early forced flowers is to keep the

plants constantly sprayed, othenvise most of the

buds will go blind.-—F. Herbert Chapman.

Origin of the Name Traveller's Joy.

—

A propos

the notes and illustration on Traveller's Joy

(Clematis Vltalba) as a wayside plant, issue

December 4, page 592, the origin of the name

Traveller's Joy can be traced to Gerrard, as may
I)e seen from the following quotation, taken some

years ago from an old herbal which I have since

lost sight of. Because of its " decking and adorn-

ing the ways and hedges where people travel,"

says Gerard, " I have named it the Traveller's

Joy." Verily, no plant could have been more

appropriately named than the subject now adding

beauty and interest to our lanes and hedgerows

by virtue of its downy fruits.

—

Hurstgate.

Borecole Injured by Frost.—Many plants of

Borecole, or Kale—Dwarf Green Curled variety

—

have suffered much from the hard frosts which

we have had almost continuously since Novem-

ber II. Tlic young leaves are yellnwisli brown

round the edges, and even many of the older

leaves are similarly affected. A number of the

plant stems and leaf-stalks are also bleached in

appearance. In fact, some of the plants are lying

over, while others will be of no use. The most

forward plants appear to have suffered most.

David ."Armstrong, Kirknewton, Midlothian.

Buddleia globosa.—This is one of the prettiest

of shrubs, with its tongued, soft green leaves

and orange ball flowers. It is very easy to grow,

as it strikes readily from cuttings inserted

in the open ground almost at any season of the

year. I look on it as a gem among shrubs, and

would class it with Choisya ternata and Cytisus

andreanus. It is more familiarly known as the

Orange Ball Tree, and came originally from the

plains and mountains of Chile. It is much grown

here in the North of Ireland, and its flowers are

locally named King William's Buttons. It is

best planted in shelter, as its roothold is not very

secure, giving easUy in high winds. There are

other varieties, but I like this one best.

—

Walter Smyth, Holywood, County Down.

OF THE ORANGE B.\LL TREE (BUDDLEIA

Rose Rayon d'Or.—^This beautiful Rose has

a reputation as a poor doer and liable to die

back badly in the winter. Lately I sent a photo-

graph of a bed of twelve plants of this variety to

the raiser, M. Pernet-Ducher, who expressed him-

self as much surprised at the vigour of the plants,

which are 3 feet high. Since they were planted

in 1912 they have been a mass of bloom nearly

the whole summer each year. I hope my experi-

ence will encourage others to plant this Rose and

not be put off by a reputation which is quite

undeserved. I am afraid I have no secret to

divulge as to the success with Rayon d'Or, as my
soil is pure sand. The bed was taken out about

3 feet and filled in with a mixture of strong clay,

loam and leaf-soil, well turned over together.

Of course, strong plants must be procured. I

prune hard and, when the plants are established,

manure liberally with Voss' Special Rose Manure,

generally giving three applications in the season,

February, April and July, but not too much at a

time. Before planting a bed I tried two plants for

a season, putting them among the other Roses

in the Rose garden in a less strong soil ; they did

equally well as in the bed. My plants are in a

sheltered position and full sun all day. In Septem-

ber of this year I retiu'ned home to find the Rose

garden practically leafless, and the Roses wrecked

by mildew and black spot, except Rayon d'Or, which

unharmed by either, was a mass of lovely

blooms, almost as yellow as Buttercups.—C. G. O.

Bond, Churt, Surrey.

Lilium giganteimi.—My offer to send seed

of this Lily has brought me exceedingly nimierous

requests for the same, all of which I hope to fulfil

in the course of a few days. But it is quite out

of my power to reply severally to those who ask

for cultural instruction. Perhaps they will allow

me to reply briefly through The Garden to their

enquiries. The seeds should be sown at once

in boxes filled with a compost of loam, sand and

peat or leaf-mould in equal proportions, and

lightly covered with sand and pulverised leaf-

meuld. No lime should be used at any period

of growth. The boxes should be kept in a cold

frame or cool greenhouse through

the winter, keeping the soil moist,

but not wet. Some seeds will

probably germinate next spring
;

the majority not till the second year.

So soon as the seedlings are fit to

handle, having small bulbs, they

may be pricked out in the open,

but not exposed to scorching sun.

In cold districts a screen of branches

or matting should be laid over them
in winter. In proportion as the

bulbs increase in size, the soil

should be enriched with well-rotted

manure. When they approach the

flowering stage, which will be in

their sixth to eighth year, it is

hardly possible to treat them too

generously. If the staple diet is

deep peaty loam, the Lily will

respond gratefully to strong food.

In planting out for permanence,

choose a place sheltered from rough

winds, in partial shade (not over-

head), and set the bulbs with the

pointed top only just imderground.

The bulb perishes after flowering,

but not before producing numerous
GLOBOS.'v). offsets. Allow me to thank some

of my correspondents for. their

kind gifts of various seeds in exchange.

—

Herbert
Ma.xwell, Monreith.

The Strawberry Tree (Arbutus Unedo).—
This most attractive evergreen shrub, Arbutus

Unedo, is said to be indigenous to the southern

climes of E\irope, the region of a cruel war. The
locally named Strawberry Tree is known to

grow luxuriantly in England and Wales ; atul

where protected from cold, deteriorating draughts

the plant forms an admirable addition to the

shrubberies of even some Lancashire gardens.

While in its gayness of fruit and flower,

specimens of this curious plant came as a botanical

favour to certain Ashtonians in Lancashire from

the mountainous grounds of an Ashton lady, at

times resident in Abergele, North Wales ; but

the plant is fairly well cultivated around Man-
chester. Arbutus Unedo is classified in the

Natural Order Ericaceae, thus is a kindred

plant to our momitain, low-lying plants, such as

the Bearberry, Cranberry, and Arctostaphylos

Uva-ursi, a familiar diuretic with herbalists
;
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but, while these latter plants grow shrubby and

low on the hillsides, the Arbutus sometimes develops

into a fine tree, from 8 feet to lo feet high, in varied

plantations. The close character of the sur-

rounding branches seems to increase by a dicho-

tomous or furcate growth, [The same character-

istic is noticeable in Arbutus Menziesii ; see

accompanying illustration.

—

Ed.] As may be

noticed in a complete specimen, the former year's

branches, perhaps now retaining the berries, may
also during the second season have grown two

opposite branchlets, each bearing a raceme or pen-

dant of pinky white flowers, which, again, by the

following autumn will have developed a number
of red, StrawbeiTV-like berries. Thus, by the time

the berries have attained their scarlet colour, the

secondary side branches are also in beautiful

flower, and in drooping whiteness are awaiting

fertilisation.

Darwin Tulip Elephant.—I never omit to read

the Kev. Joseph Jacob's interesting

articles in your valuable paper, and

so I saw him use my name in

much too flattering tenns. Happily,

I am now . able to assist him.

Oliphant is the Dutch equivalent

for Elephant, and so I think

Dutch people, when issuing English

catalogues, should write Elephant

instead of Oliphant, as well as

Queen of the Netherlands instead

of Koningin der Nederlanden.

—

Jan
Roes, Heemstede, Holland.

The Four Best Dessert Apples.—
1 read- with interest the article ap-

pearing in the issue of November 31

ijn " The Four Best Dessert Apples."

It 1 were planting only four trees,

I certainly should not omit James
(Jrieve. It is a most beautiful Apple,

and I consider everyone should include

it if possible. It is a splendid cropper,

and the Apples are of good size. I

came across a nursery catalogue the

other day in which this variety was

not even listed ; why, I cannot under-

stand. In my opinion it is unsur-

passed in its season.—E. A.. Thorn-

hill, Copmanthorpc, York.

Eucalyptus globulus Planted Out
in a Cool Conservatory.—Except in a

young state, this vigorous tree does

not usually look very happy when
grown in a pot, but a few years ago I

stumbled upon a success with it planted out in a

cool conservatory here. Two plants in 6-inch pots

were, along with some Palms, Dracaenas, &c., stood

on the surface of a bed in the centre of the house.

The bed entirely consists of rough shingle, overlaid

with a thin layer of clean sea gravel. After some
time it was evident from the vigorous top growth
that the Blue Gums were rooting into the bed.

Left undisturbed, they grew rapidly, and in less

than a year they burst their pots, and were then

at the roof of the house fully r2 feet high. After

using the young shoots for filling large vases

during the winter, the trees were sawn over in the

spring about 4 feet from the floor, and this is

carried out annually and gives great satisfaction.

In the cut state the lovely glaucous grey, health-

giving shoots last quite a fortnight.

—

Charles
Comfort, Broomfield Gardens, Midlothian.

English V. Latin Plant Names.—Mr. Murray
Horuibrook, in the issue of November 27, dis-

courses on tlie right topic at the right time, and I

heartily agree with every word be says on the
subject. I have seen catalogues compiled in

the way he describes, also advertisements in

some of the gardening papers offering plants,

giving only the " English " and not the botanical

names. This matter is serious on account of the

confusion that will arise if the system is carried

out too far; it wants nipping in the bud and
stopping at once. Surely amateurs can be persuaded
that the Latin names are essential and not difficult

;

surely they can be persuaded not to buy plants

ofiered in the " English " names only. If they
cannot, they will lay themselves open to have all

sorts of undesirable plants under " enticing

"

EngUsh names.—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood, Ecclesall,

Sheffield.

Apple Lane's Prince Albert.—Among thirty

varieties grown in my garden for twelve years,

this has been the most regular cropper, only

failing once, in a very unfavourable season, and

CHRISTMAS ROSES.
(Hellebores.)

A T several of the recent exhibitions, the

/% pearly white Christmas Rose, the

/ % fairest flower of winter, has been
^^"^% shown in many varieties ; and these
^ *• little displays of one of the hardiest

of perennial plants remind us of

the scarcity of Hellebores in Enghsh gardens.

We wish the pretty way of planting the Christmas
Roses in the Royal Gardens, Kew, were more
adopted. There they are among Ferns on the

fringe of woodland, and peer up from the foliage

a mantle of white for several weeks. Snow seems
to have fallen on this woodland, and the brown
Fern fronds afford some protection. Winter in

the country is not the depressing season so fre-

quently depicted, and on many days, with the sun

ARBUTUS MENZIESII SHOWING DICHOTOMOUS BRANCHING.

even then having a few fruits, when other kinds

were bare. If I could have but one Apple tree.

I would choose Lane's as the best cropping, cook-

ing and keeping, all round variety, and also as one
having particularly beautiful blossom. Though I

commend Lane's thus highly, I do not use

it for my mincemeat. The Apple we used was
one growing in the dear old Surbiton garden, a

small lemon-coloured one, with tiny black dots

on its thin, tough skin. It was very hard and
sour, and I do not know its name.

—

Anne
Amateur.
An Excellen.t JMelon.—Several years since I

recommended, readers of The Garden to try the

variety Triumph. For growing in pits we still

find this M'elon a most reliable sort. The plants

are vigorous, the fruit sets freely, and the flavour is

pronounced excellent. We find this variety gives

more satisfaction than the popular Hero of Lockinge
or Ringleader. This Melon is bound to become
increasingly popular.

—

Colin Ruse.

shining brightly, the Christmas Roses have lifted

up their white petals to catch every ray. The
plants at Kew are growing in ordinary sandy
loam, without any manure, and the only assist-

ance they derive is from the top-dressing of decayed

leaves used for the Ferns among which the Christ-

mas Roses are growing. Shaded on the east and
south by trees, the sun only shines upon them
during the afternoon and evening. One point

of importance that should be noticed by those

who have not had much success with this flower

of winter is the moisture the plants receive during

the summer months. The Ferns are frequently

watered, and the moist soil is favourable to the

Hellebores. One is apt to forget during the rest

of the year the plants which flower in winter ano

spring, although it is during the summer that

water and mulching are desirable. A well-known

grower of Hellebores writes :
" Their chief require-

ments are shade during the hottest part of

the day, deep culture in rich, loamy soil.
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and liberal supplies of water during the growing

period."

There are many varieties, differing considerably

in the size of both flower and leaf, some retaining

their foliage much better than others. The
most popular form is known as Helleborus niger

(the botanical name of the Christmas Rose) alti-

folius ; it is also called major and maximus, and

has large buds and white flowers shaded with red
;

these are 4 inches to 5 inches across. Another

distinct and pretty form is angustifolius, which

has smaller flowers than altifolius, and ot the

purest white ; while Mme. Foucarde, the Riverston

and St. Brigid are all beautiful. Mme. Foucarde

is valuable for its late flowering. Nothing is more
delightful on the Christmas dinner-table than

this lovely flower, so appropriate to the season
;

but w e never trust to the outdoor plants for supply-

ing this decoration. The flowers, even under

the happy conditions in which the plants are

placed at Kew, are frequently sullied by wind

latifolia and Ranunculus aconitifolius fl.-pl.,

better known as Fair Maids of France. Then,

again, Rudbeckia Newmani makes a handsome

display when grown in a bed by itself. It never

fails to flower with great freedom, its rich orange

yellow florets contrasting well with the velvety

black purple disc that gives to the genus the popular

name of Cone-flowers. In a moderately rich

light and well-drained soil this hardy perermial

which may be planted now, is one of the easiest,

plants to grow. Rudbeckia Newmani, like many
another beautiful garden flower, has had the mis-

fortune to bear other botanical names. It is

synonymous with R. speciosa. and has also been

called Obeliscaria speciosa.

PARSLEY IN WINTER.
A GOOD healthy batch of Parsley in winter is

always greatly appreciated, but sometimes all

the soil must be loosened on the surface and a

dressing of gritty soil and leaf-soil put on nearly

2 inches deep. The old plants, so treated,

will withstand an orduiary winter without any
protection. If plants are to be lifted and replanted

in frames, those raised last spring are the best for

the purpose. Use a garden fork when lifting the

roots, so as to preserve them ; trim off the outer

leaves and replant in a bed of soil i foot deep,

making the soil firm. Remo\e the glass light?

in fine weather. G. G.

SOME SOURCES OF
FLOWER FRAGRANCE.

A BEAUTIFUL BED OF RUDBECKI-^ NEWMANI IN LATE SUMMER.

and rain. We therefore lift a certain number
of clumps when the buds are showing, and put

two together, or, if very large, only one, in a bushel

basket filled with light, loamy soil. They are

then taken to a warm greenhouse, and it is astonish-

ing how quickly the buds develop, opening out

as pure as snow. It is a simple matter to force

—

if we may so call it—the Christmas Rose, and
altifolius is the best variety for the purpose.

RUDBECKIA NEWMANI.
TuE orange-flowered Rudbeckia Newmani and the

deep rose R. purpurea are good summer and
autumniil flowers. They look exceedingly pretty

in the hardy flower bon'cr mingled with Scabiosa

caucasica, valuable for its porcelain blue flowers;

the Califnrnian Romneva Coulteri, with deliciously

fragrant, flimsy white flouers and central boss of

golden anthers ; Globe-tiowcrs (Trollius), Statice

efforts on the part of the cultivator fail to ensure

a nice crop of leaves. In certain plots it will grow,

while in others in the same garden it will fail.

The reasons for the failiure in such circumstances

are entirely local. The following hints, however,

will be useful to those who wish to have
Parsley throughout the winter. Very yoimg
plants often fail, while those raided not later than
last May will succeed. If young plants only

are now available, they must be thinned

(mt severely that is, to 9 inches apart. When
allowed to grow in a very crowded condition and
get wet and frozen alternately, they damp off

wholesale. The leaf-stalks of the plants that have
been thinned out are shorter and much stronger,

and withstand severe weather very well indeed.

Where old plants only are available for winter

use, the outer leaves should now be stripped off

—

not cut, leaving the stumps of the stems—and only

the central leaves. Between the rows of plants

I SUPPOSE no garden-lover would deny that

the most precious attribute of a flower is

fragrance, and, that being so, the question

which naturally arises in

the mind is, do we
make enough of it, or

are we content to accept

it as and when it comes ?

In certain walks of life

we are bidden to embrace
opportunities ; in garden-

ing we may do worse

than seek out all plants

endowed with fragrance.

be it of leaf or stem or

flower. In this connec-

tion and in these days
of specialisation when
certain parts are given

up to the "wild
garden," the "blue"
and "white" garden,

and others full of costly,

if meaningless statuary,

or the too frequent

evidence of the barber-

gardener, one is tempted
to urge the claims of

the fragrant garden,
a spot to which only

s w e e t-smelling things

should be admitted.

Less attractive than
some, and devoid of

garishness, such a garden

would be full of interest

at all times, while the

variety alone that would be admissible would

probably surprise even those who set out to

establish it.

Such a garden, indeed, may have its beginning

with the Winter Sweet (Chimonanthus fragrans)

and may finish with the Winter Heliotrope

(Petasites fragrans), which often, by the way.

join forces. Between these the way might well

be strewn with Wallflower, Rocket, Sweet Sultan.

Violets, Mezereon, Sweet Bay, Stocks, Mignonette.

Tobacco, Night-scented Stocks, Lemon Verbena.

Sweet Briar, Lavender, Rosemary, Balm, Lilac.

Pennyroyal, Thyme, Honeysuckle and Lily of the

Valley, to say nothing of the nobler flowers of

the garden. Lilies and -Magnolias, and the modem
rare of Hybrid Tea Roses, which, by reason of

its variety and continuity, takes precedence of

them all. Just how much of this fragrance it

is possible to have in any one garden is not un-

naturally very much a question of ways and
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means, and, of course, but a fragment of the

sweet-smelling things of the earth is contained

in the foregoing list. So great is the variety,

indeed, that in treating of this subject one could

but touch on the more important things in the

hope that, by directing attention thereto, the

wealth of material existing might receive more
adequate attention.

Sweet Violets.—Of the flowers of the moment,
and such as afford a plenitude and succession

through many weary months, no easily grown
hardy flower is more precious than the Violet,

albeit few are more indifferently cultivated.

The reason is not far to seek. Violets in rich

soils and shady places make luxurious leaf growth

and, spreading freely, afford the unthinking

gardener an excess of material which does not

make for good. To divide big clumps of these

after flowering is easy enough, though infinitely

superior results are the outcome of securing the

unflowered runners as cuttings during the autumn
months. Such as these, rooted and planted out

in April in moderately rich soil and in places not

too shaded, make the finer crowns for winter

flowering because favoured with greater vitality

and youthfulness as compared with the somewhat
exhausted examples that have done a season's

work.

Lavender, Southernwood and Rosemary.

—

Walks or borderings may all be planted now,

employing preferably youthful examples of a

year or two old, raised from cuttings. Culturally

it is well to remember that the Lavender is a

lime-loving subject, and while lime is by no means
essential to its existence, it is certainly benefited

by its presence. There are several varieties, and

in addition to that usually grown and its white-

flowered form, mention should be made of the

Munstead variety and others known as nana or

compacta, any of which are suitable for gardens

of limited size. Among Lilies which might well

be planted, none merits more attention than

the

Madonna Lily, which for generations has

graced many a cottage garden. Purest of its

tribe, it is also one of the most fragrant, a fragrance

that can be endured. Lover of rather poor soil

and suited to the warmer, sunnier places of the

garden, it is unlike not a few of its race, which

possess a preference- for cool and- shade. When
planting it in the garden, good effects may be

secured by grouping it in the forefront of sombre-

leaved evergreens, as Yew or Holly, the association

mirroring the twain into fuller life and beauty

than would be possible otherwise. Liliums

odorum, Brownii and regale, all members of the

trumpet section of Lilies, are other fragrant

sorts that might be planted, with, as soon

as they come to hand, the golden-rayed Hill

Lily of Japan (L. auratum) and its variety platy-

phyllum. Powerfully fragrant, these should be

reserved for the outdoor garden, where, associated

with low-growing shrubs—valuable as a protection

against spring frosts and of not a little service

by reason of root companionship—they not

infrequently do well. These latter are of the

stem-rooting class of Lilies, and should be planted

at least 6 inches deep and given fairly rich soil.

Quite one of the most charming of fragrant plants

of a bulbous character is the

Gardenia-scented Narcissus (N. Poeticusfl.-pl.),

much less grown than it should be, because

it is prone to so-called " blindness." This,

however, is chiefly due to a cultural error—

a

lack of knowledge as to its requirements. Impa-
tient of root disturbance at all times, it is a mistake
to plant it in shallow soils or those of a sandy or

dry, hot nature. In cool, moist or even wet
loam—I have been most successful with it even
as a subaquatic, where the root fibres were in

touch with moisture at all times—" blindness,"

so called, is practically unknown. By growing
it under these or like conditions, inserting the

particularly good this autumn, and Hugh Dickson
likewise. Then, in any select list, such as Queen
of Fragrance, Mrs. George Norwood, Lady Alice

Stanley, Laurent Carle, George Dickson, Earl
of Gosford, Alexander Hill Gray and Mrs. E.

Powell (rich velvety crimson) should be included

by reason of fragrance alone, though naturally

they constitute but a fragment of a far greater

whole. There are garden Pinks that grow like

MADONNA LILY AND ROSE HELENE IN A BORDER OF FRAGRANCE.

bulbs 6 inches or 8 inches deep and letting it

alone, it will give, when established, a plenitude

of pure white, fragrant flowers in late spring

that will repay the little trouble involved.

And then there are the Hybrid Tea and other

Roses—^most precious of fragrant-flowered plants

—galore, and of greater value because of their

constancy and the richer garb they assume in

favourable seasons. Lady Hillingdon has been

weeds, but which deserve well at the hand of the

gardener for the precious attribute we have in

mind ; Bergamot, and other things ; while such

subjects as Thyme and that inimitable carpeter,

Mentha Requienii, may, with others, be reserved

for those favouring paved walks or the like,

where the least movement or friction will set at

liberty that in which all garden-lovers delight

—

fragrance of a unique kind. E. H. Jenkins.
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THE GARDENS OF LOWTHER CASTLE.

By the Rev David R. Williamson.

recent visit to the English conception—even in the present period of

agonising war—that this is a region of perpetual

peace.

I visited Lowther Castle gardens in the middle

of October—that sunset of the year—saddening

with all its glorious, transitory, autumnal hues
;

much too late for the vast majority of its myriad

displays of infinitely varied flowers. On the

herbaceous borders they had for the most part

disappeared for a period of silent, yet earnest

preparation, the subtle, mysterious process of

DURING
i Lakes I walked from Penrith to

I Lowther Castle, the famous resi-

' dence of the Earl of Lonsdale in

Westmorland, to see for the first

time the spacious gardens there.

I had a memorably cordial reception from the

highly capable and accomplished head-gardener,

Mr. James Jeffrey, whose kindness and courteous

attention on this special occasion I will not soon

forget. His father, I may here state, incidentally,

superintends the gardens at St.

Mary's Isle, Kirkcudbright ; and his

brother, those of Sir R. Buchanan

Jardine at Castlemilk in Dumfries-

shire ; so it may be inferred that

his is an intensely horticultural

family. I would require—as I frankly

told Mr. Jeffrey—to visit the

Lowther Castle gardens many times

and study them ven.- attentively,

with adequate appreciation of their

widely varied floral, arboricultural,

and pomological attractiveness, before

I could dream of exhausting such a

rarely comprehensive subject. There

can be no question that in their

gradual evolution (or artistic develop-

ment) the Earl of Lonsdale, re-

cognising their possibilities, has spared

no expense. His Lordship, while quite

naturally—and hereditarily^—devoted

to healthful, energising sport, has a

warm region in his wide and generous

heart for beautiful trees, especially

when they are of historic interest
;

and a fine avenue of Yews, on the

confines of the gardens, is one of his

favourite haimts. He is pardonably

proud of being their possessor ; for

like those which I have seen at

Craigmillar and RossI>ti Castles in

Scotland, they have every appear-

ance of being centuries old. On
every side environing his magnifi-

cent castle—in happier times much
visited by the Kaiser of Germany
—are stately woods (once immense
forests frequented by wild horses)

embracing many majestic trees,

especially Oaks and Elms and
wide-spreading Sycamores, radiant,

at the period of my visit, with rainbow hues.

Mrs. Remans' ideal of the " Stately Homes of

England," so musically embodied in one of her

finest poems, is idealised here.

" The deer across the greensward botmd,

Through shade, and sunny gleam
;

And the swan glides past them, with the sound

Of some rejoicing stream."

The silvery sounding of chimes from the great

castle every quarter of an hour comes, ever and
anon, like distant music amid the silent wood-
lands to the raptured consciousness of the lover

of Nature, who cannot be less than inspired, like

Wordsworth or Mrs. Hemans, with such a scene.

The cannon that seem to frown around the

battlements and terraces only emphasise the

embryonic flower-buds visible in the conservatories

—the peculiar glories of winter—indicated a more
radiant revelation yet to come.

Lowther Castle, with its gracious gardens and
its majestic environment of noble woodlands and

floral terraces, will long abide, like inspiration, in

the regions of memory.

AN AVENUE OF BEECHES
GARDENS OF

IN THE BEAUTIFULLY
LOWTHER CASTLE.

root production, till they are touched into

wondrous energy next summer by the great

annual resurrection. But in the conservatories

there were many exquisitely lovely Gardenias,

supreme favourites of Lord and Lady Lonsdale
;

golden-hued Allamandas ; radiant Orchids, the

aristocracy of flowers ; and fragrant Carnations,

reminiscent of the original Malmaisons, which

can no more become superfluous than such Roses

as Devoniensis, La France, Marechal Niel and

its richly endowed derivatives ; or the venerable

and much-loved Gloire de Dijon. Very fascinating

were the Iris and Japanese garden ; show much
more impressive, then, . had I only seen them in

their virginal, luxuriant bloom ! There was a

grand exhibition of early flowering Chrysanthe-

mums ; and the marvellous multitude of glowing,

OUR NATIVE TREES AND
THEIR CONGENERS.—IV.

By W. Botting Hemsiey, LL.D., F.R.S., V.M.H.

The Bird Cherry, Blackthorn, Bullace Cherry

and Plum (Prunus).—The subfamilies Prunoide.-e

and Pomoideae of the Rosaceae include

nearly all of our most important

hardy fruit trees, and some of these

now exist in a wild condition nearly

all over the kingdom ; but most of

these are probably descendants of

escapes from cultivation. To the

first of these subfamilies belong, in

addition to those named above, the

Peach and Apricot, the common and
Portugal Laurels, &c. The fruit of

these is distinguished from that of the

Pomoidese by having no " eye " at the

apex, such as the Apple has, for

example. Prunus is a very large

genus, comprising probably 200

species, of which upwards of sixty

inhabit China, the majority of these

being peculiar to that country. The
genus is scattered all round the

Northern Hemisphere, chiefly in

temperate and subtropical regions,

and in America it ranges from

Canada through the mountains of

Mexico and Central America to the

Andes. It is apparently absent from
Tropical and South Africa, Australasia

and Polynesia, where also no closely

allied members of the subfamily exist.

The Gean (Prunus Avium), the

Bird Cherry (P. Padus) and the

Blackthorn or Sloe (P. spinosa) are

generally considered to be true natives

of this country.

The Crab (Pyrus).—The -A^pple,

Pear, Mountain Ash or Rowan Tree,

Wild Service, &c., are members of the-

genus Pyrus, and some botanists

iTOODED consider the Quince (Cydonia) and

the Medlar (Mespilus) as congeners.

Altogether about seventy species

of P^TTus are on record. They are almost confined

to the north temperate and sub-arctic zones.

Few species inhabit America, none reaching so

far south as Mexico. The greatest concentration

of species is in Eastern .\sia, which is the home of

most of the ornamental and some of the useful

kinds.

The Hawthorn or Whitethorn (Crataegus).

—

Crataegus is confined to the north temperate

regions, the southern limit being the mountains

of Colombia, where one species, at least, has been

collected. C. stipulosa has, however, been recorded

from Mexico, Guatemala and Peru. The genus

is spread all round the Northern Hemisphere,

and is most numerously represented in North

America, the number of species having been

variously estimated at thirty to fifty. But of
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late years several American botanists have made

a special study of the North American species

and multiplied the number to about a thousand.

Cratagus, like Rubus, is very plastic, and the

majority of these species are highly critical. The

Pomoideae are exceedingly rare in the Southern

Hemisphere ; but there is an Andine genus,

Osteomeles, closely allied to Cratsegus, of one

(or perhaps more) species, O. anthyllidifolia,

which ranges from China and Japan eastwards,

across the Pacific, to Hawaii, Pitcairn, Mangaia

and other remote islands. This species is not

Andine, and its remarkable distribution may be

due to birds, oceanic currents or indirect human
agency.

The Spindle Tree (Euonymus).—The sole

British representative of the genus Euonymus,

E. europaeus, is ordy exceptionally met with

as a small tree ; but its brilliantly coloured cap-

sule and seed render it a conspicuous object

in hedges and copses in autumn, and

its beautiful evergreen congener, E.

japonicus, lends it a claim to be

included in this place. Euonymus
numbers probably nearly a hundred

species, whereof about sixty inhabit

China and Japan. Our indigenous

species is widely spread in Eiurope,

and extends to North Africa and

West Siberia. A few species are

native in North America southward

to Mexico and Nicaragua. The
genus is more numerously repre-

sented in the mountains of India
;

a few species occur in the Malayan

Peninsula, and one exists in Queens-

land, Australia. Celastraceae, the

family to which the genus Euonymus
belongs, consists of at least 450

species of shrubs and trees scattered

over the most widely distant tropical,

subtropical and temperate regions.

The Lime (Tilia).—Tilia is re-

stricted to the Northern Hemisphere.

by recent species, in a natural

state. Three species occur wild in

England, but it is doubtful whether

any species is really indigenous.

T. parvifolia is found in old woods,

and may have reached this country

independently of human agency. At

least twenty species of Tilia are now
known, a dozen of these inhabiting

China and Japan. The genus is

scattered over the temperate regions of Europe,

Asia and North America, one or more species

occurring in the mountains of Mexico, within the

Tropics. So far, it appears no species of Tilia has

been discovered in Formosa. The family Tiliaceae

comprises a considerable number of genera and 350

to 400 species, mostly natives of warm and

tropical countries. None inhabits frigid regions.

The Maple (Acer).—^Acer campestre, the

common Maple, forms a small tree under favourable

conditions, and the Sycamore (A. Pseudo-platanus)

is now so widely naturalised in the United Kingdom

as to justify the inclusion of the genus in our

forest trees. Both are widely spread in Temperate

Europe and Western Asia. Upwards of roc

species of Acer are on record, recent explorations

in China having largely added to the number

previously known. They are spread all round

the north temperate zone, and most numerous

in North America and Eastern Asia. Two species

have been collected in North Mexico, and the

genus reaches the Southern Hemisphere in the

mountains of Java. There are probably not

fewer than fifty species in China and Japan com-

bined. No species is known to exist in Africa

south of the Atlas Mountains. The genus Acer

was formerly referred to the Sapindaceae, but it

is now generally given family rank—Aceraceae.

Dipteronia is a new type of the family native of

China.

The Ash (Fraxinus).—Between forty and

fifty species of Fraxinus have been described,

about twenty of which are recorded from China

and Japan. Many of these are very elegant.

The remainder are dispersed all round the rest

of the north temperate zone, including North

Africa and North Mexico. The Ash belongs to

the same family—the Oleaceae—as the Jessamine,

Lilac, Privet and Olive.

The Guelder Rose and Wayfaring Tree

(Viburnum).—Vibumruu Lautana, the Wayfaring

a dozen species of coarse herbs, shrubs and trees,

scattered in the most distant parts of the world,

though absent from many coimtries. The common

Elder is widely spread in Europe and North Africa,

and it is naturalised in some other countries,

including New Zealand, sometimes forming thickets.

Two species of Sambucus are peculiar to Eastern

Australia, one ranging from Queensland to

Tasmania. Several species inhabit China, and

one of these, S. javanica, ranges from Eastern

India through the Malayan Peninsula to Java.

A species of the af&nity of S. Ebulus has recently

been discovered in the mountains of East Tropical

Africa. The genus is also represented in North

America and southward through Mexico and the

West Indies to the Andes and Eastern South

America. Sambucus belongs to the Caprifoliaceae,

the same family as Viburnum.

Exotic Geneia.—-A few exotic genera of trees

i
are as familiar as, or more so than, some of our

A VIEW OF LOWTHER CASTLE FROM THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Tree, rarely exceeds 20 feet in height, and is oftener

seen as a bush ; and the Guelder Rose, V. Opulus,

is usually a bush ; but some of the exotic species

are of larger dimensions. Both V. Opulus and

V. Lantana extend eastward to China, and the

former is also at home in North America. Recent

explorations in Western China have resulted in

the discovery of between thirty and forty new

species of Viburnum, bringing the total up to

something approaching r5o. Viburnum ranges

alj round the north temperate zone, with southern

extensions in America to the West Indies, Mexico

and Costa Rica to the Andes, and the genus is

also represented in Central Madagascar. It

belongs to the Caprifoliaceae or Honeysuckle

family.

The Elder (Sambucus).—Sambucus nigra, the

common Elder, is not a timber tree ; but it has

the habit and dimensions of a small tree, and it

is a familiar object in the South of England,

at least. The genus Sambucus comprises about

native trees. Some account of the commonest

follow here

:

The Plane (Platanus).—^Two kinds of Plane

are not uncommon in cultivation in this country,

namely, P. orientaHs and P. acerifoUa, the latter

being almost exclusively the one planted in town

avenues. A third, P. occidentalis, a native of

North America, is less hardy and exceedingly

rare in this country, at least in an adtilt stage.

P. orientalis is a native of the Eastern Mediterranean

region, eastward to the Himalayas. P. acerifolia

is supposed to be of artificial origin. Besides

P. occidentalis, which ranges from Canada to

Mexico, on the Atlantic side, there are four other

Mexican species. Mexico is the southern limit of

Platanus and the seat of its greatest concentration

of species. Fossil remains of plants, referred to

Platanus, occur in Europe and Greenland in

cretaceous to tertiary formations. This genus is

another of those almost exclusively confined to

North America and the Mediterranean region.
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The Sweet Chestnut (Castanea).—As usually

limited Castanea consists of two species, namely,

C. sativa (syn. C. vulgaris; C. vesca), the Sweet

Chestnut, and C, pumila, a native of South-Eastern

North America ; but some botanists reunite

Castanopsis with it, and this comprises some
thirty or forty species, perhaps more. The native

country (or countries) of C. sativa is uncertain,

as it has been widely cultivated from early times

and many noble examples exist in this country,

mostly in parks. Asia Minor has been suggested

as its original home ; but China seems to have

equal claims, and the Sweet Chestnut probably

had a wide prehistorical area.

. The Horse Chestnut (Xsculus).—The genus

/Esculus, including the North American Pavia

and the Central American Billia, comprises nearly

a score of species, most numerous in North and
Central America, and one species is found in

Colombia, South America. In the Old World,

.-Esculus ranges from
South Europe, through

Asia Minor, Persia,

and the Himalayas to

the Malayan Peninsula

and China. Until within

comparatively recent
years, the native
country of the Horse

Chestnut was un-

certain ; but it has

now been established,

apparently beyond
question, that it is

truly indigenous i n
North Greece and in the

Caucasus.

An Analysis of^the

foregoing pa r a g raphs

reveals the fact that

the twenty-three genera

of native trees range

all round the Northern

Hemisphere, across

Europe, Asia and
America, and, with the

exception of B e t u 1 a,

Carpinus and T i I i a,

adso extend to North
Africa, at least. Nine
of the twenty -three
genera reach South

America, mostly crossing

the Equator. Quercus,

so abundant in the

mountains of Mexico and Central America,
is the most notable exception, none apparently

being recorded south of Colombia, the so-called

Oaks of Chile being Beeches, Ilex, Fagus, Euony-
mus and Sambucus are elements in the Australian

flora, and Fagus is an important constituent in

the forests of New Zealand. And in tertiary

times Quercus, Betula, Alnus and Salix flourished

in Australia
;

providing always that the fossils

have been correctly referred to these genera.

In relation to climate, it may be repeated here

that different kinds of Willow inhabit regions of

the most extreme climatic conditions, from the

Tropics to the northern limits of phanerogamic
vegetation. A species of Poplar occurs in tropical

districts of East Africa, and a large number of

different Oaks are characteristic of tropical forests

in Eastern Asia. These and other facts point to

the former universal distribution of certain suc-

cessive types of vegetation.

VENTURES IN FRUIT

WALLS.
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

UITE recently one of that curious

tribe of peripatetic school show-

men called on me to prefer the

usual request for the use of our

day school for an evening enter-

tainment, as he wanted to show a

series of war pictures. We had a few minutes'

conversation about what was taking place in

Europe. Quite casually, as if it were an every-

day occurrence, he mentioned certain inventions

which he said he had passed on to the powers that

be, and he presumed would soon be in daily use.

One was a simple method of destroying Zeppelins

'A
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THE SEMI-CIRCULAR FRUIT WALL SUGGESTED BY LANGFORD IN I681.

by means of a very unstable compound, which would

explode with terrific violence on contact with

their thin silk covering, but which, with proper

precautions, would be perfectly safe for the users.

As he explained it, it was all so simple and so

efficacious that I ventured to remark that I won-

dered how it was he was still obliged to go

on with his show. He explained that he had given

his idea free and gratis to the Government for

the good of the country. I coUapsed. Ho,w

many similar simple epoch-making inventions

have there been in the past !

Fruit walls have not escaped the sanguine

inventor. At various periods and in diverse

ways attempts have been made to increase their

efficacy. Some of these schemes have had only

a butterfly existence, others have had a much
longer life.

The proposition has been : Granted that the

purpose of a wall is to make possible or to accelerate

the ripening of fruit which in "cold summers"
and " difficult years " would not come to per-

fection
;

or in the case of Peaches and Apricots,

even in normal seasons, would barely ripen at

all ; is there any way of helping the wall to do
its work ? Is it feasible by any fairly simple

method of construction to make a wall out-wall

itself ?

Readers of The Garden may remember the

diagram of an enclosure full of zig-zag lines whicli

appeared in the issue for March 15, 1913, and which
represented the foundations of walls which the

present owner of Hadham Hall, Herts, fotind

when investigating the cause of the failure of some
Apple trees in (as the same enclosure now is)

his kitchen garden. It was suggested that it may
have been the site of a vineyard. I am unable

to find in the old books at my command any direct

evidence for or against this view. On the whole

I am inclined to doubt its being a vineyard, for

I have never come
across any instructions

for training Vines, when
planted in quantity, in

any other way than on

poles. In one of the

war numbers of Le

Jardin, an Apricot
garden of olden time

has been depicted. It

consisted of a series of

walls built in such a

way as to get a maxi-

mum of sun. Were the

zig-zags at Hadham for

Peaches or Apricots, I

wonder ; or might they

have been for Quinces ?

Sur Hugh Piatt, writ-

i n g in 1600, says :

'

' Qui noes growing
against a wall, lying

open to the sun and
defended from cold
winds, eat most deli-

ciously. This secret the

Lord Darcey brought out

of Italy
;

qua;re, would

this suit all other

fruits ? " Before the

century was far ad-

vanced, fruit gardens

in contradiction to or-

chards appear as highly

desirable apptirtenances

to all houses of any importance. Here were the

Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines and the choicer

varieties of Pears and Cherries. How to get

better and more certain crops must have been a

perennial subject of thought to the gardeners

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In

the early years of the latter, according to Bradley

and Switzer, the biiilding of " hot-walls

"

began to be practised. It was at Belvoir Castle

and Knowsley Park that these structures first

saw daylight, and their success was such that the

custom was continued till well on in the eighteen

hundreds. Thus Loudon in his " Encydopeedia

of Gardening" (fifth edition, 1827, page 305)

writes :
" Where wall fruit is an object of con-

sideration, the whole of the walls should be flued

or cellular." Some of these structures are still

standing in many an old garden, but 1 have

never seen one in use. A lifetime of about

150 years may fairly be claimed in this
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connection to be a successful one. Hot-walls

have been the great exception among the

many attempts of out-waUing fruit walls. For,

whereas the sloping, the hinged, the circular,

the waved, the horizontally tiled and various other

forms have from time to time been tried, after

a few years' use they have been found wanting.

The hot-wall alone lived. It had, be it remembered,

a good send-off. The number of bricks required

was no more than what would be used for one

a brick and a half tliick. The cost of upkeep was
not great. "The expense of warming walls of

several hundred feet long will

scarcely amoimt to thirty shillings

per annum " (" Treatise of

Husbandry and Gardening,"

Bradley, Vol. 11., page 30). So it

came to pass that hot -walls became
general in the larger gardens ; and
various authors have from time to

time recommended their use. Im-

provements in construction duly

followed, also in their management.
For example, James Justice in his

" British Gardeners' Director

"

(1764) advises any length of hot-

waUing to be divided into three, so

that the trees might always have

two ye.irs' rest, " for continual

forcing of one and the same space

of walls wiU never do."

The following are among the

varied methods which have been

suggested for the better construc-

tion of walls for fruit trees, the

idea being to get more work out of

the sun.

1. The hot-wall, which has been

the only really practical one.

2. The semi-circular (or angular)

wall.—^This was suggested by T.

Langford in his " Plain and FuU
Instructions to Raise Fruit Trees

in England " (1681, second edition

i6g6). The illustration in his book,

reproduced on page 628, gives us

a good idea of the kind of wall he

advocates. " By means of these

rounds, every wall will one time

of the day or other have a share

of the sun .... and the trees

be more secure from winds."

Although the author says he has

seen the benefits of such a wall in

" somewhat a cold country,"

posterity condemned them, for the

wind is " reverberated with great

force upon the trees ; the air is

made colder, and fruit is thereby

made later in ripening and becomes

ill tasted."

3. Walls with arched founda-

tions.
—

^The idea was to give more

root run. The practical result was to keep the

fruit always growing, so that the hottest rays of

the sun are powerless to ripen it, and it remains
" a globe of undigested matter."

4. Inclined walls of either wood or brick.

—

Walter Nicol, at the end of the eighteenth century,

advocated these made of wood, but they had been

constructed nearly too years earUer, N. F. De
DouUlier having published a work entitled " Fruit-

walls Improved by Inclining Them to the Horizon."

Some were erected on this plan at Belvoir Castle

and were \isited by Switzer, but he found them

unsatisfactory. Miller and Lawrence also condemn
them.

5. Horizontal shelters of tile or lead.—Lawrence

seems to have been the father of the lead ones.

In a " Kalendarium Universale, or Gardeners'

Universal Calender," published with the impri-

matur of Bradley, in the second edition (1733),

page 90, details are given of how to build a

wall with rows of tiles projecting ij inches

every few courses of brick. " To avoid the

unseemliness of branches riding over the edges

of tiles in each row, at convenient distances must

urge that fruit walls should be painted black.

His criticism is short and to the point :
" this

also answers better in theory than in practice."

7. Mud or clay walls.—^These are mentioned be-

cause I have somewhere read that the best way to

make suitable provision for training trees against

them was to stick plenty of sheep's bones in the

clay (?) arranged so as to protrude a few inches from

the surface, to which the branches might be tied.

I have heard of an economical hostess who in this

war-time requests her guests not to mess up the

bones on their plates, as they are wanted for soup !

What a saving of leg of mutton

bones there must have been in

establishments when, in olden

times, a mud fruit wall was in

contemplation ! But what changes

since these things were !

It is no longer Helios but Vulcan

that we want to make more useful.

We have vineries, Peach-houses

and orchard houses galore. We
have nearly got all we can out

of the sun—our chief concern now

is fire.

TWO FINE APPLES.

Al'PLE NEWTON WONDER. NOTE ITS FRUITFULNESS
THE YOUNG TREE.

be left void places or gaps for the wood branches

to pass through .... By the help of these

kinds of shelter in the most difficult year a good

quantity of the choicest fruit may be depended

upon." Lawrence's substitution of lead for tiles

enabled the shelter to be turned up or down at

win. (There is a picture of this in the second

part of " The Art of Gardening," by Lawrence,

second edition, page 78.)

6. Painting walls black.—The well-known fact

that a black surface is warmer to the touch than

a white one led people in Philip Miller's time to

Of late, much has been written of

Apple Bramley's Seedling. Many
competent growers hold the opinion

that it is the finest culinary Apple

extant, and undoubtedly it

possesses merits which go far to

support that opinion
;
yet I venture

to suggest that Newton Wonder

has serious claims to the premier

position among culinary Apples.

Every fruit garden should be well

stocked with both varieties ; they

are cooking Apples in the truest

sense of the word, the fruits are of

good size and have a fine appear-

ance. The trees are disease resist-

ing and of very free growth, will

grow equally as well in the orchard

as in the garden, and both are

heavy croppers ; but here in

Gloucestershire we find that,

whereas Newton Wonder never

fails to carry a very heavy crop,

Bramley's Seedlmg bears abun-

dantly in alternate seasons ;
that

is to say, every second year the

crop will be moderate, not a failure.

We have an orchard here, planted

some eighteen years ago, which

bears ample testimony to the high

qualities of both Apples. Many of

the best varieties were planted, but

the two Apples under notice are

much in evidence from their sturdy

growth, cleanlniess and fine shape ;
and this year,

from one tree of Newton Wonder, we gathered three

bushels of fine fruit, large and beautifully coloured
;

this does not include small or indifferent Apples.

Both are suitable for espalier or bush trees for the

garden or for orchard standards. Perhaps Newton

Wonder is rather better as a trained tree, Bramley's

Seedling bemg of slightly more vigorous growth. If

restricted to two main crop culmary Apples, one

could not do better than plant both, and of the

two I would give the palm to Newton Wonder,

Cirencester. Ralph E. Arnold.
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Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—If ripe fruits are desired bv the end
of April, a sowing may be made early iii tbe New
Year. Sow the seeds in 2j-inch pots filled with
loam mixed with mortar rubble. Plunge the
pots in a hot-bed and place sheets of glass over
them. To be successful with the cultivation
of early Melons, a heated pit with a southern aspect
is necessary. After it has been thoroughly cleansed,
a hot-bed must be made on which to grow the
plants, and this must be elevated as near to the
glass as practicable. On this may be placed a
bed of soil consisting of loam, brick rubble and
wood-ashes. This must be made quite firm,
or the growth of the plants may become gross
and liable to canker. When the voung plants are
ready, plant them out on small mounds about
20 inches apart. A temperature of 65° or 70°
must be maintained to keep the plants progressing
satisfactorily.

Strawberries in Pots.—As soon as the flower-
spikes begin to show, the plants must be placed
quite near to the glass and the temperature raised
to 55° or 60°. At this stage a little stimulant
must be afforded, increasing it in strength as
growth develops. Soot-water and diluted farm-
yard drainings will be sufficient till the fruits have
set, when a little artificial manure may be supple-
mented. The plants must be well sprayed with
lukewarm rain water twice daily, and the atmo-
sphere kept moist by frequently "damping the bare
surfaces in the house. Further batches of plants
may be placed indoors at regular intervals.

Plants Under Glass.

Calanthes.—When the early flowering varieties
have been relieved of their flower-spikes, the
pots may be placed closely together on a shelf
near the glass in a temperature of 50° or 55°.
The roots should not be shaken out till a week or
two before potting-time. The variety sanderiana,
which is just now developing its flowers, must
be given plenty of light and the atmosphere kept
dry. In the event of the glass becoming obscured
owing to fogs, it must be cleaned immediately,
or the flowers will suffer.

Gardenias.—The plants growing in pots must
be liberally fed with stimulants now that the
flower-buds are developing. A temperature of
65° or 70° must be maintained, except during
spe'ls of very severe frost, when 5° lower may be
allowed. Before coming into flower the plants
may be laid on their sides and vigorously syringed
with an insecticide, especially if they are infested
with mealy bug.

Salvia splendens.—A few of the most promising
of these must be kept for supplying cuttings.
Place themtin a cool, light house after partly
cutting them down. Salvia Pitcheri may be cut
right down and placed in a cold frame. This
variety will produce plenty of cuttings from
the base of the plants. These will root readily
in cold frames in the spring.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding 'Plants.—Cuttings of Pelargoniums,
Coleuses, Iresines, Ageratums, Salvias and Lantanas
which were rooted in boxes in the autumn may
now be potted into small pots. The propagation
of various bedding plants must receive attention
early in the New Year. Old plants of Fuchsias,
Lantanas, Marguerites, Salvia Glory of Zurich,
Heliotropes, Iresines and Ageratums may be
placed in a warm, moist house, where they will
make suitable growths for cuttings.

Calceolaria amplexicaulis.—This makes a
most effective plant when grown as a standard,
and it is so easily grown that a good batch should
be propagated annually for this purpose. Some
of the most promising of the young plants which
were rooted in cold frames may be dug up and
potted into 4-inch pots. Place them in a light
position in a house having a temperature of about
50°. They must be staked, and, as growth pro-
ceeds, the side shoots must be removed till the
desired height is reached. The plants will need a
second potting into 6i-inch or 7-inch pots.

Annuals in the Flower Garden.—A well-
arranged border of annual flowers provides a most

interesting and showy feature in the flower garden.
The following are a few which are suitable for this
purpose

: Larkspurs, Clarkias, Godetias, Cosmea,
Coreopsis, Cornflowers, Dimorphotheca, Dian-
thus, Eschscholtzias, Linums, Nemesias, Salvia
Fireball, S. Blue Beard, Nigellas, Kochias, Arctotis,
Lavateras and Sunflowers. Antirrhinums may
be treated as annuals by sowing the seed in heat
in February. The ground should be prepared
now, and a good quantity of well-rotted manure
be dug into it.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines.—These mav now
be pruned and cleaned. If the old fruiting wood
was removed when the fruit was cleared, little
remains to be done now, but it will be wise to
examine the trees carefully, and in the case of
very old trees it is sometimes necessary to cut out
an old branch here and there to make room for
young wood. The trees will need a thorough
washing with an insecticide ; and should they be
attacked by scale, a soft brush must be used to
dislodge it.

The Fruit-Room.—Apples and Pears should
be examined once a week, and those which have
commenced to decay must be removed. Endeavour
to keep the room sweet by opening the ventilators
during mild weather. A temperature of 40°
will be suitable for Apples ; and if very severe
frost sets in. the windows and doors should be
covered with mats.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflower.—."ibout the first week in January
a sowing of an early variety may be made. Sow
the seed thinly in boxes of light soil and place
them on a shelf in a light house. Sutton's First
Crop is an excellent variety for this sowing.

Seakale.—To keep up a supply of this vegetable,
a batch of roots must be placed in the forcing-
house every week. The roots outdoors must
be covered with Bracken or litter as a precaution
against a fontinued spell of hard frost. When
lifting the roots for forcing, select the pieces
suitable for cuttings and place them in a cool
shed. In wet weather they may be cut into
suitable lengths, bunched up, and placed in an
upright position in boxes, (fover them with a
few inches of soil and place the boxes behind a
north wall, E. Harriss.

(Head-gardener to Lady Wantage.)
Lockingc Gardens, Berks.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—The majority of the cuttings
should now be taken, to allow a number of the old
plants to be thrown away, and so leave more pots
and space available for other material. Cuttings
which are already rooted should be gradually
accustomed to more air, which is essential if

sturdy and strong plants are to result. Any
cuttings attacked by fly should be dipped in a
mixture of insecticide.

Stove Temperatures.—Too much artificial heat
is injurious at this period of the year, when' the
majority of plants should be resting. Crotons
and other occupants of the plant stove invariably
start more freely into growth at the proper time
if they have had a proper rest. This must, of
course, be done with discretion, as too low a
temperature or a continuation of cool treatment
would in most cases cause the leaves to drop
and the general disfigurement of the plants.

Tree Carnations.—This is the best time of
the year to propagate these plants. Every
available cutting should be secured as soon as
possible. Cuttings already rooted must be potted
up singly in 2-inch pots and kept in a close frame
for a few days until the roots commence to take
possession of the soil, which should be light and
open, made so by the free addition of crushed
brick, charcoal, leaf-soil and coarse silver sand.
Be careful not to over-water, as the small, tender
roots are quickly injured if water is given in
excess.

Malmaison Carnations.—The potting of young
plants int'::i 6-iucli pots should be completed as

soon as possible, seeing so much is to be gained
by doing this now. Maintain a temperature of
50° during the night, and only allow an advance
to 55° durmg the day. If rust is troublesome,
remove the badly affected parts, and on no account
allow a moisture-laden atmosphere, as this would
be ideal conditions for rust becoming firmlv estab-
lished.

Fruit Under Glass.

Bottling Grapes.—After this date, if only for
the welfare of the Vines, no Grapes should be
left hanging m the vineries. Although all the foliage
may have fallen, the Vines are being robbed
needlessly if the bunches are left to hang.
Shrivelling is common with late Grapes, especially
Mrs. Pince, but this will be prevented considerably
if the Grapes are bottled. A dry and cool room,
where there is not much chance of dust being
present, is the best place to keep them. The
bunches must be looked over occasionally to
remove any decaying berries, which w'^ould
quickly infect others and so spoil an entire
bunch.

The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—More sowings should be made
as the days lengthen, seeing they grow better and
produce pods more freely. White and green fly
must be kept in check by fumigation. To prevent
red spider becoming troublesome, the foliage
should be syringed when the conditions of the
weather will permit of it being done.

Rhubarb.—Where a continuous supply of this
is required, fresh batches should be brought into
heat every fortnight. Where indoor accommo-
dation is limited, a few old barrels with the
ends knocked out can be placed on the
plants outdoors and surrounded with new stable
litter.

Asparagus, like Rhubarb, should be brought
indoors to force at intervals to keep up a regular
supply. Unlike Rhubarb, it should be grown in
full exposure to light.

Salads.—Chicory and Endive must be blanched
as required for use, allowing about a fortnight
for the process. Lettuces become scarce at this
season, so that a few seeds may be sown at once
in boxes, which will be growing on and be ready
for pricking out in frames for spring use.

Carrots.—Young, tender roots being in demand
the whole year round, more seed should be sown.
Where frame space is limited, some boxes may
be requisitioned, so long as they are 4 inches or
5 inches in depth. This is also a very profitable
way to grow young Carrots, as, after growth is

advanced, they can be readily removed to make
way for other plants.

Cucumbers.—As the plants at present in
bearing will become exhausted within the next
few weeks, seeds should be sown in brisk heat to
produce young plants to replace them.

Tomatoes.—Young plants should be kept in a
growing temperature of 60° where there is not
too much moisture. As soon as the roots have
taken possession of the soil, pot on into larger
pots, but do not use those too large. Small pots
are to be preferred for all the early crops.

The Flower Garden.

Standard Heliotropes which are to be used for
summer bedding should be kept growing in a
stove temperature. Continue to remove flower-
buds and all side shoots until the desired height
is attained. On the slightest appearance of fly,

a fumigation should be given. When repotting,

do not shift into large-sized pots, as splendid
specimens can be grown in those of 5 inches with
the assistance of a little artificial manure.

Digging and Trenching.—Any vacant beds or
borders should be dressed with manure, and
either dug or trenched as time and the conditions
of the weather permit.

Sweet Peas.—The young plants which resulted
from seed sown during the autumn should be
kept well ventilated, whenever possible. Staking
with small canes will also be necessary. If it has
been decided where they are to be grown during
the coming season, a deep and wide trench should
now be thrown out, leaving the soil thus exposed
for the remainder of the winter,

John Jeffrey.
(Head-gardener to Sir R. W. Buchanan Jardine,
Casltcmilk Guldens, Lockerbie, A'./?.
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BORDER CARNATIONS.

I

HAVE had several long and interesting letters

from correspondents and some personal

friends regarding my selection of two dozen

border Carnations specified in the issue

for November 27. As anticipated, and

as I had hoped, a good deal of friendly

criticism is launched ; but it is pleasing to note

that the consensus of opinion is that the varieties

named would be hard to beat as an all-round lot.

Let me analyse, first of all, the comments of a

noted grower and exhibitor from North London.

He has not grown Beau Nash, Ibis, Zulu or Ziska,

so cannot speak with authority on
their merits. Bookham Clove and
Miss Rose Josephs he knows well by
reputation, but does not include them
in his stock because he does not

particularly fancy the colours ; and
he thinks I made my only real

mistake by naming Solfaterra as my
third yellow. 1 quite expected op-

position to this last, and agree that it

is somewhat tall in growth and is

not so fine a flower as Daffodil. On
the other hand, it has a grand con-

stitution, which Daffodil has not,

although it was included in my list

because of its pre-eminence for ex

hibition ; while Border Yellow goes

in on account of its good colour,

wonderful vigour, and strength of

stem. But its flower is not refined

enough, while that of Solfaterra is

both shapely and a real golden yellow.

My correspondent thinks Mrs. Elliot

Douglas might have been named
instead, and—well, so it might, quite

easily ; they are both highly finished

products of the hybridiser's art. Beau
Nash is a very fine new Carnation,

of strong, robust growth, doing ex-

cellently in the open border, and
has an absolutely brilliant colour of

pure deep I'ose pink. Ibis is a Miss

Willmott in scarlet, with more sub-

stance in the flower than the old

Bob Acres, and it does not burn in

the sun. I am surprised Zulu has

not yet been tried by this grower.

I consider it quite the best of the

dark maroons, and, like Miss Rose

Josephs, it continues to give per-

fectly shaped flowers for about four

months. Ziska I myself* have not

grown, but Mr. Douglas recommends
it for its unusual colour—cinnabar

red—and good form, and I have secured it for

next year's bloom.

Everyone ought to grow Bookham Clove for its

scent alone ; but, apart from that, the flowers

are an immense advance on the Old Clove in every

way. Miss Rose Josephs is, in my own judgment,

one of the most beautiful of all flowers, and I

simply cannot understand anyone not lildng it.

The colour is difficult to portray by description,

but I suppose it is old rose. It is a real " Liberty "

art shade, and I know of no other flower in garden

or greenhouse that can claim a similai; tint. Vieux
rose has, of course, already appeared among
Carnations, as, for instance, in Unique ; but when
it first made its advent the growth of the plant

was weak and very dwarf, and not till Unique

came on the scene could Mr. Douglas find grass

strong enough to make plants that would satisfy

the public. But Miss Rose Josephs beats all its

forerunners, for here we have health, sturdy

growth and a perfectly formed flower that is

unique indeed.

Another correspondent asks why I made no

mention of Cardinal, Becky Sharp, The Bride,

Rony Buchanan and Droitwich. The only answer

I can make to this is that I do not consider these

varieties have been able to stand against the

winnowing influence of the survival of the fittest.

Rony Buchanan is certainly a good fancy for

border cultivation, but there is nothing very

distinguishing about it, and there are finer fancies

from Edenside this autumn. I saw it at the
Carnation show in July last, and thought it one
of the most striking novelties ever produced from
that famous nursery. The ground colour is very
pure, and is closely barred and streaked with bright
deep red

; while the petals are broad and smooth,
making a noble flower of dignified proportions.

For those who can satisfy their natural craving

—

which, I thinlc, is common to all horticulturists

—

for novelties, I can strongly recommend Centurion,
a new yellow-ground fancy ; Henry Brett, a large
crimson maroon self ; Salmonea, salmon pink,
very sturdy constitution

; and Sweet Anne Page, a
most beautiful flower of delicate colouring, lavender
markings on a pale yellow ground. The illustration

depicts the new fancy Carnation Eden-
side, one of the best in this section

ever produced. J. L. Gibson.

A USEFUL WINTER-
FLOWERING ORCHID.

Zygopetalum Mackayi.

THE NEW FANCY BORDER CARNATION EDENSIDE.

now on the nrarket. Cardinal, too, has been

improved upon, and Becky Sharp is, if I mistake

not, simply a sport from Lord Steyne, which
has appeared in several collections, and it is a

notorious burster. Droitwich is a white-ground

fancy, and when at its best is a dainty-looking

flower. As a rule, however, the white ground is

not pure enough in tone, not so good as The Bride

in that respect, while even the last named will

go down before Daisy Walker. Personally, I

like Montrose if a second white-ground fancy

is wanted in a small collection, and its grass

is always clean and healthy looking, making
very fine layers.

A new variety in this class that is sure to

be largely grown is Lord Kitchener, sent out

This fine Orchid was originallj' in-

troduced from Brazil in 1826, and
has always been held in high esteem
by cultivators generally, while a good
batch is often seen in gardens where
there is no other attempt made to

grow Orchids, perhaps excepting the

Cypripediums. Many plants have been
imported, but a large number have
also been raised from seed in this

country. Z. Mackayi has been care-

fully fertilised with pollen from such
genera as Odontoglossum, Lycaste,

Cymbidium and Ma.xillaria, but the

seedlings, upon flowering, were in

every instance Z. Mackayi pure and
simple. Mendelians will probably say
that if these seedlings were " selfed " a

hybrid would appear in the proper
ratio

; but this has been carried out

even, to the third and fcnirtli

generation by several Orchid-growers

without any trace of the pollen-

bearing parent being apparent. The
spikes of this fine Zygopetalum are

produced during the autumn and
winter months, and the somewhat
flat flowers are light yellow-green,

blotched with purplish brown, while

the broad, fan-shaped lip is white,

streaked with violet purple. One reason

why this plant is popular is, no
doubt, owing to the facility with which
it adapts itself to the conditions pre.

vailing in greenhouses and its free-

flowering qualities, while no difficulties will present

themselves in respect of cultivation. The repotting

should be done in early spring, or soon after the

flower-spikes are removed, using as a rooting

medium good fibrous loam, peat and sphagnum
moss in equal parts, while a few small nodules of

charcoal or finely broken crocks may be added with

advantage. Owing to the thick, fleshy roots, ample
pot room is necessary, and the pots should have
one-fourth of their depth filled with drainage

;

over this may be placed a thin layer of moss to

maintain a free outlet for water. After being

disturbed at the base, little water will be needed
for a week or two ; but when the roots begin to

take possession of the soil, more may be given,

and at no time must they be allowed to suffer from
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drought. Z. Mackayi may be grown either at

the warmest end of the cool house or in the inter-

mediate division, while some place them among
the Cattleyas ; but a little more shade is required

to secure the best results. The principal pests are

thrips, which congregate in the new shoots ; but

these can be destroyed by vaporising the house

at intervals, or by spraying with a weak solution

of some reliable insecticide. T. W. B.

WAR NEWS FROM
FRANCE.

FRENCH horticulture has been severely

tried by the great war. Many gar-

deners and nurserymen have been

killed or wounded at the Front, some
of whom, of course, are not known
here in England, but others who

have lived among us and who have many English

friends have also suffered.

At the present moment one well-known name
stands out prominently before us. M. Henri

Nonin, only son of our old friend M. Aug. Nonin,

the well-known Chrysanthemum grower near

Paris, has been wounded a second time. Early

in the war he was struck by a piece of shell and
wounded in the leg, and subsequently contracted

typhoid fever. After five months' absence he

rejoined his regiment, and shortly afterwards was
given a commission. Sous-Lieutenant Nonin,

as he now is, was again wounded at Toul, where
his right arm was broken and badly splintered.

It is hoped that his arm will be saved, but at

least eighteen months will elapse before he can

expect to regain the use of it, if ever he does

We are pleased to record that on the 3rd inst.

our young friend was decorated in hospital at

Lyons with the Legion of Honour and the War
Cross.

M. Alfred Nomblot, who was recently appointed

to till the place of M. Abel Chatenay as secretary

of the National Horticultural Society of France,

and was wounded on April 18 last, but, refused to

leave his regiment, has now been promoted to

the rank of Chef de Bataillon. He, too, mentioned
in the order of the day, has received the War
Cross.

M. Lucien Gravereau, son of M. A. Gravereau,

belonging to the French Colonial Ambulance
Service, has received the same distinction for

gallantry at the Front. English visitors to Paris

are well acquainted with this young man's father,

who is familiarly known as Gravereau without

the " X," to distinguish him from the famous

rosarian, M. Jules Gravereaux of L'Hay.

We learn that M. Rene Adnet, eminent for his

work in the improvement of the Gerbera, who
lost the use of his arm, but, nevertheless, con-

tinued his service as captain instructor in his

regiment, has had a serious attack of congestion

of the brain as the result of overwork. He is

now reported as improving.

M. Montigny, a prominent exhibitor of new
Chrysanthemimis, living at Orleans, is reported

to have died recently. His son, who spent

some time in England a few years ago, was
one of the first of the young French gardeners

we knew personally to be killed in the war.

From a paragraph in a French contemporary

it appears that it was not M. Josephde Hemp-
tinne, the orchidist of Ghent, who was executed,

as stated by the Echo Beige, by the Germans a

short time since, but his brother. Count

Paul de Hemptinne. M. Joseph de Heniptinne,

it is said, was condemned to death, but was

pardoned on the intervention of the Pope.
|

THE "COUNTRY LIFE"
ANTHOLOGY OF VERSE.

OBITUARY.

THE HON. JOHN R. DE C. BOSCAWEN
A S announced in our last issue, the Hon.

/\ John Boscawen of Tregye, Perranwell,

/ % Cornwall, died suddenly on the

/ % 12th inst. For a long time he had
• * taken the greatest interest in every-

thing that pertains to horticulture,

and his cheery and exhilarating presence will

be missed in many circles. His services were

continually requisitioned for our large shows,

including, of course, the International.

He was one of the founders of the Cornwall

Daffodil Society in 1897, and from that time until

THE LATE HON. JOHN DE C. BOSCAWEN.

the present he was its honorary secretary. The
fame and success of this—the pioneer—society

have been greatly due to his enthusiasm. He
had a fine collection of Daffodils in his garden,

and his wife. Lady Margaret, has been a frequent

exhibitor at Truro.

He was one of the oldest, if not one of the

original, members of the Narcissus and Tulip

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Latterly his public activities have been

mainly directed to the development of the horti-

cultural section of the " Royal." Visitors cannot

fail to have marked its expansion within the last

few years. We do not think we are overstepping

the mark when we say that this has been due

almost entirely to the energy, the business acumen,

and the never-failing sympathy and courtesy

of John Boscawen, its head.

We respectfully tender his widow and
family our deepest sympathy in their great loss,

which we, in common with all horticultiuists,

must to some extent share.

I

N the pages of Country Life all aspects

of the country, its activities, sports and
pleasures, are described. But mostly in its

poetry is to be sought the imagmative side

of life and rural beauty. During the

course of years many poets of estab-

lished fame have contributed to its pages, others

who have since attained to distinction sent it

their earliest verses, and, last of all, verses from
unknown contributors have made their appear-

ance in its post-bag from all parts of the world,

and have been printed whenever individuality

and fine taste were shown. The one criterion

applied to them has been that of worth and
sincerity. There are poems for to-day of

" the lads who have gone to the war," and of those

who will come back no more. The poems of

loss and regret will appeal to the many who
have heard the beating of the wings of the Angel

of Death. And it is hoped that the beautiful

poems of our countryside, of our grey seas and
tumbling burns, will be read with joy by soldiers

far from the home and land where their hearts

are. Did space permit, we should like to quote

a number of the poems on flowers and gardening,

hut we must confine ourselves to two. The first is

" SNOWDROPS.
Snowdrops, in springs to be

When poppied dreauns I keep.

Grow not over me
Lying asleep.

Else might I sadden when
Thy Elfin Melody

Waking Earth up again

Cannot wake me.

A. Hepple Dicki.\son."

.\nd the second

" THE POPLARS.

In stifling lane and garden bed

The flowers droop, listless in the heat,

O'er petals lying dead.

The Elms stand motionless. The Fir's

Hot scent hangs stagnant. No breath stirs

Across the shining Wheat.

But far above the flowers a-swoon.

And far above the silent sheaves.

From pallid dawn to languid noon,

The Poplar trees are whispering low

To little secret winds that blow

Among their murmuring leaves.

The Poplar trees are singing, throughout the sultry

hours

—

Songs the cherished garden flowers

Will never, never know
;

Songs the blessed harvest field will never, never

know

—

Are singing to the little winds that flutter to and

fro. Isabel Butchart."

Nearly one himdred poets contribute to the pages

of this excellent book, among whom we may
mention Robert Bridges, Lord Archibald Campbell,

Walter de la Mare, Sir George Douglas, Bart.,

John Drinkwater, Lady Glenconner, Dorothy

Frances Gumey, W. E. Henley, Violet Jacob,

Sir Henry Newbolt, Lady Margaret Sackville,

Lady Wynford, &c. It is safe to prophesy a

very large demand for this charming anthology.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
SEEDS OF CATALPA (Tim).—The pods of Catalpa

contain many seeds. The seeds are chaff-like in character,

a thin membrane with a dark centre, the central part

lieing the seed proper and the other part an aid to distri-

bution, the wings causing the seeds to be carried about

by wind. Collect the seeds and store them in a cool

room until January ; then sow them thinly in light,

sandy soil in a warm greenhouse. Eeep moderately

moist and on the dark side until germination occurs ;

then place on a shelf near the glass. Pot the young plants

singly when large enough to handle, and plant them out-

doors in June or July. It is probable that a large per-

centage of the seeds will be infertile.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA AND THE VALUE OF
ITS WOOD (Mrs. M.).—The wood of Araucaria imbricata

is of good quality, and is used for general building purposes

in Chile. The tree has only been grown here for orna-

mental purposes, therefore the wood is usually knotty

and less valuable than that from trees grown closely

together. It can, however, be used for many rough

kinds of work, farm buildings, fences, &c. Owing to the

small quantity placed upon the Enghsh market, it has no

special value* and would probably only reaUse 4d. or

6d. a cubic foot. Trees are often cut up for firewood.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PASSIFLORA EDULIS NOT FLOWERING (A. B.).~

It is probable that your plant of Passiflora edulis is in

too much shade to allow it to blossom. Try training a

shoot or two along the end of the house where more light

can be obtained. This is the only reason we can suggest

for the absence of flowers.

READING GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.

The usual fortnightly meeting of the Reading and District

Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Association was held

on Monday, the 13th inst., in the Abbey Hall (kindly lent

by Messrs. Sutton and Sons), and notwithstanding the

inclement weather, the attendance was exceedingly good.

Mr. E. BlactweU, the vice-chairman, presided. The
subject for discussion was " Greenhouse Flow^ering Plants

from Seed," and was introduced by Mr. F. Townhouse,
The Gardens, Hillside, Heading, who treated very fully

of Calceolarias, Gloxinias, Streptocarpi and Begonias.

The lecture was made exceedingly interesting by a series

of auto-chromes or natural colour photographic slides,

shown by the aid of a powerful lantern manipiUated by
the hon. secretary. Although the exhibits were not quite

so numerous as at the last two meetings, the quality was
very high. In the " Points " Competition, Mr. C. Cripps,

The Gardens, Sidmouth Grange, received lli^ points for

some very fine blooms of winter-flowering Carnations,

the vase of JIary Allwood being exceptionally good ;

while Mr. Townsend was awarded the society's certificate

for some splendidly coloured fruits of Apple Cox's Orange
Pippin. In addition, Mr. D. Turner, Coley Park Gardens,
staged some fine specimens of Leek Sutton's Prizetaker.

Mr. Bouckenooghe, in expressing his surprise and
thanks, said there was apparently no limit to the good
nature of the Enghsli people. Ho had loved England
from the day he first went to Ivew, twenty-six years ago,
but his regard had intensified during the past year or so,

since he had been forced to flee from his home at Ypres.
The loss of his great nurseries had caused him mucl)
grief, but he looked forward to next spring, when he hoped
that he might then go back and take possession of the
fragments. In feeling terms he spoke of the happy
Enghsh people and the love of flowers among even the-

tiniest children. He and his fellow countrymen would
never forget the day when the mighty British Empire
took up the gauntlet on behalf of the country that gavi-

him birth. They knew that England and her Allies

would conquer, and he believed the day was not very
far away.

MISCELLANEOUS.
VARIOUS QUESTIONS {.Tidie).~(a and 6) Yes; the

twigs sent for inspection are affected by canker. This

is the only disease present, (o) Pyrus triloba is the correct

name. It is a native of Syria and has no common English

name, (d) Yes ; it is advantageous to take off side

leaves of Brussels Sprouts now. (e) The Plum is attacked

by the silver-leaf disease. The wood is also unripened.

(/) Pear Easter Beurr6 is in season during February and
March. Many varieties are poor this season.

POOR RETURN FROM AN ASPARAGUS-BED (Hilda).

—Whatever you may do to the bed this winter cannot

result in a much better yield next year. The grass must
have a summer's gro^vth in order to recoup its strength.

EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
The annual meeting of this club was held on December S
at the Boar's Head Hotel, Korwich, Sir. John Clayton
being in the chair. The secretary, 5Ir. W. L. "Wallis,

presented a most able repoir of the work of the club during
the most trying year ; in spite of this they had been able to

carry out its various phases of usefulness. The membei-
ship, in spite of the very large number of members who
had joined the Forces, still stood at just over 300. In the
matter of finance, the club had the distinction of being
able to add a small balance to its reserve. The receipts

amounted to £96 15s. 9d., and the disbursements
£91 19s. 5d. an achievement he thought very few similar

clubs could show. At the subsequent election of officers,

Mr. T. Notley, gardener to E. Gurney Buxton, Esq., Catton
Hall, was elected president, and Mr. H. Perry, " Floracot,"
Constitution Hill, Norwich, \ace-presidcnt. The other
officers were practically all re-elected as before standing.

A very instructive list of essays and lectures, and a schedule

of special and other prizes, as formulated by the committee,
were adopted. "The exhibition for the evening was a
bright and interesting feature, and brought out, among
other items, a fine Cypripcdium from Sir, W. Shoesmith,
gardener to F. W. Harmer, Esq., and some extra good
coloured Apples from Mr. George Moore, Hethersett Hall
Gardens. Mr. John Clayton and Mr. W. L. AVallis, the
members of this club who are acting for the Vegetable

^u'%S^'de"d''gJass'off"anS'dea? TafaU weeds!°an1 Zen Products Committee,reporte_d that they recently sent over

give the bed a dressing of well-decayed farmyard manure
to the depth of 4 inches. In the middle of March rake off

the loose part of the manure, forking over the surface of

the bed at the same time to the depth of 3 inches only.

A week or two later give the bed a good scattering of

lime, say, a good handful to the square yard, and a small

handful of well-crushed nitrate of soda over the same
area. Apply it on a dry day and rake it into the soil with

a wooden rake. If there are any blank spaces in the

lied, put fresh plants in before the lime, Ac, is

applied. Do not cut any Asparagus next year.

Let every spike grow and mature, cutting it down only

when ripe in the autumn. You will then find your roots

much stronger the following year and for years afterwards.

The best way of cutting Asparagus is to cut every head

that grows as' soon as it is large enough to cut until June 20

and then not to cut a sinple head that year afterwards.

GARDEN PESTS {A. P. H.).—l. An egg-bracelet

of the lackey moth, so called from the many-coloured

livery of the caterpillar. The moth itself appears in autumn
and the caterpillars feed at first in colonies. Remove
all such bracelets in pruning. Pear, Apple, Hose and

various other trees are subject to the attack of these

caterpillars. Ii-If any of the caterpillars hatch out in spring,

Bpray with lead arsenate. 2. Eggs of the vapourer

moth, a brown moth with a somewhat hairy caterpillar.

Treat as in the former case. 3. Mussel scale on Apple,

a very destructive pest. Only eggs are present now
under the scales, but spraying with a caustic wash, 21b.

oflcaustic soda to 10 gallons of water, will remove a con-

siderable number, and this should be followed up at the

end of May or the beginning of June with a nicotine wash

or paraffin emulsion spray. 4. These are eggs of the Apple

Psylla (P. mali), a pest which hatches out into a flat,

yellowish insect, which sucks the sap of the developing

leaves and buds just as they begin to burst. The caustic

wash will not kill these eggs, but spraying with MacDougall's

Wash will kill the young insects if it is applied as soon as

they hatch out in spring. 5. The Currant scale

(Lecanium ribis) may be similarly treated as No. 3. Do
not use the fowl-manure about the trees in too great

quantity. Fruit trees rarely require heavy manurrag,

a"! the manure is apt to encourage growth at the expense

of the fruit-bearing of the tree. It may be mixed with

earth and appUed directly or stored under cover.

NAMES OF FRUIT.

—

Fish.—1, Malster ; 2, Bramley's

Seedling ; 3, Scarlet Nonpaieil ; Pear, decayed.

Prvner—1 and 2, dccayee" ; 3, Marfechal de la Cour ; 4,

Bellissime d'Hiver; 6, Swan's Egg; 6, Old Bergamotte.

O. C. W., Yorks.—The Peals arrived too decayed to

identify.

NAME OF PLANT.—C. C. W ., Yotks. — Chrysanthe-

mum CuUingforrlii.

a ton of fniit,

appeal.
&c., to the Fleet in response to a special

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION SOCIETY.
Annual General Meeting.

Apter the close of the recent show held at the Koyal
Horticultural Hall, some twenty or more members
assembled under the chairmanship of Mr. J. S. Brunton.
The report and financial statement were taken as read.
Both the chairman and the hon. treasurer, Mr. L. J. Cook,
referred to the excellent condition the society was in,

despite the great falling off in income.
Actually, said the treasurer, they were in a better

financial position than ever before, for while the statement
showed but £4 18s. 6d. as balance, the overdue subscrip-
tions had come in so well since the report was drawn up
that they really had assets of over £30 against liabilities

of £16 10s. on the year's work. It should be noted, too,
that the liabilities of 1914, including cost of Year Book,
totalling some £27, had been paid off. Altogether the
secretary calculated that at that moment they had some-
thing like £65, independent of the sum made at the fiowcr
stall. The report was accepted with applause.
The retiring officers having been thanked, the election

of officers for the ensuing year was proceeded with. From
president to hon. auditors, all were re-elected in rapid
succession, and no note of discord was evident during
the proceedings. Mr. "Weaton, the hon. secretary, in
returning thanks, ventured to remind those present
that nothing was certain in the present state of affairs,

and they might suddenly find themselves without a
secretary.

Several new members of committee were elected in

place of retiring members, after which the chairman
moved that heartiest thanks be accorded Mr. W. H.
Page for his assiduous work in connection with the War
Relief Stall. Indisposition prevented Mr. Page from
coming to see the results of his labours, and in extending
their thanks the chairman asked that a letter of sympathy
be sent to Mr. Page. The motion was carried with
applause.
Warmest thanks were also accorded the Misses Page,

Sherwood and Mason, six in all, and their several helpers
for their enthusiastic attention to the stall. A motion
was also passed authorising Mr. Page to thank the many
donors of flowers, plants and fruit, by means of which
£33 7s. was realised for the Royal Horticultural Society's
War Relief Fund. An additional sum was anticipated
from the surplus goods which had been taken away for

sale elsewhere. The chairman's various motions were
passed with warmest cordiahty, after which the chairman
presented a gift of money to Mr. V. Bouckenooghe as a
token of esteem from various members.

Horticultural Benefit Society.—The monthly
meeting of the United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society was held at the Royal Horti-

cultural Hall on Monday, December 13, Mr.

Arthur Bedford in the chair. Two new members
were elected. Three members were allowed to

withdraw double amount of interest, amounting
to £8 7s., and two members over the age of seventy

years withdrew from their deposit sums amounting
to £24 OS. rod. The sums of £52 4s. 6d. and

£44 45. 3d., respectively, were passed for payment
to the nominees of two deceased members. The
sick pay for the month on the ordinary side

amounted to £53 los. 4d., on the State side to

£47 14s. 4d., and maternity claims to £21. The
committee received with regret the resignation

of Mr. C. W. Butcher from the committee,

owing to his having joined His Majesty's Forces.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — On
Monday, the 13th inst., the executive committee
of this society held a meeting at Carr's Restaurant,

Strand. Owing to an accident, Mr. Thomas
Bevan was prevented from presiding, and his

place was ably filled by Mr. E. F. Hawes. A
letter of s>Tnpathy was addressed to Mr. Bevan,
who had been knocked down and run over by a

motor lorry, and the committee also sent a similar

message to their old friend Mr. Caselton, who
has been ill for some time past and was unable

to attend. The floral committee will hold its

annual supper on the iqth prox. Members are

invited to bring friends. Next year's arrangements

include a show at the Royal Horticultural Hall.

Westminster, which will be held on November 9
and 10. The annual meeting will take place at

Carr's Restaurant on February 7 next, and it

was ordered that the accounts and report for

1915 be printed and circulated beforehand. The
meetings of the executive will be held as follows :

September 25, October 23, November 20, and
December 18, 1916, and January 15. 1917. The
dates of the floral committee meetings were pro-

visionally fixed, but are subject as to time and
place to final aiTangements by the sub-committee.

It will be remembered that of the series of educa-

tional lectures organised for the autumn of 1915,

only one, the first, by Mr. Harman Payne, was
able to be held. Those postponed will now be

delivered in the spring. Mr. Percy Cragg will

give his on March 20, and that of Dr. Keeblo

on April 17 will complete the series. The election

of new members brought the meeting to a close.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and neivsoffenis wfio have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in DenmarJc, Holland, Norway,
Siveden, Switzerlarid, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C^

',' The Yearly Suhs'rir.lion to TnE Garden is ; Inland,

OS. Orf. ,• Foreign, &s.M.
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Aucmoivs.

ROSES, BULBS,
PERENNIALS & SHRUBS

Sales by Auction
will be held every

Monday & Wednesday at 12.30.
CaUtiogua poet free.

liOte puichaaed, packed, and forwarded to all parte.

STEVENS'AUCTIONROOMS
(Establiabed 155 Years),

38, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS I

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,
AT ONE o'clock, at

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale RoomB,

67 A 68. CHEAPSIDE, E.O.
C.-!T.4L0Gi'ES O.V APPLICATION.

ets there f<
)
and makes the Garden ,t^A^l,
gay all the year round -~"£.>3~

Sald<rcrrHb»eiaTINSaie4l.^l».. and io BRANDED* &EAI.BO
BAGSt flt».,2». ed.. >«lb>..4a.»d. ;»!>»., Ts.«<l..&<lbs.. 13a. Sd. Iltlbi. SO*. Of

direct (rom lb* Works. Carriifc pud in tbe Uoltxi Kingdom for Cisb wlib Ordrr lauepi e<i. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON E

NOT a SUBSTITUTE, but a REAL
MANURE on SCIENTIFIC lines.

WILLIS BROS.

Garden Manure
Strongly recommended to take the place of

Stable Manure for digging in soil, or as a top
dressing. For Roses, Herbaceous Borders, Lawns
and Kitchen Gardens.

Contains a large proportion of Organic Nitrogen
and does not waste in soil. 1 owt. Garden Manure
equals in feeding qualities two loads Stable Manure.

A Customer writes: 'Used nothing but your Garden
Manure on four acres Kitchen Garden and have never had
better crops."

1 c>vt. 8/-
; J cwt. 4/9 ; 28 lbs., 2/6 ; carriage paid.

1,000,000 TONS
OF ROCKERY STONE suitable for Parks, large or

small gardens, etc., from 1/- per ton on rail.

CRAZY PAVING for garden patlis. from S/- per ton on rail.

STONE GARDEN ROLLERS from T/6 each.

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES, RHODODENDRONS AND
FLOWERING AND EVERGREEN SHRUBS of every

description at exceedingly low prices.

Catalogues and Price Lists Free on application to

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., LTD.,
^Quarry Proprietors & Nurserymen,

NEWSEASONS
pATTERHS

SANKEYS^^^>'*POTS
*^ -Ghe BEST and Cheapesh.
Stmic quanlity of each size required and have ' rarria^e paid "

quolation ("carriage" freuuenily omounta to half value of
goodk). nr wriXte fit' Price List, free.

SPECIAL POTi of >1l descriptions. Bult. Be. "

Pmhi from 24. each.

RtCHARD SANKEy* SOAf. LTP.
Balwell Po^^e^ies. NOTTINGHAM.

TROUSERS.
WitK5 Pockefs.wfllmadf.Pfrfor

fitting and nofed for Ihffir hard"

wearing qualifies. \^ear like Leather.

rCLENSKOT lAUWOOlSCgRHTWEEDl

(^^^ 1
1 1 fCy^.^[ryDUBLE THE PRica

W£ SATISFY YOU OR.*
RErUHP VOW MONEY.

Send Poif Card lo-iijy

PATTERNS
Post Free

fwT

CHAPMAN &CO.'S FAMOUS
ROSES. 6da G3Ch. vSetie"^ill BuK*'*'*'? WWB UUUIIi o^ Seedlhig Briars
and grown in exposed position on our new nurseries. Semi

for our descriptive Catalogue and compare prire.

CHAPMAN Sl CO., Royal Nurseries,
SCRAPTOFT, LEICESTER.

IVIY OJLRDSN-.
By EDEN PHILLPOTTS. Cheap Edition 6/- net. by post a/4

Over 200 pages and 60 fuU-page illustrations.

alM Easy SflFMeasurtracntrorm.Tape. and Full particulars.

'RACTICAL SCOTCH TAILORS.,

ee4.62S.6>2 ArfiV'lcSt.fiLXSGOW:

CLEARANCE SALE.
Owing to our works being given over to Government orders
and more space being required for additional machinery we

are prepared to offer our stock of

GARDEN FRAMES (a few only).

IRON AND ZINC HAND LIGHTS, and ODD
LIGHTS FOR FRAMES

At Special Low Prices to Clear.

Clearance List on application,

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.. NORWICH.

WILLIS BROS.,
Horticultural Manure Manufacturers,

HARPENDEN, HERTS.

IT IS NOT OFTEN that a leading London journal expresses
regret that a book was not published years ago-
The " Morning Post," however, did so in the case of

Gardening for

Beginners
By E. T. COOK

and added that "One cannot speak in too high praise
of the book."

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS has now
reached its SIXTH Edition.

The new and enlarged volume contains nearly 700 pages and no
less than 250 beautiful illustrations, coloured plates, plans and

diagrams.

Price 12/6 net ; by Post, 13/-.

Published at the Offices of '* Country Life," Ltd., 20.
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

A SPECIALITY FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS.

POT VINES
Exceptionally fine this season. Inspection Invited.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS,
LOWDHAM, NOTTS.

NOW READY—An Ideal Christmas Gift Book.

Publiahed at the GIBcee of " Codntet Life," Ltd,
20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C.

THE "COUNTRY LIFE"
ANTHOLOGY OF VERSE

Edited by P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.

Crown 8vo, Cloth, gilt, 5/- net, by post 5/6 In full Sheepskin, 8/6 net, by post 9/-

DURING the course of years, many poets of established fame have contributed to the pa^es

of "Country Life," others who have since attained to distinction sent 'it their earliest

verses, and, last of all, verses from unknown contributors have made their appearance in its

poitbag from all parts of the world, and have been printed whenever individuality and fine taste

were shown. The one criterion applied to them has been that of worth and sincerity. At the requesi

of many readers the proprietors of "Country Life" are publishing a long-delayed selection from

these poems.
In this anthology there are poems to suit many tastes, but there are none given over to vague,

ill-defined emotion or any merely fanciful sentimentality. There are poems for to-day of " the lads whc
have gone to the war," and of those who will come back no more. And it is hoped that the beautiful

poems of our countryside, of our grey seas and tumbling burns will be read with joy by soldiers far from

the home and land of their hearts. iV

Kull Prospectus will be sent post free on application to the Offices of " Coi'ntrv Lifk " Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street.^

Covent Garden. W.C. > .-
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